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(For the Use of the Secretariat) 
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Registered Number. 

4V6 3/ 	 

UNITED NATIONS WAR CRIMES COMMISSION 
C:nit,i Kingdom 
	 l:IIARGES AGAINST 	 

CASE No  LI\ -  3/' 	°1  * 

 

WAR CRIMINAL-) 

     

0002 
Date of receipt in Secretariat. 

APR 1947 

Name of accused, his 
rank and unit, or 
official position. 

([Vol to be translate(1.) 

Willi r2it;Si?ELO 	- 	Lajor Gers.ral of ,)olice 

Date and place of 
commission of al- 
leged crime. 

j. 

lst Chary° -- 9 December    CA:;A 

 

, 

 

2n.1  Charne -- 13  Auzp't  1944, VAGO =LW, Italy. 

Number and descrip-
tion of crime in war 
crimes list. 

o. (i) Murder (both charges) 

SHORT STATEMENT OF FACTS. 
In Dtwenib r 194.3 that accused was in command of operations against -partisans in--the-  area 
surrounding TURIN, Italy. Under his corasand for this 2ur2ose was the 15 Police 'Alegi's-
ent. On the 9th December 194.3 during an operation aga'ns 2.7,•tisans at kX.)ii1;0 CANAVESE, 
near Turin which was carried out on the orders of the accused, lb partisans were captur-
ed by units of 15 Police Regiment. Amongst the lb was an escaped British Prisoner of 

Privf::•te Donald RUSSELL. TrNSPELD gave orders that all these men should be shot 
an] thi:: was done. No trial of any kind took place before The execution nor was any 
priest .;)resent at the scene of the execut cns. 	There is no evidence to show that the 
accusei or the Germans who carried out the execution, knew th - •t anonst the partisans 
was a British Prisoner of - Var. 	:iad a trial taken place, however, it is almost certain 
that this fact would have come to light. 

Cu) On the 13th ALI:j1st 1944, four Germans were wounded by partisans at BORGO TICLO. The 
G,-rman Security Commander for that area received orders froai TiSPEID's Ii.g. to execute 
12 male inhabitants of isOZO riacINO as a reprisal. This execution was carried out. 

Office of the JAG 	Dept.) 	  TRANSMITTED BY 	 

• 
Insert serial number under which the case is registered in the files of the National Office of the accusing Slate. 

(29656) Wt.P.2524 	5,000 5146 A.& IL W.Ltd. Ge.685 
(30419) Vt. 1163.17 5,000 10,15 

References to rele-
vant provisions of 
national law. 

Breaches of 
International Law 

1st Charge - Breach of  paragraph. .449  of  the...Lawa...and...Usages-of..War 
and Hague Conference 1899, page 14.6. 

-2nd Chare  - 3reaches 	of paragraphs 	454, 456 and 459 of the Lams 
and Usages of ;far. 

Murder 
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STATEMENT of 

     

2C9 POW Camp, CMF. 

1 May 1946. 

0004 

 

Oberstermfuenrea: Satin Han: 	AA 079956 
BdS kresenkemmaeic, TURIN. 

 

who states:- 

      

I have been cautionte! that I am not obliged to eay anything unless I 
wish to do so, but whatever I d. say will be taken down in writing and may be 
given in evidence. 

:(Sgd) Hans Schuh. 

I came to the BdS Aueeenkommando TURIN at about 18 Sept. 1943 and I 
remained there until 30 June 191,4. This office was under Hauptsturmfuehrer 
SCHMID and I was his deputy. Then I left TURIN, I took over the Aussenposten 
(outpost) at BIELLA and I repaieed there until 24 April 1945. 

Towards November 194-2; reports were received from German and Italian 
sources, to the effect that partisans were operating in the FORNO OANVESE arca. 
These reports also contained' information about attacks on German troops, air 
observation posts and Carabinieei stations. As a result of these reports, I 
went personally to FORNO CANAVESE towards the middle of Lovember, using a civi- 
lian car and civilian clothes, j.1 order 	gt personal impressions. After my 
visit I was satisfied that in feet pertieene were operating in that area. On 
1 December 43 I flew over the aaea to make air observations. Short time after-
wards I made a detailed report and plan for the necessary action to the Schutz-
polizei in TURIN and I believe to remember that I handed it to the Ia of No.15 
SS and Pelice_Regt., Capt. MUENCH. No.15 Police Regt. was under Lt.Col. BUCH 
and was stationed in VERCELLI. aauptsturmfuehrer SCHMID was always informed by 
me about the progress of the maecr. 2 or 3 days later an order of action was 
received from No.15 Police Regt, 

On about 7 December 43, in accordance with this order, three Coys of 
Schutzpolizci under Capt. REINK2 went to the FORNO CANAVESE area, reinforced by 
a small detachment of the Waffen SS. I remember that the following officers 
were present: Reinko's adjutant Capt. GOSCH, Lt. LINHART, 2 further Coy comman-
ders, a medical officer (2nd Lt,) and an Obersturmfuehrer ofethe Waffen SS. I 
was accompanied by the following members of my departmonf. caturmscharfuehrer 
ALBRECHT, Sturmscharfuehrer 	Oberscharfuehnr JAUCII, Oberscharfuehrer 
BODE (dead), a civilian interpreter LERCH (dead) and four others, whose names I 
do not remember. As there were 2 heavy tanks: in our column, we reached the FOR-
NO CANAVESE area later than it was intended and this gave the partisans a chance 
to retreat. On the first day there was only isolated fighting on the mountain 
slopes and weapon and ammunition dumps were captured during searches. Tho civi-
lians, who lived in these houses were arrested. On the next day an open battle 
developed between the Germans and the partisans, causing casualties on both 
sides. Already on the first day, two partisans wore captured, who had been 
known by name. Those were kept in a buildirig at FORNC CaNaVESE. During the ac-
tion on the second day, a certain number of partisans were captured and-they too 
wore kept in the above montionca building:  On the third day, the 40 civilians, 
who had been arrested on the first day, were released. From interrogations car-
ried out by ALBRECHT and other m:mbrs of the BdS it resulted that 3 or 4 of the 
partisans were ex-yugoslavian soldiers. Tic remainder of the interrogated par-
tisans had all Italian identity eocumente or letters from their relatives and 
were all to the best of my knowl)dge and conscience Italian nationals. After 
the interrogation I examined their documents and called them up, name by name, 
Their total number was 19. Not ene,ef tales.: 19 p,rsens mentioned that he was an 

/Englishman 	Th 
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• 

411Lnt7iiehman h:r 	
rt frJm the Yug.aalav,c, wh:) 	unif 	n 	

haf.LNY In giA; 

I 	.n 1 ..1 AFT-,;X2 - 1:' 	 th, 	cint-tining the 19 partisans 
an4 asked wht!. r th y 	1 :1. 	 or .1)...t,ise was goinj, to happen 
to them: RIA..11. wa 	th 	L 	 t 	v 	to lc shot, in accordance with 
thc OBSW erdcr,,put that !;,- ht r 	first th. noc.:suary auth.)rity, 

TENSFEIJ), 	 b n in TURIN wit17. th, G-nc.ral :f 
ta,  Waff.7'n 53 ZIMMERIT. 	t: 
for about on hur, 	 him ..nA 	th imprJion that he was alti„- 

with th rests of th 	 n r:-)turn:d te 

	

REINKE statc -! tjLfl 	 fral G.:neral TENS271,I,  for executien and I b.2.1',: to 	r tht. 	 TURIN by tol..phon. 4,ft 

	

5 h,urs, I was called by ..Z'fIXE 	t i r.L. that TENSFELD had 	 r, 
for the axscution. I blicv 	 havints b, :n a :-.:ssa,.T7‹,-tt o the 0DJ7i 

	

Th:. 19 part -'--- 	th:n 	bz: a firiak; ..,qu%d of th Schutzp3liz...i;  in two groups of 9 and 10. Th.-. firin„: squad 	 th- c(..mmand of a 2nd Lt. 

	

the SchuL,.- 117-,7 whos ham. I 	n,t r,:mb;;;<  I deserib. him as follows:- 30-35 ycars r.ad, 1.70 Lih , robust built, 	 compl:xion, dark hair, 
sickly appoaranco. I was pros.nt at ti . 	 an.i co ;:a t 	m-dical ViC1:1106 	th r. .?.xaminA 	 I was prs..:nt ani 	th. officer, who had commanded th. firing squad, .L;Ivin„.; th, "cou2 Ic racs" 	27.w of as indicatA by the U,C„ I 	v not 	iy%rt in VI. ._ --cutn in any  

that th% victims had net 	tri-d 	 w. re shot in accordanco with th. OBSW order. 

The ;ugoblavy, wh 	 yrA-cted by the GALv. 
Convsntion, were not sho .:.nd I know that th .y 	taken to TURIN by REINKE %nd 

pr::::izmo that they wor then handed 1/7r to the Fulda,ndarmeric (Mil tary Polic 
na.d it boon known. that thorc was a Briti6L eojdior amongst the 19 partisans, ho 
certainly would have not bn shJt. Or“:r3 had alroad7 buenil.vcn to takc any 
precautions and in cab -:. f captur: of British PSOW, to treat them in accordance 
with th, 	/1 .̂r 

(Sgd) Hans Schuh. 

I have read the abcv,„ otatutiont. It lb true and correct and I w::.c civen the epp.)rtunity to make . r.y alt:.rations, 

(3gd) Hanc Sc-huh. 

$fat tn.P1:11 10,r  
. 	 ao•••••••••„ Japt. D.,IPM(SIB) DJLG's staff 

HQ, CMF. 

through th. mudium 
	(Sgd) Hans Propi. g.r 	Official ir 

_ ,taff, GHQ, uwir. 

CP. 
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7: _W211:11_ 

the 	ad:-1.tion to ..-:y st .tetiont oc.:0' 1 

coitfirr..1 .fr,r staternoilt 	thr.. 

Pe.re.. 	la3t linc. but one (to the order of Vic C. iii C. 
South 	I 	horeb-J: ^n order 	Foldiaarschf..11 

1945. 	T Llyself 	not L.,er, this ori.g but T. :_now th.t.t 
referrod to this 

P. rr. 7: 	TO 	 4.5 Ka from 	 -.13 certain 
Generr 1 .211":11aD had boon th....re, on th- 	 I have statcd. 

8: L".st sc.atence: To this I ilr.STO to 5- :7 .1..t 
roe- 	 frovi 	 .nd th.,t the order ti,..s br.seci 

the instruct oils of the C. in O. South ',"t:A. 	I hr,.6. th-.t 	xessier.. 

Parr. 9: I nican to :;ay that I rlo not .:now uhether 
:lore brouLht before - Court Mirlrtial or Sur.i.lary Court. 

I k-,r IiQ viox in 	I ciao sdbordinato to SS-O-oursturQfueilrer 
SCi72:1D. 	...hen I vir.-.3 transferred to 73.77,Ti., the r--;lationship remained the 
same, thr_. t is: 	subore.inato to SCI 	and he to SS-Standr.rtenfuehror 
..R...UFFin ;:11,..117 and he o  in turn*  to 3S-Grupponfuehrer and Generr.1 Dr II:t3Tat. 

CIL: 	tr.L1 direct corresponC,enco with Con. 	 never 
sent 	reports. 	During ?artisan ervy.,goilionts Gen. T-LIIM.":7ED 	com- 
t.K.nd over Police 1-tegitaent 15 and other units. 

I re,..etabor that at the end of rovecaber 194.3 7. conferen;o 
t 	place in TURD; at which 	 Gen. ri.12r3_2I;D, SS 3tandn rt en- 
fuehrer 	Oberst BUCII, th4 Oporatims Officer of 7j.olicc Recinent 15, 
(Ia) Hptun. ;a:-.7.2;CH, - 3CM:ill) and and I as 	!;ori.. 
took Part. 	1-i. Vas clecidoC. ,, to take action auainst the (.0n.st 
ing Partisan moveuont. 	Thereupon I rec,,ivoC. rn :.-.T.2.er to start lay stiF.:- 
ations in the -.V.1[40 affr.ir. I ;;;r.ve the reports on this ..-...attor to the 
operations Officer (Ia). Tomrcls the end of April in. unit of the Pad-
Lendr...rtacrie (Military Police) carte to TUIIIII, which took ^xt in an action 
against Partisrms in the SUSr.. valley. ;Ls far as I re.ler,feer their ca.l. rtTc,.oc 
vic.. if   The °on as yzell 	as pca. . Rug t 15, yam under the oomoand 
of Genova TIL:SPLID. 

110100, 

.14 Klx• 

The wove str.tcnunts 'were ..lade by me voluntarily. 

(Sg.d) 

Before inc s 	(Sad) 	SCOT'iL:,01  Lt Col.. 

Distribution 	Conies 
CI:pt Earshall 

(JAG) 	25(English) 
/+(Gerraan) 

pile 	 5 1:113li.sh -.2x1 Gerlan) 
it.r..i.,:alen 	1 Eivlish) 

194.6; 
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• 	
,111;0 CANAVESes,. 

13. Jan 6. 
STATEI.EDIT OF:- VIETA GiusuP,u, 

Via Truchetti 1:e," , 	 Aae 1414. yrs, 
FORNO OA: • AVESE, 
TURIN. 

Who saith, 

About 0800 lee:, ee the i Dec ?Os  a large number of German 
soldiers' arrived on various vel-e:cles in 'OH'10 CAfiAVESE. 	They immediately 

the ' began to seerch :1.11 tht heuses fei 	villaLe, four of whom enterc.id nxy hosso 
and ask,A if I hod arr; weapore.e. These soldiers Were dressed in grey-green 
eniforrns with the sweetika embleei worn ere the left 	 One of these 
soldiers told mu that they vka-(.... part of the' Gorman POLIZEI Regt ;  another told 
me that they had come from VEi..?.ez....1. 	The -.: then left r.K7 souse to go in further 
search. 

Outsici(.{• or ray h„,ase 	German lorry with the letters POL 
painted on two front and rear of the, vehicles, 

The:ie. soldier:, carried out search _r 1.arioue houses f:uring the 
rest of the day, and at reIght ecereo: 3 a nuseber of buildings •t id houses in the 

while some slept in -;:h.:ir 	 There wore a .releber of officers 
who arrived with these solla..re, but I 111:1 ilr, ^.∎ _ s c ti 	rj:tist. 

 	DerinL the 	 irec 	 cor,tinued to 
• search the houses in the surreeetlenL 

Abe.,t. 1530 Iwo or the 9 .1.).c .1+3, two of the Gereiale soldiers croae 
to my house and ordered :e 	 to the C:,.SA DEL FASCIO, which Iaas 
the Headquarters or toe riepuel ....ean Fesei 	earty. 	On aeriv-ii)li there I saw a 
larp..e number of vehielee 	 ''-ermau eeldiers t3repe.red ready for 7.1eparture. 

Some 	I ;ter ; 	mai.e 	 were 'icought to the 
- CASA DEL IJASCIO undee. aeme('i 	 beet ten Gerelan seldiers, 	i :e.ueediate- 
ly r-..ecFrnisod. two of .!,`.ciao, 	7.3 1.4.1(; at GRASSO frae the vt,....1oe3 of 
RIV;RA, the other  as OlivIRT 	Lee . botn. being 	of the Partisans. 	A 
German soldier., whorl T thought to hi: a Corporal, oriered rvsel2 and about 
fort; other civilians te go to . field 	the sue ef thu C-1-11- DEL :1,1.eSCIO. 

. Nino of the sale civil:Le:le who „ere vase;. uLcort .v;..re then taken to the field 
and ordered to stand w-ito theie bacl...n to their esccet. 	About 15 eletres from 
tho-eo nine :aide 	 -eere ter Germer soldiers, 	armed with rifles. 	A 
German officer then ELI.vo thee, the order to fire, all ten soldiers fired and the 
nine raale civiliars fell to the greL2n3. 	Thu German officer then fired a shot 
from his revolver into the heed:, of all rte bodies. 	This C: ran 	I 
describe as foliovvri:- apc 	30 yrs. hcight about 61 , he vy build, P. _- 
hair, round face, fresh comolexeon, 	shaven, 	Dress, ;. r,3y-green uniforel 
and SD cap, with I bes'...Leve 	cord al;ove the >eak. 

The other ninu eale etyilione were then brought to the field and 
shot in exactly the siege manreer, by the Te-eae firing squad, on orrd,,rs of the Germar. 
officer. 

The German ofricer the :eel.; the Coiemissari of thu Commune 
that the eighteen civilians he:, been 2' ft:_:: -,ns ?ell that all Partisans would be 
treated in the seeau mann;r. 

The eighteen e.e.!ies 	e? iced on.e lorry by loced civilians 
and taken to the cemetery 	i•V.$).NO 

The Gereean 	 • 1' • 	L;(:1 	 their loeries and left 

/the village 
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the vill-ge, going in the direction of TURD!. 

During the follov,ing day (10 Dec 43), I learned that one of the 
eighteen persons shot was an EnfYlish soldier, but I do not lznov,-  his nano. 

I Yrlye read over the above statement. 	It is true and correct. 	I 
herel.ith append r.v,r signature. 

(Signed) VIETL Giuseppe 

I certify that the above statement -was taken by me, through the 
medium of WIRTH Wolf, Official Interpreter, on Jan 46, at FUN() CLNAVESE. 

(Signed) 14.256309 Sgt CL.i,KELD J. 
78 Section SIB CL 

I certify that, the above translation from Italian is correct and 
true to the best of ray ability. 

(Signed) W1-1,ELT Wolf. 
Interpreter. 

■ 
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• 
TURIN. 

5 Jan 46. 

STATEbENT OF:- ROSSETTO Giuse7. u, 
Via Alpignano Nu.14, 	 Age 24 yrs, 
TURIN. 	 Leather i;icrchant. 

Who saith, 

During Sop 43  I 	living at rORNO C,LN...VESE, and was a me;Aber 
of the local Partisan band. 

On the 13 Sup 43, ten British soldiers ca;Aeto the house which was 
being occupied as the Headquarters of the Partisans. 	Thou were provided with 
food and clothing and took an active part in the operation of tho Partisans. 

During their stay 
his name was Donald RUSSELL, ho 
back of an old photograph which 
graph with the name and address 
A' I now produce. 

with us, one of these soldiers told no that 
then wrote his none and hone address on tho 
I provided, and gnvo it to me. 	This photo- 
written on the back and now, marked 'Exhibit 

On the 11 Dec 43 I learned that DONALD RUSSELL had boon shot by 
the Germans, together with seventeen Italian civilians who were Partisans, 
at FORNO CANAVESE on the 9 Dec 43. 

A fev days later, together with other civilians I went to the 
cemetery at FORNO CAJ'LVESE for the purpose of exhuming 411 eighteen bodies which 
had been shot by tho Germans. One of the bodies which I helped to exhumo 
I immediately recognised as that of DONALD RUSSELL. Thu body was easily 
recognisable by his features and also the clothes which he had ben provided 
with when he first Joined tho Partisans. The body of RUSSELL and the other 
seventeen bodies all bore signs of bullet wounds about the head and chest. 
All the bodies wore than placed in separate coffins and re-interred in the 
cemetery at fORNO CANAVESE. 

I have read over the above statement. 	It is true and cor-cect. 
I herewith append rAy signature, 

(Sign4i) ILSSETTO Giusopu. 

I certify that the above statement was taken by no, through 
the medium of WIRPH Wolf, Official Interpreter, on 5 jIn 46, at TURIN. 

(Signed) 14256309 Sgt C4.LaIELD 
78 Section SIB C} 

I certify that the above translation froz Italian is correct 
and true to the bust of my ability. 

(Sinned) WIRTH Wolf. 
Interpret_ r. 
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I, John Ronald PAiL:Y, of the 5re Battalion Coldstream Guards 
stationed at TEDDINGTON, 	(Service No. 2662193) with permanent home 
address at 13 Bowens Terrace TRED:GAR, .:onmouthshire, make oath and 
say as follows : 

• 

On the 21st June 1 )42, whilst I 71:A6 serving with -.%y Regiment at 
TOBRUK, I was taken Prisoner and sent to ITLLY arriving in that Country 
on the .6th August 1942. 	I 
	

taken to a Camp at LUCL,, where I first 
met Donald RUSSELL, a Privat. in, I believe, the Cameron Highlanders. 
If it was not the Camerons, 	quite sure it Was a Scottish Regiment. 

During i,:ay 1943, 	was transferred, together with RUS:3ELL and 
73 other British Prisoners c.7 War, from LUCCA to a Working Camp at TURIN. 
The Camp number was 112/1 and it wau in the charge of Italians. 

On the dth Septe,-.2eer 1945, ITALY capitulated and on the 10th 
September 1 1.,30, every man in the Camp (75 of us) escaped and three -
Harry 0.M723  George El4qETT nd I, went to a very small village nacd 
ALPETTIE, about 25 miles fro:.: TURIN. 	Harry OVIATT was a Private in the 
R.A.S.C., and his home address is 7 Rivett Street, Old Kent Road, LONDON. 
George 	 home address is at EDMONTON, but I am unable to supply 
any other details regarding 	I do not know the Regiment in which he 
Was serving. 

Upon our arrival at ALPETTIE, we found that a Band of Partisans 
was being formed by an Ital:1-11, whose name I cannot remember. 	OVI,,TT, 
MAiETT and I Joined the band of Partisans, but we were never engaged in 
any active resistance work at ALPETTIE. 

In November 1943, 	and I left that Village and went to 
FORNO CANAVESE, about 5 miles away over the mountains, where we Joined 
another band of Partisans le?. by an Italian named, I believe, LLFORSO. 
This band consisted at the tL_Ie of 36 escaped British Prisoners of War 
and about 150 Italians. 	Do.:Ald RUSSELL was already a ...ember of the 
Party. Other members whom had previously known were John WILSON of 
the Durham Light Infantry, P%e George HIGGINS and Lance Corporal SLAY. 
WILSON's home is at 1E7CLSTL-, but I don't know the exact address. 	I am 
unable to give any details r.,garding HIGGINS and SLAY. 

The Party had :thou', 8 machine guns, 12) rifles and a large 
nuMber of grenades, so that the majority of the :,embers were armed. 
Donald_RUSSELL had a rifle and ammunition, but WILSON, Er-fifer', HIGGINS, 
SLAY and cyself wcr c not ar.ed in any way. RUSSELL was dressed in 
the trousers, boots and blue shirt of an Italian soldier and vivilian 
jacket and cap. 

During the night of the dth/9th December 1943, a party of about 
1,500 enemy soldiers comprised of Germans and Italian Fascists arrived at 
PORNO, with the intention, 	we understood, to disperse or eliminate the 
Partisan band to which we bL.enged. 	I do not know the names of the enemy 
Units concerned and I can give no information regarding them which would 
assist in establishing their identity. 

During the morning of the 9th December 1943, the enemy force 
attacked our band in the hiils outside PORNO where we had been hiding 
since 'their arrival in the district. 	They fired on us for two or three 
hours; and the Partisans who were armed returned their fire with rifles 
and machine guns. 	After about three hours under fire, ';WILSON, HIGGINS, 
SLAY and myself were - instructed by the Deputy Commander of the Party (an 
Italian Padre whose name I de not know) to withdraw further back into the 
hills, as we were not armed. 	RUSSELL, who was armed with a rifle, 
remained with the Partisans, firing upon the enemy forces. 	None of the 
party had been killed so far and I and my unarmed comrades, as directed, 
withdrew about two miles to the tip of the hill on which the fighting 
was taking place. 

Cont'd 	 
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re.enin,o .vlere e-ider eover for about half an hour and then 
we, saw a party of P'Lrtisee_ 	der 'he Deputy Cemander withdrawing on our 
left towards e 	 We joined the-, making alto- 
gether 	party of about 	ey ....eraees and I were the only British 
soldieee Ln theeband.anag.h---,- 	enquiries, we could find no 
trace of :e,LIFLT )1. 	,eyou ,the had weer him. 

On arrv..1 at P..1:.: 	t 	Denuty Commander told us that the 
band .as ereekilv; up and pave every ..an, including the Italians, 'e0 lire 
eech. 

The next day, 	and TeaccaLepanied by a French soldier, who 
n-= bee.-  forced to 	tho 	iimy, left the Village with the intun- 
.tion of retu:ening to PORN°. 	I do not know the French soldier's name. 

did net-  reurr to FORn immediately but stayed for several 
a 	 lays in and around a small ve,.1aEe about six e.iles from our destination. 

On either the 12th 	13th DeceMber 1943, the enemy column left 
the :PORNO TY1.)trtcL, and T r.nc my two companions, went to the hills outside 
FORM) whore the firhtiug •ea:1 ',1ken place between the Partisans an the 
nk:my forces.. Wo went there to collect ou-: kit which we had hidden amongst 
the recks and bouleers derlhe the fighting. 	We found our kit was missing, 
20 wafoN took us to a 1--J.:ue. .t 	VIETTL, a 	place on the outskirts 
af FORNG. 	 knuw the ; _ile 	at the house - an Italian Farme:2 

b 	or.. 	e nt 

The farmer %;eld a :hat the Gerienn Forh„s had taken 18 prisoners 
during tneir attncka oh - the P-rtien 1.-nd and that these prisoners were 

u2 ,1)f :7 Italians and os.. Lr-e.:iah Prisoner of War, whose name was 
Donald R=L2._, 	H. 	c.ol..1 les ftat.thLse 18 prisoners had been taken 
te a smtill Village Leerb7 (th; na 	uf which I cannot recn11), by their 
G-erman captcr, 	-4het 	 e.ey 	the Square there. 	The farmer said 
thet 'no 'tad net seer t.-.e 	 ne.was able to tell us that all the 
dead had le-en 17,urie0 by 	 L; the PORNO Cemetery. 	le were unable 
to visit tl'e ::'.::let ::r;' at 1:02: et -6hat time as there wpru too many Fascist 
Spies in tI . 	0%, 

steyek - —11 tht. 	for seven days and then returned to 
21.710 	 e Partisan band which was being re-formed 
there, 	I eehtinue::: to sex. , :iith various Partisan bands in ITALY until 
the enc. of ay •1945, but Sur le; the beginning of that month, as thins had 

• ,,,row:. *quiet, I re'..erned to Fee43 by myself. 

1 went t, the 	ry there and saw, amongst other graves, a 
grave i 	26 ark 	 t o i.nscription 	RUSS-17, - ENGLISH'. 
I also sew the grr.vcs of eb(.. 	' -embers of- the Partisan band of PORNO. 

.‘.t trn, en:3 of than .enth, I arrivedklat the Repatriation Centre 
at TURIN end 1 ''r.s.eventuall:;  returned to this country. 

et pros• nt 	 at the 88th Polish Repatriation Camp, 
TEDDINGTOr 	 :ev ren S is Guardsman. 

I se-ae:..nie ee. 	 1.eelarc that the contents of this, my 
as idavit, 

(Sired) J.R. Parry 

SWORN by the 
	 P.ar..7 a:: • 

CHELTENILT 	the :eut 
	e.,ueester 

before 	one of 	 - 
of the Peace ih 	 O,onty 
of Gloucester, tames 25t1) 

(Signed) C. Blagg 
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•port Nes worq/LpC11490(a)  APSZRF 

JAG Ref : mp/JA0s/4V38(1K)  
CONFIDENTIAL 

VOLUNTARY STATEMENT BY PW 

LD 1 690 Generalmajor der  Poliz i Willy TENSFELD 

1. At the beginning of September 1943 I was posted to the Higher SS 
and Polizei Fuehrer in ITALY and received instructions to establish liaison, 
as Inspector of the Militia, with the Militia, later the GNR (Guardia 
Nazionale Republicana) in order to help in its re-forming. 	I was only 
Liaison Officer and I had no authority to issue ordrs. 

2. In the first half of December General WOLFF gave Generalmajor 
ZINNERMANN and me the task of preventing the general strike threatening 
TURIN. 	In this, Generalmajor ZIMMERMANN had the task of conducting the 
trade negotiations, whilst, in case of a failure of these negotiations, 
I was to prevent the occupation of the town by Partisans for which purpose the 
Police Forces stationed in the TURIN area were subordinated to me. These 
forces consisted mainly of the 15 Police Re•gt commanded by Oberst Bum. 
The regtl HQ and the regimental units were stationed at VERCELLI, 1 Bn 
under Hauptman REINKE in TURIN and 2 Bn in MILAN. 

I took part in all the negotiations with the Italian authorities, 
employers and employees, conducted by "JMMERMANN. These negotiations lasted 
into January. 	In the period of about 16 - 18 Dec until about 1 - 2 January 
1 944 I went to GERMANY on leave because my second son had been killed. 

During my leave ZIMN7RMANN took over my tasks. 

3. Only after my return at the beginning of January did General WOLFF 
appoint me SS and Polizei Fuehrer. For further details see my statement 
of 11.11.1946. 

4. Both during my duty in TURIN and after my appointment as SS and 
Polizei Fuehrer I was subordinated to the Highest SS and Polizei Fuehrer in 
ITALY, General WOLFF. I received orders from WOLFF only. Also orders 
issued by the G00-in-C Army croup, Generalfeldmarschall KESSELRING were 
passed on to me by WOLFF. Those orders were passed on by me, so far as 
the order necessitated it, in the original orm-drafted, to the following 
offices ;- 

To 15 Polizei Regt 
Oammander of the Rural Police 
Liaison Officer between the Police (Ordnungspolizei) and the 
Italian Police and Militia in MILAN, TURIN and GENOA. 
and also to the Security Canmandants. 

Orders or teleprints the contents of which concerned active or 
passive measures against the Partisans, as e.g. KESSELRING's teleprint, 
dated 1.7.44 were brought to the knowledge of the above-mentioned offices 
through my HQ in the original. 

5. The Police Forces were subordinated to me as SS and Polizei Fuehrer 
only tactically, i.e. I could only order where and when they were to be 
used for the maintenance and security and re-establishment of order. In 
administration of troops, matters of personnel and discipline tho Police 
troops were subordinated directly to the GOO Police (Ordnungspolizei 
General v KAMFTZ who in turn, came under WOLFF. Thus I had no jurisdiction 
over a court either. 

6. The Security Police stationed within my Comand was not subordinated 
to me in any way. They came under the Chief of the MILAN Branch Office 
of the Security Police, Standartenfuehrer RAUFF, who in turn came under 
Dr HARSTER direst. In my area the Security Police received orders from 

RAUFF/ 

AM 
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Ri.UFF only. I depended on co-operation only, 	This co-operation 
40 	not what it should have been as I repeatedly had reasons to complain to 

WOLFF. Had they been subordirated to me, grounds for complr.int would 
never have ari sea, 

7. 
8 arm : 

The following is my attitude to the statement of Ohersturmfuehrer 

1. SCHUH, as a member of the Security Police, TURIN Branch 
ad not come under me, 

2. Hs was not at FORNO-Gd1V.,VESTit on orders from me and ho 
also did not have to make reports to me. 

3. SCHUH wrEe received an instruction frau me personally. 
4. The 86nder had the right to take action independently, 

without having to macaw DV perAioaion, if reports reached 
hirA from the Security Police which seemed to necessitate it 
and if security demanded it. The unit and the Security 
Pollee arranged with each other direct the use of troops 
and any other meantime. 

It seems to have been such an setian which took place at PORNO.. 
liatVESTA, sines I clarinet remember that I ordered it. In this my itsarftiegi 
I am etmngtbened because I know that RIM NSI and SCHUH often worked 
tug-other. 

therefore deny having given Hauptmann REIM en order by 
telephone to shoot the 1 prisoners, whilst SCHUH ow in his (Pt- tanaat 
that my decision war not taken till four or five hours after =DKr s 
alleged telephone sell. 

Nor can i  innertVer now having been with ZDOMMANI1 in PORNO-
CANAVESTA around the 10th Deeeinber. 

8. 	No nentber of ny stet had the rift to take decisions independently 
regardin,5 violent Talaswres. 

I have made the above statement voluntarily and without eampuision. 

(figd) Willy TRISPHLD 

.Signed in v4( presence 1 	 (Bad) 6.10. SCOTLAND 
I.t-Col WOG 

LIM 
28 Jan 47 

*stribution MBA 	 8niffGer 

JAG 	 2 	1044) 
Major algEN 
Pile 	 1(60) 	5 
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209 POW Camp, CIF 
24. :tpr 4.6e 

1:ttem-  r. 

ii.ej.m.e.oh JOST 

I was !'ntellii.;enee Officer in the anti-partisan 
steff of SSPF Oberitleien :lest (General IrFINSFE.,D) from 
6 Feb 4i. until Ve .i4pr 45, 

es far 	I ..k:now, •'.7-eneral Ta.S7413D Ca= to ITALY 
• about the end of 151,3 and ens ei first inspector of the 

. the be eihniel a of Fc.  4.4 he became SSPF for the 
aistriete 	L'..7.333RIP:,.•••)=7.17 thNTE and LUGURIe., as well as the 
Proviseee of .b.27:3CL;e- •• 	Gimeecal BUERGER was appointed 
SSPF C.oseritclien -Ai5.t- -;.-.6,••the Province of 	.was transferred 
te 	iibout -the 	tin), the whole of .1.,IGURIA and the 
wereten'...p. rts 	•'.ONTE wc.:re detached 3 these areas were 
occupied 	the firm-. 	iesper...-1":_le .  for a nti-partisan 
mea sures. "It short t.717:70 	 th area to the rear of 
Arrry LIGURIA, as far ee the. PO had also to be detached. 

(nhi)7' :I 1 TEVI-Ta..):.0 s dutier-7 ec.e.81.8ted of a nti- 
partisan IritiCi .31..re S 1r thin h:s 	For thii.parpose he had a t 
his dispose' fLerTec 	 Militia 
units, • The .kerheitspolizei. detachments in the wee had 
instruct .ens to :;up-  ort"t;renexa:e TENSF-aile' s.HQ in anti- 
eartisan mcitters, :ere:rent:le! :.'or. intelligence duties. 	The 
units 'employed for eti-7)artioan warfare were instructed 
to transfer all part• sat, prisoners to the local Sicherheits- 
polizei 	for further tt"C A:U.) 

About 	et: Jr'% L. the -.4hole eren was -divided 
into so...ce -:.ted Seourity 5eeters,. • Those Geriron ofiicers who 
appeared most suiteble W ,:.e) always employed as Security 
Comment-kers by aeneral TI4V3FEID. This 	.s 	was 
sometimes an Arm,/ 	such as a Military Govern-.)r, 
an Area Conmender or a Telin _j or, and, mmetime s a Police 	• 
or Gendarmerie officer. The Security Cormanders were responsible 
for the maintenance of law and order, and a'bove all for a ad*" 
1-, rtisan 'warfare, 	For this purpose all German and Italiazi .  
_wits lying in their areas were at their disposal. 

At first a completely free hand was given to the 
Security - Goy:menders ir. the -aerfOrrin rice 	their duties. 
As however excesses oceverrece, especially in the execution 
of reprisals by Ite•tiel, units and HQs, the Security Commanders 
were ordered after -bout four weeks i obtain the authority 
of the SSPlo Oh eri 1 ten West before any reprisal s. So-called 
light reprisals, itch as the prohibiti on of the sale of 
alchohol or tobacco for pertioular corilinnlities the imposal 
of fines, or making a comunitg responsible for certain 
acts of the perti.sans, could. still be taken indepaidently 
by the Seca:.. ty °amender's. It was 3ufficient to inform 
Genera]. T.MISFELD's 	afterwerds. 	In 31V case, a daily 
report of partisan 7.etivities and 3 Ct1011 talcizi by Security • 
Commanders had to be made to this HQ. Proposed serious and 

most serious :.:•eprf..7..ds had first to be proposed -ix) the SSPF• 
Cheri ta3.ien West,. 	.-Len permission had been given could 

	

/the reprisal 	 
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the reprisal be exeL.• ted. 	 permission was granted, 
I usually-  discussed 4-..ne 	 reprisal ‘tith-Z.)tanf RAUFF 
or sometimes with 	 •- 	7:IQ. in the area concerned 
and then gave it to C•ener.-.1 	for his decision. 

About Aucust 	Se-etc-L.:be:: 19)4, so-called Ring 
Commanders were also introduced. The most suitable Security 
Commander was appoin-edd Ring Commander for several Security 
Sectors. The Ring -.Orr:a:der received daily reports on 
partisan activity from hi c, subordinate Secu:Aty Commanders 
in the sane way as Gener:i TENsELEDIs HQ. The ring Ccamnander 
'mould carry cut srp2... anti-partisan actions independently 
if the units at his disposal i-ppeored sufficiuit to hira. The 
appointment of Ring Cermaa:..der\L was designed to do away with 
the unnecessary tranc,port of units directly under General 
TENSFELD' s commn 

The Secu.:ity C'..oril.L.anders had orders to transfer all 
partisan prisoners 	once to the local HQ of the Sicherheits- 
polizei. It was forbidden for tilem to shoot partisan prisoners 
independently. The Secu;ity Commanders were continually 
lectured on the execution 	r...prisols. 	In this connection 
a number of examples - iere gii.ron in a conference in about 
May 44 of how not to corr./ ou-. r prisals. 

I still .;member in detail the fbllowing four 
serious reprisals :- 

1) In Auturni• • 	-roscists were shot one evening 
on the street in Lai:;Gio., 	:Italian police was able to arrest 
thhe four perpertrators, 7`7..ey confessed to the crime. General 
TENSFLED awe 	 t. execute the four perpertrator s at 
the scene of the 	 It-Ilnins were not made 
responsible for th 	cramec, 

2) Aboe.i. 	iidele of 1944 the oases of attacks on 
Gerrnns and 	a in 	were becoming more numerous every 
day. As far as I :mow, the Security Commander of MAN was 
asked what steps h prorosed to take. Hereupon there rust 
have been a conferee betreen Gerrrai and Italian HQs in MILAN, 
at which the execution '.'f cif teal members of the Italian resis-
tance movement was agreed to. Apparent17, however, objections 
to these measures , ire taken by high Italian quarters, be OW se I 
eras telephoned by the Bds;  General HARSTER, who informed me that 
Italian HQs had at first not boon in agreement with the reprisal, 
:but that the Minis!..or of the Interim. had now given his authority. 
As the execution w.:s thai .1.3o carried by the Legion() Muti, it 
appears the t the w1:-_;le reprisal was left to Italian HQs. 

3) About: Mar-Apr L4 a -unit of the Italian armed SS 
carried out an and-partisan opLration in the area of CUM(EANA 
during the course of which 58 14:habitants of CUMLNIA were shot. 
As far as I know, the mason for this reprisal was the fact that a 
unit marching through GT:a1-.:7...;, was shah at from the village and 
A:stained losses. Hereupon, as far as I know, the unit commander 
himself had the 58 person :3 rrk3n tioned, shot. 	There was no previous 
liaison with the HQ of -the S.710. 

4.) At t' .a beginning of 1945 two It lion Air Farce officers 
were shot in LONATE on their way  home. As a reprisal, the local 
Security COMM nder Mr) j or SChliOLLER, suggested thei execution of five 
partisan prisoners Ind :-eneral TENSFELD agreed. The reprisal was never 
carried out because the 	affected Ws not prepared to supply an 
execution party. 	lien Lhe execution party was ready to function, 
two days la ter, ere) .Jrn1 21:NSFI:MD withdrew his permission, as the time 

	

/be tween 	 
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between-the crime nnd 	rerr-isal ha3 become to long. 
According tc Gen... .T.  3 T1.17,-iPLIL .  ....netruc•.tions, roprisals Yod 
to follow quickly.  alter 

I do net ki1011 • C 	crdtr %/h:_ich states that for 
every Gerr.nn shot, 	par:Le:41sr GtLiItolion.F., should be 
executed. 	I cannot I...;memfoory.ing read. such an order by any 
Gorman unit, 

1io 	fiio.nz regarding—  General v: KAIDTZ' s 
appointment :- Goner ,I1 v 	ws Coriander of the Ord:lung s- 
polizei in ITALY, 	s fra1, 	te.iits of the Ordnungspolizei in 
ITALY were actual3;7 	ier his -x-)...roand. 	lie 	however, operat- 
ional COL= Ild over o,  )n extre:.-kai a1I preportlui,  of the 
Police, as the vario-o. -. units .., cre at the disposal cf the SSPFs 
for anti-partisan  war-2 	BdC. Ias nev ,rthela ss „ in 
...dministrative coraran,_. of t'N- 	CE: units, 	General Ict.72TZ was 
also under command 	 1.V0IFF:  but 'lso received 
direct or der s from t'n • . 	. • 'inungspolizei &n BERLIN. 

I certity th,t 	 stntemen-.-, of my own 
free will and that I 	 -;pportt...n.i . ty to rP"d i.k through 
and to make alteratts„ 

• 

Taken down by H.B. 	 :25908/f.‘; - ;ad signed in 
the presence of Ile's, 

I certif 	 -.vu is a truL 	. ns1,-! ti on to 
the best ->f 	 , 

. 	 f,  10 

.■■ 
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• 370 P. W. Camp. RIliTNT 

Further statement of : 

Obereturmfuehrer J 0 S T Heinrich. 

v,ho saith: 

In addition to thc. incidents mentioned by me in my previous 
statement I have to say as follows: 

I remember the reprie,al, which vas carried out at Borgo Ticino. 
As far as I can recollect, it took place in August 1944. 	I did not know 
about this reprisal, nor did I know what had given cause to the incident. 
I only got to know about it, when later on an inquiry was made into the 
matter. The reason why this enquiry was made was, that one of the 
victims of that raid had been a man, who by no means could have been 
executed. That man, an Italian, had been the driver to Field Marshall 
RailEL in the Desert at a time, and according to a rumor he had been awarded 
the Iron Cross 2nd Cl. 	I was also informed that tl)e enquiry vas being 
carried out, because lAissolini had put in a complaint to Obergruppenfuchrer 
Wolff about the execution of that man. 

I further remember having been present in the 1A's office 
(Hauptmann HOLM) when Kapitaenleutnant KMilliAAR was making a statement 
on the above mentioned subject to Hauptm. HOLM. He had to make a 
statement as to how it had come to the execution of the Italian driver, 
and this was th first time I ever heard of the incident which had occurred 
at Borgo Ticino. 	It had been the execution of the Italian driver, which 
had given cause tc the whole inquiry. 	I saw there Krummhaar dictate a 
report on the incident to the secretary. 	I have read that report afterwards 
as a matter of interest. 	I know that the report was made out by request of 
Tensfeld, and that afterwards it had to be submitted to Wolff's H.Q. 	In 
his report Krusrnhaar stated that heehaa-dae-galc:a-mff1NmQ4-an-afT4.cer to pick 
out the victims_Xsr-the execution. I believe that Wolff, in consequence of 
that incideDt--fianted Kris` mhaar to be removed from his post; however he 
remained on the job. 

I do not remember the reprisal, which was carried out at 
CRESCENTINO in the previsc of Vercelli, I do know however, that Oberst der 

BUCH was the Securi4 commander in the province of Vercelli. I 
further know that it was not in the Capacity of a security commander to carry 
out reprisals like the execution of hostages by their own initiative. They 
first had to obtain the consent from TENSFELD's H.Q. in such cases. 	I 
know that the powers of the Security commanders were laid down clearly, and 
that they were warned repeatedly not to carry out executions by their aun 
will. 

As regards the execution of the 15 Italian civilians on the 
Fiazzale Loreto in Milan on the 10th August 1944, I have to state as follows: 

One or two days before the execution took place I r9-ceived a tele- 
phone call from SS Gruppenfuchrer HARSTER. 	He !".pproximately-told me that 
he had come to an agrec.ment over the matter with Obergrupptnfuehrer Wolff, 
For us he added the matter is finished herewith and he said, he had just 
given precise in:A-ructions to Col. RAUVF. 	He also pointed out to me that 
henceforth in cases of similar reprisals court martials will be held 
previous the execution. 

I have made the above statement voluntarily. 	I have read it over 
and it is correct and true. 

(sgd) 	H. JOST. 

The above statement was tak n down by liejor Field-Fisher through the medium 
of the Official interpreter Kurt Plcss. 
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BCRGt TICINO 

3m Yiay 46. 

STATE ZENT CF :- LLUNINI Mario, 	 Male 
"Cafe Falcone" 	 Agod 53 yrs 
Piazza Larti!.1 	 Hotel prmprioter. 
BORGO T:CINO 
Prov, rf NCUtRA. 

Who saith, 

I have • ;sided in BORGO TICINO with my family 
for the past eight years 

About i130 hrs on 13 Aug 	was working in my 
hotel when an Italian civilian whom I do not knowi entered, Ho 
informed me that a few minutes provictsly ho had boon riding his 
motor cycle alcing the NOVARA BORGO TICINO road, same two kilomotros 
away, when a Gorman ratter vehicle carrying soldiers had boon fired 
upon by some unknmwn persons. He did not say whether the soldiers 
had boon injured from this incident and loft the cafe to continue 
his journey. soon afterwards. 

I did not attach too much importance to this story 
and retired upstairs to bed. Tho next thing I remember was that 
I was boini awakened by my small daughter who said that there was 
a lot of Germans in the 	 Upon looking thr:ugh the bedromm 
window I could see German soldiers ordering the civilians into the 
Piazza. Amongst than I recognised my wife. Rifle and pistol shots 
could be heard, and also what appeared to be grenades exploding 
which truck fear int) the villagers. I immediatoly dressed and 
went downstairs whore I was confronted with a German soldier who 
spoke in German. I understo—t that ho wanted me to go to the Piazza/ 
so I went. The number of people there was continually being enlargod 
as more men, women and c hadren were foroibly ejected from their 
homes. 

In the Fiazza was a Gorman who appeared to be in 
charge of the operation. He wore a dark khaki overall suit without 
a hat, or any badges of rank. I later learnt his name was Capitaonp. 
loutnant KRUM from CASTELLETTO TICINO. I dosoribo him as being 
about 40 years of ago, 1,75 metres in height, medium built, thin faoos  
pale complexion, brawn hair brushed back, thin pointed nose. One of 
the Germans who could spook Italian then picked out a number of 
Italians under the ago of 30 years and ordered than to one sido. As 
this was taking plaoo I was:food close to Capitaonloutnant KRUM& 
and CERUTTI Giovanni the COMNI3SARIO PREFETTIZIO. I heard KRUNER 
ask CERUTTa in broken Italian for the sum of 300,000 lire then no ono 
in the village would be hurt. I then saw PIRINO an employee of the 
looal bank leave the Piazza in the company of an armed German soldioll 

All the women wore now ordorod to one side of the 
Piazza and the mon on the other, whilst a small group of about a 
dozen men were stood on their awn. 

.At this moment I hear the telephone ringing in my 
hotel and went to answer it. 	Somoono speaking in Italian asked if 
the German commandor was hero, so I onquirod whore the call was 
from and was informed that it was from STRESA. I immediately wont 
out and caused the mossago to bo passed on to KRUM02, via a Gorman 
soldier. KRUNER wont into the hotel carrying a revolver in his 
hand and I followed in behind. I heard him speak over the phone 
in German, but when ho saw me stood there ha ordered mo away. A8 
I entered the Piazza again I saw OiRUTTI and a Gorman solder enter 
a nearby houso and bring put a blanket and a number of shoots which 
were thrown on the ground in the Piazza. 	this time KRUNER had 
returned and I hoard him ask CERUTTI if thorn wore any Partisans 
in the villago. Tho an.,31or was in the negative. 

r 
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KRULM a ancith_ ;Airman who appeared tc be an 
officer, tcgethor dith tvic Italian .:1ficers of the Mc:S then conversed 
on the ,ierandah .4 my 1:701, 	i wasaocd quite close when a German 
soldier approach:id 	ie.)cvtcd tht r_..11 the roads were blocked. 
d-or was.then cloced and could 	 any more cf the conversation. 

The 	would 1:e 	abrut 1600 hrs and efforts 
WG.7; 	-.H; made by the sc:_aier:. 	roove the women fr.:m the Piazza. 
Before this was complete awcvir; another German stood in the Piazza, 
called out an order whorcupon thd:toul', Gorman soldiers armed with 
rifles stoppud forward, I do not knew what rank he was for there was 
AO distinguishing marks on his uniform.. I cannot remember whether 
ho was wearing spectacle 	Upon giving a further order the firing 
squad raised their rifles towarL: the thirteen civilian, men and at 
the sound of a pistol sht, firod at tno unfortunate men. 	During 
this time KRUMIR was still in the Piazza with a revolver in his hand. 
The firing squar then di.;porsed from:the Piazza and some other German 
soldiers picked up the shJets and covered over the bodies of the 

victims, 	Everyone was t':on ordered from the Piatza and I went back 
into Iny hot:,1E 	I had not been th6re long when a German soldier 
fJilowed, 	He advised m% to go int:; he cou.tryside at once for within 
a quarter of an hour the nol::se% of the village were to be destroyed. 
I 'bark 	advice and 

I roturneJ f.boui; 	 andsaw several of 
the housosa destroyed and 	rdro, 1,Jy hotel was burnt out so I 

ted de salvage somo 	my be 	and extinguish the flames. 

I am unable o describe any of the other German.; 
or Italians Olo took part in thif: shooting, but I have since learnt 
that one of the Italics :'.fiec.n3 of the MAS was called UNGARELLI. 

and ocrro.7t. • 

;tc.ve read 	';n~ above z7tatoment, it is true 
-open's 

Signed) MAL-INI Mario 

oort.:„:4 th,.t t'le above statement was taken by 
me . -ugh the medium 	KURT Plea. , Dffioial Interpreter, on 30 May 
4.oi at BOaru TICINO, 

(Signed) No 14258093 RSM. VICKERS J. 
78 Section SIB Cam'. 

I oert.Ify th-t the above translation from Italian 
is true 'nd correct to tn( best -4 7, abilityc 

.aed) KURT Pless. 
4 	 Official Interpreter. 

O 
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25 Jun 46. 

STATEMENT OF:- GERUTTI Giovanni 	 Male 
Via Zuret•ti 4, 	 Aged 51 yrs, 
MILAN. 	 Architect. 

Who saith, 

I have lived at my present address for one year. 

From Aug 43 until Aug 44, I was the Oommissario 
Prefettizio cf BORGO TICINO, Province of NOVARA. 

On 13 Aug 44, subsequent to the shooting of four 
German soldiers, a unit of German troops, reinforced with members 
cf the ,Italian MAS, entered the village gf BORGO TICINO about 
1L:0 hrs, and forced the inhabitants to the piazza. 	I was ordered 
to the square by two armed German soldiers at the point of their 
rifles. 

In the Piazza was a German mfficer whose name I 
later learned to be KRUMMAAR. He was stood talking to an officer 
of the MAS, and the Political secretary MONFERINI. I was called 
over and informed that as a result Aof the wounding of four German 
s-ldiers, the population of BORGO TICINO had to pay 300,00;1  lire 
compensation. I was ordered to communicate this to the assembled 
people in the square. This I did. 

Owing to the fact that it was not possible to 
collect this sum at such short notice, I was advised to draw the 
money from the'local bank. An employee of the bank then wont to 
collect the amount. Upon his return we went into a nearby hotel 
where I signed six cheques for 50,000 lire each, on behalf of the 
community. 	The German commander received Lite cheques and passed-- 
them to his interpreter. A number of receipts were then signed 
by him and countersigned by myself. 

I have to-day been shown one of these receipts, 
marked Exhibit 'Al dated 13 Aug 44. I identify my signature on 
this receipt. 

I then learned from the interpreter that they were 
going to set fire to the houses of the village. Upon hearing 

. this I offered 1000;000 lire tm.the German commander, if he would 
not carry out this threat, but he replied it was being done on a 
superior order. 	He then allowed me three minutes to go home and 
collect some of my belongings. 

When I returned I implored him again not to carry 
out this threat, and said there were no Partisans in the village. 
He replied ooldly, "Now we will proceed with the execution". I 
now realized the reaspn why 13 young men had been picked out 
earlier. Once more I implored him not to harm the population 
and repeated that thete were no Partisans, here, 	•l he would 
say was, "Superior orders". 	He then beckoned one of his soldiers 
to order me away into the crowd. 

A few minutes later the execution took place. 	.03: 
I can say about the German commander is that he was about 50 yrs 
of age, tall and round shouldered. 

Everyone was then chased from the village and on 
my way I saw several of the soldiers carrying property which they 
had stolen from the houses. 

roturnod 	 
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I retarn& ator t, fin the tr.cops had de:parted. 
Abcou -!.‘i44-v 	 been qostrcyed by fire, inoluAing aT own, 

I cannot g's7.e any further information of thd-trC-OPs 
rospcnsible f•Tsr this catr-Ago. 

I have read. over the above statement, it istruo and 
correct}  I herewith append my signature. 

(Signed) Giovanni CERUTTI, 

I ourtify 	the-abovo•statement Was taken by me 
'..1r-xilur of KURT '.1-- ess, Offiefa1 Interprotor on 25 Jun 

MILAN. 

(sig&d) 14258093 RSM. VICKERS J. 
78 Soot4 o,n 919 CMP, 

I cortif: 'hat the above translr.tiur. froL. It tAi3:0 
o,:root 	the ..lost 

(Signed) KURT Pleas, 
- 

•• 

.• 
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STATEMENT O1' 	 11,31,1* 
/ia ))atla Vn).11, 6 
BOR1-0 TICLAD, 
Prov, 	NOVA-e,, 

ra0LNC.1  

3: 

7.1die 
Aged 26 
ifectv..1:1.0 

 

resided in .1301.0.0 TICrilq() f 	 3,ex:so 

. P 

1/:-00 bre 	,..u-Jeley 13 .huf:; 
Oesn del Poplo, 	BORGO 

the street; shouting, '"Alhe Gerre?ns 6.7:e coming", 	kr:11 
nxts.. r into the sts..1.1.muid..1115.0 conn.try 	othwis 

.%.:ho 

1 43s partakinc 
wher 	:1.ccre. soave peop'le in 
v.  'Awn of .:2.10 7illoge ran 
Pained behind 

Only 0 few Toinuten had elapsed ....h. 
.As; about for.r lorrios 011;cled. 	 ond 

aiighted ap,:ro:zim...tely 60 klerucin 
whc-p: 	.....'ecoE,E;'..socin  from the 	Same nyvea:f.ea to 
drink, Theesr iratedikitely 'Aspersed in diNerent d 
ronei.a 	at.1 out of the villa;.-;e;., whilst othorr. 
11:1!,11..-:;.:Ints to pp to 	 :Amore": ot!..Le- 
5.1.1):lor orders 	 obeyed,. 

311 n 	arTonrea 
;.;ed in tile Piezza. 	Prom 

obc..3.t 30 itnlim 201.ea:::CS 
be under the in.I'luenee cfls  

1.n:34c:tit-as, suie 	 *13 
iterrd the hoases foro3.nq 

VIDY:0 01:7C!;.1 

tho peop-kv 
01.11' of -ar..; Jermroa who appee:cod to be, on V13 

ti:e '31:J1Can na7y:  queaned sevor0 wnle oivilioLs 
yowg Men ,mder .ft) yxn ,f  age viaco frde:rct. to one 
Vo:11+,0-*:11, 	X was one of these -',-;hi:teen, 	durin 
pie 	of then] mcrYed tawkrds tho crowf:,   
inoludinz iveelf. This  x wanlged to co t y Irking 
I 1V3iririt)30 	he!. I put on this 3,1oune 
by thy.:. MO and ordered towards the :small k•ret%r.) 
which bad 'aeon increased again to tith.rteer, 	eh 
5.de7Xti'7 doot± en.4s. and those in por.:;ossir.. 	3 be 
allowed to go frec:c  The next step ;; 	soparst,  
the Small group,  of t:ii:oteen 	Oreiored 	stand 
pist,zs 31orisside the vuornme7ii; 	rco the crowd o 

desori32p,.: tilts NCO es being Ow 
br41.0 	 c;oLialexion:  blond hsir 

iu a dark khaki coloured uliform en6 wore e 7elloo 
brews': of his tunic 

tho 	 ossez,bled. 
) and .,:enring the Ilni:P.)7.:71 0.? 	— 
reSrafx.■;i11.r,:: i:11.19:17.' Oat, 	All 

visto 	the 	to.%alled 
tilt confusion that: ups tEl,d,11.3 

can and rui.:-.4..ed evaongs-;; thet9v  
of .7 1:;..L "..t.  colon:20d blous, 

';inc 	1:13s :cresoolised 
!Len :31100 sgain the minter of 

vgAs thin :wide on all 
rembiarship cord sere 

the men Iron) the woz,:en -P1j.3x 
.n n line :Tea7,7 tie wa7.1 of -';'ne 

25 	of' ::Lei, 	t3G r,:etres 
s'aort: 	X=0 '1135 civessed 

eagle sei.i! on t;le uoar 

	

:ID charge of the -,oroops was fin. 	whose novae I 	learie6 
to be RAPITAF..NIAVIIIANT KRIDail  who OSTCe 	CAST 4..4'i1) 5107740,,  He VE,6 now 
s‘vmd erith tha OCAUSSARIO 	 OFRIF.in'T Clif=vsnnl, 	stry:e. ■.ioa co s7_,eak 
to 	zwie-j).1.c.,-4 people:. I think, at tho 6ietatien of K-itireac H0 infomed 
that the Germans won:: demanding the :,.um of 300,000 :lire e a 'allt3G713 SZrinst 
fiwthsr X0.48 or 	sari cge in r',3 	Ga:<,E..,tt/ 

instarke7.--,--:rman 'chose ::11113: I . 40 rxted 	(Jnve toworeis 
myself an6  the ot'aer twelve 	 up against t:ke.A wail and sa:.%d, 	Ge:c..4:!:7114 
have b n wc.ttnded ox) the outski.rts of thiff vilIat-c4, so ."0.r tach 	woonded, 
thrw :talians 	bt71 oho t"., 	r.rivie, man. was nbowl.,.. 28 7,:lnxis 	ego, 1,:80  
tell.- 	builds, blend wavy 	(.111i; short, thin 1,.sce, pie f.•..cric-,21ny.ion, end 
wj.thout headaress, 	a 6ppearc6 L.o 1g. under the 	 dyir)-... and was as fa:: 
OR 1 remeaT: the eel, r.ormar. !c.:;A:vt,,r who wwo 	 INA ftnirhoq. 

3;931:1411; to/ .c,lotooc 
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a.pt:41cing 	113 h-.! gave 	 and • 	 • ' 
--::4.t.tte.trrward. and--st.t.-4eti.--aboii-t--.71-.1x-rpt 	.3 	 !..• 
fear that w were going tn be shot 	 sti.4.nge 	 i. ov-3-L 
The men of this firin.g scr..tad. a c)r a 0!") 	:7;1 lila:I:tar !:-.1  
CI,,rman who- had spoken t.:1 1181  and were so far as 7 .711d.-,_..st- 	rf.:7..;--..2'rs or 
tImrnian 	 :71-)')n d 1•....;:!:d. ord...)' 	 at ter f 
and ra.-33.=:.11 their rif1.-5 t.7_•• thyir Thr- thing reinetnheis that. 
the German whb wcrl spebtaert...-; i).reeL 	 int!... the 
fired their rie).es at 	re)1 to the gr•und 
T. had been 11.:0; 	 fts 	lay there with my heal rest.'..ng ^it w;;■ elbow I hes.ri 

number if other shots 17-.:_red. but IS reiiisintii st11.1. and. scmaone 
scare eliaete aver sg D 	A--1"ew eec,•onds i'later I heard foctst:',:ps r.1J..('sc- by and .eurther 
separate shots fired one of widch ntirr,:mly m 38 my head and grazed my elba,-; 
paralizing the left aide ,)f ny bldy fc.r a sh )rt titue: 'The blv7d. f*rcin the min 
next to me was now as/taking int3 my ol,:thing, but T. was oblig4,-(1 Ix. remain 
'The pec.pi.e were now being crde-rod arb,y frtim he i; ,'IZZ it and all ?ALE- 	 the 
next two hours with the exception -f 	 abut a:ad the souitti. 
volctes aplken 7.n German, 	Several ltNt..zd expl 	then be gun to 	tht> 
.;.a.ge end peering through the ecrner 	my 	SIVF 	Gelmvia and :Eta: i021 
d er 3 b eak 	ti nearby cthemist's ahc.r. by -.--,..e.tp_it?.rtg the (-loci- 	a grolniida,, 
Arter li7c.ting it they ot 	t'lre, 	Atime later a 	tatt3.1 w*.t3 
driven .r)vi..,r th!-  Ir.,ciies of the victims -.-ne or 	tred en my 	The sPflcti.ers 
were -now stacking all the go,:,ds they mad. 	ft.,..n the liouaes lit the Piazza 
and whig.-1 was ..s.,ater 1‘.,aded f.)n to a veWtele aj d itr., vs-r, Away, 71.th.,nk it rat.dit have 
now been about. 18(10 hr.•.:.rs era qs th4 	 app,..-0.red to have left 1' 'looked lip 
and a ANY O. young boy whom 7. 	towards mi.:, 	 h<- w. 0:La:La!, fciti: 
fear and exhal..■sti3n. 	Al I made ray way hi.mi thro,4gi, the villagc- T saw the brit= 
,:ther's shop -711 fire and somere.-;• thzow!ing 1:;g1.-!ed 	 street,:-  

Wh»n 	 1 	Le. 	tt,' 'her- 

	

, tic r vent 	 whc-re !: 	I • 
T1.4t 	.7,,vening 

	

' 	1!'t 	1.. 

I • V"'' • 

t. : • 

toiked Nhat 
he V 

!I ,. 	re 

/feticlxig 
-4k me- 

thtrf i  

7' V 	Ay 

	

Z rar. a7r1i-y 	t • 

e 	 fter 
. 	r. 

14,1 4 .  

. :• 

Mr,  t7 

I 	 ■ ••• .4t1 	 os' 

• t•-■ 

:•••"! 	 fk.r. 
8 	-)"' 

'4% 	 4'.1• • 

..• 

A 
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'Ie. SALVWTR:Andea 	 9 PAYAC(:HI'N 
8.  TOSI Francesco 
	

10, TOGNOV "lesare 

was the July cne of these thirteen men who survived the shooting. 
can add nothing further I have read cver the above statement, It le true and 
et,rrect. 	1' herewith append my signature, 

(Signed) Mario PIOLA, 

I certify that the above statement was taken by me through the med5.tm 
of KURT Pleas, Official Interpreter on 3C May, 461  at BORq0 TIOINO. 

(Signed) 14258093 HS U, V:a3R2 J. 
75 :section SIB CMF. 

T. certify that the above translation from ItAlian in trur: and Cc:Trent 
to the best of my ability. 

(:.11gned) raaT Pleas. 
Official Interpreter, 

O 
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VOLUNTARY Sr,  ATEI,1NT BY CIVILIAN IrrERNEE 

LU 1690 (former Generalmajor der Polize) 	TENSFELD. 

T. 	General. 

1. In January 1944 I was, by order of the supreme 3S and 
rolico Chief and Plenipotentiary General, General jOLFF, appointed as 

:end Police Chief for LaDAI-iff, i'IEWCOi T o4nd LIGURIL areas with my 
of 'ice at hiONZA. Fart of my vier'; consisted of the combatting of 
rartisans. This activity took the form of planning large-scale operations 
and submitting thom to tho"TMartim lnti- artisan stoff for o:oproval. 
Furthor reinforcements wen: then, if necons-ry, 7-I:loud at lay disposal 
by this stoff. Tho local combatting of Cartinnns Was done by the "Circle 
;'OA ondant" (dnkommondont) or Seo.iritS Comoondont rospectivoly, who 
wro -Tpointed by orduo of ieoldmarscholl KESSELRINC ond whose; appointments 
wuru confirti,ud in writing by General 1OLFF. The boundaries of the 
olliLhry Garrison HQ (Komwandontur) were taken os tho t.pogro:phical 
li'dts of the "'Ural() 	 the Security Ominind! nt. Prom 
this followed the appointment of thu persons holding these offices as 
`Circle" or 3courity Comm,  ndont. They viva, in no ' .y sUbordinvtcd to 

and thus I had the power ntithor to give ordurs nor to issue 
instructions bit was dependent only on c0000raton. 

2. The last reovoic also applied to the Security .O'clico and 
Security Service. Thu heads of these departmunto Aso war: not, as 
was often . pro:,:umed, subordia.teu to no. 

th.t the correctness of my stoto..onts under 1,,r s 1 and 
2 Play be confir:a-d by .ntorrogoting General :012F. 

For ce bettor understanding the following should. oltio be noted: 
In order to atermine ;there 	octivity ors most intonoe, reporting 
centres (ooldek000fo) were :got up and their work supplthoonted by further 
roports from German arc.'_ Italian HQs. Thus incio:onts roosohed oy office 
which oad sonic possible connection :with Thrtis._Ln .ctivity. '.0hcse re: orto 
wore colleotud there :nd entered on cards according to the nature of 
the incident. Thus, after e cort4n time, it loos ooaaible for one to 
obt in n clesr picture with the object of: i) determining the focal 
- oints and ii) determining which Partisan uniL2 -coro eoneurnud. 
Furthermore one WAS able to find out what line of action 1.,3 being 
,T.ursued. In this manner largo-scalo operations wen) plAnnud and slit 
in motion. The Security and "Circle" Commandontu responsible for the 
area where the plans wore to be: :out into forcu were notifiud, 	ore,er 
to prevent o..orations being duplicated. 

4. I should also like to mention Lh't in October and Novem-
ber. 1944 I was able, on my own initiutivo, to bring 30,000 so-called 
lartisons from the mountains and, as far as desired, to sot them to 
oork. I thereby saved thoao on from stsvving to death or froezing. 
Those men unjoyeu the protection of the Gorman Ws and could not be 
punished by tho Italian authorities for their ;.'artisan activity 
because of an or _or by MUS'OLINI. 

II. 	Thu CRESCENT° C.1se. 

I know nothing about this case. There was no order in exis-
tence issued by mo. I should like to ask that Oberst BUCH mid the 
persons alie ,od. to be implicated maybe interrogated with a view to 
obtaining information on the incident. Touching the person of SUCH 
I ....ust say that he was an upright and conscientious officer .na never, 
to ti.c best of my knowledge, ordemi shootings without previous 
enquiry or a nuntrar:,• cotrt. 000F was Security Cmmandant in his area. 

2/111... 
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III. The BORG() TICrTO 

This case seems to have been an emerency measure put in 
force, though not in all its severity, by the Security Commandant, 
Ka-iitnenleutnant Dr KRtricL'a after recriving the order sent him by 
Feldmarschall KESSELRIFG. I am unable to r.ay whether information 
reached MONZix. From my Imowledgo of KRUMMAR's mentality I must assume 
th7,t a report was not submitted before the action but, if at all, 
after the action since, according to the orders, with which he was 
acquainted, he was under no obligation to obtain my approval first and 
could act independently as Security Comr4andant in his own area. Dr 
7(RUislhAAR who, by civilian profession was a lawyer and a 36nior Govornmont 
executive (Ohorlandespracsident) should be competent enough to read 
eriers correctly. As a result of conversations with me he knew that 
with*n my territory I did not apply the existing erlers in the form they 
won: 4ven. I resisted very firmly the taking of hostages and tho 
collection of fines. To exonerate the Security Commandant, however, 
I mast mention that the Partisan warf;:re assumed indescribable forms 
:mil the fi4Oini:. ws never conducted in the open but always from ambush. 
The lrre nuMber of dead an:, founded and also of :ten kidnappo,:, arc 
witness of the underhand fighting. 

IV. The MILAN Case. 

I do know of the MILAN oa,e. I NA unable, however, to say 
with certainty today whether I obtained knoJledge of it before or after 
the shooting. At any rate I c-n say with certainty that I definitely 
did not, as eye-witnesses insist, take the initiative; on the contrary, 
this lay in the competence of the 11ilitary Comaanlant as Security Comman-
dant and of the Security Police. Neither of thee departments could 
receive )rders from me. If ny officio or I myself wore informed either 
before or after the shooting, this can be regarded is "For information 
only". As f'ir as I relaerbizro the bomb outra ge of 7 Lugust 1944 ias not 
the only decisive incident: 	were also the attempts on the limo 
of German and Italian soldiers whi were daily increasing. From whit 
I know of Oberst von GOLDIVIZ:: anclkUr, neither of 'dm: oh:tee:without the 
co-o•-oration of It-limn aeprtrtmants and authorities. (of also the EUTI 
firinc, squad). Thr; MUTI formation was under Colonel COMM who, as 
I ',new, was a friend and confidant of the Prefect of MILAN. If 
furthermore witnesses maintain that all iossible wathorities -nd persons 

telephone conversations with a view to preventing the execution, 
then I an surprised that I, as being the man prinoi-:ally concerned, 
was not telephoned at MONZL, beoause no itali%n could possibly reg-rd 
me 't3 inhuman orunapproachtble. The inhabitants of 1.10nAt at any rate, 
ha,. quite a clifforent opinion of mo. 

When witnesses cl-imthat all Italian formations such as the 
GrR, the MUTI and the NEPJ DriL;ao wore under :le, this is also misleading, 
as all these units wore entirely autonomous and I had no power to give 
them orders or to award vunishmente to thorn. In the individual Security 
areas these units, just like the German units, had to put themselves at 
one's disposal on demand of the Security Commandant and by order of 
Feldmarschall KESSELRING. 

In the 	of large-scale operations sections of these 
units could be demanded by me, depending on the situation. 

I have made the above statement voluntarily and without compulsion. 

(sgd) 	TENSFELD 

Signed in.my presence: 	(sgd) A.P. SCOTL,ND, Lt. Col. 

TLC 
11 Nov 46 

Distribution 	TTG 	GER 	ENd/GET), 
JAG 	 2 173gd) - 
LG3(V7) 	 - 	- 	1 
FILE 	 1(sgel) 	5 
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Lmcnd first oontcnce of lnat porn to read:- Lbschlissnd moechtc ich 
noch cr achnon, 	sowcitiohmich crinnere der Vorfnll BORGO TICINO 
G:.censtand cincr Untcrsuchung durch des Goricht beim Bev. General auf Lnmr 
orlawagvan Gencralfoldmnrschall KE33ELRING war, and nicht ich, sondcrn 
Dr.KattrifHL:.R rich rechtfertipcn musstc. 

(Gcz) 	  
Willy MI-3,FELD. 

Unter3c1trieben in muinur Gegenwart:- 
(Goz) 	  

1..P.3COTIZND, Lt.Col.VOIU. 

,''mend first acntonoo of last pare to road:- In conclusion I should liko 
to also to mention that, as far as I remember, the BORGO TICINO incident 
was the subjcct of an investigation of the court at the office of the Plc. 
lAlpotonLIAry Goncral on orders from Gencralfeldmarachal1 KES3ELRING and 
that not I but Dr.KRWEEL-2 had to justify himoolf. 

(Sgd) illy TENSFELD, 
my presence:- 

Ogd) .,I.P.SCOTLLND, 

1 Feb 47. 

Sig ,pad in 

4 

4 
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CONItaLENTIAL 

VOLU:TTLRY STI=ENT 3Y171 0031 

LD 1690 Generrl..,,i or der   T:ENSFUJD 

 

To the statement of 1.7.4.6 by Xapitoenleutnant Dr IMUlti-aAR, 2,out 
the incidents at 30RGO TICINO, , rritten in 2n lish a nd  rend out to ,ac trans-
lated into Gorman, my vicars arc 

1. Inpitoonloutnant Dr EME77,1A;OR wns, as st-Itua in lay statement of 11.11.46 
(Lrc/14.16), Security Coa,landant in the -.rea in question and according to the 
oriel. by Foldinrschall XESSURIrG it was not only his right but his duty to 
take ic-ediate action after the underhand attack to bring the guilty to justice. 

Dr iamcf:TRt s xntnlity I ace,.. it very i orobnble that he did not 
o:-ercisc this right -Inc' that, ns alleged, he first asked for instructions at 

11.,  he really :ono this, then as a lawyer, he must have kno,in that 
1.ecision cemlq be 'Ines only by ao and not by one of my collenues. 

I aie. not sl)eak to m.aral:1%:R and neither do I '_env.: of n telephone call 
fro,  I him. 

2. i yy attitude to the question of retribution money -.:as certainly known to 
Dr KRIV011i-o'LR. 	That, in spite of this, he 	the mayor pay hi-: retribution 
- Toney in the form of six chcquus of 50,000 Lire each, proves to ::c that he 
cared little about :y viev. 	Whether these cheques !.ot to 	later, I 

nnot say. 

In conclusion I should like also to -ention that, -s f2r as I re-)ember, 
the 30RGO TICINO incident 	the subject of an invostisation by the Plenipot- 

entiary General on orders from Genernlfeld,larschall 7,7)3;.LRIITG ^rid that not I 
but Dr munalL%n 	t o justify hi' :self. IIad a n oe.er been issue:' by -ae, then 
I and not Dr :al:LT-"la vould have been made responsible. 

I h-v. 	the above steteilent voluntarily and without co,Apulsion. 

Sii.!ned in ;-ay presence : 

MNSITLD 

(k;c1.,) A. P. SCOTI411D, Lt. Col. 

'Distribution 	aili 	Ger 	SnIGer, 

JAG 	 2 	1s3d. 
ljajor 1= 	- 	 1 

File 	 - 	i s:7,d. 	5 	 Noe 



11-port Po. WCILVLDC/14_95(a)  - APS/IiC. 	 C30111I1)  

J.A.G. 's Ref. No. 1,3D/J..4G/F://4.5/313( 1:0 .  

VoLUrT..7- 71 	 ri7  17.7 

IL 1690  Generalmajor der  7Dolizei  

TFiTSFELD. 

Chain of Corn and of the Security Coi:L.iandLnts.  

1. 	They were not subordinrted to me for railitrry pur)oscs, but came 
under the orders of the responsilule com-land,ir-in-chief concerned with re-
spect to military, personnel and disciplinrry matters. 

Communications eoncernim., security matters were issued by me in 
the form of instructions. 

Ls far as mr.,::ure:.. inside their zones were concerned, they were 
completely independent and personally responsible for them. 

I have -ade the above sttemcnt voluntarily ralCk 
pul sion. 

(Si d) 	'Tilly TENSFELD. 

Sik;ned in Ifty presence 	 (id) 	. P. SCOT.L11.1",) , 	, 

L.D. C. 
1 Feb 47. 

DISTRIBUTION: 	ENG GER F2\TG/GER  

J'G 	 2 	1(';',d.) 	- 
Major ('__LEN 	 1 
File 	 - l(Srd) 5 
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PARTICULARS OF EVIDENCE IN SUPPORT 
	0033 

LLIIleard to the first charza 	Copies of the evidence of the following_ witnesses 
are attached hereto :- 

(a) Obersturmfuehrer Hans SalEi, who was present at the execution and states 	4 
that .J7..T.S1,1ELD _aye the orders for the execution to take place._ 

(b) VIETA Giuseppe, who was forced to witness the executions together with 4.0 
other Italian civilians. 

(c) AOSSE'2TO Giuseppe, who knew Private RU1iSELL before 	death and recoy.- 
nised :i-ieJddy after he had been executed. 

(d) John Ronald PAARY, -ho also was an escaped Prisoner of War joined up with 
the partisans and was with .RUSS6141J shortly before he was captured. 

(e) A statement by the accused who agrees that he was in com_iand of the police 
forces at the time alleged but denies having given any ins',:ructions for 
the PORNO CANAVESE operation or the execution of the partisans. 

With reward to the second char y° :- The following copies of the evidence are 
attached hereto :- 

(a) Waldemar KRULHAAR, who was the Security CoH.tander for the BORGO TICINO 
area and states that he carried out the reprisal on orders frog WSFEIV_a 
i.Q. 	He also states that before any reprisals took place ',"SNSISLD always 
demanded to be consulted. 

(b) Obersturmfnehrer Heinrich JOT, who was serving on Wili,SILD's staff at the 
time and also staes that TENSAW alwa:s demanded that reprisals should be 
submitted to him for authorization. 

(c) MAININI Mario, who witnessed the executions. 

(d) CERUTTI Giovanni, the former Prefect of BORGO TICINO, who states that when 
he begged KRU..2iAAA not to carry out the executions KRITIZIAAR replied that he 
was acting on "Superior Orders". 

(e) PIOLA Mario, who was''one of the partisans lined up to be shot but escaped 
through feigning death. 

(f) Three stat.ments by the aroused in which he states UT t the reprisal did 
not come to his notice until after it had ben carried out. 
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NOTES ON THE CASE 

(Under this heading should be included the view taken as to (a) the degree of 
responsibility of the accused in view of his official position, e.g., was offence 
committed on the offender's own initiative, or in obedience to orders, or in carrying 
out a system approved by authority or a legal provision ; (b) the probable defence ; 
(c) whether the case appears to be reasonably complete.) 

1. With regard to the first charge, the Laws and Usaes of War clearly state that 
before war cria_nalo are executed the,; must receive ,)roper trial. 	There is no 
doubt th..t the partisans, since they '.,ore no bad es or uniforms, were justifiably 
treated as war criminals by the Germans. From the evidence there is a Frima face 
case to show that TrA;LI) ,:ave the order for the execution to ta-e place and that 
no mention of trial was ever made. 	Tbe aocused's defence is indicated by his 
statement but since there is overwhelming evidence 	show that he 'EA not allow 
executions to tal-ze place without his personal authority, it is considered that 
there is a strong prima facie case for the prosecution. 

2. dith regard to the second charge there is also a stronu prima facie case to 
snow that TtiasSivralall himself g .ve the orders for the reprisal, although, according 
to the Laws and Usay,es of dar and Internatonal Law, reprisals are justifiable, 
it is nevertheless clearly laid down that a reorisal to be legitimate must not be 
excessive and should not be carried out at all until after other methods such as 
complaints etc. have been tried but without success. 	In this case four Germans 
were wounded wh reas 12 Italians were shot. 	The 1.prisal was clearly excessive 
and moreover was carried out immediately with::ut• any a.-empt to deal with the 
matter by less violent measures. 
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UNITED NATIONS WAR CRIMES COMMISSION 
.United Kingdom 	CHARGES AGAINST 	German WAR CRIMINALS 

 

CASE No..UK — G/B 611 	 

  

    

1,:ax Name of accused, his 
rank and unit, or 
official position. 

(Not to be translated.) 

SL  -UR .. 7. 140 'or General commanding 16 S. 	Dtvision. 'S 
	;4 	  

Date and place of 
commission of al-
leged crime. 

Number and descrip-
tion of crime in war 
crimes list. 

References to rele-
vant provisions of 
national law. 

Breaches of 
International Law. 

1st Charge  18 August  19441  B.I.,DINE SAN T-11lLi.ZO, 

2nd Charge  23 - 27_ AMa.40t . 1944, _VIKA. and district, Italy. ... 

,rd Charge 29 -  30  September 1944, 	;;;LZ.Ti:;0, Italy. 

No. (i) Murder and Ilassa..:re. 

Murder. 

All charges  Breaches of  paragraphs 454, 456  end, 449 a 	the Laws 
and Usazea of War 	concerning reprisals. 

SHORT STATEMENT OF FACTS. 

In August 1941,. the accused's division was situated in the area of the Apuanian Alps with 
the main task of routing out partisan elements which at that time constituted a severe menace 
to the German Army. As a reprisal for 17 soldiers of the S.S. being 1,1.11ed by partisans at 
BA..-LDDa.; SAN TlitilLZO on 17 August, large-scale reprisals were instituted and at BA:ZDINE SAE 
Tatzi.  ZC.) on about 18 August, 54. Italian hostages were executed at the scene of the shooting of 
the 17 members of the S.S. and on about the same day about 140Enen, women and children from 
BARDINE SAN T:LkjiNZO were rounded up and shot. After a pause of a few days during which time 

; further large-scale reprisals ...ere planned, German troops of the 1_6
( 

 S S. Division entered 
!171 et  many villages in the district surrounding 13A,a:la 	 1,  • ing the inhabitants and 

burnim!, the villages. This reprisal took place between 24 and 27 August 1944 and resulted 
in the deaths of some hundreds of men, women and children. 	In September of the same year 
the accused's division was in the area of 	1..ii.LtLTIO and in addition to 	many parti- 
sans, rounded In, some '0 men, women and children from villages and shot them. 

TRANSMITTED BY Office of the J..t.G. (1.1ii. Dept.) 

  

	--------- ----------- 
• Insert serial number under which the case is registered in the files of the National 0111c.e of the accusing State. 

(2v056) Wt.P.252 4 	5,000 5 45 AS E. W. Ltd. GP.695 

;0110) 	11.3 17 	5,00,1 	10 17. 
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See Short Statement of Facts. 
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-lei P.P. Francescani cii 
3oliera. 

STATE:EMIT OF: )- 
Padre Lim 
Convento ci :. 	Pr• 	ni di Soliera. 

Who smith, 

I am a Padre at the at re convent. 

	

On the 21 August 	. a --  the re vest of liajor 

	

COITCRI of the L1TNENSE Brit;' cle of 	 I vent to the 
village of BARDINE to officiate at t: e burial of a number of 
bodies. 

As I approached thr. 'ti.•rer BAitDINE which runs 
immediately in front of the village, I saw on both sides of the 
road, a number of bodies. 	The .aajority of these were tied by 
the neck to fencing posts, others sere 'tied in similar manner 
to poles which support the wires. 	All had been shot. 

Further along the road I found the wreckage of a 
burned out German motor 1.:rry. 	Tu the chassis of this I found 
four other bodies tied by the neck 	such projections n s the 
headlamps, radiator cap ai.l door h.•:-,.;lree. 	They too had been shot. 

I counted the corpr,-.-.; id there were fifty-three 
in all. 	I was present wi,en v 	,...-tographs were taken of them 
I have since seen these ard I def -...ni.tely identify them as 
authentic reproductions of what 1 

	

These men -eere •10.'; 	TWINE or SAI: TERZIZO. 

	

There is a strong belief that t'ne,..• 	)een brought by the SS 
from  IIOZZANO CttSTELLO and -,ere 1.07 r; inhabitants of 
P/Ifi'llii.SANT A di 

I later s. 	}Ale 1°- '11,, 	VALLA. one hundred 
and seven bodies of men, -men 	ehiliren. 	These rerc: all 
persons of SAN TERENZO.an6 bul 	c _ ohot. 	Five were men,. 
the remainder women "and 

Scattered around the vicinity of VALLA, I found 
a further ten bodies. These were 

That day, one hundred and seventy persons were 
killed in the district of ,;.,;.1,1 TERENi;O. 	Ten persons for every 
German killed. 

In the vicinity of the German truck I found 
two notices written in Italian 	These had been left by the 
Germans after the killing of the fifty-three hostages.. 

The signs read:- 

"This is the yr:: .1. a.. ti-Fascists 
and enemios of the axi:-; shall end." 

"This is the firs' :.ev.:n.7,e taken for 
The seventeen Ger:.;!. --,s killed at B,RDI:IE." 

Realising that the.te notices may frighten the 

inhabitants and prevent/... 
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/nFiy frighten the 

inhabitants rInd prevent their 	 in the burial of the 
dead, I destroyed then. 

I hove no ide', of the identity of the Gernans 
concerned in this Dtrocit 

I have re-,0 over the above st-,teulent. 	It is 
true and correct., I hero—uith npl'end ny si,Tpture 

(Sgd) F. LINO DELLE PL.NE). 

Stntenent written dolnl in Italian and siInnture 
rditnessed by 17:,POLITZI Fiorenzo, Interpreter, in the presence 
of Sjt Hing, both of 78 S(xtion, SIB, ON the 1(th.. 6epterber, 
1945, nt SOIXERL. 

I certify that the above translation fron Italian 
is true and correct and to the best of r.ly ability 

(87, Fiorenzo Napolitani 

Fi oren zo. 



B.,121DIE. 
	0040 

ST...TL1E Nr OF :- 

C.RLT.~I Mario, 	11-1e. 
Et.RD:r.:13 S TER 12,17,0 	25 years. 

, 
Prwe 33;1 a 

I ry r... r: labourer -nd irve lived in B.,RDINE 
all Iv life. 

In 1: :,- 1944, I joined a band of Prrtisans yin) 
were knoval as 'The Brigade LUNLITSE' , and operated in the hills 
above 

On the 14 ,:ugu.st 44, lorry contining about 
24 German soldiers c. me to the village, lt...ving 	tcr with a 
,..uantit/ of wine taken fr..)13 	houses. 

...bout 0900 hours on 17 	4..., 	Gerirn lorry 
was seal approaching the village, and I, together ,..rith 
other villagers, fled to the hills. 

Prom ;Ty pod tim on the hillside I c , uld 
a number of Geman soldiers search...lig the ho..ses and raindinr?; 
up cattle. 	Everything of value such as clothing, watahes, 
etc., was token from the houses, loaded on to the vehicle 
which then left in the directin of S. TMENZO. 

the lorry was fording the river half a mile 
from the village, partisAis opened fire ..)n it fro:: the adjacent 
hills. 	The Germans returned the fire and a fight lasting "bout 
four hours ensued. ,,13:3A 1500 h.urs I went down to the 
River where I S£114 seventeen German soldiers lying around dead 
and the lorry in bu-r 

4,1x:tit 1600 hourz the same day obriut 100 Gera 1ms 
arrived, collected the b(idies of their comrades, 1.7hilc.: a 
nuther of the soldiers entered. 	 1,oryin v.ho errs 

seen in the village was shot.. The Partisans agAn opened 
fire from me of the hills, after which a Verey light fired by 
the German s was apparently a signal to withdraw, as the Germans 
then left the area after setting fire to thre,. ITAises. 

On the 19 	1944.1ribout 1100 hours, the 
Germans returned to the village, -,.here six heusk.s. ire .ce destroyed 
by minus, and the rer;-.1inder of the village 1,7..3 set on fire 
by incendiary- bombs. 	Sh-;tinE,r could be heard tiu-oughout 
the area during this time. 

I returned to the village the following day. 
Near the River I saw the burnt out G. noon lorry. Fastened to 
the front of the vehicle were -two men \.ho had been shot in 
the head. 	Other men had been fastened to -trees, fences, etc., 
nearby and shot. I counted 53 bodies which 1 believed to 
be hostaws taken fr, ,m other areas as I etld not know any of 
them. • 

Two rot: en and :21e man from the village were 
found having apparently been killed during the shooting on 
the 19 .;o2.-rust 

In 3.2DDIE 26 houses were ccupletely destroyed 
and the remaining hc.1ises w,,re all damaged by fire. 

/I WaS 4r000. 
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I vg:.-; prcuen-: 	53 bodies were buried 
in two graves near t."-, 

I 	nc 	af' the identity of the Germans 
rho took part in the 

I hay.; read 	above statement. 	It is 
correct and true. 	7. here:711.1A api)end 	dgnc.1-bare. 

(Sgd) 	Mario. 

Strit,;:.)ent 	do-,in and signrture witnessed 
by Cpl DI DUCA, into cpreter; 	tte preL:ence of f.'It BING, of 
79 Section, SIB, CUP;  at litiRDI..TE on 3 .ttuglst 194.5. 

I or- 	th-,t tn, above translation from 
Itraian 	̂orrecl, and trv.(.. 	best of my ability. 

(S,-,(1) i. 7/1 Duca. Cpl, 
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Pietrnsanta. 

19 ep 45. 

STATELENT OF: - 
 PAOLI CC r1 ' 
No. 49 Vi. 
Pietra sant 
Enssn rr 

Who with, 

Ea le. 
Aged 29 years. 

I nil a ti:.-smith .)nd ,,,as born in PILITIZASAIIT.... 

On the 12 August 44, I was living with ny fauily 
in 	DI Q.STELLO, \then ;.ct about :,id-day, sone 130 or 140 
Germann SS troops co:I:lanced to round up all the 1.1en of the 
villa ;e. 	I was captureC! alon-: with 	brother 
Alfonso. 

So: :e 600 :ion Nirire rounded up in oll. 	Of these 
40 were taken to NOZZAN9 	(:y brother and I were 
included in that fi;r,ure), the rel.c.cinder were taken to 
LUCCA. 

Whilst at NOZ7,...1.10, 	7.):iiother   and I were subjected 
to various forms of ill-4.. eatLent nct Niorc kept without food 
until the 15th. , when vie ..-.ere 	one kilo-y.1:4:x of bread 
amongst fourteen persons. 

On the Qv 	of the 13 Au,,,ust 44, I and many 
other prisoners were take.. to 	LUCC.,, leaving 1.1y 
brother and about 70 othc-  prisoners at 110Z:.A1:0 C-JTELLO. 
That was the last tine I ever saw :Ay brother alive. 

About the 12 :3upteilber 45, I saw a nuilber of 
photographs by the liayor f PI:121,,ASAiri'A. 	These were 
photoc:raphs of some of ti. . 53 hc):;.:- :;c3 killed by the German SS 
at Sidi TEPANZO on the 19 . must 44. 	One of the:;e photographs 
I definitely identify as 7 brother PAOLICCIff Alfonso. 

In the ot er piloto.rranhs I reco:,nised tinny 
men who were prisoners at :IOZZAITO C...STELLO, though I do not 
know their none s. 

One other thin,; I remember. When we arrived 
at NOZZ.;41210 CASTELLO on th,: 12 Atmust, all our footwear was 
renoved and placed in a r 	I was without any \ihen captured, 
so when ordered to ;:rp to the room to 7,0 t a pair of those 
which reminecji  I took ny brother' s. 

I have over t hr' 	7tatement. 	It is 
true and correct.. 	I her.-iwith append ..cy signature. 

(Lyd) PolArccia Leonetto. 

Statement written down in Italian and signature 
-witnessed by DOTTO Floris, Interpaseter, in the presence of 
Sjt Baxendale,. J., both of 78 Section, 3I13, on the 19th 
Septei.iber, 1945, at PIE'112..S.AUT.,.. 

I corti:4 chat the bove translation from Italian 
is true and correct and to the best of iv ability. 

(S;;(1) Dotto Floris. 

DOTTO Floris. 

• 
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1.7.ozzano 3. Pietro. 

6 sup 45. 

3L.TE:31IT OF 2- 

'rho with, 

Gionfr-nco, 
Villa Liana, 
Nozzr.no S. Pietro, 
Province of Lucca. 

Liale 
.,„-;eci 23 years. 

I am student, 

On the 25 Juki 44, the 16th. German SS Division 
established their Headquarters at the above villa. The 
General in ccEmand of this Division also lived there. His 
name 

The command st-..-,reci until the 31 _caLust 244-. 

I describe General SILION as:- Ari,ed 50-55 -years, 
height Eft tins, robust build, ruddy complexion, fair hair, 
blue eyes, wore gold, rimmed spectacles, sloping shoulders, 
broad thick hips. 

Also in the villa lived a Colonel but I do not 
know his wine. I describe him 	Lged 50-55 years, Eft in 
height, robust build, paid cor.ple)don, blond hair, fat round 
face. 

Lbout 300 yards from the 	LI:a.. was another 
villa whose proprietor is nod D'1iRRIG0 Maurizio. Here, the 
SS held a special tribunal for hostages, and deportees, ho 
had been rounded up in the locality. 

I do not lalow the name of the officer in charge 
of this tribunal, but I do know that the General was the officer 
in ch::;,;:ge of the whole area. 

I can tell you nothing pyre, 

I have had'thc above statenent read over to 1.101, 
It is true and correct. 	I h,rewith append 1.7 

(Sol) ,!JILICI 

Statelient written do= in Italian and signr.tale 
w ,messed by LOni 	 Interpreter, in the presence 
of Sgt, Brum:mini°, J., of 78 Section SIB, at NOZZ-NO 3, PIETRO 
OD the 6th. Seotember 1945. 

I :;er-U.fy that the above trnasl..-1 	frcn 
Italian is true and cor::ect and to the best of ny 

(3gd.) LUIGI LODI FOC...N.DI. 
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28, Au -, 4-5. 

3TATI.11:11111' OF: - 
amaLy 
Vinci, 
Province of Apunnin.. 

Who saith, 

:ale. 
Aged 46 years. 

I -1;: a Llnrble worker nnd have lived in VIUCA 
all ray life. 

In Janunry 44, I joined a bend of partisans 
who were known as the LUIMISE Brigade.. Their zone was in. 
the locality of VINC2. 

Further to the North-7est, around the village of 
BARDIITE SAN TERIMO, the GARIBALDI Brigade operated. 

About the 17 August 44,, a car containinL; 
Gunian Colonel and two other Officers, was ni.ibushed by partisans 
of the GARIBALDI Brigade na-,r 1:011ZONE. 	The Colonel ,-,s killed. 

About 0930 hours on the 24 August 44, sir: ,e forty 
vehicles laden with Geriinn troops arrived outside the will go 
of 	Leaving the vehicles, the Germans advanced in of in 
forviation shooting the AUL: of the tthe. 	Every person who 
repoined in the village was shot. 	After this the houses were 
looted and then burned. 	Thu whole of the operation lasted 
three days. 

I saw all Cron a ;.Fountain above the village and 
as soon n Is the last Gen.lan left, I and others returned to VIN,. 

140 bodies 'acre 
the ;-.ajor part of these were woi 
other corpses were found On the 
when the ;.lajority of these were 

found in the village itself, 
:en and children. 	Fifteen 
outskirts. 	I was present 
buried. 

68 houses were totally destroyed and 37 others 
seriously dnaged by fire. 

I have no idJn of the identity of the 
concerned..  

I can tell you nothing Liore. 

I have rend over the above stnteLlent. 	It is 
true and correct. 	I herewith append Ely signature. 

(s,;(1) FuanI2 p_oLo. 

Stntex.ient written down in Italian and signature 
witnessed by Cpl. DiE DUCA, B., Interpreter, in the presence of 
Sjt. Baxendale,. J., both of 78 erection, SIB, at VIIICA on 
Tuesday,. 28th. August, 1945.. 

I certify that the above translation fro... Italian 
is true and correct and to the best of ability. 

B. LE DUCA. 
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)7 

CF:- 
.1011,-111 Cdu:; .i.o 

14o.2 
	 ye6.r:>. 

-ho 

2G ,3.oc.rs. 
I a.. a..1 oxporte::. of 	c). (.1 tir-ic 	1.;-1 	for 

I 

olk 

I the : .onth of lullo 44, 	 troort co L.o.:God 
thevici ..ity of 	 re: Lai iced 	1;a.. . ;Jut : 

the outskirts. 

.bout that ti .o I volu It-crec: foi 	 . 
the Co. ue of 	 f lar.; ti.C•C 	Ld 1. y.  Li 	auk.,  'Aar, I 
as ablc to ,2ive ;:,rPat a Lstanee 1:3 t;le local 

O : tie ai;:.h.t of tho 	 44, a qe.c. .d..1 5 :.• ufficers' 
was ono d in a 	 to atl:e.i6. 	tor.._ SO. e 25 
officers ;reso.lt '...rhon I a...,:ivod a)23.1 they 	(:r: 

bout 2330 hour 	a'. 	ajor 	 7ro.: tho respect 
paid to hi. it 	s bViOU'171i0 	7,1? i• 

	 I 4a6 	3C.1 

ht t before. 

	

E.:.poloisod fur bei..j, late D..-16 iio ao.fir. 	to be in 	hux-r.r 
to loavo. 

..1ICaliai Cob. .l 	;CTICI o; the 
proso;ht. 	 LUDO VICT. 	,:e.jor 	i ho i.OUlC li::o 

to 4,;,le out on an expoditio. 	LUDOVICI roolicu "*:coL:q a_1L hc aoL..red 
pleased with the prospect. 	*.*:as the:1 askoi: 	„en wo:..0 at his 
disposal. 	LUDOIICI ropliJd:- "100." 	:: saLi ti1.4:;t v cx)0.1:. be roacly 
in half a.: hour. 	The 2;:ar thon 	 111 tYro parties, 
oc.o at 020C hours the other at 0400 hoer;; you LUOiiC will -0,,  rec.47 
at 0260 hours. 

The only place 	I hoard :.entio:lod was 	 -;;...at vas 
rc.forrod to durt.k; a discussion on petrol. 

I noithor saw ncr heard the 	rties ::101/09 	Et) I 1:-:0.); 
whor: thoy wore 

Two days lator, I hoard of tit() bi:; "en ; ■-,11.. 	thr.). 
district which co.:le:load &Ulla-IL, •L'au 	 o,-.* tho 
It as thou that I realist..-.1 the si:z.lifica..ce 	co.-.ff.2ro.•'00• 

I dosoribo the‘..6.jor 	 ab..ut 
robust build, fair hair, frosh 
arti 	at tho elbow. 	Loft ar searre.:1 i a. 
had boon seriousk7 w:x.1.16e(:. 	Dressed 
wore at least two rcr.vs of ..edal 

I oa- i toll you .)thi. 	1irc, 

	

/1 	haCoco, 

hoie:It 5ft 
ruuftc. facts • 	Richt 
y p];:co3 

i e-abo 	ousurs, 
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I haVC 	 tt 
	

It if; 
0. d cor.,..rot• 	I llorcr....It'A 

(.;.1ULIC. 

ritto.1 dow:. 	 .4. 10. oval' a 	3i_ .atv....y,  
d 	 I.e.iorpretor•  ii the 	CC of 

Jjt 1;axe.A1-11, 	..;oth of 7t3 J 'otioal  0:171, at .1. 	oi 1,ho iuth. 
'pte bor 

I certify that tho av 	1atio. frc:i ..Italia. iz 
o...LO to the best of.c,r 

)6') 

Fl iOLI'i..LI ?IC/R1:IT:0 
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Manzone, 0047 

  

29 Aug 4-5.,  

,.:(.;.-a.NA Don Andrea 

*Oho 	th, 

Provi.:ce 	Apuania. 
Aged 55 years. 

.?:.;.es-■, of MON2DIE, a position which I 
haw. he 2.() 	 fears. 

In.  this .Ire;,  partisan activity commenced about 
unc 44. ;Aid 	 ..,j.ddlk of AU ust a German 	was 

oribushed, and 	 -,Jho was a passenger killed. 

Boa tx.f. of this  the Germans made a comb-out 
of 11t high i-r,reun,2 be-'../:en CARRAR.,- LASSA'. and 11CIETTA. 

,'illf-7ust 44, in continuance of this 
rotund- p, parties 	 :,3 	VLT(JA and LIM2DNE„ 
On their txl,--prxlehy 	the entire population of the village 
of ],01■IZONE 1.. 	- 

eoux 1!:;;....4: one the Priest of VINCA, Don Luigi 
IATTEI were c.Ttufed :td shot. 	:;oman was 	• shot outside 
MONZONE, whilsc 	men 	tra.; some village .'ere wounded. 
One of these it.od thc 	 day, making the death roll in 
1.10NDITE six per:, 

,Ti 	if. of UPPER LiONZONE LIDS systematically 
loate;1, 	 hvases ■re.:e completely destroyed by fire, 
dhi-Le ten other:7, %lure 	 dfamaged. 

One hpr,dred ana sixty men were token away by the 
Ge::.mans for service 	1L-bou. L'f;mps. 

.you nothing more. 

I ;.?..N(.. had'thu fibove statement 	over to me. 
it is true and co?':...ect,, 	I herewith append my signature. 

DILLA BIANCHINA Don ALdrea, 

z. 

 

S..tate t:nt written down in Italian, read over 
and signature wiraessed. by Cpl DI DUCA, B., Interpreter, in 
the presence of Sjt Bax.ndolc, J., both of 78 Section, SIB, 
if ::ONZONE on the 29 	August, 19L-5. 

certi-J^7 that the above translation from Italian 
is true and eorr,c:, 	• ' the best of Yrr.- ability. 

Be DI DUCA, Cpl. 
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19 ,,er..01,-bcyl--4-5., 

STAIMMIT ;OF; - 
Don 1:-.1.Lno, 

7ho soith, 

I 	the -)rlest 	 r!ncl I 'n7.1.re lived 
here for three years. 	7'welve 	•:,;o I -.lso took over 
the parochial duties of r.!E: -2..Z...! 

On the 24 3.1.0 ;ust 2.4, -.bout two hundred Geri.mn 
and Fascist Republican troops came to the village. 

The po7ulation of CL;CII.4, being aware of what 
hod happened to other vil.L.;:es r.envoy, evacuated their homs 
on the approach of the Cler:.-ns, with the exception of two Lion. 

Of these two TAO u Or__ 	Sho .4! -0-'15„ 
to extinguish his burninri '•..use, the other was taken to 
GASTELPOGGIO .,here he was ter shot. 

In passing- -though the village these troops set 
Piro to many houses, twenty being connletely destroyed and a 
urther fifteen being exter-ively dr:ringed.. 

I hsve no i-ien of the 	 i'e troops 
concerned in this atrocity. 

I have rend over chi; nbovs statement. 	It is 
true and correct. 	I herev,s.th ap 	:.-ty signature. 

(Sgd) POLI hirino. 

Stateuetit --'Lter 7-  41 iii I tali 	a qi.7,nfiture 
witnessed by iii,POLITANI 	 in tn., pre.,ence 
of Sit. Baxer.,.01e, J., both of 78 Section, SIB on the 19th. 
September :945, at CECEITA. 

The above is a true translation fro;; Italian 
to the best of lily knowled7.-  and ability. 

'Sgd) Piorenzo NAPOLITANI 

Fioronzo. 

■ 
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Tenerano. 

19 Sep 4.5. 
STATE1ENT OF:- 

Priest Don Marino YOLT, 
Cecina. 

Who saith, 

I have carried out the duties of the village priest of 
TENERANO for the past twelve months. 

On the 24th. August, 19;  )  , about five hundred German 
and Fascist troops collected in TENERAflO. 	At this time the LUNENSE 
Brigade of Partisans he2d the commanding heights about two kilometres 
from and overlooking the .'illage. 	There was considerable exchange 
of fire between these partisans and the troops, until the soldiers 
withdrew from this area tne following day. 

The people of TERERANO fled on the arrival of the 
Germans in their village. 	Three men who returned later to their 
property, were shot. 	The village was systematically destroyed by 
fire, only a few houses remaining undamaged. 

Prior to the destruction of the village the houses 
were looted. 	The cattle were rounded up and taken away by the 
troops when they left. 

During the morning of the 13th. September, 1944, about 
fifty Germanssoldiers returned to TENEANO. 	Most of the people by 
this time had returned to their houses and were surprised by the 
arrival of these troops. 	On thc outskirts of thc village, the 
Germans killed eleven people in front of their houses, three men, 
three women, and five childreh. 

On this otLou6ion Liter troops left within two hours and 
apart from killing the eleven people 71.ti-ned above, took no further 
reprisals. 

I have read the above statement, it is correct and 
true. 	I herewith append my signature. 

(Sgd). 	POLL 

Statement written down in Italian and signature 
witnessed by NAPOLITANI Fiorcnzo, Interpreter, in the presence of 
Sgt. RING, both of 78 Section 	at TENERANO on the 19 Sep 45. 

I certify that the above translation from Italian is 
true and correct to the best of my.knowledge and ability. 

(Sgd). Fiorenzo 1:APuLITANI. 



 

La Spezia. 

31.  Au,s7 45 

0050 

ST4LTEIENI OP:- 
C04,TES Oh'•a'les„ 
Vin 	 No. 44. 
La Spozi'.. 

Who sa ith 

Male 
-ged 53 :Tears. 

I am n professor and speak ilnglish fluently. 

In February 1,3, I and 	fto:ily loft L., SPEUA, 
and went to live in SOLI:11t.L. 

In Au.7,123t 44, o nul,ber of German 33 Troops 
arrived at SOLI:1Ra. 	.,.bout 150 in n11 they were com:.ancied 
by a Hauptsturmfuhrer n-,med 	 In the same company was 

Serjennt whose nal.le was S,',UR Otto. 

Definitely of the $$ their duties were those of a 
battle training company. 

The unit was under the coialinci of an Obersturmbann-
fuhraly who was stationed at LIC(a„ii,, sol:.e ten kilometres north. 
I do not know his name. 

The only other officer whom I knew was Lieut. 
FISCH-LIZ who was billeted at FOSDIUOVO with other SS Troo-s. 
I saw him in SOLIERA once when he was invited to dinner by 7,,.,11DI,j1. 
I spoke to him end during the conversation said 
how pleasant the country-side wrs around FOSDIHUVO, and how 
picturesque were the villages. 	He replied:- "They were, but 
not now." 

The only atrocity which I know K,NDL.,11's troops 
were concerned in was at 6,a: =1 ;20 on the 19 ,,wr,ust 414.. 
Sjt. S,UR said that they had been there, and ,(Latted killing 
people himself. 	;,pparently this work appealed to him and he 
volunteered for it overy time the occasion arose. 

,t S.u1 TER1117,0 	conpiny assisted the troops 
from FOSDITIOVO. 

I describe 11-:OLLII as:- Born in II.,,L,BURG„ 
,.ted 30 years, hei:;ht 6ft 1ins., robust build, thin fair hair, 
fresh complexion, grey eyes, square face, good white teeth, 
loud voice, heavy s_oker of cigarettes. 

I describe Sjt. a,UR as:- _god 20-22 years, 
height 6ft 2-3ins, robust build, fair wavy hair, fresh 
complexion, blue-grey eyes, large face, pronounced lwer lip, 
born at STUTTG.,RT, heavy drinker. 

I can tell you nothing Jere. 

I have had the above statement read over to me, 
It is true and correct. 	I herewith append i.3r signature. 

(s :d) ai-m.,Es 

Statement written in :fanglish and signature 
witnessed by Sjt, Baxundale, J., 78 Section, 6113, at L., SPEIZI:, 
on the 31st. :august 19/45. 
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S,e,LF.RANK Max 
No. 8 OBERROTH 
near Schwabhausen 
(Upper Bavaria) 

OWL 

35 years of age. 
reinter 

who states 

I have been cautioned that I am not obliged to say 
anything unless I ;Ash to do so, but whatever I'd° say will be taken down 
in writing and may be given in evidence. 

(Sgd) Saalfranki.i. 
On 15 4)pril 1933 I joined • the general SS, and after the 

forming of the t.'affen-SS, I was posted to them on 20 	1934. Until 
1936 I was an SS-private, I was then ,wade a WO, and in 1942 I attanded an 
officers school, where in December 1942 I was promoted S3-2nd Lieut. I 
remained in Germany until 17 May 1940, then my serving unit No. 1 "Toten- 
kopf" Regt. of No. 3 SS-Tank Division took part in the campaign in France, 
where I remained until. September 1940. .after I had been admitted to hospital 
in Germany because of a serious desease, I was transferred at the end of 
November 1940 to No. 3 Training and Replacement Battalion at Rt',DOLFSZF,Tx, 
on the Bodensee, where I served until May 1942. I then attended the above 
mentioned officers course, returned to No. 3 SS-Tank Division in France, 
and together with them I \las transferred to the Russian front in February 
1943. At the end of September 194-3 I was seriously wounded and returned 
to Germany. After my recovery I attended the Arm Armoured Troops School 
near BERLIN, and at the end of :.larch 1944 I was transferred to No. 16 
SS-Panzer Grenadier Division (Reichsfuehrcr). This Division was then sta-
tioned in Hungry, from where in June 1944, I came to Italy. 

We went first into action south of LEGHORN, exactly on 
24 June near SASSETA-SUFFORETO. I was then Coy commander of the "Heavy 
Company" of 16 Recce Battalion and we remained in action during the retreat 
movements, until vie reached the-Arno position where we arrived in August 
1944. Following a Divisional order, I was appointed OC Troops at CA,Leiec.A. 
at the beginning of August, where I remained on duty for 8{J. rox. three 
weeks. I was then transferred in the same capacity .to SARZANA, where I • 
remained only for a few days. Afterwards we went into action again in the 
Gran Sasso area, and later on the istoia and Porretta passes about Septem-
ber. At the beginning of .November we found ourselves on the Futa pass, 
after Christmas in the area of FLENZA, and in January and Februery 1945 
in ALFON SINE. on 12 February 1945 the Division left Italy. and 7.ent on to 
the Russian front in Hungary. From there vie came to Austria during the 
retreat movements, where I surrendered on 13 1:ay 1945 at TAcsiSliEG (Styria), 
and was captured by British troops. 

During my period of duty as OC Troops in Cakti;R:e  the 
Headquarters were at N0ZZA,I0. The HQ. of my unit, No. 16 

Battalion, was situated at ISOLA. The Commander of the Division 
..as then SS-Major General SIMCN Max. rHo - liveer-at NOZZII:C. • His -Ld jutant 
Was SS-Major MiXER Kurt (?), the la of the Div. SS-:.iajor ALB 2, Ib SS- 

STEINBECK, and Ic 	LOCS. 

Some units of the Division were stationed on the coast, 
and it was their task to prevent enemy landings. The remaining units 
were employed against Airborne troops and for partisan protection. To this 
purpose the area between the main battle line" (approx. 20 kin south of MiSSA) 
and Si,RZANA, had been split up into Security Districts. Each Security 
District had a Security Commander. The - Security Commander of the area north 
of GeRailltix as far as &MAUI was SS-Major 	he was at the sometime 
the OC of my unit No. 16 Recce Battalion. The Security Commander of the. 
area south of Clatilaia was either SS-;Major SZEENT.F.RSLY, or anothel: officer 
whom I do not remember.. SZMIT,,,- .37 was at the saner time Ta..n .Major of 
the towns of M.,,SSA and C,11.11,1L.., and had in each of these ta,:ns an OC Troops 
OC troops ;,1,,SS1, was SS-ideut. Dr. SCHULZ, I held that positio.: at C...3R44?.A. 
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and had then already been promoted .o full Lieut. Security Coamae rs 
could employ their units imaediately, only in the case of local attacks. 
In all other cases he had to act only on orders from the Division. In my 
capacity as OC Troops I had to arl.ange for the acccomodalion of own troops, 
and to take steps that the new Battle Ms for retrain a units ..ere pre-
pared in time. In addition, I had to control such civilians who even after 
the evacuation of C11U.A.:A from the Civilian populaeion, had been left behind 
in order to run the public utilities. 

I had at CA,Laaa, only about 60 men of my "Heavy. Company".. 
The remainder of my Coy was at that time under the orders of dSDER, and 
was stationed at ISOLA (6 km north of CiaiRare). SS-2nd Lieut. KUNTH Werner 
was there .employed as teaporary OC for the rest of my Coy. In disciplinary 
matters however I ret:iained being responsible for theaCey. and it was admini-
stered by SS-S/Sgt. ERkUTH who stayed with inc at C,acit,a... The 60 men I had 
with me at C.-a„, were employed in' security measures on the mountain road 

In addition, they assisted in fortification works in the 
area: these works were carried out by the "TOLT Organisation". 

-part from my people, there was a Battalion of the Italian 
"KAI i:i.ORTE" Unit stationed at C.atELtt,, under Colonel LuDovica. The approx. 
300 men of this battalion were billeted in barracks at C,Rii_..c... 	Coy of 
Fascist alitia under a Captain, were accommodated in other barracks. These 
Italian troops were specially equipped for anti-partisan warfare (light 
and heavy machine guns). ,t single occasions they were also desaatched 
as oonfidents in civilian clothes into partisan areas, in order to care 
out reconnaissance work. ,part from Col. LUDOVICI there vA;rL, at the batta-
lion 8 to 10 chiefly younger Italian officers, •whose namcfJ hoover I do not 
know. 

The 16 SS-Division, being a fighting unit, came under the 
orders of the ,..rmy and therefore under the GOC in C. South .rest (iCESSIaaiIIIG). 
It is not knmn to me that it was dependant in any way upon the Highest 
SS and Police Commander in Italy, SS-General WOLFF. In.disciplinary matters 
however it came under the °Fushrunge Hauptamt der .affen SS" (Supreme Head-
quarters of the Waffen SS) in BaRL114 (JUETTRER HM-ALIM). Therefore all 
general rules issued by the GOC in C. south West concerning anti-partisan 
warfare were in force also for the 16 SS-Division. These rules were to the 
effeet that fire coming from partisans had to be returned imaediately, and 
that every effort had to be rude to annihilate the attacking persons. 
Partisans captured alive had to handed over to higher ,uthority in order to 
be interrogated there. In addition, it is known to mc that the possession 
of firearms was punished by death and that houses in which arms or ammuni-
tion had been found were to be destroyed. In the particular case partisans 
captaured alive were to be handed over to the IL: of our Div. Loos. 

I know that in Italy reprisals against the civilian popu-
lation were carried out. In July 1944, in occasion of a drive south of 
Plbst, in the area of/ie. 19 air Force Field Div., I have seen myself hanged 
civilians who carried posters of the following contents:- "!e have shot 
German soldiers". I assume that these people had not been given a trial. 
Reprisals sometimes included also the burning of villages in order to pre-
yent the partisans from re-occupying these places. I have hii- Zirer never 
seen an order to this effect. 

In our Divisional area, the Security Commanders had to 
report to the Ic of the Div. about partisan activity in their zones. The 
Ic used to collect additional information by e.ploying cenfidents and the 
Italian troops. It would apear that the Ic reported to the Div. Commander 
on these matters who then decided upon the action. SL, CO, the Div. Caldnan-
der, would apaear to have briefed personally at lewit ,he Security Comman-
ders prior to such an action, at least I was told so once by RaIDER. 

SIWaiT was a very.determinedl brutal man who was feared 
by his officers and men. He was ruthlass and h...44 a bad temper, and when 
issuing orders included stern measures. I was once seriously punished 
by him because I had lost the filter of my respirator. I um of the oainion 
that SLiU' was the type of man who would have exceeded the general orders 

he had received. 
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L , 	 or' my activities in CARRAR.A, the 

bodies of three 66 men of !io. 16 .:emmunication Battalion were brought to 
n HQ. They had been killed by partisans on a truck near CAST:N:LPOGGIO. 
The victims were_buried by my men at the iliilitary Cumatery at ClutztAicA, and 
I made a report on the incident to SZERNTABOKY being my superior officer. 

'A few days later the Ic of the Division LOOS paid me a 
visit in CARRAuZA at my HQ, and vdshe-5 to obtain more infor.:.ation about this 
incident. As I had not taken part personally in the recovery of the bodies, 
nor had I carried out investigations,_I could pot_supkly:further..detailsi_. 
In occasion of this visit, LOOS informed me that north of CARRARA about 
20 SS men, who were travelling on a lorry, had been- shot at from ambush 
by partisans and had been killed. I became however not known to me that 
these 88 men had been requisitioning cattle. LOOS said that these people 
had come from Germany as replacements. At the some time he told me, that 
in a village of the same area, I believe CASTEINIOVO, the connanding Genetail 
of No. 29 nir Force Div. had been shot in his car by partisans. 
LOOS added that I myself at CARRA,i-ZA, had to be careful because I could easily 
run into difficulties with partisans myself. I am sure that LOOS then did 
not tell me anything about a :ending reprisal. I did not take special 
precautions in C4,R.RARA. 

Shortly afterwards, I gave a ;.,arty in the evening at may 
HQ, at which I had invited all officers of the Recce Battalion, and one 
officer of Div. HQ. The following persons were present at this party:- 

SS-Capt. SCHILDBXH, K.O. of the Battalion; 
86-Capt. SCHMIDTiONZ, CC of No. 3 Coy; 
SS-Lieut. ALT:IRS, the ,,djutant; 
SS-Lieut. SECTO3RECHT, OC of 'Co. 1 Coy; 
SS-Lieut. SILL,RD; 00 of ro. - 2 Coy; 
SS-2nd Lt. HAREST. 2i/c (Staff); 
SS-2nd Lt. KUNTH. OC of remainders of my "Heavy Cey"; 
83-2nd Lt. RUEL4110, 1.2 officer; 
SS-Lieut. BR,',UNSCHEILe, Battalion .,Anin. officer; 
SS-2nd Lt. IZOESLE, i/c ants and equipment; 
SS-8/Sgt. ERCI.UTH, 	NCO of my Coy; 
SS-S/Sgt. KTHES, NCO i/c ''rim of my  Coy; 
SS-2nd Lt. 1%;ATEA, Officer on Div. staff; 
Civilian InterFreter 1:11114_4MZ: 
and my interpreter BEI-MI 

RODER hAa ,also been invited, but did not arrive. 	about 
2300 hrs. REDER appeared suddenly, apologised that he had been unable to 
accept may invitation, as he had been ordered to the Div., and stated that 
he had to interrupt my party. He asked nie to send for Col. LUDOVICI. 
At the same time he ordered all officers with the exception of myself, BRAUN-
SCHEIVT, ROESLER, NENLR, ERdUTH and MATHES, to proceed immediately to Battle 

HQ. As the reason he gave a partisan action which had been ordered by Div. 
without however speaking about any details. Lfter LUDOVICI had arrived, RIDER 
asked him whether he would like to take part in this action and how many men 
he had available. LUDOVICI stated that he was willing to participate, and 

I believe that he made available about half of his battalion. I further 
remember that there was some talk whether LUDOVICI had sufficient petrol, 
at least to go as far as SLRZANA, which was denied by same. ,11 the ordered 
officers left my HQ then and went to the Battle HQ. ,;bout 0400 hrs. I heard 
the noise of starting trucks and I assume that this was the departure of the 
Italian soldiers. I then continued my party with the remaining officers, 
and my fcmalc interpreter, which lasted until 0700 hrs. the following mor- 

ning. 

I have never heard details about the haocnings of this 

action. 

4',t about 25 August 1944, during a drive into No. 1 Coy 
area, I spoke with its OC, SS-Lieut. SEGEBRECHT. He told me that he and his 
Coy had taken part in nn action in the area. of 3,2DINE and 8. TERRIZO, which 
had lasted for approx. 2 days. Also SEGEBRECHT did not toll me what it was 

all about, or did I ask him. He told m however that parts of the Div. 
Field Replacement Battalion and the Div. Battle school, under SS-Capt. PAUSTLII 
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hea 	 _aeae 	enliao were then stationed in the FCSDIIIOVO area. 
SEGEBREOsiT also tcld me about the Italian troops having taken part in this 
action. In accordance to what he said, the whole action had been under the 
orders of SS-;Major LOOS, who himself had received instructions from SLSON. 
In consideration of the whole position I assume that o. 16 Engineer Coy, with 
its OC, SS-Lieut. FISCIaIR had taken part. ALPER:, es Adjutant, and SILLARD as 
OC No. 2 Coy should have had their aart in the enterprise. ALBERS should have 
exact knowledge of the real circumstances and the action of the battalion. 

Considering the knowledge I had received about the whole action, 
I would eall it a. reprisal, _;:act thla laslanot least,. -because in case of a-mili-
tary action, orm casualiics waold have beet; brought to my attention. In fact 
I myself noted in these dais at eKPRARA an increased affluence of refugees from 
the area north of CARRARA. They were mostly women and children. 

In addition, about A days after the action, a pregnant woman 
came to CARRARA at my office and told me that her house had been burned dcasi.  
by SS men in the course of a partisan action. She required from mu accommodation 
in CARRARA which I provided. I would like to say in this connection that follo-
wing my opinion, reassures taken by 16 SS Division were frequently sucessive. 
Had I then had already full knowledge of the real circumstances, I would hevu 
come to this conclusion already at that time. In any case particulars for such 
measures must have been included in the orders issued by the Div. commander. 

It is known to me that the Div. Field Court idartial was situated 
in the vicinity of the Div. HQ. The Div., Judge is not known to me, nor do I know 
that civilian persons were tried there. I have never hoard about it that such 
persons had been torturez during the interrogations. 

The departation of male Italians for the purpose of •Porced 
Labour in Germany is known to me. There were 2 representatives of the 
"Reichserfassungestab SAUCKEL" (German Labour Forces Coordinate on Staff SAUCalL) 
in CARRARA for this purpose. Military units had received secret orders to search 
for fit Italians aged 18 to 45 years. These were detained in places especially 
provided for this purpose. In 'CARRARA, 300 of such persons re accommodaLudin 
a school at the disposal of the "Reichserfassungestab". They were fed by this 
folthority. I believe that the name of one of these representatives of the Staff 
wag-SC,Haah.cd 	and 	 I 	had arguii.esta with then e gentlemen in order 
to obtain the release of workers whom I required fur the public utilities. 
The accommodation of these forced labourers was bad, they had neither beds, nor 
blankets, and received very bad food. In our area the 16 SS Division was respon-, 
sible for carrying our rourva-ups of forced labourers. During my period of duty 
as OC Troops in CARRLIth the above mentioned 500 forced labourers were not taken 
away from the school, and the existence of special Transit Camps for such persons 
is unknown to me. 

I remember So-idajor FRANC. He was the OC of the sup_.ly unit 
of the Div. but I came to know him only in captivity at TaRANTO. I know that in 
summer 1946 he was in the AlelltICAN Camp at DaCH.J1. 

8S-8/Sgt. Salle Otto I know as being a member of the Field 
Replacement Battalion. 

PaUSTIAN was together with me in Camps 315 and 216 at TARANTO. 
repatriated in sdarch 1946, probably to the British Zone of Germany. 

SIMON had t"ken over an army Corps on the Invasion Front in 
Novelaber or December 194h. I have heard in capivity that aLBERT became his 
Chief of Staff, and that both were killed on the Rhine during an air raid. 
(KAISERSLAUTERN?) 

The behaviour of the Italian troops at CaRRARA caused difficul-
ties. Their discipline was bad and during the evacuation of CARRaRA from the 
civilian population they attempted to loot Ttalian shops. I believe that prior 
to the arrival cf the 16 SS Division they had carried out anti-partisbn warfare 
on their own, later chiefly under German supervision. 

At the end of August 1944 I was replaced as 00 Troops by 
SS-Licut. FISC11§2. He was in Camp 215 at TAR4VTO and was repatriated in Sept-

ember 1945 to the British Zone of Germany. 

4 

• 
He was 
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Illsatement, as follows:- 
S requested I describe certain perscns mentioned in this 

Kurt (?): about 38 years of-age, 1.79m tall, normal build, 
dark blonde, clean shaven, oval face, light complexion. 

SS-ilajor ALBERT; about 35 years of age, 1.75 - 80m tall, slim build, trained 
body, dark blonde, clean shaven, long face, dark complexion. 

SSoiiajor LOCS: 35 to 38 years of age, 1.70m tall, slim build, black hair, 
clean shaven, long thin face, dark. compIexion. 

SS -Major SZENNTARSKY: 35 years of age, 1.82m tall, slim build, black hair, 
clean shaven, oval face, dark coeplexion. 

SS-Lieut. Dr. SCHULZ; 38 to 39.  years of age, 1.80m tall, thin build, dark 
hair, clean shaven, long thin face, dark complexion, grey at 
temples. Probably in the British Zone of Germany. 

SS-2nd Lt. KUNTH Werner; 32 to 33 years of age, 1.70 - 72m tall, normal build, 
blonde, clean shaven, full face, normal complexion. 
Probably in the. Eritish Zone of Germany. 

SS-6/Sgt. ERTJTH; 24 years of age, 1.70 - 72m tall, normal build, 
blonde, clean shaven, full face, fresh complexion. Probably 
in the American or British Zone of Germany. 

66-Capt. SCHILDBACH Fritz; 36 years of age, 1.83m tall, robust build, fair 
hair, full face, light complexion. probably a i'0.; in 
American hands. 

SS-Capt. SCHLarfIKUNZI Killed in action in November 1944, buried at LIMA 
near Saasamagoni (Province of Bologna). 

SS-Lieut. ALBEAS Paul; 26 years of aze, 178m tall, normal build, fair 
Hair, clean' shaven, oval face, light complexion. Probably 
in the British Zone of ';ermany. 

86-Lieut. SLGEBRMHT Wilhelm (?); 27 to .'n; years of age, 1.78m tall, robust 
build, dark hair, dark_ eyes, clean shaven, oval face, dark 
complexion'. Probably Le. the e$::erican Zeno of .,';ermany. 

SS-Lieut. 	Werner; 285 to 30 ye ere of age, 1.78 - 80m tall, robust 
build, blond, clean shaven, full Race, light complexion, 
left leg amputated. Possibly in the British Zone of Germany. 

SS-2nd Lt. HERBST; 35 years of age, 1.=:21m t,_11, slim build, blond, clean 
shaves;, oval face, dark eyes, dark complexion, In the British 
or leaerican Zone of Gereapy. 

SS-2nd Lt. RUHLeND: about 30 years of avo, '.85m tall, slim build, clean 
shaven, oval Thee, 	-;omplexion, wounded on right arm and 
hand. Possibly in the :oranch Zone of Germany. 

SS-Lieut. BRAUNSCHIErffl 34. to 35 years of age, 1..78 - 80m tall, slim build, 
fair hair, brown eyes, _clear shaven, oval faze, light corny 
plexion. _Repatriated from RIMINI to the American Zone of 
Germany. (Vicinity of ATJUICC. 

SS-2nd Lt. ROESLER: about 38 years of aze, 1.75m tall, plumb build, dark 
blonde, clean shaven, fill: face, fresh complexion. Probably 
in the ,olerican Zone of Genmany. 

s/ t. .4.:311h6; 25 to 26 years of ago, 1..80m tall, slim build, dark 
blond waivy hair, dark eyes, clean shaven, oval face, fresh 
complexion. elobably in the British Zoilu of Germany. 

SS-2nd Lt. Y,iffEAt 33 to 35 years of at-7.., 1.78m tall, very slim build, 
blond, clean chavon, tain face, sickly api,earance, re.le onm-
plexioa. He was in RImali and was repatriated in 1946 to 

SS- 
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SS-2nd. Lt. .EYER (continued) ... the British or ...,..erican Zone of Geruany. 

SS-Capt. PJ,I;STI.N iii x: 35 years of 	e, 1.78m tall, robust build, fair 
hair, clean shaven, full t ace, li, :ht coL,Jexion. Comes 
from ii-LBUIZG, at present 1.0.1)bly reAding in LEUEVG-;_:E 
(British Zone) 

First Representative of the "tteichserra.;suen;etab" (8CHCENEBING?): 40 tc 
45 years of 	1.66 t-11, ir.rk blond, thin hair in front, 
plumb build, full f:ce, ;le_n s:Lav„n, Rhinel.ln(1 accent, 
;;ore speci-1 un3 for . 

Second Representative: 1O  to 4.5 y,,ars of aL;e1  1.73, tall, thin build, 
black hair, long face, Little black Lioustachut  dark 
complexion. 

(igd) Saalfrank 

I have read thL above statuflent. It is true and correct 
and vas made voluntarily. I had the opportunity of nicking any alteration 
or addition there necessary. 

(Sgd) Saalfrank 

Statement taken dovrn 
the undersigned official interpreto: 
undersigned Sgt. G.4!;LLE S.J., S.I.B., 
on 27, 28 and 29 January 1947. 

in German and signature witnessed by 
H.O. 'ropier, in the presence of the 
Corps of :iilitary Police, at RICCICHE 

(Sgd) H.O. 1'ropper, Of 	. 
Interpreter. 

(Sgd) S.J. Geale, Sgt. 

certify that the above is a true translation of the 
original stato:a,nt to the best of my knowledge and ability. 

(SO) H.O. Propper, Official 
Interpreter. 
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STATEi.ITT  

of internee 'ziax PAUSTI.\N, born 24.5.191%,  taken down in writing in WOLFSEan 373 
POW Camp on 17.2.1947. 

I have been warned that I am not oblijea to say anything, but that anyth:Ine I may 
say voluntarily willbe taken down in writin:: end may be given in evidence, 

SO, Paustian 

On 1. August 1934 I joined the Waffen-SS as a volunter. In 1937 I 	admitted to 
the TOELZ Junkerschule (SS Officer training school) and attended the Kriegsschule 
(Officer Candidate School) there. Upon co4olotion of the trainiry course 1 was pro-
moted, on 9 Nov. 1938, to the rank of SS Untersthrmfuehrer (SS 2nd Lt.). Until 25 
Nay 1941 I wns belonging to the Regiment "Der Fuehrer" within the Division "Das 
Reich". In 1940 I took part in the battles in Holland and France, Durin this cam-
paign I was decorated with the iron cross 2nd olass. With the same Unit I was fight-
ing in Yugoslavia in .1941. In the moanti::.e I had become an Obersturmfuehrer (SS 
1st Lt.) After thc close of the Yugoslav Campaign I was again posted to the TOELZ 
JunkersChule, as an instructor. I remember until 30 Jan.1943 When I was posted to 
the Unterfuohrorschulo (subordinate come:alder Training School) at RADOLFSZELL, as 
a Hauptsturmfuehrer (SS Captain) Comman3inj, a Heavy Com.)any. In the Summer of the 
same year I was posted, with this company, to the Unterfuehrerschule at POSEN-
TRESKAU. During the months of November and December of the same year, I attended 
a commander training Corps at the Panzertruceenschule des Hccres (Army Tank Training 
Sohool).  in PARIS. Upon co-pleticn of this training course I returned to POSEN-TRES-
KAU and was posted in Jan 1944 te the 16 SS Panzer Grenalier Division (SS Aruou.' 
red Infantry Division) which was beiruz: activated in LLIB.ACH. This Division was trans-
ferred to VIENNA in Earoh 1944 and later on, in connection with the overthrow of 
the Hungarian HORTY Government, ordered to proceed to Hun:ary, In Nay 1944 the- entire 
Division was transferred to Italy, i.e. the Ligurian Coasts  For thetree being the, 
Division was stationed in the Ligurian Coastal area, and only with the front line 
drawing nearer, olanauts of the Division wore ocee.eltted to fighting. 

The Commander of the Division Iris SS Grup-enfuehrer (S2 ;iajor General) Max 
SIION web knoun to me no a fanatic national socialist ace'. an excellent ofzicer. Ho 
had a qviok temper, but was good-natured on the other sine, and greatly onring 
for the soldiers° well.being. The tasks assigned to the Divisien were the follo-
wing: 
1. Protection of the Ligurian Coast aganst possible ;ailed land.ingss 
2. On approach to the front lino a:.• at coeimituent to, end participation in, action. 
3. Employment against possible Partisan activity in the Division area, 

The latter task, accordaing to the order of the Hecresgrucee Sued (Army Group South) 
which I know, really was applyin!: to all troop units. 

As regards the quality of the Division I 'could like to 
Grenadier Division was a decided for2,ati:n composed of 
and other rans personnel. In in opinion the ...ilitary 
commitment to action of an elite formation, in order to 
support the Air Force Field Divisions already battered 
ranks personnel, to prevent thereby a quick advance of 
Coast. 

re! lark that the 16 SS Panzer 
the *lost excellent officers 
situation ry_cessitated the 
exceliently reinforce and 
and ado up of poor other 
the Allied along the Ligurian 

When the Division moved into its Italian quarters, pertisen activity was unimpor-
tant. During the Summer and Autumn the Partisan activiy greatly increased and necossi-
t-ted grand-security measures for all units. In the course of time the Partisan 
gained such an extent as to hardl; allergy simile, .Jimbers of troops free movement. 

As a first counted measure kncwr. to :L, a basic or r was issued by the Division 
Corx.Londer, regarding the conduct of operatiens against bandit ,;anLa. Tho text of 

/this 
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this order is re, ezorc., quite pre se. t te . 	..eci but I recollect pacts thereof :rid 
I n;.1 able to faithfully render th, same oe to their e4,aninu. First of all "st..r- 
nest counter measures" ,were order b; T 	ainst Partisans, a relevant order 
by the Heeresgrup c Sued being cr. . Led en e..ie :;..half "ileatieres" 	 'ULM:  
among other things, 	 eat, .ing ,f 	upon rec.:eivinc peetisen fire, and if 
necessary burning down of houses .role phi,:: 1 fire was offered. SI,JON° s order also 
referred to the cenveyrulcc; of cap'-ured peetesees to the Division I0 for the purpose 
of interrogation. I do no more remember e! ether the order co-prieed.directives as 
to the non-execution of captured :..artieano 	I believe that this erder of the above • 

1.-rentioned order by the Heeresgrup c Seed, also ec:aprchcnded regulations regarding 
the treatment of hostages, but I do ne leer, recollect the exact t.,xt, and I there- 
fore prefer to refrain frie state...ents 	:.tatter. I do not re:Icaber 
courts uertial having been estebleshed besfeles the regular Division Courts. 

In the beginning, the partisan act' vity extended 	.ely to harassing the Supply 
Services which were especially of-..- cted bye sabotar:c inflicted upon roa:s and lines 
of communication. It also occurL A that single vehicles w,.re fired upon, and the 
passengers ransacked, Later on v.hicics 	their passengers also happened t3 di- 
sappear co:Tletely."In June 1944 I 	 first .order to carry out on opera- 
tion against the Partisans. The task vras 	positions at lit. 	-LI) in the 
C.:STELNUOVO area, originrdly cons'.,ructrA 	the OT .end at that time occupied by the 
partisans, to be cleenel of the I .tter; ete an :.nspection was ie..,:.inent of these po-
sitions by ,a. 'senior co:,..f.-a-rier whcee persee-lity however, remained unknovm to :me. I 
received this order originating feom the Divison ceee-lander through the medium of 
the Division Ops Officer Obersturebanfaehrer 	Lt,Cel) 1.1,BirRT personally, as an . 
oral message.. This order was bas ,d of oc.ese, upon the Division Co:emander's order 
regarding the combating of pertd.sens. In ....-klete:ion the er1er co:eprised teutical 
directives which I had to comply eith. rfe-, erie:sion itself vies of .purely tactical na- 
ture and could not be considered 	r-eprie- atieinst the partisans. In order to pro- 
perly carry out this mission I tr...ed 	ono ,ce:-..pany reinforced by mortars to 
capture The position situated in :.he 	- eieun -4tin region but was repelled with my .  
men being ooupletely untrained *fee mount:lee warfare. 	Before I had another 
opportunity to thrust on to the 22 eve ..ent4.one:: positions, I was called back, by 
a radio message to ny. old locatic. nee:: P2.2..L. 	Thus the operation was dropped 
on thti• part of my Division. -Aft_ r bree- k:re; of th is operation I proceeded 
personnaly to 	

. 
the Division HQ . the st-tie.ed in NOZZLITO And ieade a report 

to The Division CoMuander SI14:0N, 	 not alter..hiuself in any way. 	casual- 
ties were one man wounded. Durire. the :iceej:1-,s ef June and July 1944. I saw action with 
ray unit, the so-called "Divisions' egla2tkempanie" (Divisi.on Escort Company for. pre-. 
tec.don of .Div H.Q.), against• 	,d grout: , forces in the Cecina Arita. .About the 
mildle Of .July 1944 	Unit was e.,..-Lost 	 and I was letailed for another 
mission. A small unit named "Lei :-stab 	 (Directinp; Staff PAUSTI;14 was 
formd, which in °operation -pith the DeVision .1.1)  had the task of directing an orga-
nising the orderly disengegement cf the division. 

In the same year, in August, I reeeived or 
and co..,:aand of the 'division Corabe': Schue2 
was to train the NCO can.lidates ef the Di--
of the School Was 'approx 50 Lien iooluding 
the strength increased. 

In August 1944, the exact date is not eva.:13.2ble to me, on the occasion of a visit 
which I 	to my friend Oberstermbannfuehrer FITZ in LICCIIITA, I came to know 
that in the vicinity of S. TEI.Ene a lerr:.! with anprox 20 members of the Division 
had been raided by partisans, ant' the ranejeeitz; of the .i.10T1 killeC. When I prepa- 
red myself to return to .,',ULA'" 	~acne.: ec to he well on the •1.ert, especially 
as my Unit'wes very small. I caneot renemi.er ehat period elapsed between the S. 
TERENZO incident and the subsequeet - kelor opera 	carried out against bandit 
gangs, from the iiiISSA Area up to ITO mount-ins . i rec llect, however, that soon af-
terwards I was ordered to proceed to 1LIS21.' to repkrt to SturAbannfuehrer (SS i.iajor) 
REHDER. The latter Levu the folieling 	: 

grand-scale reprisal would 1.6 	•16 	:it. Kt lay from the -1,1:eSSA .iLree. up to the 
:Jeuntains. Elements of the Ar -7, the .Rec.ce.afeeinnce Batt lien of the Division, and 
Italian formations would Join in.. 

I received the following order: t for:A.w:;.t'n the Division Combat Scheel Personnel 

/at 	 

ter to take charge of the acti. ation, 
;,re a. Task of this School 

:.site. In the beginning the strength . 
.persennel. Only towards the Nvitter 1944.  

I 
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't my disposal a seal-off position north of 	 n,or larc, in or'er to 
prevent the partisans when throe; o out 	their positi:ois by the attack launched 
frou 	to ovale towards. the north.. 

I do not quite precisely recollect all the officers portiepating in the criforonco 
at that time but besi - cs REUDER there wore present the IO Sturuhannfuohrcr LOOS, the 
Garrison Scnior Officer of :!.',7SA Sturmbannfuohrcr SZERrToZKY, ov? the Company Lcader 
of the Reconnaissanco Battalion. One Aruy Officer also took port in the. conforcnoc. 

It is beyonl any doubt, that the °rior for this operation originate' 1 .ircctly from 
the division. That I inferred at onocft-m the presence of the IO. The :fission as 
suoh appeared to have been rather ia ,ortont as I could already establish on the 
ground of the participation of so many for-rations. Upon the close of the conferen- 
ce I procoelod iomcliately to my loc'ti:'n an' lcpartC.without claywttli 	mcn to 
the Arca alloted to me. On arrival at the 1:_stination, I mot an Arorj Company. I 
had, howover, no opportunity to establish contact with the leader of this Unit because 
at the very moment of our meetinp- we already received fire. 	I caused the fire 
to be retaliated by submachine-gun and oortar firu. :.f to a,:prox one hour's fire 
duel the fire of the partisans sub000dod, the latter as I could observe with lrawing 
further up the mountains. 

Tho original order provided to trainote this operotion in th, cvenino hours of the 
day in question and authorised tho participating for atins to opart, upon comple-
tion of the operation, to their rospective locations. In connection with this op-
eration I so 11 like to renneo t. at I ho:. according to clan, gained the contact al-
ready monWpod above with the Army detachi.lcnt employed on my ri:ht flank. I did 
not meet, iowcvor, any other formation of the Arov throleil such a one ought to have 
boon commitleTto action on my left flank. When departing I observe' in the iruction 
from which the 2nd Army Formation woull have been duo to op orate, several confltvra-

tions raging. Thence I concluded that i:ightin7 had taken place there, and houses 
had been set on fire in the course of reprisals, or through shelling. Hereupon I ' 
withdrew with my Unit, and received no further or7crs to ron1er any report. What 
really haopenod, in the inhobitaood Aroas luring the operation, is unknown to 
me, I only read in a later Division order of the Day as well as in the Division 
Newspaper a Special Order couooso by the Division CL.s.rtn•lor SELF, in which he 
commanded the formation having, participated in the rcprisal oporotion for their 
performance. In the same circular or newspaper article also the casualties of 
the partisans were published. 

Soon thereafter SILDN was rolbvo0 by the SS Oberfuohrcr (SS Brioodior General) BATO, 

In conclusion I would liko to remark that I do not believe that I fvOo moisaf 
guilty, in the course of these roprisals, of an offence ao:ainst the .L'ortial Law. 
I take it for throughly possiblo, howevcr, that in spite of all discipline of the 
troops, :.tatters coLie to outrages in the inhobitated - Arcos, prilarily through by 
ono ina3.1ious action of tho partisans. With re-rarls to the roprosentotion lle- 
gitU 	-yen of the Combat School took part in the roprisal operation in S.TENENZO, 
I would l'o to stoto that n:no of my ioen participot,1 in those ncosures and 
no one ho,.. 2ITi° 	o do in S.TERENZIO, , ther. It is i pos:3iblo, too, that I 
should ha bee:. 	in S.TERENZO bra ;cu as I have already emphasise? above, I 
came to k.. ow of the ioli::ent having taken place between BAADINE and S. TERENZO, 
only casually by 	:Id FRANZ. 

Sum-arising the matter I would 1:ke to stress onoe :sore, that these operation 
were placed exclus.:vuly into the hands of the livision. .;a1 order for an operation 
of such a kind coal. - Oms:vely 1-nvu been issue by Genorol SLIZN. 

I am unable to make further stav lents in respect of this case, because porticu-
larly the Seclusion from the oth,r parts of the Division prcvcntA no fr..::: loor-
ning events outsi:e my location. 

Paustian liax 
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I 1-.:ve; read ovk,r thc, -.1bove 	 th- -.:',7)-orturity . 	-.,rdc.c r1ter-ttiDns the oxt 	'ire .9t .teLlent i.r 	,..urrcet ,1) 1, true -km1 h.s.s been ...tale quit_ Indurit-Lrily, 

St. Pau s t 

This stathr.:clit 	tnkcl, low- r. 	C'tcr;.-.an 1,.t.n..]. u.1!.-e by CapteL,IiILLL.N (348655) Gone. Liet, War  Czi 	ILve.sti;:ator 	th.: Officc of the 
• 

FgLL.Li.UrZtipt• 

ourtiy t 	the: 	i;vi 	 cc. or:.,ct and true tr!Lnal-..ti..TI La.le to the te.st. of 1..y 

S3. - 	SUES'iEROTT 	• 
Official 	ter att 	■-• 

Branch, 11Q. 
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:WAG/FS/4.5/1)8( 1K) 
RaVVIRT 

IN THE MATTER CF GL'R11,11 WAR CREAM 
IN THE MATTER CF THE  KILLING OF A 111):,231.R 
OF ITALli-N CIVILLINS AT SAN :!:AliTL\TO, ITALY, 
ON THE 29TH AND 30TH SEPTF1312 19144 its 
REPRISALS FOR PARTIS .ICTIVITIES. 

AFFIDAVIT 

I, CHARLES EDEONDSON, a forrr.er 	II, serving with 78 Section, Special 
Investigation Branch, Central Mediterranean Forces, with a permanent home address 
at 	  

	  mice oath and say as follows :- 

144 	In October 1945 acting on instructions I carried out investigations in 
the village of SAN MARTINO. During my investigations I questioned a number 
of Italian civilians living in that area, and as a result of the statements 
mode by 15 of cheso civilians I discovered that on the 29th and 30th September 
1944 some Ci Italian civilians were killed by German troops as reprienls. 

2. During the months previous to September 1944 Partisan activity was rife 

in the area and ';he Germans planned a larL;C Sc le operation to dive the part-

isans down from v.he mountains. This resulted in hamlets being entered by the 

troops and wholesple massacre of the inmates. Some 80 civilians were killed 

over a widespreai area. 

3. I now produce a copy of a Staterwt by Private Julien LKTOLI a former 
member of 16 SS Panzer Grenadicr Divisicu Recor.r.laissonce Unit. 	This man was 

serving with his Unit when many of the killings took place and he was a wit-,  

ness of most of them. The statement was node to Capt. 	ARCHER of 76 

Section) Special Investic7ation Branch, only a 'month after the atrocities were 

committed. 	The place described by the witness as SAN lt,,RT7r,r,o is in fact 
SAN MARTINO. This statement is narked Exhibit "0" and attached to the off. 

idavit. 

SIIORN by the said CHARLES EDMONDSON 
at 8 Spring Gardens) Cockspur Street, 

on the eighth day of January 1947. 

BEFCRE ME 

(SIGNED) R. S. MARSHALL) 

Captain Legal Stff, 
Of ice of the Judge Advocate General, 

) 	(Si7ned) C. 	 



Bologna 

23rd October 1945 

Stn tement of — 

EUSSULESI Guido 
Via Prntello, 110. 25 
Bologna. 

Who sta tes: 

aged 36 years 

I au n butcher by trade, but am now the Commandant 
of the 6T,,LIse,. ROSS!, GROUP "L'jP09  Partisans and have lived in 
Bologna and District all my life. 

,.fter the nrmistice in September 1943, uy brother 
1:„.RIO, myself and a number of other men went to live in the 
mountsins and forued pnrtisan band. First of all we colled our 
selves the "LUPO gROUP41  but inter added the name zYTEILIF, 
and my brother was the Corausndnnt. 

Soon nfterwards, we were joined by a !lumber of 
allied escaped prisoners of war, and we commenced activities 
against the German 'troops. 	.40 carried on throughout the winter 
and in .;vpril 44 the _Alias began to supply us with ariys, nmmunition, 
food and clothing etc. by pnrnchute. 

From Eny to September 1944, we had several battles 
and killed lots of Ger:Inn troops in the \TAD° and E.,%RiLLB0'.720 area, 

Townrds the end of SepteAaer the Ger;“nns began to 
increase their numbers, and exert more presure ogninst the portisnons, 

we were scattered over n wide nren we evacuated from the villages 
and retreated into the mountains, as our a;.L.iunition tins running short. 
There were lots of skirmishes in which both Portisnns, and Gerunns were 
killed and wounded, 	I:y brother I.LiRIO was killed cu. the 29th September near 
SAN IlaTINO. During the notion I saw the dead bodies of non, women and 
children throughout the whole area. 	Soue had been unchine gunned, others 
stabbed, and raw appeared to have been injured by hand grenades. In the 
CERPLANO district I saw about 150 dead bodies, or civilians nna Germans, 

The Gernins continued shelling ;:,nd I.,or taring until the end 
of the week, and on the 6th October I and other pnrtisnns 1:onnged to bury 
some of the bodies. I think we buried about 40 corpses. 

Ai.fter the action was ovs_x some of the partisans managed 
to get through to the Allied lines, but I was wounded and ca to Bologna' 

About the 20th Iinrch I received infornation that there were some 
Germans documents in a printing shop just outside FOWL', Ji`20 STER,NO, Bologna, 
relating to the Partisan nctivites nt ::.,RZABUTTO. 	Consequently, I and another 
partisan went- to try and obtain them. 	In the street some Gerunns and Black 
Brigade opened fire on us, but I managed to get into the shop, and got hold 
of the pamphlet named .9,,CHTUNG ILJ4g,iN GlaJIN" , with the words GENialL,LICOMM;LNI) 
I. KiLLSCH KORPS, FUHRIlliG-SMUPPE.tc. CEP. ST, 29.3.45 written on the front, 
which I have just shown to you. 	I do not understand Creman, but I saw that 
the nap pasted on page 13 of the book, gave the true disposition of our forces, 
end the narx of my brother ILIRIO as Com.ander. 

On the 22nd October I had a print Made of the op in question; 
also of the of the two signatures at the end of the book naned "TaDRICH" GENERAL 
DEN 17;.LLSCEIRMTRUPPEN and "D. : muu iEri,". F. 0.R, L7172/1.„.11T, 	These I now hand to 
you, but I retain the original copy and will produce it if and when.:.:ne.„ 
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lore haw. been un 	to recover nil the deed bodies 
from the -zountnins 	 is hc,,rvily lint d. 	.L't present vie 
have accounted for over 200C civilinns slaKhtered. in this nrens  
and ?northers of the STEIT.L 	GAUP nre still \.orkinz, nnd,senrch- 
ing 'f'or the vrrious corpses. 

I have rer.3 over the r.bove st-teDzArt .- nd it is true 
and correct. 

(Siled) idUSOLESI Guido. 

Stntenent 	 dmn in Itdi7:n -nd 
signrture si.tnessed by 	 official interpreter, in 
the presence of C.S. . ,T.EiONDSTO:`: B.E.3T. both of 73 Section S.I.B. 
at Bologin on the 23rd October 194.5. 

I certify that the ::bove trnnsl:-:tion fron 
is correct and true, ant to the bent of ny rtility. 

(Si'mod) 11INI 
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STATEMENT OF : - 

 

Pioppi di 3alvaro. 

7 Sep 45. 

 

COI,MTRI Attilio, 
No. 35 Pioppi Iierleata, 
Province of Bologna. 

Male. 
Aged 36 years. 

Who saith, 

I am a general labourer and have resided at the above address 
all my life. 

In June 44, I evacuated with my faraily from the above adereas, 
owing to the Allied Forces air bombardment. We went to live in a 
house on MOUNT CREDA which is about four or five kilometres from PIOPPI 
DI SALVARO in the direction of RIOVEGGIO. 	We were still there on the 
29 September 44, when the German soldiers arrived about 0600 hr:. There 
were about twenty Germans, all Armed with machine guns, rifles and carrying 
hand grenades. 	There wore about eighty people altogether in the house, 
who had taken refuge there and came from the surrounding districts. 	They 
consisted mainly of women and children. 

The German soldiers entered the house and crowded all the civilians 
into one room. The soldiers then went outside and commenced to throw 
hand grenades through the window whilst others fired bursts from a machine 
gun, through the door. 	I full to the floor through being wounded in the 
left thigh and remember bodies falling around and on top of me. There was 
great confusion, owing to women and children screaming and I remained 
lying en the floor under the bodies for about seven hours, to make sure 
that the ierw soldiers had left. 	I cannot describe any of these German 
boldior/as taiy were all covered owing to the heavy rain, but I have heard 
that they were SS troops. 

When I left the house accompanied by VENTURI Remo we concealed 
ourselves in the nearby woods, where we stayed for about four days without 
food or water. The house where the atrocity had been committod was in 
view from our hiding place and about :300 -lours on the 30 September 44, I 
saw that it was burning fiercely. 	The bodies of the victims, including 
my wife Ines. aged 24 years, sister :.:arcella, aged 24 years, daughter 
Bianca, aged 26 months were still inside the building and when I visited 
the scene after the area had been liberated by the Allies, it was impossible 
to recognise aLy of the remains. 	Whilst I was probing amongst the remains, 
a mine exploded and I was wounded in the right arm and lbft lug. 

I cannot toll you exactly how many civilians were killed in this 
house, but I think there would be between seventy and eighty. 	In addition 
to myself and VENTURI, ADOLFI Gino, MARCNI Albert, LIPPI Mario, and CARDI 
Carlo also escaped. 

The remains were buried in the cemetery at SALVARO on the 17 May 45. 
There are still a large number of civilian corpses scattered in the 

mountains, but owing to the area being heavily mined they have not yet been 
recovered. 

I am sorry I cannot give you any further information abotit the 
German soldiers. 

I have read over the above statement. 	it is true and correct. I 
herewith append my signature. 

(-3 gA) 	00MASTRI Attilio. 

Statement written down in Italian, read over and signature 
witnessed by DOTTO Floris, Interpreter, in the presence of Sjts. Walker and 
Griffin, all of 78 Section, 	at PIOPPE DE SALVARO on the 7th September 
1945. 

I certify that the above translation from Italian is true and 
correct and to the best of thy ability. 

DOTTO Florin. 
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Uhr,  saith, 

MARCH' Alberto, 
97, Case FABBRI, 
PIOPPE DI SALVARO, 
GRIZZANA, 
Province of BOLOG. 

Male. 
49 Years. 

I am a farmer and have residA at the above ad.lress for the past 214 years. 

On the 23 3ep 44, I took reit-8e in a haze cn MOUNT CR22.A. There would be 
Hbout 80 people from the surraandIng d:sTri,.;ts in this housepani amongst them I 
recognised COMASTRI Attilio, 14.11-CHILY Pietro, 	 MARZARI Cuinto, and 
a number 	others v./lime names I o no' 	 TIze people I have just 
mentioned escaped from the house .,hon 	 cam. cn  t'm 29 :mop 441, after 
the atrocity, ,.which occurred in 	foLic-.ag manner, 	oannitted, 

	

Between 0500 and C6O0 hours .n the 
	

44, I saw about 50 or 0 German 
soldiers around the house, As : had 
	

anocen: c) -ilians having been 
killed I tried to escape but was • 	 nrran soldier, taken back to the 
house and placed in a room where 	.cats hit been assembled, A German 
soLdier wearing three yellow str::..2s 	 carno7. dc:-.,r_`be him any further) 
came into the room and placed the men 	s: T.) and th: W:171:Al and children on 
the other, 	This soldier then :L.:(- t th. /. 	:eking the door behind him. 	The 
Germans then appeare=d to be waiti-,1 	t-Ling. 	2 next satin a white flare 
outside which was followed by a r_i 
	

aftJrwards some machine 
guns began to fire through the docr into -he room and hand grenades were thrown 
through the window. I drcppod 	thu ^cr ani trt. ,read bodies of somu of the 
other people fell around and on u ' of *1 	T waited fore about 30 or 40 minutes 
and then escaped intu the woods, yl c!.; 	 back 	ti-mat ale house was cn 
fire. 	The dead and wounded were 3ti1_, 	113 ITADTr; and 7x:re all destroyed by 
the fire. 

	

To Yrrf 	 • 	 4-• . 

	

••ty 	 . 	U.L 	11 it-: 

features. 
,cti , 	identif1Jd 	'heir clothing or 

I remained in the 'Tucds f.:/ :out. 20 day 7;.. alto/. jhich I re:LuTned to and home 
at the above address. 

I think that the German solders r.. • Lroops t T cannot be sure, neither.  
can I describe any of them to you 

I lost my brother Angelu, 	53 years., and son Frethano, aged 22 years, 
in this atrocity. 

There wore no Partisans in 	house 	the time I was thJr., neither was 
any resistance offered to, nor shl:s fired 	the Gerristns,. The people were all 
innocent and just slaughtered by IheGera ins hke cattle. I have nc idea why any 
of them should be killed. 

I have read over the above statemcnt, 	is corr.eut ind true, 	I herewith 
append ay signature. 

(Sgd) MAROHI Alberto. 

Statement written down in It:lian and =iGi-turo witnesscO. by DO= FLORIS, 
interpreter, in the presence of ST:t WALKER :Ind 3jt )1/12.P1N, all of 78 Section 
SIB, C.M. Police., at PIOPPE DE SVARC, u71 7 :_.up 1.-5c 

I certify that the above trarSlatibn from Italian is correct and true to 
the best of ay knowledge and abilny. 

-Zci) D)71:0 FLORIS. 
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VOLUNTARY S';;ATELENT BY BY 

LD 1667  (former SS-Gruppenfuehrer and Generalleutnant 

der Waffen-SS1_Lax SIMON 

Reeort regarding  the battles of 16 Panzervenadier-Div 
heichsfuehrer-SSWagainst  the Italian Partiscns  during 

the period 28 hay - 31 October-T944 

I was in command of the 16 SS-Panzer,erenadier-Liv, "lieichsfuehrer- 
SS" from 1 5 Nov 1 943 to 1 Nov 1 944. 	From 28 ;_ay 1 944 enwarde the Div -aas 
employed on coastal defence and from 28 Juno ac e front line Div. 	Gn 1 
Nov 1944 I handed over the Cumeind of the Div to 2S-Oberfuehrer BAIL t%15 
I rr s appointed'Generel Ccmmanding XIII SS-Armee Kor:_:s on the Astern 
Front. 

In the "PRECIS CL0  EVIDEITE GERAI\T PEPRYieLS AAGLINST I'ieLIA:Z FOR 
PA;1TISA1: A^,TIVITY" put et my disposal, the foiloeing incidente wore 
described as the ones incriminating me or my Diet : 

GUARDISTALLO, 29.6. 44a  pv4ip )1 
BARDIgE SAN TMENZO, 17 - 27.8.44, page 55 and 
SAN MARTINO, 29 and 30.9.44, page 624 

I have translated the accounts es fur es my imperfect knowledge 
of the English language allows. 	In the statement that iollows I report 
from nemory on the events, and I have done ray beet not to conceal anything. 

As I shall explain  in detail, I ,e2  not resiloneible for 
GIL,REIsTzL , but I do carry retwonsibility.   for  RDIVE SAN Tv;RD7Z0 and 
perhaps for SAN eL%:INO.  

I. 	 Ccelpoeition end strength of 16 SS-Panzergrenadier-Division  

First I must give an account of the imposition of the Division 
in order to refute the assertion in the "FRECT.S Cr EVIDENCE", page 13, 
No.44, that "These Divisions (HermanaGGERING and Reichsfuehrer-SS) were 
composed of picked  men who joined voluntarily. 	They were trained for 
total war  and were among the toughest and most merciless of troops". - 

This is not true of the 16 Panzergrenadier-Div. 	I did not 
receive the order to form the Div until Oct 43. 	that time I was 
without post, as I had just recovered from ct major operation on an 
old injury. It was only thanks to these circumstences that I was 
appointed Commander of the Div "Reichsfuchrer-SS", as I was neither 
one of HMIMLER's confidents, nor one of the "old" SS-Len and Party 
members. 

The Div was to be formed in the area ef LAIRACH. The Assault 
Brigade (Sturmbrigade) "Reichsfuehrer-SS", which had fought en the island 
of CORSICA within the framework of an Army Div (liceresdivision) and was 
now stationed at LUCCA, wi-s assigned as its nucleus. 	This brigade 
consisted of the small Brigade Staff, one decielated infantry battalion 
with three infantry and one MG coy, one anti-tank section, one assault 
gun battery (Sturmgeschfitzebt) and one anti-aircraft section. 	of 
these were considerably weakened by the battles in COWJICA eC were 
only 50 - 7C0 of establishment. 	The Brigade vies made up of different 
formations only shortly before it was put into action. 	It could under 
no circumstances be called an elite unit, it was absolutely unsatisfactory 
as the nucleus for a Panzergrenadier-Div, if ouly beceuee of its einglo 
battalion of infantry. 	In addition to ',bet, the Brigade was stationed 
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in the &relief LUOCil, i.e. a round 700 km from the Divisional HQ at 
LAIBACH. 	During December 5000 untrained recruits were sent to 	in 
LAIBACH, including a few officers and NCO s. Nct one of these 5000 
recruits was a volunteer, there were 3000 young boys of the age group 
1 926 drafted from reserve depots and 2000 older men of the ages 35 - 45. 
Thus there could be no talk of "volunteers" cr icked  troops". 

The training started in January 1 9114 under :Teat difflulties. 
But as early as 1 9 Jan two reinforced infantry bettalions had to to sent 
away to the NETTUNO front, they were one third of the establishi.ent and 
half of the actual strength. Not until May did these battalions return 
to the Div decimated, At the beginning of March 1 944 the Div was 
transferred to HUNGARY. 	It was the beginniiv of Mey before all parts of 
the Div were assembled. At that time I received the order to hand over 
5000 trained infantry men, 5C5 of the heavy arms and P. large nueber of 
vehicles to the 3 SS-Panzer-Div in ROUMANIA, in order to bet them ready 
fer action Lgz,in 	quickly as possible. 	In cumpensatiun new recruits were 
to to drafted to my Div. 

Nothing came of it, and in the last third of the month of May the 
Div was sent off tc the Italian theatre of war eel only in June 	it 
brought up to strength with recruits, mainly in the ago groups 26 - 27, who 
had had a short training in reserve units. A large nunber of itF:.lians 
was on the strength of the unite in the rear. Thus intensive training 
never took place; the Div was in no  respect pre2ared for total war. 

In this connection I deem it right to throw SUNG 	 on relations 
with the "Protector" Heinrich HIMMLER, During the period Nov 191+3 till 
Nov 1 944 I spoke to Heinrich HIMMLE2 on three uccasiens, i.e. in 2eb 1 944 
at MUNICH, in May at SALZBURG and after I handed over the Div to BAUM in 
Nov in EAST PRUSSIA. Each of these interviews lasted 15 - 20 minutes, 
Thus HIMIER displayed no particular interest and the Div was j.ven no 
preferential treatment in any way, as for instance its sister Div "GOETZ 
VCN B.LIChUNG&NT", which was formed at the same time. 

PTYPTTTMtTT^ vuma.w.i.o.uutuy 

On 29 June 1 944 the spearheads of the Div were sent into action on 
the northern bank of the river CECINA. There wns a bridgehead near the 
village of aEcINA, 19 km west of GUARDISTALLO. This bridgehead was occupied 
by 35 Panzergrenndier Regt, 36 Panzergrenadier Taft was still en;;aged in 
coastal defence south and west of LEGHORN. The Div's can artillery was 
situated in frontal positions behind the river CECINA or in coastal defence 
positions far ther to the north. 

In front of the position of the Div there was the 16 Reconnaissance 
Section under SS-Stnraannfuehrer (Major) REDDER. But this Section was  
subordinated to 19 Luftwaffe-,Field-Div, on orders of General OPficer 
Commanding LXXV Army Corps or 1 4 ;array. Also GUARDISTALLO was not in the  
battle sector of my Div. Consequently, Flo n..t feel responsible; for 
GUARDISTALLO. 

As, however, parts of my Div, namely 16 Reconnaissance ;.action, are 
mentioned in the Report, I consider it necessary to point out contradictions 
which brand the report as untrue and *doh, in py-etzee.imption, cre chbrrzteristic 
of the  value of all Italian  accusations of this Trture. 

(a) From 28.6. the village was in the front line, shooting started 
in the early morning and the American troops were en:4 tao miles ,='.wp.y. 
And under these circumstances the inhabitants (hot-blocded Italians) were 
still supposed to have been asleep peacefully in their beds ? 

(b) Whilst on the one hand the soldiers are alleed to have worn 
SS-badges, they ere, on the other hand, acid to have been equipped with 
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cm guns. 	There was not a sinle 12.2 cm gun in ey Div. 	This could 
only hew: been en Anti-Aircraft unit of the Luftwaffe; but this latter 
certainly did not wear any SS-badges. 

(c) If the enemy w-s only a more two relies !Away (-nd that, in my 
estimation, is correct), then certainly no feneation equipped with heevy 
guns would have wasted time in cleerire; the village of Partisans first. 

(d) As, however, it was an hour Lefore the Partisans evacuated 
their positions, it must have been a serious battle which would not have 
passed without losses. 

BARDINE SAN TERENZO 

1. 	Positions and tasks of the Div, July -  Aueust 44 

The 1( Panzergrenadier-Div - at first subordinated to the LXXV 
Aney Corps, leeter to the XIV Panzer Corps - was sent into defensive action 
on the river ARNO un the right flank of the 14 Army, The main line of 
defence w:.s on the northern bank of the river ARITo, the line dividing us 

freu the neighbouritv; unit on the left was the eastern fringe of PISA end 
on the right the front ex ;ended to the see. 	Secondly, the Div had the 
teak of securing the coast fran the ARNO mouth up is the herbour area of 
LA SPELL and to defend it in the event of enemy lenings. Thirdly it 
was the task of the Div to supervise further en,: to support the building 
of the GREEN or GOTHIC-Line. 	In addition to these three tasks there was 
a fourth, which was the combatting of the Partisens. 

For the fulfilment of these tasks the Div wes put into action 
in the following order ;- 

(n) Front : Both PanzergTenadier Regiments caaprining two or 
three ins each and the Reconnaissance Section which relieved one another. 
The bulk of the artillery, assault guns, anti-tank arms, part of the 
Enj.neers. 

(b) Coast: Those Bns, relieving one another, of the Panzergren 
adier Regimentg and Reconnaissance Seetien respectively not in the front 
line, 1 - 2 Sections cf Artillery, a small number of other heavy arms. 

(c) GOTHIC-Line : Parts of the Engineer :gin and the Field 
Reserve Bn. 

(d) Combatting of Partisans : Battle units were formed from all 
available troops according to the situation; in the mein, supply columns and 
other sections from the rear had .uo be called in; soldiers of other German 
formations and Italian units also had frequently to be used. 

Thus the "Canbattinw of  the Partisans" WIts not the only or the 
ikein task fur which the nlv was put into  action  in the area of the  province 
MASSA-CARRAIA. The occupation of the villages named in the report (with 
the exception of LUCCA which was not within the area under my command) 
was the oonsequenee of the other tasks; the ccestel defence, especially, 
demanded the occupation of all the coastal villages by supply columns, 
etc., in order to be Ale to reinforce the very scant coastal defence 
forces by emergency troops in case of necessity. 

Furthermore, it is not true that parts of the Div were still 
situated west of LUCCA or south of the line LUCCA - TORRE DE LGO on 17 
August. To me it seems correct to say that I transferred my Div Battle 
HQ to NCZZANO +on 24 July and that I left MASSA on 31 Aug. NOZZANO lies 
about 8 km north of lasA, MASSA, on the other hand, 42 km north-west of 
rasa. Between those two Battle HQs I had set up another one near 
CAMAJORE, 20 km north-west of LUCCA. This change in positions of Battle 
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HQ resulted in consequence of the moving back of the front which started 
at about the beginning of due;. About this time the main battle front was 
moved from the northern bank of the river ltiNO to the northern bank of 
the river SERCHIO, later in line with the TORRE rE LAGO lake, then railway 
line LUCCA-VIARECCIO and eventually level with PIETRSANTA and farther 
north. lit the end of August the Div was relieved by a Jaegerdivisiun 
(42  or 114). 	On 17 AUL; the front must, in my opinion, have been at least 
in lino with the TORRE DE LA00 lake, so that LUCCA was not in our hands 
any more or at least not in the front line. 	In adr.itien I again draw 
attention to the fact that LUCCA was not in the Bolter of my Div, my 
neiehbuur on the left at the time was the 20 Luftwaffe-Field-Div. The 
dividing line between the two Divs, according to the ramp in front of me, 
scale 1 t 1,000,000 ran abcut: Eastern limit, PISA-BAONI DI S. GIULIANO 
road, LUCCA exclusive - Point 1,220 - MONTE SAGO. Furthermore the 
south-western slopes of the AEUIANA-ALE6 and the ()costal area were in my 
erea. 

On these two points the Italian ree.rt displasarsItt 
inexactitudes ant'. I  assume  with certainty  that the incidents  described in 
thd. report extenr.l.ed over  a rather longiariod7lonmr than fle- ei 17 Aug -
27 Aue) and ellaer  area and that  the entire 7c &USX:ljB different 
cherantee. 

2. The rertisan  position in July - Auijuee 19/4 

It is stressed in the report telt the iartisens ea the months 
of July and Aug were very active in the area of tla  iikULaNA-ALPS. The 
terrain favoured the Partisans who, hidden in the difficultlyaccessible 
villaees in the mountains, could operate successfully egainst the German 
supply lines in the coastal sector. 	The supply traffic in the day time 
was almost impossible slue to the strong enemy fighten-bember activities, 
and the nightly attacks by the Partisans were all t!le more fruitful. On 
tole of that, attacks during the day were also not infrequent. 	I mention 
only two particularly significant instances; in August the Comander of 
20 Luftwaffe-Field 	while travelling in:in-oar was shot in broad 
daylight from an ambush, on a main thoroughfare.; a short time later, in 
the midday hours, a doctor of my divisional staff on the highway LUCCA-
CAMAJORE, only a few 100 metres trete my Battle HQ. In this area the whole 
underhand and brutal manner of fighting displayed itself to the full. 
German soldiers (naturally also SS-men) were dragged to the mountains (for 
this purpose women for preference and in some cases children were used 
as A lure), where they were later found stabbed, shot or hanged, in most 
cases rebbed, unclothed and horribly mutilated. Obstacles and traps 
for vehicles were set up, especially on road narrows, vehicles were halted 
by harmless looking civilians who carried hidden arms, or also by Partisans 
wearing German and Italian uniforms and the drivers and occupants were 
treacherously murdered. Sabotage of bridges, raileeey lines, etc., 
increased daily. This method of fighting carried on by the Italian 
Partisans, so treacherous and contrary to international law,had an all 
the more depressing effect on the simple German soldier, as it was done 
by citizens of a country allied to us, who had fought on our side and 
who actually should still have been doing so. Members of this nation 
had for rare already been received witt: open arms in Germany end it 
had long been forgotten that Italy had once before broken faitn with us. 

3. Standing orders nbel; counter-mcasur 

To counter these activities of the Per-tisane w-Lth the severest 
measures became a necessity for the German trooec. 	from their 
instinct of self-preservation, and repreesented ,e_ee and more an emergency 
defence measure. 

Dut there existed, of course, ex et eeeulations for the German 
soldier on the subject of fighting Partisans. The prineejee were to be 
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f6-und f n Mi7.i tory Survioe Manual "Ccmmand and Battle" ('IFuchrunz: -and 
Gefeoht") in the chapter Guerilla ;Var (Kleinkrieg; ; but t1iere war, also 
a special manu::1 for fightin.y: Partisans and further basin ruiings of the 
Ofai and, for ITALY, of the C-in-C South ilest (01)81V). 	In addition to these 
there were innumerable mgulations issued 1.)y authorities in Comrn:...ncl. 

All these regulations and rulings agreed en two main principles 
of policy 

(i) Swift and severe measures prevent the spreading of the 
Partisan danger and are most certain to quell it. 

(ii) Captured Partisans are not to be killed but they are 
to be Ldelivered to courts or can't:: martial for trial., 

As far as I remember, these two main prine.ples of policy wore 
also contained in the "Notebook cn Fighting Partir-ans" which was supposed. 
to be affixed inside the pp...;rbook of every soldier. 

It was i?'eldmarschall KFC.3SEL.RING himself 	 :3,.:1-art ride4 
in 'writing sand or.:11y., the uncenr3.itional observanco ,2 these ire) principles 
whereby the subordinate Canmand authorities felt obliod. thot °uglily to 
verify the carrying out of these orders. 	I al;:o 	not city ordred 
the strict observance of the biven orders, but I 	also iv-tel.-vent:a when 
offences became known to me. 

Tha ts  ;- s Canr.kande r of 1 6 l'ane rgre na di e r- 	E c,n 	isfue hi .3 /'-■ 
SS", I received orders only from HIP/, a, as rrinint:dned i.n the "1"1101'L CF 
.EVIIENCE", is not true. 	The fect is that I with my Ej.visi on was 
subordinated to the ttrrny and that I received my :),;erational =ail 
orders only frau my superior General Cunmand of the Wehrmacht, hs far 
I know, 111)8 R did not intervene even once in .:;he Ce;:,nand 	subordination 
of the Div. 

There wore only two points on which the superior Amy HQs had no 
ri ijrt to draw up regulations and issue orders 

L ) In mettc rs concerninLy personnel 
b) In judicial matters 

In (a) the Div wr,s. subordinated to the S5-Generc_.1 Comm:..nd, 1-IQ (SS-14‘iehrings- 
hauptamt) BERLIN, in (b) to the 1,k...in Office of the SS-Court MUNICH. 	Only 
in one respect was it possible for me to ask 1-1I1ENIER directly for help and 
this was when my superior Command Authorities of the liehniacht ordered me 
to attach parts of my Div to other Diva, as for instance on one occasion 
the 'Reconnaissance Section of the 1) Luftwaffen-Field-Div. But this 
detaching of single units was forbidden by an order of the High Cuame.ncl 
of the Iltehrmacht. At the beginning of my first action 	ITitLY I had to 
apply to the Reichsfuehrer a few times in such cased, Lerc I refer also 
to the statements of General Ii0ETTIG1I1 who rust be thil best intomed 1.1E:114. 

OthC;n7i.50 HIMIER always den-anded the strict caaplim.4,..; with ceders Liven 
by the army and I do not remember having acted differently. 

Although, on the one hand, the Cunmand 	 not nave 
the right of decision over me or my Div, they could, on -:he other hand, 
request a decision from the Reichsfuehrer-SS. 	in this it tins not 
obligatory for ray superior Canmanding General or U-in- C to app-....cxich 
HIUMER himself, but only to submit the matter to Ftelcisrarac c'i  
I do not need to emL)hasize that Feldmarschall 	 ix.offn 
how to get his rights even from the Reichsfuehre:?-ES and 
have obtained approval for the punishment of my person or a that of a 
member of the Div or for any similar measures, But es far as i kr.ow, 
it vr:A:4 never necessi,.ry for the Veldmarsch,All to aptly 	 in such 
a matter. 	On the contrary, I remember th.-It I always enjoyed the confidence 
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of my military superiors ant that I and my Div were fairly often given 
recognition, both orally and in writing, for sense of c:uty, efficiency 
anl joyful readiness for actica. 

4. 	Dealinc with canplpints 

Members of my Div were 	that time .already accused Ly 
authorities and  Italian civil lians of having cox-iitted bnit..lities, 	These 
accusations were submitted either to my superior General HQ or :,nay High 
Cemmand or to Felailarschall EESSELRI'JC, or to ambass•_'ifLor VCI'T RAHN or to 
SS-Obergruppenfuehrer and General WOLFF, in some cases also to a number 
of or even to all these gentlemen and HQs, It will now have to be 
admittecl that I always caused the Div court to conduct a thorough 
investigation immeditely r_...nd that no case was deal;; with othemise than 
according to regulations, 	I have still in ray memory the fellowing 
cases : 

(i) The PTS;, Case : A citizen of PIS:i 	Feldila.rsehall 
ikSSELRING anenymous171-ti, 	the S,5-troops most r_;cently in occ,;pation there 
had herded women and children into a church and had then ann-i::, ilated them 
with fl,me-throwers. 	The investigation ordered ": Nele'_ma7s 
showed that there was not a word er truth in it. 4.-s by that time PISA had 
long been clear 	of German troops, it was f...:,- rturate for my Div that after 
our withdrawal the Archbishop of PIf.L, had sent a ...e-L,ter 	SS-Cuaaandant 
thanking his', for the way the troops had cared for the starving population, 
especially for the wuaen and children. 	The Div Wall that: in a pcsition 
to send photocopies of the Archbishop's letter not 	to the superior 
military HQs but also to General VOLIT and to the Rel.chsfuehrer-SS. 

(ii) MARKONI : The Italian Prefect of 13:20:J01:17.:A 
to General HQ; of the I Parachute-Ir_ftntry- Corps I,'allschir.D-Sciruetzenkorps) 
that moribors of the Div had killed Lhe inhabitants of E'.4i..)5:50 itARF:C1J1. 	At 
the same time a letter fray. General ',70LIT had been reco.ged at the Div 
ordering a strict investigation becase the same information had been given 
him by aikmbassadov VON IAN. It was easy for the Div to vindicate itself 
as parts of the Div were still stationed in SASSO MARKONI and was living 
on the best of terms with the population. 	The I 'Parachute Corps, on the 
other hand, put a mar and an escortirt:; officer at the disposal of the 
Prefect of BOLOGNA so that he could convince hir.s..elf on the spot of the true 
state of affairs by questioning the population. 

(iii) Village near BOLOGNA 	Farts of the Tiv were accused of having 
herded the local population together in the market place of a small village, 
a few km south-west ( BOLOGNA, situated in the foothills of the APPENINE 
mountains, to hove made them kneel down and to have fired over their heads 
with machine guns. The investigation whieh was initiated immlediately 
established the entire falsity of the allegation. The priest and the 
population gave evidence to the effect that tg.1-Troops had never been 
stationed in the village and also that such a deed. or an.,--th:;_ng similar 
had never taken plane. 

(iv) SAN  MARTINO ; In the action against the B'.rtican Brigade 
IISITET.,-; ROMP members cf the Div were stvposed to ha're e.,:teminat)d. the 
wanon and children of a village. 	The accusaiicr.3 . L.,4..).C.eaa thc 
tally with what is being alleged new in respect of -1.7,.e 	1:fiRTINO case. 
Here also the Div could prove that nothing had hat:pc:led 	oh would have 
justified the accusations, 	I shall describe the cas,,.. 	 later 
in the SAN MARTINO case. 

These few cases will suffice to pze-,e 

(a) Canplaints of excessou by DiemLors 	Div ty-taeh-A. not 
only LAle HQ buL often several HQ::, and high mr!ting 

(b) These demanded a strict investigation in 	cr.r.:eso  

S 
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(c) This investigation was conducted by me with special care 
after celliN; in the divisional court. 

(d) Etrts of the Italian population wore already at that time 
making a series of allegatiuns abcut retrecities comedtted by my troops which 
provtd to be false. 

(e) The same allfeltiens were made aeeinst the Allies. 	They 
originate presumably from the same source. 

5. 	The carryine cut of el-ten:tiers in the adUar1lh ALIS  

Fran the middle to the end cf ::%ugust 1944 on orders frua the Anny 
Group South lest, the artisan 	was cerried on with particular vigour. 
In the operational area this vls the responsibility of the d5.visicnal 
nemmanders who called in not only their own troops but also all those 
stationed near the battle area„ 	 e The multiple taks, but especially the 
situation at the front, forced me to Isake up batt:.e grows for the Partisan 
fighting fran all units and to LA1:0 use especially o: eepply eolumrs and 
rear troops. 	As I myself had to direct my attention maLely to even-1.-.s on 
the front I handed over the cowbattine of the Vartisans 	4'to Ic ri ;,le 

SturMbannfuehrer (Major) GOTTSCHALK who reported to 
GOTTSCHALK was an elderly officer who had in the early par:: ef tne war 
starved with the Army as an officer on the reserve, lastly in .LI,TJC4i, and 
was known to me as trustworthy. He himself was in charge of miner 
campaigns, but generally I appointed a Bn or a senior Coy Comdr. The 
action of 24. Aug mentioned in the report was a major campaign ordered by 
higher authority in which various troops took part, including seme of other 
Divs, and Italian soldiers. 	In cunmand of that operation I put the Candr of 
16 Reconnaissance Bn, Starrnbannfuehrer ' ' 111)Q, who was at tilt time stationed 
in the CAMAJORE area with his Bn as coastal defence divisional reserve. 
REEER was an efficient Bn Candr who had already distinguished himself in 
the Eastern ampaign as Coy and Bn Cundr in the ?tnzergrenadier-Regt then 
under my command and who volunteered again for the front in spite of major 
injuries (loss of the left forearm, paralysis of the right hand). Easily 
recognisable by his injuries, he was particularly noticeable to the 
Italians and this is how I explain the mention of his name in all the throe 
cases connerning my Div. 

Every campaign, whether on a small or large scale, was carried out 
on a purely tactical basis. Ic had to ascertain the location of the 
Partisans as well as their strength and armament. In most cases he could 
do this with the aid of the Italian population who were not at all as 
hostile towards us as they emphasize today. They had to suffer under the 
terror of the Partisans and they were grateful to us when we dislodged them 
from their districts. 	The cuepesitien of the troop from our uffn available 
forces, etc., then followedlwith regard to the position of the enemy. 

Before each action a court martial  was set up which had to accompany 
the unit or, when this was not possible because of terrain or other reasons, 
it was installed in the vicinity within reach. These courts martial were 
explicitly ordered by the C-in-C Scuth lest, 	I ieeoed starlim7, orders 
tow Div to the effect that the second judge of my 	 .eed7TK3d to 
be on call for this purpose and would be responsine 	for %:e etaervanne 
of the given regulations. 	The name of this judge res 17.1.: • After these 
preliminaries the troops then attacked the positien cfte. 	L:610.3ns'base. The 
Partisans usually barricaded themselves in mountain 	'...nto which they 
withdrew on the approach of Germen troops - of which ;.hey  wez's warned in time, 
mostly by fe.n'Ale informants - ani as a rule a herd fIght deNreleped in which 
mortars and infantry guns hal to be brought into acticr on our side. 
The Partisans, who knew very well that the Germane had strict orders to spare 
women and children, used these for their can Troteciloe or:  e.e riready mentioned 
above, as spies and informers. 	It wes therefeee jfleeltle to avoid that 
there wore women and children emong the casualties. The guilt rests, 
however, not with us but with the Partisans who used such inhuman means. 
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After the resistance had boon overcome the village was seeneiresd 
for hidden lesrtisens end erne. 	The realer population of military a_-;o, were 
taken before the courts martial together with the captured Partisans, and 
later to the collecting cue-tree. Houses out of which shots had been ?trod 
were burnt down according to orders; whorl the l'trtisans stubbornly 
,iefended a small mountain hide-cut it was often necessary to burn down all 
the houses in such a village. 

The unit had strict orders nct to kill any prisoners after the 
battle except in attempts to eaeape, and to let women and children go 
free unless it was proved that they had taken part in the fighting in any 
form. The court eertial then immediately had to investigate the 
individual cases. Sentences of death were moetly executed on the spot, 
the bodies remained lyene there for 24 hours as a deterrent with a note 
stating the reason. 	The prieeners were sent to the cc] ieetine, centres 
fur forced labour. 

I cannot remember a single case in whit hoetagee were taken by 
my unit - which, by the way, is not forbidden by the Hee:eB Lend 11aefare 
Convention. 	Consequently us far as I know, none were e'erec, ei'eter„ An 
order stating thet for every German killed 10 Italian eeee.: to oo ?;.̀tiled 

also nut known to me, 

Apart from fighting in and around villages and earl:h.:1s, et 'f 
battles took place also in the mountains which there aseume a defile:co 
Alpine e...aracter. 	Especially during the building of the (lIeeeill or GOTHIC 
Line, which was carried out under the supervision of enEincers of the 
Mer-Organisation and in which Engineer Bn and the Fieldekeserve-Bn took 
part, individual sections were wiped out frau embush. 	It is proved that the 
approaching labour groups and some of the troops wore betreyed by women and 
children and were treacherously attacked by Partisan e. 	This mountain 
fighting involved our troops in heavy losses and had only little success. 

That under such circumstances individual troops occasionally let 
themselves be driven to acts of violence I am not :able; aria I do not wish 
to dispute. But they should be judged from a different viewpoint because 
they were eanmitted under the influence of the cruel Partisan fiehtin; 
and not in •old blood or by order. I believe I did everything to prevent 
their taking the law into their own hands in such a way, and to make the 
waging of this cruel war as 'nurea.ne as possible on our side, 	I can 
maintain thet I investigated by a sciplinary and judicial measures all 
cases of offences of any nature ocomitted by my troops which came to my 
nutime and punished the offenders. 

6. 	Deportation of workers  

All Divs had the order to draft all It..lien men of military and 
labour ages to the collecting centres. This order could not be regarded 
by us as contrary to International Law, The Italians were our Allies; 
able-bodied men were subject to military service, The majority of them 
could not be induced either by pranises or by threats to fulfil their 
military obligations^ Ccmpuleory levies were imponed by the Italian 
government, and it was ceneesecatly our duty to send :feet.° I 	'_arse 
evading military service to the collecting placeee 7sK, 	 ate 
then had to work for Geri any ineteaid of going to the ere-o-:. as soldiers sveu; 
more to their advantage. At Any rate, there were 	eco solutions for 
the captured Partisans: either death sertence by cceet-e.erhial or 
collecting camp and thereby retention of their 11(eee use .N• o rk„ 	Hogever 
hard the Italian Partisans ma:,  have felt this wore to e:e, 	7r:_vcel their 

lives: For MB on the other hand, it was a rele f to lee teet.e to make it 
clear to my soldiers, embittered ly the ile-rmere :ee: Si ear_ fiE,hting, that an 
Italian captured alive was worth more 	dead. 3.)ar,;ieen and that 
unnecessary bloodshed was thus avoided; 

7./ 
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7. BARDINE incident of  19 august 

Only the BARDINE inn'..dent of 19.8. io described in detail. 	It 
is not known to me that any accusation or complaint at all was ever made. 

BARDINE must be situated near FOSDINOVO abc-7,t 20 ion east of Let 
SPEZIA; . 	I do not think that I gave the order for thl action as I would 
remember it if I had. 	I P.6 f.11A7.0 rather that this action was carried out 
in the second half of Auj.i.et  .-L.thin the frame of the major c:ompaign under 
my command mentioneclvand theAt 	was ol..eof Vve attack= on a Parti6an 
base described above. 	Daring this civilians end women were ce rtainly 
killed) and the 'hostaEest rJferred to gene captured. Partisans who were 
later sentenced to death. by c;o,Art-martial. 

Had the ease OCr711r03 2 av noir described 	an r),.lou.sation would 
already have been lodged by thy: villagers then, as happened in other cases  
(see Pr,.ra 2.), .12 days later the 3:1iv was rc.:lic\,, •1. 	•by an j:nfantry Div 
(Jaetf;erdivision) and was stria. on the Italian fr 	fo- 	POIT's1.1* :Drc ; 
it would have teen easy to brim:, the matter up at 	 it ir7fee',:igatod. 

8. Names of officers Mt"' utioned. in the re-:,ert 

has already been described above by me. 

There were two Obersturtr.fuehrers FISCHER in the 	one vv.'s Coy 
niorndr in the Engineer Bn, L.nd the other one was Pin Leader 	the Div HQ 
Guard Coy (Divisions-Begleitkompanie), the latter WS also administrative 
officer on the divisional staff for a short time. 	I am unable to decide 
which of the two is the one in question. 

Kai L,N's riaMe is probably FAUSTL:AN, Hauptsturmfuehrer 	Comdr 
of the Div's BattL School, he led many operations against Partisans. 

There is nn t-1 	here 	S  h.0_ 	 turMbanafuehrer 
STEIN:130E0K, Ib,but who had nothing to do with Partisan fighting. 

WOLF, Obersturmfuehrer, was Coy Coradr in the Field Reserve Bn. 
I do not know the L:resent whereabouts of these officers. 

9. Confirmation of m7 assertion. 

In the Italian report it is explicitly mentioned that there were 
many courts and that the mjority of tha prisoners was drafted for labour 
service, My assertion that I did everything to conduct the treacherous 
fighting of the Partisans against German Front soldiers in a humane way 
on cur side, may thereby be confirmed from the mouth of my accusers, 

IV. 	SAN MLJPINO. 

;According to the data in the "PRECIS OF EVIDENCE" the village 
of SAN MAIRTINO is supposed to Lc situated five miles east of. PARMA. The 
16 Panzergrenadier-Div was not in this area in Sept 1944, 	at the 
village Rio_'RLABOTTA also mentio._%d in the report 1.1.e 
west of riOLOGNii, near this village of 1.1itiZet.3OTTA nr, t,h'D 
is a place called SAN MARTINO and here the Div was in ler' 1 )1)_ 
involved in some stiff fighting against the Part:;.of.n 
ROSSO (RED STO). 

At the time given in the report; 	 to the 
psra,:thute-Corps - General SCIME131 - aryl was in action on the front. 

The main line of hatt".'e in Sept ran approximately in an east-west 
direction north of LOJANO-V:k.IZG,'ATO. 	The •in..):;.e Dt.v 	noLi.:n and the 
36 Panzergrenadier Regt defended PC..k_;.'2'21: Vallay at ,:t.e fo7n1 points, 
Regt 35 the RENO Valley. 

The 
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The unit suffered very much from the ettcks by the Partisan 
Brigade mentioned ::hove. 	This brigade had installed itself in the 
mountine between the velleys of the RENCiferareTaerdcfenco, 	re- 
constructed houses with concrete ao Battle HQs and built positions, 
etc. 	We even found a complete leilitary hospital, with up-to-:lete 
equipment, reedy to admit patients;, the Staff 11Q of the Brigade HQ 
vte camouflaged and reinforced with concrete end accounodated in a humble 
but but furnished with me ere clu'e le eeetelee, 	The Pertisans did not 
restrict their ect-!vtieu 	lisrup+ing our roer lines of ccumunication 
but they even embushe"1 solaieers in cLion on the ftent and peseed 
through to the eneny lines and beck. regain. 

Either on erdere frem or 	agreement wiLh the I Perechuto-Corps 
I led a mejor campaign egainet the Brigade. A.: usual in the case of 
operations against 14ertieane. troops with all t:yee at arms which were 
not needed at the front were used. 4;s far as I ;reeew I formed four 
b=. the groups : 

1. Under SturmbannCdehrer REFER, ma is e 	Lie is 
Reconneiseence -33,1 not in action and othe: Lro(pe e;(1. 
nupply columns stationed in the vicinit;es  :ho heel -Le, task 
of attecking the mountainous terrain wit,h e front 
extending free, the RENO Valley to the weel, 

2. under Heuptsturmfuehrer SCIIMILT, made up of part:: of the 
Regts 35 and 36 and other troops and supt:.ly celumns who 
were to go into action along a genorrl front line from 
the FORETTA Velley to the east, 

3. under the En Comdr of e Bn, Oetbatelliee, of the Corps I 
made aveilrble for this purpcse who, together weth the 

4. fourth group, consisting of members of various Luftwaffe-
iinti-Aircraft-Units, were to seal off the north and later 
advance southward. 

The attack was started according to plan. 	REDER at first only 
advanced slowly and haltingly because the positions of the Partisans were 
very skilfully constructed and had to be fought for point by point. 
The main base of the Staff of the Pertisens, S414 MARTINO, was so strongly 
fortified that to break the resistance I had to bring up artillery in 
addition to the mortars which the unit had taken with it. Our own 
losses wore heavy. It was only in the evenine that the base fell into 
our hands. 	SCHMIDT had great initial success. 	On the next dc.y the 
whole area was then cleared to elan, 	During this operation proofs 
fell into our hands of a well led, wfilergenisea and well equipped Brigade 
which terrorised the entire population of the area, 

On the first day I war; at RELER's Battle HQ, from which part 
of the attack lould be followed. There I aleo convinced myself that 
jshe prisoners were taken to the collecting centrel; mentioned above as 
per standing orders. 	In ccasee 	of an enuny L'e::,esek j_n the PORETTA 
Valley I had to go to 36 Re fit end T. only receiver', 'die 	:evert 
in the evening at my Battle HQ. 	Soon after the ceemee. e? tee 'eezo 
and at other plases it came to light that wren ere ehildren had been 
killed by the artillery and mortar fire. 	Durine the 4.rterregation it 
came cut that women and children had been extensive1:-  mieu4ed by the 
Partisans for their known purposes. 	I ordered a special l'eport to be 
taken down at -.4uolas from our experience complain`:; ware be -he expected4  
A short time afterwards the I Parachute Corps was also ordered to 
conduct an investigation, because almost the same accusations as now 
were levelled. 	They were easy to dippreve. 

Conclusion/ 
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By "severest monsuros" I understood the use of all available 
menns of fighting Against the Partisans rogardloss of losses 
on either side. 

Page 4, pars 3, Sub pare 2. 	".. exct regulations 
on the subject of fighting Partisans" 

The troops were instructed that thty wire not ailowod to 
shoot Partisans who had been criptumd but that they were 
to send them to the oollooting st.l.ntros, as was Axo 
ordered in the ease of PO. 

Ehge 5, pare ii) t "Captured Partiecns are not be Killed 
but they aro to to delivered to e,.urts 	courts martial 
for War. 

I ordered the setting up of such summary courts at tho end 
or July or beginning of august at my Battle HQ near NOZZAN3.. 
I issued this order following instructions from higher 
authority in this connection. I do not remember any more 
whether it was an order issued at Corps lavel or by a higher 
authority and whether it was given orally or in writing. 

Page 5, pare 4: 	but I have also intervened when 
offences beeline known to me". 

I forbade, for instance, that soldiers who had looted or 
raped women should be tried by disciplinary action, i.e. 
by their unit Commander and I ordered that such &teams 
were to be tried by court martial. In this way I was 
certain that all oases of this nature wore brought to my 
notice, since they had to be reported to my by the Judge, 
whereas the unit Commander could settle the matter by 
disciplinary action in such a manner that nothing bees= 
known outside a small circle. 

Question t 	Page 8, pare 2 I "The unit had strict orders .." 

Answer : 

Question 

As I stated in Part III, para 3, sub psra 7 (page 5) on 20 
Nov 46, I was not subordinated in judioial matters tolre14. 
MirschelMOSSEGRING but to the Head Office of the SS-Court 
at MUNICH. Generally the General Officer Commanding, in 
the Waffen-138 were not entitled to confirm death sentences. 
As, hewever, there was no Corps HQ of the Taffen-BS on the 
Italian Front, the Reiohsfuehrer-SS, as an exceptional 
measure granted this right of oonfinnation to mo as a 
Div Commander, by teleprint. My two Judges, Hnuptmann Dr 
WOW and Oberleutnant (?) Dr Wille can confirm Lly 
statement. 

Page 8, para 5: "I believe I did everything ..." 

Answer/ 
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V. 	Conclusion 

If one keeps in mind th5 t the Geri .n soldiers during the 
fi7hting in ITi.LY were not sfe, even on the front, from the treacherous 
bullets or assassin's Jagger of the Italian 1'rtisans, if it is further 
realised that there were P-xtisL.ns snipini; on ::.11 roads behind every tree 
nd every bush and that t!:.,day it is confirmed from the mouths of Partisans 

that every village was a PrAsan hide-oat, an(:: if it La than realised 
that all this took ;)7 ace 1,1 ':he coun;:ry (:..17 cue allies;  then one does not 
know what to wonder :It more. 	at the patience or the Gorman soldiers 
during this cruel war in ITJLY,or at the 	Partisans who now dare to 
accuse them as murderev.s. The coMbattin3 of Partisans was for us Germans 
simply e defence measure. 	I believe I can answer for what happened within 
the frame of the 16 Panzerzredier-Division in this defensive fighting. 

I have made the above statement voluni%rily and without 
compulsion. 

(SO) Max LIV.W 

Signed in my presence 
	 (sod) 

L30 
20 Nov 46 

ristribution : 

JAG 

File 

Ger 	Eng/Ger 

1(sgd) 

1(sgd) 	5 
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Questions 	page 4, Para 3. "To mounter those aotivities of the 
Partisans with the severest measures ..." 

ftnewer $ 

Question. : 

Answer : 

Question : 

By "severest measures" I understood the use of all available 
means of fighting Against the PartLine rogardloss of losses 
on either side. 

Page 4, pare 3, Sub pare 2. 	".. c,;(ot regulation 
on the subject of fighting Phrtia:ns" 

The troops wore instructed that th..y were not allowed to 
shuut Partisans who had been enptun;d but that they wore 
to send.them to the colleotinz ecntres, as was lat) 
ordered in the ease of P. 

Page 5, pars ii) s "Captured Partieilno are not be killed 
but they are to be delivered to eeurto or courts martial 
for trial". 

gnawers 	I ordered the setting up of mush summary courts at tho end 
of July or beginning of August at my Battle HQ near NOZZANO., 
I issued this order following instructions from higher 
authority in this conneetion. I do not remember any more 
whether it was an order issued at Corps level or by a higher 
authority and whether it was given orally or in writing. 

Question 	Page 5, pars. 4: ".. but I have also intorvoned when 
offenees bemuse known to me". 

t ; I forbade, for instance, that soldiers who had looted or 
raped wawa should be tried by disciplinary action, i.e. 
by their unit Commander and I ordered that such offences 
were to be tried by court martial. In this way I was 
certain that all oases of this naturo were brought to my 
notice, since they had to be reported to my' by the Judge, 
whereas the unit Commander could settle the matter by 
disciplinary action in such a manner that nothing became 
kncwn outside a small circle. 

Question s 	Page 8, pare 2 s The unit had strict orders se".  

Answer : As I stated in Part III, pare 3, sub para 7 (page 5) on 20 
Nov 46, I was not subordinated in judicial matters to Nu. 
larsehs=18SELRING but to the Head Office of the SS-Ccurt 
at MUNICH. Generally the General Officer Ocinaanding, in 
the Ifinffen-SS were not entitled to confirm death sentences. 
As, hcmever, there was no Corps HQ of the Waffen-SS an the 
Italian Front, the Reiehsfuehrer-SS, as an exeeptional 
measure granted this right of confirmation to me as a 
Div Cammander, by teleprint. Ity two Judges, Hauptman Dr 
BAWER and Oberleutnant (?) Dr Wille can confirm ray 
statement. 

Question : 	Page 8, para 5: "I believe I did everything *se"  

Answer/ 
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Primarily, I stopped cases being treated as trifles by 
forbidding the punishment cf offences against the 
civilian population such as plizadering, rape, etc., 
disciplinary action. 	The court martial investigat. s 
brought those cases to my knowledge and they could not 
be dealt with Without my knowledge. This attitude of 
mine was well knowato the unit and to the officers. 
Thus I had the guarantee that the officers and mon were 
endeavouring to observe the orders issued. Furthermore 
from time to time I published in writing for my troops 
all sentences passed by the court-martial in such cases. 
They thus had a deterrent effect. I remember that during 
my discussions with the commanding officers I repeatedly 
discussed such matters orally and I mm convinced that by 
this means also I came near to my object of preventing 
atrocities as far as possible. 

I have made the above statement voluntarily and without 
:c ra~pulsion. 

(Sgd) 	SIMON 

Signed in my presence 	 (Sgd) A.P. SCOTLAND, 
Lt. Col. 

LDO 
28 Jan 47 

Distribution t 	 Ea 	Ger 	Eng/Ger 

JAG 	 2 	c i(Sgd) 
Major ALLEN 
File 	 4(Sgd) 
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Report No:  'XIU/LDO/1492(a) —.SAJ.10 	 CONFIDEULIL  

(EX', Ref: il/L,C/FSA5138 -aF.19 

SaL.3.IIIZIT BY F.? 

LD 1687 (former Gruppenfuehrer and Generalleutnant)  

Re ort on the Incidents in the ;i.rea of the APUANIA-Alps from 17-27.8. 
44. 

The statements of local Italian inhabitants from the above area 
have now been submitted to me (statements taken by S.I.B. on 
reprisals at SARDINE Sal TERENZ0). I have attempted to translate 
from higlish into German the statements on pages 19, 22, 34, 37, 
52, 56 and 57, to which my attention gas specially drawn.  and I 

LDC No 	have tried to ruA. the rest as well as I could. 	I supplement u.y 
1432 	report of 20.11.46 as follows : 

I. With reference to the statements Pages 16,18,19 20156 and 57: 

1. With reference to the ehronelogy (see my report of X, 11,46 rp,ge 
31  last para) I have been assailed by doubts in as far ae. I see 
from the statement Page 56 that I am said to have been at NOZZANO, 
Villa LIAI‘L, until 31.8. 	If this is correct, then I did not go 
to CA1TAJORE and to 	until the beginning of September and my 
division did not leave the area of the A1)11..1TL,-Alps before the 
middle of September. I can cite exact dates 	after consulting 
a War Diary or a map of the front positions. 

LDC No 
1432  

2. The tribunal housed at the 'Villa D'ARRIGO' concerned the 
Divisional Office Ic (counter-espionage), responsible officer 
Sturmbannfuehrer (HaJor) GOTTSCHILK (see my report of 20.11.46 
R.ge 7, section 5, pflm 1). 	Department Ie :Una the llilitecy 
.eolice worked in close collaboration with the Divisional Court 
and it is probable that court proceedings took place in the above 
named villa. 

3. I know nothing about the shooting of a girl (Statement Page 57). 
It may just as well have been a girl who was working for Department 
Ic and was for that reason shot by the Partisans. 

4.. The operation described at 1U.J DI Ct'LSTELLO near PIETN...S..NT.;. on 
12.8.44 was one of the operations ordered by the Army Group (Haerce-
gruppe) for the arrest of Italians fit and liable for military . 

LDO No 	service. (See my report of 20.11,4.6, Page 8, section 6, para1.) 
14.2 	Such raids were conducted primarily in those villages known to be 

Partisan bases. The oollecting centre Lucck-c^a. PIA did not come 
under my orders, but the one at NOZZ.A.NO-Ce.STELLO did. 	Italians 
suspected of being Partisans were brought here and interrogated. 
.:Locording to the result of the investigation the prisoners were sent 
either to Luca, or before the courts. 

5. Nothing is known to me about the other incidents described, in 
particular about the transporting of 53 prisoners to MN T.12ENZO 
and their execution. 	It appears to me improbable that 53 
prisoners were taken a distance of more than 100 km solely in 
order to be shot; petrol and vehicles were too scarce for that. 
I did not, at any rate, issue any order about it. 

6. It was certainl not a case of hostages, for none were 
arrested by my forces. 	The tern "Hostage" which appears in 
the statements again and again, and almost exclusively, may 

/2 perhaps... 

LDC 
14.32 
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perhaps be tr- ced beck to an error in the translation fr the 
Italian. 

II. Statements  Pates 22, 24, 26, 33 and 34: EtaiDINE &J4TERENZO. 

17. - 19.8. 
1. I would state the following facts : 

a) BeRDINE and S-14TMIlliZO were admitted to be strong Partisan 
bases. 

b) German troops .rare constantly bcin attacked and killed in 
this area. 

2. In ey opinion, the lootin-s described eere house se. rches for 
res etc. which had been ordered. 	Wine and c -ettle which were taken 

array u,ey equally well have been bought nand paid for, or requisitioned 
in the ordinary way. 

3. The operation of the eiternoen of 17.d. was certainly not 
ordered by me. The period between the attack on the German lorry 
late in the morning and the expedition in the aftern ,on was too 
short for that. 	In any case, I was more than 100 km away. 
according to the statements there was a skirmish in the village 
during which inhabitants here also killed. However, the German 
troops were unsuccessful, and for that reason, no doubt, 

4. the operation was repeated on 19.8.44. 	I do not know any 
more whether I gave the order for this; but it is probable that 
I at least approved of it. 	I can, however, assert with certainty 
that I assuredly did not give the order to take 53 prisoners from 
NOZZLNO-G.STELLO to SAN TEPEN70 	order to execute them there. 
For the reasons already cited in pares I I do not believe, either, 
that this transport was ordered by one of my subordinates. 	I do 
riot consider it impossible that the witnesses may have wade a 
mistake when identifying the bodies from the photograph, or that 
the brother of the witness R.OLOCCEI (Pee,,e 19) may have succeede 
in escaping from N0ZZiaTO-C..STL":1,0 and that he rejoined a PLrtisan 
band where he then eat his fete. 	Esc .pes by prisoners from the 
camps occurred every day, because the camps were only temporarily 
erected,oithout barbed wire etc. 

5. With reference to the 107 or 108 bodies ehich are reported to 
have been found at 	I can also only say that I know nothing 
about the matter. 	These reports sound altogether very improbable. 
The inhabitants of B:LIRDINE and Siar TMEIZO would certainly have 
made more detailed statements regarding the number of the dead 
men, women and children, far they were in a position to identify 
the bodies. 	supposition is supported by the statements of the 
priest DELIL PL.NE, Pace 34, who ODeS from SOLIM.. and who returned 
there after the funeral. 	He thus had an opportunity to report 
his observations to his superiors, which weuld undoubtedly have led 
them to take appropriate action with the Church eutherities or with 

Italian and Gorman authorities. It appears very r.uch as „if the 
aroombien arematly. Varsople is assorte&Axi-this case foct- the sole 
parNse afpwingthvtthe alIchgeelcoler ti-.t 10 Mallns were, to b shot for 
eliduGaraulldlldl. vas dNrIliadcute I do not dispute thst,;thoircb,:wre...(14ad 
at 	for fighting between SS troops and Partisans is reported 
to have taken place here also. 

6. The statements prove incontestably that evenil,..RDINE, where my 
troops suffered heavy losses through the Partisans, was not complete-
ly destroyed, but only the houses which were inhabited by Partisans 
and from which shots were fired er where eras were hidden. 

/3 
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III. Staceents 	2839.2.31j3?5336,37J39J41j42144,45146, 
47,48,49)50151152 and 53 : Operation  from 24-27.8.1944. 

1. This eperatien was ex:ered by me fellewiry an rLer frem 
higher authority, in order to destr y once and for all the Partisan 
bands in this area. 	Every soldier will see the need fer the eli- 
mination of this s-urce of dancer which had existed for months. 
The statements of the witnesses show incontestably that this opera-
tion was an undertaking which was planned and carried ut in 
accordance with the rules and uses of war. 	Regerded fear this 
point of view, even the losses eentioned by the Italians are 
nernal. 

2. VIM, claims to have hod the highest number of deaths (155), 
but there is nc doubt that the hardest fie,hting took plade here. 
10 deed are said to have been found at i.itZL,NO. 	Here, however, 

tattle took place as early as on 2,8. and no aseerti.n is ulnae 
that S3 troops of my Division were involved. 	Reference is made 
only to German soldiers. 	I have nut been able to escertain whethw 
the 80 dead dated from 2.8. or 24.8. 	It: is further alleged 
that (9) dead were found at Cat.GNOL;,. 

3. i The alleged destruction of houses else keeps within the 
li .fits that can be drawn in view of the rigour of the battle 
frequently described by me. 	Only VINC;L and 	ore said to 
have been completely destroyed. 	For the rest, only the partiml 
destruction of houses in the villa-;es is claimed; in s t.:e cases 
it is even explicitly emphasized that only houses belaredne to 
Partisans were set on fire. 	I declare that this was the rule. 

	 4. Leetings are said to have occurred in four villeees; amonEst 
o .. total o f 	v411!-%,:es m.:11cdo  thc:yy  thus c.-3nstitute 	isui:ttucl 
instances, if they took place at all. 

5. Explicit mention is made that no cutreLes were perpetrated by 
troops where humanely-thinking; officers were in ooenand. 	If it 
is further borne in mind when oeneidering the witnesses' statements 
that the Italians as Southerners tend towards exaggeration and 
fanciful stories and that, furthermore, thoughts of hate and revenge 
also play a part in the case of some witnesses, then one cannot infer 
special atrocities. 

6. Reports about theiridAntz rent in at the tile were submitted to 
me by the Ic. 	These reports gave me no cause for intervention; 
my superior authorities to whom the re?orts were also sent had just 
as 1: the to object to in them; 	n the contrary, the Division was 
praised. Neither did any complaints ceee to qy knowledge. 	I 
myself, of course, was not able to concern myself with the 
incidents on the spot, for the front line constituted ey main 
task and the situation at the front did not permit me to travel 
to the Partisan region which was over 100 km away. 

IV. 	Statement Page 5/4- : Incidents at 	and others  
6. - 26.9.44. 

LDO No 	The TODT-workers were extending the GOTHIC LINE (see tAy report 
1432 	of 20.11.46, Page 8, pare. 4). 	iiany of the Italian workers were 

at the same time members of Partisan units and utilised their work 
for the purpose of spying for the Partisans. 	Entire stretches 3f 
the extended GOTHIC LINE were occupied by the Partisans and had 
first to be liberated again by us. 	the front moved further 
and further northwards Partisan activity in the GOTHIC LINE 

increased 
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increased. 	;:_ore and more workers were found to belong to 
the Partisans. 	Finally I found myself forced, in ap,reement 
with the engineers in charge, to house the workers all together, 
in order to prevent their spending the night with the Partisans 
after termination of work 'end doing harm to us. 	The organise tin 
of the housing was the responsibility of the Organisation TODT, 
I only supplied the guards. 	I tclieve such a camp existed also 
at 1.:AS.I.L. 	I do not remember a Hauptsturmfuehrer Lau, he may 
have been a member of the Organisation TODT. 

2. I do not know anything of the alleged shooting of 7 or 3 
workers. 	If they did actually take place, it can only have been 
a case of executing sentences of death passed by a summary court. 
I do no-e know anythin5 of the shooting of workers who attempted to 
escape while in transit. 	Those tr7ns2orts to the north are 
connected with the moving back of the f ront. 

V. 	Conclusi n. 

It may seem remarkable that I can iD 	micnact today the 
carrying out of quite a number 	death Sentences. 	But on the 
one hand, only death sentences passed by court martial required 
my confirmation, not those passed by a summary court. 	In 
addition, death sentences were unfortunately no rarity in the 
period in question which, after all, should not be surprising 
in view of the Partisan plague I have described. 	Our position 
was indeed very critical, my forces at the front needed supplies 
and the supply units to be unmolested by Partisans. 	The latter, 
however, could be deterred from their shameful work only thr,lezh 
extreme severity. 	No officer, no matter of what nation, can 
allow his soldiers to be killed by bands without calling these 
bandits to book. 

I have made the above statement voluntarily nna witt,.:Att 

(sal) 

Signed in my prese=nce : 	(sgd) A.P. SCOTILUD, Lt. Col., 
C. T. U. 

L. D. C. 
28 Jan 47. 

Distribution : 	ENG 	GER 	ENG/GER  

J,1G 	 2 	1 (sgd) 
haj or ALLEN 	 1 
File 	 1 (sgd) 	5 
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uith re 'and to the first and second char yes, statements of the following witnesses 
are attached :- 

(a) Padre graal_ai :IL I:;, who saw the bodies of the prisoners killed at BARDINE AT 

(b) CARLINI i:ari. , who 4ves Edzidiar evidence to that of the first witness. 

c) TAGLICCE1 Leonetto, who states that nis brother Was amon,st the hosta:Ts 
killed at BARDII,a,SANTNZO. 

(d) G40Aftanco, who states that General SIA)Nhad his headquarters at., 
N41#4eo which was the place from whence te hostages were teken to DAicD1N..'; 6AN TERLZIZO 
for execution. 

(e) RkpLat 	a o, who was nreseht in the cLi1;acity of inter . Teter at a conference 
of German and Italian fascist troops before the rel)risals were carried out. 

(f) l'IN71,-ET Paolo, who saw the bodies of those killed at 

(i3) Don DLLLA 	 the 77riest of :101,7,C1E, one of the villages where people 
were idlled. 

(h) Len - Oil, the parish priest of CMINO, another of the villages where civilians 
were kilJ d. 

(i) Charles COAMS, an Elm;lish-speaking professor to whom a Serjeant of 16 Division 
admitted ht 	 people at EiARDlla 	T-LR.L.1:;;O. 

(j) :ax SAAL10:Laa, an officer of the 16 S. S. Division who de,)oses to the conference 
before the reprisals and states that General SIMN was a very brutal and determined 
man and was feared by his officers and men. 

(k) Max RAUSTIAN, another officer of the 16 S.S. Division who states that the ord-
ers for the reprisals definitely came from the Division*  

With re -and to the third charge, the following, as evidence is attached :- 

(a) A statement by Private Julien LL14JLI, who was serving with the 16 S. S. 
Division when the action at 	 too:: place and personally witnessed 
the deliberate murder of women and children. 

(b) 14liStOLSI Guido, (2014ASIRI Attilio, and 	CFfl Alberto, Italian witnesses 
to the killing of women and children. 

Also attached hereto are three statements of the ac:used concerning the .2harges 
who, while admitting that he was in command at the relevant periods and that excesses 
might have taken place, at the saue time states that he was in no way resonsible and 
sugests that the Italian statements are full of exaa,Ierations. 
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(Under this heading should be included the view taken as to (a) the degree of 
responsibility of the accused in view of his official position, e.g., was offence 
committed on the offender's own initiative, or in obedience to orders, or in carrying 
out a system approved by authority or a legal provision ; (b) the probable defence ; 

(c) whether the case appears to be reasonably complete.) 

It is contended t:lat from the evidence it is clear that reprisals took olace 
on a very large scale and that the orders for these reprisals certainly came from 
SIMON' s headquarters. The sole duty of the 16 S. S. Division was the combating of 
partisans and no fighting at the relevant periods was taking place between the 16 S.S. 
Division and the Allies. 	SI:DN's sole concern, therefore, was partisans and it is 

'inconceivable that the reprisal operations on the scale described in the evidence can 
haw: taken place without SE:ON' s authorisation. 	This indeed is•confirmed by the two 
Gernan of=ficers of the 16 S.S. Division. 	It is also inconceivable that entire inhab- 
itants of villages would have been murdered by S. S. units in such a cold-blooded way 
unless these units had the authority from headquarters to take such drastic action. 

s headquarters was never far distant from the scene of the reprisals and in the 
'case of BARIAXE S2X 1'-E14.12ZZO, his headquarters was only some 300 yards from the (eport-
ation centre for Italian civilians from which the 51+  civilians were taken to be shot 
at BAADINE 	 :t1rt s defence has already been indicated but it is consid- 
ered that the evidence against him is overwhelming. 

Ali 
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(i) Murder 

Murder 

(For the Use of the Secretwiut) 

Registered Number. 

4'1'42 0,r 	633 

0089 

Date of receipt in Secretariat. 

s API 1947 

UNITED NATIONS WAR CRIMES COMMISSION 
United Kingdom CHARGES AGAINST. 	German... 	..WAR CRIMINALS 

CASE No  UK-G/B 612  

 

    

Name of accused, his 
rank and unit, or 
official position. 

(Not to be translated.) 

 

Josef KNOTH,  Gendarmeriemeister (In custody) 	 

 

Date and place of 
commission of al-
leged crime. 

23  August  1.244 near I ili T and April 1.9.4:--). near  ,InZkat'ittliA(H. 

Number and descrip-
tion of crime in war 
crimes list. 

References to rele-
vant provisions of 
national law. 

Breaches of Inter-
national Law 

SHORT STATEMENT OF FACTS. 

1. 	 The accused whilst superior police chief in the area ISiiitLOIE,; 
shot in unPstifiable circumstances one Russian national on the 23 August 
1944 while escorting him in arrest. 

2 On Good Friday 1:)24.5 the accused shot a Russian and his wife in 
unjustifiable circumstances in the Russian internment camp attached to the 
von BRAUCK-:: Factory. 

TRANSMITTED BY 

 

Office of the 	 Dept.-) 

 

  

  

• Insert serial number under which the case is registered in the files of the National Office of the accusing State. 

(20655) Wt.P.262 4 5,000 6'45 A.& 	Gl".685 

(30419) Wt.P 1163 17 5,000 10 

1 
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St..e :Mort Statement of ioacts. 
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• • 	1. ransiation 	 kroduction No.  6 

Da-OSITICN 

of 

MIRKEVHOP,  

Deposition on oath of BIIIICtIrrIOFF, 	male of 	Kreis 

	

IT)fc-A•o -Ha jar 72 OW-6i-  KILZORTZia, Irivr:StrgaIri7gOffi6-e-L- of-triC- 	--- 
Field Investigation oection, ..ar Crimes Group (Ni E.) 1-1■ 4. IVIOR at 
II11.03RSYMB-LCIi Rreis ISERLOIE: on 12th February 194.7. 

I, Wilhelm 13FaiicalhOFF, here-4th declare that - I have been expressly 
informed that I would not be forced to make a statement if I did not 
wish to, but that any scatement I make would be taken down, and .-day 
at any future time be used as evidence. I make this statement voluntarily 
without the use of force, persuasion or the promise of reward's. 

I, 	13-Eal.NHOFF was born at Iii ItT., Kreis Iserlohn on 29 Doc 1902. 
I am of evangelical faith, married, a poasant of Geriiian nationcliki, re-
siding in Slit:MitT. I have never been punished for perjury or for making 
false statements. 

I know tho Gendannoriemeister 	personally. I hive never seen him 
bef:..t, ill-treat or shoot foreign workers, I heard, howevLr, that ho shot 
foreign workers on three occasions, thin is, one in .CoT.L.111A.AF one in 
the ilUEHLIN.e.41,. and the married couple at the factory of '../ilholm von 

kersonally, I an only able to make statements concerning the 
shooting of the .tussian in 	 It hap;)oned in the following way; 

..bout the time of the rye harvest, I can no longer romember which year, 
it may have been 4.3 or ILL , 	the e GondannoriumoisLoi:KIXTh cane to me to 
arrest a Russian labourer, who was ....orking foe uie, for theft. s.s result 
of my picas hov,.evor, he desisted from e.-resting the Aussian. Three days 
later while I was in the Russian's room I found the iniszian had 
committed other thefts and was, this time, -  in the illegal possession 
of one of nay knives. ..ihon I wanted to talzu the knife the _:ussian got 
hold of me. 	this I -,:ant to the telephone, and phoned Gondarmerie- 
f:leistcr .KI:. C,Th` who arrived soon after, and arrested the Russian whose 
Christian name was Iiicolaus, handcuffing his hands behind his back and 
le:eing him away; I do not ::now where he took him. ;,bout an hour 
later ikNOT.H came to mu and told 	that he had shot the Russian and 
when I asked him 'Ay/ he had done this, Ki.1011-1 replied that the Russian 
had attehipted to osc:-Ipo. 	this I told 	"You need not have 
shot him because of that". In iv opinion the Russian ..ould not have 
been able to go far 	hands chained behind his back, and in any 
case hi:cfrii would aLicys have been able to catch him under those condi-
tions. I do not feel ho was justili,..d in using his weapon. 

The place where he ehot the Russian was approx 700 metros from 	house. 
I did not see the corpse. 

I do not re:..ember 	I reported the man's dis,Assal from my cuploy- 
diont and 	reasons for his dismissal I gave to notif the 1.iajor of - 
the Labour jxchengo. 

I had to pay the burial costs. ho is buried in the cemetery at IEi RT. 

Now I 	to mention that I gave as reason for the dismissal; 
"shot by Gendarmoriemciater K.10TH". . 

I cannot wlce a. state;.icnt about the treatment of other foreign workers. 

(altifum) 	.13.EiiK2.•qi01F10 
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SJCi by • the sr.id Donnt i1heh 3EIRKII4HOFF, volun t ari ly at II-11ilaT 
on 12th Fob.xuay,194.7 before .;iLt i a.jor Tf.,.dousz K..CZORMISK.1, Investige.ting 
Officer detpiled by C. 	British 11 .0•R• 

(SIGOLM) 

CEATITa411).....that .thic.as 	 Orr • • ---- 
from Goman inLo n1ish of the Deposition 
of 	 Deposition o. 6 

StSgt 
Interpret,:r 

Field Investigation 6ection 
-.,;ar Criaes Group ( ,C,,E) 
(U.11. FRI,UD). 

D.5/28/3 
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Duosition 	7 

Trimslation. of - 

Deposition on sath 01' 	 IR 	Krcis LiFiliild1.41i, • 
sworn before 	jor TEIC:ille-SZ.K...e:;C:;Cf.:SKI Ii1V(;3t1 •' 	-officer; of the Field 
Investigation Section, 	Crises Croup (-1'...F.) 	14".).11 at III-...11,].T.L'-iLL:LCH Kreis 
Iserlohn on 11th February l91-7. 

• iMESE, herewith .-.1cclare, th:_..t it has been sp.ecially explained 
to 	that I 	not ferecd to ma rze 	stc.te.sent, in Ct..SC: I did not 1,-,ish 
do se, but that everythinT: I do say will be written down, a.nd can be used as 
evidence in the future. 	I z_lakce this state-aent voluntarily and cm not forced, 
persuaded and have nut been 'promised a re-acsci. 

'ailhelf.11\11SM, was born dn 14.th 	1896 in IfItalLOIDI Kreis 
of evangelical faith, ..carried, 	 'LT German nationality, Livinz  in 
IlfariT and have-not been previously punished for maid.n.L. false stat,-.1ents on 
oath. 

I renew the Gendarseriewc.cht-aeister personally. 	I have not seen that . 
he ill-treated, beat or killed -.nybody by beating. But I .tcnow that ieK:TH 
shot a foreign worker as he told 	hi-aself. 	The incident 	a3 f011OWS: 

it was in 6eptc2-Abcr 1944 in the evenint; at abut 10, it may have been 
1030 hrs. I .stcyed in front of Kw  house and heard that shots were fired 
not far off. 	Together with ,..te -acre the barber 	sCHULTE from 
TITEirJ..)1, 1.1.E and we talked to each other. 	It tas very dark. 	It uas impossible 
to see farther than a few hundred .tetras. 	..fter the shots -acre fired I 
heard a noise that sounded as if a bu114- 	 I said to "Jilhelra: 

whe is shooting  there?". I heard an answer and I shouted aL,min.an then 
Wacht;:leister Ki7OTH called my nerve. 	Thereupon I went eve:: to .:.achtueister 
MOTE who was shinin, a torch. 	',:hen I arced iii 1 that was the matter, he 
directed the be :.1 of his torch over to the dead person and told me, that he 
had shot a Ruz.,sian. 	I now asieed: "It he dead"? and ":'hat has happened?" 

s answer 	"He is ddad, he tried to escape". 

hen Genclarmeriemeistc.r ...ILTH shone the torch upon the- dead body and was 
starting  to tai:e off the handcuffs I asked hiu: "Na, is he still -,-,-earing 
those?" whereupon hiTCTH answ-..recl: "Yes, otherwise I could not have taken 
him away in this darkness" and then he took off the handcuffs. .1 little 
later, when we were considering  what to do with the dead we went to L.1 GE, 
and c..s I had proposed, took ..1..11GEls cart. 	L.SIGE, hisself and MOTH also c22ae 
along. '.te loaded the dead body onto the cart and he was token to the 
cemetery by ITGE. 	I did not accosi,,any hi .1 but went hose. `,:be accompanied 
LAZE to the cemetery, I do not it-w . Possibly 	dCIRTI2E. 

KNOTH used an electric torch. 

- I must point out that I have definitely seen that the hands of the dead 
man were in handcuffs on his bacx. The handcuffs were closed round the 'can's 
wrists. In my opinion it was impiLssible to get out of those handcuffs on 
one's own. 	';:hen I ap,-,roached the dead, he was lying on his right side with 
his face towards the ground. The hands in the handcuffs 	the bEcic and 
the body was 1yin3 near the side of the road. 

/The 
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Disposition No. 7.  ' I'age  

The bullet wound I did not se.— 	RecardinL further shootings I loloyt 
nothing. 

Si fined ilhelr.i laZE. 

S'ilORN by the said Depcnent i. bra ailhoLl, voluntarily at 	on 11 th 
February 1947,    before 	-k:ajor Tadeusz ic.CZORO„M_I, Investicatin Officer, 
detailed by C.-in C. British ..,my cf the Rhine. 

SiEncd KiLCZOROWSICE, i:ajor 
InvestigatinE Officer. 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translation fret; German into Ervlish of the 
Deposition of WilheL.: KELSE , 	Deposition Ito. 7. 

SiEnccl Captain G.L. 
InvestiLatin Officer. 

24/2/47. 
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Deposition No. 8 

Transaltion of 

Da'OSITION 

of 

SCHULTE, dilhoin. 

Deposition on oath of SOIRTLTE 	nale, of IHMERT Kreis Iserlohn, 
sworn before Major Tadeusz KLCZORNSKI, Investigating; Officer of the Field 
Investigation Section, War Crimes Group, (Ni)E 	B,',OR, at IHILATEL.BACH 
Kreis Iserlohn on 11th February 1947. 

I, 	SCHULTE, herewith declare that I have been expressly informed 
that I would not be forced to make a statement if I did not wish to p  but that 
any statement I make would be taken down, and ::,ay at any future tine be used 
as evidence. 	I :lake this statenent voluntarily without the use of force, 
persuasion or the promise of rewards 

I am Wilhelm SCHULTE, born in IHMETT, Kreis ISERLObN on 2 Apr 13. I 
al of evangelical faith, siniad, of Genlan nationality, a wire .faker by trade, 
residing in IhHERT. I have never been punished for perjury or for making 
false statements. 

I know the Gendarnerieneister KNOTH personally. I never saw hin beat, 
A.shandle or shoot anyone, myself. I do however, know that KNOTH shot a 
foreign worker, as KNOTH himself told 	about it. It happened in the 
following manner: 

It was in Autumn 1944, at about 2300 hrs. I was in the company of' 
;filh. 	standinc in front of his house. 	2 or 3 shots were fired. 
WISE called out "'that is the natter?, and the answer cane: "Here is KTOTII, 
come along". • de went to the place and found KVOTH standing on the :aain road, 
He said: "I must have shot the Russian, he should be lyinz here, sty:lc:where 
on the :lain road". KNOTH saitched on his torch and a body was lying in the 
side of the street 20-25 :.lutres away. I should like to add that the distance 
may have been shorter, appr..15 rioters. 	I did not examine the dead ,,an 
closely. KNOTH said I was to take hin away, at which irElISE, I. and LANGE 
who had joined us in the Aeantime went to fetch a hand cart. WO returned 
after a short tine, loaded the dead man onto the cart, and wheeled him to 
the cenetery together with Karl LANG and Herbert ERDEANN. Having arrived 
at the oemetery we unloaded the corpse, and I afa unable to say what happened 
to him aftordards. 

While loading the dead man onto the hand cart at the place where we 
first found him p.I noticed that the mants hands had been cuffed behind his 
back. I cannot remember how the body waa lying but he had a bullet in his 
head, and as for as I renoilber he had been shot through the left temple; I 
saw blood issuinc fron the temple. hTOTH told us that he had shot him while 
attalpting to escape. 

Upon noticing that the dead man's hands were chained behind his back 
',iilholnklIESE remarked on this, and expressed his astonishient on this 
point. I do not know what KNOTH answered to this. 
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I was also astonished 	I noticed that handcuffs on the Russian's 
hands behind his back. In 	opinion the Russian could not have run far 
with his hands in irons behind his back, aria in that darkness ho would 
probably have stuntled. I heard that IcNCTE is supposed to have shot other 
foreigners but a unable.  to nako any statenents about these occurrences. 

That is all I have to say in this :Jitter. 

;signed ",iilheL.: SCHULTE. 

SWORN by the said Deponent SCHULTE, 	voluntarily at Ii-  ZRT on 
th February 194.7, before :Le, Major Tadeusz KilCZORO'.1Sia, Investicatini: 

officer, detailed by C.-in-C. British 1.rily of the Rhine. 

Signe5 KXZOROWSKI, Major. 
Investigating Officer. 

CERTIFIM that this is a true translation fron 
-Gerrian into English of the Deposition of 
Wilheln SCHULTE, narked DepositiDn No. 8. 

Signed C.R. FREUD. 3/Silt., 
Interpreter, 

Fie ld Investigation Section, 
Jar Cri,aes Group {WE) • 
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• __rnslation.  ... 
:Dolt:Lon 	- 

of 

Depositi.on_.ou_.o.ath_ 	 ;O:CiX!: 
SW oro before ..ajor Tadeusz :,....,...(1',01201:731a, 	El".;i:r.t ing Officer, of the 
Field Investigation it.)ction, ".:"%r Crimes Group (17,[..], 	LA0.0. at 

re is :I:SerlOhn , on 12 :Oebrutu• 	547. 

Halida.,:„ Hugo, herewith declare, th%t it has been soucihilly 
explained to ac, that I 	not forced toaL& a state,lent, in case I did 
not wish to do so, but that everything I do sr.;„- 	be Iiritten dow71-!, and 
can be used as evidence in the future. Y. [lake this statement voluntarily 
and a- not forced, persuaded and have not been proLlised a reward. 

I, 1i110 H0IREC1;, vias born no 9 AULAlat 1896 in 1.31112.)11:6RUGh 3;_rcis 
raER.Lolic, 	prote.;tant, 	locl:suith, of Geraan nationality;  
living IILLERTIat-313.C:::  and have not• been previous1L-  punished for Linking  false 
statetlents on oath. 

I know Gendarlierie,.-teister 	personallz-. 	I have not seen 
beat or ill-treat anybody, 	But 	scut Ill..: shoot a foreign r-arried couple 
in front of rw eyes. 'Ale incident was as follows: 

It hrtp,-,ened on 	:oriclay 1945 at about 6900 hrs 	*;1:05.1-1 and 2 
-"Landwrichtleute" care to the barracks, i.e. the special houses prepared for 
the foreign 1;pr::ers . He cane to arrest the thieves who had allegedly 
stolen potatoes the previous day frori a far- ier. He wanted to take thet to 
the police station. 

The East workers lived in 2 barracks. in one barrack the umiarried 
people lived (in future we refer to this barrack as "A", in the other the 
tiarried people lived (in future we refer to this barrack as "B"). :C was 
the Lagerfuehrer in charge of the East workers and resp DOS:1)1e far their 

1,5.70. 1i put this natter to Lie we went, i.e. 	I, and the 
2 Land-,4achtleute to barrack "A" where ".,-.:01.15 started to rake a few short 
enquiries. The suspected people ':ere t-aken out by the Landwachtiinenner 
and placed outside the barrack in a distance of about 15 uetres. 

1.tongst the East workers who were to be taken witty was one 1-Zussian, 
whose-  na ie I will supply later. 	r.:his :Russian went to barrack "7-." to 
say ;-!;oodbye to his Niife. 	!le tires -she last who had been selected by 
ha:OTH and 12 others were alreck waiting to be taken away wider the 
supervision of the Landwachttartenner. 	'.'he Russian had the intention to 
join the group, waiting to be transported off, after he had said goodbye 
to his wife. 1:e left barrack 	but his wife clung to Yin so that he 
could not straight away join the .group that was to be transported off. 
His wife was ?regnant, she could have been in the 9th uonth. 
was very excited and tol. the Russian to let go off his wife and join 
the ;coup, ready to be taken away. As the Russian could not free 
himself froi-.1 his wife, 	iL c.p oroached the Lice.-ried couple for about 
15 steps and fro.: distance of 3-4 metres he first shot the husband and 
when the wife tried to 	her husband against 	he shot her too. 

I would ?Ake to lhoL- t out that I.1■0'2i. was not attache -C. and in 
opinion the shooting was absolutekr ewithout reasol:. 	T. at any rate would 

not have done it. 

I have hears. that ;if/Li:: sh.:t another foreign vnrker, near the 
_1;:1-:14E141,rEG but nothing is known to 	reC,̂ ..r6j.11 *, this incident. 	0121: 

was 

1 
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approxic,ately 2-3 tines clurio 	years •In the barracks ..,..fter which Y 
was lookin::; 2,116 s. cannot rake any further s.:a.:eilent reL:arelin ; 1115 
behaviour. 

(Signed, Hugo 	: 

ar0131: by the saia De])onent 11012.313a..., 
voluntarily at 	on 12 February 1947,   
before Ile ....ajor r_-:acleusz 
vesti3atini Officer, cletailcd by 0.-in-0. 
British Arly of the Rhine. 

3:ajDr 
investigatini; Officer 

The N,.,.es of the East workers who :ere shit are: 
• __ A.) iwan iitil L`: 

B.) his wife Helena. 

CER'illi'LLAD that this is a true trans1ati7,n 
fro„.1 Gen.lan into EnE!;lish of the Dei:Dsiti 311 
of Hugo Hai:BEC3s.., 	Dei-.)ositiDh 	, 

CaPt.G.L. 
investir_;ating Officer. 

HQ BAUR 
24/2/47 

■ 
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Translathn of 

f 

,.e inrich • 

' 	Depositil.11 	:df -1.N3S13 	1. .le 	 :;_serlohn, .sworn before . ';jor Tadeusl-, 	 :Investic-..tift-: Officer, 	ale Field. 	 Crimes Grouly 0:1111) 	 I:L:7.-?.T:a;,..C. ir2'eis Iserlohn on 12th February 1547. 

I, Henrich 1i1;3612, herewith declare ;:h.,A h.= been expressly inforued that I would not be 	 •forced to clake st%tement if do not wish to, but 
that any statement I make would be taken down, and may at any futui-.e be used 	evidence. 	1.take this statement voluntarily without tie use 
of force, persuasion or the promise of reward. 

I am Henrich a-',;3;1, born at 	 Saxony on 23 Sep 03, 
a catholic, married, of German nationality and au a bricklayer by trade. 

have never been punished for perjury or :.:akin;; false statements. 

I know the Gendarmeriemeister 	 . 	never saw or heard 
of this man beating or 	 anyone. 	I did however, 'witness the 
shooting by Idi0Th of a. -Russian Llarried. couple. 	It happened as follows: 

The date was Good 	1945.. 	1 live in a lodging house for Gerlan 
workers of the fire. ! 	von DR11UC1X. 	Thu lodgin.: house for married 
labourers fro.: the .]r•.s-'6 	opposite our house. 	bedroom window 
directly overlooked. ',the entrance of the lodging house for labourers from 
the East. 	I was ti:aun- up by some movement in the house op.losite between 
u300 and. C900 in the morning, SD I opened r.y wind;_17 and watched. 	GrA7 
labourers from the East a.socLblud, in ranl:s, and heard the word "off you 
gOtt. .is far as could judge from the voice, these words were spoken by 
Gendarmeriemeister 1.ii01li. 	Also among the labourers I noticed 'I:ESTE:313E 
and Karl ROSS. At the words off you go, the detachment moved off. Then 
I SCAT one of the iivorted workers running into the house op)osite and 
saw him saying good bye to his wife in the :.,,pen door, and heard 11.0,51's 
voice 	HOIABOK with the words "come aloi 	 . H0, ma,.: 
answered "I :IL: 	 in a noment", and ir.Oni: called out "come along". 
H01.13ECI,: replied: "Just a second, here is another one". 	("ficgaua; meant 
the Russian who was saying; good bye to his wife)  and I heard KfOTli say: 
l'illere?" and saw hit:. at the door of the house op:osite, where the Russians 
were bidding each other farewell. 1,10TH ordered the Russians to COLIC 
out, which they did and as they emerged. 11.0:211 got hold of the couple 
with both hands, pulled theci apart, and I saw that 	the Dace tine 
nanui drew his pistol and shot first the Russian 'worker cur'. then his 
wife. In my opini n there was no reason whatsoever for shooting the 
couple. 

The married couple did not attempt to escape. They stood' together, 
quite quietly. 	Where can also be no ri uc stiDn of any danger for 1 d L'T 
or an attack against him. 	3.n my opinion :,:10'..211 was quite unjustified 
in using his weapon. 

The Russian was killed by one shot in his heart. his wife wns hit 
in the lower part of her chest, she was not dead but raised herself up, 
looked into her sleeve fro. -  which the blood wiz; strenAling and looked 

.1 said to her: "iot so good", and she called out "Ivan, :Ewan". 
clt that moment she did. not  no;, know that Iwan was already dead). 	1.1:01.2:_ 
came up to her fro,: behind and gave her the.coup de ;yam into the back 
of her neck, after which she died imi.x;diately. 

■ 

•. 	. 
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do not :al 	%A -tat hap:ened. t : the b:..dies• 	refused to obey 
.:rder 	take the corosea D the ceiletery. 

21-iat is all I can 	,ut this ■ -.1atter. 

I d.id. he%r that 	shot ther f 	-.:.- rizers, but the details 
ILA known to 

(sizfled; Heinrich 

StiOR.1. by the said Deponent 
voluntarily at :.:11111;.'_2 "..1) 12th February 1947, 
before 	T.ajor T.:).de U3 Z 	.X;i1g.i. 1 	L:- 
vestie:iating Officer, detailed. by 0.-in-C. 

.:ajor 
Investigating Officer' 

CERTIFIIID that this is a true trn.nslation 
frr)r. Guriaan into Enclish of the Deposition 

'Heinrich 	c.-,arkee4. Deposition D 2. 

S/Sgt 
Interpreter 

Field InvestigatiDD Section 
iar Crifies Group (1;-.[L') 

D.13/2'6/3 
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Translation of 
	 Deposition_ ED. ) 

DKOOSITIOI: 

of 

ROSS 2-  

.• 
Deposition on oath of ROSS, ::a.rl, i:ake. of IiLERT 	Iserlohn, 

morn before liajor Tadeusz I:MLOiniaid, investigating Officer, of the 
Field investigation Section, rar Crimes Group (nal, 	:AOR at 

-Ireis Iserlohn on 12 Ikhruar 1947. 

I, earl ROSS, herewith declare that I have been expressly informed 
that I would not be forced to make a statement if I do not wish to, but 
that any statement I make would be tr:1,:en down, and may at any future tile 
be used as evidence. I make this statement voluntarily with)ut the use 
of force, persuasion or the promise of reward. 

I al. Karl ROSS, bors'in LafEESCIEM 	.).,LT 	on 10 July 1905. 	I 
am of evangelical faith, married, a German citizen, machinist by trade and 
am a resident of I:EL:1;1a. 	I have never been punished for perjury or for 
making false statements. 

I know the Gendari_oriemeister 1.1XXITH personally. 	I Dover saw him 
beat or mishandle anyone. 	I was, hotever, a witness when :J10Tii shot a 
Russian ,.cried couple. It happened in the following manner: 

It happened at 9 	OD Goad -.0riday 1945. 	In my capacity of 
LandWachtmann I had been ordered on the previous day to report to the 
Gendarmeriemeister 	on the morning of the next day (Go...A. Vriday). 	I 
reported at the fire Brigade stores, from where, on the orders of 	I 
had to escort a Russian worker to the camp of the firm of iiilhelmVon 
i3R1UGS-3, which I did. lihen I arrived at the camp of the Russian 
workers, laVEI was already there and was searching the flat for potatoes. 

The Landwachtmann ',1;STEBBE was the second Landwachtmann who was 
detailed to report to KI7OTE. Ne* ap-2eared after a short time armed with a. 
carbine, I was unarmed. 

1,..1:00i separated the men into lots- and ordered lii;ST12:;111] to take one 
group of 5-6 men to the police guard at EL M. 	I w:-.s standing near 1,111M 
when the Camp Comandant HOIBERG came up and said: "One Russian is still 
in the hut", at which went to the but to fetch him out. 	li!his last 
Russian came out when I ordered him to do so. 2amost immediately his 
wife also came out, and when -.,a;05di turned to me and told me and the 
Russian to join the group of liES'ABB.T.;'s men and to go to it 1;R Police 
the wife clung on to her husband and wished to go to iali.ER with him 
which was against the wish of the Gendarmerieleister AVM& 
leaped up to the ecbracing Russian couple, too:c the apart and swreamed 
at the Russian: "Go", and as  he did not go inmediately,_1;b0 11i. drew  
his revolver and shot the Russian man; when the Russian woman started 
to sCrea, he turned the pistol on her and shot her. 

hit the Russian with a shot in the top left :T his heart. It 
might have hit a blood-vessel because the blood gushed up out of his 
neck. 	The wo,:.an on the other hand was shot in the region of her stomach, 
and was not killed. I was not able to remain there any longer as I 
was ordered by ..1-021: to iy.D. away ::od leave the place 

I knew and also noticed that the wa:,av was far adva.iced in pregnancy, 
a fact which everyone could see. 

I with to explain that it was not necessary to make use of the weapon 
in this case, as the Russian may have co. ':u along voluntarily after a 
short time and after he finished saying farewell to his wife. 

/..'here 
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Depositi7n 
Prj:o 2. 
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There was no druil;er 2 Dr :.71 0:21-: or ...e; the \i- rkers %fere r,.-1 1 very quiet 
and jbeyed. -our Coi-li. lands. 

Thum can bo 11D question of an atteupt 	escape 311 the st :f the 
couple 3,-rh3 were shot, because I do-  not know where they could hr.ve escaped 
to. I have also heard that 	shot another foreign worker in the 
.U1:1-MEIZti.f3G, and yet ral ether in --.T.L;STEI Dom% 

ghat is all I have to say. 

(Signed) :.arl ROSS 

SWOR1 by the said Deponent :Carl ROSS, 
voluntarily vA; Iii BM! on 12th Pebruary 194-73  
be f ore no, 	j 'Pile us z 	 , In- 
vestigating Off iccr detailed by C.-in C. 
3r. A.O.R. 

(3 isnoa.) I 2..CZ0R0...SKI 	:^.j , 
Itivestiating Off iv 

OERTIPLID that this is a true translation 
Boil Dort. an into Bnslish of the Deposition 
of 1:arl ROW, Larked Deposition lfo. 3. 

3 . 

 

S/3gt 
Interpreter 

Vie id 	st iLati DO Se ct DI) 

Tar Crines (Trout) 
(C . R. DOD ) 

4/ 2: ,/ 3 
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A  Translation of Deposition lie. \/, 

   

■ 

of 

ye::. ERAUCKE, Otto 

Deposition on oath of Vom ERAUCKE Otto, ;:lale of IBI.ERT Kreis IaladJOHN 
dworn before :.ajor Tadeusz KACZORO'1SKI, Investigating Officer of the 
Field Investigation section, ..:ar Crimes Group (1P2) HQ BAOR at Ilit.ER-
TERBACK ireis Iserlohn en 12th February 1947. 

I, vom BRAUCKE Otto, herewith declare that I have been expressly informed 
that I would not be forced to make a statement if I did not wish to, but 
that any statement I make -;rould be taken down, and may at any future time 
be used as evidence. I make this statement voluntarily without the use 
of force, persuasion or the Lromise of reward. 

I am vom BRAUC Otto, born at IliERTERBACH, Kreis IS 4LOHt on 18 Jun 1889. 
of evangelical faith, German nationality, married, a business manager by 
profession, residing IlLERTERBACE. I have never been :unished for perjury 
or for making false statements. 

I know the Gendarmeriemeister KicOTH personally. I have never seen him beat, 
mishandle or shoot anyone. I only heard that he was supposed to have 
shot a Russian married couple in the works, of which I am pert-owner, 
on Good 'Friday 1945. 

I am unable to give any precise information concerning this case of shooting. 
As we had to report the cessation of work of the foreign labourer to the 
Labour Exchange, giving reasons for dismissal, I phoned KNUTH, the Gen-
darmeriemeister, who informed me that the reason the firm of 'dalheLn vam 
BRAUCKE of IfifERTI:RBACH should give to the Labour Exchange at ISERLOHN, 
Kreis Iserlohn should be: "Attempt to escape and non-compliance with 
police regulation". As a result of this we gave the above reason to 
the Labour Exchange for the man's cessation of work. 

The firm would have given the reason for the cessation of work of the 
departed man as: "Shot by KNOTH" but we wanted to know why he was shot, 
and it was for that reason that the firm phoned. 

Aprt from that, I know nothing about the way KY(TH treated workers 
from the East and am unable to make any wore statements. 

(SIGRED) Otto vom PRnUaIc2 E. 

SWORN by the said Deponent vom PRAUCKE Otto, 
voluntarily at IHMERT on 12 February 1947, 
before me, 1.1ajor Tadeusz KACZOROWSKI, Inve-
stigating Officer, detailed by C.-in-C. Br. A..O.R. 

(SIGiTiO) 	 1.Iajor 
Investigating  0fficer. 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translation 
from German into English of the Deposition 
of vom i3iija1(, • Otto, marked Deposition N o. 7 

S/Sgt 
In terpre ter 

Field InVestigation action 
FREUD) 

War Crimes Group (IT' E) 

D.5/28/3 
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Translation of Deposition 

of 

1110TH, Josef, is r. 54-1 94.2. 

Deposition on cath of flTOTH Josef, :laic, of :Aau.1:1hle near Paderborn, No. 5 C.I,C., sworn before Hajor Ted.ous Is:.aczerowski, Investigating Officer of 
the Field Investigation Sectioia, ',far CrImes Group (i.ar,,E.) 	B.c;W, at Ho. 5 0.1.0.1 . Staumuhle..near Paderborn, on the 24.th February 194.7. 

I, Josef KNOTh, herewith certify that I au not coupelled to :lake this 
statement unless I so wish, but that any statement that I make will be written 
devil and .lay be used as evidence at any ti.;e in the future. 	I 	aking 
these stateaents of ..w own, free ;illand not under co.ipulsion, persuasion or 
because of premises or rewards. 

I, Josef 1•140T1-1, was born on the 22nd October 1 
Kreis Nikelsburz, formerly in the .;,ustro-Hungarian 
Czechoslovakia, roman catholic, married, of Geruan 
constable, last, address Ihmert, Kreis Isorlchn, no 
perjury or for flaking  false statements. 

I saw active service with the infantry frog the 5th October 1911 until 
the 20th May 1920. 	Thu last military rank I hald was that of a serjeant. 
From the 20th May 1920 until the 1st September 192.3 I served in the 
Sehutzpolizei (police), where I held the rank of a senior N.C.O. 

FroM the 1st Septeuber ;1923 until the day of 	arrest (13t June 194.5) I 
served .vith the county police (Gendarmerie), and was at the end of this period 
a Gruppenpos:tenfuhrer in Ihuert, Kreis Iserlohn. 

I was arrested by the Luerican uilitary authorities for shooting foreign 
workers. 

I have previously stated and I still stand by that statement - that in 
the execution of my duty, according to laws and regulations, I had on two 
occasions arrested East-Workers (Ostarbeiter), against who:.: a critic) had been 
proved. 	These I injured fatally when they were tryin:7, to escape, using my 
service weapon for the purpose. 	To-day I remember that the first one of the 
shot persons was called "Nikolaus KOZLO,;". 	I elon!t know the na.les of the 
other two. 

This was the way in which KOZLOs was fatally injured: 

In the execution of :w duties I learned that Nikolaus KOZO%1 had committed 
thefts, which facts I personally found out. 	In October 19144 a theft was 
cormitted in the howls of the Fal)rik.leister 	KOE3TEh. ';ihen a further 
theft occurred at Berkenoffis, evidence Liven by the Polish far.a labourer 

(christian name unknown) showed to me that Kozlow was connected with 
the thefts at Keesterts. When I searched the belongings of Kozlow, I found 
a suit which ..-had been burgled from Koester. 	I went home, but half an hour 
later received a telephone call from Derkenhoff, infor.ling me that Koz low was 
pa.oking his belongings with the intention of escape. 	I went ilmediately to 
Berkenhoff -  and arrested kozlcra, with the intention of taking him to the jail 
in Ihmert. 

The distance from the house ef ',/ilheli.lBorkenhoff to the jail, which etas 

inside the factory "A.,dolf von Braucke" , was about two kilometers. 	I had be in 
-leading Kozlow about 200 yards, and when we het to the spot where a road 
branched off the uain road towards the Muhlerraeg, Koziol./ atteuptal to escape 
by running fre,.1 the main road into the Muhlenweg and there juupinL into the 
ditch beside the road. 	",;hile I was leading Kazlow away I had beer_ holding my 

	

/pistol 	 

890 in Unter-Tanno,-,-itz 
empire, later on in 
nationality active county 
previous convictions for 
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pistol in iy right hand. • I shoUted "Halt" as soon as I saw Kozlow eseapinG 
and when he didn't stop, I fired. 	I fired two shots. Then I saw Kozlow 
lyinL on the 1:uhlenwe:_, four to five :.rotors from the road junction. 

Because of the shots, people ca:le out of the three neighbouring houses, and 
I called them to .1e. 	I requested the! to brill: Kozlau to the cc...lc:tory on a 
cart, which they did. 	Those who had colt) when I cllod wero: 
Karl LANGUR, Heinrich Ca.;SITM, and later on *„alter SCHOI,TE1,1=:G. 	The na.oes of 
the others I don't re:lemher. 

I myself helped with the loading of Kozlaa onto a ladder: Neese and Langer 
oarried 1112 on this ladder to the cu2etury. I supervised the transport. When 
we had brouLht Kozlow to the ce.itary, we went home. Next morninE Kozlowuns - 
on orders of the BurEerAcister - put into a coffin by the carpenter Eduard 
Schonenberg, and 'buried. 

I know that the corps of Kozlow was examined by Dr. ROSENTHAL in IhAert, 
but I was not present at the examination and don't know it's result. 

This was the way in which a Russian married couple were fatally injured. 

It happened in February 1945, in the course, of investor ations of cases of 
thefts, oarried out in the labour oanp 	_lhel_.1 von 13raucke I found out that 
the theft had been oaanitted by 12 persons from the camp of the Ostarbeiter 
(eastern worker4. Three of those Ostarboiter had already escaped, while I 
ascertained the presence of nine persons still in the labour camp. Seven of 
them were arrested without trouble. I had the::: taken to the police in Homer 
by the poliooment Wilheln "aESTEBBE and Karl ROSS. TWo persons, a :Ian and a 
woman, would not let ml arrest them and offered resistance. At this offering 
of resistance I iAade up !ly :wind not to arrest the woman but only the Russian, 
and to take him to the police post in He ibor. The woman, fro whose arrest I 
had desisted, interfered when I wanted to take her husband away, and a souffle 
oocurred. In the course of this scuffle the man tore himself away from me, 
and both of the tried to escape. 	To prevent this escape I used ny service 
weapon, and, as stated previously, killed then both. 	How many shots I had 
fired I don't know - it nay have been two to three shots. 

At the .Aanent when I made use of my weapon, WilheLa HOLMECK and Otto von 
BRAUCKE were present. I saw nobody else and don't remember whether anybody 
else had been present. I did not examine the shot persons and don't know any 
more where I had hit them and where I had aimed. I just shot at the persons, 
without taking aim, to prevent their escape. 

I informed the appropriate authorities of the incident and there was no 
examination of the corpses as there was no doctor at hand. Ostarbeiter of the 
same oanp carried the corpses under iy supervision to the cemetery and there 
buried-them. 

To the fatal injurin, of KOZLOW I have the followinE to add: 

When I arrested Kozlow, I crossed his arras behind his back and put a pair 
of handcuffs over his wrists. The arrest occurred about 23.00 hrs. It was 
night and very dark because there was no noon. When taking Kotlaw away I let 
hiu walk one voter in front of no and walked behind him, leading my bLcyole. 
I had an electric torch and furthermore an electric dynamo on my bicycle. The 
bicycle lamp was lit while I was takilv Kozlow away -,as lonil as I was pushing 
the bike. I was pushing the bike until I shot Kozlow, i.e., until his escape. 
While I was leadinE him away I didn't need to use 'V torch, as the bicycle lamp 
was burning. I undo use of the torch when Koz low had been hurt. When Kozlow 
had been loaded upon the ladder on which he was taken to the caActery, I used again 
the nioyole la.up to light the way to the cemetery. 

A„here 	 
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- /here I hit Koz10-.7 when I shot ht l, I don't 'mow. 	It Liay have ;Joon in 
the ohost or the head. 	Lnyway, I did not exa:iine the wunci. - I S:Wr blood 
on the road and on the jacket of Kuzlow. I saw no traces of blood on Kozlow's 

"lead. 

To the fatal injuring of the Russian narried cou-,)le I have the followik: 
to add:  

I desisted fron the arrest of the Russian ionan because she was a wo.lan 
and because, as a wouan, I did not suspect her of tryin2.  to esoape. I did 
not know or notice that the wouan was in the last uonth of pre7Inaney, of 
which fact I was _informed only later on. - I believe I shot at the husband first, 
and iii.lediatuly after I had shot at the Linn, I shot at the wthaan. 	I fired at 
the married couple fro:1 a distance of 5 to 6 neters. I did not fire at them 
frora very close. 

I have nothing further to add. 

S i;:ned Josef Knoth, 

SWORN by the said d eponnet, Josef KNOTH, voluntarily at Stau,auhle on the 4th 
February 1947 before me, Major Tadeusz Kaczorowski, Investication Officer, 
detailed by the C—inre. British Lr.,'.1y of the Rhine. 

S iEned Kaczerowski Major 
InvestiLating Officer. 

CERTIFIM that this is a true translation fr.) :.1 Ger..an into End lisp of the 
deposition of Josef niOTII, aarked Deposition No. 14. 

S i tined 1? J Kelley, 
Capt. 

27th February, 1947. 
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Translation of 	 Deposition No. 15 

WeOeITION 

of 

MOTH, Josef 

Deposition on oath of KNOTH Josef, mole, of 	 near 
-.DERBORN, 5 CIC, sworn before *jor Tedeuez K-CZORO,SKI, Investiating 
Officer of the *jar Crimes Investletion Unit HQ, 	 at No. 5 
CIC Staumuehle on 7th January) 1947. 

I, KNOTH.Josef, herewith declare that I have been expressly warned 
that I am not. compelled to make a statement, if I do not wish to do so, 
but that any statement I do make, will be aritten down and uay be used 
as evidence at any time in future. I make this statement voluntarily 
and not under complIsion or persuasion or because of premises of reward. 

I am Josef KNOTH, born in UNT7,RTerNORITZ, Kruis NTKOLSBURG, one time 
..kuetria-Hungaria, now Czechoslovakia, a Catholic by relij.on, married, 
of German nationality. I su active Gendanaerieueister, my last 
residence being in IHiZRT, Krcis Is-TeLOHN. 	I heve never been punished 
for perjury or for making false statements. 

I served with th Infantry from 2th October, 1911, until 2oth 
1920, iAy last rank in the .array being etatsmaessiger Feldwebel. 	I was 
with the dchutzpolizc-i from 20th fray, 1920, to 1st Septe.ler, reaching 
the rank of Hauptwachtueister, I served with the Gendarmerie from 1st 
Supteriber, 1923, until 1st June, 1945, thJ date of ay arrest. 	In 
IFLERT, my appointment.  was Gruppenpostenfuehrer. I was arrested by 
the iiuerioan iA 	. litary ,uthorities, as I was accused of shooting foreign 
labourers. 	I admit that I shot foreign labourers, to be precise they 
were Russians oe Ukrainians, but I wish to state that I arrested these 
people in the proper execution of my duty for a crime against German 
law, and fatally wounded them with ely service weapon while they were 
attempting to escape, 	The names as well as the nationalities of these 
persons crla be ascertained at the Registry office in I91.17,RT. 	There 
were two c'ses: 

The first occured in October, 1 944, when Nikolaus KOSLOV Wee killed. 

The second case took place in February, 1945, when two Russians ox' 
Ukrainins, husband and wife, were killed; 

In the first case, I proved Nikolaus KOSLOV guilty of housebreaking 
and theft, arrested him, end wanted to imprison him in the Labour 
Cfl.14,  of the firm of 4:clolf von BRe.IJCM. 	Onethe way there at about 
2330 hours, he tried to escape at which I shot and fatally injured him. 
Aitnesses in this case are 

----- 
a dhilhelu KO33TER, Chief Engineer, in IHMERT -1m Heu 
b His dire, living at the same plece. 
c Alhelm BERKENHOFF, fanner, IHMERT 
d) Alhelm LEESE, worker, IHIERT. 

The second case was one of opposition, attempted to free prisoners 
and attempt to escape. 41tnesses in this case are:- 

a) Otto von BR.LUCKE, Factory owner, IHt.:3RT 
b) dilhelm HOMECK, Factory worker, Iff.E:.T 
c) Karl ROSS, Landwachtmenn at that time, IHMERT 

/a) 
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d) 	 Landwr.chtnn at th - t flue, IHMMT. 

(Signed)Josef KNUTH 

Sworn by the said Deponent KNOTH, J3sef, voluntarily at Stauuehle, 
near l',.DERBORN, 5 CIC, before ae, 	1T,.deusz K_XZORO.iSa, Investigating 
Officer, detailed by C.-in-C. Br. -.0.R. 

(si:ned) K-CZORO.:SKI, i:ajor 
Investigating Office. 

Certified that this is a truo translc.tiun frcr.1 Canaan into 
English of the Deposition of Josef KHOTH, narked Deposition NJ. 15. 

(Signed) C. R. Proul S/Sjt. 
Interpreter 

FiGld Investigation Section 
ar Crilas Group (VE) 
C. R. FRaTD) 
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:_rmy of  the thine. 

IN T11; 	 File 	... 	(V C...129 

In the case of Josef 1:m th 

...riidavit of ri:,.jor T. 	ezuxs..d, Julish Forces, -,;tached .ar 

Crimes Groui, I. • 

I, ti-jor T. 	. . 	hereby Taal:6 oath r.nd, say as 

follows: - 

1. On the days of 7th January and 27th of February 1947. 

,,.ttunded at Prc-. 	rn [LI conuucteC. an intorrucation uf Josef 

Knoth. 

2. The said Josef Knoth was warned that he :.r,s not co.celled 

to mace a statvient and that any such stato lent made may be used 

in evidence at a trial. 

3. The statenunt now producu,', to Ae and .ariced Forduction No. 14, 15 

v;as read over by 	to the said Josef Knoth in Geraan on completion 

of the Laid interroL:ation and he thereupon statA that it •.:as true 

and voluntarily signed the sale in my presence. 

4. The said st::.tnent wf-.s obtained by QC from the said Josef Knoth 

without the use or threat f use of force or violence or the pre mIse 

of any Kind of reward. 

Sworn by the said Major T. Kaczorousid 

Before me this 27th clay of February 1947. 
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Exhibit ":.," 

(StaLip; Realstrf's 
at 11: .3 ;RS', .:,reis 
ISERLaril: 

.J1he d.ecen.sed was taarried.. 	(i ;is wife s nr...1c; is Lui:.:n own , 

It 3 ;R52, 2t -.Celirunr: 1 94.7 

ic Registrar (SiLneCi; 

LN BAOR 
28/2/47 

D.4/28/3 

Field InvestiLation :Action 
ar Crites Group 

1) 1..; '.1.̀ I. 	ClIiiralrile.‘4] 

Re .;istrar s Office: 	I 31: 	1, _ . 6/1 944 ) 

The Russio 	w_r;:er, f nr_ hand ikolans 

	  f unkn own rclig.Lii living in 11,-.4 ERT 

12 with the fariler 	 was shot in :13:21RT, 

tryini.; to esc-.:e on 23 ,',ut.;ust 1 944 	 

at 22 hrs 4L)  -inutes. 	The decesed w:.c born at 

near STALL:Pa: 	25th i':WeLlher I 9(9.  

(Re f.;istrar Is Office  	i. 

unkn 

,Dt her: 	UrilC11 DV/11 	  

CERTIFIL) that this is a true translati.J,6 
Geran into English of the Docuuent 
Exhibit "L". 
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TrtInslati)D If 

   

I hereby certify that Herr 	 the Labour 1.x- 
change ISERLOhi:, anmiered..'y telephonic -inquiry on 
12 February 194.7 at 1600 hrs t the effect that all 
do cu _ :ents relatinz.; to the .larried. duple Iwan and 
Bele DC- ;LIND 	7) had been sh -- 	iilritifty 1 91x•5, 
had been destr2yed by orders before the Occupation 
Trovs ii:t.rched. in. 	Furthorusre it is i..tpossible tD 
ascertain whether and in what t.lanner the couple's 
et.iplzsyer at that 	i.e. the fir 	1hel:i von 
BRAUME G. Ia. b 	nil 	 rep:.rted the death 
of the two Russian nati:inals. 

The infortlatiDn sup :lied by the Einwohneri.leldealit 
1.r.r1.}Ait 'Jr-3 negative as vtell (Frl. BORGGR./1141:11;. 

ERTir.13_,Ci:, 12 Feb 4.7 

The Durr,ollastor 
(Signed, (illegible; 

(Sta4.1p,. Ge: ind.e 
at 1:13.T 

CERTUTIO that this is a true translation 
Geman into 1,n.;lish of the Docualent 

1.1arked Exhibit "1 . 

Meld. investigation Section 
;Tar Critaes Group (-Alin) 

D.4/28/3 



British 	of the Rhine. 

In the ilatt.-_.r of 	r 	J._G File .!3__C)11/1,5228/2/C.2432/J1-G 

In the Case of Josef ii1.11-Th 

Affidavit of Major. T. - 1C_ICZC;ROWSKI, Polish Forces, 

attached Field Investisr.tion Section, "..;ar Crimes Group (If.;E) 

I -, Major T. KA.CZOROWSI,I, hereby .1r.ice oath and say 

follows:- 

In the course of 'ay investi:ations into the death of 

Allied nationals Nicolaus 	'wan r.nd Helena :I.D11.N 

I attended at the Buerer.loisterts office in II-EZRT vhere 

vias handed over by the Buergeri.lei3ter Adolf vom BR,WICE1 

.V:o death certificates dated 12 Feb 191+7. fihe above 

mentioned documents are now produced by 	and .larked 

as Exhibits "L" and 

( 3 gd ) T. 	 . 

MIMI; by the said :i..lajor T. K. _CL.ka;,. SKI , 

before me, this 20th Dry of February 1947. 
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PARTICULARS OF EVIDENCE IN SUPPORT 

Contained in the statements of 

BERKEEHOPF 
(iii ~lilhelm IMSE 

(iii) Wilhelm SCHULTE 
(iv) Hugo HO:,33ECK 
(v) Heinrich 

(vi) Karl ROSS 
(vii) Otto vonNBR.AUCKE 

and of the accused. (I.) 



Page 4 
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NOTES ON THE CASE 

(Under this heading should be included the view taken as to (a) the degree of 
responsibility of the accused in view of his official position, e.g., was offence 
committed on the offender's own initiative, or in obedience to orders, or in carrying 
out a system approved by authority or a legal provision ; (b) the probable defence ; 
(c) whether the case appears to be reasonably complete.) 

1. The accused appears to have acted on his own 

2. The accused will probably attempt to plead that the 
victims were shot while tryir4; to escape. 	It is submitted that this 
defence is completely contradicted by the evidence and that this is a 
plain and particularly brutal case of murder. 

4 

I 
A 

a 
MO' 
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Wix.bv.r‘(/ 

Date Submitted 	Decision of Committee I 

CARDS CHECKED LIST fl 

• 

a  4 MAI 19411 1 

1897661 P898/11 6000 8/45 M&C Ltd. 61/1  
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(For the Use of the Secretariat)  

Registered Number. 

Zo/114( 
Date of receipt in Secretariat.

Oil 6 

7 11:4;,, ;94.7 

UNITED NATIONS WAR CRIMES COMMISSION 
UNITED KINGDOM ...CHARGES AGAINST. GERYAN 	WAR CRIMINALS 

 

CASE No. LiK.G/B- 614 	* 

Name of accused, his 
rank and unit, or 
official position. 

(Not to be translated.) 

I. Erich WILOINSKI 
• ......... 

2. 2 	Hans KU- 111; Apprehended 
T. Peter WAHIEN 

Fritz LOMBERG 

Date and place of 
commission of al-
leged crime. 

	 5 November,  1944,  at SOLINGEN,  Germany. 

Number and descrip-
tion of crime in war 
crimes list. 

(i) Murder. 

(lorix) Ill-treatment, 

References to rele-
vant provisions of 
national law. 

Breaches of Inter-
national Law 

Murder and  Assault  

ftretEr7.Xlitt..43521304 

SHORT STATEMENT OF FACTS. 

After a heavy raid at Solingen, 4 members of the crew of a Lancaster 
bomber baled out and were taken prisoners and placed in the Stadthaus at 
Solingen. On the following day they were collected by a Wehrmacht guard 
and marched through the town where they were attacked and killed by the 
accused, 3 of whom were members of the SA. 

TRANSMITTED BY  Office of the J.A.G. (M. Dept.)  
MI6 

• Insert serial number under which the case is registered in the files of the National Office of the accusing State. 

(20655) Wt.P.252 4 	6,000 545 A.& E. W.Ltd. GP.685 
(30449) Wt..P 11a3 17 5,000 10 45 
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PARTICULARS OF ALLEGED CRIME  

See Short Statement of note, 	 



One 

:reduction 	1 

TUN:ILA:1'W! 0 

DEr07f210N 

Ifranz KLAUS  

9 Lerchenstrasso SOTAWORM 

Sworn before C 4840 Squadron Leader M.M. CARMICHAEL (RCAF) War Crimes 
Investigation Unit, at Public) ;Safety Office, Eil. Gov. SOLINGEN, 
11 July 46. 

I, Franz KLAUS, born on the 24th March 1925 in ESSZN, at present 
nct employed, formerly employed with Fa. 	 B-.1:DBURG, make this 
statement of my own free will. 	I have been informed that I ned not 
make this statement unless I 30 desire, and that any stateelent I do 
make may be written down and used as witness material. 	I make this 
statement of my own free will, without threat or i.roeise of reward. 

(sigeed) Franz KLAUS. 

On the 4th or fifth of Nevemb 'r 1944, immediately after the attack, I 
was standing on the Potsdammerstrasse at the entrance of the dairy 
PUTZ. 	I ria, how the Canadians were being led down the street, away 
from the Stadthaus. 	They were escorted by a foldwebel, two 
Unteroffiziers and an Obergefreiter. 	The oBroov.ts carried their pistols 
in their hands. 	The flyers were on the ri_ht side of the street, I 
was on the left side. 	There were also six S.A. men on the right side, 
one of the was a Brigadefuehrer, who carried in his hand a 'Schlagring' 
(knuckleduster). As the flyers crossed over the other side of the road 
at the point where I was standing, a S.A.-man jaaped at them from the back, 
grabbed two flyers by the shoulders and struck their heads together. 
Hans KUHN was standing beside me, He said that the Canadians were the 
"SoK*Cinhunde", who devoured our Red Cress parcels, Then he ran to the 
kitchen, got his pistol and ran across the street. 	I ran after him. 
He loaded his pistol, it was a 08 pistol. 	I said to him: "Hans, 
don't make any nonsense". 	Then he ran further on to the Feldwebel 
and said to him: "Go away, I'll shoot the into a heap". 	Upon this the 
Feldwebel said: "I am responsible for these people, otherwise something 
might happen to me". Hans KUHN was net disturbed by this; he gave 
the Feldwebel a push with his shoulder and fired three shots from his 
pistol. 	Lamediately after, three Canadians fell mortally wounded. 
One Canadian remained standing; this the Brigadefuhrer saw and shot the 
ono: Canadian through the throat. 	This one fell down, but he was not dead. 
He fired another shot froe! his pistol, a 6.35, which struck the Canadian 
fatally in the head. 	I al: quite sure that one of the other flyers was 
also shot by KUHN through the head, indeed fra the back, Then KUHN 
le:eediately ran haae, I reLained standing. 	I saw the :erman Wehrmacht- 
streife (M.F's) and I ran away because I ha... overstayed my leave. 	I 
waited at the corner near PUTZ, and as soon as the b,.P.'s had left I again 
ran back. 	Then a L.K.W. from the escort .L:;erseaael arrived, and as there 
was no one else who wanted to load up the dead, I did it tcgether with a 
Obergefreiter from the Flak. 	The wagon cou1,1 have driven to the 
Stadthaus in order to load up the prisoners there, right away. 	If the 
wagon would have driven to the Stadthaus, according to Illy opinion, this 
whole affair would not have happenee„ While we were loading the lead 
into the wagon, several of the bystanding civilians reearked that we 
should throw them into the fire. Then the wagon drove to the cemetery. 
The wagon was driven by one of the escort personnel. 

/On the 
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On the following day I went to the Crononborgerstrasse Cemetery and I 
saw there the four flyers lying in front of the morgue. There were 
also there three flyers in coffins . These were mutilated and partly 
burnt. 

Hans KUHN was bragging for days later that he had shot the flyers. 
Even on'the day of the .shooting Hans  KIWI fired his la,t shots into a 
bottle - or a—frawer pot and said: "With me, every shot hits the -:,ark". 

The above mentioned Brigadefuhrcr of the S.A. who shot the fourth flyer 
came either Pro-.: REinHEID or GRAFRATH and if I -.:ere to see ht., I would 
recognise 	again. 

During the shooting there was also a H.J. Bannfuhrer frog. SOLINGEN 
present. He shouted that we should drive over the dead with the wagon. 
I would also recognise hits; if I wore to see hi.., again. 

(signed) Franz XLAUS. 

Sworn by the said Deponent Franz KLAUS, voluntarily at Public Safety 
Office, 111.1. Gov. SOLINGEN, on July 11 1946 before 	C 4840 S/L 
M.M. CAI,ICH,LEL (RC–F) detailed by C. in C. British Ar::.y of the Rhine. 

(signed) 	CARNICHAEL, S/L 

Certified that this is a true translation from German into English 
of. the Deposition of Franz KLAUS, zarked Production No. 1. 
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1 

Translation of 

DEPOSITION 

of 

KLUS Franz  

Deposition on oath of KI,;,US, Franz, male of SOLINGE:,-, Lerchenstr. 5, 
sworn before Captain H.L. BRUNNER, Essex Regi:_ent, at Pane Safety 
Office, 	Gov, SOLINGEN, on January 17th 1947. 

I, hai..us Franz, lo-rn on 24th iiarch 1925 4.n ESSE, horeith declare on 
oath that frou, the photographs shown to ::ac the photograph .f.larked 
EXHIBIT X, 2(a,b) is the person Hans KUEHT,J to vhom I referred in my 
previous deposition on 11th July 1946. 	Furthermore I want to state that 
the photographs u.arked EXHIBIT X 3 (a,b,c), possibly ay be a photograph 
of th. S4.-brigadefuehror ;;hoe. I mentioned in :y deposition of lith July 
1946, but I an not quite sure. 

(signed) FranZ MOS 

Sworn by the said Deponent Klaus Franz, voluntarily at Public Safety 
Office, 	Gov. SOLINGEN, before _le, Captain H.., BRILINM, the 
ESSEX Regi:lent, detailed by C.-in-C. British AruT of the Rhino. 

(signed) H.A. BRUE:R, Capt. 
War Cri:les InvestLotion Unit. 

CERT:F1ED that this is a true translation fro..:. Crer:an into English 
of the Deposition of Franz KLLUS, marked Production No. 2. 

(signed) 
Lieut-Col. 

Interpreter 
jar Cri-,:-.es Investigation Unit 

O 

1 

a.  
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Translation cf 
	 Production No. 5  

DEPOSITI 0 N 

0 

Jerner F 0 P qrunqtraese 
_ - 
Se,ern before C 4040 Squadron Leader 1...1i. 	 (RC.',F) Jar Crime 
Investigation Unit at Public Safety Office, 	Gov. SOLEZEV, 
12 July 1946. 

I, Werner FOPY-, born 51 October 1910, now er:.ployed as saleselan, make 
this sworn statement of :ry cwn free will. 	I have ,.eon informed that 
I need not make any statee:ent unless I so desire, but any statement 
that I do make, maybe taken down and used as evidence at a later date. 
I rake this stateent of my own free will, without threat or pro-eise 
of reward. 

(signed) -J.1rner FO P. 

194+, .after an attack on XLIkLi. I wanted to 
who had been togetler with :e•in a concentration 
Which was driven by Peter WAELA1:L. We were going 
es we entered the toval we noticed that it was 

not drive in the streets. We Pot out of the car 
and stopped at the corner near the city hall. About fifteen to twenty 
high ranking officials from the NSDAP wore standinz around. Two 
soldiers came out of the city hall; under their ares they carried two 
white parachutes. Behind the two soldiers caele four flyers and behind 
them walked a soldier with a pistol. 	The officials of the NSDItP who 
accompanied the flyers encouraged the civilians to throw stones and to 
beat the flyers. :Cuter W...1iLli! was the only man who took a stone and 
threw it at one of the flyers striking him in the back part of the leg. 
The Unteroffizier who was responsible for the flyers shouted: "Don't 
do this, these men are under the protection of the Red Cross". WAHLEN 
and the men of the iTSDAP shouted to the civilians: "Kill them, they 
have murdered our women and children". 

ben the officials of the NSDAP saw tha; the civilians were, not doing 
anything they took out their pistols and went after the flyers. I 
followed thee.. Suddenly they began to shoot. J soldier carne out 
from a neighbouring house and began to shoot as well. The NSDAP officials 
and WAHMN jumped on the flyers who were lying on the ground. They 
stepped on them with their feet and kept on shooting at the dead bodies. 
I saw one flyer lying there; he had not been hit; the bullet had missed 
his head. He had failed down and s truck his head. I went over to him 
and wanted to protect him. 	I saw that the others were dead, ane. shouted: 
"They are dead, stop shooting". 	I wanted to throw the living man into 
the car and the others on top, hoping to save his life. that way. VABLEN 
-then jumped with his feet on the lean whom I intended protecting. The 
flyer moved, and then. Wk-fl-EN shouted: "This pig is not dead yet", and 
he stepped on him again, kicking him in the face uniel he moved no more. 
The NSDJtP officials wore still shooting at the dead .odies. 

As the bodies were lying there on the ground, III1LET said: "Let them lie 
there and I will drive over them with eiy car." One shouted: "Throw 
them into the burnin:, hoeses". 	Then the Wehre.acht arrived, and I heard 
the NSMP officials say to them that the fly.:rs Lac: beer-, killed by the 
civilians. 

Right from th,; beginning on the Warmacht 	 ?7SDAF officials to 

/leave 

On the 5th of Neveeiber 
visit a friend of mine 
camp. 	I went' by car, 
frog.. 1-Ludr to SOLINGCN. 
in flaiees and we could 
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lecve the flyers clone. - 1,r:to-J.- on I spoke .i.t;1 	peopl -  who told 
.Ae that they had taken the bodies anaY by c:r. 

WLI-ILEN was throwing stones at the flyers, I -scent ov-r to hi:A 
together with a foreign, civilian labourer. 	de tried to hold hi: back 
and disuade him but h- asked to be loft alone and continued throwing 

When they wanted to drive cut the car with the bodies, a high ranking 
officer came along and said nat bhe one who had done this should clean 
it up as well. 

4..11 these things 	sa fr:7:. a distance of throe -;titres. 

(signed) Werner FOR 

Sworn by the said deponent, Werner FOPP, voluntarily,. 
at the Public Safety Office, Liil.Gov. SOLINGEN, on 
12 July 46, BEFORE 11E, 	4.840 s/h 
detailed by C. in C. British ;Army of the Rhine. 

Certified that this is a true translation from Ger,:en into English 
of the Deposition of Werner FOPP, .,arkcd Production No. 3 

S/L. 
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0 
PROJUC2ION No. 4 

A*. 

DEPOSITIO  

of 

FOPP Worner  

Deposition on oath of FO:T Wer:;er, male of 	Gruenstr. 6, sworn 
before Captain H.L. BRUM\IER, Essex Regiment, at olio ;uartoro at 
J-L 	on January 17th 1947. 

I, FOPP Werner, born on )1.10,1910, in VELBERT, hereby declare on oath 
that of the photographs which were she-:41 to 	that 1:.arked EXHIBIT X, 
6 (a,b,c,d), I recognise the person Peter WAELE7, to whom I referred in 
my previous deposition on 20th Lugust 1946. Ls to the photos X - 
2 22/9/46 as well as EXHIBIT X 2 (a and b) one is a person in uniform 
and the two others, a person in civilian clothes. 	Owing to this fact, 
I can not recognise this :::an as the same person with 100/z but only with 
75,/, certainty. 	On the other hand, I recognise one of the S.:■ FUEHRERS, 
who shot at the captured aim:en, on t:ie photographs, ::arked .,717.IDIT X, 
3 (11.,b,.-and c). 	The persc.fl shown cn the photographs EXHIBIT 	5 (a and 
b) is the HITLER-YOUTH FUEEEER who incited the civilian population to beat 
up the captured airmen. 

(Signed) Wen. FOPP. 

Sworn by the said deponent FOPP Werner, voluntarily at Police Quarters 
at HALN, before me, Captain H.L. BIRTIT:ER, The Essex Regt. detailed 
by C.-in-C. British Lrmy of the Rhine 

(Signed) H.A. BRIPTE;i, Capt. 
War Crimes Investigation Unit 

CE:qIFIED that this is a true translation fralGeridan into English 
of the Deposition of KFP Werner, marked Production Na. 4. 

AtimotoreW 

H.Q. 
British Lrmy of the Rhine, 
1st February 1947 

H. Schreiber, Cpl. 
Interpreter. 

ar Crimes Investigation Unit. 
(H.Schreiber) 
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Translation of Production No. 5 

DEPOSITION  

0 F 

Erne 	I C K E R, of No. 10 Dukcrhofstr. HAAN 

Sworn before C 4840 Squadron Iiader rL,M. 	ICT:i1EL (RC.:F) War Crimes 
Investigation Unit at Public Safety Office, 	1. Gov. SOLINGEN, July 12,1946. 

I, Erne EICKER, housewife, nee STOCK, born 12 
occupied at present. 

arch 1904 in WALD, not 

I .:.ake this statement of may own free will. 	I have been informed that I 
need not nake any stateaent unless I so desire, but any statement which 
I do make may be written down and used as evidence at a later date. 
I make this state::.ent of my own free will without any threat or 
promise of reward. 

(signed) Frau Erne TICKER. 

On Sunday the 5th of November 1944, I drove to SOLINGEN together with 
Werner FOPP, Peter Whiff and three B.D. girls: Gerda TIX, Fraulein 
MULLER, and Frau Hilda DIEFENTHAL. We wanted to bring f:od to the 
people who had been bo:J3ed out on Saturday. There was alsc a Russian 
and a Pole in the car, but I do not know what their names are. When 
we arrived at SOLINGEN we saw that everything was burning. We stopped 
with cur car. in front of the city hall. 	The three B.D.Y. girls stayed 
inside the car whilst WAHLEN and the Russian stood beside tha running 
board of the car. Some civilians and party members gathered round; 
they asked us - Frau DIEFENTHAL and myself, b-,Ith wearing white armbands -
whether we had seen the dive bomber or Strafer. I did not realise 
what happened. The people were shouting that we should throw stones 
at "them". Suddenly we saw four flyers in frost of us. They wore 
grey uniforms and had no caps on. I understand they were Canadians. 
Then the shouts were raised again: "Let us throw stones at them" 
Somebody threw a stone and struck one of the flyers in the leg. I 
personally did not see who threw the stone, but later when T. asked the 
Pole or the Russian I was told that WAHLEN had done it. FOPP took 
-WAHLENHby the arm and said: "Let us go and see". The Russian went as 
well. Frau DIEFENTHAL said to me: "Erne, you go and bring Peter back 
or he will get himself into trouble". I can after hip: to the place 
where the people were standing. There I saw four flyers lying on the 
ground. I saw also a party official and an oL:inistrator in uniform; 
they were stepping on the flyer with their feet.. One flyer was still 
alive, because he was still moaning. 	I saw how a part,. ::.ember 
WILLKNSKI fired twice at this flyer. The party ::.ember is from Grafrath, 
SOLINGEN. 

As soon as I arrived there I saw the four flyers lying on the ground. 
One party meMber was firing at the head of one of the flyers whilst 
WITFINSKI fired two shots at the flyer who wa still alive. I was so 
nervous and excited when I saw this, that I turned around and returned 
to the car. Several :,:inutes later WAHLEN and the Russian returned 
followed by FOPP and WILENSKI. I said to WILLENSKI: "I know you". 
I knew him from. GRAFRATH, my hone. WILLITS:I spoke with WAHLEN and said: 
"I could kill a hundred men like that." I said to WAHLEN: "We cannot 
do anything else here, let us go eack". We drove home. WITTRSha went 
along with us for a short distance, standing on the running board. 
Later on he jump-C off. 

/I did not 
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I did not know J_,H1- N very yell. 	Ho spoke to Frau DITENTH.J: and 
told her what hap-pc:hod. 	But Frau DIErENTIUL said tc 	"Be quiet, 

do not want to hear any r.lore ab91t it". 

Jhen I went for J,..11IaT I could not see hi:a as he was amongst the 
peoplu. 

(signed) Frau Erne :]ICKER. 

Sworn by the said Erne EICKER, voluntarily, 
at Public Safety Office, Mil. Gov. SOLINGEN, 
en 12 July 1946 before re C 4840 SA M.M. CARUICILIEL, 
detailed by C. in C. British f,rmy of the Rhino 

(signoVi.!.M.CRMICH.4EL, S/L. 

Certified that this is a true translation fro. Gorr:.an into English 
cf the deposition of Erne EICHER, marked production No. 5. 

16 July 1946 
	

(signed) H. 17-2USEKOWSKY, Sgt. 
BLD CEYNWSEN 
	

Cri.:.1es Investigation Unit. 
HQ B,IOR 
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PRODUCT-ION Ilo.  6 

TRLITSLLTION of DEPOST.I'.T.OIT 

cf 

EICIT:q Erns. 

Deposition on oath of firs. Erna EICK2A, feala, of ELLN, 
Diekerhofstr. 1, sworn before Captain H.L. 	 _ssex Regine:t, 
at Police Q,uarters at FLiO, on January 17th 1;'47. 

I, hICKER Erna, born at ViLLD 	5/3/104, d:.clare on oath that 
of the photographs shown to me, photographs EXIII.7317 	3 (a,b,c) 
represent WILINSKI and photographs EXHIBIT X 6 (a,b,c,d) represent 
Peter WLHLEN, both of ';hom I mentioned in my previous statement of 
12 July 1946. 

(signed) Frau Erna EECKER 

KORN by the said Deponent EICKER Erna, voluntarily at Police 
Quarters at H-LN, before Ine, Captain H.L. BRUTE:, the Z,S6U1. Regt., 
detailed by C.-in-C., British Lrmy of the Rhine. 

(signed) Harry L. BRUNNER, Capt. 
War Cries Investigation Unit 

CRTIFIED that this is a true translation fro:.: German into 
English of the d position of ETCKER Erna, :.larked P:•cduction No. 6. 

(signed) O.K. 	S/Sgt. 
5th Royal Inniskilling Dragoon Guards 
';lar Crir:.cs Investigation Unit 
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PRODUCTION No. 7 

MNSLA?ION of DEFOSITI0N  

of 

GLADBACH Karl-Heinz  

Deposition on oath of GLADBACH Karl-Heinz, zale, of SOLINGEN, 
Lessingstr. 12, sworn before Captain H.A. BRUNflER, Essex- Regiment, 
at Public Safety Office; i.i1 Gov. SOLINGEN, en January 17th 1947. 

I, GLADBACH Karl-Heinz, born on 26 October 1921 _at SOLINC;EN 
state on oath that on 5 November 1944 I went to the SOLINGEN town- 
hall to get food from the public kitchen. 	tire:.. there I could see 
four Canadian airmen, accompanied by an Untercffizier of the German 
Luftwaffe. 	I saw the Untcroffizier load his vdstol and take the airmen 
away in the direction of Potsda..:erstrasse. 	in the meantime, as a 
result of the excitement, the population was enticed to provocation 
and the people shouted: "Hang them: 	Burn them! 	Stone the':1!" As 
so many were shouting, I cannot rem,(::ADer anybody for certain. 	Then 
stones were thrown. I followed the crowd at a distance of about 
50-60 meters. I heard somebody running behind me and heard the noise 
of a pistol being loaded. I turned round and at the same moment the 
man pulled out his pistol and shot at the airmen. From the 
Photographs shown tc me to-day, I recognised in photograph EXHIBIT 
X 2 (a,b) tho man wflo had at that time oc.,-TAtted that deed. I 
discovered later tat this man was called Hans KU=. After EITEIIN 
had fired, the SA men, who were level with the airmen, shot fro all , 
sides. The airmen lay on the ground and one, vino presumably had 
pretended to be dead, was kicked and then shot in the neck- by a SA 
Fuehrer, probably an SA-Sturyafuehrer or a SL.Oberscharfuchrer. I 
think I can recognise photograph EXHIBIT X 3 (a,b,c) as the man who 
kicked and shot the airman in the neck. However, would not l'Lke 
to state this with certainty. I would also like to add that of the 
photographs shown to me, I recognised in EXHIBIT X 5 (a,b,e) 
HJ-Bannfuehrer LOMBERG. I do not <now what part LaLBERG plaiyod 
in this incident, as I only saw him ea the spot right at the end. 
I know that LOYBERG did not visibly carry a pistol. Although I did 
not see it, it is possible that 	carried a pistol in his pocket. 	I 
have nothing further tc add, 

(signed) Kerl-Heinz GLADBACH 

SHORN by the said Deponent GLADBACH Kerl-Heinz, voluntarily 
at Public Safety Office, nil Gov. SOLINGEN, before me, Captain H.A. 
BRUNNER, the Esse:: Regt., detailed by C-in-C., 'British Army of the Rhine. 

(Signed) Harry A. .!=aU:';!ER, Capt. 
War Crimes Investigation Unit. 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translation fro:;. German into English 
of the deposition of GLADBACH Kerl!.H.Jinz, 	P:oduction No. 7. 

(Signed) C.K. 	S/ Sgt. 
5th Royal Inniskillim:; Dragoon Guards, 
War--Crimps Investigation Unit 
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PRODUCTION No. 8  

cf DE1=0,3fTION  

of 

WILLY TiB. 	Larnhenstrasse z;.. Solingen 

---- Stioio'rEi-b-efor-e 0 4840 VI, 	6arachal(R';AF) War Crimes Investigation 
Un,it, at Public Safety Office, :Al. Gov. Selin,;en, August 22, 1946. 

I, WILLY RUBE, born 24-6-1919 in Solingen, at present occupied at 
home, make this statement of my own free will. 	I have been infor::.ed 
that I need not make this statement unless I so desire, but any 
statement which I do-make, may be writtenlov.in and used as evidence 
at a later date. 	I make this statement of .rly own free will Without 
threat or prondse of reward. 

• 

(signed) Ally Rube. 

On Sunday afte. the attack of Saturday I want down the Potsdamer street 
and the Canadian flyers came running towards me. The crowd shouted 
tc me that I should stop, that Canadian flyers were running away. 
At the same time I saw a German sc-Idier, HANS KUHN, run after them 
and then I saw how the Canadian flyers fell. I saw how HANS KUHN 
shot and how one of the flyers held his hand in front of his face and 
fell down. 	I then turned my motorcycle and drove over the main road 
to the Hochstrasso to the Stadthause. I saw Standachten Fuhrer 
SCHWEIKFARDT run towards the flyers and behind him the people. On the 

. following day I went to the graveyard on Gronenberger Strasse. 
saw there the graves of the four Canadian flyers. It was terrible tc 
look at the flyers because their bodies were very disfigured and the 
whole of the one flyer's face. was pushed in. I went away imnediatoly. 
From the people I later heard that the Canadians were to be led 
away and one Feldwebel or Unteroffizier were supposed to bring them 
away. The Feldwebel was forced back and always said, I am responsible 
to bring them to the proper place otherwise I will have to forfeit 
my head. He was only laughed at. The Canadian flyers started 
running. The Feldwebel ran after theM but the people held hi:o. back. 
The murder of the Canadian flyers took place on Nov. 5, 1944. 

(signed) Willy Rube. 

Sworn by the said deponent WILLY RUB, voluntaeily at Public Safety 
Office, Mil. Gov. Solingen on the 22nd Au:-.ust 1946. Before me, 04840 
S/L M.M. Carmivhael (RCAF) detailed by C. in C. jrttLsh Army of the Rhine. 

(signed) AJA. CariAchael. S/L 

110 	
Certified that this is a true translation fro_ Germail into English of 
the deposition of dilly Rub, marked production No. 6. 

22nd August, 1946 	 (signed) H. Bushkowsky. Sgt. 
H.Q., B.A.O.R. 
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0 	 PRODUCTIOK No. 9 

IRA:SLATION of DEPOSITION 

of 

Deposition on oath of RUEB Willy, male, of SOLI 'GEC, Lerchenstr.4 
Sworn before Captain H.A. BRUNER, Essex Regiment, at Public Safety 
Office, i:il Gov. SOLINGEN, on January 17th 1947. 

I, RUEB Willy, born at SOLINGEP on 24 June 1919, hereby declare 
on oath that cf the photographs shown to :e, I recognise photogra2h 
EXHIBIT X 2 (a,b) as representing Hans KU 2H.;, who I y:.entioned in Ely 
deposition of 22 August 1946. 	I recognised photograph EXHIBIT X 5 
(a,b) as representing Fritz L0113ERG. 

(signed) Willy 	 

Sworn 1::y the said Deponent RUB Willy, voluntarily at Public 
Safety Office, M. Gov. SOLINGEN, before me, Captain H.A. BRUNNER, 
The Essex Regt., detailed by C.-in-C., British Army of the Rhine. 

(Signed) Harry A. BRUNIE:, Capt. 
War Crimes Investigation Unit. 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translation from German into English 
of the Deposition of RUEB Willy, marked Production No. 9. 

(Signed) C.K. Field 3/Sgt. 
5th Royal Inniskilling Dragoon Guards 
War Crimes Investigation Unit. 
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Translation of  

• 
DEPOSITIO  

OF 

Anneliese L A P P  

u 	- raeSOEIcven s, LITG 

Sworn before C 4.840 Squadron Leader 	CARICHAEL (R.C.A.F) cf War 
Crimes Investigation Unit at Public Safety Office, HU. Gov. SOLINGEN, 
July 11th 1946. 

I, Anneliese LAFP2, bon: on the 12th :arch 1927 in SOLINGEN, make this 
statement on oath, of my own free will. 	I have been informed that I 
need make,  no statement unless I so desire, but any statement that I 
do make will be written down and used as evidence. I o.ake this 
statement of -my-own free will, without any threat or promise of roward. 

(signed) Anneliese LAP Z2. 

On the 5 !ovcrber 1944 after the attack on SOLI-DGEr I went do-;:n the 
Potsdamerstr, and noticed a lot of people in front cf the joiners 
shop, KULE.,. 	I saw some S.A. people who I now and went towards 
they-. in order tc ask what . .as going on. 	I was told by the 
provisional H.J. Bannfuhrer (group-leader) LCiaERG that four Canadians 
who had jumped from an aircraft had been taken 2risoner. At that 
moment there followed a repetition of shots, ana 1 sa. -how ono 
Canadian after the other full down. The shots wee fired by the S.A.- 
man Erich 	 residing at GRAFRATH, (nearer inforation as tc 
his address I cannot give). 	I  would like to remark that after the 
interrogation the Wchrmacht wanted to treat th,se flyers as prisoners, 
but this as not perrAitted by the S.A.-men, 

Outside of the mentioned persons there was also a Arthur LINDEMEIER 
present. 	I cannot, however, give his address. 	I tmoediately went 
to the Cronenbergerstrasse in order to get so:-,o things, when I came back 
to the Potsdammerstrasse after about 25 minutes, nothing more was to 
be seen. The bodies of the Canadians had boon removed. 

(signed) Annoliese LAPPE. 

Sworn by the said Deponent Anneliese LAPPE, voluntarily at Public 
Safety Office Mil. Gov. SOLIHGEN on 11th July 1946, before me, 
C 4.840 S/L 	CAR:.E!HAEL (-i-ZrAF) detailed by the C. in C. British 
Army cf the Rhine. 

(signed) 	CARlaCHAEL S/L. 

Certified that this is a true translation froc German into English of 
the Deposition of Anneliese LA PE, ::.arked Production No. 10. 

Date: 15th July 1946 
Place: British War Crimes Investigation Unit HQ. 
3AD OEYNHAUSEN 	 (signed)_d.BUSHKUSICE, Sgt. 
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PRODUCTT,"V :sic. 11  

TRAPZATION OF DEPOSITI&'' 

of 

LAFPE Anneliese  

Deposition on oat. of LAPPE Anneliese, female, of SOLING], 
Beethofenstr. 163, sworn bufore Captain H.A. 	Essex Regi;:lent, 
at Public safety Office, ;Al. Gov. SOLIIZENr, on January 17th 154i. 

I LAPPE Anneliese, born on 12 „arch 1927 at SOLINGEN, declare 
on oath that of the photographs shown to 	the photograph EXHIBIT 
X 3 (a,b,c) represents Sturmfuehrer Erich ,TILL_ 3K1 whc:?. I 
mentioned in.my previous deposition of 11 July 1946. 	I would further 
like to state that the photographs EXHIBIT 	5 (a,b) represent HJ- 
Bannfuehrer Fritz 1,013RG, whom I mentioned in my statement of 
11 July 1946. 

(signed) Anneliese LAPP:, 

SWORN by the said Deponent LAPPE Anneliese, voluntarily at 
Public Safety Office, 	Gov. SOLINGEN, before me, Captain 
H.A. BRUITTER, the Essex Regt., detailed by C.- in-C., British Army 
of the Rhine. 

(signed Harry A. BRUNNER, Capt. 
War Crir.es InvestigaAon Unit. 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translation from German into 
English of the deposition of LiiHE Anneliese, marked Prr.duction No.11. 

(signed) C.K. FIELD, S/Sgt. 
5th Royal inniskilling Dragoon Guards, 
iar Crimes investigation Unit. 
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SlitTEL EMT OF /IT; :k:•  

315 Det 111 (1-;7 
17 Dc_c 1945 

Name 	 Richard Klett 

Address 	Solingen, cleycr Bavort st 75 

Occupation 	Galvaniseur 

Age 52 

Statement 

As to the shooting of 4 Allied Fliers cn Potsdamerstr Solingen 
on the 5th of Nov 1944 I have this tc say: 

On the 5th of Nov 1944 at about 1530 hrs, I stood on l-ctsdamerstr 
about 50 meters from the scene 	the crime. A hyoup of people, 
men in three different kinds of uniform, ca...e up and when they vcre 
up as far as the carpenter shop KULBE, shots were FLred. Three of the 
uniformed men in front fell to the ground, one, in the same kind of 
uniform remained standing. 	When I ca,o closer l savi a political 
leader or an SA, Feuhrer shoct the fourth 	to death with his 
"Browning". Then the dead were loaded onto a car that came up. 
I did not see the dead taken a.:iay. 	When I was about to leave, a 
opl or sgt passed and said "I have revenged myself for AACIEN, I 
have laid three low." 

I did not see who fired the shots at the first three uniformed mon. 

Richard EJ2TT 

Signed in ny prAence 
17 Dec 1945 

,k Ratcliffe Cpl 
513 Dot 	Gov 
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PRODUCTIO 	. 1.5 

TIZ:SL.3ION of D:TOSIT.:ON 

KL2TT Richard 

Deposition on oath of KLETT Richard, 	of Eipassstrasse 
No. 16, SOLINGEN- Wald, sworn before .e, Captain H.J.1. BRUriER, 
the Essex Rogimegt, at Eipass-Strasse 16, SOLL:,07:, on January 
19th 1947. 

I, KLETT Richard, horn on 2745/1893 at SOLTGIIN, declare on 
oath that of the photographs shown to me, I recognised Photographs 
EXHIBIT X 3 (a, b, c) as those of the Politischo Fuehrer (Political 
Leader) or Sh't Fuehrer who shot the fourth Canadian airman. 
had mentioned him in my previous deposition of 17 December 1946. 

(signed) Richard KLETT 

SWORN by the said deponent KIZTT Richard, voluntarily at 
16, Eipass-Strasse, SOLINGEN- Wald, before i.e, Captain Hai. BRU:NER, 
the Essex Regt., detailed by C.-in-C., British itrmy of the Rhine. 

(signed) Harry 11. BRU:',\ER, Capt. 
War Crimes Investigation Unit. 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translation froo. German into 
English of th(, Depos_tion cf KLETT Aohard, :,arked Production No. 13. 

(signed)C.K. 	3/Sgt. 
5th Royal Inniskilling Dragoon Guards, 
War Crimes Investigation Unit 
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Translation of  
Production Nc. 31  

• 

DEPOSITION  

of 

Jilli Peter HAEMER 

Sworn before C-4340 Squadron Leader 	 (RCAF) of 'kir 
Crimes Investigation Unit at 69 Korneliastrasso DUEJS:LDORF on the 
21st September 1946. 

I, Willi Peter HAZSLER born on 24th February 191 5 at present 
employed as -;.chanic make t..Ls statee.ent voluntarily. 	I have been 
informed that I 	not forced to make this statement- if I do not wish 
to do so, but-any statement which I do lake may be written down and 
used as evidence at a later date. 	I :Ake this statc:::ent cut of my 
own free will without threat cr premise of reward. 

(signed) Willi Peter HAZSSLER 

On the 5th November 1944 I was with the Luftwaffe as Unteroffizier at 
the DUESSELDORF Fliegerhorst and had obtained the order from 1.1y 
superior Major Hcfknecht to attend to enemy captured airmen and 
corpses. 	I drove to SOLI1'GEN at about 10 o'clock. While I was still 
occupied at my work there was an air-attack. I looked for a nearby 
shelter. Then I went ahead with my work. After completing my 
work I drove in the direction of the "Stadthaus." As several 
buildings were burning in the Potsdamerstreet I could net drive down 
the whole length of the street. I parked my car and walked co the 
"Stadthaus", in order to get the four captured enemy airmen so tat I 
could take them back to DUESSELDORF. I reco,nised the.. by their 
uniforms, they were Canadian airmen. When I had the a/m en the 
street they were attacked wit. fist blows and stones by a Hitler 
Youth and a Standartenfuehrer 	(I recognised thel:. on the pictures 
shown to me). When I tried to stop this ill-treatment the 
Standartenfuehrer drew his pistol and held me back. Thep he shot 
at the airl:.en.* At the same time a big soldier from a nearby ho)se 
in the Potsdamerstrasse also fired shots. I also remember that 
when the airmen were lying on the ground the HJ leader also shot. 
(I also recognise him from the picture which I have initialed.) 
I then loaded up the four shot ones and brought the to the 
Cemetery near the "Stadthaus". 

(Signed) Willi Peter iliv.:33LER 

SWORN by the said Deponent Willi Peter HAESSLA, voluntarily at 
69 Korneliastr. DUESSELDORF on 21 st September 1946 before me, 0-4640 
Squadron Leader 1‘.1.-N. CARMICHAEL (RCAF) detailed by 	British 
Army of the Rhine. 

( s Lgned) M .1!1. 	 SA 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translation fro German into English 
of the Deposition of Willi Peter HAESSLER, marked Production No. 31 

(signed) H. BUSCHKOWSKI, Sgt. 
War Crimes Investigation Unit. 
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	CF DEFOSITIQII 

of 

ILESSLER  Willi Peter 

Deposition on oath of Hi,ESSLPIR Peter 	male, of 
DUESSELDORF, Corneliusstr. 69, sworn before Captain H.A. BRUITLIER, Essex 
Regiment)  at HQ COG 318 at DUESSELDORF, on January 19th, 1947. 

I, HilESSIZR Peter Milli, born cn 24/2/1913 at BRESLAU)  declare cn 
oath that oe the photographs shown to me, the photographs EXHIBIT X., 
2 (a w b) represent the "Tall Soldier" who had fired the shots and when 
I had mentioned in my statement froze the 21st SepteMber)  1946. Further I 
recognise in photographs EXiIL3IT X.)  3 (a)  b and e) the SL Fuehrer whom 
I have also seen shoot. I further recognised photographs EMIBIT X 5 
(a and b) as being the hitlerjugendfuehrer who had punched and thrown 
stones at the Canadian airuan. The Hitlerjugendfuehrer just mentioned 
is the same one whoa I mentioned in tv statement on 21st September. 
Llthough I an absolutely certain that he punched the airmen and threw 
stones at then and that he carried r. pistol during this incident, because 
of the long time interval)  I cannot be completely certain whether he had 
also fired shots. 

(Signed) Willi Peter MESSIER 

SWORN by the said Deponent Willi Peter ii:,ESSIER, voluntarily 
at HQ CCG 318 DUESbEIDORF, on 19th of January 1947, before zee, Captain 
H.a. ERUDER„ Essex Regiment, d, tailed by C.in C., British jaw of the 
Rhine. 

	

(Signed) Harry 	DRUM ER,Captain 
War Crimes Investigation Unit. 

C.R2IPIED that this is a true translation from Geran into 
English of the deposition of Willi ,Peter .iLLESSIER, narked Production No.32. 

(Signed) C. . Field S/Sgt., 

'5th Royal Inniskilling Dragoon Guards 
1:ar Crimes Investigation. Unit. 

(C.1:.PLEID S/Sgt.) 

4 
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P.ATHOLCGIO,!L P27,PORT 

 

Th,p-a45228/2/c.1529/J.:,.G. 

 

Pathologist ,ef:- 

 

40 to 46; :ee-humation 
fir' t, 	DOI;LL, 
P/O 	CiA)S3L;Y, 

_ - 

of Sgt, 	Y.iCH:NT 
F/0 J. HCLTZE, 
T/Sgt, J.LUPINSKY, 

Date of Exhumation; 26th august 1946, 

The above bodice. zero -xhumed fren a Y,11 kept grave in a corner of 
SOLIEGEN Cemetery, 	The bodies are !Awn qef, Nos. according to the 
order in which they :'ere exhumed, 	The gr)vo was a mass-grave, the 
bodies simply being thrtym on top of each ether, without even_laid up 
in the grew:, 

40: 
This body Yas identified as that of Sgt. RICH;a4T for the following 
reasons: 
He wore a Serjeant's brevet on his arm and had the numbers 4918 on his 
collar band. 	Th,:se correspond with the last )1 numbers of his air-force 
number. 
Cause of death: This body and its clothing were very badly charred and 
had not a multiple fracture, 	The skull itself was fractured in many 
places, 
Opinion: In my opinion Sgt, BilCHAT died as result of an air-crash. 

1.K.1.1. 41; 
This body :.)S identified as that of R147377 Sgt, DORELL, RCAF, for the 
following reasons: 
He had the brevet of a Sergeant airgunner and on an indelibling of his 
handkerchief were the figures 7377 and on his collar the last 3 figures 
377 of a number were readable. Height 164 cm. 
Injuries: 	Cause of death was e Gun shot wound of the skull, the entrance 
hole was in the left frontal bone, 2+ ins, above the nasicn and 14 ins from 
the midline, r;xit hole 1 in, to the right of the midline in the parietal 
bone. 	almost the whole of the right portion of the skull was fractured 
even from the skull' itself, 	The after cesin of the bullet was found in 
the right temporal region and the lead interior was found inside the skull, 
Opinion: In my opinion the folloAng took plr.ce; 	DOARELL was shot 
from the left, the bullet entering the skull at the position mentioned, 
which wes rather oblique, it then traversed through the interior of the 
skull striking the right temporal cr:a where it was reflected to the 
right parietal bone, where it caused the exit hole already described, 
Owing to its passage to the skull the bullet was completely flattened and 
although causing a large exit hole in the skull, having lost its velocity 
fell beck into the skull. 	The large :mount of skull fragments of bones 
found confirms this. 

42:  
This body 	identified as J85592 F/0 J. HOLM], the name HOLTZE being on 
the neck bank of the shirt, 	The cause of death: The body was badly smashed 
up and burnt and typical of a crash, 

43:  
This body was identified as that of 185784 :2/0 C2OSSLEY, through the number 
1594400 found on his handkerchief and shirt. This was his number before 
being commissioned, 
Cause of deaths 
1, 	There was an entrance hole in the 9th rib right, about 8 ins, from 
the midline, made -7ith a very small calibre missile, The bullet entered 
the right chest obliquely and past through to the left side where the exit 
hole which was not found must have been in thL r-gion of the 5th rib left, 

/about 
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about 5 inA, from the midline, 	There Y-s wEAlrzrkedyound still 
preserve-:: in the right ventricl cf the heart, Both sides of the 
chest were full of blood, 

There Yea e longitudinal entrn nee hole just to Uhe left cf the 
midline in the eccipile I bone, 1)T ins, above the , x 	occipital 
protuberance, 	The eNit hole was in the left teupc:.7-1 bone, the centre 
IT 3 ins, above-th lrft Tw4!teid -.proc 
Opinion: In my opinion P/O CROSSLY Yrs killed by tl e.,  shots from the 
back fired from his right ,:ith -capons of 2 diffr,rent calibres. 

44:  
This body w-s identified -s that of 8164676 Sgt, J, LUPINSKY, because 
he hri the insignia end brevets cf a S/Sgt navigator, and the number 
on his handkerchief 64676, 	On his shirt 04676, 
Injuries: There was a probable exit hole 2i ins, to the left of the 
midline, which could be traced through the clothing, to where it left 
the chest between the 2nd and 3rd ribs ceusinc, no bony injury, There 
was blood in the pericardium and the probable entr.nce hole to the left 
of the stirn between ribs 4 .ind. 5, 	There was a tear in the right 
auricle of the heart, such as would be caused by a smell eelibre missile, 
Opinion: In my opinion Sgt, LUPINSXY :as killed by a small calibre 
missile which entered his chest from the. front, I deduce that he was shot 
from the front, caving to the angle cf fire el-doh would have made it 
difficult for him to have been shot from the back, 	There were no bony 
injures whatsocver en the body, except that his right cheek bone was 
broken, 	There 7'S bleed like discoloration on the skull .:hich was 
suggested of ante-mortem bruising, 	Owing to the state of de-composition 
cf the body it is not possible to give f definite opinion on this. 

45:  
This body w- s identified as that cf R143101 7/0 L.J. RUHL for the 
folloeing reasons: 
This body ees severely smashed and the clothing burnt, 	In my opinion 
it w• es due to an air-crash, 

x - 4 6:  
This body wes identified as that of :1155128 T/Sgt, -,G, 	because 
1-1e carried the brevet B on his collar and pants were marked ;.::113L - ith 
the number X128, 
Injuries; 
1, 	There wns an entrance hcle -:thich..:oula be treed through the shirt 
and vest, both of which e%Jre stained with blood, which connected with the 
hole entering the chest between tee ribs just below the right shoulder 
blade, 	bullet was found in the right pleural cavity, 
2. 	Skull entrance hole: in the right parietal bone, 3 ins, frog the midline 
nd 3 ins, above the occipit:1 temporal suture, 	hole in frontal bone, 

2 in, to the right of the midline, 2 ins, .above the nasion, 
Opinion: In my opinion ://0 S.EUI1 aa.s killed by e gun shot wound of the 
skull, the ,Tun :hot wound of his chest .:ould not have been fatal. 

$ 
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PAIDUCTION ''To, 33 

TrenslPtion cf Deposition 

ef 

Frederick Lember7 

Svorn b. fore O-4840 Sluedron Leeder 	Crirmichael, (R.C.A.F.), War 
Crimes Investigction Unit at _City Joil,._Selinen,_ 23rd -Sept., 1945. 

I, Vrederick -.Lemberg, born on the 23 Sept, 1916, at present employed 
as smelter, rncke this statecent velunterly. 	I have been informed that 
I need make notStatuaent unless I sc desire, but any statement which I do 
make may be taken down and used as evidence at n later date, 	I make this 
stetement out-  or my oyn free will, without threat or promise of reward, 

- Signed: (F. Lemberg) 

At the beginning of Ssptedber 191.4 I -:.as taken intc the 'ehrnacht, In 
ianden:  7estf„ with the Infanteriu Ersatz Batl, 193 or 64. :it the 
beginning of November I vas sent out from my unit on e duty trip to 
Solingen to get some nails, 	During my stay in Solingen the first attack 
came; it :as on Saturday the 8th or 9th of November 1944. After the first 
attack I went to the dispeesal centre, Staitheus Solingen, Pctsdammerstr, 
It was a stending order that all soldiers should give aid efter an attack, 
Here I %-rs informed by Kreisleiter Buelev and enother higher officer from 
the 6th 	Muenster (General Oladowski, or something like that) thet my 
unit in :iuenster hal been informed that I should continue helping in 
Solingen until otherwise informed, Sunday came the second attack, Vhich I 
experienced at the Stadthaus Solingen, 	Directly after the attack I vent 
with the motor-cycle driver A111 Rueb, residing in Solingen, to Graefrath, 
in order to find )11t if anything }led happened to my parents, and then to 
Ohliga, to 7_'.ake sure nothing had happened to my wife and child, Without any 
further delay I returned directly to Solingen and walked from the Magenberg 
to the Stadthau,7, 	On the ground floor I saw an Unteroffizier or a sentry 
of the Luftwaffe Yith fcur American soldiers, 	He told me that he had to 
take them to Duesseldorf for an important ittervie 	I told him that it 
ems too dangerous to go dovin the Pots:31=er street right after the attack, 
but he said to me, drawing his pistol, he -:could have to bring them alive to 
Duesseldorf under all circumstances, 	He then went outside in the direction 
of the mainstreet, 	ehen he was about level with the first houses, 
Standartenfuehrer Schveikert ran out and shouted npprox. the following words: 
"Here coele the 'pig-dogs', kill them, etc," whereupon the masss threw stones 
and the S. r, shot, also those of the '.:ehrlacht, 	One soldier jumped out from 
behind a house and shot at the four .ericon soldiers, 	I recognize the 
picture X-2-23-9-46 as being the one of the soldier who shot, 	Other 
perticipants.wcre X-3-23-9-46 and other S,A. men from RomschAd, 	I 
immediately vent to the Unteroffizier and said to hit that he should write 
down my name, 	I vould bear witness to the fet that he vas innocent, 	The 
dead soldiers ::ere then loaded onto a truck, 	i; soldier jumped about on 
the dead bodies, 	If the Unteroffizier had to bring the four pilots to 
Dusseldorf under all circumstances, as he explained to me, why didn't he 
immediately drive the truek.to fE- front of the Stadthaus, seeing as how the 
street va.s clear? I - :ould also like to remark that I personally had no 
active part, because, being a soldier, I could understand that statements 
from the four pilots Yure much more important, 	Neither did I possess or 
wear any pistol, only r "st.rting pistol", Alich I was not wearing on that 
day. 	I helped the emericen C, I, C, cl_er up the whole "action Werwolf" in 
Gau Duesseldorf, 	I am under the impression that suspicion has been 
incurred upon me through the Hitler Youth or the Party, 	,s witness I would 
like to give Karl Heinz Gladbach, Solingen, Lessingplatz, 	The witness can 
state that I wes not a participant and also that Iwas carrying no pistol, 

• Signed: 	Lcmbcrg, 

/STorn 
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S::orn by tho sPid Friederich Lemberg, voluntarily at City Jail, 
Soll;ingen, on 23rd Sept, 1946, before me, ,>-14.84.0 S/L 141.4 Carmichael 

detrilcd 	by C. in C, Brit-16h :IrTly of the Rhine, . 

Signed: 

Certified th.:t this is a true translation from Gorman into English 
of the deposition of Friederich Lemberg, marked production No,33. 

Signed: H. Bushkoysky, Sgt, 
jar Crimes Investigation Unit, 
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DEPOSITION OF 

PETER 	Haan. "frederichatrasse 42. 

Sworn before C 484( S/L..::.Carmichael (RCIT) 'ar Crimes 
Investigating Unit, at City Jail. Mil'qovi. 	 ...ugust 26th 1946. 

I, P-1;,TER '.-.;;HL172.‘f, born 19-2-1891., at present occupied as shipping 
agent, make this statement freewillingly. 	I have been informed that 
I need not make any statement unless I so desire, but any statement 
which I do make, may be written down and used RS evidence at a later date. 
I make this statement cut of my own free will, without threat or prrmise 
of reward. 

(signed) Peter ahlen. 

On the fourth of November 1944, I wanted tc drive frrm Haan to 
Solingen in order to get some cattle with my truck. As I arrived in 
the Klingenstrasse there followed-  an air attack, during which time two 
of my animals were injured, so that I had to take them to Haan to kill. 
1myself escaped by some marvel, but I couldn't hear very well for 
six weeks after. 	I was appointed on the same evening to take food for 
the Frauenschaft to Solingen. 	I drove the next day to Solingen to the 
Stadhaus. Upon arriving at the Stadthaus I sent the two women to look 
for the Solingen Frauenschaft. 	I remained in the wagon with the other 
three girls. During this time three S.;“ men placed themselves in 
front of tho steps at the entrance to the Stadhaus. The time was getting 
a bit long for me so I went in tc look for the women and found both 
after awhile and wc were trying to decide what we should do with the food. 
I went outside with the women and stood in the front garden. 	we were 
standing here there was a lot of shouting on the streets, and it was said 
that the flyers were going by, 	I looked on and asked 1-:there? where? " 
and then I saw tJenty or twenty-five meters away from mu the flyers goinc: 
by. A lot of people were running after and threatening "down with the 
murderers". Then the women and I also went out too and stood beside the 
ear. 	I personally stood on the auto forst of the running board and then 
on the bumper. In the meantime they were already fifty meters away. The 
Unteroffizer was chasing the people away with his pistrl. 	I noticed that 
he was no longer boss and I said to the women "that's not going good" 
then I turned to the right and WWI how the one 	leader gave the other 
one a magazine of shells, as far as I could make out he called him 
"ZELLINSKI" or something similar. He had hardly put his shells in his 
pocket and they were running towards the flyers, and they were hardly 
there when the shooting began. Then I saw how "ZELLTUSKI" also shot. 
Now most of the people started running. ,after a while we went up and 
saw all four flyers lyding dead, three to the left and one to the right. 
The Unteroffizer was scolding the S.L. leaders, he wanted to know what 
he was going to say when he, arrived in Dusseldrof without the flyers. 
They answered him by sayinr, he should leave that up to him. I myself 
told him he had done a foolish thing. He should nave waited a couple of 
hours until he led off the prisoners. The all oi' a sudden there was a shot 
behind us, Frau Eickert was also standing behind me, v.re: both turned round, 
the one who had shot was ZELLIUSKI. Frau Eickert said to him, "'achy did 
you do that to him, it waan't necessary". Upon this he replied, "I could 
kill a hundred like that" then the Russian said to me "Chef, nice shoes, 
I could use them". 	I said to him "Come on let's go, or if the English 
come and catch you with the shoes they'll uang you". I also heard as they 
said "LA's throw them behind the wall into the fire". 	I noticed that 
the air was getting thick and I returned to the wagon. We gave out food for 
another hour and as we drove away we saw no more, everything was gone. 

(signed)Peter -Aanlen) 

Sworn by the said deponent PETER 1::AHLETT, voluntarily at City Jail, 
:,ail' Gov' Solingen on Au4ust 26th,1946. Before e C 4640 S/t .:.ii. Carmichael 
(RCAF) detailed by the C. in C., British ::rmy of the Rhine. 

(signed) ,...Canaiehael. S/L. 

Certified 

'1 
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Certified that this is a true translation from German into 
English, of the deposition of PETER - aLEN, marked production 
No.34. 

(signed) H.Bushkovsky. Sgt. 
H. Bushkowsky. Sgt. 

27th August, 1946 
H.Q., B.A.O.R. 

• 



ID 	 PRODUCTIO: 35 	0142 - 
TR:.MIL,TIT: of  

of 

.73 	of No. 4 Civilian Interll_ent Ca.pl  Recklinghausen 

S:iorn before C.4_40 S/I, 	CarlAchael, OCA.e; War Crimes Investigation 
Unit, at No. 4 C.I.C. August 24th 1946. 

I, HANS 1 UH:7, born 22-9-1916 in Solingen,::arc.; this state:ent of my 
own free will. I have been informed that I need make no statement, 
if I do not wish but any stater.,ent I do ::,ake 	be taken down and may 
be used as evid_nce at a lat:2r date. 	I ::.aice this statement of my own 
free will, without threat cr promise of reward. 

(signed) Hans Kan 

On the 4th or 6th of Novcuber in 1943 or 1944, when Solingen was bombed 
I was on leave. During the afternoDn hours four Canadian flyers were 
led across the street. There began a gathering of people and somewhere 
near the furniture house cf Kulbe, there began a shooting by the S.A. 
people. 	Upon hearing this I ran over to sc.:: what was going on. 	On 
the ground I saw three flyers an I saw how a black moustached 3.A,_ 
leader was shooting at thet:. 	As an Oberleutnant from the Wehrmacht 
arrived I ran away because it was clear to -me that I had overstayed 
my leave. 	The Police fro.:: Revier 27., can confirm this. 

(signed) Hans - Kuhn 

Sworn - by the said deponent H-171 KUHN, voluntarily at No. 4 Civilian 
Internment Camp, Recklinghausen, on 24th Au„ust 1946, before me, C 4b40 

1!::.h. Carmichael (RC,F) detailed by the U. in C. British Army of the 
Rhine. 

(signed) 	Car:Achael. 

Certified that this is a true translation frOl: Gran L;to English 
cf the deposition of HAWS KUHN, -:..arked production 1Tc. 35. 
25th-  August 1946 	 (signed) H. 3J.:sh2::Y.44y, Sgt.. 
F.Q. 

s...... 
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Yroduction 17O.36 

7RZ8L;:iTION-  of DE,CSITION 

of 

KUEHN Hans Ernst  

Deposition on oath of KUEHN Hans Ernst, male, of $plingen, 
7otsdmerstr. 30, sworn before me, Captain H.A. BATNIM, The Essex Regt., 
of -;irlx Crimes Investigation Unit, at No. i 	 RECKLINGHAUSEN, on 
Jan 20, 1947. 

KUEHN Hans, born on 22/9/1916 at Solingen declare on oath that 
the photographs just shown to me and marked Exhibit X 2 23/9/46 represent 
me. 

(signed) Hans KUEHN. 

.VORN by the said deponent ;',UEHN Hans Ernst voluntarily at No.4. 
C.I.C. RECKLINGHAUSENm before me, Captain 	BRUN,ER, Ale Essex Regt., 
detailed by C. in C., British Army of the Rhine. 

(Signed) Harry A. MINCER Capt. 
liar Crimes Investigation Unit. 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translation from German into English 
of the deposition of KUEHN Hans Ernst, ialrked Production NO.3b. 

(Signed) O.K. Field S/Sgt., 
5th Royal Inniskilling Dragoon Guards, 

Jar Crimes Investigation Unit, 
(C.K.F pax)  s/Sgt ). 
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PRODUCTION NO. 37  

l'eeeleiLATION-  Of DLI"Oeri'ION 

of 

,,aulz"..-qa Erich Franz. 

Deposition on oath of WILIN:in Erich Franz, ma.le, of SOLIIKEN-Graefrat, 
/ea Heilieen Born 244, sworn before Oapt...„H.A. BRUNNER, The Essex Regiment, at 
No. 4. 73IC, RECKLINGHAUSEN on 20th of January 194.7. 

• I a:a WILINSKI Erich Franz, born on 5 Nov. 1 899 at SOLINGEN-Graefrath. I 
a:1 electrician by occupation and am of Gerean nationality. 	I joined -:he SA in 
August 1 931 and the NSDAF in November of the seeee year. 

On the 5th of November jee4 I was standing with serveral SA comrades by the 
lower entrance of the SOLINGEN town-hall. After we had stood there talking 
for soee time, we noticed that at the top entrance to the town-hall a crowd was 
collec4- ing. The crowd moved off in the direction of SCIELAGB.AUH. We were 
curious and joined the crowd. I saw a thin tall se ldier in field grey uniform 
run past us with a pistol in his hand and shouting: "I'll shoot the swine:" 
At that tile.: I did not know yet who this soldier was. 	Only here in the 
interment camp at RECKLINHAUSEN did he introduce himslef by name. I recognised 
him as a "tail soldier" with certainty. 	His name is Hans KUEI-11. Among the 
SA comrades in front of us were Standartenfuehrer SCHiEIKERT and HJ-.Bannfuehrer 
Fritz IP1ZERG. They incited to violence through shouts such as "Knock the;a 
downs" etc. 	As we .got nearer we noticed that in the crowd there were 4. POW's,  
energy airmen, who were being lee away under guard. I saw Stanclartenfuehrer 
SCHWEIKEETZ rush into the crowd from the foot-path; at the same time shots were 
fired, but I do not know leilo fired them. 	The crowd now stopped. We came 
nearer and saw the four prisoners lying on the ground. From the 	side of 
the street somebody in the crowd shouted: "This swine is still alive'. Let's 
throw him in the fires" In order to prevent this, I went up and gave the 
airman who was still alive, the "coup de grace." I then left the spot in the 
direction of SCHIJAGBAUld. 

I would like to add that apart from KUE1-11, whom I saw with a pistol in his 
hand, LaMBERG carried a pistol in the holster on his belt. 	If, L41Bi.',,leG says 

that he was not carrying a pistol, he is lying. I have never soon him without 
a pistol; apart from which an order existed that all higher ranks (Bannftelerc.:r 
counted as one) had to carry pistols. 

I have nothing further to add to my statements about this incident. 

I certify on oath that the ph to X3 
\mama Erich Franz. 

- 23/9/41 is a picture of myself, 

I would like to add that I have been told that I am not forced to make a 
statement if I do not wish to, but that every statement I make can be used as 
evidence in court. I made this declaration voluntarily, without any compulsion 
Cr threats or becaune of any promises of reward. 

The above statement has been read to me. I have found it correct and have 
nothing further to add, 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translation from German into English of the 
Deposition of Erich Franz W-NTNSKI, marked Production Ho. 37. 

Signed C.K. FILL, S/Sgt. 
5th Royal Inniskilling Dragoon Guards, 

War Crimes Investigation Unit. 

Signed Erich WILINSKI 

SWORN by the said deponent WILINSKI 'rich Franz, voluntarily at No. 4. 
IZECKLINGHLUSEN, before me, Captain H.A. BRUNIdER, The Essex Regietent, detailed by 
C-in-C British Army of the Rhine. 

Signed Harry A. BRUNER Capt. 
War- Crimes Investigation Unit. 



1. 	Contained in the statements 

Franz KLAUS 
Erna EICYM 
Willy RUED 
Richard KLETT 

aerner FOPP 
Karl-Heinz GLADBACH 
Anneliese LAPPE 
Willi Pfter HAESSLER 

Page 3 
	 0145 

S. 	PARTICULARS OF EVIDENCE IN SUPPOR1  

2. Pathological Report. 

3. Statements of the accused. 
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NOTES ON THE CASE 

(Under this heading should be included the view taken as to (a) the degree of 
responsibility of the accused in view of his official position, e.g., was offence 
committed on the offender's own initiative, or in obedience to orders, or in carrying 
out a system approved by authority or a legal provision ; (b) the probable defence ; 

(c) whether the case appears to be reasonably complete.) 

The accused appear to have acted on their own initiative. 	The 
first 3 accused are charged with the killing of the victims and the 
4th accused with ill-treatment only. • It does not appear that they 
can have any defence. 
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UNITED NATIONS WAR CRIMES COMMISSION 
'ularED KIITGDON   CHARGES AGAINST 	GERMAN  

CASE No.  ITK-Gin 615 

WAR CRIMINALS 

      

Name of accused, his 
rank and unit, or 
official position. 

(Not to be translated.) 

Leopold JRUCKNER, 	(In Custody) 
Cberschutz  - Commandant Camp 4.5 L, attached to 
Stalag XVIII A, WOLFSBERG, Austria. 

S 

Date and place of 
commission of al-
leged crime. 

	 (1) 15 February, 1944 at ST. 1ZYDI, near MARBURG. 

(2)  15 April,  1944., at ST. EGYDI, near MARBURG. 

• .. 

(1) (i) 'Murder. Number and descrip-
tion of crime in war 
crimes list. 

References to rele-
vant provisions of 
national law. 
isreaches of Inter-
national Law. 

(2) (i) and (xxix) Murder and Ill-treatment.  

(1) Murder. 

   

    

(2) Murder and unlawful wounding. 

Breaches of the relevant_ provisions . of Geneva .Convention, .. 1929. 

SHORT STATEMENT OF FACTS. 

1. The accused shot and killed Serjeant i.A. GAIFFI ., a PO4 and member of 
a working party, at or near 3T. :3G1DI on or about 1 j February, 1944. 

2. The • accused shot and killed Private 11::. :61,ACK and ordered a sentry to 
shoot Private A. LACDOI,ALD, bothP0as and members of a workilv, party, at 
or near ST. LCYDI on or about 15 April, 1944; as a result of this order 
Private LACDONALD was wounded. 

TRANSMITTED BY 
Cffice of the J.A.G. (Nil.  Dent. 4  

• Insert serial number under which the case is registered in the files  of the National Office of the accusing State. 

(20655) Wt.P.252 4 	5,000 5145 A.& 13.W.Ltd. Ge.6S5 
(30149) Wt. I' 111.3,17 0,000 10 45 
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PARTICULARS OF AI. EGEI) CRIME 

1. On or about the 15th February, 1944, Jerjeant 	 and 
a member of a working party, was employed on farm work outside the POW 
Compound at ST. 	 3crjeant GRIFFII. was a member of Camp /1-5 L, 
attached to Stalag XVIII A, near WOLF313EAG, under the command of the 
accused. 

At the close of the day's work GAIFFIE was late in returning to the 
compound. A search party was sent to seek him and another POW who was 
also late. 	Then CiiIFFIN finally returned to the compound he was insub- 
ordinate towa:..ds the accused and refused to obey an order of the accused 
that he 	) should go from the kitchen into the detention room, 
instead of to his sleeping quarters. 	Instead, CaIl,':0L: picked up a knife 
lying on a table and started to clean his boots. 	-;Then ;;AIFFII; had fin- 
ished cleaning his boots and was about to leave the kitchen, the accused 
raised his rifle and fired at GitlZioTh ; the bullet hit Gitlieloll; in the 
chest and he died the same night. 

2. On or about the 15th April, 19414., Private 	3LACK and Private 
CDONALD who were POWs and members of a working party at Camp 	L, 

were late in returning to the POW Compound at the end of the day's work. 
When they were finally seen approaching the Compound the- accused fetched 
his rifle and bayonet and went to meet 1.,e‘G`K and L.t.CDONALD. 	;'hen hiACIC 
and MACDONALD reached the perimeter of the Compound, the accused rushed 
at MACDONALD with his bayonet; LACDCLALD parried the bayonet thrust 
and struck the accused in the face, causing the accused Lo lose his 
balance and his rifle. 	BLAU( then joined in the struggle, as a result 
of which the accused broke away and ran towards the guard-room. 	aen 
the accused broke away _LIAM remained motionless with his hands above 
his head and lACDONALD ran towards the 1:.0.•• huts within the Compound. 
As 1.ACDONALD was running the accused ordered one of his guards, KL.C;INUR, 
to shoot him. yamait obeyed this order and shot 1 ACDONAL), wounding 
him the shoulder. 

ailst BLACK was standing with his hands raised, the accused fired at 
him with his pistol and after hLACK had fallen wounded to the ground, the 
accused fired twice more, killing him. 
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British National. Gffice Char"c No: 

United Nations War CriLles COLTiS3iJnWercnce: 

 

F I D4.V IT 

I, '1/4=1/ H.aRY LLOYD, with permanent home address 
Road, Wargrave in the County of Berks, :lake oath and say 

1. I was taken prisoner of 28 -pril 1941 when serving 
Squadron (The R....V.0.) in GR3ECE. 

2. I was transferred from CORITH to Stalag 	4. in 
were about a hundred and sixty ...rbeit Kommandos attached 
went to ,-,rbeit Kommando 45 L very early in December 1943 
until the camp was broken up on 17 4ril 1944. 

3. I remember Serjeant Malian Griffin being shot on 15 February 1944. 	I 
was lying on my bed about 1830 hours. 	Griffin and another prisoner Trooper 
Spence had not returned to the lager after work. The guard and the 
ColArfiondant BRUCHNE2 had been out searching for them. 	I heard BRUCI1.1112, the 
guard Griffin and Spence come into the lager grounds. BRUCHNER said to 
Serjeant Griffin- and Trooper Spence "Stand by the pump both of you and don't 
move. If you do move I will shoot you". DRUCIUM then shouted for the man 
of confidence. 	He was riot there so 13RUC'hla ordered Private 1:arshall, the 
cook, to open the food store. 	arshall did so and BRUCIVER ordered Serjeant 
Griffin and Trooper Spence to go into the store. 	Spence went in but Serjeant 
Griffin stopped for a moment in the kitchen and asked permissi-n to clean his 
boots. 	BRUOiarlIR told him angrily to "Get in", 

4, 	I was told by an L:Jstralian whose name I cannot remember that Griffin 
then backed aav towards the store room. 	He stopped .by the door and again 
asked permission to clean his boots. I then heard BRUCHNER scream out again 
"Get in". Then I heard a rifle shot and BRUCHNEa said "1:y God, what have I 
done". 

5. I jumpe:1 off soy bed and ran towards the doer. 	I got to the door 
Serjeant Griffin staggered forward and fell into my arms. 	I placed him on 
a seat and said "Thank God he missed you". 	Griffin said "No. He gOt me" 
and collapsed. 	I saw by the nature of the wound that it was too serious a 
case for me to deal with. 	The bullet had entered the left side of his chest 
between the second and third or third and fourth ribs and had come out through 
the lower part of the left shoulder-blade. 	I asked Private liarshall, the 
co ok, to look after Serjeant Griffin while I went for the doctor. The latter 
told me that he could do nothing for Griffin and advise me to get an 
ambulance, 	I went to telephone for the ambulance from the police station. 
When I got to the police station BRIM-1MM was there and he telephoned for the 
ambulance. The ambulance took me back to the camp at about 2100 hours but 
by this time Serjeant Griffin was dead. 

6. :before Loiv to fetch the doctor I asked BRUGHOOs permission to do so. 
He refused permission and said I had to go the fallowing aay, but when I 
threatened to report him to the protecting power he grante me permission to 
fetch the doctor immediately. 

/7. 

at Weefyve, Last View 
as follows : 

with the ..r;:y Remount 

4.ugust 1941. 	There 
to this Stalag. 	I 
and I stayed there 
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7. Ohristian name was Leopold and he lived with his mother at 
Bruchnor's Transport, Fil.1.egLzde Straza, Vienna. 	He was an Obcrschutz, 
stockily built, light blond colouring, deep-set blue eyes anti square jawed. 
He was a:C.45 but looke7. younger. 	He was married. 	He belonged to 891 
La'ttalir.n Landschutz, No. 3 Company, Leibnitz, 

8. Trooper Soot= belonged to No. 1 ....my Remcuat Squ:-..dron (R04.01.C.). 	Ho 
was a reservist. 

9. I think Erivte Bert liarshall belonged to the 

SWORN by the said ',1_,LT:la H__RitY LLOYD ) 
at Salisbury the County of 'jilts .) 
this ,2.2 • daY of 
1946 

	

	
3 

Before me, 

(Sgd) 	STROUD. 

(sod) 17.H. LLOYD. 

Commissioner for Oaths. 
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aGiljd/ 21/47/ ( ) 

IN THE ..,NEE, OF THE SHOOTING OF 	 , I F , 
;IND 	Vs ,TE , 	, 	L.11:3EIT 	L'Ii.INE1 0 45L 

, ST. 	...,TTLOIED TO 3 Vas- -G 
ON 15 42RIL 1944. 

3ritish National Office Charge No: 

United Nations war Cri.:.es Commission Aeferunce: 

AFFIDAVIT  

I, ..,,LTER HhARY LLOYD, with 17:urmanent home address at 'Jeefyve, East 
View Road, 4ar:;ravo, in the County of Lerks, make oath and say as 
follows:- 

1, I was tak,:n Irisoner on 28 April 1941 ;hen serving with the Amy 
Itemount squadron (The R.A.V.C.) in GREECE. 

2, I was transferred from CORINTH to Stala3 XVIIIA in August 1941. 
There were about a hundred and sixty Arbeit Kamaandos attached to this 
Stalag. I -aunt to Lrbeit Kommando 45L very early in December 1943 and 
I stayed there until the camp was br-,ken ix on 17 April 1944. 

3. I romebor the shootin6 of "Private Eric 31ack and private MacDonald 
on Saturday 15 April 1944. 

4. Black and MacDonald had not returned to the lager after work and 
DRUCHNER the Camp Comandant went out to search for them on his bicycle. 
About 1800 hours I saw Black and MacDonald coming down the hill towards 
the lager. About the same time 3RUCHNER came along to the lager. He 
saw Black and MacDonald, threw his bicycle on the ground by the lager, 
told the prisoners to go inside and ordered the guard to fetch his rifle 
and bayonet. The guard got his rifle and bayonet and BRUCHNER also got 
his own rifle and bayonet. 

I did not see Black and LacDonald shot because we were .:-nade to stay 
inside the lager but I heard from Private George, 1st Battalion The Durham 
Light Infantry, who ,.coed through the door that there was a strugle 
between MacDonald and L'RUCHITLIZ which resulted in DRUCHNER's rifle falling 
to the ground. MacDonald started to run for the lager. I heard the 
Commandant, BRUCHNER, shout to the guard "Shoot or I will shoot you". 
I then heard the sound of a rifle shot. About five minutes afterwards 
I heard a revolver shot. A short time afterwards I heard two more rifle 
shots. Private George sta.7;gered into the room in which I was and said 
that DAUCHNR had shot MacDonald in the head. Just afterwards BRUCHNER 
closed all the shutters on the winlows. These were of the slat type 
and we could ace through the. A short time after this I heard BRUCHNER 
saying to someone "If you don't keep still I will empty the whole magazine 
into you". I then heard another shot being fired from the front of the lager. 
Approximately thirty minutes after I hoard BRUCHNER shouting "Quiet you 
pig". Just after I hoard another shot fired from the right hand side of 
the house. I went to a window and saw BRUCHNER holding a rifle at the 
'on-guard' position. Nothing' else happened until approximately 2030 hours 
when the police came. 

5. DRUCHNER then ordered Private Butterfield and me to carry MacDonald in. 
Vie placed him in the food store. I asked BRUCHNER to lot me have some 
blankets and a paillasse for MacDonald but he refused. The police also 
asked him for these articles but he again refused. 

• 
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6. I examined :acDonr.ic:. 	One bullet had entorod his chest just below 
the right clavicl, 	ha c():1, out Lt the baso of the s'aoulder-blade. 
There were no signs 	byohet wounds on his body but his tunic sleeve had 
been 1:dorcel.: .Lftor I .hz.d ronl,_ro2, first .yid wo :gent out of the roem and 
the doer was looked:- 

7. I next saat 	 when the doctor arrived about fifteen minutes 
later. He had st 	)1o,din: and the acctor told me he did not think the 
wound would be fetal. 

8. Diiuriffiri2 wou1d ri:).t allow us to touch Black who W-.3 loft lying in the 
field outside. I asked the doctor to attend to Black but he told me that 
Black was dead. This doctor lived at the village rathous, St. Egodi. 

9. i t apprpx.L:ntoly 2130 hours an aMbulance arrived and :acDonald was 
taken away. 

10. 2200 hours the District Comissioner arrived at the lager. 

11. about 2230 hours a horse and cart arrived. The district 
Commissioner told us to put Black's body on to the cart. DRUCHNER came 
out with us to find the body. ,Ls we approached DRUMMER shone his torch 
on 'Black's face and said ".:al its Black. again the innocent one pays". 
I felt Black's wrist to see if his -.Ads° was beating. 	It was not. 

12. its I.went through his clothing I noticed that he had been wounded 
in the face, in the higher part of the chest, on the right side and there 
was also a wound in the centre of the chest. 

13. It appeared to roe that he had been alive after receiving the first shot 
in the face for he had tried to stop the bleeding by pressing his pullover 
against the wound. We laced his body on the cart and it was taken away. 

14. Volksturrm 	-Jacod on guard around the 	at the time the 
District Comissi .nor ar_ ived. 

15. BRUCHNER's Christian nas:.e was Leopold and he lived with his mother 
at Bruchner's Trans;ort, HildeLarde Straza, Vienna. Ho was an 05erzehutz, 
stockily built, licht f.don:ic colouring, deep-set blue eyes and square jawed. 
He was aged 45 but looked youner. He was :-:larried. He belonged to 
891 flattalion Landschutz, No. 3 Company, Leibnitz. 

16. The followin,.; Yu_o Slavians may be able to dive further information 
concerning the incident:- 

Anitza, Georg, 3rogot GaAZNITCH, Fernthal near Marburg. 

The man Georg GRi.ZNITCH was an eye-witness of the shooting. 

17. I cannot reeMber the name. of the camp, guard. 

SWORN by the said WALT-2 HaR2Y LLOYD, 
at Salisbury in the Coukkyof Wilts 
this x 	 day of • 
1946  

Before roe, 
(S, d) 	STIWUD 

(s3c1) W.H.•LLOYD 

L Commissioner for Oaths. 



I TIE I.4TTE.:-, OF T Hs SHCOTING OF 
PI IV4TES BL4OK .LJQ M4ODON4LD BOTH 
OF 4.I.F. 4T ST. EGIDI NE4R 

::4:a;TEM AUSTRIA. 

N4TI,  aL 31TICE CH4aGE NO: - 

UNITED 74TICNS 	CRT ES (2a:.:z1ISSION 	- 

4VIT 

I, No. 4449914 Private 	GerTu of 'Eat :attallam Durhen Light 
Infantry, and having a permanent home adds....; af 72 Earl Marshal Road, 
Pitsmoor, Shaffiald, in the; County of York aaakc oath ana say as follows:- 

1. Serving with the lot. :Battalion -Durham Li ht Infantry attached to 
75 Base Sub 4rea 4thons, I was captured by the Garaana in KiLIALLIATL. Greoce 
on the 29th 4pril 1941. 4fter pas:Ans throuji variaus prisoner cf war 
camps, I joined a working party at ST. EGIDI near '..arburg, 4ustria, 
this was sometima in 4pril, 1944. The -iork we f.,id consisted wholly of 
farm work and tha 	consisted of twenty Men. The Coaaiandant of my 
party was a German named Bruckner (rank Merschuta) and an)ther German 
:arivate why acted as a Ia)raanent guard. • Thu twenty of us lived in one 
farmhouse • nd Bruckner and cur guard aloa rosidad an the promises. 
41ora&st the twenty - t-us were three L.I.F. aan, two of whom were named 
Black and Macdanall. They were friends of mine and wore captured at 
the samo tiaa as I was. I cannat roaember tho naaa 7,f the "man of 
aonfidenco". I and these two mon Black and Macdonald had attempted to 
escape en five or mom occasions and we had suffered various Punishment 
Camps together. 	The Commandant had found_out - about us and had 
referred t ma as a "gangster". Bruckner threatened all three of us and 
on occasions he told me that he had no time for men such as myself and 
that one false move on my part he would "let me have it". He also 
threatened Macdonald and Black. We understood what his threat :.leant -
it was shooting. Bruckner always carried a pistol although ao had a rifle. 
The guard always carried a rifle. I had written to the Company 
Commandant (a German Captain) complaining of Druckner's behaviour to us 
and he promised to move him to another working party and give us another 
Commandant. This however, never happened as a certain shooting incident 
oscurred about a week afterwards in which Bruckner was involved and which 
I will now narrate. 

2. Sometime at the end of 4pril *1944 (I cannot remember the exact 
date) I wa in a working party of six and Black and Macdonald were in 
another small party. ..;.c used to split up and go to different farms. 
4t this time we learned that Bruckner was going to another camp and I 
warned Macdonald and Black to be very careful as I had hoard that he 
(Bruckner) was in a very bad mood owing to his reaoval. I know that 
Macdonald and Black used to be given wine by the farmer after their 
labours, and I anticipated possible trouble. On the evening of this 
day I returned with my party to our billets. Whan I .;()t back I learned that 
Black and Macdonald had not returned at the pra:er tlale. They should 
have returned at 2 p.m. When Bruckner learned this information he 
went into a fearful rage and said he would iind "the gangster" himself. 
Later at about 5 p.m. I was standing by tha 	or of ay but when I saw 
Macdonald and Black returning. They appeore to have had ccae drink. 
its they neared the cal) I saw the Comaandant riding an his bicycle. 

• 

/He 
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Ho i. 	 cif and threw his '.ioy:21, down. 	He called 
t:) the :uard an td.d 	t:•:_et his rifle 	aj:n.t. 	The:;uard did 
!TA 	t: like this ..rAcr anl tc:k his 	.,. in fettin3 his aras. 
The 6H.lAand':nt then orlere:i ue 	d) inside th- but and at that 
7eaclonald and - A.ack were aut twenty yards aday. I called to them 

the but and warned the . 	e cluiet, an 	no effort to provoke 
the incensed :-..c1c:ner. 	They see:..ed t. 6ed.fetand 	and walked on.quite 
nor :ally. 	Thu Cemanddnt at this 	hal 	2L.:le in his hands 
with the bayonet fixed, and he rushed at . :aednUd 	atteml:ted tc 
"!:,ayonet 	I ai.t not sure whether he actually inflicted any wound 
at this tk.le. The Couaandant then turned 	:lack and told hi:.t in- 
Gorman t:) i:ot inside. 	.:lack refused and re-died in German "what are 
you goinj tc do wits! 	co...rade?" • The Cadaandant ::a de another thrust 
at Macdonald 'Alt he parried the blow and struck f.iruckner in the face 
with his fist. ..ruckner lost balance and Macdonald managed to get 
part possession of his line. They both stru:zled for possession. 
L11 this tizie the guard had merely been watching. I saw all this fr::7:. 
the open door of the hut. Macdonald and Bruckner in their strut: le pulled 
each other down a bank and finally ended u some two hundred yards from 
where I was. Black then joined the affray. The rifle was forced into 
the ground, and I heard a shot zo off. Macdonald then raced back to 
where we were and the Con.landant then shouted to the :Liard "Shoot that 
man or 1411 shoot you." The guard then fired at Macdonald who was 
only about five yards away. Macdonald fell to the ground. He 
appeared to '2e dead as he lay motionless. My attention was then 
directed to Black. 	He had his hands &Jive his head. 	The Co:::-....and.ant 
Bruckner then took out his pistol and from a range of about five yards 
fired point blank at Black. .lack 2ut his hands over his face and 
fell to the ground. -2,ruckner then sat down to re.lace one of his 
jack boots which had come 74T in the prior stru:le with Macdonald. 
-...,ruckner then 	t17 and picked up his rifle walked 'sack about ten 
yards and deliberately fired another shot at _flack who was still on the 
ground. He had risen up on his hands from a 	position. Black 
appeared to be hit in the centre of the cheat. druckner then left -
::lack where he lay and approached the camp, ana as he neared us he turned 
rAlnd and said to Black "Come nearer swine and I 	-tut the while maga- 
zine !nto yu." .dctually lack waa quite incaa- le at that tL.::c of coming 
any nearer to 1:ruckner, as the two shets had vieusly seriously wounded 
him. 	Druckner then co.:.c u,, to cur but and-  ,iroceeded to shut the 
shutters and the front doer so that we ceeld re it oee what was haldming. 
It was however possible to see throuL7,h the chink in t:_; shuttefs and I 
saw Bruckner paoing about outside an,1 shout La . I thc-n heard another 
shot. I looked through the shutter again 	:reoner unloadin his 
rifle. I did not actually see him fire, 	d could' still see Black 
lying on te around, ;tut he was ,.et now 	 -;.-):tcr was fetched 

	

between nine and 10 o'clock. I had asked 	 c 

	

the 	
v:lunters to bring 

Black and La.cdonald inside the hut, but•the '1Ka: of Confidence" 
considered that if we went out we too should be shot. nacdonald was 
brought in alive and was later sent t: ar7.ur, Hospital. Black was 
never brought into the hut. I saw 	taken away on a bullock cart. 
The Ilan of Confidence" who had heled 	put him on the cart told me 
he was dead when this was done. The 'Ilan of Confidence" -Lid me that 
when 1..ilcknor went to tick up :::lack, he covered his face with his 
bends and said "My God I have shot 31ack.1! Bruckner remained until 
the , next day and then we were all interviewed by two Geman Officers. 
iio gave-stateents but did not admit that :dock or Macdonald had any 
drink, nor did we say anything ab Alt Macdonald having struck :ruckner 
on the face in the first strk;j1c. 

J 
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3. ,Lout a month later a Court ]:ertial was held in GR4Z 4ustria 
and Ian'. four others gave evidence. 	I cl.,; not know whether Bruckner 
was found guilty or not. Lruckner pleaded he acted in self defence and 
told a completely false tale of being attacke by IeacdonelJ end :lack. 
I had previously handed over to the Ger:Ian Officers 	e:_pty 
cartridge cases which I had found near the scene, I never found 
the pistol cartrid:e. Bruckner on his trial only ad7.itted firing 
one shot and the 	cases were never produced at the court. 

4. Prior to my coning to this working party there was a New 
Zealand Soldier there called William Griffin. Apparently the Commandant 
prior to Bruckner had been very lax and the men were able to trade 
clothing; etc with the local farmers to obtain wine and drink. When 
Bruckner arrived about Christmas 1943, Griffin and some of his pals 
thought they would be able to carry on in the same way. Bruckner 
however, had different ideas, and saw that they got in from the fields 
at a correct time and locked them up. Griffin and two of his friends 
one called O'Hara nade a habit of coming back drunk and one evening 
Griffin on his arrival in this condition asked Bruckner if he might 
scrape some mud off his boots. He had a small knife in his hand 
Bruckner apparently thought he was going to be attacked and without 
a moments delay -,icked-ul- his rifle and shot Griffin. This occurred 
just outside the kitchen billet. The bullet hit Griffin in the left 
chest. 4 Prisoner of War called Miller of the R.4.S.C. who was in 
the kitchen at the time told me all this. It was Miller who tried 
to stop the bleeding caused by the wound. Griffin died in Miller's 
arms about a quarter of an hour after the shooting. I have no personal 
knowledge of this incident but I gather Miller is still in the ariey 
and lives sclecwhere in Newcastle-on-Tyne. I believe his initial was "J". 
He would only be about twenty three or twenty four years of age now. I 
last saw him in Lcnden in July 1945. He was in :leiferm then. There 
was another witness of this occurrance called Marshall. I believe he 
is now driving a bus in Birmingham. He was too in the R.4.S.C. I have 
never known his address. 

ENEMY PERSONNEL CONCERNED  

DRUCKNER 	His parents said to be cartage contractors in Vienna. 
Height 5 feet 7 inches, stocky, blond, eyes deeL, set and blue, 
squints, prominent chin. Age about 37 to 40, but did not look his 
age. Said he hoZ. a son who fought in Africa Korpe and in Italy. 
Austrian by birth. 

L4NDSHUTZ - The guard. Looked over 40 illiterate„ Under the 
dominating influence of Bruckner. 

WITNESSES TO BLACK AND 1:1CDON.U4D SHOOTING  

CRUGER A.I.F. 
aRIFFITHS "slash" R.4.S.C. Liverpool. 
Roumanian Jew (na::se unknown) with Palestinian Regiment. 
J MILLER (4 witness to Griffin shooting also) R.4.S.C. Newcastle, 
Paul Lawton, 	18 Degeroft Road, Sheffield 7. 
Maxie Lloyd Inter?reter - Lancers. More skull and crossbones on cap badge. 

SWORN by the said Daniel William George 
at 4 Marlborough Grove, Ycrk this 
11th day of February 1)46 
=FORE EE 

Captain, Legal Staff 

-ND L C01_1 IISSIO DER Ki OATHS 

)
) (signed) D.W. GOORG:+ 
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TRAelif.,eTION 

ST.',TE 	--NT 

at ,,reseet 	• 

by EREINER Franz 

nr. BA 1D GLEINETT3InG 

taken on 21. Karch 1947. 

I have been warned that I 	not obliged to say anything, and 
that anythin I 	say wil'_ 	ken down in writing 	..ay be given 
in evidence. 

Si-ned 	KREiNn Franz 

Navin.; been questioned concerninc, the she :tin of L:rit. 
named GRIFFIN at Workin,;-Camp at St.13gydi nr. 	'La February 
1944, I state as follows : 

On abouti the beginning of February 1944 the 	whose riaae I 
cannot remember, who was until then the 	: 	the 	was 
replaced by one Leopold BRUCENE- ;.. it that t: .c _ 	 e were only 
in the camp with about 10 POW's. 	,bout 14 defe eiter 
arrival the f 	incident occurred 

It was part of ley duty to escort th.; A:0..'s in the ..ornin: to their 
working-i-laces and to fetch them fre.1 there in the evenin). On the day 
of the incident I had escorted 6 POW's to the .r wsrk le the :..'rnin 
and at about 16.00 hours I vent te fetch the... 	4i._1.1% half-way to the 
working-place I riot 3 of the 	is who were ee 'rack co the came  on 
their own. 	I asked the:. where the 2 oth;r 1C"'e, wh „Drked at the 
same working-place were, and as they did net knew I told thee to 
get to the camp and that I would go to look eiter these 2 en. 	I went 
to their working-:lace and asked the civilian who vas in charge of 
watching; the./ durinc.; the day where the 2 _O.'s ar- and he told -.ee that 
the POI :'s had already left their work during the day one by one and had 
also partly co7:0 back ani that at work's finish 3 ,ien were on the place 
whoel he had sent to the ca.7L,, whilst 2 were issing and he 	not 
where they were. 

I went then to sevefal far-.:ors to look after then and at one 
farm I was told that they had just left. Lt this fem was also the 
6th of r45r POW's as this was his wprkinz,-place and I tools him with DO on 
my way back to the Cae.:. I went the way over the hills and at least I 
found the two missin,; 1::en in a garden, they hai 	ttl 7f ein and 
were speaking with school-children. 	I spee 	t.,. %11 .  told them 
that it was already late and that they should -c back t. the Comp and 
they went with me. When we arrive l en the re.ei J7J.:FIN said he 
wanted to go back for his jacket. 	I told hi:. 	 !o for his 
jacket en the next day as it was already into '7'11:1 	 -lust F;(.) back 
to the cam:- 	GRIFFIN, however, asked again t. Le. 	eie jacke'c., 
and I haq to threaten hif.i that I would shot hi if he eenld nct 
to the cae,:e  Whilst I was tolhiry with GRife 	ei the 1=0W's went 
on the road towards the calep, whilst the oth.... 	 he 'eeen with 
GRIPFIN, went round a far:.:-house that was ric%fy 	..isaeared. 	I 
loft GRIFFIN on the roadt  he was drinking cut e his bottle, end want 

0 

;into the 
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into the house wh6re I fhainl the othor 	sittin in thh kitchen. 
Ho at first would net [.;() with :le and tried to start :. rablae with 	but 
at last I could lersuadu hi:. to co with mu. Whe, I cx.te out ,f the house 
G:IIFFIN and the othoh 7,70.:'s were standini: before the house an. 	went on 
with the.... 

bout ono kilometer before thecalah there was a rallway-cressin 
and about 2- or 3- metres befpre this railway-croasin, 	sui4cn1y iot 
BRUCKNER, wh74a h had not seen a-,.17roach ua, ch3 it was already lark. 
BRUCKNER -hushed the -.XI's with the butt t his rif-1:: an:', cursed at them 
and We went en all together towards the on.:-.1„:. 	J.:en w, arrived near the 

BRUCIMR ordered 	to op en the -:or of ti heilac (c: :.2:j 7s well 
as the L;uard-roora and the i:arcel-rhi, as 1i 	 1ooi in the 2 :ion 
into the 1.aroelei.room. 	I w-nt an 0,k:fled al1 	a.-ho -:.3 as I hal. 	on 
told and when I mame . back to the hhuse-lor 	Ji who already atndin,,  
there with the 3 	and I reported t 	,hLt I ha_, oI)ened. :2,11 the 
doors. 	Bruckner ordered 	then to -:;)st „yelf :,.for' the door of the 
PC. ts billet that was oesite to the 	 which 1 -di. 	Fro the 
place whore I was :osted 1 could not see what 11,1„.ened in the kitchen. 
I rive the follow-in -: description .of th.; lay ;t of the --7..)en in the house 
that was used 	a oar,:4 .he entrance was thtne kitchen, on the 
loft side of the kitchen there was one 	:)A.jet th:_t WO3 situated 
on the left side of the kitchen. GAUFFPT reained for a short tihle in 
the kitchen and I hear adICKNE-J.: shoutin to 	nzAnd you, Franz, he 
ha a a knife." 	Just after that g.ZIFIPITral;,;ea::ed in the doer and turned 
round toward BUCK= and I heard a shot fired and G:i.1.311N fell ..7u the 
dround. BRUChNER shran at once over GdITIF with the rifle in his ham: 
and went into the ;:uard-room. I went after hi and MUCEM..: looked 
the other POW, who vac already there, int the -, ,arclellso roo. 	11(7%:1ER 
ordered me then tp co on guard before the door of the house. .,he: I 
passed through the kitchen the ether PO-d's had already carried GRIPIIN 
in the billet that was situated on the left side of the kitchen. • 
Whilst I wao standitv on h.,uardliZUCKNE,., wont out of the house after a 
short ti:ae and told ,ao that he was :;oin:; to fetch the7.oeter and to the 
Police to report to the Co:Aany and that I should stay on :ward until he 
cJmes back. I went welkin.  u and down round the house and I did not see 
the doctor when he arrived, I believe that he came to:  other with 
3RUCKNER and I know only that GRIFFIN was already lead when the doctor 
came. 

The lead body of GRIFFIN re:lain,', 	the house until the neA day 
and was then carried to the ce:_etary and on tb. 	after the next day 
the burial took place to which all the pOJ'oatLnJed. On the day after 
the fi .idunt one officer and one R.S.M. 	 h 	the investi:tations 
and took several statel:.ents, but I have no in o1 . e of the result of 
the investi3ations. 

Sinai 

I have read over the above stateh.eht 	-e r is 13 correct 
and true and. made quite voluntarily. 

Signed:  

Statement taken down by 	 "t) Jas CrLJez., 
Investigator, Ji.G Branch, HQ BT4, throk;h th, 	iu.1 of ERIC 1U, Off. 
Interpreter attached 	 Branch (jar 	.` 

Sned: i.E. W.ThROP Ca t. 

I certify that the abovestatement is a correct and true translation 
::ale to the best of 	aoility. 

f,necl: ERIC ER.13 
Off. In. att 'cl JAL DIL,I1CH (*Jar Cri.:Ion) 
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TR4.1.TSL-TIOil  - Carl 

S T „ T 	; 	rf T  

by iC±allER 	 at present Ic....11.1%,CH 27 - -i'ost-Office STR...DLI7 
nr. ij_ GL RICH IVB'It2G 

tak_n on 20 :arch 1947. 

I have been vicrnc7. that I am not obliged to say anything, and that 
anything I Yaoy say will be taken down in writing and may be given in evidence. 

(Se) KRO;INER Franz 

Havikw been questioned concerning the oh: ting of one Brit. P.O. 	and 
the woundino of one Ilrit.X.0.7. at the Working Corp 45/1 in St. Eoydi 
nr. Marburg, I state as followsa 

On the 2nd of liay 1943, I vv:s removed from 2inland to Londesschuetzen 
Bn. 891 in Leibnitz and was detail_: to an Officers I.O.W. Car pt at W'aona. 
I remained about 6 months in Wagna and in November or December 1945 I was 
remove_ d to the Working-Camp 45/L at St. Egydi nr Yarburg. 

On a Saturday afternoon in -pril 1944 I went with 4 or 5 ICY::'s to the 
hair-dresoer in St. Egydi and on my way back I went to a farmer's house that 
was near th._ road to enquire if two of the :OWls, Who used to work there and 
did not return to the Carp at 14.00 hours, were still there. 	The farmer's 
wife told me that the two men had air dy left. 

When I arrived at the C:mp with my 4 or 5 	the Comiander of the 
Carp, Leololl BRUCKNER (Brucker and I were the only staff of the Camp) asked 
me where the two POI'S are, who did not return to the camp. I reported to 
hit that I had made enquiries at the farm and that the 2 POW's had already 
left. 	BRUCI:NrIZ was very riory because of this and said that he would go 
himself to fetch the men. He said also that he would tell the farmer's wife 
that he would reoort her to the Company for not having brought the 12071's back 
to the Camp. 

BRUCKNER went '4.3? and I remained with the other IOWs coming over the • 
hills, they were drunk and as we wore just looking in thoir direction, 
BRUCKNER came ruhnik: back to the Camp. BRUCKNER shouted at me : "You arc 
just for nothin::, you should already be - vane t.1 meet them, they are only 
worth to be shot." 	(This was the sense of his words, I cannot exactly 
remember how he said it) I ordered the other l'OW's to oo into the house and 
went myself into the house and as I was just opening the door of the guard-
ro om, BRUCKNER 1ush:2d me aside, entered, the guard-room, took his rifle and 
ran out of the house. 

I have hear]. the 2 I.OW's signing and making noise so I believe they 
were drunk. 

...fter BRUCKNER had run out of the house I put my bolt on and when I 
to eke? through the window I saw BRUCKNER struggling with the 210;71 s and 
therefore I took my rifle and went also out. 

When I came out I started loading.  my  rifle and saw BRUCKNER fightino 
with the 2 IOW's. One of the 	was pullino with the one hand at the 
breech of BRUCKNER's rifle and with the other hand he was holding him at the 
collar, whilst the other IOW was standing in front of BRUOKNM and trying to 
grip him from this side. Whilst I was loading my rifle I heard a shot and 
saw BRUCKNER holding his pistol in his left hand. 

",then I aporoached the fighting group one of the POW's left BRUCKNER 

and ran towards mc. 	I cannot give a description of the two. IOW's, I 
renomber only that ono of them IT d black hair and wore a beard, whilst the 
other had dark-blond hair. It was the latter who ran towards me. I 

/thought 
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thought t,  Lot 	-e as a dna tT attack me and fired a shot which hit him in the 
shoulde!: 	eYell on the ground. 	I fired this shot without the intention 
to hit the a.n, but only as a varninE. 

ds I was just lookiir: at the 1'07: I had hit, I sunenly remorkel, that 
the other 1O,: had also left BRUCKNER and was running away from him and 
BIOMMR i_red a shot at him when the raan was about 6 to 8 paces from him. 
The man fell flat on the .1.-und. 	BRUCKNER started to bring his dress in 
order and shouted to roc to shoot rt once of ar yonc of them would move. at 
this moment he saw that the man, Whome we had fired at, had raised to his 
elbows and was sayinY : "'..hat is with my comrade" and BRUCKNER shot for the 
decond time at him. BRUO:aTER ran towards me and showed me how his uniform 
was in disorder and torn up, and told.me again to shoot if one of the two 
moves, unless he would shot at me. Then he ran to the housc and closed the 
shutters of the windows, threatoninc the 10..:ts with his rifle and shouting to 
them that if they would look through the windows he would shoot them. He 
ran back and as h..: remarked that the man whom he had shot, had lifted his 
head he shot a third time at him. 

BRUCKNER went then to the neiahbouring house and asked a women to fetch 
the doctor and to ro to the Iolice. The woman went off on her bicycle. 
BRUCKNER ordered mo again to watch the two lyinE 10'::'s until the Doctor or 
the alice would arrive and he went on walkik:: up and down before and round 
the camp. 	after some time, I cannot remember how long it lasted, the Doctor 
arrived. 	I cannot remember the name of the Doctor and know only that he was 
froro St. EMI. The doctor lo,ked first at the mdn at wham I had shot and 
order: that he should be carried into the 1-iuse by the other 10Vs and the 
Doctor and BRuci:Nila went also in. 	I remained outside to watch the man whom 
1.-;;zuciffat had ,shot. 	Lftcr some time the d,ctor came out with BRUCKNER and 
looked at the other man in the presence of BRUCKNER and of the police and 
found that the man was already dead. I cannot remember if the police had 
arrived at the same time as the Doctor to the camp, as it was already 
completely dark at that time. 

The Doctor and the "iolice vent then away and after about a quartar or 
half an hour a peasants carriage comic and carried tho dead body away. When 
I went into the house the wounded man was already away and I believe that the 
Doctor had carried him away in his car to the hospital in Horburg. BRUCKNER 
ordered me to eo on guard until the help he had asked for would arrive and, 
when 5 men arrived, I went with them into the house and we remained up all the 
night. 

On the day after the next day a commission consistin2 of one Captain 
from the Company and one officer from Trelfsberg, came and made the 
investigations. I believe that on the some day a Staff-Sgt. of the Coy 
arrived with another Camp Leader and BRUCKNER went off on the spine day, I 
was only one night with the new Camp- Leader in St. Egydi as the Camp was 
disbanded on the next day and we vent with the prisoners to Leibnitz. From 
Leibnitz I was detailed to another Camp of Brit 1:0Wls at Earburg and some 
time later I was called to Leibnitz and travelled from there with a SEt. and 
with BRUCKNER to a Court Ilartial at Graz. Lt the trial in Graz my statement, 
which I had made occasionally on the investigations in St.Egydi was read over 
to me andd. I was asked if I have anything to add. afterwards I was asked to 
go out of the room tc think over and after some time I was called in again 
and stated that I had nothing to add to my previous statement. The 
statements of BRUCKNER and of two civil witnesses, woman from the neighbour-
hood of the camp, were then read over and as the latter were not pres-;nt, the 
trial was adjourned. There were no British IOW's present at this trial. 
I went then back tc Leibnitz with the Sgt, and BRUCKNER and from there back 
to my unit in Marbtre. I do not know to which camp BRUCKNER was then 
removed and I did not see him since then. 	I also did not hear any aore about 
this incident. 

(surd) KREINER Franz 
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IN TIE LIITT11,1 	: 

TIE I ittliDac OF SEILJE.,1‘+T 	:  
	?ale, I . . an _ 	 acs C,  

TTI-17.:T: IC40; a 	 I .F . 	ST :',GED 	L  

	

TO STJ,II.G XVIII li. liOLFSDEIZG 	0"  C  	
iJ iiIL 15th 1943  

KINGDGE 	o. UK - Gj 105 
UNITED rr,',Tiol,z 	GA:11.'11S 	 376/UK/G/106 

-FFIDLVIT  

I LI.LiEliTaiL:: LEYSfU,1, VX 13566, I,rivate 	at - resent 
stationed at L.I.F. RocelAion Ca.;:, Eastbourne, make Oath an say 
as follows:- 

1. I was in Workin,-;Iarty 45/L STLII..G XVIII L 	15th February 1944 
and later on in April 1944 when the events occurred which fr. . the basis 
of the charges herein. 

2. Referring to the death o? Griffin, I have read a co-,,y of a report 
by the Cal:r;: C9mmandant, Lieutenant Colonel vpn Reckow, and I deny 
that Griffin was drunk when he arrived at the Lager just before the 
shootinj, took place. I also deny that, as alleged in the retort of 
Lieutenant Colonel v n Reckow, Griffin was guilty of refractory 
behaviour so far as I observed him at that 	or at any other 
I say that there Sias. no provocation whatsoeVer by Griffin and no. 
justification for the shooting by Squad Leader .3ruckner. 

3. The -,Aper writing now produced and shewn to me and marked "L.L.L.1" 
ij a co-2y cf an account which I have 1Tre.Lre 	:1-.eat care of thi: 
course of events on that day, and I declare that it is true in 
every articular. 

4, I have not been informed cf the contentin 	the German 
authorities as regards the killing of Priv 	Eric A.ack by shooting 
and the wounding of -2rivate John Jab:5r on Lh, 6th -vril 1944. But 
whatever the ex-aanatien they choose t-) 	I say that such shooting 
was without justification. The paLer wriLin.  nn4 :roduced and shown 
to me and ::iarked1...L.2" is a coy:dote ac(!ount 	the course of 
events leading up to the said shooting an:, it is true in every 
particular. ' 

SWORN by the said Albert Allan) l  
Leysham at Eastbourne 
in the County of Sussex 	 2. to A. Loysha:.1 
this 15th day of June 1945 	) 	 VX.13566 A.I.F. 

Before me 

issioncr for Cath. 

IN TIE  

"al‘144"1".".44t."1"44m31b-'  

Tit_ 	QOLICITO2  e 

• 
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THIS is the Exhibit marked "A..m.L.1." referred to in tYie 
Affidavit of Albert Allan Leysham sworn before me thia tat day of 
June 1945. 

(SUL; 
11 Commissioner for Oaths. 

ACCOUNT by Private ALiiERT 	 of eventa 
loading to the killing, of Priv..'„e 	Griffin 
in Lpril 1944. 

On the day 	Griffin. was ,Airdered I waa orking with him and 
his two mates. About 16.30 they decided to visit the farm where a 
fellows P.U.w. worke0 and try and get something to drink. 1 then made 
my way bac;: to the camp and was asked upon arrival by the N.C.O. who was 
Commandant of our wov,anp. camp (hereinafter referred to as "the C.C.") 
where were the others. I replied that I had finished earlier and they 
were working. The C.C. waited a little while and then t3:ing his rifle 
went looking for theu. 'what happened I do IL:;t know but upon their 
arrival at the Camp the three of thou were lined up outside the camp 
and wore given a lecture by the C.C. in German. They were then ordered 
inside and the rifle butt was used on them. 

Griffin started to clean his Loots with a small knife, which he 
picked up froze a nearby table. He was standing on .'nu leg, supporting 
himself by the table while. his other foot, the 	on which was being 
scraped, was raised. There was not nor coul.:, 1-. ,::e have been any 
movement threatening the C.C. Griffin 	01(J. fo go to his room. 
Ho die not do so but continued 	clean his 6..iots. The C.C. then raise- 
his rifle to his shoulder and Griffin was in the act of going to the 
begimou when he was shot. When the C.C. shit: Griffin he exclaimed in 
German "'aas 11:1,e ich gem,cht", 1:leaning 	L!.!.vt, I done". Griffin 
staggered to the roo41 and then cell' sed saying he had been shot. 
1 then took off hi: coat nd ha,.1 a look at the one. The bullet 
entered the left breast cer.lint, out below shouIler, the C.C. ,:as 
notified of this am- when told the doctor was required he refused. 
One of the lads borrowe,'. 	cycle an,:. rode to the doctor's how: about 
3 uiles away but failed to find him. Then he notified the police whe 
telephoned for ambulance but this arrive about two hours later when 
Griffin after losing blooe for so lenL nLver had a chance. I plugged 
these wounds anC, was with him till the ea.,. 

Griffin's body remained in oul. oamp for 2 	3 and was then removed 
to the Morgue.where we believe he was ex..mined by the Doctor. 

The burial took place next day without military honours and the 
service was conducted in Gen:Ian. .0.1 our buys were present. 

The German Officers came to the camp 	after making enquiries 
told our witnesses they would be called ulion later fur an account of 
what took place. But to the best of my knowlo4 an,- belief. no 
examination' of them took place. 
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ThIS is the rochibit 7.1arked 	 referred to in the _ffidavit of 
.1bert alcoLcysham sworn before :oe this 15th day of June, 1945.. 

(SZ2) 
Ccnmissioner for Oaths. 

...CCOU1.7 by -,,RIVTE LIJERT 	LitaSL.i: of events leading to the killing 
of ",rivate Eric Black and the wounding of 1-rivate Baty on 15th February, 
1944. 

Eric Black and Baty, as he was known to us though I believe his real 
nooc was 14acDonald, worked together in a big Hotel at t. EEedi. These two 
wore badly disliked by the Commandant of the Kommando or working camp 
(hereinafter referred to as "the 0.C."), as they seemed to show no fear and 
were often threatened. 	On the day of the shooting at about 0730 I was 
looking out of the front door of the quarters and Black and Baty suddenly 
appoar:d coming about half a mile away from us. ilhon they. crossed the road 
they had a small creek to cross and in doing so one slipped backwards into 
the water and the other then helped him out. We were all amused at seeing 
this and laughed includinrz the C.C. and Guard. The C.C. had ben drinking 
heavily and when the boys ao-i:roached a little nearer the C.C. fixed a 
bayonet to his rifle an went out to meet them. Upon doing so he started 
pushing the-bayonet at th.m apparently with intention of sticking them. 
The rifle was brushed aside each time until Baty grabbed the rifle which 
throw the C.C. off his balance causiniz him to lose one of his boots when 
ho fell over backwards. licking hinself up he then ran away (50 feet) 
but seein:-: that the two were not interests' im picking up the rifle he 
roturned drawing his heavy revolver from hip. He then pointed it at 
Black firing at his head. 7:e heard the shot and also saw Black grab his 
face and fall to the ground. Baty made a dash for the camp but the guard 
under instructions was ordered to shoot. This he did hitting Baty in the 
Shoulder. Baty also fell and remained very still. We were watching this 
from the front door and bedroom window. Then we were ordered to close the 
door and window. 	then opened the window a little as we heard further 
shooting and say Black try to raise himself a little to see where Baty was. 
Ho was shot at again and as the light was bad we could not sec where they 
went. We heard about 6 revolver shots and then the rifle again. .J)out 
1 hour later the C.C. came in and ordered us all to bed but would not allow 
us to go near the two wounded. Later he consented to bring in Baty Who 
was in bad condition but able to speak to us but we. were told Black could 
not be moved. We knew he was dead. Baty was taken to hospital and was 
recovering well when he disappeared. 	do not kncrit where but I have since 
net the C.C. and he still said he would have me adding that the other two 
were no good. Black was buried in disgrace without any service etc. There 
was a little girl who saw most of this but was not allowed to give evidence. 
Her name is FR-UL. 	SCH;;.RZ. 	She lives at NO, 2 Goethestrasse, Marburg. 
She was about 15 years old. 

It was after this dhootinr,  that we 1.0.-.1's were sent to other camps to 
work. 

Other witnesses ore :- 
Dvr. sOlbert Hencsey, Liverpool. 
Cpl. Robert Butterfield, R.....S.Ce 
Sgt. Daniel George, D.L.I. 
Dvr. Bert Farshall, 
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i.DAL,.VPS/21/14-7( 313). 

TITLE L.3T..1:-t 0.1,' THE SHOOTING OF ?RIV..L BLaCK, LI?, 
LND 	 CON2R-RY TO THE GEITEV.. 

' 	 ..T 	45.L, LUSTRI-.  

British Natianal Office Charge No: 

United Nations ';Iar Crimes Commission Reference: 

F F I D 	I T. 

DRIVER THOla3 FREDERICK 1Jum make oath and say as follows:- 

1. 	Number is T/71970 and Ian a Driver in the Royal „rmy Service Corps 
and at present stationed at No. 7 :iilitary Collecting Unit, ashton-under-Lyne. 
2, 	I was captured on 29 „pril 194.1 at KaILLT-, Greece. 

3. Just before Christmas 194.3 I went to Camp 45.L. at St. EGIDI between 
LEI=TZ and lia.RBURG. 	On 16 February 1944 Private Griffen. NZEF. was shot. 
.:bout one month later Privates BL-CK and nacDonald LIP were shot. 

4. The Commandant of 4.5.L. was an Obersoldat BRUCKNER, Karl. 	Ho was about 
5 feet 5 inches in height, stocky and well built, he had fair hair turning 
grey, and a square scrawny face with two faint scars on the left aback. He 
told us that his parents owned a transport firm in Vienna which he and his 
brother managed. 	Ls fax as I can remember, his address, as he told it us, 
was llildegardStrausse, 38, Vienna. 

5. Black and MacDonald worked in the Gasthaus by EGIDI station. 	On the 
day in question at about 16.00 hours they were ea their way back to the house 
in which 45.L. was quartered,. 	I saw them coming down from the top of the 
hill whore a farm owned by the family Oesterle was situated. They crossed 
a field. L11 of us knew that Bruckner was out to shoot them and so we 
watched their return to 4.5.L. with apprehension lest they should not reach 
the building before Bruckner, who was locking for them, could meet up with 
them. 

6. The next thin I saw was the arrival of Bruckner. He threw down his 
bicycle and waut into the house, caring out with a bayonet fixed to the rifle 
which ho had been carrying. By this time Black and MacDonald were near the 
house and I saw Bruckner jab at MacDonald with the bayonet. 	Owing to the 
crowd round I did not sec anything further until I saw la-lcDonald and Bruckner 
rolling on the ground dcran a bank. 	Lftcr this I noticed Bruckner running 
away without his rifle. 	EacDoncld bent do-in to pick something up: Black 
must have thought it was to pick up the rifle as he put his foot en it to 
stop this. MacDonald thou ran towards the house and Black backed away from 
the rifle withais hands above his head. 	I heard a shot fired and saw Black 
put his hands to his face and fall. Lftcr this 1 heard further shots. 

7. During: this we had all, with the exception of Black and MacDonald, been 
inside the house. Bruckner came up tc the house and slammed the shutters 
to from outside aged the front door. 	I caught an occasional glimpse through 
a broken shutter. Black was lying moti6nless about 2.5 yards from the house. 

8. I would like to add that it was thou:ht in 45.L., from remarks made by 
a certain Frau G.aTSCHNIK who lived near the house, that Bruckner was 
intendiri: to kill black, MacDonald, myself and Private GEORGE. 

9. I spent a week in GR„Z after V.E. Day locking for Bruckner and a guard 
from 107 Camp known as "The Rat" but I had no succass. 	About one month 

earlier I haul scan Bruckner in the Iuntigamer Restaurant,. Graz. 

/10. 
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10. 	Gusti L1NOU, a married daughter o: the Cesterie 	who lives 
at Unterfrental, GIDI witncsed the incident. 

MORN by the aforesaid 

3 
Thomas Frederick i:ILLR 
at Preston in the County 
of Lancaster this twenty- ) 
nineth day of January 1946. ) 

(Sad) THO:',...5 FR PRICK iaL121R.. 

B-f,FORE 

(Slzd) ....Se ROBERTS, 
Captain Legal Staff. 
Military Department, 

Office of the Judge ..dvocate General. 
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IN T! - ATTE7, OF THE 1.1-cALE-, OF SERJEANT 	GR:=1N„ 
CORPORAL ERIC BLACK, A.I.F. and PRIVATE ALAN HacID017ALD (Tip::,; KNOWN 
AS BATEY) 	AT ST ECEE1 45 L ATTZJILD TO STAL...G XVIII 
WOLFSERG, AUSTRIA ON CR ABOUT ..PRIL 15th 1943 

United Kingdom Charge No.UK - 0/3 105 
United Nations War Crimes Comz.ission Ref: 376/UK/G/106 

AFFIDAVIT 

I, RcI0I17..LD CROCKCR, VX 21934, Signal an 	at present stationed 

at 	Reception Camp, Eastbourne, maic oat;/ arpl, say as follows:.. 

1. I was a medper of working party 45 L fro2 Stalai; XVIII A on 15th 

February, 1944, when the events occurred whic: form the basis of the 

charges herein. 

2. I have read the affidavit of Private Albert Leysham herein and 

the two exhibits theret, I confirm the facts therein alleged in every 

particular. 

3. I wish to emphasise the statement in paragraph 4 of the said affidavit 

to the eff..ct that the shooting of Private Eric Black and ..i.'rivate John 

Batey was without justification. The said Oberschutz Bruckner, who waz a 

first class shot as his rank indicated, was up against all Australians and 

New Zealanders. 	Ho was particularly tal) against Batey. 	HG Usk.d to say 

that he spoke with his eyes. On one occasion when )atey sassed the 

window of Bruckner's office he glanced threw,-;h the -;Lndow into the room 

where there wore three or four prisoners of war talKin to Bruckner. 

On his way back Bruckner came out of the off Lt: 	told him not to 

speak to him although he had said nothing. 	ihe wore,o used were "Nicht 

sprechen mit &Anon augen". 	Just before th.1 L.) 	-;. -re shot I 

noticed that Bruckner appeared to wave Blasi- 	tl~e lager. 

clear impression wa.3 that he was out to g.:t 
	

Net until t'.,o hours 

or more after the shooting were we allwed t..) bring Batey to the Lager 

although it was a cold 'Andy night. After .4,) had got Batey inside 

Bruckner took Driver Marshall, R....S.C., who was good at first 3id, 
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to so Black. 4,11 this time Bruckner did not azoear to reraise which 

of the 'bile men had boon killed. Driver Larshall t1d Me that when. 

Bruckner realised that Lt wai Black who-hud 	a klli he made a 

remark of which the general effoct was that he 	1:Aled the wrong man. 

He had made a sL:ilar re:Aark in my :presence 	i..ur days aiter 

Griffin was shA. 	1 cannot 1c2.11 	 but the eani.ng 

was clear to mc. 	He lAentioned Spence's 	J. ' 'j. 	I was 

informea by Private Max Lloyd, Remounts, who was Jur interpreter, tht 

in more than one occasion Bruckner said that if he saw 3 once asain he 

would shoot him on sight. Fortunately Senco had been sent bi,ok to 

Stalag XVTIT-1. thc day following the shootinL of Griffin. 

SWORN at Eastbourne 	) 
) 

in the CAInty of Sussex 

this 16 day of  
) 

June 1945 	) 

Before me 

Id Mayo 

A ColLiissioner for Oathse 

L. Crocker 

VX21934 
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by ..1IXOEHlt LaPOLD 

Taken on 27 Janu= 1947 

I Ilcsycjon_warric.d_that.Iftril not obliged to say anything and that 
1nxy sETI  will be taken down in writinE and mry be given in evidence. 

Signed : ERUCKTUZ LXPOLD 

I can remember of the shooting ceone British P.o.7. limed nIFYIN in 
St. EGYDI, 	!-ceount of . tois incident is as follows: 

Griffin and several of his comrachs worked together at a farm. 	On 
several do ys some of them loft ti,eir working :lace to fetch some wine and came 
afterwards drunken to the camp and mode trouble. 	I have warned the men to be 
quiet onO not to drink any ,..cre, but that did not help and they car,-le further 
on drunken to the comp. 

The sentry Kreincr went every day at about 16.00 hours to St. Dgydi to 
fetch the P's.O.W. who worked there. 	He fetched there these one, who wer_ 
workinr for the administrator and the men, who workuJ for other farmers farcr 
from that place, met bir: there. 	The latter, however, did not generally come 
to meet him, as they used to go shorter ways over the hills and come back to 
the camp for themselves. 	Griffin worked for the adminiotrator. 

On tho 15th of iarch 1 944 Kreiner went to fetch the 2's.0.71. and did not 
come lock until 17.00 hours. 	I waited for him about 1.•1,f  (one and o half) 
hours and as it was growin dark I went to senroh him, 	A'ter 25 minutes of 
walking I met him with Griffin and another pe0.v4 his coat and Jacketere 
open and I asked him was the matter was. He told me: "The prisoners have 
fought with me." 	I.a ske:'. hir.. why and he coo-ploined to PC that he had found 
them at a farmer's house in drunken state and had started with them on the 
way to the c'-:: p.On their wv the prisoners tried again tc go to a farmer 
and asked him for wine. 	.1.5 the roasant refused, because they wore already 
drunken and he saw the sentry with them, they smashed one window and when 
Kreincr asked then. to op, they began a fight with him. 

I went with Kreincr ond the two P's.O.W. to the comp. 	The camp 
consiste-1. of o farmers house. 	They cntry was through the kitchen, on the 

• left side of the kitchen there was a room where 8 men were bithted, at then 
end of the kitchen there was a door leading into the hall. 	On the right 
Bide of the hall there wcs the billet of the other prisoners, where also 
Griffin was billeted and on the left side the Guard room and the food store. 

When we arrived at the coe4), I orders' Kreiner to open the foul store 
and to st7lod before the door of the prisoners billet, so they could not go in 
there. 	I order_d the prisoners to stand by the door of the kitchen until 
Kreincr would have opened and I remained with them. mien I shouted to 
Kreincr: "Is the store already opened?" He answered "Yes" an' I went into 
the camp with the prisoners. 	The prisoners went first and when they passed 
the kitchen table, Griffin picked up a knife that was laying on the table 
and began to clean one of his bets with it. 	I told him "Griffinc put that 
knife away" but he went with the knife in his hand towards tho door where 
Kreiner was standing. 	I then shouted to the sentry Kreiner "Idnd you Franzl, 
that one has a knife" Griffin turneT then round and went to...Txds me. 	I 
shoutel three times to him: "Griffin put that knife away or I will shoot" 
He wont up to three steps fr m me and I made then use of my rifle," without 
oiminE, as I was only holding it in my hand Griffin fell on the ground and 
I told to Butterfield: "Was that necessary with the Irinkin0" Butterfield 
did not answer, 'nd he and Lloyd as well as 1 or 2 other men carried Griffin 
into their room. Lloyd dressed Griffin's wound and asked me then for 

/pernission 

- COPY. 

ST,TE.7 -.,!3 :7 T. 

at efesent No. 1 P.C,-. Cage, 7!etzelsdorf 

anything 



Signed BRUCKNER LEOPOLD. 

Statement taken down by Capt. 	NORTHROI L.I.R. (R.U.R.) 
*::ar Crimes Investigator, J-G BRtNCH, HO BT,, through the mcdiun of ERIC ERE,O. 
Interpreter attached -.D.J.L.G. Branch (liar Crimes). 

Si ;:ne d : 	NORTHROP C‘IT . L. I. R. 

I certify that the above stat-ment is corr-ct and true translation made 	the 
best of my ability. 

Sizn,L.:: Eric ER,r,  
Off. Int. attaehed JiL DR./ICH 

(',/,,R CRIMES). 
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permission to fetch a doctor. 	.s it was already dark and the P's.O.W. were 
not pernitte'7.to. Le cut at that tiJte I refused him the permissi-n, but 2 or 3 
minutes later I permitte:'. himp as I intern-led to En myself just after 	to the 
Police Stati-m tr inform the Company of the incident. 

4;'11-n I was waitinc for the cowv..-xti-n at the Police station, Lleyl_came 
there"and-infme,- that- he -had be 3n to se the doctor, but that he was not 
at home. Lloyd went then c:-;ay and I met him artAn on .my way to the camp and 
he told me, that the doctor hr:d ben informei and woul: come. Before we 
arrived to the camp we 7:et the .,y-!bulance truck established that Griffin had 
died frill loss of blo'd. 

On the ne-_-7.t day Capt. WELEPs; and one other Officer from 7olfsberg came 
to make the investigati7ns. 	I did not hear anymore about this incident. 

The best descriptin I can give of the Sentry K11012 Franz is the 

Height 1.68 m, Hair blonde, .-ge 37-38 years, 
Thin oblcnr; face, slim build, ba'. teeth. 
He was living somewhere about 3-4 hours with the bicycle in the 
dirccti- n Spielfeld-Leibnitz. He was fathr of 8 childron. 

Signed: BRUCKNER LEOPOLD. 

I have read over the above staLment made by me and it is correct and 
true and male quite voluntarily. 



When I was waiting for the connection at the Police Station in order 

to make py report to the Company, Lloyd car :,e and told me, that he had 
been to see the doctor but that he did not finj, 	at hee. 	1 have 

then rang ui; the Red Cross at Marburg and ased 	 send an i&mbulancc 

truck and a doctor. - I have then sent Lloyd to Lo to the ca_l:p and 
ord,red 	t.) wait for the .ambulance truck on tlio r:Jad near the camp 

so he may show the men the way. A.ft.z having had the connection I went 

to the camp and met Lloyd at the Lribulance truck, which had just arrived. 

I have nothing else to add to my statement of the 27 January 19'+7. 

Signed 7 BRUCK= 1,::0140LD 

I have read over the above statement 	 by me and it is correct 

and true and made quite voluntarily. 

SiEned BRUCLEMR.LEOBOLD 

Statement taken down by Calyt L.E. NORTHROP L.I.R. (R.U.R). 

War Crimes Investigator, J4,G BR.,NCH HQ BTA'.. through the 	 of ERIC 

ERB. OFF Interpreter attached A.D.J A.G. Branch e.ar 
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S T 1, T .21 	M T. 

by BRUCKNER LEOPOLD 
	

at presctit 1k. 1 P.O.W. Cage, 

Wetzelsaorf 

Taken on i Febrv-xy 1947. 

I have bc_n warn,,d that I an not obliged to say anything and that 

anything I 	say it be taken down in writing and.._ :y be given in 

evidence. 

Sid neci 	BRUCKai 

I stat- herewith that I hay.:. :lade a mistak- 	the state.:,,:rit ..ado 
by me on the 27 Jan'mry 1947 regarding the silplying of the ,:bulonce 

truck I st%t:.: herewit':1 as f01 1:,'W3: 
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by BRUOKPER LEOPOLD 	 at :ros,nt No. 1 70.0.. 

Taken en 1 February 1947 
	 Wetzolsdorf. 

I have boon oarnod that I ao not :,obliged to say anything ;.nt that 
anything I may say, will bo talon down in -w!Ating and mny be 2,iven 
in evidence. 

Signed: 	BIZIJOhNEZ LEOIOLD 

I can rereLber of the shooting of one Brit. 	no-led -flack and 
of the wounding of another na-.1ed BATY, I believe that his ri'ht na.c was 
M;1CDONALD. t'y account of this incidont is thy, f-11- wio,: 

Macdonald and several other British 	 ca mo tt th, ca.., at 
St. Egydi on the 28th of liaren 1944. 

On the day of his arrival Macdonald or 	to 	and asked for 
permission to go to Griffin's grave on the ce.etary, I ropliod him 
hereon, that this was nct possible as it was a woYk-day Ind that the 
P.O.W's. should be going on Saturday to the hairdrosser. 	and -o.ah then 
go with them and go also on to the ce;:letary. He went the oursin out 
of the guard room. On the 7th April 1944 :acdonald ca mu drunken back 
to the camp and made trouble and tried to break a oonch. 	I said t,) 
that this was not allowed and that I was responsiblo for the furniture 
and that he would not break it, so he left it. HUroupon he tried to 
begin a fight with me, but several of his c-ocados hcl: him back. I nt 
to the guard room and asked for the "Man of C"...rice" Butterfield and 
told him, that I would report Macdonald to th Co,ny. Butterfield camo 
the next day to me and informed mu, that o:-2donal: ha'l asked mo to ()souse 
him because ho was drunken and that this ..ould not ht.ppen any more and 
asked me to withstand from the report. I did not, therefore, mako 
any report. 

On the 15th of April 1944 the, sentry Kreiner went at 14.00 hours tc 
fetch the prisoners and he was told by the far..!or, whore Black and 
Macdonald were working, that they had already left at 15.00 hours, he 
came back and reported this to :io. I wnitod until about 17.00 hours 
and then wont mysolf to the farmer, as I believed that Froiner had not 
actually been there, but the farmer told also to mc, that ,slack and 
Macdonald had loft at 15.00- hours. I wont then hack witji my bicycle 
and when I, at about 16.00 hours, arrived near the camp I saw Black anu 
Macdonald coming on a hill-path sin gins and muking trouble. I left my 
bicycle on the road and went to the guard-room to fetch my rifle. I 
can remodber, that Kreinor was sitting on a bench before the house. 
I wont about 12 to 15 steps far from the house and waited. for Black and 
Macdonald to come nearer as I was waiting there. ,;omo-of,the:i.O.W's 
came out of the house and I ordered tQm tog in. Black and 
Macdonald came about to 4 steps fa: fr.y 	ana Iooderod Black to 
to his billet, whilst Macdonald would be lock O int, the fool-store 
to get clear of his drunkeness and so he woulOt not ..cake any trouble or 
be misbehaving as on the 7th of 	Blaok. soC that he .00uld go with 
his comrade and I answered him, that this ;;as n-rt 	sLblc and that he 
has to go into his billet. 	was just 1-...:oroi* ov, 31ack at this 
moment. Macdonald sprang towards me and c:: c:.':. 	rifle at the brooch. 

Black 
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Black then sprang also .L:wards me and hit 	in the face. I have 
struggled with both of the.-. about 8 	1C, _notes as they tried to get 
hold of my rifle anl during this fijlt 	 L,rn me off the houl 
of one of my kack-boots and the buttons 	ji.et. I could thenet 
hold of my :1st:A with my left hand and 	::h;t in the 'air, liacdonald 
left then his ri fral me and ran towarls th_ 	Llaok, 11.12- ver, 
aia not leave 1.(: and as I maned to 1;e.' il 	L my rifle I loaded and 
fired a shot in the air, but Black s-)ranj a::2.in at 	,.:nd I fired a 
second shot in the air to sh:m him that tho oLtuatd n lias earnest. 
\:hen I fired the first shot, I ha] to hold -Li,: 	-ith both hands and 
the pistol fell out of ..y hand. 	7,31ac:. 	 JuLline, at the 
breech of mj.  rifle and was pullinr; 	the 	-L 	trusers, and 
then I could 	the rifla out f Biac 1:; 	 firu the second shct. 
(When iacd::nald haJ left 	an. iau runni 	 camp I hoar-, 
whilst I was still fiL:hting with flack, a .:1 -A 	the direction fro-.. 
the camp.) I ordered then Black to lay ot: 	 which he did. 
I looked to the camp and saw Eacdonald ly in on the round. 1,3 he was 
trying to stand up I shouted to Kreiner "Take care, de not let 	stand 
up" and Kreiner shouted to me "I - believe he is wounded". When I heard 
that -.1cdonald was wounded I went tt tho'neibiburing house to ask the 
wo:mn there to g with her bicycle to fetch the doctor and I passed 
Black he sprang again 	and I fired a shot into his direction without 
aimine. I went to the neighbouring house and asked the woren to 
fetch the doctor for Macdonald.. ':ihen I was coming back from the house 
I tried to lift up Macdonald, but he gave me a sign to leave him lying 
and I went and shut the shutters of the windows of - the house in order to 
avoid, that the 	:.:ay get out from this side. The doctor dame about 
2  of an hour later atabout 19.15 hours and we went first to Macdonald. 4 
The doctor established that :acdonald ha a shot through tho right chest. 
Afterwards we went to Black and as we turned hi-.71 over we say that his 
jacket was all soaked with blood and the doctor esta:Aished that he was 
already deal. The doctor has then dressed haedonald's wound and ordered 
to leave him laying outside as this would be better for hi and he went 
then hirsolf to the Police-station t.; order the A.,::bulance-truck. 	The 
ALbulance-truck arrived about half an hour after -!.-3 .r1:1 has taken 
Macdonald to hospital toblaYburg. In the 	t1 	had carried Black 
to the Morgue. 	I wont then afterwards to tLe i;:di-station to inform 
the company of the incident. 

The trial tock Ilace at Graz, a2 far a.I oan ro.lember in June or 
July, and I was left free. 	Capt. Wele3L., -L:_,titute of the Co:Toany 
Co -lander was present at the trial. 

I have road over the above statioment made b c an .t is correct and 
true and made quite voluntarily. 

(sgd) BRUCETER 1,301OLD 

State 	taken d:wn by Cat. 4 .E. NORTTIRC:c-  L.I.R. (R.U.R) 
War Cries Investigator, J,-4. MINCH HQ BTA, through the :::edium of 
ERIC ERB, Off. 	Interpreter attached A.D.j.A.G. Branch (War Cri.::,es) 

L.E. NORTHROI,  C.IiT, L.I.R. 

I certify that the abolie Statement is a correct 	true translation :ade 
to the best of my ability. • 
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PARTICULARS OF EVIDENCE IN SUPPOR1  

(i, ';palter Harry LLOYD 	(2 statc:oents) 
M'XitGaf, (1 statement) 

(iii; Franz FaCt:IILT,Ji. 	(2 statements) 
(iv) Albert Allan LEY:all.: 	(1 statement and 2 exhibits) 
(v) Thomas Freder..ick :.:1-11ra 	(1 statement} 

(vi \)  Jq;inald CROCKla (1 staterent) 
(viii  —Leopold 1311110111111 	(3 statement5) 

fIcc St 
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NOTES ON THE CASE 

(Under this heading should be included the view taken as to (a) the degree of 
responsibility of the accused in view of his official position, e.g., was offence 
committed on the offender's own initiative, or in obedience to orders, or in carrying 
out a system approved by authority or a legal provision ; (b) the probable defence ; 
(c) whether the case appears to be reasonably complete.) 

(a) On each occasion the accused on his own initiative either fired 
himself at a PO' a within the POW Compound, or ordered a , UFt rd 
to fire at the prisoner. 

(b) There is a possible defence of self-protection as regards the 
shooting of Serjeant C-121}01111-, but there appears to be no defence 
to the shooting of Private BLACK and Private IACDO"'ALD. 

(c) The case is complete. 
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Registered Number. 
• Date of receipt in Secretariat. 

it 4 WO 1947 

UNITED NATIONS WAR CRIMES COMMISSION 
United Kin r'.om 
	 CHARGES AGAINST 	German 	WAR CRIMINALS 

CASE No.  U: -..613 - 

nearIIALTIfilN, Kreis  

Name of accused, his 
rank and unit, or 
official position. 

(Not to be translated.) 

Date and place of 
commission of al-
leged crime. 

Number and descrip-
tion of crime in war 
crimes list. 

References to rele-
vant provisions of 
national law. 

Breaches of 
International 

28 Octobcx 1- . 

(i)  Lurcler  

liurder ..... 	• • • 	• 

	  Breaches  of the Laws and Ilf;;;,‘:,;es.  

SHORT STATEMENT OF FACTS. 

The accused shot and killed .0 Officer of the 	Can in r orce 
while a prisoner of vi,Ar. 

Johann .41ilhelm 	 (in custody) 

Politisc:ier Leiter. 

TRANSMITTED 	..... 	  oC_to-J.4. (ldl. 

	

. 	 h  

• Insert serial number under which the case is registered in the flies of the National Office of the accusing State. 

(29555) Wt.P.252 4 	5,000 535 A.& E. W.Lt.l. Cp.685 
(30449) Wt. Y2 1163, 17 5,000 10:45 
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PARTICULARS OF ALLEGED CRIME 
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On 28 October 19114 an aeroplane was brouht down in the area (L:' 	 and 
the pilot, Flying Offio,:r G.A. COS7ELLO, Royal Canadian Air Force, landed by para- 
chute and gave himself up to some civilians. 	Shortly afterwards a car con ,,a4 nnf- • 
the accused, the witness WI:WAKE and a third person arrved at th 	2he 
accused ordered Flying Officer COSELLO into the car and drove to ..-L.cliO...:1+E.1•41, 
where the HQ of the Gauleitling of North-Westphalia was situated. Flying OLTicer 
COSTELLO was kept waitinz2, for about five minutes while theaocusedwent 1nto.the_ 
building and returned with a pistol; he was theL marched down the road by the 
accused who admits that he shot Flying Officer COSTELLO within a few yards of ti:e 
main road. He died sho..tly afterwards. The accused allees that Flying- Officer 
COSTELLO was attemptim,„; to escape. 

No other pers.,ns were present at the shooting, but it is clear from the 
evidence which is summarized Below th:A Flying; Officer COSTELLO was not attempt-
ing to escape and that he was •:deliberately murdered. 

On the followinp day the accused adiaitted to the witness SCird.A1'\E that he 
had ordered the pilot to move on and had thereupon shot him from behind and that 
he had "made it up that wa, to be able to use the excuse that he shot him whilst 
trying to escape". The area near the HQ where the shootingtook place was 
strongly guarded and per.tanently cordoneJ o:f by 50 SA men. At the time df the 
shootin the pilot was still are sed in s  thick clothes and wearin- flyin boots. 
These boots were seen on him by a witness after he was shot. 
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Deposition No. 1 

Translation of 

DEPOSITIO0  

of 

August Hermann scirdi,KE  

Deposition on oath of August Hermann SCHWAEE, male of VERS7KOLD, 
rittensteinstrasse 44, sworn before Capt. Colin Leslie HA:IR:030f, RA of Field 
Investigation Suction, War Crimes Group (NWT) at VIM. OLD on 3rd :arch 1947. 

My name is August Hermann SCHWAKE. I was born at BROCKBAGEN Preis HALLE, 
Westfalen, on the 9 Jan. 1913. 	I &a baker by occupation and of German 
nationality. 

End of October 1944 I was jest driving off with my car from Helenenhoehe 
together with the Politische Leiter Hermann SCHAEFER. I saw a low flying enemy 
plane crash-londing and a pilot baling out by parachute. Thereupon Johann 
LT27.2ERIG approached SCHAEFER and me and said we should drive to the place of 
the crash. We three then drove to the crashed .,)lane. When we arrived at the 
spot, I saw appr. 10 civilians standing round-  the pilot. I am almost sure that 

pilot wore flying-boots. Furthermore he wore a leather pilot's hood 
wi:a built in ear-phones. Turtharmore he had a yellow scarf round his neck. 

four drove back to Helenenhoehe and we all got out. LUEFIE1IMG and SCHAEFER 
vent to their huts, while I kept the whole ticie in the vicinity of my car or in 
the post office which was in tho close proximity. The pilot kept the whole 
Jibe on the same spot near the car. 5 or 6 minutes later I say LUEFTERI:G 
leaving the hut, having a pistol and belt round his waist. 

LUEHERiNG ordered the pilot to come along with him and they both 
descended the road towards Lavesumerstrasse. I had the impression that the 
pilot was rathe' distrustful towards LUEFTERI1TG. Actually, he hesitated to 
go with LUEFTERPIG. When both marched side by side down the hill, the pilot 
observed him distrustfully from the side. About 5-6 minutes after both had 
left the Helenenhoche I heard shots. I am positive that i heard at least 
two shots, it is possible that there were more than two. The shots were fired 
in an interval of 8-10 se..onds. 

Wheh SCHAEFER returned, we both got into the car and drove the road down 
from Helenenhoehe. Vie had drive about 30 meters with our car, when LTZFMRIM 
came towards us. We did not stop, however, when passing us LU3FTERING gavo 
a sign with his hand as if he would say that the pilot is polished off. "I7ot 
more than 80 meters after LUEFTERIA. we met Sturmfuehrer 1 CI I CH. LUEFTERING 
wore the brown uniform of a political leader, i.e. brown jacket, brown trousers 
and black boots, FISCHBACH carried a rifle and possibly a pistol as well, he 
appeared quite excited. Anot.er 30-50 meters after having ::let FISCHBACH we 
saw the pilot laying on a spot, which was 1O-15 a:eters off Lavesumer Strasso. 
Vie saw nobody with the pilot and drove on without stopping. I had the 
impression, that the pilot was moving slightly hol..ever. 	I 	not sure of it. 
ne pilot still wore his heavy flying-boots, but no leatiLr hood any more. 
The latter was taken off him already at HelenenhOehe. 

I think it was on the following day, when LUEFTEar-G explained the incident 
to me. He told me, that the pilot was rather distrustful towards him and that 
he kept on observing him. To cock the pistol without the pilot noticing it 
he feigned passing water. He left the pilot in the miAle of the road, went 
into the undergrowth and cocked his pistol there. To hide the loaded pistol 
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of the pilot he kept it behind his back. 	Furt:-...-..c.we 	cold :7,k, that he 
ordered the pilot to 1:.ove on and that thereupon 	shot 	i=ediaLly from 
behind. LiEl&EIR 	tole 	hi:s,lf that he 	it u-o that ':;ay tr be able to 
use the excuse that he shot hi while trying to escaT)c, 1,4;TE2fTG told me 
further, that he did not h,t 	 with th,! .i.rst shot and that he therefore 
fired a second ti e. 	It a., the general opinion of LIT1F22 - AG, that if enemy 
airman wore per::littecl to kill a defenceless farmer in the fiefs, it would only 
be just to shoot at a defenceless ene_y pilot. 	I think to re:lo„:ber that 
FISCBBACh cold me that he shot finally the pilot with his rifle, as he was 
disgusLd that LIEFT.2ii1G left the pilot in a semi-shot cordition. 	I was 
under the impression that F:SCHBACH shot.the pilot, out of pity to accelerate 
his death. FISCHB.-.CH was net th type to kill another hu:::an being just for 
the fun of -;aurder. 

I know, further_,cre, that LUEFTERING told me, that he reported the 
incident to Oberfuehrer WINTER who was his superior and that W1rTER 
severely reprimanded LUEIT1121G. 

(Signed) August SOHdAXi4. 

SWORN by the said deponent, August Herann SCHWAKE, voluntarily at 
VERSKOLD on 3rd March 1947, before nle Capt. Colin Leslie HARRISO, RA, 
detailed by C, in C. British Arny of the Rhine. 

(Signed) C.L. BARRIo0N, 
Capt.RA 

Inv,stigatin Officer. 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translation fro: Ger,ian into English of the 
deposition of .august SCHWiLNE, larked Deposition ?o. 1. 

5 -1.",arch 194.7 

H.C. Kinsleigh, 
Eajor. 

The C:leshire.Regt. 
Field Investigation Section, 
War Crimes Group (;11;) 
(Ma for H.P. EIVSLEIG1 
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Deposition No. 2 

Translation of 

O 

of 

Deposition on oath of WilheL, 	 liALMRN,'Goldstrassa 1, 
sworn bofore Capt. Colin Les1Le 	 :f Field Investigation Section, 
',oar Crimes Group (771&) at HALTF1Rr on 28..194/. 

1.,y name is Wilhelm NEUFLD. 	I was born in ate;._;. iLDE Ostpreussen on the 
14 November, 1663. 	I am a retired police Moistr and of German nationality. 

One Saturday in October 1944 I was rung up by the HAL1_RN Polimeiamt and 
I was told that behind the Helenenhoche an enemy aeroplane had crashed and 
that I should either go there myself or send sol.,ebo,ly over, 	I went there on 
my bj.cycle, along the Lavesumerstrasse. I sc.w.  2 SA men standing at the side 
of the road and these showed a wounded air:aan to me, who was lying on the 
other side Of the road about 2 or 5 meters away from the road near a bush. 
The SA men told me that the avian had b.:en trying to escape and that he 
therefore was shot at. I lookea at the airman, saw that he :.as still alive 
and think that he had a wound. But I cannot say whether he was shot from the 
front or back. I am quite certain that they were 2 ordina2y SA men ant:, not 
officers. At this spot there were always one or two guards in order to 
prevent civilians going to the Gualeitung without having a pass. 	I am 
quite certain that FISCHBACH, whom I knew very well, was not one of the two. 
.:hen the SA men told me that the airman had been shot they told me also, as 
far as I can reme7:ber, that the action had been carried out by the :ill. 

When I arrived at the, place, thee were only 	three. I looked at the 
papers of the airman and froz: there I got to .:now that this concerned Lt. 
George Arnold COSTELO, 1. )9;620 and that he was a Canadian. I was going 
to ride to HALTERN on my bicycle in order to Let a car, but just 2 minutes 
after I had left the airman I met an ambulance, which I stopped. I and 
the ambulance arriv.d at the same time at the airman, and I am fairly sure 
that nobody except the 2 3A men arrived in the meantime. The airman 
had died in the meantime. Before-I left to get a car I already knew that 
the airman was dying.. . During my presence at the place no further shot was 
fired at him. I was not more than 50-100 meters away from the place when I 
noticed the ambulance. 

The two GA men were about 30-'5 years of age, had blond hair, the one was 
taller than 1.70m, the other was smaller. 

Today I saw LUEF177 G in No. 4 CIC .?.ECSIJINGE1-  and I believe that he 
was not one of the two SA men who.;) I saw at that time. 

SWORN by the said Deponent Wilhelm 
1947 before me, Capt. Colin Leslie 
Army of the Rhine. 

(Signed) 	NEUFELD. 

NEUFELD, voluntarily at HALTERN on the 28 
HARISON, RA, detaileu by the C. in C. British 

(Signed) C.L. .PRISON, Capt. RA. 
Investigating Office-, 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translation fro-.1 Gernan into English of the 
deposition of Wilhelm NEUFELD, markA. Deposition No. 2. 

H.P. 
The Cheshire Regt. 

Field Investigation Sects  n 
War Crimes Group Ont]) 
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DEPOSITION No.  

Translation of  

34POSITIO 

of 

Anton Karl Rudolf VLSTHOFF. 

Deposition on oath-of Anton Karl Rudolf "I,: )THOZ2, .a-e, of HALTERr, 
Suodwall 7, s'aorn before Capt. Colin Leslie 1-14i 4J001;, 134,, DI i"ield Investigation 
Section, liar Cri:.es Group, ("..90, at HAL=, on the 1st .::arch, 1947. 

I ao-. Anton Karl Rudolf ILSTHOFF, and o" :porn in 	an der LI1-7.E, on 
the 1st January 1b60. 	I 	a retired Haup..aeht.eist-4 Di-  the Rural Police and 
of Gorman nationality. 

In October 1944 I was cycling along my LAV.t3IJ: tour of duty. On my way 
towards that place some people told me that an enov aeroplane had orashed near 
LAVESIL,. I went in the direction of the crashed plane and on the way there a 
man in brown uniform, whom at that tine I did not know, butihom I recognised 
again yesterday in 4 CIO RECKLINGHAUS3;q  and whose nae is LUETFE':ZTJG, bc,okoned 
to me and told me to come over towards hLm. Then saw a pilot lying on 
his back roughly two meters fro:. the path which led up to the 'Telenenhoehe 
an6 about 15 meters away froil the Lavesa:lerstrasse. 

I an quite certain, without any doubt whatever, that I saw two men 
in brown uniform standing by the pilot. One of them was the man who had 
beckoned to me and who spoke to 	Thu ether stood close by 	an'i did 
not say anything. The one who spoke to me was an officer, as I noticed by 
his shoulder epaulettes. I did not know the rank of the other one. 
LUETFERIHG and I stood close to the pilot who was loudly rattling in his 
throat. The other man was standing about 2 meters away. LUETFERIKG and I 
looked at the pilot and LUETEC?IiTC; said: "He had not yet had enough." I 
remember every single word, as if it were spoken today. The airman was 
fully dressed and T. did not notice any wound. I set off iol:ediately up 
the path to the Helenenhoehe and fro::. there I telephoned Police leister 
Wilhelm NEUF:J.1D. I told ITSUFELD that he should come to the Helenenhoehe as 
a shot down airman was lying there. I i::I..odiately went Iran the Holonenhoche 
to the crashed aeroplan- in e:do: in the course of duty to cordon off the 
surrounding area. I never saw the pilot again. 

If the pilot had really atte-apted to escape, it would net have been 
necessary to shoot him as the Helenenhoehe was guarded and cordoned off 
permanently by at least 50 SL men. In addition the area was only slightly 
wooded and as there were also many civilians wandering around the could 
easily have caught 

It would moreover have been very easy for a police:Jlan on a bicycle to 
overtake him. Apart from that it must have been easy for LU2TY1RING to 
recapture him as LUET1ER:G wore a light brown unifor.:., while the airman was 
very thickly clothed. He wore very thick, heav7 flyin2 boots and a suit of 
overalls. He seemed to be wearing many clothes under those overalls, as 
everything appeared to be- padded out. 

(Signed) Anton VESTHOFF 

- 1 - 
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SWORN by the said deponent 4,nton Karl Rudolf IESTHOFF, voluntafily at HilLTEZZ 
on 1st 1:arch 1947, before 17.c, Capt. Colin Leslie FILWA1,O-q, R—, detailed by 
the C. in C. British 	of the Rhine. 

(Signed) C.L. IURRISON, 
Capt. R,"i. 

Investigating Officae. 

CERTIFI.ED that this is a true translation fro7:, Ce.an into .1]h:„lish of 
deposition of into WESTHOFF, arkcd De?osition 	3. 

• 

C.L. fu..asia•, 
Capt. 

Field Investigation Section, 
War CrL:cs Grou? (..'"d3) 

O 

••■■•••••••••••••••■ 
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Deosltion 17o. 4 

Translation 01  

Ille:,0".7e  

Erich 1.01X'-73ACH. 

Deposition on oath of Ka71 Erich FISHBACH, male of SALC-T&IDO F near 
EIRIKIRCHEN, Kreis SIEGV7, Hochstrasse 55, sworn before Capt. Colin Leslie 

HARRISOY, RA . of Field Investigation Section, ';:ar Crimes Group (iaL) at CIC 
RXKLINGHAUSEN on 1 March 1947. 

I, Karl Erich FISCHBACH was informed, that I an not compelled to make a 
deposition if I do not wish to do so, but that every statement that I will make 
!1.11 be written down and can be used as evidence in the future, I am making this 
leposition voluntarily and without force or the promise of personal advantages. 

My name is Karl Erich FISCHBACH, .E was born at SMTHETTEN, Kreis SIEGEN 
the 21 October 1911. I am a car-mechanic by occupation and of German 

eetionality. 

I remember that once late in the Autuarl of 1944 an enemy aeroplane crashee 
.tween the Helenenhoehe and the village LAVESU_. During thL whole time of the 

.-rm I wa_ in the shelter of the Helenenhoehc. After the alarm was over I 
.ft the shelter. Being a SA Sturmfuehrer it was my duty- to post a sentry 

e . ; the watching-tower and another one at the administration building of the 
aunenhouhe immediately after the beginning of the alarm. Furthermore it was 

duty to go with the other members of the guard comeando to the shelter in 
order to maintain good order and discipline. 

When I left the shelter I '.as told by so.fluene that an eneJly aeroplane 
was shot down and the pilot of the plane had been hot by LIJEFTERII,:G on the way 
o HJiLTERN whilst csca.;Ing. 	I ta.:,diately went to 1,112FTEIZIG's office and saw 

him there. LUEFTERG confirmed that he had shot the aieman whllst escaping 
and that he was lying near the road. • 

Now it was my duty t. see to it that the airman would betaken away and I 
.ant to the place where the airman was lying. 	I saw the airman but I cannot 

remember if somebody else was also standing there. As the pilot did not move, 
presumed he was dead. I did not sue any wounds, but must say that I did 

Jot make any closer examination of him. I placed a guard at the airman, in 
crder to prevent curious people coming near the place. I cannot remember 
.':ether I brought this guard already along with me or whether I had to fetch him 
:'eom the HELENENHCEHE. Then I went back to the Helenenhoehe on V OWn. 
7110 time later the guard, whom I had placed, came back to me and reported to 

that the airman had already been ta.centojiATIMN by an ambulance. At 
)mu time - I fro not -reMellber exactly-  When this was - I rang up the police 

reported th:s incident. I did not take any part in this shooting and have 
ding to add in this matter. 

(Signed) Erich .FISCHBACH. 

-1 - 
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by the said deponent Kark Erich IT;.SCH=1ACH, voluntarily at 4 C"X 
aJLELINGHAUSEF, on 1 arch 19/q, '.)efore zie, Colin Leslie HilaRI60, Capt. RA, 
detailed by th..; C. in C. British ArQr of the Rhine. 

(Si3nt,d) C.L. HLUISW, CaDt. R.A. 
--Investtgating-Offtce. 

CLRTIFIRT) that this is a true translation from Go Tan into.English of the 
deposition of Erich FISCHBACH, marked Deposition 	4. 

5 ;;:arch 1947 (Sj4Jed) H.P. EIKSLEIGh. 

The Cheshi Rest. 
Field investigation 'Section 
War Crildes Group C-1 
Cdajor 
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Deooaition 	5 
Trans lat i n oT 

of 

Johann Willa:Le LEIPT.,11ING. 

Deposition on oath of Johann 7.Tilholm IZIPTERPTa, male, of Re. el Jcreis 
?1JENSTER, scorn before Colt Leslie HATC.TSON, Capts 	(DC Field Investigation 
aection, War Crimes Group (IT.'E) at No. 4. (IC RECU N(sH&117-fi, on 2 ilarch 194.7. 

I, Johann Wilhela 1E1IFIETZIM have been earned, that I am not forced to 
mace a deposition, unless I so desire, arai that a deposition hich I am eoira; 
to make 	be taaen down -n eritin and can 1-:e wed in future as evideeee. 
I make this d. position volunteaily and not under theeat or the promise of 
personal re ards. 

My name is Johann Wilhelm LIFEPTI7a. r.I`Ter , I ae 	on 20th 70. a 1•')3. 
- .as a Politischer Leiter by profess: 7.a -. and am ^ Gem citizen. 

I, Johann Wilhelm ILJEFTE21111- - ill tell. the - .hole truth, h)- ever, I have 
to point out that by reason of a seri.ous car-accident in Aeril 1945 my memory 
has considerably -.--eakened. 	As a matter of feet my car hit an anti-tank-block 
ei.th a speed of 70 km, and apart; from ounds on my lea I received .)ruir...es on my 
chest and ounds in my face. My face - as bleedia- and I - as unc-mscious for 
teo days; 	Since tat time I suffer of bad memory. 	I cannot remember fact 
especially, ehich date from aefere the accident, 	I only remember them partly. 
Partly I still have my mera)ry hoeever, partly I have to rely on reconstruction. 
Informatio regarding the accident and its ef:7'eets can be given by the hospital 
PEINE near HANNOVER. 

In the second part of Octeber 19)4 I aas z flahter plane crashing, and I 
tent by car to the spot where I supposed the pilot eauld land. 	111101:Ilea man vas 
in the car eith me. Apart from him the driver vas pr sent and I ;hi n'c his name 
is- August SCHWA.C'(E. 	On arrival at the place of landing, t.e.) pilot vas handed 
to me b:e a man, it could be possible that this man -:as a soldier. 	'Then I 
arrived near the pilot I see-; at least 10 peo:)le standiag around vaho told eie, I 
should be very careful as the pilot tried already once to escape. 	I led the 
pilot to my superior vho vas at the Gaubefehlsstelle-HEIME.H;:da3. 	I did 
not interrogate the pilot, nor did I search him or tt.)oe any papers off him. 	As 
far as I can remember the pilot viore shoes and a dark suit, possibly a thick 
flying jacket as yell. 	At that time I -aore the 1)ro n 	so/net -Imes a 
erey pair of trousers. 	I ca .not remem.er hoe: I 7•as dressed a'.; that ti. 	ho-e7 e 
I -ore never a complete grey uniform. I did net ear my .e.daes of rank on the 
epaulet es, but as a k nd of coallaa-dog on the leael. 

When I arr aed at HELTWENHOETIE Oberfeuhr  r TINTER or 	 creed - ith 
_me ., that the pilot should be brota--ht t -) the Ortsk .mraandentur at HAIMER.N. 	I led 
him do-in the hill towards Lavesumerstrasse. 	I cannot remember an: m re -nether 
or not one of my comrades --ant - i sh me. 	I marched the pilat, to 1-ft the moral 
of the population. 

At that time the Ruhrgeoiet suffered a lot under her •:.; aie-attacas, end 
party propaganda re uested that nee spirit should e intr•duced into the 
population, I -has very pria; of the fact, that the pilot - 	tea-en—prisener ;)y me 
and I marched him to HAITE7R.r, so that every') dy could s e h•m. 	We descended 
the road from 1-EIEIENHOIW, an.- just before 	arr.ved ate  the ma:e. stia.et, the 
pilot rati off' in the direction of a small --aod, situated e. the ri,aht hand sidi. 
I shouted to him to halt, lae-ever, he rue 	I ran aftea him at the &ale time 
culling out my aastol. 	Whe I fired, there 's .7 certain_ distance beteeen the 
pilot and me - 	great this di-stance - as, I cannot state e: actly, ace rding to 

-.1 - 
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:,ce- rCina7 to 14;-  memo -y it could have 1)el:n '1-21 met l, 	As f: : as 	r ;.lem.)er 
I fire,  onl • one shot. 	It could e aonsible h) 	th-,t I fu.cd t ) sh,ts 
in immediate succession. 	The latter I Presume is ,)!Ible as a mista'te c'n 
occur regarding the amount of shots fl_redfn)m . a 	-arn out by reason 
of my - ar time e7perience. 	The pilot fell 	the „around and I  noticed that 
the eLdt of the shot -as near the heart; 	I shat.him obviouslj from beh-.nd; 
I remember that immediately after arils I as joined b ,  a Policeman ith - at ry 
eyes. 	I told the police-man that the pilot attewted to escnoe nnd that 
I therefore 7:'.8 forced  to use my -.ea_a4n---a-Belg±-11 -91mu pistor 	th^ught 
that-the-Pnot -as dead, as he uic. not move -any ,,lore and as I could only see 
the rhite of his eyes. 	I handed 	corpse to the policemen for further 
action. - I then -ent to the HeleneAoehe, -.there I reported the inoid nt ta my 
superior. 	I then - ent to my office -nd reported the incid nt to the 
Ortskommandantur at HALTMN, 'ay telephone. The Ortskonnandantur as an Office 
of the Wehrmacht. I can furthermore remember, that the commander of the 
guard, FISCHBACH, came to me PrAn the air-raid shelter. I ac7.uainted FISCIPACH 
roughly with the incident. I am of the opinion that OISCHBACH did not shoot 
at the pilot, as this ..could surely have been reported t) e. 

- 	I can-state -ith ce- tainty, that I as not reprimanded bec-ure.of this 
incident by the Gauleiter. 	In the c - se th-  t Oberfuehrer WIY.TTER )n occasion 
of my resort - ould ha e enressed his 6isnolrov-,1 of the incid- nt, he -luld 
only have done it bec-use of a -rong imore--ion, - 1-ich I -)u.0 h-ve 
enjusted. 	This is an opinion of mine -ts I cannot remember it -Tv more -hether 
I as ever reprimanded by ''INTER in this reslect. 

I . )u16 like to -06, th-,t - h(,:c. I arrived ^t that t' me '_th the pilot -St 
HELENENHOEBE I --s told by Fir/ superior: "Bring the blo'7e t' the Stadtkommandant 
-e have nothin to do -ith it." 

I have nothin, else t -dd. 

(Signed) Johann 7ilhelm LFAIFTT-TTNG 

SWORN By the said deponent, Johann Wilhelm IBEFTERING, volu t-rily at 4 CIC 
RECUINGHAUSEN on 2 March 1947, before me, C- ofColin Leslie HURISON RA 
detailed by C. in C. British Aravi of the Rhine. 

(Siole0 C.L. HARRISON, C:ot. 7A 
Investigating Officer 

ti 
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"A" 

	 REf0,31 

Pef:- 	Bi,OR/15227/2/C, 

Pathologist Rof:- 	j9, - 
„Axrder of J39620 VO CO:31TZLO G.L., RC,Y, 
Oemetary HI,LTERN 
Date of Exhitlatiun: 22nd .ialgust 1946 

The body was exhu,ed from a grave bearing a cross COSTEL-.0. 
The body was dressed in a battle dress blouse, trousers, blue shirt, 
polo-necked white pullover, long and short cotton pants, hairs 
light brown, :,odium length, and wavy, The body was buried without a 
coffin in about 6 feet of well drained soil. 

pathological findings: There was a small hole which could have 
been made by a small calibre missile through the battle dress blouse, 
pullover, shirt and vest, connecting with a hole in the 6th rib 
posteriorily, about 4 ins. fro the midline. There vas a hole in the 
right 3rd rib, about 3 ins. from the midline posteriorily. There was 
one hole through the ()entre of the manubrium, 	ID:T a small calibre 
missile. There was a quantity of blood in the loft pleural cavity. 
Owing to the state of de-bo_position of the body 1 was unable to 
ascertain 	2nd exit hole. 

Opinion: In my opinion COSTELLO was :c ill..: by a firing of two 
small calibre issiles from the back at a :A.ir.;ht. and le from the right. 
One of these would have pierced his heart, the 2nd one -A-doh entered 
through the 3rd rib '.would not have boon a fetal woun. 

(siEne 
C 

4 
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• PARTICULARS OF EVIDENCE IN SUPPORT 

018S 

Contained in the de Lositi:ns of At.iust Hermann 
Anton Karl :Wdolf 	Karl Erich 2-ISCKIIACII, and the statelaent 	by 
the accased on intel:To -ation, and the patholorical report of 	A.K. 
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	 0189 

NOTES ON THE CASE 

(Under this heading should be included the view taken as to (a) the degree of 
responsibility of the accused in view of his official position, e.g., was offence 
committed on the offender's own initiative, or in obedience to orders, or in carrying 
out a system approved by authority or a legal provision ; (b) the probable defence ; 
(c) whether the case appears to be reasonably complete.) 

The case is comyl.,;te. The oi'fence was ca,i;aittedby the accused on 
his own initiative. 

J 
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Date Submitted 	Decision of Committee I 

189766 1'f193/1 1 LOCO A. 45 ?Ala' I td 51,1 

°ARM- CHECKED LIST 5' 

22 MAY1947 



(For the Use of the Secretariat)  

Registered Number. 

UNITED NATIONS WAR CRIMES COMMISSION 
United Kingdom ..CHARGES AGAINST 

CASE No  UK  

GE,rman 

q/B 617  
. WAR CRIMINALS 

0191 
Date of receipt in Secretariat. 

4 vii; y' 1947 

Name of accused, his 
rank and unit, or 
official position. 

(Not to be translated.) 

/ Karl 1121411, Oberleutnant. 
/ 	Konrad .ArnoLD„ obenvachtrntis ter. 

Lu6wig  	Burzkomeister  of .ieidelthausen.  J. 

in custody. 

Date and place of 
commission of al-
leged crime. 

	7th December 1944 near  Weidenhausen,  Germany. 

Number and descrip-
tion of crime in war 
crimes list. 

References to rele-
vant provisions of 
national law. 

	(i) Murder. 	  

Murder. 

Breaches of 
International 1.44w. 

Breaches of the Levis and lisagt:s of ,ar. 

SHORT STATEMENT OF FACTS. 

Serjeant Scott baled out from an aircraft and was taken prisoner by 
the second accused. He was brought to weidenha,isen Prisnn were he was interro-
gated. He was then token out by orders of the first accused and shot in a Mod. 
The third accused was present and assisted at the killitg. 

TRANSMITTED BY 	Off iG.e ..of... t 	 Dept._.) 

• Insert serial number under which the case is registered in the files of the National Office of the accusing State. 

(29655) WIP.9.52 4 	5,000 6'46 A.& E. W.Ltd. GP.683 
(30449) Wt.P 11113 17 5,000 10'45 
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Page 2 

PARTICULARS OF ALLEGED CRIME 

See short stateDent of facts. 
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DEI-OSITION Ho. ,-,- 

Translation. of 

of 

THOli?:-6 Heinrich 

Deposition on oath of THOL.-S Heinrich, 	of WEIDT.IIH.16:ai, Kreis 
BIEDR4KOPF Stronhberg 155a, sworn before Captain h.... BRUNT ER, The Essex 
Regiment at the Burgomaster's Office 	 (11:3-Zone) on 3rd 
fT..sch 1947. 

I am THOL4,6 Heinrich, born at J.6-,EDEit-USEV Kreis BIEWNKOPF Strohbc.  
155 a on 29 Jan 1909. I a.1 the Burgo.-.1asterls runner and 	of German 
nationality. From 1 -ug 1933 until 1 Nov 1937 I was a member of the S-. 
-fter I had been discharged frointhe Jehrmacht owing to a skull and brain 
injury, I became the Bur, o_rster's runner at ..EID:GNH4.USZ on 1 ..ug 1944. 
I still held this post. 

I re ::ember that approx on 7 Dec 1944, I retured from a job to the 
burgoL.aster's office. I was told by the people in the Burgomaster's 
office that a British ainian was imprisoned in the co 	cell. I 
was not interested and carried on with is work. ,', few minutes later 
people came to the office and told me that the prisoner was shouting 
and knocking at the door;-  someone of the Office should look after. him. 
Thereupon the Burgo7,aster_- 	Ludwig - went to the prisoner's 
cell, after having indicated that I should accompany him. ihen we 
arrived at the cell, MICHEPL unlocked the door and tried to speak to 
the captured airman. But this was impossible as the airman spoke English 
only and the Bur yomaster Gerw,n. after they had tried to speak for 1-2 
minutes MICHEL grew impatient and IfICEEL started__ to beat -the prisoner -
with a cane. He may have bdaten him 5-6 times. The - airman kept entirel:-  
quiet ---andsaid nothing. During the whole incident I stcrcl in the door. 
Alen MICHEL had finished we loft the cell. This May hnv6 happened short-
ly after 1800 hrs. 

Some time later MICHEL took me apart and told mo_that the English 
airman - Should be killed _and whether I was willing to participate. I 
resisted, as I myself have been a soldier. MICHEL was very annoyed and 
tried to persuade -me. :Ster he had spoken to tie for about 20 minutes 
and as I was afraid to be discharged, I agreed. The post of a runner 
meant much to me, as I am severely disabled - a bfain injury - and unfit 
to do hard work and have to look after :1,)r four children. 

I want to anticipate that between the sport ground and the cemetery 
there is a wood with a pit which wai. known to us for several years. 
after I had agreed to participate 3urgoi.,aster 11.:.CHEL sent vie to this 
pit to look whether it was still there. The pit was still there and I 
reported it to the Burgomaster. Shortly afterwards Gendarmeriebeamter 
ii,ZIGOLD Konrad arrived and asked the Burgomaster whether he had found 
anybody to participate whereupon laCFEL replied th:t I was illing to 
go with them. 

Thereupon the Burgo;.laster told me to take a shovel. iiIChEL and 
MJZOLD -.:ont to the cell and tied the prisoner's hands on hiS-  back. I 
myself proceeded to the spot. after I had waited for about 1 minute 
ILNGOLD and LIICHEL arrived with the 	In the meantime it was about 

1930 hrs. 

I stood near the pit. I saw that the scadicr was turned with his 
back to the other persons. ILINGOI,D took out his pistol and killed the 
airman while ILICHEL flashed en' electric torch at the prisoner. The 
airman. I do not know the result of the examination, the prisoner may 
have been still alive - anyhow, some seconds after the ,,z-:lination 
.14VGOLD fired a second shot into the airman. I am enti,e1: sure, 

/that two 

a 
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that two shots were fired. Then -ICHEL erne to 	and inspected the 
pit. Up to this :.1.11,1ent I had not done an:thing at the pit. 	the pit 
was covered in thorns and ,:.ud 	strrted to clean and deepen it. I 
assisted hi.. Thereupon ....1i2AOLD and laCtie;L brou:;ht the shot Pd.: and 
lowered the corpse into th_ ,:ravc. Then we jointly filled the nrave. 
..hen the grave ;.as filled, 	%.ent ho 	1 cannot reiaember whai; ;.c spoke 
while vie '..ere digging and going ho,..e. 

I want to add t -t I have been told that I a;1 not compelled to nake 
a stateent, if I do not Ash so, but that the st-te,lent I make may be 
used as evidence at an 	1 lade this state.lunt voluntarily, with- 
out the use of force or the pro.dse of a re.:ard. The above stateLlent 
was read to .10 and I fcund it correct, I have nothing to add. 

(Signed) HeinrichL'HO1-...3 

by the said Deponent 	Heinrich, 
voluntarily at The Burgo.:.asterl s office 

.LID2,11E,,US124.  • (US-Zone) on 3rd :..:arch 1947, 
before' zic, Captain H.... BRUITHM, The 1-J'ssex 
itegiraent dct,Aled by C.-in-C. British 
of the :Rhine. 

(Signed) 	3=1MR, Captain 
-.Pield Investigation 6ection • 

Crifaes Group (I1'.(2) 

C-J2TIFIED that this is a true translation 
Geriaan into nglish of the Deposition 

	

of THOi.,:S, Heinrich, narked Deposition 	4. 

Field investigation Section 
i;a.r Crimes Group CLA 
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Translation of 
	 Deposition N3. 5  

DI-OSITION 

OF 

Deposition on oath of alGE, _Maria, female of -,iEIDENHOSEH, Kreis 
BIEDENKOPF, Haupstr. 126, swam before Captain H.4... BRU a , The Essex 
Regiment -at the Burgomaster's Office ,,EIDENE',USEN (US-Zone) on 3rd 
March 194.7. 

I am WEGE, Maria, born at -ZIDEHHOSEN -Arcis BIEDENKOPP Eauptstr. 
126, on 6.1.11ay 1922, I am still living at the 10A address. 	I am of 
German natianality. 	I a;1 a far. hand by trade. 

I remember that but the 6 ar 7 Dec 1944 at approx 2 p.m. in the 
afterna:n I returned from ENDBXH to 'WEIDEHHOSEN. Cn the way I passed 
Oberwachtmeister Konrad M.11qGOLD, ih: als_ r.s walking in the direction 
of WEIDENHAUSEN on the road accompanied by an English 	I was 
riding a bivcle. 	Although I vas riding more slowly 1 	. not stop to 
talk to MANGOLD, but I could see that the PoW's hands were tied an his 
back. 	I rode home and waited at the window as they would perhaps pass 
our house, but he did not aprear. 	Approx at 5 pora of the same day I 
passe& the town-hall by accident. - There a sa:all crowd had gathered. 
A friend shouted at me: "Come along, here is a captured enemy airman." 
At-the town-hall there was also the commanity cell. 	The PoW knocked 
at the door as if he wanted something.-  Some children went upstairs 
to the Burgomaster and told him to came dawn t.. look_ after the POg. 
A short time later the Burgomaster - Ludwi MICHEL - appeared, he was 
alone. 	In one hand he had a rubber truncheon or a cat o' nine tails, 
I am not quite sure, but it was na cane. MICHEL chased us away and 
shut the door, but we did not go very far and I myself opened the door 
a little to see what was going to happen. In the meantime THOMAS 
Rtilarich .4.1),rv:A3 :An.3 	near the Burgomaster. 	The Burgamaster 
unlocked the door and said: "That do you want, come here, friend." 
The Englishman did not reply end when he approached MICHEL, he started 
to beat up the prisoner with the rubber truncheon 	the cat a' nine 
tails. 	He beat the prisoner violently several times on the head, so 
that the prisoner collapsed. Even then MIC14 did not stop beating, 
he beat the prisoner until he crept into one corner and remained there - 
I presume unconscious. 	I do not knave how many times he beat the 
prisoner, he beat him sa violently that one did not dare to look, but 
he certainly gave him more than 5-6 strokes. 	THOMAS did not participate 
in the beating he only st .ad beside the door. 	I do not know what 
happened ta the Polir afterwards I cauld 11.-t stand looking at him any 
longer and went away. 

I want to add, that I have been tar, that I am nat compelled to 
make a statement, if I do not wish so)  but that any statement I do make 
may be used as evidence in a Caurt, at any time. 	I ma : this statement 
voluntarily without the use I farce, threat or the pr—i 	of a reward. 
The above statement was re-:C t) me, I faun-. it earruct and have nothing 

to add. 

(Signed) Maria \VEGE 
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1)%fre 2. 

SWORN by the 	Dep.nent 	.rEGE, v.luntarily 	the 
Burgomaster's Office WEIDENEAUSEN (US-ZIme) fn 3r: :...reh 1!"11.7, 
bef-Te me, Captain P. 	BRUNNER, The Essux Re,,zimont 
by C.-in-C. British army ..)f the Rhine. 

(Sign 3c1) . .. BRUNNER 
Captain 

InvestiL;ati -.)n Section 
it Crimes Gr..up (WE) 

CERTIFIED that this is - true tmnslatim 
from German into English Jf the Deposition 
of Maria WEGE, marked Dep:Jsitim N. 5. 

Investi- ltion Section 
War Criues GcJup (NWE) 
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' Translation of 

DEI-C6ITIC1T  

of 

.5CH: JDT, Karl Konrad  

Deposition on oath of SCHtiLDT Karl K,)nrad, male, of GL.0.DaTB.,,C;IH Krcis 
BIEDENKOPF, Giedsncrstr. 1, sworn before Captain 	BRUNNER, The 
Essex Regiment at No. 5 CIC .e.,.DER.BURN on 17th January 194.7. 

I ars, SCH.:ID:, Karl Konrad, born at 14:EGEtiSCHti4d1Z, Krcis 
on 28 Oct 1884, I 	a police official by occupation and at last 
held the rank of a Meister der Gendarmerie. I cm of German nationality. 
I joined the is-4.3D.,..P on 1 ivia;)-r 1933.   

L.t the beginning of ...ugust 1944, during a conference of police 
officials from 'HEDENKOPF/Lahn, Gendarmeriekreisfu.ehrer Oberleutnant 
Karl taa\IGE issued an order to the effect that all terror pilots who were 
caught had to be shot, and that a report had to be made stating that 
the pilot 1..-as found ucc.,.d. Thereupon I answered to Oberleutnant MENGE: 
"Herr Oberleutnant, I think this order is not just and authoritative. 
In Ey opinion all air-men who are taken prisoner have to be delivered to 
the -,iehrmacht, as they have to be interrogated at first and it is not 
our business what the ..ichrmacht does with them." Oberleutnant L-i7.4,;GE 
answered that I had heard the order and knew the other one, that any 
person disobeying  an order given on dut! would be punished 	the 
death sentence. I answered to Oberleutnant :i.',ILGE; "I hope we won't 
come in such a dilemma". 

I remember that on 6th or 7th December 1944 in the evening I re—
received a telephone call froi:. Oberleutnant...e..14C_;E who told me to go 
to WEIDENE.,US.TiL ; Ober..:achtmoister ii.,NGOLD had caught an airman and he -
Oberleutnant i1,11GE — would come as -.-.ell. -de met in '..TI:61D.JULUSZq and 
drove on to meet Oberwachtmeistor r.aIGOLD. 	..210t.:1-,i.GOLD beside a 
wood with an airman. —fter a short conversation with ;:ii,NGOLD Oberleutnant 
ialiGE wanted to shoot the airman at once. I stopped Oberleutnant 1.11,iGE 
to carry out the shooting by telling him, that this Vtar, not the right place, 
as it was near the main road and probably some prople would pass. I 
wanted to attain that the airman was not shot at all but delivered to 
the Luftwaffe at GIESSEF. 

Oberleutnant 	and I returned to -,,MDIZT-r01:.I1S:&:, and entered an 
Inn, while Oberwrohtmeister .L,-i.,;NGOLD walked with the airman to ,FEIDEN-
Iii0 ■1. 

While Oberleutnant 14211,IG -.; was in the inn, I once left him for a 
short time to fetch something. When I was absent liiiNGOLD came to the 
inn and in rAy absence was ordered to shoot the airman, for the order was 
not issued in my presence. 4.1 short time later I drove home and did not 
speak with Oberleutnant 	about the subject. Only two days later 
liiLIZOLD told me, that he had shot the airman. I believe to re-ag-lber 
that the Burgomaster Ludwig  laatta was present at the shooting. 

On Sunday, 10 Dec 44, Oberwachtmeister 	cane to me and 
told :.,e, that Oberleutnant idENGE had called him up and informed him, 
that he would send Obcrwachtmeister KOCH with an airman, who should be 
shot by him —10iil..IGOLD — in the vicinity of GLLDENB4,CH. I was annoyed 
and said to -1,.14`,NGOLD; "why shall we do it here, if they have arrested 
the airman at BILDIIIKOI-F the people at BIEDLITKOPF are re s, 	for 
him". I intended to telephone Oberleutnant kaliGE, but 1\11:OL,D told 
me that MDIGE was out, but had not said where he ..:as going to. On the 
other Hand .i.,,NGOLD was of the s 1. opinion as I. 

/furth(xmore 



Furthermore MitNGOLD informed me that Oberleutnant - ENGL had given 'the 
order that I should name a Landwachtmann for the digging.of the grave. 
after short consideration I named Ludwig 'tiILL, and told liANGOLD to go 
to his house to see whether h()_ was in. I did not sent c direct order 
to .dILL, as I did not know whether he was at hchae. ...t.i.orucv,:r I had no 
special reason to give 	name, it could have been au..rbody else as 
well. Although I was not in charge of the.Land-aacht (second reserve) I 
was entitled to give Landwachtmann `MILL a direct order, as the Landwacht 
was subordinated to the police. One or tit) . days later Oberwachtmeister 
MANGOLD came to me again and told lae that the cc,,.;ie was settled, • the 
necessary report and the airman's valuables had been sent to Gendarmerie-
kreisfuehrer 

I want to add that I saw the first air...an only in the dark, approx 
between 1900 hours and 2000 hours, and that I have not seen the second 
airman at all. 	 • 

I want to add, that I have been warned that I am not compelled to 
make a statement if I do not wish to do so, but that any statement I 
do make may be used as evidence in a Court at any time. I ,lade this 
statement voluntarily, without the use of force, threat or the promise 
of a reward. 

The above statement was read to me. 
I found it correct and have nothing to add. 

(Signed) Karl Lonrad 

WORN by the said Deponent SCIit.aDT Karl Konrad, 
voluntarily at No. 5 CI C E.D111130A: on 17 January 
194.7 before me, Captain 	BRUI117:121, The Essex 
Regiment detailed by C.-in-C. British .,..rray of 
the Rhine. 

(Signed) Harry ... 32.1JNTF.aa, Capt 
Field Investigation section 
'.tar crimes Group (N.TE) 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translation 
from German into English of the Deposition 
of SCILLIDT, Karl Konrad, marked Deposition 
No. 1 

Interpreter 
Field Investigation Section 
'jar -3rimes Group .V L) 
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Translation of 
	 De.4otition No. 2 

• 

DEPOSITIC  

of 

MANGOLD Konrad Jakob  

Deposition on oath of MArZOLD Konrad Jakob, male, of ERDHAUSEN bei 
GLADENBACH Kreis BIEDENKOFF/Lahn sworn before T'. A. 1RUNNER, The Essex 
Regiment at No. 5 CIC (P,DERBORN) on 14.th February 1947. 

I am MI  NGOLD Konrad Jakob, born at iJENCHEN/GLAD&CH on 11 Nov 1896. 
I am a Gendarmerie official by occupation and.Of German nationality. 

I remember two cases where two allied airman were shot in my district 
(Postenbereinh). 

On 5 Dec 191i4 a burning aircraft crashed in the vicinity of ERDHAUSEY. 
I immediately went to the place of accident. The crash had been reported 
previously to Oberleutnant 1ZNGE by telephone. 4it the crashing place 
I met Ludwig MICHEL, the Burgomaster of aIDENHAUSEN. We both tried to 
carry out salvage operations, but this was impossible as the aircraft 
was ablaze. 	I was called to the telephone from. the place of accident, 
Leutnant Karl MENGE  wanted to speak to me. He told me to alarm the 
Landwacht (2nd reserve) immediately and search my district for baled 
out pilots. . The Landwacht searched until the morning 0700 hrs without 
success. 

The next day at about 1300 hrs it was reported to me, that an airan 
had been caught in the wood. of T;OISTFLSI-T,,USEN. 	I reported this by 
telephone to Leutnant MENGE, who. ordered me to go to this place and to 
collect the airman. When I arrived there, the airman had been taken 
to the Burgomaster's office. 	.A crowd had gathered in front of the 
Burgomaster's office. 	When I left the office together with the airman 
the crowd tried to attack the pilot. 	I protested the airman, as I had 
been ordered to collect him. 	On the way to WEIDENTJAUSEN, at a distance 
of about 1000 metres from the village, I met Oberleutnant MENGE and the 
Meister der Gendarmerie SCINIDT Karl. MENGE asked for a short report 
and was annoyed with me as I had not loft the pilot to the crowd. He 
ordered me to shoot the airman in the nearby wood. 	In the presence of 
Meister SCIMIDT I refused to obey. Thereupon- Oberleutnant MENGE drew 
my attention to the secret order, which had been published in ,august 
1944 in a conference. 	The order run as follows; terror pilots are to 
be shoot immediately after the landing. 	Every police official who did 
not obey this order would be put before an SS police Court and had to be 
prepared for the severest sentence for himself as well as for his family. 
Lfter I had refused to obey Oberleutnant MENGE ordered me to take the 
airman into arrest to -,;EIDENHAUSEN and to carry out a short-interrogation. 

I cannot speak English, the Burgomaster fetched a teacher who 
interrogated the airman according to our questions. 	The airman did not 
make any statement, we only found a purse which he wore on his chest. 
Then I vent to the Inn l'SSMANTO; my Leutnant had ordered me to do so. 
Oberleutnant MENGE was alone there, Meister SCHMIDT was not present. The 
Leutnant threatened me again that I would be arrested the same day if I do 
not parry out the order. 	He gave me instructions for the Burgomaster 
MICHEL who had to provide the grave.. When Meister SCHMIDT returned, 
MENGE and SCHMIDT drove' away and I. went to the Burgomaster MICHEL and 
passed on the Leutnant's order. 

MICHEL to whom I explained the matter, was as startled as I. As we 
cold not disobey tha order - for we had to make a report that the order 
had been carried out - I killed the airman by a shot on the same evening. 
MICHEL had ordered his polibe servant to make a grave inthe-visinity of the 
cemetery. The name of the police servant was THOMAS Heinrich. The 
Burgomaster MICIM and Heinrich THOMAS were present at the shooting. They 

/bath 
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both did not shoot. 	,,fter the shooting we buried the airman and went 
home. 	The next day I submitted the report to IIENGEL 

Two days later, on Saturday in the afternoon at 1500 hrs YPNGE rang 
me up again. 	He gave me orders which I had to pass on to SCHMIDT of 
whom he could not get hold. MENGE told me, that Oberwachtmeister KOCH, 
had caught another airman from the same aircraft. 	This 	should be 
shot as well, as it was my district. 	I replied, that the f-irman had 
net been naught in my district. 	i.21,1G1 answered: "You have to obey 
the orders, I give you". 	He told me, that the airman would be brought 
to GLZENB;;CH by Oberwachtmeister KOCH on the following day. . MENGE 
told me that SCHMDT had to select the People who had to come with me. 
I tried to contact ileister SCHKIDT on saturday by telephone but without 
success. 	ON Sunday morning I called on him and passed an the orders I 
had received from Leutnant MENGE, 	SCHMIDT ordered that Landwachtmann 
Ludwig WILL should accompany me. SCIEIDTgave me WILL'S address and I 
went to his house. 	I. passed on SCHMIDT's orders to WILL, who agreed 
at once to accompany me. 	:Is WILL knew the place and I told him from which 
direction the prisoner would come he was willing to make a grave in this 
direction. 	I ordered him to meet me at 2000 hrs at GLI.DENBLOH. 
emphasize that WILL had not only to make the grave but had to accompany 
me to the shooting as well. 	This was the reason while in the evening 
WILL ammared armed with a rifle and a ristol. 	I was astonished that 
WILL was armed with a rifle and a pistol, as he had not been ordered to 
do sc. Then we marched off and waited for about one hour on the road 
in the direction of RUNZH,•.USEN. 	Then KOCH arrived with the airman and 
WILL led us in the direction of the grave. The airman had KOCH's 
bicycle and KOCH had a long rope in his hand to which the prisoner was 
tied. 	We left the bicycle behind and went to the grave. 	KOCH and 
the airman stayed behind and WILL showed me the grave. 	In the meantime 
KOCH approached us torther with the airman. The rope to which the 
prisoner was tied was fastened to a tree. .Immediately after that I 
fired the shot. 	The airman top:Jed over; then my pistol jammed. 	I 
tried to remove the jam, when a second shot was fired. 	By no means 
I am able to shy who fired this shot. WILL as well as KOCH would have 
been in the position to fire a shot. 	We ascertained the death. 	Then 
WTT.T, and KOCH carried the airman to the grave. 	:: buried the airman 
together. 	Suddenly WILL believed that the airman was ata:-. alive and 
fired a shot. 	Then we closed the grave. 	When this hac:, been done and 
when we were already on the way to the road KOCH gave me the valuables 
of the PoW which he had kept the whole time. 'WILL took the airman's 
boots, his fur jacket etc without asking me what he should do with 
these things. 	The next day I reported to the Oberleutnant that the 
order had been carried out. 

Some days later Obcrleutnant MENGE cao to the office with the two 
reports and asked me to write these reports in another form. 	I had 
to alter the reports to the effect that the airman had been found dead. 
/' -t the same time I gave h-.17 the valuables of the PoW (money and watch). 

I want to add, that I have been warned that I am not compelled to 
make a statement if I do not wish to do so, but that any statement I do 
make may be used as evidence at any time in a Court. 	I made this 
statement voluntarily, without the use of force, threat or promise of 

a reward. 

The abOve statement has been read to me. 	I found it correct and 

have nothing else to add. 
v 

(Signed) Konra d Y--,NGCLD 
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SWORN by the said Deponent 	Konrad Jakob, voluntarily at 
5 CIC (13.,DITABO&T) on 14th February 1947 before 	Capt. H.-. BONNER, 

The -Issex ...:Wgiment, detailed by C.-in-C. British JA-:-Iy of the Rhine. 

(6igned harry 	BRURYER 

Captain 
Field Investigation Section 
7iar Cri.Les Group (TWE) 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translation 
from German into English of the Deposition of 
UOGOLD Konrad Jakob, marked Deposition No. 2. 

Interpreter 
Acid Investigation Section 
-War L,rilnes Group (NZ) 

• 
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Translation of  

of 

:JCHEL, Ludwi  

Depositions on oath of 	 eale, of WEIDENBAUSEN, Yreis 
BIEDENKOFF, Haupstr. 169 sworn before Captain H.A. 3RinTii, the Essex 
Regiment at No. 5 CIC FADE3BOIC on 17th January 1547. 

I are EICHEL, Ludwig, born at WEIDE.lifieiSEN Kries BIETIENXOFF on 
18 December 1894. I am a farmer by occupation but held the position 
of a Burgomaster at 71EIDEI\EAUSEN on a subsidiary basis sincc ectober 193d. 
I am of German nationality. Since July 1932 I served 	the SA reserve, 
and on 1 lay 1933 1 joined the iSDAF. 

I remember that on 6 Dec 1944 an aircraft was shot down in my 
district, which crashed in flames in the adjoining district ",RDHA.JSe 
As I assumed that the aircraft had crashed in -)y district 1 left for the 
place of accident on .Le same evening. Although the plane had crashed 
outside illy district I visited the place of accident. 	The place was 
cordonned off by Landwachtposten (guards of the reserve). ':.!hen I taleud 
to a sentry Oberwachtmeister IIANCeLD, Konrad, approached me an asked e, 
whether I would dare to go to the plane. The plane was burning ablaze 
and we wanted to know whether lives could be saved. We could not save 
anybody alive. 	On the.  next day, at about 1 700 hrs, ILAJ7GOLD came to 
my office with a PoU aed told me that he wanted to interrogate this 
pilot, and whether I knew anybody who speaks fielish. 	I fetched the female 
teacher and the prisoner was questioned, out tlee prisoner stated nothing. 
As Ic.ANGOLD had to attend a conference, he wanted to lock the poll into 
the community cell for some time .in order to taxe him to GIESSEN later. 
According to an instruction of the Landratsa:et al. pilots who were taken 
prisoner had to be taken to the Luftgauamt (Air District DeparUene) 
GIESSEN. 	I did not Know of a contrary oreler. 	Then Acnrad ..iteCrOLD loft, 
he was absent for a long tie :e and returned only after the train for 
GIESSE:! had already left. This may have b.en at 1900 hrs. I asked 
MANGOLD where he had been all the time, as ee intendei to take the Pa 
to GIESSEN. MAL,GOLD, who made a very depressed impression, told me 
that the conference with Gendarmeriekreisfuehrer Oberleutnant Karl 
MENGE had lasted such a long ti:ee. 

I asked hie: what we should do now with the prisoner as it was 
impossible to take him to GIESSEN on the same day. MANG0ID told me, 
that he had been ordered by Karl=GE to shoot the P61. Furthermore 
he told me that this was the reason why he was so depre 	:roreover 
he informed me, that Karl Iii!lijGE had ordered MC to provie— A grave. 	I 
suggested the cemetery as a suitable place but 1,11CGOLD told me that the 
place should be hidden. 

Previous to this T. had tried to persuade ;:„:'GOLD to deliver the 
PO to the Vlehrmacht. 	'le'GOLD informed 1:ce, that it was ipossible tc 
do this — although he hi—self was villing to do it — as he had to 
report to OberleutnantGE that the girder had been carried out. ii 
clerk and servant, THOYAS Heinrich, who was near us during the Whole 
time was ordered byeee, to go with tools to a small forest in the 
vicinity cf the cemetery and- to dig a grave; we would join hie- later.. 

/i2hoeaS 
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THO LS left at once, and .wt, left Stv.A) 	After hi 	When we arrived 
THDAS was still digging and I helped hi':. 	In th, 7..eantime:icaoLD 
kaled the pow with one shct. Afterwards I ascertained the death 
and after the corpse was ccld, he was lowered int 'the grave and THO:.:AS 
and I filled the grave with earth. ..A.  COLD was•standing beside us. . 
Then we went home. 

I want to add, that I have been warned that I am not c=pelled 
to make a statement if I do not wish to do so, but that any stated.ent 
I do make Nay be used as evidence in a Court at any 	I iaade this 
statement voluntarily without the use of force, threat or the promise 
of a reward. 

The above statement was read to 	I found it correct and 
have nothing else to add. 

(signed) Ludwig :ICHEL 

SWORN by the said i.eponent Ludwig MICHEL, 
voluntarily at No. 5 CIC PADER3ORY on 
17th January 1947 before me, Captain 
H.A. BRUMER, the Essex Regiment detailed 
by C.-in-C. British Arn.-3r of the Rhine. 

Harry A. BRUNR, Captain 
Field Investigation Section 
War Crizies Group (i vE) 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translation 
from German into English of the Deposition 
of Ludwig IICHEL, marked Deposition 2o. 3 

Interpreter 
Field Investigation Section, 
War Crimes Group (:-.-r3) 
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PARTICULARS OF EVIDENCE IN SUPPORT 

Contained in the statements of 

(i) TTIOLUS Heinrich, who was present at the shootin:-;. 

(ii) ;VETS.  3"aria, who witnessed the ill-trezAment of the victim 
by the third accused. 

(iii) SChlECDT harl :Lonrad. 

And the statements of the two accused in custody. 
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NOTES ON THE CASE 

0205 

(Under this heading should be included the view taken as to (a) the degree of 
responsibility of the accused in view of his official position, e.g., was offence 
committed on the offender's own initiative, or in obedience to orders, or in carrying 
out a system approved by authority or a legal provision ; (b) the probable defence ; 
(c) whether the case appears to be reasonably complete.) 

1. This appears to be a clear case of murder and it is submitted that 
there can be no defence though it is probable that the accused will raise the 
plea of superior orders. 

2. It will be observed that THO%4S 	is referred to as a 
witness and is not included in the list of accused. Although he was 
present at the killing it is not considered that the part he played 
juatifief his Bing brought to trial and it is, therefore, proposed to 
call him as a witness. 

3. This case is closely linked with the killing of Flight Serjeant 
licGladrigan which forms the subject of the charge 2763/111'40487. It will 
be observed that certain parts of the statements of the witnesses refer to 
this other k lling. 	Serjeant Scott and Flight Serjeant EcGladrigan baled 
out of the sane al.rcraft. 	It is proposed to try both cases consecutively. 
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Date of receipt in Secretariat. 
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UNITED NATIONS WAR CRIMES COMMISSION 
United Kingdom 	 ;erman 
	 CHARGES AGAINST 	 WAR CRIMINALS 

CASE No.  771: 	616 	* 

Name of accused, his 
rank and unit, or 
official position. 

(Not to be translated.) 

Jos 	Aottenfuehrr. 

7th Company, 1st .tek;iment, Adolf IiiLler SS Division. 

(In American Cuetcly). 

Date and place of 
commission of al-
leged crime. 

1 Au-u.:t 19)4, at ?ILLY LA Ck.PAG:Z. 

(i) Number and descrip-
tion of crime in war 
crimes list. 

References to rele-
vant provisions of 
national law. 
Breaches of Inter-
national Law. 

Liuid r 

Breaches of the relevant orovis4 ,ns of the Geneva 
Convention 1929. 

SHORT STATEMENT OF FACTS. 

Four seriL,usly wounded Canadian prisoners o: war were shot, one after 
the other, by the accused on the orders of iris Company Commander. 	A fifth 
or4 soner escaped while the accused w,-)s rectify:n,f a stoppage in his pistol. 

TRANSMITTED BY 
Office of the 	 Dept). 

 

• 
Insert serial number under which the case is registered in tne flies of the National Office of the accusing State. 

1t■ IS5) Wt.P.212A/27 5m. 200 e. 
*co. 71101 
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DEPf'.7ITIOIT 

of 

Rolf  E ZHAR:er 

Deposition on oath of Rolf EHRHAR02 of 	29 Dachau, Sworn before G.W. LOW, 
141/Lt. of Canadian War Crimes Invcetigation Tea:e at C.I.E. 29, DLCHAU, Germany, 
on 17th February 1947. 

I, Rolf EHRHARDT, have been warned that I era not compelled to :-.:-.11c; this statement 
if I do not wish so, but that any statemert I do make will he written down and 
may bo used at any time as evidence against me. I makc. this statement volunt-
arily vrithout the use of force, I was neither persua.dei nor promised a reward. 

I was born on 8th February 1924 io 	 an-3 my a.ddreos is: 
c/o BURCHILDT, DUDERST-DT, Worbiscrstrasee 31. I jeince-t the NSD,F in 1944, 
and the Waffon-SS in li:ay 1941. 

T  'rats with the 7th company of th ,  1st tank regiment LSSI.e frele tree beginnine 
or Jtily 1943 till the 7th April 1;-,e.5. 	company was frere the 19th July till 
6th Aueeist 19/4 in position in T2_,.iy 	Cemr.)e.gne. 

In the morning of the 1 Aug we re , ulsed a heavy atteek of the .j1-16;.w. Ai ter 
the attack approximately 20 part)., woavoled prisoners were 'oroueht in by 
myself and other soldiers. TheLe .deria tl`fr.C;r1 	to the DiV".8±021 
approximately 3-4 cm from the Co;_. .1.ny licaeoe- rters with the exceetion of 
aeproxima.tely five. 

Those 4-6 prisoners who were left oehind could not be trensported away 
because of the seriousness of theer wounds,. 	They refeained for the time being 
at the company headquarters which was in 	farse Those people '.re re supoosed 
to have been transported away by o vehicle which had been applied for. Since 
the vehicle had hot arrived with ,,he 	 of darkness Obeestumfuchrer 
W-01-e.  gave the order to shoot the orisoners, siece he was expecting, a nioht 
attack. This I heard through members of 	crow. I was the driver of the 
Commander's tank whose coe2aandent iOLF ea:, an 1 other crew members wore 
at- the time Rottenfuehror GUST, .So,urrazenn eirIEHLBACH and Rottenfuohrer 
SCHRADER. 

Since I had made myself guilty of an offence the same aft,:rooen I was 
afraid to receive the °oder to erieey out the shootino. I left '-.;he tank 
but had already hoard in the couree of a conversation that Rot-,;enfuehrer 
FSINK had been given the order to shoot the prisoners. When I returned 
to the Headquarters after some tiele I heard that one prisoner had escaped. 
Oberstunefuehrer WOLF was very furious ab..u4.: Rottenfuchrer WSENBEIC-, whose 
fault this was. WOLF described the escaped prisoner to 1.16 	WA I had:,core  
in the afternoon and ordered me- to search for him. On that occasion I hoary.. 
from WOLF that the others prisoners had been shot and I Naas already then 
convinced that FRLNK had shot these pcoolo. Upen a direct question during the 
captivity FRS NC told me 	:it had at thet time accordinc to his oven woods 
shot four prisoners on order of OLersturiafeehrer WOLV, 

After WOLF had spoken to me I went to the se,orch, but 2.-ve it up soon • 
.aftemards and went to LW tank. I had just fallen asleep when I was awakened 
by WESENBERG at midnight and he said I shoeld convince myself that the van 
whom ho had found was identiceol with the G000ped one. I believe that WESENBEX 
then told me that he had shot the ern but I cannot st- te that with certainty. 
I then went with WESKBERG to a grenade crater ap.:rox 30 to 40 eietres away Wiore 

. a :aan was lying, stretched out, h!.s f..c t pointing, to roe. 

I th.J 	• • • • • 
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I thou .ht to reco:nise in that man thc 	pris.lner. 'Chen I hal already 
turned round WESEiTERG fired anoth,r shot into the body, pr,_sunbly to 
convince :ic. We returm,d to the Headquartere end I reportel to ALF that 
I had seen the man and that he was the riZht one. WOLF then onVC 	thc 
order to aake sure again in lay light. I then returneT to my tank. I 
carried this order out in the ...orninp-  on 2 	1944 and foun d 'that there 
was n ('enA in the proximity of the place but that he w:'.s 1y:'11-• in a crouched 
position and that he was not the escapA priscner. ?rom that I hal to con-
clude that either the man wham I had seen at ntht time had only been un-
censcieus and had left affain or that I had ..r de a aistake in the bad li ht and 
that the dead Lam whom I saw in the mornin was thc same one as from the previous 
night. The second case had only been pos:-ible if the position of the '63:!! 
chaw_ed through a nearby hit. 

I told WESENBERG of that case and returned with him once ::ore to the spot 
where the dead ::van was lyirw. '.rESEITBERG did. not know what he should say to 
that. We thereupon reported the incident to OLF. He shouted at us and 
ordered us to search n.ain and not to return before we had got the man. To 
my request whether we should take the prisoner alonz to the headquarturs he re-
plied that he did not want to sec hid and that We should shoot him at once., 
WOLF had already threatened eESEYBERG with shooting the previous night if the 
prisoner would not be recaptured and he rcpe-tcel this threat in my p.csence. Wt 
went to the search for the prisoner and made enquiries with other tank crews if 
they had seen the man till we came at last to the tank of Oberschnrfuehrer 
BOLZE)  from whose crew we learned that BOLZ.3 had made a prisoner, BOLZE hiqw 
self was not present. We searched. then in a nearby building and returned 
then to BOLZE's tank, where we net him. He told us that he had :JOG a prisoner 
who could be the one we were searchin for accordin.-J, to the description. 

BOLE accompanied us upon my request to show us the house in which.the 
prisoner was according to him. When we reached the house BOLE entered 
first and I passed the doorstep as second. The prisoner was half hidden be- 
hind some furniture in the left frontcorncr of a room. BOLZE asked me if that 
was the men and I sail: "Yes", while BOW left the roan and I followed him. 
But I did see that the prisoner male efforts to Let on his feet. I not 
WESENBERG in the door as he entcrel the roan. When I was ap)rox 5-10 paces 
away fran the door I hard 2-3 shots behind me. BOLZE was at that .lomont app-
roximately eight paces in front of me. 

iater I had crossed the street I turned round an s:-et JESENBERG who followed 
no and while running secured and put away his pistol. Upon my question whether 
the man was dead he answered with the words: "three shots in the head". 

Because of the firing that was uotqg on we went to the Headquarters taking 
advantage of the cover of the houses, BOLZ1; left us then, but he did say that 
it was dis-ustinz to shoot prisoners. Upon arrival at the Headqunrters I 
reported to WOLF that the prisoner had been f:'und and shot. Upon his question 
who had shot him I said WESENBEZ personally. I then went to ay tank, and a 
little later told ray comrades of this incilent. 

I a. prepared to .cake this deposition on oath. 
Read, found correct and signed on 4y own free will. 

(Sighed) Rolf 

SWORN by the s-lid Deponent Rolf Ei-JK,RDT, 
voluntarily at 	29 D:LCIL'JJ, Gene:my on 17th February 1947, before 
G.W. LOW, FAA. detailed by C.-in-C. British ',rev of the Rhine. 

(Sijled) 	LO1, 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translation fro:a Geri.an 	Enfjish el' the 
Deposition of Rolf Eillthi,RDT, _larked Deposition No. 2. 

(Signed) G.W. 	F/Lt. 
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sl ati.m  of 	 Deposition -17.0.  3, 

of 

W!lljL 

Deposit.' 	n of-1th - of • Willy Edon- OLaf . 	29, 1)...CLU sworn before 
F/Lt of C^na.lian W-r Or. .cs Investition Tea::. at C.I.E. 29 D-OA, 

Gen:any, on 19th 2C - ruary 1947. 

I, Willy BOL 	have been warm; ,i't I re: not co.,pelle 7  to :lake this sttc,:.cnt 
if I do not wish so, but that ,c,„,  ,:tatulent I :o :ake will be written -lown and 
may be uscC at any tiue as evi cm: authst no. I ..-ke this st tement volunt-
arily without the use of force, I as neither persua - cd nor promisc a regard. 

a,rin_ that time I took over a Con ,ial 
course of an attack. I to-_,k-  hi::on 
quite clear where I sh_u1:: take h..... Et, 
that he also ha] a veuna in his 8.1 :C. I 
the cross-roal an1 then 	n to th 
was not exactly known to no. I re .orte , 
fuchrer WOLF th-t I got a pris,n,,: an' 
taken to since he was wounde,1, 	)uL .,1 
to the eff,ct: "shoot hin". I ar ower 
I retutncl to my tank. 

prisoner wh:: was left behind in the 
me for some istance but was not 

ounddl on his thi 	an72 I asswaea 
him water and put hi:A 'own on 

C" pony her,  lquarters, whose 1,osition 
t) the co.:any 	 Oberstur.1- 

sLe where the prisoner shout Lc 
Cr:),7sturmfuehr_r WOLF saL7 something 
th!'t I could not o that, thereupon 

it few hours later two men of the c: 	1-tt'ttenfuehrer Rolf i:;iild-ILI{DT and 
WESENBEX came to my tank. I 's 	th-t :icnt not there 'n1 when I returned 
Sturm.:ann FLEES told :lc that 	ha . L _fl th,,re an hal inquired about 
prisoner for 	they 	 — 	 t.h tJo rottenfuchrr 
came back to my tank again arC, askerl me personally if I had seen a trace and 
where he was. I sail that I 	1;.' .t he ,;.-.z1 	at the crossroal. Both 
these 206n requested me to come 	an 	w the- .1 the prisoner. I sal' I 
was not allowed to leave 	 no of the two non said: "It is 
An order from Obersturmfuehr,r -;;OL_-1. I thi.n climbed out of ..y tank an went 
with both these men to the spot 	.re I had left the pris .1)or, a few hours 
prcviously. He was not there, so 10:a into a house in the nei4lbourhood 
rild there I saw ny pris_ncr in the jorrL:!or on the left siM. I asked 
if that was the prisoner whorl he 	se!:,rchn for and EP,a2 answered: 
"Yes". Thereupon I left. ILliately across the cross-rols I hoar] two shots 
wLich in ;ay o4nion were revolv..r shots. I looked back awl saw .1',RiL,RDT coming 
and asked him: "What is tir.t?". 	 .shot hin?" /*aid EitJIiT said: 
'Yes". Thereupon I said: "It is .i,sustin: to shoot PsoW". ERIL.RDT said: 
,,hat should he do ab ut it, it is an or cr fro Oberstur.Afuehrer WOLF, or 

he could not •lare to 	back 	Wherup:)s I .9.i]: "I would have nothing 
to lo 	that." 

EFLrDT and WESENBv;;G weot to the • .12r. j, !. and I vent to my tank. I reported 
this incident to OberAurafuehr.r 	W6:2 said: "t, -  t is not your business 
I have ordered this". I then retu:.ned to my tank. Lfter the front service I 
was suppose: t0 have bLen poste": fc).. the 7th cav,any. I presuic that this was 
the reason for iv transfer. I :ua. th t 0 ,rsturmfuehrer WOLF was slijltly 
wounded in Nort_Andy and seri _,usly :n th 	J.-1,:arian Theatre of war. By ra:our 

/ I he:x-:! 
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I heard that he wrs captured in Hungary. 
RottenfuchrLx Josef FR;NK asktZ. Lie once to shot a 	wounTle7 Ger:Ian tank 
.river with the explan-tion that he w;uld not have survive:; anyway. I leclimA 
since I had no authority to e.o so. I orA.red Fitt lic. to take the wounled man 
away which he did. 

I %A pre pared to make this declaration on oath. 

Real, four]: corn:et and sined by 	el.,n -ftee Will: 

(SiAle') Willy BOLZE 

SWORN by the sAd Deponent Willy BOLZE 
voluntarily at C.I.E. 29 	Germany, 
on 19th February 1947 before F/Lt Geoffrey 
W. LOU, RC...F, detai7.e2 by C.-in-C. British 
.rray of the Rhino. 

(Signed) G.W. LO,, F/Lt 

r'TIFIED that this is a true translation 
_rom German into EnElish of the Dc2osition 
of Willy BOLZE, LInrkod Deposition ..To. 3 

G.J. Lai JITA 

Fic1:1 InvestiL-tion Section 
W .r Crimes Grou:2 (ME) 
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Translation of 	 De .osition No.1 

1Ei3OSITIOF 

of 

Josef 1f.  R A 7 K 

Deposition on oath of Josef Flik.:711 , of C.IE. 29, D: chno, Germany, sworn before 
G.W. LOW, FAA., of Canadian 1;l .r Crimes Investi:,etion Texa ct C.I.E. 29, DACIT.AU, 
Germany on 17th Februar:,- 1947. 

I, Josef FRArK, have been warned that I am not compialed to mal:e this statement 
if I do not wish sot  but that 	statement I do 	vrill 1)e viritten down and 
may be used at any time as evidence actin:3t 116. 	I ;:iake this statement volunt- 
arily without the usu of force, "..r. was neither persuaded nor proelised a reward. 

I was born on 16 December 1922 in IRLICH/Rhe.inlend. I joined tho Hitler-
Youth in Kw 1934 as an ordinary '-)oy and went into the Waffen-SS in October 
1941. I was posted to the medic:.1 company of 1,S2Air as a medical orderly, in 
June 1942. In June or J ly 1944 was posted from there to thc 7th tank company 
LSSAH which at that time was in Tilly la Carapanc. 	medical station was in 
the Headquarters of the company, -.ihose co..4.:ander 	Oberstormfuhrer WOIY. 
One day in Au; ust 1944 a battle started with Canadian Infantry where-upon the 
tank crews,counted their tanks ant went to the attack. I personally remained in 
the shelter of the company Headquartero. Soon afterwards the tank crews returned 
and drove into their position. 07)Grstunat'uchrer p_rsnally eat,: red the Head-
quarters. 
Unterscharfuehrer F 1RUA.DT, SCIi.t.:DER and a few other „len of the company browiht 
soon afterwards 15 wounded Canadi.m prisoners whom I accoolmodated in the room 
of the Headquarters. I nursed the wou-elA with 3 Cnnadian medical orderlies. 
Aft..,r they had been taken care of I s,..nt the 10 othLr prisoners, except for the 
5 severely woun:%,.1, to the regime;:tal .17.e...1quar-Lrs unThr the sir:n of the Red 
Cross. These 5 men I hard accommoTh.ted in a store room since they were there pro-
tected from th,.. artillery. Towers the evening: we were stamina: at the command- 
or's' tank where Obersturufuchrer 	issoe" the 'prier to shoot the e:en. He 
first issued this orl.er to Rottenfuehrer GUST, who refused it an'. then Obersturr.:-. 
fuehrer WOLF or..lerel uo personall;,  to shoot the 5 Llen, whereupon I 	"But 
we will send back the ion with the rat` on lorry". Then WOLF rope tel thc order 
once more and threatenel with shcotinL with the worls: "Cowarlice in the face 
of the enemy", whereupon I carrie, I out the or',L.r. Then I went with WESENBE% 
and SEIKA to the 5 men and ordere" them to brim, the 5 :len up one by one. I 
was in a house approximately 20 metr..:s from the het:7v •'tern 	.e the prisoners 
vre re. WESENBERG and SEIKA brow h' the first Linn up. I tor, the prison,.r 11Q 
shoull go to an opening in the wall in this room with the worls: "There machine 
hospital", with which I wanted to 2.n,1ico.te that th.re was an -elbulance. I did 
this to -make it easier for the men. 
He looked out of the openinr after. . I 	said that and I took 1,vr pistol 
and save h-La a shot in the neck directly behind him. ILLieliately afterwards 
I took that man to the next room. I kil.le i the 2nd, 3rd, and /4-th in the s,'Lle 
Lianner. None of the 14.  saw what ho.ppene1 to the orcvious one. The 5th Lion cscapod 
while I was busy, removing, a stoppage. SEIKA and wEsENBERG were witnesses to Iv 
shootings. 
Then I returnel to WOLF and reported: "Order caroied out" and WESENBLRG said "Nov  
Obersturauehrer, that is not correct, the 5th man has escaped," ‘';hereupon WOLF 
shout.::.': at Jae. He gave an orier to search for the 5th man. 
I then went with WrE,SENBERG to the farm 	and said to him: "We now return 
to the Obersturmfuehrer and report to him, that the 5th man was shot", w'n3reupore 
asENBERG say.]  to me: "No, we shall not d„ that, we must cntoh hi!:". He shot hire 
supposedly in a bomb crater since I was sta.n."-in nearby and saw that he fired the 
shot. We then returned to WOLF An.: report_ to him. 
I am prepared to -..-Lake this deposition on oath. 
Real, found correct and sivned on ;..y own free will. 

(Si:_ne 1) Josef F1-4ANK 	T. O. 
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SWORN by the snid Deponent Josef 
voluntarily at 	29, D-.chau, Ger..lany, 
on 17th February 1947 before G.W. LW, F/Lt 
detailed by C.-in-0, British Army of the Rhine. 

(Signed) G.W. LOW, PM 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translation 
from German into Englibh of the Deposition 
of Josof FRAM, marked Depoition No. 1 

(5gd)G.W. LO Filit 

Field Investication Section 
War Crimes Group (NWE) 
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PARTICULARS OF HEV1DKNCE'IN SUPPORT 

These are c,ntained in the statements of:- 

(i) Unterscharfuehrer aolf EH :HARDT (ii) Oberscharfuehrer 
Willy Edmund 5CI.714:. 

(iii) The Accused. 
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Page 4 

NOTES ON 'I'H E CASE 
	 ft* 

(Under this heading should be included the view taken as to (a) the degree of 
responsibility of the accused in view of his official position, e.g., was offence 
committed on the offender's own initiative, or in obedience to orders, or in carrying 
out a system approved by authmity or a legal provision ; (b) the probable defence ; 
(c) whether the case appears to he reasonably complete.) 

The cruse appears to have ben committA on the orders of the accused's 
Company CoAlmander and this will very prob bl: constitute the defence. 	This 
defence cannot, however, succeed as the accused knew the order w--,s illeal. 

The accused's Company Co; ;sander is believed to he dead. 



Date Submitted 	Decision of Committee I 

1 2 JUN194 	
114 

1897601 1'899/11 5000 8/15 9181'1,41 51/1 



(For the frse of the (5'ecretariat)  

Registered Number. 	 Date of receipt in Secretariat. 

t 16 JUL /947 c44 / 
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UNITED NATIONS WAR CRIMES COMMISSION 
U1ITLD Krs:GD01' 	CHARGES AGAINST 	GE:U.:AN 	WAR CRIMINALS 

CASE No.  ITIC. -  0/B 620  

Name of accused, his 
rank and unit, or 
official position. 

(Not to be tran8lated.) 

Fritz SCHULZE (in culltody) 

olizist in SOLING::7  Germany. 

Date and place of 
commission of al-
leged crime. 

Number and descrip-
tion of crime in war 
crimes list. 

References to rele-
vant provisions of 
national law. 

Breaches of Inter- 
national law. 

51 December 1944.  
SOLINGEN,  Germany.  

	(i)  lar.mER 

Breaches of the relevant  provisions of the Geneva c:onvention, 

1929. 

SHORT STATEMENT OF FACTS. 

On the 31 December 1944 a British Lancaster bomber engaged on 
a bombing mission in the vicinity of SI..)L11.;(1-1::, Germany, crashed at SOLIN04.14 	Two 
members of the crew, ?'lying Officer R.W. 100a■O';: and _;erjeant 	 were 
trapped in the wreckage of the plane when it crashed but were alive after the crash. 
Shortly after the plane crashed the ueuused, who was a :oolice office in S(2LINGEN, 
appeared on the scene and with his revolver shot and killed both Plying Officer ViOOD 
and Serjeant ',:iT3)N whilst they were still trapped in the wrecked aircraft. 

TRANs3)11.710) BY  ;— 	Qfl.'iP.0 of. .the 

• 
Insert serial number under which the case is registered in the flies of the National Office of the accusing State. 

(us5) WIP.212.4127 5m. 246. (' k en. 7:5(4) 
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PARTICULARS OF ALLEGED cRim 

See Short. Statement of Facts. 



Deposition FD.  

0220 

Translation of 

DEPOSITION 

of 

MUNKEL Frieda 

Deposition on oath of MUW:EL Frieda, female, born on the 
8th September, 1899, Protestant, of SOLINGEN, Sandstrasse 26, sworn 
before Lt. P.J. KELLEY, General List, of No. 4 War Crimes Investiation 
Team, at SOLINGEN en the 12th May, 1946. 

I am Frieda MUNAEL, born -)n the 8th of September, 1899, Protestant, 
housewife, living at SOLINGEN, Sandstrasse 26. 

At half past one in the afternoon of the 31st of December, 1944. 
I was in the air-raid shelter in the_ collar of my house, SOLINGEN, 
Sommerstrasse 6, together with my lodger Fr-_u MPPEL, my sister in 
law Frau Maria MUNIOEL and the family EMERTZ. 	Suddenly we heard a 
crash as if the house had collapsed. 	We waited for about- ten minutes 
until it had become a bit quieter, and then my sister in law and Herr 
EMERTZ went upstairs into the yard. 	Herr EMERTZ called out that a 
plane had crashed on to our house and my sister in law called me 
upstairs because she feared that- our two foreign workers were 
underneath the wreckage, as she had hoard shouts in a foreign language. 
I hurried upstairs into the yard and saw the cabin of a plane stuck 
into the roof of the annex. 	In the cabin I saw an airman who was 
moving his arms and calling out in English: 'Please help me". 	I do 
not speak English, but that much I could understand. 	I could see the 
airman as far as his breast he seemed to be wedged in and moved his 
arms to free himself.• The other two airmen I had not seen at that time. 
Neither the plane nbr the house were on fire, which surprised me very 
much, because the stove on the top floor of the annex was burning and 
had been thrown down irm., the ground floor by the crashing plane. 	I 
looked at the whole thing for a moment and then I run to the firm 
Rautenbach in the Beethovenstrasse to fetch my husband who was there in 
the air-raid shelter. 	When I returned with ray husband after about 
20-30 minutes I found the whole yard full of people. When my 
husband saw the debris of his house he had a nervous breakdown and I 
brought him into the kitchen of my house. 	He calmed down a bit after 
about five minutes and I went with him into the yard to have an other 
look at the affair. 	Before we could glance at the plane Herr 
GEITEDRUECK, a Party executive, approached us and chased us back into 
the house in spite of the protests of my husband. 	Shortly after that 
I heard three (3) shots fired from the direction of the yard, 
whereupon I hurried again into the yard and asked people standing 
about what had happened. 	It was said that ono of the airmen had been 
shot. 	I approached the plane up to a distance of two and a half to 
three meters and saw the airman, who had previously moved his arms 
motionless in his seat. 	One arm hung over the side of the cabin and 
blood was running out of a wound in his right temple. 	Whether it was 
a shot-wound I cannot say. At that time they were already talking 
about three airmen, although previously only one had been supposed to 
be in the plane. As my and my husband's nerves were pretty much gone 
we didn't stay there any longer and went to the family GERHARDT at 
Eeethovenstrasse 2a to find new accommodations. 

I want to state, by the way, that I saw Herr SCIIULZ with a number 
of Party-members in the yard when I came up into the yard after the 
shots had been fired. 	Her SCHULZ was at the time police Oberwachtmeister 
and I cannot say at what time he arrived at our yard. 	It struck me 

that he was not wearing a hat. 	The Party-members whom I recognized 

/were 
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were Paul TRIESCH, GEITEBRUEOK, SCHUBERT, NEEF and KLEINECK, all of them 
of the Ortsgruppe I-1ANNENBERG. 	On the morning of the next day, the 1st 
of January, 1945, I returned with my husband to our house to close the 
windows and doors. 	The yard was still full of people who were looting 
the plane. 	At that time I saw the second airman for the first time. 
I only saw his head, laying in the lap of the airman who had talked to 
us on the previous day. 	I only saw that he had black, curly hair, but 
I cannot say whether he was dead or alive. 	He was not moving. We came 
again after lunch, and then we found that the two airmen had been taken 
out of the plane and laid onto the lawn in our garden. They were 
covered with great coats. 	As far as I know they had been put there 
by the Criminal Police, and the same afternoon the Wehrmacht came and 
took the two bodies array. 

They were then still talking about a third airman, who was 
supposed to be still hanging in the wreckage of the plane. 	I myself 
did not see him in the wreckage, but for eight days I went every day to 
the Ortsgrupae MANNENBERG and askea the Herren KLEINECK and TRIESCH to 
remove the body. 	They refused to do so every time, because they had 
not enough people available to do the job. 

As from the 5th of January my husband and I lived again in our 
house at Sommerstrasse 5, and on Sunday the 8th of January party-
members of the Ortsgruppe MANNENBERG arrived took the third airman 
out of the wreckage of the plane, put him down on the lawn in our 
garden and covered him with a door. There they left him for roughly 
another two weeks until the police took him away on a sledge. 

Talk about the shooting in our yard on the 31 December 1944 went 
on for a long time yet, and Herr Fritz SCHULZ was coramonly accused of 
having shot the airmen. 

(Signed) Frau Fr. Lamm 

SWORN by the said deponent, Frieda murr2L, voluntarily at 
SOLINGEN on the 12 May 1946, before me, Lt. F> J. KELLEY, General List, 
detailed by C. in C. British Army of the Rhine. 

(Si7ncy,l) Prank J. KELLEY, Lt 
Investigating Officer- 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translation from German into English 
of the deposition of mmEL FRIEDA, marked Deposition No. 1. 

(SiEne1:1) C. L Harrison Cart R. A. 

Fiela7, investigation Section 
War Grilles Group (WE) 
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Deposition No. 2  

Tranalation of 

DE.1.03ITION  

of . 

U K E L Earle.  

Deposition on oath of 	 female, born on the 9th 
:. overaber 1908, Roman Catholic, of SOLLIGIT.C, laangenbergstrasse 103, 
sworn before Lt. F.J. 17.u-olys  General List, of No. 4. Tc; 	.„'ar Cria.es•  
Investigation Tecua, at SOLINGIL, on the 13th of Lay 194-6. 

I 	Laria 	born on the 9th November 1908, Raman Catholic, 
Housewife, living at SoLL:Gab, Ka.ngenbergstrasse 103. 

..bout half past two of December 31st 1944 I was with 	sister 
in law, the fa..iilyILEKTL and 	 in the air-raid shelter of 
our house at SOLING 1], Soamerstrasse 6. 6uddo.nly there was a crash as 
if a bomb had bit our house. -Alen after a few ainutes things quietened 
down a bit,-I and behind me Herr El.;1'.i1tTZ- CVJAC out of the cellar and 
sta. the debris of the annex. ht first I thought that a bomb had hit 
it, but then I saw part of a plane amongst the ruins. I heard noises 
and groaning coming from out of the debris and I thought that Hugo 
:ONKEL, my brother in law, who's workshop 	in the annex, was buried 
underneath it. -Jhen the dust had settled a bit I saw an air-man in 
the seat of the plane. He seeaed to be fastened to the seat, in which 
he was hanging head downwards and legs up.,-.-ards. He was moving, and 
when he saw me and Herr 111-taLLITZ he called out to us "Help me."  I do 
not speak English, but that much I could understand. Meanwhile many 
more people had arrived, but nobody dared to go any closer to the 
plane because a bomb-shaped hing was laying in front of the plane and 
we thought it night explode any memeat. In the meantime still more 
people had come into the yard; amongst them a number of arty-members 
in Uniform and the pcliceman Fritz SCHULZ. They begun at once to 
chase all people out of the yard, and we were forced into the little 
passage between Semmerstrasse and the yard. 	OM there the plane and 
the yard were hardly to be seen. 	this time about 20 minutes after 
the plane had crashed, I heard two (2) shots fired quickly one after 
the other. ..fter c. fc.: minutes, when I could again approach the plane, 
I could see the same airman who had previously ::moved about, hanging 
in the same position in his seat. Only he *.has not moving any more, 
and out of a wound in his right tenple blood Vias running down his 
cheek. ',Ilion this airman had spoon to 	before the shots va:re 
fired, there was no blood on his face. 

Now I could also see the head of another airman, laying in the 
lap of the first one. I couldn't see his face, but his hair was dark 
and he was laying motionlessly. He was almost completely covered by 
the debris c f the .souse. Then the party-members and Herr SCHULZ left 
and the crowd begun to disperse a bit, and I started cleaning 117 flat 
of dust and dirt. Later cn I moved to ,,-or neighbours, the family 
ki,,;;ZESEI'Llia. at Semmerstrasae 5. ...bout 8 o'clock in the evening four men 
of the criminal police arrived and asked tc see somebody of the house 
at Sommerstrassc.: 6. I came with them, and they went over to our house 
and inspected the wrecl,:a;ae of the plane by the light of electric 
torches. They didn't stay long, though, as they couldn't see anything 
and when they left they prohaised to come again the next day. I should 
like to state that neither the house nor the crashed plane had been 
burning at any ti.: e. 

On the morning of the next day, January 1st 1945,   three or four 
men appeared again who stated to be criminal 	They took one of 
the airmen - the one who had talked to us on the previous day - 

/out of the 
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out of the Llano 	1.1t him on the ground in front of the plane. 
They woro looking for an identification disk bUt Cio: not find ono. Shen 
they t: ;;k the airuan's wristwatch and wallot. -t that tiolo I could 
look closer at this one d.ruan. He was werrino a grey-blue unifori, 
and a windbreaker jacket on top. This jacket they later -a to i off 
hio, and put it over his face. I noticed that ho had over his left 
breast a rocket with a badge, in the centre ,of which there woro the 
letters 	I could not SOG ay stripes on his anus. It struck ue 
that he as wearing a lioht blue shirt Joae of very good matotial. 
He had a cal) tucked into his belt, and wore lined boots with knitted 
socks protruding over their odoo. 	he airuan was eeAruri size, slightly 
waivy fair hair brushed back over his head and was good looking. 

fterwards the criminal police got the second aiman out of the 
plane and put him don on the gtcund mixt to the first ono. This 
tgoond air .an was woaring tho SPsAC: oroy-O,lue unifro., but without the 
jacket. He had no badges of- rank and was oonorally not so well 
dressed as the first airuan. He was of Liodiula size, 	with a• 
narrow face and dark hair. His hans did not seen as carefully tended 
as the ones of tho other airoan, and oonorally spoakino ho wc,s not so 
good looking as the first airman. 

Then they took various parts out of the piano, like wireless 
parachutes (2) and luathor hchtots, and took thou into the collar 
of the house at sofmerstrasse 6. I left thew then)  and when I returned 
early in the otornoon I saw an aruy lorry standing in front of the 
house, Swolerstrasse 6. Just .hen I got there soldiers of the Luft-
waffe were carrying one of the aimen on a stretcher into the lorry. 
They brought the other ainaan in to the lorry as well, and then the 
various parts out of the collar. When they loft. I do not know where 
they had couo froo, and whero they had gone to. Then I moved to n 
sister's at SOLING v, _uf der hooho, HolahoZ 6, and CaiA0 only then and 
aoain to my flat at acmucrstrasso 6, to have a look whether everything 
was still in ordor. 	far as I learned--frou 	 the third 
airiaan was taken out of the debris on a Sunday, one week after the 
crash, by SL uen of the Ortsgru000 	 They loft hi.... laying 
in the yard for about a fortnight, and I don't know who eventually 
f.,tched him. 

(Signed) 

SaliaN by the avid dcp:.nent, 	 voluntarily at SaLL-11: on 
the 13th ir\y 1946, before 'o, 	KFLoloff, Gen. List, dota4od by 
C. in C. British -my of the .thine. 

(Signed) Frank J. KELLEY, Lt. 
investi tin, Officer 

CLI:TIIAD that this is a true translation 	German into 1;nLaish of 
the D-i:osition of iviariaLU:Kar, marked Lkoo. No. 2 

(signed) C. L. Harrison, Capt. 
Pield Investigation ,section 
.;or Cri..es Group (14.1;) 
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Deposition No. 3  

Translation of 

agEOSITION 

1,-1UNKEL 

Deposition on oath of Maria MUNTal, female, SOLINGEN, 
N-,ngenbergerstrasse 103, sw_rn before Capt. Cclin Leslie NORISON, RA, 
of Field Investigation Section, War Crimes Grow. (NWE), in SOLINGEN, 
the 15th M::rch 1947. 

I arr. Maria MUNKEL, born at SOLINGEN on the 9th November 08. I am 
a housewife by occupation and of German nationality. 

 

I should like to add the following to my previous statement: 

The plane crashed on the 31 December 1944. 	On the morning of the 
1st January 1945 the two bodies of the airmen were taken from the plane 
and were put on the lawn. 	On the afternoon of the same day those 
two bodies were collected by a vehicle. 

I heard that the third pilot was taken from the plane about 
8-14 days later and that he also had been put on the lawn. 	This body 
remained lying there for about 8-14 days and then it was collected. 

(Signed) Maria MUNKEL. 

SWORN by the said deronent _Maria 11UNKEL, voluntarily at SOLINGEN 
on the 15th March 1547, before me, Cart. Colin Leslie HARRISON, HA, 
detailed by C. in C. British Army of the Rhine. 

(Signed) C.L. HARRISON, Capt. 
Investigating Officer. 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translation from German into 
English of the Deposition of Maria KUNKEL, marked Deposition No. 3. 

(Signed) C.L. HARRISON, Capt RA 
Field Investigation Section 
War Crimes Group (ME) 
(Capt. C. L. HARRISON) 
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lie: ooi' n t, 

Translation 2f 

DEPOSITION 

:of 

VCN HMI' Rolf 

Deposition on oath of Von HAHN, Rolf, male, born on the 29 March 
1929, Protestant, of SOLIGEV, Augustastrasse 37, sworn before 
Lt. F. J. KaLEY, General List, of No. 4 War Crimes Investigation Team, 
at SOLINGEN on the 14th of Hay 1946. 

I am Rolf von HAHN, born on the 29 March 1929, Protestant, 
commercial student, living at SOLINGEN, AuEustastrasse 37, of German 
nationality. 

In December 1944 1 was living with my mother at SOLINGEN, 
Sommerstrasse 16. 	About lunchtime of the 31 December 1944 during 
an air-raid, I was with my mother in the air-raid shelter of the 
house Sommerstrasse 17. 	After the attack I went out into the street 
to see what had hapened. 	Somebody was shouting: "There's a plane 
laying up there." lointing through a little passage way into the 
backyard of this house, where several people were starling about. 
The annex in this yard was in ruins, and when I went a bit closer I 
could see parts of a plane in the wreckage. 	Suddenly something was 
moving in the wreckage of the plane, end when I looked closer I saw 
the leg of an airman stretched upwards into the air and saw the arm 
of the airman repeatedly reach for the leg. The airman was 
groaning and called out "Help me." Neither the plane nor the house 
were on fire. 	Then I could already hear my mother call me "Rolf, 
come", and I went out into the street again. 	There I saw a policeman 
without cap or coat come down the street from the direction of 
Beethovenstrasse, accompanied by several SA men. 	They went through the 
little passage way into the yard of the house Sommerstrasse 6. When 
I had gone about twenty paces towards my house, I heard two shots fired 
in quick succession from the direction of the house at Sommerstrasse 6. 
About two minutes later, when I was standing in front of the entrance 
to our house, I heard another shot frogs the same direction. 	Then I 
went into my house, and only a few days later did I .!.e again in to the 
house at Sommerstrasse 6 to fetch some bed-clothes for the old Frau 
MUNKEL out of the wreckage. At that time I saw two airmen laying on 
the lawn in the yard. 

A few weeks later I went there again. 	The two airmen had by 
then been removed and whilst managing about amongst the wreckage I 
found a thermos flask. 	By the way, I should like to add that at the 
time when the policeman went passed me into the yard of the house 
Sommerstrasse 6, he was just cockin: his pistol. 	I could see that 
clearly as he was only a couple of meters away from me. 

The name "MORRIS" in block-letters was roughly scratched onto the 
thermos-flask, and below it the word "LONDON" was pressed in. 	Very 
much later I wont there again and watched how the parts of the plane 
were taken away. 

(Signed) Rolf von HAHN 

SWORN by the said deponent, Rolf von HAHN, voluntarily at SOLINGEN 
on the 15th of May 1946, before me, Lt. P.J. KRUK General List, 
detailed by C. in C. British Army of the Rhine. 

(Signed) r'. J. KELLEY, Lt. 
Investigating Officer. 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translation from German into English of 
the deposition of Rolf von '1AHN-, marked Deposition No. 5. 

(Signed) C.L. HARRISON Capt RA 
Field Investigation Section -
War Crimes Group (NWE). 

• 
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Deposition No. 6 

DEPOSITION 

of 

Rolf Von  H A H N 

Deposition on oath of Rolf Von HALII, male of Augusta Strasse 37, 
SOLINGEN Sworn before Cart COLIN Leslie URRISON, RA, of Field 
Investigation Section, War Crimes Group (NWE), t SOLINGET:, on 
13 March 1947, -  

I am Rolf Von HAHN, born 29.3.1929 at SOLINGEN 	I am a student 
and of German nationality. 	I understand English and therefore I 
make this statement in English. 

I recognize the man on the photograph marked "Exhibit '4'', which 
I have signed, as being the policeman whom I described in my previous 
Deposition of the 14th of YI4Y 1946. 	I saw-  thiii policeman enter 
Sommerstrasse 6, cocking his pistol which he was holding in his hand. 

I saw two airmen in the wreckag::: of the plane. 	The first one 
was asking for help. 	The second one was not moving and I did not hoar 
him say arlythias, but his eyes were open and I think he was alive. 

That is all I wish to add to my previous statement. 

(Signed) Rolf von HAHN. 

SWORN by the said deponent Rolf von H4HN voluntarily at SOLINGEN, 
on the 13.th of Maroh 1947, before me, Capt Colin Leslie HARRISON, 
detailed by C. in C. British Army of the Rhine. 

C.L. HARRISON Capt RA 

InvestigatinE Officer. 
SOLINGEN. 
13 Mar 41. 

• 
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Deposition lie. 7  

Translation of 

DEPOSITION  

of 

LUCHT:FIEERG- Amanda. 

Deposition on oath of LUC-Hr.:1.1:3E1:G, ,,manda, female, born 13.1.1894 
Protestant, of 60:olICGai, Leopelinstraoso 86, sworn before ::10, Lt. F.J. 
KEILEY, General List, of -O- o 4 War Crimes invostigation Team, at 
SOLINGEN on the 13th of May 1946. 

I an Frau Amanda LUCHT-LNKIRG, born on the 13th of January 1894 
Protestant, houseoife, living at SOLING-al, Zeppelinstrasso 86. 

About lunchtime of the 31 of December 1944 I wcz 	rcky husband 
and several other people in the air-rdd shelter of our house, Soomorstrasoc 
17. We heard a crash, and when it became a bit more quiet I went with 
Frau von HAHN and her son Rolf von H.i.h31 up into the street. Frau HYdzizs 
was with us as lien. In the street %,'(; learned that a plane had come 
down at aubriays house. vie went into the yard of the house at Sommerstrasse 
6 cued saw parts of a plane stuck in he debris of tho -.-iorkshop. In the 
cabin of the plane I sa-o an titan hanging in his scat with his legs 
upwards end his head downwards. I saw how he was moving his head and 

heard him talking to Frau ifEli:viES. I could not undcrstrnd him because 
I do not speak l'inglish, but Frau iawaz knows English and conversed with 
the airman for several minutes. As far as Frau I-'ERIZS told mc, the 
airman had asked her to free him. After a few minutes we went out 
into the street again, while I was standing by the airman, more and 
more people had collected. Then, when the women wore standing together 
in the street I war Herr Fritz SCHULZ coming up the street. He was very 
excited and was wearing neither cap nor bolt. Somebody told him that 
there were still ainden in the house at Sommerstrasse6. On that he 
wont at once into the yard of this house, and I could just see how his 
hand went to his rear pocket (pistol pocket). Immediately afterwards 
I heard three shots from the direction of the plane, fired at short in-
tervals. At that time my husband atbived and I said to him; "There 
they have shot an airman." My husband went into the yard and I returned 
into my air-raid shelter at Sommorstrasse 17. Eight days later I saw 
from our window an ..,:rmy Lorry arriving at Sommerstrasse6. I went there 
with Ry husband and we -.witched hcor the soldiers carried two dead 
airmen from the house int, the lorry. nom were already five (5) 
corpses in the lorry, clad in shirts only, who were supposed to be 
English airoon. One of the airmen whom they carried cut from 1, 6 had 
dark hair and a bald spot at the back of his head. The other one I 
did not look at so closely, as I was plying more attention to the 
bodies in the lorry. Then the lorry left - I do not know when; for -
and after a short time I hoard that a third airman had been found amongst 
the wreckage of the plane. 

I should like to state additionally th^.t neither the crashed plane 
nor the annex en which it had crashed had at any time boon on fire. 

Signed) alnanda LL,Chli_iasTAG. 

SWORN by the bald depent LUaT. EtiG L;;:arkl:4  voluntarily at 
SOLIT.::"GZ.. on the 13th c)f 	1946, before me, Lt. 	KEEL "l, General 
List, detailed by the C. in r-;, British 	of the 

(Signed) Frank J. KEWY, Lt. 
Invostigatint,,, Officer 

/CE1-2T-17.71IED 
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CLIZTIFIED that this is a true tt?;-•.nslation fr.,:; Gor...rh into 1ThElish 
of Ca.= deposition of ,.;:ianda 	 Inarked Doposition No. 7 

iin.rrison, Capt. 
Field Invostigr.tion 6cction 
jar Cris Group (Iral) 
(Cf..pt. C.L. 
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Deposition No S. 

?ranslation  cf 

rrOSITION  

of 

LUCHT114BIaZG Lax  

Deposition on oath of LIJOHTi. 	:,ax, torn on the 10.2.1694, 
Protestant, of SOU:NC-Ili, Uppelinstrasse 86,sworn Wort: Lt. .f.J. 
KiZLEY, General List?  of 1!0 4 	Crimos Investigation Tom, at SOLITIGEN 
on the 13th Jf Lay 1946. 

I 	1.itx LUCHTAIWRG, born on the 10th of '.'ebruary 1894, :crotestant, 
factory-%.urker, living at SOI,I6.G2e, "Lepelinstrasso 86. 

.bout'lunchtimo un tho 31st of Doceilber 1944 1 was with ,v wife and 
several other people; in the air-raid shelter af the house of tae family 
SI11114;.e.- , Sormterstrasso 17. Suddonly there was a. crash as if a bomb had 
exploded nearby. Whee things quietened down a bit my wife wont up into 
the street to have a look what had happened. Before my wife came back I 
went up into the street as well and then, I met her. Hy wife said to 
me: "There they have shot an airman." and I was told by several people 
that a piano had crashed onto the liUL'S house at Sommerstrasse 6. I 
went toi4UNKMA'S house went into the backyard and there I saw the wreck-
age of a piano which had crashed through the roof of the wor!zshop onto 
the ground. The plane had ccx,e to rest at an angle of about 45 degrees, 
and in the cabin of the plane I could see an airman, hanging logs upwards 
and head downwards in his seat. ithis airman was not moving any more, and 
as there was blood on his face I took him to be dead. There was also 
another airman., next to the first one, but I should not have seen him if 
he had not moved his head. Then only noticed him. The policeman Fritz 
SCHULZ stood next to me, and I think I drew his attention to the fact that 
there was still one alive. A‘snyway, 6JHULZ too saw the airman 40V0 his 
head, took his piste. out c:f his roar trouser pocket, held tho pistol 
against the top of the airzlan's head an fired three shots. The yards 
was rather empty, as the S... wen - I believe there were three or four - had 
chased all the onlookors out into the street. 1  had managed in the 
general mix-up to push forewa d to the plane, but at the e.e::.Jnt of the 
murder I was alone with SCHULZ and the SiL men. The names of the ii, men 
I do not know. Then I nt back into the strut and discussed the affair 
with my former school friend Zrnst 	 Then I returned to my flat 
where I met my wife again. 

I should like to state specifically at this point that neither the 
crashed plane nor the 'workshop at So::aaerstrasso had been on fire. 

.i,bout eight days later, when I was just at home, I ho. 2d that the 
dead airmen of SemmerstrEsse 6 were being taken c:day. I went there and 
saw a lorry and soldiers whom I took to be of the Luftwaffe. On the lorry 
there were already three of four corpses, .cled in shirts only. I think 
the shirts wore blue. When I arrived there the soldiers were just carry-
ing a dead airman out of the house at SoL,merstrasse 6 on an improvised 
stretcher, and put him into the lorry. This aiman too was only in his 
shirt. his hair was blac..c, and ho had a bald spot at the back f his 
head. A. bit later the soldiers broujit the second airman cut of the 
house and put MIA cn the lorry as well. This airman too was only in his 
shirt, looked vert young - about 26 years - and had fair hair part-d at 

the side. 	2hen the lorry loft and I went hcAe. Later on I learned that 
a third airman had boon found and been takun away after a few weeks only, 
but I do not kno who took 	away. 

(Signed) kax LUCHTLWala. 
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by the said deponent, LIJGEZIaltG i.iaX.)  voluntarily at SOLIir:als on 
the 13th of -may, before 	Lt. ...J. 1;- ;i-.1.-4y,  General List, detailed by 
the 	in C. British law of the Rhine. 

(SiLned) Frank J. KM,-.LjY, Lt. 
Investigating Officer. 

C....L,(TIFIED that this is a true translation from German into Znglish of 
the deposition of -Ajax. LUCHTIVBERG, marked Deposition No. 8 

(Signed)C.L. IIA.:LLISON, Capt. 
Fiad Investigation Section 
,oar Crimes Group  
(Capt. C.L. HAaRISON) 

D.5/28/5 
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Der osition 	. 

Tra:nslatien of 

DEPOSITION 

of 

ERIZRT16,  

Deposition on eath of ERMERTZ, Ernst, aalc, born on the 1st 
of May 1901, Protestant, of SOLINGEN,d3eethevenstrasse 59, sworn before 
Lt. KELLEY, G=RAL LIST, of No. 4 War Crimes Investigation Team, 
at SOLINGE1' on the 14th of May 1946. 

I am Ernst ERMERTZ, born on the 1st-of Ma j! 1901, -trotestant, 
tool-maker, living at SOLINGEN, Beethevenstrasso 59, of German 
nationality. 

About two o'clock in the efterneen of the 31 of December 1901  I 
was together with ray wife, my two children, Frau Marin and Frau Frieda 
MUNKEL and Frau NIPIEL in the air-raid shelter of our house at SOLINGEN, 
Sommerstrasse 6. 	There was a crash as if a bomb had exploded in the 
immediate vicinity. 	Later on Frau Maria MUNKEL and than I went out of 
the cellar. 	At first I saw only the wreckage of the annex - the Frau 
Maria MUNKEL who had gene a bit cleser, came over to me and said that 
a plane had crashed there. 	Then I, too, went closer and saw the 
wreckage of a plane stuck at an acute angle in the wreckage of the annex. 
An airman was laying on the ground, in front ef the cabin, his left leg 
wedged in the wreckage of the plane, the right lee and the rest :f 
his body laying free. 	In my opinion he cannot have been hurt so 
badly, or he would net have been able to talk to us so sensibly. 	At 
the same time I saw a second airman, about one meter above the first 
one. 	I could only see his head, but it appeared to me as if he had 
been standing upright underneath the wreckage. 	This airman only 
groaned. 	The airman who was laying on the ground in front of me said 
to me in English: "Help me, Kamerad." This airman was layinf; in such 
a position that I could see banknotes in a little locket below his 
belt. 	In front of the plane there were maps, parachutes etc. laying 
about. 	Meanwhile more and more people were coming into the yard, and 
while we were still standing around, considering what to do next, a 
number of unifoiDed SA-men and Marty-members arrived an begun t chase 
us all out of the yard. 	That was about ten to fifteen minutes after 
I had come into the yard. 	I protested and did not want to be chased 
away, because, after all, I was in my own h use. 	All the same I 
was forced to return into my house. 	One of the SA men was particularly 
rough and even went for his pistol. 	Later on this SA man was named 
to me as GEITRBRUEOK. 	I than went back t my children in the cellar. 
A few minutes later I heard five (5) shots being fired from the 
direction of the yard. 	First three shots were fired, and a few 
minutes later another two. 	I calmed my children, and about quarter cf 
an hour later I went to the plane again and noticed that the two 
airmen were dead. 	The one airman who was laying on the :round in 
front of the plane (the same one who had earlier on talked to me) had 
blood running down his right cheek out of a wound in the head. 	The 
other airman seemed to have several shot-wounds in the head, because 
there was blood running on several places over his face. 	Neither 
the plane nor the house were en fire. 

More and more iA)0171e collected in the yard, and there was general 
talk to the effect that the policeman Fritz SCHULz had shot the airmen. 
The airmen were left laying there, and at night I went with rry family 
to my parents in lay in the Richard Wagner Stresse. 	On the next  
merning, January 1st 1945, I went again to my house at Sommerstrasse 6, 
and half an hour later two men arrived who identified themselves as 
criminal police officers. 

/They 
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ow. 

They took the watch and all papers off the one airman who was laying free 
and put them into an attache case. 	Various pieces of apparatus of the 
plane and two parachutes they locked into the cellar of Fr au Frieda 

Then they left. 	In the afternoon, about half past one, a 
lorry of the Fliegerhorst DUESSELDORF, arrived. there. 	There were already 
seven or eight bodies on the lorry. 	The soldiers 	me that they 
were all enemy bodies who had been shot down during the raid of the 
previous day. 	These bodies were only uncompletely dressed. 	Then 
the Lutwaffe soldiers brought the two dead airmen out of the yard of 
Sommerstrasse 6 and put them on the lorry as well. 

The first airman, who had been laying on the ground in front of 
the plane, was tall and slim, wore a dark-blue, well-tailored uniform, 
had: on one sleeve fairly far down three unside-dc-am stripes and 
below a badge that looked fairly like a crown in a wreath. 	He,  had 
darkish-fair hair, straight and parted, had a clean-shaven face and 
looked nice. 	On his feet he had strong black boots. 	Underneath 
his uniform blouse he wore a blue pullover, underneath the pullover a 
light coloured, shirt made of some silk material, and underneath of 
that he wore a gym-vest. 

The other airman was not dressed so well, had one stripe on his 
arm, and wore felt-boots. 	He was smaller, well built, with very 
small hands. 	He had blck, curly hair. 	While the first airman 
had a delicate, narrow, face, this one's face was rounder and his 
features blunter. 

At that time I learned that there was a third airman in the 
wreckage, they (the soldiers) left him in the plane as he was too 
much wedged in, and left. 	I C.o not know where.  for. 

Some time later, an a Sunday morning several Party-members of the 
Ortsbruppe Mangenberg arrived, and I helped them to get the third 
airman out of the wreckage. 	This airman was quite young, not older 
than 20 or 21, slender, had dark hair and wore felt boots. 	He wore no 
badges of rank, but had some sort of a badge over his left breast 
pocket. 	I put this airman down on a door and covered him up. 	In .the 
same night it begun to snow, and only a fortnight later an ambulance 
of the SOLINGER Stadtisches 1Crankenhaus came and took the body of the 
third airman away. 

(Signed) Ernst ERMERTZ 

SWORN by the said deponent, ERMERTZ, Ernst, Voluntarily at 
SOLINGEN on the 14th of May 1946, before me Lt. F J SDI 	General List, 
detailed by the C. in C, British Army of the Rhine. 

(Signed) Frank F. KEL EY, Lt 
Investigating Officor 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translation from German into English 
of the deposition of Ernst ERMERTZ, marked Deposition No. 9. 

(Signed) C.L. HARRISON Capt R. 
Field Investigation Section 
War Crimes Group (NVIE) 
(Capt. C.11,. HARRISON) 
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iRODUCTION No. 10. 

iranslatioo of 

WPOSITION  

of 

K0 :;h 'OttoP 

Deposition on oath of KOCa, Otto, born on the 2.4.1836, irotuatant, 
of "001,INGEN, Kruogorstrassu 20, sworn before Lt. .J. 	General 
List of No 4 *jar. Crimes Invostigation Team, at SOLINGEJ on the 17th :,ay 1946. 

I am Otto 1.XCH, ,orn on the 2nd of April 1886, razor-grinder of 
Gorman nationality. 

During an air-raid, about lunchtime of December 31st 1944, I was in 
my house at SOLING:LI, Itruogoratrasse 20. After the raid I recovered a 
bit and wont then to the SA barraclzs in the Doonhoffstcasso. There 
learned from vacious people that a olano had come down at Sox[orstrasse 6. 
I wont with the SA Truppfuohror Richard LEEF to this house. Them, at 
the house Scmmerstrasso 6, I saw a 2,w people standing about, and in the 
little passage which loads from soaimorstrasao into the yard of tho house, 
a policeman was standing. I wont closer and asked the policeman that had 
happened. 

By the way, I just remember that I already on Uho way from oy house 
to tho barracks was I told by ocople that an airman had been shot by a 
policeman. ghat is why I asked the policeman that had hapooned and whether 
the airman was still alive. The policeman gave no (roughlor) the following 
answort "I have aado a mistake and oot hold of my pistol instead of my 
first-aid outfit." Ho said that with an ironical c:Trossion in his fact... 
After that 1  wont into the yard and saw there that the roof of the work-
shop (annex) was smashed through. The cabin of a plane had crashed 
through the roof right down to tho bottom of the annex. In the cabin an 
airman was hanging the upper part of his body leaving backwards, and the 
logs seemed to be wedged in. I could not make quite sure at the moment 
whether the airman was alive or dead. Richard NEEF, who wont into the 
yard before me and who had gone auch closer to the cirman :11.1st have seen 
it clearer. The airman had a narrow, pale face, and I think he wore a 
flying jacket. I had a look at ovorything, and after about 5 minutes 
wont back to my barracks, Tho policeman was still standing by the 
house No; merstrasso 6) and several people were still standing about 
there as well. 

On a Sunday mOrnino, eight days later, I received the order (from 
NEEF) to go with three other SA men and gut the airman out of the wreckage 
at the house domerstrasse 6. 	laJELLER and MEIER wont with me. 
`Olen we arrived there I found that the airman whom 1 had seen l;ring there 
in the foreground a wook ago, had disapooca'od. Then we rot another 
airman out of the wrockago and out him into the snow nuarlly. This air- 
man darkish-fair hair, of mudium size, 	wore no jacket but only a 
dark pullover, and had lined, high, blaoi C.lina boots with zipfasteners 
on his foot. As far as I can remember, in his papers was writton 
"oorguant se-and-so, Royal Air 'orco". 

I never went them again at a later date and had not more to do 
with this matter. 

(signed) Otto ti - C H 

S,i0t by the said doponont Otto KOCI., voluntarily at SOLING:JR on the 
17th of i=r; 1946, before 	Lt. F.J. 	General List, detailed 
by J. in C. British Army of tho 

J. KELLEY, Lt. 
Invoscigating Officer. 



CERTIFIED that this is a true translLtion fr(x1. Gcr:aan into :jhcjish of 
the deposition of Otto KOCH !..larked Production :e. 10 

(Signed) C. L. HARRISON, Cant. --• 
Field Investigation Section 
War Crimes Group (ML) 
(C•L• HARRISON) 
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Production Lie. 11 

Trnslation of 

DEPOSITIG,; 

of 

GEITSRBRUEGG2, Fritz. 

Deposition on oath of GEITEBRU, Fritz, male, born on the 18th 
of august 1907, non-denominational, of SOLD ;1;111 Mangonbergur Strassc 44, 
sworn before Lt. KELLEY, General List, of No 4 liar Grimes Investigation 
Toazi, at bio 4 CIC, itECKLINGF_LUSII: Jr; the 16th of liEy 1946. 

I en GEITEBRULGG, Fritz, born on thu 18th of august 1907, is-Ray 
engineer, of German nationality. 

During an air-raid round about lunch-time on the 31 of December 
1944, I was in the air raid to*::or of the fin:. RA',UTEUCh, at SaLINGI; on 
the corner of Mangenburstrasse and Beethovonstrassu. 'Ath me were many 
ether people. I saw how a plane lost onewing in the air, and came duan 
in the direction of So:.merstrasse. Several bombs were coming down at 
the same time and I wont down into the ground floor of the tuacr. 
Lnmodiately after that the preliminary all-clear was sounded and I went 
out of the tower. - house opposite was on rim, and I helped to get 
the works fire brigade ready for 1:mdo and said to him; "In Samurstrasso 
something has happened too." ;thereupon VOOS and I run towards Sommerstrassu. 
There was a hit in the garden of one of the first houses of Sommurstrasse. 
and I stayed there for several minutes to find out what had happened. 
Then, when I carried on, up the Sommerstrasse, intending to go to the 
house of VOOS, vie saw several people stnding about in front ofLUNKEL's 
house. These people drew my and VOOS' attention to the fact that a plane 
had ceme down on this house Sommurstrasse 6). One of the women - I 
do not know he.. name - said roughly; "The pilot is still alive. He 
was said that he had no more beLlbs and we should help him." I did not 
talk any more to these women and went to the place where the plane had 
come down. There I s:,w a part of the plane (I think it was the cabin) 
stuck into the lower part of the annex. -tie three (VOOS, laNKIL and 
myself) went closer and s.. one airman hanging motionless in the 
wreckage of the cabin. I said to him "Hallo, Hallo." because I thought 
that he was still alive. He did not answer, se I took off his right hand 
a pair of roughish, grey-blue Jovcs and a pair c, f short, thin, white- 
silken gloves and felt his pulse. In my opinion there was not a sign cf 
life any more. VOOS then said to me; "Coil°, ho is (Lad anyway. Let 
us go first of all to my flat and see what has haplened there. " I did 
not see another airman, and went with VOOS and MINKEL out into Sommerstr. 
again after having stayed at the plane only for a few minutes. ...t that 
time there were only a few women in the yard. 

By the way, neither the plane nor the heuse were on fire. 
iLnyway, I came with VOOS out into the Soaaerstrasse, when a policeman 
came doom frmthe direction Beethovonstrassc. I knew him by sight, 
and learned later on at an identification parade, that his name was 
Fritz SCHULZ. This policeman shouted something like: %here is the pilot? 
(or airman)? I will shoot him. (or "I want to shot him"). The other 

one is dead already". Then he went into the yard and made straight 
aigy for the place: of the accident. I could see that, as I was standing 
only a few steps behind the entrance to the yard. In that moment two 
or three shots rung out from the direction of the crashed plane and 
tmmediately afterwards the police m an came cut of the yard again. Ho 

carried a small caliber pistol in his right hand - it could have been 

a 6.35 null I did net stay there any longer and went directll to VOOS' 
house. From there I returned te the factory (1241UT144BA..CH) to help with 
the rescue work in the house opposite. But I had no chance of doing so 
because right away I got an order from the "W-rkschuts) to proceed by 

/car 
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err to SOIJINGLIULD and have a lock whether anything had happened to the 
Villa RLDTENBACH there. illi.JSKES went vith me. 

,Ifter this day I went never again to the place of the accident in 
the house at Salmorbtrasso 6, and.I do not know what had happened later 
on there. 

(Signed) Fritz GEITERRUEGGE 

SWM‘i by the daid deponent, GEITEBRUDGGE Fritz, voluntarily at No 14. 
CIC, RECKLINGE4.1US.LIN, on the 16th cf M.!?y 1946, before me, Lt.. F.J. 
KE LEY, General List, detailed by the C. in C. British 4crmy of the Rhine. 

(Signed) Frank J. KELLEY, Lt. 
Investigating Officer 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translation from German into English of 
the deposition of Fritz GEITEBRBEGGE, marked Production Nc. 11. 

(Signed) C.L. ii,RRIsON, Capt. 
Field Investigation Section 
War Crimes Group (Ni E) 
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Case No. 114 Exhibit 11 	 24 October 1945 

Q• Klaus Wester, we are now investigating "the 	of e defenseless 
Canadian flier after he had been shot dean in Solingen". 	Are you 
wild;-1g to take an oath as to the testimony that you arc about to 
give 1 

• 

A. 	Yes. 

You understand, of course 

A. 	Yes. 

your right hand and be sworn. 	"You, Klaus 
evidence you shall rive in this investigation 
me, shall be the truth, the whole truth, and 
So Help You Gee ?" 

Please stand up, raise 
Wester, swear that the 
now being conducted by 
nothing but the truth. 

A. 

Q• 

A. 

A.  

A. 

I do. 

Where do you live ? 

Solingen, Beethovenstrasse 26. 

How old are you ? 

Sixteen (16) years old. 

What is your occupation ? 

Student. 

A. 

H. 

Yes. 

Did you see the plane before it crashed to the Around ? 

No, I was not there. 

When was it that you first saw the airplane ? 

I first saw the plane several days later. 

-1- (Klaus Wester) Exhibit 11 

0237 

Testimony of Klaus Wester, taken at Solingen, Germany, at 1430 hours, on 
the 24th of October 1945. 

Sued 0. Arnold, Major, LC, 0-492476, appeared before the assistant 
Interrogator-Cross-Examiner as a reverter anC was sworn in the following 
form: 

"You swear that yeu will faithfully rerform the duties 
of a reporter in this investi:etien now being conducted 
by the Investifetor-Examiner. 	Se .r.elp You God." 

Private i,(10101 L. Forster, 36 827 378, ereereC as an interpreter and 
was sworn by the Investigator-Exeminer in the following fere: 

"You swear that you will truly interpret in this 
investigation now being conducteC by me. 	So 
Help You Ged." 

Klaus Wester appeared before Major SUE L O. ARNOLD, 0-492476, LC, 
InvestiEator-Examiner and testified as fellows: 

the meaninr of an oath ? 

Q. 	Do you remember the 31st of December 194/4, when an allied airplane 
crashed into the Munkol house on Sommeretrasse ? 
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Case NT:. 573 (iaaus Wester) 

Q. 	-That did you de when you first sow the airplane ? 

A. 	I -cent over to the plane and 117.d a look at it and looked around in 
the immediate vicinity where 1 found these papers. 

Then you looked at the airplane there 7Irl.s a body still in the 
plane was there not ? 

A. 	Yes there was. 

Q. 	Did you search the pockets and the uniform of the flier ? 

A. 	did not search the _pockets 	the uniform but I did find a 
wrist watch which I turned over tp the woman lirs. 

Q. 	Did you remove the watch from the wrist of the dead flier ? 

A. 	Yes, I did take the watch off the wrist of the dead flier. 

Q. 	I show you a.  letter marked Exhibit "A", S. 0. A. 10/24/45, and will 
ask you ifyou had seen that letter before ? (handily exhibit to 
the witness). 

A. 	Yes. 	I saw this letter and turned it over to an interpreter whose 
name is "Ralph Rauh" and this interpreter further turned this 
letter over to the police in the Solingen-Wald. 

Q. 	Will you initial with your initials "IN" below the figures 10/24/45 ? 

A. 	Yes. 

.4. 	Now this letter marked Exhibit "A" which you have initialed; just 
where aid you find this letter ? 

A. 	The letter lay near the pilot also in the plane. 

Q. 	Was the letter in an envelope ? 

A. 	No, it was not. 

Q. 	I show you a poem consisting of three (3) pares, each page of which 
is marked Exhibit "A", SO,,, 10/24/45" and will ask you if you had 
seen this poem before ? (handing exhibit t. the witness). 

A. 	Yes, that is the poem and it was also there. 

Q. 	You mean that the poem was with the letter marked Exhibit "L" in  
the airplane ? 

A. 	Yes it was; it was with the above-mentioned letter. 

Will you initial each page of the poem with your initials "KW" below 
the fiEutes 10/24/45 ? 

A • 

41. 

Q. 

Yes. 

The letter marked Exhibit "A" which you have initialed and the poem 
marked Exhibit "A", likewise which you have initialed were found by 
you in the airplane and taken away by yeu and Fiven to the 
interpreter Rauh ? 

Yes. 

When you found the letter and the poem: marked Exhibit "A" were you 
alone or were you with someone ? 

Exhibit 11 	 24 October 194.5 

(laaus Wester) 
	 -2- 	 Exhibit 11 
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Case No. 573 (Klaus Wester) 
	

Exhibit 11 	24 October 1945 . 

• • That, I cannot say, any more, there were so many people around. 

Did you see any stripes on the uniform to indicate the grade or
rank of the flier ? 

I saw some stripes but I cannot say how many; but there wore 
either two or three 

That was the color cf the unifore worn by, the dead flier ? 

A. plue. 

The feregeing questions and asnwers on three pages have been read 
to me in German, my native language, by the interpreter and I fully 
understood them before signing my name. 

(Signed) KLAUS WESTER, 

Subscribed and sworn to befre me at Selineen; Germany, tl2e 24th 
cf Oot7,bor 1945. 

(Signed) NORMAN I.:. MARCUS. 
1st Lt, CAC, 
intelligence Officer. 

I, Suel O. Arnold, :ajor, AC, 0-492476, War Crimes Investigating 
Team 6830, being first duly sworn, swear that 1 have faithfully performed 
the duties of reporter during the above examination of KLAUS -..iESTER, at 
Solingen, Germany, on the 24th day ef October 1945. 

(Signed) SUEZ O. ARNOLD, Major. AC 
ASN 0-492476 
Reporter 

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 24th day of October 1945, at 
Solingen, Germany. 

(Signed) NORMAN M. MARCUS, 
1st Lt, CAC, 
Intelligence Officer. 

I, Adolph L. Forster, EVt, 36 827 378, War Crimes Investigating 
Team 6830 being first duly sworn, swear that 1 have faithfully performed 
the duties of interpreter during the above examination of KLAUS -4ESTER, 
and further swear that I accurately translated the oath by SUEZ O. ARNOLD, 
Major, 	0-492476, Investigating Examiner, War Crimes Investigating 
Team 6830, to KLAUS tiESTER, before the examination of KLAUS WESTER, on 
the 24th of October 1945. 

(Signed) „DOLE' L. FORSTER, Pvt. 
ASN 36 827 378 
Interpreter. 

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 24th ',Iv of October 1945, at 
Solingen, Germany. 

(Signed) NORM .,',N M. MARCUS, 
1st Lt. CAC, I. 0. 

Waus Wester) 	 -3- 	 Exhibit 11 
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9, RICE.OND TERRACE, 
DUNDOMLD, 

BY ..:ILMARNOCK, 
AYRShIRE. 

22-9-i4. 

Dear Sandy, 

I am enclosing a few lines of verse, which I hope 
may afford you a few minutes amusement. 

Regards to all the boys ! 

Yours sincerely, 

(Signed) 4illie. 

Ex. A 
SOA 
10/24/45 

Poem and Letter written by Watson, found 
near Pilot in plane marked Exhibit "A" 
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Poem and Letter written by Watscn, found 
near Pilot in plane marked Exhibit "A" 

TEE AIR AGE 

PAGE ONE 

Ex. A 
SOL 
10/24/4!: 

Eitler was (- w1a. 	The years rolled by, 
And everyman began to fly. 
I took a trip, one winter day 
That landed me up Sprineburn vkV, 
And ph, what changes there had been ! 
My eyes surveyed a w.nd'rous scene. 
The .1?olice had taken to the air, 
And unsolved crimes were very rare. 
A helicopter seemed tc. float, 
With Ken Campbell in a white coat 
Directing aircraft, tram, and 'bus 
Prom high above the terminus. 
A flyin!: bookie, Charlie Dines, 
Was very busy lifting lines, 
Until a spitfire dashed right in 
:Piloted by the dauntless Quinn 
And quickly chased the betting, crowd 
Round and round a wee white cloud. 
John wirelessed for some speedy aid 
And hardly had the call been made, 
When there came rosin` thro' the rain 
Halliday in a hurricane. 
The hunt was on, the crowd made 'off, 
But John's engine be:ran to cough. 
"What gruel luck", John sadly cried, 
As his engine sighed and died. - 
"Press on, Sergeant!" came the shout 
As in great haste, old John baled out. 
And so the end of John's pursuit 
Was a descent by parachute. 
But other Police were o'er the town, 
Quietly flying up and down. 
McMullan in a "Piper Cub" 
Patrolled with ease from pub to pub. 
I saw two more gallant airmen 
Sandy MacDonald and Tom Glenn, 
Moving along Street-corner fools 
And dropping bombs on gambling schools. 
Sandy :cLeod was quite a spark 
Observing couples in the park, 
From an enormous great balloon 
Towed by George Parker's fast typhoon. 
While Jimmy Allan took a gander 
In an out-of-date "Lysander". 
They say Clem Herbert's making quids 
Giving joy rides to. the kids. 
Charlie Garden and Dougie Cnrstairs 
Are busy effecting a few repairs 
To their mosquito, damaged last night 
Down Saracen St., in a running fight. 
But work goes on behind the scene 
Where Bob Black and Jock Hazoldene 
Do good business in gasolene. 
AS I at last made to depart, 
I saw something which made me start, 

auld antagonist - Willie Bell 
Came roaring down the Street like hell, 
"Look out, Watson!" he madly yelled, 
"Can't you see i'm jet-propelled!" 
The flying cops have come to stay, 
At least that's what the People say. 
In ninety years it may be true 
But I'll be dead and so will you 
So now I bid you all Adieu ! 

Wm eltatsm. 
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Pro'_lee',:-.Lon No. 4 

Li.A.•:SeATION of DITOSITION 

of 

HERMES, ;4iathilde. 

Deposition on oatIL of Hermes Mathilde, feidale,horn on the 3.0.1883, 
Protestant, of Solingen, Van Menenstrabe 19, sworn before Cat. F.J. 
KELWRY, General List, of No. 5 War .;rimes Investigation TeEe:e at Solinen 
on the 11th August 1946. 

I am Mathilde EiARIES, born on the 
Nationality. 

housewife, of German 

After lunch, on December 31st 1944, It was during an air-raid on 
Solingen with my husband in the air-raid shelter of the house Sommer-
strabe 17. Besides us there were sane other people from the houses Saamer- 
strabe 16 and 18. 	Suddenly there was a terrific explosion and we threw 
ourselves onto the floor. -Then things quietened down later on I went 
with my husband up into the street and saw that our house and the built-
on factory had been hit. Then we learned that a plane had come down on 
Munkelis house, and my husband and I cent through a narrow passage into 
the yard of the house Bommerstrabe 6. There we saw parts of a plane 
struck nearly vertically in the debris of the anne:, and in the wreckage 
of the plane I saw an airman hangine. He hung with his head downwards, 
and I heard him groan. Immediately afterwards he said "Please help me." 
As I can speak English I said to him (Approx.); "I cannot help you. 
You ought to be ashamed of yourself, throwin bombs on women and children1" 
The airman did not answer, and immediately after that I and my husband 
left the yard and went to .our own house in Sommerstrabe 10. 'Mile we 
were in the yard Sommorstrabe 6 I did not see any SA men, - only when I 
went through the little paosage out into Serpmerstrabe did I see a police-
man - whom I die not know - coming from the street into yard. This is 
all I know about this incident. 

(Signed) Prau Mathilde Hermes. 

SWORN by the said deponent, Hermes Mathilde, volunta:ily at Solingen, 
Van Menenstrabe 19, on the 11th August 1946, before me, Capt. F.J. KTTWY, 
General List, detailed by the C. in C. British Army of the Rhine. 

F.J. KELLEY 
Investigation Officer. 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translation from German into English of 
the deposition of Hermes Mathilde, marked Production Ne 4. 

Date 	15.8.1946 	 F.J. KELLEY, Capt. 
Place Boid Oeynhausen. 	 War Crimes Investigation Unit. 

• 
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i:1 1T "C"  

PATHOLOGICill, HEPORT  

Pathologist .:i.ef;- 	- 47  to  59.  

The bodies mentioned in this Brief 
buried in a mass grave in SOi.11;C:11 
13 were recovered and ten of these. 
WO WOODROW 	and 156881+7 Sgt. 
foul play. 

(no ref. nc ,)n Brief) were 
Ce metery. Of a:1J .t;i-lose 14 bodies 
identified. Of these two, - 175154 
..lAT6ON 	- showed evidence of 

••■ 

4:1C.1\i. 47; 

1866330 Sgt. R. MORL:611, icientli'ied by nuther and initials on clothing. 
Death due to imltiplc.: fractures, typical of 	air-crash. 

A.K.M. 48; 

175154 IVO WOODROW R.1., identified fro,:. 	 and number 
175154 on the collar. 
Injuries; skull was fractured in many pieces from at least tuo bullets, 
fired at close range in the right temple. One bullet was found in the 
skull. Owing to lack of staff it has not been possible yet to photograph 
end re-construct the skull. It will, however, be done, as seen as 
possible. 
Opinion;  Cause of death gun shot -wounds in the skull from 
calibre J-Assiles. Tic ether injuries were found at the body. 

A.K.K. 49; 

1368847 Sgt. 	 identified by name and number in the shirt. 
Death due to gun shot wound through interior portion of right temple. 
exit :1.n the left maxillery region. The path of the raissile involved 
the frontal lobes of the brain in the midline and numerous fragments 
of chtmoid bone were found scattered throughout the brain. 
Opinion;  This case is rather unusual in se ,such that we do not have 
a clear cut --entrance and exit wound usurlly associated with this type of 
crime. however, there is no doubt in my opinion that Sgt. Wi.ToON was 
killed as I have described. The obvious point-blank range at which the 
gun was discharged accounts for the shattering and dispersal of the 
ethmoid bone through the skull. Fired at anythin; but very close range, 
the postmortem appearances -s-.-ould have been different and death -would not 
have been instantaneous, such as it was in this case with the great 
distruction of brain matter which i.iust have occurred from the post-
mortem findings. 

4:L.K.id. 50 ;  

1595839 Sgt. 	J., identifie'a by noise and nu.,ber on :tart and braces, 
and number on collar and west.- 
Death due tc multiple iractures tyi:ical of an air-crash. 

'51  

1316112 141/Sgt WILLI.i;iiiS C., identified by name and number on the collar. 
Death due to multiple fractures, typical of an Lir-crash. 

52; 

428566 F/Sgt S`11,,GO J. L. identified by name and number on the collar. 
Death duo to multiple fractures, ty ical of an air-crash. 

itaoh •L• 
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Production No. 12 

".4SL.:1i0:. of DLPOsIT:ia. 

of 

SCEULZE. Fritz. 

Deposition on oath of schulze Fritz, 	e, burn on the 16.3.1390, 
undeneminational, of Solingen, Gazellenstrabc41  sworn before Capt. F.J. 
KELLEY, General List, of No. 5 War Cri,les investigation Team, at No. 101 
C.I.C. at ...:ste,'wegen, on the 14th of .august, 1946. 

I a.1 Schulze Fritz, born on the 16.3.1396, policeman, of Germn 
nationality I have been told that I am not compelled to make this 
statement unless I so wish, but that thy statement that I make will be 
written down and may be used as evidence at any time in the future. I 
aJn making this statement of py own free -All and not under compulsion 
or persuasion cr because of premises cr reward. 

Betaeen One and Two-o'clock in the afternoon of the 31st December 
1944 I was surprised by an air-raid in the Sandstrabe (;,iangenberg),. I 
went into the air-raid shelter of my mother in la's house at 4ect-
hovenstrabe 48. 'Then it got a bit quieter I left the cellar together 
with my sister in law (1;11i 	 i$eethovenstrabe 48) and wanted 
to go to my home in the Gazellenstrabe. The shortest route there leads 
through Sommerstrabe. When we had alrearj.,7 passed the house of :dunkol 
(Saramerstrabe 6) several people called out "Herr Wachmeister, a plane 
has coae down here:" I went back to :.lunkells house, and when people had 
explained to iac the position of the plane I went alone into the little 
yard between the houses Solaierstrabe 6 and 4. In the back of the 
yard was the workshop of 11.1nkel. I went through the door cf the work-
shop and saw in the right hand corner parts of a plane. Thick smoke was 
coming fraa where the plane was laying, but I cannot say exactly where 
the soke was coming from and ',thy it was smoking. I went closer te the 
plane and saw one airman laying in the debris of the plane. I could see 
only the head and the upper part of the breast of this airan. I cannot 
remember whether I could see the arms as well, but I certainly did not 
sec his legs. I only stopped there for a few z.oments because of the 
thick smoke, and during this time the airman did not move. 	his face 
was quite dark I was cf the opinion that the airman was burned to death. 
I must add here that I was not wearing a cap when I was cc.aing dorm the 
Sommerstrabe, but I wore my belt and pistol holster. ,hen I went into 
the passage leading to the yard of the house I pulled out my pistol, as 
I did not know what I was gAng to :loot and as we had orders tc make 
use of the weapon under certain conditions. (In self defence, at attempts 
to escape or when an airuan did not raise his hands when ordered 
"Hande Hockl") 

Theb I left the yard again; and all the time I had .been in the yard 
I had been alone. Outside in the street people had colluctuc: who had come 
out of the air-raid shelters, but I cannot remember the nn.mos of any- 
one in particular. I went right :,ay with my sister in law to 1-,7 house 
in Gazellenstrabe 4 and never entered the house Sonmerstrabe 6 czain. 
I should like to add that I have made no use of :ay weapon, and that is 
all I have to say in this -atter. 

Signed Zritz ochulze. 

S.;ORN by the said deponent, Fritz Schulne, voluntarily at N6. 101 C.I.C., 

on the 14th of A:ugust 1946, Lefore mu, ,„;apt F.J. Kelley, General List, 
detailed by the C. i:. C. 1?ritish ..x.my of the 

(Signed)F.J.Kelley. 
Ingestigcli,ina Officer. 
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Sloane 3467 

11INISTRY 
(Casualty Branch), 

2, Sville ,Areet, 
11nightsbridre, 

London, S. ,i.1 

P.426995/45/6.14U.s(C) 
	

9th 	1947. 

D.puty Judge ,,dvocate General, 
S pring  Gardens, 

Cockspur Street, 
S.W.1 

Cer,.lan -War Cri:Les  
Wreckage cf Lancaster BouLer at Selingon, Gemony. 

1. 	Ath reference tc your letter viD,OLG/S/76/184 of 2nd Hay 
1947, the names of the crew of Lancasteri.:C.926 are - 

175154 
42598 

1566847 

:,us. 428566 
1399446 
1595839 
1629751 
1591938 

F/O 	aedrorr 
P/Lt. G.n.Chandler 
Sgt. 	N.Watson 

I/Sgt.J.L.Stagg  
F/Sgt.C.H.R.Jsmes 
.gt. J. Carver 
Sgt. V. dulbourne 
Sgt. D. idorris 

Pilot (lassing) 
2(1, Pilot (3uried at :clinger; 
Navigator (Dead -no burial 

details) 

purled at Solinen) 
issing) 

(buried at Sc.lingen) 

Wrising) 

2. 0L. 	The last known home address of 'Sgt. Watson is ::other, 
firs. Id. Watson, 9 i.i.chuund Terrace, Dundonid by KiLl.arnock, 
Lyrshire, Scotland. 

3. 175154 -2/0  Woodrow, R.W. 

Height ;  51 9e. 
Brown ; 	- Grey Blue ;  Complexion - 2resh ;  Vaccination - 
I Left ,,r. 

Dental  Condition  Upper left 1st ,aolar 4 and levier loft 
2nd molar , 7 have been extrrLcted. There is a :fetal 
filling  in he upper right second bicuspid 5./  das 
dentally fit in 1941; had no artificial dentu:es. 

1568847 6u- zeant Watson. W.N. 

Height - 6'06" ;  Chest - 33"; Hair - Brown ;  faros - :Blue ;  
Complexion - fresh;  IdarIcIs - scar - Left Buttocks;  
Vaccination 1 Loft 

Dental condition;  frlotal fillings in lo%:er Fight 2nd prouclar 
5/ and lower right 2nd and 3rd ..lolar 8 and r7 No artificial 
dentures. 

4. The title of P.k.Cas. has been changed to 6.14.Cas. 

(Signed) G. 

Chest - 37"; Weight - 152 ibs;  Hair - 
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AIR MINISTRY, 
(Casualty Branch), 

2, Seville Street, 

London, S.W.1. 

P.426995/45/S.14 Cas.(.;) 	 16 May, 1947. 

nlitary Deputy Judge Ldvoc- to General, 
Sprini7 Gardens, 

Cockspur Street, 
S.4.1. 

German 7;ar Crimes 
greckar:e of Lancaster Bomber at Sclin-en Germany 

With reference to your letter MEV,LG/P5/76/184 of the 
13th May, 1947 and further to our letter of even number of 
the 9th May, 1947, Lancaster Y.F.926 crashed at Solini7en 
at 14..50 hours on 31st December, 19/4. 

2. 	The nircraft belonred to Flo. 218 Squadron and took off 
from ChedburTh near Bury St. Echiunds at 11.15 hours on 31st 
December, 1944. 

(Sine(*.i) 	G. M, 
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• 
PARTICULARS OF EVIDENCE' IN SUPPORT 

Contained in the statements of :- 

(i) Frieda 31.11\TIC.:1.: 

(iii Rolf von HAHN 
(ii) Maria 1....11-Nlal, 	(2 statements 

2 ::,tatewents, 
(3.13 Amanda. LITCHT.VINTEdIG 
(v Max LUCHT2,1131,1IG 

(vi Ernst IR-I:FITZ 
(vii Otto KOCH 

(viii .Fritz GIaTIlla.ZUIr:IGE 
(ix Klaus Vf.':3111Eli 
(x Mathilde HLIIIIS 

(31 Major A.K. 2.!ANT, H. A. li. CI  
( la i Fritz. SCHULZE rilecuS E 0) 

and in 	Two Air Ministry's lettersdated 9 ;:ay 1947 and 16 May 1947. 
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02:30 
NOTES ON THE CASE 

'No 
(Under this heading should be included the view taken as to (a) the degree of 

responsibility of the accused in view of his official position, e.g., was offence 
committed on the offender's own initiative, or in obedience to orders, or in carrying 
out a system approved by authority or a legal provision ; (b) the probable defence ; 
(c) whether the case appears to he reasonably complete.) 

A. The accused fired at Flying Officer WOODROW and Serjeant ,iATSON on his 
own initiative and not on the orders of any other person. 

B. There appears to be no defence to this case. 

C. The case is complete. 
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Anyarthet communication on 
the sublra of this letter should be 
addressed to:— 
THE  JUDGE ADVOCATE GENERAL, 

SPRING GARDENS, 
COCKSPUR STREET, 

LONDON S W.1, 

and the following number quoted :— 

::D/JAG/10S/ 22/ 2(2E) 
E 	E 

Secretary General, 
United Nations War Crimes Aumission, 
Lansdowne House, 
Berkeley Seuare, 
LOAION 4 1 • • 

Charge No. UK — C/B 619  

STALAC- LUG T III Case 

1. I forward herewith the above mentioned charge against 
German war criminals to ether with 7 copies for the use of 
Committee I. May this charge please be considered by the 
Commission in due course. 

2. The above mentioned charge is in substitution for 
UK q/B 70 which was reAstered by the Treasury Solicitor 
at a very early stace of the investigations of this case 
when very little was known about the facts of it. It will 
be observed that none of the accused comprised in UK - G/B 70 
are mentioned in the present charge and it is suggested that 
the most convenient course would be to cancel the earlier 
charge. 

3. A date for trial of this case has not finally been 
fixed but it will take place in the near future and a com-
munication will he made to the Press through the Public 
Relations Branch of the ,jar Office in due course. In the 
meantime it is particularly desired that there should be no 

1 publicity and it is requested that all members of the ,;ormd- 

ssion and persons dealinf, with this case be asked to act 
a.:cordingly. 	 /4. .. 

Telegrams 	JUDVOCATE, LONDON • 

Telephone : WHITEHALL 7930 (two lines) .  
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SPRING GARDENS, 

COCKSPUR STREET, 

LONDON, S.W.I. 

1+ June 1947. 

 



4. 	Other accused involved in this case are not yet in custody 
despite very extensive operations for tracing and arresting them. 
The present case includes char (-s specifically relating to the killing 
of 12 of the 50 victims. Various nations and Dominions have an 
interest in this case in that their nationals were among the victims. 
In view of the large amount of copying to be done in this case dupli-
cate copies of the case are not being forwarded for each of the 
nations or Dominions interested, but arrangements are being made by 
this office to approach all of them and to invite them to send 
observers to the trial. A full set of prosecution documents is being 
prepared for the use of the officinl observers who attend the trial. 

Colonel, 
for Military Deputy, 

J.A.G. 

Agc 



(For the Use of the Secretariat)  

• Registered Number. 

4-4,' J2_ 	 /01-y4  0  

 

Date of receipt in Secretariat. 

7 JUL 1947 
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UNITED NATIONS WAR CRIMES COMMISSION 
UNITED KII;GDom  CHARGES AGAINST 

 

•GERMAN 	WAR CRIMINALS 

 

CASE No.  U  - 	619 	* 

Name of accused, his 
rank and unit, or 
official position. 

(N(it to be translated.) 

SEE A 2 6I3T5''.11  JC1:`.1.7,. • liE A  

 

_Date and place of 
commission of al-
leged crime. 

At various  places in Germany and German occupied territory 

between ?5 M4pch 1944 and 13  April 1944,  

Number and descrip-
tion of crime in war 
crimes list. 

References to rele-
vant provisions of 
national law. 
Breaches of Inter-
national law. 

	(i)  MURDER  

MURDER 

BroAchea_of 	Iowa Anci  IIPAgg of wan. 	  

SHORT STATEMENT OF FACTS. 

Between the dates stated fifty out of a total of seventy-six officers of the 
Royal Air Force and Dominion Air Forces, who had escaped from 6talag Luft III, SAC.AN, 
were shot after recapture by members of the (;est9po as a result of orders issued to this 
effect on the highest level. 

TRANSM
mon ) y 	Office of the J.A.G.  (Mil. Dept.). 

• 
Insert serial number under which the case is registered in the files of the National Office of the Remain.. 

(6165) Wt.P.2Itqt27 Sm. 2
1-1n. c. co. 745(m) 
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PARTICULARS OF ALLEGED CRIME 

On the night of the 24/25 Yarch 1944, after many nonths of preparation, 
a crass escape from Stalag Luft III, SAGAI, was carried out by officers of the Royal 
Air Force and Allied Air Forces who were held there as prisoners of ware Although 
the original plan was for two hundred officers to go, only seventy-six actually 
managed to make good their escal)e. Three e::: aped alto, ether; of those who were 
recaptured fifteen were returned to the camp, eight were detained by the Gestapo 
and fifty were murdered by the Gestapo. 

The fifty who were eventually killed were recaptured either singly or in 
small groups at many places in germany or German occupied territory, as a result 
of the institution of a nation, wide search. The recaptured prisoners were held in 
custody in Kripo Prisons, but as a result of a conference held at 1-1TLER's headquarters 
at BERCHIESGADEN on Sunday 26 March 1944, at which laTLXR, latromat, KEITEL and pro-
bably WRING were present and subsequent conferences at which KALTEKB.Ulaii2, Chief 
of the RSHA, MaLER of the Gestapo (Amt IV) and hEBE, of the Kripo (Amt V) figured 
prominently, orders were issued that fifty of the officers who were recaptured were 
to be handed over to the Gestapo and shot. The selection of the names of the prisoners 
of war who were to be shot was carried out by KEBE and orders were passed to the Gestapo 
and Kripo headquarters in the town5where the selected officers were held, instructing 
the Kripo to hand them over to the. Gestapo. 

The method of killing was essentially similar in all cases since it followed 
instructions laid down in top secret teleprint orders to the Gestapo. Squads were 
formed at each Gestapo headquarters, the members of which were sworn to secrecy. The 
victims were picked up by the squads in cars from their place of imprisonment -
ostensibly, in most cases, on the grounds that they were to be returned to the camp. 
They were driven to convenient places usually in the vicinity of a crematorium, where 
the victims were told to get out for the purpose of relieving themselves and were then 
shot. The bodies,of all the victims were cremated and the urns containing their 
ashes returned eventually to Stalag Luft III. Reports were subsequentally sent by 
the Gestapo headquarters concerned to Berlin saying that the victims had been shot 
whilst trying to escape. 

All the above named except 	 either were members of the execution 
squads or as Chiefs of the local Gestapo headquarters, gave the orders to the squads. 
The accused dIYTYW took part in the planning of the killings and attended two of the 
conferences in Berlin with lei= and NEBE. 



- Kraftfahrer, Gestapo Headquarters, 
KIEL. 

- Inalsekretnr i   gestapo Headquarters, 

025,5 

UNITED UNITED ELTIONS WAR CRIES GOMIAISSIOH 
+++++++++++++ 

UHITED KINGDOM UHARGES  acminst  GE-RYAN dAR CRIMINALS  

Case No. UK - G/B 619 

IMM ".• =11 	IMD 	11•111. 	 .•"1110 

1. Wilhelm SjHARPW11.1(11., - Oberregierunz,srat, Doctor, Thief of 
Gestapo Headquarters, ERESLAU. 

2. 
 

Lax Oberregierun2;srat, CI.ief of Kripo 
eadquarters, LIRESLAU. 

3. End]. SCPULZ - Kriminalsekretnr, 
SitARI:.RUCKM,;. 

Gestapo Headquarters, 

r.i' 	

SAARBRnKEN. 

f 5. Alfred SJIIII.al v/ 	Regierunzsrat, Chief of 
quarters, 6THASBOURG. 

6. Josef Albeit 	 rY t Andreas Oberregierunsrat, Chief of Gestapo 
CEEINER 

7. :alter HERBEIG 	Kriminalkommissar, 
KAZLSRUf/. 

Gestapo Headquarters, 

8. Otto PREISS 	- Kriminalsekretnr, Gestapo Headquarters, 
KAA-SRUHE. 

4. Walter BREITEAUPT 	- Teknischesekret6r, Gestapo Headquarters, 

Gestapo Head- 

Headquarters, KARLSRME. 
1 

9. Heinrich BOSCHEUT 	- Kriminalsekretnr, Gestapo Headquartersxr* 
KARLSRUHE. 

Name of accused, 	10. Emil',NEIL I 
	

Kriminalsekretnr, Gestapo Headquarters, 
his rank and unit, 	 MICH. 
or official 
position. 	 11. Eduard GEITH 
	

Kriminalkommissar, Gestapo Headquarters„ 
MICH. 

(Not to be trans- 
lated) 
	

12. Johann 
	

Kraftfahrer, Gestapo Headquarters, 
I. JHICH. 

13. Johannes POST 

14-. Hans KX1ILFIZ 

15. Artur DEldC,A.NE 

16. Oskar 

- Kriminalkommissar, Gestapo "rieadouarters, 
KIEL. 

- Kriudnalassistent, Anwaerter Gestapo, 
Headquarters, KIEL. 

t/ 
17. Allter JA006 	- Kriminalassistent, estapo Leadouarters, 

KIEL. 

18. Wilhelm STRUVE I/ 	- Kraftfahrer, Gestapo Headquarters, 
KIEL. 

19. Erich Herriani Auust - Polizeiassistent, Grenzpolizei, 
ZAGRARIA6 ✓ 	Czechoslovakia. 

All the accused are in custody. 

SCHAIWEICI, is in 7?ussinn custody. 
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PARTICULARS OF EVIIWNCE'IN SUPPORT 

All the accused have made statements and most of them admit their complicity 
in the killings. The part which each played is clear from his own confession and from 
the evidence contained in the statements of confederates. There is a considerable 
amount of further evidence to be put in at the trial but the full picture of the events 
is contained in the statements of the accused which are included herewith. 
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NOTES ON THE CASE 

(Under this heading should be included the view taken as to (a) the degree of 
responsibility of the accused in view of his official position, e.g., was offence 
committed on the offender's own initiative, or in obedience to orders, or in carrying 
out a system approved by authority or a legal provision ; (b) the probable defence ; 
(c) whether the case appears to be reasonably complete.) 

It is clear that the killings were carried out on superior orders 
and this will doubtless be the substantial defence of all the accused. 
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IN THE 1 TTER CF 	 _ 
IN THE IATTER OF THE 	Cr 

OFFICERS OF THE ROYAL LIi FeRCE WHO ESCAPED 
FRO:: SMUG LUFT III 	24/25 :.:ARCH 1944 

British National Offeee Charoc Ne. 

United Nations War Crimea Oeonission Reference. 

.t F F I D A VI T 

I, Mauriete Frank CORNISH, Captain Int - licence Corps, at present stationed 
at the London Distriot Prisoner of War C., ce, 6/7 Kensinaton Palace Gardens, 
Bayswater, London, W.8., make oath and say as follows :- 

1. I am an interrogator on the staff of the War Crimes Interrogation Unit 
and am fluent in the German language. 

2. On or about the 14 August 1946, I was ordered by my cemmanding officer, 
Licutenant-oolonel A.P. SCOTLAND, to Ec ta :5.CSCOW to take a statement from 
Doctor Wilhelm SCHARPWINKEL formerly Gest!-po Chief. at BRESLAU, in connection 
with the killing of 29 officers of the Royal Air Force after their escape from 
Stalag Luft III on the night _ 24/25 March 1944. 	On the 31 August 1946 in the 
office of the Prokuror Major KOZYREV I sew the said SCH,',APWINIEL whose former 
SS rank was S.S. Standartenfuhrer and whose former police rank was Oberrierung-
srat and I told him that I was investigntiea ehe killing of 29 officers of the 
Royal Air Force in March and April 1944, end asked him whether he knew anything 
about these killings. He replied that he did, 	I asked him whether he wished 
to make a statement and he replied that he was willing to do so. 	The said 
SCHARPWINKEL then dictated a statement te ae which I took down on my typewriter. 
When he had finished I showed him the str. aiLtt which I had taken and he was 
given full opportunity to amend or alter it ao he wished. 	Ho then signed the 
statement in my presence. 	This stater:lc:n..6 in German comprising of seven sheets 
is marked W.S.1. and is attached to this affiCavit, 

3. The said SCHARPWINKEL made and si,:ned the statement above referred to 
freely and voluntarily and he agreed that it was so made. 	No threats or 
promises were made to him in connection with 

4. I also produce the English translation of the said SCHLR.PWINKEL's state- 
ment referred to in paragraph 2 hereof, which is marked W.S.2. and is attached 
to this affidavit. 	This documcnt contain_ a true and accurate translation 
into English from the German. 

5. • On the 19 September 1946 I again saw the said SCHARPWINKEL and asked him 
certain questions arising from the statement referred to in paragraph 2 hereof. 
As a result of these questions the said SCHLRNINKEL said that he wished to make 
a further statement which was dictated to me and which I took down on my type- 
writer as in the case of the previous statement. 	On completion he was again 
given full opportunity to read through what I had written down and to alter and 
amend it as he wished. 	He then signed the statement in my presence. 	This 
statement in German 	comprising of two sheets is marked W. S.3. and is attached 
to this affidavit. 

6. The said 301c.RPWINKEL made and signed the statement referred to in para- 
graph 5 hereof, freely and voluntarily and he agreed that it was so made. 	No 
threats or promises were made to him in connection with it. 

7. I also produce the English translation of the said 3CHARPUINKEL's fresh 
statement referred to in paragraph 5 hereof, which is marked W.2.4. and is 
attached to this affidavit. 	This document contains a true and accurate trans- 
lation into English from the German. 
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SORN by the said 1.:^.urice Frank CORNISH 

at 8, Sprin,7 Gardens in the city of West- 

minstor this first day of Janury 1947. (Si, TA..0.1 	CORNISH. 

BEFORE 2,-E, 
(Signed) F. HONIG, 

Captain Lcr-.1 Staff, 
Mitary Dcpartmcnt, 
Judge Ldvocate Generarz Office. 
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37_,TA,DITT.T. BY F/ 

Oberregiertuo 	 SCI ..1,.;2111,T;;FaL  

fornurly Chief 	GuStapo  

i. 	, who 	Chief of the Kripe at the 	came to ne ono 	 a 

	

corm from Bl;.:LITT an(1. inforLied r.o that I • 11:-..(1. 	to form a. 	detachment 
erder -1' the Puehrer ms...obers of title 	Air Force picked up in 

clothes at_ ter ir.virtg 	 'of S;,GAN PVT Camp and recrptureLl ;fere to be shot 
surmaril,y. Up till this 	;:rder 	 ha.d re..-ched me, althou::11 I think 
t:!ot the 	in questicn was. e,nvey.- :a to rle by toleprint lcte in the afternoon 
of 	zu'u day or of the 	 d:y. This order read; (I mill give the order 
a.s 	 it). :V orivr fro;; the highest authority, the forner Eritish 
Officers +h t' 	 hereafter. ;...ro to ba Shot stu-Inarily -;iithout 

C...:trolmlent to carry out the orders is to Le forp•:.16. and its le-.7_er is to be 
rev)orte(?. 	me by m.riu. 	I believe that this telo,:irint 	 thre.: 	.'our 
n: :u 	Then there 	 t C.] C., :vrillti3 	tilt.: next clay:;, 
tilt_: sate order 	reforrin.: to fu.-ther 	cLenen who ',lure r.entione,..1. by nar.lo. 
On the_ subject of --,rhure these escaped P3,1 were, not'ot.n: wr.p said in the teleprint; 
rather the Chief of the 	 apparently t I is conference in B.1;LI1T already 
received the instruction to inforn the Gootar. 	the Ps 'l xtere. 
LUX, the det:..chment leader :reported by ale in : t. -.1.,..1Irint to 1.131.J. ,IN, 	t into touch 
with the l'Or_po on these 	 each occasion. 	not, however, know 
with 	 frolo the Kripc 11J got into touch. 	Ii'rot o the teleprint or from -- 
another jocul_ent i can 5.^..:;-.Jeriber that prisoners -,tho took part in this iiswpo had 
bo..n orpturej.. in the D...C-2,3.3:2,11 and D.2.-:LI11.  crers 	 if I 	ri!;htly, 
aase 	 DANZIG, ST1 TTIN, 	 c.iso :ariacH, so tha.t in ny _ 

the HQ:: in the towns It,mtioned roust hrvu received correspondin: orders. 
Tbe det:.chmert 	.171.7. hr.:. in to ILL;.1.LITT. inmediat -ly 	there, apparentl, 

the 	 s-,.:ecial instructions. 	Hu 	s-)ecial 	ohraent, 
with .7. fstr-en,:.-th-of,- •I 	-I'our..Gr. 	five men art ir.l7:eaately after receiving 
teleprint ho Lnaerteok 	 sI:octings. 	Co not know exactly where he 
ca-rri -Jcl out each ono, I know only that he did it :;orlewherc; in the neichbourhoed 

SA1:5 or of the towns -.:here the PsY.,  were handed over to him, 
',7.1i;'.1ZI and I -personally vica, ."0 ordered to.  report to Gonerr:l MUELIZa. tni:..1 General NERT, 
in EG:ZIAIT, sole ;reeks nit .:rues('.;, I believe,, on -.-rhich occasion these two gentlemen 

	

me or ITIBIZIT C. fraudulent instruction in the ov,:nt 	the 3.riss protecting 
Dower intervening in the incident. 11e were, f instnnoe, to say that the persons 
in question or. being re-arrusted had, on the way back to SAGAN 	a renewed 
atteript to escape and had been shot in so doing. On the way back to BO,SLAU 
	 cu na I continued to talk about this not very intelligent instruction. ias 

subordina.7.es, however, we could not contradict the Generals 	 As most 

of the prtsener:-.-; were in GaILtLITZ, I wont to C.;02.ZLITS vrith hint, really for the 
purpose of r,otting a picture of the prisoners. As I spec.;: Enp:lish I put one or 
two questions to the prisoners while they were being interro:-.a.ted about their 
personal .19tr.ils. Wore they married ? 	they children, etc; ? I did not ask 
my questions about how the escape was organized, because I was not interested 
in that P.11,1. it was the business of the Kripo. 	The description of events which 
has been roc.'. to no is false in so fax as I did not drive at the head of the 
two or three c-rs. 	The incident in (0:-,ILITZ happened in the follewin,: we,y: 
:%s we oxrivod there, i.e. the LUX dot ochment and Ly:3elf, the I,ritish were 
irmoodia-to).y .):2ought to the HQ. 	The following 1) eloni,;ed to LUX's detachment : 
Ki\ILITE , PLTIC1. 	I do not know-  the napes of the others, there were cfle or two. 
"11au 	 c,ccorar,,nnicj ;lie: Kr. ',11:1,22:',0;;ViK, and, if 	remember rightly, 'ruC. 

SCILtaiam.;. 	I do not know who else roconpanied me. 	ANZ. I hL:vu.  
just been informed by the interrogating officer, other per sons wore supposed to 
ilf.nrt; tr■ ialY1 part in the journoy to COPAZLITZ. 	I am not able to reraerter this , 

/ -2- and it . . . 
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and 1.t may be explainea by the fact that I via S tiv:elInning on duty on an 

owe  e.verage thres times a week by car aceoray..nied by meMbers of my HQ. At the 
Hw their were six Or seven Eler:lishmen, These were int,:ecr.ofrated as to their 

detail:'. LUX explained to the prieoners that by order of the 
lalitary 	r they heel "j6C11 sentenced to r.-1;ath. Then vie 

d2- ') 1 away but not in the order I was told of in thr, ,3escription read out 
to e, 	 at the f" _.d; on 1:1-.e. contrary, 	travelled in the 

r of the party. I think it eas the GOI.,11YITZ 	.:vhich was at the heed 
because of 	 xnui.ledge on ',he part 	HIENaEL 'ee Chief 

the 	 se directic , e1 of the 1:F.121:4IN order, the 
journeea led 	i;he 	 of SAG.A.N„ and. when the heichsautobahn tics 
reached the sumirary shootings were carried out. Everybody of cut, the 
prisoners were placed in position and it vres revealed to them that the 
sentence was about to be cc.rried. out. The prisoners showed considerc.ble 
calm, which surprised me very Much. The six prisoncro, stood next to one 
another in the wood, LUX gave the order to fire and the detachment fired. 
Lux shot with them. By the second salvo the nrisoners were dead. 

I ,..;ee only once in BERLIN in connection with the EAGAN affair, 
and then I t::-  s toiether with ../-1717,14 .At any rate WIET.ZI s in BERLIN in 
connection 	this affair at least on one 	more occasion and as a 
matter of fact, I know for certain that this: was some erne probably only 
a very 'Snort time after the SAGAN escape. He rang Me up and asked me if 
I had received any BERLIN orders yet. I told him I had not. When I asked 
him what vk' s the matter he told MG he would be coming over personally in 
order to brief me, in accordance with the order r iven him in BmaN. lie 
then came to me at once and told me that, by order of i-fiT.L17,`-  R, a fixed 
number of the recaptured prisoners specified by narilCe acre to be shot. 
The shootin-es were to be done by the Gestapo. I must not omit to mention 
on this point that he expressed his disapproval on this euestio-.L, namely 
the fact that the Gestapo and not the Kripo„ who had. dealt with the entire 
collation of information end the Security Police work in the affair of the 
SACAIT escape, was singled out for this matter. I wish to say that in 
other words he meant that the final sumaary shooting could also haw be.„1 
done by the Kripo. It was Regierungsrat Dr. SCKUIRIACILER in particular who 
informed me of his dissatisfaction on this point, after I hed become Chief 
of the .3.TESIAU Kripo in Oct 44 in miy capacity as Com:ander of the Security 
Police. la ABSLLON also showed himself somewhat dissatisfied at the fact 
that the Kripo had not received the order to carry out the zuresiry shpotinge. 

Shortly after this conference, either on the same dey or else 
on the next day, I received. the above-mentioned teleprint with General 
LIUELT,F,R1  s signieture. 

I myself went, as mentioned, only once to BERLIN in this con-
nection and then in company with 7rtairic, who was ordered there in just the 
same way as I was. A conference was to take place :iith Generals 
and NE in the morning. Because of an air raid the conference did not 
take place until the afternoon. In the course of this conference we were 
informed that there was a possibility of the Swiss Protecting Power inter-
vening in the SAGAN matter. If an authorised. Swiss representative, carrying 
proof of his identity, and previously announced to me, were to try and find 
out the real circumstances of the case, then I was to give him fictitious 
explanations to the effect that the Ps',1 while being conveyed back to their 
camp in SLGAN had made an attempt to escape and that firearms had therefore 
been used in accordance with instructions. If the re:_iresentative canted 
to see the place where the death Iv.d occurred, then I was to show him any 
place. This order, as said before, seemed to me to be so unintelligent 
and. lacking in previous censidere.tion that I knew from the start that by 
carrying out such an order the natter would only become more obscure to 
the Sviss investigator. First instructions were the.t reports to the effect 
that orders had been carried out, with their contents exactly prescribed 
by BERLIN, had to be sent in as Geheime Reichssaohe; because of the in-
struction following the BLE,IN conference, new tcleprints containing the 
old date now had to be sent to BERLIN, the contents of which however had 
to formulate briefly how the shooting had followed P.1i attempt to escape. 
For instance; a. forthula such as: owing to a puncture, when a. halt was r1-41e 

for urination and other such excuses. 
rTir 	  
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. " 	 0262 3 ... 

o:?inion LUX' s qeti'.chrient carri,:.,7, out t-tif.)tity-Lii: or t-.:ert:r_vJn 
shootings. 	f: . r as I knr.zr all theso 3hootin.F2,3 	 0::ception, 
snvriel. outj.i. tho 	ere- Only in th CO TLITZ onsc - ...... I r)cr3ona1ly 
-presentt th(; ,sh:- 0ting. 	I U1 not take 	in the shooting, LUX wr,s the 

o:' the actrich..Jient. 	In the CC:'.:PLLIti'Z cnse, I 	rciy an observer. 
711.7; 	hl.s ol.sar orfaers 	-272r,DI - not frorz Ile. 	T. cl.o not know where 
t: o'cher shootings 1.-,-;o1z 1tcc. 	sfr.r s I kricr. they took ,)lace :It a short 

	

£ror pLc 	ihere there jr crez:rtoriu.-a. 	LUX s:,)oko nbout 
car-floc:1 °lit, theshootings neor the Reichs•lutobrshn. 	 r'•nd LLCtITZ lie 
oi til-C Roichsflutobahn. 	LUX -.:..rote the 	1orrt 	hich crc,tiñ 	or 
ITEEITT, if e. the repol•ts3Lt.ng th:-tt the ordev hd be carrieet out, -:?resontee. 
thei:. toc.le for sisning nt then only c'!'1 these t-.110prints 1)0 sent to 3:fri,TI1, 
nrr'.2:- ously 	 byT=2-_:175. 	Thy Yon_. sent as C-c,he.inc, Reichss.r.ehen. 
On 	i1o, 	i. 	TZeichsonchen in .tele....)rint co..11,-.1.mico tit:sus fror. the (.-estapo 

	

- 	boarinitii -)or.-3.? a:1 3gr_s.ture of the 

1.n no ci---ou,-..istrincos NiCrC tilt; "11017. 	7)unno in LUX 
!'. 	T 7:_111.1", 	TO:.. 	 .1.11TIJ53'17.7,.R , 	 !OC17,:: 2c. 

WI 	 .7 (7. ;30::-"ni. 	-)bnbly 	 11:19 cc o:).:7.1 nica Ino on 
Vii(; 	r 	 on -. 	LI nt it 	 f: f..1 	P,C.;:`TOY1TA: 	s nlzr 
driver, 	±3 O3thio that this 	 out , 	to  

the C..etach.•.:;1.-it. 	;-,he subject of tho urns I mist 	that there rj no 
ins:;roction, on the sub,cct in the hr.ne..,s of the E-!-estalDo. 	T think the 

Kri:do hrd. 	instructions on the bject, LUX hr1,1. only to see to tho 
cre:Intion 	then hane,. 	the urns to the Kri0. 

I hov.,.: 	tho :1)0vc; stater:lent volunttlrily anr2. 

(Sgd.) 1:1111-tai.! SCIIMTIINKLL 

Sirmca in :-.ry 2resence : 	(sa.) M. 

• 

MOSCO7 f 
31 :y1.111.  46 • 
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VOLIT:VU 

Oberrer ierunaarnt Dr. 

"...hen the order about tho c,-Irryinf; 'Alt of the 
I 	 S ':: :;.31:1:1.r1)i it the thought that henceorth t'ne GeheiTf.e StantSIDOlird. 

t.:312,H.I1OCL t carry (-)ut -ahit I coneidered 	y;11:0 :ay Luilitrry ,notter. 	I 	ink 
I nisrl 	:le- to '7ruzi4-  at out it at ti v.) ti;•:e. 	woulld personally hay.: ?refereed 
Lt (t'rus jr.cicrTt Tx/ reflections on this point) if sylch n orier hi nit re7ched 

Not t cr.-r, out the order wavlT. of course have be,..a tant; cunt to 
• court-.:•artial offence, since conditi -)ns in 4-:.7 .̀1 7...':L.1Y -.7c:re such that officers 
• - -ae.1.1.4_C.!.::!.7-r7-:;',:cirr.,- out every orci.or without hesitation 	 and 
.4sixci-s117).- 	 such a high source. 

tht • n number of the prisoners haa been tril.:en. 
to2...",(7-2.i hzr the Krii-inalpo.lizei, (r,ccord.ing to 	the nrisoners in 

r.7.1:sUon 	all b(..n ".?".COVi'Al517-: in ar.E.GITL", 7)-cispn) I then Lentimed t 	di 

	

Ilia t,iving • in the nmae:.-, 	INrison,)ro °r0 	JRLI Zr. on•.V:12/1. 
t.) 	,T.......partr.ient V for c;:-:,cuti)n.; for it was olcry2 to =le Ghat 	thc. re-- 

	

:CNC.I,LND of those -...-xisoners 	 bac'-: to c;:,(1-.11,1 or 
throu.:31 so.•:e. other eircuostances, these -.,-rould ri,ghtly ask fr an en -1r:' into 
the further .■::11:reabouts of those 	wore incarcer-ted with the,-:.ii CO.: JIT 
7v5son. Trj this -,IMTPN re,-;)1.-1.(..1 that as 2.11' tS ho 121-1720 1AR:SI!::(1 were concerned 
thp Ca -p afx:r.andant and. the Lnglish Ca: 	 tiVO r0S2L:CtiVOly hr(7. boon 

	

in n:ccort.?.ance -4th order:, that 	shot h.-e. been shot while trying 
to escrroe. 	This 	uic. befi;Jue at th tt.o th urt?.s 	handed in to Sj..C...'31.  

To the question 	t o who 	s the .c.rillo:2,t in TUX'S (i.c--ich, ,ent, 	hay.. t 
r that this is 	(aTTEE), 	 1east 1.36 s. tall. 	I 

toll. 	.,;:rriCZ07.),71ic. is taller than I an, JJX and ItA2Unr.J.0. are as tall 
as 7, 	in gPLITZ is also taller than I. 

!..s far as I izno.: the (a..1.1hILfT, shooting of the six :Ion was the first oxecution. 

	

also of the opinion that there the ..-.latter 	ended. 	Thou, however, the 
furtl-er order:-. Vollobxe. at shorter or longer intervals, abJut shootings to follow. 
I otrlicitly e::!phasized that I was at the CO:-.:RI,ITz o•i'fice on that one occ:Ision 
7n1y. 	I have tal.:on no Dart it other shlotings. 

1),:liovc that in ny 6'.istrict 27 shootings took place, the scoocnee being 
as foLlows: 

'R.. received the order 	v.2":2,:s MT to shoot six cn, for instance, LUX or 
lopyty of his went t-i; once to the Xripo, in DrC.er to ascert:.in ill which prison 

the 7..isoners wore. 7/hen he had found out, LUX wont forthwith to the place in 
ciousti:.n, 1'i order to carr-,/ out his 	 7.!est, ef the pris )ner: wore in 
cOLTJ.027, 0  is I hc,are, fr-..-. .1E211.1 awl fro,.: MX. T''-'7k:1..t-6 were shot in the 
neighbourho-A of C-,;11ITZ, the others or other groups, I cannot 3n../ for certain, 
in th,„ 	of LE.C7TITZ or -.3-21.1SIILU. 	each shooting LUX reported to :ze 

in the order hod boon carried out. 	Fie told 1 :o also the ap7roni..lete l..caliby 
of the shooting, at the sa.ie ti ,e he laid beforethe teleprint ;lc stined for 

which went out as Top Sccrct (Gehei3e 1oichssne]-0 as directed., and 
av allr.;-.ica to sign, and which, as Lid C..0%-:n fro: 1-72Lar , contained  

only the fealowing te:-.t: 	The J3riish 1"..! (17 ingvea by nano) 	shot at - 
ho":'s, near - 

- 

- 	 by napo of locality) while again atte7pting to 
eses20. 

	

-2- 	I&irthcr . . 	. 	 ■ 
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Further i:.etails did net interest 14), particularly as they were 
not ,:::c..;licitly 	 eor frcri 131I.;LIN. 	Other important work of a. police 
nature preventell me from a2ikin g LUX for :letaile.1 particulars. 

Untersturrafuehrer and Kri:x0bersekr. KNI2FE: 1.70 ra,, tall, thick-
set, about 45 years old, with ;-.ruying hair, blue or grey eyes, was with 
my In ta. BREM111.1. 	I do n: t know -what happened tc hip, as I was -a:-..undel 
on 2' !.pril. 

I can say for certain, that the W.NiCERT menticr.ed to me WIZ not 
with me in GOELLITZ. 71-ieever asserts that is lying. I thing KISI-X 
was there, I cannot xerm..;mber 

That I 	 , as has been read out to me, took away all the 
datas is :;ross Klis-statement. For such subordinate matters •I hove per-
sonnel under :Tie. 

T?romvih t 7IEEZT\I said to .-ne after his first rturn from EITiLIN, 
I can only assume, that the so-called 0.ter.l.AN Order just read out to me, 
must have been uak, 1:non tc WIELE.7 ii' not verb-Ain, 	lca:t as rcvar s  
its purport, rt his ny.-,4.7,tin: -  in BE7d,III.. I cannot otherwise  L 	 al-Jout 
his knowledge of the Fuehror's 	 Order. ,7IELEK 
must have been ordered, by 1..TME -forsonally I should think, to inform no 
accordingly and to -orepare ne for the fact that a corresponding teleprint 

would reach me in a tort time from i 01 23.1.4 

As regards my activities and thof.r.:;-.:f all the accused oe my HQ, 
Ithoull like to say finally: I hope that -whoever is judginc: the Matter 

wil take into account the conditions in GY.kifiANY, and the fact that 

soldiers and officials in GMMANY who had -Liam the oath had to obey 

f.1-cfa-y ardor. Non-conpliance would have resulted in court-martial pre-

ceea1n7s. 

I have made the above statement voluntarily and without compulsion. 

Signed in my presence 
	

(Sgd) H.F.001.;KISH Capt. 

MOSCOW 

19 Sep 46. 

Distribution: 
?AC, 

AG3(VW) 
Vile 

73ng r er 

I sgd 

sgd 

T711.gyer 

5 
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;,D/JAG/FS/22/2(2E) 
CGCHATU 

IN THE 1.1A TT Ert-  OF GERI N '+/...R CRIi.ES L ND 
IN TIM TTER OF THE KILLING OF FIFTY 

OFFICERS OF THE ROY:. L AIR FORCE wfro ESCAPED  
STI, 	LUFT III SaV,N, ON 24./25 RCH 1944 

British National Office Charge Fo. 

United Nations War Crimes Commission Reference.  

AFFIDLVIT 

I, Alexander Paterson SCOTLAND, Lieutenant-colonel Intelligence 
Corps, at present stationed at the London District Prisoner of War Cage, 
6/7, Kensington Palace Gardens, Bayswater, London, 17.8., make oath and 
say as follows :- 

1. 	I am the Officer Commanding the War Crimes Interrogation Unit 
and am fluent in the German language. 

2, 	At the London District Prisoner of War Cage in September and 
October 1946 I interrogated :.lax WIEL-a, whose former police rank was 
Oberregierungsrat and who was formerly Head of the Kriminal Polizei 
at Breslau. 	I interrogated him to ascertain what he knew about the 
killing of the 50 R.A.F. Officers who escaped from Stalag Luft III in 
March 1944 and in particular as to the planning of these killings. As 
a result of these interrogations he wrote out a statement. 	I read 
through what he had written down and asked him certain questions arising 
therefrom; the answers to these questions were taken down, and together 
with his statement were typed on to a stencil. 

3. On 12 Octobr, 1946, I saw the said IFIEIA1 and showed him a 
cycle-styled copy of his statement and the answers which he had given 
to my  questions. 	After he had been given full opportunity to alter 
or amend this document as he wished, I asked him if he was willing to 
sign it. 	He agreed and signed the cycle-styled statement in may  presence. 
This statement in German, comprising five sheets, is marked 	 and 
is attached to this affidavit. 	I also produce the English translation 
of the statement of the said WIELEN referred to in paragraph 2 above, 
which is a true and accurate translation of the German. 	This English 
translation is marked 11,LW.2.' and is attached to this affidavit. 

4. The said WIELEN made the statement above referred to freely and 
voluntarily and he agreed that it was 30 made. 	No threats or promises 
were made to him in connection with it. 

5. At the beginning of November, 1946, I again interrogated the said 
Max WIELEN on the same subject and hih answers to my questions were taken 
down. 	At the end of his interrogation he made another short statement, 
which was also taken down. 	This, together with the questions and the 
answers which he gave thereto, was typed on to a stencil and he was shown 
a cyclo-styled copy of it. 	He was given full opportunity to rater or 
amend it as he wished and after being asked if he was so willing, he 
signed the cycle-styled statement in my presence on 2 November, 1946. 
This statement in German comprising two sheets is marked '14.W.3. 1  and is 
attached to this affidavit., I also produce the L;nglish translation of 
the second statement of the said WIELEN referred to in this paragraph 
which is a true and accurate translation of the German. 	This English 
translation is marked 1 Y.W.4.' and is attached to this affidavit. 
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6. 	The said 	und. the second 'Itatement referred to in para- 
graph 5 above freely anc: vo “tar ly and he agreed that it was so made. 
No threr.ts or promises werc 	hiri in connection with it. 

SWORN by the 	 ter.,311 

at P Springy- 	in the ,Aty of Westminster)  

this twenty-ninth 	Thy 7)1 May 	194.7. ) 	(Signed) 	SCOTUND. 

(SO) C.G. MASON, Major, 
Lr -' 	Military Department, 

'1.c,7. of unu 	clivoc-te General. 
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Ucerregierungsrat Max TATTIF,N 

Formerly heed of the CrImiml Police HQ TTESLAJ 

ree.Thp ;.;arch 14.4 the building cf the hundredth escape tunnel 
In Oflag Tiu 3 SAG_ N was sufficiently successful to allow 81 prisoners of 
war, Royal ;sir :ore° officers to escape at night, 

The Camp was rather late in informing the responsible Criminal 
Police Dept in BIZESLAU, I believe only next morning. (Time early 25.3.44). 
.:rter speak-Lg tm Krim.Rat BRUENNER, who WS the Commissioner of RSIL\ and 
took his orders direct from Berlin, I had search measures (Kriegsfahndung) 
introduced in accordance with the plan of alarm, and informed Lmt V, 

Later this arrangement was extended to 'general alarm' (Grossnlarm) 
and Amt V was again informed. Dr ABS;ILON wan dateiled to help Kriminal-
kommissar BRUETTNER „ 

During these first days, i. reeeived a telepr int one lunch timeadm 
Gencral.NEBE to come to BERLIN immediately in order to make a report, I 
assumed, that I would be dismissed from the service for not having prevented 
the escape, 

Sent telegram with time of arrival to NEBE. Collected by carp  
I arrived at Amt V approximately at 8.3C in the evening. As I was extremely 
tired, NEBE ordered coffee and sandwiches for me, to "buck me up". 	Then I 
reported briefly on the course of events, measures taken and results of the 
xa 	Contrary to exuectations I was not reproached but NEBE said that 
the Frohrer was very angry and had ordered shooting, He wanted to show me 
an order from the highest authority so that, when the Gestapo approached 
the criminal police to name the prisons, the criminal police would raise no 
difficulties. Thereupon he gave me a teleprint to road, with apprc'xinately 
the following text : 	"On the personal command of the Fuehrer, reference 
the ailGi.N escape affair, more than helf of the recaptured English officers 
will be shot. The Gestapo will receive the appropriate orders from 
Gruppenfuehrer :MUELLER. Everything is to be avoided which- might bring 
to light the action of the Gestapd". 	The order was signed, I believe I 
am not mistaken, by KLLTENBRUNNER, although in telegram print. 

After quickly reading thrOugh the order and returning it, I 
protested impulsively with the words, that the shooting was first of all 
contrary to the Geneva Convention, and in contravention of the lawn of 
war, but on the other hand could not be kept a secret for ever, and would 
result in reprisals against German Flying Officers in British Camos. 

I decline to accept any responsibility, NEBE who looked 
extremely tired, and gas obviously suffering from very severe emotional 
strain, replied that I would not assume any responsibility, as the Gestapo 
would receive direct orders from above, and therefore would act on their 
own responsibility. Furthermore nothing could be clone against a Fuehrer 
Order, and if the Kripo raised difficulties, I should have to bear the 
consequences. (That means SS Court nIrtial and shooting). 

If anything else were needed I should be teld. Tho affair 
would be controlled by BERLIN. Obviously I was bound to the strictest 
silence. The British Officers were to remain in custody until they 

were asked for by the Gestapo. 

Ylith that I was dismissed. Oberrogierungsrat Dr SCHULZE 
drove immediately to the station was present during the conference. I 

and 
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and returned to rilroLLu by the night train, I did not receive any 
special instructions, as there was in fact no action I could take at 
the tine, 

D ring the course of the next morning, after I had slept several 
hours, I one SCHNEPVINKEL a ring, and asked him whether he had already 
received the order from 1:UFLOR with regard to the SLW.N affair, He 
replied in the negative and I said that I would come to see him straight 
away. troc Gestapo building was opposite the police HQ in which ny 
Kripo d:et 	SitUatea) o  

I told him what I had heard in =LIN. I declare exelicitly 
that I had no instructions to do so, but the case in question was of such 
an extremely sinTuler nature that I felt . I had to tell him about the 
Fuehrcr Order, "I'll dr this personally, I'll do this oersonally", he 
exelailed, 

On the same afternoon SCH,Tr4INKEL informed uc by telephone 
thet he h-a received a corresponding order from WELLER, He gave no no 

octrils. 	I do not think he read the order out to me, 	1n the 
etime the activities of the Xripo were extended to direct the measures 

foe the cepture of the escapees, 	) 110 names of the officers aught in 
'acre sent directly to Dept V in BERLIN as had to be done 

'I automatically by other centres in the Reich fuse' where recaptures had t ten  
placexin accordance with normal instructions. 

These also had to inforo the Kripoleitstell- in BPESLIX in 
accordance 1.iCh the search orders (Ti'ahndungserlass). 

this time, or already earlier, a secret letter was received 
ty the Kripo demanding from Stalag Luft 3, a nominal roll of the officers 
who hid organised the escape and who had been instigators, agitators and 
subversive elements, This nominal roll was put at the .disposal of Dr 
LBSAIJON by the Comp, presumably by the security officer, and was sent to 
BERLIN, 

Previous to this, in accordance with instructiors, a nominal 
roll of the names of all escaped prisoners was also sent there, 

BR W N.  and AMMON had to take the necessary steps which arose 
out of the search measures, I gave instructions to keep me continuously 
informed, 	in the course of time I also inspected the tunnel, 

A further decree of Dept V addreesed to the hripo contained 
a copy for information of the list of °Moore who were to be shot by the 
Gestapo, so that we should know -tIout it wt they were asked for. AT the Same 
time the decree demanded an exact repert en the cenditions in the caeap, 
which made the escape possible. I chareed 	Ker.missar t.BSAIDN 
with this cxr.ninatien. 

In the meantime theGraltspohad got from BRUENVER or his secretary 
I know nothing definite about this - the ,:thereabouts of the officers named 
in the special decree from BERLIN, as nest have been the case with the 
Gestapo offices in the various places in the RnicH where recaptures had 
taken plaue, From this then it can be seen that my participation was not 
necessary, because I had no authority f' the whole RFICH. Certainly 
all Gestapo offices in question had received an instruction from MILER. 
I presume that this general order must also have said that the corpses were 
to be cremated and the urns to be sent to the Kripo IQ in BRESLAU. The 
Kripoleitstelle BRESLUA only received the order from NEBE to collect the 
arriving urns, and to send these to the PVT camp SLOAN, At the sane time 
a letter arrived from Dept V whIch was to be sent to the camp at the finish 
and which said that the officers had been shot after a renewed escape or 
when offering resistance. The camp had to make the text of this known to 
all Par. SCH,',RP/TINOL/ 
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SCHUF"INKEL, to be sure, Said in his'statement that the Gestepo 
det-chmeat lender, LUX, had received, in BERLIN, the instructions for the 
crcmetion aid the transfer to the Kripo. Then this must also have boon 
the case with the other detachnent commands at the other places of shorting 
in the REICH. 

'Some tine later the Kririinal KorW,ssar of Lept V, 140ER arrived 
at BRESLX, in order to compare the BERLIN list of the appreherbd Ps7, as 
they were not cc:replete owing to the various police IiQs neqlocting to report. 
:0H13 arri.'ed 	of official hours, and because of th't, after, I think, 
a telephone eall from the strtion, come to my flat, I entertained him, and 
at the police :e:! he met BRUNNER or .;a3SLLON whoa I had ordered to come. How 
the matter dercloped I do not know any more. In my office I showed him the 
urns, which hack arrived to date, and which in order to accomndate resecetably 
I had placed behind a silk curtain, after removing my books. Otherwise I 
did not negotiate with MOHR; nor did he bring any new instructions. 

Crime weeks or months lat6r NEBO telephnned me in the evening at 
approxiately 9 O'clock and told me, that Sali;.ReVINKEL had been ordered to 
:TELLER, and that I should go with him in the Gestapo oar, because he, .CBE, 
as he had to participate in a conference with LITILEE wished me to clarify 
severn1 points with him first. SC=P7INKEL's car should pass Dept V and 
drop me there. SCH,7,RrTINICL confirmed by phone that he was gring to BERLIN, 
and took me with him in the car as desired. 'le travelled throughout the 
night and arrived in BERLIN at 8 o'clock f.n the morn. elg. 

At Dept V I climbed out, iT7H:.R1.9INKEL ton, as he wished to spend 
his time there till the meeting, owing to a threatening air raid alarm. 

NEBE told Inc that he had been reprnaehod by MUELLER, because the 
Kripn had not put the recaptured prisoners into separate cells, and had also 
carried out transfers, so that the selection of certain officers by the 
Gestapo could not have been done without the remaining officers noticing. 

(3,-TuiP1IJ 1am had evidently denounced the Kripo in this connection). 
I mplied that the confinemenb of so many officers in single cells was not 
possible, owing to the prison situation in the small villages. NEBE seemed 
to realise this. 

At this moment an air raid alarm was sounded, and NEBE and I 
together with all the other officials had to prneued to the air raid shelter 
at the Reichdbank. I saw SCHARPUNKFI only later, when INEBE and I several 
hours later, after the conclusion of the air raid alarm, returned to the 
building of Dept V. I did not talk to NM any more in the shelter, we 
became separated. 

SGHARP"TINKEL's car wns found under roof wreckage. It had to 
be dug and sawn-nut, but was still usable. NEBE had in the meantime 
received the informatinn that the eonfurenee with MUELLER was suspended 
tor an indefinite period. 

At last it took place in the afternnon after several renewed 
air raid wnrnings. 

SCHARP/INKEL wanted to return to BREW irmediately after the 
conferenceywe discussed with NEBO that I should also cone to the conference. 
VETE said no word to no regarding impending examinatinns by the Protecting 
Power, as SCIL',FPATINKEL has described in his statement. 

I received no instructions from NEE to make a wrnng statement 
or to inetruct BRUENNER, ilLSALON or anyone else, in this way, as to the 
attitude they should adopt towards representative of the Protecting Power. 
I request you to ask them about it. 

Ir./ 
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In the afternorn we had to wait once more Lt the HQ of the PURA 
Dept :V in the Prinz .abrechtstrrsse. 	As I did not notice any one I 
knew fll.onfrst the participants waiting in the corridor, I went to the other floors of the palnee-like building, in order to examine the tremendous 
results of the bombing. 'When I returned after a considerible period to 
the record or third floor, I did not find -.ny of the participants there. 
When I entered the conference room inconsoimously, I jound that 
SCrL;RT7IM2L   had concluded their talks; WE was lust tolling him 
\That I had told him about the eingle cells, 	Then the meeting w-s quickly 

lead al-;o I heard nothing this time perhaps only by chance 
concerninf the instructions about the attitude twards the Proteetinr, 1"-wor. 

SCHnr:rina and T than returned tn 	 We were very 
exhx.:sted and he told me nothing about That had happened at the meeting. 
It is however nossfble that we talked about the stupiri.ity of the whole undortak4 n::. 

Next day I immediately told my representative, Tr 
that I arrived tor late at the meeting so that I  was unable to tell him 
much; perhaps also told DRUEITIER and ADS:,LON this. 

The reason why SCH41107IN10EL told me sn little about the whole 
matter lies in the fact that the Gestapo in all its actions was hermetically 
sealed off from the Kripo,. Also he never toll mu anything about how the 
shootings had been carried out; although he said later boastingly, when I 
once again remarked that the action could never remain secret: "I have a 
great number of statements on the method of execution, nobody can touch 
them (or similarly). The action is camouflaged as a counter-action against 
• ■IIMIm.MMI 

resistance, or renewed attempts to escape". Upon this I said that the 
camp had been informed to this effect by a letter from Dept V. Thus the 
affair was carried rut quite differently from the way SCHA.RPVIIML n w 
describes it, 

It is not difficult for'me to recognise the: tendeni-y from his 
evidence, as far as it ooncerns me, to compromise me severe*, and this 
although no personal advantages for him would result from it, owing to the 
cl,gree of his guilt. By acting in this way he has made it much easier 
for me unashamedly to made a statement against a German comrade, I must 
also say : We are enemies. Mien in August 1944 SCHARPWITTEL was 
appointed by MUELLER as the deputy of the absent inspector of the 
Sicherheitspaizei in BR:SLAU, he told me over the phone that he felt 
himself insulted by me because I had not congratulated him, lie therefore 
demanded, shouting at me very loudly indeed, my ilmmediate and personal 
presence in his office. I gave in, as he threatened me with "an immediate 
telegraPhio report to LIMIER, demanding my dismissal, and an SS court 
martial, with a view to punishment and dismissal owing to non-compliance 
with an order in war", I was 63 years of age, and did not desire 
complications at my age. 

That is how the position was at the time. Besides this 
SCHARIVINKEL had the reputation of blackguading his comrades thoughtlessly 
in the eyes of MUELLER, with whom he was supposed to be on very close 
terms. 

SCHARTININKEL also achieved his'aim in Oct 44, in that he was 
appointed CO:CODER of the Sipo in1117.SLAUe  and as such also became chief 
of the Kripo. I was aocordingly moved to COLOGNE. 

It is ridiculous to suppose that I expressed to _him my 
displeasure concerning the fact that the Gestapo and not the Kripo was 
to carry out the executions, I thanked God that the Kripo did not 
receive the order, and also expressed this to my wife, with the clear 
comment: "I would not have been able to do this% 

Equally/ 
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Equally little do I expect this of sonmwariER and ADSAL6N, 
whom I beg to be questioned. .Love nll I beg that my wifemarine asked. 
I have not spoken with her about this since. 

T; r) situation is' simply the following : Cam, tape and Kriro have 
completely di.---ent duties, v!hioh were directed in 13-LRLIN by Ty:ITELLE/ and 
NE. Each 	!;() pay attention to the iutereSts of his respective 
do-artmen, _ 	 a:: is generally 'mown, were 'only carried out by 
the Gestapr,, 	In this ftnse. ac I can now clearly see, the suposedly 
correot 	 byllIlyalriEll or KALTIMTIMMII to a certainextent as 
a screen 1;!lind which the gruesome deed of the Gestapo wns to remain acnret. 
The Kripo -x-mid rot stop 	c,surse of ovont!;: not with-ut reason the Kripc 
had been sajeeted by 	r•Ikr:; HEYMI‘oH to );he jurisictiAn of the EIS 
and Folio° court and sn aiso to military law and the.war lav 2  whieh 
'death sentcrre otin[!. to non-compl-:anne with an order in wr:e. 	In this 
way 5 or 6 heads of the Sipo mre sum.arily shot in °coupled Ilrinc;e. The 
Krip° had to carry rut the s:arcn operation (1Fahnduugvaktion1 ), and merely 
caviled with renern1 orders, which were issued from BERLIN. 

the SAGAN affair I was not deenrated or promoted. 

On bcinr; luestioned I str.te : 

1. I do not know with whom the Gestapo got into conta-ct concerning 
the whereabouts of those who were to be shot. Anyway not with re. But 
su.rely with DRUMMER or with ABSALON,'er with their rosiTentive offices, 
There wasno.need to state the reason, and, :athough it was a secret state 
matter it was possible to inqUire at the ofrice without eo,mpunction. But 
it is also possible that the official concerned CNLO to TIC the first time in 
order to tell re that he would Pe antive in ny del:or-trent, The giving of 
informntion was a matter to be settled solely by ordinary office routine. 

2. The order to hand the prisoners .to- the Gestapo on demand was given 
to me orally by 11EBE during=, my first visit to BERLIN, after had .shuvn 14.; 
ICZYBITMUNIMi s order, I do not believe I received it also in writing. 

3. The instruction to collect the urns I received in writinc:. Till 
that moment I had believed thrt the shot ()Moors would be lyulied, 

4. I believe never to have been in GOERLITZ in connection with the 
SAG:al affair. Should the superintendant at GOE2LITZ say that Le consulted 
me about the overerowding in the prison, perhaps by telo'chone, then that 
would be so. The officers were then transferred elsewhere, Llitiaor 
carried this out, I knew about this. 

I hlve undo the L.heve statement voluntarily anJ without compulsion. 

(E.;1 %a) Aax WIELEN. 

S'j in uy presence: 	 (nrd) S.P. SCUPLOD, 

Distribution 	 G-ErZ 	ETTG/CF4  
JAC 	 2 	157,d) 

G,(V17) 
FILE . 	 1(sgd) 	5 
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22. 	1: You were alleedly LI BERLE' to receive instruc- 
tions not to ma::-.e c.rly difficulties for the Gestapo in the handing-over. 
The Kripo authorities in DANZIG,LUISRUHEI  STUTTGAYT, etc., received no 
such orders and h..aded over simply in pursuance of a telephone conversa-
tion with the Gestapo officials. ',Thy then was it necessary to make you 
come to 3ERLIN to receivtan order, which according to your own statements 
was in a-ly case self-evident? 

Answer: At the end of the conference in BEMIN I said to 
myself:" Was it for this reason that you had to make a special journey to 
BERLIN?" 	rc:ards NEBE, however, the case was obviously as follows: 
It is certain that he must have received severe reprimands froA IEC:IMER 
or KALTZNBRUNIM. Por that reason he wanted me to inforl him in a personal 
interview of the escape and of the accompanying circumstances known to 
me up to that time. He wished simultaneously, by confronting me with the 
Fuehrer Order and thus putting me into the picture, to eliminate from 
the start all possible difficulties which might arise again.- In SII.ESIA 
quite different significance must hate 'oeen attributed to the handing over 
of so maw prisoners to the Gestapo and from that a stronger reaction was 

t6teex2ected than could have been the case in the other places named. Ho 
wished to avoid the action being further complicz.ted by administrative 
suspicions and difficulties. This, however, could be most effectively 
prevented by the presentation of the original order (Ig.LTIIIIBRUKERts Order) 
and by siAultaneously threatening SS legal consequences . i.e. death penal-
ty for not carrying out an official order in war. This would not have been 
so easy in writing. Finally he had to convince me of the fact that the 
matter was a.n operation on the part of the Gestapo and that I had no res-
ponsibility whatever. This would, he said, rest on the Gestapo. I was to 
hold the prisoners in custody until they were asked for by the Gestapo. 
The affair would be regulated by BERLIN. Everything was to be avoided 
which might ir.ve an adverse effect on the secrecy of the operation. 

The interview therefore was not so pointless and devoid of 
contant. However, I declare emphatically and am ready to substantiate by 
swearing an oath that 'UT WO is no ground for the suspicion that I had 
received rny special assignments or was called upon to insist in selecting 
the officers to be shot. I knew none of the escaped officers by naue. I 
should like to add here, however, that as a matter of fact I do remember 
one name now. At that time a written enouiry had been sent to the camp 
from Ant V encluhing the precise relationship existino  between the British 
officer CHURCHILL and the Prime Minister. As far as I remember the in-
formation received from the camp said that there was no relationship bet-
ween the two. 

Question 2: If such an order was necessary, why is it that 
on lionday 27 /,:arch, in other words, at a time when :fal were as yet in 
possession of no order, one officer had already been fetched away by the 
Gestapo from HIRSCHBERG prison? 

Answer: I have been until now fully convinced that until 
urru,LI;IRTs order was presented (to me) nothing had been done by the Gestapo. 
SCHARPWINKEL will know the circumstances of the :11.R.3C1-13ERG case. I cannot 
explain what bearing the one has on the other. 

Question  3: How did it come about that, contrary to the ex-
press orders to return,British officers to the camp, 35 officers were 
transported from 4A.Gli.N to GOERLITZ on Tuesday 28 or Monday 27 :z.rch? 

/ -2- Anoo(r 	 
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An:.v.rer 	: 	?'here was in existence the order fro,-13,--,PLIN to 
tho effect th7Fi;.h... officers 'acre to be held in custody 	 f!..1- as I 
know transfers of officers took . dace because, ef TL.rcro-...rdin:71, in the 
C,1)",2..1-T z prison and later b4..cause of lack of security in the 344.G.I.,,N prison. 
Kritninal Ko....:issar Dr !as:..LoN cnn, I rrcl st!re, 	cract 	 on 
this -loint. 

airl  it coiy.,, ab,aut that a Icrirc ofPicir.J. ,!reve 
to 57-;•TTIN on 2 April to fetch trio pri:;oners 	there, one of who was 
.aeliver.A. in 7t.:-.R.LIN while the other xias taken t 0 	 ? 

ins  ,cr 	: 	110 0:,:planetion is o02:l1b1e other than that there 
was a spec:•.al order fret:, 	 In -ny -;ase this d'; bound tro with the 
trans.:lortation of r,  nurlber of Driish officers (3ix or seven ?) to =LIN 
on !:,1;_:14 1  3 cr2ress written order - without a ren, on buicv, j.ven - as I 
ha v_ nlrea ly stated. 	.Ls I hear". later, fhe officers are said to have been 
.;nerroj,ateJ by 1:77] hi:self. 

nu:r;t3.•.)n 5: 	Hcr...,  is it that on sun.:1.a:y• 26 :;arch when the Con.,.lanclant 
LIAE111:77a- 	c fin in e the t 	of 	were bcin,■ kept in SAGAN prison 

not wont bac:1.c to the ca:::p, IcriAnal Resanissar .:MALON answered. that 

`.0117117.2 as 	 rolicr,-ed of his post as Ke7.1...:anclant an2 that therefore 
1'10, ;233:10.17, could not receive any cal:-.11oints from 11i71 ? 	On this occasion 
Trirmia-p-ziz hDa :,ointca out to :313ALON the iller,ality of detaining the officers 
and surely 	 (lid not act in that way without infor:ling you. ? 

answer 	: 	A3SAI.Ol1 aid not report a ny such incident to :.)e, nor 

did he make any special re2ort of a protest 	IINIttlIiTj1. 	(Nor 	the 
Inspector of Ps; pretest to 7.1c.) 	:Tor di :J.L.'LLOIT have any ri(ht to :.-inko such 

a reply. 

In this connection it is of interest (to e•k) 	from whom 

	

.:ZSADON heard of the cliscaissal ? 	Had it really taken place ? 	"i-i-:•.aiblL'r it 
wasonly an officer of the ca.c.lp who spoke about it. 

I ..*Inintain now, as previously, that in the 	case no individual 

or collective 1.1easures were put throuE:h by the Z-V,SLAU Gestapo as a result 

of conferences or agree:lents with the MSL':.0 Kripo or in response to desires, 

requests, instructions or orders fron 	 and cotaiunicated by the :.:2.".SLAU 

Kripo. 
The Gestapo (SCHARF!IML) acted solelif:in pursuance of the 

c::ccution order directly cour.runicated to then by GrupponfiThrer IITILLIZZI and 

n.lplified only by verbal instructions whichi;rininal Koz.v.lissor LUX, as the 

destined by SCHARR:11E7EL to be 	lerder of the squad detailed for the job 

and sent to aTIZLIN, had received direct fro:: Dept IV. 

I have :lade the above. state,..:ent voluntarily and without compulsion 

Si3ned in 	presence : 

L.D.C., 

2 Nov /4.6. 

Distribution 	Dnn, 	 Ger 

JAG 	 2 	 1 sic'.. 

;,.C-3 (M) 

File 	 sgd.. 

(571.) 	,fax 'MIEN 

(s{:(1.) 	:. SCO'2-14‘.ND, Lt.Col. 

per 
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JD/J.' c/Fs/22/2 ( 2G) 
COCH/GY, 

IN TIE 11,P.Tr.M. 01.' GERM' N ;ILR CRI3.7.ES ;:11D 
IN TI-M MA= OF"21-E KILLING OF FIFTY 

OFFIC74R3 OF TIE ROr.L IR FORCE ...HO ESCI.PED 
FROM ST: L[ LUFT 	 ON 24/25Cli 1944 

British Naionfll Office Charge No. 

United Nations War Crimes Commission R(_ferencL:. 

A F F I D A V I T 

I, Alexander Paterson SCOTLAND, Lieutenant-colnel Intelligence Corps, at 
present stationed at the London District Prisoner of jar Cae, 6/7 Kensington 
Palace Gardens, Bayswater, London, W.8., make oath and say as follows t- 

1; 	I am the Officer Commanding the War Crimos Interrogati-n Unit and am 
fluent in the German language. 

2, 	At the London District Prisoner of .dar Cage on a day in the middle of 
August 1946 I saw Emil SCHULZ, whose former SS rankwns S.S. Sturmsoharfuhrer and 
whose former Police rank was Kriminal Sekretar and after interrogating hire with 
regard to the killing of two officers of the Royal ;,ir Force in the neighbourhood 
of SLARBRUCKEN on or about the 29 March 1944, I instructed him to go into a room 
by himself and write down what he knew about this incident. When he had finished 
I read through what he had writteL. 	I asked the said SCHULZ several questions 
in clarification of certain points in his statement and his answers were written 
down. 	On the 22 August 1946 the said SCHULZ's written statement together with 
his answers to my further questions were typed out on a stencil and a cyclo-styled 
copy of this final document was checked by the said SCHULZ and he had fulloppor- 
tunity to amend or add to it where he wished. 	The said SCHULZ then signed the 
statment in my presence. 	This stament in German comprising four sheets is 
marked E.S.1. and is attached to this rTfidavit. 

3. The said SCHULZ made the statement above referred to freely and voluntarily 
and he agreed that it was so made. 	Na threats cr promises were made to him in 
connection with it. 

4. I also produce the English 5ranslation of the statement of the said SCHULZ 
referred to in paragraph 2 hereof, which is a true and accurate translation of the 
German. 	This English translation is marked "F.. S.2. and is attached to this 
affidavit. 

SWORN by the said Alexander Paterson SCOTLJ,ID 

at 6 Spring Gardens in the city of Westminster ) 
) 
) 

BEFORE flE, 

on this 5th day of February 1947. ( Signed) A. P. SCOTLAND. 

(Signed) F.C. FLETCHER, 
2.ajor Leal Staff, 
Military Department, 
Office of the Judge ,dvocate General. 
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.,,L,T-21.11.,;1'T BY  P.1 

ID 1511 Civilian Emil SCHLTLZ. 

Life story:  

17.8.1907: born at LLITTELTIFG3A,CH, Kreis HOi.O3URG/3.o.oR. 
1914. to 1921: Elementary school. 

,.f ter finishing school I worked on the parion:.o.i. 	• 	, 
years continuation school, once a week for 

1922 to 1;28: miner, BlICB.ACII/Si-oll mine. 
1928: 	Policesohool at 1-CNN/RHINE for one year's tradloing 	reo.ilar 

policeman. Lftenrirds practical police service at L'SSE2VariL.R, 
1.K1-CIIEN/Cr'LLDBACH, 	H.LIAU and S'AAPCBRI'Irei0.3N0 

1938: 	I entered for the criminal investijItion service and was called 
up in :.:arch 1938 to the State Police Office at 3.,_..i BR'LLC=T. 
Here I wao promoted to ...ssistant, etf'ttr atteoldina o course at 
BERLIN, later to Chief ,,,ssistont and eventually to KriDinal- 
sekretaer. 	office at the Stapo was always the State Police 
Office at Si,tatIRuiraN, 

1934.: 	I married .t,ngela Liti.DERT, born 23.6.1909 at ;TR;,1\11',Iiiii-i0LZ, Kreis 
HadiURG/S.JtR. Two children, 10 and seven years old.. Ly wife 
with my children live at icy mother-in-law's at FiliaPeliiNHOLZ/34.1.4tR. 

1938: 	I became member of the National Socialist i'nrty. 
By joining the Steps automatic admittar.00 to the SS. 55 Sturm-
oeharf. ehrer since 194..7. 

LONDON 19.8. 19 6. 

Report: 

On tilt: 29 1.1z:rah 1944 on a lecinostlay - I 0,-111,1 not remeriber tale date, 
I was told. of it t odr.y - the following incident c000urod, which 	discuss 
now. 

During the night of the 28. 3. t,..) 29. 	1944 wrE, op 	c-loty with 
Criminalsoia-otnor Ludwii.,,  .12135 at the State 	0ff:I.o3 
i.t about 2300 hrs the tederr-in_er PAUL came ani explaine‘1.17:,or ,. ;;no On:_ef of 
the Office at that time, Dr. 	was orToni:1s .ocrairo.r.4.. 'floe latter vas fetched 
from his flat to the office by a drive-. Dr. 5,.'AaTh 	 into the 
teipprint room. After some time i;:o. ,54).11NN came to the guayoa re-.)n ond.1 nstruo- 
ted the inrn on duty Krii-ainalsolcretaer ■ IITI.:.4.9 )  to order 	 the 
office im.ledintly. The latter was riot to be found. Dr. o;r21,2•T1,f oro.oro.: 	co 
his office. 'Then I ':itcred T. foumi that he had a teleprint in front 	hire 
on the cleok. 	 not road. anything. Dr. &..i11111 asked me first w}Ahor 

had been in action. I replietl in the negative. Iierenoon. he said :,ores to the 
effect, uith4t.. I am telling you now, remaons betwe‘:...n us'. There are tvo -nglish 
RJJ Offie-rs in the LMCIIESPLOR prison at 3.4...a.LRH:ZILOCI\Tir who 71a4 	.1) 0.1. 	h si; 
are to he shot on orders of the Reichssioherheitshauptartosit. Thopfla-:: 	I Imr'e 
solTie remark that that was not correct, whcrcu)on Dr. S..4':_:-7  •-•..,1* 	%re ao-uror 

and will follow LT instructions: SPLINET 	 r_ know 
a suitable ,lace. It may be possible that I mentioned t'oo.: 	:o'obsotoblhn; I do 

not know for certain. Dr. SZOTri also said that wo hod to savo •Noy 	so.a.:thing 
to that effect. During this oonversation a. telephone call came in Dz. SP.idRI 

spoke .‘iith head :.)f the Crio::.nr.1 Police Ofiioo at that time at. i-o.:1A-27,1-C.2,11.., Krim- 

inaldirektor 	 said that tie two Office-o,-_ ha‘.:. 	handed 
over to him for transport back to their former camp. I think 	 objected, 

./2 	Nthercupon 
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whereu., on Dr. &LIZ' said for certain that it was an order of -..;o3o 
sicher.a.it7hauptaiotes and he could not alter it. rlr, S:eLKI.1 	 :Asked 

f an 	 .to be instructed to report on the 29.3..41.... o 	i:„ 3r hrs  
to tho guard room of tho r_;.!..ote 	Offico. at  
necessary releaoo paper.s. 

1,bout that tin.. I was inetrueteci to drivo to th L l'rj.son 
with the official of the Kripo office, to take over both tho olQ.s, to 
fasten thci.r hands behind their banks, to take the ?arty to tno co:fine and 
report 

Dr. 	then also talko 	th the i"oohnical CrLi.et oo' foonr;polt, 
BRUITHELTIT. I was not present there, so that I cannot say whot the talk was 
about. 

',bout the time ordered the official of the Kripo off:loo reported to tho 
guard recta. Ls for as I know the name of the official is risT:rizTa:,% 
Ho, Bwi2:PTHLU1-T and I drove to the LIIIICI2SFLUil irison and act 	1 	' ort,ere.o. 
Then we arrived at the of.'ico I reported to Dr. 	 1_' • 'o. • o to  0 
the car and told both tho officers, that thoy would be talnr. , 
In eeoc of an attempt to esoapo firearms would be 
in front .  with :61.6217i'lli,U171', I sat 	tho rear seat betwoon tho 4.-oro 

tie drove from SieltDRIIECK.:a7 via F.C.L.1131.112C7 on the n,crio;:ontii,oloal.r., 
iator driving for about one kilaletro on the Reichautobahr.D-. Sijfl orterel. 
"stop", Ho, BliBITHhUl-T and I go., out of the car and raaved 'bout a Li i,le on 
thc.: Ruichscutobahr.. .ot the same time Dr. .31-'41.TEI asked whotpoi: this 170 S the 
suitable ?lace. I do not 132.ow whether IREITHOIT and I .oplied, I know that 
both officers asked to hove the 'r hori.4.'cuffs taken off anO to be allowed. to 
move about a bit. Dr. SI'Ll\IN said "lator" and ort"ored evorvone to cot in, 
lie drove slowly along ...he Reichsoutobaloi for about four to fivo km. It was 
already light but there vies littlo 

Dr. 3,soid■TIT ordered "stop" and told e t toke the handcuffs off the 
officers. Dr. &LNNgot out of thu car and Ivent a little 	fr,Dra it on to 
the grass. He had a pA.stol in his hand. 3121THi.I.L.T also got oat of the oar 
and stood on the Autobahn,levol with the rio;ht front whcei. He also had a 
pistol in his hand. I still sat between the two offico.os 	I took off 
the handcuffs of the smaller of them, SCIEDHAUER, who had bent foiward a 
little and 1/113 sitting on the right beside rae. Then he got out on the right 
and wont on the grass. 	on at my eracr the bigger off:■ner B TI ITSSI -E, leant 
forward a little and I undid his handcuffs. I lot him 014 p ! re and get 
out on the right as well. He also wont onto the grass. - I :7,,ot out cf the car 
backwards on the lc: ilnricl side, put the handcuffs on thft 	ocox., took my 
p3stol frcti i;' pocket and went round. tIie. back of Yw ear r.o .o 	momen-!-, 
several shots were fire(1. I also it*I 	o.qatncoi shote 	diro,e- 
tion of the bigger officer. I do not knew ..-inother and how I hit him, I saw 
both officers collopso. 	 foil on hi 	I .01117,k I5USSI-V.L.I., 
crurrclod up, fell sox:low/LA on his right side arid 	tnore.teo.no.j OSL his 
back,. On priehi.n cloi I nc:-.ieec.1 the dying ma,: 	in ocn..,o13ions.. 
I lay on the gr000d and onetIL through tho loft toz.,^7 -; 	 C1C:C.th 

took piqoo immediately. 
In my view the p.)silon of Lf. SiNN or ratner 	OtOostarivo of Dry. 

S.ei.NN from the officers at the time of the shots being firoil waF; about throo 
to four rootres. The distarice between 13.R.EITHOI)T and the of'Sf.oers n'e tao tine 
of shooting was also about throe to four metros, 

I was still standing •rn. the Reichsautobahn behi:o/i!;1....o. oar aloot level 
with the right rear wheel, when the series of sh.--.!-.s v;ore fired uL I fired ray 
firist..:jh'..I'Gc The distailoe between no ni_a the officers at tho time of 	first 
shot was about five to six metres. 

I do not know whether BREITHittaT fired. 
Dr. SPANN now ordered me to remain with the corpses clod drove off -;.1th Bitr.11N-IkUl'T 
in the direction S./..i,RBI-ZUMEEN, I.fter about two hours Bir..:2"ILVir.E.:12 oro .t,o,ck with a 

lorry ( OPel-Blitz 	He was accompanied by a second clr'aeo 	halo,: of SCINTTYP- 

They fetched a bi;; box of saw-dust from the lorry and lox: 	 in it. 
'Then the corpses were put in I believe I saw traces of V.i.002 or 711C, chest of the 
smaller officer SCHEMH;WEil. I helpod both of them to lift ubox on the lorry 
and we all drove back to the office in SAARHRUECKar. 
There I reportod to Dr. SPLIIN. Ho told me I was finished with 	tter and 
everything else would be done by Kommissar litEUSS. I went to 
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1' A 	After a short time Dr SPANN ordered me to reraain in 	office, 
as there was a possibility that I should have to drive to 	(..-11.1:7, with 
the corpses (NATZWEILER, if I remember correctly, I do 	'o-lo7 for 
certain). 	Later - it may hnvo been after about two how.t• 	•r_ sras 
told by Dr SPAM, that I was n,: I; needed for the business 	 the 
corpses to t1 - camp and that I 	Uid f',0 home. 

I saw the corpses for the last time i7:1:;1 they were ye) i,.. 1;ho box 
by BREITHI.UPT and SCI-LILT. 

Duty Journey  to BFRLIM.- 

A long time later afte:• the incident on the Reichsatra,obaL) - 
may have been June, I do not knot; - I was called late :In 1±.. evening to 
the office. 	In the guard room I was tad that I hould re 	Dr  ,,,ipANN. 
Dr 2PAN1'I told me that I IT: 5 to travel with the first train 
to BERLIN in connection with a "Top Secret" matter 
concerning the shoc6ing of the iiritish Atir Forr.:e 
that he would get the "Top Tecret" ,..titter ready and 
envelope in the guard room. 	I m iA collee-; it th-;..-e 	 before 
the departure of the train end deliver it to Grup2:en.:u.hrer -rii:17:7.(. 
person at the ReicilSsicherheitshauptamt in FERLIN, FrIn-....-:,loreoio.--::,:?asse 8. 
As far as remember Dr S.11.1.1 said sot:lc:thine:7. about a col.rission 0:: ...lac 
International i•ed Cross callirw at the Reic:alsicherheitshauptaLit- 

imtructed, I be;.::an my duty journey, taking the "Top Seoret" matter 
left by Dr SPANN inthe guard room. I was late in arriving but reached 
BERLIN in the evening and went toile Reichssicherheitshauptrsat. At the 
guard room I -ar.s told that Crun.enfuehrer .,.,.7.E.L.LER ms no longer in the 
office and had given instructions to leave th-3 report there and rel-..crt to 
him next morning at 10 a' clock. Next day a-, 10 o' clock I cw admitted 
to Grul.punfuehrer illiELLF,R's ante-room. 	The (,:.?uppenfuehror 	later. 
As farm; I reme4.0er there were three other r.y.)dpers of Ges.:.apo offj'.3cs frau 
the Poe ich the re on the sr-me matters. 	One of these persons 	_cm 

I .c.• not tenor his name. 	If confronted, I think 
hi... ovr.:._n, 	wcond Iverson was from a Gestai:o office f:.01:. 	(former 
OFM.ARK). 	I do not latow from which Gesta,:o off1.0e. 	 of this 
person is also unislown to roe. 	If confronted, = t1:1.nk. I r: ova' recognize 
him too. Both persons -dere in civilian clothing. 

The third ix.-:rson was, like ye, in the uniform of a 3turiceilo..-4fuohrer 
and as far ms I .1.x.‘meraber from the Gestapo office K•RISRUHE. 	i do not :mow 
the name of this man either, but -would recognize hi.. again :If cc-:.fronted. 
I had a short talkwith thin man about the shooting of the offlein.-3 then MP: 
went to the lavatory and aoscertained thereby .thal- oor 	rove the 
same. 

I di d -lot ta.,A: to the ot,!-Ier persons about the shooting. 	I nk.rter saav 
arty of these. three peroons aga.2..n afterwards. 

Lfter the arrival of 3.i.TJEI.nR we were called in one after 1, .c ether. 
He explain-d to me that t::.e incident was badly described and (•U.o.nated 
headinrc to me showing how to present the matter afresh lei,  7:-.2 co be 
brought to him by courier in two days at the latest. 

I left BERLIN in the evening and only arrived at S,"...:.R.BRUECNEN on the 
next Iv about 1400 has because of air raids. Dr SPLNN wao 	SACR- 
BRUECKEN, but at the Gestapo branch office in MUST.,•UP 
I informed him 137) tealeprint of Gruppenfuehrer 	 r:,-.1 ih,oruetion., 
whereupon Dr 	gave orders for the affair to be 	 ocoording 
to 111E1  J,,U.;  I a instructions and to make a e 	sponding 	 1.7aS 
to be presen ted to him for signing on his return about *WO in 

-.; 	tructed. 	. • 
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s .i.11:3ta7UCt. 	Dr SPLIIN's secretary at that ti r2^ , 	 3;  
gave 	the "lop Secret" natter, in which I c--21.11.1 read 
that the offi.-.7:;ru w..:re to be shot under the preter.ce e au 

SI1 	18CD hrs and signed.. 	Lnother. 
the new rc:?..)ort to Bit.ILIN. 

SIT-7777:: ITT. 

I seer.: to reraeLlber that Dr SPI,NN shouted snit:loth:52-yahc icia of 
firinc the series of shot, what, I do not lmow. 

	

The distance fr)La r.-le to the bi officer ly_!_ng on ifi..! r, .. 	tho 
time of firm:- 	 from r lyinr i)osition wns 

I 	VC J.r:;ae the nbove statement voluntaa.ily and witteu -, 	1  

Signed i-.- 	pres-:nce : 

(scd.) 	uii Saille.-  

(s:d..) 	L. P. 1,coi,111d., 

22 !lg 45. 

Diaribution 	in 	 EN-VC-er 

	

2 	1 sgd 
.PG3("T') 	 - 	1 

1 Lyd. 	5 

• 
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IN Tit:: L;ATT2R 	GM-CAN 	CRI: ES A:•1-.) 
rr 	1, -.A.2TER 	TiE KILLS J.G 	PIM 

OP-JoIC3RS OF THE ROY '.L 	IN`0.1.07.:: 
FAO:: :.1TALA(; LUFT III SAGAL.  or 2.2d. 25 	1944 

British National Office Charite 

United Nations War Crimea  Comrission Refcroneu. 

LFFIDIVIT 

I, 1.:nurice Frank cokriai, Captain Intellic,ence Corps, at present stationed 
at the London District Prisoner of 	Cae, 6/7 Kensignton Palace Gardens, 
Bayswater, London, W. 8. , make or th and say as follows :- 

1. I am an interrogator on the staff of the dnr Cris :; Interrogation 
dnit and am fluent in the German lancf,ua4,. 

2. At the London District Prisoner of jar Ca c on a day e7.rly in August 
1946 I saw Walter BitITH.AUPT whose former 	rank was :3. J. :-.1turrascharfuhrer 
and whose former Police rank was Technischer ('eery .krvOr. 	I told him that 
I was investigating the killing of two officers of the .,,cyfll ;.ir Force in the 
neighbourhood of SA:RBACK3N on or about VA.: 	..011 1944. 1 instructed him 
to go into a room by himself an write out 	he knew about the incident. 
This he did and on or about the 10 Lu ust 1944 I read tivowil in his presence 
the statement he had written and asks, him certain questions arising therefrom. 
As a result of his answers vari-us additions and alterations were made by me to 
the statement of the said 3REITP...UPT which to -ether with the said additions and 
alterations was then typed on to a stencil. 	The said "iiii2ITHLUPT was shown a 
cyclo-styled copy of the said statement which he read through carefully in my 
presence. 	On the 10 Lu,..ps 1946 after hrving had- full-opportunity to amend 
or alter it as he wished'

3 
 do/B123313111,UPT siFned the statement in my presence. 

This statement in German comprising_ of four sheets is marked i1. B. 1. and is 
attached to this affidavit. 

3. The said BREITHAPT made rnd sirpcd the statement -'eolic referred to 
freely and voluntarily and he :1 -  reed that it was so 	1r'. threats or 
promises were made to him in connection with it. 

4. I also produce the English translation of the said BREI1ILUPT's state- 
ment referred to in paragraph 2 hereof, which is marked ;7.3. 2. and attached to 
this affidavit. 	This document contains a true and accurate translation into 
English from the German. 

SWORN by the said Diurice Frank CORNISH 

at 8, Spring Gardens in the City of West 

minster this first day of January, 1947. 	(Jig:lied) 4 F. CORNISI. 

BEFORE "AM 

(Signed) F. HOLIG, 
Captain Legal Staff, 
Military Department, 
Judge Advocate General's Office. 
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VOLUNTARY STATDTTTT T3Y  PI 

LD 1496 Civilian  Walter BREIMTPT  

Torn in WOLFERSTEDT, Kreis ,TOLDA 
Attended Secondary ,hoof (D'urgerschule) in ERFURT 
4prentice at 1::nehine-factory "ENFORDIL" in ERFURT and after 
that journeyman-oxnminntion 
Employment RS mechanic in ERFORL 
Entered the Police-School in BURG b. 7:1:1LuinTer as police 
candidate for the Regular Police, (Svhutzpolizoi) 
Rer;u1nr Police HATU. 	Training as driver and alceptanco 
into the transport service of the Re ulcer Polile. 
Regular Polite FRANK0URT a4T. ns,a driver. 
Joined the Thrty on 1.6.194g. 
Transfer es candidate for the career of the automobile-
technical aalinistrative service to the Gestapo in LINZ. 
Technical Secretary of the automobile service of the State 
Police ST,ARBRUCKEL 

It was within the sphere of ny duties in SAARBRUECKEIT to see to the 
carrying out of the necessary maintenance and repair work on the vehicles and 
the exesuation of repairs in our (Am existine workshops. 

T lived in a small room in the building of the garage above the vehicle 
repair workshop. 

I was wnkcned by the then Hend of the Office, Dr SPA NN in spring 1944 
early one morning in my roam. It might ha-.re been at about 4 o'clock. 
He told 1* y  pre!.rAm the car for a journey, I believe he sail to moramm4 
Escaped i'riL;oners of jar were to be returned to a Pty Camp in the interior 
of the Reink. 	I- got-up, dressed-and got - the car ready, After that I 
opened the mrnep door and drove up in front of the entranme to the 
Gestapo office. 	ImmeCdately upon this Ictimi.nair.40:2,`-_-.Or bail SUHULZ 
came up to no in the car and said that he would drive .long too. When 
askod what was the II.atter, SCHULZ told me that a 2ow days ago a large 
nuMber of British airmen had escaped from a P.1 Camp in the oast of the 
Reich. If I remember eorroetly SCHULZ said something about 40 mon. Two 
of these had been arrested by the criminal police in n train in the 
neighbourhood of SALRBRUCKTN. These two men - ere to be returned to a 
camp in the Reich. They were-  still with the criminal police. I was 
doubtful whether the fuel would last out. But he thought it would auffloo, 
SCHULZ then returned into the building to phone the criminal police to 
ascertain if the two prisoners were ready to be collected. I then 
returned gain to the garage and fetched a 20 litre canister of fuel which 
I put into the luggage space of the car. 21fter a time SCHULZ came again 
out of the office building and told me we were to collect the two 
prisoners from the LERCHESFLUR prison. In the room from which SCHULZ 
collected the prisoners they were standing ready with their lugage.' 
SCHULZ finished the handing-over formalities with the prison official i.e. 
he signed forms. It !-11 went very quickly. • SCHULZ and I then returned 
with the prisoners to the office. Here an official from the criminal 
polisc was waiting' for us, who probably had to hand over ndlitional 
luggage of. the prisoners, and who went away afteryinrds. The two prisoners 
were wearing mufti. On arrival in the office building SCHULZ told the 
two prisoners and me to wait in the lobby on the ground floor. The two 
prisoners put their suies down. SCHUig wont upstairs. I presume 

.that he ronorted his arrival to Dr STV,NN. When SCHULZ was away the two 
prisoners spoke together. 	I could not un(lerstan0. anything as'I do not 
speak the English language. After a while SCHULZ returned and showed 

them/ 
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thin by signs th..t they were to follow him with their lwi,gage. .17o 
went out thrrueh the door 1-1(1 SCHULZ made the two sit in the car, which 
was standing in front of the doer. 	I remember that I put the two 
suitez=zes of the prisoners into iholuggsge-secce of the car. 	Pr SP:ANN 
came shortly afterwards. 

Whilst I was standing by the car, Dr S );ATTN and SCHULZ went through the 
still open door into the garage yard. 	They remained there for some time. 
I could not see them from the oar, nor did T  hear what they perhaps 
said. 	;After a few minutes 	two of them returned to the ear, 	Dr 
ST);ANN wont again into the office-building, whilst SCHULZ fastened the 
hands of each prisoner in front of the' body with handcuffs. 	Daring this 
I hoard for the first time that one of the prisoners spoke German, 	It 
was the bigger of the two, 	He said to SCHULZ that this was not 
compatible with the honour of an officer. To this SCHULZ replied while 
going away (he went back again into the office building) that it was an 
order. 	!After a short while Dr SPA'AIE1 and SCH1rL,"; flame out of the building 
ar.ain and cant into the car. SCHULZ sat between the two prisoners on 
the back sort. Dr SPnIOT sat in the right front seat next to me. 	The 
car had loft-hand drive. 	Dr SIVINT then groie the order to drive off. 

We drove fran the office building to the left along the Tal Strasse, 
then turned to the left over the Saar and then came into Mainzer Strasse, 
which runs from SAARBRUECKEN in direution H03::BITRG and on to KAISERSLAUTERN. 
Dr SPAM and SCHULZ wore their SS uniforms. I myself wore civilian • 
clothes and possessed no uniform. 

From SnnEDRUCITAN we drove first to H0123URG, that is 30 km, and then a 
further 10 km on the Reichsstrasse in the direction of ICIAISMSIALWFTRN. 
We then turned left onto the 'Autobahn and drove in the direction of 
luill\EMIT,,f.-LITDITIGSHAFEN. 	Nobody spoke during the drive. 	I now remember 
that SCHUIA or possibly Dr SIVANN sail to the prisoners before we left that 
they were to be transferred to a Prison Can in the Interior of the Reich. 
During, the ..]rive on the ;Autobahn Pr SW ANN said to er only once "Dont drive 
so 	fest, we have still plenty of time". 

4fter having driv,,n on the Autobahn for etclut 14. to 5 1,-an Dr SP;ANN stopped the 
car. He got out Of the cf.r with SCHULZ, they both lit cigarettes and 
went back on the roadway out of hearing and conversed with one another. 
I could not hear what they said. When I turned .round to them after 
some while, they beckoned to MC. I went up to them. Dr S1 NN explained 
to me that he had received the order by teleprint from BDRLIN to shoot the 
prisoners. 	He had the teleprint in his hand, 	I did not read it. One 
of them, but I cannot remember now who it was, then said : remember what 
happens to cur wives and children during th:: air raids on our cities. 
Then they returnod again towards the car. I also returned to the car, and 
remained standing on the loft beside the car by the driving seat, Dr 
SW  ANN and SCHULZ also carne to the car. One of them, I can no longer 
remember today who it 	said to the )17isoners that they could get out 
and relieve themselves. 	The bigger of the prisoners thereupon pointed 

out his manacled hangs. SCHULZ thereupon received the order from Dr 
SPANN to remove the handcuffs. I still well remember today that this 
hapnened, as both prisoners got out of the car and recwored from sitting 
still by moving their ems. Dr SP:ANN and SCHULZ both had their pistols 

in their hands and Dr SAE IN pointed out to them that shots would be fired 
immediately if they tried to esPaee. 	The prisoners then 'both stood im 
the grass about 5 m behind the car and about 2 m off the roadway to 
relieve themselves, Dr SII:diN and SCHULZ stood a little behind the 
»risoners, so that, as seen from my position SCHULZ stool to the left 
and Dr SD .,17N to the right. 	When both raised their iv.turiL: with the pistols I 

had to look awry. 	I hef.rd the 2 shots iertodiately which sounded 
almost like one. ;Then I looked a'aiin the two prisoners wore lying in 
the grass between small bushes. 	I lid not hear -ny sound or cry from 
the prisoners. Dr SPIN and SCHULZ then bent over the prisoners lying 

on/ 
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on the .:round. I th',n turned the or "round on the roadway. Dr SZANN 
then got into th.; oar and gave the order to return to the office in 
Si.ARBRUEOKEN. SCHULZ romainod behind alon: with the dead mon. Dr SraNN 
did not speak aurinr: the drive. Only once did he tell me that I was not 
allowed to talk to anyone about what had -ctua 	taken place. Should 
anyone ask me about the whereabouts of the iveisoners, I was to say that 
they had been shot whilst eswaping or whilst tryin:' to escape. Before he 
Cot out of the car at SAOBIZTIEJKIgr he also told_me_tht the two bodies 
were to 	collected with the lorry, I was to see whether there was 
any duty driver who could cane alon-. As Driver PUtcr 3CIPUDT just 
crossed the garage yard, I drew Dr SZANN's attention to his presence. 

He then told me that SCHMIDT was to come too. But b:,fore we loft I was 
to send SCHMIDT to him. 

I then sent 3CHMIDT to Dr S2ANN. iftar he returned we collected from the 
cellar of the office building a big coffin-like wooden box of which Dr 
SP NN had spoken before he got out of the car. This we loaded on the 
lorry. It was A lorry with a closed roof. SCHMIDT drive the vehicle. 
During the drive SCI MIDT asked how all this h.d h"ppened. I do not 
remember this Jonvorsation word for word today. The t;ist of this 
conversation was :ivroximatcly the fkllOwing: :Aftur I had asked SC-fl IDT 
first what Dr SP ANN had wanted from him, he said to me that Dr SPON had 
ordered him to collect with me the corpses of two prisoners who had been 
shot during on attempted escape, Further he had ordered him not to talk 
to anyone about it. I explained. to SCHMIDT that I cpula not say anything 
more than that the two prisoners had been shot whilst ealaping. 

Upon arrival whore SCHULZ was we put the two boaios into the box and 
loaded it onto the lorry. after the return SCHULZ reported to Dr SPA NN. 
The lorry was standing during this in the garage yard. After about two 
hours SCHULZ come back to the garage and said to SCIDaDT and me that WO 
were to drive the bodies to the working camp NEUE 	Ho himself 
WUTIG 	 The camp was :bout two kilometres fron'S:AARBRUECKMN. 
On arrival at the camp SCHULZ not out and entered the ,camp, SCHMIDT and 
I waited with the lorry on the road in front of the oann. After same 
time SCHULZ and the Camp Commandant on SS Untersturmfuehrer SCHMOLL came 
out. We were to drive with the lorry into the right part of the camp 
from tlie roal. There he pointed out on empty space where we put the case 
with the bodies. SCHKEDT and I amain returned to the lorry. :tfter the 
arrival of SCHULZ who hod been speAin:: with =NOLL, we drove back to 
the office on the Schlossplatz. I still remember that I asked during 
the drive what was to happen to the bodies. SCHULZ replied thereupon that 
they were to be cremated later on in the crematorium of the main cemetery; 
On the same day durir the afternoon, or it ray have boon on the next day, 
SCHULZ came again to Inc it the garage yard and reminded me earnestly, 
probably on order of ".10r ST.f.NN that I was no allowed to talk to anyone 
about the whole affair, a4 I otherwise would have to face a death sentence. 

Kriminalsekrotaer Emil SCHULZ: 38 years old; .1.73 m tall; short, 
medium fair hair; slim. Comes from the SALR, living at corner 
Saargemucndorstr/Julius Kiefer Strasse. 

I have made the above statement volutarlly and without compulsion. 

(Sgd) Walter BREITHAUPT. 

Signed in my presence: 	(Sgd) M.F.CORNISH, Cnr+0 

L.D.C., 
10 Aug 46. Distribution :- Engl. Ger. Engl/Ger.  

J.A.G. 	 2 	1  (Sgd) 	- 
AG 3(Vw) 	 1 
File 	 1(Sgd) 
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IN THE 1-LaTER OF GERIAN VL.R CRIIES 
IN TrE i!LaTER OF THE KILLING OF FIFTY 

OFFICERS OF THE ROYAL AIR FORCE WHO ESCAPED 
FROM STALL LUFT III 	CN 24/25 	194.14. 

British Nation 1 Mice Ch_!.rr!c No. 

United Nations V77..r Crimes Commission Reference 

F F I D 	V I  

Alexander Paterson SCOTLAND, Lieutenant-colonel Intelligence Corps, at 
present stationed at the London District Prisoner of War Cage, 6/7 Kensington 
Palace Gardens, Bayswater, London, W.8., make oath and say as follows : 

1. I am the Officer CauLiald*ng the War Crimes Intcrrog'tion Unit and am 
fluent in the German language. 

2. At the London District Prisoner of dar eke on or about i8 2.iay 1947 
I saw Alfred SCHIEL, whose former police rank was Rcczierungsrat and whose 
former S.S. rank was S.S. SturmbannfUhrer, and I told him that I was invest-
igating the killing of an officer of the Royal Air Force in the vicinity.... 
of STRASBOURG on or about 6 April 1944. I asked him whether he kry.w anything 
about this incident and when he said that he did I instructed him to go into 
a room by himself and write down what he had to say. ahcn he had finished 
I road through what he had written and asked him certain questions arising 
therefrom. 	As a result of ny interroLation he wrote out a fresh statement 
which included the answers to my questions. This fresh statement I again 
real through and then had it typed on to a stencil. The said SCHI:dEL 
was shown a cyclo-styled copy thereof which he read through carefully in :ny 
presence. On 22 May 1947, after having had full opportunity to amend or alter 
it in any way he wished, the said SCHIMIZI, signed the statement in my presence. 
This statement in German comprising 4 sheets is marked A.S.1. and is attachca 
to this affidavit. 

3. The said SCH1ZEL made and signed the statement above referred to freely 
and voluntarily and he agreed that it was so made. No threats or pro..,iscs were 
made to him in connection with it. 

4. I also produce the Enrlish translation of the said SCHIE4ELis statement 
referred to in paraLyaph 2 hereof, which is marked A. S.2. and is attached, to 
this affidavit. This document contains a true and accurate translation into 
English from the German. 

SWORN by the said Alexander Paterson SCOTLITD 
at 8 Spring GardQns in the City of Westminst.r 

seoona 	 Jume 
this 	  day of 	  194/ ) (SIGNED) A. P. SCOTLLND 

BEFORE hE 
(Sgd) C.G. MASON, 

MaJorr  
Legal WIT, 

MilitLa7Dop*4i4ent, 
Office of the Judge Advocate Genera)... 
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Rogiorpn.7..7.-r.t • _ 	. ._ • 

, , 	„, 	• ,.., 
....--... 	 . 	 • 

5 P2ril 193f; 
1914 - 1925 
1925 - 1929 

1929 - 19:k 
1 934 
June 1935 

a 	end 2;:c....aar7r nehaol. 
1,r1' 	 9rlisrer.r_ties of PITIDET,  

At the latter took fianl 

ArticIea zervice in 1-47 and administration. 
State lay oxaminat.ion. 
.1",:lployed in the Pav^ricn administration sorvico at tai„ 

Polio° .11quarters in EUTT:TICSBAESN cm Rhein. 

Pr -voted to solicitor in the Bavarian Civicl Service. 
Transferred to the Brverinn political police in MUNICH 
in chrrge of the department for church 

Promoted to Rerderungsrat and transferred to the Peieh 
Civil Semler). 

Head of Duorrtinent II (Internal Politic_ 1. Dept) in the 
Gestapo NUT'a 

Lini'71on 	bet,:cen Wchrm-cht and Security Police. 
Detrehmem (SIPO) in VT.e7INA during the trrne.fel.-  of the 
sua LIFILITD to the Reich. 

Transfer fren MINICH to B.d.S. (Commander of Scourity 
Po? .co) STICiS.RCUP,Cri as Had of the Gestnpo unit 

Pc,-;rrt -ent 	A 5 (Administrntn and Env) of the 
Roitlzie:nerheitshfluptamt (ReiT'4 Security. 	in ,ual-N. 
Temeeravr attnenmeot to learn the work. 

Tranefor fret: STR:.ealgRIG to D.d.S. OSLO as Investigation 
Officer. 

Recalled fron 03t0- Reoved from the Reserved Occripation 
List by RSHA. 	Called 11--,  to Ynffen-SS but did 	report. 

Arrested by the A:Iericans in MUNICH. 

Become member o? Party. 
Given equivalent SS 	as SS-SturmbnnnfUhrer in ancordrhoo 

ny police rani: according to regulations. 

1936 
Dec 1936 

June 1937 

April 1942. 

loeb-/ in rch 191:4 

'Tura; 19/14 

L'Inrch 1945 

29 Lloy 4.5 

(b) 

End of 19 . 1 
Sept 197,11 

2. PRELIILIIERIT Ti'A'r"rls 

The task of senrching for escaped rvisoners-pf-war 1435 in the 7:0:j.lt of 
the Criminal Police both in tho Reich proner and in ALSACE. Thu:: tho 
Pol400 Headquarters in STRASILURG yns respc.t.sible for the nation-w:.0. 
(Grensfahndung) which had been ordered by the Reich Criminnl 	 ;!tmt V 
R•51:1A) on the occasion of the 01.,33L .  of a nut ber Of 73ritifia .Pc-r1 from tr.,  :•^t :o in 
SA:;AN in March 19%4. 	In such cns:-F3 of "nntion-wide search" t7c2o 	tr.L1,.. of 
the Gentapo STRAS?OLTRGs to inforu the Kond Ciritoms Cffices nt 
OH1LAUSEN, which then had to ordo increased rrtrol activity by the 11.0rticr 
stations under their control 

I was not in STRASBOURG at the beginning of the search but in LEIT 
where I had been temporarily attached for about 3 or 4 weekz to learn the work 

/ -2- on necount 
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on account of my intended transfer to 	III L 5 (:.dministration and Law). 
When I returned to STRASBOURG from MRLIN tho search had, as far as I know, 
been terminated by the Reich Criminal :olice HQ. 

One morning at about 1100 hrs, I cannot now any longer rem:nber the enact 
day, but I believe it was on a Thursdny;  at the beginning of 	nd most 
lilzely 6 A-2ril 1944, officiA.s of the 	Police STR;,SBOURG brought a 
recaptured British P to the depart sat c2 my HI responsible for investigating 
cases of persons helping ethers to erse. The first I heard of it was when 
the officials of the STRA;330 	C . 	Police and of the lopt of my HI who 
had briefly interrogated him and wante to know what was to happen to him, 
brought the prisoner along to me. 

As I consider that the handling of prisoners was absolutely not in my 
courpeteney or the competency of nyFQ, nor had I received any instructions to 
this effect, I told the official of 7rie 	Police to take the man awry 
with them again and hand him over 	 as was usual, telling them 
not to bother me with thngs that 	sc) :le with me. 

They thereupon eT,'?ained to 	?-1.- t they 1rd been instructed 'o hand over 
tho prisoner to my officc fLnd 	 )2,,rify the nrtter with Dr BAUM, who 
was in charge of the Cri:inal "i'cr;c.:. 	I telephoned Dr BAUM, who said Nothing 
could be altered, as he 	reec-1-,0 fn.n: the Head of the Reich Criminal Police 

SS-GruppenfUhrer NEE,E,inetrustions by teleprint, to hand over the recaptured 
British PI to the Gestapo. He read to me on the telephone the text of the 
teloprint which agreed with the information he had given me. 

As I just could not understand what the reason was for handing the prisoner 
over to my HQ, I took him first of all into my room, let him sit down, offered 
him a cigarette and talked to him for a short time about how long he had been 
prisoner, where his home was and how he had got to ALSACE. Then in his presence, 
I tried to ring up my superior, the BdS of that time, SS ObersturmbonnfUhrer 
Dr ISSELHO:ST, in order to disnuss the matter and t,et instructions, but I 
was not able to contact him as ?le had gene to lunch. Thereupon I told the 
Ilrisoner that he must stay An ),,Ic perzar.nent duty-room during lunch and that 
in the afternoon I wouN 	 c-,.ro.:'jor about him. Having arranged for 
him to have something to.e,lr, I -I:. 	to lunch after 1200 hrs. 

I returned from 11.tr::1. 	%. 	- 	;;:JO 11:s. I sup,pose it was 
half an hour after my rat.:: , 1 ,a 	 t7o-it a teleprint Was brought over 
to me from the teleprint-veom. This nod come from tu;t IV of R.S.H.A. 
and accordinb to the text had been personally composed and also signed by 
the head of Deportment IV, SS C,7up)enfuhrer 3..JTILER. It was marked 
"Top Secret" (Geheime Reichssnche). The following is the text of this 
teloprint, as far as I can give the contents to-day from tlemory:- 

To the Gestapo STRASBOURG, to Regicrungsrot SS-Sturmbann-
fUhrer 
The British Prior.  7  ...X .7-r who ha:1 been handed over to the 
Gestapo HQ by the 	 Uriminol Police - (then followed 
the personal detallo, whicn I no lon,Tr;r remember, thi name 
B:YTZR may alply)- is by superior orders, to be taken im-
mediately in the directlon of BREUAU and is to be shot en 
route whilst esclei,:.J, An undertaker is to be difeetcq to 
remove the 	 _ramatorium and to 	it ercdia 
there. Th- 111.n 	1.c 5: qt to the Hood of the Cr:A:inn' 
Police 	 n 	fer:Trded to the RCiOP 
Criminal 	1:(; ;Ar,t T., 1.2.11'.1.;. 	The contents of this 
teleprint nna 	 :- .4-1f -re tp 	.-Jade known only to• 
the official =; dIreoi.:17 	 c:,rr.L-Ing oat this matters  
and they yr': 	Lo 	 ;tpe:ir..1 se.:t:recy by hand-shakes. 

ecrwNletiot. Lei ttoc tzIs:: is .t.o be reported i„mediotely. 
This teleprint is to be destroyed immediately. Confirmotiom 
of destruction of this tele:irint is likewise to be sent by 
tele,srinL" 

the first 
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The first effect of this telerint on Inc wns like a shock. 
I could not com-rehend such a task I thought I must assure myself 

once more and put through an urgent tele-phone call to SS-Grull  
MUER, to Ask whether the co;Ite-hir of this telenrint I h'd received 
were correct, whcrcupon he replioC,, that surely he had ,a.de himself' 
clear enough and did not kmtti Mot There was in it to be douLtful fCecot, 

.Then when I gave him to Lnc-LT-Anna that.  one must hove the most serious 
qualms about carrying  cut this matter:  and thnt the most far-reaching 
consequences could rGsult therefrom, he gave me this answer: 

"SCHIMMEL, I know you ns a man whose attitude is all too soft. 
Either you carry out this order or you -con cxnect to be arrested and shot 
for refusing to carry out in order r:ad for betraying a state. secret." 

'Liven after this telephone oe9vorsati,n with MEIJER I was at 
heart not able to come to a decisti.sy about carrying out this order. 
In .11y case I consider it to be right to inform my immediate superior 
the WS (ComAander 	 SE,)--Obc,-sturtbtnnflr:er 
Dr IST7iLHORST, about the conteets-of this tclot)rint nd f:;.nd out his 

even though 	 forbAe Me to do thi. So  
then I went to him nrd showed him 	tele-srint. I told him too that I 
considered such an order to oo itreatonsible, as the enemy, when this 
mottel became known could justly treat cur own prisoners in exactly the 
some way, which again would mean that prisoners would be absolutely 
defenceless. Furthermore I e=ressaamy doubts about the way it had 
been ordered to carry out this matter, as it would hardly be possible to 
keep it a secret, as the order intended. Dr ISSELHORST's ooinion 
was, that one could not avoid carrying out this order, and suggested 
I should do it on the way to IUTZW:tILER and have the body cremated there. 
He asked me, whom:I would charge with carrying out this matter, whereupon 
I replied that that war net sc simples  I didn't knot yet, perho-os 
Krim. Komm. Dir4SSNLIZ and :a-IA:Sok 	 Then he said, Load, I a71-cc, 
and then I took by lea,re. 

3. TH. CaRYPTG OUT 01* Tr. 

When I arrived r.t 	. 	T. 	 Lonsidez.ed whether it 
would not after all be pro 	 eirrying et' this order. 
The only possibility I '.7,11.1.A sec :,.-tneet endangering myself was to try 
to escape with the nrisoner illeg.-17y over the frontier to SFITZLRL'.ND 
This, however, would have MO: 10' ox)osing completely my okqi family 
as well as my old parents whom I supported. Onl'r after the most severe 
inner struggle I arrived at the result thl-,t, I had no other choice than 
to have the order carried out. 

Thereupon I ordered :C.rim.7omm, Difi3SICR and Krim.Sek. HILYER 
to rc--)ort to me. 	I gave thee th(telr-,orinL from .QI TIN to rend, 	addinr;  
that this matter was Tao 3ccret, CY.  Zt.0:,,;(1. 	them to my ou-lrhs 	ut 
carrying-out of this ordci 	v- .s' quite juccuprehensible trt Le, remn,'‘q 
however that I could alter nothing 	that )t vas unpleasonl. for me to 
have to hand over this matter to 	I , lco told them that, I ha'. ,i-acf_zon 
about this offfdr to 	 4:* n,;' 11P h,. olvisod me to lc L 
on the way to WITS- =.11 	 .edy cl-cm,,ted then.. 	I g.:v. 
these officials nc more ox-c iti::tro:tAtur-! 	h,i; co 'lorry 	 tter 
nor, csoccially, :root what 	caLll 	to ploy, ')u`.conhosizcd that I 
had to Lave that i T Ctd 	 o -;f ,..cy nut this t.ntter 
as for as possible in .%uuh ra.;  Lha% 	rculft act Lotice anything. 
...,fter I had then bri--fly 	 t!it 	 abet 	tht contenta 
of the tcleprint and --)1,:dger". 	 h,-1,'..d.halcc, the tifieln1:4 trove 

aunywith the 	 1.!_ out. 15:1/4; 	sor.tat lat(:1:4 

The next rnorai..,,7, 	 :;r-) 	the office t out 
how the matter had bt.:::c■ c.irtied auto 	Krita.Komm. D;SSIVeR said that they 
had stopped the oar on the Woy to N;,TZWEILER Camp, in a wood at a turning 

/44.-in the 
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in the road .bout 1 kfl. rr.y  from the. cao;,Fo, DESSSIT.i.;R, had then 

toneo the roadside with the -prisoner t ..) lot water and had corV.t 3.  
with him a sh-rt ti:2e. 	Then unc:!•:-)eeterLy ..71.11...illeat:le up to th,. side 
of the ”risoner ilncl shot him once 	his 	 in the tcmple, 

caused the 	 death ,  Ci tLc 	 Tr bony wr4.3 then t.- kon 
to the car and hanclo' eve: 	 .....ithout any personal 

particulars, for crematior., - ;;a7; ...nit 	 2erson shot v.hilo 

v.rying to esuaoe. 	The 	 instr.o.ctc-.1. -;:o hand crier the .urn 

the ashes to me. 

some days har'. passethc urn, nr..cked ns p,.rcel, was 

handed into my ante-room in cly absence .ey n i-...c .c.-1.5or of 	TZILER 
I cannot rezieirber any lon.or 	b*.rouz:lit it. 	I then handed it over 

accorkling to instructions t•D the tsaa of the C1.-ir_al Police, Dr 
'Then I sent a teloprit-ii! 	 .it IV, SS-Grup-..)enfuehrer 

that the tasi: Lad 1,een c empleterl. - 

S1J333ULTIT :;•.V.ENTS 

._fter about .a fr..-et,)!_:!ht f ruivo& another 2cerct tolourint 

in this sm.. 	 fro-.:1..UELLi;;Z 2,721:21", 	ThiLl said. that it was 

111.:e1y t ha t a diploma tic rc-ore cicn hive of - &LW:I:211..1W , which country 

1: 2..uring the war looked rftcr British interests in the German Reich, 

r.11.L.ht inspect the place where the shooting had boon carried out and mipht 

det.latul more details about that had happened. 	Therefore r:s quick-ly as 
possible a report was to be illado•with a sketch of the acne of the deed 

and was to be brought te him personally in BILLIN by an official of 

my headquarters imedirt,ly 	I accordingly prepared a sketch and report 

which shared that the prisoner, on the way between :TEL and STR:LSBOURG, 

had larde an attempt to esea::-...e 	 relicv:In7 hims(..lf at a spot somewhat 

out of view, and had thereby been sh_,t3 	I had the report taken to LI'..R.LIN 

by HILIT.a. 

5, FILL  

In the above 	 viov,:s about the 

order which was given Ur.; 	 .3., I also cr_pressed th se 

views to 11.E:]IiII:aR, Dr I. 	 a;.-:. 	7 il 	c:Lsicials. 	I have also 

spoken of my spiritual E,,trule 	 out the order, 	But I • 

know that these things do net (-:1.1se -chi; aec6. a sue.h, and all I -  

to c.rnrebs was that offic,:in3.s of •!,..1 a..).:,hority were m4..suscd without con-

science and in the meanest mannel 7):7 :•.u-ocyrior authority and were --;n:ctic-

ally made into ortninalrf by exploiting the conditions of suboeination, 

unconditional loyaltr and obedience, and the SS oath. .roreover I learnt 

later that other Gestapo offices at that tir.:e 	 similar order, 

Ever since it hap-nened this e,!..,e 	hover Left ule in inner Deace. 

felt that one -Thy it 	 ac-!;11ally 

'f.hat I have said 17 .■ ;.'9 	, 	t., 	t,!thr 

said this during, the to shot:2 

noir: been internee! two yearz, 

I was in various ca..nps, 

1io-.1c was in the forefront Cf 
alone, has lest everyth:int,: 	 7-•• 

were killed in an nix'-raid) 

•-•A sce:-.7 for not having 

111.2 :n D....ULU,. 	I have 

c,:' -.4.10se comrades with wham 

c -.f.lps in GERIU.NY. 

as my wife is cal 

a girl of 10 yrs, 

30 i-erar, cad.. 

I testify that I hx.'e 	'•-•,- 	 declaration to the best of 

:y•  knowledge and belief. 

. 	./-)- I have 
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I have 	the above statarLont voluntarily and without compulsion. 

( F.. iTsa ; 	• Jd '47 1:2414EL 

A. 	671_4 7,/ 
Signed in 	presence 	 04/1/1 140i-Tk21-Tvel; 	C. I. U. 

Distribution 
gm.  Ger EncV(br. 

::AG 	2 	lo. 
Capt E.R. 	 -  
Bailey 

 

6 Spring Cdns) 
File 	- 	1sec 	, 

L.D.C. 
22 May 4.7. 
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1.D/JLG/F.3/22/2( 2G) 
CGCH/GX 

IN TEE -1..::.TTER OF GER = 	CRDIES :.FD 
IN THE ICTTER OF THE KILLING OF FIFTY 

OFFICERS OF THE ROY:L 	FORCE /HO ESC'PED 
FROI 	LUFT III s.wr, ON 24/25 	1944 

British National Office Charrc No, 

United ations jar Crimes t.:mnission Reference, 

FFIDAVIT 

I, 	Ilhurice Frank CaTISH, Captatn Intellince Corps, nt present stationed 
at the London District Prisoner of ,far Cae, 6/7 Kensignton Palace Gardens, 
Bayswater, London, 	make c.ath ane say as follows 

1. I am an interro:ator on the staff of the 	• Crimes Interrogation Unit 
and am fluent in the German language. 

2. On or about the 7 October 1946 I was ordered by Lieutenant-colonel A.P, 
SCOTUND, my commanding officer, to rot Prisoner of ',far Camp 17, SHEFFIELD 
in order to obtain Josef G:LTIT--,„00 sign" turd to two documents purporting to 
contain a statement made by th, said 	before Lieutenant-colonel SCOTL'.ND 
on 25 September 1946. 

3. On the 9 Octoiier 1946 I nw the sr.5.1.1 GI.:M7.;ItZ and showed him one of the 
cyolo-styled oopics above referred to which he r,-.,1 thronih carefully in my 
presence, Be agreed that this :ocument ontained the statement made by him 
in London in September together 4th such radition3 as arose out of his subse-
quent interrogation by Lieutenant-colonel SCOTIA:VD, After having had full oppor-
tunity to alter and correct it rs ha wised ho signed the statement freely and 
voluntarily in my presence. 	Po tar.,. r ts or promises were made to him in connec- 
tion with the signing of the said statonent. 	This statement in German com- 
prising seven sheets is marked J.G.1. and is attached to this affidavit. 

44 	I also produce on - 11,Jish translation of the statement of the said GMEINER 
referred to in paragraph 3 here,  f, which is marked J.G.2. and attached to this 
affidavit. 	This document contains a true and acournt, 7,:nglsih translation from 
the German. 

SWORN by the said iaurico Frank CORNISH 

at 8 Spring Gardens in the city of West- 
 

) 

minster this first day of January 1947 
	

) (Sid ncd) 	P. CORTI:31J, 

BEFORE ME, 

(Signed) F. HONIG, 
Captain L gal Staff, 
alitnry Department, 
Judge Advocate General's Office. 
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LiD/JAC/FS/22/2(2G) 
CHCH/GK 

IN Tim i.J,T 	P,ER :AN -;.AR ORILiES Ai:D 
IN TIE.: LIATTER C. THE KILLING OF FIFTY 

OFFICERS OF TIE RC-  !IL AL( YCRCE WHO EscAR:D 
FROM STALAG LUFrf 	 ON 24/25 1;IARCH 1941  

British Natec:.A. Cffice Charge No. 

United rations War C_mes Commission Reference. 

AFFIDAVIT 
■ -•- ■ ■■ ...■■■■  

I, Alexander Paterson SCOTLAle, Lieutenant-colonel Intelligence Corps, at 
present stationed at the London _strict Prisoner of War Cage, 6/7 Kensington 
Palace Gardens, Bayswater, London, W. 8., make oath and say as follows :- 

1. 	I am the Officer Commandin Lhe "Jar Crimes Interrogation Unit and am 
fluent in the German language. 

2. At the London District Prisor 
--lui-gr-September 1946, I saw Josef MEIN"; 

sturmbannfuhrer and whose former 
told him that I was investigating 
neighbourhood of KARLSRUHE at the 
go into a room by himself and wri 
This he did and on or about the 27 
through the statement which he he: 
question arising therefrom. As 
were made by me to his statemen 
was then typed on to a stencil. 

t7‘,6011' 
3. On the 26 .Srept-effbeer '":4.6 the 
War Camp 17, SHEFFIELD before h 
7 October 1946, therefore, I data 
styled copies of the statement tc 
.1-1EFFIELD, and obtain his signatL, 

sr of War Cage on a day in the middle of 
whose former S. S. rank was S. S. Ober - 

once rank was Oberregierungsrat. 	I 
the killing of an R.A.F. officer in the 
Alfa of lierch 1944. 	I instructed him to 
out what he knew about the incident. 

September 1946 in his presence I read 
written &win and asked him certain 
result of his answers various additions 
.ich together with the said additions 

said GiaabER was returned to tho Prisoner of 
ad signed the statement. 	On or about the 
Led Captein E.F. CORNISH to take two cyclo-
jhe said GMEINER in Prisoner of War Camp 17, 
thercte. 

4. I have been shown the affldt-  .it sworn by Captain CORNISh on 1st Jmuary 

1947 and the exhibit marked J.G.1 which is attached thereto and I certify 
that the statement set out in the said exhibit J.G.1. is that which was 
written down by the said GMEINER - •ogether with the subsequent alterations 
arising out of further interrogat: on of the said GHEINER by me. 

5. The said GMEINai made the 	.cement above referred to freely and volun• 
tartly and he agreed that 	was Lo made. No throats or promisee were eade 
to him in connection with it. 

SWORN by the said Alexander Paterson 3carLkilD 
at 6 Spring Gardens, in the city of Weetmineter) 

this 5th 	day of February 19-7 ) 
(SIGNED) y. P, :JOOTLeND. 

BEFORE 

(SIGNED) F.G. .IJETCNER, 
Major, 

Legal Staff, 
Military Department, 

Office of the Judge Admoest General- 
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Report Nos  ../JTUADO/1326(a) - ATS/eTh 

,T.:G r'ef 1B4EGA/22/2(2e) 
COITFIDENTI,M 

 

71'2. Y ST, TEI Tr.'" :r3Y 

LE 1  r.:07 Ober Lf rl.eren rorat .-r-s- f :abort ,indroas GI,EIVER 

..*,s far as I remember, in June or July 1944 (it was hoe/ever, as I 
found rut .t my ir4.orroration rt LT= in: rch 19;4.) a teloprint frnn 
the leich he-1 Security Office (1,SIIL) re. dial the Pollee Office at K:,:ZIASITT'E, 
of “eich T had been heal since larch 1944, the context of which was more or 
le-s as folloes : 

"Top Secret" (Geheillo Roiehssnehe). 	To the Hoed of the Gestapo 
Ofeiz..o. 	 cr his official doeuLy in KePLSRUNE. 

":,y order of the Fuehrcr, the 11 , d of the SS (Reichsfuehren-SS) 
hes rrlered ,eelt the jritis airmen who e.--:aped from the TA7 camp of 	 

exact -lesimation foli-wod which I c( 	recall) are to be executed 
if they are recaptured. 	The prisoners have broken their word of honour 
by eEcapin.:0  and the execution is the-afore necessary and justified. 

'":0 uarry out this or-1.)r of the Rdchsfuehror-SS, the following, 
	 (the name follows which I cannot recall) who is in the hands of 
the Criminal Police ELM O.. E, will be immediately taken over -nd shot by 
members of the Gestapo oifice there. 	This is to be done in such . a way 

that the person colleen:0d will remain absolutely unaware -f the impending 
exccutirn. 	The body is tr be cremated in the nearest crematorium, and the 
urn is 	be kept by the Gesteno office; fie ther instructions will be 
it out n7 hilt this at a elven time. 

' hen the execution has been chrr 'd out, this is to be reported 
to me by speulal courier. 	In ono renrt, w, ".eh is destined only for me, 
(it might have said - :or this office), anti of which no copy may 	made, 
the 3nrryin -  rut of the exeouLI,e (- nd the dortruution of the teleprint is 
to be re-orted briefly. 	In al'ition a second report is to be handed in, 
which_ crn if reecx;nry Lc passed .en to other offices who request it, for 
their information, Therein will be described how X X tried to escape 
from the detailed transport on the way to the 127 Camp 	(more detriled 
designation of c 	follows, which I can no longer reee:Mber) and was shot 
in the attomet. The name of 	crematorium where the cremation of the 
bad 7 took 1:-,ct. 	to be given, and an officil body receipt is to be 
enclosed wit;i,  this report. 	The neiihbourt.e.1 where the attempted escape 
-Lock place is to b jpserrted as fully as -nssfb10. 	(I believe it even 
r. 	: with a siceteh for referpce). 

"I make the .head • -:7 the Office p.ers-pally responsible for the 
n'osold!:e secrecy of this te7eprint, which, after complction of the task, 
is to be des'xoyed immediatelye 0r' ;r the persons immediately concerned 
with carryin[: out the orders are to know anything about the contents of 
this teleprint. They are also to be pledged especially to secrecy. 
This pledge is to be mentioned in the report destined for me. The 
Criminal Police Office KARLOIMEE has received corresponding instructions 
concerning the handing over of the prisoner. 

(Sgd) MUELLER, SS-Grumrnfuehrer ad Lt-General of the Police? 

This teleprint was received by my tuleprint receiving office, 
it ms telegraphiCally acknowlelzed by the teloprint operator on duty whose iic  
I cannot remember, to the dispatch office an7 was then delivered, was it 
concerned the Executive Service, to the head of the :1]eccutive Service 

(Dr Faber),/ 
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(Dr FeTT.2), who was at the sem time my deputy, against receipt in the 
teleprint receipt book. 	Dr lieT1-, then came ineo my office and informed 	me 
of the telcprint. 	I was very shi-:ked about this end said. Sn to Dr PeDER. 
In reely tn my question when he wentel to cheree with the execution of this 
dasterdly orler, he seVI:that this its a "special assignment" cemine.under 
the authority of Dept IIG, the heal nf which was,Kriminalkommissar IMLIZeCle 
he sail he vies going to seeek to BER731.11G and inferm me later. As far as I 
remember he came tn me with HERD ERG shnrtly afterwards.. The latter 
declnred that he hee to carry out this order however uneasy he feltebeut it, 
as it wes withie the cemeetency of his Dept, Then I asked him wheel he 
intended to ta17e for the exoeution (I myself CUd not know even the nAmes of 
the officorr as I had only just taken oeer auLe in KAMMUITE) 72E2DERG said 
he did not know yet (as far as I remeMber he mentioned the Kriminalsekretnere 
BeEISO, Ie'iNCILE and KR0KOWSKI), but he asked to be allowed in any case to 
take KriminalsekretacrDOSCHERT with him as driver in order that nothing 
should leak out about the execetion throueh using a professional driver at 
the HQ. As far as I can remeMber FERDERG said in reply to one of my questions 
on this subject that he was goine to carry out the executions in the 
"RHEINATTEN" and ehowed me this on a map as the whole district was still 
entirely unfamiliar to tae. 	Ht wanted to have the execution carried out 
through a shot in the head fron behind. I think I can rent. per having said 
to HERTERG in conclusine;  that after he had found the official who ',yes to 
carry out the execution, and after he had instructed the latter as well as 
DOSCHERT about their tn-k, he should come to re with the officials to 
enable me to pledge them tn reereey, I cannot say with certainty whether 
I did in fact do this; bet if the officials EBeilERG, 75:EISS and DOSCHKRT 
maintain that they did eeenk 	me it could only have been when pledeing 
them to secrecy. At this tem they were already informed of their assigned 
task either by HERDERG or Dr FADER, and they had also declared themselves 
willing, otherwise HERDEDG could not have breueht them to me for the 
secrecy pledee. 

On the clay follnwine or the next clay after this cnnversetion with 
Dr FO EP and I=ERG, HiMEIZ submitted the d' aft of the reports that were to 
go to BERLIN, for my signature. I saw from these that the execution was not 
carried out in the "harlINaEN" as he had previously intended, but, as far as 
I remember, at the font of a mountain leadine to the concentration camp 
NATIZILIV: the corpse was also not cremated at the nearest crematorium (as 
ordered in the teleprint) but in the crenatorem of the concentration camp 
NeTZ7EILER.' When I pointed out to him that previously he had a different . 
plan for carrying -et the order, he declared that traffic in the "RHEINAUEN" 
• was too lively and that the cremation of the corniLwas aarried out in 
NATZWEILER because in another crematorium the post mortem would have presented 
ton many difficulties. Nor had he brought the urn with him to KARLSRUHE, 
but left it in NeTZWIIIPT2 where it could he collected at any time if the 
Reiehe Security Head Ooffice (RSI1A) issued the necessary instructions (This 
never happened, the uen remained in ITITZ7EILER). In the faked report to 
BERLIN it was stated that duri - g transit to the 1-11 Camp the prisoner had 
asked leave to let water and eaet he had suddenly dived into the nearby 
bushes in order to eecape ehorenpon .-) was shoe by the accompanying officers. 
Ai far as I remember, I then sign d tne fair copies of the two reports asked 
for in the teleprint and sent HEReERGehimself 	'elUELLER in DERLIN so that 
any questions by the_latter cAule be answered by him. BETZDERG then got 
the report ready for diseetch, I do not know whether the death certifieate 
was enclosed, I do not remeriber having seen one. HERDERG returned from 
BERLIN .after e fad days.. He recounte:1  that he had only managed to see 
MUELLER after repeated attempts. He had then handed over the reports, 
MUELLER had felt very annoyed al-out the faked report and declared that 
the Gestapo Department in KARLST...3 did not seem to have any imeeinetien. 
practically all reports in these matters had been worded to say that the 
shot person had attempted to escape when "lettine water". MUELLER then 

gave HEIZERG eerta4.- instructions, asked for another faked report to be 
submitted and the whole affair was to be presented in this way: that the 

prisoner/ 
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prisoner had attempted to escape and had been shot while a puncture 
sustained on the way to tie '27- L 	was beine ttended to. The faked 
report which had been signed 17 1%J was given back to TITI3PG by ItIELLEI.Z. 
HE17:.71:(7, then prepared a now repot".  accordini: tr IIDELLM's instructions, 
but I did unt sign this as I Tres either on a duty trip or prevented in 
some other way; I assume that Dr E;,7:ER signed this report ns my deputy 
and then diseatehed it to 3iEhLIN. 

4,fter -e' ling the tcleprint I returned it to Dr 17.:XEE. 	It 
it was I myn elf who took the secrecy pledj: f7':11 the offieerswhich 
fact I cannot remember with 	 m ith certainty) it v 	 s well have been submitted to 
me a7nin for this purpose, 	it is certain, however, that I no longer.hnd 
the tcleprint in my eosuession after IIMMTZG 	described to me how he had 
planned to carry out the order. I may possibly have seen it ngain for a 
short while when the re2ortm for DEIMIN were su1;7litted to me for 
sinature. 	I did not destroy the teloprint myself; in my opinion it must 
have been Dr FLT1ER or HERDERG. 

The tcleprint was r 'dressed tn 	 of the State Police 
Department, R..:3RLSIZUIE or his Ltputy in Office", it was cei:t .inly not an 
order issued to me personally. 	(Hal. it been so intended, the teloprint 
would have been marked "Pers( sal"). Even apart from the fact that the 
head of a Service Department is never ,,ersonnl? y Jharged with the taking 
over of a prisoner from another Servee Department, he would also never 
personally to given the task of shooting a prisoner. The order also said 
explicitY that the prisoner "will be zaken 	r cy members of the 
Gestapo Office". 	To address the order "To the Head of the State ?olio° 
Department 1C.RIBRUHE or Deputy in Office" Corresponds to regulations 
applicable to all German Reich authoAties, referring to the dispatch of 
"Top Secret 	("Goheia e Reichssachen") decrees in aceorionee with current 
regur,tions for handlinfr secret locumets. 4.,ecorling to this regulation 
all "Top 2ocrot" 'ocuments ("Coheime Reichssachen") had to be addressed 
to the head of he reccivine authority or his deputy;  though this did not 
imply at all that it c ,ntained a personal nssi silent for the head of the 
receivin:; authority. 	The tel.-print rendered me perconally responsible 
for the uncon:iti 	so.;rc,w. rnly. 	I pledged them tr se.rrecy 
(aecnr:ling to 	account nf these officers); I pledged the tcleprint 
operator - I era remOnter this with certainty - to watery in the 
presence of Dr FADS:, after Dr F.',71:1R had brought the tcleprint to my 
notit.e. 

ITTILER addre.;sea the telcl)rint.  order to the State Police 
DepartallentK:11.e3RUHE and the c...-d:)r was tn be carpiel-out by the D6pt which 
in general dea:Lt with_ the ee matter: in accordance with the plan for 
distribution of dut&esp which had boon issued by' RSHA.and which was valid 
for all Gestapo stat ons. This teloprint ordel 0  which had nothing. 
whatsoever to do with tha normal duties of the Gestapo was a "Special 
Assignment" and thereby came :•eder the competence of Dept IIG. Dr.  
FOER's kljgestion that HEFIrr-q1 was the competent authority for carrying 
this out, thus made it unnecessary to detail 17.:=RG specifically for this 
was already laid down by the raturc ,f the order itself which was a 
"Special assinment". 	So 11L1313K.; also declared immediately that he 
aauitted he hal to carry out the order though d t was difficult for him. 
In the same way an ins4;ruction given by the Reich Security Head Office 

RSH11) in connection with a case.  relating to Communism had to be handled 
by the Dept "Communism" (IIA) without having to receive a special 
instru:tion from MithIN, from me, or from the head of the Executive Service). 

Yoither HERDERG nor I ordered Kriminal'aekrei 9- tf! • BOSCITMT and 
filEISS to take part in the execution of the order, which I consider a 

crime. HERr.ERG picked DOSCUE2T and 2REISS from among his - subordinates, perhaps 
after consulting with Dr FATER1  the head of the Executive, and initiated them 
into the activities they were to carry out. In our discussion HMDE2G had 

already/ 
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alreedy asked me for nOSCHERT as driver. I myself would never have thought 
of sending a leriminnlselenetaer as a driver and because of the very short 
time I hed leen in KARISRUHE I C.i not even know thet.BOSCHERT could drive 
n vehicle :et all. " IREISS was rn_io chosen by BERBER  G, I did not know PREISS 
either at the tier— and I did not knit that he belonLi.ed to HERBERG's Dept 
and whether he was willing and suitable for 1-del allotted task. 	(I believe 
I can romeml:)er thet nt the time when Dr FA71.7d and HERBERG were in may office 
and HERD:FG seid he snpn6sed he bed to carry out NUER's order, either 
HER BERG or Dr FABER said, in reply to my quevion whom ho wanted to take 
with him, that he did not know that yet, but thet he already had "a few 
20cele at hand for sueh upeciel things" and that he than mentioned the names 
of PREISS, LAITCLE and KROKO7S:I.). 

I do not remember now whether HERBERG first notified me that he 
had found in PREISS the official prepared to carry nut the action or whether 
he came straight to me with the latter and with 	fcr the secrecy pledge 
procedure. If, as they say, they did come to me, the7 had at any rate 
elrendy been initiated into Their allotted task byHEReiRG, (Had HERBEPG 
not assured 	himself of their willingness, 1 wnuld have run the risk of 
ene of them refusing to carry out 	order in front en7 me; since he knew 
that his and the officers' re_ereng to no was for the purnoee of taking 
the seerecy eledge, he could only bring en official whose coneent he had 
already securedv having thoroughly acquainted him with the Winole affair. 
From these considerations end having regard to the close personal relatinnship 
between HERBERG on the one hand and BOSCHERT and PREISS on the other, I have 
not the slightest do-ebt that =El  la not only Initiated both of them into tho 
task they were to carry out hut also into the whole contents of the teleprint 
before they came to me), As 3delIZGega well asICBISS end BOSCHERT,belnnged to 
EER=G's departnients.,(there tires no.  strict division of Departments 
under tiro snel departmental head) they were according the division of duties 
plan Uareedy mentioned nbnve)p  under obligation to carry out the "Special 
Assignment" centrieed in the teleprint without the necessity of a special 
erdere, I nee-  issued any such order. 	It nay be, though — as the 
ee2leern nnerently maintain ttent when mienring them to socrecy I repeated 
to eech ineivieuel the action ,-utlined by HERREPG ("HUIP101,Pill be in charge, 
BOSCST:T drives the car end PEEISS will carry out the shooting"); I did not 
thereby issue an order but only repeated what each individuei already knew 
exactly as his task and to wW.ch he had:long agreed; before he ever came to 
me. In this way, and in thie way only, can it be explained that none of the 
officers expressed to me any indication of objection to the execution of the 
order, because he had already known for some time his assigned task and was 

prepared to carry it out. Just AS they took action oft any decree issued 
by State Security --end Office (RSHA) in cat= of "Security of Leading 
Personalities" ("Fuehrereehu%s") or "Communist 1,ffair.i" (also within the 

competence of the offieinle MBERG. BoSCHERI. and 	vLace came as a 
"Top Secret" ("Gehole eie.:Iesaehe") to tho'head of the Gestapo Office 
withnut waiting for e :,pucta! order from me, they allo regarded the teleprint 

order from NUM 	as directed 	them without having to await v. snecial order 

from me. If today tney want to infer a special "order" which came from me.  
from this supposed interview (vieeeh could only have been the swearing to 
secrecy), then I can only 	this attempt by the fact that they want to 
gloss over their acceptance without objection and their carrying out of the 

teleprint order. 

I neither gave nor passed on the order; the order eriginated from 
1 m m* and he alone is responsible for it. _ It was not neeeesary for no 

to  pass it on because generally the Dept competent to carry out the order 
was known and the officials of this Dept also accepted the order as applying 
to them, It is rtain that I did not carry out the ordered taking over 
and shootifl' of the prisoner; I have never seen the prisoner and I do not 
keow even today when, where, how and who too him over from the Criminal 

Police Depertment. 

order for the sho-tiiv; of a British nirmen there 
no other similar order issued to the Gestapo Department KARLSRUHE, whilst 

/ -5- 	I • . . • 
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I was its bend. 	It is net true that this order was preCeded by another 
teleprint to give warning of it, 	I only i.clanw thnt a short time previous 
to that n teleprint came throw, giving informatirn nf a enn-esnape of 
British airmen from a 1,1" carp n-2 ordering a generel senreTn for the 
escapees. 	That a 1-5r!tin nirman had been arrested in this cenrch within 
the area nf the State T'olice Dept 7TISRUHE And that he was inented nt the CriE-innl 'nlice Dept KA:7133lTHE only became known trs Mo thronnh the teleprinten,:en of exe -mtion. 	if Other Geo::apo Dentsreci4 ved annther 
orderrnnouncin,1 the execution under, this could only have tainan place at 
Depantrents which arrn:7ted nn eneaped nrisnner on n%0 nf 	nun 
searches an subsequentJsy 1n)tified the iZeich SecnrJ:dy Henq 0j!fiee of the 
fact. But this wes not the ease in KARLSRUEL ns the prisoner was arrested 
during n senrch carried nut by the Criminal Police). 

Having reeeivad the order it was imenssiLle for mo -to prevent its 
exentrann although I considered it a crime. if no Gennnn 	oppose or 
prevent r ministerial order I could in sn even less because of the conditions 
nf subnrdinntion. 	(The Reich SeSurity Head Office had the stottIS of a " 

• Ministry) 	Had I denied the receipt of the 	nri destroyed it a 
reminder rizAl_ii,; for therenort called fni• in the tole print by the Reich 
Security Henn Office would h've followedl no well an insisorce for us to 
tale away the prisoner on the part of the Crminnl Police epnrtment 
KOLSRUHE who had been told - according to the teleprint on der - to hand 
nver the prisoner to tine Gestapo. An investination Would have been 
instituted immediately and the destruction discrwred. The consequence of 
a destruction of and non-coxnlianee with an order could have been my would 
naturally arrest and conviction by the SS and Police court; the same would 
naturally have been the case had I explicitly refused to have such an order 
executed by my department. ' My death sontenoe would, at any rnte, have been 
the unavoidable consequence, And I could not have prevented or rltered the 
fate nf the unfortunate priooncr by sacrificing myself andnin-  family; after 

nrresn the prisoner would have been executed even before my own death 
sentenne had been effected. 	So there was nothing loft forlIatut to abstain 
fr ,m tnkinnnrt in the execution of the dreadful e-:cd; to 	of the 
order and nnt to able to prevent its execution enuce ne gn'en-.1 p.nd depressing 
spiritual disnress. 

I rote that around 19th :larch (my saint' day) and Eanter 19!4 
(date unknown) I only spent 10-12 drys with my family. in KNP7,niAD (SUDETENLIND) 
I mull not visit my fnmily since Whitsun 1944 because of the leave ban, I 
was only absent from ic,RLSRUEE dialing that time when on duty trips for periods 
of at most 5 - 6 days. 

I have given the above information to the best of myknmdedge. 
If I have forgo'lltnn anyti!l.ngi.i....x,nnrof the 212 years whnh have passed in the 
meantime nndlay 15 .11nnnfn:' retention, I bog to be given an opportunity 
to complete my statemen. 

I declare again 'Gant the order to shoot the prisoner was neither 
given nnr carried nut by me end that after most conscientious exam nation I 
cannot see how either thee or today there was any possibility of my 
preventing the execution of the order even if I had sacrticed my fate and 
that of my family. 

On Whit Saturday 1944 I afforded protection to -Are  cp.,,,nian 
airmen who had dropped by parachutefrnm shot-d;,wn plenes an• 
interference by the German population and I allowed thold to travel to the 
nearest detachment of the armed forces in PFOR:;= 	my cvra vehicles, 
for which the airmen especinlly thanked me. I  refused  the request of 

the Listrict Department of BUHL(Kin- isleitung) loth by phone and in 
writing to prnceed against a German removals contra for of DAMN-BADEN 
on account of his having afforded protection to an enemy atrma n who had 
baled out and I pointed out that the prisoner was by all means entitled 

to protection. 	Through crntinned an insistent representations to the 

Head/ 
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Head of tPe District (Kreisleitc'r) ref LAHR I dissuarled him from his intention 
to exhnue dead enemy ailnen wht. 'aaa Leen buried nt 	 Cerry in 
11:d11? -11 tn bury them outsi -e t.,e cemetery, arguin7, that 	ninnen who had 
died in captivity were alE,0 being turied with military hnnones and that those 
airmen buried in Lq12 fell 	hem:: for their couz:::-y. 	1.. _"s° instances 
show Lr attit'ide tcards s ency admen and px,:ve 	I :rula ,_aver have 
given an or 1<;r for, or carried out the Shonti.1::, 	JI2ter 20 venrs'e eeiucntion 
and trainin7 (4 years elerrentar,7 school, 9_yearz 1%-ammar Sr:to:)1", 4 years 
legal studies at th univities of .TWICH and 	 7.:.-ars training ns 
assistant lawyerefer:;.:-.,.:r)) I -fracthica co 	 1930. 
As tho inceu) of the nraetice 	in 1936, 1937, 1756 	I carried on with 
an older colleague (Lawyer DIM who can fully confirm 	did not suffice 
tomintain my family, I beeftme a civil servant in cr;.or to warn at least a 
minimum living for the maintenance of my family. Ilih(-- :v income was 
less than modest, my wife and I saved a few 	 - denying ourselves 
all personal enjoyment - which -;;ere to have cased 	fa-taro of our three 
children. 	In 	1 944 ry wife ht.11 to flee wit!. 	Ur,_,1 	frdn 
KATO:Z:0,0 whet-1 we had our family Nailing n.!.: she e:A.L,; 	tale 'ith her 
what.  she ana 	chilelren ha on thier.lcii.:s; all tne 	 of the 
flat, clothing, linen, lhoos, in short, eve 'rill 	 acquired 
throuLh our work and ::.avins, had to stay'benind and was 	The 
halfpence so laboriously soraped together had been paid into 1.{.ALBBAD 
Savings Bank and were also 	I possess today neither a hone, a lied, 
a chair nor a single pieeo 	fundturo, I have also not a single piece 
of clothia,; 02 linen; rint I wera an 14.  body hv.aloon given to my wife_ as 
a present by relatives. 

If in my 42nd year I have nothing before me after 20 rears of 
trainina, after years.Of very hard -;work and doing without.and after the 

m complete loss of the modest fruits of my work, and w11.1)Y7 raml-ly is forced 
to live on the mermy of re'atives, then it is only the t'llourft that I have 
not to reprorch myself for any guilt, itnd tly.t I was force4. tn aot as I 
di', .:i-deh 1:ept me 2,-on taking my life, as was done 	a t.- ardly -aay 
tr those ren:Ly resp,nsible. 

I have made the above statement volUntari.:y and 1,,L*•,ut compulsion. 

(Sol) Josf Lilort ;,adreas GMEINER 

Signed in my presence: 	 (S.T.d) N.F. CoRNTSH, Capt 

LONDON 
25 Sept 1947, 

Distribution 	Era 	Gar .....____. 
JAG 	 2 	Uge 

LG3(VW) 	- 
File 	- 	lsgd 

or 
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iz THE Iii,TTL;IR OF GatEAN 
IN 2HL 	OF TI-E xrurIa- OF FIFTY 

krFIC:IRS OF TIE :ZOYAL AIrZ FORCE ,H0 ESCA= 

British :ational OffiJo Charge No,  

United Nations :ar. Crimea Commission :A:ference,, 

AFFIDAVIT 
-0. 	--NO -Ow -■••• --•••• 	 ..-.. --  

I, .:lexander Paterson SCOTL:15, Lieutenant.-colonel Intelligence Corps, at 
preentstationed at the London District Prisoner of ' -ar Cage, 6/7 Kensington 
Palace Gardens, Bayswater, London, 'Z.8, make oath and aEly as follows 

1. 	I am the Officer commanding-  the lot- Crimes Interrogation Unit and am 
fluent in the German language. 

2, 	At the London District Prisoner of '-or Cage on a day in the middle of 
August 1946 I sav, ';:A.ter 111:2BE2G whose former SS rank was S, S, Hauptscharfahrer 
and whose former Police rank ..:as Kriminal Kommi:;sar and I told him that I is 
investigating the killing of an officer of the Royal ;dr Force in the neighbour..• 
hood of KARL RU: at the end of lirch 1944.   I instructed him to go into a roam 
by himself and write down what he knew about the incident. This he did and on 
or about the 22 August 1946 i his prusence I read through the stator:10Kit which he 
had written out and asked hire certain questions arising thxS 	-s a result 
of his answers various additions were made by him to his statement which together 
with the said additions Was then typed on to a stencil. The said HERBERG was 
shown a oyclo....stylcd copy of the said statement vhich he read through carefully in 
my Presence, On the 22 August 1946 after having had full opportunity to amend or 
alter it as he wished the said HERB:-J-L. signed the statement in my prosenoe. This 
statement in German comprising four sheets is iparked W.H.1. and is attached to this 
affidavit. 

3. 	The said HaBERG made and signed the statement above referred to freely 
and voluntarily and he agreed that it tress so made. No threats or promises were 
made to him in connection with it. 

I also produce th. English translation of the said HERBERG's statement 
referred to in paragraph 2 herecf, which is marked 17. H.2, and is attached to this 
affidavit. This docuwc contains a true and accurate translation into Englist 
from the Germcno  

SWORN by the said iilexandcr Paterson 3COTLL:ND 	) 

at 6 Spring Gardens in the City of ':estminster 	(SIG=) AoY6 SCTLAND. 
this fifth day of February 1947. 

BLFOL LL, 

(SIGNID) 	FILITCHLR. 

Legal Staff, 
liilitar-; Department, 

Office of the Judge Advoc: :0 G,:ncr:11, 

• 
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VOLUNT.'I(Y ST . TTelaINT  DY RI 

ID 1512 Civilian  Walter •  BEI;BEItG  

former Kriminalkommiost.sx e SS-.Lastuf  

I was born on 13 Ltk-  1935 in GIES2EN as second son of Ober-
rocierunrsrtt Heinrich ifreld)a.G and Else, nee SCILEPEe. Lfter attend- 
ing the elementary Council school for two years 	to secondary school 
(Gymnesium) r and mr.trieul"ted in 

• 	

in 1924.. !..fter this I studied law in 
GIESSEN and LIUNICE. Until 35 I was sport-inetructor in irRINICH and BONN, and 
vti;.s shorts editor for the South West German News :e.ency (1.LTTERN-.KOReESPONDENZr- 
LUI:0). `,1-ion I heerd that the 	

• 	

Police was lookinr:, for -.ersonnel for 
the career of KoLedssar, preferably with legal knowledge, an that there 
wore Rood o . portunities for promotion, I applied. I was then taken on 
in October 1934.. 	: fter seven months training -v-fith the criminal police 
D0.4.1TeLUND I was transferred to the Secret State Pol.!,  cc DORMND. Here I 
remained till stualer 1938, end-was ther teansferred to the State Police 
HQ IC:id...Si:ME, where I remained till the end. 

I joined the Party and the SS in !,pril 19331  out of idealism and 
enthusiasm. 	I was ex-.2elled from the SS however a few months later, as 
I had trie.1 to 7xove embezzlements committed by r n SS leader. I was 
re-acceeted into the SS after passinE: the Kor.i.eissaris exan an:i held 
in the em.: the rank of hauptsturmfueheer 	equivalent to my police rank. 

.".t the State Police Hg ICRLSI:UH.F.', I was finally in charre of the 
departments (Marxism, Corr:unism, radio offences) as well as 

anti-satotace actions, i:lentificr.V.o service and counter esionnee against 
err chute arents. The head of the Dellartraent 	Obermeierun srat 

end the head of Section IV Eximinaldirektor Dr I....E.:, who was my 
31K:crier. 

Since 23 or 26 : pri 1 194.5 I have been under automatic arrest an 
Gino° then have boon in B_.D?MI-BLDEN, 	 E.'DEN-11.  Dar, 1:e I.'S, 
BIDEN-BLDEN, FREIBURG, LECKLINGILUSMI and since 29 .J‘itay in MINDEN. 

In March 1944 I h d a few .1-ys leave, which I spent with r.7 parents 
in IZINZ. I cannot remember the individual dates. On one of these days 
of leave I notice that the road leading to. the country was controlled by 
1:olicemen in steel helmets. On showing my irtity-erra I asked one, of 
the sentries for the reason for -this i.easure, clnd was told here that owing 
to e mass escape of Bra.tish 	Officers from a ce.ep in STIRS': a nation-wide 
search had been ordered. 

I returned to ii_1,14::T:arc3 two Lays before the end of my leave. :.fter 
my arrival durinie the lunch hear. I was phoned at home durinr the afternoon 
by GRIN' h's secretary, a skin,: if I had already returned from I INZ, and . 
snying, I was to care to the of five. Ls far as I remember I then went to 
the office at about 1600 has and firbt visited 	office to ask the 
reason for the call. Here F:BEI. told ez that there was -a special job on 
hand. 	Iramdintely after that we ti en'. to see ti,e hear: of the Department who, 
after I had reported to hie, reed me a telepAnt and Merin: it to me to rer 
yoelf. 

s f'-r r.s I remember the teleprint emanated from the IZeichs-
sicherheitshawtant, Section IV and was headed "Top• Secret" (‘Geheirae Leichs- 
oache" ). 	It was al.lressed like all G.,:5 (Gehoime I•Leiehssachen - "Top Secret" 
Matters) to : The Head of the Office of the tate P dice Iii 
Oberrerierungsra GylEINM, 

The/ 
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Thu contents of the teleprint was approximately the following : "The 
Dritish 11,F Officer COCIER..11 (I was told the nnme during my interrogation 
in laTIEN, I could not remenb0r it) who has been recaptured inside 
the are% of thF.t Department, is to be moved in the direction of Si',GLN 
Immediately by car. During this love he is to be shot. 	The body 
is to be h-nded over for creLLation to the nearest crematorium after 
ir.vinf; been released by the State :ottorney in question. 	The death 
certificate is to be sent here. Only a restricted number of persons 
may have knr A-Iludge of the contents of the teleprint. 	These persons 
are to be especially bound to silence by hand-clasp". 

The teleprint ber-an, if I remember correctly, with the words : "By 
order of the Rcichsfuchrer SS is the • • • ". 	It was signed, 
"MUELLER, Gruppenfuehrer". 

.after I had noted the contents of this letter, the head of the office 
METTER explained to me that I was to carry out this order. Greatly 
shocked by this order, I begged him to entrust someone else with it 
T=ut I was told that I had nothing to do with the matter itself, since 
r{EISS hod been selected for this, all I hod to do was to negotiate 
with the State ,Ittorney and the crematorium, as neither BOSCBERT, 
wha had been selected as the driver, nor PREISS were capable of doing 
this. I than draw attention to the fact that I was still on leave. 
But even this excuse did not work, as I was told that I would get 
another day off fcr it 	Thereupon the sequence of events was 
discussed, FABER and I both pointed out to a21INER that this order 
was impossible to execute, as no State Lttorney would lend himself to 
this and issue a death certificate, 	If I remember correctly FABER 
and aMEINER then wanted to refer back to BERLIN and point cut these 
difficulties, I did not know or cannot remember whether this 
happened. In any c' se it was arranged that with due regard to these 
diffi-mitics we would not drive in the direction of SAMN, i.e. to 
tue st, but to the west namely to MiTZWEILER, as there was 
0' 	teriuri there -.112 the issue of a death certificate would not meet 
with difficulties. I was also told - I do not remember by when -
that we were to stop at - suit-ble spot and order the prisoner to 
urinate. after everything h-a thus been arranged in detail, DOSCHERT 
and PREISS, who had been ordered to the anterocm ITGMEINLR's 
secretary on his orders, -Ili who were waiting there, were brought in. 
If I remember correctly FLBER and I had to leave the room because 
GMEINCR wanted to talk to these two officials alone. After a short 
time the conference continued. The order was also given that we 
were to start early next mornio:, I believe half past six was fixed. 

I must also point out 	t only here duriug the 0:ocussion did I learn 
that one British Pil:t :',Ti.cor who had esc , :ed from SA:,N had been 
recaptur,  d 	the $v, 'ss frontier, whether by a member of the Frontier 
Police Canmissariat LC.: RA,.-  or by a customs officer I do not know. 
I only learned that he had been brought in the meantime from LON OH 
to KARLSRUHE. I also do not know why this officer was handed over to 
our office, i.e. the Secret State Police, as usually this came within 
the sphere of the criminal police. I also did not enquire into this 
at the time or later on, as everything conneco.d with the affair 
seemed so frightful to me that I did not wish to learn any more about 
it. 

...ftcr the end of this conference in TEINFIR's office I went with 
FABER to his office. I hero asked him again to make representations to 
GMEINER to release me from this t'sk, as it was too dreadQa for me. 
But this request too had no success, as I was told that I was now in 
the know an:1 no additional person was to know about this affair. As 
far as I remember, we drove next morning at about 7 o'clock from the 

office/ 
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office to the prison in ETTLINGEN to collect the British officer locked 
up there. At the office everything had been ready for departure. No 
further discussion regarding the whole matter had taken place between 
us, as everything was clear from the conference on the previous afternoon. 

Vie rode in a green Mercedes car, Type V 170, BOSCHERT drove. I sat on 
his right whilst PREISS sat in the back with the officer. I had seen him 
for the first time in' the ETTLINGEN prison. Me was about 21 years old, 
about 1 metre BO tall, slim, long face, reddish—blonde hair, pale 
complexion;  and as far as I remember, freckled. He Spoke German well, 
wore a uniform dyed lilac—violet and nithout insignia, which could 
identify him as an officer or soldier. He had been handcuffed according 
to orders,' If I remember correctly BOSCIIERT had put on the handcuffs. 
It is possible that I told the prisoner in the prison or during the drive 
that he would be taken to a camp and from there would be returned with 
other recaptured officers to SAGAN. He did net tell me anything about 
his escape, as he said that he had had to give his word of honour to 
the British Camp Senior to keep silent on all the circumstances of the 
escape. 

We drove from the ET7LINGEN prison to STILMOURG and from there to 
NATZWEILER. The carrying out of the order was however postponed by us 
repeatedly and in silence for reasons comprehensible in themselves, as 
naturally a conversation on this subject was not possible. It thus 
happened, that owing to our lack of knowlerIge of the country we 
suddenly found ourselves almost at the entrance to the concentration 
camp NATMEILER. We therefore turned round and drove back on the same 
road, I cannot remember whether we gave an explanation to the officer. 
There is however the possibility that we told him we had lost our way. 

A small track branched off the main roal. about two km from the point. 
where nu turned back and led up a slight incline. After about 30 or 
40 metres we stopped the car. I got out, with the explanation that I 
wanted to urinate. Ilready standing outside the car, I now asked, or 
requested BOSCHERT to ask the prisoner if he too wanted to urinate. 
I cannot remember:t any rate BOSCHERT, FREISS and COCIMAN now got out 
of the car also. 	The car was parked on the right hand side. 	I now 
continued to walk along the track for 15-20 meti.es while COCHRAN stood 
on the left side of the road a few metros in front of the car. 	I just 
had stopped with my back to the car, when I already heard the shot and 
shortly after that a second one. 'Then I turned round, COCHR'N was 
lying on the ground and EFEISS was standing by him pistol in hand, 
while BOSCHERT stood between him and, the car. According to ray memory 
this was about three or four metres in front of the car, for we had only 
a few stops to walk to pit the corpse into the care 	I myself did not 
stand next to FREISS during the °poi-el-don, as I knew that the terrible 
thing was now to happen, ar.'f 	oculd not look at it, When I returned 
COCHRAN lay, as far ar, I remeer, with his face to the ground. He had 
been shot in the beck of the :1e4to., Ls I saw immediately afterpthe 
bullet had come out of the ricer eyo, Death must have been instantaneous. 
The second shot hard lodged in the left shoulder blade. After we had put 
the corpse on an old car blanket, we laid it in the back of the car and 
drove to the Ca-f[47. 	There I reported to the Commendant, who however, 
was not there. I was shown in to his deputy lhose name I cannot 
remember, although it was told me durin7 my inerrogation at NINDEN on 
29 Me.y. I told him that we had been unlucky, one prisoner had 
escaped and had been shot in flight. He smiled meaningly and said 
that he was already in the picture. I do not know where he got his 
information from and I asked no questions, as I was relieved not to 
have to talk any further about this matter. He also asked if I now 
wanted a death certificate. When I said yes, he led me into another 

house where the registrar's office was, run by an official of the criminal 

police. 	I repeated the matter to him in the same words as I had used 

to/ 
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to the deputy cemmandent, Hel  however, refused to issue a death 
certificate on the grounds that death had tal-en place outside the 
camp, and in such a case he tires not competent and was not allowed to 
do so, The Camp doctor who had been oalled in took the same view, 
Even my pointing out that I had to produce the death certificate in the 
highest quarters was fruitless, L death certificate was not issued. 

Meanwhile the body had been taken into the crematorium. I do not 
know whether this was done by BOSCHERT and FREISS or by prisoners, 

-According to orders I then sent a tcleprint to the office in KARLSRUHE 
for WIFER saying that the matter had 7oen settled. We then began 
the return Journey. In KARLSRUHE weere I reported by telephone I 
think to GMEILER I was reproached with not having been suffieicntly 
pushing and with not having a death ourtifiunte, Weether this was 
obtained later I do not know, 

Several days after my return from NL:SWEILER - it won on a Sunday 
afternoon - I was called out of a cinem.a at about 	hrs where I was 
seeing a perfomnanee, and was taken by car to (ZIE?..i\I:n,le flat, 	Here 
it was revealed to rte that Y to go to DEittri immediately as according 
to a telephone call or a teleprint the report sent there to the RSHt) 
did not conform with their reeeirements, 

I had to take al-ng a few sheets of paper with the letter head of the 
office, which had been signed in blank by GMFTNER, &wing to the lack 
of train connections I was driven by oar to ",eZEFURT, and continued 
the journey from there by the night exprcee to BERLIN. according to 
orders I was to report to Grupponfuchrer HME=R at 9 o'clock. owing 
to the train being late I only arrkved in the late afternoon, and 
therefore only reported on Tuesday mornine, 

=LER was very indignant about the repor from KLkeOeumE. 11e 
deplored we had no imagination, every report sounded alike, I thus 
learned that WO, i.e. the KLRLSRUHE office, had not boon the only 
one to have to carry out such an order. 	LER then made me give 
him a description of the locality and then dictated himself the report 
which wns taken down by a secretary on the sheets of blank paper 
signed by GMEINER which I had brought with met, Thereupon I was 
dismisse(1„ I returned the same night to KZflLSRUHE and reported to 
GXEINER the next morning. 

The report by MUELLER was made out to read that on a pereetAire  oeceAvring 
the British officer had leapt away in all 11r3Uct1-.10.1 moment and had thrin 

been killed ley two shot-5 eeelelg the puroult„ 

I have made tie,  ebevu ytatcmeet completely voluntarily and without 

Walter HERBERG 

Signed in my presence : 

LONDON 
22 Lug 46 

Distribution :- 
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) AP SCOTLLND, Lt-^.o1, 
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MD/JAG/FS/22/2(2G) 
CGCH/GK 

THE IZTTER OF GEKYT 	CRIT:ES LND 
IN THE MLTTE OF THE KILLING OF FIFTY 

OFFICERS OF THE am.,L 	FORCE ...'HO ESCLPED 
FROM STLIJW LUFT III Si%GAN, ON 24/25 MLRCH 1944 

British National Office Charge No. 

United Nations ;r.r Crimes Commission Reference. 

LFFID2,VIT 

I, Antony Frederic Aime InIERT-TERRY, Maki- Intelligenoe Corps, at present 
stationed at the London District Prisoner of 'jar Cage, 6/7 Kensington Palace 
Gardens, Bayswater, London, W. -1., make oath and say as follows :- 

1. I am an interrogator 'Al the staff of the Liar Crimes Interrogation Unit 
and am fluent in the German 1-nguare. 

2. On or about the 17 July 1946 Lieutenant-c,lonel -.P. SCOTLTD, MY 
Ramanding officer, gave me a document purporting to contain a statement made 
By/Otto PREISS whose former S.:; rank was S.S. Staffelsturmscharfuhrer and 
whose former Police rank was Kriminal Sokretar. 	Acting cn Lieutenant-colonel 
L.P. SCOTLAND's instructions I saw the said PREISd and asked him whether this 
was in fact a statement typewritten by him. 	He agreed that it was and I 
thereupon pointed out to him various spelling and grammatical mistakes therein, 
together with suggested corrections, 	I asked him whether he was willing that 
these corrections should be made to the statement dp: he 	that he .17/a5 so 
willing. 	The amended statement was thereupon typed out on to a stencil and the 
said PREISS was shown a cyclo-styled copy thereof. After having had full oppor. 
tunity to amend or correct it as he wished the said PREISS signed the statement 
in my presence, on the 17 July 1946. 	This statement consisting of five sheets 
is marked 0.P.1. and attachcd to this affidavit. 

3. The said PREISS assented freely and voluntarily to the making of the 
amendments referred to above. 	No threats or promises were made to him in con- 
nection with them. 

4. I also produce the Engloih translation of the statement referred to in 
paragraph 2 hereof, which is marked 0.P.2. and attached to this affidavit. 
This document contains a true and accurate translation of the German into English, 

SWORN by the said Antony Frederic Lime IMBERT-TERRY 

at 6, Kpnisington Palace Gardens, London, this 5th 

day of February 1947. 

BEFORE tE, 

) (Signed) A. F./1 	TERRY, 
Major. 

(Signed) F.G. F1LETCHER, 
Major Legal Staff, 
Military Department, 
Office of the Judge Advocate General. 
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IN 	 !;,-R 	4110 
;IILLIIIG 02 I-71:72Y 

OFPICM4 OF '.21i1.1 -.:0-Y.1;•.1., ',IR. 203:C1; . 11:0 •L'SC,..;e73D 
ST.,L4ta LUFT 	03: 24:2',.;  

73ritis!-. 	 lio.  

United i:ations :Tar Crimes Com,.;i• 	hefifence.  

4• 2 I D .L V I 

I, .blexander Paterson SaY31-11D, Lieutenant-colonel Intelli:;once Corps, at 
present stationed at t he London District Prisoner of 'Jar Ca.i,e, 6/7 Kensirviton 
Palace Gardens, Bayswater, London, 	8., make oath and say as follows 

1. 	I am the Officer Corimandirm, the 'Tar CriLles Interro:ntion Unit and am 
fluent in the Ger:::an language. 

26 	4..t the London District Prisoner of ',Jar Ca ;e on a play in the middle of 
July 194 I saw Otto PREIS'S whose fori.ler SS rank was S.S. StaL'elsturischar-
ftihror and whose former Police rank was 33ri;:in..)1 Solzr,:tqr r nd I explained to 
him that I was investigating the .1i.111.n...", of art officer of  the  Poybr Air force 
in the neighbourhood of 	 ai)out the end of ;:arch 1944, and asked 
him whether he knew anything aholit the incidern• 	'Ale said PR-4.3L3S replied that 
he did and that he would like to -nke a stnte:,ent in this re.;ard. 	I instructed 
him to ap into a room by himself and type out his stn t :lent on a typewriter 
which I provided for the purpose. 	On or about the 17 July 191+6 I rend through 
the statement which he had t:Tevn-itten but was dissatisfied both with the spelling 
and tho 	thereof. 	I therefore ordered 3:ajor '2LIIRY, an officer under my 
command, to show the statement to the said DR1:316S and to point out to hi:; the 
.701.1matical and spollin;r :listakes -..4hich he had ;:ade and to ask the said =SS 
whether ho would allo,.7 then to be correcte:. 

3. 	I have been shown the affilavit .;worn 	i.njor TERRY. on 5th February 
1947 and the docu;aent :larked 0.P.1. attachJd thereto, -,nd I certify that the 
substance of this dec.:a...hunt is thfl, which 1'or:::ed the substance of the .statement 
typewritten by the said :Ma 	,j instructions, to ;other with certain amend- 

4, 	The said MISS Linde the statement of which the docuz..ent :..arked 
contain• the substance, freely and voluntnrily and he ar,reed that it was so made. 
Ilo threats or promises wore made to hi,.. in connection with it. 

3..fORII by the said ;,lex., ndor Pater ..on 6004L4,ND 

at 6 Kensington Palace C n•delis, London 

this fifth day of February 1947 

BM'ORE 1:13, 

'(SIallED 	SC07.1144•ND. 

 

I:a ilor, 
Legal staff, 

::ilitnry Department, 
Office of the Jud:le 4.,dvocite Cronor't 1. 
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Report ;o:  71CIWL1r/1252  (a) 	L 

s Ref :VJAMPS/22/2(2,) )  

COWIDETTTI:;L 

	

7OLUIITARY  	 

TT) 1)4.57 Civ1.11.n Otto PRETSS 

Per 	' det 11 • 

I'''z.]ISS was I.-KJ/sr. on the 21.7.06 at ES(21,312iACE, 
Dist 	 CERiAlii. 	There I .3.ttend(-ii the (1 ..)1, :7111-,ary school for 8 	dith sucrxts, 	After my r,,:leaso from schoc.:1 I 	worked at a 

	

fnetory, then at a hr:.rdwarc-:C?: 	Du ins the first 3 yer-rs 
rf'to.r I had left school I als3 ntterded a continuation . school. 

In Spring 1925 I aptlied for enli.5.-.tnic....nt with the radon 
civil police ( ",-dische Schutzr:,lizci). 	L.2ter I had passed my entrance 

.LEIDELP,ERC.71, I joined the NARLSRIBIE preparatory police - 
school en the 10.'1.1925. 	T.ho training lasted for two ye-,rs. 	After 
takin7; 	0.4.171. I was transferred tc 	on the 1.10,1927 for further 
t,...aining. 	On the 1.10.1925 I vi-,3 sent from the Police-Ls-pad. (7.1undort- 
schaft) WALDSHIJT to the emersency police at MANIIIiEL, where I 	first 
used for emergency - duty, ar...d later on for road-patrols. 	After takin,,, 

in the year 1 937 I been= a permanent official, and at the same 
time I 'tilaS promoted to the rani: of Yolizcihauptwr.:.chtmoiSter. 	After 
that I worked with 	7.A1.11.Mati police until 1.6.1939. 

Cdn the 1,..-;.,193(' I 	t-...-:-.Qasferreli to the Secret police 
(Gostr:,d.)) 	.r11.17L8'R;"1:3!?.. 	first 	in the press-departnient, then 
in Dept II 	47:1■3 l.ter 	1. / 1 c. 	The wo:-.-1,1 of this dept. 
was of an economic r.ature, ecc.),,or.3.0 3abotage, breaTh 	emplopr.ent c 
tract, :‘-rd foreizn worker.:. 	I wo.r.-',;.cd ia this dept up to the end of 
the vr:r. 

In Sent v-142 I was -prory../!- .::J to the ran's. of Kriminalsokre- 
'During .ny E.crti.vf ty 	th tho. ...leotz.i.pe  I 	1;.ndor the Dept. 

Chiefs 	SS.-Hauptrturr,1 uelirer 	 sar,  , SS-Jaersturm- 
fuchfc:.N and Kriminalkopnictasar RLTI=i;.112, and lastly under 2:7,-Obersturtir.'ueh-
rcr and Kriminalkommissr•-, ZELLER. 

Senior to these Department Chiefs was Director and 3S-Sturra- 
bce-mfi,ehror Dr. :10A;IER, Chief of Dept II and finally Dept IV. 	The Chief 
of thy; entire Secret Police Headquarters was Oberregic,vingsrat and SS-
Obersturnt a.nnfu,:hrer 

Con:ler/Jim' the  matter JAI hand: 

it the ono_ r March 1944,   I heard it our office, Oestapo 
police Dc..t (Staatspolizeistelle) KARLSRUE, Reichsstrasse 2/4., GE'REANY 
that a na.ion-v,i'k3 .mrdalind been 	c'. foot, 	At the sans„ time it be- 
came known by hearsay at our ),?fice that prisoners-of-war had escaped 
from at*L4117, ana that this was the reason far the setting on fxst of the 
nation-wide search. I myself and our Department IV 1 c had nothing 
to do with the search. Vurther, nothing moro In.s mentioned about this 
affair, since our. Department, as airenCy mentioned, had nothing to 6.0 
with this „c• arch. Shortly afterwards it was once n&ain made known by 
word of Tiouth that inis search v/7.3 
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A few days later, I am no longer able to remember the exact 
day, but it was still in 'arch, at midday r:und about 1600 hrs, I wes 
oreercd to report to the Chief Oberregierungsrat and SS-Obersturaann- 
fuehrer adre,IFIER. 	There were present Ge71.,:nER, SS-Fauptsturmfuehrer and 
Kriminalkommisser HERBERG, Kriminalseltretaer BOSCHeRT and myself. 

-t the subsequent discussion between the Chief )f the 
Gustare Felice Dept KAPLSRUHE at Peichsstrasse 24, SS-Oberstuembannfuehrer 
and Oberregierungsrat G„Da7ER, SG-Hauptsturmfuchrer and Kommisser HERBERG, 
Sekreteer BOSC'f!TaT and myself,Sekretaer PREISS, the SS-Oborsturmbannfuchrer 
at m,' P 	‘; far rs I remember, the followine, declaration: 

'e Cerce Officers have useal?c:. fro;,  the PoW Camp 
Deei-, “ee 	 scre7ch seta) :e' them :,cr. e recaptured. 

One rirman was also recaptured in our territory. ,rurthermore Oi,,EITTER 
declared that in accerdence with a toloprint from BERLI", treated as a 
Secret State matter ( geheime Rcieesseche), it was ordered that the 
escapees were to be shot. 

I cannot reee :eer \ -hether the telul,rint was aunt by the 
Reich Security Fe. .d Office ( ::cleieleicherheitshaul?tamt ), or by the Head 
of Dept IV, SS-Obergruppenfuehrer MUELLER. " I have informed you of the 
order, ane. I erAer you to celey it out". 	In answer to my question whether 
the escapees irla been senteneedisdeclered 33-0bersturMbannfuehrer 
"The order has been given, and is to be carried out. No discussion is 
allowed. 	I m:self bear the responsildlity, and I have 2iscuseed with 
HERBERG how the matter is to Ile carried jut." Fe made HERBERG responsible 
to him. 

the same time it was arranged to use BOSCHERT as a driver. 
.Ls f-r 	141,77JEIR 	:of.; the order to carry eut the sheeting. 

zae.e -c:eie cur atrentien was drawn to the necessly of keeping the 
affeir secret, ane 1,e weee 1-,eeee thet otherwise we ehee'id have te take 
the consequences. Lftee the-, .:nfor:.nce 	 BOSCHMT and myself 
went to HERBERG's offaee. 	HET=d3r, 	eLled then that the responsibility 
was Ge.BINER's and that the sheeles was to be ca-eled out from behind. 
HE:VI-MG then declared t'eet I mleht ro, oo all further ie-rangements for 
the :kurmeey were beirE; ereanad Le-  70=- ::77. 

Ore the fellewing day, at eeoet 07.30 hrs I went to my 
office at Reichastrasse 24. Immediately afterverds HERIERG called me 
to him. BOSCH= was elrerdy present. From HERBERG's office the three 
of us went into the yard anfl to the private car waiting there. This was 
at about 08.15 hrs we got into the car, and BOSCHERT drove the vehicle to 
the police-prison ETTLIHGEN and put the vehicle into the prison yard. 
After we had alighted from the car all three of us went to the prison 
office. In this office three of the prison administration officials were 
present. HERBERG talked things over with one of these men. I myself 
steed in the passage of the erison and looked into the room. ShorUy 
after that y prisoner was breught in, whom I saw for the first time. It 
was a elanbetween twent/ and thirty years. Whether the prisoner was man-
acled when he appeared I cannot remee:ber any mere. After tbeut 5 - 10 
minutes the ?rico= was taken over by HERBERG and led to the car. I 
now saw thrt the prisoner was manacled. 

:,bout 9 o'clock HEEDERG, BOSCHERT the prisoner, whose name 
I do not lelew and whom I hr_ 	never seen, and I get into the car. 
130fICHEZ'11  at at the wheel, HER:;ERG in the front en -.JOSCHT's right, the 
yrisener in the back er the left, and I in the back 	the riEht beelidc 
the ;1.-isener. 	hER5ERC, BoccTala an? :1,yaelf were armed with T_Lity pistols 
(Diensteistolcn) 7.65 1-37 	 HE:WRG vTo holding a map in his (.and 
and ordered '70SCHERT to stert. With the aid of: th:1.13 map HEMESG geve 

.3CH711. the driving directions. The journey was from ETTLIIT;EH to 
STRASSDTTRG and from there on tc the Concentration Can FATZWEILER. I 
myself ca nversed with the prisoner. During the journey I gave the priso-
ner peppermints and smokes. In front of the Concentration Camp BC/SOHEiC 
turned the car round and drove the same way back. 

• • •/3 
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`Just before a bi; bend r i,ath br:Inched off to the left in !: w.:,ot.1 7 :nd 

DOSCHERT drove along there. 	After about 200 metros T3O;-.01ERT stop;.ed th,.; 
car. 	'.7c: all ;:ot out and wr.rrt abc:ut 20 metres awry Prom t 
701(.7„ =lit on the right silt-2 	the prisoner, I on the 1,-Tt cf the rrisoner, 
and I30SCEInT half-left ■-..ehind rae. 	HERLEriG converseiith,-; riy: her. 
At that timo the handcuffs were still 	 the:, stc Oe'1 the 
ylristiner, turned him, tewards the iorost and gnre 	1,he 	t.) 
I their fired. 	J30:1".HERT 	ab-ut 5r:i away fro:.-, :nu to my left. 

I must say here, t'lat T r:tfAcd in my first stntements th:a 
the first shut we 	int- the heart. 	Th:1  s is not -6ne of  r3. 	I withur-m.  
this sentenen in -y f]rvt stato:lent, 	Ceclare tir.t t-o first sh,t was 
from 1;ohinri iristhe hone... 	The piste', drid net inite t' uch his he.,d. 
Thu priscrer full 	the r,-,und and HFT3TTG assertaired that 'Leath was 
instant-.ncous. 	As the Urdy of the pris ,ner was still 4-7:_iching slightly 
on the z.r.und, 	requested MG 	fire anther stet. 	I believe 
th ,t F:Tr.a((.1 usca the word coup-de-jraec ( Cnadenschuss ). 	I then 
fir :e-  ,- mther shot into the regi.on of the heart 	the prisoner lyiry 

Y.,e 

	

	 -;oth shots were carried -,ut with the pistol 7.65 LWI 
( Dienstpistole ) mark Walter. 

I declare that the ./hole incident was car• red uut jus t as 
I I 	describe it, and as it was discussed in KAQL3RU!1.; Reichsstrayse 
in , 	office in the - Tesence of the three of us. The executi on 
t .ok place between 11 and 12 o'clock. 

EY)._3ERG had ascertained that the man was dull, 
1303C1DrZT went to the car, frool which he brought a blanket in which the 
body WC's wrappe'l. 	4xfter that the body was but &nto the car. BOSCHERT 
drove the vehicle to the Concentration Camp. In front of the office 
30SCHT:RT stofpel the car .11d we alighted. HEIRDEaG went to thu office 
and r',turnoC, after about half an hour recempanied by an SS-Puehrer. 
vvivA his name was •an.l what ,T;:"DERG talke about at thu cffice I do not 
know, n s nothing was tentioned about this in my ?resence. 

HT=RO 	that CS-:'uchrer from the ConcentraA. )n Carer 
then went off together, At the sal time a SS-Scharfuchrer or Oberschar- 
fuehrcr appeared, stez,ed onto the runningboard of itho car and ordered 
1=CHERT to drive on. 	I myself remained 36%110.ini; n front of the office 
and waite2. for about calf an 11-,ur. 	̀J hen_ came an 6.7,-tIn aa t 	tc 
clme into the building, which could be seen about f,-C6 metros away from the 
spot where I was standing. 	I wont there and met -tETP.:',E`IG and 17.0SCHERT 
with the car. 	\7e went int:, this building, and I ascertained that it was 
the cantcan and stores eta. buildinF (WirtschaftsL;ebneude). 	After ;.(J 
had had something to eat, we get into the car and drove back the sane 
way we hal come from ETTLITIGEY. We did not talk on the way. At STR,133- 
11URC a short rest was taken, and HE1?T1:2:)C, went to -the office of the 
Cc r:t -- STRASSNMC. After half an hour we went on from STASKiURG to 
:..1,? 1,S.T.;13 and stop .led in front of the office at Reichsstrasse 24. 

Nothity more was said about this incident. At the end of 
May 19/4, it mi,:,;ht also have been June of the same year, HER: ERG rang me 
up on the tele:*_;ne and told me on the telephone ayoroximately the follow- 

irks: 

"To-morrow morning at 7.30 at the start of duty we •are 
making a 	luty-j-larney by car, you, BOSCHERT and I". 	I explained 
to hip that I had no timO owini; to excess of work. 	"That does not matter", 
he s.lid" we start at 7,30". 	I asked what was the mati...er. 	To that he 
talswered:"Everythins: to-morr 	Luring the journey. After this telephone- 
conversation, it might have been half an hour later, 30SCHERT appearel in 
my office. 

• • WI* 
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I aske4:1. what wes the matter. 	As a 4r1-ty7lst was sittiL .  in ffly 
he only answered : You'll hear :11.1 nb:nt it to-morrow". 

LhirinT the :-urns;; :n ihe next lay =E' explaineA t;.,at 
the j(urney was to 	 To lAy question wh'It we -ere t() 	thJr., 
HE BERGdeclarea that out of the she:U.1v by 7r."-er, we ...,re to reconstrect 
n shootin -  while escapilv:. 	In S113A3SARG sh rt nit w ,s 	-nd 
:TR:E7Z'.1 went .cnin to the office of the Step. there. 	ftcr a quart :r 
of 	h ,ur 	rcturnea 	an: 	lrwe en to NATWEILER. 
On errival there we went to the office of the Ccncentration Ctn.:. 	In the 
office there was a SS-Obersturmfuehrer whom 1 hod never seen. Ue 
chcut all sorts of thin3s, only net about th-.1,..rich had taken lac 
7 or 8 aeeks before. After a conversation of about an hour, it mi:ht 
then ha-re beer. nearly 12 o'clock, - v went tegether to -Ole st_res etc 
1)uililing, where wo haa eaten the first time. 	There we rto with the Oter- 
stumfuehrer and other members of the Cuncentrztion Camp. hfte- the 

_.0'iC1-2-iler left with iENLEIN.! and the SS-Obersturmfuehrer by car. 
- short title the return:. The S3-Obersturmfuehrer 

al 7_ I !ot )hat: t.e car with -IC:K.2'12T and HERTARC after which we drove 
to:ck t 	 Zvin 37ASSAMG. 	I noticed a container in the cor, and 
.skell  wh-t h_ve you t; t in there. 	To this HE-7T.--ZG answered that the 
urn of the man wh) had been shot was inside the c ,ntainer. 

Only then ('1d I realize that the Airman who. ha'. been shot 
then ha: been cremated. 

'Ye stopped between =MILER and ST7d,SUI31Pla. I do not 
know any more whereabouts, this was. Now HERBERG ex-olainei. that Ober-
sturmbannfuehrer GAEINER had ordered that a plan of escape r%s to be re-
constructed, in which the airman was supposed to have been shot. I re-
torted at that time that the whole affair did not seem to be above board. 
It Was clear ground, and HERBERG suggested that we had stopped here and 
the prisoner had used the opportunity to escape, whereupon all three of 
us hae shot at him. The airman was dead and was then taken into the 
Concentration Camp. 'hERBERG suggested making the report in this-:,ense. 

fur as I remember he also mentioned that he would report to a_:,3INER 
in this sense, as of course he was responsible. 

After about half an hour we k:tot  into the car and drove on 
to STPJSSBURG. There we stopped and all throe of us writ to the office. 
HETTMG wont to the senior officer there, while DOSCIMRT and I went to 
see some comrades who had been transferred to the STRA:ZBURG office from 
KARLSRUHE. There we stayed up to about 1800 hrs. • After that we drove 
back to KARLSWHE. At the office in STRASSBURG nothing was said about 
our being there. 

few days after this journey, HERBERG sent r,r me again 
tc his o0fiee, and explained to me that I was to take the report drawn 
up by him and the S3-0bersturmfuehrer (VEIVER dealing 7:ith the escape of 
the PI:: airman, to BERLIN. 	I suggested to him to let - OSCHEaT drive there. 
To this he answered that as I had no ether dependents at KARLSRUHE it 
mule be easier for 114 to do the journey. Thereupon I consented and 
drove with the repootptich had been drawn up by KERBERG and C73TER, to 
LERLIN. 

I was commissioned by HERBERG to hand in the report at 
the waiting room of the head of Dept IV, SS-Obergrupponfuehrer MUE=, 

Lrbrecht Strasse. That I did. After the SS-Oberstureuehrer, 
Ao was in the waiting reom, had handed the closed envelope in to /14. :LEER, 
I was allowed to go. I did not sec :NELTEIZ. As alrea4 mentioned the 
SS-Ctersturrafuchrer who was in the waiting room handed the closed enveloe 
to NUET,TRIZ, and when he appeared he said that the matter was in orjer. 
I cannot say what was written in this report, as I did not read it. 

• 
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this :)-:.crtunity I must 1)oint out that, as 30SC!-  
eY.plainel to me, :al documents were drawn up by HER3ERG 7nd 

and that.no one else was allowed to know the contents. 

I also want to r..C.d that I assume that at the time of the 
vary iirst discussion the secret matter of State may 'cave come via 3$- 
0berEruenfuehrer .J,:SELLER or direct from him, seein4 that I 1-1,1 to -and 
the report to SS-Ober!ruo:onfg:ehrer MU ER. 

After this journey about eight days may live elapsed, 
when I:ETMG asked f:)r me a.,;ain. 	He told me that I was to t..kr the urn 
with th.; ashes of the former airman to the Yripo Head Of .'ice (Kri- .:-Itit- 
stelle) at DRESLAU. 	In reply I asked him whether that lat'er had not yet 
been settled. 	Also mentiancC that, as it seemed the incident had given 
several gentlemen a headache. HERBE:C did not answer that one. On the 
next day, -the4 this was I do not remember any ..ore, I wont to DRESUU and 
handed the urn -nd a letter from the affice to the Chief there in ex- 
change for a receipt. 	The matter was not discussed. !.fter returning 
to KAUSRWE an' handing the: recci:t to HERBEYIG 1 hoard nothing more about 
this ,gatter until my interrogation on the 1 xg.6.1946 at .1:1110E11. 

About my handing over the urn at .:RESLAP, I want t c add 
that trio then Chief of the Kripo asked me how things were with the Kripo -t 
KAM.SRILE. Thereupon I exldined to him that I came from the St- o. 
How ho 6.t that idea still puzzles me today, for he 1:6x at me at first 
in surpn:se. 

I conclusion I declare, that as far as I ..111 still ble 
to remember this matter to-day, I have aritten down the whole truth. 	I 
am willin to swear on oath before a court to this r..y acc.unt, which at 
the same time represents my statement. 	Should there -)e 
I -1m willi4-  to clarify it to the best of my knowledge. 

In connection with this matter, I be to be allowed to 
write 	'y own attitude. 

I declare that I only .cted in aacore.ancc with )rden,i, 
and not because Jr my own free will, ',Jut 	as.flETiDER.0 also said, the 
whole matter was worked out by the Chief M,;-Obersturmbannfuehrer GIETER. 
I do not consider myself guilty, but state however that since the position 
is now said to be different, I am now incriminated by this matter. 

This was my first and last execution. 

I have male the above statement voluntarily and without compulsi.m. 

(sgd) Otto rRERm 

iii:ned in :ay presence: 

(sd) A.F.A.I. TERRY, Major 

L 	C . 

17 Jul 46 

DIST-RI3UT107: 	CO' TES: 
1 

J.A.G. 	 2 

File 	 5 
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O... 	 CRI.ES END 
IN TIE 	 irei: KILLIL.G OF laPTY 

	

0,..FIC.r.',,tS Of THO 1:0YAL 	113:?01:.; WHO 1:',SCAFED 
STALAG 	S.-.C-AN ON 24/25 	1944 

	

Britis Natl..onal 	Ch r,;(: No. 

Unitcd Nation.: War Cri,,;.s Commission RJcrence  

A P 	I  DAVIT  

I, AL:xan - ,:r Patcrson SCOTL....!.D, lieutenant-colonel Intellicnce Corps, at 
present stationed at the London ::istrct Prisoner of War 	c, 6/7 Kensington 

LondoL, W. 8, make oath and s y as follows :- 

1. 	I am the Of 	Colamandl-.• 	4 r Crimes Interrot2ation Unit and am 
fluent in the German lanua:Te. 

2. 	At the London District CrEe 
BOSCHERT whose former SS Rank war 
was Kriminalsekre -0.17, and cxo'-4-  
killing of an officer of the Roy.. 
at about the end of ifiarch 190,, 

He said that he wish,.. 
refore instructed him to go 

mcnt in his own handwriting. Wh 
written, and after asking him -- 
ion thereof to which he rLplicl, 
to be typed on to a stencil. 	Ti. 
of the typewritten statement, and 
or alter it as he wished he sigh.  
This statement 	 1-.  
to this affidavit. 

on or about 13th January 1947 I saw He 
Un: c`-..-mfuchrer and whose 2ormer Police Rank 
5 to him that I was investiinr: the alleged 

1 Air Force in the neiThbourhood of KLI-ZIASRUIE 
n3 a:iked him whether he knew anything about the 

to make a statemnt in this reard and I 
to a room by himself and to set out the state» 
n he had finished I read through what he had 
r•.in questions in er.l.iplification and clarificat-
ma3e arrangem(.nts for the amended statement 
sp'l -tritizIr was shown a cyclo-styled copy 

aftr h.wing had full opportunity to ruacnd 
1 it in my presence on the 14th January 1947, 

nrce sheets is marked 	1 and attached 

3. 	The said bOSCHEta male the ';AtchIctit 	rcfcrerc,.1 to frcly and voluntar- 
ily and he agreed that it was so .nilc. 	No thrc ate or prol.dscs w,.re ra.a'Ic to 
him in connection with it. 

4.. 	I also produce the English t7anclation of the stq.tcint of the said 
BOSCH&RT referred to in paragraph 2 „:roof, which is Jiark,..3 H.E. 2 and att. 
ached to this affidavit. 	This d •cw.:clt contains a true and accurate English 
4---,s1rtion of the German. 

SON by the said AlexPr 	 'OTI,AND 

at 6 Spring Gardens in the City c2 	 ) 

this 5th day of February 1947. 

BE2ORE LE 

• (Sgd) I.G. PLTCIIER, 
Liajor, Legal Staff, 

Military Lep -Amnt, 
Office ‘,.;: the Judge Advoo:Ito 

(SQ.;) 	L. P. SCOTLAND 
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LD 1743 Kriminalsekretaer  Heinrich BOSCHERT 

Kriminalsekretaer Gestapo/KARLSRUHE. Heinrich BOSCHERT, born on 
22.10.5 at PRELP,,CH. Attended 
Elementary and Continuation School 
there. Joined the ZAP:LAME 
police (Srhutzpolizei) on 23.4.1924. 
":;as transferred frcm the police to 
the Gestapo on 1.3.1938. 	Worked 
there as driver, registry clerk 
and finally in the department 
dealing with safeguarding and 
protection of important visitors, 
Schutzdionstreforat). 	I deserted 

from the Gestapo on 28.3.45. Have 
been married sinne 1931 and have 
four children. 

One evening in the spring of 1944 (I do not know the exact date 
any more) I was called into the office of the Chief shortly before closing 
hours. 	The following were present there t GLEINER, HERBERG, PREISS. 
GIZINER delivered a short address and issued an order the sense of which 
was as follows (I am unable to reproduce word for word, what he saia)f 
order of the highest Reich authority o rriscrer is tc be phct whilai escalAng. 
Until now such action has not yet been carried out at this offire, but it 
will toke place frequently in the near future. HERBERG, you know what it 
is about and you are responsible to me that the matter is carried out 
properly", 	PREISS was ordered by GMEINER to carry out the shooting. I 
was ordored by CiTUNER to have n car ready and hold myself at HERBERGIs 
dispuscil, GREINER must have known that I was the only police employee 
at his office who had the right to drive nn official vehicle, as he had 
to sign all the MT work-tickets. At the end of the conference GMEINER 
pledged everyb,dy by handclasp to the strictest secrecy and threatened 
the heaviest punishment should it be viol%ted. 	His final words were : 
Nobody need trouble his conscience about it. I (GkEINER) alone bear the 
responsibility." The Chief GiMINER alone gave me the order to take part 
in this trip. I subsequently went to my office and afterwards went home 
to my flat. Before I left, EEPBERG told me to have the small Lcrcedes 
ready for departure at the beginning of office hours the following morning. 
I was suricusly shaken by the order I had been given and inwardly opposed 
it. My mind, however was set at rest a little by the words of my then 
superior, and I thought that I would nerer be misemployed in a criminal 
deed. I way furthermore cf the opinion that HERHERG would prevent the 
shooting Sind find another way out. 

The following morning, as ordered, I was in the yard of the 
office, Reirhsstraspe 24, with my car. HEE3ERG and PREISS got in. 
BERBERG ordered me to drive to the ETTLINGEN prison. Shortly after we 
had arrived there HERBERG, PREISS and a prisoner entered the car. I 
sat at the wheel, HERBERG on my right. PREISS behind me in the ear and 
the prisoner on his right. EERZERG then instructed me to drive in the 
direction of STRASBOURG, and from there in the direction of NATZWEILER. 
I knew the roa& from ETTLINGEN to STRASSTUGand HERBERG told me the 
route from STRASBOURG to NATZWEILER. We reached the barrier at the 
concentration camp about 11 o'clock. BE2BERG then ordered me to turn 
the car round and to drive down the hill again. They talked during the 
whole of the drive, but I cannot say what the conversation in the car 
was about, as I was fully occupied with driving. When I had driven 
about 3 km down the hill again, HERBERG ordered me to drive into a side 
turning sc that they could relieve themselves. When"I had driven about 
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500 metres I had to step. HERBERG, PREISS and the prisoner left the 
nuved off to the left in the dreotion if the weed. After a 

sh. rt time I heard two shuts. 	I drove my car further down the path 
in order to find a suitable turning place, which I found a few hundred 
metros further on. 	Then I returned the prisoner was lying dead at the 
side of the path. I haji to roll b,ck the heed of the ca- and HERBERG 
and MISS wrapped up the corpse in a blanket and placed it on the rear 
seat if the a r. MISS fired the fatal shots. 

I then had to restart the car and drive back to the loncentration 
camp; (fl  arrival there I had to step in front cf a stone building on the 
left hand side. HERBERG enterea it. He came out again after about half 
and hour with an S3 Officer, presumably a doctor. 	The two of them were 
having a lively cenversatiim. A SS Hauptscharfuehrer arrived shortly 
afterwards, and HERBERG ordered me to drive further into the •camp, the 
H:luptsch%rfuehrer would show me where I was to drive to. The latter 
stepped on to the running-board and guided me tc the crematorium. On 
our arrival there I switched off the engine and loft the car. 	I heard 
the Hauptscharfuehrer detail two prisoners for the unloading of the body. 
'alum I returned after about ten minutes the oar was CLIPtre 	I drove out 
cf the camp and locked for HERDERG and PSEISS whom I found in the canteen. 
4e drove back to KARLSRUHE via STRASBOURG. We stup_md at the office 
there for about two hours. 

About two weeks later HERBERG told me that the man who had been 
shot was a British officer who had escaped from a prisoner-of-war camp. 
He was highly indignant that GLEINER had given him ouch a task to carry 
cut. He also told me that the case had caused a politibal sensation 
abroad and that he now had to reconstruct a erase which would give the 
appearance that the officer had really Len shot while escaping. HERBERG 
told ne literally : 'The old n:-.n had bette.:- not come to me again with a 
clise like that, thrAt's really a filthy trick, aml in future he can carry 
out matters of that nature himself'. 	I knew also that very serious 
differenceo arose between HERBERG and GMEIMER as a result of this affair. 
They creve locouse HERBETiG's wishes did not coincide with GgEINER's. 

Sale time later I had to drive to NATZWEILER again with HERBERG 
and ;MISS. On that occasion HERBERG and PREISS drew up a sketch of the 
scene of the sheeting together with a report. 	Its purpose was to gloss 
over the shooting. It was to give the impression that the shooting had 
taken dace during an escape, Details of this report are not known to 
mo. In addition, the urn was fetched by PREISS from the crematorium. 
He took it to BRESLAU, and the falsified report to BERLIN. 

hereby declare in conclusion that, from the moment I knew 
the nature of the cri= we had been ordered to commit, I was subject 
to the most serious montal qualms. 	I suffered from it day and night. 
GMEINER alone beays the guilt for the crime. I did not want the deed 
to be done, but could not prevent it either. 

T have made the above statement voluntarily and without 
ccmpulsiLn. 

(Sgd) Heinrich BOSCHERT 

Signe? in my presence : 	 (Sg) A. P. SCOTLA.10, Lt.Col. 

Distribution : 	 12E CA; r IlnilGer 
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IN TIE 	OF 	 CRLES 
IN THE -1,:•.TTER OF TIE KILLING OF FIFTY 

0.141FICEliS OF THE ROYLL LIR FOR C':;: 	0 - ;3CLI::1) 
FAQ.: STLLL; LUFT III St,GLII ON 24/25 :RC,"Ii 1944 

British Nr.tional Office Char;,. k. 

-:-.tions 	Crimos 	..:eference. 

LFFID.. V -r 

I, Maurice Frank CORNISH, Captain Intelligence Corps, at present statione:1 
at the London District Prisoner of -jar Cage, 6/7, Kensi.nton Palace Gardens, 
Bayswater, London, ',I. 8. , make oath and say as follows 

1. I arl an interrogator on the staff of the -jar Crimes Interrogation 
Unit and am fluent in the German larrun:e. 

2. Lt the London District Prisoner cf 	Ca e -n or about the 24 ::ay 
1946 I saw Emil 	whose former Police rank was Krininal SekretPr 
and who claimed to have had no SS rank owing to ineligibility and I explained 
to him that I was investigating the killing of two officers of the Royal Mr 
Force in or near MUNICH towards the end of ii-rch 1944 and asked him whether 
he had any inforration to give about this matter. He said that he had and 
I therefore instructhd him to g  into a room by himself and write out what he 
knew concerning the incident. 	This he 'lid and when he had finished I rend 
through in his presence what la, had written. 	This statement in his own 
hand-writing was then typed on to a stencil. 

3. 
7 	 On the 27 may 1946 
a cyclogpAylecl. copy of his 
having/M1 -)pp or tun i ty to 
signed the statement in my 
three sheets and a sketch, 

the said W-AIL 	through carefully in my presen0o 
statement ank: agreed that it was correct. 	/after 
amend or alter it as he wished the said WEIL 
presence. 	This statement in German comprising 
is marked E. J.1. and is attached to this affidavit, 

4. The saidepIL made and signed the statement above referred to freely rind 
voluntarily and/7igreed that it was so mode. 	No threats or promises were 
made to him in connection with it. 

5. I also produce the BkOlsh translation of the said ',d IL's statement 
referred to in paragraph 2 here-A', which is marked 	2. and which is attached 
to this affidavit. 	This document contrined n true and accurate translation 
into English of the German. 

6. On or about the 31 May 1946 the said .,EIL reported to me that he wished 
to clarify a point in the statement signed by him on the 27 ray 1946 which is 
referred to above. 	He was given similar facilities to write out a further state- 
ment which when he had finished was typed on to a stencil. He was shown a 
cyclo-styled copy of this statement and after having been given full opportunit, 
to amend or alter it as he wished he signed it in my presence on the 31 Lay 1946. 
This statement in German comprising one sheet is marked E.11.3. and is attached 
to this affidavit. 

7. I also produce the English translation of the fresh statoment referred to 
in paragraph 6 hereof which is marked E.W.4. and is attached to this affidavit. 
This document contains a true •and accurate translation int.' English of the 
German. 

SWORN by the said 1,,nurice Frank CORNISH 
at 3 Spring Gardens, in the City of West- 
minster, this first day of January 1947. • (Siifled) 	F. CORNISH. 

BEFORE ME 
(Sinned) F. HONIG, 

Captain Legal Staff, 
Military Department, Judge Ldv:cat. General's Office. 
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IF '2E7: 	OF 	 :.ID II THE 
OF 	KILN: c, OF F171.7. 

ROY:.L • 	• 7.:C 	 3T.'L'G LUFT 
ci. 2/4d25 	19144.  

British I ati:Tr.  1 Office Chn lyre i• 

Unite 	Crimes Cemr:issi')n itcfcrence4 

1-0 1.' I I) 	V I 'I% 

I, :.Laurice Prank CCCCI.;i, Capt-in, 	 :;orps, at present 
station, CI at the London District Prisoner of .7..r 	6/7, Kcnsignton Palace 
Gardens, Bayswnter, Londc.n 	rinke oath 	^.3 f- ii. •ws 

1 	I am an interr,_.:,a.t:.:r on the staff of the 	coi 	Interrogation 
Unit and am fluent in the German lantuago. 

2. Lt the Lon.-.:-.n iAstrict rris,,ner 
1946 I saw a s tr tcrtent purportin to haw. 
of "Jar Camp 	17, Sheffield, n 18 ; 
police rank was !criminal S(.kretNr an -,7h ,  
ineligibility. 	I rrran,:,es.: for this .it:' 
a cyclo-styled copy thereof to be made. 

of -,iar 	or about 2Q November 
be,,n 	 si..:ncd at Prisoner 
-ix-A' 19V, 	 whose former 
claime..: to 1-rve n.,  .i;-; rank owing to 
71ent 	krp,  2n to a stencil for 

3. 	On 28 -.1.:ovembcr 1946 I L;Ilir 	 risoner of War Camp 
No. 17, Sheffield, 	sh:iw..:d 	the eyeTh-utyle(:: 	which I had had made 
of the statement purportinz, t have been written b:.' him. 	.f'ter reading through 
the copy carefully he rjyeed. that it was a true ec,p:.; 	tly.•:statement which he 
had written out ')n 18 1st-member 1946, and after hrvin 	n ivcn full oppor.- 
tunity to amend or alter it as }lc wished he si, n the sal'. copy in my presen0e• 
This statement in German -cothprising two sheets 	nr.rk.efl 	5. " and attached 
to this affidavit. 

The said VEIL made and signed th,_. statement 	referred to freely 
and voluntarily and he a .c,re cc7 	t it was so made. 	threat,3 or promises were 
made to him in conntctian with it, 

5. 	I also pr- uc,_ the -4nLlish translation of tilt:. sr,id ":IL's statement 
referred to in paraiyaphs 2 and 3 hereof which is narked "E....6." and which is 
attached to this affidavit. 	This document contained a true •,11,1 accurate 
translation into EnElish of the German. 

SWORN by the said 1,iauricu Frank CORNIOI 

at 6, Spring Gardens in the City of •./estminster) 

this 1st day of January 1947. 	 ) 	ned) 	carduai. 

BEFORE 1.E 

(3i gnc. 	F. HONIG, 
Captain, Legal Staff, 
alitary Depr,rtmen t, 

Judge .I.dvocate General's Office. 
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VOLUNTARY STATE:',NT BY P.7 

LD 1388 Lrivir.1.11sahrer.7-Rm11-17NIL-. 

1 Jan 1910 
16 - 20 
20 - 27 
1927 
1927 
1928 
28 - 33 
1934 
1937 
1938 

39 — 45 

born at INGOLSTADT/ Bavaria. 
Elementary School. 
High School. 
Apprentice machine con..t.0 tion engineer INGOLSTADT 
Pavarian Police at ANSBACII. 
Preparatory Police School EICHSTAEDT. 
Bak Police MUNICH. 
Civil Police AUSBURG. 
Bavarian Political Police AUGSLURG. 
Posted to Gestapo at NEUSTADT for duty connected with con- 
strueticn of the Siegfried Line. 
gestapo MUNICH. 

• During 43 — 45 — it may have been earlier - O'Reg. Rat SCHAEFER 
was Chief of the Gestapo at MUNICH. I was employed in the Counter Espionage 
Branch and my Section: Chief was Krim. Dir. BAGLRNwh,after being sentenced 
by an SS anc. Police Court, was shot in April 14.5. 

On a weekday, I believe at the end of March 44, I was on night 
duty in the Gestapo Station Building in the VIITTELSBACH PALAIS in MUNICH. 
I was on duty from 2000 hrs., and Krim. Sek. ACHTER was on duty with me. 
At about 2100 hrs the Chief ( SCHAEFER ) rang the duty office an asked for 
one of the night duty drivers to come to him. There were always two night 
duty drivers in the building. After a while we heard a car leaving the sta-
tion. Approximately at 2200 hrs this car returned and brought SCHERMER, 
GEITH and SCHNEIDER. The driver in question also said that Krim. Sek. SONNTAG 
was not !t Itz.le when ho 	SCEMER then went to SCHAEFER. After some 
time SCHAEFER again rang the duty office and asked which officials were on 
duty in the office and was told the names LCHTER and VEIL. He also'asked 
which was the junior in service and was told NEIL. SCHAEFER then said I should 
be prepared for special duty and that SCHER= would give me details. (His 
questions arc reported here in substance, if not verbatim). 

Some time later S me ER came into the duty office and informed 
me that I would have to take part in the transport of prisoners in the early 
hours of the morning. I replied that I could not see why an official of the 
duty office had to go since we wore only two on duty whilst the nine men on 
fire Picquet were able to sleep all might. SCIIERMER said: Orders are orders, 
the Chief ordered it, and that I would be told everything else ( time of 
departure etc.) 

At about midnight SCHERMER and GEITH went out of the duty 
office and shortly afterwards a car left. Approx. half an hour or three-
quarters of an hour later, a car returned, drove into the second court yard 
where the garages, petrol pumps and the station cells were. 

At about 0430 hrs SC;:E=IT,I, told me to go to the station cells 
and a short time alter I went. By the cells stood a large car - a six-seater, 
as I found out later. I stood on the left hand side of the car, level with 
the radiator, and saw two civilians led out of the cell door and entering the 
car. I entered the car from the left finding GEITH sitting on the right hand 
occasional scat. I cannot exactly renember when SCHNEIDER and SCHERMER entered 
the car or if they were in the car when I entered. We then drove in the direction 
of the autobahn INGOLSTADT. 

2/ 
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After we had gone about 40 to 50 km, SCHERMER told us to stop to relieve 
ourselves. We stopped at the side of the autobahn. I got out first on 
the left side of the car and went alongside, passed the radiator, onto 
the meadow, level withthe radiator, smewhat to the side. I was about 
12 to 2 metres from the right-hand front corner of the car, and began 
to urinate. I sr the two prisoners rtanding 2 to 22 metres on my 
right and about 2  metre in frortof me. On the right of the prisoners 
was GEITH, also slightly in front of me. I did not sec whether or not the 
prisoners we.:20 manacled. While I urinated two shots from an automatic 
weapon were fired in quid?: successfon. I saw first the prisoner on the left 
falling forward and immediately afterwards the one on the right. I turned 
Wet:TM towards the car ana saw SCHERiala standing before the rear right door. 
At the saue moment I noticed SCHNEIDER at the back of the car. He had a 
sub-machine-gun in his hand. Then I saw SCHERIaR going to the two who were 
lying; there; he looked at them and told SCHNEIDER he was to fire some more 
shots at each, which SCHNEIDER did. SCHNEIDER approached the two corpses 
apd fired at each a few shots with his sub-machine-gun, as he had been 
ordered. I do not know anymore whether he stood between the bodies or at 
the side. Theroupon SCHERMER ordered that a covering be fetched from the 
car and the bodies oovered. I did not go to the bodies nor did I cover them. 
SCHERMER than sad he had to drive to the municipal legal offioial and 
medical officer, and told me and GEITH to remain with the bodies in tho 
meantime. SCHERMER drove with SCHNEIDER in the direction of INGOLSTADT. 
After about 20 minutes two police men came along on their beat. GEITH 
showed his paters to them and said, I believe, that the transport nomman-
der had gone to the authorities. As far as I remember one of the police 
men remained wi:;11 us and the other left us after a while. About an hour 
later, it may have been more, SCHERMER returned accompanied by aanother 
car from which alighted a police officer and a civilian; the latnr went 
to the bodies, lifted the covering, looked at the two bodies and said: 
They are 	On this occasion I also had a look at the bodies. SCHERMER 
then returned with the civilian to the car and spoke to him. Shortly 
afterwards the oivilian and the police officer drove off in the direction 
of INGOLS-LiT. At SMER2M's instruction SCHNEIDER, GEITH and I had to . 

put tho bodico into a mall hollow to prevent their being seen so easily 
from the autoboin. We also had to cover them with pine twigs so that we 
could take the covering with us. One of the policemen iremained with the 
bodies. SCHERIMR, GEITH, SOMIDER and I then returned to MUNICH. At 
ALLERSHAUSEN ( or some such name ) vie stopped at the police station Mere 
SCHERLER,I -orooume, telephoned the funeral office at MUNICH to collect the 
bodies. We tnen left for MUNICH. 

On our return to the office we had to swear an oath of secrecy 
before SCHAEJER. 

10 or 15 lays before the entry of k.4erican troops into MUNICH in 
April 45 SCHAE7ER asked DAUER to send me to ho-, and gave mo a preperdd note 
on which were vitt= two names, both Chrfstf.an and Surnames, birth Lace 
and date, of the pers'ns conceirod. SMLREEZ instructed me to have the 
Director of the Funeral Office MUNICH remove the two names eta. from the 
register. I was to report to him that the order had been carried out. The 
Director of the Funeral Office was not present and I was received by his 
deputy. I told him what I had been entered and he showed me the death 
register. I evased the two names with pocket knife and typewriter rubber. 
I reported that it had been done. About two days later I was again called 
to SCHLEItit and he gave me another note with the same names. This time I was 
to see that the names were deleted from the diaries in the prison of the 

Police Presidency in the Ettstrasse and at the Criminal Police. I-went to 
inspector WOERLEIN at the Police Presidency and told him what I had been 
instructed to do. After discussin4: the matter with the Chief of Police 
(Polizeipraesident),he said the matter wos alright and I left it to him. 

3/ 

1)315 
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!t the Criminal 12-)11,.le I hoard that Krim. Rat HASELSBERCER 
was then in charge of secret matters. I told him my instructions. 
Ho had a black notebook fetched and I crossed out the two names with 
indian ilk. HLSELSBERGER said that, accerdin to instructions, the 
notebook had in any case t.) be destroyed on approach of the enemy. 
I reported to SCHAEFER that his orders had been carried out. 

I did :lot notice that the two priseAers were manacled, neither 
during the journey nor at the sceno of th- shooting. Neither did I 
sec that the chains were taken off after the shooting. I do not 
remember that the car was driven for-:raid after the shpotipg nor that 
SCHE:LIE'l picked up  empty cartriges and scattered them around the alleged 
new -1,Jsitim. 

I have made the above statement completely voluntarily and without 
compulsion. 

signed 	  

Signed in my presence: 	 sirne 	  

London 27th M4 1946. 

• 

Emil WEIL 

M.F. CORNISH Capt. 
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SKEICH OF POSITIONS IXTRUTG SHOOTING 
.WCORDING TO 71E31. 

(Positions of SCIllarEa.ê SCISTEIEER when 17E1E3 tined rauna invic...diately after the first 	a 
shots ThU, ae".MILts stateraent) 

0 

Prisoners 
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ADDITIONPI, Sr2LTL:LENT BY P.7  

ID 1388 - KriLl.Sekr. 	 Stapo / ;iIjENCIEN.  

I 	 to have state' 	interror.ations carried • out in Geruany that SC.,.ELIER had ordered the chauffeur SC..Y74.;IDER to 
fire a sin; to shot at those who were lying on the Eround and had 
already been shot with r. sub-nachine 	By that I .11'2. not mean 
that 	 fired a sint:le Snot but I ncrnt that 30:1-1,11ZE's order 
referred to the so-called "coup-dc-;,race", which I expressed 
In fvct ;2),r; 	 di1 then ai.iroa.ch  the two and fired -,rith his sub- 
=chin:: bun, 	f,,,r as I remember, first at t!--!,  one on the left and 
then tit- one on the rirht, 2 or 3 shots at each. 

I have :lar_le tic above staterient volLultarily and without 

Si:ne.1 in my nre scnce : 

L. D. C . 
31 	16. 

Distributin:  

2 
P,G. (v.1) 	 3 
T..1 F SIB 	 2 
Lt.Col. 	 1 
File 	 5 

( ;$ 	V.TIL, Krim. Sekr. 

( 	 CO: ITISTri, Capt. 
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VOI 	STI_TE1.01111  	 IT 7.-:;'.7011  

LD 108 for. erly ;;rii-dnalstAtautni.ir 	1.,72,11./coutn-oot  

On 30.3.44, I v.ras on nicht-duty with 
Lu...:TER in the "- .'ittelsbach:.r 7:7'a.lri". 't aiz)rox 21.00 hr:, OberreL.le- 
run: srat 	• . 'lhoned to the office fora 	; 	.-2..as sod 
on. ".bout 22.00 hrs, it 	also have been little later, a ear 
returned)  and hrou 	 GEr.e.-d and 
!,n;:estellter 	 :rh 	tai Chief':; :". tonal driver, to the 

riLe 	r 	::c 	 that 	̀..0rM11.'(.; could not Le contac-..,ed 
at hi:. 	 :•.17,':r..1.13-. went te 	 '.', -here the othui-.. re:_tained 
is -no lonf .er j.n 	 !fter r. r.hort while 	 ',,:honed the 
office, 	asked which officials 	present -- .`C.i,"iff.;E and \-.EIL, 
I LL.dh.z tt: junior; I 	t' hold 1 yr.:A.:lf ready for a si.ecial duty 
that nijits  and would receive fl.wther infor,:iation froil 301-21--L,0111:. 
Lfter time 	carat into the office, also 	I believe 
th:•t at that title 	 '.;.7.Z not as yet in the office. 

said that tio on .turgid Britons were Laprisoned 
at the Police 	who are to :,c) shot to-ni:at on orders of tie 10i... 
MUTH and I had to shoot one each. He r eked :le whether I had served 
at the front (inhibItions), to which I 	in the neEative. I 
asked for (7.etf-ils as to how this was to be or'xried out. 	-aid that 
roun.i about 	vie ,lero to drive into th,: country, there each of 
on 30if..13.1:1:GL's orders takes on aside (forest, etc. ) and shoots hi: I. 
:fteraards an official Eedical exaninatiIn of tee bodies would trIce 

ao that t.:e affair wruld anise; to be so arraned as thou h an 
occurred. 
L c ;h1.i not contradict Sa... 1 i3 order under the condit-

ions then 1.revailim -, for ::hick rc...scn I tried in a factual way to 
withdraw and lain tkie. I believe that • 0:..Fi3ID.T: arrived durin:: 

' t of the talks, althouch I crnnot be certain of this. 
I -entioned that this - ay of doing it was no 1.00d, sino 

the Publid Prosecutor Office (')4,7 ataanwaltschaft) %m to be in-
volved; in -oractice it could not be done that way as the 
existed that, c.-ring to the terrain rein.; un!r:niwn, the , risonorc 
could .scrrc. FIC..77M realised this, and cancelled the order con-
corninv GEIT'il and ;.,yself. He did not a7ree with ;..ly surreL•tion of 

24 hours in order to select a suitable terrain. By this cans 
I wante.I to -Alt it off till the ne7-ft day in carder to hrvc a tooth 
mulled by aiy dont3st (Dr. RO.I.ZY) so that I would no longer be able to 
-varticipate, :::CW,711/7 said that on orders from hir:her authorities (1Z11.:) 
and from ,-i.•,.._•7t7II+2 the affair had to be dealt with durinc, this 
Thereupon SC:11:: 14311 r.e.kcd GEITi. and 80;3111.F. how such :..attcrs were 
dealt with at the front (occupied territories). GE1Til had been at 
LENING,:.:X and SCHNEE:DK: in the central or southern part of the front 
(C:UCLOIr.?) in RUSSEI. Either GEITL or SUENEEMT said (who said it, 
I cannot re:4,Aber any .lore o:notly), that those concerned wore hand-
cuffed, and then shot with a tol:)..y run. Sa:Eillia arreed with this 
and :avx: 50....U.EIDEZ the order to settle the affair, after he had 
asked hi. ,  at the 	ti::e whether he had a toil.y ; un handy. 
SCHNEL..1.. said that ho had (he wns in charge of the weapons at the 
ti;g:), and I believe that he even t oh his own auta-atic pistol 
which he had brow, ht from RU 5L. (I believe this was talked about). 
SCAEIDEIZ j,eclared that he was in aFree:.ient with tLe order. It is 
done whilst they were relievilv theuselveu, and in the early hours 
of the L,orninz (relieving thesolves 	the journey). 

l'Zound about 
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Round about raidnight 	i)risoners .v.rere fetched in the 
manner already stated. I saw the..: then for the first time. They 
were in civilian clothes. 

Subsequently GEITH interroL. r.  tea them briefly. I. nicht 
duty driver (conscript) who was su posed to have been in the U',a1. 
for seven years (?) acted r int.:rpreter. The nr,J :o is unknown to 
me, but I eau him last in the Civilian Internment Carp No. 6 ( 1 94-5 ) 
in 	(The na..le must be known to S(IiNEIDEC., the driver was 
to receive a horse clrawrt vehicle shortly before the occupation, 
for vrhich 	 ..1C.E3 to fetch the horses). I was in the office 
at this 	SOkiliEIDER presthaably got the cor and his pistol 
ready in the:eantir..o 

:T1.)rox. 04..30 hrs WC: .1:1'0 	 I arrived in the i...r.nnc 
previously mentioned. The terrain where we sto-;-..:-A.ol 1-fas decided by 
SCHRI',..ER during the 	journey (selected by chance). The urin- 
ation and the shooting. happened in the stated 	(Sketch), and 
then I saw for the first time, after the two 13ritons had been shot, 
that they ..-iore hand-cuffed toi:e the r. -.11c) -,?ut .n the hani'-cuffs 
(type of hand-cuffs used for prisoners in tranrit) and where I do 
not know an .1 did not see. .:fter Sl.NET.07..:: had fired the coup-de-
orace, shots with his today gun, GEITH re:uoved the haoth.cuffs (he 
had the key to the little lock). The impression on the wrist was 
still visible. ':.'hether the official doctor (_:Atsortzt) also :31:111 

them I do not know. 
Then SCHNEIDER and SCHERMER drove off in the :At:ruler ment-

ioned. Until the arrival of the constables GErfii told Lie, that 
both British Lir Force officers were supijosed to come from South 
:frier., and that one was captured during the .'frican campaign. 
What he said about the other one I cos/riot remember any longer. 

Lftor our return SCilLEFER took our pledi.,e of secrecy, r.n.1 
said that after he had made the redort to the 	everything would 
be destroyed. GEITH and SONNT,'.G belonged to the Dept. (Refcrat) 

SONNUL had also been in RUSSIL. In the sura...er of 1944 
SCLIIT'IDER and I hail to revisit the place of the crime, as a 

fore 	COL11.iS si :.)n was exp.:etc:C.. During this the parts played 
were allotted. 	 ovine to a leak i the radiators  I was 
su Y!) 	t. .,  have rk•;turne :1 to LLIXRSELUBEN to fetch water for the 
car, the 	rioners wore supoosed to have helped in the !lending of 
the 	 had then escr.ix:d. ..-.1110 is said to have carried out 
the shooting, I do nox, know any ,:core. 

Everything else hap,A.:ne I r.s strtcd funeral c.ffioe. 
Kripo, etc., only thot I knew %-that sort of persons were involved. 
Is far r.F; I remember the whole affair was known to the icripo as 
the Stalag f.31.GAN case or soilething very similar. 

I have now eased ;Ay conscience, and have remained silent 
till now because of false friendship. I request a concluclinv inter-
roiation, and also that my silence un.y be pardoned. 

Si, nod in my presence 	 (F) d) 	;id?. CORNISH, Captain, 
7. C. I U. 

siiraiTran, 
NoveiAber 1946.   

DIST, JEUTION 	ENG 	GF,R 	ENG/GEi_.  
2 	1 	:1) 	- 

;.G3('T.) 	 1 
FILE 	 1(s: d) 	5. 
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FROI:i STALL; LUFT 	 , Oli 24./25 	1944 

British  National  Office Char '.e.  No. 

United Nations W-r 	Commission Reference. 

AFFIDAVI  

I, AluxamJer Paterson SCCTLND, Lieut_n-mt-colonel 	 Corps4  
at present stationed at the London District Prison:.:r of War Ca.c, 6/7 
Kensington Palace Gardens, Bayswat-r, London, W. 8., make oath and say as 
follows :- 

1. I am the OfAcer Commandinr the W .r Crimes Interration Unit and are 
fluent in the German lanurlfe. 

2. At the London District Prisoner of W'r Caye on a day in the addle of 
August 1946 I saw Eduard GEITH and explained to him that I was investigating 
the killing of two R.A.F. officers at or near :MICH towards the end of id:arch 
1944 and asked him whether he knew anything about this matter. Ho said that 
he did and I asked him whether he would agree to write out shat he knew of 
this incident and show me his statement wilen he had finished, He agreed to 
this and I thereupon instructed him to go into a room by himself and write 
down what he knew. When he had finished I read through his statement in his 
presence. This statement was then typed on to a stencil and on or about the 
21 August 1946, the said GEITH was shorn cycle-styled copy of his statement 
and was given full opportunity to read through and amend or correct it as ho 
wished. On 21 August 1946 the said =ITU siLned the statement above referred 
to in mY Presence. This etctument in Ger.lan couprising ten Sheets ;ia marked 
E.G.1, and is attached to this alTidavit. 

3, The said GEITH made and signed the statement above referred to freely 
and voluntarily and he agrced that it was so made. No threats or praxises 
were made to him in connection with it. 

4, I also produce the English translation of the said GEITH' s statement 
referred to in pragraph 2 hereof, which is m-rked E,G,2, and is attached to 
this affidavit. This document contains a true and accurate translation into 
English of the German. 

SWORN by the said Alexaner P terson SCOTL;LND 

at 6 Spring Gardens in the City of West.nst_r ) 

this 5th day of February 1947. 	
SCOTLAND 

BEFORE i 
(Spd) F.g. FLETCHER, 

Major, Legal Staff, 
Military Departmmt, 

Office of the Judge Advocate Gen,.ral. 
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Report No, WOItZa1/1223.(a1 ATc.3/HV 

JAG' s Ref: IvID/JAG/FS/22/;:(2.".1 

VOLUNTY STA'77:f..17..\7 iv Pr, 

.T.:) 1509 	ECelard GEI5H 

Cr''F .1-)1.7r.  
• . .. • 	... Z 	... 

    

Life Story  and Police Cerce," 

Born on 23 Sep 1 899 in 773-NICH 
School : Eight years CLuncil 8ohool III Cir 

T,v9 years technical school (;eld and 
interrupted in 1 91 6 by the 
Otto CatrIII„ living at 10, Sehulstrasse 
Ormupation merlhaht. 
Walburga, neZ1 Dr3CI:AL?„ 

grial er.e ne6 SaiMICTHEMIIER; 
: Elisabeth GEITH, living with 

Toli 'o Caroer 

1 Oct 1 91 9 Entered the county police (Landeapp.li:-,ei) 14-31,TIGH 
as auxiliary policeman, 

1 920 Promoted '',..:•ttmcister" of the onunty 
1 922 Promoted "Wachtzteister" of the county police. 

1 Sep 22 to 28 Feb 23 Police Sehriol 
• 1 Ear 23 appointed to the MUNICH Polio° as Wa.^htmcicte:•:.„ 
1 Jul 26 promoted Haup-!Ite:chtmeirter tl the MUNICH Police, 
1 Apr 33 7.1 rrnrferred tn Krtisairktl Police HQ MOFICH without 

change of rark, 
1 Dec 37 Frcractod KriininaloberaExistent at the Kriminal 

"Dn'i 	17,11'71111T. 
1 Jan 38 	Trr.n.:::.'erced to thF; 	 loam, 
I rt, 113 	Proroted .:tririlnal:::ekretir, 	at `ho GeE:taptt HQ 1,UNICH. 

30 Apr 	Diset.arved 	ere 	rferv-1%,_. owing to 
(g*.i.•130, 

Towards the end. of 14.ar 	cz,innc,t remom"oor the enagt day, 
I wns awafceno3. by Driver Johann 	 t bell of my flat 
in MITITICH, .t,nzingerstr.C., II (to the right), a 45 faJoLvt 	ani 
:3CHNEIDLiT Via 3 Cinp10313 	the LUNEN Stapo IIQ, Aft. the bell had 
rung several time I opened the window of my bodrocn and say: a oar 
standing in front of my house. I itmodiatoly assumed that this was 
an office car, I was called from the road and to2.d that I had to go 
to the office at once. 	I immediately rueogniz.ed t1-4 caller by his 
voice. SCHFEIDSR explained that ho had to hurry home to change, but 
would return soon to fetch me. 

I do not remember if on thrt day I was on 'uty 	home" 
This duty had been introduced in order to have of.,:icin.is available 
even outside the ordinary office-hours. I. do not know which of my 
superiors ordered Inc out for duty out of my turn and why. In any 
ease I never received any explam,tion by any of my superiors in this 
connection. 

1.ftor a short time, a.bcouft 70 minutes later, t."-OrTh.r.n.J.1.4,:l? drove 
that -bloc I vidn already outside up in front of m 	a y horse agin, 

my house, wait7;_ng for SC.7h-J.T.■;111.i1R. 	I grA into the car are: 
SCI-E:EILE.2 at once nil:: I 	been rent for, Nthereuen SOUT.L.T.IT2L7-Z only 
said that he had alr,J .-cly had 	 from 
h1,4 home, and that he wao cac...„Idy I i fue 

On arriw.1 a the C,-!sta.,..)o 	T 	 went 

into the office and subseqaently L.0 	.7:4)o4;:lir4; of the 

S. ti cri,/ 

Silverworkers), 

i,iJNIO i. 

rother 
Wife, 
r(Au;:fhter 

oc,eased 1 6.11,242c, 
my parents. 
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Section chief on duty. 	.is for as I 
and WEIL wore present in the office.. 
certain. 	It is quite poosible that 
nentioned to me during interrogation, 
as well as, GOLLBACH in the office. 

CONFIDENTLZ 

remember 1,:rimin-loekretft. GOLD:62,CH 
But I cr' en ioneer say for 

Kreeineleekrei;er AOKTER, who was 
weo ale!e, there Ln plc= of, or 
eeeLe wee thee, 	en, case. 

I cannot say whetherWEIL had eleo boee feteheu from his flat, 
or whether he happened to be on duty on the night in q-estien. 

Ls laid down in orders reported for duty in the rcom'of 
the chief of the section (Referent), 	In this room were present, 

LER, Pegierungsrat PFLUE'e6R, and if I remerber correctly, I think 
I also saw Kriminaldircktor BLUER. But I riay be nistrken in the care 
of the latter. PFLUECFR and 3eeeM2_ele were conveming in a lag voice 
when I entered, so that I could not hear anything. Shortly afterwards 
PFLUEGER left, and I do not think I sew him 	I cannot remember 
whether PFLUEGEP or DeUER, who I believe were preecnt, wee° on section 
chief duty on the night in question. 	I did not sec the liead of the 

Oberrogierungeret SCILIM'EP in the night in question, There 
ie however the possibility that SCHeEFER was present before I  entered 
the office building. I cannot however remember a ccnversatien, from 
eniee-, it mi-ht helm been evident that SC L'"' 	had been present, 
eccording to the nature of the Order, which arrived without doubt as 
a "TOP SECRET" matter at the office, the first to be informed was in 
my opinion the Head (SCI 't 	I did not get to see the order nor 
did I have it read to me. 

Upon my asking for what reason I had been fetched, SCITEP= 
explained to re, that we, and ho named us SCHNEIMR, 	himself and 
me, had to merry out the transp-rt of recaptured escaped 71),s17 and that 
this was a "Top Secret" matter. Immedietely afterwards I wns bound 
to complete secrecy by hand-clasp by SOHEWER, who pointed out that 
he had the order to do this from, the Head (SCHAEFER). 	SCHMKR 
furthermore expleined that the POT concernee wore two British mr 
officers. 	These wore to be returned to their Camp, the name and 
designation of which I do net remember r.ny more, but they were to be 
shot en route on orders from BEitfelee 	There is no doubt for me that 
the "Reichssicherheitshauptamta was meent by the Eevignation "TniT.Libr", 
as direct orders and instructions to the individual Cestapo office 
could only emanate from that office, I cannot say whether the ETTL 
had received orders from another rffieo for this, end who signed the 
order since, as mentioned above, I did not see the Order. 

es far as I remember only SCIMMER, WEIL, rrlileETTNR and 
myself wore present in the departmental chief's office during these 
explanations by SCHERMER. I do not remcriber any loneer in 
particular whether saFTEILBR and WEIL came with me into the room cf 
the official, or if they came separately or tngether a short while 
after me. During the explanation by SCE17247:1R they were however 
present. I think I can remember corrcotly that SC=CILCR as well as 
NEIL were bound by SMHERM by handclasp at the same time as myself., 
First of all a:FIRMER gave the order that the T.sw, who were in 
custody under Police arrest in the Ettetrarsegnueegeel of the Police 
HQ MUNICH) were te be transferred to the office builling of the 
Gestapo HQ MUNICH for a statement to be taken down, erne removal 
rs such had to take place during the hnure of dawn., and the order 
had to be carried out before full daylight (lame.. 	I cannot possibly 

reproduce the orders word by word any longerto-OeyeI een only 
describe their sense, 

lOg• 

Everyone present (SCHERNM; 
thereupon the execution of the order, 
conclusion. 	I•think,.I may say Celt 
as myself, to carry out the action ea 

wam eeliAl;.0E2 are I) diseussed 
and we fta not coup tom, any fired 
1Yee7iA Led ',he are inteebitions 

with oer duty pestois 

Cleolice/ 
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• (Police Pistol --Z2K- calibre 7.65) because 'with them 7.1istake vas 
moat to he feared. 	;..3C?.. 1DFIIrro.Dosed after long 'hesitation that he 
would. carry out the matto: 	..00.oirno-pisq.ol, he 'di-Add be certain of  

GHL 
	iolf ano. 	 b no:.17;..stal:-.e. ni:yeed-to 	 ITH 	

• 	

Vrt.J.170 also coni.,:nt; 	t1.3 solution, 	 deil, that a suitable place in the 	 be chosen during the journey, a so-called 	need through pr.ssin;.. of water) would be ir do, anC.. 	 321-maTER would fire the shots, ui1ng the 	as cover.. 	 (301-1.T.,TZ.722, SC1aDI.1121 	and I) took on equal part 	 o3:2ecially agreed 1-rith this plan, just as his or.5ors wcre 	i ir nocordingly. 

The mattcr 	noccr-.1L:o co 	 an hour, I cannot -ocretibly say 	h.7*-7 ir. . 	 f) 	 lb must have boon by that t 	 o c .cc1  

I had no 	 c t- 	 . 	c,r any other of my suporiors alono. 	I t1..in,. I 	that 	ai..!d. 801- TEIDIR only wont army for a shor-:: 	out carnet ro:.:1`.->or the 
moment any more, and in particular I 0.21/4ct say ...Ale-cher ti.y L-rc,..,e to any arrf..-nceLlent on this occasion, 

.P.fter the conference had taken place wo rassod tho time with 
uni.ml.,ortont conversati.on, partly in the (:taty 1^CC71, :,:..artly in the 
C.oy- rt:oontal ehief's rc. anti also o,cd a little. 

I believe that at about /.4. o' clock SCITIT.?1.27R sai.7. it was time 
to fetch -the two prisenozi from the relico. HQ. 	S4JEITEII7R 	his e^r 
ready (it was a six-seater with a hood thi.on, 	). 	71-1:P....n•2 and I 
got into tho car illaid0 	 sitti.nf-: 1:e:A to 	7.elTtZEITMTZ and I sat in on.; of .:;no be.,ek 	Dospito, hardt thloking I cariwt 
remalfoor if 	took part i ti(7:Ave, 

approached to 1.01f.oeP fro!). tho Irewc.ingr.ibe ent-anco, and 
the car was (1.2.-i- 7c.n by 	:olto 	joeljc 	Sd )ard:' and parked 
thore. 	3C11::a...7. and I we:i•:: 	t:le 	

• 	

°use gaol where 30IiL1721..a.E. had a shcr'.; 1 	 The 
prison official. 71) 	 ! .Ic3 I have 
no recollection went after 	 •.,71:, • I SC: 
into the prison bu)iding 	 rot - e'. -..:- tcr'a -s-c.,,ry 
with two prisoners aro. hard77.,. 	ovo.o 	 oanosot ru::10.7.1-scr 
any more, if there \.as an; 	 o..--oun the ;rise:A official 
and scamtiaz. 	1 then re i;tr:-.1 the 	c. -; a 1: ,e pl'az;or.co 
of SCHIMZESI, both v.r.i.th cno 	 chai-ro:.1. to tho 
other. Their abinty to walk aj such was not hindered. Each (Yr  the 
prisoners had only a sma17, cardi:;oard bz as lugo.ge wj ho coule 
carry by himself. 	We thereupon 	 tho p:oino!lors to the ear 
which ho.d boon parked in the "Rod 	 t-%•:o dnrf. fX).'Cr. 7010 
given the back seats, 	ilLit I myse.'.2 vas sitting on tiro of the two 
collapsible,  seats, whch Lad back rests, whie7 could be let down and 
thus enabled one to sit facing the back. 	ZCIEIT.2"; ,,!.:t sat nert to the 
driver the same as on th journey there. 	The ti.:00 of  io arivo rim 
Pclico HC  to the Costapo 	about Vivo 

we arrivo.:1 at the offers building, 'SCITEIDa. drove up 
in the so-called HT yard and the pr:.soncr: wore n. :nn Lc the roan 

of the prison administrator which was empty. 	In the first place tho 
prisoners had t'oeir chains taken off and the taktnr; dor-n ...f the 
statenients was started. 
instructions 	LLond I adto deal 	one -1J:1,1...Al...J.^ oftc1-2. 	-.1hether 
now IL, if he atc not prosen , 	the trah-i'ot was 
wcooctinr; us in t113 hourlo pr.!. ,.-. 	 or 
vy ho was called in I can-lal; 	 L ore .• 

,/ 	s.':atenont 
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statement d -gym I sat at the tnblc (-,;' the pri non tide:in' strator, whilst 
VTIL, as far as I remeriber, net down on the 01L, r eid3 cf the r-)rm with 
his, back to ne. 	I cannot sue' .r f14,- 	t ) it tee,- 	erh.l.eh  of the two 
prisoners I dealt with, but in LT opinion I toe:ti otnr the smeller 
prioner for the taking down of the s 	 SC17:1;,,,ER was 
present at the taking down of the e tato..1Gr.:". 	I :veelf neither 
speak nor write the English language, 	I e,  ,lily 	yearn of 

- e ee L 	l an,fe%Ige up to elementary education and have n, t learnt ee:, c  
now. 	The translation of th prison° 2 	. 	. 0 ^f Ivan  tiros  
possible partly through \MIL, who spoke 0 f(Ja 	,(&. of English, 
and partly through one of the two prieo-  ei.. 	eroke bie'ran 
German. 	Further, as I ju3t rcriLaer 	';nos !Jr: s rri ;aa r on duty 
who spoke a little English, L3sisted in to tran. 
accurate recording of the prisoners' ate Coin:int 	9 in any case 
guaranteed. 	ecrording to samP.3JL_, 	imeclactions, teJ cnmplete 
personal details with genealogical 	le, a very conlec_sed-  life 
history as well as military, rarcer ep tc Le tie,e rf capture, further 
the time of °so- pe, the bi.;;;T:r tcwrui touched duril.g the escape and the 
place and time of recaptureywere taken d--w1 in tn. e ' a.tem-3nt. 	I 
cennot remember the place names sie:,ed in dAail. 	rtring the taking 
do'rn cf the statement SCIMM repeatedly eressed for thou to be made 

short as possible, ncthin,_; wont quickly en ni,.;11 f-r him, 	I do not 
ronienbcrteny whether and what papers rf the prisoners were available 
rt the taking down of the statenert. 	There can be no doubt that the 
prisoners wore British RAF officers, because the fact that the 
Kripo head office at 1,7JNICH handed them over must brve boon sufficient 
guarantee that the persons were the right ones. 	On the other hand the 
prisoners' statements were clear and beyond all doubt. 	The written 
statements were signed by the prisoners in person, 	-MIL and I 
countersigned the statements with our signatures. 	The written and 
completed statements were given to SCUP07.2'?. who took them 

lifter the taking; down of the stntoments the search took 
place in the same room on 

of 	
- 	 consisting consisti of a 

search rf equipment and of the body. The Learnt) cf equipment gave 
no rise for complaint, Just as the rers cna 1 seereh reeulted in nothing. 
At the latter the prisoners had to undress completely; I cannot state 
with certainty any longer whether shir'ce: '7. re taken n-,f too. 	In any 
case I can remember that I examthed the exposed armpits of my prisoner. 
After the checking of the clothes -Vee prisoners could imediately get 
dressed again. 	This duty took in my opinion certainly not more than 
ten minutes. The search room was always kept at a rend room 
temperature and no bodily harm could be contracted by the prisoners 
in this respect. In the execution cf our 'Arty,- I can affirm this 
with complete ccrtaintyi - WEIL as well as I maintained complete decency. 
SCHMER was also present at the personal search, and saw to it that 
it was carried out correctly, but otherwise took no active part. 
I cannot state whether SCHNEIDER was present at the duties. The 
official duties at the house prison took in my opinion about one hour. 
IT2 to the time of departure which 'Jas fixed by SCHE-PlER the prisoners 
were kept in the same roam as far as I remo-lbor. 

I do not know at rhat time in the mearwhile SCIMIDER loaded 
his weapon (sub-machine gun) with ammunition and brought it to the 
car. Neither do I know how much ammunition SCHNEIDER took with him. 
SCHNEIDER kept the sub machine gun with him in the front seat, but I 
am n^t in a position to point cut exactly how the weapon Was kept 
there. Tn any case it was not visible. 

After, in the general opinion, the time for departure seemed to 

have come, the last preparations were mad for the departure. The 
prisoners were locked together with a cari.n as during the first transfer, 

sat and aoccialmodrted in the car in the sa:re sene 	 SCI111171Z 

next to Driver SCHNEIDER while \VEIL ad l 	the coil .psible scats 

in/ 
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b- ck to 3CHEICIP. and I behind the driver, i,o, en 
aco-rdiTi to the direction cf traveL 

in such e rey, that we were faping the prisonorr. 

the left seat 

721L ePt with his 

The departure took place in my op!'nien ab 	 ceen 5 and 
5.50 hours. 	The main line of approach to 00 acteal .estIr.ation iz 
as SOTEMER hr.d ascertained, the n-';;%. 	.v.r4.47 of :107.1:C11,. 	7 .r 
that reason SOMIDE2 in ae;reelee h a',1 	 110s.; 	cxit te 
I7GOLSTZDT.F2 part of the ReiehseutoT, t 	. 	 sf:y- 
SOHIMD:OR had thelirrhts on on hie ee - 	 - drive, that is, 
while it was still daik, which in ley 	 could onli refer to the 
drive through the todn area and a very .,kort ale -Lime in the open 
country. 	I can remedler rather di-  ly ',lot once derin=; the drive 

the lights were mentioned and th..t. 1r war said that we did not noel 
lirhts anymore. 	I cannot say with the best will on ../Inich part of 

the read this heppened, We headed and continued in the direction 
r-r T.7a0LS2'.DT on the .Autobnhn, 

Ls arranled during the tan brut the erecution of the deed, 
.ee thotutt best to fina a place in the open country near to the 

r.2 wo--.01  so that it would be nos:-:nie to malce out that the 
.i-4,aors tried to eseape into the wood but were shot while trying 

oex:pe. 

Mon the Reichsautobahn was reached and o goed distance ' rre 

been o.Ivered, it may have been in -ar estimate - bout 15 kilometres, 

I am not in a position to make a definite statement here, SC,IINEIDER 

slowed down the driving speed, so that it wee possible for him and 

WPM= to look for a likely place whilst drivinl, ,Iccording to 

the seating arrangement in the car %al, and I hol. eur bae:s to the 

direction of travel and were not therefore able to have any deciding 

influence en the choice or eelect4_on of the place. 

The car was stopped by ,.:-.C..1L■'ilITTY.1›. In 	place nnee 

geographical locality I cannot a_zer-lbe a•ny rearor in writinp.I 
do not remeriber any longer the names 00 61...e place::: 1 7 .u;t on either 

side of the spot. 	But -I think I -An pefLni, eel (- e- e-;.y the rlage 

on the map if necessary, and ccrtuYi: 	 I wore .,zen to the 
Place itself. 	When he  stopped scn- 2::_;,-. 	nis cer rirhb up to 

the right edge of the road. 	IT 	 jr to t:e right tins a meadow 

sloping gently upwards and parallel to the .',utobahn a pine forest 

at an approximate distance of 40 - 50 metres. Slishtly to the right 

and to the back there was a forest Ieith different .verietien of trees 

rn a downward slope. 

.At a sign, as far as I remciber, it was a shout br SC.:7TE•21M, 
"2ildlin',; pause", the word "get out"  may rave boon said too, rEIL 

nnd I indicated to the prisoners by sins I think, that they could 

relieve themselves. The signs were understood by the prisoners and 

they got ready to leavu the oar. 

7EIL had to get out first in ord r to make it possible 

for the prisoners to get out. '  The prisonera followed him. I got 

out en the side I was sitting, went round the rear part of the car 

and followed the prisoners on the rig14 hair? sic at a distance of 

about three to four metres. 	Then we t.ne ' twe ['Ones, 7EIL and I) 

were abnut 2a metres away from the i.cfl 	

• 	

cc---.1.t live the erect 

list:s noop Trn.' the si2e 7:EIL and I 	 rt":6.;11 ', a 	to stu. 
The prisoners stopped Ind prepared to 	 .7es 1.):,  
I am no longer in a position to sP..! 	 ,e(u,  as 

satisfying the need or not. 	Cr e'ee, 	

▪ 	

le . 	priser(rs were 

not unfettered. 	In ry opinion 	 e ec, - i)el a neeer ,- f 

seconds that the prisoners stood tt.--e, te:e 	 were -tan ehort 

bursts of fire rno Lmnediately folloeent. Vae other. The two prisoners 

collapsed,/ 
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colla?sed fez-a:1.rd on their':noes onto the fTrune witheut makine a 
round. Wc (SCFERIER, SCerIETTMR, nIL and I) hurried te the fallen 
men, and I believe I was the first to netiee that 'ne hf the fallen 
officers, I believe I romeMber that it was the smaller, was still 
Nekine ncrvous movements. I imediately called out what I sew, 
whereupon SCIrTialetei, who had ormc running alone with the sub machine 
gun at the ready, said, and I think these were the words he used : 
"Edi go away, 'I'll see to that", 	SCHNEIMR . then immediately gave the 
coup-de-grace, which he considered necessary, whereupon this body 
showed no more signs of life. SCHNEIDER aimed the coue-de-grape at the 
head and hit his target. The officeowho had fallen to the left did 
not show any signs of life after the very first moment, so that no 
further shot was fired at him. :Regarding the coupde-grape I am not 
quite sure of myself, because I believe I heard tuo, and not one shot 
fired, But I cannot state this for certain. 	I am also of the 
opinion that SCHNEUER cannot have been himself quite sure that he 
had hit the officer standing on the right so accurately (he had aimed 
first at the one standings at the left and had hit him) because 
SCHNEILIK c-me running along with the weapon at the reedy. This at 
least is my -irn reason, I have however for this no unassailable 
evidence, I cannot state how m-ny rounds SCHNEIDER used for each 
burst, If I remember correctly SCIR1EIDER told us later and still at 
the scene of the deed the number of rounds he had used, but I cannot 
remember the nundber mentioned by him. 

After it had been established witheut a doubt that there 
could be no life left in the two officers, I immediately unfettered 
them. 	This was done immediately in order to erevent the :peearanno 
of any marks from the getters, The fetters were not put' on so 
ightly that they might have caused the officers any eaini  but owing 

to the unnatural position of the hands, which was bound to result 
after the officers had-fallen, this danger still existed, 	I can 
no longer say with certainty who first voiced these doubts, 	It is 
quite ?ossrhle that they were made by me. 

Whilst taking off the fetters; I noticed that one of the 
officers, I cannot say any longer which, wore a wrist watch, This 
was taken off, and 	pooketed it. I am not quite sure if I 
can state for Certain, whether one of the officers was not also 
wearing a ring, which also would have been taken off. - It may be, 
however, that I am mixing up the wristwatch with the finding of a 
ring. Valuables as for as I remember were taken for safe keelling 
only by SCHERMER. 

The bodies of the two officers were then covered with fir 
green, to hide them from public view. The necessary fir green was 
collected by SCHNEITER, WEIL and myself from the small wood situated 
close by. 

After all this had happened, MIL and I fired a few shots with 
our service pistols in the direction of the forest, aiming mainly at 
a telegraph pole standing in the direction of the wood, so as to leave 
on it marks of the so called pursuit shots. 

On that day, as a)xfays on duty, I carried my service pistol 
(FTY..Ka1.7.65) according to orders, namely loaded, one round in the 
breech and secured. I wore the pistol in its holster, according 
to orders, strapped on at the right side cf tee body. 

After some time had lxts re•d. tr 	ea of SCHNEILER's 
rounds were collected, presumably 	-ee b of his, If I 
remember correctly I my-eel:. haedea 	:. 	- erfletice, 
cannot, however, remember this matter eorres_ely tedey. No doubt 
everyone involved was inwardly exnitea, ancl this excitement was 

certainly/ 
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certainly not lessened after SCPEITER had repeatedly declared that one 
had to be extremely careful, and that one 	even to klice fete 
account the possibility of investigatime b„- an ieteenatieeal eoemission. 
Everyone thought of means necessary 	avoi (Ze-ection of 
TIL.refore n correction of the position Pi 	eer eas rade, 'en.  I 
cfe:ext state today, despite greatest w!Iiinics;, if the car was pushed 
fcr.';ard a few metres or backwards a few 	 Ii' I had made or nt 
least instigated this change of pcsitions, I shell be in a position 
to make a more precise statement, 	far as I remember WEIL and 
SCHMilIM particularly interasted themzelles is thia laei;tor. 	The idea 
of the feigned persvit-shotscamo, as far as 	le4e)er, from me, 

Then 7JCHET4ER thought everything had been acne to eliminate 
any suspicion he ordered 1J;EIL and eie to take over' the safeguarding of 
the bodies at the score) of the crime, whilst he himself went to fetch 
the coroner's officer. 	SCI- RIZEZ added that the bodies were to be 
transferred to the crematorium of the Eastern 02metery in HUNICH for 
cremation, all this ho would arrange with the local responsible 
police which also had to take over the guardLng aAer the viewing of 
the corpses by the coroner's officer, as with that moment our 
activities would end. 

SCHERVER drove away with SCHXEIDER to the next locality 
situated in the direction of our drive, and only returned after a 
considerable time. I can only remember that upon his return SCHMER 
expressed his disgust at the great diffioulties he had encountered 
in even finding the coroner's officer. I cannot remember any more 
exactly whether the coroner's officer arrived at the same time as 
SCUERMEI or a little after him. As far as I still remember the 
matter the coroner's officer arrived in an old dark blue Qtr. 

During the abscnme of =EIMER 2 officials cf the Gendarmerie 
came towards us on their bicycles frm tlee direction in ehich we 
were driving. 	The officials were, as far rl.s I ramember a master of 
Gendarmerie and an auxiliary Gend4officia:: .5oth offir.ials wore' 
euirovm. The master asked immediately whe wee the matter there, 
whereupon we explained to him that while ee were leading a transport 
of prisoners through here the prisoners beicd to use a piddling-pause 
to escape, but had been shot during the act. If I remember correctly, 
`VEIL and I identified ourselves to the official by our service 
documents.' Whether the proving of identity was asked for, or was 
made by us, I cannot say any more. We did not go into details and 
circumstances, but explained to the Paster that the official in 
charge of the transport was on his way to fetch the coroner's officer 
and to arrange for the further disposal of the corpses. I believe 
I remember that the Gond Nhst:er prepared to take some notes, or made 
a remark that ho would rep-rt the incident immodia+oly to his 
Kreislender, whereupon WAIL instructed him to forget ell about 
reporting, as the whole affair was be*ng dealt with by SCIERM, who 
in any case was going to see him regarding the guarding and removal 
of the bodies. The Gen.Rraster then left, but left the auxiliary 

official at the spot. 

The coroner's officer who ha] arrived, whoSe name I cannot 
recall nor the locality in which he was offieiating, thereupon 
approaheed the bodies with SCEERMin, she covering fir-green was 
lifted, or rather partly removed by ue,, nr far as I remember, the 
coroner's officer said at once on eeng the 	: "Yes, there is 

certainly no more to be done he 	.f feeert remember that the 

coroner looked closely at the COI./.; 	eeen of the entry 

of the fatal shots. 	The coronex e:e 	lefe 

deed after exchanging a few 11.0e,le lffee 	 ee.d de -e if in the 

direction he came frow. 

The 
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The corpses were covered again an the/.-,u,erding was assigned 
by SCHERMER to the Gendann auxiliary oeriei:-,10 	If I am not mistaken 
the corpses were moved before vie lel. t 1-.tearer 	the edeie of the road. 
As far as I remember there was a sin 11 hollow which nermitted the 
hiding of the corpses almost entirely frrel. 	si7ht of the public 
and made guard,ng less conspicuous, 	I am -an.;; in a position to 
describe exaotly how everyone present was occupied in particular at 
the shifting of the corpses. 	I ti.ir.t; thwe t'ee rlhifting took place 
in the presence and w-ith the co-operzyilon of 	Ce..-:;_ierm auxiliary 
official. 

We (SCHL1','Z I  t'ICIDEI.17111R, WEIL an I) . ,hen drove with our 
car to the next locality, situated or. the 	br.ck in our direction, 
where SCHEMER agreed on any action necessary with the Chief of the 

Gcriaerelerie post, 	I cannot state what in part;ieular was agreed upon, 
as I was not preSent. 	SCH:l.U..fER went alone into the office of the 
Gendarmerie post, whilst S01-11EIDER, 7:2;IL and I remained with the ear 
outside the Gendarmerie post, 	I cannot say heir lo-e!.!'SCHERLIERIs talk 
lasted in the office of the C.-ended-mei-ie. 	Frem there, after the 
return of STeinatER, 	con.%inued to drive to the rffice 'building of 
the State Police Headquarters. I a.o not know the time of the return 
to the office. 

On SCIMUER's instructions I took the two cartons with the 
utensils of both the officers which had remained in the car and handed 
them over to him immediately on arrival at the office in his official 
room. An inventory of the utensils was not made in my presenne. 
I do not know whether SCHEMER made one subsocreent '..;o his report, 

A few hours after our return I was Celled by SCREPYPR to 
his room, He handed the utensils over to me, the wrist v.rateh 
separately. Even if I remember the °cot: s i on I carrot remember for 

the w..1.to!i.. 	I was inotreeted certain, whether there was a ring 
by SCHEBER to go to the Head 	e.7) 	 ane 	over  
the things to him at the same 	■:;1' ' 	 Lt firs-% at 
the things handed over to' him, 	 cue 	-eio't:ed out an 
open packet of cigarettes, -ehie -. 	•.1 Z)::`.7)11:1,3t -;,i1a 	t cf the utensils 
and gave . me the cigarettes e;1 4..h the r•.rna'rk tint he need not give 
these in, we might as well smoke the r.,, 	 no doubt mei.nt 
SCIU:EIIIEKR, 7TEIL and me, I shared out the cigarettes equally, but 
do not know whether it was on the same day or on one of the following 
days. After the Head had handed over the cigarettes to me he again 
pointed out the need for absolute secrecy and again pledged me by 
hand clasp. He pointed out especially, that not even the smallest 
detail must leak out in this affair, that everybody who carelessly 
or even knowingly chattered about it, would have to reckorol.t:Ieinyit 
severe consequences. After this duty I had no further 
with the case and I know for certain, that I never spoke oven one 
word to the Head about this affair. 

I do not know whether Ss-MUELLER and ',717,.T.L were also pledgod'by 
the Chief afterwards. 

I was not told about the arrange,nents made by SCIIER,`:Te2 with 
the other authorities which had to deal with it in the further course 
of affairs. 	SCHERZI'? never told me aeer'.hinE about  that, 

A few days later SCHETITIT:'.., 	occasion of a discussion 
on another matter, told me that h.: 	m&ice ,1 report to -:DAFT  and 
that there were no more writter. r::^0 	effloe a-e7 loeeer:  the 
Head having taken everythine,-  to 	i-e2 .cut-  he (1(2.1.feeTree-() was  

I -k-e-ei,.-;e zaw ,ire report glad that he (SCHERNFR) was rid cf. .:.;: c.,..-- 
referred to by SCHEIZIER. 	I do nrt' 	ere.,:-Ueg about the contents, 

After/ 
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Lfter a short time, it .4k4.:A have been approx one to two weeks, 
SCHERLER app reached me again vi-0. exi.lained to me that he had to go to 
BERLIN in this matter, as the vaeloe.s Gestapo offices, which ell had 
had a similar order to execute on the same day, had cent in reports 
in such identical terms, that the RSHL could do nothing with them. 
He did in fact co away during one of the next days, and returned 
prose=bly after 3 or 4. days. 	SCH2Pn'ER gave me no details about what 
happen- 1. at the conference in 3EI1J1N 	erly a few days later 2,CediMER 
told me that ho had 	- e' 	 I did not 
rend SCHMRI,Mtle second re :ore elth( ,  eeJ 	:.einly did not give 
me any particulars abeet the content:1 of 114,e xepert. 

'after some tree there wee an official announcement in the 
German Press concerning this inc_dent. 	It Was a reference of the 
Foreign :iinistry or of the Cerere Gole:rn-l'ent to a radio-speech by 
the then British Foreign Minis..—. r 1."2,2:'. 	I was compelled to agree• 
beyond question, that the animadvensiene of t;e: foreign Minister 
Mr EDEN conformed to the tratho 	 een? -nationeof the Offices 
of the Reich stank and lied on all - )intse 	T .1.heek I asked SCHERIM 
during one of the fo7lowing day s3 A:nether ao had aiready seen the 
article. 	Upon :ay re:eerk that this was a hell of a besiness, SCE 
did nct reply. .After that I never said another word to SCHERIER on 
the subject. 

Probably a short while after the invasion, or even during 
the advance of the !died troops towards the Reich area, I cannot 
state the exact date, I met 	I believe in the court yard of the 
barracks in the DUTLIND1143TR:3.E, where a part of our office was 
at that time accommodated. 	On that occasion .EIL told me in 
conversation, that he had been instructed by the Head (SCW,EFER) to 
destroy all existing documents at all offices, which might still 
contain any reference to this affair. 	I do net know if dEIL told 
me at that time that he had carried cut the o:'ders or whether he 
)till had to do it. 	at the same tiee) said something about 
difficulties, but I cannot remember in that cenneetien he used this 
expression. 	In any case we did net have a discussien of any length. 

I last discussed this af: air with 7FEIL when I met him on 
this occasion. 

I have to a:aplify what I have already written by adding 
that I have now remembered something more about a second drive to 
the scene of the crime. 	I did not myself take part in this drive. 
It happened during the period before the preparation of the second 
report by SCHLIZIER. I think I was fold by SCHERIER that he went to 
the scene of the crime again in order to get the affair in better 
shape for t ho second report. 	Ls far as I remorCber, SOHITEIDER and 
WEIL were on this trip but here I have to rely on statements by 
SCHEIN.M. 	It is possible that SCHERMER or ancthcr participant in 
this drive told me about any agreements reached at the scene of 
the crime, but I am not in a position anFriore to give details. 

I did not take part in the hnoeenings of my own free will 
or out of personal interest. 	It was an order for me. 	I could 
have refused this order, but I am cuito convinced, that a refusal 
would have had the severest conseeuenees. 	I think I can maintain, 
that no other official would have ..nred to refuse the order, just 
as I did not do so, and as also did not heppen in the case of 
SCHNEIDER and WElL.- 	I can give an eeeeence that in my thoughts 
I feel the most unhappy man sieeo 	hay2miinm. 	If I have kept 
quiet so far, which again was a 	n.;.7.-.7 on av part, then I did. 
teis for personal reasons for he sake of my little daughter, the 

only/ 

■ 
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onlj member of my family still left to me 
the least cause of this wns tlso the faytt 
pesesses a family of many children, 

from the tra7ic war; not 
known 	rae that SCTa.i1:17.12 

I have to amplify as follows my statement concerhilv, my 
ko,y7lede of the partici)ation of other State Police Offices :- 

T. heard from SCITE2LiEr: hi.ndelf, that other 3 tn-1..,3 Police 
Offices aleck a 1 to carry out a .tipilat Dra,-)? at the sam(,  time, 	Bu'o 
I (znnot rememb:r at wh'i t 	on and a wh.'b 	OCT'LZER said 

I seem t- vemenber;  that h. 	::0.1,1L,  to the effect, 
trr.t he was Jurioll how the 	' 	-)..,her State Police Offices 
In particular were r.....,an) had earr....:(i oLIG 	oL 	I am not sure, 
but I think I have heard the place 	 AUCSBURG and laid 
mentioned. 	I cannot remember any s L:..temontz; partaininr; to numbers. 

SCHNEIDER and 7/EIL muJt 11%:cp h.:-,rd these explanations of 
SCHERMER too, because I myL-elf Imve only talked to SOHER1ZR alone in 
this affair in so far as it had alrea:ly been carried out and as 
already truthfully described by me 	I rember a further remark by 
SCIMMER 	the effect that we (meanie.; the Stop° Office IMICH) had 
an easy task, we only Lad two prisooers while the ethers had move. 
This remark was in any case made before the end of this incident, but 
I cannot state any more at what time it was made. 

I Lava made the above statement voluntarily and without compulsion. 

(33d) Eduard CETTH 

Signed in my presence : 
	

(33d) IX SCOITLND, Lt-Col, 

UDC 
21 Lug 1 94-6 

Distribution: En 7 Car 
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IN TIE 
IN THE 

OFIIC-24.6 OF TIM . 
FRok: ST;.LAG 

OF G.,d,..Z.N 	CRIMY'IS L1-1 
OF THE KILLI:a; OF FIFTY 
3Yja. 	TORN WHO .73SC:.PED 

31.■ ',-.gL,1 ON 24/25 L.RCIF.. 1944 

British haticnal OffiJe Charge  

United Nations 'dar Crimes Commission Reference  

I, Maurice Frank CORNISH, Japtain Intelligence Corps at present stationed 
at the London District Prisoner of War Cage, 6/7, Kensington Palace Gardens, 
Bayswater, London, W. 8., make o•-•.th and say as follows 

1. I am an interrogator on the Staff of the War Crimes Interrogation Unit and 
am fluent in the German language,. 

2. At the London District Cage on a day towards the end of May 1 946 I saw 
Johann SCHNEIDER whose former S. 	rank was S. S. Hauptscharftihrer and whose 
former Police rank was Krimin:.1 	 a'd Kraftfahrer and explained to 
him that I was investigating the killing of two R.L.F. officers in the 
neighbourhood of MUNICH on or abt ut the 29 March 1944. 	I instructed him 
to go into a room by himself and •.,Trito out whnt he knew about the incident. 
This he did and on or about the .'8 May 19';-6, I read through in his,presence„ 
the statement which he had writt and askod him certain questions arising 
:therefrom. Ls a result of his .nswers, various additions and alterations were 
made by me to the statement of •1.2--J said SCHNEIDER, which together with the said 
alterations and additions was th !-) typed out on to a stencil. The said SCHNEIDER 
was shown a cycle-styled copy of the completed statAient which he read through 
carefully in my presence. 	t. 28 May 194.6 after having full opportunity 
to amend or alter it as h.- -7i:h., the said SCI:1\EIDER signed the statement in 
nw presence. 	This statement in Jermz.n comprisin t.io sheets and a sketch is 
marked J. S. 1. and is attached to this affidavit. 

3. The said SCHNEIDER made the statement above referred to freely and 
voluntarily and he agreed that it was so made. No threats or premises were 
made to him in connection with it. 

4. I also produce the nglish Lran^,lati on of the statement of the said 
SCHNEIDER referred to in pare grrq 11 2 hereof, :hich is marked J. S. 2. and attached 
to this affidavit. 	This document contains a true and accurate English translation 
of the German. 

SWORN by the said Maurice Frank CORNISH 

at 8, Spring Gardens, in the City of 

Westminster, this first day of January 

1947. 

3 

)
) 

(Signed) M. F. CORNISH. 

BEFORE ME 

(Signed) F. IIONIG, 
Captain, -1..,Lgal 3taff, 
Military Department, 
Judge 1,dv.y.inte General's Office. 
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IN VIE -,..1:ATTER 	G:_;RiliAN Y J Citl:ZS AND 
IN THE 	OF THE KILLIn.; 0.2. FIFTY 

OFFIGE.:Z Oi '.PH..; itor,cr, 	i.OiiCE WHO ESCAPED 
STALAGIUFT III SAGANi 011 24/25 	1944 

Britieh Natiowll Office Cher. •e No: 

United Natiora Wrx Crimes Commission Referencet 

A 2FIDAVIT  

I, Alexander Paterson SCOTLAND, Lieutenant-colonel Intellience Corps, at 
present stationed at the London District Prisoner of \Vt.' 	6/7 Kensin ton 
Palace Gardens, Bayswat_r, London, W.8., make oath and say as follows t 

1. I am the Officer Commandir the War Cri.les Interrogation Unit and am 
fluent in the German language. 

2. On or about the 20 August 1946 I received a letter from 4eee-f SCHNEIDER 
whose former SS rank was S.S. HatTtscharfilhrer and whose former Police rank was 
Kriminal Angstellter and Kraftfal er.and who was at the time a Prisoner of War 
in Prisoner of War Cialp 17, SHEFb1ELD. This letter requested that he be 
interrogated further with re7ard to the altt.r in -dhich he had already made 
a statement siizned by him at the 'Jondon District Llris..ner of War Ca - e on the 
31 Nay 1946. 	This letter in Ger.4an sii51.1 by the said SCHNEIDER is marked 
J.S.3. and attaahed to this affidavit. The English translation which is a 
true and correct translation of tae contents of the document ;x.lriced J.S.3, is 
maeked J.S.4. and attached to this affidavit. 

3. As a result of this applietion I road through the statement signed by 
the said SCHNEIDER on the 31 May 946 and decided to have him transferred to 
the London District Cage to Gnat)]. him to make a fresh sttementi On his 
arrival I saw the said SCIIITIDER and instructed him to go into a room by himself 
anl write out a fresh statement oa the lines he had intimated in his letter, 
This he did and when it was finished te state:aent was type] out on to a stencil 
and a cyclo-stylcd copy of it was _iven to him and he read it through carefully 
in my presence. 	On the 28 4',11!ust 1946 after having had full opportunity to 
amend or alter it as he wished the sail SCHNEIDER signed the, fresh statement in 
my presence. This statement in G rman compris_ng two shouts is marked J.S.5: 
and is attached to this affidavit. 

4. The said SCILSIDER made an] sine] the fresh stateent.above referred to 
freely and voluntarily and ho agr,ed that it 	so mac. No threats or 
pro,aises wore urde to him in connection with it. 

5. I also produce the English translati:n of the fresh statement of the said 
SCHNEIDER ro°erred to in 	 2 hereof. It is marked J.S.6. and is 
attached to this affidavit. This doaunent contains a true and accurate En7lish 
translation of the German. 

SWO by the said Alexander Paterson SCOTLZD 
at 6 Spring Gardens in the City of IdestIrinst:x 
this 5th day of February 1947. 	 (Signed) -.P. SCOTLLND 

BEFORE NE F.G. FLETCHER, 
Major, Legal Staff, 
Military Department, 

Office of the Judge Advocate General. 
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VOLU1-TARY STL'iellEFT OF .FIV 

ED 13136 Johann 3Cr1 EIDi~'R 

20 Sep 09 Born n's; P1Y:CH. 
19:13 	Left elementary school. 
19L3-N Unskilled labourer, e.g. in a brick-works; fare labourer, groom, 

otherwise unemployed. 
193L 	Jcined the Se!,later transferred to the SS. 
Kay 192A 	 and Chauffeur at th. StapoAlUlaCH till 194_5. 
1S'38-39 

	

	eart in the invasion of Austria, Sudentenland, Czechoslovakia 
and leined. 

190-43 In Pusaia as ehruffeur with a service detachment of the Securit 
2blice and the Security Service (3D). 

On a weekday towards the end off - March 44 I wan in my flat in MUNICH. At about 
hrs a police man from my district came and told me I was to go immedi - 

ate:1.y to the Gestapo gnrage. I took my bicycle and went to the garage. 
I ar-eived there at about 2.300 hrs. There I met KriednalkontAssar SC:ifeellER who 
said: "Mr.3C117IDM, you have to drive tonight on orders of the Chief ( Ober-
regierungsrat SCII.AEFe2) with a six-seater. I shall toll you when you have to 
go". I ent to she garage and prepared the six-seater for the journey. Before 
one o'clock i3C1- 11M returned and said: "':ie drive to the Police Hc". 

=11R anC„ GEITH got into the car and I drove to the Police Hce a drive of 
ci:Lout 500 	SOH2RMER and GEITH of out and returned after about 15 minutes 
vith toeo erieoners. The tveapriconers were chained to each other by one vrist. 
7.e drove to the Gestapo. GEITH went with the two prisoners to the Orestapo 
house prison and SOUL= told me I had to be ready and take a machine-piotol 
with me. Further he said "it mry take a long tine; I'll let you know. We drive 
in the direction of IAGOESTALT". Then he :ent into the prison. I had to wait 
fcr a few hours; about 4.30 SC:i.EialER came and said, I should take the.car round 
to the Gestapo prison. I did that, and in the meantime SC1.20,'ZR went into the 
-orison again. When the car stood in the front of the door, SCHERMER came out, 
and eent with me about 20 m to the petrol pump. At the petrol. pump SCHEMER 
said: On SCHAEIER's order you have to drive in the direction of INGOLSTADT. It 
concenes two prisoners who have often eacfeed". It concerns, ho continued, air 
raid shelter burglars and looters. "Should those tee escape, then you will 
shoot on my orders." 

During; this conversation I heard the prison-door shut, and immediately after - 
wards the car-door. Then SCHERMER said: "Off you-go, we are ready". SCHMER 
and I went to the car. SCHM1aR want in front with me. On my entering I saw 
that 4. persons had sat down in the back of the car. Directly behind me in the 
occasional seats, were. GEITH and \EIL. Ls far as I can remember GEITH and WEIL. 
snt half eidoi:ays,e.i.not facing the direction the ccr -das going. Then I started 
on the Reichsautobahn in the direction of INGOLSTADT. As we were leaving the 
town f MUNICH, I could (27iVC: without lights. 	drove for about 35 km on the 
Reichsautobahn, Suddenly SC"-Laliaq grabber: my arm and said: "Stop, pull up to 
the right: " I stopped on the side of the road. As we were stopping, SMEMee,R, 
turning to the back, said "relieve yourselves". 

The two officials 7iEIL and GEITH and the two prisoners walked from the green 
strip at the side of the autobahn about 4 motors on to the mallow. The green 
strip was about 60 an wide. The elevation of the autobahn above the meadow was 
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abou-:: /3.0 c.. '111G pl.'i301%C -.1.:. ....ere about 5 :n from the car. Gar.: 	stood 
a7)out 1..: m to the side of and behind the 1)risenea.-s. 

acl-L:aim turned rouni from the car, and çve mc 3i: J.1 
sai0. in a 107 voiee "out", -Nintity at the 	pistol 	scat iith 

Ot out, toolc the m:..ch.inc f;istol, incited the nICti.:i110)  311111L: 
the 1:::)  ra1 uct tG the htC1: f tii vr. I lalud 2.,-- ainst the lit, 	bo:: and 
looked at the four' stand:Inr; in the 	Now .3C:L:P.:= stood ,.,00d metre to 

doval on the meadow. 	I 	t:-.ndin;:.; behind thci car, I via° 
-1-,..risoncrs at c distz..nce of about 5 :rt. - The 1.)risoners 

I stooC, 	'..ithout suspicion as I could not 3:Jo any dan,-Ter of escape and 
bocause I elid not 1.a1C -3-: what s...ao to laa:.-)pcn in the ne..t :-.1a.:ent. Then I noticed. 
tha.. 3C:1:RM? \.as siLnallirc to rac. with his 	 v ry 	and 
nointec:, with 1 ::.s 	in the d:1-2ection of the prism-1,1,s :n1.7. said. to me in an 

hilnhed voicc "shoot, ohoot". I looked at him 	briefly and 
then 1t %,-ent through .ay herd - he wants to shoot th t.o I.Drisoncrs here on the 
spot. I .ot hold of the 	in my hand and fired two short bursts, i.e. tv:ice 
I fire0. 3 shots. The t-.:o -orifioncrs collapsed, the -L.-kJ officials turned cuickly 
about to 1o1..: at me. The:, sci 	LR called 'top 	 The two 
officils bent over the two prisoners. I 	1....1.tediately with !Ay pistol to the 
drivint, seat and at the same time CEJ. said to the officials: "Take off the 
chaim, at once'. ilhon I had 37;ot, :ay ThP und_x the seat anc'. wrs about to ;.:;o to the 
prisoners, 	 nsked me if I :tr.6 sny -cling in the car to cover them. 
I found a piece e2 tarpaulin in the tool 1.:ox. which I f.:,a.ve to 301=-772. G2ITH 
an 	covered the corpses with --t;he tarpaulin and fir branches. Then SCIX:-.1012 
said. I ..:hould .:rive the car 5 m forward. 	 .01ce(74.u1.3 the emity_ca7trid J e.-=.(..; 
and threw them on the it .7.. position of .the ci:.r.3C7- 2-1'r..aid to :ac l If 	IL. a 
cm:Ass:Lon of eneuiry, you shot from here". :Le also said that GETTE and '11',IL 
were to remain with the corn :703 until v.,: returned, Then I drove .F.IC?.ERER to 
PFATReavi:OF:;i 7  to the police station and then to the aictor. I returned again 
\Atli 	 the scene of the crime. The doctor the certified death. The 
polfce:x.:n 	c had notified at ti..o nonce sta'rion, had to ronlaiD tith the 
carp-3es. I then returned with SCHT4.11)., GEIT.II and IL to muNicir. On the way 
%.e sto) , .)....d for a fe,7 minutes at the police station in AL101:1111USII:. SCI-MMMI 

that nothinL had to be nontioned :out this case, it L.as secret. 

I have 	the above statement voluntarily and -aithout cenvulsio.t. 

(cal) 
Johann 3C:1=111. 

3i3pod in Ay A-est:nee: 
(r,d) 

M. F. CORNISH, Capt. 

L. D. C. 
31 May 46. 

Din tr!but ien7 
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ISLLTION. 	 CONFIDENTIAL.  

SCHNEIDER, Johann. 
SHEFFIELD 18..8-46#  
P.O.:. Camp 17. 

To: The Commandant. 

:.PPLICATION. 

Sir, 
I ask you for a further intorro,ratin by t'e, Office r in imdon who 

works on the base of SCHNEIDER. 

1. During the trip from '::iesbalen to Minn I intende:: t. tell the whole 
truth in order to get rid of the burden. lait in the prison at Minden WEIL 
talked to me for the first time. He aske me where I had been until now 
and if I had already been intorregated in connection with this case. I 
said no, this would be the first time. Thereupon he tcld me the main-
question, so that our answer would correspond. As I realize that they try 
the second time to get me into trouble and because my conscience is not at 
ease so my statement is not quite true I ask for a further interroation, 

2. I did not accompany the prisoner on his drive from Police Ha. to the 
Gestapo the driver on night-duty is the man in questiin. 

3. When I arrived in the prison of the Geotap at about 0400 hrs the 
prisoners were interrogat by SCHERMER, GEITH and iEIL. 

4. During the transport tc this place WEIL gave me to understand that I 
should admit the shots so that our answers ml ht correspond.. I agreed, 
Then he wanted me to state that the prisoners were not handcuffed so that 
he would be exonerated. As they evid,mtly went to make use of my good-  

nature and do not take into consideration that I have children at himo, I 
do not wish to remain silent any lon:L.r. I know now that by the means of 
the shots they intended t- silencc me. 

(Sgd) 

P.O.W. SCHNEIDER, Johann. 

This is the exhibit marked J.S.4 referred to in the affidavit sworn 
by Lieutenant Colonel Alexander Paterson SCOTLAND before me at 6 Spiing 
Gardens in the city of Westminster on this 5th day of February 1947 

( Sgd ) 

F.T. FLETCHER 
Major 

Legal Staff 
Military Department 

Office of the Judge Advocate General 
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LD 1387 Civilian Johann SOT-MITER 

On a weely at the end of 7:orch 1 944. I was notified in my flat inlaREECH by 
police 	 of my district at about 2200 hrs that I had to report 
for a journey at four o'clock in the morning in the duty room of the 
Gestapo to ;:rim.Kommissar SCE-F.21;1M. 	I arrived at theouty room of 
the Stopo ot about half oast three. There I was told SCHEMER was at 
the prison. non I arrived there SCHM,M1  WEIL, GSM and CEIB were 
engaged in the interrogation of two prisonoro, 	I was 10 minutes in 
this room, then S,7I;ETZRER took mu into the ante-chamber and said "By 
order of the Oniof O'Stubaf SCJ",EFER you arc to drive with n six-
scotor oor in the direction of INGOLSTOT". 

of 
 further told mo to 

take a tcmmy gun with me, as this rays a coso of moving two hardened 
cellar burglars, who had often escaped before. If they should 
attempt to escape I wns to shoot them on his orders. He also said 
Vo leave Lore at daybreak". after this I went to the garage, 
prepared my car and drove up in front of the prison. . SCHEM,En (who 
sat with me in front) got into the car with 'NEIL and CEITHand the two 
prisoners, 	The two prisoners were fastened together with n manacle: each 
b7 one wrist, and at on the back sent, whilo LEITH and 'TEIL sat in 
front of them on auxiliary scats. ;is far as I remember they sat 
semi-dingonally, not exactly in the direction of travel. I then 
drove on the Roichsoutobohn in the direction of INGOLSMDT. 2,fter 
loavinr: tho town of ],:UNICH I could drive without lights. 

a 

We drove nbcut 35 1 nn the Reiehsnutobahn when SCHERMER took me by 
the arm and said : "Stop. 	Keep to the right". 	I stopped at the edge 
of the rod. Than we stopped SCPERER turned to the back and said : 
"Urinotc". 	two officiols WEIL and GEMI and tie two prisoners went 
from the [Toon strip at the edge of the autobahn about four metres into 
the meadow. 	The green strip w s about 60 cm. brood. The height of 
the 2.utobahn above the meadow was 40 cm. The prisoners were about 
five metres from the car. GEITH and 	stood about one and a half 
mctreo at the side to the rear of the prisoners. SOHO= turned 
round in the car and gave me a sign to gut out and said quietly : 
"Get out", and pointed with his hand to the tcmmy gun under my seat. 
I 7ot out, took the tommy gun and inserted the mogazine, slung the tommy 
gun and wont behind the car. I :caned on the luggage boot and looked 
at the four standing in the meadow. SCILTRiZR stood a good metre right 
of Me below in the meadow, Where I was standing behind the car I was 
about five ootres avoT from the prisoners and directly behind them, 
The prisoners were still manacled 	to:;othor. 	I stood there.  
unsuspectingly, as I did not suspect any danger of escape and did not 
know what was to happon the moot momcnt. Then I noticed that SCHERMER 

makingsigns to me with his hands. He was very excited and pointed 
with his hands in the direction of the prisoners and said in a very 
excited and low voice : "Shoot, shoot:" I locked at him again for a 
moment and then it wont through my head "Ho wants to shoot the two 
prisoners here on the spot". I utpped the tommy gun firmly in my 
hand and gave two short bursts of fire, i.c. three shots twice. 	The 
two prisoners collIpsed and the two officials turned around for a 
moment to 'look at mo. 

ThaISCHTTLIT.R called out to me : 	more ohots". I went quickly up 
to the two prisoners and fired one round at each. Then SCHERMER said : 
"That's enough shooting". 	The two officials bent over the two 
prisoners. I went immediately with my pistol to the driving seat and 

at/ 
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at the sar,e timo SCHERMER said to the officials : "Remove the manacles 
immediately". 1hali hrd put my tornay gun under the scat and was going 
to the prisoners, SCHIIRMER asked me whether I had something to use as 
a cover in the car. I found a piece of tarpalain in the toolbox, which 
I owe to WIDMER. (?KEITH and ':fl IL covered the cornses with the 
torp-,.ulin and fir -branches. 	The SCHERYER told mu to move the car 
forward five metres. SCHEI<ATM picked up the empty cartridges and threw 
them by the new spot where the car wa:- stnnding. WU= said to me : 
"In the event of an investig-tir-n by n ccrmission you firelfrom here". 
He also said that GIUTHand 'MIL wore to stay with the corpses until we 
got b. Eck, I Li.n drcue -aith SCHETURR to the FFAFFENHOFEN Gendarmerie 
and the i for a doctor. 	e-ter T 6 AM back to the scene cf the deed. 
The doctor eertifieJ 	 ,7clieeren, whom we Ire' notlfied nt 
the Gendameriu had co remain witn ate c-Jrpses. I drove back to 
MUNICH aith SCJERMER, GETTH and ':r IL. On the way we stopped for n 
few minute in .j,,LERSii;UTiEN at the Gendarmerie. SCHERYER told me later 
that the case must not be discussed, it wns secret. 

For a further clarification of this matter I wart to nem° as an 
important witness the night duty-driver at the time Alfons GEIB whO 
was also concerned ns the driver from the Police HQ to the Gestapo, 
and whmSCTT2NER also employed as Interpreter, .Alfons GEIB had been 
in LNrTim for many years and was employed by the Gestapo, MUNICH under 
an emergency call-up. As far as I rencriber his flat is in MUNICH, 
Frauenhofcr Strasse, but I do not knra the nuMber. He may also be 
in FISCHBACHAU near SOBLIERSEE. His mother has a house there. I 
also at that t!, me made a list of 211 Gestapo employees for the C.I.C. 
MUNICH, Mnuerkirchner Strasse, in collaboration with the prisoner in 
protective custody Ludwig Y/GNFR. 	There the exact address ocul be 
ascertained. 

The following is a sketch of the interrogation room of the Stapo HQ 
MUNICH, where I say SCHMMER, LEITH and ',ET I during the inU:a:rogation 
of two British PI Officers during which the Driver GED noted as 
Interpreter. 

See sketch of Interrcg&tion Room on Gorman copie. 

I have made the above statement voluntarily and without compulsion. 

(sgd) Johann SCHNEIDER 

Signed in nly presence 	 (sgd) LP SCOTLAND, Lt-Col, WCIU 

LONDON 
28 Aug 46 

Distribution : 
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IN THE MATTER OF GERiii,N WLR CRIIES AND 
IN THE ili,TTER OF THE KILLING OF FIFTY 

OFFICERS OF THE ROYAL AIR FORCE WHO ESC...FED 
FROM STALLG LUFT III  SAGAN, ON 24/25 iTARCH 1944 

British National Office Charge No. 

United Nat:1.ms W-r Crimes Commission Reference  

AFFIDAVIT  

I, Alexander Paterson SCOTLAND, Lieutenant-colonel Intelligence Corps, at 
present stationed at the London District Prisoner of Var Cace, 6/7 Kensington 
Palace Gardens, Bayswater, London, W.8., make oath and say as follows : 

1. I am the Officer Commanding the War Crimes Interrocation Unit and am 
fluent in the German languac. 

2. At the London District Prisoner of War C,age on or about 8 or 9 November 
1946 I saw Hans KAHLER whose former police rank was Probationary Polizoi-
Inspektor, and I told him that I was investigating the killing of four officers 
of the Royal Air Force in the neighbourhood of KIEL at the end of March 1944. 
I asked him whether he knew anything about this incident and if so whether he 
was willing to make a statement. Ho agreed to this and I therefore instructed 
him to go into a room by himself and write down what he knew. This he did. 
When he had finished I read through what he had written out and asked him cert-
ain questions arising therefrom. His answers to these questions together with 
what he hat written out himself were typed on to a stencil and the said KAHLER 
was shown a cyclo-styled copy thereof, which he read through carefully in my 
presence on the 11 November 1946. .After having had full opportunity to amend 
or alter it as he wished the said KAHLER signed the statement in my presence.. 
This statement in German comprising five sheets is marked H.K.1. and is att-
ached to this affidavit. 

3. The said KIELER male an.l. signed the statement above referred to freely 
and voluntarily and he agreed that it was so made. No threats or promises wore 
male to him in connection with it. 

4.. 	I also produce the English translation of the said KIEILERIs statement 
referr_d to in paragraph 2 hereof, which is marked H.K.2. and is attached to 
this affidavit. This doeument contains a true an accurate translation into 
English from the German. 

NORN by the said Alexander Paterson SCOTLAND 
at 8 Spring Garlens in the City of Westminster 
this 	 tviellt:Tri4-44;,.... day of 	irr4 	 1947 	(SIGNED) A.P. SCOTLAND_ 

BEFORE LIE. 

	

(.;ned) C. C. 	ason 	tjo!y 
Lou." Staff, 

Military Department, 
Office of the Judge Advocate General. 
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iD 1692 (former Polizei-Inspektor-Lnwaerter) Ii' ns 1:1LIILT7, 

Equivalent SS-rank: 	Iauac  

born at KIEL on 3.flay 1911. 
:Atended four forms Elementary School at laEL until 1926. 
1926 - 193C, Lpprenticeship as joiner. 
May 1930 - June 1933 unem;:doyed. 
June 1933 until the end of December 103 Ship's carpenter at the 
"Deutsche .:erke" in KIEL. 
1.1.1934. Joined the Fuldjaegerkorps. 
1.4.1936 Transferred to Police (Schuetzpolizei) - Last rank 
Liu.,Itwachtmeister of Police. 
1.2.1944 Posted from Police to Gestapo KTRL for purpose of 
1:rob,-.tionary employment as Vcrwaltungsanwaerter (Administrative 
protationer). 

27.6.194.5 Interned. 
Joined Party and Si. 12.7.1931. 
Left Si. on 31.12.1933 curing to transfer to Feldjaegerkorps. 
Joined SS on 30.8.1939 by reason of "Angleichungserlass" (Decree 
placing the SS on an equivalent footing to the SA). 

About the middle or end of March 1944, the fonder Kriraind-
Kormissar, SS-SturMbannfuehrer POST, r.neared one dry, betvieen 9.30 and 
10 o'clock, in the Personnel Department - where I was working at the time -
end told me that I was to keep myself in read ness for a job that day. 
As I had heard at the Office that a state visit was to take place at the 
"Deutsche '.::erke" in KIEL that lay, I assumed that I was to be sent there. 
I therefore had an official card for Criuinal Police officials issued to 

Ifter about five minutes had elapsed POST ayroared again, and 
ordered me to draw a carbine from the arms store, and then to hold myself 
rerdy for duty. I went again to the arms store later to draw a revolver. 

V1011,10612.tut3P,-61;1;41.ntiG had elapsed since the first appearance of 
POST, I was ordered by POST to the ante-roou of the Diensstellenleiter 
(oftice chief). In addition to myself, the followinv, as.,;:bled there: 
fonder Krininaldbersekretaer Oskar r-Ira,a-tre, YriLinal-Assistent .alter 
J:.COBS, Kriminal-Lngestellter Franz SCHiiIDT and the drivers DENT:.: 414 and 
STRUVE. Shortly afterwards POST appeared alsciand, after reporting to the 
Dienststellenlciter, entered the latter's office with us. Here the above-
mentioned lined up, and the Gast-.too Chief Fritz SCHbIDT gave us approxi-
mately the following order: By order of the Reich Security Head Office 
we were to take some escaped prisoner of war from FiENSLURG to IL.i.,2312% 
and shoot thou en route. Jlether, however, mention was made of escaped 
prisoners of war or parachute agents, I cannot now say with certainty. 
There is a possibility that mention was made of escaped prisoners of 
war, or parachute agents when the order was received, or that one or the 
other term was used during a discussion which took place several months 
later - and which it; mentioned at the end of the report. 

After the Gestapo Chief had informeLt 113 of this order, and 
had appointed POST to take charge of the squad, the Dienststellonleiter 
told us that he hrd to 12ledge us to the strictest secrecy with regard to 
the order ,uld its execution, and took our pledge by a hand-clasp. To 
my knowledge SCILIDT read this order from a form - presumably a toleprint. 

/2 
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- .ben this order had been g-.1.ven out, -r'OSr2 	forward and 
eiede Oskar - SCHi.,irjT, J:.00BS, Franz SO..,.1TeT and -,eyself responsible for 
one' prisoner each. .-'nether POST explrined in this connection that we 
were to execute.: the prisoners, I cannot rerieuber. = :.y opinion, however, 
the order could not have been misunderstood 	nn.ybo35- to thou the order 
was riven. l'OST ordered further th-t the prisoners - reec:s.. to be told to 
relieve themselves and were to be shot then by :1 shot between the Cespulder 
blades. POST stated further that the journey weuld be undertaken. in toro 
oars, that he would take chare of the first cer z,nd. that I was to sit 
with him. Oskar SakEILT vms placed. in charge of the second car, Encl 
JeCOBS and Franz SCM:IDT wore to co with hiu. The u.-iver of the first 
err (four-seater) was DE.N.aiLTIN and of the second ear kreLez-seater) 

...fter this conference in the room of the DienoLstenenleit.cr 
we entered the cars which werc- standine in front of the (ifle3 nni -2reve 
to the Police EQ 	FUNSBURG whore the Frontier Police Oen:Assn:let was 
housed. I:ere the local Dienstetellenleiter, Kriai.nalobers6:retre..... 

joinee us in the first car, and we drove to the "It!..iiiCHIEJ 
restaurant ;there we hada midday ,.cal. 	ter the recai we drove beck .10  
the 1''i.._;;N - I3UIZ office. There the prisoners were brought up to the offece - 
apearently fron. the Police prison. I cannot say who fetched them. One 
prisoner each was then handed over to Oskrr SCE:1DT, J.".CODS and Franz 
r;(111DT for interrogation. I was not called upon to conduct rn 
interrwe tion, but an official 'Tree-, FLENSBURG when I do not Palow was 
cois.dosioned to interrogate the fourth exisoner. .'fter the interre6a.tion 
duties had been assipled I went to the lavatory at the end of a corridor 
where I relieved myself and had a wash. I then entered the interromtion 
room adjoining the lavatory. There Franz 3CLIJIDT was sitting with a 
prisoner, and was just about to conclude the interrouation. I noticed 
that the prisoner had to append his signature to the interroatien 
report, and that he was handcuffed by Franz 	after being searched. 
I c-nnot recollect any longer whether the other three prisoners were 
already in the corridor when we left the rooel. I know only that I 2:■"/ 
the four prisoners together in the corridor shortly before we lefte 
Then the prisoners were to be led to the care, :POET handed tie a. key for 
a chain, pointed to a- prisoner - according to the photograph, I believe 
it was C.',T.'.N..Ch - and told we that I was responsible for him. .ifter 
POST had entered the first car the driver of which was DElLaiiTZT, with 
this latter prisoner and ,eyself, and Oskar SCiiiiIDT,'Jr.:.COBE; and Franz 
Ciru.iI 1' hed entered the second car with the other three prisoners, we 

drove in the direction of KIEL. Ls the second car, ai_paerently owing to 
engine trouble could not get 	the erne speed as the first, I was 
ordered by POST to ensure contact between the two cars through the 
rear window. 

During the journey fro:a FJRNS-6URG to KIEL POST talked to. the 
prisoners in English. Ls I an not conversant with that laneuege I could 
not understand the conversation, but I got the impression that the 
conversation wr. s conducted in a friendly :.-,rnner. 

On our arrival in KIEL, POW got the car to turn off the 
Ecla3rnfoorder-Ohaussee into the Gutenbergstrr soc, instead of proceeding 
straight on. I cannot say whether the second car followed us into the 
Gutenbergstrasse, but I an of the o-,:dnion that this was not the c-se. 
Nor can I say where we caught the second car up aLeain. The detour 
mentioned was ela:e, because POST stopped in front of the house of a. 
friend of his, Marianne HEYDT, KIEL, Hansastresse 8. Here he handed me 
a theatre ticket which I had to take to her flat; I had to say that POST 
would probably not be able to go. Fraeulein 1-1"/DT was known to ea from 
my work in the Personnel Department of the KIEL Felice, whore Fraeulein 
HEYDT was also eurfloyed. 

bout... 
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:,b7)ut 6-15 lc.1 beyond I= POST of the car to halt on the 

IlamburLer-Chaussee. I had the im.ression that this was a stoppirK, point 
that had been decided cn previously, and that 20ST was familiar with the 
country, lor PO3T showed no uneasiness and, as far as I could 36G, did 
not look round for a suitable place before that, as Would surely have 
been the case, if the stoppin3 point had not been selected beforehand. 
I "so also of the opinion that Oskar SCHUDT must have known this stopping_ 
place beforehand. 	I have already described, I am or the opinion 
that the second car did not turn into the Gutenber-ostrasse and that, there- 
fore, Oskar SCHILIDT !azst have known about the stopping place. I also 
S66;.; to renember that POST in giving toe the order to draw a carbine, 
said that he had to go out in a hurry;  and I assume that the scene of the 
shooting %,as selected 1,-1 the 4- eriod between the tine was order.A. 	hold 
• ysel in realness for duty, and the order to go,  to the ante-rood of the 
Chief. I am not, however, able to produce proof for this statezent, 

after the first car had stopped at the place mentioned, POST. 
left it, oreiered ne to take off the handcuffs, and ordered the prisoner 
to ::ut out; I follow d. When I had already left the car POET ordered me to 
fetch the carbines which had been brought in the car. 	 drove 
on for a short distance, in order to prevent passers-by from approaching 
along the road. POET, with the prisoner walked towards a gate leading 
into a field, and entered the field through it. I followed theca both at 
a distance of about 2-3 paces. Vh1le on the road, and for a few paoes 
into tho.Iieldp,POST walked beside the prisoner-  1  ha then placed himself 
about 1 -2 paces behind hiu .. I followed POST at a distance of 2-3 paces. 
'.'hen, in this fonaation, we were about 10-15 n to the left in the field, 
POST looked round at :le briefly, and from behind shot the prisoners 
between the shoulder blades with his pistol; he fell forward and have 
no further sign of life. 	the shots were fired I stood. about 
2-3 paces behind POST. 

Innediatelj after the shooting of the first prisoner the 
second car arrived. '.ihen the other three prisoners and the officials 
entered the field, I was standinR on a path running beyond the gate 
across the field. The prisoners wheeled left into the field. Aether 
(.3T gave the order for the left-wheel, :r by whom such an order was given 

to the riscners , or if it was given at all I do not know. The 
prisoners, at any rate, advanced towards the dead man in extended line 
with a distance of about 2-3 paces between them, and were followed at about 
the same distance by Oskar SCEILDT, J,.0033, and Pranz SCILd-DT. I cannot 
say whether they kept this distance on first entering the field; however, 
they held this formation when they were r.bout 4-5 u from the dead man. 
When they entered the field, however, all three officials were close 
together. '.When the prisoners and t!te offidols had entered the field I 
followed them, and when the prisoners were standing about 2-3 paces 
from the dead man, I was standing about 2-3 paces to one oide and approx. 
in line with them, or 1-2 paces behind the officials on the extreme 
left. POST, as far as I re ember, stood approx. 1-2 paces behind the 
official on the right. In what order the officials were standing, I can-
not say. 

X Prisoners 
0 Officials 	 + 

Dead 	 X 	X 
0 	0 

X 

 

Line of advance 

0 

0 POST 
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. 	 :then occupying the position just described I saw that t .. 

P684" 	prisoners were startled at the si:ht of the dead i- o.n, and. I heard. .LT 
shout;"Go -13wor, or "Go on fire"o  ", or sometid.ng sinilar, 	Iediately 
afterwards :3one shots were fired, and tht-; three prisoners fell forward. 
I did not see 1;ho fired the shots. 	I st:Ver t;...11  hic;r1  that all three 
prisoners had been shot between the shoulder-b3o..0es. 	Oskar 361:11,IDT, 
J....COBS, and Franz Sn'..IDT were standin:7 behind them and each had a pistol 
in his hand. 	L.s one of the prisoners was still sho;-..inz a-  in at.' life 
POST called to :.16 to finish the prisoner off with a C.V.11>-.J.e-crr.oe shot. 
:Is I hesitated he snatched the carbine out of trz hand, -..nd fired. a shot 
into the prisoner' s head • 

I do not I-ola that POST reprimanded one of the officials preen 
for not firirv, or, respectively, not hittin3. 	Nor do I remeither that 
pic Si ttle officials implicated was called. be.'ore the Stapoloiter the 
next day .oeeause of this, or a similar, ..‘.".tter„ 	I know, however, that 
Oskr.r CC 1o2 	into the Chie-11  o office the followinr.; day; I thaw ht 
that L•.o 	to submit a repot on the carrying cut of tho job 
10.2.T ..roo 	piosent when the bodies were taken to the crematoriun., 
Purtheroore I L1. not see POST at the 	ice 	that morning. 	I 
would fs.::;:711.1..... that, had Oskar SOIL L)T been .called before the Chief for 
non-con;:lience with the order to fire, he would. haw told no about it 
1. hen I t.n1: him that mornin. 	I do not recollect such a talk however. 
Oskar EICILIDT aid, however, tell no on one 0 ccasion during our intern- 
:lent in the sprin of 1946, that he had. ben called before the Chief 
-tDeCr.L.ISC he had not fired, afr: had been reprimanded. 	I do npt, however, 
rei.lember his :.lakin3 a rear!: to that effect -1 the time of the incident. 

....fter the prisoners had been shot, their handcuffs were taken off 
by the individual 	 who were in possession of the keys, Then 
POET cave the ardor to hay, . the bodies placed. near the hedge • This 
order was carried out by all of us. POST helped also, 

POST then ordered me to drive back to KIM with theca in the 
'our-seater,where he would conAssion an undertaker to collect the 

bodies. 	The other officials reilained at the scene of the shooting. 
'Alen kik, did not find anybody in at the undertaker's a.ITLSEI Hospital-

we drove to TISCHENDORF, Karlotrasse. The latter ialedintely 
3. .c 	car at our disposal in which I drove back to the 300110 of the 

sho. tins. POST stayed. at I=L, I believe he wished to send a teleprint 
:.;11.1,IN from the Office, 

Th.. bodies were then taken to the crel.r.torium at KIEL. 	2here 
were difficulties about an lone,'_late cre:mtion, ...ut these were .eliminated 
after the manrzer of the ere atorium and Oslsar SOIlidifi' had consulted 
the competent office - apparently the Town Nall - over the telephJne• 

As we wore about to start the drive back froze the scene of 
the shootinrs to the crematorium, ny collLarqxes asked no what exactly had 
hap Juned at the shoo-Q.nr of the first prisoner. They were annoyed. that 
the prisoner who had "eon carried in the first car had care PAY' been 
executed when they arrived. I told thou that I had not fired, but that 
POST had ciried out the shooting iunediately after arrival. 

1.4. few days after the incident I net if....COBS at the Legistry 
Office of the office at KIEL, ne pointed to four cardboard boxes on 
the table, and told no that these contained the urns of the executed 
prismers which he was to take to maTSBURG. 

Possibly some few months after the incident - I have completely 
for:;otten the date - I was ordered to the office of Oskar SCHLIDT. 
There all the participants asoer.ibled, also the Stropoleiter„ Pritz LjailallT. 
Fritz SCILIIDT told us that the arrival of the Swiss Counission was to be 
expected which was to investigate the shooting of the prisoners. .1 
falsified version of the incident was to be given, rou:hly to the effect 
that the prisoners had tried a violent attack while relieving themselves, 

/5,  and.,. 
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-'.J. h.d.1)ucn shot durin„: their subsequently '.tte::Iptejl escape. 
tU3 pur,K.sc the Chief drove to the scene of the shtint, with all 

p- itici,Jants, in .-)r -ler to enact the incident there. I cr.nnot 
r.,collect further ,..let• 

In c$nclusion, I should like t.) state aain thr.t I aa nit 
fire shot fro either the pistol 3r the cz'.rbine durin;. the incident 
related above, '.nd that I hr.ve ,Iade the above state lent to the best 
3f w ::nowled,-.c and conscience. 

have 17Ldc: the :.bove state:lie-At veluntarily 	with;:.ut 

s: :(1.) Hans 

	

ULned in 	presence: 	(sd) 	SCOTL.AD, Lt. Col. 

iDo 
•11 	C1? 

DiDistribution: 	EN 	GER 	ENC/Cal ....._ 

a.,(7, 	 2 	1 (s: L' 1 	_ 
-C-3 (V.i) 	 _ 	- 	1 
File 	 - 	1(sd) 	5 
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IN THE LATTER CF GERIJAN 'JAR CRIi.:ES AND 
THE MATTER OF THE KILLING OF FIFTY 

OFTICERS OF THE. :ACYAL LIR FORCE .IHC ESCIPED 
FROM STALAG LUFT III SLGLN, ON 24/25 M:,RCH 1944  

British National Office Charge No. 

United Nations War Crimes Commission Reference. 

LFFIDLVIT 

I, Llexander Paterson SCOTLLFD, Lieutenant-colonel Intelligence 
Corps, at present stationed at the London District Prisoner of .dar Cage, 
6/7 Kensington Palace Gardens, Bayswater, London, W.8., make oath and 
Say as follows :- 

1. I am the Officer Commanding the War Crimes Interrogation Unit and 
am fluent in the German language. 

2. At the London District Prisoner of War Cage on a day at the b(gin- 
ning of January 1947 I saw Lrtur D7NKIENN, whose former rank was Kraft- 
fnhrcr in the Gestapo at Kiel. 	I told him that I was investigating the 
killing of four officers of the Roygl Lir Force in the neighbourhood of 
Kiel at the end of March 1944. 	I asked him whether he knew anything 
about the incident. 	He said that he did. 	I asked him if he would like 
to make a statement. 	When he agreed I told him to go into a room by 
himself and write down what he knew in this regard. 	When he had finished 
I read through what he had written down and then had his statement typed 
on to a stencil. 

3. On 14 January, 1947, I again saw the said DEITKil.NN and showed him a 
cyclo-styled copy of his statement. 	After he had been given full oppor- 
tunity to alter or amend it as he wished, I asked him if he was willing to 
sing it. 	He agreed, and signed the cyclo-stgled statement in my presence, 
This statement in German comprising three sheets is marked A.D.1. and is 
attached to this affidavit. 

4. The said DENKhANN made the statement above referred to freely and 
Voluntarily and he agreed thrt it was so made. 	No threats or promises 
were made to him in connection with it. 

5, 	I also produce the English translation of the statement of the said 
LENKMANN referred to in paragraphs 2 and 3 above, which is a true and 
accurate translation of the German. 	This English translation is marked 
A.D. 2. and is attached to this affidavit. 

SWORN by the said Alexander Paterson SCOTLAND ) 

at 8 Spring Gardens in the City of Westminster 

this thirteenth day of 	Lay 	1947. 	(Signed) L.P. SCOTLAND. 

BEFORE LE 

(Sgd) C.G. MASON, 
Major Legal Staff, Military Department, 
Office of the Judge Advocate General. 
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	 CONFIDEIITIAL 

VOLUNTARY ST405  111'2  OF Pit 

LD 1742 Civilian Internee 4:a-tar DLIMInilIT 

Driver at the Gestapo FaEL 

Artur LEMidlli, born 31.7.04 at EELLBERGEN, District DERFORD. 
Attendedekraztary• school up to the third form. Left school 1916. Then 
employed as car washer and greaser. 	1927 received driving licenre and became 
professional driver. Unemployed from 1 930 till 1935, then car-warher, 1936 
until 1942 bus driver, then forbidden to drive buses by the Munioipal HeA 
doctor of Kiel owing to gall and liver trouble. 'Jas only permitted to 
drive small vehicles. May 1942 compulsorarily called-up to the Gestapo 
KIEL, as L.T. driver until the end of September, 1944. Owing to a grcath 
on the large intestine became completely incapable of earning f-sjr living 
and c:-.nnut work fly more. 

I ws cleaning the car at the end of March 1944. It was around 
lurvil time when Kammissar POST same out of the office building and said 
"IENKMANN, tjet the Chief's cur ready for a long trip". Upon my question as 
to where the journey would take us, I received the reply "that you will find 
out soon enough, see to it that you get the ear ready". I not the car ready, 
and phoned through from the telephone in the drivers' roan to the ante-roan 
of the chief, that the car was ready for the tripe 	I received the reply : 
"Hold yourself in readiness near the ear, we will be moving off soon." 
It was the chief who said this. I then went outside to the car, where the 
driver STRUVE was busy on his car. I believe that STRUVE 	he would be 
off with POST, because he had told him he should get the big six-seater ready. 
15 - 20 minutes passed, then i'OST came out of the office building first, then 
the administrative official KixETILER came with a rifle in his hand. POST and 
EnlialliT approT.ched my car. Behind KiLEHLER cane Oskar SCHMIDT, Franz SCHAIET 
and JAXOBS also. Oskar and Franz SCIMIET and J,,COBS got into STRUVE's car. 
O. SMILDT sat in front with STRUVE. KAMMER was in may car. "POST got out 
aolin and called to Oskar SCHUDT; "You are in the picture". Then FOST sat 
next to me in front and said "move off". I asked him : 	where to ? 
Isn't the chief coming with us?". POST then said : "BENIQi,al, you must not 
ask such stupid questions. If I tell you to drive off, then you drive off, 
understand. All right, to w  SBURG". I did not say another word, and 
drove off. In FLENSBURG the branch office is in the Police HQ 'Wilding. 
Mine was the first car to arrive; in order to keep the approach clear I 
drove on a further eight metres, after POST and KikEHLER had got out. 31TUVE 
then came to my car, and said that his car was not in order, and that on the 
return journey I should watch him, he did not know :how far he would get. he 
could not find what was wrong with the engine and so we did not mueYtc,  
discuss the journey. After approx 20 - 30 minutes all the officials came 
out of the building again. I only glanced at them and opened the door of 
my Jar. "1ST was holding a prisoner by the am, frausthe photograph, 
presumably CAT..,110,C11. aiS hands were manacled behind his back. 	I, naturally, 
had to open my mouth again !Trid said : "But the man can't sit down like this" 
whereupon I got the reply from POST to keep my trap shut. "Cale on, move 
off" said ZOST with a backward glance at the other car. I asked "Home ?a; 
"No", said lOST, "to HAMBURG". 

In SCHLESWIG a road braywhes off which goes RENDSBU16-' - /MUENSTER - 
HAMBURG, this I wanted to take. POST asked me then where I intended to go; 
I said to HA.MBURC via RENDSBURG NBULTUENSTER, that w-iy it is nearly 30 
kiluaetres shorter than via KTEL. POST however said : "No, we must go via 
KIEL". 	I said to him that the distance was much much longer. He said : 
"You take the way which I tell you". 	I now took the direct route to HA.MBURG. 
On the 11.4MEURG road there arc two sharp curves. One after VOORIE and one near 
the "RED COCK". lOST said to me before the first curve : "Stop at the next 

turning/ 
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t,Irning, they want to relieve themselves". 	I still vi nted to drive beyond 
--ae curve, becauee .EA' a driver one never stops cn a curve. 	Said POST: "L.,, 
step here". 	I then stopped the car. 	POST then gct cut of the oor, and I 
believe he said to KAEHLER: "Tring the rifle along". 	I also said to 
KAEBLSli : 'Do take the handcuffs off the man, 'because he can't relieve 
himself like this", 	I don't know hewever whether '4.iOrT,F1R did still 
understl.nd this, as he hod also got out already. 	POST had already ercssed the 
road with the prisoner; 	I also get out but on the -side of the ditch, i.e. 
on the right cf the cnr. 	I also wanted to relieve Eorself and to look cut 
for STRUVE's car. He wos not yet behind me but was just aproachinL; the tcp 
cf the curve. 	A big seeds lorry approached from direction HiAMBUiG. in 
direction KIEL; he had just passed me when ST:AVE arrived. 0. and SCHiaDT, 
J,ACOBS and three prisoners got cut of STRUVE's ear. Eoch of then took a 
prisoner !Ind oressed with him ever to the side road. 	STRUVE steed together 
with me by the sar on the right hand side and we relieved eursolves. Three 
to four minutes Llter obout five to eight shots rang cut. STRUVE and I 
looked at each other and said simultaneously '';pat's up ever there 4". 	I 
said to 	: flame on, we'll go across." 	-,;e had reached approximately 
the s-Jntre of the read when POST came cut of the side road and said : "Remain 
by the car". 	He then said:"DENKMANN turn round, I have to go to the 
office immediately". 	POST sat down again in frr_nt and did not speak a word. 
Upon my question what had happened I receivedthoreply, the swims wanted to 
beat it. 	I then said, it would have been bettor if I had left the first 
aid box there. 	He did not reply to this. 	He only said then : "Don't fall 
asleep, drive faster", 	'Then we arrived at the office I asked whether I or 
the Jar were still needed, POST said "No"; as in the meantime office hours 
w re over I drove the car to the garage and went home. Next morning I 
asked STRUVE when he had arrived; he said shortly after me, To my question 
if he had got to know anything about what had happened, he said "The 
officials also returned to the office shortly after you and POST had left, 
only one remained there". I can't say exactly to-day any more if STRUVE 
told me who that was. We then continued to talk about it, and were of the 
opinion that there was something wrong about it. 

,A2,roximately during the month cf flay I was called to room 33. 
POST wanted to talk to me. I thereupon went tc the above mentioned roan. 
On entering I locked the room over. 	I believe all participants were 
present. 	I don't know whether STRUVE was there. 

POST said immediately to me "DENT NN you were also present at 
thattime cn the read tc HAAMBURG when the prisoners tried to escape." I 
immediately said "No 	I had act seen if they tried to escape". "Well, 
that does net matter", said POST. 	"len, the gentlemen don't want to accept 
the report which I sent to DERLIN,". New we talked the thing over like 
this: "Two of the prisoners wanted to escape towards the read, and waited 
to seize the two cars; during this you and STRUVE shot one each". I asked 
in astonishment : "But why this ? Do tell the truth hua it happened. If it 
is all in orler. • I refuse most decidedly and indignantly to support, 
such lies. In any case I have net got a pistol any more, it was burnt in 
July 1943 luring my leave in HAMBURG in an air attack." POST said : "All 
this does not matter, it is only a matter of form". 	I said to POST 
literally : "I do not support even a matter of form. 	If I should be 
questioned by higher authorities, I shall only tell the truth", POST said 
thereupon "Aliright, all right, you may go". Approximately one hour later 
I was ordered to go to the chief and there it was explained to me that, had 
I the intention of creating difficulties, something unpleasant would happen 
to me. 	I said the following :"I could never consent to anything such as 
POST demanded of STUVE and me, because this would be a great lie and even 
to cur detriment". The chief then said that it was only a pure formality. 
My reply was "I cannot support even a formality if it is untrue". 
Thereupon he shouted at me to get to hell cut cf there "I shall see to it 
that you keep your mouth shut". I was now very worried about my safety. 
I thought to myself, if they now find out all about my step-father, I shall 
disappear too. 4 step-father was brought to MAUTHAUSEN Concentration Camp 
in 1938 and supposedly died of illness in this Camp in 1942. 

The 
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"he ilecuments in respect (,f this are with my wife in KIEL. 	Today 
I presume that only the :Ufferent none cf my stop-father saved me frcm shirring 
his fate. 	I spoke with STRUVE several times about this matter; he said that 
he toe weu12 not agree in any case tc, our having had any part in this matter. 

I have made the above statement voluntarily and withcut compulsion. 

(SiL.d) Artur DENKMANN 

Signed in my presence : 
	

(Sgd) ! .P. SCOTLVD, 

Distribution ; 	 ENG 	GER 	ENG/GER _.........._........_.... 

J,AG 	 2 	 1(Sicned) 	- 
1:jLr Allen (fer inf) 	- 	 - 	 'I 
File 	 - 	 l(Signed) 	5 

am% 
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,11/..L:L/FS/22/2(2G) 
CGCH/WRT 

IN THE 11;,,TTER OF G...R:j:d: "iiAR CRIES AND 
IN THE NATTER CF TIT] KILLING OF FIFTY 

OFFICERS OF 1::; OYAL RIR FORCE WHO ESCLPED 
FROM STAL.-X; LUT: ITI S..G1; OH 2 j, 7 1:-RCH 194k 

British i:atic-nal Office Char :7e  

United Nations War CrillL.s Commizsicn Roforence 

11 V T 

I, Alexander Paterson SCOTL.ND, Lieutenant-colonel Intelligence Corps, at 
present stationed at the London Distric ir:.soner of Wav Cage;  6/7 KensinfL,cn 
Palace Gardens, Bayswater, Lon ion, W.fL, make oath and say as follows : 

1. 	I am the Officer Commanding the War Crimes 2hterroc:ation Unit and am 
*luont in the German languar;e. 

2, 	At the London District Prisoner cf War CaL:c cn or about 5 or 6 November 
1946 I saw Oskar SCHaDT whose former pulice rank was KrimL:al Sekrethr, and 
whose former S.S. rank was S.S. Obersturmfnihrer, and I told him that I was 
investigating the killinp of four officers of the Royal Lir Force in the 
neighbourhood of KIEL at the end of idarch 1944. 	I asked hiltthether he knew 
anything about this incident and when he sail that he did I instructed him 
to go into a room by himself and write down what he knew about it. When he 
had finished I road through the statement which he had written cut and asked 
him certain questions arising therelrom. 	The answers to these questions, 
together with his statement were typed out on a stencil and the said 
SCH1JIDT was shown a cyclo-styled copy thereof, which he was allowed to read 
through carefully in my presence. On 8 November 1946 after having had full 
opportunity to amend or alter 	as he wished the said SCHIZDT signed the 
statement in my presence. This stRtement in German comprising tuo sheets 
is marked 0.5.1 and is attache:7, to this affi:!avit. 

3. The said SCHMT made aril 	the statement above referred to freely 
and voluntarily and he agree.] that it was so ma",o. 	No thre.lts or promises vier.: 
male to him in connection with it. 

4. I also produce the English translatiln of the, said SCififf.DTIs atatomont 
referred to in paragraph 2 hereof, which is marked 0.S.2, and is attached to 
this affidavit. 	This doeument contains a true and tcurate translation into 
English from the German. 

SWOEN by the said Alexander Paterson SCOTLAIT ) 
at 8 Spring Gardons in the City of Westminster ) 	(SIGNED) A.P. SCOTLJD 
this ..tV91.41:140 	 day of lEl27  	1947) 

BEFORE E. 

(Sgd) C.G. KiScN, Major, 
Legal Staff, 

iylilitary Dopro...traont 
Offioa of tht) Judge 4"1.dv;c-te Gcnoraii, 
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VCLUITL.R.T 	 ii:_oroT7a; 

ID 1694. (former Krinunalsekretner) Oskar. ..3CIE:IDT. 

I 'Jos born at ..3TRAY.,61.Ta) on 1.6.1901. I at :;ended secondary 
school at !ti..1.21J from age 6 - 15. -PL.zsol:i Ootobor 1916 until :.;ay 1934. I 
erved. in the navy. In :lay 1934. I was transferred to the (.;estapo 

Office on the strent;th of 	Fivilicn ration card, From 1935 4.5 I 
worked ,:;pith the Gestapo KIEL, 1.3y k st ,- oz;ition was H1Z-Referent n• 
service rank 	Obersekretrer, ..5.5, -Ober.,,:lrurlartethrer. I have been 

Llember of thekr.rty and 613 since 	1333. 

In 	or .i"Tril 19/4 - I cannot rozol?.c.:ot the exact date - 
1. received a telephone call one ;.-iorninz 'ootwoon 8 nncl. J o'clock from 
''.)turmb^nnfuehrer 	-,::ho told 	that I vo's to take part in a. 
trip to ...,'LL;NSI3UR1T; he refused to ellovr ri objection that I had already 

other arr!n.;uo.onts. 	O3T, 	 SCE.aDT, D72,14.1;.1L,,NN 
and Sr-WV:3 viere also to :resent themselves in the ante-r000. 'Then 
ovre assembled Vie had to go in to 	the Chief -,?ho t, "31.1. us the 
following, vs for as I can still remember: 1-ou are to drive to PIZ,TISBURG 
with 1•00`T and will receive four prisoners there. Those trill be four 
British officers ,:ahom you are to take av,ray. You are to use your fire-
arms in the case of the slightest atter42t to escape. That means that 
these four must be liquidated. I have to give you this order 	the 
v.,arning that anybody not co::plyinp., with the order will be punished by 
,.-.1.enth and dishonour for his faully. The sa...le applies to anybody 7.tho 
tnlks about the matter. The order is signed by N.:112.111,TERITN1.:R. 	were 
not shovm the teloprint or letter. SCILIDria .1.)ut I'an.1  in col.oland of the 
squad. 

far vs I onn remember, I cannot say so with certainty, 
everybody then drove to the ifv.;.-burer Chaussee where the Chief vrished 
to fix the place of the deed with :,0,3T. As far as I remember, vie dr%WO 

out there in two cr rs. 	I c-nnot recollect exactly what took place. 
It is also possible that dturobannfuehrer i$CILIDT, I:06'2 and ..Dyself drove 
to the scene of the shooting prior to the official discussion and 
that the discussion with the Dthers t k place afterwards. 

then drove to FILT,3DURG. The tizLe may have been about 
11.30. ,:e had dinner in FMN,3BURG which 1-062. had ordered. Af tem rls, 
it lir.y have been about 14..•00 hours, we drove to the FILII3BURG Office. 

t) that, I believe - as far vs I can rkoacraber - -.•.'03T issued an 
order to the effect that each officer was to be briefly interrogated. 
As I still hml to discuss certain further matters with the nil-Referent" 
at FLIN6BURG, I requested l'OST to nominate anot;aor official in i;or 
place, to conduct the interrotion, I only k; 	that I signed oisi name 
under the interrogation records  which, in 	oz ..pion, was ;purely a 
matter If form, in the case of no 	the of . -,;I•:-;; I believe the 
?facer was IISILLID, whom I recognise from the 
had manacled the officers' hands 	 1; H:1 they were led to 
the car which was stanclin7, in the a tyvool. 	take them away. 

'OST took one; officey in his 	 other three -.)fficers, 
among them, I believe, were ace ;.o.....■ •:J•1 in the second car. In 

the second oar, in addition to the officers, there were aiso STRUM; as 
driver and the officials JACOBS, "Franz 3C1-E.I.IDT and .-.tiself. irovi -!usly 
i.03T had ordered that the of,icer3 oere to be told to relieve themselves 
at the plaoo indicated, and that the shootin,,, was to co.,-,,Aence at a 

03 

/2 sign... 
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:n ;fiven 	me. I cannot recollect today whether he had already 
this latter order kno.:.rn at the scene of the sh ting it only 

In the car S2 UV_ sat at the .:heel and I, as i/o 
o. which positi on I had boon appointed by :L OJT, sat on his right. 

':3ehind us, :in the emc.x.gency seats arid. facing the fr.ont, s-t the three 
•f.-icers, behind them, also facing the fr)nt, s!'t 1,1rt- nz .;"3:-IiIDT and 

bu.: I cannot reraembor in what on2.or. 

On the, rive_. to laLL, :-OST's car dre:-.7 	of sight, 
only net 	 at the scene of the shooting. .;hen we arrived 
there, -  Ms,: 	was stan in;  in the road an:7. geve us the. sign to st.ip. 
I gave the order to leave the car and relieve thcmE,.A.ves. The passengers 

of out on the left hand side, i. e. towards the field. 0I COBS and 
Franz SCIFiaDT g..A out of the car firsts  then the officers, then I 
got out. During this ti.-.c the officers wore already 	led into -the 
field. I followed at a distance of .eight to ten pccus. 

Alen I cone to within about six paces of the groups . ..• oi 
the officers sud..lenly let out a shout, w:lereu.,). -Ai the Officers jumpeC. 
few paces apart; at the same 	shots were fired and the officers 
were 	7-rith their fnces to the ;Tound. I- 	Franz, 3CHI.f.IDT and 
Walter JeCOBS at that m-.)ment directly behind the officers, -;:ith pistols 
in their hands. I also hcd r. pistol in Ly hand; it was loaded and 
the s!-,foty-catch rele,-sod. I 61a certain that 
n)t fire a3 	 Ja,C01-133 were st•ndin:: in the line of fire. 
Neither of them hold a pistol in his hand. I ;:yself stn of the firm 
convictisn and opinion that I ad not fire. I ad,Ait that there is 
possibility that I ma.,y have fired as c result of su,'. -.en fright. I 
was startled like this bcc7,use I really ought to have, fired at the 
officer 	was now lying on the ffround. 4.t the same uoment ._a3T 
was already at ray side and shoutinz, at me: "You did not fire, the m:'n 
is alive." The officer then raised himself, at the same instant 
A. au had snatched the rifle out of the hands of the approachin 
and fired t--.7;) shots at the ofiicer lying on the gr)und. 

I hod seen no sign previously from the officer lying on the 
'und the t he had been shot at. I never got a chance to fire as the 

of..icer had throm himself on the .7ouncl im,:,ediately the shots were 
fired. I 	heard the reloort of - shots. :.f ten :LOST had fired two 
shots into the officer's back, he fired another rifle shot into the 
head of e!,ch .f‘ the two ,-officers who 	lying cn the ground oni who, 
in 1.7 opini n, were already dead. Then -.:OST took off the officers' 
11-11:'.-cuffs. 

-.,_03T then ordered me to -.-pAt for the herrses  and to drive 
strairtht to the CreiantOri ::lion it arrived for the pur,,ose of 
arc:mating the bodies. He wou1.7. ..-:ake all arrarrements as quickly as 
possible. 	the same time he gave zo to understand that he w5uld 
report me. He himself wwlel. not be able to deal further with the matter 
for the time bein as ho had to go to a party. I orrried out the 
orders to drive to the cretat,torium and have try; corpses cm-J.:It:tee.. i-Ls 
far as I knows  -...OST took x.11 valuables on:: articles of clothing with 
him. I heart' afterwards that the urns were su ;:).,sed to have been 

sent to K1RLIN. 1‘.0.3T was sup2osed to have arran -.ed that. 

On the m)rning of the day foil ;wing the sh) ting I was 
suMmoned to the Chief who asked me, when I entered, how many 
children I had. He disclosed to :ac that :L.'0,3T had made a report to 
hire about me. He assumed, however, in ;.y fav:,urs  that I had mis:;ed 
although l'OST had re-oorted differently. He would not investigate the 
matter further for the sake of my family. I then cou2lained 	+:06T s 
s-'dism, whereupon the Chief tqa me to refrrin fr m ,:iridng any remarks 
,,Inatsoever, as he would :ithorwise submit an adverse. report on ;;:e after 
£ll. 

/3 .:temt... 
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4,bout July ,r J,u,ust 19/4 the -,:.ersons 	ta.ken part in 
the ol)erati:n at that time Vitire inf)rmed by th,, Chief, SCE.L)T., thut 
Red. Cross Com-ission eras cominz t - ) investi3ate the affair. F A-* this 
.)urpose \Ai all dr:ive -;ain t -) the scene )f the sho Ainc, I believe 
?ritz 3C1-11.1DT n-as in the party. .11e were 	s.;.nte that the of. jeers had 
nttel-.1:ted 	esca:Dc.: ti the hedge, in )rder t) ‘7,nin possessi -.)n of the cars, 
ane. had. been shot in the process;-  attenti-m 7.".s n3rin ex,: -.n to the 
punishment which h,;:a. already been threatened durin3 the jr)urney. 

I hive reporte‘:. the incident truthfully, r.,6 far as I DM still 
in L positi^n to do so. 

I hpve made the ::.bove state:-.1unt voluntarLly and. with3ut 
)n. 

Oskar Lai:a:DT. 

Sir3led in it presence: 	(3 	JCUTIAill',D, Lt. Col. 

LDC 
8 l'E.3V 1946 

liistributi 	air; GIT.̀..T1 L'NG/1:2 

2 	'ls.,,;d) 
L;3(Tj; 	

1 (s:d) 5 
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IN THE 7:..1"POZ 	 LND 
IN 7HE :ATTE:, OT.41  THE KILLINC- 	FIFTY 

OFFICERS 02 THE ROLL 	FORCE WHO ESCAPED 
FROE STALL Y,UFT III 	ON 24/25 liARCH 1944 

Brith National Office Char-e No. 

United Naticns W,,.e Crimes Comission Reference  

A F F IDAVI 

I, Alexander Paterson SCOTLAND, Lieutenant-colonel Inte.ligence Corps, at 
present stationed at the London !district Prisoner of War Otvel  6/7 Kelnin::t-
Palace Gardens, Bayswater, Londe), W.8., make oath and say as follows : 

1. I am the Officer Commanding the VP.I. Crimes Interrontion Unit and am 
fluent in the Gorman languacie. 

2. At the London District Prisoner o1 War Cagy on a lay at the berinninr 
of November 1946 I saw Walter JLCOBS whix:e former police rank was Kriminal-
Assistent and whose former S.S. rank was S.S. Oberscharfuehrer, and I told 
him that I was investigating the kill4nu of four officers of the Royal Air 
Force in the neighbourhood of KIfli at the end of Narch 1944. I asked him 
whether he know anything about this incident anl when he said that he 14'., 
and that ho was willing to tell me about it, I instructed him to go into a 
room by himself and write down what he had to say. When he had finished I 
read through what ho had written and then had it typed on to a st_ncilo 	The 
said JACOBS was shown a cyolo-styled copy thereof which he read thmucji care- 
fully in my presence. 	On the 12 November 1946 after having had full opport- 
unity to amend or alter it in an way ho wished the said J.:XES signe.1 the 
statmment in my presence. This statement in German coi:yrising 6 sheets is 
uarke \i.J.1. and is attached to this affidavit. 

3. The sail JACOBS male and signel the statement above ref rrel to freely 
'Ltd voluntarily and ho agreed th .t it wax so made. No threats or promises wore 
`sale to him in connection with 

4.. 	I also produce the English transI-tion of th sail ,LCOBSI statement 
referred to in paragraph 2 hereof, which is marked W.J.2. and is attached to tr: 
affidavit. This document contains a true and accurate translation into 
from the German. 

SWORN by the said Alexander Paterson SCOTLIND 
at 8 Spring Gardens in the City of Westminster 	) (SIGNED) AR SCUTUM 
this ..;t7PKY:11.4n1  ....... day of 	MaY 	1947 ) 

BEFORE NE, 
(Sgd) C.G. MASON, Major, 

Legal Staff, 
Military Department, 

Office of the Judge Advocate Goner-a. 
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VOLUNTARY STATE:o77: 	 INIERN.EE 

LD.  1693 former Krim.i.nal-1 sistent Jal.ter JACOBS.  

Born at HUSUk.: en 3.3.1913. 
Elementary and Secondary School at HUSUd until 1929, intermediate 
examination (i::ittier° Rolfe). Thereafter various jobs as office 
clerk, Following my application I entered the Frontier Police 
Kornm&ssariat at FLENSBURG on 1.3.1937 t.1 Yolzinalangustollter. 
There 1 was employed solely on frontier duties until 1.5.1941 
and was then transferred to the State Police KIEL as prospective 
(Anwacrter) Kriminal Assistent --oing to a reorganisation of the 
frontier traffic occasioned through thL. war (Ban on general 
frontier traffic). Until I was sent on an instructional course 
for Kriminal As: intents to the Security Police School FUERSTEN-
BERG at the beginning of Jim) 1942, I received my training in 
departments (Referate) II A - traohery, radio and II B -
employment of labour etc. After. I had Iassed the Drofessional 
examination on 30.8.42, I was postal to the Frontier 'Police Kom-
missariat WAIDSHUT/BADEN; I was employed on frontier duties 
there until the middle of day 1943 when I returned to the State 
Police Office KIEL. Here I worked in dept. IV.1.a (formerly 
ILA) until autumn 1944, and wos in dept. IV.5.a - special dept., 
corruption, cconcmy, etc. - until the surrender. On 1.10.1942 
I was appointed acting Kriminal ossistent, and on 1.6.44 Kriui-
nal Assistant. 

1/0 

'enurcea from my marriage. 
the NSDAP on 1.5.1937. 
I did not belong to 
the SS I held the rank 

I was married on 15.1.1933, two children 
I joined the Allgemcine SS on 1.5.1933 and 
I became a member of the NSV about 1941. 
any other organisation or formation. In 
cf SS-Oborscharfuehrer. 

One morning aoout the end of March 1944, approx. between 9 and 
10 o'clock I was told, without further explanation by Kiiminalkommissar 
EHRIG, who was the head of my department (Kommissariatsleiter) at that time, 
to report immedittely to the Head of the Office HQ (Dienststollonleiter), 
SS-Sturmbannfuchrer STIiIDT. In the latter's ante-room the following wore 
present or arrived later 	SS-SturIlibannfuehrer POST, Kriminalobersekretacr 
Oskar SC1flIIDT, Polizei Inspcktor Anwaerter KAEHLER, Kriminal Lngcstelltcr 
Franz SCHdIDT and the two drivers STRUVE and DENKANN• POST entered the 
roam of the Dienststellonleiter alone, stayed in there a shirt time, and then 
told us to come in also. With reference to the account which I am to give 
now, I must state that more.: than 22 years have passed since the time of the 
incidents, I will, however, reconstruct the incidents, as f-r as I can still 
remember them today to the best of my knowledge and conscience. 

SturMbannfuehrer SCI-EIDT had some files and also a teleprint on 
the writing-desk in front of him. As an introduction he told us that we 
had to carry out a special mission in a Tao SecretL'oatter (Gehcimc Reichs- 
snche) by order of the RSHA. 	The order had to be carried out under all 
circumstances; in case of disobodionce we would render ourselves liable to 
the severest punishments. In this connocLion mention was made of the death-
penalty and evon of the the "defamation" of one's family. Our attention 
was drawn to the maintaining of the strictest secrecy and we were told about 
the mission proper. Pour Air Force Officers who wero detained in the police 
prison at FLENSBURG were to be fetched and shot in the course of a drive. 
The shootings wore to be carried out at a spot already selected on the Ham-
burger Landstrasse behind SCHULENSEE. SC1 .:TTY2 told us that we were to tnke 
the prisoners from FLFNSBURG to Iffii:MRC-; during the journey the officers 
could then relieve themselves and they -oere to be shot while doing so. After 

/ - 2 - 	they 	 
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they had been taken from the Police prison at PLEVSBURG the officers were 
to be interrogated briefly as a matter of form, and o statement taken. 
It was to be expected, in any case, that they 	refuse any statement 
in reply to the first question eoncerrdng military matters; the interrogation 
was then t be broken off. As far as I remember, we were also instructed as 
to who was to carry out the interrogations and also that the official con-
cerned was to shoot the officer who had been detailed to him for interro-
gation, Oskar SCHIPT, Franz SCHtaDT, KAEHLER and myself were appointed 
to carry out the executions. According to my knowledge, the drivers 
DEN-KLIINN and STRINE were also given their instructions, i.e. 	to close 
the road. SturMbannfuehrer POST was put in charge of the carrying out 
of the assignment by Sturffeannfuchror SCI HIDT with the order that his 
instructions were to be obz(ef- _POST interrupted Sturribannfuehrer SCHaDT 
on several occasions during his statement and made additional remarks regar-
ding the carrying out of the mission and, as far as I can remember, also 
about the way we were to fire, namely by firing a shot into the back with 
the service pistol so as to hit the heart. 	The contents of the teleprint 
mentioned to me aro not known to me. As, however, Sturmbannfuchrer SCHLZDT 
repeatedly consulted this teleprint during his statement, I assume that it 
was the order from the RSHA. I do not know whether it was signed by KALTEN-
BRUNNER or tle Chief of the Amt, laJELLER. No reasons were given about the 
mission as such. Before the end cf this discussion, which may perhaps have 
lasted 20 o.inutes, all participants were pledged by hand-claps by Sturthbann-
fuehror Sar;IIDT. The officers were supposed to be airmen who had escaped 
from a prisoner-of-war camp in SOUT7TERN GMLAIIY, I do not recollect further 
details of this discussion. 

Very shortly after this interview vie started the journey to 
FLENSBURG , after, as far as 1  can remember, we had visited the place whore 
the executions were to be carried out. Here further brief instructions 
were issued by POST. Regarding these instructions I have to emphaziso, 
however, that ritnerror on my part is quite possible, and that I may be con-
fusing it with a later journey to the scene of the shooting. POST and 
KAEHL:R sat in the first car which was driven by DEN=M; in the second 
car, driven by STRUVE, were Oskar SC1E.IIDT, Franz SCIEIDT and myself. We 
arrived at FLEI\TSBURG about 1300 hrs. after a fairly quick journey, POST 
went into the office of the Pal 	at; 11lc NORDP2HOF end., and returned shortly 
afterwards with the Dienststellenleiter, Kriminalsekretaer IYLFS&N, of the 
Frontier Police Komaissariat FLENSBURG. The latter entered the first car 
with POST and we drove to the " HAR110NIE " Restaurant in the Toosbystrasse, 
where we had dinner. We must have been back in the office of the Frontier 
Police Kommissariat FLENSBURG again at about 1500 hrs. Some rooms were now 
allocated for the purpose of carrying out the interrogations; I myself was 
to interrogate in a corner room, in which a photogralhi3soction was housed. 
As there was no typewriter there I left the room again and entered amongst 
others an adjoining room where I talked to some FLENSBURG friends for some 
time. In the meantime the officers were being fetched from the Police 
prison, for when I went out into the corridor once more POST was already 
looking for me, He went with me into the corner room mentioned, where one 
of the officers was sitting. A typewriter had also been placed in the roam 
in the meanwhile. POST questioned the officer very briefly while I wrote 
down the statement, The interrogation did not take long,I would say about 15 
minutes, as the officer refused further answer - as had already been anti-
cipated - when he was questioned on military matters. While I was writing 
POST left the room, but he returned after a short time, asked for the inter-
rogation report, and appeared very impatient. rle then gave orders that we 
wore to get ready to leave. I went out into the corridor with the officer. 
During my interrogation, photographs of the officers have been placed before 
me. On the picture which is marked " CHRISTENSEN " on the back, I recog- 
nise again the officer I interrogated and whom I was also to shoot. 	I remem- 
ber from the interrogation that he came from.NEW ZEALLND, had worked as a 
journalist in his civilian profession and was a lieutnant. 	I cannot state 
exactly which officials conducted the other interrogations, I remember only 
that, inter alia, an interrogation was to be conducted in the office of the 
official PUFFAHRT or CLAUSEN. However, who was interrogated in there I do 
not know, nor can I say which officials went to the Police prison. Before 

/-3 I myself 
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I myself entered room in order to sac. sor.,u friends, I saw 'OST 
standing In the corri.;er with son° officials from PL:MSBUAG and 

I ustinato that we loft the office r.t 21ZYSBILM about 1530 
hrs. Before entering the cars the officors had their h7nds fastoned 
bohind their backs with handcuffs. Aothor the oars woru untorod in 
the inner courtyard or in tho street I crnnot soy now, POST, at my rot°, 
onturoJ the first car, driven by Kancr.:z.F, with :Ca= and one of thu 
officers. In the second cor, driven by STRIM, the sort::. wero ocoupiod in 
tho eollowing order: Foxt to the driver sat Oskar UM IDT, the throe 
oficors, one of whom was CEIZI3TJA3Orp on the occosioo.ol soots :.net 
I olysolf was on the loft on the roar sorts while the Nrirolnalangostolltor 
Fr-ns SCITIDT cot on the right, i.e. behind Oskor 

1) 2) 1) 3TUUV1] 
2 :3CIE-IDT, Oskar 

0 0 0 3 ,LCUS 
4 SCILLIDT, prnnz 

3) 4) 0 = 	3 Officers. 

drovo to =I, to the proviously selected scone of the shooting 
via SCILL;2S'FIC, TX:I0111170-Lialii:. During this journuy the second c:r developed 
slight engine trouble, so thnt wo could not keep uo with the speed of the 
first err, and it frequently drew out of sight. Ls the first cor then 
decreasod spool wo caught up with it again. During; the drive through 
KI2I, to the Hanburg rood, which followed the silo- streets, we 
complotoly lost sight of the first car one, only pot it gin ot the scene 
of the shooting. I c nnot say whuthor a sign el Wr.3 given to stop, nor 
how long before us the first L:r arriood there. 'fith ruoard to the des-
cription of the incidents which follomd, I wish to lock° the following 
runrrks to uxplrin ny action, and pako it undorstand-blu: I never took 
part in an operation of this or sinilcr ntturo, either previously or 
aftorriords. In fact, the assignment r.s such, under the terrible throot 
of the oonsoquoncos in coso of disobedience, filled me with such horror, 
that I was unatlo to formulate a clot-J.' thought, in porticultr I sou no 
possibility of °soaping from it from the beginning. 	PL,ZI::,BU.:G I then 
endeavoured in vain to ollo- po the task of hTvir.g to conduct an interrogation, 
in the hope that I would thereby also be roloosed from the most horrible 
task of n11. On our drive back to KE L I saw my only chtnco to do so 
by making use of the short period between leaving the c r tnd the 
execution of the deed itself; i.u. I hr.d to try not to retch the spot 
at the samo reorient cs the rest. The instructions were that the entire 
group, i.e. including,  the passengers of the first cox, was to be lad 
into the field at the same tine. 

On leaving the car, Oskar SCE.LIDT got out first, opened the 
door on the loft, and lot the toy officers got out. Pronz 3CIT IDT who 
was sitting on ny right, got out on the right hand slew with one officer, 
while I pysolf also got out on the right, and walked round the rear of the 
car, i.c. to the right. The group, consioting of the three officers r3 well 
as Oskar anti Pr- nz SCILIDT, -.:ore, thus six to eight paces in front of mo. 
Ls far as I runeMbor, POST was already standing by the goto while awaiting 
the arrival of the second oar; he soopod impatient. I followed the group 
at 4°-,  ''qtanco nontioned on the way to the field across the road and 
through the gate. The car we had loft stopped fairly close to the right 
bide of the roaelv obliquely to the roar from the gate; I would ostiorto 
the distance botwoon the err and tho gate at a good 15 notres. :ot the 
nomont when I myself, following the croup, passod through the gate into 
the field, I saw KLEMM standing with a rifle in his hrnd beside a 
narrow footpath which led across country at rn oblique angle. I estimate 
the distance botwocn mai= and the gate at about 6 to R paces. "1: wa. 
all keyed up at that :ionont, because I hod now arrived at the fotoful 
momont. Before, with py back to EZollik&a,1 could catch up with the group, 

the 	  
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the shots were fired. I then looked in that direction, and saw the 
officers lying in the field %.ith their faces to the (round. Behind 
them, at a very short distance (q to 2 paces), at- •o.: Franz SCHLIDT 
on the extrope right, and Oskar S7:EIDT and POST. '7hich of the two 
last-nn:led was standing on the left, i.e. in the riddle, I can no longer 
say. x,11 three had pi2tols in their hands. The 	ns far as 
I reccalect, were lying at about 7 to .8 paces frau the g:te, at n slightly 
oblique nngle to tho hedge. I myself had reached the group a moment 
after the shots had been fired, nnd saw that the officer lying on the 
loft was still alive and w s trying to raise himself. LOST thereupon 
took the rifle from Ki.EHIal, and shot the officer through the head at 
point-blank range. Then POST wasthen preparing to fire cone further 
shots, I turned away. There followed sone shots, hoe ::laity and at when 
they were fired, I ennot renember. I only know that the officer who tiLd 
nt first shown signs of life was the one I had interrogated and was to 
have shot. The fourth officer was lying about ten paces from this group 
in the direction of the field and near the hedge. I do not know who shot 
this officer. 

. 	 POST now told us to place the bodies 
-1 - • of the shot officers closer to the 

X 	 0 	 fence. I was clled a "courrd" (reige 
(L,COFB 	 +Officor 	Lct.ne) and sinilnr terms by him, when 

0 	 he noticed my reluctance to lift the 
1.X 

0 	 bodies. POST then drove off touther 
2.X 

0 	 with KZOilla, after he had given Kriminal- 
3.X 	 sehrotaer Oskar SCE,IDT further instruc- 

tions. In the course of a talk I then 
had with Oskar and Pranz SCI-4IDT in 

either POST or 	which the brutality of POST was the 
2 Oskar 301-1i1DT 	prime subject of discussion, in parti- 

t 	3 Franz SMUT 	cular also in connection with the 
0 Officers 	 shooting of the officer who hr d still 

shown signs of life, either Franz or 
Oskar SCIELDT declared: "It was not nine, he died inmedirtely", where-
upon he received the reply "For mine". I crnnot say, however, who mado 
the first or tho.eocond statement. 

/About an hour rxly have passed before the arrival of the car 
which was to take the bodies of the four officers to the crematorium. 
I myself had absented nyself fron the group for a considerable tine, 
and had walked on the footpath which lea across country. after the 
arrival of the vehicle for the bodies, they were taken to the crematorium. 
On arrival there I requested Nrinindlobersekrotaur ;:icaliar to dismiss no 
as I was detailed for permnent duty at the office that ni:7,11t. I stayed 
of the crematorium only a few minutes. 

On the following Saturday I was called into the room of Sturnbnnn-
fuchrer POST who asked no if I was spending the week-end with my  family 
at PIONSBUG.','hen I replied that I was, he told no to hand over the urns 
with the ashes of the four executed officers to the Yrininalpolizei at 
PIENSMAG nninst receipt. The receipt was already nado out, and I gave 
it back to POST on lionday. 	the office was already closed when I arrived 
at PIMBLUG (Saturday afternoon), I handed the urns to the official on 
pernanent duty. The receilA was given no without further explanation. 
I do not know the name of the official. 

,', few months after- this deed I was again called into the room of 
the Chief, SCHTIDT. ,a1 participants were present, as far as I can remenber. 
Vie were told that the arrival was to be expected of a cordsbion of the 
International Red Cross which would conduct an investigation of the incidents. 
We then drove moo more to the scone of the shooting, everything was 
discussed c'ain in great detail, although the true story of the incidents 
had to be considerably falsified. The alloc:tion of the parts played was 
completely altered. I reiambor only that tho story to be toll was, that 

two officers had alrody ()seeped so far into .the country that they were 

/5 nortally... 

X K.,..T.LEit 
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mortally wounded ay rifle shots. -t this alloctine of parts I was 
not included in the execution squad. I rave forgotten further details. 

." SturpL:nnfuchror WHAM also attendod to discussions nt the scone of 
the shooting. 

In reply to dotniled cuestAmniu;-: I dool ru 	I know nothing 
of Sturmbannfuehror POST reprimmling Kriminalsokrotaor SCIIIIDT at the 
scene of the shooting for not firing. x,11 threo officers wero wounded 
by the shots, two of them Lortally. Nor do I know of Oborsokretaer 3CEIDT 
being called to book in nny way by the DionstcAellenloiter, Sturannn-
fuchrer SCIaIDT, on the strength of a report by Stunhraufuchrer rosT. 

In the course of my intorrogntion it h s been suggostod to me 
thz.t ny account does not accord with the truth, and that it tr.s boon 
proved on the strength of the other statcents that I also shot rn officer. 
it vv.s strted further thrt proceedings would. have boon instituted ngrinst 
no before a:13S- or ?olice Court in the event of my not oxocutinc the order 
given no. I bar; to declare in this conxioction: The fret that no proccedings 
wero instituted n.-,:ainst no cannot be rogardod as proof that I carried out 
an orC.or given me, for thoro are undo-ii.tedly extrt‘erdincy circus-Astrnces 
to bo tahon into recount in this case; in prrticulrr, there was ,.f -ter all 
no mood for rn open show of diudbedionlo to the order. K:,ATUIt ems also 
(;:otaile- to execute an officer vnd, I was told that it 11,73 not he, but 
;20ST, who f4  red.the shot, without =Lai being , calle to book about it 
in any way. There cm be no doubt, furthermore, thLt everyone vs so 
keyed up during that brief moment, during the few seconds imodintoly 
proceding the execution of the deod,that nn objective representation of 
the incidents, osiJcially after 2j'z yoz7fris  is not only very difficult, 
but thct the danger of ,n di,icr:ent version.  is indeod very groat. In 
addition, there is the fet that n roo:mstruction of the ori:-inal incidents 
took plrco at a later date, which, howover, was considerably different from 
the true facts, and which is a. further scurco of possible mistckos in the 
tolling of the story. I cm only declare again 7.nd nain with a clears 
conscience that I did not fire a shot, and that a comploto clonring up 
of the incidont cm, in my c: so, only provide confirmation of the correct-
nose of py stntamont. 

I have undo the above otntemcnt voluntarily and without compulsion. 

(sad) 	JCOE8 

3i ;nod in yv• presence: 	(sc;d) 	SOOTLAD, Lt. Col. 
7.C.I.U. 

LDC 
1 2 1-Tov 192.6. 

Di s tributi on: 	E1TG 	G]li 	ENG/GE  

J.+C- 	 2 	1 (sgd) 	- 
,G3(V-1) 	 - 	 1 
File 	 - 	1(sgC) 5 
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IN THE i.i..TT.ER 	 CRLES LIM 
IN THE 1..1,35TER OF THE KILLING OF 1.11.-1'-.: 

OFFICES OF THE ROYAL ,1.-A -20XE WHO ESC.,PED 
FROK 	LUFT III S-GLE, CN 24/25 	1944 

British Nation al Office Char Na.u 

United Nat:L.11s War Crimes C-::m.issi n Reference  

,:FFIDAVIT  

I, Alexanler Paterson SCOTLJJD, Lieutenant-cA:,nel Intcllience Corps, at 
present stati:ned at the Lonl:11 District Prisoner :f War Cage, 6/7 Kens:Lnt r 
Palace Gar7ens, Bayswater, Lonlm, W.8., make oath anll say as 	: 

1. I am the Officer Commanding the W-r Crimes Interrogation Unit and ala 
fluent in the German languarz. 

2. At the London District Prisner of War Cazu 	ab.ut 7 or 8 Neve-tlber 
194.6 I saw Wilhelm STRUVE whose former police rank was C:Tscripted Driver, and 
I told him that I was invostiating the killing _f f our officers of the Royal 
Air Force in the neighbourh:ol of KIEL at the und .)f March 1944. 711 answer 
to my questjons he sail that he knew sriethin about this inci!ent and agreed 
to set down on paper what he :mew. He was put in a 	m by hiuself where he 
wrote out his statent. When he 	finishel I real through what he had 
written down and this was typed on to a stencil. The sail. STRUVE was shown 
a oyclo-stylc-1 copy thereof which ho rea'T, through carefully in Y..v.  presence. 
On the 9 November 1946 after having hal. full opportunity to a_und r alter 
it as he wished the said STRUVE si:_Tel the statement in my presence. This 
statement in German comprisino.  3 sheets is marked W.S.5. and is atLachel to 
this affidavit. 

3. The said STRUVE male an signed the statement above ruferre-1 to freely 
and voluntarily and he a.-  reed tly::t it was so male. No threats o r promises were 
male to him in connection with it. 

4. I also produce the English translation of the sail E„:TRUILis statement 
referred to in paragraph 2 hereof, which is Liar1:u1 W.S.6. and is attache.1 to 
this affidavit. 	This locument c.ntains a true an 1. accoratu translati_n into 
English from the German. 

SWORN by the sail Ale;:iirZer P'Aerson SCOTLijiD 

this ....VIVIAMT`;nin11": lay   1947 	(SIGNED) I.. P. SCOTLAND 
at 8 Spring Gardensjn the City 	Westminster 

BEFORE NE, 

(Se) C.O. IASCAN, neor, 

Legal Staff, 
Military Departent, 

Office of the Judge Advocate General. 
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War-time conscripted Driver at r..P1, Gestapo 
.■ rn ■;erseharruchrer 	) 

ilekort on Events in ?arch WI.. 

10.12.07 at .17.:31.:5:TZ/HOLSTEIN. 	Central School 
(.%ittelsolfulc) till 1923, ap?renticed to a 'butcher Lin't;',.7 )26, con- 
tinued it.29 as ir.Trover 	 -.29-3G: 	. Cirm 

ol'fice of Ila.val ,)narterraaster in :Z.11174. 
fiater r2otrol. va:..i? hand. 

8.2.40-Feb 41: Soldier. T'lcasee. L. cause 1..c.-;6icza.ly 
unfit ( disea.1-„i,.... joint of rii:;ht shviLder). nay 41 Lietrol pu.lap hand. 
,.,. ....d.;.. 1;2: I was conscripted by •thc Labour Exch^..n.?:e y.tii-..'I, to the Gestapo 
as driver. 	I Lave never been politic.dly active. I have never teen a 
rael.ber of the party or .,u1,,,  of its formations. 

One (-lay in March 19411. 	between about 10 and 
11 of clock in the raornin;, I was c7.111ed into the room of . the chief, 
SturEiba.nufuehrer (Itlaj) :3ci.0-.IDT, when: the folloviiiv; per.;onc, were pres.:nt: 

Sturrabannfuelirer. 	 Oberse'.;:retaer 
031.:ur SC, 	Kriminal Cberassl.stont Walter J.i.001.;8, 

..urtulz :or itans KNEHLTIZ, driver ..2.1i; 2Ti 
:aid I. - 

turnbz :fuk.:hror SOU 	spoke as follows: an ordol- 
h,•..,' colle frog ; 	'lee Oral krr to lricli there ,..ere four Brittai 
Force Office-2.1 at the office in FLE113.131.MG, who had tried to escape to 
DENI..:11;. but had been arr,.7:sted at the frontier Lnd handed over to tin; 
offiec at FLI:11.:;13-011(.7. 	These four officers :ere 	to have escaped 
from a 1,-■7 Carp in 	 NOW they were to be shot Lt a spot 
previously detenine.d. 	:.Jtua.-.. ,....7..nnikt-tehrersSCi:i....Citi.' aai POS'it.' in the direction 
from FLEMBURG to 	 t the off.toor:1 vier° t '0 
handcuffed. after the shooti the bodies ....ere to be taken to the 
cruEzItorium in 	The folio-An:: pol-;:ons WC:r0 aetAil,Oil to carry out 
the shootin: 

Obersokr, tau r 0 	CaIDT, 	Obe r- 
as cis te nt Walter •3..,'LCOL3, 	.ilrk:estellterSCHia....d and Polizei- 
inespektor-Anwaerter lans 

The officers were to be shot 	)1stol fror., 11.,ehind 
-.-ater. This was said by Stun iblomfuehrer 

Havin,s been told this, we took the o th from Stur..iu-mn- 
fuel-iror W-liaDT by hInd-clasp. 	had to maintain absolute and uoJiplote 
silence in the matter and if we did not, 	of us could reckon on the 
-..orst punishment which the SS and Police Court could  ti- 

It was quite clear to 	that I, 	conscripted driver, 
eoula not refuse the order rdven 1.re to drive a car, in face of the - 

brutal boh:-Lviour 	Stumbannfuehrc.:r POST, of whola we were all afraid. 
He Izould have sent :le at once to a concentration 'ci.rapt  if :at.: 	not shot 

himsclf. 

The same day about 1130 hrs -vre started the journey to 

. . 	Mr.73URG 



In the firs.;.; car -..ere 	 Sturefoannfuehrer POST triii .;:'olizei-Ifle. - tor'- rt 	. 	I drew.; tee f3econ2 -lich were alsor 	OL 	 Oberassiet- ent 7Uter ,, C-;013S andijJi 	telltor 	.ne 	 : the paricin - , Pe-_co before t 	G 	 t I2)4-5 hrs and 1300 hrs. 	cs,:cet the 	 and 	-..-renttp to the• 
of :cc. 	;Ster e.Let 	 hoe_tr they ;7.11 cal.le 1ac1: 

to the cars ac,ain ..-rith the chief of the -17-._ 1.1...1., ,rer1 office, iJ 
7,0 drove to !tinner at te_o 	 -1.•,_...111 there -ae 	drove b7aciz. 
:.gain to the FrinIsaii-R: offie-_,. 	Wetee) driven. çin stayed by the cars, 

the others went u, o the office. 	Zel'ter 	'Lt; or 23 ninutes 
the f'ive officials froet TTTT  retruned to the cars with the 1L.F.ndcuffed 
British Air Force officer, 

Stur.faanclf.,.uhrer. 	.19o1izoi-Inspoktor-Llraaerter 
K:::1111L17t, one. ;.-;ritish of Cicre.r.C. the driver I.ELT.1.-,ilell took their places 

- the first car. 

in the second car: Kriednal Oburassistent Walter J-.-XO:r30, 
-uelieve in th. .;rick OIL the rii;ht, and 	lz....^Leinal 	 Pram, 

	

U- r:L.MT in the back on the left. 	On the ereer.:enej. e.:,e -tri the three 
British .1,ir Force Office= .• XrLaiml Sckretaer 0.:r sCIPIMT was  in front 
on the right next to Lie. 

So the journey started back in the direction KI  

r. g.b.1.7.21`1371.741i..h. few kilometres before KIEL I lost sight of the first 
car, as the cylinder gasket inA.v car -,4-fx burnt out a.ed I cou1.1 not keep 
lxp the speed any more. 	So I drove fr1c:4g the AEi 	on the out- 
skirts of Kra, to set to the nin 1:(Edi-E.,,i3ilaG read. Shortly before 
leavinc; KIEL in the direction of -1..71.217:::C1.•'STER, the first car stopped and 

1911 us. When we caelc up to it, it hove on as^....1.n in the direction 
of 1.:ElierG711iSrit.M. 	But Lzgain I was unale to keep up LtL the speed of the 
first car. L.nyher.-.,, the first car stopped about 800-90 metres before 
the ha:n.et "ROTE! ILJ11+-". 	I saw only driver JE?11ZANA,  standins in front 
of the car and no-one else. In accordance with orders T stopped behind 
the first car. Thenthrec British ()Moors .core ordered by Krioinal 
Sokretaer SCIIILIDT to leave the car and to let water. I cannot say who 
was the last one to get out. They :111 got• out of the or and -...-rent 
torrardo e. sate in a h,::dge on the left silo of the road from the direction 
vre were driving. Thor Sturdbannfuehrer POST %.-as standine. 2).s far 
as I still have it in :.:eelory the three officers were away in Front 7,nd 
the three Gestapo off-le:Las, all three together, 	(Takeo:ay behind 
then. I certainly did not s.:e any official cf,oinc., cler; severel 
behind the others. Then, in aceornce with 1.1:1 OnlerS)  I had to drive 
the car 200-300 Lietres further in the direction. of "110TET:1-i...iiiii", to stop 
there and halt any vehicles or pedestrians th t mftsht coeke along, until 
the shoetin,gs vreye over. When I had driven 200-2f0 metres in the 
dIrection of "liaL2 1e...1Th" so as to turn y  car ko.e.ta I heard sevea_al 
rhos in quick LA1Ccer.si.011. 	Then driver DE7.-....7.-;=7 eignrdled eletocol.:e 
back .eith ay car. 	1 stoope.'„: on a level with the ,i2te in the heeee. Then 
SOr.1%.:one said, axi if I reLic:::ber rightly it 	 Obersekretaer 
Oskar SCRU': "Its :3 'al finished. They are 1yin there". I gave a hasty 
:lance behind the gate in the hedge and saw the four iiritish 	Force 
officers lying next to one another. _I then rotnrncd to ely car, shaken 
with disgust. If I reme-4-.-ber rightly, driver 	Sturaaannfuehrer 
APOST ould :(ii-E111./Eli. then drove tack to =L to get hold of an undertaker 
,.:ho could take the shot men to the cre::atoriu.1.4. Jntil the van arrived 
about three :Luarters of an hour or an hour later I was busy with Lly car 
trying to :;et it running 	a.grin, but I was not able to. The Ge:stapo 
officials Oskar sanaDT, J.S.00113 and Franz SOIL OM' were, on POST' s orders, 
supposed to see that no stran:;er collo, near 	the place -.-there the shooting 
had been carried out. 

. . ii/1"-3'. 
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.Ls I a3 C 	 or he-ra fro. 

Obersekret._-ter SCIII.:LDT that 	iuLi 
	

l'Gr3T had bou 	some theatre 
tickets in order to o to 	,re :Xter 	thouL•-:;_bess 	bloo.ly 
Jeed. j,t waz.; also mentio1 on th.i 

	
Lho most 

. brut!..." rereon 	all tir.10. 

After the 	of a v-rn tne cotocs were put into 
two wooden boxee. 	In order to, 1.: ft 	-,..L,xos into tne -van 	cr:lered 
by Krinina141  .,0 0114.;:ar Franz 	 . :if, to lift the-,..1. U-ntil 
L;o1... to the crematorium 1 dro,r.--: bei-L1-•.1 	van but !-in often lost sizht 
of it be -ilr.:,c; of tii Cf::a:1,1.v° to my motor. 	-..re arrived at the crel.:...- 
toriui 	to wait culte 	before the./ upenend th.„ 	i'ximi- 
nalanLestollter Franz SCITAIDT 	toll n,c., to r.,ive 	to car.,..y the 
boxeS into tho orer.o.toriom. 	4..1ter that I told. irini.na  af.tellter 
Pram OCIET2 th,t I via C,01r1:1; -1; 0 l'iVO Lack. to the 	floe now, so that 
I could catch my train to .'.Y.L2E2T where I 1 1 (.1. 	On the wry back 
from the ore..iatorium te the office I ...et driver DEldliAEli.: with his car 

vas roin,.; to fetch those-who ha0.-remainufLat ti-Lo cr=atorium. 

After about 6-8 wooks had 	 trivers 
DEPTIat;,:..71.!.  and I were un Jay callezi to the rool.-L 	-iCriminal Obersekretaer 

All of those who nati tf..kon part in the journey were -present 
and also the chief, Sturmbannfuehrer CLiYf. 	ie and. 06r2 both spoke 
in turn. It V1.1.:3 r-ade clear to us that in a vo-ry slwrt, time representatives 
of the Geneva convention would. arrive to look into the !natter. Only 
now was it explained to w3 :Ma most -1..ikely by SCFlDT, that aceorilini, 
to the Geneva convention, 1.-3e,7 should not have been treated as had happened 
in this ce,.;.•,e. 	For this reason SCIiLaDT and 703T firlu-..-.1ed into us that, 
if ye were questioned, "this afftar had hapoched differently from 
what rt.aily did occur". 	TOLT.IIIDT and POST therefore c.ar....ed to the 
followini:;"facts". Thu four i,ritish L.ir Force officers were to bo taken 
from PLEITSBURG- to 11:..123U1G by two cars. 	On the journey to ITL,DURG-, f- t the 

J. concerned, they had mv_le an attervt to eseane -,-,11ilst letting water. 
Durirki; this attempt they had been shot down by the two drivers, 1)ENCtIllli 
an :Le. 	This "statement of fact" 	sirrply :76.ctated to us. 	DELICM;J:Lii 
%aid I just looked durably at one 	1.-.'xt neither of us dared to 
protest -Li--;ainst this very unple•--•:a:lt :attor that was forced u-9On us as 
we were aware that, had we said c.i 	i . a.:ainst it, we could reckon 
with the :.lost severe punishaent,wLi 203T would, without any doubt, 
have got for us. After this conference we betook ocrselves -all those 
who were concerned and also the chief SCIIZIOT- with the sac two duty 
cars to the place of the shootings, so that we could talk the matter 
over ro-]Lin on the spot accordingly. 	it was doubtless in this way that 
SCIELLDT and POST hoped. to twist thin:Jr:, so that there would be no 
conflict with the GENEVA.Jonventiori. 

I personally just told myself that Luch a C.,x; 	coul.• 
not be wiped out and that it -. odd one day becoo known just what re:-:.13-Y 

did happen. 

I have .clade the abcve statement voluntarily and without cor.pulsion. 

• (:01) 1;11.1helra FIZRUVE. 

Signed in my presence: 	 (sga) A.P.SCOTITD Lt/001. 

••• 

ra• 

17;:iT 
2 

• ITC/M.2 
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1\11)/JI GPS/22/2( 2G) 
CGCH/GK 

IF THE 1LTTER OF GThi.3.7..'.1.; 	 1:A'7) 
II" TJ .1..:ATTI;li OF TIIE KILLIFO 	:a 177.f 

OFFICER:3 OF Tit: ROY/.L .'IR FORC''', FED 
FRO:: SMILG LUFT III SLUE', or 24/25 1. 7.'RCH 1944 

ritish  :ational Office Charge No. 

United :rations '.Jar Crimes Cornmi...;sion 'Reference, 

F F I D 	I T 

I, Maurice 14'rank CORNISH, Captain Intelliience Corp:;, at present stationed 
at the London District Prisoner of War Cage, 6/7 Kc..naington Palace Gardens, 
Bayswater, London, 	make cyth and say as follows :- 

1. I am an interrogator on the staff of the ‘iar Crime Interrogation Unit 
and am fluent in the German lan:uage. 

2. Lt the London District l'risoner of War 0.^, -.ec onr. (::,ay at the beginning 
of April 1946 I 3:' :';rich ;fel-mann Aw:ust..Z.L.C9LRI.a:3.whes,. former SS rank was 
Obersoharfuhrcr and whose former Police rank was l'olizi,  Lssistent rind told 
him that I was investigating the killing of two officers of the Royal Air 
Force at or near MOR7.VSY.f. 	 end of March 1944.   
I asked the said 2,7XJL'ItI.'.:3 whether he knew anything about this incident and he 
said that he did. I asked him whether he would be willing to make a statement 
with regard to it and he said that he would like to Cie trAc it statement to me, 
I thereupon wrote down what he told me r nd asked him certain questions with 
regard to what he said. 	:filen he had finished, the completed statement together 
with his answers to niy questions was typed on to a stencil. 	The said zAcHARLAS 
was shown a cyolo-styled copy of the statement and after havimg had full 
opportunity to amend or alter it as he wished he signed it in iv presence on 
the 11 f.pril 1914.6. 	This statement in German comprising three sheets is marked 
E. Z.1. and is attached to this f:ffidavit. 

3. The said '2,7.CP,:,:ar.S made r.nd 	thi statement above referred to 
freely and voluntarily and he a; recd that it was so made. ro threats or 
promises were made to him in connection with it. 

4. I also produce the English translation of the said 7_,LCHARLt.S' s state-
ment referred to in paragraph 2 hereof, which is marked E.. Z. 2. and is nttaghed 
to this affidavit. 	This doeumk_nt contains a true and accurate translation 
into English from the German. 

SWORN by the said ,i,a.urice Frank coRmai 

at 8, Spring Gardens, in the City of West- 

minster this first C.v of Jr'nuary 1947 
	

(agned) 11. F. CORNIal. 

B.:.',FOR.E ME 

( Si pned) F. HONII.G, 
Captain Is_12;a1 Staff, 
Military Department, 

.t.dvocatc General's Office. 
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VOLUI:E'..1-01 	 BY P',/ 

ID 1293 Folizeiaesistent  Erich Z1,CIi:,12I;,5 

I believe it was Tuesday 28 liar 19/14 at about 2000 hrs that I, bein„: 
the official on duty, together with the duty driver KI0WS1ZY, was called 
into the office by Kriminalrat ZIEGLER, Head o'..• Frontier Polio° Station 
at ZLIN. With him was Kriminalsekretaur KNUEPPZIBERG of the Gestapo 
HQ in BRNO. 

ZIEGLER told us that we had to co early the next morning on a rather 
lone.  trip. Then he sent KIO7SKY to bring the Qfficial KNTaMiand the 
employee l'aZER for the interrogation of the trio prisoners. 

ZIEGLIZ: explained to me that the two Enraish officers, who had been 
brow ht in at that same day)  had to be shot on order:, from above. He said: 
"I imagine that you should drive up almost to ::ORAVSKIL OSTRIVA, where you 
have a break for urination, and at this opportunity the shooting can take 
place. In this way it will not be very far to ECEAVSKA OSTRAVA and the 
corpses will not have to lie on the road too long." Then KOUIMPELBEIG 
said a few words to the effect that he Gould. afterwards attend to tho 
formalities in hOX,VSKA OSTRAViL and have the bodies taken to a crematorium. 
KNUEe:eELBERG also asked me at this conference to drive in front with my 
car because I knew the countryside Letter. ELMLER again left it to me 
to make use of a suitable spot. I agreed, thinking that I could do this 
as I knew the district. Furthermore ZIEGL112 said during this conference 
that we would have to make a report and a sketch afterwards. The time of 
departure was then fixed for two o'clock next morning, I believe. 
2ILGLER having noticed my reluctance at the beginning of the conference, 
told 2C that I had nothing to be afraid of, because everything would be 
carried out and handled in such a way that no difficulties whatsoever 
could arise for me later on. ZIEGLER and ICNUEPPELBEIM seemed to have 
talked before my arrival about the manner in which the shooting should be 
carried out, for I had no objections to their proposals, or instructions, 
and for that reason I said nothing. I carried out the task first 
because it was an order, then because I was assured that nothing could . 
happen to me later, and also because juetiiied myself in that there 
was a war on and that the airmen might have killed already many hundreds 
of civilians by beufbing. KNUEPiELBERG probably brought a document or 
verbal instructions for the shooting from the BRI70 Head Office. 

Here the conference was interrupted, and I received the order from 
Kripinalrat ZIEGLER to bring the t. o imprisoned officers from the police 
prison for interre Lation. I did as I was told. Before that KIOWSKY 
had brought the .official KRUEOR, who Mt; to conduct the interrogation, 
and the employee HEGER as interpreter, from their homes. 

On the way from the prison to the office the taller one of the of'icers 
protested at being handcuffed. I reported this to Krim. itet ZIEGL2R at 
the office. He replied that the two prisoners did not look like officers, 
but like tramps)  and therefore could not be treated in any other way until 
it had been established that they really were captured officers. 

Thereupon 1;RUEGER carried out the individual interrogations. I listened 
to them in ports, and realised that one of the officers was a Canadian, 
of the rank of Captain, and that the taller of the officers was born in 

LONDON. . 
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LO DON, but had lived in !MIMI for a lone time and had ti raid: of r14.jor. 
is b.1:1:1-0 \). KIUSIIVFIR took the handcuffs o:Of the prisoners. duri.ig the interrog-
ation,. Prem the end of the interrogatIo% ontil the departure for the 
olaco. ;there the deed was to be carried out, the officers rerx-ined in the 
oells. The interrogation of th ,  nr:I.sontr, 	over at :_--.1most 10 o'clock. 

;Lfter the interrogation I0`'UM3PELBE1ig. roe ogr-Jed that the cars should 
remain cause and stop close behind ono another. As they wont to relieve 
themoelves, we would let the prisonoro go in front and take up cur positions 
.;..bout one metro behind them. 	S - Lifirl.PLIBMI raised his arm 170 would 
immediately shoot thou, both at the Liam( tide. i'urthur tic agreed that the 
handcuffs should remain on the o-cistYtlers hands until they had been shot. 

That was the end of the conferen, :L conic razed try n-1  oht duty and 
NNUEPAZDEIG left, I do not know whr000 

Lt about 0200 hrs the follooing 	 od,dd. err journey in scperate 
c.:..ro as agreed. ZrIGLER had given 	1C-_;.01.-/ORY: as driver, while hICEPPFIBERG 
was driven by his chauffeur SCITZ:Q11,7--;IL 	B.M0 4, 	I had the Canadian 
Offieer in my car. I believe his rt.su wa.s GORDON. ho was handcuffed. 
iinroZfoT4Slil had. in bin car the other officer., whose name was KI:i:E3Y-GREEN 
I believe. This officer too was hanilcujorod„ 'Are started at ascot 0200 hrs. 

ilyitrpetod t took the Joan ‘,ith !Dr car, knowing the spot decided upon 
the scene of the acts on. On the way ILIOWSIOL asked se in a low voice, 

LIC") that the prisoners could not h.3ar, what was to happen to the prisoners. 
.L,3 I could not speak, as the prisoners understood Gorman, I pointed iv 
thumb dewnwards, which teas to man .:;ho.t the prisoners were to be shot. 
ElICISKY did not reply to this. 

17hon we were about ten lais away from 	03Tiii:kriu I made :.i0',1 .Y stop 
the car for urination. GOIDON assisted. my intentions by asking me whether 
he could also urinate. I agreed to this. 1;11122:1?731"..TiG had stopped his 
car behind us as agrecd and also let his prisoner get out to relieve 
himself. 

o.r.ole the prisoners get out of the car and go to the kerb to 1.K.so water 
there. I took up position about one metre obliquely left behind hiu, 
observing what was happening at :K.TRED.Y.OBLIi:dlills et.r. I noticed that there 
too everything went according to plan and that his prisoner too was 
standing at the kerb. Then ICIUM32.;;LB:14.1- raised. his right Land holding; the 
pistol, with the barrel pointing in the direction of the back of the 
prisoner' s head. This was for Lie the time for action, so that I could 
fire simultaneously with MUM-,:ATM-. I: drew uy servic:,; pistol, which 
vas all ready for firing, frog.; the side pocket of tv coat an d fired 
oblio2uely in the loft side of iv prisoner Ia order to hit his heart. 
In order to make quite sure I fired a second shot at the prisoner as he 
was collapsing, hieing him above the right ear. I shouted. to KNU1T-
P:a2IITIr, "'dhotis happening?" and received the answer that his prisoner 
was dead. I too had convinced Lyself of the death of Iv prisoner by 
feeling his pulse and looldng at his eye. I ran to alUll.)1.).TIBT,TG. and 
sao his prisoner lying with a bleeding wound at the back of the head. 
I then tried to mice 1ffVU:27212di:31f1 hurry up, and got to 	OSTRWA 
and fetch the ambulance, for I wanted the so:;:poes to eLisappoar as quickly 
as possible from the road so as not to Live en exhibition to the many 
workers going to work, 

IdITIoPPLIBEFG thereupon drove to:L.10E0/UL. 03E1,71.). in order to fetch the 
ambulance as n;reed. I remember that tet'oro 11:io return o.n oo.bulance 
r.-io.nned by Czech Police arrived on the spot. :1: sent the.:: back however 
as I assumed that this ambulance had ncthIng to do with the affair and 
that KolUE9PIMBIZG would return aces:x.433.ot.: by another car. RdiUIP1'2M- 
BEECr appeared however with the same coot os' 	 1 hour lator.I donut 
knew why the first av:oulance oxrived on ;;,te spot, alone, nor did I ever 
find out. 

7-3- The 	 
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The ambulance was driven by a Czech policeman. Two more policoreen were 
with him, Tocether ..",e put the trio corpses into the ambulance. 

EITUIPPELBEITI then acccmPanied the transport to1.:0P.;-,VSKJ;. OSTROL;.. Fri 
there with the help of the branch office there, he wanted to report to 
BRNO that the orders had been carried out, and see abcut the further 
disposal of the corpses. I returned with KIMISKY to ZLIN and reported 
to ZIEGLER. Iii order to do this I had him called out of the conference 
that was just then taking place, into the corridor and said to him: 
"Herr Kriminalrat, everything is all right and Illir4IPPITLB,EG is having 
the corpses ex: ambled. by a doctor, and having thou sent to the crematol'ix]." 
He replied: "Good, that's all right. You go home and sleep, because you 
look terrible", and with this our conversation was ended. 

One day Inter, or oven the same evening, JOIUTY2ETBI71- and I rade a report 
and a sketch. 4.). few weeks later I met Ni,:trilTELBERG at the office iii I3R40 
and heard from him that the corpses had been cremeted. ;.gain a little 
later I was told. by Kriminalrat ZIEGLER that ..ahtelandle .-rotecting.  Power, 
SWIM:ELL:ND, had received a report, and that one could count on a visit 
from a control com:lission. In crder not to rive. any ,Nrong evidence before 
the control eor:nission MUEPPELDERG and I met once more at the scene of 
the crime and looked the situation over, to be able to give plausible 
evidence. 

I iur.e.;;ine that the early start was made free; am so that the coreses 
could be removed from the road before the heavy traffic started. 
I itagine that the neighbourhood of idORWSKL OSTILV.,',. was chosen for the 
scene of the crime so that the corpses could be quickly removed and it 
was near a crcratorium. Those are only assuelptions of nine:  as the 
travel route and time had boon fixed before I was told about the shooting, 
re arrived at about 04.30 hrs at the scene of the crime. HORWSK;%. 
is about 160 kus from ZLII`f, and the scone of the crime is 8 - 10 lc.ls 

before MOR.I.VSLL 

I have incite the above statement velur.:16.rily and without compulsion_. 

(2.(1.) Erich 

Signed in my presence: 	 (Sgd.) 	C011agh, 

L.D. C. 
12 4epr 14.6. 

Distribution: 
Copie 

s Office 2 
.L.G.3 (w) 3 
File 3 

s.1.B. 2 
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'111/JACT/FS/22/2(2G.) 
.;GCH/GK 

IN THE 111:77TYR  
IN `Hi MJ1TTER OF 

OFFICERS OF THE ROYLL 
FRai ST4',LLG- LUFT  III 	DP 211./ 

Br::tish Nationol 

United Nation:.. ..71r 

F 2' I D . V 1 i 
+NI 	 •••• 	= 	.so 	 • 

I, Llexander Paterson SCOTLAND, Lieutomnt--;olonel Intrallg,Jnee Coips, e:preser.1, 
stationed at the London District Prisoner 	Ca&., (47 Kensingt.n-PalLoe 
Gardens, Bayswater, London, W.8., make oath 	Say t.o 

1. I am the Officer Commanding '.ham 7ar 	 7nAL cued Liu 
fluent in the German language. 

2. Lt the London District Prisoner of 	zyr 	Til(: beginning of 
June 1947 I saw Johannes POST whose fomer 	 t,riio.■ kommi.:ar and 
whose former S.S. rank was S.S. Sturmbannftrot. 	I 	hip: 1:!-.:4; I 7's investi- 
gating the killing of four officers of tl".e .;teyal 	or 	in 	iteieurhood of 
KIEL at the end of WInch 1944. 	I instri.xt,.:0 	to gr, 	a rim .73, himself 
and write down what he knew about the inUden;:. VteLa hu had 
through the statement which he had written out cud asked him.oertin 
arising therefrom. The answers te these euestion tegether 	1-is statement 
were typed out on to a stencil and the s!lid aST 	sflen a cyell.o-5:t.yled opy 
thereof which he read through carefully in rn:" prsence. On 	3 June 114.7 
after having had full opportunity to am,nd or al-z.er it 	h v_'-shed; the said 
POST signed the statement in my preLence, .21js 5vtatem,:tt 	German cr2pnrising 
four sheets and one sketch it: marked 	and. is att.f..xh,  to Lhis my affidavit. 

3. Zhe said POST made and signed the v,,::temen6 abor re,:erred to freely and 
voluntarily and he agreed that it was so mncle. No t.hrts or premises wore 
made to him in connection with it. 

4. I also produce the English trILisli;tion ;.i• the said 20ST:s statement 
referred to in Taraeraph 2 hereof, which i3 niarked  1• 2. and io attached to 
this affidavit. 	This document contain:: a true yrtd rtec,..rae t..ransiation into 
English from the "xerman. 

SWORN by the said Llexander Paterso SCOTLiND 

at 
	

(SIGNED) 1,.P. 6COTL.,17.J. 

this ninth day of June 1947. 

BEFORE ME, 

C.G. LSON, Major, Legal Start, 
Military DepArtmLnt, 
Office of the judge ...,avocate General,. 



 

locort No 17gTVLD9Lj627 (a). 	 AFS/H2C. 	CO_TI1JENTIAL. 

J.A.G.'s Ref : !:0411-',(FS/22/2(2A).  0368 

VOLUNT,'!.RY 37ATEZNT 	CIVI.LL'ill INTER:77, 

former SS-Sturthbannfuehrer Johannes l'OS 

formerly Krim;;Thrren.  of the KIEL Gestapo.  

Career:  

11.11.1908 
1914. - 1926 

1926 - 1926 
1728 - 1931 
Dr_ c 1930 

1933 - 1935 

1939 - 1945 

Born in DANZIC% 
:,ttended secondary and hiLh School in D;LNZIG and 
1,,GFUER. 
Co::ercial training. 
Shop assistant. 
Beceme member of the NSIDA and the S.J. 
Pair.ty number : 465273. 
Attended officers' coueses and became full-tire 
S.A. officer, firstly as adjutant of a Sturmbann, 
then a Sturmbannfuehrer in 17Pai -JAWSOIA. 
Joined the Gestapo in ELBMG/”T.',3T PRUSSIA as 
assistant ( Angestellter ). 
Took the examination as Kriminalkommissar at the 
Officers' School of the Sicherheitspolizei in 
BERLIN. 	Automatic transfer '63 the SS with the 
rank held in the 3.A., i.e. Sturubannfuehrcr. 
Employed at the Gestapo offices in MOPPAU, RADOLi, 
STETTIN, KILL. 

Oct 1935 

:arch 1938 -
Feb 1939 

A. 	The issue of the orders  and preliminary preparations. 

At the end of March 1944 I was summoned to my then cote_ending 
officer, SS Sturnibannfuehror ritz SCHMILT, ii ad of the Gestapo HQ 
KIEL. 	Fritz SCE,:fifil informed me that I was to hold myself ready fur 
prisoners' escort duty that 0471y. 	On the same day, about one hour later 
at about 0900 hrs Fritz SCIMIC ordered me, together with SS-Ober-
sturmfuehrer Oskar SCIIMIDT, to find somewhere on the route between 
KIEL andVEUMI.:3TER 'Acre four persons could be shot attracting; as 
little attention as possible. 	I obeyed this order, and together with 
Oskar SCI NIDT reported that we had found sech a place. 

The issue of orders. 

Thereupon Fritz SC=DT picked up a teleprint and ordered L1e 

to call Oskar SCHMIDT, Franz SCereaDT, KAEHLER, JAKOBS and the drivers 
STRUVE and DEITPIANN. 	When these officials had all collected, Fritz 
SCHleIDT ordered us to 	four male persons from FLENSBURG. 	The 
four persons were to be briefly interrogated and then taken by car via 
KIEL in the direction of NEUMET$TER. 	On the way, at th:.=. place pre- 
viously decided on, these men were to be shut. 	Whilst issuing these 
orders Fritz 3Ci2aDT had the teleprint (Teleprint No 1) either in his 
hand or on the table. 	I personally never had this teleprint in my 
hand. After the deed had been done Fritz SCHMIDT emphasised to me 
that he was not allowed to let this teleprint go out of his hands. 
But after the deed had been done he gave me another teleprint (Telei)rint No2) 

2/ whic h 	  
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which coictained only the order to transfer four British 

officers who hod escooed from the prison conk? in SAGAir 
from FL-LN13131312G to 	 by car. 	As far t-oi I know, Fritz 

SCILMDT received teloprint No. 1. personolly on the teleprinter 
or 't come in code or the toloprint 	on duty was opociolly 

sworn to secrecy nbout the contents of this toloorint. As far 
as I roraembor, Fritz 301-111IDT destro7ed this toleprint No. 1. in 
a pulping ianahino rftor th • (Lod. hod boon done. 	Both teloorint 
No.1, aryl toleprint No.2 wore classified 	.S.Z;M.T.L.''. I had 
to sign for toloprint No. 2 :- nd. all other corrospondonco in this 
rcir~tter r.3 'TOL' 	'0 

ritz SC11.i1D2 then or Scrod that o corbino as to be 

taken, but the prisoners were to be shot with the service 
gist il. .'hen Fritz SCiiiIDT ordered that the prisoners were to 
be interroo.ote0., he said he c_o-3sumed that the prisoners would refuse 

to alnico any st.tomont at all,- I cr'nnnt soy to-cloy, whether duriro; 

this issue of orders Fritz SCILIIV. arronged which police official should 

shoot which prisoner. Ads is possible but it might hove come about 

.-o.)ontoneouSly when the pri 3 UM: rs were token over in FLIZISBURG. As for 

os I romomber o!ch official shot the prisoner whom he hod intorrogotto;d 

FELNat)tata. 

Furthoomoro I %.-ns ordered, after corrying out the deed, to 

send an undortakor i o von to the scone of the sho)ting to carry away 

the b.:dies. 	Oskar SCE.I.IDT 	ordered to hand. over the corpses to 

cromotorium for oromotion. Fritz SOI-LIDT r.lso told us thot the 

persons who were to be shot were allod to be Lnglish officers who 

were condeunoc.: to dcoth but :rho hod been one to escape. In conolusi in 

Fritz SCH.1.1171 called cur attention to the foot that any lack of dis-

cioline on our port io this case would result in our immodieto arrest 

and trons:, er t D a concentration c-rap for "s. ciol ..rcatraoat" i. e. 

shooting. 	For carryiro; out the notion a four -sector and a six- 

seater car Nero of our disposal. This finished the issue of and ors 

by Fritz SOITUDT. 

I should think it was about 1100 hrs when we set :of f for 
FIZTSBURG. 	The j urncy thither passed with.., ut special incidents. 

',Men we arrived at FLIINSBURG we rejortod to the 	hood ,f the Gestrpo 

office there, SS Oborsturatfuehrer 1.2.,LF3W., who told us that the orison-

era ithowere to be tr-nsferred to us were a.t the orism of the Criminal 

Police. It was just men]. time, i. e. about 1300 hrs rnd. vie all went 

together f :r midday meal. 

B. The tokin.ii, mor of the .prisoners r rig. the carrylml. out of the girder „ 

At about 1400 hrs I betook myself to the police prison in 

FIA:.:NSBURG together with MILFSLN and the .offioials from KIM subordinated 

to me, to tyke over the prisoners. 	I cannot romomembe;• any more 
the names of the ....,ris-.)ners. 	A further ..numeration of the names of the 

shot persons recalled only the name FUGLESANG to ;ay memory. 	he men 

handed over to us did not give the impression of British officers because 

of thoir bad civilian clothes and on account of their extoonal anaearszoe. 

This f oot struok the Gestapo officials at once and they s-i»ke about 

it, that means, they had doubts abOut the fact that they were 

British officers. 	1.12,LFSIN gave each official on interrrogntion riom 

an a typovio' ter etc. its far as I kn -fw,no interrogations wore carried 

out since, as far a s I remember, the prisoners refused to carke any 

statomontsaiart from giving their names. Also I cannot remember any m)re 
whether there existed 

.1-3- the 
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the possibility of understanding one another, i.e. I do not know, how, much 
0,raan the prisoners could speak. But as far as I do remember, interprotors 
wcro available. Then the prisoners were handcuffed and we went to the car 
which was uniting at Police HQ. The distribution of scats was spontaneous. 
In mY car, which was driven by DDIEMANN, sat KLEHLER and one prisoner, whose 
photograph was shown to me today, and his name mentioned to me today; it was 
CATANACi. The second car was driven by ST:RIVE and in it were the threo 
officials and the other three prisoners. Nothing special occurred on the 
journey as far as KIEL. The big car on one occasion got rather loft behind 
because of some mechanical defect or other which I cannot remember any more. 
We waited and it soon caught up with us. On the journey through KIEL we 
probably chose different routes, in any case we arrivJd at the scone of the 
action come minutes earlier than the big car. On arrival KAMMER, CATAULCH 
and I got cut of the car whilst =ANN remained by it, 

( Soc Sketch I. ) 

KAMMER and I led CATANACH on to the meadow. Imediatoly after-
wards the second car arrived. The officials cf the second car led their 
prisonors past us and wont about 20-25 metres furl.er on. Than the first shots 
wore fired. I believe KAMER shoL his prisoner first, but it may also bo 
that between the shooting of ICLEHLE..'s prisonel- and the shooting of tho other 
prisoners thero was a gap of some seconds. I have the impression that when 
CATLNLCH was being shot some incident occurred. I cannot say any more what 
it tires, either K:HT:7Ris pistol misfired or perhaps his shot did not cause, 
inuediato death, so that I had to give the man the coup do grace. Tho throo 
ether prisoners from the second car were shot by the three, officials from 
tho second car. I am unable however to say, who shot whom. I have the 
impression however that Franz SCITAIDT shot the one who, from my position, 
was farthest to the right. Furthermore there is also the possibility that 
one official shot two prisoners, but I do not however believe that this was 
sot  because all three officials, when they passed me, wore loading thoir 
prisoners by the arm. With the best intention, I cannot remember any more, 
whether I gave the coup de grace to one of the prisoners with KAEHLLMIs 
carbine , but I do not exclude the possibility. 

( See Sketch II ) 

The time the shooting took place was I .suppose, 1700 hours. 
The bodies were then placed by the officials in the position as seen in 
sketch II. I myself then drove in the first car, driven by DENKikidiN, back 
to the town. La far as I remorcber 	accompanied me. 

C. Iloiertin _r_la cut of the order and the final events. 

After I had ordered an undertaking firm to carry away the bodios 
I returned to my office and reported to Fritz SCHMIDT that the order had boon 
carried out. Than Fritz SCHMIDT gave me, toloprint 2_ and dictated to me, 
a reply toloprint to BERLIN. The text for this he took from toloprint 1. 
The reply toloprint said that the four prisoners 1.,c had taken over in FLLNSBURG 
had made an escape attempt on the journey from KIEL to NECD,IMIST.Li and had 
thereby been shot. When this toloprint had boon dispatched)  Fritz SCHMIDT 
destroyed toloprint No.1 in a pulping machine. 

About half an hour later the other three officials came back to 
the headquarters. They, under the direction of Oskar SCHAIDT, had transforrod 
the corpses to KIEL Crematorium. Some days aftorsards tho urns of the 
persons cremated with the papers and valuables found on the prisonors were 
sent to BERLIN. 

About 	 

■ 
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About a fortnight or Uwe° -otJeks inter I 7.,:s or,- ered to 
to Obergrup,)enfuchrer 11=DR, herd of Amt. IV. 	Ho asked me 'u 	131-10 ,  
order issued to nc at the time concerned had been c::actly carried. oat 
in the way Fritz SC= hA. ordered me, Tic ointed out that a Commission 
could be c::pected, 7iho would sec the scone of the action and so on. 
Then once -ore he cc )hrsised to me the strictest silence about the 
tcllinr! me to 0, 	on Ols iTtreit-g vie:in to the officials who had participated. 
In conclusion he 7:ointe out that an official hrl,:7. 1)...en shot by order of 
the Reichsfuchror because of talkativeness in a similar action. 

Fritz SMUT then carried out an inspection of the scene of 
the action with Oskar scinu.DT and me, probably on orders from MRLIN. 

In conclusion may I be 1.ermitted to cmythasine the 	: 
I have mode .;.y statement occordin2 to the best of my knowledge and belief, 
in so far an the details have remained in my memory after more than three 
yearn. 	...hen evalwtinc my statement it must be borm=in mind particularly 
th,)G the n..ioctin:- 	c:rricC out in the space of a fey: seconds, and there- 
fore cannot be overseen com2letely by one --Nerson, especially when this 
2er3on is t'lcitv part and thus is, conceivably enough, in an =cited 
condition. 

I have m: de the above statement voluntarily and without comulsion. 

(sal) hannes POST 

Si,:nod in my presence: (s:-,d) A.7). SCOTLAND, Lt. Col., 

L.D.C. 
3 June 1947. 

: 	71nr, 	Gcrn[VCix 

2 	1(su) 
BUTnY 	 1 
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Name of accused, his 
rank and unit, or 
official position. 

(Not lo be translated.) 

	Hermann ELlEaLE (in  custody). 

6turmscharftihrer 

Date and place of 
commission of al-
leged crime. 

'.ovember 191+2. 
Crermany.  

Number and descrip-
tion of crime in war 
crimes list. 

References to rele-
vant provisions of 
national law. 
Breaches of Inter-
national Law. 

(i) MURDER. 

MURDER. 

Breach .of. .the .1aX/21..a.1311 

(For the Use Qf the 8ecretarial) 
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• 4.i egistered Number. 	 Date of receipt in Secretariat. 

JU:.  

UNITED NATIONS WAR CRIMES COMMISSION 
.110ED 	CHARGES AGAINST 	 WAR CRIMINALS 

CASE No. 	- .03 621 	* 

SHORT STATEMENT OF FACTS. 

A British national, Albert KL , had been arrested by the German 
authorities and was detained in solitary confinement in a cell in .illoZzliE111 Prison. 
The accused, ELiEtiLE was the ;or.-a-nandLuit of 	Prison. 	On Lhe LF November 191+2 

Kii`;(= was in his cell, the accused -E5;;A came to the cell, unlocked the door, 
drew his revolver and fired two shots at 	;ifter the shootilv, the ac:cused with- 
drew from the cell leaving KIi it seriously  wounded and in a dying condition. redical 
assistance was not obtained or KL-VG. by Eo.E J.E until some hours after the shooting; 
alien a doctor arrived and examined Y.IT . 	:shortly after e arrival of this doctor, 
KII:j died. 

TRANSMITTED BY 	:- 	offic.e..Q.-c  the J.A. -.  WA. Dept.). 

*Insert serial number under which the case is registered in the flies of the National Office of the accusing State. 

(6155) Wt.r.212+027 ran. 2116. c, C... 717,(-,1 
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PARTICULARS OF ALLEGED CRIME 

See Short St::L:ement of Pacts. 

• 
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TT:stimony of AlIEDRICH PHILIPP, t%ken at 0900 hours, 19th October, 1945 
rt 	 Germany. 

6/Jct. James J. "Ilmbry, 33547630, app,; .red before the Investiator,- 
]xa:liner 	reporter and wr:s sworn by him as follows: 

You swear th .t you will faithfully perform the duty of reporter in 
this investigation now beinE. conducted by me. 	3e Help You God." 

hiss Ruth .11end:)rff apps,-red as an interpreter and was sworn by the 
Investigator-Exaiaincr in the followinc form: 

"You swear that you will truly intervr - t in this inwstication now being 
conducted by me. So Help You God." 

PJLUDRICH PHILIPP appeared before the Investi. or-Exin,r .-nd testified 
as follows: 

Q. Friedrich Philipp, we are now investigating the alleged ourder of _abort 
King while a prisoner in th.: lelsheim concentr:tin camp. use you willing 
to take an oath as to the testimony th •.t you are about to give? 

Yes. 

Q. Do you understand the meaning of an oath? 

A. Yes. 

Q.  Please stand up, raise your right hand, and be sworn: 

"You, Friedrich Philipp, adear that the evidence th t you will j_ve in 
this investigation now being conducted by ac, will be the truth, the whr'le 
truth, an nothing but th, truth. So Help You God?" 

I 1  

Jhat is your full n-1.e, age, and occupation? 

Friedrich Philipp. 	I as born May 15th, 1894, and 	a tailor. 

Q. 	What is y,ur hoist; a.ldross? 

401 
	12, RJent 	Street, StutI.art 13. 

Q. 	Of what c:;untry are you a citizen? 

I au a Ocrurn citizen. 

Q. Do you speak EnJish? 

. No. 

Q. 	Ihere were you on Novepber, 4th 194.2? 

4 	 In the concentration-camp at Welzheiu. 

Q. 	Mery you in the 4elzheim concentration camp as an employee or as a 
prisoner? 

h. 	I vms a prisoner. 

/ Q. Por how 
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Q. 	For how luny a perie7 of time h yiu boon a prisoner in the .ielzheia 
Concentration cr.qp prior to NovoaLer, 4th 1942? 

440 
	I was briu,:ht to the concentratisn caioj on Noveaber, 2,,th 1936. 

Q. 	For mtL.t ru son ,Jere you a prisoner? 

:Le I was a Hlitic-.1 prisoner. 	I h.1 worked in ccnjunctin 'Ath two %rents 
from Switzorl:-.nd against the Nazi 

Q. By whoa were you arrested? 

.6 I was arrestA by the Gestapo. 

Q. When an whore were you arrested? 

AO 
	I was first arrested in 1933, by the G.:stap) and imprisDnal. for 14 

months. I was next arrested on 20th Aucust, 1937, by thu Gestapo and 
put in orison for 10 	I was 1st arrested on 9th October, 1938, 
by the Gestapo at Stuttrt, and I -;Vas brouit.t to the Jolzheiu 
cLncentrr.tim camp on 28th Nove:,ber, 1938. 

Q. For how lonC a perio 	tiae were you cmfined in the delzhoin 
concentration camp? 

A. 	I was a prisoner from November, 28th 1938, until 	25th 1944. 

Q. Why wore you released? 

My wife ra-.de a petitin t the Gesta,, he .1quarters in Berlin on a plea 
of hardship within the 	and after a period of time I was released 
by the Gestapo in Stuttgart. 

Q. 	What lid you do thereafter? 

A. 	I was called up for military service by the -dermacht but the Gestapo, in 
view of my past record, took away the )rler and required eic to work as 
a tailor for the Gestapo in 5tuttoat and Jeizhei..1. 

If you know, what was the relation of the ,;elzheia concentration camp 
to the Gestapo in Stutt7.rt? 

A. 	The Jelzheia concentration camp was founsled by the Gesta,..,o in StuttLrt 
°.n1 it was a branch of the Gestapo prison in Jtuttcart. 

▪ 	

On November, 4th 1942, who vr.s in coaxlml of the 	concentrati n 
crap? 

Heruann Eberle. 

• 	

4ithin you 2ers-nil knJvflele, for how lone a period of time hal Hermann 
aerie been the cooman:ant of the -Wolzheim concentration crap? 

4. Sometime luring th year 1940, Heraann Eberle was promoted to c_amandant 
of the c gip. 	Previously he hr.. been leputy coomandant but even when 
he was deputy commandant he w..s, for all actual purposes, the actu-1 
heal of the oaap. 

Q. 	I au z:_inv to hand you a 1.11-13t 	which h - .s been marked Exhibit 6 
and ask you if y...0 know the in:ividual sh. ,,:n in the -photorraph? 

A. That is Horaann Eberle. 
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Q. 	I now hand you a photoraph which has been merked Exhibit 7 and ask you 

if you can identify the inlividuel sh.ern thereen? 

A. 	Thet is also Heraann Eberle. 

Q. 	I now want you to state whether Jr not the 2hotegra2hs I have just handed 
you are phetograehs of the Hermann Eberle whoa you have just testified 
was the cehlmandant of the 4olzheim concentration camp or if they are 
photographs of some other persen by the eme name? 

A. 	They are photecrephs of the Her tann Eberle .;ho was the cemandant of the 
ielzheire concentration c aup. 

Q. 	At the time that you were discharged fr.)re the lelzheim concentration cemp 
in April, 1944, who was the cemmandant of the camp? 

a, 	-41$0 Hermann ELerle. 

Q. Had he or not been camp caAaandant continuously from sometime in 1940, 
until Aeril, 1944? 

A. He had been camp commandant continuously. 

Q. To whet brannh of the German odlitary or police service did Hermann Eberle 
belong, if you know? 

A. He was in a special branch of the SS which was attached to the Gestapo for 
security purposes. Prier to 1940, he wore the black uniform of the OS. 
after 1940, when Germany hall occupiel aany European countries, the uniform 
of th, branch of the SS to which Eberle belon?el was changed to a grey 
uniform with a special black collar insiglia, the reaon for this bein 
that the Gestapo did not want the security aembers wearing a .eniform which 
identified them& 

Q. 	4hat occupation, if any, did you follow while you were a prisoner at the 
lelzheim concentration camp? 

A. 	I was one of the camp tailors. 

Q. 	During the period that you were a prisoner in the Welzheim.concentration 
camp, hol uany other prisoners wore confined therein? 

The average number gradually increased frea about 150 in 1938, to 
approxivatcly 300 at the time that I was released. 

Q. During the period that you were a prisoner in the camp, did you have 
the opportunity of witnessing the manner in which other prisoners were 
treated? 

A. Yes. 

Q. 	In what manner were the -erisoners treated? 

A. They were brutally treated particularly on days that were known as 
transport days. 	every Tuesday wes a transport day when prisoners were 
transperted from the 3tutte;art prison to the delzheiet concentration camp. 
At first the political prisoners received the most brutal treatment, 
that was about the tine I first entered the camp, and lasted until war 
broke out. Then the Jews received the mest brutal treatment, which 
continued until about the time that war broke out between Germany and 
Russia, then the lAissiens and Poles received the most brutal treatment 
Towards the end of my period of imprisdnment the political priseners 

/were 
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:era the }best treated. 	There were individuel excoetiens to the statement 
which I hove just made, but I have 7iven you the ;general state of affairs. 

4het wes the nature of the lelzheim concentration comp with respect to 
the permenence of the prisoners sent thereto? 

The lelzheim concentration camp was only a transitory caelp. Most of the 
prisoners •eore sent there fur only short periods of time and they were 
thereafter transferred to laxTer camps such as DecY.au, Buchenwald, 
and 1,iaulhausen. 

	

1. 	What types of prisoners were sent to the. ulzhoim concentration camp? 

Prior to the outbreak of the -...rflry Gerean pelitical 	crieinal prisoners 
el-12 Jews. 	.fter the outbreak of war, there :ore Jo :s, criminal prisoners 
and p.aitical prisoners of all natienelities. 

	

Q. 	lore prismers of war sent to the .;elzheim concentration camp?.  

Only in special circumstaecus where they were accused by the Gestapo as 
criminels. 

	

Q. 	Of whet nationalities did the prisoners consist? 

As Prior to the eutbreak of war the prisoners ..;ere practically all German 
citizens. 	,nufter the outbreak of the Jar most of the Jews had boon 
transferred elsewhere or lied luring their confinement and thereafter there 
yore very feiv Jews in the camp. .,fter Gereeny was at war, prisoners 
consisted of almost every European natienelity but the greatest number 
were Russians and Poles. 	I Nasal thet there was -ne e‘merican, who had 
been born of German earentswho. ielmipratel to .,merica, who was suspected 
of being a spy, but I .1) not recall his name and he was only in the 
camp for several weeks. 	Then there :ure several .;,nelishmen and a few 
Frenchmen, Italians, Ru,eanians, DutchAen, Bulgarians, Jpaniarls, and 
Czechs, but as I have said borer°, the majority wore Russians and Poles. 

	

f1. 	Can you describe briefly the type 3f brutal treetment, te which you have 
previously testified, that the prisoners at lalzheim were subjented? 

el,. There. were beatings of all kinds vthon the guards beat'the prisoners with 
sticks, rubber truncheons, fists, stove peker, rifle butts, pistols, and 
hammers; starvation; .lack of medical treatment; and prisoners were shot 
and hun. 	For reletiJls with Germen women, l'eles 	.ttissians were 

always hung. 	The Jeers' during? the time they eere in ;ielzhem, were never 
hung; they were always beaten to death. 

	

Q. 	Was it a usual.er an unusuel thin for prisoners to be beaten at delzheim? 

It was a usual thing. Every day, one or more prisoners were beaten. 

Q. Did you or not ever see Hermann Eberle beat anyone? 

In the earlier days, when I was a prisoner at the ceme, I saw Hermann 
Berle beat many prisoners; but in the later days, when he was the 

coauandant of the camp, es a rule he left the beatings to the guards, 
catheu7h he hel personally beat :.deny men even while he was commandant. 

Did you or not ever see any of the guards of the ielzheim cencenteerion 
camp beat prisoners in aerie's presence. • 

I saw prisonersebeeten by the eue-.; in the presence of Eberle frequently, 

/particularly 
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particul:,xly in th., 	where Eberle lived. 

	

J. 	Did you or not ev.;r know a ;risoncr by the name of Albur King? 

Yes I did. 

	

Q. 	When w:Is it that you knew .11bort King? 

	

A. 	I knew him for several weeks prior t. his death, which occured on 
NevoJber, 4th 19!:2. 

	

Q. 	Where lid you know Albert Kin ? 

• I knew him in the 	 cup. 

	

Q. 	What aas .abert king's .:;t-Aus in the camp? 

• Like mu, he af.s a prisoner. 

	

Q. 	DO you know why Albert King was iudrisonu:1 in the lelzheiLl concentration 
caiap as a prisoner? 

• Yes. 

Q. From whrl source did you gain you information? 

	

A. 	From conversations with Albert King., 

	

Q. 	'That was the nationality of Alba/. King, if you know? 

He was an Englishmen having ben born in London. 

What, if anything, did Albert King say to you about the reason he was 
confinel.as a 17., risoner in 4elzheim? 

d. He told de that he was accused of being an English siv that had been 
dropped into Germany by an airplane by parachute. 

Q. All he told me was that he had told the Gestapo that ho had been in 
Germany before the war and had never returned to England, but he winked 
at ,.fie when:he said.thato 

Q. How old a man was Albert King? 

	

4LO 	I wJuld judge he was in his early 40's. 

	

Q. 	Jill you describe his appearance? 

	

i■ • 	He was about 1.8 meters ;r1 height, broad shouldered, strong, fair complexioned 
dark fyeyinf- hair, healthy looking, and he weighed about 90 kilograms. 

	

Q. 	fere there any distinguishing characteristics about him that you remember? 

A.. He had a small moustache but I do not recall anything else. He had 
bluish eyes. 

'Then lid you have the oTortunity to converse with King? 

	

A. 	In the morings ani.in the evenings when he came out of his cell to cm,1;ty 
his toilet pail. 

. Under wh t circuustances did you first rake his acquaintance? 

/A, Awn i'dbert King 
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A. When .lbert King was broujyt into the Welzheiu concentration camp he was 
placed in a solitary confine;lent cell, which was across the corridor 
from the tailor shop in which I worked. One morning %s he left his 
cell to empty his toilet 'pail I wpoke to him and he sail he was very 
hungry. 	I told hiM to go on about his business and thLt when he came 
back I would obtain and leave some bread for him on the stairs, which I 
did. 	Thereafter we .V.lked togethcru whenever the oiportunity presented 
itself, and because ny call was next to his, we had frequent opportunities 
for conversation. Because I was a tailor they had kept me at the camp 
and never transferred me. By the tine Albert King was iaade a prisoner 
I was not closely watched and I could move frequently within the 
building. 

Q. In what language did you converse with Albert King? 

iLO 	In German. 

Q. 	Did Albert King speak ;rman fluently Jr not? 

He spoke German fluently. 

Q. 	When lid you last see Albert King? 

t 'ke 	It was on the day on which he died. 

Q. 	When would that be? 

A. It ws in the early lays of November, 1942. 

Q. Would that or net be November 4th 1942? 

A. That could very well be the date. 

Q. 	Will you relate the circumstances under which you saw Albert King ,.)n the 
day he died? 

• At about nine o'clock in the morning: I heard the door of King's cell being, 
opened and I looked out and saw him being taken frt his cell to an 
interrogation cell farther down the hall. 

'S. 	Who was escorting King, if anyone, to the interrogation cell? 

A. 	I believe it was a guard by the name of Hans Sax but I rJA not positive. 

Q. Do you know who interrogated King in the interrogation cell? 

A. I do not know who interrogated him but I saw Hermann Eberle standing 
outside the door of the interrogation cell and after Kin` was lel in 
bu the guard, Eberle entered and the door was closed. 

Q. Was the Eberle to which you refer the individual shown in Exhibits 6 and 
7 or some other person? 

A. 	It was the same man shown in ExhilAts 6 ':41 .1 7. 

Q. 	Do you know what happened in the intern.: 	cell? 

• No. 

• Dii you or not hear any noises of an unusual nature? 

No, I heard nothing. I was too fax away. 

D.: y-u 
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Ile 	Do you know he:: low: Kin -  w7.s in thu inturr_ .tion cell? 

I would jul , about 20 .Ainutes. 

Did you or ,not see him 'when he left thu int„rrotion cell? 

I saw the &;12:1-d bring him back to his 	cell froLl the interrogation cell. 

Q. 	Was that th0 saue cuca..3 that removed hi::: or net? 

It w..s the same rurrd. 

There were you when you obserVed 	returning to his win coil? 

dhen I hoard King being brought back 	his v:al call I intentionally went 
out into the corridor and passed him there. 

Dil you or not witness anything that would indicate that King may have 
been subjected'to inhuman treatent? 

I saw no indication that he h-d b...en given brutal treatment: 	I: noticed 
Ally that he had a very suriJus expression on his face. 

Did you or ont sec Hermann Eberle at the time King was brought beak to his 
cell from the interro:Tation cell? 

.4160 	Nip I lid not see Eberle. 

Did you or nut 'Two any conversation with Jabert King on the lay under' 
discussion? 

A. No. 

(4. 	las there any particular reason why you did not converse with him? 

At* Hans Sax was the guard on that 1-)rticular day and he was such a brutal 
person that I did not dare risk bean, caught in a conversation.. Some 
of the guards were more lenient than others and wheth,r I attempted to 
have A conversation with a prisoner or not .lepended on who wns -on guard. 

In what building in the Jolzhein concentration camp was your tailor shup 
located? 

Ir the main buillinc. 

Q. On what floor? 

A. On the ground floor. 

.4. During the afternoon of November 4th, 1942, the lay upon which :abort King 
lied, did you have occasion to see Hermann Eberle? 

A. Yes. 

',.• 	At aiii)roxinately what tiw? 

A. 	41t about 15 minutes to 2:00. 

Where did you see him at that tine? 

A. In the prison yard. 

What was he doing at that time? 
/414 	H.° O. (I 
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He -111 Hans Sax ere practicin;: with their listols, shooting at a target. 

	

.;* 	Did you or not personally see them shooting at the target? 

I saw them. 

	

4• 	Mere /ere you at the time? 

In my urn cull. 	I was in the tailur shop when I heard sh:.eting and I 
went to my cell and 	out of the window into the court yard. 

dhat was it necessary for you t; do to see out of the windowl 

4. I had to cut up on a table to s e out of the window. 

That type of a weapon was Eberle using? 

	

4'14 	4i small revolver. 	I think it was a Walther. 

1. How many pistol shots did you sec Eberle fire at the target? 

• .1pproximately 7. 

.• 

 

.sere you still w.tchin: him wh'..m he 	thrJull shooting? 

A. Yes. 

Wh:t lid he do with his Histol? 

He put it into his ri:ht uniform pocket. 

Did you or net see him reload his pistol? 

	

A. 	I did not see him reload it. 

ixtr. Eberle completed shooting in the courtyard where did he ? 

	

A. 	_Ifter Eberle 7411 Sax finishel.shooting Sax took the traTetaway while 
Eberle stood '.catching him. 	Then they both wolked around the building and 
out Lf my sight. 

'hen ant where did you next see Eberle? 

I siw him when he and S..:x enteered the main building of the concentration, 
camp. 

There were you at that time? 

	

A. 	I was st:.nding on the st'.ire'.se leading from the first floor up to the 
toilet. 

dhy were you on the staircase? 

	

A. 	From previ..)us experience I suspected that something was .;oiik-!, to happen 
when I saw Eberle and Sax sh.)eting in the courtyard and I left nY 
.0011 under the pretense of i;:ing 	the tAlet 	the purpose c.f trying.  

to find out what they :Jere up to. 

,. Did Eberle or Sax see you to your knowlelge Alen they entered the 
building? 

	

a. 	I am positive they lit? not see me. 

/4* What did 
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What lid they do? 

Sax went down the corrilor tv the kommandatur and got •a key while Eberle 
cited for him in the corridor. After Sax 	thu key he nd Eberle wont 
into Albert King's cell. 

Jhpunlocked tho door? 

:71)(4, 

	

.• 	that time hew wns Eberle dressed? 

Hu 11Y1 on his uniform. 

	

.;* 	Were you able to observe his hands? 

	

.A0 	Ye s. 

Was he or not carryin:: anything in his hands? 

He had nothing in his hands. 

Did you or not observe Sax when hu entered King's cell? 

	

A.. 	I observed him. 

How was he dressA? 

	

4.. 	H- w".s also in unifora. 

	

.• 	Did you or not h ve occasion to observe whether Sax 11-..d anything in his 
h nds? 

Sax had only the key in his right hInd. 

I now hand you a dia:ram, which hoe bcon marked Exhibit 8, and ask you 
if you know what it is? 

A. YOS, it is a pl:.n of the ground floor of the main building of tho 4elzhoim 
concentration cusp. 

4iill you state whether or nut it shows the tailor shop, the cell occupied 
by filbert King, the cell which you occupied, anditho corridor concerning 
all of which you have )reviously testified? 

Yes, it shows the thins you have mentioned. 

Will you indicate on Exhibit 8 the location 	the tailor shop, which 
you have previously 

(Witness irrlicated) 

The identification ',:,resently on Exhibit 8 is in German so I will write 
in English on the place you have just indicated the words "tailor shop" 
and ask you if it is correct? 

	

A. 	It is cermet. 

• Will y.:1 nor 	on Exhibit 8 the cell ._,ccupiel by Albert King? 

(ditn-ss indicates) 

I will write in English at the -co you have indicated the words "cell of 

.;Albert King" 

• 

A A 

1 
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Albert King" and ask you if it is correct? 

A. 	Yes. 

dill you indicate on Exhibit 8 the cell which you occupied? 

(ditnss indicates) 

Q. 	I will write on Exhibit 	at the place you have indicated, the words 
in English "cell of Friedrich Philipp" and ask you if that is correct? 

A. 	Yes, that is correct. 

Q. 	Does the toilet, which you have previously mentioned, appear on Exhibit 8? 

A. 	No, only the stairway leading to the toilet. 

Q. 	Will you indicate the stairay leading to the toilet? 

(Witness indicates) 

Q. 	I will mark in English the stairway you have indicated with the words 
"stairs to toilet" and ask you if th t is correct? 

A. Yes. 

Q. 	dill you indicate on Exhibit 3 the place where Eberle and Hans Sax 
entered the building after they had finished their shooting at th:. time 
you observed them? 

(Witness indicates) 

Q. 	I will mark the place you have indicated with 	word "door" in English. 
The door is loc Aed at the foot of the stairway, but th_ door does not 
appear on Exhibit 8, does it? 

A. 	That is correct. 

Q. 	Jill you indicate on Exhibit 8 the place where Eberle and Sax were 
practicing with their pistols? 

(Witness indicates) 

Q. 	I will write the word "target" in English at the place you indicated and 
ask you if it is correct? 

A. 	Yes, it is correct. 

Q. 	If my information is correct, there was a wall behind the target which does 
not appear on Exhibit 8, is -ft :A correct? 

A. 	That is correct. 

And the space tothe south of the :.ord "target" appearing on Exhibit 8 is 
the courtyard in which Eberle and Sax were shooting, is that correct? 

A. Yes. 

Q. 	Will you .lso indicate on Exhibit 8 whe;:e you were standing at the time 
you saw Eberle and Sax enter the building? 

(Witness indicates) 

/Q. 	I will 
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Q. 	I will write yuu initi ls in English followed by the numeral 1 at the place 
you indicated and ask you if it is correct? 

Yes. 

	

Q. 	fill you now indicate -n Exhibit 8 where you w,re standing at the time 
you svi Eberle and Sax enter tho cell of ;Albert King? 

First I stood on the stairway and watched while S:.z wont to the Kommandatur 
and Eberle awaited 

fhere was it that Eberle steed waiting for 

(fitness indicates) 

	

Q. 	I will mark at the place you have indicated Eberle's initials "H. 
followed by the numeral "1",and ask you if it is correct? 

• 421. 	Yes. 

	

CI. 	What happened thereafter? 

Sax came back with the key, which I could s,:e in his right hand from the 
stairway, and when he reached a point opposite Eberle they both started 
towards King's cell. 	I waited until they were out of sight and then I 
slipped down the stairway and went into the corridor. 

	

Q. 	fill you indicate on Exhibit 8 the position which you assur.lea in the 
corridor after Eberle anl Sax were .Jut of sight? 

lifter they were out of sight, I slipped down to this position. 

(fitness indicates) 

	

Q. 	I will uark the position you ar..: now indicating with your initials followed 
by the numeral "2". 	What did you do while you were in the position 
marked "FP-2"? 

	

;A. 	I looked around the corner nod saw Eberle and Sax enter King's cell, and 
after they wore in I went across the main corridor. 

	

(4. 	fill you now indicate the position or place to which yuu proceeded after 
Eberle and Sax were in King's cell? 

(fitness indicates) 

I will mark the place you have just indicated in English with your initials 
"FP" followed by the numeral "3" Lna ask you if that is correct? 

	

.i. 	Yes. 

	

Q. 	While you stood at the point ,Aarkca "F1'-3" on Exhibit 3, what, if anything, 
could Tdu see? 

;ill I could see w'.s the back of Hans Six but, at that time, I heard Eberle 
say to King, "Have you got anything to eat today?" 

	

. 	dhat, if anything, aid you th;n du? 

it. 	I went a few steps f.rther doan the corridor. 

/ Will you 
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gill y)u indicate the -lace t) which y.qi 2roce ded down th, c:rril3r? 

(ditness inlic -bus) 

Q. 	I will uc.rk the place  y.)u have just indict-tel in. 73xhibit 8 with your iriitias 
"FP" followed by the nuleral 	-tsk y )1 if that is correct? 

Yes. 

Q. 
	

Can you describe the tone of voice with which 31.4.1 he:-rd Eberle inquire 
of King as te whether he had had anything to eat that lay? 

AO His voice was excited, hiLh pitched, and loud. 

Q. 	After you reached th, l.. int rxxkud "FP"-4" on xhibit 3, state wheth,r or 
' not you could see Soc, Eberle, and King, r any of the, within.the cull 

of ;Albert King. 

A. I could sue Eberle and King in the cell and Sax in the anter_em. 

Q. 	Will you indicate the place in the anter, 	where you saw Sax? 

(Witness indicates) 

Q. I will mark the place you have indic.ted with the initials "BS" and ask 
you if it is•correct? 

A. Yes. 

Q• What part of Sax's body 0. 2ur. you see? 

A. His back. 

Q. 	Will you now indicate on Exhibit 8 the place in which y.)11 saw :Albert 
King? 

(ditnoss indicates) 

Q. 	I will mark the place y2u h:'.va indicated with the initials "AK" and 
ask you if it is correct? 

Yes, he was standing against the wall _t the end of the bed which folded 
up against the wall in the cell. 

Q. What part of King's body could you see? 

I c.iuld s e the front of his body. 

In what manner was he standing? 

A. He was standing erect and almost at attention. His hands were not behind 
his back but they were drawn backwards along his legs towards the wall. 

Q. Will you now indicate on Exhibit 8 the place where you saw Hermann 3herle? 

(Witness indicates) 

Q. 	I will mark the place you have just indicatod with the initials "HE-2" and 
ask you if that is correct? 

A. Yes. 

/„. Allat -part 
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Q. 	Ihat part of Eberie's body could you see? 

	

A. 	I could see his bank as he was facing King. 

	

Q. 	How much distance was there between Eberle and King? 

	

A. 	about ane meter. 

	

Q. 	Did you or not hear Eberle say anthing further to King after the remark 
about which you have previously testified? 

	

A. 	Although King had said "no" to Eberle's first question, Eberle repeated in 
a high pitched voice "what, you say you havent got anthing to eat." 
King again said "no" whereupon Eberle, in a furious frame of mind, 
shouted at the top of his voice "What,you will hit me with a toilet pail:" 
At the same time that he was so speaking to King, he reached into his right 
pocket, took out his pistol and shot King. 	While he was reaching for 
his gun he gave the toilet pail, which was on the floor, a forceful 
kick. 

	

Q. 	Which leg did Eberle use to kick the toilet pail? 

	

A. 	I do not remember. 

	

Q. 	Did you observe King continuously up until the time that he was shot by 
Eberle or was there a period of time in which you could not see him? 

	

A. 	I saw him continuously. 

	

Q. 	fill you state whether or not King at any time attempted to hit Eberle 
with the toilet pail or indicat.d any offensive action on his part 
towards Eberle in any manner whatsoever? 

	

A. 	King did not idake eny threatening gestures of any kind. 	He stood erect 
against the wall all the time until Eberle shot him. 

	

Q. 	How many times did Eberle shoot him? 

	

A. 	I can only recall the one shot but there 	have been a second shot 
which I do not recall due to the noise caused by Eberle's kicking 
the toilet pail. 	It may be also that more than one shot was fired 
but, due to the e.-citement, I can only recall it as one. 

Q. Do you know in what part of King's body he was shot? 

A. No. 

Did you observe how Eberle held the gun at the time he fired? 

Yes, he h d the gun raised a short distance above his hip. 

	

Q. 	Whet happened to King_ =-f ter he ties shot by Eberle? 

	

414 	I do not knot whet happened to him because immediately after I heard 
the shot I hurried as fast es I could to my cell. 

Q. What was the reason thAt you hurried to your cell? 

	

.1. 	I did not want anyone to find out that I had seen what had happened. 

	

Q• 
	What, if anything, ies Sax doing during the time that Eberle was talking 

to King And up until th., 	thet Eberle shot him? 

He remained 
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.. 	He remained standing in the anteroom facing King's cell. 

	

Q. 	You halt no recollection of whr.t happened to Kind-; 1.mediately ,after the 
shot? 

I have the recollection of s_eing his body start to fall but I have no 
recollection of actually seing him fall to the floor. 

	

Q. 	What happened thereafter? 

I hid myself in the corner of my cell - 

	

Q. 	Will you indicate on Exhibit 8 the place where you hid yourself? 

'(ditness indicates) 

	

Q. 	I will-mark, with the initials "F1-1" followed by the numeral "5", the 
position you have indicated and ask you if it is c6rrect? 

Yes. 

	

Q. 	Will you now proceed with you story? 

-AO I could look around the corner, from the place whe -0 I 	standing, 
down the corridor and I saw both Eberle and S:'x come out of King's • 
cell and go down the corridor. 

Q. 	Was there any conversation between then? 

NO, .they did not talk. 

Q. 	Did King's body remain in the cell or w;:-.s it removed? 

..ut about seven o'clock when I came back to my room from the tailor shop, 
my cellmates and I could hear King moaning in the adjoining cell, which 
indicated he was still alive. 	Between nine and ten o'clock, Hans 
Sax, the guard came to our cell and said that ho would have to lock us up 
for a while. He locked the door and short time later I heard a table 
being carried down the corridor and put down in the corridor outside of 
King's cell. I then heard three men, with voices I recognized to 
be Eberle, Sax, and Dr. Kurt Boltze, go into King's cell. I heard King's 
body being carriedout of the cell and put on the table, and soon 
thereafter I heard Dr. Boltze say something to the effect that King 
would die and that he should have boon called sooner. 

Q. 	was King removed after he was examined by Dr. Boltze or w.T.s he taken* 
to the cell? 

Ai. 	He was taken back into the cell. 

Q. 	What, if anything, happened thereafter? 

after Eberle and Dr. Boltze left, Sax unlocked our door. du could hoar 
King moaning in the next cell but about 11.30 he stopped moaning and I 
put on my pants and went down to the guard room and told Sax that I 
thought King ¶ad died. 	Sax left the guard room and went up to King's 

cell. 	I felloed him and stood in the anteroom. 	that time I 
could see Kin lying on the. floor and there was a pool of blood around 
him. 	Sax went close to him and said that ho was dead. 	Sometime' later 

on, possLbly several hours, Sax ordered another prisoner and myself 
to carry the body to the laundry. 

/),. 	1):: you 
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Do you recall aho helped you carry the body? 

No, I have been -required to carry bodies on a number of occasions with 
other prisoners and I do not r,:call .:;ho assisted 60 at this tiie. 

/fine you were helpinL to carry the body of KinL to the laundry, could 
you tell whether he was alive or dead? 

He ws dead. 

How do you know th t he as dead? 

He w%s not breathing . rld the body 	stiff end cold. 

King's condition of health pry : r to thJ timo that he 	shot 
by Eberle? 

Hu wc.. in excellent health. ' 

Jill y.,u sign your name to Exhibit 8? 

(4itness signs 	requested) 

In order that there will be no doubt I want to ask you whether or not 
the individual shown in Exhibits 6 -.nd 7 is the individual whom you 
saw shoot .,..Thert King or if it 7!-z some oth„r person? 

The man shown in Exhibits 6 :.1-1a 7 is the ;Ian whom I saw shoot ..lbert 
King. 

dill you sign your name to Exhibits 6 -.nd 7? 

(:;itncss sins 	requested) 

Have you anything further to state in connection with any of the 1.atters 
with respect to which I have interrogated you this day? 

I would like to say that, a few days after King was shut, a guard by the 
name of Radke told ma that Eberle had been reprimandod by the Gestapo 
for killing King so soon as-the Gestapo ..Ited another opportunity for 
questioning him before he was killed: 

NO CROSS EL...•IN-TIOIT. 

-x(ITN'?,SS 	EXC'137.D. 

(signed) "RIEDRICH rHILIPP 

(Si;_ned) 41i.LI.,;i T. liEKS 
J-GD 

Investign.tor-Exinur I certify th.-t the above 
testi-ony was transleSted 
to th.. witness in his own 
language, prior to his 
signature, 7hich appears 
above. 

(Signed) RUTH ....LDENDORPF. 
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E:21IBIT 10  

TestiLiony'ef 1?RIEDRICH HEINZ, ta'.;:en at 100 hours, 20 October, 194, at 
felzheiia, Goriaany, 

SAgt. James J. iiowbray, 33547630, appercd before the InvestiLator-?Aaainer as 
reporter and was sworn by hiu as follows: 

"You swear that you will faithfully perforra the duty of reporter inthis 
investigation now beinc conducted by ue. 	3o Help Yau God." 

iass Ruth ‘.1dendarff appeared s an interproter and was swami by the 
Investigator-Exauiner in the following fori.i: 

"You swear that you will truly interpret in this investigation now being 
conducted by ue. So Help You God." 

FRIEDRICH HEINZ appeared before the Investigator-Exauiner and testified as 
follows: 

Friedrich Heinz, .fe are now investigatinL, the alleged ,aurder of _abort 
King while a prisoner in the .lelzhoirn concentration caLlp. 	..re you willing 
to take an oath as to the testiraony that you :-.re about to give? 

Yes. 

Q. 	Do you understand the ,Aeaning of an oath? 

saa Yes. 

Q. 	Please stand up, raise your right hand, and be sworn: 

"You, Friedrich Heinz, swear that the evidence that you will Live in this 
investigation new beim:, cnducted by 	will be the truth, the whole 
truth, and nothing but the truth. 	Se alp 	Ged7" 

da. 	I do. 

Q. 	Aat is your full neuc, ac c,and occupation? 

• Friedrich :dlhelia Heinz. 	I was born on June 30th, 1897, at 4elzheim and 
am the coroner of lelzheiu. 

Q. 	Do you speak English? 

• No. 

Q. 	'Mat is your natiliality? 

• Geriaan. 

Q. 	"There do you reside? 

In 4elzheiia. 

Q. 	For ho; long a period of tirae have you been the coroner of -.;elzheiu? 

• Since 1938. 

Q. 	Jere you th coroner of .lclzheia on or :bout November, 4th 1942? 

• I was. 

9. 	-What were your official duties as coroner dur ink; the month of Neveaer, 1942? 

/41. 	It was 
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It was uy duty to inspect the bodi-s 	l_ce!s.sed pers 	t%. deteroine 
the cause :f death, and to prep:- re death certificAes. 	Ina.soz where 
a doct_r 	fauilisr with the cause of death, I accepted his 
certificate; but if there had been no doctor in attendance on a person 
I made an independent investigati)n to establish the cause of death. 

Q. 	During the uonth of Novouber, 1942, did you have occasion to sue the body 
of .L1b(;rt King? 

Yes. 

Q. 	.ihat day in Nove,tbor did you see hire? 

+4.41 	Nove,aber 7th, 1942. 

Q. 	what were the eircuastances under - :hich you saw or received the body 
of Albert King? 

• I saw hi.A in tho laundry of the .elzheim cancenration camp but I d.. not 
recall who su _toned me. 

Q. 	Did you i:ake an .:xaAn.tion of the body at thr.t ti 

• Yes. 

Q. 	,that, if anything, did you find of an unusu-.1 nature on the body? 

I found two bullet wounds 4bout 4 to 5 centimeters apart in the region of 
the left nipple; 	was to the side of the nipple and the other below. 

Q. 	(hat was the condition of .aber King at the time you saw hiu with respect 
to life or death? 

He was dead. 

Q. Howdid you detertine that th_ body, which you exained, Jas that of _abort 
King? 

The infome.tionwas Bien t., 	by Herman Eberle, the ca.lp cauioandant, or 
sole-)ne in an official c:-p-city in the kalluandatur. 

Q• 
	;Ilat other information did you receive froze Hermann Eberle, the camp 

couuandant, or the 	:rIndatur with respect to .:abur King? 

That he as of .English 	 having been born in London on June 
12th, 1899; that IL: diu at 14.15, NoveLler, 4th 1942; also that he had 
been exaaincd by Dr. Boltze. 

Q. Did you or not have - any conversation with Hermann Eberle with respect to 
the reason that Albert Xing hA boon shot? 

Aloir 	Yes. 

Q. 
	That was the conversation? 

• I asked Eberle why King had been shot'.nd Eberle re-)lied that King had 
attacked hiu :.nd that he had to shot hia in self defence. 	I also 
ask ;d hiu why there were tow bullet shots 	Eberle replied that one 
was not enough; the -i'irst lid not All the ::an. 

Q. 	I now hand_ you two phi2togrphs which have been marked Exhibits 6 and 7 
nd ask you if you know th.. individual shown the: eon? 

/4"MO Those are 
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Those are photographs of Heraann 3berle. 

..re Exhibits 6 and 7 photogr.:hs of th, saae Heraann Eberle whou_you 
have ,Aentioned in your testiaony or are they .0hot:Jgra.ihs of soae other.  
person? 

They are photographs of th, 	Her..:ann Eberle. 

Q. 	Dia yiu, in your official c. 2-.city 	cner, ,,Ake Lny finding as to the 
path )f the bullets after they enter:A the bialy of ..lbert nng? 

..44 	I leterained that th, bullets entJred the heart and lung. 

Q. 	To your knowledge, did Dr. Boltze sign a le:.th certificate in connection 
with the death of Albert King? 

4.41 	He did not sign a loath certificate at ay rc.-Imest. 	He aay, however, have 
signed such a certificate fur Hcraann Eberle, the canp coaaandant, to 
be forwar;led to Gestapo Headquarters. 

0. 	,(hat, in your opinion as the official coroner of jelzheim, was the 
efficient producing cause of the death of Albert King? 

4 	The gunshot wounds. 

I will nov han° you a paper, ,which to a been marked Exhibit 11, and ask 
you what it is? 

That is an official death certificate with rspcct 	,lb,rt King. 

1. 	the issued Exhibit 11? 

A. 	The official registrar of ,i'elzhein. 

/here, if you know, ,4ns the body of .abort King interred? 

In the local ceaetury at jelzheia. 

NO CR06.6 	a MITION 

JIT1C3S 
(Signed) FRIMRICH HiINL 

:ATTEST: 

Williaa T. BEEKS 
Major JAGD 
InvestiLator-Exr_liner 

I certify thr.t the above.  
testiaony ;,.s translated 
to the witness in his own 
language, prior to his 
signature, which appears above. 

(SignA) 	RUTH ...LDENDORFF. 
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EXHIBIT.9  

Tcstiuony of KURT 9. H. BOLTZT., ta:cen at 0900 hours, 20th Octob,.:r, 1 94;), r. t ic 1 zhe 	Ge 

3/Sgt. J%aes J. ho .bray, 33547630, a)perxed bcfre the Investigator- 
73x7iner as reporter lifl 	sworn by hiu as follows: 

"You swear that 	. A1,1 faithfully )erforu the duty .f reporter in this 
investigation n): beinL; cJniucted by uo. 	So Help You God." 

• hiss Ruth 4..1demlirff appered as an interpreter and was sworn by the 
Irv,estigator-Tainer in the followinr fore:: 

"You swear th-.t yJu will truly interpret in this investigation now being 
c niucted by 1(:. .So Help You God." 

DR KURT 1,;. H. DOLTZE appeared before the Investig or-3xaminer :.nd testified 
as follows: 

Q. 	Dr. Kurt Boltze, we are now investig:ting the alleged ;aurder of 
King while a prisoner in the ,;elzheiu concentration.caup. 	you 
willing to take an oath as to the testimony that you are about to give? 

• Yes. 

Q. 	D you understand the caningof an oath? 

MO1 Yes. 

CI • Please stand up, raise your right hand, and be sworn: 

"You, Dr. -,Curt '1]. H. Boltze swear tb,t the evidence that .3ru will give 
in this investigation now being conducted by ue, will be the truth, the 
whole truth, and nothing but the truth. 
	So Help You God?" 

Q. What is your full name, age, and occupation? 

A. 	Kurt B.F. Boltze. 	I was born 3rd September, 1903 and I :s.1 a surgeon and 
physician by profession. 

Q. 	:There do you reside? 

.11141 	In lelzheth. 

Q. How lung have you practiced your profession? 

a• 	Since 1930, at daiblingen and since 1935 at Aelzheim. 

Q. 	-There did you receive your 	education? 

• Universit:,,  at Halle, ilunich, and Arzburg. 

Q. Du you specialize in any particular branch of the medical profession? 

• 
• Yes,in surgery. 

Q. ,,fter you finished your uedical education, by whoa were you licensed to 
practice medicine? 

University of Jurzburg. 

/Q. In November, 
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. Q. 	In November, 1942, where lid you practice your 2rofesion? 

Here in .elzheiu. 

	

C?. 	4hat was your relationship in November, 1)42, if ny, to the "jelzheim 
concentration caly at Jelzheim, Ger.any? 

	

A. 	I returned from Russia in the spriki of 1942:  a sick 	but I .:as 
ordered to the army hosidtal at Aelzheim as Chief Doctor and, as 
a part of my duties as Chi f Doctor of the ::ray hospital, I was 
require to Live medical attenti.rn to the pris.)ners of the delzheim 
concentration camp. 	I w_s also heal of the district hospital. 

*hat is the listrict 

• It is the civilian hospital in ,elzheim. 

Q. Do you speak EnElish? 

	

A. 	Just a little. 

Q. You arc German citizen? 

A. Yes. 

	

Q. 	'Jere you a member of the German armed f rces? 

A. Yes. 

	

Q. 	State briefly your tour of duty gas a .;ember of the German armed forces. 

• I was first called in the milit-xy service in August of 1939, at which time 
I had the rank of LieutemAlt. 	In January, 1940, I became an Oberleutnant, 
and in February, of 1942, I as prop :Aed to the rank of Stabsarzt. 	I 
served with troops in France, Yu3:.)slc:.via, and in Russia. 	In November, 
1941, while in Russia, I ::,cc.7::c ill :--111 I thereafter served in military 
hospitals. 

For hoir lone a period. of time di,1 you re_ .in in the militry service? 

	

A. 	Until —pril, 19th 1945, when ",*-elzheim was captured by the 	are 
forces. 

	

Q. 	On or about November, 4th 1942, - Aire yoU or not c:-lied to the :delzheim 
concentration camp to see a prisJner by the flaw of -abort King? 

• I was. 

	

Q. 	dho called you? 

A. Hermann Eberle. 

	

Q. 	that was Hermann Eberle's relation to the ,*elzheim concentration camp' 
at that time? 

I believe he was the co,amannt. 

	

Q. 	.ihere did you see Alber Kinc? 

	

A. 	At the Jelzheim cncentration camp. 

Q. Do you recall the time of day? 

/,k. 	It is 
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A. 	It is ay iepressien that it ee, in th_ afturn el but I could be wrong and 
it mey be that it was at night. 

	

q. 	dhereabeuts in the encentration camp did you examine Aabort King? 

I believe it 	in a cell on the first fl:er of the e.ain building. 

	

Q. 	For tho ::_urpose of refreshing TAir recollection, could it be that you 
examined him on a table in the corridor eutside the cell? 

	

/•• 	That is entirely possible. 

	

le 	Shat was King's cenlition at the time you exemined him.? 

He was dying. 

	

Q. 	Did you or not find any wound on his bidy? 

	

..• 	I found a bullet wound. 

	

Q. 	Jill you describe the bullet wound? 

The bullet entered in the region of the left nipple and I believe it 
came out in the angle of the left scapula. 

	

Q. 	Did you find more than one bullet .sound? 

	

A. 	I only recall the one at the present tiee; there mey have been mere. 

	

Q. 	Jho was present at the time that you examined King? 

■-iA 	Hermann Eberle, end there may have been one er 1:re guards present. 

	

Q. 	Did you have any conversation with Hermann Eberle with respect to 
Albert King? 

	

A. 	I asked Eberle whet, had happened to the man. 	Eberle told me th!.t he 
had b 'en shot sera: hours before. 	I then said to Eberle something to 
the effect that either they should have shot him dead on the spot or they 
should have callel for me sooner because the man wes now dying;  and was 
beyond the help of medical science. 

	

Q. 	Did Eberle tell you who hod shot King? 

	

;to 	No. 

	

Q. 	Did he tell you -ehy Kin h.1 been shLt? 

A. No. 

Doctor, et the time thet you exa,cined King, di ;,'uu form any opinion 
as to the length of time that he would probably live? 

	

a. 	I thought he would not live laor.:: than 20 - minutes. 

	

Q. 	At the time that you examined King was there anything that you could 
do for him as a doctor with respect to saving his life? 

Am No, that was quitceimpessible. 

	

Q. 	;,that finally happened to Albert King? 

He died. 

/Q. How do 
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How i3 you know this? 

Some time later, it nay have been the .sae day or the next lay, a death 
certificate'for ,ilbert King was brou"ht to me and I signod it based 
upon the exaaination I.  had made of King ?rcviously. 

Q. Do you recall who brought the death certificate to you? 

al• It came fr:sa the coroner but I do not remember if he brought it personally 
or had.;it sent over to me. 

ahu a-s the coroner at that time? 

Friedrich Heinz. 

Q. 	us long as you did not personally see ...rbert King after he died, I want 
to assume for the purpose of this question that he did die following 
your exaination on November, 4th 1942, and ask your opinion, based upon 
the exaY:lination that you .lade, as to the efficient producing cause of his 
death) 

In ray opinion his death waA caused from internal bleeding as axesult of 
the gunshot wound which I described. 

NO CROSS EX.,i4N,..TIGN. 

4ITIMSS 	EXCUSM 

(Signed) KURT E. H. bOLTZE 

.ATTrST: 

WILLI4a4 T. IMKS 
Major 	(T-tGD 
Investigator-Examiner 

• I certify that the above 
testimony was translated 
to the witness in his own 
language, prior to his 
signature, which appears 
_Lave. 

(Signed) 	RUTH 4d3ENDORFF. 
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Translation of 

 

Productior; o. 1 

    

     

DEPWITION  

of 

Hermann BBI;ALE 

Deposition on oath of Hormann 	;ale, of ULWDonau, Karl 
Schefoldstr. 23, sworn buforo Capt. 'ie.,. BiZUNN, The..T]ssex Regt, 
Nu. 5 9ICL,MICAXIN,' on 19 February. 

I am Hermann 	born on 8 Fob. 1908 at "ZINGLIN Kr. 
Balingon,/,:Uertomberg. I CIA policonn by orcfossion and of Gorman natio-
nality. I joined the NSD;11J on 1 January 1931 and was a mambor of the 
SS since 4ril 1934. In November 1934 I joined the GLI-aTaX). On 
15 October 1935 I Was posted to the P lice 1-rison at -101310-5Iii Kr. 
.traiblingen, whore I romained until the 19 	1945, having reached 
the rank of iOlizeigefaengnisverwalter and SS Stur,scharfuehrer. Since 
the beginning of 1941 I was in charge of the 	Police Prison on 
my own, having previously always been acting as Deputy Coalliandnat. 

political prim. ners wore; kept in this prison.. Until 
1939/40 they wore Liainly Gorman. Later on there wore actually all natio-
nals, mainly roles and Russians* I admit having on occasions boxed 
the oars of salt° prisoners. I adfAit having often seen the guards-
beating up prisoners vith sticks. I myself, however, never did beat 
anybody with a stick but with my open hand. ,non somebody made a bid 
to escape or misbehavod himself, I would punish him. The oinishments • 
wore:- solitary confinement, half-rations etc. I can also recollect 
that many people died in this prison. The reasons yore stated to bet 
general heart weakness,  blood clots etc. 

One of the prisoners was an 2rw1idaLlan. his name was .iabort 
KING. He was brought into .Ay-  pris.n in October 1942, I cannot roember 
the exact date. 	n papers about this man had arrived from STUTTGOT„-- 
I took his particulars :..yself. His belongings were handed over to no 
by the guards. I was only told that this :Aan was imprisoned for 
espionage. I was told this by.nc of Cle escorts I was also ordered to 
keep .11bert KING in solitary confinailent, and he was taken there. lie 
received full rations. 

few weeks later X at lunch-ti: o, about 1400 hrs. I came from 
my office into the prison for my daily round-tour and izmodir-..toly entered 
the guard roc,.;. I had not soon KING at all ever since the day he was 
brought in until the day I ontored the guard-roam as described above. 
4,1though I usca to see the other prisoners during my daily inspection 
I was never in KINGts coll. In the guard-roam I found the 1-rison 

.iachtmoister Johann 6.:a sitting at his dusk. 'JO talked for some Ulu 
and then 6.X asked mo whether I would stay a few minutes t:s he wanted to 
ice the butcher in order to fetch some moat for the cookhouse; oLX was 
in charge of the cookhouse. In view of the fact that ELS was the only 
guard on duty at that tine, and that although I was Commandant we wore 
all good friends, I told 	that it 7.-,s in order and that he could go. 

The keys to the cells were all on a chain and were pkoed on his 
table the whole time, and teroforo, I did not have to ask for them. 
I left the keys on the table. and Sia and Lysolf left tho guard-roc:A. 
8,X went to the butcher at -.11312h.TIE appx. 10 minutes away, whoroas 
I paced up-and.rdown the corridor. Then it occurred to me that I should 
have a look at .Elbert KLIGts cull. I do nut know why this did net occur 
to inc earlier. I returned to the guard-roam and picked up the keys to 
the cells. The guard-room was at that time completely empty. This 
took place about 1-2 okinutes after S4',li had left. I wont to KINGts cell 
and unlocked it. 	this instance. XING lifte2, the latrine-bucket and 
todk7Up a threatening position. 

/Tho 
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The bucket was appx. 25 cm high end appx. 25 in din:lc:ter and 
had a movable handle. I shouted; HE.:,LT" at tho SfiA0 time drawing the 
pistol from my pccIpt, and then fire tw shots in ouick succession. 
I wish to point out that althu!,h I .._re the ..;.:'fen-sS uniform I did 
nut keep my pistol in the holster, as it was always 	h..bit to carry 
my pistol cocked insi3e my p;:cket. ...hen I fired the two shots KING 
night have boon a12x. 3.50 m away frcz. me. I did not ain but it all 
happened se.quicLly, when I ..i 	drew 	 up am:: pulle twice. 
I W413 a good shot - we had firinE practice every month. I ua absolutely 
certain that these wore the only t;%: 	1..7■ I fired en that day although 
I cllmit that sol_ietimes we 	 2ractice in the prison yard with 
small calibre wei.ons. sathough I admi. that a shot fired at his arm 
or lug would have also saved me from the .3anger of his -rowing fury I 
was so excited, that I fired two shots at the uan's heart. The two 
shot.ounds were approx. 2 cm apart. During the incident the door of the 
cell was wide open and I myself stod in the doorway. 

after I had fired the shots KING. collapsed. I th-ught he Grate 
dead but did not examine his:- I left at once the cell and locked the 
door from the _utside without having convinced myself that he was dead. 
KING remained in the cell where he had fallen. I ran at once back to the 
guard-rocm. 1-heti I reached the guard-room door I not &S. 4.,s soon as 
I saw 	I told him I had been attacked by hAbert KING and that I had 
shot him. I also Lid him that I must 'phone up STUTTG,',AT aid make a 

report. which I did. 	that time I had not contacted any doctor because 
I believed KING was dead, although I never co:avinceImyself that this was 
sc. after about an hour S;X came to me and said that the prisoner I had 
shot was still breathing. I srld that the doctor should be called at 
once. I 'phoned the Camp Doctor and asked him to cmc over because 
something had happened in tle camp. I did not mention to the .rooter what 
it was all about not even the f'act that it concerned shut wounds. 
Despite the fact that we had sufficient dressing and bandaging 
materials in the prison I did not bother at the time about the wounded 
man. I left him lying where ho had fllen and =cited the doctor. 
A.ifter 1-12 hrs. the doctor appeared. _fter he examined KING the doctor 
stated that it was already too late thee; and that nothing could be done 
for KING any longer. He also established tha:6•KING had two shot-wounds 
below the heart. KING died shortly after the doctor ha:. left the cell, 
and was buried sez.e 	da7s later after all the fer:.alities had been 
seen to. 

I also wish to ad,: that I was tcld that 1 ai not compeller to make 
any statement if I do n- t.. wish to do c, , an' that any statement I do 
..rake: nay be use: at any time as evidence in a court of law. I make 
this statement of my own free will without any pressure, threat or 
premise 	reward. The above statement was read' to me. I found it to 
be correct and I have nothing else t_ 

(SiSnod) iiermann 2tBERLE. 

G4CAN by the said deponent Her.ann EBLIAL:0 voluntarily at 	5 CIO 
cntho 19th February 1947, Before 7ac Capt. H.A.34 

The 1.;ssex Aegt. detailed by j.-in-C. British ....rmy of the Alain°. 

(Signed) 	BAUNWEA, Capt. 
ioier. Investigation Sectibn, 
;;ar Crimes Gr.-Alp, (152) 

CEATIFILD that this is a true translation frcn German into 1.nglish of 
the dep;:sition of Hermann .1113.11tL.], 	..ereduction No. 1. 

(signed) 	ROZIE, Sjt. 
Field Investigation.3ection, 
iar Crimes Group, (.1,51'.) 
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PARTICITAR8 OF EVII)ENcrIN 8UPPORT 

contained in the testionies of :- 

(i) Friedrich PHILIPP 
Friedrich HEIWZ, 

(ii) Kurt A1.84E 
(iv) :statement of the accused, 

Terlinnn EiEALE. 
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NOTES ON TH E (ASE 
	 e 

(Under this heading should be included the view taken as to (a) the degree of 

responsibility of the accused in view of his official position, e.g., was offence 
committed on the offender's own initiative, or in obedience to orders, or in carrying 
out a system approved by authority or a legal provision ; (b) the probable defence ; 
(c) whether the case appears to he reasonably complete.) 

aa'Jused fired at Albert K.II;; on his own initiative 
and not on the orders of any other person. 	It appears that the accused may 
attempt to raise the defence that he acted in self defence. 	2rorr. the evidence 
this defence c:amot succeed. 
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(For the ( 'se of 	Necreturiat) 

Registered Number. 0403 
Date of receipt in Secretariat. 

jklk 114.1 

	(111illa 	WAR CRIMINALS j 	. _ ..... UNITLMJUNZOM. 	CHARGES AGAINST 

UNITED NATIONS WAR CRIMES COMMISSION 

CASE No. 	 

SHORT STATEMENT OF FACTS. 

The accused were concerned in the shooting of an officer of 
the Royal Canadian Air Force while a prisoner of war shortly after he had parachuted 
from a shot down aircraft. 

TRANSMITTED BY 	Office of the J.Aat,4 	(Mil, Dqpt..) 	  

• Insert serial number under which the  case is registered hi the files of the National Office of the accusing State. 

t siso Wt.t..2128/21 5m. 2.1111. c. 61: Co. 74:() 

4 

) 	  

) 	  4)AntQn..DAKI3r4R(' 

) .).Joae.f.. HUHN  	Cuptody. 	  

, Johann d'aZU:',5 	)  

1...SIEBEN 	lh. Ogsto4Y. 	  

Date and place of 
commission of al-
leged crime. 

24. December 1944, 	  
NEUSS near DUSSELDORF*   Germany.  

Number and descrip-
tion of crime in war 
crimes list. 

References to rele-
vant provisions of 
national law. 
Breaches of Inter-
national law. 

No. 1. MURDER. 

MURDER. 

Breaches of 	the_lawsand-usa 	of war  pnd pf the Geneva Con- 
vention,....19250 	  

Name of accused, his 
rank and unit, or 

official position. 

(Not to be translated.) 

Ojakob liaLACHER 
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the neighbourhood of 	One of the crew, 
On Ai- December 19/44., a Lancaste.;lyinai7;roafffti\cv:rs 	;ILEwnin 

Royal Canadian Air Force, landed by parachute in a tree in a garden in the 
village of OR(IETSTERN Hr;IDE on the outskirts of 1;EU6... He was released 
by some civilians and shortly afterwards the accused HUM, a. Lieutenant in 
a local Flak Battery, who had observed It'LE's descent, arrived with some men 
of that Battery to take him into custody. 

There was an air raid shelter nearby and the a-cused ,110,a 
a local I';.6.D.A.P. Blockleiter, who was standing outside the shelter when 
HALE descended, said to the accused 6IEB:r2i, a iadet Officer of the Flak Battery, 
"You know what to do, I shall not see anything" or words to that effect. 
Thereupon the accused 61.12:311; and another man rode off on bicycles to where 
HALE had landed. 

HALE was taken into custody by lam and his men, searched 
for arms and taken away. ::fter the party had gone a few yards along the 
road to NEUSS Followed by a crowd of civilians, the accused. HAISACH12, a 
Gestapo official who had arrived on the scene, drew his pistol and fired 
several shots at the airman hitting him in the lower part of the body. The 
airman fell on his knees and the accused 6IK_Bh11, who had just arrived, either 
took HAI;ACHat's pistol or drew his own and fired some more shots at the air-
man. The airman was still alive after the second shooting and one or more 
of the civilians appeared to be upset by this; whereupon the accused HUHN 
pulled his pistol and gave hALE the 'coup de grace'. The accused DAMIIERG 
says he also fired a 'mercy shot', but this is not altogether corroborated 
by witnesses. 

After the shooting the accused HA: .AC1112 produced his identity 
papers to the accused PUHN; they shook hands and parted. The body was 
systematically looted by civilians after the killing and was later picked up 
and taken to the cemetery at bEUaS ...here it was buried in a coffin. 
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DEPOSITION' 

of 

MILLI PETERS. 

Deposition on oath af 	PETERS, 	of ZEUS, 
&Action F.143, sworn before S/Sgt. O.R. Freud, Royal 
Ulster Rifles at NEUSS on 30 January, 19)7. 

I 	rills PETERS,'  b.rn at NEUSS on 13.741;i4o. : am a i7araner 
trade cath_lic and a Ger1::an citizen. 

On a4.4.1944 between 16.00 and 17.00 hrs, I W'Xi in qy parents 
house, iJorgensternheide 143. There had been an alam, and after the guns 
had stopped firing I went outside the house and saw an airman on a parachute 
in the air. This airaian landed in the garden of ivatthias VIETEN where it 
got caught up in a tree. I hurried to the spot ana helped the airan out of . 
his harness with the aid of two Pales and Josef HILUEN, who were already there. 

&_%.)11 after a Flak Leutnant, accompanied by several soldiers appeared 
on the scene. Althoui:11 Josef HILDEN had already felt the pilot for weapons, 
the Leutnant carried out another, more thorough search. I la not rerember 
what the Leutnant looked like but I heard a civilian call him "Herr Leutnant 
SAUERLAD" and therefore assumed that his name was S,,UERL-11). 

Theo-pilot was led - to the path by the Flak Leutnant, hisyeldwael, 
and a large nuaber of spectators who had gathered at the place of the 
pilot's descent. Aen the pilot ar his acc- r-panying party .,ure about GO 
to 80 meters away from the place of descent I heard first three and a few 
seconds later another three shots. I was unable to see who fired the shots, 
but hurried to where the shots had been fired and saw the pilot lyik; on the 
ground, bleedinL. Although he had been shot in the leas and stomach, at the 
time of arrival there were no traces of bullet wounds in his head. ;ts far as 
I can re..e7,ber, the following people were present:— 

The Flak Leutnant. 
Josef OFFER 
Hans SCIUITZ 
Franz Josef BECKER 

Karl Heinz SIEBEN. 

Various people rearked that the pilot was still alive, at which the 
Leutnant took out his revolver and shot the iilot who was lying on the 
ground twice in the head. 

After the shoes socks and other persllal belon,2ings of the pilot 
had been taken Ly the Flak soldiers and others, the body of the Pilot was 
dragged into our yard. The next morning at about 8.00 hrs. a :an callea 
KUERTEN- appeared with a horse and cart to take the body of the .-slot away. 

The description of the. pilot as far as I can remember is as follows:— 
About 25 to 30 yearns old, 1,80 tall, but well built, fair hair. He was 
dressed in a blue uniform, ware flying boots with a zip fastener had the 
word "'Canada" on his arm'  and the RLF badge an his left breast. 4art froa this 
he was in possession of an airman's whistle 

SORN by the said deponent Willi PETERS voluntarily at NEUSS b 
on 30.Jan.1947, before me 4/Sgt O.R. FREUD 	bar Crimes 
Investigation Unit, detailed by the C.in O. British .%r,ay of the 
Rhine. 

d.) C.R. FREUD S/Sgt. 
Investigat.or. 

C—RTIFIED that , 	is a true translation fry •., Ger:.an. into 	of 
the Deposition .. 0.LAaZZ 	 N.). 1. 	sa:. C.q.Freud S/6ct. 

R.7,V;:l Ulster Rifles.'4 
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panalation of 	 Deposition do: 2. 

D4POSIT1ON 
of 

Jose OZ6Tili  

Deposition on oath of Josef 	male, of NEUSS Steinhausstr. 172, 
sworn before Capt. R. D. PORTAOUS K.O.S...6. of Vox Crincs Investigation Unit 
at NEUSS on 30. January 1947. 

I am Josef OYAlt, born at NEUSS on 1.5.1902. 	I cm driver by trade, a 
Catholic, an:' am a Gorman citizen. 	I was never a member of theNSILP: 

On the 24.12.1944, ax to an _ir Roid 7orning, I watchOd the sky with a 
pair of binoculars. I saw enom;" airman 	'.own by parachute one of whom 
came down in the c-:arden of Liatthias VI2TEN in Morgensternheide, which is near 
to where I live. I imoodiately went to the place of descent, and saw that 
the pilot had landed in a tree. - .3efolre my arrival he had bu n fro d from 
his parachute by HITMETi, and sone F7lish workers. He was not wounded at all, 
and was told to raise his hands above his head whil he was searched for 
weapons. 

Shortly after this some soldiors and a Lieutenant from the nearby Flak 
Battery arrived on the scone; I do not know the Lieutenants name, in fact I 
only know the nai-de of one of the Flak °Moors, and that was Licut.SoIL22L—ND, 
and I can soy for certain that the 1,-Ian who was at the place of descent was not 
Lieut. 3.UERL—ND. The Lieut. in question was neither as tall nor as well 
built as S_UARL—ND. Thom was also a '.:achmoister among the Soldiers. 

Soon after this SIEBEN, and H——QIIER, who has no fingers on one of his 
hands came to the scene of the descents 	ILL,;,.CILIR wont up tc the officer and 
showed him his pasS. The :youp then moved off to the path in the direction 
of the Flak Battery. 	I remained behind with some Poles, then followed at a 
distance of 3 to i4  meters. 	Suaeely I heard three shots and saw Ha.E.CHITL2 
give SIN his pistol. The pilot who had boon hit in his lower parts with 
the first three shots, turned round ond fell onto his knee; just before: he 
collapsed conpletely, SI2.bEN fired three or four tines in the region of his 
chest and stomach. The pilot in his last moments, lay screaming on the far 
side of the path. The pilot lay dying, and the above mentioned Lieut. took 
his pistol and gave the pilot the coup de `race at a range of 10 centimeters. 
I know that it was the Lieutenant as I could see his rank from his epaulets. 

.i.fter this the pilots bolonginGs were looted. 	His shoes and socks were 
takon off him and a bag of sweets, covered in his blood, was shared among the 
looters. 	H.:MLCHER took the pilots papers, pass and watch. 

Holl.,CHat then took the picture on the pilots pass, held it up to the 
surrounding nulbers, with the following. words "Now I have got rid of another 
one." 

Translation of Dep. of OFIJER 

sloaN by the said deponent OFFIfft, Josef, voluntarily at NEUSS on 
30. Jon. 1947, before no Capt. R. D. Porteous, let?.ilc:a by the C. in CO 
British —rmy of the Rhino, . 

Capt, 
Investi!;atin Officer. 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translation from Gorman into English of 
the Deposition of OFFAR, Josef, marked Deposition No: 2. 

Signed C. R. Freud. s/Sgt. 
Royal Ulster Rifles. 

■ 
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Deposition k;o. 5. 

Trf_nslat 	LEL03ITIO cf Johann LENZEN. 

Deposition on oath of Johann LEN:LEN, male, of im Palenkamp 
11, NEUSS, sworn before Elysit. John CLSTLE, 15/19th King's 
Royal Hussars, of 	Crimes Investigation Unit, at NEUSS 
on 10th _ugust 1946. 

1. I am Johann LE1ZEIi, born at NEUSS on 10th Oetober 1688. 	I am a painter 
by trade, and of German nationality. 

2. I have been living at im ktllenkamp, NEU83, since 1936, and I have stayed 
at home throughout the whole war. 	In the aJ7ternoon of the 24th December 1944, 
there was an air raid warning, and I male my way to our public air raid 
shorbor. I remained in front of the shelt„x together with several more men. 
There were present among others Johann FRO;L:13:-I, Johann ...DU, the Blockleador 
Johann .....ERkES, Karl Heinz SIB :BEN, who was hom cn leave, aria several others. 
Enemy fliers flew over aUSS, there was TatiCh 	fire., and all of a sudden an 
enemy aircraft came down in our vicinity, in the direction of Morgensternheide. 

saw the pilot slowly parachuting down there. Now Blocklender Johann 
?1,rES a,a(7xess. Karl SI-BB 	in the following mcalner: "Lad, now it's time, you 

knew what you have got to do." Thereupon Karl Heinz SIEBEN rode on his 
bicycle. 

3. It was common talk on the some day that Karl Heinz SI.C>1.11 had shot the 
airman. 

(Signed) Johann LEN 

uzitN by the said Deponent, Johann LEMAN, voluntarily at 
10th -ugust 194.6 before me, S/Sjt. John C.,-,STLE, 15/19th King's 
detailed by C-in-C., British ...nny of the Rhine. 

NEUSS on the 
Royal Hussars, 

(Signed) John aSTLE, S/Sjt. , 
ar Crimes 	15/19th K.R. Hussars, 

.ar Crimes Investigatin Unit, M, BAR. 

CERTIFIED that this is true translation from German into En0.ish of the 
Deposition of Johann Li3NZEN m.?.riced production No.3. 

(armed.) B. 
Hopwood, S/SrA. , 

-,:or crimes Investigation U2.0itRl.  

H0-A.:.;00D ) 

ZEN 
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Trans]: tLn of DA1OSITIO of Johann  

De-cositin on oath of Johann 171:LI mnlo, of l'7AUSS, at im :calenkamp 11, 
swo:n Lefore S/Sjt. John C-STI4-3, 15/19th King's -,oyal 'rlussars, of .:ar Crinee, 
Investigation Unit, at NAUSS on 10th -ugust 1946. 

1. I am Johann FROIdaLl, born at GIAJI, Xrcis WAU0S, on 22nd January 1886. 
I am a tramdriver by trade, ana of German natinality. 

2. I have been living at im Allenkamp 11, NAUSS, since 1935. On the 24th 
Decembor•1944 I was in my hflusc when all of a su,7,7.en an air raid warning was 
given and :mew aircra?t ap::earea overhead. 	I 7,:f1(.; 4; way to the air raid 
shelter, and remained with other men froLl y neighbourhood in front of the: 
shelter. 	There were IT:esent among others Johann LjNZ:21, Josef 	the 
Blockleaaer Johann ,=_;S, Karl Heinz_SijIJAN, who was on leave, and young 
IL=2, who also was on leave. 	saw then an enemy aircraft coming down in 
our vicinity in the direction of Lbrgonsternheido, and a pilot parachutoa 
slowly down. 	Thereupon Dlockleader -,i1NS made the following rcmarks. 	"-s 
soon as he c:)mcs down, you know what you have got to ao,'I shan't see anything" 
or words in a si ilar sense. Following this, Karl Heinz SIMAN an the young 
HACHT rode away on their bicycles. 

3. On the same :ay I was told that the pilot who ha bale' out was shot by 
Karl Heinz SIABEN. 

(Signed) Johann FROlaiM1 

S,JORN by the said Deponent, Johann FROITOT, voluntarily at lizuss on 10th 
.i,ugust 1946 before me, S/Sjt. John CSTI,j, 15/19th King's Royal Hussars, 
dotaile by C-in-C., British -lily of the Rhine. 

(aimed) 	C-STIJA, S/Sjt., 
15/19th .King's Royal Hussars, 

Crimes Investigation Unit, HQ, IL.W. 

CARTIFIip that this is a true tran31-ti rn from German into English of the: 
Doposition of Johann 11201,,f1.1:,3N 	.roduction No,). 

(Signed) A. Hopwood. 
S/Sgt., 

Crirics Investigation Unit, B,,OR. 
(A. H04:,:00). 
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Oh 
Translation of Der-,ositi >n No,5. 

   

DA1.051 TIoN 
of 

Hans SCH.IITZ 

Deposition on oath of Hans SChiaTZ, male of NAUSS, DIschhausen 87, 
sworn before Capt. R. D. loauous, K.O.S. 	of 	Crimes 
Investination Unit, at NAUSS on 30. January 1947. 

I am Hans SChLITZ, born at 1,;-2ATUSS, on 31.12.1928. 	I am a frxmor by trade, 
catholic, and a German citizen. 

On the 24.12.1944, between three anl four o'clock in the afternoon, I was 
in the street in 13uschhausen. 	I saw two parachutes in the air, one of which 
came down in the directi-n of Morgensternheide. 	I ran across fields to the 
place at which the parachutist he landed, and when I got there I saw that the 
parachute had got caught up in a tree and that a man called IATAT;aS, .a man 
called HILDAN, and several lolish wor=d yen were busy trying: to free the pilot 
from the parachute. 

Shortly after this a Flak Loutnant came along  with several -Aaak 
and a man called Karl Heinz SIEBEN. The lilot who rose unaided was marched 
along  the hedge to the path with his hands in the air. — large number of 
locals, foreign workers and other people followed the pilot. I notice 
H—LX15.1R, a small misgrown man, wearing working  trousers and a leather jacket 
in the first row of the people who were following  the lAlot. H—ie1421t 
suadenly pulled out his pistol and shot the pilot three times from behind in 
the region of the mans thighs. 	The pilot turned and fell to the ground, and 
in falling  received another three or four shots in the region of his chest 
from Karl Heinz SIEDEN. 

Then followe: a systematic lootin of the pilots property, in which the 
chief offenders were SIA13AN andILL,1—CILla. 

I do want to point out that yet another shot was fired but so :lany people 
were standing round the pilot that I was unable to see who-fired it. 	Shortly 

'after this DETERS and others te,-k the pilot tc 1117,2S yard. 

( 

SWORN by the said deponent Hans SCIEIITZ, voluntnrily at NAUSS on 30. Jan. 
1947, before me Capt. R.- Do l'URT2OUSI  detailed by the C. in C. _Lritish ..rmy of 
the Rhine. 

(signed) R. D. -iorteous 
Capt. 

Investigating Officer. 

CARTIFILID that this is a true translation from Gcnaan into English of 
the Deposition of Hans MlaTZ, ,Larked Deposition No:5. 

(Signed) C. R. Freud, 
S/Sgt. 

Royal Ulster Rifles. 
(C. R. Freud). 

• 
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Translation of 	 Doonsitio2 o 	0. 

DE,CSITION 
of 

Felix  

Deposition on oath of Felix .J.tiC11.2, male, of NEUSS, ouschhauson 541  
sworn before Capt. R. D. ;.ORTEOUS, K.0.S.13. of ..;ar 
Investigation Unit at MUSS on 30. January 1947. 

I am Felix 1.2CI.IA, born at NEUSS, on 4.6.1;28. 	I nm a oar-,:enter by trade, 
a German citizen, and of the ovanL.clic faith. 

On the 24.12.1944, during an 	Raid, I saw a prrachute come down in the 
neiEhbourhood of norgensternhacide, and I ran to the place of descent. 

large number of people who lived in the ncighbourinE houses, as tell as 
a Flak Licutenent and several soldiers from the nearby Flak l!attery came along. 
The lilot, with his hands raised above his had was taken to the path by the 
crowd, in which H-1-14.rEER and SI-;.111V were walking next tc each other in the 
front row. 	I clearly saw If..LLIIM draw a pistol from his trousor pocket, and 
shoot the pilot three times in the up per regions of his legs, from behind. 
The pilot turned and was falling to the ground when SIEU3N took the gun out of 
11.11,,CIELals hand and put another three or four shots into the pilot's chest. 
The pilot collapsed on the for side of the path, and I was unable to watch any 
more and went home. 

(signed) 

SJORN by the said deponent Felix 1-ECHE, voluntarily at NEUSS on the 30. 
Jan•1947, before me Capt. R. D. iORTEOUS, detailed by the C. in C. Pritish 
of the Rhine. 

(signed) 
R. D. iorteous. Capt. 

Investigating Officer. 

CERTIMID that this is a true translation from German into Eni7lish of 
the Deposition as made by Felix I' HE marked Deposition No: 6. 

(signed) C. R. Freud. 
8/Sgt. 

Royal Ulster Rifles. 
C. R. Freud. 
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Tr "dat n of 	 De oosition No; 11. 

of 

Heinz S...UM-th ND 

Deposition on oath of Heinz S-U.Eia.:17D, ro.:tle, of LUEGENSCHaCD/...c.:stfalen, 
Schillerstrasse 18a, sworn before Strff Serjeant John C_STL.3, 15/19th King's 
Royal Hussars of 't-Ar Crinies Investi7atifol Unit at i,.L 29, DoCIL,II near 1,UNICH on 
2nd -ugust 1946. 

1. 1 I am Heinz S_UERL_M, born on the 22nd November 1914. in LUEGENSCHEID. 
I am a tax inspector an.: I am of German nationolity. 

2. I was called tip on the 1st December 1938 as a private soldier and I •ir.:.s 
posts :l to 4 Battery Flak regiment 24 in ISERLOHN. I went with this unit to 
LORCii on the Rhine in Sept. 1939 and in October 1939 -.7e went to the area of • 
Si.,-;RURUEMEN. I was promoted to the rank of Gefreiter in January 1940. On 
the 10th June 1940 I was sent with still the SPEIC unit to take -fort in the 
French .calopoicn and we come to -.L.LDEGIall-: (Belfium) about the end of July 1940. 
In 141.1EUSt 1940 we took uo positions near OSTEND. 	On the 1st December 1940 I 
was posted to the Firkartillerie-School ZOSSEN-L,..ND, 	 ...Lout the end 
of February 1941 I was sent from there to a Flak-unit in COLOGNE and in March 
1941 I was posted. to 3 ..:cattery 224. 	Group in DUESSELDORF. 	In Septe-mber/ 
Ocrtober 194.1 the 3 13attery, Section 151, Flak ReL7irent 24. took over our 
positions in DUESS=0,LF and I remained there. 	lc were first stationed in 
DUESSET=DO1T-VOLTiaIRS:atT and in September 1942 vie were sent to NEUSS-UEDESILELL, 
where we remained till the and of September 1944. During this time I was 
given the following promotions: Febr. 1942 to the rank of Ober[efreiter; 
November 1942 - Unteroffizicr; March 194.3 - '„'achtmeister; 1st June 1943 - 
Lieutenant. 	.o.t the end of September 1944 I took over the ._-,.ppointotent of 
battery commander of 1 Lottery, Section 404, Flak Group DUESSMDORF, which was 
in 1;71..1USS together with 3 Battery,  Secti,on 404. in the position "Gruenes Maerchen"., 
On the 1st February 194.5. ray battery returned to DUESOaDORF and w!-.:s entployed in 
the area of R..TINGEN. 	;a. short time afterwards I had -to relinquish the 
appointraent of battery cornander and was posted on the 1st 	19/45 to 1 
Battery, Section 244 of Flak Group DUESSMDORF in HILDEN. There I was taken 
prisoner by the 4,mericans on 16th O.pril 194-5. 

3. 4i.s battery commander I had been given orders, that, if an enemy plane 
crashed or made a forced landing, the neorest situate, T, unit is r:;sponsible -J"or 
safeguarding the plane and taking the airman prisenere Such an incident had 
to be reported to Section HQ and Fliegerhorst DUESSELDORF. Irisoners had to 
be taken it ediately by the unit who had captured them to the Fliegerhorst, 
DUESSINDORF for interrogati- n. 	Those were the orders for r1.1 units in the 
Duesseldorf area. 

4. On the afternoon cn 24th December 1944 an enemy fighter bomber crash:] 
appx. 1500 metres South of ray battery. In accordance with the in para 3 
mentioned order I felt responsible, but, before I - gave an order in this matter, 
I was told by the comander of 3 Battery 404., which were in the some position, 
Lieutenant Josef HUHN, that he is going to the place of crash to look after the 
safeguarding of the aircraft and capture of the airman. O,,s I was battery duty 
officer on this day, I could not leave the position, and therefore agreed for 
Lieutenant HUHN to handle this incident. I also told him to take several taco 
along with him. Lt. HUHN than went with appx. 3 men to the place of crash. 

appx. 40 minutes Lt. HUHIs: returned alone to my position. 	I 
asked him, what had ha,?2,ened and HUHN told me that when he arrived there the 
enemy airman had already been shot. 	I asked hi:: whether he had arrested the 
perpetrator and HUHN told. 	"No; this hod been unnecessary as he was known 
to me. He was the leader of the 	a man by 	none of HILDEN, who is 
living in this vicinity and as I' was going to arrest him, he had shown me his 

card of. the SD and told me, his orders wore to carry out the shooting". 

/Furthermore 
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Furthcroore I aokt.,' hit:: whether he left anybody at the laaoe of crash, and he 
told me he Jid not, as there is a scrch-light unit.  in the close vicinity of 
that place5  which had taken over the guard cor.mitments. -s I was duty officer 
on this day, I ito:,odirttely ro,;:orte:1 the incident .to section commander Major 
KWELT, who is livinL in a small villa 74; near H-LL2/Saale. kajor KOILT, told 
me to remain or th.1; ihone, While he was rin:in:! the regio.ent to see what is to 
be done. 	..fter af w tinutes 	 7,sk,a to. speak to Lt. HUIIN over the 
phone. 	The 	asiv_a HIER i'or an account of thc incident, and I again heard 
HUHN' s report, that, when he arrived at the ranee of the crash the airman had 
already been shoL.. 	The i:_ajor aske Lt. HUHN for a written report of the 
incident, which imam sent a few minutes later by a sl:ccial dispatch rider to the 
Section HQ. .iajor WU73:3112 phoned lae again on the carte evening and told me he ha7. 
reported thc incident and we had tc wait for future developments. Nothing 
haptencd till a few days later, when kajor KOLALT announced during an officers' 
cenference of Section 44. that his superiors discussed this incident with the 
Party and that nothing else is to be done. 	Further to this :::ajor KO3hIT said 
that in other incidents we ought to ro to the place of crash as quickly as 
possible, but if the airmen had already been shot, nothing was to be done abou t  
it. The Major expressed lis personal displeasure with this order, but he sa:P 
that it could not be alterea, 

6. short tirAc After thii incident the 3 Battery was posted away from my 
battery and I lost touch with Ik, 1tUH till I met him again in May 194.5 in an 
4,merican 10'.; Carxi) 	.TTIOWFronco. 	IRTHN naJe a very worried impression on 
MC, and when I askeZ him for the cause he confessed to me that he had given m; 
and thc CO a false Arvort in tsp,ect of the above mentioned incident, concern:in 
the murdered onemy airman.::hen he arrived, the airman had already been shot 
by HILD3N, but he vas still alive and he ma said to HILDEN: "If you do shoot 
the man, do it prcperly," whereupon HTLDEN shot the airman in the head. HUEY 
also added that h4 is now worrying a lot about this matter. Few days after 
HUHN made this confession he suddenly left the cf.,mp arC. he told me he is going 
on a working .et -l. 	I have neither seen him nor heard of him since that ti 

7. Lt• 	was before the war a'orisor to the Governments' Financ3 
Department forallaxes, as far as I can remeolber, in LEL.ZIG or litiASL-U. 	tho 
time he was awx. 35 years 	HMI is appx. 1) 74 m toll, dark hair, grey 
eyes, dark oo:cure. skin narrow face with p2:0tru:ling check bones. 	Ho has got 
a ample and .s wearing glasses. He is slim. 

HUIM commanded 3 Dattery for a short time only, he was 
known in the istrict. 	The only officers known to the 17.0pulation by nano, 
was myself 	Lt. SONNT.o.G, the actual commander of 3 Lrttcry, who was on an 
officers' coqrse at the time of the incident. • This might be the reason why :r 
am being ;,iistdAen for Lt. HUHN in this matter. Every member of the battery 
knows about this 1.nci-lenti es1Decially the sir..nal s..otion who can testify that 
I.  lid not take pars; in it. 	The followinc can certify this: ,rachtmeister Hu: :o 
.i,UR„CH;12, hairares;cr, living in 	aid 1 ,..tely in 	- Uffs. rritz 
Viailt3S, factory wei'rer, living 'in MUSS; - Obergefreiter. 	Hugo IUD, mith frci,t 
SOLINGEN-011LIGS; HEmptwachtmeister 	ADLai, a teacher from 
RECKLDGH.,USEN, and test men who have be _n in my or in the neighbouring, Lt. 
HUHN' s battery. 

9. 	This is everytoinf-: I have got to say about this matter. 
(3.142ne'.1) ]ieinz 

S.:ORN by the said De2onent 	 voluntarily at DLCHM on 
2nd •,u(:ust 1946, before loc, Staff Beriertnt John 	15/19th Kino ' s Royal 
Hussars, detailed by 	Lritish 	of the "Rhine. 

(Signed) John (It:ME, 
S/Sjt. 

15/19th Zing's Royal Hussars, 
1:ar Crimes Invest' n Unit HQ. 11.0R. 

Certifie.2. that this is a true trv.nslati‘.,n fro;:: German into Eh7lish of 
the Deposition of Heinz SLUERL,,ND, markol. lroduction-No. 11. 

(Sic.me-1) 	G1Z 	Cul. 
1,:ter Crimes Investigation Unit Bi.OR. 
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of 

Hubert  

Deposition on oath of Hubert h1SCH, male 
59 sworn before Staff Serjeant John C. 	15/1 	 Hlssars 
of 'Oar Cri'ies InvestiL-tim Unit at 	11 ...u[-ust 1946; 

1. - I ax.' Hubert 	..y..)rn at 	10 Decc.lber 1922. 	I 
elcotricicn by trade and of German nationality. 

2. During the war I was a soldier v.ith v-rious :Icdical units. 	I was 
on lepvc at ho.le in 1TUS,'J bet;,een the 16 December 1944 and the 5 January 
1945. 	In the -:terneen of the 24 Dcc 1944 there 	1.-a air-raid -.1~7,.rningJ 
and I -aade w way to the public air-raii shelter. I roc rind in fr.nt 
of the air-raid shelter t:L:ether 	_ther 	There 5-;ere a'1ong. others 
Karl Heinz SIEllEN and DlocKleader J,,haro: • "r JE-). 	,11 of a sudden an 
eneLly iircrnft vas shot 	rnd we sT., the 41 t co,AinE down slowly by 
,,,aracbute in the directi:.n. of ilorgenste:nheide, I 	 -paces away 
fr.. 31ockler.der - XU S and Karl Heinz 3111BEN and thG:ere I could not 
overhear their corwersatlon. 	Kr-r1 Heinz- .':TFT3E/T tool: his Acycle - the 
pilot was still in the 	 ti.te - 710 I decided to f.71low 
When 	 shoute. 
Know quite well, what y•Ju have to 	now". 

3. SIIIBEN rode quiclzer than I and 	the 3CCTIG 	the landing„-- s..Jme 
time bef_re -.ie. 	Vi hen I a-p-froached the ;3-p.t, I heard shots and as I would 
not have anythinG to (1. %,ith this c•-•. ;c, I ,.-.ent he,..le without concerning.: 
myself about it any mere. 

4. Several days later I 	tol:J that Karl 
in shootin the ;2110t. 

(siLned): 	rt IL;SCH 

Sw::.rn by the said Deponent Hubert IEGati voluntarily at NEUS::. on 11 :,ugust 
194.6 before me, St:'ff Serjeant 1;...r.iTLE John, 15/19 King's Royal Hussars, 
detailed by C. in C. .13ritish „my of the =thine. 

	

(siLned): John 	3/Sjt. 

15/19 K.H. 
Crimes 	 Uni" 

Its ...-.. 

Certified that this is -. true translation fro,- Ger.Lan into HnLlish of the 
Deposition of Hubert HESCH 	Production Nu. 12. 

Cri...e.-...•Investiation Unit 

(E. -iTC11700D) 
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.sition of So, 'ilia S::EttEN, 	 -f 	 , 
DUS",E1 'ORE', sworn before St-ff ,erj(..; 	 C .ST1Td, 15/19th 

King's Royal Hussars, of 'War Criraeo Inve:,tiL ..ti,n Unit, at i,EU3. on 
10th ,august, 194.6. 

1. I, Sophia SIEBEN, me fl1E1SEN, 	rn ..t (.5t N, Kreis 
on 22nd DeCe, 	1399. 	I am a vridow, and, of German nationality. 

2. My son , the f ...r.ler Obcrfachnrich later Leutnant, Karl lieinz SIEBEN, 

came tiome on leave en 23rd Deccabe:c 1944. 	„t that tiLie we were already 

living at IM PUEI,LEIIKAMP, 19, 

3. In the afternoon of the 24th Deco.-,Der an air raid 	 sounded 

and I stood with 	son, Karl Heinz, in fron of cur h. doe ,.-:hen enemy 

aircraft passed ever. There was 	fire, and an enc,:ly pine came down 
on Morgensternheia. n t fax away fre. our house. 1.1y son, Karl I:cinz, 

and I went towards the air raid shelter, I entered it and ay son stayed 

outside with the other men. 

4. ',Then I went outside after the air raid warninr 	over, Karl 

Heinz had alreadLr left, and I went to ,ay house on 	 Shurt1;y- 
• 

after:.;ar,f, s, 7-ay son kart Heinz 	back on his bicycle, an I saw at ..)nce 

that something was. , ut of order., no: led tip at his 4...aster 	 I 

asiced 	 is the -latter?" and .-.1y L,, a re-Flied: "The -;:ilot is dead'. 

I auxed hi . further: "Have you done anything?" and ,ay son re :lied: 

"Yes I gave hi the last two shots". 	I asized hi ‘-.1 still furthtz 

"1/hy have you done this?" and he sag:': "HG 	already 	 .shots 

and lay on the ground". 	Thereupon I said: "L:uic-here, he 	also a 

;:iother, but still, yLu. have ._nly aver. ;et: 	father." 	Ey son then said: 

iAan uhr_ has been on he front icnov,.c 7,e:A :.hat to do on such an occasion". 

5. The furrier Nazi. Blockleader Johann 	 PUELLENK,Ild, 

31, eyplained to 73e a short while 7..fter this incident is 	-1r,.C1 he was thr,.t 
1..y son had cvnplied sc quickly with his order titer he ha: aS;dressed 

with the following words: "Now then, boys, u: 	 don't leave him 

dive." I hardly a surie that without this order 	son wuul: have shot 

the airman. 

	

(31: lied) 	ow Sophia SIEBEN. 

SWORN by the said Deponent Su-;..hir. ;..)111:EN voluntarily at IEU33 on 10bn 
:huguat 1946 before 	Staff Surjeant John 0_351E, 15/19th King's Royal 

Hussars, detailed by C.-in-C. , British 	cf the thine. 

(L;,:nod) John C:-.STLE, S/3jt. 

	

1.)/19th 	s Royal Hussars 

Crir.ies Investii:adon Unit 

13.:1.01t. 

Mt.TIFIED that this is, a true translation fru.i Gc.xuan. int." English of 

the Dcpuaition of St.phif,  Sa13.11.1 mariced iroduct on no. 13 

3/Sgt. 

CrL.ies Inve.,611 c.1 ion Unit 
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L-ranslaticn of Deposition o.14. 

DEICSITI017  

of 

KUERTE7 Jakob 

Deposition on oath of KUF1ZT.2T Jakob)  male of I;EUSS, Markt 14)  sworn before 
S/Sgt, Fred PFZIC...:r P.C. of 1ar Crimos Investition Unit at RECUINGH.L.USE1,: on 

.6th July 1946. 

1. name is Ja0ob ICUARTEN, born 16th 	1893, disinfeotor by occupation 
and of German nationality. 

2. On Christmas Day 1944, I was in my house when the police notified me that 
a dead enemy pilot was lying in the :prd of the team conductor SCiELITZ at 
horgensternheide. Thereupon I made for the above mentioned placo with my 
horse and cart. I found the dead pilot covered with a blanket in the yard of 
SCIIiITZ's House. 

3. I uncovered the pilot and I noticc'l that he had at least 5 bullet wounds. 
He had been shot the day previous and as it was winter the body was completely 
frozen. His socks and shoes were meet likely stolen earlier. 	I know that 
Jakob 	took these clothes for himself. 

4. I put the body into a coffin and drove it to the cemetery at NEUSS. I 
would like to point out that the pilot's documents had bo-n removed. 

5. Tho description of the )ilot is about 185 	in height, about 27 years of 
ago, and strongly built. 

(Sined) Jakob KUERTE:r-i 

SIORN by the said Deponent Jakob KUERMT, voluntarily at RECIMINGHOSIgi 
on 6th July 1946, before me sisizt. Fred 	letailed by C.-in-C. British 
....rmy of the Rhine. 

(Sicne) F. PELICLN 
S/S:t Investigator. 

CERTIFIED that this is a true transl' tion from German into English of the 
Deposition of Jakob KUERTEN, marked Productio4 No. 14. 

(Si:zned) 	ROSEN, Pte, 
Interpreter 

Crimes Investhaticn Unit. 

►  
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Deosth. 

TR—NSL2ION OF DEIOSITION 

01? 

KUTZ Franz  

Deposition on eath cf KUTZ, Frnz, mcdc, of :i,7.EUS3, Rhoydterstr.191, sworn 
before Fred PELIC..11, S/;.;jt. P.C. of ',.(ar Crimes Investimti—n Unit, at NEUSS 
on 9 July 1946. 

1. name is Franz KUTZ, born 6 October 1891, gardener by occupaticn and 
cf German nati-nality. 

2. During the war I Was a jardener and also did some burials at the 
municipal cemetery at NEUSS. I know that on the 24 December 1944 two bodies 
of enemy pilots were brought into the norrue of the cemetery. I further know, 
that on the 25 December 1944 a man my ed KUERTEN Jacob brought another body to 
the cemetery. „ccording to the burial register which I kept myself, the 
following names had be,:n entered there : 

On 24 December 1944, the bodies cf tw:‘ pilots named E.ROBARTS and R. 11,LE 
were delivered. ,.pother pilot named &UPSON was delivered on the 25 December 
1944. 

3. Some tree ago M. Gov. exhume_ the bodies and it was proved that IL,',LE 
was the Elan who had been shot. 	It is quite possible that mistakes were made 
in the register which I kept, so that actually H.LE was delivered on the 25 
December 1944 and not ROBERTS, as erroneously recorded. 

4. I personal li.; put the bodies of ROBERTS and SI.PSCa into coffins and these 
bodies had no bullet woumdmarks or their equivalent. 

5. Feldwebel from the airfield at DUSSMFORF arrived before the burial of 
all the three bodies, which to-k place on 28 December 1944, and took away the 
papers of the deceased. 

(Signed) Franz KUTZ. 

UjORN by the said Deponent Franz KUTZ, voluntarily at Neuss, on the 9th 
July 1946, before me 4/Sjt. Fred FELIO,.N detailed by C.-in-C., British 4a-my,  
of the Rhine. 

(Signed) F. PZIG.,7.; 
q/sjt. Investigator. 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translation from German into English of 
the Deposition of Franz KUTZ, marked production No.15. 

17th July 1946 	 (Signe:.) K.L. BONIITT CPL. 
Bad WYNH:.USE7 	 ;L:r1 CRIi,OLS INVESTIG—TION UNIT B..011. 

e 
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iinslation of 	 Lebo:A tion  

of 

Kari 	rt Jakob die:lie/Ea 

Deposition on oath of . ;eye! ,..e2,1;.. 	 of ir:g_a-IS. l'Analstr. 9, 
sworn before Captain 	 /;.,,,Se_L., 01 ,i.e./.,-.. ..in-„;;-3  
Tnvesti,lation Unit at NiT:i31,  on 30 .T:Ailuary, 1947. 

I an Karl Hubert 	 born at 1•1/:' 	/: the 
	

1922. 
I am a driver, a Catholl,-. and of 	. 

I have been told that am not fore et to 	 osition if I do 
not wish tc: do so, but that a deposil.:ee 	 -4'in 	-.•.-ritte.n 
down and may be used as evietnee at ali-,• 	 /,•.aka: this deposition 
voluntarily without Win: foeced or h:vin.; been givee a promise of 
reward. 

I can remember the 24et1i December, 19414- 3overal. paradeltea were 
descended, after an air raid warnine. One of thee e .scendee•appx. 
300-4.00 metres from where I was on the ,;oreensternheide. I was on 
my bicycle and reached the place of' lavain; a2px. one. minute later. 

When I arrived at the place of landini.: 1 saw three or four people 
standing round the enemy airman who wae sitting down. •Short 
afterwards more people arrived. I ,;.reni. up to the airman, took my 
pistol which was a 6.35 American colt, aimed in the direction of 
the airman and fired -Uwe,: shots at him. ',711en •_ shot at the pilot 
he was lying on the ,_mound, but-raised him.a-lf ef'er the shots had 
fallen. He could not get up as his legs ifere bleedine from the 
shots I had fired. He waved to me and implored me not to 'shoot again. 

shot at this aixman b:_caune the folloa-ing 	':;-az in operation 
in my unit: "No Allied airman is to r aerested or protected after 
having baled out. He is to be shot or left to the civil population 
for lynching." I did not kill this al: .an, but he -eas prsiunably 
only hit in the legs; in any (map 	eo-, even be abl.. t; kill 
a mouse. I am blind in ovi-  left eye -eel eainu• therefore shoot well, 
especially as 1 have no fingers on 	ei;ht hand. 	e ..cee that It 
was very dangerous for me te fire a., I:)'6 aa I eoule .wily have 
killed the airman With my f'irFt shot. `2/ei e order 	issued. by Dr. 
ALBMIT, inspector of the SD. 

A Feldwebel, whose nem., as I wa.: told lat d• -ae Karl deinz SIEBEN. 
jumped on to the pilot's chest so that he ha to lie down and fired 
several shots at his belly and chet. 	e,member that he carried a 
bigger pistol and that his magazine ..re; 	efter•he hed fired. 

Afterwards the Flak .Loutnant or Feldee:bel ere:It up to thL -airman and 
gave him one or two coups du,;race in his head. 	he Feld:...bel was a 
tall slim man from the Flak and the Fin.. Leutnant was appk. 1, 70 in. tall. 
I cannot remember which of these t.k: 	 seot. a: the air- 
man. • I remember that he was she ezith 	 -.he population 
looted systematically. . -personally took the oue 	• (e-ad airman 
and used them, for ply own need. 	papers an-i ident:!±, discs I - 
handed over to the second police • revier t .ifos,f.•tra;e;. ..Ith the 
remark that the corpee was to be eolleee 	earri„e, the body together 
with two other men to a neiehbotreirL fee. 	here I covere.d it with a 
blanket so as to keep the population 	fe..tS 	.utilating the body. 
For example rabbit foot was ;,u.t into the /., t. of 	body, by some 
puoplc;. 
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of 

Anton 	DAhBERG 

Deposition on oath of Anton DA.,- 	:le of Depot 115 
St. SERVAN, Die et V., France .ne 	foce q/s,:,t John 
CASTLE, 15/19th King le Royal Zuneae: of nr Crimes In-
vestigation Unit at St. SLOAN on 12-th Octoncr 191,6. 

1. I am Anton DA:12ERG, born on 10th Se. 1.,er 1rn11 at 	eN 
near EA1e4Z5TFALIA. I an nain-Le 	t ir(eent 
a prisoner of ear in France. 	I a) . 	r.an n ALen 1. 	I make 
the folio 'ink statement veluntara„, ._t. 't t 	of force, 
or the nromi:e of any evantene tner.fron nne 	) arc that 
the same may be used in a Court of law. 

2. On 2nd I4ovember 1936 I eao drafted to tne Lufta2fe. 	Iserved 
with different anti-eircraft Unite nnd In August 1939 was trans-
ferred to the 11. .nttery of the anti-aircraft reginent 4-3 to 
D.::::SAU. 	In Aunust 1940 thie regiment bccaMe the regiment 241 and De 
were stationed in di.eferent places in Germany, Czechoslovakia, 
.Tolland and Eulgium. 	In April 1942 I Das transferred to the 13th 
:;attery of the anti-aircraft regiment 241. 	.iith this Unit I was 
Etatf_onca in :,ZIRS:eILLE in France. 	In April 1943 I was trax3fcrred 
from there to th.. 4th Field anti-aircraft college 31 to GeaitTRES. 
I was en inntructor there. In January 1914 I returned to my old 
Unit at ..nARSEL.L:.,, which meanwhile had become the 4th anti-aircraft 
..enrchlight Unit 468. In July 1944 I was transferred to PARIS where 
the 5th Lint Anti-aircraft Unit 919 was formed. -alth this Unit 
I went into action South of PARIS.- In August We withdrew to Ger-
many and in September 1944 I was transferred to the 3rd Battery 
of the anti-aircraft Unit 326 to ELP. On 18th October 1924 I teas 
transferred to the 1st Battery of the anti-aircraft Unit 404 to 
NYJSS where it held the position "Gruenches -.,::Aerchen". 	I remained 
with this Unit in NlAISS until We-  retreated to DUYSSnieDORF and nei 
bourhoed in the beginning of March 1945. 	went into action near 
RAThIflGEN. 	7e changed our position several tiaes before I Was .node 
a prisoner by the Americans near UNNA in ':;estfalia on 19th April 1945. 

3. At approximately 1600 hrs on 24th December 1944. I•happened to be -
in our position in FUSS when the air-raid sirens sounded. Enemy 
aircraft were over NEUSS. When the alarm was already over I saw 
an enemy airman parachuting down. 	landed some 5-600 metres from 
our position. I was off duty at the time end together with other 
members of the Unit whose names I cannot reeeZocr I went to the spot 
where the airtian had come down. I took my pistol with me. 

4. ?Len we arrived at tne spot mere the airezn had core down a number 
of civilians and soldiers were already present, t.ey st'.od round 
the airean. • There was also a Lieutenant from the Battery of ray Unit 
that as stat:_on,d next to our position. This Lieutenant whose name 
I cannot remeaber to-day although I would recognioe him if I'saw.  him,. had 
already taen the rman into custody. ire asked who else eras present 
frfr. the 404 Unit. 	I reported and Lieutenant said to me: "accompany M6 and 
the prisoner back to our position. "We started off in the direction of 
the position. 	I waled nnout 2 metres behind the captured airman and 
after we had Jarched a fen. .-ards several snots were suddenly fired. 
As the shots 'ere fired froe behind I did not see who had fired, I 
saw only that the prisoner fell to the front. He cried and sat on - 
the grounds. 	Then further shots were fired n'-ain from behind which hit 
tne prisoner in the front. Again I did not see - ho hnd fired but the 
airman turned over and remained loin on his stomach. I naa heard 
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D. Position No. 18 
Pape 2 

the Lieutenant say to a civilian 'I must arrest you'. 	I then saw the civflian 
take a identity disk froth his pocket which :le showed to the Lieutenant. 	I 
concluded from this that he was a Gestapo official. Amorwst other things 
he said to the Lieutenant "do not worry this is my affair". The Lieutenant and 
the civilians then introduced each other and shook hands. 

5. I now went across to the airman an6 cil.secvered that he bled from mouth and nose 
and that blood came t'arough his uniform in several places. I could not, 
however, find any definite entrance holes. I assumed that the airman was 
already dead, but in order to show him the last honour I fired a last shot into 
his head from a distance of about 20 centimLtres. The airman remained lying 
on the ground dead. After this last shot the man was robbed of all his 
belongings. I myself did not take part in this but I saw that the Lieutenant 
of our neighbouring Battery participated. I left then and returned to the 
Battery, where I did not report the incident as it was np to the Lieutenant 
to do so. 

6. I realise that the above incident was lAurder since the airman was already a 
prisoner of war, did not offer any resistance and had not attempted to 
escape. This is all I have to say so far the facts of this case are concerned. 

(Sined) Anton DAMBERG 

WaRN by the said De, orient Anton 
DA1ABERG voluntarily at St. SERVAN 
on 12th October, 1946 before me S/Sgt. 
John CASTLE, 15/19th King's Royal 
Hussars, detailed by C.—in—C. British 
Army of the Rhine. 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translation 
from German into English of the Deposition 
of Anton DAM3ER0, marked Production No.18. 

6/Si. 
War Crim .s Investigation Unit. 
(J. CASTLE, S/Sgt.) 

(Si i,,ned) John C.11.TLE, S/Sgt. 
15/19th KR Hussars- 
War Crimes Investigation Unit 
HQ .11=ritish Army of the Rhine 
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Deposition of JOSEF HUHN. 	Deposition No. 

Deposition on oath of JOSEF HUHN, male, 	76 ,idelsberg, Kreis 
Gmuendon, sworn before Captain R.D. Porteous, Argyll and Sutherland 
Highlanders of -liar Crimes Group N4 Europe, at Alerzburg, the 28th 
i„arch, 1947. 

I am Josef Huhn, bLrn 29.3.113 at Pirmascns, Rheinpfalz, and I 
live at No. 76 Adelsberg, Kreis Gmuundens 	I r of catholic religion, 
divorced and I have 2 children of 4 and 2 years of age. I :la a Lawyer 
by prefessionsat the moment I work as a forester with the Forstamt of 
Gmuenden. 

I joined the Wehr.:Acht in September 1930, I served with the 2nd 
Coy No. 134 near Botropp in the Rheinland as a gunner, corporal, and I was 
promoted to Lieutenant in July 1943. I then served with the 4. Coy/382 
and the 3. Coy/404 at Neuss near Duesseldorf (October 44 until Jan 4-5). 
From January 45 until April 45, when I was captured at Wolfenbuettel, 
I was messing officer with a women company at Jena. I was captured by 
the Lmericans and brought to L.ttichy where I served in a labour company 
until my discharge in ii:r.rch 1946. 

On Xmas Eve 1944 at about 5 p.m. I said that an allied aircraft 
crashed about 3oo/400ra from our battery position at Neuss. I saw-  also 
that the pilot had left the plane by parachute shortly before the crash. 
Thereupon I run together with the Fahnenjunkerwachtmeister (Sgt) HARDT • 
who belonged to my battery towards the place of the crash. When I 
arrived there the pilot was in the centre of an excited crowd of people 
and I observed how a Wachtmcister who was unknown to me held the pilot's 
arm and dragged him from the crowd. As far as I can remember the pilot 
was at the time quite unhurt. I pushed myself together with Wachtmeister 
Hardt - between the pilot and the crowd in order to keep the people back as 
they took a menacing attitude. The Wachtmeister whom I did not know 
walked on the left side of the pilot and I on the right side, about one 
pace bask. Wachtmeister Hardt walked on my right. 

Suddenly 4 to 5 shots were fired out of the arowd in short 
succession from just behind. The shots obviously hit the pil:t in the 
back, I quickly turned around and sr that a man put his pistol into his 
pocket. Then I turned again towards the idiot and saw how he tumbled 
about four paces fJr,,ard. Then he turne._ and fell on his fa*. 

I then turned again towards the man who shot, asked him for an 
explanation and for his papers. He showed me a Gestapo identity card issued 
by the Duesseldorf Gestapo. on the name of Hamacher. He also showed me a 
police disc which he had attached below the lapel. I made a note of his 
name and told' Hamacher that I :aade him responsible for the incident. 
Thereupon he told me: "You can do what you want". I did not dare to arrest 
the man as he was in the service of the Gestapo. 

When I turned again towards the pilot, he lay with his face upwar-s. 
Obviously someone had turned him around whilst I had been talking to liaacher. 
I could hear a slight groaning, but this stoppe -fter a few minutes. The. 
pilot was quite white in his face and I could see his jaw slightly moving up 

nd 

0 
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and .2.J)wn, rather autJ,matically. In this st%to the pilot lay for 
about 5/7 minutes without dying 	 sins of life. 

I, personally, was convince: that one could not help the pilot 
even by -!alling a doctor at the :.loments notice. In the first moment 
I realised immediately that there was.no doctor at our Flak battery and I erns 
convince.' that the pilot ciula not have survived the time before a 
doctor could have been called fro the bombed city of Duesseldorf. 

When a woman who uLoaa near the pilot saw how the pilot's 
jaw was moving up an..7. 0.own, she cried :loud: "But he is alive", the 
unknown .61achteister gave 	to understand that in view of the massed 
women and men around the pilot something ought to be done and he proposed 
to fire another shot into the hea0. of the pilot. The Wachtmeister had a 
0.8 revolver. I had no revolver myself. 

after some hesitation I agreed with tho proposal to finish the 
pilot off with the help of the last. shot (anadenschuss) in case death had 
not occurred already. I stepped behind the Wachtmeister and he fired into 
the right ear of the pilot from a distance of about 2ocm. He fired one 
shot. 

I cannot remember the name of this Jachtrocister, but I assume that 
he came from the 1st Coy 404 or from the next searchlight d.tachw,ent. 

After the last shot the crowd came nearer towards the pilot and the 
" men started to search after valuables in spite of my warnings. I looked 
for a Identification sign in ord,r to establish the pilot's identity, but 
I did not find a 	 pny book, but only a map in brown linen which 
I mistcyok in the first place for the soldier's identity document. I only 
found out that it was only a map when back at my battery. 

At that moment the following people were present besides myself 
and the unknown Wachtt.:eister; Wachtmeister Hardt, Hamacher and also a 
higher official of the Luftschutzbund in Uniform. 

As I was at the time alone in my battery an:. had to return I 
turned again towards HaJacher and 	to him: "Now you have caused all 
this mess, IOW you will have to see that everything is settled and that the 
body is taken. away". Hamacher agreed to do that. The same promise was made 
by the above mentioned official of the Luftschutzbund. 	Thereupon I went 
to my battery accompaniel by Vachtt.ieister Har:t and yet another Wachtmeister 
whom I J1!.  not know. 

The Wachtmeister 	'ad fired the last shot stayed at the place 
of the incident. 

When I arrived at the battery I took care of the a:rangtx,ents for 
the Xmas celebration for the same nij:ht. Next day I made a written report 
about the incident to Oberst Ucbcler of the Flakgruppe, an also tb the 
detachment (Abteilung). I dictated this report to corporal Adamski in our 
office. Next day I was rung up by the C.O. of the detachment, Aajor Kobelt. 
He told me that he took a very poor view of the whole incident. Therefore 
I told later the Adjutant of the detachment, Cberleutnant Mueller, that 
the whole affair was very disareeable for me whereupon he answered that I 
had behaved in a correct manner after all. 

I did not make any inquiries about what happened to the body, 
because I was reprimanded from above and because I did not want to have 
anything more to do with the affair. 

►  
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I was told that 1 was not force:. to c.ake this state;:.ent, 
that ay statement hz'wever can be usee. as evi:ence in court. I make this 
state ent of free will an. without any threat 	coercion. 

I have nothinj to Ja 	state-ent. 

(S6d) Josef Huhn 

Sworn Ly the snit: (IL L onent Josef Huhn, before Captain R.D. 
Porteous, Argyll an Sutherlan' Hi,;hlamlers of Field Investigation 
Section, War Crimes Group 1'M urope, dLtailed by C.in C. British 
Army of the Rhine. 

(Sal) .R.D.Porteous, Captain. 

Certified that this is a true translation fro;:. German into 
Ecilish of the deposition of Josef Huhn. Production No 	 

(Sed) F. Barker, 
Sgt.Intel-prepter 

Field Investigation Section 
War Crimes Group N\IE. 

H.Q. British Army of the Rhine. 
Date: 	April 1st 1947. 
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1)(7)0;.;.1.t7; ,-)n 	,;1 	,-. 	.1* ,*. i1.•:1:._ 	...ji 	.,), 	I .... 	,."  
_ 

31, svicrn bei‘oro',V.i.it o  ..,....,:-.!. C...)? -,, 1 ..., i.'")1::. 	-.1. -1 -. A r, -f.: 	.. 	• 	, • .'ar Crii1.!:. 	Invev.tiLat ion ,.J: ..It „ 	- : 	. ..,. ' ..7, .. -*(:•-. ;...c: -r. 

1. I vi.--. Joh. n ‘,./A; .::;, 	oerr. 	 • ....;-_.:, 	• r .:- 	. 1 :..3, 	o... . 2 /L1 	.E ,. ... 16.-,44., 	 ,) 1 a 	-., r• - j.17...y el r -. 	.:.-,- 	 . 	...;.(,!.., 	':i.,. 	- '1.,.:•„.1.:•j. ..!: ,-.1.. I '.1.-1 	..ain •: th,:.. .C..:i.!..-..,...i...c- 	-...•. 1. -:ii-t. -'. e .i.'t . 	. t 	••• 1, 	,t •-!.c,-  ,..r,.. 	:: .. or 

lit .  4,  

roAis,:-,.. 0-f n...7: .:r:'i , 	;..nca. 	.11 ':-I •.-..%- b .- ":" 	1-;.;;: C11.(...!t ,...i 	:;:i t 	"6.....f....3 •.! -:',1 ..). 	W;Ld. 	•:: evicnce bs...ro-i. e ,,-,, c owl; • 

2. I i-itvc. bee.:: iii.. 	..:t iK.Pi.1.1.1.e. 	5'1_ U. 	.:.-....; :-..cle ,.. ),:.. 	J. 
-.- 

joined the l'i!.;.:i ..7z-t,• -.i..n......lrt 1 1)40, :.n 	--..-,-.; 	)int. - cJ 1110,J1.-.1, Aerr 	..• 	it 1942. 	Ditrin:: the -,-T.r I -t -.... -,..,.'' :7tt  

3.- 	'.11.r. -kv-::, -..n..tir ...:-. i': --• r.-±i.,. 	t 	: 	'',3S :'..:--; t:-.- 	.1.'1 r::00?1 C)7C i.;'' ... 
24th Dec...:13w.r, 	19/44. 	1 	cde . -.., 	.-.- ,• 'c..-  t;., 	-..'...J ...... 	. ...r 	.7 - :.i.-1 :.:..:!_ , 	1', 	,..ald r,_,? • :ained there ..iiiii. oth..r 	1....n. 	1, 	:L . 	,•;tit. .t.s 	• -1:„.  ... -, - 	'. r.  	A 	.• ii 1 ficinn SIESEN -11.6 iitib..rt .b.:3C1-.,:, bot -i ....o.f.CU-•rs on 1. v-,. 	...-. 	: 	-*!:- ,- i. t ,.-..-ere in si:ht, an.: ;-:11 of '.1. su - d_..... ' 	-. ,..!....., ..,.. : , •...i.i.:- 	,.'6 ?-i,„ fro..i. one of the ea.. c.,, 	,:.-... -.'...hi.cii 7. ::.: fir, 	..t, ..iv:. ;,.1. --.1.,• (.!..,  the t'irectri.on ofi..or..;.-....; ,--i;ernik..i,_:_ :L :. 1 -;tii • r 	-... :- '...t.:.% of ---- 1707 l'i. - L '. t.-.0 Ki.10n,  tr,.:5 -.'.-.-..",. 	. r,..'.Her,.!:. on I 	.,1 ---, re ::-.;.:(ri t',,_ ,-..*:,..-1 1.:-. 

.3.11/1Ur . ' No,,: ;ou icno'r. ,...,:'...t ; - Ri h..ve ....ot -',:c k:( ■ "  	• ., . 	-: 	. 	_ 	tt.-„J-.1. ,_,.  
FIESCH• W110 -: \..). t:.. :;-.G.. -4:- 	Li L: on 	I:" rijit I.; ,.:10. :31: ,_-; 	"'1, ::-.'. L. 	, b -,-,-s, 	, ,: -.4.1 !.--1 :2.3 A.1.1 -.vhnt your fl-uuy 1.s "  or '.-.-, ..rds .L.1 	. -,i -',...L.J.. 	.....,.... 	(..:.:::,..t..1.: ..- e.;-!•,/ re.le - b...-'r :;..e '.-.-ore tr.. 	oi' -, -: ut i:(_ r,  

4.. 	Obvi ,.:Lk:,17 -.:.'cl_lov.-.. - 	t?-.1 --.. 	• .1-1 . -1-..;. 3 :..... _ . 	t ;.! .7'2 1. ft, 	',-,e,.  --1 :.;, , .'_. 
 not see hi - 	?.n..-,-- 	. 	t 4,;:ie ..-...i.r r..i{. :il. -.C., 	 On '.::.,.. L .  

1.:arnt thA .7.•:.- irl iiin;_-; 3.1....I'.2•!-  '..-, .. t•.1,-..._:-.. -, lti.... :,... 	-,,':._ 	t: _ . ',..1....t  
crearih-1!:21ded. 

5. 	That is -11 I n v , to 

SWORN b-:,. the said 1k. c'' rli, , J‘,..-. 

on the 11th ikur..t 194.6 b,i ,....-, , 	- 0.  /;.),-‘; .  
tiusszu-s, det:.-.i_lc.d by C-in-C, 	 ili: .117 :,•: C.. if"  

. 	. 

(S .L . 	'. .; ) 	., 	, 	, :  

.y•  	,: 	i !v-. - ;-,  

ChRT1FIED that this i..3 	true cr. 	 fro!: 
English of the net,  .,sition of Johann 

L -OO .)„ 

ii Onc. L 	_tion Unit, 	‘±). 
( . 	'12':/001-1) 

yt.1 	1■o;! 1_ 
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P1aoo: Millrath. GormanY 
Datc' 2nd ',ctobor 1945.  

First Lieutenant GEORGE T. L.;AERI, GLP, 	 13,3ini: first duly sworn, on 
deposes and says; 

1. My namo is GEMGE T. I*HERTY, I arr. a mombur of 	.,rmy of the United States, 
r.:21k of First Licutonrnt, :ad my 	rial number is 0-1797970, I am assigned as 

Invostigtor-Croo!J-Exlmincr to Jar CrimGo Invostiating Toam 6830 and I 
7:1T%) acted as Assistant inveJtil-v-Oroe;.-11xaminor in the hcroinbeforo 
on..;ttled ease. 

2. That I was proseuG 	the e,w1rn ;;tat,Liont marked Exhibit 12 was signed 
by Jakob Hamaohor and th::t at th,; fie of said lit,ning, there was no coercion, 
threats or inducementsc 

OL;CRGE T DOHERTY 
GORGE rL DOHERTY 
.LSN 
li:Ar Crimes Investigating 
Tsau 68r 

Subscribed and sworn to bef,ora ms n.t 141147t11,,gAzr:w__ 

this 2nd 	 'etober  

_HERBERT ROSTEN  
HERBERT ROSTEN, lst Lt, HAGD 
A3N 
War Crimes Investigating 
Tea:: 6830 
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State,lent of Jakob 

On the 24th of Deceiaber 1)44 we had in D:1.1.7 . di ''7'...' rrd/... alai-  ,s. Aroand 
mid-day an attack was.::lae on tht H.A.rict :,..- .,,.. 	::. , 1 ::tocd by z.y 
ho .-,e in the yard and ,.vatch,.: ti.,:• '.,;:::-. 	'.17.-., - 	 aelcines over us 
and over the district of 	fll:_ ..L. f - 	v n:.- 	v:.''j. 	 : . v ::.:-. -.. o‘.- :.r Lc.  hausen .  
and seven parachutes co Id !),i 	:.n ti.e : • v ., 	.1 v . 	:-,,,,, r. Neuss 
and came in our direction at rt.d: ,,::: 	 6, 	 H: i C 	 -.  .:1,..; and 
drove in the direction -.:1-(t:t tn:,- l':,:v.v.vr vv -t.  
rennin in this directV.on. 	:-,a .1: c_, ., 	 v:ci..1 	, ..E, lyinv.. on 
the F7round and bletdiw, 	1 t..vk I, -  H.H.L 	11!., _....k.. 	_•::, , ._-?-,..cti:)n -:.(_,:e t.0 
flyer lay, two or three tim,..s. 	ii 	- 	.-v , 	J:.i_ ;') .1-..: to 	nil: 0.,.... 

pistol and shot ac tho !,,.,ad of t:(. :., 	 .,..,,. 7.: ..f7 ,). '-'-)q.k. ..t:. otl..r 
things and left the vicinity. 	A f 1, . 	H. t: 	, H:,  f..A the fly,:.r 

because his relatives hJ:d lost -t, 1- 	,;-:' H. 	tc.'L. 	ht civili -.11::: and 
soldiers that .ert now in the vicit;, .. a., :1 :.:Cci_,: ,..1,.. fly •-,, 	i -:, ,.-it to 
the flyer to .L .Ike off hi3 iJentific;.,.t.-1..n u::..t i..,..... 1., „:., v1L,,./,_v .!-:._: -:inic1-. tilt 
flytr still had in his pocket .a-ld :-.:,- -'6o it t .1.-t th... :c ..,: ot_. :--;:: 	-!"' t.). it 

to the next fiel,'. 	I -my2af "l,I.livi_red -tl.,; 1. t:.:: :L.-  Lt.,  un arry ..1.Jt an.  th,.; 7t11,2.7 

cord later to thJJ district police. 	This.t11...t 1 : ::,-,,,, :,...r ..i., h:.ve :ictly 
iven and with ut Cureas. 	I sw:.T it to ‘1). unC - 

Jako; 	. 

In preaenct of: 

Suel O. Arnold, vajor, ,C 
	 ro -1: 

George T. Doherty, lat Lt., C- 	 tS.H 	:va; ef 	1945. 

.• 	 1 	P 

3 	1945. 
I certify the above is a cc: rect transl,i;ion into 	 Lxhibi, "0" 
appearing in Gerilan annexed hereto. 

6:t. (interoretcr) 

20 2 2 110 
01-1: 	.- 	 a, , 6830 

• 
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_5 , 	 •1_;;; 

3tate,;iient of Jakob 

On the 24th of 	 1)4_ 	 air J.. ,jd 

-*id-oay an attack -..vas • 	 t:_•., 	 cf Le• 	 tood 1,); 

in the yard anr:t watched 	 . 	 • 

the tistrct of Lehao.s.n. 

perachutes, seven of 	 • 	 0'. 1' 

c.ss 'and ca 	in our 	 :Act 	
, 4 

to'L 

an .-..'rcve ilk the 	 • J. o r 	C.A1 0 
w:ru runnin in this 	 • 

the ,f. round and 	 • t 	 thr_e 

notaLInto hit the fly 	.i.for if 	- ;;:td to 1.1i; 	.ould Piro 

a.v.-tuniti_on. 	I only di:: LI, 	 an eif7. 	 anci 	6id not want 

to disobey the • order as 	 so 	 so,.• 1.!.n 	 and !la.: 

seen me there. 	I v.ie] o1sh to 	' iroct.;. 	 '4; 	:r s 	 no 	 to 

hit hiri. 	A Lieutent 	 •,.00k a U. 	 sl.ot 	t !Vo head of 

the flyer, 	Then he took the pnrc.c. 

A .feldv:eb•_:1 said that ho had shot t 	 t '  ...; 	 lost th.ir 

lives in an attack. 	The 	 to the 

vicinity were plunderil the fl -f. -c„ 	I 	 to 

cation bracelet off of 	 1-‘.e 	 nis pocket, 

saw to it that the 	 ba..7 IA; 	 ridself•  

the idenitfication 	 to 	 card to the it it 

that is -,.%.rittn here 	 7.11-1$ st;Ittt... 'it :Af.f 

only the truth, I swear it un:er oath. 

In presence of: 

"Sue! 0. Arnold, .n.,jor, 

orc; T. Doh- r ty-t 

b..fore0 i this 50thi. 

C:t: of 	 194)3. 

lst Lt ('P O-179'7970 
: 	

• 

• To;.o.: 66)0• 

5 

I certify the above is a correct1 ansl 	 .1.i. 	 "D"  a-■ -ft). 

' in German annexed hercto. 

..-, 0 	. 	. 	y 	- 	 .111, 0 	 r 

20L2.1. 

EXiiI3IT "D"  

30 July 194.5. T. J.43. 

• 
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Re ,illered 	of 2LY2.NG 017:ICER R.W. FJLE 

Royal Canadi-.1.n Air Force  

I, ROGER BRYCE SMITH, 	3. .CH., of 11 Winchester Road 

in the City of Oxford, Medical PractitLner, make Oath and say 

that the document marked "R.D.5.1".  now produced and shown to me 

which is exhibited to this my Affidavit, is to the best of my 

knowled;:!e any belief a true and accurate copy of the testimony which 

I save before Major SUEZ 0, ARNOLD, U. S. .1rrly at Dusseldorf on the 

seventeenth day of July One th:;usanil nine hundred and f.:.rty five AND 

further that I have carefully read over the said copy of my testimony 

exhibited hereto and marked "R.B.S.1" and confirm such testimony in 

every respect. 

SWORN by the above named Dep:onent ) 

ROGER BRYCE SMITH at 77 Leadenhall 

Street in the City of London this ) 

22nd day of May 1947. 
	

3 

Before me, 

Janet M. MARTIN. 

A Commissioner for. Oaths. 

(Sinned) R. BRYCE SMITH. 
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R. 1. S. 1. 

	

Case N:2. 20 	 Exhibit 11 

Testimony of Captain Roger Dryco-Smith, 263449, 212th -:!ritish Field 
Ambulance, BLA, taken at Dusseldorf, Germany at 1110 Hours, 17 July 1945 

S Sgt Thomas J. bcakey, 31 462 995, a:;cared before the Investirator-
Examiner as , reporter and was sworn by him in the following form: 

"You swear that you will faithfully perform the duties of a 
reporter in this investigation now being conducted my mu. 
So Help. You God." 

Roger Bryce-Smith appeared before Majr SUEL. O. AR1TOLD, 0-492476, 
Investigator-Examiner and testified as follows: 

	

Q. 	Rof:er Bryce-Smith we are now investigating the murder of a 
Canadian flier. 	Are you willing to take an oath as to the 
testimony that you are about to give ? 

	

A. 	Yes. 

	

Q. 	Do you understand the meaning of an oath ? 

	

A. 	Yes. 

Please stand 	raise your right hand, and be sworn. 	"Y_;1, 
Ror7er Bryce-Smith, swear that the evidence you shall give in this 
investigation now being conducted by me, shell be the truth, the 
whole truth, and nothing but the truth. 	So Help You God ?" 

	

A. 	I fl o. 

	

Q. 	Your full name is Roger 	e-Smith ? 

►. 	Yes. 

	

Q. 	And you are a regularly commissioned officer in the 13ritish 
::edical Corps ? 

	

A. 	Well I hold an emergency war commission in the Royal 1&•.:dical Corps. 

	

Q. 	How long have you held your emergency commission ? 

	

A. 	For almost two and one-half gears. 

	

Q. 	Your are a graduate of a regularlj accredited medical school are 
ycu not ? 

A. Yes. 

	

Q. 	And wh,,t is the name of this school ?. 

	

A. 	Oxford University Medical School. 

How many years did you attend Oxford University Medical School ? 

	

A. 	Six years. 

	

Q. 	And you received the usual diploma or certificate of completion of 
the course ? 

	

A. 	Yes. 

-1 - 

	

(A.-you-Smith) 
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Exhibit 11 

Q. 	How old are you 

'A. 	Twenty-six years and eleven months. 

Q. 	And when did you graduate from the Oxford Medical School ? 

A. 	In June 1(..?42. 

Q. 	And since that time you have been ongved in the practice of 
medicine either in civilian life or in the Royal Medical Corps ? 

A. 	Yes. 

Q. 	Where is your home ? 

A. 	My home address is at Currymallet Taunton, Somerset, Enr1nnd. 

Q. 	Did you at my request 	to Neuss, Germany fel- the purpose of 
conducting a post mortem examination on the body of a Canadian 
flier ? 

A. 	Yes, but not a complete post mortem examinati)n. 

Q. 	before the post mortem examination was conducted you were advised 
were you not that a Canadian flier had been shot by Germans and 
that the principal function to be performed at the post mortem 
examination was to obtain an accurate identification of the body ? 

A. Yes. 

Q. 	You have not, I take it, specialized in pathology ? 

.. 	No. 

Q. 	Did you have a 	 ? 

A. 	No. 

Q. 
	You are then a Leneral practitioner ? 

4. 	Yes. 

Q. 	When was it you went to Neuss to conduct the post mortem 
examination ? 

A. 	On the 11th of July 1945 at apiroximately 1400 Hours. 

Q. 	And the post mortem examination was conducted was it not at the 
City Cemetery in Neuss ? 

A. 	Yes. 

When you arrived at the cemetery you found that a coffin had been 
exhumed ? 

A 	Yes. 

And will you state whether or not in your presence that coffin 
was open ? 

A. 	It wasn't open when I first saw it. 

Q. 	:Alt it was opened in your presence ? 

A. 	Yes. 
-2- 
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Case No. 20 	 Exhibit 11 

Q. • And will you state who was present at the time that coffin was 
opened ? 

A. 	There was the members of your perty, yourself, Lt. Doherty, 
Sdt Leakey, your photeErephor evt DiGiorgi- , an there was one 
other who acted as interpreter - Sgt Ka ,y, and I am net sure whether 
the :rave chi 'tiers were there at the time we opened it. 

Q. 	After the coffin had been ,pened will you state whether or not one 
ef the grave diggers was called ? 

A 	He was. 

Q. 	And de you recall what he said after he looked. at the remains in 
the coffin ? 

A. 	I don't remember exactly but he dteted that it wasn't the man 
who had been shot. 

Q. 	Ana after that what happened ? 
- • , 

A. 	The coffin was put back in the grave and other ;rave diggers 
wore called to open the next 7. 1-ave. 

Q. 	Will you state whether er not the next grave was :Toned in your 
presence ? 

A. 	It was. 

Q.' And will you state whether er net the coffin in that grave was 
eeened in your presence ? 

A. It was. 

Q. 	And at the time the second grave was opened and the second coffin 
was opened will you state whether er not the same American personnel 
was present as at the time of the opening of the first coffin ? 

A. 	Yes they were. 

Q. 	Will you state whether or not at the time of the opening of the 
second coffin there was also some German grave diggers present ? 

A. Yes. 

Q. 	Now upon the opening of the second coffin what did ycu observe 
Doctor ? 

A. 	Without moving the body I saw that the body was covered up to 
the neck with a tarpaulin cover or sheet and the head had two 
bullet wounds in it at the right temporo-frontal regin. 

Q. 	Do you recall the aspect of the head in the coffin as you saw the 
body ? 

A. 	The head was bent sharply to the right apparently to fit into the 
coffin. 

z, 	ill you state whether or not the body appeared tc be that of a 
rather large man ? 

A. 	It es, yes. 

- 3- 
(Bryce-Smith) 	 CONFIDENTIAL 	 Exhibit 11 
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Q. 	And will you state whether or not l.t was because of its size that 
the body anparently had the head twisted to the one side ? 

I think so, yes. 

Q. 	,after making a preliminar7 examination of the body in the coffin 
will you state whether or not you made a more detailed examination ? 

A. 	Yes. 

4. 	Please tell us just what that exa-dnation consisted cf ? 

A. 	T. removed the tarpaulin sheet and found an identity disk hanging 
on a cord around the neck and also that he was wearing a pair 
of long underpants; further on moving the head I found no exit 
wounds and the neck appeared to be broken. 	I cut down the 
underpants and found a hole in the region of the left groin which 
I did not at first believe to be made by a bullet. 	I found no 
other injuries at that time. 

Q. 	Will you state Doctor whether the upper portion of the body ,;as 
clothed ? 

A. 	It was not. 

Q. 	And will you state whether or not the feet were clothed ? 

A. 	No, they were not. 

Now in addition to the tarpaulin to which you have referred did 
you find any other articles in the coffin ? 

A. 	I did. 	I found two battle Mi-USS blouses of airforce blue and one 
left hand mitten of fawn color. 

Referring to the blouses Doctor will you describe the blouses 
a little more in detail ? 

A. 	One was a size 13 and the other was a size 3. 	The size 13 had 
a Canadian airforce badge and an air gunners insignia on the left 
breast and a pilot officers bar on the epaulets. 	The size 8 had 
an air gunners insignio on the left breast with sergeants stripes 
and a crown onthe arms. 

Q. 	Did you make an observation to deturTdne whether the size 13 blouse 
would be the size which would fit the body ? 

A. 	Yes, I measured the size 13 blouse against the body and came to 
the conclusion that Y.; would have fit. 

Q. 	We have here the blouse which has a bar on the epaulets and a badge 
on the right breast side, will you please look at the blouse and 
tell me whether that is te blouse which you removed from the coffin ? 

A. 	Yes, I think it is. 

Q. 	The blouse referred to has been marked EXhibit "A", T.J.B., 3uly 17, 
1945. 	I again show you the blouse. 	Is that the blouse to which 
you have referred ? 

Yes. 

Case No. 20 

(3ryce-Smith) 
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Exhibit 11 

4. 	Now the other blouse, Doctor, which you said was size 8, will you 
state whether or not that blouse was smaller or larger than the 
sine 13 ? 

A. 	It was considerably smiler than the size 13 as I compared the 
two blouses. 

And in your opinion haling  viewed the body do you think that a 
size 8 blouse could have been worn by the person whose body you 
found in the casket ? 

No. • 

4. 	You referred to an identity disk which was areund the neck of the 
body ? 

A. 	Yes. 

4. 	What if anything  did you du with that disk Doctor ? 

L. 	I cut the cord around the neck and took the disk off. 

At the time you cut the cord on the disk did you look at the disk 
se that you woul: be able to identify it subsequently ? 

A. 	1 did. 

4. 	I show you an identity disk which has been marked for identification, 
Exhibit "B", T.J.B., 17 July 1945, and will ask you whether that 
is the identity disk which you removed from the neck of the body ? 

A. Yes. 

4. 	That identity disk bears the following  on its face, does it not ? 
Canadian 
J26179 Officer 
R. W. Hale 
CE RCAF 

A. Yes. 

d. 	Will you please state Doctor whether or not you measured the body 
for the purpose of attempting  to approximate the height of the man ? 

A. 	I did yes. 

And will you please tell us the height of the man as you measured 
the body ? 

A. 	I made it 721 inches. 

Q. 	Nov.' in making  your examination will you state whether or not the 
body was removed from the coffin ? 

It was lAt,r yes. 

Nov will you state whether er not you made up a dental chart from 
the body ? 

I did. 

want to ask at this mint what state of preservation you found the 
body to be in Doctor ? 

(Bryce-Smith) 
-5- 
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A. 	I considered it to be in a good state of preservation considering 
the length of time that it had-been in the grave. 

	

Q. 	And in making that statement you have taken into consideration have 
you not the assumption given to you by me that the body was buried 
on the 28th of December 1944 ? 

A. Yes. 

	

Q. 	And were you able to make your dental chart without any difficulty ? 

	

A. 	Without any difficulty at all. 

Referring,  to the head of the body will you please tell us just 
what you found wfth reference to bullet holes ? 

I found twe bullet holes: one was situated a centimeter uesterier 
to the outer oanthus of his right eye apparently fired from a 
balf right position in front; the ether, one centimeter to the 
right of the middle line of the forehead also fired from a half 
right position in front.. 

	

Q. 	Now Doctor referring to those bullet holes, will you tell us 
whether you made an examination ef the head to determine whether 
the bullets which had been fired in front had come out _-)t the head ? 

	

A. 	I did and I found no other wounds. 

	

Q. 	Can you give us an idea as to the diameter of those bullet holes ? 

	

A. 	I would say they were approximately a centimeter in diameter. 

	

Q. 	Can you tell Doctor what kind of bullet holes those were ? 

	

A. 	I couldn't spy exactly but I believe them to be fired from a 
pistol. 

	

Q. 	Will you please give us the reason for your conclusion ? 

	

A. 	Because the size of the hole was larger than that caused by an 
ordinary rifle bullet and had it been a hiqh velocity bullet 
it would have caused an exit wound also. 

	

Q. 	Now in your work in the any have you had experience with bullet 
wounds ? - 

	

A. 	Yes. 

	

d. 	And will you tell us please the extent of your experience as to 
whether it is large or small ? 

	

A. 	I have had considerable experience during the last twelve months in 
this campaign. 

	

Q. 	Will you state whether or net you were attached as a medical officer 
to a front line fighting unit ? 

	

A. 	Yes. 

And how long were you attached to a fighting unit ? 

	

A. 	I have been with the field ambulance since it landed in Nerandy in 
Juno 1944. 

-6- 
(Bryce-Smith) 
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Now in your opinion will you tell us whether or not those wounds in 
the head were of such character as to cause death ? 

4/111  Case No. 20 

A. 

Q• 

A. 

Q• 

Either of the wounds could have caused death. 

Your have referred to a bullet hole in the left groin ? 

Yes. 

Will you state whether or not in connection with your examination 
of that bullet wound you were ap:rised by me that some of the 
witnesses in the case previously interviewed had stated that the 
Canadian flier was shot in the hip ? 

Yes. 

After making your examination of the body are you in a position to 
state whether or not the hole which you found in the left 
inguinal region was a bullet wound or hole ? 

I wouldn't like to swear that it was but I think probably it was. 

Will you please L ive us your reasons for the conclusion you 
reached ? 

There was what appeared to be a lot of blood on the underpants and 
there was a track leading from the hole in the inguinal region 
passing from above downwards. 

Now assuming that that was a bullet hole have you an opinion as 
to where the person who fired the bullet was standing ? 

He was standing behind the right shoulder as the body lay on the 
ground. 

That is upon the assumption that the hole was a bullet hole your 
testimony is that when the bullet was fired the body was laying 
prone on the ground ? 

Yes. 

Were you able to find any exit for a bullet which entered the 
left inguinal region ? 

No. 

Can you give us an idea as to the size of that bullet hole ? 

I think it is difficult to determine exactly but it is probably 
less than a centimeter in diameter. 

Coming back to the dental chart Doctor will you tell us what that 
. chart was ? 

Diagram of victim's mouth showing number of teeth as follows: 

Right side 
07654321 

xx 

Top Left side 
12345073 

x 

   

Right side 
07054321 
x x 

Note: x - indicates teeth 
0 - indicates.  teeth 

(Bryce-Smith) 

Bottom 
	

Left side 
12345670 

xx 
very heavily filled apparently with silver amalgam 
missing. 

-7- 
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Q• 
	Were y.A1 	Doctor t arrive at a conclusion as to the 

approxirmte weight of the ram when ho was alive ? 

it• 	A roug, estimate would be in the region of two hundred pounds. 

Q. 	;Vero you able to tell, having in mine the state of decomposition 
of the body, the color of the man's hair ? 

A. 	A- far as I could tell it was blonde. 

Q. 	In your examination of the body did you determine the condition 
of the ne^k ? 

A. 	I did. 

Q• And what was that condition ? 

A. 	There appeared to be a fractured dislocation in the upper part of 
the neck. 

Q. 	And could you state Doctor whether or not that fractured 
dislocation had occurred prior or subsequent to death ? 

A. 	I don't think it is possible to say sir. 

CROSS EXAMINATION OF THE WITNESS BY 1st LT GEORGE T. DOHERTY, 
0-179797^ CMP. AnSTSTANT-INVESTIGATOR-CROSS-EXAMINER: 

Q. 	A .:.oment ago you testified that his hair was blonde. 	What would 
spy as to the arrangement of the hair ? In other words how 

would you say this man wore his hair ? 

A. 	can't give an accurate answer to that. 	His hair was matted and 
much of it had come out in handling the body. 

Q. Would you say it was in some sort of pompadour style ? 

A. 	No, he h..-0 a complete head of hair as there was no bald patches 
in it b 	I didn't notioe v.hich side he had parted it and I 
wouldn't ike to s4y rnc,Lher it was possible to recognize that. 

Q• 
	You testified that the number 13 jacket might well have been 

worn by this man whose Jody was exhumed ? 

Yes. 

Q• 
	Was there any iaarking on the uniform to identify it other than 

through the similarity in size that you noticed ? 

A. 	N. I don't think so. 

Q. You are firmly of the opinion that the man cun1a not have worn the 
other jacket which was in the casket ? 

A. 	I don't think it is possible, no. 

REDIRECT EXAMINATION OF TI WITNESS BY MAJOR SUEL O. ARNOLD, 0-492476, AC, 
INVESTIGATOR-EXAMINER: 

64' Doctor I neglected to ask you previ,)usly are 
,dical practitioner in England ? 

A. Yes. 

You a registered 

-8- 
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Q• 

A 

n. 

And as such you are legally entitled to practice the profession of 
medicine in. England ? 

Yes. 

Witnessed by: 

George P. Doherty 1st Lt. OMP. 	 R. Bryce-Smith Capt. 
41sst. Investigator 

Suel O. Arnold Major LC, 
Investigator. 

Certified true copy 

George T. Doherty 
1st Lt. Cliff. 

L.1.L C. 

This and the foregoing seven sheets are 
the Exhibit marked "R. B. S. 1" referred to 
in the Affidavit of Roger Bryce Smith 
sworn the 22nd day of May 1947. 
Before me, 

(Signed) Janet M. Martin. 

A Commissioner for Oaths. 

-9- 
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ST...T:72 OP 
SUEL O. ARNOLD MAJOR AC. 

Place: Millrath. Germany  
Date: 	2nd Octolsr 1945.  

Major SUEL 0. ARNOLD 0-492,16 AC, beiw; first duly sworn, on oath, deposes 
and says: 

1. My name is SUEL O. ARfl9LD. I am a member of the Army of the United 
States, rank of Major, and my s,3rial number is 0-492476. I am assigned as 
Investigattor-Examinor to War Cri;los Inve7tigating Team 6830 and I have acted 
as Investigator-Examiner in the horeinbefore ,ntitled case. 

2, That I was personally p:'esont at the time of the exhumation of the body 
in question and I personally saw the jacket marked Exhibit "h", which was in the 
coffin with the body and I ;ersonally saw the Identification disk marked Exhibit 
"B" which was around the nook of the body, Both of these exhibits wo:e ()leaned and 
an attempt was made to remove the odor which in thy, case of the jacket, marked 
Exhibit "A" was not successful. I personally know that Exhibit A and B have not 
been changed or altered in any manner and t1:-..t except for cleaning the said 
-'.41.44." aro exactly the same as they were at the time of the opening of the 
_iin in question. 

!SIGNED) SUEL 0, ARNOLD  
SUEL 0, ARNOLD, Major AC, 
.011 0-492476 
Wsr Crimes Investigating 

Team 6830 

Subscribed and sworn to before mo at Millrath, Germany 
this 2nd 	Day of October 	10'5 

(SIGNED) HERBERT ROSTEN  
HERBERT ROSTEN, 1st Lt, JAGD 
:ESN 0-1945930 
',-gar Crimes Investigating 

Team 6830 
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Contained in the depositions of ;- 

	

(i 	Ailli PETERS ) 
(iii) Johann LENZEN 

	

(v 	Hans SCHMITZ 

	

(vii 	Heinz SAWNLAIM 

	

(ix 	Sophi& SIEBEN 

	

xi 	Franz KUTZ 
 

ii 
iv 
vi 

r 

( viii 
(x 

Josef OFFER 
Johann FROMMEN 
Felix PECHE 
Hu pert HE6CH 
Ja4ob KUERTEN 

The statements made by the first four accused on interrogation 
and the affidaVits of Captain R. BRYCE-Sh1TH, Royal Army Medical Corps, and 
Major SUE% O. ARNOLD, U.S. Amy. 
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NOTES ON PH E cASE 	 • 
(Under this heading should be included the view taken as to (a) the degret. of 

responsibility of the accused in view of his official position. e.g., was offence 
committed on the offender's own initiative, or in obedience to orders, or in carrying 
out a system approved by authority or a legal provision ; (b) the probable defence ; 

(c) whether the case appears to he reasonably complete.) 

The case is complete except for the arrest of SIEBEN who was 
possibly killed later on in the war. The only difficulty as regards the 
defence is in the case of the accused 'ARMS, as in the absence of 6IEBEN 
the words he used are open to various interpretations. However, the 
evidence of SIEBEN's mother on this point makes it clear, if her evidence 
is to be believed, that WERMES intended that SIEBEN should kill HALE and 
that no questions would be asked. 

t. 
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Internati-)nal 

Breao es  of Laws 8: 

  

SHORT STATEMENT OF FACTS. 

The irietim„ an Allied airman, was ca--zred after beitr*shot dowr near Te5117..enrode 
Aerodrome, whose commander, the accused MICE, when notified of thf. ca-ture ;Pave - orders 

- for the airman to be done away with. 	These_ orders were carried out 	the ace.tsed 
4AVILICZIF 

TRANSMITTED BY Office • . • 

  

• Insert serial number under which the case is registered in the flies of the National Office of the accusing State. 

(e,185) Wt.P.2t28 /27  5n1 "Mn. 	& Co. 745(8) 

a,. 

(For the  I Ise of the Secretariat)  

Iiegistered Number. 	 Date of receipt in Secretariat. 

4  6'/i 	
2 2 JUL 1947 
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UNITE NATIONS WAR CRIMES COMMISSION 
United .1 -do:- 	CI-JARGES AGAINST 	rlerman 	WAR CRIMINALS 

CASE No. ..UK. 	 

1Wor, Commandant  ',round staff at Vr11:enrode Aerodrome. 
CZ 1 : - 	 Cl' thin,- Store at `1457' erode 

round stkiff 

	  At', 	lw 	cosroJ)Y 	 

Name of accused, his 
rank and unit, or 
official position. 

(Not to be translated.) 

Date and place of 
commission of al-
leged crime. 

on  or  round 18 Octcber 19ULR 	  
78117eurode, 	 

Number and descrip-
tion of crime in war 
crimes list. 

References to rele-
vant provisions of 
national law. 

7T0. 
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PARTICULARS OF ALLE“ El) CR I  NI 1.'4 
	 • 

An 	 „ 	.!ved to be .;er 	 was captured and placed 
in the local Fire Station at Gross ::Ichwulper near 1/151' 	Aerodrome. 	The 
aerodrome authorities were informed and the Convandant, 	 LW() members 

his staff, CTAALICZ:Er. and 1-3155312:, to licnlidate 	 to; h cn nrabulance driven 
by the witness CL.j .l.als and ar..ed with a machine-carbine and revolver respecti-fely, 
went to ql,oss Schwulper to pick un the airman. 	'ray.in7 	 the:,,  started on the 
-return Journey to the 0.rfield, 	On the way 731.1a-'.. tut ; 	-;IS of vibt was 
to harrpen to the airman. 	 thereupon refused to . .ave any part in the affair 
and shop tly. before they arrived at the aerodre. e 	was told to step. 
rot out and fetched a motor c7c1c and side-car, and - he and 	 lifted the airman 
from the onb...-.ance into the slide-car as 	wa. unable to 1'.11;:., 	;7. K and BUM'S 
mounted the motor cycle and \vent off in the djrection of the ',7endzelle-7Zilkenrode 
1».1d:T,e over a canal. 	They drove up .and down for a 5;hort '.:bile before finally stop- _ 

on the bridge where they helped the airman todiarount in order o relieve • . 
himself. 	 he Was on the bridge ter both shot at the 
They then dumped the body into the canal. 	The wi tress CM" 71-"S on .`* 
morninp-, saw a pool of blood about one metre across in the 2-iddle of the bridle. 
There were !.o blood stains from the pool to the -ari.ret of the bri,a7e 	vas 
approximately one ::et-re hi-h. 
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Dc p ositi No. 2. 
• 

Translation of  

DEPOSITION of 

Edmund.  ..,kriidIN 

Deposition on oath. of Edaund,a117,4114, male, of Gross SC 
sworn before Capt. B.T.J. TURNM-BRIDGER, Coldstream Gaurds 
(NA) at Gross SCHWUDPER on 18 April 1947. 

"Ii.Z.LPER, 'Taus 37, 
of War Criucs Grout:,  

I am Eduund 	born on the 21st of November 1381 in GroalSCIP,TULP---, 
I are a miller and am a German national. 

On the 18th October 1944 I was informed by the Burgoaaster of DIDDMSE, 
Wilhelm STOETER, that an English airman was in the Burgouaster's office. 
This airman was caught by Her.,-nn BEHRENS. STOETER told no to collect the 
airman. This was between 10 and 12 mid-day. I fetched the flyer wrote 
down his particulars. and locked him in the Fire Station. Then I rang up 
airfield VOELICENRODE and asked them to collect the airman. 

IA 19.30 hours three men caae from the aerodrome in a car. One 
identified hiaself as Stabsfeldwdbel GL LENSCHEK and asked for the air.ian. 
GZLENSCHEK carried a pistol and the others had a machine-carbine and a rifle. 
The flyer were a blue uniform, was about 1.75 metres tall and had dark hair. 

The document marked Exhibit 2, originates from the police records 
of Gross SCHWULPFR and I write this paper myself. 

The three soldiers then :.charted with the 1.xisoner in the direction 
of VOELKINRODE. 

I have nothing aore to Rad. 

( igled ) Fiiaund 1.111111N . 

SWORI 'ay the said. deponent Edc.iund 	voluntarily at Gross Wir,- /ULPKR, 
on the 18 L.pril 1947 before me, Capt. B.T.J. TUR,TER-13RIDGa l  detailed 1.,y the 
C.in.0 British i,rmy of the Rhinos, 

(signed) B.T.J. TUH'IER-BRIDGER 
-Auld Investigation Section 
4e.r Crimes Group (N'JE) 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translation from German into English of the 
deposition of Ed.,.1und 	mal-ked. Deposition No. 1. 

(signed) B. Grant 
S/St, 

Field Investigati,n 
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Deposition No. 3. 

Translation of 

Deposition  

of 

Kurt  :01ETH13,  

Deposition on oath of Kurt MUMEL, male, of Oelbergstrasse 10 Cologne, 
sworn before Capt. B.T.J. TUICM-BRIDGM, Coldstream Guards, of Tx Crimes 
Group (1;:iE) at COLOGNE 	the 9th f.ay 47. 

I 	Kurt MUETHEL, born on the 10 December 1897. I am a merchant by 
occupation and of German rretionality. I was never a member of the party 
or any NS organisations. 

In Summer 1944 a conference was held for all officers and Dienststellenr. 
loiter by Major DOGE. He read; out the order from General JOLFF which he 
had received at a conference of all Fliegcrhorst officers. That order 
referred to captured enemy airman and rep : that no prisoners were to be taken. 

On the 19th October 1944 I was called to Major DIIIGE. In the fore-room 
of Major MTGE I was told by Oberfelduebel DIESENBERG that 1 was supposed 
to fetch a captured..lairaan frA Gross SCFLIULPER. He said: "You know what 
this..leans." I replied: "That is out of question I a;:l not going to do it". 
He then sent no in the office of Major DINGE. Major DINGE gave me the order 
to collect the prisoner from Gross SCHWULPER. I was prepared to carry out the 
order until he reminded me of the conference in which he had forwarded the 
order from General. WOLF F. Therefore I told him: "I am so:cry but I cannot 
carry out the order". He throw me out and said: "I shall not forget that." 

I went out and remained in DIg3IIIBERGIs office. DEIGE then called 
for G..,ILISCZEK and BU0SULI. 	G..,:./LISCZEK went first into DII,IGEts office amid 
after he had come out. BUSSUM. I was under the iiapression that aie'fILISCZEK and 
BUSSUIJ were not pleased with the order. 

far as I know the air:Lan ' r.s shut dead. I 	told -.bout that by 
c)mrades. 

I have nothin;. futther to add. 

(signed) Kurt 1.1UITHa, 

SWORN by the said deponent Kurt MUMEEL, voluntarily at COLOGNE, on the 9th 
May 1947 before „le, Capt. B.T.J. TURNER-BRIDGER, detailed by the C. in C. 
British Arny of the, Rhino. 

(signed) B.T.J. TU11112-BRIDGEil, Cryti, 
Investigating Offic,:r. 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translation from German into English of the 
deposition of Kurt MUETHEL, marked DepositionNo, 3. 

(signed) H. Redwood. Cpl. 
Field Investigation Seotion 
War Crimes Group (ii JE) 
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Deposition No, 4. 
Trmel%tion of 

D iOSITION 

of 

Heinz DIE3EliBE:G  

Deposition on oath of Heinz DIESERDERG, male, of SCHOPPYNSTEET 
Dahnhofstrasse 4, sworn before Capt. D.T.J. TU4ER-DRIDGER, Goldstream Guards, 
of W'ar Crimes Group (IfjE) at 3CHOI1'ENSTEDT, on the 1)th 4pri1 1)47. 

I am Heinz DILDIBELZG, burn 5.7,1903 in WdOPPENSTEDT. I am a 
merchant and am a German national. 

From 1940 until shortly before the end of the war, I was Oberfeldwebel 
and Staffwriter at the airfield VOIIIiENRODE. Major MTGE had his office 
next to mine, and one had to go through cor room in order to reach :::o.jor DINGE. 

Round the 20th of September 1944 Major DENGE held a conference of all 
officers and NCOs i/c departolent, in which he passed on General WOLFIs order 
that all allied .airmen who had baled out will not be allowed to be captured 
alive. One must shoot these airmen or else dispose of them se:le other way. 

One such event happened en the 19th of October 1944 and indeed occurred 
as follows: £.iajor DINGE ordered 	to bring him the list of all "Unteroffiziere 
after a telephone call had been received fruu Gross SCHWULPER that an enemy 
airman was prisoner there. DINGE selected Stabsfeldwebel Georg CtiilLIOZEit and 
Feldwebel Josef BUSSIE. BUSSUI: was selected because he was to 'rive the 
motor-cycle, and GiLALICZEK because he was a regular soldier. I summoned both 
these to the command post, explained to them what they were to do, because I 
myself lid not wish to give the order, and besought the Major to come out 
and deliver the order himself. DINGE came out and told both of them that they 
Should fetch the prisoner but should not bring hiol back. They asked what 
they should do with the airman and Major DINGE reminded them of the conference 
during which General WW2's order had been passed on. The two Feldwebel 
then departed. 	that further came to pass, I do not know. It was related 
to me later that one of the Feldwebel had shot the prisoner and that the body 
had been thrown into the canal. It was also told me later that two months 
afterwards the body of an English airman was found and brought to the 
aerodrome. I assume that it was the airman whom G::121CZEK and DULOFI hid 
shot. 	I have nothing further to add. 

(Signed) Heinz DIII311ThEIZ 

SWORN by the said deponent Heinz DIESBTBERG, voluntarily at SCHOPPENSTEDT, on 
the 19th of 4ril 1947 bef2re me, C -oyt. D.T.J. TURNEa-DRIDGEit, Ca141. 
detailed by the C. in C. British :.ray of the Rhine. • 

(Signed B.T.J. TURNER-II:JUDGER 
field Investigation Section, 
'Jar Crimes Group (Na) 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translation from German into English of the 
of Heinz DIESENBERG, marked Deposition No. 4. 

(Signed) B. Grant, S/Sgt. 
Field Investigation Section, 
'Jar Crimes Group (uvlE) 
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Deposition No. 5. 
Translation of 

DEPOSI TI CU  

of 

Johann CLE2tilliS 

Deposition on oath of Johann CLEMII;S, make of ESCHMLER4ACHEN, 
Friedensstrasse 16, sworn before Capt. 13.T.J. 	 Coldstream 
Guards, cf ',:ar Crimes Group (N'.1E) on the 22 May 1947. 

I am Jahnann CLEtaiS, born on the 10th Jan 1900 in ESCHJEIL:LI, I am 
lock-staith and am of carman nationality. 

I was stationed on the airfield VOILICENIRODE o.E.N, a driver from 1942 
till November 1944. On the 18th October 1941+ at approx. 10.00 o'clock in the 
evening, I ;7aS ordered by 13U:aSEti to come with the ambulance to the comaaand 
post. BUSSE/4 was MT Sergeant and therefore ray superior. He said to no 
that I must collect an airman from Gross SCHIMPlal. G.i.1.-dLICZEK and BUSSIll 
came with me. GL.',/LICZM( had a maohine-carbine and BUSSRI had a revolver. 
Hardly a word was said during the journey to Gross SCHVIULPF.2. 

In Gross SCHWLPM we went to the Burgomaster. The local Policeman 
was also present and went with us to the firestation where the airman was 
kept. • The prison sat in the firestati :n and when we entered he tried to 
get up, but his knees gave way. The left foot was wrapped in rags and I 
assume that he was wounded. As the airman could not walk without help I 
supported him and half carried him to the car. 'le then returned. The airman 
was sitting in the back of the ambulance and G.:&-aLICZE,K and nussal sat in 
front. The vehicle was not locked as the loci: was broken and in any case 
it would have been unneoessz_-..r3r as the airman could not walk.. During the 
return journey BUSSEM told no that they were ordered by DINGE to shoot the 
airman. And he said he would rather not carry out this order. Thereupon 
GAVILICZEK said to me I should keep ray mouth shut. I said to G.,::;1LICZEK that 
I would not tal:e part in this and I ra going to drive the airman back to the 
airfield. Shortly before reaching the airfield I was ordered by G.A7ILICZEK 
to stop. Dussai fetched a motorbicycle with a sidecar and the airman 
was lifted into the side-car, as he could not walk. One of the two 
Feldwebel lifted the prisoner into the side-car. I then returned to the 
airfield. The motor-bicycle departed in the direction of 'ilaIDEZFLT,E, 

;.heady the next morning I was told that the airman was shut on the 
Co.nalbridge near 11111DEZFET,E. That ..lorning I passed on the bridge and I 
saw a pool of blood of approx. 1 m diameter in the utidle of the bridge, 
The parapet of the bridge was approx. 1 m high and 20 cm wide. I consider 
it impossible that one can jump over it on a dark night, it was snowing 
during this night, especially if a ,lian could hardly wa.3.k. Judging by 
the size of the pool of blood, the airman must have been lying there for 
some time. As there was no blood trades leading from the pool to the 
parapet I assume that the airman was lifted up and thrown over the parapet 
into the canal. Approx. 2 months later the body was washed ashore the 
canal and was buried in the old cemetary VOELICINRODE. I have nothing 
to add. 

(signed) Johann CLE.,MNS 

SWORN by the said deponent Johann CLRIENS, voluntarily at ESCHWEILER On the 22 May 
22 May 1)47 before .11e, Capt. 	TURIER-DIZIDGER, detailed by the C. in C 
f3ritish Ari-iy of the Rhine. 

(Signed) D. T . J. TURNIE-DIZIDGER, Capt. 
Investigating Offi c cr. 

CERTIFIFD that this is a true translation fma German into English of the 
deposition of Johann CUMIN'S, marked Deposition No. 5. 

(signed) B. Grant. S/Sgt. Field Investigation Section, 'Jar Crimes 
Group (N17E) 
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Deposition No. 6. 
Translation of 

DEPOSITION 

of 

EGGailliG Otto 

Deposition on oath of Otto EGGEMJG, 371e, of LENSTORF 59 sworn before 
Capt. B.T.J. TURNER-:RIDGEt:, Coldstream Guards, of War Crimes Group (H E) 
at LENSTORF on the 19th Lpril 1947. 

I an Otto EGG"-EMIG, born on the 17.10.1)04 at LEUSTURF. I au a Motor 
mechanic by occupation am: of Geran nationality. Durin:: the war I was a 
Obergefreiter in the Luftwaffe an.-: was stationed at do airfield VOELKEKRODE 
from 1)42 until 1945. 

I know Feldwebel Josef IAJSStE well, because he often visited me at my 
house. LUSSUM came to so., me one day in the later half of October 1944 
when he told me and later also my family, that he had killed an En fish airman, 
the night before. 	He said about the following:- "I received the order from 
Major DINCE to collect a captured a.Lrman but not to bring him back alive to 
the Fliegerhorst". He also said: that he went with Stabsfeldwebel G,Z;LISCZE;. 
to Gross-SCHWUEIPER in order to collect the prisoner there. is they came to 
the channel bridge, aISSUM shot the prisoner in the neck and then they threw 
him into the channel. 	When he told us that my wife ana myself made 
reproaches to him on which he replied: "I had to do it, order is order". 
The prisoner did not feel anything because I hit him well." 

The corpse of the airaan was found 2 months later in the Mittelland 
Canal and was buried on the Alten Friedhof VOELKEidtJDE, 

I have nothing further to add. 

(signed) Otto EGGELING 

SWORN by the said deponent, Otto EGGILING, voluntarily at DEFTSTORF on the 
19th 4;pril 1948, before me, Capt. B.T.J. TURNER-IILUDGER, detailed by the 
C. in C. pritish ,Irmy of the Rhine. 

(signed) D.T.J. TifidiER-2aIDGER, Capt. 
Investigating Officer. 

Ca-22151E0 that this is a true translation froA German into English of the 
Deposition of Otto EGGELING, marked Deposition No. 6. 

(signed) H. Redwood, Cpl. 
FiUd Investigation Section, 
War Crimes Group (iriE) 
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Depositi n Nu. o.  

Translatiun of 

DEPJSITIJI  

of 

Deposition on oath of Lax 	TZ, male of DitUITS-,ECK VELTENHOF 
Phaelzerstrasso 84, sworn before Capt. 	 TER-1TRIDGER Colf:st re ai 
Guards, of War Crimes Group (WJE) at VE.Jaf HOP on the 18 .Lpril 1947. 

I am Max KOELITZ, born on the 27th March 1910 	 e;). 
Paice-master by occupation and of Gorman nationality. 

On the 5th December 1944 I was informed fro a ships captain that a 
corpse was lying in the canel. This was at the channel-kilometer sign 
215,7. Otto ZIEHR and myself went there right away with the ship. 

The corpse ha: been washed against the bank and I pulled it out of 
the water. I believed him to be a British airman. He wore a blue 
airmansuniform. I found an identity disk with the following inscription: 
CE 162973 	M.O. and on the other side "Do not remove". He carried 
no other papers. 

The Burgomaster of VOELKEURUDE ordered the Funeral. 

(Signed) Llax 

SWORN by the said deponent 	 voluntarily at VELTENHOF on 16th ;,pril 
1947 before me, Capt. D.T.J. TURTEit-BREDGS, detailed by- the C. in C. 
British .1.rw of the Rhine. 

(Sined) :.T.J. TURREII-DRIDGM;., Cr :p 
Investigating officer. 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translation from German into English of the 
Deposition of MhxYalT.TTZ, marked Deposition Ho. 8. 

(SiL;nua) iI. Rcalood, C21. 
Field Irwestigation Section, 
War Crimes Group (IM) 
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Deposition iEo. ). 

Translation of  

of 

.L.,nreas H E 	E  

Deposition on oath of ilnAreas HEYE, :.;ale of VOELKENRODE, 47 sworn 
before Capt. D.T.J. TURNER-MIDGEtl, Coldstream Gourds, of War Crimes 
Group (NWE) at VOELKIHRODE, on the 19th 4ril 1947. 

I am L:ndreas HEM, born on the 3rd July 1865 in EILEOSTEDT. I am the 
gravedigger of VOELKEHRODE. I am a German national. 

In the beginning of 1944 I VAS informed by burgomaster RIECIFnUai4 to 
go immediately to the old cemetery. There were going to be soldiers from 
the airfield there, who I sliould instruct how to dig a crave. 	I went to 
the old cemetary where I -et two soldiers. They dug a tzravo according to 
iay instructions. Then a horse and cart arrived brink; a bo4 wrapped in 
canvas. This body was put in the crave and the grave was closed. 

The grave, which I showed to the En,y,lish investiatinc Officer on the 
18th itpril 1947 is the gave which was du under my supervision in the 
beginning of Decomber 1)44 and in which the in canvas wrapped body was put. 

I have nothinr further to add. 

(signed .Lndreas 

SWORN by the said deponent .:„,ndreas 	viluntarily as WELICEITAWDE, on 
the 19th Lpril 1)47 before me, Capt. b.T.J. TUIV,Ea-::0IDGER, detailed b;-'the 
C. in C Dritiellii.ruy of the Rhine. 

(signed) 1:.T.J. 
In estiatinv 

CK:TIFIIID that t14is is -, _t•tw translation. 	_ 
Deposition or i&rureas itharEt:., marked. Deposition 

era^n into Enblish of the 
0. • 

(signed) 	S/Sgt. 
Field Investigation Section, 
licû   CriLles Group (0,1E) 
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Translation of 
	 Del.() tin 	10 

- DEYJSITIetr  

of 

Her.iann 	DIlIGE  

Deposition on oath of Hermann Alhelm DIRGE, 	of DI1UNS.,ICK, 
Leonhardstriasse 30, at- prese)it interned.  at TOI.Za.T0AIIIIDE11, sworn before Capt. 

T.J. TUINFit-L,RIDGErl , Colastrc Gue.rds of -.Li. Crimes Group (4../E) at 
TomatoALEDFDEN on the 14.th ilau 1,4.70 

I, Hermann 'Wilhelm D114- .11-w as told that I 	not forced to make this 
deposition if I do not V/isih to do so. I have been told that this deposition 
may be used as evidence in front of a court, I was neither forced nor 
threatened nor was I promised a reward, 

I am Hermann Alhelm DL GE born on the 27 Jan 13)2 in TIDDIX-r-E, Krcis 
HELMSTEDT. I r:.1 	.and .au of German nationality. I joined the NSDAE) 
on the 1 Feb 1931 and belonged to different other party organisations. I was 
called up into the armed forces on the 25 August 1)3). Un the 16th Feb; 
1943 I was transferred to VOFLKENRODE. I was iiiajor comaanding the 
Groundstaff. 	was arrested on the 20 March 1)47 and interned in 1.1.111DMI. 

;it the end of Septe:•.ther 1944 a conference of all airfield cowanclers 
took place on order of General JOLT ? in LUEIIK1URG or CELLE. • In. this 
conference approx the following was said by the commanding officer: "I 	. 
not wish to see any more prisoners, as the Russian Army does not comply with 
the Hague conventions ark' treats our officers like criminals and shoots them." 

i few days later I held a conference of all officers and 11CO's 
departments in VOM-ialkIRODE and in this conference I repeated the General's 
instructi:, nz. 

Shortly afterwards a phonecall from Gross SCI-iliULPH?. was received. 
were asked to collect a prisoner. 	I ordered Stabsfeldweben GAWLICZEc. and 
Felciwebel DUSSEM to collect this prisoner - and cannot remember to have given 
this order to Feldwebel ::JUET10411. 

DUSSEM and Cti:L;TLICZEK were ordered to collect the prisoner. This art= 
Was given it-it:Dr-office. 	It is possible that I have repeated the Generall:; 
order and have added instructively, that they may be shot if a ,given 
order should not be carried. out. But .I gave as a last, clear and distinct 
order: "'Du ;-,2,2y only shoot if the prisoner tries to escape." 

Feldwebel DU6S'Elei reported to r:le, that the prisoner was hit or shut 
whilst tryini-• to escape ln the vicinity of the idittellandkanal ant'. this 

• statement Tro.s recorded during an investigation carried out by Luftgau KC. 
The sane was done by C,..c/LICZEK. 

In December 1944 I was accused in an anonyttuu letter to General 
among other things to have ordered the shooting of a prisoner. 	thorough 
investigation ordered by General WOLFF established that the informer had 
written the untruth. 

BUSSEM and GAVILICZEi: declared duting the investigation after being 
reminded to speak the truth, that the prisoner was hit or shot whilst 
trying to aecape. The investigation was carried out, -  on orders of the 
General, by Colonel LUEDER, iUrficld BROITZEL‘T. Staffpaymaster IJIIIMPETT 
was shorthand-typist. The informer could not be established with 
certainty. 
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Deposition  

Trr...nslation of 

DEPOSITION  

of 

Georq  

Deposition on oath of Georg GAULICZEIC, 	of Richthofonstr. 
Iii,NNOVER/LINGERZEU at present Pa G. GAWLICZEIC No. 1187727 Depot 222, 

PLRIS, sworn before Capt. B.T.J. TURNI2-BRIDGER, Coldstream Guards of War 
Criues Group (N WE) at Depbt 222 R.RIS pn the 5th i.a.;/ 1947. 

I, Georg G.i,WLICZEK was told that I au not forced to make this deposition 
but that a deposition made by me can be used as evidence in front of a 
court. I make this depOition voluntarily without force or throat and I 
was not promised a reward. 

I au Georg G,',WLICZEIC, born on the 2nd Jan 09 in P\OLL.ND. I an a 
regular soldier and am a German National. I was never a member of the 
party or a party-organisation... I joined the air force in 1934 and was 
transferred to the airfield VOLIKENRODE near BRUNSWICK in the beginning of 
1944. I held the rank of Stabsfeldwebel and was in charge of the clothing 
store. 

the end of September 1944 Major DIiTGE, who was CO of the airfield 
hold a eongerence of all Officers and NCOs i/c departments, in which he 
announced HIAMLERts orde: that all captured dlied airuen are to be shot. 

On the 19th October 1944 I was called before Major DINGE who gave me 
the following order:- 	captured airman is in Gross SCHWULPER, you have 
to collect him together with Feldwebel BUSSEM and you have to shoot him." 
Thereupon I said: "Should we not bring this man here?" 	DINGE 
answered: "I do'not want to see tnisman. Gut a -carbine from BREIULL.M." 
Thereupon I went out 	Before I left Major DIKGE told me that I would be 
shut if I should not carry out this order. I c•illccted a machine-carbine 
and then went with BUSSIIiby motor-bicycle with side-car to Gress SCHNULPER 
BUSSEM drove the motor-bicycle. 

In Gross SCHWULPER we went to the Burgomaster where we also found 
the airman. Shortly afterwards the local Policeman came. I showed the 
policeman my papers and asked for the airman. Then we loft together with 
the airman, He sat in the side-car. We went to and fro as we were 
undecided wh ftt to do. On one hand we did not want to shoot the air.:an, 
on the other hand we were afraid to be shot ourself. S:aortly before 
reaching the canal-bridge, I cannot remember which bridge it was, we 
stopped as the prisoner indLcated through signs that he had to relieve 

We stopped and alighted. BUSSEM the prisoner and I relieved 
ourselves. The prisoner stuoa approx. 2 meters distant from me between ras 
and the bridge. I stood approx. 20 meters fro,A.the bridge. This 
happened between 3 and 9 otclock in the evening when it was dark. Whore.  
BUSSEM was standing I cannot remember. Suddenly the airman ran away 
in the direction of the bridge. I shouted: "Halt;" But the airman 
did not stop. I pulled bac'.: the cocking handle of my machine-carbine, 
but it ja.:,med. 	the 	time I was running after the airman. I 
drew 	pistol and when I saw that I could not cAoh up with the airman 
I shot in ie direction of the airan with the intention to hit him. 
BUSSEI1 fired at the 	time. Then I saw the airman jumped over the 
bridge into the canal. We did not go down to the.o- ial as it was too 
dark. Then we returned to the airfield. 

On the next morning I reported to Major DINGE that the airman was 
shot while tr,-. -ins; to escape, even so I did not know whether he was dead. 

to% 

0 
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I did not now that a dead airman was pullod out of the canal apiirox. 
2 months later. I cannot give an accurate description of the cdruan. 
He wore blue uniform :al' was 19-20 years old. I carried a 9 ti.i nhchine-
carbine and a 9 tin pistol. 

I have nothing .to 

(Signed) 	G...iLiCZEK. 

SWORN by the said deponent Georg GLZICZEK, vDluntarily !-:.t Depot 222, 
on the 5th Iicty 1947 before me, Capt. D.T.Je TURNER-BRIDGER, dotailec1 by .tlie 
C. in C. British ,..rny of thy, Rhine, 

(Signed) 	J6 TURNM-DRIDGER . C apt . 
Inve6tigAti Tit; 'Officer. 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translation from GenAan into Eni;lish of the 
Deposition of Georg G.,-,ILICZEK ::,arked No. 11. 

(Signed) •Bi.GRLNT 
Field Inveitigation Section, 
.ar Crimes Group (N 1E) 

•0 
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Dedilesitionno. 12  

Translation of 

DF2JSITI3I1  

of 

Josef .13USSEI.: 

Deposition on 0..th of Josef BOSSEi.1, -4.-tale, of FIILNITURT/Hoechst, 
Koonigsteineratr. 34, at present Pe.1 Josef 13USST:':: 625888 Depot 222 R.RIS 
sworn before Capt. B.T.J. TURNIgt 	CoLlotream Gu-.rds 
of ',:ar Cril.es Group 01../E) at PIS on the 6: 	1947. 

I, Josef DU.J. :.:33.1 	told, tly.:t I o. not forced to 	this 
deposition, but t'n%t a deposition •...ade by r.-Le ^y 'be used before a court 
as evidence, I r.-iake this deposition voluntarily without free or threat 
and I was not prooised a reward. 

I am Josef DUSSE11, born on the 29 ,s.pr 1917 in fLGELL.,Cli/Iineinpfalz. 
I 	r2. driver and r of Gerc.ian nationalit...-, I was never a member of 
the party or a party-organisation. I haVe been a soldier since 19364 
On the 28 Dec 1942 I was transferred to VOELiMIRODE and held the rank 
of Feldwebel till I was taken prisoner on the 23 ',;pr 45, 

In the beginning of Oct 44 Major ETNGE, the C.O. of the airfield, 
held a conference of all officers and N.C.Ols i/c th.partoents during 
which he made known HlialLa's order that all allied airmen who 
are taken prisoners are to be shot .  He said appx the following: 
"These criminals who murder our women and children d) not deserve 
beino taken prisoner:" 

On the 19 Oct 19)4 I was called by phone before Major DINGE. Iie 
said to me -fthe follovring: "You-r.nd G.L7,iLICZE: will colleat an airman 
in Gross SCHWEL7E11." I then asked him where vie should take the 
prisoner and he answered: .  "You will shoot this man; • you know HILL:J.1121s 
order." I asked him whether we should nut bring the airman hero first and 
Major MTGE answered: 'I du not want to see this man here." I left then 
and asked Oborfeldwebel DIESEIIERG what I am to do and how Idajor DIME 
imagines that and DIES111DER.G said to be: "Orders are orders." This 
happened at appx, 7,30 hrs in the evening. 

I then went and fetched i_v; Motorbike which was fitted . with 
sidecar. I noticed that I 	,lot sufficient •,?etrol and therefore 
.ordered 11E4E12 to take us with the ambulance to Gross sardum-PE2. I 
left the motorbike in front o f the airfields gate. On our journey 
there I suggested to G,,..ZICZEK not to shoot the airman. GoA/LICZLIK 
said that this is 111:LIE10 s order an:. Wu must carry it jut. I furthermore 
oug- ested that we should shoot the prisoner oil the airfield and bury 
him there and not throw hi.: , into the canal as DINGE .h: 'ordered. 
did not give 'me an answer to this, as he did not ..now himself how to carry 
out this order. 

In Gross SCHWULPEli we collected the prisoner from the burgoto3t,..r. 
policeman was present, The air was appx 20. yours old, wore blue uniforLi 

limped and had rags around his feet. ev,:zicza. took the airman's 
valuables off him and handed them the sa..c eveninL: to Feldlyebel DIMRIBMG, 
in the c ‘.1mand post, The airman was 1 eked up in the back of the oar 
and the three of us sat is front, 



I am a member of the Roman Catholic Church. 

I hrwe nothing to wad. 

(signed) Josef BUSSEM 

SWORN by thy- said Deponent Josef BUSSE.1, voluntarily at Mepo 222 PARIS 
on 6th lic,y 1947 before me, Capt. B.T.J. TURNER BRIDGE R, detailed by C. in C 
British ;Ivy of the Rhino, 

(signed) B.T.J. TURCIIi. BRIDGER, Cal 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translation fn ma 
German into English 	the D;:positi,:.n of Josef BUSSEM, 
Deposition No. 12. 

(si :ne (1) B. C4R:JiT S/Sgt.  
. 	Investigation Section, 

Jar Crimes Group (N",;E) 
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We stopped. wher,  I tr:cic, left the motor-bike and I again suc:ested 
to GL.',LICZEk to hand the airman to DINGE. 	IICZEK said; "We cannot 
do that, orders are orders". Vie then drove off with the prisoner in the 
direction of the bridge between iillIDEZKJLE and VOELKEIRODE. L.pproximately 
300 metres in front of the bridge we turned and went back in the direction 
of VOILKEIRODE. GA-,,LICZIT. then said to ,ae to .rive back to the bridge 
which I did. Shortly b.:fore reaching tie brie the prisoner indicated 
by making signs that he ha.:. to releave hi:lself. I stopped and all of 
us alighted and releaved ourselves. I stood apiroxi.:.:.tely 20 metres away 
fro;.: the bridge and the prisoner stood between us and the bridge. GiLiiLIOZEK 
stood on :-.zr right. Suddenly I heard GA.„LICZEX. shout ."halt" and shortly 
afterwards "obstruction in the broach". GA-ZICLEi.r. carried a whine carbine 
and a pistol, I had a 9 IAA pistol. 	Whilst I drew 1:zr pistol tile first shot 
fell. Then I also fired. I saw the air-Lion, who had been running towards 
the bridge and jumped _,ver the parapet. 	-ithether I have hit hit.i I do not 
know. Vie then went to the Canal but could not find the airman, and 
returned to VOMda'NRODE. 	I was not aware that we had cen:iitted a crime 
as we only carried out our C.Ots order. 

The following morning GL.,iLICZEK reported to DIME that the air.: an 
was sh,t whilst trying to escape, oven so we assumed that he was still 
alive. ;When I was asked by comrades on the airfield about this incid-nt 
I said that the airman was shot, as I did not waht Major DINGE to find 
out the truth. 

I know that approximately-2 months later an airman was pulled out of 
the Canal but did not knoW whether he was the one we were au dposed to 
shoot. The next day G43.IICZEC. went to Oberfeldwebel HOFFIIILNN who' was in 
charge of the ammunition store and asked for, replenishment of .a1-.11-.10 used 
by U.S. I had fired three shots. 
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TrL.Asol of 

EXHIBIT "A."  

Police Post 
Gr. SOILaJEL-2Ek-DIDDERSEE 
Ref. 1'o. 235/44. 

Gr. SCHWELPEA, 19th October 44 

To Police H( in GIFHORN 
Landrat in GIFHORN 
CriLdnal 	 IIAMBURG. 

Subject:- Capture of British l'arachuriot. 
Ref:- 	Report of Burgoaster STOETER in DIDDERSEE 

On 18ti October 1944 towards 8 o'cIick the English iarachutist 
Sgt. 1EBB CERYL, born 18th ilay 1924 at ST:a:FORD, South-England. was 
taken prisoner by the road- tender Herman BEi-ElliS of DIDDERSEE on the 
DIDDERSEE ROETTGESBUETTEL road. 'jEBB baled out during; the attack on 
BRUITS,iICK on 14/15th October 1911)1. 

VTEBB was 1-r,nded over to Stabsfeldwebol CALLRISCHEDK, Airfield 
VOELKE1'RODE. 

(Signed) Bez. Obw. d. Gend.D. Res. 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translation 
fro,-,1 German into EnL:lish of the 
Exhibit "A.". 

(sic nod) 3. GRANT, S/Szt. 
Field Investigation Section, 
dar Cries Group (iT,a) 
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• PARTICULARS OF :EVIDENCE IN 8UPPORT 

The eviden':e is  cr,ntfC..nerl in the statements of the "iitr,eses 
 

rr: r:"-, 	T"Z, 	 one 4w 	 ons Oi•  tile! 

ecia, $.7f-'i• 	 'frrter, of'  all of the n 7 1 1 herewth. 

•■■ 

1 
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NOTES ON THE CA8K 	 104 

(Under this heading should be included the view taken as to (a) the degree of 

responsibility of the accused in view of his official position, e.g., was offence 
committed on the offender's own initiative, or in obedience to orders, or in carrying 
out a system approved by authority or a legal provision ; (b) the probable defence ; 

(c) whether the case appears to he reasonably complete.) 

It is probable that: 	defence will rely on the fact that althou7h he 
may have ordered the other accused to collect the airman and may have passed on 
to them not only an order recently received from General 	that no more 
prisoners of war were to be taken, but el. -A3 instructions that nrisnners rnifht 
be shot if' a ,-riven order were not carried out, 'ret he did not order the :_yecific 
shootin • it this case. This will almost certaiWy be refuted by the evidence of 
the other two accused. 

The defence of 0,11,I,1,`,7,:LiK and W.S.S1.1.1 I will probably rely on the alle7ation 	t 
the victim was 	to escape bY jurrin:.nc over•the par:::•et of _the bridge and that 
they were, therefore, justified in shootilr. 	This should be easy to disprove in 
view of 	.173' ev-idel;ce as t o the pool of blood end the patholo-;ical report (not 
yet received) of the medical officer vs :o carried out the Post ;2ortem on the victim — 
a3 to the ran ,e from which the shot or shots were fired. 	It will be noted that 
there are considerable descreP!:ncies between the statements of BUS6K-.  and r-I-A-LICZ.11c. 

" ...here should be no difficulty in securin.- the convicl;ion of all three accused. 
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Registered Number. 	 Date of receipt in Secretariat. 

6044 lltf 	....4..41( _0_ JUL .1947  

UNITED NATIONS WAR CRIMES COMMISSION 
United  

Name of accused, his 
rank and unit, or 
official position. 

(.v.01 to be translated.) 

CHARGES AGAINST 	 \VAR CRIMINALS 

CASE No 	  

• re 

All thc (111:2t0d.'," 	, 	o: 

A.L'''''' 'or 414.1 	, 

Date and place of 
commission of al-
leged crime. 

Number and descrip-
tion of crime in war 
crimes list. 

_ 

References to rele-
vant provisions of 
national law. 

r 

th, 	p , ' tact 1,c.caLt,4;;"1 

i:,'reaches of Int:r-
national law 

_ Conveh tier, 	. 

SHORT STATEMENT OF FACTS. 

On 15 ;,:arch 1%5 a Lancaster boiaber of the 	Canadian Air Force en;,:a.,- ie.d 
on a bombinv :aiEsion in the vicinity of 	 crashed. at ALTZ:::A7., 
ii.,ongst the ia:labees of the crew who escaped an I 	ultimately taken prisoner were 
-:*'light Lieutenant D. SLIT'it, Sergeant J. 	and r.leri;eant 	 These 
ainuen were taken to the Police sVition • at CLAUS7iiAii-7.1LIALLICEMD and eventually 
handed over to the accused 	and 	 2itICKE and Irj1,1-rArIG escorted • 
the prisoners fro;i1 CLAU311.0_,- -.7 41..„:..1;Ti.,,;ID to 	and at tsCi1iiltU.L shot the 
three pr -is 	re on the orders of 

TR k -NS311TTED liy 
Office of the 	 DeA. 

 

*Insert serial number under which the case is registered in tne flies of the National Office of the accusing State. 

Wirrr.5) Wt.1'.:212■127 7, ni. 2'16. f', 	1. '0, 7 5(.0 
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0463 DEPOSITIC - 

0 1 

Go',;tfried Anton. 

Deposition on oath of Paul Gottfried -nton SCHULZE, male, of ELM:: near 
AORTHEL:, sworn before Lt. F.S. COLL-IT:7z, Arth Trish Horse, of Ko. 3 Team Field 
InvestiEation Section, War Crimes Group (r. '.S.) at Clo',US17-1.,;.L-ZaFELD en -
3rd iiiarch, 1947. 

I am Paul Gottfried Anton SCHULZE, born 6th January, 1891. I am by 
religion sevangelisch-luterischl. 	I am .married and have one child, 23 years 
of age. 	By profession I am a police official With tho rank of Polizei-iieister. 
I was a member of the MAP from 1st 1.4y, 1933 until the end of the ;air. 
Except for the my, rsnov, and the RLB, I bolongod to no other NS Organisation. 

On 15tfi is rch, 1945, I was in the local ARP 'Ce:,mand,  shelter in my 
capacity as chief of Schutzpolizeidienstoboilung CLABSTHAL-ZELLERFELD. . At th:t 
time I hold the ran:: of Polizei-Oberluutnant. At aoprox. 2200 hrs it was 
reported that there was a parachute over the oroo of ZELLERFELD. I vent to the 
police station and telephoned the office in the Ruth us to order the officials 
and town watchmen there to be on the loo-out for a parachute, while on patrol. 
I returned to the 'Co..,mand' place. 	I was told by somo civilians in the front 
room of the= shelter that o captured airman had alroody beon brught into the 
'Command' station. I can remoAiur having soon a onrachuto lying there. The 
prisoner was citting,oL o choir and several of.his posessions vier° lying on 
the table. Shortly afterwards the 'JILL-CLSRI was soundod. We took the 
prisoner and his eossussions to the police station whwe ho 	oc,oin searched, 
and then placed in c cull. The local 	 porty, which included their 
leader Otto 1.:Luilq, who was also Polizei-Duzornunt, 	present in the shelter 
and olso at the police station. .;,:t approx. 2330 hrs I tulephoud this incident 
to 	superior, the Stobsoffiior of the police in HILDESHEL:, and also to the 
airfield GOSL,..R, whom I also askod to collect the prioeaor. I was then told 
that the collection could not take place immediately, but on tits following day, 
as there per° still other airmen who had parachuted. down. Shortly after 2400 
hr2 I went home in company with SCH-plIDT, lcadef o the Fire-Bligade. 

During the night, at approx. 0230 hrs., o second Amon was brought into 
the police station, nnJ wos in custody when I came on duty next morning. Yis 
far as I can remember it was the airman ii RSii who woo concerned. Still a 
third airman was brought in about ton minutes boforo my oorival. I again 
contacted the airfield GOSLAR and HILDESHEIii and ru,-,ortod that I had three air-
men. Thu airfield said they would collect then. 

At about 1015 hrs. FniCKE appoorud, accompo.,iud. by a person unknown 
to mos  who was ofo,ledium height, hod dark hojx, .:ao about 40 years of' age and 
wore a blue jacket and boots. 	or as I 	17.A-.CE was PiTEIFPER's driver. 
FRICK told ,J that ho wanted to t000 - thu t.,roo prisoners, hela at the police 

station, to GOSL.,R. •I told him than thuoo oo on order stating I could only 
hand over the prisoners to the Luftwaffe, onO cald there fore not hand them 
over to hira. Then FRICKE :stated that howi.A. to spook to Herr Otto 
I can no longer romomber whothor it ,ios PRICE 	who spoke to hi.HN, or 
rather contacted him. FRICiE, said 	the telephone that he - Jas ordered to 
bring these prisoners 	GOSLAR. 	I then took Liu rocoivor and IAHE told mo 
thc.t I should hand over the airmen, ;pith. ut oIvioty, :s FRICKE would take thou 
to GOSLAuR. This tolophone.vall lastod two ,:r throu minutes and -oas on a 
friendly bosis. 	...'.oftro this toloph,nu coll FRIOITE said to mo, " ,_;rr SCHULZE, 
you can give tho- t, me, y u hn 	oo; I will dolivor the;:.,." :' icrthe;less, 
I had refused to hand over the poisoners; now, hmover, on the order of M. , 
my superior, I handed these prisoners over to Fla= against a receipt. 

• ...... ^ 
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Between 1100 and 1200 hrs. a plhne-c11 e:tm,.. from the Kreisleitung, 
probably Prl. CRONJAEGER, who inc aired if thG (7:.rm..n had been collected by 
Herr PRIC1E. Shortly alter 1500 hrs. there wLs el-.11 from the Gaststaette 
POLSTERBMG, over the FREUS,G, power ....ni water station, to the Kripo that 
there were the three bodies of,Ervl:sh airmen found in the area, as reported 
by the teacher L,.:JIGHJI.GE11. 	ixs tie area of 2OLSTERI3EiG li, A1 outside the 
district of CL.,USTH:4L-ZELLERPELD, this inforL.ation vial diverted to the 
Lcndkreis. 

During the late afternz,en, btabssinJnieur TROGISCH from the GoS1,,R 
airfield, arrived at the police station with the intention of collecting the 
three airmen reported there. I informed hiLi that they had already been 
removed to GOSL.12. 	fir :s I can remember, ho had already a captured 
airman in the car. TROGISCH 	collected the belongings of the three 
airmen. 4..t that time I had 2."1 idea that the thr.e airmen who WQrG found dew I 

were identical to those collected frc.:1 	by FRICI.:]. 	I even believe that 
there ,;;as rumour to this uffecG go-n , round at the time. 

(Signed)Paul SCHULZE. 

Sworn by the said deponent voluntarily, before hie, Lt. P.S. COLLIER, 
North Irish Horse, of Ho. 3 Team Field Iilvestigation Section, Var Crimes Group 
(r.w.E.) at CLo.UST1L,L-ZE orPELD on 3rd ,.arch, 1947. 

(Signed) P.3. COLLIER. Lt. 
Investigating Officer. 

CEATLFIED that this is a true translation fro Germcn into English of th., 
deposition of P(-..111 Gottfried SCHULZE, marked deposition 	61 

( . igned) F.J. COLLIER Lt. North 
Irish Horse. 

InvestigatinEiOfficer. 
TF.S. couima. Lt.) 
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Translation Of 	 Deposition No. 12. 

DEPO SITIO ; 

of 

Karl LANG HAGEN 

Deposition on oath of Karl LANGHAGN., male, of CLAUSTHAL, Schlagbaum 6, 
before Lt.2.b.COLLI.2, North Irish Horse, of No.3 Team, Acid Investi-
gation Section, 'far Crimes Group Offdl;), at CLit&THAL-Z,L1Leit...T.MD on • 
4 ilarch 1947. 

I am Karl LANGI-LAG3F, born on 27 November 1887, evang-luth., married 
with one child, 26 years old and am a public clemontry school teacher 
by profesAon. I did not belong to the NSDAP or any other organization. 

In Ear:.-h 1945 I wont to the Polsterberghubhaus to visit the NOTHUR:T 
family. It was late afternoon. Later a soldier and his girl-friend 
came in. Ho said that some people were lying on the sunken-lane 
loading to POLSTI2THAL, pretending to bu dead. 	went don there. 
from a distance I concluded that they were dead, because they were 
lying like pieces of wood. I 	accompanied by Grandfather ATHURA, 
the soldier and the girl. I presumed that they were airmen. All 
three wore without head-dross, had no weapons and had the inscription 
'CA1:-.1DAI on their shoulders. They w.,1%; lying face dowmards. 	One 
was bleeding at the mouth. They were lying in a triangular formation. 
I tapped their pockets to-find out if they had any documents or any 
identification marks but there was nothing. '.re searched the surround-
ing ground on both sides of th- path .:here the airmen were lying in 
order to solve the mystery. -e found nothing. Then wo all loft the 
place. The Grandfather went .Ath me back to the Zechenhaus. I told 
Frau NOTHURFT to inform the police. 

That is all I know of this case. 

.-dignod: Karl IL:LI1G-IX-1T. 

SIORN by -the said deponent Karl LANGHAGEN voluntarily at CLAUSTHAL-
ZilLLMMD on 4 ':arch 1947 B1720-.1.: Lt.4).S.COLLJER, North Irish Horse, 
detailed by C in C, British law of the Rhine. 

Signed: 	0.S.COLLIER, Lt. 

Investigating Officer. 

CaRTLHED that this is a true translation from German into English of 
the deposition of Karl LOGHAGEN, marked Deposition ;7(3.12. 

Signed: 
Sit, 

2ield Investigation Section, 
'Tar Crimes Group 	(N.W.E.), 
(C.L.--10ZEP). 
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Tl.....4.TION.  of 	 Del>usition No. 

L 	„) I T 1 0 N 
• 

of 

• ricz, 'a-2. ul Dr. In . 

Depositon on oath of Dr. rit. J,,,i1).;.; 	iaale of 
Altena.uerstr..ts„e 26, 6v.r.Dra .efore. 

AOrth 	Horse, of 140.2 	 ..ar 
C-;:oup. 	 . 	 D, on 2nd 	1947. 

I aia PrLt;-_, 	. 	.burn .4th .1■1)velabl..r, 1 _ in 
rrud anLI alA a Jath:-.1-iu. 

va:, a ine,fiber of the ii...J11.1.1), but nu Jthr i\L-Oranisat ion, -,--Lth 
the e.,..ceptiJn cfNJ— 	 ?rofe;;sion I a.-a 

oince, the beL,,innxn_ of 199, when the facory beau, until the 
oollapse, I was f.:,ctory directol.‘ oi' the fz.ctor: 
for the use of ehe.Aical products. 	Durin_. thetiiie of 1p.y acti 
vath the saL.0 ftria, I hay. nut hcct uf th:. shootinL, of any 
1110 r: r 3 

,Jhoidonuirica have b..61 hia.do by an ov„..nisation, such as the 
in 	into the .,hootin„ of forei. i AiJr ,rz, I think it Lipu,..,s- 
Lbic th..:.t I wDu,i. not have been infu-L.,,C, ;1-' it. 

The na■ae 'tiilhk;La 	is not kn 	t 

This isull I have to sa:.,  about 

(6A Dr. Frl.t: 

,,worn by the :Aid deponent, Fri t_ 	voluntarily, before hio, 
Lt. F...1.•j0La.; , 1orth Irish 	 bj th- C. in 
Ar4•ofthc :111.1.nu. 

(oLd) P.. J3LLi, Lt. 
Inv-stiw4.1LTyk_Offic-r. 

ch".,TIPIED that this L 	'uo transia.A,a fro,a G:.-..ndan into Ln ;lish 
th;, clopsit..un of Pr.tz 	 Jr. In,. iaarkcd Deposition 

iTo. 

GA 
Pield Inv:mtigation 	n. 

LAL::3 
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Otto ,121.eel..:  Gustay. 

Deposition on oath of Otto 	Gustav 	 of CL,..0!-.T.73t,L- 
Z MI; a.1ELD, 7.;,-)rn; dt s tr: se 	before Lt 	.COLLI3R., North Irish 
Horse, of Weld Tuvestigatioi: 	- Tar urimoe Group 	at 
No. 5 C.I.C. 	 P. ,c.i.er-born, on 10 .t.pril 1947. 

I have been -.1. .rned that I ; , :njt 031,1!".,1/4-:11 ■Ld. tC: 1,iake 	statement, if I 
do not wish to do so. 	I 	 t 	any statement 
which I ma:-  m-ke, 	be used 7_1s ,;17LIA,ACO 	.:r.ny tiro. 	I make this 
statement voluntarily and not under 7.rc com:ulcion or hope of reward. 

I am Otto -,.11111/4.:1r1 Gustav ii,,1311, born 10 Sept. 1696 at 7,-.1- L7n;L,L1). 
widowe and h.,ave 5 children. 	I wc.s Protestant but am now 

II c.fettglaeubign . 	I aza officially first Beigeordneter of the mountain 
town of OLIUSr.1-1,...2L-i4Z.LI472.1&712). 	I was an Ortw2;ruppenleiter  in the 
Nbrii. P. 	T 	also a member 	the D11.01. 	I belonged to no other 
.S-Organis'_tions. 

One evening in :Nib. 1945, I cannot state the exact date, the air raid 
alarm \ia sounded on receipt of a report from the air raid -,-ierning 
station Brunswick. On this evening the local air raid authorities 
were in the air raid cellar in the Etaedtischen Braucrei ZELL7,1217:117), 
at 2:In Brauhausberg, CIALLUSTHLL-2,..iLL3Rwil-a, as was their usual 
procedareethu-.Lm air raid alf..r:.1.5. 

.;,s local 	chief I was a ,:ie,,,ber of the .,RP authority. 	This 
position ilLIS part of my obligations as first 3eigeordnetur of the 
mountain tol:n CLILUSTHiLL-ZELMIZTLID. CL.,USTH;JJ-2,7,LLER-1:1.0 itself. was 
not at ack-d by the c.irmen yet they nab cd 	 about 2200 hrs. 
the observation station on the Boelndeser Hoehe near CL.,,USTILJ,- 
ZELL Zi.:1'...;LD reported by telephone tliat two %Med aircra...t had 
probably 0(314:: down 	dist-Ace 	and that 	parachutists had 
emu down. Lccording to cur. ent reports there were three Lis: ;en. 
I e-Lk-d the official who was taking the call to keep the :ARP ofAcials 

readiness, 	short tLJe later, it '.S:13 r o)orted to the local .:.10 
people by a civilian, I no lonnc know his 	th-t L..11 	hi•.d 
landed in the vicinity. 	I left the -.ir r,:.1u cellar with several 
police ofAcials and found a parachute 	at the North-:,%st side of 
the brauereikeller. The airman had disappeared. I leJt the para-
chute in safe t;.• in the ..2P shelter and than mr.de my way with a police 
official to search -or the missin„, 	 The search onli extended 
to the ir.- diate surroundi&s. 	.:ifter an uLeeccess..:u1 se:rcn which 

discontio.uod, I returned to the ,.RP shelter. 	The . 	told by 
the 	Obcrleutnant SCHULZE, that an airman was c -:9tured in the 

•meantime, by trio civilian populati.)n, 'T-L.nd had been h.....ded over to the • 
.1 police, SCHULZE is ay possibly be able 	 .1...:•.ee of th, police 

as he sent thou. 	I then :_ound the 	uninjured in the 
-RP shelter. 

arprox. 2300hrs, r.,2ter the air raid 	had ended, the airman 
wads, 	.,:.•resence, taken by sov0r.11 nolice to the police 
which 1::s only r. 	metres from the .,RP 	 had 
there to r.,:ait his delivery to the airfield 	 ,;.fter IIv.d. 
teleithoned 	1..; flat, which was in the police headquarters, to 
ineiro if any further nevis was l• orthco;..in:-; concerning the ether air-

to which query I received a ne:itive reply, I went to bed, 
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forest -workers had round tare,. dead 	.en in the vicinity 
SCHUI2,:.] also tc)1.1 ::o th-.t the St:tlic.the .:orstver, raltunc, in CL..11;2:L.L- 
ZELL]R I..ID would lx.; res;702.isible i'er the l',1rther 	 the 

t placu 	 outside the dist..eict 	the 

I Laetl 	 for Clu 	 011 the occasion a,: the 
attach :eat of 	:bp toK.L.elo 	which took pl.:_ce 111 Sept. 190+. 
I have not 	 2..elationsaipith those nersork,. 
certainly .110 het 	ILTE 

The 	 ,i,urinL.  the aLte,noen, 	liarcul 	lirou.ht to iae by one of 
the 	 yaef.- enzers., 	,..henI Ten,.. it I found it contained 
my service ristol, which I oLtaine 	the 'that 	Kreisleitung 

On yiestionia: 	 hr.:. since died, i. she had 
lent :14y pistol to . .nyol:ic; she I.-plied that she had lent it to a Herr 
1 ),ICICI; that Lorain,: on his rs--:uc...;tin: it. 	He asked her for it, givilv: 
the reason that he *,:.nted it for 	 of Prisoners, because 
his own pistol -.r.‘.s not in iorkin order. he had_ to have one lor his 
own personal safety. I 	ro:„:ber, that on reproachin 
the ti:sie for ivin r..nyonc . sevice pistol, she replied taat L3:710 
ViiShed to telephoneu t ask 2cr 	per:Assi n. 	iUCK ho-,ever, si 
that a call to ric would be -, --tinecessary as I had already iven y coment 
and ho was in a hurry. 	This state:.#unt by -1!-TRICKIil is untrue. 	I have 
neither 	.YRICK3 nor anyone else this perlUsLion. Thu telenhone• 
conversation with PRIMO. on the day concerned wz:3 carried out in the 
pmsence -'_,ClitTLZE., 	In Lv; opinion ho will witness that the loan o'L 
service pistol -;:as never discussed. 	..s Z.-a' az I knoa it 	Belgian 
or Czechoslovakian pistol. 

I have not had t:Lny 2urtlier coiiversation ..dth 	 service 
pistol was in the -writing desi:, to which I.11 Vlif a had access 	any 
time. I have :iven this pistol up to the Polizeivervaltun, into 
the hands of 	 .SCii`d1_,ZE, on tie day the 	rian 

troops r.larched 

That is all I kno.; about this ;.atter. 

Ci.,1741e.„, Otto 
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Translation of 	 Deposition No. 4. 

of 
1-)15;:iutiMIDO:),F„A.u.-.- ust Rail Friedrich, Dr. 	Prof 

Deposition on oath of 	 August Eall, Friedrich, male, of 
Bornhardtstra.sse 5, sworn bej'ore Lt. F.S. COLLE-LZ, 

North Irish Hors.., of Ho. 2 TIle•i, Fic:Ld investigation Section, l/ar Crimes 
Group (141411) at C.:.e,A7 k.)Tif_.,..L-ZY,L,/,. ,:172,LD, on 2nd ;.iay, 1914.7. 

I at Friedrich 3U.30:11.1111)0,:..', born 13th 	, 146, in I-L,LLE/Saale, 
married, 2 children, ProteetL.at-Lutherian. 

I was a member of the NSDLL), the 	the 	the ii3BdT, the NS 
Altherrenbundes (old men's association) s.ad the 	Doz. Bd. 

I au at the mooent a free-lance engineer, ex-high-school prof -eszor on 
the Bergakademie (coal mining college), CLAU0TEAL. 

In the middle of idareh, 1)45, at 02e,: hrs. e.t night, Kreisstabsfuehrer 
..)JhULZ phoned me 	WILDIILLNII by order of the Kruisleiter 1'141E1PP:11Z, 
asking, me if I was aware that an ;,11ied ainnan had been imprisoned in the 
CLAUSTHALE: prison, (Polizeiarrent). 	The Voll:ssturm (home guard) should 
see to it,. that this man was taken out from the police custody and disposed. 
of; he spoke of the boiling soul of the nation. 	I mention once again 
that I remanber quite well that Kreisstabsfuehror :SCHULZ ztressed, that he 
was phoning by order of the • icre 	ter. 	I did not carry out this order 
although I was a Volt:sr:Au/1n Btls-Fuehrer (home guard Latts-Commander). 
Instead I went to see the police, Lt. SCHULZ,E, next. morning and explained 
to him that he should see to it that the prisoners - 2 others had been 
added meanwhile - should be taken to Goslar Aerodreme. According to my 
opinion I could not, as a Flakofficer 119.V; acted °then-rise. 

The same night I also spoke to the fonner 2nd iayor, Otto 	and . 
gave him the same advice to see tJ the transfer of the imprisoned ainnan to 
Goslar „urod.rome. 	According to Ibi.,tri's character I u:Tect that LUNN agreed 
with my advice. 	really always did his job in a - human, quiet and 
direct manner. 

Some time later during a conversation at the former Krcisleitung in 
CL,,USTH,L-751,LERFELD Kreiuleitcr iTEIPPEI-Z criticised my behaviour by saying 
that in future his orders would be c7..rriod out. 

In DIXILU I lle%I'd for the first time more exact details of the fate of 
the pilots. 	There I met the former driver for the Kreisleitung 
Otto FRICI, who told me convere-.tionally. that, accompanied by a 
he went to CL:,USTILL by order of the ;:reisleiter PFEIPPL.; and fetched the 
imprisoned pilots from there so as to sheet them in the vicinity of 
POLSMIL.L• 

Ho stressed that he had already 1.-ade this statoitent iii GOSL.,.R. 

This is all I have to sv in this matter. 

(Sgd) Dr. inc. Friedrich BUSOMIDORF 

SWORN by the said Deponent Friedrich BUSCH:EN-DORF voluntarily before me, 
Lt. F.S. COLLIE.:, North Irish Horse, detailed by the C. in C. British 2,1..nw 
of the Rhine. 

O 

F.S. COLLIER, Lt., 
Investigating Officer. 

f" 	 CERTIFIED th:1 thin 13 -% trw. translation Crom- Ger.16.n Into English of 
the Deposition of Dr. ing. Friedrich BUSCHENDWLF, marked Deposition No. 4. 

(sgA) 
Field Invustige.tion Section, 

or (4,..D. SCHWAR2Le'D • 
Crimes Group 

f  



Deposition No. 2. 

Translation of 
	

01.0 
DEPOSITION 

of 

August  TRENKNER. 

Deposition on oath of August TREEKNER, male, of Rollplatz 4, CLAUTHAL, 
before Lt. F.S. COLLIER, North Irish Horse, No 3 Team, Field Investigation 
Section, "Tar Crimes Group (7- T1), at CLAUSTHAL-ZELLERFELD, on 4 Earch 1947. 

I am August TICITICI, born at :,LTENAU on the 22.6.1889. 	I am married, 
have 4 children, I am of the Evangel",-Lthorical Faith, tailor by trade. 
I was a member of the NSI)iP from 1937, fren the SA since 1.11.1933 and 
hold the rank of Truripfuehrer therein, 	I did not belong to any other 
NS-organisation. 

I remember one day in :Liarch 1945 when the driver of the Kraislcitor, 
Otto FRICKE, together with another party-member, appeared in the guard's 
office of the police station CLAUSTHAL. Ho wanted to collect the 3 
Canadian airmen. Oberlcutnant SCHULZE at first refused to give tho three 
prisoners to the two. He said that he had phoned up the administration 
of the air-field and that he was waiting for them to collect the airmen. 
L.fter telephone conversation between Herr SCHULZE and Herr 114IN, and on 
orders of 11AHN the three prisoners were handed over by Herr SCHULZE to 
FRICKE, Who signed for it. 

On the afternoon of the same day an officer of the air-field administration 
G-0314,,R arrived to collect the prisoners. 	Oborleutnant SCHUL informed 
them that they should be already in GOSLL2 by new as they had been collected 
in the morning by tv.la pasty-members. 

That is all I know about this matter. 

(Signed) August TRENKER 

S7ORN by the said deponent August Ta=NIT.t, voluntarily at e'L.,U3TILL 
ZELLERFELD on 	1947, before me, F.S. COLLIER, North Irish Horse, 
detailed by C. in C. British Lnny of the Rhine, 

(S gned) F.S. coLunR, Lt 
InvesUg-ting Officer. 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translation from German into English of the 
deposition of August TRENKNER, marked Deposition No. 2. 

(Signed) F.S. CCLLIER, Lt 
Interpreter, Field Investigation 
Section, 
War Crimes Group (NWE) 
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Ori 	• 
'2iSTION of 

• 
Jf 

U'1.13 

1/...;asition Nc.). 

Depositipn. on w.'.th of „ugurt 	 ix.le of .-...,nbook 31, Kr. 
4,..E.A.LLIL7i110, before Lt. F.3. Cal:1-1.11 fforth Irih 	eZ jo. 3 	Field 
Investigation Secti-.)n, War Crimes Group (1r.:.), •Cl....,7z.„1, on 4th M:-.rch, 

I am Aeugust NOTIOUR1021$  born ot-i 1:.;th • Pc;bru, 	1,, , itiLUNTI1E500K, 
Kreis ZilLifiiiFILD, married (widower) , Luthe ri 	- 

My .ion arE I were never melLer,, 3f 	 or other NS organisations, 
with the excel:tion of the „rbeitefront. 

I ramcnber one day LI I:: 	 -.:orLI.h in the forest, 
about LAO hrs. I uae 	ho -e to t,.e 	 ,bove the field 

at the Dammgraben, I :net a soldier :.;_th hi- 	.%cel the teacher• 
The soldier was on leave and 11/1 11:) 	.1 u. 	learned from them, 
that there were three aim= i ,, (1,_1 - 	It. ...L. ;,01stertal above the pond. 
'We went to the marked spot. 	There I sa 	 in a sort of 
triangle. 	Two were 'yin vit'n their face • 	, round and the other was 
lying on his back. „11 the three \:-ee ver: 	; j reckoned 19 - 20 
years old. 	I think, that the; we:..e shot a ;_;. 	 before; the blood 
was still wet and they were still net stiff. 	 airmen ;ho were 
lying in one line had both had a shot in their nec. , and the one in front 
had a shot through the face. 	The ;acheLjT. 	rched the pockets 
for any documents or identifictionL., but ho ha. 	found anything - not 
even a cigarette. I remedecr that eau of the 	!lad on a place of his 
jacketsewn on the noxic ":rL," or "1,Y". 	 and right on the 

	

to solve that riddle, but have not found 	 The soldier and his 
girl soon .wont away again. 	Shotl:/ -fter 	,,lee went back home. 
My daughter-in-law had then ,aade report U:.) the f..thorities over this 
incident. 

On the next morning a;.ent WOO . 09t:!e.  hr 
arrived with a horse and cart t my house. 
showed them the spot. My belief is, t11<. 
I only showed the place and then went hoe. 
that also a foreign coackan -ac.s present. 

. IJIC -'171 	and BROOKi 
them ana 

hobor.k.  else present. 
„fter reflection, I remember, 

3,`:;e4 	 DI.FATIT 

LiWOIZT by the said Deponent ugust 	 voluntarily, before me, 
Lt. F.. C0LIJfl liorth Irish Horse, det..1id by the C. in C. British ;ally 
Of .LC hirie. 

(J,) F.J. coLL,:m, 
Of. -.0 era 

CTI'i,'IrrO that this is 'a true tr;Lnslt...-ision ro,L Oerm.:..n into English of 
the Depe:3 t ten of ugust NOTI DUZIPT • Pup.}eit 	;,fe 13. 

(EizA 
H.Q., 

 
CL. 

British ,rIny of the Rhine, 	 Interpreter. 
. 	lJth March, 19q. 	 -Field itlite:.; 	..i;1011 

.Crt-:,os-__C:xoup (WE). 
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Translation of 	 Dueosition Ko. 14. 

Friedrich  

DepositiDn on oath of Friedrich Julius MOCKS, male, Bauhofstrasse 9, 
CLAUSTHAL-L....LLER.FEL.D, born on 20th Hove.mber, 1699, at it'I.111.Ttf.,-.USEi.., Kr. 
GOTTLIEGEN, forester, avnL., SWORN be pre Lt. F.S. COLLP,R, Ilort'n Irish Horse, 
of iio. 3 Team, Field. InvestiQation Section, ',Icy Crimes Gr.)1.1--p (ii.11.'2,.) at 
GOSLAR on 2Lth February, 1947. 

I came home between 8 and S. j0. 	I believe it -,-taz the 16th or 17th ; -,arch. 
crifo was at the telephone. 	I took over the receiver and spoke to Ober- 

wachtmeistor GLAS of 4-:I.L2Eri. T.Ii;. 	Gl-as told. ific the three Canadian airmen had 
boon found in a wood in cv district, DAtilLiaii..J.E.E. 	I should come and remove 
them. I told him I could not go 	becLuse it s too dark and I had no 
transport. Next morning I got twe 	LICHTEHBERG and a Lithuanian. 
These two went by horse and cr_xt and I by mot, :r-cycle to PCLSTERBEG. From 
there on I wdkc..1 -fith ErfilDORF who Iprouallt us to the place ytherc: the three dead 
Canadian ainaen were lying. T".10 7:ere lying on their faces; they had gunshot- 
wounds in their nec:-.s. The other one was lying on his back and had a gunshot-

wound under each eye. Oberwachtmeister GLI.;', searched them for documents. 
He found nothing except en armband. •..rith 	"BOB 	 The four of us 
put the bodies on the open truck. 	 41d. the Lithuanian then drove 
the cart to the cemetery chapel in CL:i.USTHAL and I toeether with ffOTDORF went 
back to POLSTMRERG in order to get back is laotor-cycle. I telephoned the 
Landrat and askew what should be done th 	 -:err SCHRADER told me 
that the bodies should be buried in the 	 coffins. Pastor 
MUM told me to see the cemetery gardener. 	:he ,o-li.•,rolloffizier ordered 
that the unif-_,rms be removed from the bodies, to be use.i. Or prisoners. 	I 
then went home. • 

ne-1.: Friedrich DROCK.S. 

SREIN by the said deponent Friedrich Julius AZOC.S voluntarily at COSLIR, 
on the 24th February, 1947, BEFORE -.11.2, Lt. F.S. COLfZER, ..:orth Irish Horse, 

detailed by C-in-C, British Army of the 'Thine. 

SiL,nud: F.S. COL1,1-51 Lt. 

InvestiLating Officer. 

CE-aIFIED that this is a true translation from German into English of the 
'deposition of Friedrich Julius ::JOCKS, mar:.ed 	 No. 14. 

oignud: 	 Sjt. 
rield Taves',,i,ation Section, 

grOUp, 
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PeTHOLOGICLT.If:-.COAT. 

Case Name: 	CL....UST....L 'L.;LL2RFELD 

Field reference: X.G/C/256AIS 

Legal reference: 	 2156/Legal  

Special -r:cdical Section: ...1::1161-63 

The three bodies were exhumed by 50 G.C.U. from Ii...NNOVER-Llii:ER cemetery • 
on iday 1st 191+7. They had previously been exhumed from Neufriodhof, 

771,171RFELD, in November/December 1946. 	_11 three bodies were in' a. 
very bad state and were wrapped up in blankets. Owing to the state of 
decomposition of bodies and the rough treatment they had received at some 
period, before I saw them, not only were the remains in many pieces but the 
bodies were muddled up as regards limbs and several portions of bodies were 
missing. No identification marks were found, the identification being 
presumed as corre:t from the Graves Registration records. Thu bodies wore 
all originally buried with pines which hastens decomposition. 

BODY No.1. 3020301 Sit. R. Eorris - 	The only injuries present were 
fractures of the skull. Thu skull had been trodden on and fractured on its 
right side at the last exhumation. Portions of bone were missing from base 
of the skull and the region of the right eye. From the remains of the skull 
it is apparent that a missile of small calibre entered the base of the skull 
to the right of the midline and passed through the skull in a forward and 
upward direction leaving the skull in the region of the right eye. Owing 
to the amount of bone fractured by this 	the skull broke very easily 
when apparently trodden on during the reexhunatirm It is impossible in 
this case to see of what calibre the missile was. 

BODY No. 2. 	J. 35778 F/Lt D. Si:iITH - 	The injuries in case of this 
'616ay were cenfined to the skull. Three distinct exit holes were found, 
also two entrance holes. 	It is possible that Ale of these entrance holes 
night be a further exit hole. 	large area of bone from the back of the 
skull was missing and it is through this area that certain missiles must 
have entered. 

Entrance hole no. 1. 

In the base of the skull 1 inch behind the right mastoid process and 1 inch 
to the left. This is a neat circular hole mesuring about 7.7 mm. The 
exit hole of this missile was situated on the left yf the skull 52 inches 
behind the outer border of the left eye. 

-itrancc hole no. 2. 

This hole, which is situated 22 inches above and finch behind the loft mastoid 
process, .-although resembling an entrance wound more than an exit, is in my 
opinion nevertheless. another exit hole, 2  inch below this hole is an exit 
hole no. 	The third exit hole lies 25 inches above the - Addle of the left 
eye, 	sonsiderable portion of bone from the left cf the skull is missing. 

In my opinion this man 	shot from behind 	cl.)ou range with a 7.65 mm 
calibre weapon. ;,t least three shots and probably four passed through the 
skull fr'u right to left and in an upward direction. Owing to the large 
areas of skull missing it is impossible to state the exact number of mis3ilos. 



BODY No. 3. 	266317 Sit. G. ii..R6H - R0-F. 	- rect_ngul 	:Irea e curing 
2i inches x 4. inches vas :.issing fru; the back of his skull. 	Thu left side 
of the skull had been fractured during reayihu;:tion. - Yell arkod entrance 
hole measuring just over 7 mm. Thu 	causing this hAe passed through 
the thick bone in the base of the skull and ;:.ust still have been present when 
the body was first exhumed, no trace :r as found 	thu reexhurlation and the 
portions of bone fractured by this missile during its passage are also missin,L. 
Owing to the large area of bone missing frpm the back of the skull it is 
impossible to ascertain whether further shots were fired. 

In my opinion the three victils were all killed with small calibre 
weapons. In cases whore the entrance holes could be measured the calibre was 
7.65 rim. Owing to the angle of the shots and the fact that the 7.65 mm in 
several cases passed right through the skull, the range must ilve been point-
blank. 

Axiom (Signed) • 

K. liZT, 

PaHOLOGIST. 

CRL wS INVESTIG..,TION UNIT. 

047.4 



Translation of 	 .i..)cos:Ition Ho. 

DEFOSITIOH 

of 
	 0476 

Otto FRICKE 

Deposition on oath of Otto FRICK], male, of GosLiK, Ilauerstr. 60/1 at 
present in CIC ACZ, sworn before Lt. F.S. COeLTKR, i:orth Irish Horse, of Ho. 
3 Team, Field Investigation Section, War Crimes Group. (n.w.E.), in DACH,X on 
the 25th itrch, 1947. 

I declare that the deposition I am making today, I am making voluntarile,-  
and have not been forced to do so. 

I am Otto FRICIL, born on the 8th January, 1901, in BUEITIMMTE, I an marriee 
and I am a protestant. 	Occueation: driver. 	I was u member of the NSD.,P, 
and the NSKY, but did not belong to any other party organisation. 

In March, 1945, it was reported to me that an enemu bomber had landed in 
the vicinity of WILDEmr.i llYIluie GRUND. 	I rung up PFEIFFER who was cut at the 
time, but he phoned me up later and told me to come and collect him immediately 
with the car. EFEIFFER, SCHULZ and I then went to11.1-4,.11H to talk to 
Bucrgermeistcr LESCHEIN. PFEIFFER and SCHULZ got out to speak to the Buele;er-
moister whilst I stayed in the car, They returned after approx. half ae heur 
and I heard PFEIFFER say to SCHULZ that an airman had been taken prisoner in 

KLAUSTHAL. :eVEIFFER then said to SCHULZ, using approx. these words: "They 
should have at once beaten him to death", or something simi?ar. - Then we 
returned to GOSLAR. The next morning PFEIFFER told me to inform HARTTIG:"Take 
HARTVIG along and shoot the airmen." We were told this in the presence of Frl. 
LOTZE. FloEIFFER also told me not to Caia back without having shot the airmen 
and to make it look. as if they were shot whilst trying to escape. Hartwig 
and I then tried out his Belgian pistol and noticed that it did not work. Thon 
we eent to the police station in hi,AUSTHAL where wu collected the airmen. At 
the police station Oberlt. XHULZ refused to hand over the airmen, whereupon 
SCHULZ and 	had a conversation over the phone and e:.41-III gave the order that 
the airmen wore to be handed over. This happened at approx. 0900 hrs. Then 
I went to 	flat, to boerow his pistol. He M3 ,.,ot there as he was at 
the Buergermeisteramt. His rung him uo to ask him whether we could borrow his 
pistol, which he allowed. 

	

Ifter that we drove with the eermen to 1P-OLSTERT1 	and wont past the small 
restaurant and stopped. The eirmen got out ana e showed them the wny. 
When the airmen were allprox. 7 - 8 mtrs away from us we fired at them, aiming 
at their heads. Then the airmen roped down dead. Then we returned to 
GOSLAR and I ,,honed up Ortsgrupponleiter HAiviBOLD in zUJTE-031U on the following 
evening and told him that three airmen were lying in pas:la-all...a, and they were 
to be buried. 

,Ifter approx. a week I heard that PFEIFFER reproached BUSCH:11001:F severely 
becauee they did not shoot the airmen immediately. Thu pistol I used was a 
7.61 causer or Walther and leAHlits pistol, yhich was used by 11,Z6."JIG, was a 
9mm Czech pistol. 

 

This is everything I know about those happenings. 
(Sgd.) Otto FRICE. 

Sworn by the eeid deponent Otto MtICKE, voluntarily, before me, Lt. F.S. 
COLLIER, forth Irish Horse, detailed by he 	lifitish 	of the Rhine. 

(3gd.) F.S. COLLIER. Lt. north 
Irish Horse. 

CERTIFIED that the above is e true translatior froa German into English of 
the deposition of Otto FRICKE. ,aarkod Deposition DO. f. 

	

(Sgd.) 	 S/Sgt. 
Field Investigation Section, 
-ar Crimes Grouo. (N.W.E.). 
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T NSI~,TIU i of 	 Deposition NO. 6  
DEPOSITION 

of 
Otto FRICKE 

Depooition on oath of Otto Fricke, male of GOSL., hauerstr. 60/1, at 
present at No. 2 W(C.H.Ut: FISCITLECK, before Lieut. F.S. COLLIM, North 
Irish Horse, No. 2 Team, Field Investigation Section, War Crimes Group 
(N' iE) at PIsCiE3ECK on 16th Hay, 1947. 

I make this statement of my owa free will, without any pressure, 
reward or promise of reward. I have been told that I am not 'compelled to 
make this statement unless I so desire, and that this deposition may bo 
used as evidence in a court of law at any ti.e. 

I WA Otto FRICKE, born 8th January: 1901 at BUNDHEE.4 married, Evang. - 
Luth. , driver by trade. I was a membor of the NMI:, N3V, and NSKK. I 
did not belong to any other NS organisation, 

In March, 1945, when I was at cao GCSL.,R Kreisleitung, Krcislcitcr 
PFEIFFER 'phoned mo up and told me to caao with his car to his home at: 

Heiligen Graben. We both then drove off to Sturubannfuhrcr SCHULTZ at 
GOSLAR, picked him up and drove on to WILDULAI. On the way there I heard 
PFEIPAIR and SCHULTZ talking to each other about the crashing of a bomber 
in the vicinity of 	 When the throe of us arrived at WILDM,NN 
we went to the local Burgermeister LESCT[IN, who reported tLe. crashed air-
craft in the vicinity of B.OGRUND. Thereupon we made for the scone of the 
crash. 	The aircraft lay in the wood, wrecked and burning. Vic returned 
to WILEELIZN, and PFEIFFER together with SCHULTZ wont to Burgenaeister 
LESCHIN. 	I remained in the car outside. ;,fter about half or three- 
quarters' of an hJur they came out and we continued on our journey to 
GOSL-R. On the way to GOSL.,11, PFEIPE 2 and SCHULTZ were talking about an 
airman who had come down at CIL,USTI-LI.,. PFEIFFER was very excited saying: 
"They should have killed this one at once." We returned to GOFIT,,:it at 
about 2 o'clock in the morning. 

Next morning it was reported from CL:.US'DLJ, that three airmen wore 
kept in the Police Station there. The folloving morning when PFEIFFER 
arrived in his office ho called me into his room. The Kreisloiter's 
secretary Frl. Idarie LOTZE was there together with Kruisleitor PFEIFFER. 
PFEIFFER gave me the order to drive with H..,RTWIG to CL..,USTILJ., and shoot 
the airmen there. His remark was something like this: 	"Do not come 
back without having carried out this order. Do not lot yourself be 
influenced in any way by the Police. You are ordered to collect the air-
men." I would like to add that PFEIFFER reiterated this order very often 
at conferences of Ortsgruppetileiters saying that airmen should be shot 
from behind in order to give the ivression as if they had been shot whilst 
escaping. 

Thereupon I wont to ILIMIG's office in the same building and told 
him that PFTTPFER ordered us to go to Cli,,USTILL collect the three airmen 
from the Police Station and shoot than. IL.RTWIC- did not object and we 
drove off to CLA-,USTH,L at once. On the way there we tried out our 
pistols. . L .11TUI Cr" pistol (P.N. Belgian) did not work. We that drove 
up to the Police Station at CL„USTILL. Oburleutnannt SCHULZE refused 
handling over the airmen. 	I told him I ha:: strict orders to. take the 
airmen to the airfield; Krcisieiter PFEUIPM himself had given me this 
order. SCHULZE still refused to hand over thu airmen and telephoned 
Burg6rmoister !CRT. LLJE,T ordered that the airmen be handed over to us.  
This order was complied. with and I signed for the prisoners. 

I knew that 	had a service pistol at his home in the police 
building. 	J.,t 7A.iLilla home I found his wife. 	Frau ILI-DI 'phoned up her 
husband asking him whether she could give the pistol. This Was done. 
It was approxim:atoly 9.30 in the 
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fLarldiG and I then drove off with the prisoners to the POLSTERML• 
Hp_RTSIIG and I ordered the prisoners to got out of the car and walk in 
front of us. Ha.ZTaIG walked bosido me. When we had walked some 400 -
500 metres, on a given siLnal, HARTUIG and I fircd simultaneously at the 
two extreme prisoners. The ,Aiddlc one foil dead one or two seconds later 
having been hit by bullets fired from both pistols. My pistol was a 7.65 
mm Mausur. MI.BN's pistol used by R..-ZTVIG was a 9 ram, Czech. 

:.11 three airmen were shot through thcir heads and wore instantly dead. 

HhRTJIG and I returned. to GOL;14.:1 and ruportcd to PFEIkhuZ that we hrLd 
carried out his order. I asked PFEIFFER whether I should telephone 
CLarSTHL about the burial •)f the aimcn. PFEIFFER objected and made the 
remark: "They may as ell rot there." He forbid 1.10 to talk to anybody 
about it. However, I telephoned secretly Orts,sruppenloiter HELIMOLDT and 
told him that three ;drawl wore lyin3 in the vicinity of POL3T-IIMJIL. 

1444BN's pistol was sent back a few days later by an emaployeo of the 
i,rbeits Prong. 

That is all I can say Leour it. 

I have read the above and found it to be correct. 

(SO.) Otto FRICKE 

SWORN by the said Deponent Otto FRICKE voluntarily BEFORE ME, Lieut. 
M. COLLIER, North Irish Horse, detailed by the C. in C. British 411PY of 
the Rhino, on 16th May, 1947. 

(Ssd) F.S. COLLIER, Lt„ 
Field Investigation Section, 
War Crimes Group (NVE), 
Investigating - Officer. 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translation from German into English 
of the Deposition of Otto FRICKE, mLated Doposition Deposition No. 8. 

(3L6.) G.11. 'ZOZECT, ast. 
Field Invusti.,:tion aection, 
War Crimes Gr:uv (TAO , 
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TR,',,NSLutTION OF DEPOSITION NO. 9. 

DEPOSITION 

of 

FRICKE, Otto.  

Deposition on oath of FRICKE, Otto, male, of GOSL,,R, Mauerstrasse 60, at present 
at No. 2. %C.H.C., FISCHBECK, sworn before Lt. F.S. COLLIER, North Irish Horse, 
of No. 2. Team, Field Investigation Section, 'Jar Crimes Group (N.W.E.), at 
2.7.C.H.C. FISCHBECK on 2 June 1947. 

Otto FRICKE, have been warned that I do not have to make ^• statement, but 
that every statement which I make will be taken down and may be used as evidence 
at any time. 	I am making this statement of 111;7-  urn free will, without force or 
pers-Jasion nor because of any promises or reward. 

I am Otto FRICKE, born in HUENDHEIM on 8 January 1901, I am married, protestant, 
a driver by profession. I was a member of the NSDAP (Nazi Par y), the NSV 
(Nazi Welfare Organisation) and the NSKK (Nazi Motorized Corps) but of no other 
Nazi organisations. 

In March 1945 I received a report that an enemy bomber had crashed in the 
vicinity of IVILDEPANN,/ BAD GRUND, I phoned PRLIFFER who was not in at the moment 
but he rang me up later and ordered me to bring the oar immediately to collect 

PFEIPFLR and SCHULTZ got out to talk to the Mayor, I stayed in the car. 
Then FFEIR, SCHULTZ and I went to the scene of the crash, together with a 
fourth man whom I did not know. We then drove back the Mayor. PFEIFFER and 
SCHULTZ again went to see the Mayor and I stayed in the car. ,;Xtor about half 
an hour they came out and I heard PFEIFFER telling SCHULZ that an airman had 
been captured in CLAUSTILL. PFZIFFER said to SCHULTZ: "They should havo killed 
him at once", or something similar. Then we drove back to GOSLR. 

Tho next morning PFEIFFER ordered me to inform H:.RTIIO: "Take 1L,RTWIG along and 
shoot the airmen". Ho exphasized that I should not return without having 
carried out the order. Ho told me all this in the presence of Fraouluin LOTZE. 
Ho also ordered mote shoot theli in such a way as if they had been shot While 
escaping. 

HLRTUIG and I drove to CL:bUSTILL, on the way IL".RTJIG and I tested our pistols. 
We noticed that HARTWIG's Belgian pistol did not work. Then HLRTJIG and I 
drove to the police station in CL:,UST1L.L and collected the three airmen. 	In 
the police station, Oberleutnant SCHULZE refused to hand over the airmen to us, 
than SCHULZE telephoned with -IZHN who ordered him to hand over tho airmen. 
This happened at about 0900 hours. I then went to M-BN's flat in order to 
borecv his pistol. He himself was not in, he was in the Mayor's offices, His 
wife rang him up and asked him if sho ni„;ht lend us his pistol. 

H;,RT4IG and I then drove with the three airmen to the POLSTERT-L, past the 
Zechonhaus. Then we stopped. H;JUIG and I ordered the airmen to get out. 
We showed them where they should go. When the airmen were about 5 metres 
away from us 	-1IG and I shot at them, aiming at their heads. 

The airmen dropped down dead. 

,When we fired the three airmen were walking side by side, almost shoulder to 
shoulder. 1LRTWIG was walking on my right. I fired on the one on the loft, 
I hit him on the back of his head. 	the same tine, 1URTWIG fired on the one 
on the right, I think he too hit him on tho back of his head. Then •de both 
fired on the one in the middle. I think he, too was hit on the back of his 
head, but he may have turned round so th7A he ;;pt the bullet on his cheek. 

/1 can no 
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I can no longer remember what the airmen looked like, but I think the one in 

	

the middle was taller than the other two. 	Up to that time I had fired two shots 
and I think HART WIG too. 

The airmen were lying on the ground. HART WIG and I ,rent up to them and again 
fired at them in order to make sure that they were dead. We both fired several 
shots on all three. When we left, the three corpses were lying side by side 
stretched on the ground, the one in the middle was pushed forward slightly. 

my pistol was a 7.65 MAUSER, it had 8 or. 9 rounds in the magazine. HARLIWG's 
pistol, whif:h he~ had borrowed from :ILAHN was a 91111m Czech pistol, the magazine was 
full and ticid.8.or 9 shots as well. 

'70 then drove back to GOSLAR and the next evening I rang up the Ortsgruppenleiter 
ithila3OLD in AITENAU and told him that there were three dead airmen lying in the 
FOLSTERTfIAL and that they had to be buried. PFEIFFER had expressly forbidden 
me to do this. 

I have heard later that one of HARTWIG's colleagues had returned the pistol to 
jAAHN. 

I have nothing that I wish to add to this statement. 

I have read through this statement .md confirm that it is correct 

(Sgd.) Otto FitICKE. 

SWORN by the said Deponent, voluntarily before me, Lt. F.S. COLLIER, north Irish 
Horse, detailed by C.-in-C., British i'irmy of the Rhine at Ho. 2 '1CHC, FISCHBEC, 
on 2nd June, 1947. 

(Sgd.) F.S. COLLIER, Lt. 
North Irish Horse, 
Investigating Officer. 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translation of the German originel of the Deposition 
of Otto FRICKE, marked Deposition fc). 9. 

(Sgd.) G.V. BITRUSTELI Lt. 
.5/4 County of,Loadon Yeomanry, 
Field Investigation Section, 
War CrilaGS Group (r.-q.E.). 



Depositi.on No. 11 

0%  'Translation of 	 0460 
DEPOSITION 

of 

Christoph 

Et...position on oath of Christof 	HARTWIG, Laic, of .33 BiaLlarkstr. Bad 
IL,RZBURG, sworn before Lt. F.S. COLLI KR, North Irish Horse, of 	Team 
Field Investigation Section ...Tar Crimes Group (NE) on the 10 ;,.pr 4.7 at i1o.5 
CIC PADERBORN. 

I have been told that I an not forced to oake this deposition if I do not 
wish to do so. 	Furthermore I was told that a deposition made by me, will 
be written down and may be used as evidence at any time. I make this 
deposition voluntarily, without being forced and I have not been promised 
a reward. 

I am Wilhelm Christoph HART1IG, born on the 30 i)ec 01 in BEUCHTE Kreis 
GOSLAR. 	I a;.1 married and have two children. 	I believe in God and am a 
merchant. 	I vas a ixraber of the NSDi.P. 	I was also a member of the DAF. 
I did not belong to any other NS-Organisation. 

In the beginning of 1945 I vas given the order by the Kreis HQ of the LLY 
to find out why two Italians were shot in the munition factory in CLAUSTILL- 
ZELLERFELD. 	I intended to go to CLAUSTILL by train, but FRICKE asked me 
whore I a:i going and when I answered that I r_UA going to CLAUSMAL he told me 
he could take me there. FRICKE was the Kreisleiter's driver. One hour 
later we started off. I asked FRICKE to stop at an inn as I had to ease 
nature because I have under gone two stomach operations and I could not 
restrain myself. Thereupon FRICKE told me that he will stop at the police 
station and I could do it there. 	"Te arrived at the police station and I 
immediately asked a police official for the key of the lavatory. When I 
had finished and had returned to the officer I saw there several airmen 
wearing uniform. As far as I can revember there was a small difference 
of opinion. The police refused to hand over the airmen. Thereupon 
FRICKE made a phone call. I believe he either rung up the Landrat or the 
Ortsgruppenleiter. FRICKE said that he was ordered to take the airmen 
from there to the Fliegerhorst. Thereupon one of the police officials 
said that the office of the Fliegerhorst has already been informed and that 
somebody is under way to collect the airmen. FRICKE, I and the three 
airmen entered the car. Then we went to the railway station. 	I got out at 
the station. FRICKE said to me when I got out: "Now I will show these 
criminals the infamous notions they have committed." Then FRICKE drove on 
with the airmen. I went into the station inquired about a train to GOSLI,R 
bought a ticket and went to the factory CLXSITIAL. 	In 	or May 1945 
I met FRICKE in GOSLdi. FRICKE said to me: "The Americans are going to 
arrest me soon". On my question why he said to ne: "I have a bad conscience 
and this can become an unpleasant matter for me". "Too many know about it". 
Thereupon I asked him what he had done. He answered: "I have killed a 
number of airmen". Thereupon I replied: "You got yourself into same 
trouble". FRICKE said to me: "The Kreisleiter always picked on you and 
tyrannised you, now you can revenge yourself." Oh my question "How I am b 
understand this" he said: "I shall name you as a witness, to certify that I 
was given the order by the Kreisleiter to shoot every airman who had baled 
out. 	If I do not carry out this order he wanted to either shoot me himself 
or send me to a concentration camp". . Thereupon I said to him that I shall 
not carry out his request even so Ayr rel.tions to the Kreisleiter were bad. 
I must say the truth as nothing is known to me about the order. FRICKE. 
said to me: "If you do not want to, I 	get you into trouble," On 
my question how I am to understand this he said: "This you will see." 

This 
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This is everythin:: I knay.about this matter. 

(Sizned) 	HARTJIG. 

Sworn by the said deponent, Christoph 1i1helm ILdmaG, voluntarily before 
me, Lt. F.S. Collier,-North British Horse, Detailed by C. in C. British 
1,rmy of the Rhine. 

(Signed) F.S. Collier Lt. 
Investigating Officer. 

Certified that this is a true translation from Germn into English of the 
Deposition of Christoph 7ilhe1n HLRTWIG marked Deposition H0.11. 

(Signed) 	 S/Sgt 
Field Investigation Section. 



1)eposition Pc, 55 

Tr%nslation of 

aQ0SIT ION 

of 

Friedrich Alhelm Ludwig PFEIT'ER 

Deposition on oath of Jilhelm PFEIFFER, male, of GOSLLLR, am Heiligen Grabe 
at present at CIC FALLIEGBOSTEL, sworn before Lt. F.S. COLLIER, Horth Irish 
Horse, of No. 2 Team Field Investigation Section, Jar Crime Groan WA 
at 3 CIO FALLINGBOSTEL on the 1 Apr 47. 

I make this depasition voluntarily, without threat, reward or promise of 
reward. 	I was told that I am not force to make this deposition if I do 
not wish to do so. 

I am AlheIm PFEIFFER, born on the 17 Oct 1909 in P=ENSFE/Hanover, I am 
married and have two children. 	I believe in God. 	I joined the NSDAP 
and SA on the 1 Dec 1927 and I worked in an official cacacity in the •_arty 
since 1934. 	I was a member of the NSV since 1934, of the DIY since 1936 
and of the RLB since 1933. 	Since 1941 I vas Bereichsleiter of the NSD..2. 
In 1938 Ivas given the honorary rank of SA-Hauntsturmfuehrer. 	Since 1:ay 
1943 I was Kreisleiter in GOSLAR. 

All I had to do in con.lection with crashed planes, bomb damage and airial 
attacks, was to report the damage after consultation with the Landratsamt 
to ray higher authority. 	According, to existing instructions I had no hand 
in the fate of crashed airmen, I only had to arrange in accordance with 
the routine orders that the airmen are being handed over unharmed to the 
police or army authorities as quickly as possible for questioning, in case 
they have not been arrested by these authorities. 

I can remember that in the pejn,-.ing of 1945 an enemy aircraft crashed in 
flames in the vicinity of Bad GRUND. 	I went to the place of crash, to:ether 
with Otto FRICKE, who was my driver and an other man whose name I can not 
remember, to ascertain the d9Jmage. 	Shortly before reaching Bad GRUND we 
saw ports of an aircraft lying on the road and burning parts in the wood. 
I did not find an airman, but it was reported to me that airmen had haled 
out. 	I ordered a search of the neighbourhood to arrest these people. On 
my way back to GOSL:d1 I made inquiries with the Buergermeister of WILD IANN 
whether anything had been reported about the baled out airmen. 	Nothing had 
been reported. 	I tried to ring up Prof. BUSCHE1MORF and Ortsgruppenleiter 
Midgi from the office of the i3uergermeister of JITTO,dill to find out whether 
a search has been started. From there we returned to GOSL'R. 

The next morning I learned that several enemy airmen were arrested either 
during the night or in the early hours of the morning, one in ./ITDIKANN 
and several in CLUSTHAL-ZELLERFELD. 	I ordered these airmen to be brought 
to the Fliegerhorst GOSLR as quickly as possible. 	.As far as I can remember 
FRICKE either volunturred to bring these airmen to the airfield, if this was 
not done already, or I ordered Ilia to do so. 	:ts I learned later, these 
airmen were shot whilst escaping by FRICKE and IL:RT,IIG. 

It is also known to me that an American aircraft crashed in the vicinity of 
VIENENBURG-LOCHTUM in hay 1944. Three or four of the crew were shot by 
their German guards. 	FRICKE, Fi1EIL and police official SCHUBERT took part. 
i"RIGKE is also supposed to have taken part in the shooting of the crew of 
an American aircraft which crashed in the vicinity of HEININGEN. 

This is everything I know about this .-la.;:ter. 

(SiLnud) alhelmiiTaFFFR 
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Sworn by the said deponent dilheln FFElkPER, voluntarily before no 
Lt. F.S. COLLIER, Torth Irish Horse, of No. 2 Teo.Jm Field Investigation 
Section, 'Jar Crines Group(NIE) detailed by C. in C. British —rny of the 
Rhino. 

(Signed) F.S. COL IER Lt. 
Invustigatinfl Officer 

Certified that this is a true transaltion frol; Gorman into Enplish 
of the Deposition of Jilhelm PFEIFFER marked Deposition No. 5. 

(Signed) 	 S/Sgt. 
Field Investigation Suction. 
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EXHIBIT 'N' 

No. 23 Section 
No. 4 M, R. & E.U. 
Royal Air Force 
B.A.F.O. 

5th March 1947 

This is to certify that the under-mentioned 
members of aircrew, who formed the subject of our report 
1119/31/2/P.4 dated ;Oth L,-;c. 1946, were removed from grave 
numbers 11, 12 & 13 in the village cemetery Clausthal-Zeller-
fold (map Ref. L.52 C-795600) to the British Military Cemete-
ry Hannover-Limmer (map Ref. L.53 X.306218) on January 7th 
1947 by members of 85 G.C.U. R.A.F. witnessing officer:-
F/Lt. J.B. Lee. 

Grave 11 
	

Grave 12 
	

GraveU 

3020201 Sgt. Morries R. ?66317 Sgt. Mash J. J35778 F/Lt Schmidt 

(Signed) (A.S. Cade) S/idr. 
Officer Commanding 
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411 	 PARTICULARS OF EVIDENCE TN SUPPORT 

Contained in the statements of : 

(i) Paul Gottfreid Anton 

...oritz Paul C1SP3 	 Otto 

( 	Au:(19t Eri1 Frie3rich BLr5r..;!::177)Ci:F 	(vi) Auffust 

::01.1DITR2T 	 (yiii) Friedrich Julius 	IS 

(3) (ix) 1!:ajor 	 (x) the ace! ised YRIOKMthe 
-accused iiia2dIG, and the 
accused 

(xi) the letter of 27 Section, Ix. i M.R.and Est% , 
dated 5 ilarch 191.7. 
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( Under this heading should be included the view taken as to (a) the degree of 
responsibility of the accused in VlOW of his official position. e.g., was offence 
committed on the offender's own initiative, or in obedience to orders, or in carrying 
out a system approved by authority or a legal provision : (b) the probable defence ; 
(o) whether the ease appears to be reasonably complete.) 

(a) The accused :.11=r;.i.1:; and 	2_n-3d at Flig,ht Lieutenant 
Sergeant 	and Sergeant 	on the order:: of the accused 
13161122.1:;R. 

(b) There avows to be no defence to t'As case As regards the accused 
FRICKL. The accused lilaj.WIG and PVEI.TiT,R will problbly den; that 
they were implicated in the shooting of the orisoners. 

(c) The case ;12 complete. 
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4 	IA/I 77Z— &Lit-X' 

.4.-&••••••10‘. /45 qg 

Date Submitted 	Decision of Committee I 

13 AUG 1947 / - 3 : /9 
ARCS CHECKED LIST 63 

11,9756 P893/11 Poo 	 11,1 51,1 



UNITED ATIONS WAR CRIMES COMMISSION 
;MOM WAR CRIMINALS CHARGES AGAINST. 

CASE No. 	 ITK-4i3 623  

3. (i)  1,11RDM 

SHORT STATEMENT OF FACTS. 

(  

(Ml. Dept.) 	  TRANSMITTED BY  Qffice of the J. 

(For the Use of the Secretariat)  

• Registered Number. 

il ci 

......... • • • 

	(...).Z.11; 	T. 	 ..6,k1T) 	  

	

1, 	rovember 1945. 	I 1.:1511G,  Germany. 	  

	2. 	.00tober. 19.44. 

	

3. 	April 1945, 

1. (i) LAMM 	  
2. (xxix) Ill-treatment of prisoners of war. 

Feuches  of the laws and usares of war. 	 

Name of accused, his 
rank and unit, or 
official position. 

(Not to be translated.) 

,•• 

Date and place of 
commission of al-
leged crime. 

Number and descrip-
tion of crime in war 
crimes list. 

References to rele-
vant provisions of 
national law. 

Breaches of Inter-
national Law. 

1. itfURDLII 
2. ASSAULT 
	3. TURDER 	 

• Insert serial number under which the case is registered in the files of the National Office of the accusing State. 

(20655) Wt.P.252 4 	5,000 545 A.& E. W.Ltd. GP.685 
30449) Wt. P 11.'3 17 5,000 10'4 

Date of receipt in Secretariat. 

3 0 JUL .1947 	048S  

	 G• ermany. 
• Germany. 
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PARTICULARS OF ALLEGED CRIME 
48D 
0 

 

See Short Statement of 2aote. 
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I ( 	, 	, . 	-; A I L' 	 C 	1 s 

J..r2a.) 	 

1st .".:Ji.,"4',_;:c; 

	

/. 	,..eor.; Hennin,T, Graf von 1-3..,0,:..1..:2.- ,Eiii 

(1Toeherer Ss tint Poll zeielhrer , SS Ober-
(Tappenftihrer and. Generz- lleutnant of Police). 

	

Z. 	dilli Bernhard Karl 'i'.e,ssi.,A1,41:i 
(SS sturn-uscharftthrer and ,:;onnandant of 
.zajii.bsi.ilIE'12.2EIJ Prison) 

	

1;:une of accuL;ed, his rank and 3 , 	Hans s'...V..:,..E 
unit or official position. 	(itauptscharfrihrer SS an official of 

ftfliLSBJET.I'0., Prison) 
(lot to be translated). 

2nd 0-f...AP.i.:77. 	• 

Renning .,-raf von _:-'.v.i.SSE,,ITZ-i -,13;R 
(See 1st 1:Tharge) 

Georg Henning Graf von iii.ssE 
(See 1st Charge) 

All the accused. are in 73ritish custody. 

SHORT STATI2,farT  O.? 2ACTS 

1. 	The accused von aASS'EZTZ-BEIR gave orders to the HAIiiiiiRG Gestapo that 
five female Russian prisoners in FOHLS13112.U.EL Prison should be shot as a 
deterrent example to other Russian female workers. The victims were taken 
from VUDLSIMETTLIJ Prison to Eilia,b`ADT in the vicinity of HAMBURG by TESSLANN, 
STANGE and other c2-errnans who acted as !r,uards. The prisoners were shot at 
EIDU,STETT, 

2, 	In October 194/1_ D.J.:LER gyanted to von 1-3A66k.MITZ-23EA2 the power of com- 
mand over all pi.isoners of war in the 1-TAM13[LG area. As a result of this power 
von BASSEilITZ-BEER issued an order that all officer prisoners of war who es-
caped from their internment camps would not be returned to the camps on recap- 
ture but would be handed over to the Gestapo for c e 	treatment. Such 
recaptured prisoners were taken to lotE.1,t3Ht.JETT.E1, lson on 	1 recapture and 
ill-treated, 

3. 	In 19/1-5 ':r.:: _.rat informed von akaSE.LITZ-IiEHR that in the event of an 
Allied invasion the Aihrer nude von BASSEATZ-PEIR personally responsible 
that no concentration camp inmates under his command shoi.ld fall alive into 
the hands of the Allies. 

As a result of this instruction von 13ASsE,aTZ-BEER .:ave orders in April 
1945 that 71 Allied internees of joITI-IiSBUET2EL Prison were to be transferred to 
ki-E:TENGATO:E prison and killed. These internees were transferred to NEUEIGAMME 
and after their arrival von BAS6EWITZ-BUR personally gave the order to the 
Commandant of i+EUENGAID:11 Prison to kill them. In obedience to this order the 
female victims were hanged and the male victims killed by exploding hand grenades 
in bunkers. 
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Translation .of  
,3.99 

DET:OSITIW  

of 

HOFER Ernst Lifted Friedrich  

Deposition on oath of HOFER Ernst Llfred Friedrich, male., of 
liABURG, on 7 Deo 46 before Capt. H.P.-KINSLEIGn, The Cheshire Regt of 
War Crimes Investigation Unit, DLOR. 

I, Ernst Llfred Friedrich HOFER, have been warned that I am not compelled 
to make a statement, I make this statement voluntarily and not under 
compulsion or the proc]ise of a reward. Furthermore I have been told that 
any statement I make may be used as evidence. 

I am Ernst Alfred Friedrich HOFER, born on 13 Dec 02 at MAGDEDURG and am 
of Evangelic faith. I am married and have 3 children who are )-1) years 
of age. I got my school-leaving certificate at ILariSTLDT6 I studied two 
terms history of art, psychology and science at the Ead.KFURT University. 
On 15 Nov 21 I was employed by the L:etallgesellschaft iilLiTKFURT a41 as an 
apprentice. I was employed there until the 31 liar 46. In December 1)35 
this firm established the HOLEIKO at HLIIBURG-LLTONL and I was appointed 
managing director. 

On 1 Nov 37 I joined the NSID 	i di(1 not hold any ran:: or position. On 
5 Nov 33 I joined the Reserve SL, I applied for anckas granted leave from 
30 Jan 35. Later I was promoted to the ran. of 3 Oberscharfuehrer without 
having been on duty. Except for the I1.F, NSV, and RIO I did not join any-
other NS organisation. I was incorporated into the L,BIYI because I was a 
member of the VEREDT DEUTSCHER GIESSEREIFLCHLEUTE (corporation of German 
founders). 

At the end of 1935 or the beginning of 1936 I was appointed by the -.7ehr-
wirtschafsinspektion X HLM3URG security officer for the firm NOLEIA. It 
was my task to prevent espionage, sabotage and supervise that the so-called 
"security instructions" (Gekeinhaltungsvorschriften) were adhered to. In 
1940 or as far as I remember before 1941 these security officers were 
Appointed political security officers by the Gestapo. This was a biparti 
tion which was cancelled during the war, I ;Jclieve in 1)43, as the counter 
espionage posts of the amament industry were subordinated to the Gestapo. 

When soon after the beginning of the war foreign workers were employed 
in the German industry, NOLE10 was suimoned repeatedly to employ 
foreign workers so that the German labour could be released for the -ray. 
We succeeded in refusing to employ foreign workers until the end of 1)41. 
Lt that time we ha::, to employ about 60 Italians, who were employed with 
single working contracts for a certain peLiod. I seem to remember 
that same of them left the firm when their contracts had cxpired while 
the others prolonged the contracts. In sumer or Lutumn 1)42 we 
received about 60-70 Russian female East ,ux-ers. They were issued with 
correct papers of the Labour Exch-mge il,RSLW but wore military uniforms. 
The Labour Exchange was of the opinion that they were free East workers, 
while the Gestapo said that they were former Russian Po..:s, who were not 
allowed to have the same rights as the free East workers. Lt that time, 
as far as I remember, the Gestapo was in charge of all foreign workers, 
whether they were free of former Po'd's. 

;,hour 3-4 months later we had to employ 15 free East workers (female) 
who had worked in the fish industry before. They .lived in the same camp 

/as the 
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as the others. 	ie were able to supply -corking clothes, underwear and 
civilian clothing for these PuW's. Froe, the very beginning we issued 
additional food, especially potatoes;, although it was forbidden, as 
we were of the opinion th t the prisoners could only war when they receive 
enough food. Although it was an o_. der that the Dastworkera were to be 
employed together in the factory, vie eeplo:eed those who were disabled in 
a sitting positions  furthermore we divided the girls according to their 
abolity and according to the technical leeerd. 

One day, probably in 1943, I was informed by the Deputy Security Officer, 
Herr BLESSING that the GESTAPO had employed two V.-men in our factory i.e. 
the foreman OPeLRICH and :MITE, as reports from our factory were missing. 
Furthermore Herr BLESSING informed „10 that OFIWalCH haSs told him that the 
Gestapo 	called on him in his flat for this purpose. 

Before the Bast workers had been employed I had had an interview with the 
head masters, masters, foreman, DLF wardens and eneineers of the piston 
Department and had pointed out that any contract with the East workers 
was forbidden, especially sexual intercourse, that they only had to talk 
about official matters with them and that even if the girls should be 
treated severely they must be treated justly and that by no means was it 
allowed to beat the girls as corporal punishment is the greatest offence 
for the Slays. 

Altogether we employed about 1200 men and a maximum of 21) foreigh workers, 
at the end they consisted of. about SO East workers (female), about 60-70 
West workers (Dutch and Flemish). about 60-70 Italian PoW's. In eueieer 
1943 we also employed some French women for some time, at the firm NOLEIKO. 
In the pisto4 Department there worked about 5-7 specialists, in the 
foundry about 20-30 ;.; specialists the others were people who had been 
trained in the factory and auxiliary workers. In the mechanical 
Department where about 5-6 % ef the employees worKed, there were at least 
50 $ specialists i.e. on the average We had not more than 25 % specialists 
in the factory; we only employed 20 of the foreigners we were entitled 
to employ. We always refused Concentration Oamp prisoners although at the 
end we received several offers. 

As far as I can remember at the beginning of 143 Obermeister IAiiiER warned 
the machine founder REINHARD who was employed in his Department as his 

comrtides had watched him when he tried to eet into personal contact with 
the female East workers. I knew about this warning. One day Obermeister 
WAGNER gave M9 a letter from MINIUM addressed to a female East 'corker 
as far ad i can rememeer in the presence of Herr Blessing 	Obermeister 
WAGNER had received this letter from Bunt°. 'Alen I received this letter 
in this official way I passed it on to the Gestapo according to the 
instruction. 

We never expected that -Cis would result in a longer imprisonment of 
REINHARD or would have had consequences for the East worker like those 
that were indicated to me during this interrogation. Herr Blessing and 
I had been informed that RIZ:HARD would be sent to e Labour Camp for a 
short time so that especially Herr BLESSING asked for REI,HARD's release 
with my approval. One day Herr BLESSING told me in this connection 
that he had been informed by the Gestapo that he would have some 
personal difficulties if he did not stop his inpatient requests. We 
willingly applied for REI.ILRD's release as he was art extremely good 
worker and also because his human attitude was extraorlinarily good. 
Also the Gestapo ha,7. bees informed about this at the time. 	also 

asked for REINFeaD'e release as his Wife was also employed with the 
firm NOLE10. 

/RE I-  1 
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BlIIlH.aD was interro sated in 	room by a Gestapo official, whose naae I do 
Lot know, I believe that also BLESJING and ..;:„GruNd were present. The bed 
and the cupboard of the East worker were searched the sane day. BLESSING 
and I had to be present. FR:JI IlOGGE, the Head of the Caae of the female 
East workers was interrogated as 	4',s a result of this interroEation 
REIMaRD and the East worker were arrested by the Gestapo. 

On 10th Nove..iber 1943 I was inforaed by Herr PaCrELS and Herr PETERS by n. 
telephone eall fro:.; the Camp of the female Eaat workers that the East 
workers in the camp had refused to accept the food and had also refused 
to start working unless they received a different aeal beforehand. This 
situation was very awkward for me for two reasons, firstly beeause at that 
time we believed that our repeated requests that the forcer Russian prisoners 
of war should be put on an equal footing with the feaale Eastern workers, 
would materialise, although the Gestapo was of the opinion that we would 
still receive a shocl,: concerning the "Flintenweiber", secondly because 
particularly during these days an electrical political ataosphere existed 
because the foreign station put out a continuous propaganda concerning 
the 25th aniversary of the 9th Nov 18. I :-rent to the camp and there 
several men told me that a few girls approx 3-5 fraa taken their good 
but that the others hal returned their food with the re.kark that it was 
sour, whereupon none of the other girls took their food and not even their 
cold meal. These two men told me that they hraT both tried to eat and 
that they had also attempted to persuade the female Eastern workers to 
partake of the food, but without success. I mys.af then tasted a larger 

portion of food, whieal consisted of soup and cabbage, which had been left 
over froa the day before and was cooked with the addition of meat and 
potatoes and tomato puree and lung hash. Because of the two latter 
additions it did have a sour taste but nevertheless it seemed to be edible. 
Thereupon I paraded the girls in front of their barracks together with 
their map leader. I poijited out how the food had been prepared, told thew 
that I had tasted it .4self and asked them to recoaaence work. Just as 
we three were about to leave the camp, one of the girlsran after MB and 
asked us not only to order that another meal should be cooked, but that they 
also would be allowed again to go out. I replied, this being translated 
by Maria, that if they red wined obstinate this would bring about unpleasant 
consequences, and I had to tell the girls, because of her request that we 
ourselves could not decide if they were allowed again to go. out or not, as 
we were told by the Gestapo what to do concerning this question. 

In order to clear up the matter I let the food be brought from the camp to 
the factory, after I had consulted a foreuan or an aaeietant, in the hope 
that those girls in the camp who still refused to wor : would come over 
to relieve their owrades in the esprit de corps spirit. The food which 
had been brought to the factory, was eaten by the irls without any 
complaints being ',lade and, as I heard, it was even tasted by some Germans, 
After work was not recommenced again, and thus all efforts having failed 
I phoned up the Gestaop to receive further instructions ae to how the 
matter should be treated from now on. I was reproached for hiving acted 
ag;inst orders on my own accord, and was ordered to bring the girls who 
refused to work to the air raid shelter in the factory; at the same time 
I was told to preserve some of the food which had been refused until 
such time that a Geetapp official would come to the factory during the 
course of the late afternoon in order to investigate the matter. I 
was supposed to brim; -11-,he girls whe had been working in the early shift 
back to the camp for their rest. and to bring the girls from the cap 
to the factory. Meister OYII,RICH conducted the transport of the F!irls 
to the aid-raid shelter. Bater•on I heard that he did this partly 
by the use of force. In the late. afternoon a Herr JaNSEN together with 
an interpreter named liENZER or 1E6ZEL or so..icthing like that, arrived 
from the Gestapo. as far as I can remember Herr PETERS and :a self told 
them what hal happened and then they tasted the food. They ordered that 
all the girls who were not already in the air-raid shelter should be 

brought 
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brought to the air-raid shelter; this included these 	were in the 
caap and few who were woreinie en -eh- noreal day-shift, as well as the 
free Ukrainians. 	Here in the presence of 1,-.6T1u- ;,s, crrmLlacH 7.116. I think a 
Frau MOGGE, the interpreter addreeeed the eirls in Russian, and :)ecause 
of this I could not underePtandethe contents but it was delivered. 
in a loud and aggressive tone. Then the Lirls were led separately into 
a separate shelter, and there they were interrogated individually, but 
none of us, i.e. factory personnel were present, during the interrogations. 
Later on PETERS told me that Meister ORLI,RICH 	:lade sirens to the 
official whilei; he was selecting the girls who were to be interrogated. 
I personaliy, however, did not notice it, a I did not look out for it. 
During the course of these.interrogetions five girls were .:opt separate 
in the entrance hall of the air-raid shelter, and ep far ae I can reaember 
a factory watchaan stayed with eneet, having the order by the Gestapo to 
do so. It is poesible that these rave girls has already been taken at 
this tiaie to a Gestapo car. Once eore the interpreter speke to the 
reaainine girls in the air-raid shelter "-" in his violent manner in 
Russian, en:. he quietly went up to one of the girls and hit her in the 
fece, and as she atteepted to due: he kicked her. 

In the wooden 
of 
	building: the Gestapo officials asked for the I;ersonal 

index-cards of the five girls, and as far as I can re.aelaber Aerr OELLRICH 
took out these cards because the office staff had elready loft their 
place of work.. OELLRICH also gave inforaation concerning the characters 
of the five girls who had been separated by the Gestapo. He gave theca 
good references with remrd to their work. During a large part of the 
time I was not present. 

7e were told that the five girls were to be brouehteto HUHLSBUETTEL for 
further interrogation, and that they would remain in an reeitslaeer for a 
certain period. Je asked thea to aa.e thi- period as short as pL..eible 
because we urgently required these expeeienced girls to resume work 
again. • 

One or two days later I was phoned up by i:oeaissar waiamd who told me 
that the higher SS-Leader Graf van a'..S3R,ITZ-BeeEHR had looked through the 
interrogation reports in this case, and that the punishment which we had been 
told would be carried out, hit. in effect been cancelled and that he had 
ordered the shooting of the five girls in the presence of the other Eastern 
female workers in-z,.s-auch as they had been former Russian 2o-Ps. 

Ls far as I can re.defaUer this execution too.; place on 15 Nov. We were 
ordered to carry our girls in our own lorries accompanied by factory guards 
to WINEHLGEIVIKEDELISTIDT. I even succeeded in having benches from the 
air-raid shelter placed in the lorries for the girls. To-day I cannot 
remember in what aeeaner I made Frau MOGGE acquainted with this. 

Dr. DEALIW and SCHWEIM spoke to the 'eletriebsfuehrern,Detriebsobleaennern 
and Camp Commandants of various firms. in the rest room of the employees 
of the firm FETTE, iatona, about the eeuloyment of foreign workers. He 
told us that the foreign ,orkc.rs were not to be .paid with camp money 
anymore as it had been ordered up to now but with regular Geraan money. 
I see..1 to remea5er distinctly that this conference was held after the 
10-15 Nov 43 because iaeediately after the conference I saw ica.1.,-Lissar 
SOH-AIM to ask whether the East workers were allowed to, 4o out, If 
this conference had been held before the girls did not have to maee their 
claims on 10 irov, es far as I can remeal,er the following; members of the 
firm were present besides me: Herr 2-GIZS, Herr 2ETERS and Frau MOGGE. 

/This 
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This is all I hwe t) scat about the incid:,nts with re:7..rd to the 
shootinF, of the Liris, 

(SiL:ned) Ernst HuFER 

S'40191F by the said Deponent „dfred Friedrich 
Ernst HOFER, voluntarily at Hi:..,BURG on 7 Dec 
46, before me, Capt. H.P. KIIISLEIGH, The Cheshire 
Rest., detailed by C. in C, British ;Law of the Rhine. 

(Signed) 	HINSLEIGH, C,74.) . 
Investicatinc Officer. 
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TRANSLATI.a of ..DETOSITION 

of 

MARZIAN Kurt 

Deposition on oath of 41,RZIAN :Curt, male of IA:.:3UAG, Altona, 
Langenfelderstr. 101 sworn before Capt. F.P. aNSLEIG, The Cheshire 
Rect., of War Crimes Investigation Unit BAOR at HAIT.3URG on 6/12/1946. 

I am Kurt MARZIAY, born on 23/5/1922 at WIESBADEN BIE3RICH, and am 
Protestant. 	I am not married and am motor mechanic by occupation. 
I was not a member of the HSDAP or any other Nazi organisation. 

In autumn 1943 I was driver for the firm NOLEL:O. 	I-  drovethe 
wood burning truck. During this time 5 of our women from Eastern 
Europe were arrested by the Gestapo. My superior, TOETE3ERG ordered 
me to be ready with the truck at 6 o'clock on Saturday morning to 
transport personnel and to put benches in the back. 	In the morning 
towards 7.o'clock I was told that the journey was not to take place. 
heard a rumour that the journey was connected with the shooting of the • 
Russian women. The same day I was told to be ready on Monday, again 
at 6 o'clock. 

Guarded by the guards SEET12 and AOLWIN, about 30 Russian women 
get into the truck on Monday morning. 	I received orders from 
TOETEBERG to take them to the gravel pit at EIDELSTEDT. TOETEDERG 
again had his orders from the administration. 	On arriving there, the 
girls had to get out and I had to turn the truck round. 	There were 
about 30 men there, some in SS uniform. 	One wore a leather coat and 
it was he who told them to get in again, because "when they collapse, 
we don't have to pick them up again." 

Then the shooting took place. 	I admired the girls on my truck, 
because, although one could see that they were frightened, they did 
not give expression to it. 	Those girls were shot in the back of the 
neck. 	Then a speech in Russian was made to the girls in my truck. 
The man in the leather coat then turned towards SEFLER, ROLWIN and me, 
who were standing together, and told us to report to Herr HOFER that 
the job had been finished. 	Then we drove back. 

(Signed) MARZIAN 

SWORN by the said Deponent Kurt MARZIAN voluntarily at HAMBURG on 
6/12/1946 before me Capt. 	KINSLEIGH, The Chesire Regt. detailed by 
C.-in-C., 3ritish Army of the Rhine. 

(Signed) Ii. t'. 	 Copt. 
Investigating Officer. 
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Translation of 
DETOSITION 

of 

Otto Felix KRUGEA-MIEMER 

Deposition on oath of Otto Felix KRUGER-THEMR, male, KIEL, 
Rendsburger Landstr. 48, sworn before 2/Lt Waclaw WIERnOWSKI, Polish 
Forces, of War Crimes Group (NUE) Field Investigation Section at KIEL, 
on this 22nd day of Mar 194.7. 

I em Otto Felix Kruger.-Thiemer, born in GROSSWOLZ Kr GRAUDENZ on 
5 Mar 1887. 	I am God fearing, 	criminal policeman by profession. 	I 
am married and have 3 children. 	I have been a member of the NSDAP 
since 1937. 	From 1934-41 I was in the SA Reserve. 	Since 1942 I 
hold the equivalent rank of Sturmbannfuchrcr. 

On 14. Feb 1905 I entered the Civil Service. 	In 1921 I was 
transferred to border and police duties, and came to the criminal 
police in 1927, where I remained until 1945.. 	I was transferred to :KIEL 
in 1939 and in 1940 was put in charge of the Kripo at KIEL. 

_ Every 6-8 weeks a conference took place at the office of the 
Inspector of the Security Police and SD which was attendee' by the 
chiefs of the Kripo, Stapo, and SD. 	In the last years of the war, the 
Inspector was THIELE. 	He was directly subordinate to the HSSPF, 
BASSEWITZ Dalt 

In 1944, as far as I remember, the order of command of prisoners 
of war camps was handed over to the JSSPF. 	This was done to put a 
stop to the ever-increasing attempts to escape. 	In the execution of 
this order THIRLE during a conference, told us that re-captured 
prisoners of war officers wore not to be handed directly to the 
commandant of the camp, but was to be taken to a Gestapo unit. 	As 
far as I remember, he said that this was for further or special 
treatment. 	I seem to remember that this command originated from 
BASSEWITZ DEM. The former Regierungs - and Kriminal Rat Fritz BORMAYN 
may be able to give further and more precise information on this subject. 
As far as I remember >ORMANN attended the conference. 	The details concer- 
ning the execution of this order were not discussed in the presence of 
the chiefs of the Kripo. 	I know that THIELE repeatedly had conferences 
with only the Gestalt: and SD chiefs' presence, barring the chiefs of 

the Kripo. 

That is all I have to say about this subject. 

(Signed) Ott .  Felix ICaUGER-TH=ER 

SWORN by the said Deponent Otto Felix KRUGER-THIEMER, 
voluntarily at KIEL, on this 22nd day of Mar 47, before me, 
2/Lt Waolaw WIERZ 1;OWSKI, detailed by C-in-C. Dritish Army of 
the Rhine. 

(Signed) W. WIERZBOWSKI 
Investigating Officer. 
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Piece N. 10 

Neumuenster, 2 July 1946. 

Otto Felix iCRUGM-TEILIT,R, bern at.GAOSSWOLZ 0n the 5 Tar 1887, 
prisoner Fe. 100509, appeared before me, It 

Ire declared that he would tell the truth, the whole truth and 
nothing but the truth in the presence of the Adjutant FLORENTIN, 
interpreter of the German language whe undertoo r to translate well and 
faithfully the utterances of the accused. 

On the 14 Feb 1905 I started my career as a civil servant. 	In 1914 
I entered the administration branch of the police (district of POSEN) 
as a volunteer. 	I joined the Kriminalpelizei in 1921. 	From 1924 - 27 
I was employed as .chief of Kripe of GUMIIINNEN, Pc (Kommissariat of Border 
country). 	From 1927 - 33 I was chief of Kripo at TILSIT. 	Being a 
member of the Democratic Party I was sent to BOCHUM as assistant chief. 
I could not have been chief, as I was not a member of the NSDA13. 	I 
therefore joined the NSDAP on 1 May 1937, and from 1940 until the arrival 
of the Allied armies I was chief 'of the Kripo at KIEL. 	My work 
consisted of criminal matters, and I only corresponded with the Gestapo. 
In the case of the Gestapo wanting information, I had to give them the 
files that were in my possession. 

When the Gestapo had a file concerning a criminal matter, they, in 
their turn, turned it over to me. 	In spite of that I was not a 
functionary of the Gestapo, but enly chief of the criminal police. 

Question: How is it that the Kripo dealt with P.G. 	'There did the orders 
come from? Who carried them out, How? 

Answor: The SS RUA with KALTENDRUNVEA was the head organisation and 
sent their orders to the ESSuPF for H1J13URG and District X. 
This was SS Gru_Dpenfuehrer Graf von BASSEVITZ-BEIUZ. 	He 
would also Five orders that originated from his own office. 
He was the chief when there were no orders to.the contrary 
from BERLIN. 

  

BASSEWITZ gave his orders to the inspectors of the Security Police 
and SD, vdr.: in the Ro;:ien X was SS-Brigadefuehrer THIELE; the latter 
passed his orders on as fellows:, 

Political matter to the Gestapo 
Criminal 11 " " Kripc 
S. D. ti " " SD (Leitabschnitt) 
PoW II " ." Kriminalrat PROGER 

For the execution of his orders PRAEGER had: 
one office in LUEBECK under the command of Kriminnlre SCHLEUSS 
one office in 'KIEL under the command of Kriminalkommissar MANN 
one office in FLENSBURG; I do not remember the name of the chief. 

3ASSEWITZ could give and gave orders directly to PRAEGER in the 
matter of PeWs. 	PRAEGJI3R transmitter) these orders to the Department 
concerned. PRAEGER was BASSEVITZ's right hand Man and he had to be 
informed about everything. 

I know that MANN acting under the command of PR/LEGE: transferred 2 

French officers to the KIEL prison in 1944. 

At that time the following prisoners were kept in KIEL prison: 
Gestapo prisoners, 
ordinary criminals, 
prisoners imprisoned by the Felice adminietration. 

1\ 
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special boA for prisoners was kept by the prison c 	who 
classified the prison inmates in one of the a7;ove mentioneCi 
I'oils who had escaped and had been re-captured were ihcluded in the 
category of the Gestapo prisoners. 

I had nothinr to a: with loWs, it was iZn who dealt with this matter. 

I remember that during a conference arranged by THIELE inE1,243URG 
:3ASSEWITZ issued an order that all officers PoW who escaped and had been 
re-captured would be handed over to the Gestapo for special treatment 
(Snderbehandlung). 	This order was a secret one. 

In my opinion at,SSEWITZ is responsible for the disappearance of 
French officers in view of the fact that "LINN, SCHLEUSS and PRLEGEii had 
no power to issue such orders by themselves. 	They had been nothing but 
executive officers. 	Their main duty was only to find the escapees and 
find out the wayS in which they were escaping. 	Only BASSEWITZ had all 
special powers in the matter of the escaped P6js. 	He could do 
anythirw that would please him, under one condition - as I already 
mentioned, that he did not get a special order from BERLIN. 

In the case of officers of the OFLX X C. 	I suppose that it was 
he who issued the orders in question. 

This statement has been read cut in 
German by the interpreter and found 
correct. 

(Signed) Otto Felix -.3RUGE-,1Z-TH1E:::;,...-i. 

Le SiLt CERCELET du Cabinet 71ilitaire 
du General Gouverneur Militair de l'aris 

(Signed) Illegible. 
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DEPOSITION No. 30. 	141 

DEAMITION OF LEB  

Deposition under oath of LEB Marcel, ,:kale of Dachau-lar Crimes 
Team, LPO 407, en 26 March 1)47, before Capt. Frederick Michael 'garner, 
Gen. List, of Field Investigation Section, War CrLles Group (Na) B-OR. 

I am a French Officer, attached to the Investigation of liar Cries 
Germany. 

From May 1)45 to September 1)46 I 
8th Corps, 	at Hamburg, where I 

From June 1946 to September 1946, 
FUHLSBUTTEL Interrogation Center. 

was attached to 21st :,rriy 
was Post Chief. 

I made an investigation of the 

I was able to ascertain that, at 
Center was under General ROSSUM, cou.ian 
completely military. 

the beginning, the Interrogation 
ding the 7chrkreis, and was 

Later, beginning 1)44, B,..SSE.E'ITZ BEHR, as high ranking SS and Police 
Chief, took the whole thing over& B:.SSEWITZ then gave the order that 
all the PW officers who had escaped and were recaptured would be 
turned over to the Gestapo for special treataent (Sonderbehandlung). 

Ten escaped:. French Officers went through the FUHLSBUTTEL Interro-
gatipn Center; all of them disappeared, and proof ofntheir presence 
in the MiXTE,USEIT concentration camp, where they died, was found. 
They are: 

LT. WILLEMET, LT. SCH-EFFER, LT. JORN.:,, LT. 13RUNET. LT. LEUJEULE, 
LT. BECH;%RD, LT. PLaRESSE, LT. 4.IGOUY. 

Two Officers, Capt. LUSSUS and Lt. GIROT, who were in the FUHLSBUTTEL 
interrogation Center were shot while returning from that center. Officers 
of other nationalities must also have .gone throuja the center. 

B;LSSEWITZ BEHR, considering his rank, must have known thcso facts and is 
responsible: 

1. of the death of the French Officers. 
2. of the transformation of the FUHLSBUTTEL Interrogation Center, from 

a military organisatiom into a Gestapo organisation. 

By doing that, a,SSEWITZ BEHR violated the Geneva Convention, 
because an escaped prisoner of war is still a soldier and should normally 
be returned to his prison camp, and this was never done, beginning on 
the day when B;,SSE4ITZ BEHR assumed the com:::and of the prisoners of 
war inside his Wehrkreis. 

M. LED. 
Sworn by the said deponent LiER 	voluntarily, at Dachau on 26th 
March 47, before me, Capt. F.M. Warner, detailed by C. in C. B,..OR. 

(SgJ) 	'lamer Capt. 
/t/ Investigating Officer. 
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Translatil of 
	 Deposition-1;o. 10.  

►  

01' 

',7erner 	1:ax JAC 0-3 

Deposition on oath of Werner Erwin flax JAM?, male, of HIU.361aRG, 
Zcppelinstr.. 2, at present interned at No. 7 CIC ESELHEIDE, sworn before 
S Sgt. Charles Kenneth FIELD, 5th Royal. Inniskilling. Dragoon Guards, of 
Field Investigation Section, War Crimes Group irdE)  at ESMI=DE on 15 Apr 4 . 

I, Werner JAC011, have been told that I am not forced to make a statement 
if I do not wish to do so, but that any statement I do make ':1111 be written 
down and may be used as evidence in a court. 	I make this stetement 
voluntarily without the use of force or threat or the promise of personal 
advantaecs. 

I as Werner JACOB, born on 10 April 1905 at RUEGENWALDE/Pomerania. I 
am of Evangelic^1 f:ith, married and have 3 children. 	I ae Regierungo-at 
by occupation and of German nationality. I joined the NSDAP on the 1 May, 
1933 and the SA in 1937; moreover I was. a Ileleber of the 	.:SlUe and 
NSV. 	I was arrested on the 22 September, 1945. 

I remember the transport lists for the evacuation of FUHLSBUETTEL. I 
myself had them in my hands and passed on the ordce-:s to HEYENN or WICE:23N. 
I received the transport order from BL01,11.111.G. 	Among the lists was also the 
list for transport to NEUENGAMM. 

At that time the coemmicstion with BEPLIN was already cut off and 
consequently the HSSPF, Bi.SeIVITZ-Br 	had the highest commanding power. 
he was the only one who wr,s authorised to change an order of Amtsgrupe D. 
As the order prohibiting the NEUENGA1...iliE camp to accept new prisoners had been 
issued by Amtsgruppe D, it must have been the HSSPF who gave the order for 
the transport and cancelled the previous order. 	I myself have not seen the 
order prohibiting the NWEITAMI camp to accept new prisoners, but I knew 
about it. ;:oxtsgrupfic D was the only authority which could have issued the 
order. 

I said that the order for the tr ansport to NEUENGE was given by 
BLOKBERG, but I must ad: that he himself did not vivo the order. His 
superior authority was the BdS. Its the "SS-Case" (Evacuaticn of FUHLS:UETTEL) 
was directly under the comiand of the HSSPP, BASSEWITZ-BFaR personally must 
have given this order. 

I have nothing to add. 

(Sgd) Werner JACOB 

SWORN by the said Deponent Werner J..iC013, voluntarily before me, S/Sgt, 
FIELD C.K., detailed by 0.-in-c.ritish l'ermy of the Rhine. 

(Sgd) C.K. 	s/sual. 
5th Royal Inniskilling Dragoen G. 
Field Investigation Section, 
7:er Crimes Group (N WE). 
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Translation of  

DE1-0SITION CN 0.211 

a1c, born on 1.6.07 
r.t 	 at 
present rt Mil. Gcv. 

l;rison 	- 

1. 	I remcmbcr the following concorninC thc cxccution 	prisoners 
transferred from FUllia:',11-.TIML .to  ruaLliG,..ia,13 in 	1945. 

rcgard to thc pr:.sencc of thc Svcdish :Zed Cross, Lhich had 
taicc ,Jvcr the Danes and Ncrv:cgians frva 	 thc. CXGCU-• 

tion 'Jf pris7.-)ncrs in :.r.,TUE;GjilE wr.s f..;rbidclon 	thc 
authorities. 	or this roason cxc,cutions tool( place in thc 
..L.)11.OLENTIUSER D,:t.:1 Camp, whcrc thc prisoners from ItE',UENG,AZ wore 
transferred for this purpose. 

b) L.t that 	\Trion thc last transport of thc 3v:cdish itcd Cross 
had loft 	 thc IsTS:JIF 	 issue: the strict 
on:or t• carry out thc cxcoution of thc prisoners who ha:. to 
be transferred for this purpose froa PUITLIATEIT.Ma. to PICU.irG.iu:E. 

c) This ordcr has boon issue: to TIc orally by :;_ISKT.,ITL-DE1-2, and 
according to this :.-rt:!cr thc pris_-.ncrs wore availablc in 
PUELUETTEL. Sturrabannfuchrcr 	was responsible that the 
details of this ,,rdi.r v:crc ca:ric,d 	hc L-nce 	to scc 
in NEUENG....1,LIZ. 

d) ;_s far as I re7-Acmbor, thc transport arrive: n the 21 ‘'..pri 1 1945,  
accompanied by an officer, in IEUEIZ;,.111:E. 

2. 	I havo riot :...,'...fidIraTZ-D11141. in thc hospital in 	 in - 

be interrogated about the 	given, I ghoul.: always otatc that 

ref used this r.3 	tapossiblc 	dcclrred that hc hiTiself 
the or..:crs wcrc issued by thc 	aut,..,rities and tr.:t by hi.i. 	I 

October/Novoraber 1945. 	this occasLn hc told ,ac that if I sh-uld 

responsible for his ordcrs. During this conversatiym 	donicl 
to have Livcn the crcier 	the exc.cution :,a7 the prisoncrs frora 
FUlila.VUETTEL. 	He said that he had -c-rC:cick.: 	fuchrcr 	not 
to carry out the execution. 	I rcplic:: that this v;:,s c..rolctcly 
because in this case the eaisoHors never w;.u1C. havc arrive. in if.EUEITGLI3M. 
Dcsidcs that thc acco Zpanyin r.fficer of thc tran;..,pert 	p_inted ,,ut 
that hc tress 	on r2cr r_rf thc 	 then remcmLorC 
quite wc11 thc np.-::cs 	3'.,!"-IC Jf thc pris., ncrs - an :.'.ctross - vhcrcfr:.,.1 

gr...inct.". the conclusion that ho vr.s very woll inforAod a). _rut this - .1 -.ttur. 

Hnx 

Sworn by thk.. said Deponent 
bcfore rac this 30th clay of iirsch 
1946 at I.T.,2Litlin 

(Sicncd) 	LE COXTU, 
Lt-Col. 

3v. 3. 4-6 • 
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of 

Karl TOTZL.UEL.Z.  

Dcpositi on Al oath 	Karl TOTZ,_17.,:l iaale jailc:: in 	11:-.)._,-C;r2T7 	aw,orn 
before 2/Lt 	 Fcrccs, 	Crimes group (ME) 
Field InvcstiL-.1:,ion Section, at IITITLEATLITTEL, n this 21st- Day _f iarc'n 47. 

I ria.Krx1 TOT.ILLUZ, born in UazITSCII nr 	..,n 15 Jun 1 	I 
a salesman by traTo. 	I r1::-.1 	German nationality, :carried, without children. 
I joined the IZSDLI' on 1 Nov 33 and the SS 	23 ,'„pr 40. 

In suraracr 1944, as a result of the ;Ailed invasion in Prance ner-ciations 
;-:ent on between the HS'3111  Graf von 	 and the ;311;., concerning 
the subordination 	all SS units inclu.:ing Concentration Carapb, under the 
comiaand .of the 1-T.SSIF. 	;.bout ....ugust 1944, we in NEUEI,C-...11E received a 
Yfritten ce-araand. frora DERLIN telling us that we y-forc subk_rdinated t thc 
I-ISS. in :Al military an sec 	ty 	ter s. 	e V.'"c r c then 	e c o no -1 ic 
dependent from Mt.LIN. 	were prepared in case oi.• J..11 advrncc of the 
front to evacuate the _ussenlagcr to NELIElfG...iliE, cr ,..ther sl::fc places in 
raid-Ger-aany. ;.3 a result of thc rapid rL:vance 	 tr:.,o;:s in ,,ipxch 
and April 1945, the flow of evacuees increased to such a degree that 
IIELTENGSISIE caap becarac overcrowded. 	Thcreup-n ,•:atsgruppe D issue: an 
order that no new prisoners'we-fc to be acs.e-.)tc'. fro, Ge:atap,_ units. 
This order was 	ydth and a fee: trrnsjrts were sent .Jade. 	On 
about the 10 L,pril 45 the or::cr 	frr.- Ya :MILE; that all written 
rec;r2s were to be destroyed and that y-zitten c.--a.:unications should cease 
if possible. 

In the middle of 	Oberstur.11-annfuehrcr IL.ULY, the co,a.landant of 
ISUENG..,i4lE, said during a Fuchrcr conferen6e, that he had been t_rdered 
by :,_LLiErITZ DEM to accept a batch of prisoners in NEUENG...,:..7I1 and execute 
theu. He said further that he did not object to taxing the prisoners. 

On the 20 ;,.pril 1945 Oberscharfuehrer 	CEi1C, to -13r room :%n::1 told %le 
that a transport of prisoners ha l. arrived from ITLLS.:ATETTEL tAi:a that ubor- 
sturrafuchrer 	Vir.3 rcfusirk: to tar:c them in. 	I reported this 

at which he Lave ,ac the order to connect hia telephonically 
with the IISSiF. 

	

	the end of the conversation 1X-1,Y told me that 
insisted on the acceptance and execution of these pris,..ners. 

.1-t this the transport 	accepted and executed .-. few days later. 

That is all I have to say about this subject. 

(SiEned) Karl TOTZ:MEP, 

S't.-01,11 by the said Deponent Karl TUTZLITP., voluntarily at FUEI.S.AETT.EL 
on this 21st dry of :larch /47, before ,ac, 2/Lt 	 dctc.iled 
by C.-in-C. :zitish ..r-ay of the Rhine. 

(SiEnCd) 
InvestiLating Officer. 
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Try.nslation of 

C1,1 t,..TII 

of 

uale b--,rn 31 Oct 1912 
r.t 

FU LUETL - 

1. I T:r.s I.,a .crfuchrer in the ITBIJENCL L.".13 cL.ncu trr.tion 
tho 	 h_le.inc the ranIc of r.n CberAur.ifuehrer, froYa ,•.1.)ril 1944 
till -Iloy 1)45. 

2. ..t the T.:eginninE of 	ri1 194.5 Sturi.)r.nnfueizor 	cr.i.le into 
thc cR.7.nd c-.11eC 	 c ra)r..ci ty r de:cuty ..f tic cc; 	corjidrnt 
i.,ULY, who . \v'. n...t 1.)rcsent. 	t 	th%t r. hundrec'. ptis..)ners 7:ere 
to be cxecuteC. 	asice, -,-;hc..n these 	 could be sent 
.F.THIZDTL:TT.E1, toIIENE317G.:L'.1M. 	I rc:plicC. that I 	 tho deputy Li' 
the crr.ri) 	 r.tha thr...t I 	not 1:1r:KG r. .‘lecisiou. 	sr.id 
thr.t hc 	talk to the cualr..ndaut v.ne. left tho c. 

3. ■2 	 carry ,,ut the execution 
of the hune.recl Izisonerss  -all, were tt be cxccutct on...,rci.er of Graf 

r.s soon r.s the prisoners .yrived 	1:111:131 -AJETTEL. 
thc st.:ae time he told ic that 11,33E hr,.: seen hi. 	The 

Lere 	rithin the next dr;rs. 

4. In the cvcnin 	f trio 21 	..nly 71 inter.(2 of 100 :prisoners 
11111113:1111ETTIM I whL .co,:r - in, to the 	.ers y.ere execute:: C.urinL 

the f . ..11ovling nights. 

(3icned) :.ntun 

S;1(23.N by the sr.id Dement anton TIRELlqi 
before 	this 25th c:Thy f:.lay 1946 at 
FUILL.T3U1741MIJ 

S ne ) 

lir.jor.  

• ••■•••Ag 
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DT.:CJITION  No.  3 

TRANSLATIM OF Dia'03ITION  

of 

Kristian Ludvig 6=ERTJEN  

Deposition on oath of Kristian Ludvig SIEW:RTjEN ,..ale, of Hamburg, 
dilhelmsplatz 5, at present No. 7 C.I.C., sworn before 2/Lt. -;aclaw 
dIERZBOJSKI, Polish Forces, of 'Jar Crimes Group (Nd7]), Field Investigation 
Section, at No. 7 C.I.C., on this eighteenth day of March, 1947. 

I am Kristian Ludvig 3IMERTSJ11, born at BOLD:CCM, Island F)hr 
Nordfriusland, on 27th August, 1911. 	I am protestant and am cook by 
trade. 	I am of German nationality, am divorced and have no children. 
I was never a member of the i,T6D-P or any Nazi organisation. 

Before 1933, I vr.s a eember )f the -6:0D (Jocielist 'arty). 	I was 
arrested for the first time on 12th Ilay, 1934, and taken to FUHLS=TEL. 
I Wad charged with supposedly sticking up pamphlets.' I was released again 
after 14. days. 	During the .ve.r I was called up to the n:.vy (..erine) and 
served as cook on board a ship. In NORJAY I talked deprecietingly of the 
Reichs government end listened to the enemy wireless. 	The captain 
reported this to the Gestapo and as a result of this report, I v:s 
arrested on 12th iiarch, 1942. 	At first I wes -sentenced t > :ne year 
imprisonment' by the court. Having served my sentence, I was taken to 

C.mcontratien Camp, where I r:.i 	until 3 days before the 
end of the war. 

On that day I was selected for the LICH_.RPSCIRPITZT3NREGII/IENT 
DERLIUANGER (Sharpsheeters "D3RL13.......NGT,R"). 	I deserted immediately en 
arrival at the barracks in H.,.1.33URG-LeNGSNHOaN, on 28th October, 1945, 
I was interned as a witness. 

On about 20th ,:prils  1945, 11 transport of 58 men end 13 women errived 
at NT.TENGAi.I7, from FUHLSBUETTEL. The transport was commanded by Paul 
RE1.PIEN, known as "Lange i-AUL" (Long 	The eriseners were received 
by Hauptsch. NEIrd. The vemen were locked into the bunker and the men 
came to idinishAent Block 20. Block 20 was surrounded by guards. 
Together with other priseners I give the w2,men, who received nothing to 
eat, a bit of breed and coffee. 	Durin this, I had the epeertunity to 
discover that at least one of the women was 

On the night 23 - 24th 	all the women were hanged with the 
exception of one, who he.d hidden herself. 	I was not present '.t the 
hanging. 

I was bathhouse .orderly and slept in the boiler-room. 	I 
noticed how the door of the b iler-reem was opened and closed and saw 
a heap of women's clothes. 	Then several 3S men came into the reem 
where I slept and discussed the hanging which had taken place. A 
few minutes later an SS an with a eistel in a bleeding hana °am into 
the rem and shouted: 	"There is -utiny in the.  bunker, everbedy outside." 
He then neticed me and ordered me to stand up. 	In shirt and ants I 

wont outside with him. 	-Alen I cane to the bunker Obersturmfuhrer 
TILEANN ordered me to held a lemp. 	,Then I refused, I was hit in the 
face and he remarked that I h.l a red spot. 	"Red Spot" meant an 

escapee and meant loath penalty. 	In the meantime TU'eN duel led th:.t 
the Russians, who were resistine insile, should be finished off with 
hand-grenades. Schrf. RUGS threw the granules through the window, 
which blew open through the explosion. A shot was fired at him, as the 
Russians were in possession of a pistol which, they hag knocked out of 

/TUMYON's 
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TUM./NN'c hand. 	Tai.11414 then fetched an automatic and fired several 
shots into the hole. 	When all RU3SifID.3 were either lend or seriourly 
wounded, the door was o;?ened nn:t the bodies ta,con Jut. 	One was not dead 
yet and RUGS Smashed his heal with a large stone. When all bodies 
had been taken from the room, RUGE noticed a waoan, who had hidden 
underneath a bed. 	It was the thirteenth woman, who had not been 
hanged with the others. 	It was the 1. )lish woman I mentioned above. 
RUGS pulled her out by her hair and shut her in the stoach. He then 
hit her in the face and finished her off with a shot in. the head. 
The bodies were taken away by the Ka)o responsible for it, KORNELIUS. 

The following night, the other men, with the ex.coption of the 
Germans, were shot and hanged. 

That is all I have to saz. 

(Signed) C. H, SIEVERTSEN 

SWORN by the said DeiJ.Dnent, Kristian LtrIviE SIEVERTSEN v.auntarily 
at No. 7 C.I.C. on this oithteonth day of March, 1947, before mop 
?,/Lt. Waclaw WIEBZBOWSKI, detailed by C.-in-C., British 	of the 
Rhine. 

(Signed) d. dIEUZBOISKI 
Investigating Officer 
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DE-ASITION NO. 4. 

Tie eN3LATI ON OF DI.  03I TI ON 

of 

HAENDLMJesef  

Dee  -sitien en oath by Josef H..s..73NDLE1-t s  ualet  of H-d.LBT.TIZG 19, ,.,rmbreststr. 
18 I en 26th February, 1947, befere k: C',...j/te Frederik Iiichael -jarner, Gen. 
List of Field InvoStirrr,atien Sectien, ar Crimes Gr :up (1,r,'7,) 71. 	• ::■.• 

I am ()r eset" HeeINDLER, born at GUTS (Hungary) n 29th January, 1910, am 
without religion, not married and au ,minter by occupetien. 	I was never 
a member of the N3DA1' er one of its branches. 

On 12th Karch, 1938 the Costaee teak me in pretective cust-:ly in 
VI MIA. 

 
From there I came to the Concentration C-.ups 

and NUENCAUZ.. I wee in NEUENGAICE from 21st January, 1941 until the 
liberatidn. 	On. 20th April, 1945, two lorries drove ue  in the evening and 
men and women got out. The male prisoners wore taken into Block 20 and the 
female prisoners int) the prison bunker. 	As seen as the ,.dale prisoners had 
boon housed, this block was surrounded by e chain of guards. The old 
inmates of the camp realised from this measure that this was a "dead 
commando" (which meant illegal executions), because in the case of nuw 
arriva7.s, these have to pass through thL office. 	Also, the undressing and 
fitting out was always carried out in the internee clothing stores, but 
with t is transport, both chambers were not used. Bleck 20, where the 
male prisoners were, was surrounded day and night by guards. Towards 22.00 
hours on the 22nd April, I was in the ante-room to the erisiners baths 
together with Albin LUEDKE and Ewald GONDZIG. Suddenly Untursharfuhrer 
DilEIMANN appeared and drove us out of the bath, shouting at us and telling 
us to disappear. Je fled from the room and Went to our billet, which 
since a few days was in Revierbleck 2. • pie knew that on this night something 
was going to happen to the prisoners who were in the bunker and in Block 20. 

On the night of the 22nd April, eiy follow internee SCII/AIZZ fetched 
me frem my billet between 12 and 1 u'click aria instructed me that 
Raepertfuhrer DREILLMT wanted roe to cime to the baths. 	On arriving at the 
baths, I noticed the following Blockfuhrer there: • 

THITIWTN, DREIMANN, SIMK, -Z.RNK7, FRAHK, and the internees A.1.1i 
LEM.% Emil CORNELIUS, Uwe SIEVERT3EN, Ossi U1Vr.aDO:d3EN and ether 
Blockfuhrer. 	12 eiemen hal already been hanged in the bunker and their 
belies were being loaded onto trollies by prisoners. At the saao time 
Lagerfuhrer THUMA/IN together with several Blockfuhror wont to Block 20, 
to fetch the first group of .ten men for liquidati-n. On arrival of this 
first group, I heard shjts in my bath chamber fro the direction of the 
bunker. After a short while it wes quiet. As I came eut of the bath, 
I noticed hoe the four prisoners were cerrying uale bodies frJel the 
bunker and loaded them onto trollies. 	Acceiepeniel by Bleckfuhrerss 
the internee Villi LEHR went to Bleck 20 	fetch the next batch of men. 

This batch was taken into the cells in the bunker. 	Accrding to reports 
from the 4. erisoners, the ensuing events took place in the following 
manner. Lagerfuhrer THUlieliN. enterei the first cell and wanted t shoot the 

prisoners there. 	But on .opening the deer, the erisiners in there 
resisted and 'Imam received a punch in the face. He then slammed the door 
of the bunker and together with all the ether Bl)ckfuhrer ho fled: 'I hoard 
him' order hand grenades and machine guns to be breught(then) up. 	after 
a short while, the Blockfuhrer appeared with th.. '(Jsire 1 material and I saw 
THUILANN climb a ladder and try to shoot at the erisoners in cell 3 through 
the wenlow. The prisoners in that cell hail  however, in the meantime 
broken loose a beard and struck THUMANN's hand, se that the pistol fell into 
the cell. THITMANN then erlered the hand grenades to be got ready end himself 

/t hrew 
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threw them into the cells. - I then heerl a few leud letenatiAls fnd 
thought th'-.t the eris:ners in the cells in the, bunker hed boon murdered with 
hand grane:es. 	Half en hour after the :cteneti.ns several Blockfuhrer 
ap,,JearC. in the bath chamber anl eraered me te 	e. hese to the bunker. 
On arriving there, I saw tha=t the wells he-1 fallen in and that blocd. 
and pieces of humeri bely iere lying_; :-:a -n the rubble. 	The four internees 
as well as the Blockf'uhrer were besmeared with bleed, because they were 
attemiting to got order out of this chaee r.nl ,lisiiese of the mangled 
bodies on the trolly. 	hour efter I he'. lei ' the hese-pipe, the 
iris .nears and several Bleckfuhrer came t. the beth-house to clean up. 
They menti2nel ameng othr things thet the granados did net enly blest the 
10 mon, but that there was also a wen an in there. This woman hal sheltered 
under a bed and hed escaped the exi:lesien. -Alen the bunker was being 
cleared out, she wes pulled cut frJm unLur the bed 	Rapportfuhrer 
DIZEI1 	slow her with a stone and finally killed her by sheeting her in 
the head. The cleaning up of the bunker carried on until 6 e' clock 
in the morning. Next aurning the brickle.yer Kape l ul SCHMTKE hel to 
repair the bunker with a few new walls. 	On the nicht 23 te 24. I was again 
fetched from my quarters at 1 e'cleck. 	On arriving at the bath-house, I 

saw thet the executiens of the remaining on from Blook 20 were being 
continued. 	There was a group of ten men surrounded by armed Blockfuhrer. 
They were taken into the bunker individually.and shot there one after the 
other by THIRIZINN•and the ether. Bleckfuhrer who teuk part. The four 
internees. who took part in this had to drag the lead men into the cell and 
undress them. Thus the remainder of the men in Block 20 was finished off 
and the four prisoners loaded the bodies onto a trolly in front of the 
bunker. 	The luggage of the shot men came to me in. thy: bath-house. 	the 
end of the sheeting, Milli Ii7;a123 and c_mfederetes selected the best clothes 
and shoes for themselves. 

.;,s a reward for the sheeting, the Blockfuhrer an: the internees. 
received Schna;?ps. ,7:nd cigarettes. 

(Sicrica) Josef ILJENDLER 

i&FIRIAED by the said deponent Josef H.ZNDLE-A, voluntarily, at 11..'=, 
on 28th February, 1947, bolero me, Capt. Frederik flichael Werner, 

detailed by C.-in-C., 

(Signed) F. de.:ATER, Cart. 
Investigating Officer. 



Deposition No. 21  

frc•nslation of 

of 

Thoro:-3e 

Deposition - on oath of 	Gortrud '.2hurese, fo:Aale, of i-L.iBURG- 
I-LatBURG, Lutherstrasse 33, at I-1;1; 1311C- 26th Nevombur,. 1 946, before 
Capt. 	KINSLEIGH, The Choshirc.; _.,4;t of 	Invostigation 
Unit B. L. G. R. 

I ni.-1Gortrud Thuroso 1.10G GE, Born 23rd Sopte:.iber 1 91 3 at .KOSCHO.4TIN, 
Ob. 6ohlosion and nil :e;vangolical. I was err led but r.w husband 173.3 
killed on 2nd Jan 42. I had a daughter who died in 1:arch 1940 aged 
two years. I •-a as a housewife but during the war, worked in the fir71 
NOLTLEUNHEL; Haaburg-harburg. Thor::: I took over t he ::omen's welfare. 
because,. due to the deaths in fly fa;lily, I had a lot of ti•.:o and v,-anted 
to plungo .-vself into -.:. rk. 	;:as not a me,..ibcc of the NSD,Lr or any 
other NS organisation. 

Through my work in the womon's welfare I was noticed by the D-1 who 
approached filo as to whether I wanted to take over a omen's coup. I 
accepted and on 'Ith July 194-2 was sent to the asterdorg camp for 
training. I. tc..4- lainod 'there until 15th :,,ugust whon I took over a caup 
of about ton French woLion who were e,•iployed by the 	NOLEIKO, 

BURG, Friodensalloo 121. This 	w, as accommcd at,, .-- in- a hall in 
Hamburgerstr. 6-8. Tho hail was divided into a eating - and slooping 

room. I used the stn.-.s: as i•.w. 	Later, as then. wore not enough 
French womon to. run. tho fir:.: profitably I rucoived-  some -A2ussian prisonors 
of -Jar. There were fifty -.-:oiaon and _,iris. In the sucner of 1 94.3 this' 
nu.lber was increasod to about seventy by the addition of UI:rainian 
conscripts. 

In the sum:lcr of 194-3 wp movo:. into a hut-camp in Brnhastrasse 109 
which is about five r.linutes distance from the factory. There bordore4 
on this camp a Cf:illp of .iesto2n ...orkors, all 	I was camp loader 
(Laerloiterin) of this caik until 31st July 1 945 when I holpec:.3., the 

authc.ritios in the dissolution of the cup and the ro:atraition' 
of the inmates. 

From 4,,ugust 	the bo.j.nninr, of November I was absent from the ca.lip 
through illness and leavo. On 	.. rotun; a girl :;ho . had pr.rticular trust 
in mo said that, during; 	absence, the food had net been up to the usual 
standard. A,mongst other things, they received no su,,ar ration wher.....s 
they vicro entitled to 400 grc,.:.1s monthly. The :Aidday meal was also not 
preparet:: as was requisite. During this tiote thore were also bi;t7, air-raids 
and naturally the nerves of the girls 'dun:: affected by "over. .,criz and lack 
of sloop. 	 •• 

On 10th Novem-ner 194.3 at 12 o'clock nicidays. the girls •said that tb 
food was sour. It 	cabbaEo (I+eisskohl) seasoned with tomate-ossoncc. 
It was an impossible cc,,,Aninati_n. I tasted the food ..yself and vorified. 

that the seasonin;, &-ve it a sour taste. The Eirls worked nor,,..dly in 
three shifts, -iron six. 	t•,o 	fro., 	t. ten pm. 
and fro:A ton. p.... to six 	A spacial_cletachment 	only a drzr shift, 
I believe fra.i six a.m. tc. three p.m. Sofig,'. 	told Llo that in 
:v absence, the food was ilvirys bad. 

i • 
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I tried to.calm the girls and sene all th.se who were in the cal p 
to their room. It WAS chance of ohift and the eLls refused to return 
to work because of the food. First came Personalchef rAGLIJS and the 
forer.lan (betriebsobmann) -kEIER6 and tasted the food. They also verified 
that the food tasted sour caused by the tomato-essence. The dire for 
HOFER also came and tasted the fold. He also verified exactly the same. 
He called the girls onto the square and tried to bring them back to their 
work. The girls put. forward three conditions: some different food, 
German money instead of cnetp-money and free exit like other workers. 
Director HOFER declared that this eas• a refusal to work and could have 
serious consequences. Ihey should first return to wer and then only 
could'onediscuss the conditions. lie nave thee until two o'clock to 
return to work. This was preleneed t. 5 e'cleck. 

The girls in the factary.were t.ld that they must c.ntinuc to w re 
until they wore relieved by those in the camp. A tube ef food was 
brought into the factory which they ate. Up t: twelve girls were brought 
to the relief at about 5 o'clock. Shortly after all the girls had to 
to 	to the factory. I stayed behind with my interpreter Luba SABARA 
and some sick. I was then ordered by telephone at tlic fact. ry with 
Luba SABARA. On arrival I fund all the erls locked up in the air-
raid shelters f the factory and as I went in 'with Luba I saw how a 
certain ILLik;ZEL, 1;h.. belonged to the Gestapo kicked one of 1:ky Ukrainian 
girls who fell down and cried cut. There was also a certain HANSEe or 
JLI81114 of the Gestapo present& Luba was also questioned and ;Then she 
ex, laineo that she only wanted some different feed she was also shouted at. 

went back to the cnee with Luba. 41 the others except five came 
back to the camp. These five were Taisa bMIIINOWde  Sofia 1,aNeJDIL, 
eaeiOW&', and liaria PMeINOW,:x - the name .f the. fifth I forgot. :.Re O11. 
and SwIRNOWe had nothing to d with the whole business as 4UZI,PUJe 
on night-shift . and so was asleep whilst SLa.ill(Y.Te waS at work in the 
factory. On Saturday the 13iv 43, I Was oedered 	the factory. There 

PeGEeS, ?TITERS andPeeleeICH were asinitine a call .frob the Gestapo. 
They told ee that the five eirls would have te reckon With the :nest 
severe punishment and all the rest were to be present as a deterrent 
example. I thought that it ye-a a question of a punishment by beating, 
but OELLRIOH who followed me explained that ethe girls were to be shot 
and that hOFER was 'o nly waiting for the sentence. I said nothing to my 
girls eh e wore anyhce very excited as I did not wish to worsen the 
situation. Later in the afternoon °ULRICH and KLESE came to me in the 
camp and slid that the sentence Wi-:3 pronounced and the five would be 
shut early on Mendey. The girl:: hr to be reedy at five a.m. When I 
awoke ey girls on Jonday usruind I explained that nothing would happen 
to any of theca, that they should eaintein elscipline and oal.: and that 
they would return to the caep again. 

It appeared ttc eu that the -girls thought that they had to witness 
a punishment of their calleaguee but were net te‘ere of the severity. 
I had particularly said n.teing because I was cf the opinion that this 
would have led to a further refusal which might have unforeseeable 
consequences. iaina 	 who. en the night of Saturday-Sunday had had 
a nervous bre-kdewn, was kept back in the c-mp'by re. I acceeeanied the 
girls te the vehicle which was driven by the chauffeur of NOLEIKO, 
e&ITZI:IN. They were guardC by the factory defence men SRKeER and ROLWIN. 
I knew that the five girls were under arrest in FUHLSBUTTEL. 

The incident of the sh,otine was described to ice by Luba SaaR0 as 
f.11ows; Alen the vehicle caeo t a yevee-pit near the Volkspari:, 
they had to discount. ?here ace_ red - '-tacheent of the So, a 
lee.eissar either sch.4aL. 0r44.1 	 wes also there. The girls 

were made t., eeunt aeein as the lee.aiasar said that if the weeen break 
dawn we would have t le:ad thee in e,. dn. There caee ewe LKW's one with 
the five girls and the other with Beleie.n or French prisoners of war. 

ALLIZEL 
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DENZEL was disc theve. .4.L.4 4 ■..L. demanded five head-scarves but have thult 
back arrrin with the remark that these had their own. The leader called 
for two volunteers t o give the Gcnickshuss. hats v...re in the meanti:le 
laid down in the :;ravel pit. The jrls were Shut in : r ups of t';:op 
they were fraLi:cd, to the mat by the 	volunteers o.n:). imediately 
disposed of with genickshuss. First 	and PLUMINO 	then 
MINLJT 	and she, whose naile I forget. Then as fifth and last SMIRNOvii. 
v.-rls sh. t. Her knees were shaking and she had to be supported by the 
SS-:ren who then sh.7,t 11,:r. The prf.'eners frum the Alloy truck n.rxried 
the girls on stretchers to the truck. h'y girls were driven awv. 

One .::.r:;inE  in February 1943 Director 	 BLEoSiNG and a 
Gestapo official named HLUS.3R ca:le to me in thy camp and demanded to 
speak with oe alone. I was exathned for about an hour as to whether I 
had discussed the situation at the front in Stalin,yrad and ...Erica. Then 
the bed of Galina..:;1;.a6Ch:ZUO was thorcujily searched, withcut success. 
..11 the beds in .  the whole capp were then rui.-1.:-.aged. Then the men returned 
tc the factory. J.bout two hours later HOFiliZ told me by telephone that 
BuiDE.A wanted to speak to 	B4Xlitt ointed out to cle en the telephone 
that I could be put on oath and what perjury meant. I said exactly 
the same as before. When the girls caLie back at about 4 or 5 o'clock 
they told cc that TIC.LTSCHINICe. and a werker, REINH.',RD were token away 
by B.XER. TK.,L-DCHENCJO worked with itLII4Ji-ZD. I d., not know where 
TK.JSCHENKO lived. 

Director HOFEA was a ,:,an who sat there like a King and showed under-
st-nc:ing f,r no 1-.;an, let alone for a little prisoner of war. The only 
resort for an understandinc, with Gestapo, in the case of .tae_ fivo 4015 
-gads in qy opinion Diroctcr H07_2. 

I scarcely believe that anyone in the factpry w,uld have dared to 
coe to an understanding with the Gestapo over the head of HO FM. 

HarzEL whom I have alrea:y :Aentioncd is about sixty years old, about 
1.70 tall, with grey hair. He threatened 	in 	1945 with the 
Gestapo in the presence of Here HILL: of NOILLW, Herr _ IL.,SING and 
lerkschutzlcitcr Eal., because, in his opinion, I. t‘...,k the side of 1.,y 
rrirls too much. ht-.; threatened ae with 56 drys special arrest and life-
long KZ. 

(Sie;ned Gertrud 

SWORN by the said Deponent GeArud i•iOGGL, at H:::ii3URG 
3n 26th Noveilber 1946 voluntarily bof,re 	Uppt. 
H.P. KliCSLEIGH detailed by C.-in-C. British .x:zr of the 

(Signed) H.E. rINSI.LIGH, Capt. 
Investi;atin Officer 
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DEPOSITION Iio. 22  

Translation of 	 DEL'OSITICV  

of 

ELGELS, 'and. Friedrich ::arl  

Deposition on oath of RIGELS Mlli Friedrich Karl, male, of Hei,I3URC.; 39, 
Himmelstrasse 38 sworn at H.',ABURG on 6bh December 1946 before me Caet. 
H.F. UNSLEIGH, The Cheshire Regt. of 'jar Crimes Investigation Unit 13012: 

I am 7111i Friedrich Karl P_ZEL3, born on 26th October 1906 at I-ILI-BURG 
and am an atheist. I am married, and have one child, fifteen years old. 
Occupation: commercial caployee, et the time personnel manager of NOLEIKO. 
I have not been a member of the :fed ,.c exceet the Dl,.. and with this exception 
I have been in no ether CIS organisation. 

In November 1)43 I was personnel maneger at NOLEIKO. :Lt. the end of 
October, or beginning of NeveMber, a meeting was held in the canteen of the 
firm FETTE :tL-LT014.i,. Director Ernst HOFER, our defence representative 
(.,bwehrbeauftragter) tee:, me and-another gentleman .of the firm NOLEM along. 
There representatives of .JJTON.e. firmo, and other peoele were present. Dr. 
DERLIN, Reichstrouhaender der .1.beit (minister in chL.rge of internal 
confidential labour affairs) telkcd about the extended rights and conditions 
under which the foreign workers were to work. 	,1.-ter this the Commi2sar 
SCHMEIM spoke, as far as I-  now he was in charge of the Commissariat for 
foreign workers at the Gestapo, including.  East workers. His main theme was, 
as far as I canxemember the equalisation of working conditions of the East 
workers to those of the other foreign worers. In - this connection OomDissar 
SOHWEIM mentioned that n%turrlly the d:nger of sabotage or passive resistance 
or mutiny existedl'especially a.eongst the Eastern -corkers. Pointed weapons 
and guns had already - been found in male Eastern workers camps. He held 
all production managers who were present them ; responsible, to report the 
least signs of any resistance to the Gestapo so that they could intervene 
Lemediately. 

In November 1943 we employed %bout 65 to 70 Russien female workers, 
who were accommodated in a camp in the Brahmstraase. The ca;:: leader was 
Frau Gertrud MOGGE. On 10th November a part of these workers complained 
about the food *and the late shift, which was to go to work, refused to 
commence work. The other shift was inside the factory working. 	The 
production manager, Henry PETER6 came into my office about 12 o'clock and 
said that he was going to go to the ca.AD to settle the matter, and asked me 
whether I wanted to come along, which would have been of interest to me as 
newly appointed personnel manager.  I Went with them. I tasted the food. 
It was a peculiar fixture of cabbage and tomato flavouring. The food was 
not bad as I said myself, however it was like animal feed. Herr PETERS 
called all girls who were in the camp together and explained to them that 
their behaviour would only do hare to them and the firm. However, the 
girls continued to refuse to work, and ,rantedto have better food. PETERS 
then phoned with Director HOFER, and the latter ieueddately came to the 
camp and tried to persuade the girls who were still on parade to take up 
work again. This again failed. 

4..11 three of us then went bac._ to the factory-. I do not know what 
happened after this. :,bout 5 o'clock I left the factory. On tho 
following morning I heard that the Gestapo 1171 b, en in the feet pry and that 
they had taken five of our female East werl:ers with them. To-day I know 
that they were the followinc five: 

95. 
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StaRi10'.1.., born 
Sofiga 	 born 

LR',20:;.„., born un 
Maria PERI,LINa.i..., burn 
Lnt.)nia KOSLO-.L., born 

on 25th Janurry 1)23 at K...LININ 
on 23rd IloveAber 1)20 at MOSKM: 
22nd October 1916 at SARDLOWSK 
L.) n 9th December 1919 at URDZIN 
on 10th Noveaber 1921. 

On the 15th November the driver M.RZIN together with the factory 
guard SEELER and another person had to drive thu girls to EIDELSTEDT, 
as far as I au told and they had to be ;resent at.the execution of the 
a/m five girls. 

On the 13th 101,-;.Lber 1943 I was in HoFER's office, whore OELLRICH, 
2ETERS and HOFER waited for a telephone call of the Gestapo. 

Before this incidk nt occurred, it aicht have boon in February 1)43, 
our mechanical 'engineer, Wilhelm REINHaDT, together kith the East worker 

TILTSCHNIKO, born on 25thNoveober 1)21 in .;OROSCHILO.,IGRID were 
arrested. I do not :mow any furthe.,' particulars concerning this incident 
excepting that BLESSING,' Hubert was told by HOFER to work on this case. 
:re have never heard anything further froa the TIC.TSCHEITKO. 

(Sinned) 	RZELS 

2'..ffirued by the said Deponent P. .GELS AIL. Friedrich Karl, 
voluntarily at iLLIBURG on 6th Dee,..lter 1)46 before ae Capt. 

KINSLEIGH, detailed by C.in.0 British „ray of the Rhine, 

(Signed) ILI'. KINLLEIGH. Capt. 
Investigating Officer. 
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DI7JOSITLaN No. 23. 

Translation of 
DE2OSITION  

of 

01T.TRICH Hermann Bertheld Friedrich.  

Deposition on oath of Hen:Lann Berthold Friedrich OELIRECil l  male, of 
iiid,IBURG ;atonal  Schuetzenstrasse 18, Before Capt. H.2. KINSLEIGH 
The Cheshire Regt of -jar Crimes Investigation Unit B..OR. 

I a. Hermann Berthold Friedrich OFILRICH, born. on thu 21.12.1)07 in 
ILMBURG and am of protestant religion. I 	ma_ried and have 2 children 
aged 2 and 5. 	I 	rl turner by occupation, and since 1937 I 	fore:. .n. 
I was not a member of the IfS1)...P and did not belong to c.ny NS organisation 
with the exception of DAF and NSV. 

The Russian women-prisoners, employed with the IOLEIKO worked in 3 
shifts, from 6-2, from 2-10 an from 10-6. „part from that we had a shift 
which was worUng from 6-5.15 o'clock. This shift had dinnertime from 
12-12,30. In the beginning of November 1943 I was Schichtmeister (i/o 
shift) from 2-10 o'clock in tho evening. 	'Alien I came to thiJ factory 
I was told by the porter that the Russian women who were working in the 
shift had not returned after dinner-time, and that the shift of 3 o'clock 
refused to start working. I was also told that Hofer and -2ETER had been 
trying to make the girls start their work, but without result. 4't the 
same time I heard that the Staatspolizei had already been informed about 
this incident. 	I myself went to the co.7.-ri) ana could, after some diffi- 
culties, make the girls of my shift start their work, they - ere about 15 or 1 
16 girls. There were at that time about 65 girls. In the afternoon I 
heard from one of the guards that, on order of the Gestapo, all 4rls 
wh, were in the camp were locked up in the air-raid cellar of the factory 
excluding the girls who were just working. After about one hour the order 
was given that all the rirls should return to the camp, excluding those 
who were on work. 

About half past seven in the evening I got a call from the porter 
sayinf that I should come to the porter's ledge with my Russian girls. 
There I Raw that the girls of the car.T were already ;:resent. present 
were Dir. HOF-hR, DETER, the Kommissar SCITA/K11 and an interpreter of the 
Gestapo. At first all the girls had to go in the air-raid shelter C. 
There the acceaodi.tions were not suitable and they were led into the 
cellar A. There they -acre interrogated. I had the impression that 
SCHAIM, who had some photographs in his hrald 	chosed five girls who 
were: ARil:XW:(,., KOSLOWA, ilIkr.i,.JE,r-A and z.rmatiovil,,, 	The interpreter 
behaved in a ,bsurd manner. He hit the girls with his fists in the 
face, kicked them in their stomach, an shouted at them in a contemptible 
manner. With some girls he went in the next-door room and carried out 
a single interroation. After the interrogation the five above mentioned 
girls wore taken into a car and driven away. 

On this occasion I heard from 1{OFE2 that the girls, according to 
the statement of Komiaissar SCH:EMI  were going into a labour-calTv for 
5-6 weeks. I was standi on the square with I'ETEIZS, who said to HOFER 
that he was pleased that something really had happened to them. 

One evening later I was ordered by phone to come for  Dir. HOFER. 
There was HOFER, XIMail with 2 men of the Gestapo. I 	asked to 
give a report about these girls concerning work and conduct. I gave 
a good report about them. On this occasion X̀I-E-TKII exIdined to me that 
there had been a conference of tho Gestapo leaders and that they had 
spoken about the case of NOLEIKO. 	His proposition of co -.al-Jour camp 
for 5-6 weeks was r.fused by BASSEJITZ-BEIR, with the remark, that this 
refusal of work was in connection with a Russian festival, 'Aid that 

/therefore 

• 
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therefore one 11-2.a to make Alis a test case; that the 5 iris had to Le 
shot in presence of the other Lirls. 

I maember hwinr toll Frau iiOGGE about it next day. I spoke to 
GOETZE about it who was my superior. 	'Je were both disgusted, but 
we had no influence in the matter. 'Jo thought that this would not have 
happeneq if we 	been in the factor7 at the ti:Ac and that we could have 
persuaded the iris to eontinwl. working. 

The other women were also taken to the execution with the guards 
SEELER and ROL.:ali 	the Driver 

(Signed) Her nn OELLIZICH 

adORN by the said deponent OELLRIOH, Hermann Berthold Friedrich voluntarily 
at ILMBURG on 6.12.1946 before me, Capt. H.2. KINSLEIGH detailed by the 
O. in C. British Alr.:4y of the Rhine. 

(Signed). H.P. :a6SLEIGH 
InvestigatinL Officer. 
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TRANSL,',TIO. of D&'OSITI OII  

of 

Henry 7i.w.:ust Hermann 

Deposition on oath of Henry .',u;_:;ust Hermann PETERS, „laic of iiiii,D3URG 
gr. Flottbeck, Lioltkestrasse 241, sworn before Capt. H.P. itINSLEIGH, 
The Cheshire meet., of ';ax Crimea Investioetion Unit 	ILLGURG on 
11/12/1)46. 

I am Henry ;oaeust Hermann 1.,Emas, born on 5/6/1)0) at ILEBURG. 
believe in God. I a, married an.1 heve a dauehter, two years old. I am 
commercial employee by occupation, I was a member of the NSILI? since 
1/5/1)33 and was a member of the I', from 1/5/33 till the end of 1935. 
I was also Di.F manager (BetreibsoLmann) at NOLEI(O's. 

It was at the end of 1)43, I was in Director HOFER's room when Frau 
L'NGE phoned up from the hitchcn that the Axis from the foreign workers 
camp refused their food and would not start work arain without something 
else to eat. HOFER told me to o over there with the Personnel chief, 
1D.LGELS. 'Jo tasted the food and found it in order and tasty. 7e could 
not achieve anything, so we phoned up HOFER, as we had been instructed, 
who came over hieself. 	He couldn't do anything either. 

The girls who worked in the factory had to work longer, received the 
same food and did eat it. Towards the end of the day I was called to 
HOFER. There were two Gestapo officials there, one was called J_PSEN 
and the other one somethine like 27,ZER, an interpreter who, as far as I 
know, had grown ue in Russia. 	7e went into an air-raid shelter to 
which all the girls from the Russian Cemp were taken, but as there was not 
enough room there, we went to :sir-Riad shelter 	There I saw °ELL:UCH, 
HOFER, J-NSEN and an interpreter. Interrogations were Jiade there and as 
far as I can remember, the Gestapo chauffeur took several girls away. 
Then dissustini;s 1;eatin,s too.: ',:lace which were carried out by the 
interpreter in J.,1,ISENT's presence. 	5 girls had already been taken away, 
and others were selected and brought out in front of the rest. It seemed 
to me that OELLRICH gave his consent not so much in words, but with 

feeling. Those put out in front received the biggest hiding. 

I was already hack in the office and was preparing yo go home when 
I was notified by telephone that Kol-.L.lissar SCHWEIM was here and I vies to 
come over. I cannot reeaember to-:say whether I went over to the Russian 
Came by bike or car. SCHWEILI, HOFER, myself an:_ most probebly .L NSEII, 
MELZER and Frau MOGGE were present there. SCHWEIM explained there that 
girls who had been taken away were to go into a labour cap. He seemed 
to be well meaning, because he spoke of the freedem which had to be 
given to the girls. 

I heard shortly aftereeuds that the five girls were to be shot. 

(Si:ned Henry -1:ETERS. 

NOM by the said Deponent Henry .i. 1.1i.;11:3 t Hermann l'ETERS voluntarily at 
H.AMURG in 11/12/1)46 before me Cat. H.P. 1+INSLEIGH, detailed by C. in C., 
British ray of the Rhine. 

(Signed) H.P. KINSLEIGH, C!e 

103 
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DEPOSITIC  

of 

REINHARDT, llholr] Louis Pall  

Deposition on oath of-REINHA',RDT Wilhelm Louis Paul, wale, of H.,:::31IRG-K1. 
Flottbeck, quellental 12 sworn before Capt. H.P. KIXLAIGII, The Cheshire Rer:t, 
of 	Cries Investigation Unit HAOR at H,LIURG on 10th December 190. 

I am WILH2a Louis Paul REINH-Aff, born on 22nd January 1913 at H,LL.BURG, 
and of Evangelical faith. 	I arl 71,,r ded and half. no childr_n& 	Occupation: 
coachman. I have never be_n a member of the NSDJSP or its nfiliated 
organisations. 

In 1943 I was employed vith the NOLEIKO as a mechanic-a engineer& In 
this factory worked female Russian Prisoners of war. I often talked to them 
and gave them short reports about the war and the politicra situation and 
shared my food with them. HOWIE and '.LAGN watcheq this and they both gave 
me a warning. Galina TKZPSCIUTKO gave nu a letter, which had been written 
by the Russian NA-,RIA., and I lost this letter. The worker BUNTE, who was 
employed with the firm NOLEIKO found this letter and as far as I know handed 
it over to the management. On the 11th February 1943.1 was arrested by BAUER 
from the GESTAPO Hamburg and interrogated. For about 8 weAs I was kept in 
the Untersuchungogefacngnis (prison pending~ interroatien) ILTE3URG-HUETTEN, and 
during this time I was interrogated four or five tines by BOER. During these 
interrogations namely in the ante-rooTA, the so-called Spic!felsaal, I have seen 
the Galina twicco  but I de not kn-w 	intecrogated her. 

Whilst being interrogated I naturally did not want to confess to this 
correspondence, and because of this I was beaten by BiIJER each tim, by hands. 

the end he put the letters in front of me, and the report, from which it 
was quite evident that the girl had already confessed evefything. I did not 
come before a Court but to TTEUENG-111:1 where I remained till the 19th September 
194A. Then I was released and conscripted to the :Tthrmacht. 

(Signed) 71i1h. REINHA.RDT. 

SdORN by the said Deponent Trilheln Louis Paul PLT7:11-01', voluntarily at 
H-IZURG on 10th December 190 before me, C7pt. 	 detailed by 

C.-in-C. British Army of the Rhine. 

(Signed) H. P. -iINSLUGH, Capt. 
Investig,atinr- Officer 
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TRLNSLLTION OF Di I:=OSITION 

of 

LUEDKE, ,lbin 

Deposition on oath by 	Ludke, male, of HJ- BURG 19, Tornquiststr. 
44III, on 26th February 1947, before me, Capt. -,A..eerick 	arner, 
Gen. List, of Field Investigation Section, 'ar Crimes Group (14,E) B.L.O.R. 

I am Llbin Ludke, born at SCHNEIDLUEHL on 2V3/07, an Athout 
religion, single and am painter by occupation. I was mver a member of 
the NSDLP or any of its branches. 

In June 1933 I was taken into protective custody by the Gestapo and 
with the exception of about 7 weeks, I was in the concentration Grasps 
BOEGERMOOR near Papenburg, ESTER TGEN (Emsland), LUETTRINGILUIEN prison 
near Remscheid, SLCHSENHLUSEN, ORLNIENEURG near Berlin and from 4 June 1940 
till the liberation I was in the Concentration Col? il..13URCe..NEUENG.;:1E. 
In the evening on 20 Lpril 1945 two lorries drove in here and men and women 
got out. Of the prisoners, the male internees were taken to Block 20 
(Punishment Company) and the women to the prison bunker. • L3 soon as the 
prisoners had been accommodated, in Block 20, this block was surrounded by 
guards. To the old camp inmates it was clear that this precaution meant a 
"death commando"; otherwise orcinary new arrivals were received through the 
internee office and -oarticulars were taken there, also the dressing and 
undressing in the internee chamber (property room). Block 20, where the 
male prisoners were, was surrounded day and night by ::uards. On 22 Lpril 
in the afternoon, ;hen I was called to the fence by an SS-man, I thus came 
near the bunker and suddently ow: of the women, 	were taken in there, 
asked me where she was. I told hur that this was Concentration Crisp 
NEUENGLENE and asked where they came from nnu how, many they were. She told 
me that they were from FUHLSBUETTEL and there were 13 of them, two of them 
Polish women. Ls the Block-fuhrer was a)proaching from the back door, I had 
to leave and went into the internee sick bay. On 22 Lpril at about 2200 
hours I was with .0y.  fellow internees Josef HLENDLER, Ewald GONDZIK in the 
ante-room of the prisoners' baths. Suddenly Unterscharfuhrer 
appeared and drove us out shouting at us to sec that we got out of the block. 
1e left this room in a hurry and sought our billets which since a few days 
was in Revier-block 2. - :e know very 7,ell that on that night something was 
going to happen to those in the bunker as well as those in Block 20. 

That night, it could have been between 1 and 2 o'clock, I went to 
urinate. I heard voices near the bunker and stop2cd by the *dindm. There 
were shots at intervals anC all at once I heard footsteps, so I ste:yl,eu back 
a bit from the window. ;.tout 7-10 of these prisoners came past, flanked 
by two Blockfuhrers. They too went in the direction of the bunker. Shots 
were fired at certain intervals (it coule have been 8-10 minutes). gone 
time after I had gone back to bed, I heard loud detonations which could not 
have come from pistol or rifle fire. 

Lt reveille in the morning, the bath orderly, Josef ii,..-21ADLER, told me 
that he was called to the bath that night, bemuse the Liockfuhrers wanted 
to clean themselves from their frightful work. On being questioned, the 
Block eldest of Block 20, Friedrich KUHR, told me that the first part of 
the -male prisoners had been killed and the re:laininc half were still in 
the block, which 'was confirmed by the fact that the guards were „Ain zhc.I‘c. 

(si„;ned) 	Llbin LUEDKE 

LPFIRIED by the said Deponent Llbin LUEDKE voluntarily, at HLMBURG, on 
2bth February 1947, before me, Cal)t. Frederick Michael larner, detailed by 
C•-•in....0 • # B. 0. R. 	 (Signed) F. %Tamer Capt. 

Investigating Officer. 
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eC'SITION NO.2. 

oe ra,TION OF Mi'OSITION 

of 

iins 

Deposition on oath of Hans SCE ORZ, male, of H.;,IBURG. 39, Earia- 
Luisenstr. 132, on 26th of February 1947, before me, Cap t. Frederick Ilehael 
.:arner, Gen. List, of Field Investigation Section, :ar Crimes Group (UR) 
B. 0. R. 

I am Hans SOH.:LRZ, born in VIEIRTL on 27/3/04, am without relioion, 
married and an secretary by profession. I .:as never a member of the Ni"SA 
or any of its branches. 

On 2 February 1935 I was arrested by the State Police in VIENN; for my 
activities for the ,ustrian Socialist Party, and was then at . IEN-
ZELLERSDORP, Concentration Cul rps =0 and A.!;UENG„ .11L until the 
liberation on 3 Liv.y 19454 

In the evenin,; hours of 20 ,pril 194.5 tan lorries drove up and 
altogether 53 uen raid 13 women pt out. The men were taken under escort to 
Block 20 (Punishment Block) and all internees 'acre preventee from entering 
this block. Therefore every old camp-inmate knew that this must be a 
special affair. From ry camp office, I was clerk to ;other with Her'oert 
SarEILE.L, I could observe the preparations for the isolation. 

A.8s I was at the saoe time chairman of the ille;r1 international 
internee committee in NTIENGLNIE, I trield to find out for myself for what 
reasons these new arrivals were beim.; isolated. I discovered that amono the 
58 men, there',:ere 13 Czechs, Poles and Russians. I spoke to several of 
them, among others a Czech carpenter frOm HIAAJRG. They came from the 
interrogation prison in E.,A3URG andlnd been sent to NEUENCee]E by liELS ant: 
TESSYddIN. It appeared from the conversation with him, that the Czech had 
been the leader of a Czech association, to which .Z.LIZ sent a spy. On the 
following Sunday, 22 	Oberscharfuhrer NLEVE of the Political 
Department and another Oberscharfuhrer took the particulars of the 58 nun 
from Block 20 in the camp office. ..%11 other personnel in the office, 
except SCIELIM and myself, had to leave the room. Thus we could ascertain 
that they were in fact Czechs, Poles and Russians. By reason of this 
discovery, I informed the Czech, Polish and Russian internee committee, that 
among these prisoners then. %,,re coopatrieto :ho would probably be executed. 
On the same day NEM took the :articulars of the 13 wrion, among whom there 
were 2 Poles. This ha-oponed in the prisoners' bath-hm.se, and NLEVE himself 
mentioned later that there were also 2 Poles. 

On the evening of 22 Opril 1945 I was makino my tour through the camp. 
Ls I came out of the inteinee bath-house, Dra!;IflidiN called me an, ohon he 
discovered that I was the camp clerk, THULLNN, who was standing a little to 
one side in the shadows?  ordered the ,internees 	CORNELIOUS, 
SIEVERTSEN and Ossi UNVERDORk to be brought out. Some time later, .:hen I 
was already in the camp office, I heard the tread of men narchinL; -pact and 
the clatter of arms of the guards. Later, when I was alrk,a,7 in flock 22, 
I heard shots and dull detonations in the cirection of the camp tunker. 
The shots and explosions could be heard clearly, as the night 's o1 
Next morning DREllu,NN told the other Blockfuhrer in the Rapportfuhrer re. I, 
that there was a fight in the bunker and that Tittil.ZN had received a blew 
on the chin from one of the prisoners. Shortly afterwardsT-__-011,1111 arriv,o. 
THI.M;INN arrived in camp with a plaster on his chin. 

On the niiht 22 to 23 ;epril 1945 the remainder of the _„12.e.ners fr 
Block 20 	collected and liquidated in the bunker. 

(Signed) Hans ZCH,:-R2; 

/LFFIRIED 

• 
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..iFFIR 	kr the said Deponent Hans ETh. 	volunt.^.rily $ at I-L'a iBURG, 
on 26th of Februcry 194.7 before 1.1e 	Frcdorick 
ee tailed by C-in-C. $ B. O. R. 

Sigicd ) F.7.,,12121,. Capt. 
Inve 3 ti3ating Officer 
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Translation cf DEPOSITICN  NO.5.  

DEPOSITION  

of 

Deposition on oath of idchael IIIELTP,R, male, of H;., .BUNG 6, 
SusannLnstrasse 19, at Ii,iTU1G, on 14 Dec 46, before me Capt Frederick 
A_chael 1LRNER, Gen List, of '.Par Crimes Investigation Unit, 

I am Michael LIVELIER, Dorn on 25 Oct 91 at HOLZKIIICIEN in Bavari. 
I am an atheist and a German National. I am married :nd have t.:o children 
aged 23 and 15. I an a butcher. I was never a member of the Party or any 
other NS organisation. 

I was arrested on 11 Lpr 33 for plan:lini; hieth treason. I was under 
arrest until 3 Liay 45 in a great variety of prisons and concentration camps. 
Prom summer 1941 I vas in INIEUENGLIZT Concentration Camp. 

During my presence in NEUFNGME a convoy of 71 civilians a]:rived on 
19 ..pr 45. This convoy carne frDm FUIISBUETTEL Prison I was told this by 
the senior membez of the campy -.:!:rnst a,11,ECHTER. 

The convoy consisted of 58 nen and 13 women. The women were straightway 
taken to the liquidation cell. The men went to the punishment company's 
block.,among the men there were some ten Russi,..ns and Poles. 	learned 
this from the senior member of the Block, Friedrich KUHR, as owing to the 
SS we could not enter the Bleck nor talk to the L.en. 

I heard that some people from Hija!UEG were concerned I went with a 
few friends and a little food to the cell whore the women were housed. I 
had from earlier on a key for the steel shutters. Thus I had a conversation 
with Prau HEYCKENDORFF whom I knew personally as she had previously lived 
near me. 

She told me that she had been arrested for refusing to give the where-
abouts of her husband who had escaped from prison. I asked her why sne haC 
come to NEUENGAM: and she answered that everyone had been sorted out in 
FUHLSBUETTEL by order of the Gestapo. She further said that the commandant 
TESSii.;,NN and the women guards had worked together in this sorting process. 

-:lien asked 	was still there she gave the names of various Germans 
including the actress 1P1.ERTENS and added that there were also 3 er 4 
foreiigi women there. 

These women were all wan e6 the next day except for one who was beaten 
to death. 

The same ..any at 12 o'clock the convey to LUEBECK was assembled. 
On this I went. Two days later in LUETRCI: I met members of a later convoy 
who told me that the j8 men had been hanged the following day. 

4.%s far as I know no member of the Gestapo was present at the hangings, 
but I remember an earlier case in Feb 44 when Herr and Prau BRUENS were 
hanged together with more cf their friem:Is. On this occaeion Kommissar 
PJLMS of the Gestapo was there in persc,n. 

i4ffirmcd by the said Deponor4-  Idichaia laTELLETZ, voluntarily at :e:ZBURG 

on 14 Dec Lr, 	me Cal s'1.:: 	Michael 7.,YZNER, detailL:d by C-in-C, 

British 

(Signed) P.M. ',.y=1 

Investiting Officer. 

vg.11 of the 
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DE1OSITION PG q 

TRANSLATION of DDLOSITION 

of 

Hermann Carl NAEVE  

Deposition on oath of Hermann Carl NAEVE, male, of HA:DURG, - 19, 
Echernstig 2, at .present interned in No. 7 C.I.C., swarn before 2/Lt. 
■,aclaw WTEAiOWSKI, lolish Forces, of War Crimes Group (NUE), Field 
Investigation Section, at No. 7 C.I.C., on this eiqhteenth day of 
March 1947. 

	

I am Hermann Carl NAEVE, born at EAMDURG on 12/11/1690. 	I am 
protestant and am a shopkeeper by profession. 	I am of Gory 
nationality, am married and have 2 children. 	I was never a member of 
the NSDAP but only belonged to the fyllowing Nazi orranisations: 
SS, NSV, DAP, Reichskriegerbund. 

At the beginning of the war I was working for myself and managed 
my own iron foundry. As I was a member of the Reichskriegerbund 
(Ex-service men's organisation), I was placed at the disposal of the SS 
for guard duties. 	On 8/3/1940 I was called up and pasted to 
FLOSSENLUAC. 	I was there for a year and was promoted to 
Unterscharfiihrer. As my family was living in HAL.;URG, I applied to be 
transferred to NEUENGAMME Concentration Camp. The application was 
granted and I was transferred to NEUENGAIZIE on 12/2/1942. 	There I 
worked in the Ielitical Department. 	In 1944 I was promoted to 
Hauptscharfthrer. 	I was in NEUENGAMME until about 25/4/45. 	I was 
arrested on 23/5/1945. 

At the beginning of .April 1945 an order was issued by Autsruppe D, 
that there.  was a tan on transports to 	 and that no new 
prisoners were to be accepted. 	From th,t msment.all transports were 
refused. 

On 20/4/1945 I was phoned up 1:,,y Untersch. 	WEI:MANN, tho tald me 
that a transport had arrived from FUHLSI;UETTEL and that Oborsturmf. 
TUMANN had refused to take them. 	I went to the Adjutant and reported 
this. Adjutant TOTZAUER ordered me to connect him with FRILSUETTEL. 
I phoned up the exchange and asked for it. After a while I was called 
up by TOTZAUER, who told me that he had received the order to accept 
the prisoners. Thereupon I phoned up DREIMANN and informed him of this. 
I then went to the gate myself and had d look at the transport. 	I do 
not remember who was in commane, of the transport (Transpertfthrer). 

The next day I filled out the personal Questionnaires together with 
other clerks from the Political Department. 	Hereby I discovered that 
two of the prisoners were French. 	I do not know if there were any 
other allied nationals. 

I anly learned afterwars that these .aen had been killed. 

That is all I can say. 

(Signed) Hermann NAEVE 

SWORN by the said Deponent Hermann Carl NAEVE voluntarily at No. 7 
C.I.C., on this eighteenth day of March 1947, before me, 2/Lt. Waclaw 
dIEALA)USKI, detailed by C.-in-C., British ',ray of the Rhine. 

(Signed),ERZI,OWSKI 
Investi ating Officer. 
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1-\ 

of 

r.1;le, born 26 Oct 1889, 
at P-2.: BURG, no..-t 
FIJIILSBIJETT.M-PRISON 

1. I 	Krininalrat and departiaental head of the Dopartncnt IV 6 of the 
Stapeleitstelle H,:.1.23URG, which dealt with the personal files and prison 
registry. 

2. I rerae:-.-Lber that in ;,pril 1945 I received severa lists fro!1 the men 
in charge of the case, •,-thich lists er.s.ntained the n:_-1.1c.:s of those prisoners 
who were not to be trken fr?ri FUIILSBUETTM Prison t.- KTATe 	I handed over 
these lists to IMYZNIT and ori:.cre ht .! to make a corrnlete list --)f these 
prisoners. 

3. Lt a later st<:e I heard either fran 	or fr.::1 J4,00.13, that the 
chief of the Stapoleitst.,12e - .T.31,0113141RG - had to sign the list of the 
foreigners who were to be sent to NEUSIMs2.1.1:ji, and that the iisapF - 
BLSSZATZ- 64 • - had to sin for the Germans. It was said that 13;eSSZATZ 
BMER asked. the executive authorities for details in order to forra an opinion 
about these cases, the executive authorities received the respective orders 
and handed in reports. 

4. Eventually ray office received the lists of the prisoners whD were to 
be transferred. to NEENEIG.,,A.M. 	There Were 2 lists, one of them contained 
the names of the German, the other the naT.es of the foreign prisoners, - appx 
twenty Germans and fifty foreigners. The first list was signed by 
B.e.SWWITZ-1.111R, the second one by BLOKEL.7̀ qG. 

5. ater receipt of the lists the transport office as well as the chief 
of the prison, TESSK:NN, were order-_ -. to carry out the transport of the 
prisoners from FunSBUETTM to NIALING_ 

(Sinned) 1, ilhelra :IGIE.L,NN 

SWORN by the said Deponent 	 before no, this 25th day 
of May 194.6 at FUHLSBUIVTIM PRISON. 

(Signed) 
Majerr 
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Translation of 
	 Deposition-14o. 12. 

DEPOSITION 

of 

aIGGERS 12 :IL  

Deposition on oath of ATiil .;":.;;GGERS, mdc of ..L1 Ncuen PeIle, LUENEi3URG, 
sworn before Capt. Frederick nichael v.,...R1§z, Gen. List, of Field Investigati.,n 
Section, -,1rir Crimes Group (Mal) at i-L.1.:BUAG HolstenL:lacis, on 19th 	1947. 

I en Rail Ile,GaRs, born on 31 : it.r 1903 at NEU..2!Gli:t0Ireli,T. 	I am of German 
nationality. I believe in God. I an married, and have 1 child of 6 years 
of age. 	I ari a criminal police official by professi--.11. 	I joint .1 the NSDLP 
on llar 1933. 	In 1937 I joine'l the SS ;-:ay be it was in 1936). 	I was a 
member of the NSV tco. 

Since 19314. I worked with the Gestapo in IL,11U3::G, i.e. since -utrust 1942, 
I was Kriminalkommissar and since 	1944 I was in char :e of the Deportment 4-, 
2 (Sabotages offences against the war econopy, xpinsi ns, incendiaries, 
dynomit, arms and armunition, attempts on lives and their lofenco). Besides 
that the national committee "Freies Deutschlf.•.nd.". 

the end of Mar 1945 the Gest ,.postelle i-U3i1FitG received the order to 
effect the transport of the pris,.,ners from the police prix ;n PUIILS-BUDTTM 
according to the plais which had already been prepared. These plans were 
made continuously base-: 	the experiences during th,; severe air-raids in 
Jul 1943. 

I received this order from my direct superior Kri- :inf:1 direktor HINTM 

If there was no coaaiunication with the RSIL in iKRLIN, this order must 
have been issued by the HSUF ISJE".7ITZ-1:21rIZ or the Reichs-defence cimissar 
KOFICILNN. 

I was ordered by JINTZE to make out lists of all prisoners of my 
department. I had to examine whether they were prisoners Ilho could be 
disoharged. t t the beginning of „pril 1945 I was 	ordered by HINTZE 
to select the severe cases from the prisoners of my department and to make 
out a separate list. In my department there were up to about 4 cases. 

I remember 2 nara,s of these severe cases; the actress Hanne IMTENS and 
a Hamburg mercheant 	the third person could have been a man from ILMBURG 
named MEYER. 

I remember exactly that HINTZE told me in connection with thsc lists 
that they had been ordered by the IISSPF BLSSiL;rITZ-s~. IR. 

I did not know what was going to hapyen with these lists, or better with 
the persons who were menti.-,nC on it, or why or for which reason they were 
made out, and I had no time to make inquiries. 

I hove nothing further to add. 

(Signed) E. EGG., 2S 

a...14141R 	by the said Deponent Dail EGG RS, voluntarily at H.,.1'3URG 
Holstencrlacis on the 19 	194-7, before me, Capt. Frederick Michael IL.RNER p 

detailef3. by C.-ine.C. 121ritish ,stay of the Rhine. 

(Signed) 	',.1.,21112, Capt. 
Investigating Officer. 
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DX.03IT10_. 1!o„ 13. 

of DK:031'21d:  

of 
Karl ..•.dolf Friedrich :i.EYEf.a1 

Deposition on oath of Karl .;doff Friedrich HEYEITII, 	of 11-1.:3URG- 
Lansenhorn, l.m Ochsenzoll 52, at present interned at 1.11.%•ISTErc L.:GER, sworn 
before S/Sst. Charles Kenneth FIELD, 5th Royal 	 Drac-.:ocial Guards, 
of Field investisation Section, ';lag Cri,ies Group (FIE), at :111ISTLI 
on 1 	1)47. 

I Karl HEYENN, have been warned that I a:. not forced to make a 
statement if I do not wish, but that any statement I make will be written 
down and 	ht any time in the future be used as evidence in court, 
I wake this statement voluntarily, not under co::ipulsion or threat ur 
because of promises of 2ersonal 

I am lCarl HE'YE.+1,1, born• on 23/1/02 at 1)„3M\10, Mecklenburl, I believe 
in God, a.ra married and have 2 children. I aai Gen.ian and an Krirainal 
Obersekretaer by occupation, 	I joined the 1■ISII.L.-) on 1/5/19376 Desides 
I was a member of the D..F, I4SV and RiC;6 By reason of my Gestapo career 
I automatic:%lly joined the SS in 1)42 and held the rank of Untersturmfuehrere 
I was arrested on 2 June 1)45. 

I dame to the Gestapo in 1)33, where I was employed on Il Heimtuecke 
Sachen" (Cases of insults to the Fuehrer, Patty Btoi). 	In 1)3) I came to the 
prisoner registry. In 1)43 I was made head of this department (Sachsebiet-
sleiter), My duties we:...e keeping; the card index and arr-.nsement of 
transports. I had to put together transport lists. Increases and 
decreases were also re;:istered by my department, including all Transports 
to..Ooncentration 	..L.bout 5 men a week v.-ere sent from I-1;:l+EURG to 
Concentration Ca4s. The caaps were NEUENG.21E, 

SiLlf.Safi-LusEi . Vie had very few cases for MarTI-L,USEN. These were all 
KZ Stufe 3 (Oatesory 3). 

L.t the besinninL; of 1)45 I 	out transport lists of prisoners who 
were to be sent to NEUEVGLI,M. The lists were made from lists I received 
from the departments. The prisoners were sent to ilEITEIG;,11.E after 
the order had 	issued that no further transports were to be sent 
to NEUENG-4,11E. - Resierunssrat 	gave me the order to make out 
these lists. 

These lists were not i-Jacle out in F1JHLS-13UETTEL. 	I was not in FITnIS- 
BUETTEL my-self to make out these lists, 	stenographer Frau 1)ECK.ER and 
Frau L..NGE were there and made out lists for the trans-ports to KIEL, 

I have nothing, further to say. 

(Siyted Karl HEYEllis. 

SXRN by the said Deponent, Ara-1 HET&V, 
on 1 ..upril 1)47, before me, S/SEt MELD, O.K., 
British ..,rmy of the Rhine, 

voluntarily at MUNSTER I.u.i.GER 
d.etr.iled by C.-in-C. 

(Signed) C.K. Field, 	S/SEt. 
Investic:atini: 
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DEllOSITION No. 14.  

Translation of 
	 5.. 

DETOSITIO  

of 

.,',dolfiacalauaDOKELle,NN  

Deposition on oath of ;,.dolf Nicolaus 	 of Hauburu-Nien- 
stedten, Schulkatap 16, at present interned in iio. 7 CIC FSEIHEIDE, sworn 
before S/Sgt Charles Kenneth Field, 5th Royal Inniskillins Dragoon Guards, 
of Field Investigation Section -Jar Crimes Group (NJ1) at a:M.HEIDE on 
16 ;kpri1 1)47. 

I, .i‘dolf BOhleia:.1di p  have been told, that I 	not compelled to make a 
statement, unless I wish to do so, but that any statement I do make will 
be written down and may be used a:: evilmce in a court at any tile. I 
make this statement voluntarily, without the use of force or threat or 
because of the promise of personal advantages. • 

I am 4'ldolf DOKEILL.M, born at ',ULSTER/Helstein on the 5th November 
1887. I am an atheist, I am married and have a sun who is reported 
missins. I am of German nationality and Kriminalkom-eissar by profession. 
I joined the Esni) on 1st ,iawust 1)35 and the SS un the 1st Jan 1943. 
'Moreover I was a member of the NSV. 

In 1920 I joined the Kripu (Political l'olice) and on the 5 
1933 I was transferred to the Gestapo H.n,..7,1LT2G. 	There I worked in the 
Department 4 Ia and in 1)3) I took over the Gestapo Department. I held 
this position until the end of the w%r. 	I was arrested on the 8 May 45. 

I remember I was ordered by HINTZE to ma'.ce out lists of prisoners 
who were to be released and of these who hafJ. to remain in the prison. 
It concerned the evacuation of Fuiriiszmarrri. It occured at the end of 
liar/beginning of ..1pril 1945. 	I ;,assed on the order to HELMS with whom I 
made out the lists. :,bout 5 or 6 persons were to be released and about 
20 had to remain in the prison. 	I handed in these lists to the prison 
registry (HEYENN). 	,..,xne; the n-.:Aes was a certin ILCM,NN. 	I do not know 
what happened to the prisoners, but I must suppose that the order to :.y_11.e 

out the lists was iesued by a higher authority. 

I have nothing to add. 

(SEd ) 4401f 30KEL4,1111 

SWORN by the said Deponent ,,dolf 	 voluntarily at ESMHKDE on 
the 16 4ril 1)47, before ;.1e, S/Syt C.K. Field, detailed by C.-in-C 

British 4.117:or of the Rhino. 

(SA.) C.K. FIELD, Invest, PCO 
5th Royal Innis. D.G. 
Field Investigation Section, 
Ytlas Crimes Group (illE) 
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ID 	I ' 

C .H1 	RETNE _ 

In the Matter of Yhtr 	 L-01-115228/'.1/ 21/,;..G 

In the Caso of FIJIMS13U2T11.....,-  IOLIC=.1 

Lffidavit of Major 	 204 682, Nigeria Regiment. 

I, Joseph LENIEVISItI, h..)reb: %Ice oath nd say as follows:- 

In the course of my investij..:- ion:: of t,he FUHLSBUETTM,lico 

Prison Case in 	1947 I ot.. -tineCi fre:-.1 the HQ CCG Int. Div. 

the Secr6, CI TiONITOR No 1, 	20 Jan 45, vrhich under para 

15 contains the order of the - ?eic}-,sfu:hrer SS introducing a 

change of the concentration ea.-npst admillistri_Aion and grant-

ing i cert"•:-. cases to the 1.-•.--, ohere S6- ua: l'olizeifueh.rer 

the complete control of conceAratier 	in their Viehrla•eiss 

aocument now produced to me mi,, ,Ace-1  lich: 1'4  "7"  is the above 

mentioned CI lONITOR No 1: 

(Signed) J. LENI.17SKI, 
Major. 

SWORN by the said Major Jo LIT.131:-LI, 
this 3rd. day of Juno 1917. 

(Signed) J. DA CUNHA, Major, 
Field Investigation Section 
WEL.- Crimes Group (NVIE). 
(J. 	CUNHA., Major) 

HQ B.,OR, 
jrd Juno 47. 

■.■ 
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Exhibit "Z" 

H.24.DQU,..RTMS 
„LLIED OCE3DITION„RY FORC13 

Office of „ssistant Chief of Staff, G-2 
Counter Intelligence Sub-Division 

No. 1 
	

CI LONITOR 	 20 Jan 45 

„bbreviations Used 

D : Document 
1".." : Fr. Interrogation Report 

R : Intelligence Report (various sources) 
Other „bbreviations : See CI Handbook GER1LNY 

Contents 

1. "Nacht-und-Ncbel-Erlass" or "IITM..-11rlass" 
2. Increasing l'olitical Role of D.F 
3. Foreign Workers Representation 
4. Cancellation of Home Leave for Foreign Workers 
5. Issue of Nationality Badges to Foreign Workers 
6. Family idlowancc for Relatives of Foreigners in ,..rE.Iffen-SS 
7. Integration of kotor Services 
8. Transfer of ssray l'ersonnel to SS Units 
9. Employmont of Under-19s subject to HLMITR's Orders 

10. Nachrichten■Dolnet scher Ersatz u. Lusbildungs-„bteilung 
11. Foreigners in 10 SS-Div FRUNDSDERG 
12. Female SS Guards at KL „USCHWITZ 
13. Guerrilla Warfare ireparations 
144 Recognition of pro-German activities 
15. Changes in Concentration Camp „dministration 
16. Reorganisation of Frontier Guards (Grenzschutz) in the West 
17. Changes in lianpower ..11ocation for Shop Defence 
18. Evacuation of Nazi Leaders from Occupied „row.; 

AMMO It Dutch Underground Newspapers 

.iNNrIG II: Evacuation of NLTZWEILER Concentration Camp and Subsidiary Caraps. 
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1. S" or "K2ITEL-Ili.L...SS"  

D (7 Doc 4.1) 0= KEITEL:- 
Outlines the procedure fog 	individuals cornittinz acts against 
the Reich or the Occupy::.:.g 70r,7...)s. 	Offences dealt with underthis decree 
arc: espionage;  sal.,otaL:-., 	 lntriguest  activities which create 
unrest, giving aij, 	caemy or unaullorised possession of weapons. 
The death penal .y is d.:crorl for al._ non-German civilians charged with any 
of the afore-mentioned ots. 	Spool in dealing with the offenders is 
stressed throughee.t the deee a.id the offenders are to be punished in the 
occupied territory %lv if the death penalty can bo meted out without delay. 
If this cannot be done vitlin ore week of apprehensinn, the accused is to 
be transferred to Germa-7 7,- :•oper 	Offenders who are brought to Germany 
are only dealt with undo. 	procedure when special lAilitary interests 
demand it. 	Headquarterr: f Gen..any or abroad are only allowed to disclose 
that these indivi;:uals have beer. ar:.-ested. 	No further information 
concerning the ao:,used mosv oe giien out. Many cf these persenR are 
committed. to Concentrati-er. "famps, where they arc known as NN-Haftlinge  
(Nacht-und-Nebel InmEtes). 

B-CKGROUND: The Policy of de 	ing arrested nationals of occupied countries 
to Germany where they ar-; ,Jver 'acar-1 of again is well known. 

Captured KL records have sliown tic desi;Tration "NN" after the names of 
some of the innatesc 

COMMENT: The above decree i;; C fundamental iTlportance as a basis of German 
policy. NN inmates of :mss arc of special CI interest since they were all 
at one time involved in ant -L-Nazi activities, 

2. INCRI,S1.:(.1 	ROLE OF DO 

D (16 Oct 44) WY Kroiswaltung 73ERN;- 
Betricbsobmannor “;hop sterLTds) must search their rolls for those employees 
who can be reclassified for active military service. Purely shop interests 
must never interfere. 

D (17 Oct 44) DAF Kreiswaltung ZZERN:- 
Botriebsellrer (shop manaLe-s) must place suitable items of their production 
with subcontracting home inaustries. DO officials will assist in 
organising this; NS Frauenschaft will procure labour, organise community 
shops and supervise activites. 

D (16 Oct 44) DAF Kreiswaltung ZLBKRN.- 
OrtsobmAnner (local stoward.:i) must report in mere detail on all events in 
shops and factories, economic as well as political, and survey public morale 
in their reports. 

D (10 Jun 44) DAF Kreiswaltung ZigprT:- 
Orts- and Retriobsobmanner must bolster up morale in their shops by personal 
exam. lo. They must report on workers' morale once a week. 

D (Jan 44) DAP Gauwaltung BADEN:- 
DAF national survey showed 	117,121 out of 221,015 Betricbsobmanner  
arc Party members. DO considers this appalling, since shop stewards 
represent the Party in the works'qops, and should therefore bo Party members. 
Thus all stewards in BADEN arc to be investigated as to Party membership 
and suitability; those frurd wanting arc to be replaced. 	In the past 
some shop managers succeeded in Netting rid of over-zealous Nazis among 
their shop stewards by having them reclassified for military service. This 
must not happen again. Dr- LEY has requested Reich Minister SPEER to 
classify shop stewards as indispensable on the same level as key technical 
personnel thus exeripting th:m front military service. 

SEC Lu.var 

AMA6. 
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13-CKGROUND: For position of local Di re 	 oce EDS Report No. 14. 

the larty reaches into every household, so the Dit.F r:.aches every 
workshop and every workilian. 	„A this period of total r.lobilisation, when 
all l'arty controls arc inorcasing in intensity the DI,P is no exception to 
the rule. 	Thus, while there is increasin .? unrest among the wor!:urs it 
should not be forgotten that there is also increased supervision and control 
by the DAF. 

3. FOR-1!!IG-1,f 	REIRESEITTI_TIOI,T 

D (18 Nov 44) DO Gauwaltunp7 -.3,.317.11:- 
Rennant   Gau Secretary of "Deutsch-V11.iische .rbeits-
ieraeinschaft"  was given pc...nission to visit labour amps of Flemish workers 
within the Gau if accomparr...cd by local Krcisobmann  or deputy. 

D (18 Nov 44) DILF Gauwaltung 
Francois Gi•LRIN, attached to Gauwaltunp.  .../hTLII.MiaiG, has also been appointed 
liaison officer for Gau.:al'unri. 3..,DEN for all problems concerning Walloon 
workers. 

ii,..CKGROUND: Regional Delegate of Vichy Government with Dili Gauwaltunq 
DIZEN-WEST1.-.2K was E. GEORGES, ,abtalstrasse 10, Bureau 1244  K.,RLSRUHE. 

4.):t D;s'F Reichsleitunp.  there arc national s,:cti - ns representing workers of 
most nationalities in the iLeichi, except mules and Ostarbeiter. 
Gauverbindunp:sr.lnner  (Liaison officers of the Gau) arc appointed to act 

interr.tediaries between %/orkers and DIS officials in the Gau. 	In some 
cases Betriebsverbind.uncrsenner  and Lagerverbindun7smanner  were appointed 
for similar piirposes. 	Foreign workers generally did not have great 
confidence in these national "representatives". 

COiyMaNT : The propaganda which hus always be.n inculcated into foreign workers 
since the occupation of ,rTe. torn Europe and 'Astern Russia, is now being. 
intensified in view of the loss of their countries by the Germans. 

4.. C-NCELL...T1ON OF 	LE_VE FOR FOIMGN WORKLIS 

D (10 Nov 44) DAF Gaulcitunp: 
Previous exceptions from general ban on home Laves for foreign workers 
from BULG.RL,., 	 SLOV__KL., S+ ..IN and HUNG.,RY arc cancelled. 
These fall now under the general rule for home leave for foreign workers 
which is granted only after the most rigorous inquiry in case of death or 
grave illness of worker's parents, spouse or children. 

13.XKGROUND: Foreign workers were originally contracted for a definite period! 
after its elapse they were retained as conscripts which led to great ill 
feeling. For this reason the leave policy was always very stringent, 
French, Dutch, Belgian and Italian workers were given leave regularly; 
Ostarbeiter  and Toles were lot cntitle to any leave. 

For foreign workers at large in the Reicn sec EDS Report No.8. 

COLZENT: The general ban en leave is obviously an outgrowth of the military 
situation. 	It does not a' crux to indicate any change in lolicy but 
merely expressos the desire to h:.ad on to whatever manpower is available. 

SECRET 
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5. ISSUE OF N....TI(.'1,T..LITY 	TO FO: SIGN WORKER' S 

D (18 rov 44) D:2 Gauwaltunr.  
list of workers, grouped by nationalities, was compiled by D;..F and 

handed to police authorities as basis for issue of nationality badges, 

COILIT.,,'NT: The ccrApulsory wer,_rin!: of an official nationality badge would. 
increase the control over th_ individur2.1 foreign worker exercised by the 
German police. 

6. 	 RE1...TIVES OF POAEIGNE..),S IN '11...Y.F.1.311-SS 

D (18 Nov 44) Da Gauwaltung  
The families of foreigners :.erving in the ../L.LTen-SS :,.re entitled to the 
E32:.10 allowances as families of German citizens. 

CO1'.1IMNT: ,ccorclia: to source this me..sure is intended to further voluntary 
enlistment of forei,,ners in the 'daffen-SS. 

7. INTEGR.,..TION OF .,LOTOR SERVICES 

L (2 Jan 
confidential order issued by HSakf in 17ka.  V (14 Hov 44) pools all 

transport services of Wehrmacht, ialr-er.cine SS and lolice, SEER 
transport units and male R.;-D into ViehrmachtfahrtbereitschafreriTiiefa) 
under respective Viler Commanders, 	oti cr vehicles im zivilon 13ereicti) 
crc controlled by Reichsverkehrsmini.ster. 

D (11 Sep !4):- 
The OK7 has ordered that an iVT unit (VuhrmachtUcreitschaft) be established 
in every garrison to Elect the 1,1/T reouirements of not only the 7ehrmacht 
but also the Vraffen-SS, the SS and Police and the RED Surplus vehicles of 
both Ilehrmacht and iolice are to be contributed to this pool. 

C01.2.74NT: Since the appointment of HI:r.irld.,12 as C in C of the Home ....rray the trend 
of policy is to integrr..te ..rmy and. l'olice functions on the Home Front. 

8. TR.:1,13171'R OF ...Pia lazsONFZ., TO SS UNITS 

D (4. Nov 44) Camp Cca-Ilantlant I1, NI,TL,EILIIR:- 
Stabspefreito recently transferred f rom ilrmy and .,ir Force are to be 
carried on the strength as Rottenfuhrer. 	Regulations concerning 44 
and 12 years enlistment by former .,rray and 	Force members in SS were 
expected shortly from 

BLCKGROUNDI 7holesale transfer of :,ruby and SS personnel has be_n practised in 
allied to frustrate —ed discrimination against SS, to penalise unreliable 

,:xlmy personnel ..nd to rejuvenate lax :,my units. 

COI. 'NT: The new item quoted would fit in with this known practices  

SECRET 
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9. ad-'-L0f.....LEIrT 01; MU...11-19s SI.7_,J3C11  TO Ht...-.11:a.R' 'S ORDERS 

(5 Jan 45):- 

.iLKreis order (1+ Nov 44) states that the 3rd 4-,ufgebot ?call-up) - i.e. 

ycuths between 16 and 19 - 2 or 	VS, a-c to be sent into action only 
upon directions by RFSS, b t wi.  1 Le trained to-,,ether with 1st Aufgebot. 

B.aCKGROUND: Commentator fisj-g! (5 \Toy 44 in "Das Reich"); 16-19. year olds will 
be excused from VS because -;:ney arc ...rmy Reserve. 

F. from liETZ area stated. / 2-13 Dec 44) only very few 16 year old. boys 
were fighting -.-rith local 

BERLIN correspondent Sv. Da :bleat 	 44) quotes "Schwarzes Korps" 
article revealing th•.t 12: 	 of boys volunteering for VS arc 

accepted. 

s.11 boys of 1930 and ea-fli classes 	enrol for KrieFseinsatz, (Field 

Employment) - East Frusaia. 

"Die Zeit" (11 :,Tov 44) .UD:'124L..i.TD: all men from 12-60 are mobilised. 

German Radio (22 Oct 44): 14.-15 year old. boys have volunteered for VS. 

DNB (11 Nov 44): Kembersh-ID in VS cxpix es.  with call-up to RID; but 

RAD is at disposal of VS tc 	 its. complete units upon orders 

from RFSS. 

COL1MIT: It appears that boys unThr 19 are accepted for and trained. in VS but 

they are incorporated into 	unats. and kept at the disposal of 

HIMIZER whether in his capa3ity el C in C Home army or as RFSS. 

10. NaCIERICHTEN-DOTTyiliff;"CifER ERS._TZ UND 

	

claim that the NDE, and 	is the only unit of its kind in the German 

Army. 	Last stationed. (Oct 44) in 1-1....LEVSaale. 	Organised in HQ and 

4 Coys. 	1 Coy for French, Italian; Spanish, Portuguese, Hungarian, 

Rumanian and Greek; 2 Coy 'or S-  .P.7 7 an7;,agos; 3,Coy for English and 

Scandinavian languages; 4 ioy for Signals training. 	Students 

recruited by OICH circular f-om personnel of all branches with language 

qualifications. 	Graduates of this course were used for radio monitoring 

(FunkaufklArung) and interc-dotion of IVT or 17/T traffic. 	They arc 

employed. at 4..rmy or higher echelons. 	asvinments between april and 

august 44 include: SD R.RI'.3 for telephone and radio interception, and 

control and censorship of telegram traffic; hilitary attache, LISBON; 

Military s.ttachet ..1\TK.„Ra: 0K11 for interception of enemy broadcasts or 

for duty at jamming station 	Morale of unit from i!,S viewpoint rather 

low as many men hc.d traver .A. abroad and posaessed international outlook, 

During previous transfer of unit from St. .i.VOLD to liath.aiOLDER 180-200 men 

disappeared. 	3 of the 4 	interrogated were deserters. 

BaCKGROUND: "Sprachmittler 	Iiiftwaffa"  reported at MATZ, 

trained interpreters for higher "LW staff c, LI/ intercepter service and LI 

interrogator teams for L'./ Fr camps. 	Languages: English, Dutch, Russian, 

French, Spanish, Italian. Portuguese.,-.rabian, Turkisra, Rumanian and 

Japanese. 
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Dolmetscher Coy of ',.1kr XIII, ART\IBLZ, has courses for English, French, 
Russian, Scrbo-Croat, Spanish, Italian, Turkish and Portuguese. 

Dolmetscher Lchrabt. 	(Perlebergstr. 61, :ERLIN), teaches Russian and 
English mostly for interrogation teams. 

Dolmetscher -usb. etc Ers. Kp. der Waffen-SS, OR_NIEN.EURG: teaches 
French and English. 

NDE u 	intervals students are selected for OKH IN VI/6 (deciphering 
department of Nachrichten Inspekti:11). 	Graduates arc not posted as 
Sonderfilhrer to higher staffs but, being sienals personnel, as Unteroffiziere, 
which is a cause of grievance. 	In sunmer 1942 80 men, chiefly those with 
good knowledge of foreign countries, were posted to BR-NDENBURG Division; 
two of these men were to be sent to the U.S.-. 

lionien Club, in BERLIN-oabit, named after iiajor (Obstlt?) 
officially called Dolmetscher w.bt. 

Dolmetscherschulc BERLIN, later called TurkvOlkische Dolmetscherschule. 

COnIENT: NDE u 	apparently is training men w:lose assignments hrvo ieportance 
from CI viewpoint. 	However nothing indicates that personnel is selected 
with special care. 

11. FOREIGPERS IN 10 SS DIV FRUNDSBERG 

PT!: - 
Suveral pv agree that recruiting for the Div tack place forcibly by 
rounding up all young men from their ho-'e town (in Poland) or compelling 
the men of an RAD unit in the Protectorate to join the Waffen-SS. 	Mon 
thus "drafted" were brought to DEBIC,, camp which they found crowded with 
foreigners from many countries. 	..ftor 2 weeks training_ they joined their 
unit, 10 SS Pz. Eng. Bn FRUNDSBERG. 

B-CKGROUND: German speaking Slovak draftes were assigned to 'gaffcn-SS units. 
Hungarian draftees are given choice to enlist at Waffen-SS recruiting 
offices in Hungary. 

Concentration Camp inmates, mostly Germans, were given choice between 
firing squad and enlistrent in the Waffen-SS (Jun 43) 

COI.LENT: This confirms that the principle of v:luntary enlistelent for ';;affect-SS 
has been abandoned except far acme elite units. 

12. FL.iA,LE SS GU-RDS ..3 	...USCiir.:ITZ 

FW : -  
PIT states that feuale SS warders guard the feuale sectin of EL. 
Their uniform is grey, skirt-cum-trouser pattern. 	They are amed with 
revolvers 2nd are as brutal as their male counterparts. 

13-CKGROUND: On 4- Dec 44 a joint appeal was made by Dr. Jutta RaDIGER,of 
the Bai and Gertrud SCHOLZ-KLINK, of the NSF, to German girls :,.nd 
Gorman women to aid the -rmed Forces by undertaking duties that would 
release men for the front. Volunteers are asked to enlist at the 
local district office (Orts!Tuppe) of the Party. 	Though most of the 
propaganda connected with the new Women's -uxiliary Corps treats it as 
a voluntary service, the DNB (5 Nov' 44) states: "In ad'Ation to 

SECRET 
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volunteers, all WOr. 11 Mid. 1 1'7 	'-erble. 	yet fully employed 
will be made 1.-Lvailn1;;(.- 	- he I 	ices: " 

Female ,Luxilierles with 1," 	 CXO recruit^d, organised and 
administered seprately b7 the 	.., .uho_elties. 	They oxi..; subject to 
the SS penal Ltu;i 	ry cede and are administered by the SS-V/VH.,,. 

female supervisor in the ',1oments Concentration Camp at R.NENSBROCK 
writes on 3 Sep 11-4. that she V.M.E" coeseripted into the SS and worked from 
4.40 a.m. to 7.0 p. m. 	sh = disliked the work, partly because "the 
uniform we have is beastly". 	This confirms earlier reports offemale 
SS warders at ATSCIr7ITZ 1Q, in 19/4.3 end July 19,24- and at R....VENSBROCK in 
194.2. 	Those repo' s, ty ex-pri soe, _ -es, stated that the female SS were 
at least as bad as the merle 

The German Red Cross (D:x) rthic. is the main source of supply of nurses 
for the :.nay has been mr7re or i..ss taken over by the :Army and its 
members have become par; o:  the -iiiitary orE_:y.nisation. 	Those nurses 
who had been serving. vrir;h -he C 2 have been assimilated into the 
Wehrmacht  vrith their organ eation. 	The nurses now serve in all theatres 
of war. 

"1 .WIT : It would appear that the status of e.-oTaen is si.milar to that of the 
male members of the SS, Ix! 	Ferce etc. 	The trend appears to bo 
towards a more complete rao.eelf..e 	cr of. women along with increased 
control of the Party over 	 earcillieries with the Aermed Forces. 
Tho facts alone inp:ly cor.eeript -'en. 

13. Mr; 

Secret Source:- 
Preparations for Euerr:2.1a mrfeee prow .:::d a:art from Wehrmacht  
activities. 	However d ..viC- e.g :_ine is d7Sficult tc draw as }ILI= 
heads both home for. cos 	3S. 	traLnvl are all -olunteers, Party 
and mostly also CS me,-",rs. 	-.. B. 	:ma training takes place in the 
WA,NNSEE Schulunesb,r_, 	T eh- 	-Idle at BAD TCLZ, Bavaria, an 
SS Ustuf von PALESY.:! has b, ea i en,. lee as cuel?Alla warfare specialist. 

,1T 0: PR-G711.1,LL7 

Secret Source:- 
By order of the RFSS, issued on 25 
were entitled to wear a chevron of 
10 May 10 to one of the following 
(EUPE;N-14411111DY ) ; Son lf 1 ug ve re 

15. 	CHJIGE IN CC  s.ralrANTRATTON  CA.,:e1P ADHINISTRAATION 

D (17 Jun 44) RFSS:- 
Camp Commandants continue responsible to the WVIL, for all general 
administrative matters except during alert periods (.-Fall), when the 
HSSPf assumes complete control of Concentration Camps in his Wehrkreis  
and the Camp Commandants become members of his staff. The HSSPf is, 
henceforth, responsible for the military sc: rity (miIitArische  
Stcherunp) of all Concentration Camps and Work Camps (ixbeitslager)  
in his district with the exception of Special Purpose Camps (Sonderlager)  
and Political Soctinns (Poitische 

6 

:Aug 40 "old. Fighters" now in the SS 
honour if they belonged, before 
organisati 7.ns: Heimattreue  Front  

ELT-201; BoFenschY  tzenverein  ST. VITH. 
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B,CKGROUID: See Basic Handbook ros/q/6 "Geran Concentrati-n Carps" and 
S• H.4.• E. ro• Aekly Intelli7ence Notes (23 Dcc 44) "Wchrkreis V Emergency 
Measures". 

CO:::ENT: This appears to be anothc step toward the centralisation bf all 
control under 1ehrkreis authorities in cases of emergency. 

16. R2;0RG.-_Nis_noli OF THE FROETIZR GU-RDS (GREI..TZSCHUTO 	TEST  

D (undated) BdS and SD RITEIN-WEST1'.-RK, .72JSB-DEN:- 
Grenzschutz in area covered by this BdS is taken frol:: control of RFV 
and incorporated into Sipe. 	It is organised in coys (100-120), 
platoons (30-40) and sectins. 	-s independent clement of the Sipo it 
cannot bc subordinate" under -rw nor be called on by ..gray except in 
emergencies, when Grenzschutz will bc cmmitted into action. Under 
orders by RFSS no ccAmander may leave a position without orders, except 
when ...rmy withdraws. 	Grcnzschutz assists Wehrmacht in securing frontier 
along "Vordero Sperrlinie  ';:est" which deviates sliehtly iron: ';:chrmacht 
line in Si,AaLJTaMN, S.....RBRUEMN and S—RGaiUEND areas. Grcnzschutz 
operates by patrols and fixed posts; it may search houses and.,will fire 
on any one resisting or attempting to escape. 	It -.lust engage ..flied 
low-flying planes or parachutists even at expense of normal frontier 
duties. 	Its patrols arc authorised by passes issued by Feldjaerkommando 
(mot)III to carry out military controls. 

BXKGROUND: For Grcnzschutz organisation as prrt of VG.D sec EDS Report No. 
6 (15 Sep 44). 

COMAIMIT: Incorporation of Grenzschutz into Sipo, concerns only Sipo arca 
REZN-',..rESTV-RIC, While no information indicates any changes for other 
frontier sectors. 	The measure, closely connected with the military 
situation, extends the control and influence of the R2SS over another 
public service. 

17. CHNGES IN I.L.1•T0VER. „LLOC_TION FOR SHOE DEFIVCE 

D (5 Sep 44) Gestapo, Einsatzkonmando, STR_SSBURG:- 
In concurrence with RSJb. the OKW-.:ehrersatzant instructed its 
subordinate offices throughout the Reich that henceforth only deferred 
men may be employed for the "Hauptontlichor Werkschutz" (Full-tine 
Shop Defence Corps). Men of 1900 class or older, regardless of degree 
of fitness, arc to be employed as Werkschutzmanner; men of 1905 class 
or older as Vierkschutz officials (Werkschutzleiter and _bwehrbeauftrapte)/ 
men of 1901 class or younger if classified "ji" (fit for work) are to be 
employed as WerkschutzrAnner and Werkschutzleiter. ,-11 others, if 
classified "KV" (fit to fight) will be exchanged by Gosta)o 
Einsatzkommandos for soldiers meeting above requirements. 

B,LKGROUND: Manpower shortages have necessitated a thorough combing cf all 
shops (see No. 2). 

Werkschutz personnel is mostly taken from the "Werkscharen", i.e. 
politically reliable and active Party members organised as nucleus of 
D.P in each shop. 

COI:IENT: The measure indicates Gestapo interest in the maintenance of 

SECRET 
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continr-us protcot:-. 1 	,o1 :A..r-.)xics, an acute problem in view of 
workers' unrest 7nd th:. 	I..-T.Irtion of foreign labour. 

18. 	ItTr.,C77_,T.',07 	' .Z? TZ,377RSFRPCCCUI.IiT)...11".&-S 

	

D (13 Sep 44) of Depu'Ly C of 	 Operations Staff, OK:- 
In cc.se of c-1:plete 	co ;.-,u1:;.ry :-/ac,aation of dusiEnated areas 
party leaders arr: to 	 civUiaa population. 	In case of 
surprise occupation of arc .s 	..Y.7es. HITLER has ordered party 
leaders to join tho 	 2o obtain the protection of tho 
Geneva Conve 	n 	1:—.dcr7 7IL. LI= ';car ...xmy uniforms. 	rmy 
units arc to 1= 	arift eq .ncnt to Gau- and KrcislLitunen 
upon requisition; -cionoe • ilrth...0 eistribution will be made. 

COULENT: Joove directive stct-:s -.uthoritatively Nazi plans fcr ovacu%ti(- n of 
their party offiials. 	I.. is :Lntcrestinc that no mention is made of 
the Volkssturm which would appear to be the most lo;!ic:,.1 unit for a 
party official to join in (2ctrome crorEencies. 

4 
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LNNEIT I 

DUTCH UI,D.)-Eizaaxikro 

Translation of a German appreciation made by the 13dS 	IIIb) for the 
Occupied Netherlands 

1. JJIE 	11iay 44 

Ai,lecgraphed Co.a:.iunist pamphlet containing 13 pages, strongly 
anti-Nazi in tone. 

2. TROUli Larch 44 

8-page printed pa.Thiet, probably published monthly, the first 
nuuber appearing in January 1943. 	Stron'-ly patriotic, v.ith articles 
sti•iulating racralc. 	protestant paper. 

3. K0licL5 L.pr 44 

4-Page printed anti-Nazi 	Catholic in outlook. 

4. DE GNUS Max 44 

3-page printe:: anti-Nazi paper for students. 	:,rticles on the Dutch 
colonies and British and ..1,acrican attitudes towards the Dutch East 
Indies. 	Pro-British in tone, De Gcus ci..11taiT13 an articles justifying 
British bombing which is condemned by the Germens as being indiscriminate. 

5. TELEX Apr 44 

Elimeegraphed anti-Nazi pore-:hlet,' 4- .ages of military reports and 
articles on foreign policy. 	This Eastern number contains also a report 
on Bruno 17.:ITEIZ'S jubilee. 	In Telex of 23 Fob 44 it is pointed out that 
many who, until then, had been co-'.)crating with the Geruans were at 
last convinced of the i-Apossibility of a German victory. Sceptical 
cements on the visits of the German diplomat, Dr. VIIIMEIVEN, to the 
British Eubassy in _.111;,.11L. 

6. IMKZEVER EN TOFKUIST 

Hectogr!-.T.)hed pamphlet of 15 quarto pa.gcs, probably -,-...rittcn by a 
Catholic and with the el-kers' interests at heart. 

7. JE Mt I:NTIET■1611,1I  No. 14- (4th ye.:,x) 2 Max 44 

3-page printed and illustrated paper. 	Lrticles on foreign policy 
after the war and en future attitude of Holland towards her East Indian 
colonies. 	Organ of young Catholic woriccrs. 

a. FRONT.SECTOR 

12-page printed song-buoic containing 10 songs LhiCh the cor.rpeser 
arc supposed to have written in concentrati.,n c;.:.-ips or shortly before 
their execution. Most of the poems arc either very patriotic or 
religious in feeling. 

9. 	OP 17,',01IT VOOlt GOD, NEDEILL....ND EN 0a:21TE 	21/24/20/31 Mar 44 

4,-pcze mimeographed pamphlet, dealing mainly with foreign and 
military reports taken from 	radio sources and giving occasional 
news from the Netherlands. 	L.rticles on the catastrophic effects of the 
flooding in Holland and a vindication of 	berabing of /1131,1EGEN, 
LIZNHEIM and ENSCMDE. 



C 	I 1 L_ t .r I,To. 1 

3,,urce 	(1 Sei,  44) 
Backy.,und: ]S/G/6, B Cndb IC n German KL 

1. with the rapid 	advances !-..ft...r the initial battles in Franco, 
Izeprxr.tiens were El p.e.c by the Germans f.r the.  evacuation of the 	yncl all 
its L.ussenlager 	- Subsidiary Labour Can. s) at TTAT\.::ILE: in Alsace. 
These movements were succesafully carried out, thus :-.11ewing thc Gerrar..ns 
retain much-needed manp.mer and machinery, and lenyint-,, s:.: ,c(as well r.s 
-i)essible sources of inforAatien) to the 4-.1lies. 

2. The follovrin,. r.ministrative and other arrancemento for the evacuation 
of KL IT-Trj.-iEILM: (ordered by .:,mtscruppe...-0 f...r the 2 Sep 44) can be taken as 
tylAc : - 

- Six special trains were made available by the Reichseanndirektion 
KARLSRUHE for the transporto.ti:m of II,:ftlinge (inmates) to Dachau, 
each .,;rain carrying about 1000 or 1200 Haftlinf,e ).ccureing to whether 
they were fit ur unfit. 

- Unfit personnel unable to march proceeded to the station by truck, 
and had bandages, medical instruments and nursing orderlies provided 
for them on the trains. 

A guc.rd company, patrols and a reduced staff were left behind, during 
the absence of the escort parties; the telephone and telegraph 
exchange remained in operation. 

The escort party was fully armed (rifles, pistols and MG.), and was 
reinforced by a company of local police. 

Strict security measures were taken at the entraining I;oint "to 
prevent any escapes, or attacks by the civilian population". 
Civilians had i.reviuuziy been ordered to clear the streets, and 
were to be prventcd from loitering in the vicinity of the station. 

3. 	In the case of the SS Economic Enterprises for which prison labour is 
utilised, the arrangements wen. different. 

In the Aussenlager A 9, the Haftlinge, engaged on a cylinder plant 
(sZylinderfertigung), were evacuated in September, 1944., in two batches of 500 
to ALLACII, the remaining prisoners continuing to 'lc on the machines until 
all of these had been dismantled. The machines, GO of which were disraantled 
per day, were also sent to .,..ILLACH, to remain there until new accof.c.audation 
c:-.uld be found by the RustuRcjsinspciction, (Armaments Inspector ate) ir. -■-•-hich 
to instal both ;)risoners and machinery. 

100 Baubaftlince (prisoners engaged on building projects) were sent to 
SPAIC1T.FZEN and 81 were sent to camp 8 A. 

At thc and of September the machinery from Ca rap A 10 was terandrarily 
sent to 	and the prisoners to GEYSI-iAGEN 

cc:ap 7 sent 1037 Hnftlinue to NORDI:AUSE1.1 and 90 of their guards) to 
KL STUTTHOF. 

The camps 7, A9 and L.10 at 0EardiMiElli come under :,mtsEruppe C 
of the SS-Vilnif„ being Soncler:aassnatraen, (Special Projects) of 	two geouIdt3  
exist, A and B. 	There are 10 Sonderm:).sanahmen A, numbering 1 to 10, and 1•1  
Sorilermassn!'.hmen B, numbering 2 to 12. 	 C  is concerned with 

Trejccts. 

/The ... 
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The 	 bclunEint; 	TT I were :•.11 transferred together 
with their cuart:::-.; 	K[ 	'.. I is an _Vat Y,llich is concerned chiolay 
with the Deutsche Erd - and Steim,:erice,  but -.-.hich has lately included an 
increasin,2, ,-mount of -.,-K;ric. for the Rustungs-Industrie  („rmament ,.-ioric) in its 
urdertaicings; it 	under ...mtsgruppe W1  it tschaftsunternehmunEen 

Enterrrises). 

11. HOLLLND ITIEb7.7.6  Mar 44 (.7:c. 7) 

12-page mi:.leographed anti-Nazi propr.gandr. paper, containing news 
hc•Ard 	radio progrf.r.Lfes and. quotinE wricus 
Defends British b:,mbilK• policy and its tone is definitely friendly to 
the ...11ies. 

12. THE LONDOTI NEI,S  

8-page mimea-phed paper quoting 	broadc-.sts and oxticlea frou 
the illegal press. 	Contains nev.s from the Netherlands and ...ugge:.-,tions 
for post-wax policy. 	No. 14.8 -;ublishes a spoech .-.1.ade by CLurchill in 
the House of Cot ions. No. 49 &Ives the opinion that the G: ruing 

has severely jeoparised 	popuLxity v.ith the Dutch. 

13. DE 1CiONIEK V.:11 D3] WEEK  19 Max 4.4, 26 Mrs 442  2 	44 

2-page railleobtaphedi leaflet publishing militczy reports brae...cast fair.: 
England. 

14. 1)E VRIJE K.,',11-.MDER  3 Jan 44 (No. 9) (4th year) 
I.11c a1 leaflet Litt: Ccr.-r.iunist tendencies, ee-Apesed of 6 2-colunn 

hectographed pages. Pro-Russian and pro-British in sympathy; contains 
articles urging the Dutch, in the event of an :.1lied invasion, to give 
all possible assistance to the ;.1lies by saving bridr!cs, etc. 1  frog 
destruction by the enc-,4:ay. 

15. CM)-Z.LES  3 Max 44 (No. 3) 
2-page ,:.limeographod pa-:-.1phlet intended f.-..)r the V.-.LGENDGEN StuZlents. 

Various insignificant articles referrine t student circles. 	It also 
oontains a list _4' professors lecturini: at that time and injunctions 
to the students in captivity to pursue their 01411 education !-./aci so 
help totards an intellectual revival. 

16. Dr.!_; TCEKCMST  Alar 44 (No. 3) 
4'..ccon:iniz to the German report, this paper is purely.  Marxist -

Bolshevist in character. 

17. BE NIEI.P;MODE  5 Feb 44 
Mainly rei:orts from British broadcasts. 	Thu Germs :cals. 	these 

are out-cf-Cate and therefore inaccurate. 

18. INiiIPIE,TION.LIE 	 V.LW VRIIJ IF.D17.1.,_ND  Feb 411_ 

Quotes 	Mirror of 6 Jan 44, v:hi 	cuntaii.k.u an article on the 
Inter-;,l lied treatment. of Germany. 

19. ONS VOLK  .i■i.ar 44 (No. 5) 
viarns against the pr.-.:or De Gir,  s  which is said to 

be prc:aotcd by the Nazis. 	Lnother leader, on "What does not appear in 
the nevisr:-- erg states th'..t neith.r H.C. NIJE (Schuluncsleiter der NSB) 
ner Hertz 	(Loiter -.or 	Presse-.bteiluni!) Nin.s trusted by the 
Sichorheitsdicnst, the f...xl-Jor on the 1:f.:Aulds of having Jewish and 
Indian blood, the latter for his pnti-German attitude. 

20. NET P.:..RCOL 
Organ of the Social-De-Aecr -.tic Woricers' party 

21. I-IET irOLK  
Social-Doaocmtic. 

22. VRIJ  
Protestant 2.11:1 Catho-lic 

23. SIC-N.LAL  
Coumnist 



'%Translati-n of 
	 Deposition-1:o. 6.7 

D4POSITION 

of 

Georg-Henninr Graf von B-SSEIITZ-13131-11: 

Deposition on oath of Georg-Henning Graf v n LO.SSEIITZ-BEHR, male, of 
HaaURG-K1. 	Flottbek, Baron-Voghtstr. 63, at present interned at 
MUMMUMILZEIR, sworn before i,lajor J. LENIEWSKI, The Nigeria Regiment, of Field 
Investigation Secti-n, 	Crimes Group (NZ), at i4UNST.alLail/ on 20th ;.pril 
1947. 

Georg-Henning Graf von .B.ISSZ,,ITZ-1-'1R, have been informed that I car 
not compelled to make a statement, unless I 	desire, but that anything I 
say will be taken down and may be used as evidence. I make this statement 
voluntarily, without having been forced or promise''. persnal reward. 

I am Georg-Henning Graf von .1-3.•SSEVTITZ-LEHR, born on 21 Mar 1900, farmer 
by occupati-n, marriel, of Evavelical faith and of German nationality. 

I had 5 children, of whom the two sons were killed in action. 

I Joined the NS112 on the 1 Feb 1931, and became a member of the NSKK 
a few months later. 	I Joined the SS in thc last days of December 1931. 4.t 
the time of the MElehtuebernahme (the lay the NS Party cam to Power in Germany) 
I held the rank of Hauptsturrfuehrcr. I was apptointC, to undertake the 
motorization of SS Standarte 220  and to encourage liotor sports. 

I inherited property covering an area of about 10,000 :iorgen frem my 
father. 	Ten years later, in 1927, I inheritel mom property, about 3,000 
Morgan, from my uncle. 	Iffy father 	when I was 15 years of c4:c, and I 
married at the age of 20 as I had to take over my property and only wished 
to do this when I had established a family. 	In my early years I witnessed 
the downfall of the Gorman Reich after the 1914-18 war, and thc ensuing 
economic and social collapse. 	Further I experienced the crass political 
antitheses between the left and right parties. 	Before 1931 I did not . belong 
to any political party. 	The conlitions described above and the decline of 
agriculture caused me to emigrate to O. ricer where a brother-in-law cf mine 
was living in the former German colony, of German South-Weet -frica. I thus 
emigrated there in 1930 and it wan on this journey that fortune placed Hitler's 
book "Mein Karpf" into my hands. 	The balance cf social and political contrasts 
outlined in this bo-lc, attracted me extraordinarily, and I therefore thought 
that I could help in this equalisation by joining the Party and putting the 
social directives outlined in "Mein Kempf" into effect on my estate. 	I 
therefore returned and attempted to realise these principles in giving land 
to peasants and thus helping them. 	I never belongel to the German national 
Party and therefore had cv‘ connection with the German national Leadership or 
Herrenclub. 	first, I was the only representative of my conviction amonzot 
the circle of titled families of Mecklenburg. 	I think that I was the first 
of the titled men of Mecklenburg to j6in the Party, but later Graf von 
SCHULENBURG and the Herr von PLESSON followed my example. 

I had no personal contacts with the leading men of Germany economy either. 
The party command of Mecklenburg purposely kept me from coning together with 
any personalities. I had no contact with the laity Command previous to the 
Maohtuebernahmes 	.after 1953 I was successively called to the Staff, of SS 
,...bschnitt 15 and the SS Obcrabechnitt Nord, as honorary motor reporter, that 
is to say, Oberabschnittsstaffulfuchrer. 1.1y work consisted of fanning the 
interest in motorisation r:o)ng the ranks of the SS and to expedite interested 
and enthusiastic men into the Mbtorstuerme. 	I was then promoted 
Sturmbannfuehrer and Obersturmbannfuehrer, until in 1936 due to my success in 
the encouragement cf motor sports I was called to the SS Head Office in DERLI.1 
to be appointed Inspccteur of Transport and Chief of 1;:otoring sports of the 
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entire SS. -t that time I held the rank of Standartenfuehrer. In BERLIN, 
I was only introduced to the Chief of the SS Head Office LERLIN, 
SS-Obergrupponfuchrer HEISaEI2R. 	I was chief. of mctlrisc,tirn until 1941. 
Between 1936-41 I may have been to see HINIZZ twice to report on the• success 
of hotorsports. . In 1941 I was relieved of my duties as Inspector of Transport, 
probably because of intervention by the Weffen-SS, with whom I had. had a certain 
amount of friction c-ncerning technical sulies, such as vehicles, tyres, 
petrol etc. I was installed as Camp Commandant of the HQ of the Reichsfuchrcr 
SS. The HQ was situated near LYCK in East irussia. 	I held this job until 
the beginning of July 1941, when I became econonic reporter on the staff of 
the HSaF, Ostl and, in RIG:o. 	I remained there until N'vember 1941. Then tho 
HSSiT was transferred to the Ukraine South Russia, and I became HSSIF of the 
Western part of DNjEITOIII3TRMK territory, as far as that territory had been 
taken over by the German civil administration; I held this apcointment from 
the and of December 1941 to the 1 July 1942; this was my first political 
ap:)ointment. 	Obercrupinnfuehrer T.RUI7T,Z1:71,.NIT was the HSSIF Russia South. It 
was our jib to establish contact betwo n the Sector Reichsfuehrer SS, the 
HMI? Russia South and the Generalkommissar DNJEM:ETROWSK. During the ccursL 
of my activities in that theatre our relatiTnship with the population of the 
Ukraine was very good,. and I observed no difficulties on the part of Ukrainians 
in this period. There were no partisan movements or skirmishes. On the 
1 July 1942 I was transferrea to the staff of the HSS1F Central Russia (Russland 
Mitto) for information,. and I took up office in EOGILEW nr SIMENEW.. I did 
not hold any specific position, having only boon transferred there for 
information to take part in the installation 	tro-ps. The HMI' had no 
zone of command, as the German civil administration had not yet boon set up 
in the district in question. 

On the 16 February 1943 I commenced my duties as HSSiF Nordsee in HBURG. 
The district consisted of Wehrloreis X, but was changed in the course of 1944 
until it was no longer the boundaries of the Wehrkreis, but the b-undaries 
of the following political Ova= that enclosed my district: Schleswig-Holstein 
Hamburg, Ost-Hannover, Vi'eser.pflms. 

When I was due to take up this appointment Fradazz summoned mo to his 
East Prussian HQ on 1st January 1943 and disclosed to me that he had chosen 
me for the aivointment of HSSI:F H...;.1URG, because he believed that as a result 
of my background and education I would be able to manes, e the somewhat difficult 
1L•Mi3URG administration. :ot this meeting UILYILER explicitly told no that this 
job did not entail any major operations. 	The only thing thdt mattered to htA 
was that as SS-Fuehrer I should found a .:ood personal relationship with the 
Tasty, the state administrati . nt  and the economic authorities. Especially 
was I to care for the institution of 4-,ir Raid lolice for the district, as the 
air raids, especially those on the docks, would increase, and the consequencos 
would be considerable. Further he told me that I was to ease the tension 
existing between the common SS, Waffen-SS, the Ione° etc. and finally asked  
me to set up a good personal relationship with the Gal:loiters Kauf-Mann of 
ILIOURG and WEGENER of LREMEN. 	HSSIF I had a staff consisting of an 
41.djutant, a driver, a clerk and an office manager. 	In the course .of 1944 
this staff was increased by the addition of the chief doctor, the controller 
of information, and the chief of racial and land settlement conditions. 
;Apart from that in the latter part of 1944 I founded a "Fuehrungs-"staff of 
officers of the staff of the BdO for the event of invasion and the ensuing 
adoption of emergency plans. 

The Ordnungspolizei in my district was subordinated to tho 
administrators (police and Government lresidents), who in their turn wore 
directly subordinated to the Roichs-"Innen" Dinistry, i.e. Head office of 
the Ordnungspolizei, through the Oberpreasidenten. 	The Security l'olice and 

SD were in their turn directly subordinated to the RS11,1; the chiefs of the 
State police and al,  offices were also the political reporters of their 
respective Gauleiter. The Oranun:spolice as far as it was a matter of 
military importance, were included in the Ld0, who on the one rand received 

his 
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his orders straight from the lead office of the Ordnuncs police and on the 
other hand acte'", as liaison officer to the HSS1F, to whom he had to report 
at will. 	The Gestapo and SD in the district were as far or, military matters 
were concerned, included in the inspectar of security ,slice and SD, who also 
rot his orders and directives straiEht from the RSIL., and also acted as liaison 
officer to the 

The ...,'affen-SS in the district were a c,.aaletely independent :rilitary unit, 
under the direct co!:imand of the SS FuehrunLT, head office. 	There was no 
liaison officer to the usai. F. 	me coamon SC had n,-,thinE.  to do with the iiSSIF 
as such; they were under the comand of' the Fuchrer of SS-Oberabschnitt 
Nordsee, who, in personal uni n, was the same as the HSSIF. 

The tasks of the HOSL2 were as f.11ows:- 

1. Liaiscn between the officers of the party, the state and the army. 
2.) Compensative activities at differences cf -pinion and clashes bet-,-a,er 

individual branches of the police and the SS. 
3.) Reports to the offices interested (Rcichsfuehrer, i.e. head offiz,es) 

concerning  special occurrences in the district. 
4.) Control of the installation of the air raid police and the duty to 

personally ensure unobjectionable functioninz  of matters concernitv  
the air raid police, after every major air raid. 

5.) Co-ordination of medical services of SS and police of the information 
services and the philosoahic trustees. 

6.) Judge over the SS and police. 

I was subordinate'. to the Reichsfuchrer SS 

	

On the 27 Liar 1944 I rea..-xted t, ) 1-11.i,r;ig; in his IIC, nr SaLZDUTZ. 	The 
next time we met was in Feb 45, when I accompanied the Gauloiter KilJTILINN to 
HIMILER Is HO nr STETTIN. 	The third time was in the be,:innino  of March. 

There was an order issued by the :Zeichsrecierun:  statin- that all 
prisoners, :Valls and foreig n workers we!.o to be taken back into central Germany 
at the -ailed advance. 	that ti ::c I told lifiThirrlit that I considered it to 
be better to hand over everythinL  to the enemy, to which 	replied that 
he was unable to chani7,e his orders as he waa bound by oath to the Fuehrer. 
I said to him that an oath to a nati:,n was rpm important than an oath to an 
individual, at which he aEreed and said that I should do as I saw fit. Until 
the 8 May 191+5 I was in telephenic as well as personal communication with 
HIMMLER. 	During  the occuaation of ITelitLIPT, I was still able to communicate 
Frith 	as he was attainable in a special train in NEU-RUI'lIN. 	I 
asked him over and over again about the fate of the concentration camp 
prisoners, and each time 	stated that he was bound to kcv.p., his oath. 

In spring  19/41+. a conference to •k place which was attends l by the follewing 
people:- 

Inspector of the SD, THInE, 
Chief cf the Stapo, Dr. 
Chief of the Orpo 
me, and other personalities. 

discussion insupa oonoernino the comr.nosition of an alarm plan of 
action in the event of the enemy entering  the district of the Nordsce coast. 
This plan was to be worked out by the HSW, at the desire of the Rcichs 
defence CarMMis5ar in the operational zone, and the respective titchrmaoht 
authorities, as far as the plan concerned the SS and 1-)olice. 	It took 
several discussions, to corn  lets this plan;  it was decided to adopt three 
staves of alarm, siilax to the staves of alarm lapod by the Wehrmacht, which 
wore to be known as stages of alarm I, II and III. 	I remember that there 
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was another discussion betweee me, inspector cf tee SD THIELel and the 1.A.O. 
In the course of this di sour on the insea.cter of the SD breueht up the subject 
of the evacuati.-ee . 	;loners Creel RTITIASLUI'A'ITII. 	.a.t one of these discussions 
the inspector of the SD informed 71e that instructions had ce:ac: from RSIL. 
ordering the release of numerous prisoners in the event of ievasie,n, but that 
no cases of treason and high treason were to be released, but were to be 
taken inland. 	as the :military authori-L'.ca counted. on a major air raid on 
IL.1,.1URG in the event of an invasion in the Nordsee district, and there was 
danger of the prison of FUELSAXETTEL being hit and,. destroyed., he suLeestecl 
that the prisoners concerned be te:.iporarily transferred to iTLIUNG.,,iIi_13 for the 
duration of the emergency, as previous experience had shown that bombing raids 
would not be expected on N- 'UL.a.CALE Camp. 	Ile askefl no to atieeest it to the 
commandant of '‘.7.111•;11IGAZ2.i.:3 0.1r1 4.o contact hie to prepare for such :icasures. 

this I aekc.:d the c-mnandan-  of TALZ_ThIGiliefE camp to tare._ te these measures, 
and to get in touch with the imspector of the security pc.-,3ice and SD. 	This 
measure Nias to be adopted in the event of an invasion on the Nordsee or in 
the case of allitiono.1 air raids on ILIZITRG. 

.:bout the middle of april 131e011ERG, the officer in charge of security 
police in ITAAIMIMG, asked me to inspect his newly forme''. K eeekompanie, that he 
had been instructed to set up by the 	in place of the new chief of the 
security police who had not yet arrived in 11,10111`6-. 	I told him that I would. 
not do it, but a few hours later -eLOrreERG again asked 	tr come out, saying 
that the men were on parade. I then gave way to his pleadings and drove to 
the prison yard of FUHLSAIJETTaL, where the cork:any was on parade. 	l,fter the 
parade the personal representative of the former inspector of security police 
and another man known to me as a special coirmissiener of the 11S1LA, and 
described as being on the staff of the inspector, came up t' me, told me that 
there was another group of 23 or 27 German prisoners, imprisoned for treason 
or high treason and asked if I would, in the absence of the chief of the 
security police, consent to hate this croup transferraa to N-2,U2TGLITE and shot. 
I said clearly that I would not give this my consent and informed them that 
such a decision could only be made by the RSI1A'A or by IM..]1AElt 
referred the two men to the chief of the security police whose arrival 'acts 
expected in the course of the next hours. 

:After having had the deg,  -.sitions of TESSI,:...1.2- T, J. COL, TOTZ—U22, N-0/13 and 
STANGE read over to me, I declare that I had 	..-nowleclee of an order' 
concerning the blocking of NEUENGaIlE by A.mtsgruppe D,, neither did I order 
NEUMTG-11.33 to accept the 71 prisoners. I should exelain that my name or 
office was mentioned several. tines in the depositions read ever to me, because 
all the preliminary discussions and later the alarm orders ' ore my name or 
office. 	I state most positively that I never discussed a proposed execution 
of prisoners from FUTILSLUEITZI, 	the comarelant or any other officer of 
NEMIGA'Ailrel. 	I state with a special reference to my oath that apart' from the 
aim discussion in the prison yard of FliilLSLUETTAZ I gave no man or office any 
instruction for the carrying out of the execution of 71 prisoners of 
FUIILSLUETTMA. 

The issuing of an order for such measures in the last days of this mad 
war would have been far removed from Iv ideas as I had clone all I could since 
Feb 194.5 to prevent any further blood shed. 	the risk of death I 
participated in discussions on an armistice in the North German area and 
further discussions about not defending 	 These discussions some of 
which were held in my house, were held in secret between the Gauleiter 
KLUF/iA'NN and the military authorities. 	It would have be _n my duty to report 
all this to 	as it was a direct contradiction of iiITLA2's orders; also 
I did not carry out the clear commands of 	concerning the evacuation of 
prisoners of war, other priseners and foreien workers. 

These discussions came to nothing, because Genexsalfeldn,oxschall 
as an old soldier, was forced to keep his oath and carry out his orders to 
defend the North German areal 	as General of the Wehrmacilt•Ordnunestruppe.n I 
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was at that time active on LUSCHIs General staff. 'Men IqJSCH transferred his 
HQ from REINDEK nr IL...ialURG to FLENSIMG, he askca me'to do the same. 	In the 
night of 30/4 to 1/5 1945 I was summone,1 to HIII2R's HQ (a farm house near 
PLO MI) for 6 a. m. by thc chief of the security police, 2rigadefuchrer 
Evidently due to my attitude to a spcody cessation of hostilities, and not 
defending HLIEJIRG, I was being watched by the security police, because the 
next morning it was not I, but 'LIERIC.: who Was adlnittQa to see HII21LRd first. 
Ls a result HINIIM ordered me not to return to HLIIURG, but only to remain 
with Feldmarschall. LUSCH in my evacuated HQ in SC:112SWIG. 	I was in telephonic 
communication with H.i.nLURG until the day of surrender; that is to say I used 
my exchange there to speak to Gauleiter IUTFIILNN or his deputy, 
Staatssekretaer LHRENS. Detween the 20 and 24 Aril I personally visited 
DO1INITZ after his appointment as deputy of the supreme commander of the Reich 
and suEgestel that to save further blood shed he should call for an armistice 
with the ialicd troops on the Elbe. DOENITZ declined this suggestion. 

Finally when the British tro7ps to k scHL1.3a,-..IG on 8 or 10 May 1945 I 
reported to the 1;ritish Commandant to as to be taken prisoner. 

Ls a result of the 20 July 19L14, when HIMMLER was appointed chief of the 
"Ersatz"-Heer, HI1311121 appointed the HS&F to be the officer in charge of all 
prisoners of war, on about 1 Oct 1944; as such, the HSS1F had the job of 
controlling the guarding of the log. camps and =,s in other ways a liaison 
between the Reichsfuchrer SS and the officers i/c prisoners in the individual 
Wohrkreise. 	The officers i/c prisoners were, however, subordinated to the 

_-officers i/c Wehrkreise in certain respects, i.e. personally and in all matters 
that had. been laid down by International law. 

The statement of the chief of the Kripo„ KRUEG.1.11Z-TIUMR, according to 
which he was told at a discussion at the house of the inspector of the Sipe, 
that I was supposod to have said that cscapeA and re-capture officers 16: 
were not to be returned to the camp, but handed over to the Gestapo, for 
special treatment, is not true. 	No such command was issued by me, to any 
Vichrmccht or police unit in 7:chrkreis X during the time I was officer i/c 
prisoners of war. 	It was not until the capitulati n that I got to know that 
I was supposed to have conducted a central interrogation Centre in 
FUHLSDUETTEL for escaped 4,1lied officers. 	This fact was never mentioned in 
my presence by the officer i/c prisoners of war. 

In my office of HSS1T, I had almost weekly reports on the frame of mind 
of the population from the inspector of the security police and SD, that is, 
they reported on public reaction on the military position, the bombing and the 
stops taken by the Government concerning rations. 	This also gave me a 
complete picture of the security position in the area. 

I know nothing about the shootina.  of 5 Russians PoWs in thc NOT,illTKO 
factory, nor did I issue any orders in this affair. I know Kommissar SCHW=, 
who investigated this case, The results of the investigation were never 
submitted to me, and I had no dealings with Kommissar SOH= concerning this 
affair. 

Further I should like to state that about the end of 1944 Gauleiter 
KLUFMLNN of Hal-MG told me confidentially that during a personal discussion 
HIMIER had informed him that I was to be dismissed from my job. in the SS, 
because one of my sisters had married the chief of the Swedish General Staff, 
the Swedish officer Gray von EHRENV.LERD, and I had not told anyone about it. 
Ls a result of KelE—NNts intercession HIELLER stated that he was precared to 
let me remain in office in ILIbURG. 

In March or it may have been in the beginning. of ;,pril 1945, I received 
a TM that was sent to a number of HSS1Fs with approxi. ately the following 
contents: The Fuehrer holds you personally responsible for ensuring that no 
concentration camp prisoners fall into the hands of cncay alive. 	This T. 

was not further acted upon, as I refused even to discuss, not to speak of 

/c2rry 
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carry out such an order. 	This order n'aLI therefore, not pz: sed on to other 

units. 

I believe I was rut in the picture about the evonuation of FUnsE=Tim 

Prison to the .i,rbeitserziehungslager KM, by the inspector of the security 

police of the chief of the Orpo, who, at that time, held the position of one 

of my chief s of staff. 	The inspector of security police or the chief of the 

state police personally gave the orders for ev:::cuation of police prisoners 

effectinr this in an inter-departmental way. 	If an order existed which stated 

that prisoners who were no 1 ngor able to march, vrere to be shot, it could 

only have boon issued by the State police office concerned or the chief of 

security police. 

The relationship betwen IAULY, the cnmmandant of D.TEUilIG-.11 and myself 

was extremely correct. 	There was, however, a c,rtain tension as P.sULY was 

actermincd to emphasize his independence in my area and the fact that he was 

only subordinated to the MIA in aMIN. As a consequence of a mess eveninc 

in the Fuchrerhcim which had :cen erected by me for the officers of the SS and 

police, we fell out with one another and I barred him from the Casino for some 

weeks for behaving obstreperously while he was mad-drunk. 

Tc add to the question I was asked about that staff I held as HSSET I want 

to say that apart from the already enumerated staff, there vro: another Stab des 

Fuehrers of the SS-Obcrabschnit Nordsee, which ;las run by the Stabsfuehrer of 

the cornon SS and, durin7 tho war, consisted mainly of a documentation and a 

Q. Branch, 	I did not institute an especial staff for my activities as highor 

officer i/c prisoners of war, but merely used a liaison officer to the officer 

i/c prisoners of war, and a clerk. 	Later as General of the 77chrn,oht 

OrdnunFstrupen, I had an espcial 73ilitaoy staff at my disposal, oonsistin: 

of a chief of staff and several staff officers. 

I wish to add a further point to the question concernin the duties of an 

HSSIF. 

Liaison Officer to the Reichsfuchrer SS he had to receive suo-estions 

and ideas coming from the 1-Tehrmacht, State, I:once, laity, SS or other units of 

tho SS-Reichsfuchrer in his area and act upon them locally, or pass them on to 

the head offices or to   himself. 

Further, since Jan 1945, the HSSI'l■  had to support the ''',":erwolfil-orranisation 

founded by the Reichsfuehrer SS, in as much as he had to back ui) the local 

7erwolf. representative in his work and dealings with the Gauleiter. 	In 

connection with 7..iy efforts to end the fighting in my area at the earliest 

opportunity, I forbade further participation in .rerwolf activities in tho 

beginning of..pril 1945, as far as it was guided by the Reichsfuehrer SS. 

In connection with my statement on page I concerning the evacuation to 

NDJIMIGi.l.a2 of FUHLSBUETTM Prison I wish to add that this sug ■7esti ..-)n may have 

originated from the Gauloiter IC.I.LFE-NN as, as fcr an I rottetaber, KA131,72,NN ;,pas 

worried about a repetition of events during the raids in July 1943, when the 

prison was bombed and a number of prisoners got away into the town. To wind 

up my statement  on page 6 concerning the 'uties of the Higher officer i/o cf 

1- 6,1s I wish to add that it was not his job to nix in defence or search - both 

these functions were carriC out as before, by the .;:ehrmacht or direct by the 

iteichsla-iminal Head office. 

I have nothing to add • to the above statement. 	I have stated the above 

truthfully to the best of my memory. 

(Sr,  d) G. 134.,SSZ,.,TITZ. 

SWORN by the said Deponent Georg-:Penning Graf von BASSE- ITZ-131,2-fil, 

voluntarily at "I-UNST-OZ.L.,..G& on 20 riL 19424_ --befcre me, Major JO LiI,TIS.;SKI, 

The Nigeria Regiment, detailed byCo -in-C. British A.,r1:goef_..the 

(S-d) J.  	 najor-  -- 

Investigating Off icor. 

I 
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DEPOSITION No, 68. 
264. 

Trans12.tion of 

DESITIOIi 

of 

TESSM,',NN *Ain 13ernhr.s..rel  Karl 

Deposition on oath of Willi Darnh2.rd Karl TES..;11,11N, eale of :1,-..:-.,1...urf.:- 
Langenhurn 1 , :,leg No. 4, I3aracke 2, sworn before Capt. Frederick Nichael 
ILRNER, Gen. List, of War Crimes Group (N..IE) at MUNSTKii.L..GER on 2nd .,pr 47. 

I, Willi Bernhard Karl TESSn'...NN, have been told. that I 	not forced 
to make a statement, if I' :A) not wish to do so. 	I make this statement 
Veluntarily, I have not been forced to do so and nothinr• has been ::)remised 
to me, if I do. 	I Iznow that r.Ty statement ;rill be written down and might 
be uned as evidence at a liter star,:e. 

I ar.i 	:3ernhard. Karl TESS-Id:11N, born the 15 Jan 1)08 in :14;.1.ZURG. 	. 
I era of Evangelical faith end of German nationality. I as married and have 
6 children. 	am a gardener. I was a meu'eer, of the NSIL:2 since the 1 
Mar 32, 	he same time I joined the SS. 	the end of the war I was a 
Sturnscharfuehrer in the SS. 

I was arrested on the 29 Jul .1945 and have been interned since, 

In Feb 1)34- I came to FUHLSLUETTEL as- a guard and stayed there until 
the i Jan 1937, ;A the beginning FUHLSBUETTEL was a Concentration Camp, 

4.,ppx in the middle of 1935 FUILLS:UETTEL was changed into a Police prison, 
actually it t.-:;as then a prison for ,ar.inly prisoners of the Gestapo, although 
there were also criminal prisoners. ,after the change to a Police prison 
from the concentration camp nothing really was changed, as far as the 
pris9ners were concerned, except eomo special liberties like 'mail, visits 
etc, 	et the time of these changes RODE was. the co;-.1.,,,andant. 

I was then transferred to the Gestapo Loitstelle as Fernschreiber 
(teleprinter), 	In Liar 1)40 RODE wanted me back L:nd I returned to 
FUHLSDUET.TEL, where I stayed up to the Capitulation. 

RODE continued to be commandant till the first 	1)43. Then I 
took over till Nov. 4-3 as actin: coumand7Int. In isiov. 1943 I we.e appointed 
prison Manager. This appointment came from the Gestapoleitstelle 
as the prison came under them. I rot all uy orders from this office. Up 
to the bombing raid in 1)43 the police prison consisted of the B wing in 
FUHLSDUETTM. This was a 3-storied Building. Then I asked for more 
room, because the D wing was absolutely full up. Ifere.ipon I lost the 
B wing and got the far bigger buil].in: which wn.s then called the i*, and C 
wing, and which had also ,a cellar. 	"eut when this also became overcrowded, 
I got about 6 'months later the B wing back. The 2 top stories of the D 
wing were only used for women, 	• 

Later about the end of 1944, I h -. :.-,ore than 1000 prisoners and then 
all these prisons were overcrowded, but -I did not get any more buildings. 

the end of 1943 or beginning of 1944 a conference took, place 
concerning the evacuation of FUHLSBUETTEL in case of danger i.e. bombing 
raids or the adirance of the 	arr.w. I presume that these conferences 
were held by Dr. KIEUZER, leader of the Hamburg Gestapo Detachment, and 
inspector of the Security Police, and SD, called TItLELE and the HSSPF Graf 
131,.SSEVITZ.BEI-E4 I then received written orders, the emergency being 
categorised in emergency Measures. 1, 2 and 3. 	emergency measure 
1 the guards were to be mobilised and the prisoners fr.im other police 
prisons were to be transferred to FUIILSBUETTEL. 'Emergency measure No. '2 

• 
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meant the' evacuation of prisoners -e. o to commence (at that time the 
destination was not stated). Emeroency measure No. 3 ac ant the destruction 
of all technical apparatus and the mobilisation of all ouards to certain 
Stuetzpunkte. 

sUready before this discussion took place I had a discussion with 
several members of the HANDURG Gestapo. It was decided not to transport 
the "difficult cases" in open trucks, but in specially prepared closed police 
cars. At this opportunity I was AL.;:a4 by Dr. KREUTZgit if I could not 
she >t these "difficult cases" in FUHLSDUETTEL. I declined. 

. 
,ot the end of March' or Lei:inning of April 1945 Gestapo Kriminal 

Obersekretaer HEYEtN and his secretary Frau :MOCKER came to FUUMTETTEL. 
He asked for the prisoners' registry, on order to ascertain the names, 
length of arrest and name of the Gestapo official dealing with the prisoner 
in question. 

A fewdays later the transport leader REPPIEN returned from the Gestapo 
office to FUHLEAJETTEL with the finished lists. One list contained the 
-prisoners to be released. - second list, the largest one, contained all 
prisoners who were supposed to be sent away on transport; and a third, which 
contained .71 names gave prisoners who were to be kept in FITHLSDUETTEL for the 
time oeing as they yore "difficult cases". 

The route which the exiseners, who were supposed to be transported 
somewhere else, were to take had already been worked out. In fact they 
were SU,.11)OSO1 to f:0 to NEVI. 4Gzu.:E• Dut this did nut come off, as beginning 
ofeipril 1)45 ITELJEZO...LiE was supposed to be full up, and unable to accept any 
new prisoners. 	I believe ileYEilerN said so, 	Shortly afterwards we received 
the order from the Gestapo office in IL:Ai-Zia to start with the march to KIEL.. 
In fact we now had to deal with the prisoners on list twu. The 71 people 
were still kept tack. 

4.41jOut 10 days after the prisoners who marched to KIEL had left :ay secona 
i/c STANGE received a telephone call froTa HEYENN one evening. ST„NGE came 
up to me, I was in the yard, and told me that very. soon a truck from the 
Gestapo would arrive to fetch the 71 priJoners still in FUHLSBUEITEL. It 
then became knOwn to me that these prisoners would be taken to NELTHIG..e.::E. 
Furthermore SToNGE told me, that HEY NN told him on the phone that he, 
STONGE, should write out the "Einweisun4:,sbeschluss" (order to enter 
NEUENGAeLE) himself, furthermore he should use the following heading: 
Dy order of the HSSPT (Higher SS- and Police leader) the following prisoners 
are being sent to the Concentration Camp NEUKTG:o::E. The reason for this 
special treatment I do not anew. I expect that these people aioht 
have tried to escape on the march to KIEL. 

 

I had no say in the selection of the 71 prisoners who eventually 
went to NEUENGoll.E. 

I remember the public:zhooting of the 5 Russian girls in EIDELSTEDT. 
I had to take them to ETDELSTEDT with several other guards, and was 
responsible that none of them would escape on the way there. The shooting; 
was done by Kriminalsekretaer HEDKE and 	ekretaer SCIELRZKOPF. 

I was -held, I do not remember by whom, that these women were condemned 
to death. I took it that this was a proper affair, especially as other 
Russiari girls had to witness the shootings. Who gave the: order for these 
shootings, I . do net know. 	46-  then placed the five bodies in an already 
prepared hole at the Jewish Cemetery. 

I reoember the shooting of 11 Rtusic,ns in EIDELSTEDT. I transpelted .  
them with several other guards to EIDELSTEDT. I ham nothing to-do with 
the execution, and I had alsonothinif; tO du with taoini:: the condemned iaen t. 
the place of execution. The names of the other guards I cannot remember, 
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but thoy came from FU LSDUETTEL. ,lsoathis case I do not knew who 
condemned these 11 men. I know that they had been looting. 

4.,11 prisoners who :ere kept it FUHLSIUETTEL had not Leen in front of a 
court. Some though were kept in "L,chetzhaft", which means they had already 
finished their punishment given to them by a court of law. 

It also happened that prisoners who were supposed to be transferred 
to an "iabeitserziehungslager" for 26 days for small Offences, like not 
appearing for work or something like that, were still sitting in FUHLSDUETTEL L  
after 100 days, which means that they had been comiletely forgotten. 

Transports from FUHLSDUETTEL left every week for NEUENG, other 
transports went to the Police prison HUETTEP for foriarding to ,USCHWITZ 
and 14/..UTH,USEN. 

Cases of death occurred very seldoh in FUHLSDUETTEL, although 
sometimes prisoners hanged themselves. It haa)ened very seldom that 
people died of illnesses. 

ie had no hosaital block, only a medical inspection room. 	The 
doctor, Dr. SOHN,UF, came about twice _a week, and sometimes in very 
urgent cases, -1 received complaints regarding the doctor and the way he 
treated his patients. For this reason i took part one day when he was 
inspecting and treating sick prisoners. I found nothing wrong, however, 
I understand nothing about medicine. • 

It happened that "Kalfaktors" came to me and told me occurrences 
concerning other prisoners. This information I forwarded to the Gestapo. 
I personally never asked anybody to spy for me. Lleo John ilid1 r  have never 
used to spy for me, if he claims that now, I cannot understand it, 
especially as he was one of my best collaborators. 

Regarding the statement of the South ,frican GLUCK, on the eve of 
his escape bid, I would like to say the following: 	':;hen RLINH,1ZD 
and I entered his cell, Faninum kicked him in his behind and beat him. 
I never touched him. Only a few days later I entered the cell as I had 
been told that GLUCK had said, when the ;Lilies come to H,IDURG, he would be 
the Governor. ;,s GLUCK would not look into my eyes, I placed my hand 
under his chin, and lifted up his face and said to him, that he should not 
have done all this to me. I meant his trying; to escape. ,t that occasion 
I did not hit him, and I also never hit him at other occasions. 

That I placed him in the dark cell I did because I wanted to avoid 
that he would break out again. For this reason I placed him in iron and 
used the cell with the bricked up window. 	he short rations he got 
automatically, as he was in arrest. 

That GLUCK was sent to NEUENG,i.EZ was ordered by 

I hit the Dutchman KOOLIV in such a way that he fell `on the floor. 
He lost his balance and stumbled over the chair in front of my desk. 

,t 2 other occasions I hit 2 Germans. These are the only cases 
which I can remember at the moment. I only hit people with my flat hand 
and never used a rubber truncheon or any other instruments. 

I have never allowed guards at FUTISDUETTEL to hit prisoners, and I 
have never seen that this happened. REePIEN I saw often in the morning 
during rollcall, but I never saw him hit or beat anybody. In my opinion 
in FUHLS-a3UETTEL everything was correct as it should have been in a proper 
:)risen. 

The interrogators of the Gestapo beat and ill-treated prisoners during 

/Interraa,tion 
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interrog'ation in FUHLSBUEWEL. I forbid t _up, to .10 thT.t Lecause I did not 
want the other prisoners to think that thu prison guards wore responsible 
for these beatings of prisoners. But I -now that the Gestapo officials 
usel to beat all the saae whilst I was not present. 

I have nothini; further to 	I have a clear o nscienoe 	1 have 
done my duty. 

(Sinew) 	T&:j;.1-111! 

a:;012.11 ay the said 1.),:i:onent 	Bernhard Karl TEM.::-NN, voluntarily 
at MUNSTEaiLER on 2nd 	1=)47, before Ile, Capt. Frederick Mich:.el 
1,..:INKR, detailed by 	 ritish ;..rmy of the Rhine. 

(Signed) F.M. 
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Ti .i'SL:.TIOI1 OF D? OSITIui: 
	 271.  

of 

Hans ST,..NGE 

Deposition on oath of Hans ST.,NGE, :laic, of H_I.DURG 26, 
Harburgerchaussee /7, at ,.,resent interned. at -1;1111.1,:_;TErt I.L“Gi,2, sworn before 
S/Sgt. Charles Kenneth FIELD, 5th hoyal 	 Dragoon Guards, of 
Field Investigation section, ;Jar Crimes Group (IT .17) , at IviUNSTEA L.GER 
on 27th Liarch 1)47. 

I au Hans ST,JIGE, torn on 1)/5/1)06 at GROSS 21.,INK, near KIEL. 
I believe in God, a,-.1 married 	have 2 children. 	I am baker by trade. 
I joined the NSD.,.? in 1933, the a., in Octel.er 1)32 and the SS in 1939. 
I was Hauptscharfuehrer. 

I came to FUI-1311-dETTEL at the end of 1933 r.,.nd was at first er.Iployed 
as a guard. 	I was .Dereitschaftshuhrer from 1937 until 191+1. I tiien 
came to NOWAY, where I stayed till ;.prii 1943, when I returned. to 
FUHLSDUETTFL. I was then at first in the office and in the last 
months I was. appointed TMSILIT's deputy. I was arrested on 7 May 1945. 

I was in charge of the transi.ort to i':EUENG.,:.SIE, which consisted of 
about 80 men. There were about 10 women among them. 

While I was in the office, I was responsible for the reception of now 
arrivals. For about 6 uonths I was then TESSLIA.Nts deputy (Nov. 194.4 
till the end). 	i,j duties as deputy were to inspect the stations, deal 
with the mail issue cigarettes. 

I would like to say that the transport to LEULTIG..e.EE was carried out 
on orders from 11ssaaTz-:311-a, I know ti.ds, because it was written on the 
document, which accom.t anied the prisoners. I wrote out this document 
myself together with 0:3MDOR...`ER and received the direction to write that 
on it from either HAYENN or 	 The document was not signed; 
on it was written: "on order from the Higher SS and Police Chief". 

413 far as the KIEL transports w-:re concerned, my task was to find 
billets for the first transport and then to receive all the transports 
and hand theta over to the Camp Commandant, Sturmbannfuhrer POST. The 
Transportfuhrer had to report to me and fivc,  me a list of prisoners. 
The numbers did nut r.,.;ree with those at FUIUMUTTEL. Several had 
escaptd, but part had been shot, :31,011:attG had ordered that prisoners 
who could not walk any further, -.-rere to be shot. 

I was present at the shootini: of 11 .ien. 	I 	to take the 
transport to the shooting 	 far as I ::.now, these people were 
shot for lootinc:. 	Ta.3:Lli..N and, I believe, SCH.41.1:,.: were also there. 
I also remember T.3.0.1.1Et. 

I now remember that I was present at the shooting of the 5 women, 
The 5 women were loaded untc., a truck at EUNLS=EL and taken to the 
same pit as the 11 men. They w re shot in this sand pi.t. apart frin 
myself , TaiVilarN, 1.1:.0 and HEY1TE w re present. 	The shooting was carried 
out by Gestapo officials. I did. not yflow the Gestapo officials in 
question. 	I think that TITIUS was also -;there. 

I have been told the .t I am not forced to make a statement, if I 
do not wish, but that any statement I make, viill be written doyen and may be 
used as evidence in court. I make this statement voluntarily, not 

/under 
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under coupulsion or threat or bect-..use of -,:xo:.lises of 1)0n-ion:I c•.ins. 

have never "Leaten or kicked prisoners. 

I have nothing else to say. 

(Signed.) Hans STAGE 

SWORN by the said DE:CNEIT, Hans STANGE, voluntarily at MINSTER 
LAGER on 28 March 1947, before me, S/Sgt. 	C.K., detailed 
by C. in C., British 	of the Rhine. 

(Signed) 	FIELD S/Sgt., 
Investigating ,i00. 
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PARTICULARS OF EVIDENCE IN SUPPORT 

,ontained in the otatements of :- 

(i) Ernst Alfred liOalt 
(iii) Otto i,̀ elix KI-11.1XMI-TiiIA.ER (2) 

(v ',Verner Era:Ln IY.ax JACOB 
(vii Karl TOTZAJEH 
(ix Kristian Ludwig SlEVr.afj.gli 
(xi) Gertrud Therese 1.0-C.TGE 

(xiii Heruann Berthold OELLRICH 
, (xv) Wilhelm Louis RElidIARD'2 

(xvii) pans st.):,vaz 
It.dx Hermann earl ITA:EvE 

(xxi Emil Eir.  .1-aas 
(xxiii Adolf 17icolaus tOlti-li:AI,I.; 

(xxv) Georg 1:ennin,:, -,raf von ._ 
(xxvii) Ems 6111,..,.,;E 

:urt :A:CZ:4;1. 
Lieutenant 3 

PAI;LI 
Anton 

,1111 _oriedrich 
„„z Ast 

Albin L'jzIL):_c; 
Michael 

,1;.: ALL 
Kcrl Adolf _ 
:.a.jor J. Lill -IE.,.31(1, 
dated 3 June, 1947. 
Will Bernhard X, rl (.xx-ri) 

(xxv.) ,  (xxvi) and (xxvii) are statements of the accused. 
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NOTES ON THE CASE 

(Under this heading should be included the view taken as to (a) the degree of 
responsibility of the accused in view of his official position, e.g., was offence 
committed on the offender's own initiative, or in obedience to orders, or in carrying 
out a system approved by authority or a legal provision ; (b) the probable defence ; 
(c) whether the case appears to be reasonably complete.) 

• The accused von 	 the orders resulting in the 
1st Jharge on his own initiative. 	2he 0-tiers for the 2nd and 3rd Jhar,;es 
- fere :iven by von 	 R in obedience to the declared policy of the 
::erman .lovernment. 

The accused 	lila: and 	2:1 carried out their part in the 
1st Charge on the orders of von 	1,22;- 

There appears to be no defence for von •=111..1;;E„ITZ- -..::E.11{ on the 
1st Oharze. :'e pay raise the plea of superior orders on the 2nd and 3rd ,tharge. 

1T,66.,u1: and 	 probably raise the plea of superior 
orders on the 1st nar,;e. 

I'he case is complete. 
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CARDS CHUCKED 	sir 63 1
1 3 14U6 194 

89756; 1'80/11 bthor 	lb 	1,t4 51+1 
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Date of receipt in Secretariat. 
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UNITED NATIONS WAR CRIMES COMMISSION 

	Ulf= .4ZIGDOM  CHARGES AGAINST 	GSRYAN  

CASE No. 	Uli.V2  624  * 
WAR CRIMINALS 

Name of accused, his 
rank and unit, or 
official position. 

(Not to be translated.) 

A '..4.2ACF.Ell T 

1. 	Between April 1920 and April 194. 	lill-iWBUET','EL.s.   Germany. 

.2, 	Feb.ruary..or....Mareii 	 GerniarnaR 	  

3. 	Apri1...1.945. 	reiji1.43B11.4.17.4L. and  KI.NL-114k3*Eli,  cermany. 	 

Number and descrip-
tion of crime in war 
crimes list. 

References to rele-
vant provisions of 
national law. 

Breaches of Inter-
national Law 

1. 	(VIII)  Internment  of  civilians ,under inhuman conditions. 

2. (I.) 	nmER 	  

3. (VIII) ez (I) Internment of civilians under inhuman conditions 
and Murder, 

	Dreaches of the laws and usages of war, 

1. ASSAULT 
2. 	MURDIE1 	  
3. ASSAULT and MURDER 

SHORT STATEMENT OF FACTS. 

-.E ATTACHED S • 

.17BANsmiTTED By  Office  of the J.A.G. (Mil.Dept.) 

• Insert serial number under which the case is registered in tne flies of the National Office of the accusing State. 

-5) Wr.P.2t2st27 nra. vin r. A-Co. 71:,(-) 
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PA RTIC ULA RS OF ALLEGED CRIME 

- See Short Statement of Facts - 
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1.1  11. 

V 
6. 

7. 

Name of accused, his rank and unit ?. 
or official position. 

(11ot to be translated). /0. 

IMEMOIMOMOMMIMMIEMM....MOOMOIMOM 

ist 

Valli Bernhard Karl T...;33: 1A111.1 
(SS ',;turIlscharftlhrer and Ccramandant 
of FU: .; 	Prison) 

Bans STA; 
	 ; 

(Ilauptucharetihrer 3:3) 

iilitolm Auvust 2riedrich 
(Obersohaufuhror SA) 

Karl Otto WitUkalTil 
(Scharfahrer SA) 

(Bert:itschaftsfuhrer SS) 

Johan Album 
(Wachmann GS) 

Carl 
(lJnterscharfahrer SS) 

Anna Maria "lisabeth BIS.;Aidt 
(Aufseherin) 

1,iinna Marta Bal,...-:211.1 
(Aufseherin) 

:ildegard 
(Aufseherin) 

2nd CHANG13 

Willi Bernhard Ka.r1 
:arts 

Wilhelm August Friedrich SCIIULZI; 

Karl Otto SCITULT.:21:.'1  

Willi Bernhard Karl TES1LIA111; 

Hans STA:r..'2. 
.Karl Otto 3aaa2.T111 

.7i1110111 111T. ; D1C.k; 

ohanVA.111-I ✓ 

;di the accused arc in British custody. 
OPOOmilMONOMO. 

311011T 1.;TAT__..`,..1 	(,2 PAM'S 

1. 	The accused were all German officials employed at FLII1,3;311Sf2iil, Prison, 
.;ormany between April 194.3 and April 194:;. The accused TiZa.AI:11 was Command- 
ant of Ail LI.::11/1.1,.V.e..3:1L Prison. 	Durin;-; the period between April 1 943 and April 
1945, many Allied prisoners were interned in this prison and subjected through-
out their internment by eaoh of the accused to various degrees and forms of 
ill-treatment. 

t 
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2. In February or March 1944, the accused '1;,..3;i::AIZI was in charge 
of 11 Russian prisoners of Vlar taken from FLIII.:111tYST.Z_J., to iill.`1';:*.DT 
to be shot. 	'iri•;3..>:.:.....111; was rv-iare of the .Lipending killing although he 
had not ascertained the identity of the L)orson who ,gave the order for 
the 	 He was accompanied by ,.'2.AITGE, Licializzs and SC111.101":e..ti, 
all of when acted as,- ards to the i.ussian prisoners during the journey 
to EI.DEL.;TIWI and were present at the shooting. 

3. in April 19145s  the accused Tif.33:iiA1111 received orders that prisoners 
of war v.lirc to be evacuated from FLIIIIIIBLIETTa Prison to E.SIL-ji)Ui.a... 
Dirac .artier of Allied prisoners of war were divided and formed into 
several trans,,orts under the command of STAinFa t  SCHULdrilis  }/11111 C.3 and 
11.111L4 	Those trans torts were to march from FUHL13131P:'2„.•SL to KSII,-HALL-;riii. 
Before the evacuation began the transport leaders received an order 
from 	 that any prisoners who were unable to march or N711J ntte ..)tod 
to escape during the i:,arch should be shot. alANGE wn3 senior German 
officer durinr!, the Llarch. 	i)uriarr the evacuation several ..,risonors 
war were shut by t.he accused 	 IMIr;rinu and HART. 

• 1 U2E cs and 	were all eJnourntld in various 
acts of ill-treatsaent whilst on the :larch. 
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Containec3. in the staterc.c-:nts of 

Gottlieb L_,IPPZCY.K 
Josef Antonius K001,11 
Ellen :La LITZ 

LIEL1.11-U2.1 
Ursula Henriette Augusta aITTSTOCK 
Kurt Karl E.■ALD 
Herbert Bruno SCHUTSTEDT 
Roger Louis Gusta.ve DURN2Z 
Heinz LORD 
,MU. Karl SCHULZ 
John Karl LAU 
Georges Gabriel CROCIARD 
Clara iorieda 
falter Hermann kU ■UT2r, 

Kurt ir-1111 .#ALD 
Karl Heinz Riciaalaaz 
Heinz Gerhard Nn.;itxN 
4ilhelm REL.,  • 
Heinrich Arthur EICHBAU1, 
Ursula Helkne STEIEVA1T 
Elli Else IEEIITS 
Harbara DOLL.TETZdll 
Gertrud •Iilhelmine DER 
.1"arichen 1,1ARTINS 
Erna Henrietta rtNi."21Alaj 
:aide SC ILL 
Lea RODZYtTEK 
MU Bernhard Karl l'ESSMANE 
Hans STAt:GE 

August 	 sCHUi,ZKE 
Karl Otto SCHUETTE 

:1-1EICINGS 
JoliannifAhlI 
Carl Offa, 
Anna Maria Elisabeth i>ISMARK 
lanna Marta BORGET.Elil• 
Hildep:ard BURMEISTER. 
Heinrich Juergen LUETJE 
Walter Ernst KOOPMANN 

(xlv) to (liv) inclusive are statements of the accused, 

((ix) 

(xxi) (i 
(xiii  

(xxiii  
( XX iV 

( XXV 
(xxvi 

(xxvii  
(XXViii  

( XXIX 
( XXX 

( ;COCi 
(xxxii  

(xXxiii  
( XXX iV 

( )(XXV 
( XXXV1 

( ;OCCVii 
(xxxviii  

( XXXi X ) 
( X1 

( Xli 
(xlii  

(xliii 

(xliv 
(xlv 

(xlv-1 

( X1Viii 
( X i.V1 

(i1 

(1  

(iii. 

( 1 i 

(Lill) 

( (1V 

( 151 

(1Vi 

(i) Adrianus ;iartinus van 
Rudolf August 

(iii) trud ME'YEc-C-PLOCK 
(iv) JoXcphus Hubertus van ELT;:; 

(v) '.111helm Johannes HAASE 
vi) Ada .,,.manda M?LSTIoLLER 
vii) Ernst Andreas SCIT,TUESER 

(viii) Konrad :,'ANNSIARDT 
(ix Fritz ?riedrich ZID,AU 
( x Otto ioriedrich BEtU.KE 

(xi Albert Joseph 
(xii Karl -artin ?.;ax Ernst SCHUL'il 

Stanislaus 
(xiv John. Hans Rudolph t'ILUCK 
(xv Albin LISEDKE 

(xvi Elise oEven:cr 
(xv-ii Karl HOEPPNER 

(x-viii) 
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NOTES ON 'I'H K CASE 

(Under this heading should be included the view taken as to (a) the degree of 
responsibility of the accused in view of his official position. e.g., was offence 
committed on the offender's own initiative, or in obedience to orders, or in carrying 
out a system approved by authority or a legal provision ; (b) the probable defence ; 
(c) whether the case appears to he reasonably complete.) 

A. 	1. All the accused coraritted acts of 113...trez,.t$:=1; n...;:inst internees 
or FUILLASBUE2J:11 Prison on their own initiative. 

2. The aeaused 	;.)..iffi.11,./Lii.L.: and :31.:IIIIETTE took part in tie 
of the 11 Russians on the orders of ..L'Eb614till,14, 	 ctuinot »nine 
the person fro. 	he received the order to car*,  out the silootin.:. 

3. Ale accused 	. , , 	, 	end ' LAI 3: carried out V le 
shootirke, in obedience to the policy decreed by 	.L.11„ 	acts 
of ill-treatment ;Aare coradtted on t heir cm initiative. It :1-4:ears 
that 	sv.,-e the order for the shootilk.; on is O.P 

13. 	1. There appears to ee no defence avails...lc to fIrly 	ae Lased, 

2. The r...loused 	StIHULZKE and_:,Ui.i1.1hVirE will pro ahl,y plead that 
they acted in obedience to t.e order of 

There appears no defence availel)le to 

3. As reoards the shooting of Allied prisoners the accused 
6L..4011‘.13.  E, 1111,141:INki and 11A111 will prob.:fly plead that thew acted in 
obedience to the orders of TE::7A.1.1k. There appears to be no defence 
available to 

no defence would appear to he avails' le to any 01' i, e aoeuseel for 
the ehar;p of ill-treatment. 

U. The case is complete. 
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77, i'03 

of 

van 	..drianus i.iartinus  

Deposition en oath of van L'.'1EU..h;:N Adrianus liartinus, male, of 
ZO7PERWOUDF,, Schenk.olweg 25;  sworn before Capt P. i. (14,1:147,R, General List, 
of.far Crimes Investigation finit ILOR, at ZO!,T7,R,(OUDE on 31 Jan 194.7. 

no.nc is Adrianus Larinus yen LTIEIL'Ell, born at Z07,TT,R.i0UDE, 8th 
April, 1922, by eccuir..tion E:ardener, un.larried, living Schenkelweg 25, 
ZOETT.R.i0UDE. I an of Roman Catholic faith and Dutch nationality. 

In 194.2, I was obliged to ge to work in H.d.DURG/Germany. 	In Jr.nuc.:.y, 
1943, I was arrested by the Ger.lan Police, because I refused to well: for the 
Gernn Anti Aircraft Guard. 	The Gestapo interrogated no and without havinc; 
been in front of a court of justice, they sentenced no and I was taken to 
FUHLBUSTTEL. 	I stayed there for three or four weeks, 	Then I was tr.nspori. 
froze FUHLSBUETTEL to ;;ILHUMBUitG. 	I vr.s there three ..ionti-:s and then went 1-.e!,.. 
to RUHISEIETTEL prison. After two or three weeks we hard to.build fences 
for the •Geri-lIns. 	I did so for about five or six weeks. 	Then 	has to Lo 
back to the prison of FUT-ILSBUT;;TPEL, whore I stayed till `the liberation. 
3j1110 weeks before the liberati ,n in 194.5, the prisoners were evacuated fruia 
FUHLSBUETTEL to KIEL, except those who had built the defences, so I had to 
stay in PUHLSBU7TTEL toe. . ;3hurtly after that, I was released by the Gestapo, 
who had sentenced 

I rec.)Lnize the pheto .raph you show no of 	TES&ii.NN, as the 
Commandant of the prison in loUHL31.3UTflEL. 	I persmally often saw him 
beat and kick prisoners. 	They were of all nationalities and hc. beat them 
with his hands an w::th.r. rubber truncheon, wherever he c,:uld hit that. 
He beat then [..11, especially Pales and Itali .ns, but r 	Germans. 	•Diany 
times I have seen that the prisoners were kicked between their 	and then 
they fell doom on the ground rnd were trod on their faces by . 

	
Then 

we had to evrcuate from aTILIELM3BURG, we were obliL;ed to brine; away the 
properties 'ef the gu-rds;  that •,-..ere not lust in the fire of the bi: -abard,-.1,:.nt. 
Then two Italirns put sem° cio,,arettes into their pocket. 	TE65NIANN saw this 
hap:;ening and c- lied the tw.. t ) c me to him ni when they were at a distance 
of about three metres, he shot than down. 	;Ihen 	had done our bust, we 
got every Sunday three cigarettes. 	TESSil;).111\T was always there, when we 
got the cig-rettes and more than )ne time it happened th t, if a prisoner 
did not salute correctly, he wr.s berten in his f[..ce. 

In IILH3LiSBUTZG once a month, von li...i3E'.1ITZ BEHR al the comiarIndant 
TTISSMANN came to inspect the prisoners. 	This yr s once a aonth as r. rule, 
when the barracks were insp ctcd. 	Then they went through the whole cre.-rp.  
and meanwhile they beat with all they could :;et, everyone whom they felt 
like beatin;, -t the moment, 	I do not remember the nai.le but the photo y. a 
show me is that one of the 7.ean, who Cr.ine with the conic alant for the 
inspect ion. 

The photo y_fu show 	:narked Paul REPPIN, is the 	known co 

no as "Lange 	 Vr.s transportfuehrer and brought the prisoners 
away frem different Gestapo Offices to FIF-U..;STRI7,97TEL. 	Ilhen he guarded 
,.ke on my transport, it happened , f ten when I 	round, that he be:-t roe 

in the face. 	He vv .s the worst of all. 	For siaallest thipg he beat with his 

hands very he vily. 	For instance whLn vie h -1 to rice in the morning 
he carne into the room and if there vr.s somebody still 	on his bud, 
then he draw hi..1 out of his bed and gave him a severe beating. 	The day 
I was transported from the Gestapo office to Fuhlsbuettel by LAN. ,7; Paul, 

t.re were 
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we were beaten by him nearly the whole day. 	I Sad that the people, who 
were beaten by him, had their noses full of blood and had black-eyes. He 
beat all foreigners. 	He especially loo:vpd out for Poles and Italians, to 
give them extra severe beatines. 

I recognise the photos of Ulric SCAPPAUFF and John flAU, you show me, 
as the doctor and his assistant of the prison of FUHLSMTTEL. The doctor 
never gave the prisoners bandages or other medical help. He let them walk 
till they stopped and they were then brought to the sick-room whore most of 
them died. The dose bodieu goncraly remained one or two days there among 
the other sick people, before they were buried. 

Once my stomach was troubling me and I esked the doctor for. some 
tablets, but ho did not examine me and did not give the tablets either. 
assistant took even less trouble than the doctor himself. 	He and the doctor 
did not take care of ill German either. 	I cannot certify specie1 cases 
of the assistant of the docter. 

The photo of Helmut HT3YE, you show 	I de recognize as the man 
who wr.s often on duty with the women. 	He hre often beaten us and same 
times he has beaten me with a rubber-stick. I have often seen him beat 
women with the stick and pull their hair. 	I have seen that the women ho 
had beaten, had bleeding macs eed men he hed beaten walked around with 
open wounds on their faces, 

The photo of Carl TITIUS, yal show me, I recognize 	that of a 
guard, I have only seen in the kitchen. Ho yes generally in the kitchen 
at the distribution of food, 	When he SL:V/ beers-, who went twice with their 
little pan for some food, he commanded them to fall inwith their pan in the 
evening and then he gave them for a half hour punishment-drill. 	I have seen 
many times, that boys, who passed him without saluting, got a blow in their 

face from him with his hand. 

The photo df Carl OEHL, you show me, I recognize as that of the can 
who has beaten much with hi:; rifle. He was guard and always carried a rifle. 
Ilion we hrd to perade and it did net go suffciently quickly for his liking 
then he beet everybody with the Mitt-cad of his rifle, wherever he could hit 
them. 	He kicked the prise-ere :00)  t41 1 4-1"rV Pell down on the ground. 

The photo of Georg IATIM, you she me, I recognize as that of a 
guard of FUHLSBUETTEL. He be s t the people with his rifle and kicked them 
too. 	I have seen him beat the people with the rifle till they fell on the 
ground and after that ho trod on their faces and on their belly. 	He beet 
everybody a lot. 	Once he beat me tee, because he called for me and I 
did not come to him quickly enough. 	I once saw him beat a Pole with a rifle. 
The Pole then fell on the ground, came up again and then he kicked the Peas.: 
against his ankle so that .dne ankle was broken. 	He as in bed in the 
sick7Toom for a long time. 	I have aeen too how he (IT.ethea)knecked three 
teeth out of a prisoner's mouth with hie eiflc. 

The photo of Walter ORTiari, you show iee, I 
guard of FUHLSBUETTEL. Ho was a beast of mrn. 
Germans so much, but beet the foreigners all the ; 
with the rifle and kicked vigorously. 	I did not 

The Photo of Wilhelm HENNINC,S, yeu show me, 
guard of FUHLSBUETTEL, who lid net beat ee much 

beet may foreigners teo, but ne GereAane. 

During the bombing of Wilhelelsbure I W- s with ,.any other people in 
e celler with corn. 	During the b,mbernent a fire started and many 
were suffocated. 	1.:y eyes ere half 1-1ir,101  by th, heat of the fire and I 
cen see badly. 	It was net alleael to go to a dnctur and later on I was 

/net treated 

recognize rs the of a 
He di:.1 net beet the 
eere. 	He beat Much 
sec details. 

I recognize as that of 
s the ether ones. 	He 
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not - treated by a doctor either. 	TESS1.ANN 	ti. e c -mr-r, r.dr.nt then. 	TESSI.iANN 
r.fter the bombardment er ye - .n. orler to S31.10 (1..; 	f hunt down sDine 
fugitives and to kill them r_t once. 

(Sian .d) Adrirnusvr.n LTLEU'..EN 

WORN by the said Dep.)nent v".n LIF,EU-jEN, Adrir.nus liartinus, v)lu:.;;arily 
r.t Z013TERVOUDE, on 31 Janurry, 1947, befrc me, a.pt. F. 11. iiA,RNER, detailed 
by C.-in-C. PAOR. 

(SiEn,d) F. 	WARIER, Cr.pt. 
Investigr.ting Officer. 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translation fr3m Dutch into English of the 
Deposition of Adrianus Ilartinus v n LEEUWEN, Lr.rked Dei)oaition No. 16. 

(Sicncd) 	C. R. FREUD) 
S/SL:t. 

for Intc,rpreter 
Field Inveatic-.tion Section 
‘t-.r Crimes Gr:Alp (N.17]) 
(C. R. FREUD). 
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DBPOSITIO: JO. 15 

TRLDISLLTION  of DEPOSITION 

of 

Rudolf auoust .-LUMMLNN 

Deposition on oath of aud.af Lugust ELUERMLNN, male, of HLIZURG 13, 
Hallcrstr. 6, sworn boforo Capt. Grodorick Michael WARNER, Gen. List, of 
War Crimes Investigation Unit, 1:4.A72, at 'iiLiTURG, ON 11th Dcc. 1946. 

I an Rudolf august Elj.:.aaNN, born 21.9.1906 at HAMBURG. I have no 
religion and am locksmith by occupation. I cc. i.iarricd and have a child, 
15 years old. I wa:3 never a mer:..her of thellSDLP or any other party 
organisation. 

On 15 Lugust 1944 I was arrested for schooing trcason and sabotage. 
On 16 ,,ugust 1945 I cane to ?UELSBUETTEL, where I stayed till 24 March 1945. 
On that day I wont with a transport to NEUAIGLliii-E. 

During cy stay at PUhMSBUETUL I witnessed the following incidonts 
whore foreigners wore ill treated. I was isolated in a cell in L2. Pram 
here I could watch the Russian wooden huts, 'Which were in front of Ll. 
One evening in October 1944 about 50-60 Ruszians had to parado at 6 o'clock 
in front of their but for health inspection. This parade was taken by Sanitada 
Wachtmeister MLU. Although it was very cold, the Russians had to stand 
there completely naked, even without shoes, for at least an hour, until MJJJ 
had finishcd with theta. The Russians were mainly inspected for cleanliness. 
Many were not clean, as they could not get any soa„ and were then beaten 
by a Ifaffen SS man and an SS man from a Panzer Division. Both were in 
uniform. I do not know the namos of those mon, but MiU should. TESSMLNN 
also came once for a short while, watched the proceedings and went again. 
On this occasion an old Russian, whc was dirty, was ducked in a pond by 
the SS non. When they pulled him out later, they left 	standing outside 
for at least a quarter of an hour. 

One morning in November 1944 I went with my ce-prisoner WAND to collect 
cigarettes. de saw a few Russians cleaning the corridor in 1,11. One of 
these Russians stopped back and by accident trod on STLOGES foot, as he was 
passing. Thereupon STLNGE boat the Russian,._vainly in the face, till he 
fell to the ground. Then SLIME started to kick him„ He kicked him in the 
face and the stomach. When the ;tuasian lost conciousnoss, STAi GE ordered 
another Russian who was working there, to throw a bucket of water over him, 
Ho then lot him be draELeil t-,:,ray and ordered him to be brcuoht to him later. 
.bout an hour later, the prisoner IMMIG went alon„; the corridor of M. and 
saw how the same Russian was boing boaton in the corridor. 

.jachtmoister SICK was the %-orst in the treatJont of foreigners. Every dpy 
he carried cut beatings, taing 	ootico of p&: or nationality. It was 
such a daily occurrence, that I cannot roolufobor any specific instances. 

In September-October 1944, a seriously wounded Pronchioan lay in a cell 
in collar C. He had received his injuries throuh ill treatment. The 
medical orderly, 	told me that he har.: himself asked Dr. SCHLAPPiiUF to 
see this Frenchman, but that ho had refused to see him oven once on a matter 
of principle. 

In October-November 1)44 a Russian tried to escape from a transport. 
He attackod a guard, took his rifle, but - ;e.„ finally cornered and hinted 
up a tree. There ha was shot by the guards. The ?risoncr Albert SUHR had 
the opportunity to listen to conversations in tho o:': ice through the vontilator 
shaft. He told me hew he heard 	.cld the clerks to enter the 
cause of death in the' report on the Russian a0 suicide. I do not know 
who shot the Russian. 
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In J anu ar:, 1945 I hfs:_l. 	youn iu1ih fc rr.; 	A. 	-urer Iii fy cell. 
He had boon re -:ortedtu Wel- ciai.er 	7): the C.-er..ian inforner 
GUHLKE, becauSe he he faysac c,n:.;not with:_,.i;her 	ich.tates before Ile 
ca.,c to 	For that he as beaten in .1r. At of 	eyes by 	and 
GtijJj. 4.part fro:, that, he received a fccd for three or four days 

n tw7. ..ccasions. 

The officials 	3ii and 	 (.:restapD usually ca..le 
for interrogations. 2heYr.'.1-:.-tvs: interrogated tie Russians and Poles. 
They always boat prisoners, but I especiclly re:le:Aber when they interrogate:: 
Poles and Russians in cells 21+ and 25 in 2. :,hen they arrived I 
already saw tat they carried steel roCts. -1- could not see the actual 
beating, but could hear it, as I Was in the cell next door. I hoard 
the 'sound of the blows, then the tiorninL and then the dull thud how the 
men fell to the around. The prisoners *ii.iED and SAM later sr,.w how they 
were carried out unconcious or porhaos even 	...11 this happened in 
the period between July and bept e.aber 1944. 

Finally • I would like to hiention thr..-.; the inforrier fro ..1 was 
extremely brutal and boasted that :to had alrey been supervisor in 

SCHATZ, but was then locked up hiczelf for theft. He was called 
EFFINGER, and, although he spoke fluent Ger:113.n, I think he was French. 

(Signed) Rudolf ::;.1.1.13-grZNIc 

.ffirncd by the said deponent Rudolf iiugust -.,..-4.1.1.11.1/1.1-4.iNN, voluntarily in 
N3URG on 11th Dec. 1946, before r.lo Capt, Prode_ick 
detailed by C -in -C . Britishs'...n.ky of the lthine. 

(Sian ed) 	, ;Lit TER, Capt. 

CiaTIFIED that this is a true translation fr..:.1 fi-era n into English of 
the deposition of Rudolf 1.4.01121,14.17i., 4:larked D-..I=OSITIOli NO. 15. 

(Signed) C. 1;.. 
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Translation of 

 

,Juc-Lion 

   

   

DEPOSITION 

of 

Geftrud 7ri.:.deeicke  

Deposition on oath of Gertrud Priedericke MEYER-PLCCK, female of HAMBURG 
Maria-Luis notr. 132, ,worn before 2/Lt. aclaw iIERLBa:SKI, Polish Forces, 
of :?ai Crimes Investigation Unit, at HA-.,LURG :ialia-Luisenstr. 132, on this 
t.:enty-fifth clay of November 1946. 

I am Gertrud Friede,icke i,=R-PLOCK, nee NEYER. I was born on 21 Jan 1593 
at COLOGNE. I am an atheist. I attendee the VoPmIschule and then made my 
Abitur (leaving examination at a secondary school). ;'or 3. years I studied 
chemics and now I am working in a laboratory. 

I was a member of the KPD. At the end o2 Aujidt 1938 I was arrested because 
of my political activity. I was imprison(d at 	at first at 
Alexanderplatz and later in Mcabit. I ':!as sentenced to teo years penal 
servitude for preparin high treason. I served my sentence at the 
penitentiary at KOTTBUS. I was releas,.• at the end of eiugust 1940. After 
had got contact with the illegal groups I started to eork.. I:,as re-arrested 
on 25 Feb 44 and sent to FUHLSBUETTM p?Ason. I stayed there until lb Feb 
45, 	I was transferred to the intexreation prison ciAiaEA.JI G and stayed 
there until 25.  Lay 45. I was not tried in the Volks:;urichtshof, i is was 
prevented by the break-down of the German 

The - .omen's department of the police ,,rison FU:fix;i1r, 71■,1 '..as in house B. It 
was a building in the form of an L enah ea: sepes:e.ted from the other 
buildings -ey a large wall. The 	ha," 3 flu rs 'elk .  the wards were 
called B cellar, B 1, B 2, and r 3. 

In 3 collar there were: the boiler -.come, the 'eath and the disinfection 
installation, the stores, admittance cells, ,single cells ano arrest cells. 
The admittance cells were about 3 x 4 metres in sise. The eholc inventory 
was a lavatory and very seldom there was also a 'eench. 2he new arrivals were 
locked into these cells and had there to eeit roz 	 Lccording 
to the regulations the prisoners had only u soon: one right in these cells 
but most of the female officials, C30QCiL'Al; URE1SaR, used to "forget" 
the prisoners so that they 	to stay tnele for 3 days. :Dstly the cells 
were overcrowded and even 18 persons were igrprisoned in one cull. no last 
number refers to the women as it was worse in the men's department. About 
50-60 men were accommodated in teo cells. The arrest cells were usually 
cells eith or without a bench, often they -.,efe entirely dark, the prisoners 
had to serve special punishments there. LOICOVeT 1A1 	"as a cage cell in 
the B cellar, it %,as an ordinary cell_ eith a ca;e f Iron ears, about a 
finser thick. The whole cell 	filled -4th . en'e a-ld a lavatory so that 
the prisoner could not move. Very often the cell 	ffltirely dark. 

In B 1 there r, as the guard room, the i se,qs 	 inistration, and a 
room -eith about 40 beds for the forci.]ners, mainly Itussians, and the single 
cells. One to three persons were accoiAlodated in the eingle :ells. 

B.2 consisted of a room with about 40 -buds and sinje cells, there was a 
number of so-called small cello, ':hich ierc only 1.50m aide. 

In B 3 there was again a large room ane a smaller ream, eheru formerly hat 
been some cells and the so-called French room, because 11-)6t1,1 Prench and 
Dutch female prisoners '::ere accommodate._; 	an:: sinje cells. 

The admittance of new prisoners in the 	eris n .'"Ii_Ls3, 7,:TTEL happened 
as follows: I ,atched it many times as in eintur 1°?.././45 I -ins the priccner 
in charge of the baths and boiler:. .ithout .:;, 	all nee. prisoners cam. 
from the Gestapo-Gebauude (building) also .:hen tile/ . been transferred from 
other prisons, -this indicates that tele pollee 	1. 	T, 1=1, 
'ias a Gestapo prison. The transport .rrived 	 ' 	tl_e 
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afternocn and::erg ee1i7 	' 	o 	1.e t - 	sith the arrest 
arrant in B 1. Owing t +,1 n. 	 oisisls I have often seen 

the arrest warrants. On I n,t 	t s .ehte thts. %e. a s.mas,  _..i to the 
Lssures which nad to 1 	 treststnt 	:arric eut as 
follsss: The prisoner 	in 	sineie c. 11, _ere_ 	fret:: certain 
persons, sas not allswed t: receive lett. ZS 	r : 	 ne hours rff, 
-sas subject -Lc certain arrest measur2s, es-,$)ao f 	, 	r_ceivee 
blankets anC mattresses, ass': cell, - as rut let: ir,n.. In e 1 the nes 
prisoners had to stand motionless .ith th, 	t ts. ..all. es the new 
prisoners aid not yet kncw the reeelations there ..,re 	utings anc Leati-s:s 
from the officials on duty. The renewing officials - 	frequently: the 
Head SCHULZ, BURIZISTER, BOCH, NREUTZ, 	 ?MG:I...as:1. Especially thL 
foreigners and Jews sere treated badly. The a/m officials pulled them at 
the hair, and pushed them with the face against the wall. In thin connecties 
I remember a special case. L ymn,e tugoslav 7.r1 s-s admitted. .:.Ile :suet 
have got a special remark from the Gcstapc for she sss iseediately 
into a small cell. hen she arrived at 7 1 0:',HULZ pulled her hair, pusheS 
her in the back with the face against -Us sall. I resc.ber a second csse 
with a Russian girl named Larca, who was 19 years of aq e. :ionic thin g must 
have happened when she arrived for she was iislceiately put into the cage eel). 
I have not seen it myself but I assumed it as SCHULZE shouted at her shen I 
passed them. flaria turned rcund and said: "Gcod-lefe". 3011ULZ boat her in 
the -face, pulled her at the hair and pushed her de-"n the stairs. 1,arca 
stumbled and fell awn. SCHULZ went to her and kickc, her with her feet. 
As a consequence Marja got a sarm Les1 only after four days. 

`,Then the first formalities had been carries out the wsnen .;ere led into th, 
cellar into a waiting room. ;,hen these "ere net suiTici.nt new prisoners 
one day, the prisoners had to wait until the next day. ierter the semen ha: 
been fetched from the admittance cells, tney 	to undress entirely and 
were searched. Aftersards the clothin -  ::as taken to the delcusing. Ls the 
delousing installation was too small the clothisie sas put on a heap and 
therefore most of the clothing was ruines. The shoes e,re put into a lisol 
solution. In the meantime the women he:' a bath but they never had sufficient 
warm water. After the bath they were (eleused but they seceivea no tusels. 
The bath was in the cellar and even in winter it was not heated. Lfter the 
eclousing some eomen received an old, torn, ana mostly stinking blanket. 
Generally the foreigners did not receive such a elanset. sfter the bath 
the women returned naked either to the a:mittance cell ur 	the -tare. 
Generally the eomen received their clothin- the next mornire ^.16houeh they 
had been deloused the evening before. liuriru the bath the esficials shouted 
and frequently -seat the prisoners. irsstly this ..as _.one by SCHULZ, 
BURsEISTER, BOCH, BIMARK, L'ORGEMEI-EN, :JILisEISTER tried to ruin the 
prisoners' clothing. She always made sure that the prisoner on uty 	not 
hide the good clothing, so that they soul: not be deloused. I have seen that 
LJUBL, a Russian girl, Ale %,7.2 a prisoner in char';e of the -satns as myself, 
was beaten by BUWEISTER for this resson. 

This t s the caily routine in the women's sups,sta2,cmt in the prison 
FUHLSBUETTEL: Reveille at 3 o'clock a.m. The pri—ners had to sash 
themselves, to clean the cell and to sake their. . s. 	Lfter that the coffee 
was distributed. After the coffee the coils hac 	be .ipee.. ;ostly e 
received no rags and had to take a piece of ur el :thin,. Lfter that the 
work -;as allotted to the Prisoners. A past ei te erisoners hac to work 
outside the prison, the others had to make pseeer-.e -e cr to pack spices. If 
the prisoners had severe arrest they received no e,K; hich .(as extremely 
depressing. In the afternoon se theoretically hao an hour off, but we cid 
not have it regularly as the officials far -st it or purposely deprived us of 
it. When we had the hour off, the sing1c eel's sere epcnue and we .ent into 
the corridor vath the face to the wall. hsn the *sinele cells hae lined u-d 
the largo room sas openers. There was mortly a MUSE, '7.0 	had to s out 
suddenily s..s were not prc-Y, for it. The olTisials shouted saK beat us 
and often sent us back to oh, cells so that we had ne hour off. :hen all hae 
lined up se s re Jed into the court-yare. 	e enikec roune in a distance 
5 metres, it sas strictly forbidden t) kpc, .. 	hen anybody had spoken, he 
ess fecched and put with the face to the ..chi, ,r sent upstairs, or ,eaten, 
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which mostly was done with L'orei,mrs or Jews. Llso pregnant women were 
boaten, they were ..2eaton as woll as the: :thors, consequenqy in one year 
only one -..oman 'oory the full' tame. All the, other:: ha,? mislarriases or 
premature births. In this connection I rego.lber one inoident. Hagda 
THUERLY collapsed Burin;, the houo off. 	French 	namod Chistia RIVheL, 
a medical student, assisted her, '..hick was strictly forbidden. Thereupon 
she was beaten by BISp..,,R.K and she ordcred that the: Ironch —;nan should not 
receive food for 3 i;ays. In connection with the hour off -1 remember also the 
following: BISL;RIC who liked to maltreat the, feroieners for some tine 
deprived the French prisons es from the hour off. 	he fotcho'.' the foreigners 
from the room to line up, found a reason for shoutine, boat them anc pushed 
them back into the room. 

On this occasion I want to mention that I called on Bia -.i.mc  in 4',ugust 1945 
to get some information from her. On this occasion she told me that the 
officials had to beat as SCHULZ had ordered then to oo so. 

Lnother incident which disgusted concerns SCHULZ. Once a pre ;rant foroiLnol, 
who had torn clogs had the hour off together with us. :11e could not ealk 
fast enough because of her clogs. Thereupon SCHULZ pushed her :ith her fist 
and put her against the wall. As a further punishment rho received no food, 
but I co not know for how many days. 

Once when L 1 had the hour off, I heard shouting in the yard. I looked 
through the windaa and saw that about 15 women wore standing with their face 
to the 	EOKRUTH who -,as in charge of the prisoners shouted: "I do not 
want to be blamd for you foreign rogues". (Ich '..ill rich fucr ?uch 
auslacnoisohos Gesocks nicht anrempeln laE,scn). 

During one hour off I saw that KREUZ kicked the legs of a Polish prisoner, 
as she; did not walk fast -enough. Afterwards KREUZ ordered -Gnat she ehoul:' 
receive no food. 

Bia.EISTER behaved worse during the hour off. Every prisoner was afraid of 
her. On every occasion she boat and ordered stoppage of food. I remember 
one incident with BURhEISTER. Tao French 'women oho 	kept separated in 
single cells wanted to exchange a few words during the hour off. DIGUaSTER 
noticed this, hit and kicked the woman who had spoken and put into the arrest 
cell in the cellar. The other e:ho had listed or.s put against the wall. 

Once BURMEISTER brought her lover ECiiULZJ along for the hour off. 	had to 
run at the double and BURI'EISTER indicated those eomen who should be beaten 
to SCHULZKE. SGEULZKE beat thorn with his fists and kicked them with his foot. 
6 women were beaten in this wv. Later some of them oere punished with 
arrest by 3UliZISTER. 

Once SCHULZ did not allow us to Nave the hour cif for three weeks, this was 
a punishment as two Russians were alleged to have stolen t.lo tomatoes. 

Distribution of work: General work as mentioned above. Clcanim.,  of the 
whOie house, prisoners a2pointed for special jobs in the buil.inc,, (from 
20 Apr 44 only criminals -.:ere appointed for these jo'Js). The prisoners ha,' 
also to work for the )fficials and the SO personnel for instance earning, 
knivting, sewing etc. The officials gave food as a rewrerc 	those :11() had 
worked for them. But as 6hoy received no special rations, they stole the 
food, i.e. they committed a real theft or they inAicto; punishments i.e. 
stoppcw:e of food. They also deprived the new prisoners of fat and other food. 
The work .'ewes not paid, even :hen it %/::.3 ,,one for irOustry firms, although 
normally prisoners were paid f thin "ork. 

One party worked in the laundry. This party consistoo of one German, :ho 
was responsible for the work and two for_i,n,ro. They eeo locker: into the 
laundry. :hen they oantos to relieve nature they -:ozc lea. ut. !eostly 
nobody opener' when they knookod at the ,00r. 'Therefore the ',,omen had to 
suffer horrible tortures. Nearly always they ware fetched too late for thier 
lunch, consuoucntly they received cold food. They 	 always 
for Totten ::hen we had the hour off. 	 YThcre 
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There tics always an upr:Thar when' the °Pischk:.Ilaneo" (fish party) - 
prisoners who worked with the ;'irm GUN= - returner . It became a hlit 
that the women had to undress entirely and that they ,ere searched f:r 
cigarettes and tinned fi:,11. Durin .  these incidents thi. Tlares swore ant 
boat the prisoners. DDCi introducei.! these searches anc 
eager. If somethin„; was found l'OCH tcok it for his C'.111 USG. 

',To received the followin:: food: Twice a day a piece of 1.:reae thick as a 
thumb, and so-called coffee or tea. 	lunch we received one litre or 
less sup which consistcd of salt,:l ve:;etables, only on few occasions :re 
received fresh vegetables. The salted vegetables mainly consistee of: 
swedes, cabbage and sometimes a few peas. It was sc,  sour that it was hardly 
edible. Prom autumn 1944.we -enerally received 4 potatcos per person. 
Once a week we received a s2(._n .5" ' =alade r eheose. Partly the 
marmalade was stolen by the _ 	an- water -;as aeded. 30CH, LI2L-RCK, 
BUREF,ISTER and KREUTZ aid this. E 	seen this, when I worked in the 
prison. Durin; the whole time 	December 1943 until ;Iugust 1944 the 
prisoners at PUHLSLUET= received nr nar-:arine. I heard a conversation in 
the Gestapo Building that this hamened y ‘rder of art important personality. 
The quality of the soup 1..t.rit 	r- the -;riminalc an': the Russian 
spy 1\ILTi took off the fat. The 	J 2.:, 	the -.2riscnurs received frcri 
their relatives, or thc 	 Intern%ti na Red Cross were 
regularly opened and thins w r, I.,- 	W. On. , art-,:_s taken out officially 
anti' we were tole that these thin: %,u2c Le 'istrilouted among those . 
prisoners who had to work hard. CertaLn.,,- 	re :rig  ht when we ecubtod that 
the parcels were distributed honestly, ,r,cn( i -.rcels were not dolivcree to 
thc prisoners as a punishment. This had' 	r,:, y-L.c by SCHULZ. 4.J.so those 
who ..ere under arrest, received no parcels. 	re-v,r, there was a parcel 
blockade„hick :vas the punir_hr(nt of the 	 “..richon 1,1.;aERS 
Barbara DOLLAIETZEL who both %,.re political 1,:iseners and 	/.; arrestoc at 
PUHLSBUETTEL for a Ion-  time tolr: me that the 	Cri!.so parcels of the 
foreigners were looted systematically, .speeilly by 	 Pre,-;nant 
women received no additional rations' Ls ftr .ts I laic-.. a diet was only 
issued for German non-political prisonbrs 	 f'a• inctance 
FOEGE, and WEBERS. 

BURMEISTER eiid not.issue the mar ;arine to iorciji,rs -4ho IL.re ill ark govt 
them less food with the remark: "Illness is only lazyness and lazy persons 
need no food.” 

Aen I was in charge of the boiler I watched that LISL...RCK went upstairs 
secretly and smve stolen margarine, LiaxLialade and cheese to those -;:ho had 
worked for her personally. 

When I was admitted to FUHLSEUETTEL in Feb 1044, SUELRWI-111DT. was still an 
Oberwachmeisterin. The hygienic conditions w.,re ap?allinf;. The A.ankets, 
which were issued marry .ays after the prisoners had Leen auciittcd so that 
the new prisoners had nothing to warm themselves even in winter, were torn 
and stinky. The eating utensils were ol. 1  smashe crashed and there as an 
insufficient quantity. I mySelf used a rater-bo-..1 as plate for some time. 
I only received a spoon after I ha(! -.skce for it daily. Theoretically we 
received half a piece of soap every six wee,:s. "e had a bath at- 
irregular intervals. ;1.ometimes we ;fad no b..th for several weeks. In other 
times we had a bath nearly every weck. There as one shr for 3 persons, . 
we only were allowed to use it for 3 minutes. Ls soon as someone shouted 
"Get ready for the bath" we had to undress entire17. is 	did not known 
when it 	our turn, -.re had to wait urwressed for hours in the cells, 
even in winter. ForeiL:ncra nearly never possessc. cleaning utensils. 
The rooms nearly never ha-- any clenain 	 rPherc were about 40 beds 
and sometimes thole w re accolomodated wre than 70 persons. There .as .111,Y 
one toilet in the 1tom. _Mis. same bowl 	use t- ',r.sh the body and the 
eating utensils. :Aso the persons who 	.ufferini; from venereal iseases, 
had to wash in the sami$ bowl, sometimes there %..re many G.rnans sufvezin 
from these diseases. KREUTZ was one of the offini!..ls chose ne:_ai;cnce 
caused uncleanliness. 
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.itccercins to the instructi _ linea, clothing ens blansets thcoretioally 
should be issue(' on thu 	. This order, "..rich was not obeyed, was 
only valic for Ger. ans in In, „isele cells. The Germans in the roams 
received linen only very sel 	1%reisners never. The foreienors had only 
dotton to repair their clothin: ellen the Germans ha, ;ivcn it to .hem as 
s present. The 	eas a s::: all cloth which ses seleom exchansed, and 
had to be used for the 1$00y, the eatins utensils anc the cleanin:: 	the 
cell. The latter was strictly forbidden, but lees Cone nearly sy sll 
prisoners as emersency measure. SCHULZ compulsorily introduced teat the 
prisoners had to wear the prison's clothing. There were sood and bad 
clothes. If it was possible, the prisoners who were released save the good 
clothing to their comrades anc: returned the bay' ones. Lut this was not 
allowed. I myself have seen that Paul SCR= anS Ella SCHULZ beat 
prisoners occause they has exchanged their clothing. Very selsom the 
foreisners received a pair ,f e:rn-out clogs, elostly if they had no shoes 
at all. Christiana RIVAL, a french woman, vas beaten by LORGEIEBEN because 
she had easned ncr frock. As the prisoners had no hygienic bandages, they 
used the ribbons of their aorona. ben this was ciscovered, there ::as a 
horrible uproar and the p, Le ns who were found guilty were put in arrest. 

The medical welfare at sseELSATUETTEL was as follows: It was nearly impossible 
to iepert to the doctor. There -;erc officials ;.ho ei. not accept any report 
at all, for instance KREUTZ and iiUR,T,ISTITJ.Z. ben a report 	accepted by 
an official, this lid not mean that one was led to the coctor, as SCHULZ 
mostly refused it. In the house there sere no meSisailents, no tea, no 
hot water bottles, and no -earn water. In winter l9/j//1-.5 when the camp 
administration ":es afraid of a diphtheris e:10,:i3io, those prisoners who e,l_e 
suffering from a sore throat received Chinosel, but no aseitional blankets, 
even not the fore i.e 	.;ho hac only one blanket. 1..oreover, a sick 
Yugoslav who was kept in a ,inslo cell had to ux 1J; .pith cold eater. 3he 
had to stay in bed with eish temperature for sev(sal eecks. She was still 
severely ill and could hardly ealk, ellen SCHULZ chests! her into the courtyard 
for the hour off. W.:ULZ and BORGELEIN said that shc as only malinserinG. 
I .,itched this case exactly as I haa to repair the Tack-out and therefore 
had to enter her cell frequently. No doctor arrived, even in the most 
severe cases. I only sae a doctor when a suicide had been carslitted. In my 
opinion this happened 	the periods ".:hen the interrosations were settins 
more severe. I remember a special case, which happened on a Sunsay in April 
1944. I had adjusted the spy :lass in ey cell so that I could eatch the 
cells os.positc. After the prisoners had been locked in, I heard footstess 
and voices of several Men in B 2. I heard heavy font-steps as if a heavy 
thins -.vas carries out. Thu prisoner Ada LOEVE, a flienc of nine, shisperea 
to me on the next nurnin t at yestereay, on Sunday, ayouns Russi .n eho 
permanently hac been interrogated curing the nisht, ant: had receive:: the 
hunger rationp.had committed suicide. Furthermore she told me that another 
Russian eho also :.as kept in severe single arrest, as -toned permanently. 
This 13uncv I 	eatcned the felloeins: A young Czech woman eas 
acconmosated in the cell opposite to mine. The door '..as open ans the girl 
moaned louSly. E4ste men were working in the cell, i.e. AU, sane other SS 
men ehom I did not Ina., at that time and an elderly gentleman who wore 
civilian clothes. eda LOEVE told me that he was a doctor from outside. 
They stayed with the irl for several hourse, partly the soer ssee eice open, 
partly ajar. 	 eas present and seemed to be interestee eithout 
giving any help. It secseed to be an interesting performance for her. I 
could watch that :Q,17 and another man put the girl on the toilet, .2(1.s EMI's] 
sas a spectators She soot and moaned the whole night. I assume(' that an 
attcr;ltcd suicide was concerned, •- win: to BURILUSTER's behaviour, when :she 
explained the case. The next mornin it was confirme. by SSW. LOEVE and 
after some time by KREUZ.-. The next morning the sicl-  ixl %sas lockec into -.AI 

case coil instead of Loins admitted to a hospital. 	hoard hur screaming 
and mourning for several days and nishts. 

He medical ai : 	 to regnant .Lroen 	 ntiy the . on 'never 

eore the Pull time. 
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I know from ry comrades that 	refuse,. .Z. - 	:ledicine and food to 
a Russian patient oho die:: the 	 t f.ialt:eatment. 

Generally sick prisoners ..ere n t allwer 	:n 	:nly those, were 
allowed to stay in bec,whe 	re zo .:c :•n 	 ul n. t .o-ve. 

In winter 1944/45 the number o± the sick in.yr,00ed esoecially of the sick 
foreio,ners, as the rooms :.ere n t heateo an the f)reijlers had insufficient 
clothing and only one blanket %,Ilich ---.: taken from them for three weeks. , 

There was no hospital at FUHLSBUETTEL. Patients who rcre es,eciolly 
severely ill were adnittee into the h.-spital in the svenino .hen the 
prisoners had been locked in. The f icial Olga 2-'1-2IGGE told me that one 
patient would not have died if she hat' 1.cen ac:Aitteo to the hospital in tim,. 

Ls the foreigners ha' only .one torn Janket they went to be... in their clothe:.. 
Thereupon DCYRGE1E1N ordered that in the evenin; the prisoners had to put 
their clothes in front of the coor. 	further conseauence was that in the 
morning when it was dark the prisoners e -,uld not fiiio their clothes. This 

• was the cause for new shoutings and beatins. 

Prisoners suspected of diphtheria were put into unheated single cells to be 
separated from the others, although there were also heated cells. I 
remeacr cases ohen sick foreigners were SOUGOZOC into one cell and 
furthermore a healthy prisoner had to look after then. 

I heard that BIS=CK said to another of_ical .'urine; a conversation aeoUt 
the cases of disease: It them de like eogenThen there --ill be some 
foreigners less :ho only consume our food". XHITII: made a similar remark in 
front of the door of the sick Yugoslay. 

Shortly before Christmas 1944 when the caoes of disease increased SCHULZ 
found a general remedy. The whole room, whether sick or healthy, vns sent 
to TIL_T-EL:,SBURG to the labour camp, it is oaid that there a number of 
prisoners died owim_i to the bad conditions ant:,overwork. 

LORGEIEHN invented the following maltreatrent. If a room was searched the 
prisoners had to undress entirely and to stane in the hall until all the 
clothing and the hall oas searched. 

Gertrud =KR, oho lived in my cell succeeded in beim; examined by a 
coctor because of an epigastric rupcure. She ortz put on the exa,lination 
chair, the commandant T> SS; 	vas present the whole time and also uhcn other 
women were examined. 

Different kinds of arrest: Community arrest in reams. 
roommunity arrest in cells (2-3 persons), 
Ordinary single arrest. 
Sinje arrest, during the hour off_ separate: from the others. 
Severe single arrest, the prisoner never had an hour off. 
Severest single arrest, the prisoner was put into chains .anrA hat no hour off. 
arrest: Ordinary arrest, arrest in the dark, arrest ill chains (if a 
prisoner was sentenced to arrest he was locked into the cellar and_received 
a warm meal every four days). In Lugust 1945 1311:3-;LliCK told me that a 

'special permit oas required to punish a prisoner with arrest, until SCHULZ 
was appointed :Alt SCHULZ was entitled to inflict the arrest punishment 
;pith TESS:Liallits cpproval. Furthermore BIL.ROK told no that Maria 
DERENEERG stayed in the arrest cellar for 8 weoks, 7 of then in chains. 
OnULZ coulx have ;wevented it. DE'!.--1= 	coaciateo from the long 
arrest to such an extent that she died '!sickly a*ter the arrival at 
2LIES7-,RUECK. 

koreover, there ;.ere the so-called' "special cells". '..h.ese were not 
special kinder cells. Sometimes they were in 1 ane sometimes in B 2. 

/The 
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The naile of the innate was ,lot 
prisoners. It was said that they 
their food in a nug from tne c:fici..1 
Then I was in single arrest in 2:  1 1 

were son 	fetched Ourin the ai 
returned. In these cellJ there w. -Le th.  

.ao ouor. 	obedy saw these 
i..: 	and Jews. They received 

aot, as uoual, from a prisoner. 
ti:;Ld that the inmates of these cells 
for an interro.ation, later they 
_lost cases of suioAde. 

The whole systen and the treatment of tn,. prisoners indicates that it - .z the 
main task of FTILSLUETTEL prison to break tac :olitioal prisoners mentally, 
morally andphysicallyy to get a statement from them. 4.11 the -boy:, 
mentioned kinus of arrest as well as she unnecessary trou le caused by the 
personnel were used for this purpose. The Prisoners were fri:htened so that 
they were easier to interrogate by the Cstapo. I alrea4 mentioned  that 
the kind of treatment was prescribed on the arrest warrant s: that the 
officials were informed about the political attitude of the prisoners an0 
the treatment which had to be ay plied according to the instructions of the 
Gestapo. Por the same purpose a net of'odes had been spread over the 
building. Prisoners who were especially suspected evca were accompanied 
when they were kept in a single cell. 

In this connection I want to emphasize that the officials were informed about 
every-thing. L conversation with -ORGEIKlai convinced me of this. :.hen I 
asked her that v,.euld happen to those forcinoors aho were sent away as they 
were too dangerous, she answered: "They cannot Co any more uamage". Moreove.% 
she qnd FaSi'tiARK told me that the rei:ort of FUHLS:IETTEL prison was of some 
importance when the prisoners were t-ansferred to a cr.orp. The officials told 
me that mostly they knew our cases an oh, . man in charge of them. LIELLIIIC 
as well as ECKRUTH indicated that it was their task to help the interrogators. 
For instance DIS:.:.,".RK said to various pris-ners: "171:1_;:S is such a nice men, 
admit it, it would be better for you". 

In spring 1944 5 Russian girls were sent to o'("L:),UETML. I saw them nakc 
in the hail. They WurC in a horri:,le state, thcir ;.(vy was "oruised anf. they 
had frightened faces. I knsy. that 	- .ere k - t 	ays without clothir: 
in the cell. Two weeks later we as a bath t::), .cth,;r with them and could see 
the marks of the horrible maltreati.ent. 1:0], 	an other rfficials 
told us that these j.rls hae looted ash. ' shoul- 	an( t. One day they left 
,UHLSLUETTEL, I do not know what happened t them. 

Lt FUHLSIIJETTEL there was a Russian, nal:.ed Luba ,Oi:11'.1),1-]:a0. the was in 
oharge of the boiler and I worke(: 	-er 1-7r sale tile. She was very proud 
and therefore hated by all officials. Lli 	saiL.: "One should 
break the neck of this damned beast". She oas -permanently beaten, laaltrcatod 
and received no food. This was especially , one by SMIULZ, 1::ORGE:Efill, 20CH 
and EVA.L.dSTER. One day when the .ulb in her r --oi -- L fuzcd she took 
spare bulb from the boiler room to use it '%.11.11,. sac •'rank her coffee. 
:ORGEYE:N noticed this. She pulled :.u:bc. Da.D..,2,.!KO out of the cell at the 
hair, beat her and pushed her d.J,n the stairs, she was locked into a cell 
in the collar. She had to Jeliver the whole prison cloching and received 
nothing to eat. I do not know what ha:venec: to n,r. 

Maria, a Russian girl, was locked into the ca :e cei. Ole was cold as it 
-Jas 'ranter and she had no cluthin .)aly hGr 	6he Scar; and daaceL.  on 
the sunk to get warm. The o,'ficials 	noc 	this and 1)oured cok water 
over ht.ria. BOOH told me this when I asked ner 	.was wet. 
Furthermore BOGH told me that :nether pris,nGr ..no was also wr;er arrest 
had been put into water for. thr-_e 

One evening in autumn 1944 HEPITINCIS ..az on outy. He and 	 crwoe 
into tae large room in B 2 ane when hk.. opene the 	)r one prisoner was 
standing beside the opened wink:ow. Thereupon cll prisoners 	to :;et up 
and oad to do physical exercise on the gr)un. This lasted for about -,- an 
hour. Later we heard that water was poured. The next ':ay the prisoners 
told us that water had been poured over: them: when they w,re already 
dwir beds. 

/For 

in 
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?or unimportant reas,-/ns thefainrsreccivk.-... 	l')oz: far zeveral 
I re:...ceor th'.t SCHULZ ,:4 i(:! x-ot issue any 	for th,.. 	cf three s'ay:_-; 
as a dish cloth ;,as 

4'. Russian, 	

• 

imprisone: in 2 2 in single CL11. She 
- .as an ini;ciii.:;cnt woman -:;ho hac 	 bc.causc 	or,-,anised 
re-istc...nce. She tole me that her sister had alrca.sy bcon i:xecute(.: anc she 
he self -,;as 1.):ceparei for her cat. 

This is all I have to say about vukais-Lurra. 

(Si..-pcd) Ger tru.:' I 72:TER-PLOC,K 

IiflED 1.),y the said Deponent Gertrud :Priodricke:1:-.1:112-fLOCK, voluntarily. 
at NLI•iiaIRG, 1,:a-zda-Luiseilstr. 132, on this tnty-ninth (':ay of November 1946p 
-before me, 2714t. 	 C-in-a fzitish ...rmy of 
the Rhine. 

(L;i:,m;A 
Investi7,atin Officer 

CERTIZIED that this is a true translation from G.;rra,!.:n into Enr;lish of the 
Deposition of Gertrud iriuCricke EYER-PLOCK, marl:c1 Proi:uction No421. 

(Si -2'10d) p.Li. :Ramsay 
for Interpre ter 

• Crimes Invostiation Unit. 
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Translation of  

DEL'OLSITIOii 

of 

Van EIJS, Jozeehus Hubertue  

Deposition on uath of Van EIJ3, Jozephus Hubertus, .e ale of SCEEEllei,l, 
Prof. Kamerlingh Onneslean 61 	sworn before ee, Ceet. P.M. 7:,RITEIt., 
General List 	/er Crimes inveetigation unit-1 .OR at Geertruiderfeerg 
on 30 Jan 1)47. 

I am Jozephua Huhertus Van IiJIJS, born at ROTTEI-d1111, e r i r 14, 
electrician fitter by trade, Dutch, Roman Catholic, living at 	31 
Prof. Kamerlingh Onno$laan. 

1 was forced to work in Germany. 	I worked et iL..1CAL:G in an oil- 
factory, and there on the 1st or the 2nf robruary 1)45 I with 7 others were 
arrested by' the Gestapo. 	'et, the time of the interrogation I was not ill- 
treated. I remained there for a few days in the prison and then I was 
transported to the prison at FIRILSTUET2EL. The prison at Fuhlsbuettel 
and the erison at -.11Llinia3URG were under the sane coeLeand and had the 
same guards who interchanged duties. I do not know Henry ii7N.:S p  member 
of the Gestapo, but I have heard of him several times, because he ill-
treated people. From 4 Feb 45 till 20 Pet 45, I was held in the prison at 
FUHLSDUETTEL. I know "Paul" very well, I recognise hie from the 
photograph you show rae (a photograph of eaul REL).,Ii-. was shown him). 
This man has ill-treated me several times. He kicked and beat, wherever 
he could touch. He was a rascal and a brute. From loUillaSBUETTEL I was 
transported to alhelmsburg where they had the some ;]uerds; I have seen 
Paul give somebody a blow that knocked a men unto the ground, so that I 
thought the manwas dead. This men was a Ukrainian. Ill-treating was 
daily work for him. .i,fter ill-treating people, he forbade thou to go 
to the doctor, so that they could not be nursed. He did not only beat 
with his hands, but with sticks end with everything he had in his hands, 
1..11 guards are guilty of ill-treatments, beating and kicking were daily 
work. Of the photographs, you show :ee, I recognise OE 1, SCHEUTTE, STUEVE 
(Photographs of these e'en were shown to Van EIJS). These three men have 
ill-treated 	This was in FUHLSDUETTEL. I have seen these three men 
ill-treat people of all nationalities, 

(Slimed) J,H, v. EIJ3 

S',/0.R.II by the said Deponent Van EIJS, Jozeiihus Hutertus, voluntarily 
at Geertruidenberg on 30 Jen 1)47 before me, Ca,..t F.M. ..r.etilEit, 
detailed by C. in C. re,.0R. 
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Translaticn f Deposition Nc. 24 

 

II.O.:OJE 'Ojai-lean Johannes, 

.iieposition on oath of HoLaT 	Johannes, males of II;.111-illitG, 
Kohlcarten 4. at roi,,DITi.?C- on 13.11.1.946 bcfore Cr t 	ICINSLEIGH 
The Cheshire "O.cL:t. Ci -17:.r Crimes Investi; r.ticn Unit 

I -.Ta ',Tilhelm Johannes IL__` 13, born on 27 1:1-3r 1920 in 	au; have no 
rclicion. 	i c.:.1 married tut have no children. 	I 	thc ITolkschule 
at ii:ADURG until I was 15, 	I am a cop:,-,erzimith. 	I was not a Llculier of 
the Eiticrjucend or of any other N3 c.)rc.,.nisr:tion. 

I belon,sc.d to an illecal croup of - thc Fichte i:.otspert. 	I Wrs.f.i arrested on 
the 20 Mar 1944 1:y Krim Sex I-EEL:.1S of the Gesta-±-io and sent to FUFILSDUETTEL. 
I was put in the cellz.-x 	the Ziviljustiz,2cOacucics  near the Gestfs.po. 	There 
were alrc:-.dy about 20 he plc thcrc: > or 6 GcrAans, about 6 Ukrainians, 
two Frenchmen, an other nationalities. 	..bout 20 more of •various nationalities 
arrived later. 	Cur room L. s about ( , x 4. u, 	 3 r.1 hi,:h. In the ante-roorn 
to the collar was r. 	r.-.t which the Transportfuchrer ILF,i1EN and SIB( wore 
sitting. 	It rcr.s p:;ssible to hear the followinc from the room: SIEG asked 
each new-arrival his =no ^nd nationality. Poreicners, oho naturally did not 
understand this were shouted at: I will clout you ones  which as we could hear 
was carried out. 	The doors to this ante-room were open so that the ,:racht- 
meistc...-  could watch us. 	.!lthouLh we sat with our backs to the door I was 
able to see thc, followinL case as I turned round for a 1.-aeraent. O.n oldish man 
was not able to roply to the questions immediately; hc 	I believe a 
Russian: he had, at any rate, the "East" (oat) in of the forced-workers 
on his Coat -:■ 7..ciriLs. 	Hc was shouted at that I1C, vir.s not usually at a loss 
to make propaEarrla for .otalin. 	He receive.i a kick from IZE:CIEN and fled 
into our roan over two benches, He sat with us and was, to all appearances 
in pain as he viaz,  croaniniz. 	c were loaded on to a closed lorry by 
and SIEG at about 5 o'clock, This did not ;,aces off without kicks, blows 
and shoutinL: of which each received his share. The unloadin,- • in VUHLSDUETTEL 
happened in exactly the same way. 

Men ant:. women v,o.rc divided and put into the incoraini_,-ccAs in :31ocK 
17e were nine in my cell. 	This was about 2 x 3 ,.1 and a; out 3 la hich. 'ith 
me were 2 Ukrainians, 1 	and thc rest wero Germ.ons. There were two 
benches in this cell. 	:3c:cause of the ovcrcr,wdin, we were n,,t able to sleco 
In the evening: we receive.: two bowls of atledos with nine spoons. 	In the 
morning we wore told to undress, 	the heatin,': was not on it was cold. 
77e had to wait naked for about 2-h-  hours. 	c wore then taken into the 
shower-room. There we had to wash ourselves with a. solution of Lysol and 
could then have a cold shower. Then we were allowed to pick up our clothes 
whichwere lyinL in a heap in the corridor. ;70 had no t:Avel. The clothes were 
damp from the delousing and everything had to be done at very hi1h speed. 
lifter the normal ration of boxes on the ear and kicks we vent to building 

•It 
Al . 

17e were divided up into different cells. 	I was ut in a single 	3/31 
and remained there for six r..mths. This cell was on the third floor. 	In 
the next-door. cell, no 30, was a i:ussion prisoner of ',lax', still weariax: 
uniform. 	',Then-I-a-0 been there for about two .!-,1•:..nthas  ray bearinL-: had 
completely acoustalcx.1 itself to the various noises in the house. 	this 
ti-Ae Wachtleistor Hcrnann Ii41.1Eli•I was responsible for our stati_li. 	DurinE 
one of his roun:s hc came to the cell of the ncichbours  the laassiari. 	3o far 
as I could hear it appeared as if H.LHEIN • not satisfied with the way the 
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Russian report ac'. himself. 	Ee let fly with a frinhtful raise, than I heard 
blows and finally the means of the .,-;ussian. 	This continued later in the 
corridor. 	HEN-111i S later punished thc same prisoner with three days 
deprivation of food and with a thrashinL, .ecause he had louiced out of the 
window. 	The Uxrainian Sa-,:1UK who vat:: in the, cell opposite me was ',..etter 
treated 7)CC`'.1.1SC he 	German an,: 	:±a:xefore a)Jlc to understand thc orders 
aiven to him. 	ELIALLIN was particui-. 	a:.ean on" the 1:ussians and Peloo. 
He always behaved badly to them, 	 and ill-treatin them at every 
01)Portunity. 	Lt the end of ?lay or thc 	 af June 1944 I remember 
that FLAMN asiced a Iclish new-arrival his name. I vas at that moment 
just outside my cell hclpilv the. KalifaKtor 	cut the food. 	Tho "role 
was asKed his Christian name but 	not understand im.iediately. 	HL:vM1.11 
cave -him a box on the cars and startee to shout at him. 	V',eoa.use of you 
Swine and your shitting corridor 1,u0:.; men daily have to bleed to death," 
the beatinc up that followed lasted for 10 or 15 minutes. 	It consisted 
of KiCKS, boxes on the cars and blows with theast. 	Lt ti:c end the 1'010 
had to be araf:aed into his cell. 

From the window of my cell I aas able to sec how)  on the surlacr's afternoon, 
',achtmeister uEHL tOOK some 1:ussians and icles from a room in 	to be 
exercised on the square. I heard him say: now yau arc zoinL to learn how 
to KWID step. For this purpose he had fetched 2 SS prisoners from Duildinc 
C. The prisoners had to form up in six rants. There were about 40 men. 
The majority were barefoot. The square was covered with slaL and ashes. 
The order t.,--;) run in step was iven. 	It was clear that some of them could 
not maintain this speed barefoot on the slac. 	He called, one after another, 
individuals out of the ranks if they wore not, in his opinion, up to standard. 
They had to have a private hour with him. They bc.a to run, with him at their 
side. 	Lb every "Left" he hit they on the bacK cf the head with the palm of 
his hand. 	it  heads were mostly shaven claasecl and the blows made a noise 
that vas clearly audible in my cell on the third floor. The men who were now 
utterly confused then had to lie down on their stomach. MIL  spranc on to 
them and pressed them flat on ta the Ground. The two SS helpers then beat 
the unfortunate roles or Ihissians with their belts on OEEL's orders. 	This 
happened in several cases. In the cell next to SZECZUK and thus opposite 
to me was a French officer in uniform. Once he told rae that he had escaped 
from a prisoner cf War C017,14 :11:t I could nit Lather any closer details 
because of the dancer of canvcrsation. I rememeer (=day that I had an 
old newspaper with the headline: "1.aris evacuated". Early, when we were 
polishinc our locKs and our -oor entrances and the doors were therefore 
open, I stepped . a.cic into ray cell and showed him this headline. 	Despite 
a deocase that he had as a result of the ')ad food he jumped in the air 
and seemed very happy. This treatient differed from ours in that he had 
no "Free-time" and that, despite reportin sick countless times, he was 
never taken to the doctor. :)urin6 the food-distribution, at which I 
often helped he refused the extra that I tried to ,ive him and on the 
contrary tooK less than he was entitled. 	For saac reason that I do not 
remember he was beaten byialUil 	at a clothinexchane for about 
3 minutes. Cn another occasion he was beaten for several minutes by 
Wachtmeister STUEVE. 

IMNNINGS was still Dercitschaftsfuehrer at this time. DurinL a r..und 
outside the buildinc he discovered that there was not the required quiet 
in the Polish room at L3/9. It aas summer so that I slept with an upon 
window and could therLfere hear everythin clearly. 	I heard how he said 

the `card downstairs, I'll brin;: them to book. 	Then the followinL 
happened. He wont upstairs a.nl called the whole room out into the porridor. 
The majority had on only a shirt or under-clothes and were bareieut. 	They 
were taken out on to the square and had to run whilst, at the sane time 
they were civen the erders "lie down" and "up", These who did not understand 
the orders or, in HENNING's opinion did not carry them out quicKly enouLh 
were beaten and kickod. This "brinLinr to )ook" lasted fur a 1ood half hour. 
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six months an 6 cic.is I 	put intr., the - ;ussian rocra 
reside 	there were two C-c,r.-lans, one stateless, am: two Frc.ncit-sen, one of 
who--.1 vas ETTINGH.,..USEN vrho had only been there a short time. 	The rest were 
for the -lust part ,alssians, but there ',arc also c. few &les. 	There were 4-5 
')eds an 55-60 ,..en in the 	 uf the :Arcrcrowdint-; some were 
forced to sleep on the .benchei c)r tables withuut . .latrasses or stravr-sacics. 
Each si) Ct.: had t". blanket ":11... 	strav-sacic. 	The ration of soap, cigarettes, 
-.1cdicr:ments ctc was cut to the minimum and fr-..r sAaller than in the Gcrrlan room 
in which I vas later put. 	People with open boils received Ichthiol 
ointment and a little piece of plaster. 	It appeared to 	as if a systematic 
policy of extermination %-; P.S being pursueC. with these foreigners. 	Very little 
fat -,-rr.s given Alt gut, 	the other hrnd., unikaited quantities of salt. 
Open c..res 	 on the 1:.nces seen aopersed upon the unKnovring prisoners. 
Thr.. se whose state of health was very ',ad tere put into single cells. 	Whether 
they die(:: or not, I 3o net icnov. 	thc, 	part I did, not see them again.. 
1. Cluctor nrmcd 	with whor.-1 I as later in the Gcr.,an roc.. told ..le that 
this i ,.iodorate eating uf salt t.)gc.ther with ..u.ch poor fat Vir.Z3 bound to affect 
the health seriously. 

one clay the "..racht ..cistc,r Gustav .'...L.;RECIN of I-L.:lir:iI 	cr:...c into the room and 
c-lied for 	 a job. 	..c.n were not i'.1.1cdiately at the door 
hc seize:. a stool an.', threw it into a group of prisoners. 	He was also one 
.-f the -.1r.ny guards 	 the existence el• the Easterners particularly 
hard. 

	

	belonging to this group were: IZE.IEN, CEll, LOCKE1.14,:.NN, KC0111/,,NN, 
HENNING3, 

I vas subsequently put in the Gcr-Arn room :„3/ roul 9. 	The general trcat:iont 
here was sr:riewhat better than elsewhere. 	Thv ~lost importrnt difference was 
that the Germans received. clean washing frcu ho.;:le, also some extra food of 
which half never arrived. Thercas the foreigners without his f Emily, had 
none :f this. 	He went around in his clothes until the rags fell off his 
body. 

I vent fro m there on labour-detachr.:ont (,....rbeitsico..r.-o.ndo) and on 30 Jan 
1945 was put into i,-1prisen.-icnt 	remand... 	The for.ler ',iacht.leister Helmuth 
BEINE and 	SCHULTZ related, after the end of the war, how they were 
present at the shooting of some 1;.ussian -,:cmcn, during which 	gave a 
repulsive cxhibttion. 	He C.S.KCCi the Korlandofuehrer whether he should also 
tax° the strocicinE,s off the bodies, which he had already undressed. 

(0i,- nod) Wilhelm HAASE 

,..ffirmed by the said. deponent Wilhelm Johannes II-LE voluntarily 
at I-L.JADU:;;G on 16.11.1546 ";cfore 	 KT.NjLEIGH detailed 
by the C. in C. Pritish .',3L-w of the 1:hine. 

(Signed) 	KINSIEIGH Capt. 
Invcstiz,atirg Officer. 

ca.21.T:1.1a) that this is a true translation from German into 
English of the Dcl'..sition of 
No. 24.. 

(Sig hed) 	i?.L-Imsey Sgt. 
for Interpreter 

7:ar Crimes Investi ation .Unit. 
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DEVOSITIeii 

of 

Ada ,ie,:ianda Iieni  IMISTELLaZ  

Deposition on oath of ida A,aanda Heni KRISTELLM, fei./41,10 of HAII3URG-
LANGEIIHORN Tangsteterlandstr. 312, sworn 'Lot' r 2/Lt. Wo.claw WIKIZ:30WSKI 
Polish forces, of War Crimes Investigation Unit, at HAit_IURG on this 
nineteenth day of January 1947. 

I am Ada Amanda Heni KRISTELLER nee Ld3:1E, borneat .1iLlag.D3G„rui. 5.7.1921. 
I am of Gernam nationality. I as an atheist, I as a photographer's 
assistant by occupation. I did not belong to the NSDAP nor any other iJS 
organisation. 

After the heavy air raid uii TIA:,ITJURG in July 1943 I went to BAVARIA. 
My fiAumie was a meieber of the Kristeller Group which was arrested in the same 
year. In connection with this I was arrested on the 25 September 1943 in 
BAVARIA. I was brought to HAMBURG and sent to the police prison 
FUHLODUETTEL. I remained there until 1 June 1944. On that day I was 
sent to the concentration camp RAVENSDRUCK where I remained until the end of 
the war. 

When at the beginning of October 1943 I arrived in FUHLSDUETTEL the 
female department was in Block C. Being of half aryan origin I wae put in 
the room of foreigners at C2. Most of the prisoners were of Polish and 
Russian nationality. Apart from that then_ wore Jews and persons of other 
nationalities. The French women were kept in a separate room. When I 
arrived there, Kaete de MINT, a Dutch woman was the senior of the room. 
Kaete do !TINT, a -Oolieh women Genowcfa NUJEK and a German VON IZEICHELT tried 
to send out letters. They ,get caught. On order of comeandant TESSMelIN all 
three of them were put into an arrest cell. During the first three weeks 
they only got a warm meal every third day. In this room I often witnessed 
BISMARK beating prisoners., The reasons were always unimportant, for 
instance someone had talked on the stairs, or looked through the window, or 
did not get up quickly enough when she entered. 3he particularly beat 
French women as she did not like them. 

The follJwing female officials made witholding of food to a system; 
BISMARK, WHARSCEMIDT and SCHULZ. They deprived of the food, seeetimes 
for two days individual prisoners as well as they whole rooms. 

At the end of November or the beginning of December 1943 the female 
department was moved into the B BlPck. I came into a cell in r2. As I 
became a calfactor I was able to oeervc what was going on in the house. 
The first action was that in Ball foreigners were deprived of bed-linen. 
Apart from that the sanitary towels were not given any longer to them 
so that the underclJthing became dirty. This especially concerned the 
Foreigners, as they could not get any parcels from home. When SCT-IARSCIilaDT 
found such dirty laundry she beat the prisoners. 

In B, I saw the following female officials beat prisoners: DISMLRK 
beat almost only foreigners, especially French women. I remember one case 
when a young Russian, about 17 years of age, looked out of the window. 
BISMi.RK noticed that and beat the girl up. 

I remember another incident, which took place in Jenuery 1944. The 
new arrivals were locked up in a cold cell in the cellar, completely naked, 
after having taken a bath. There they hed to wait until their clothing 
came out of the jrenne (disinfectiom). The clethings were thrown on a 
heap and the women were let out in order to look for their belongings. At 
that ,lipident BISAARK came, accompanied by some young soldiers, who made 

/fun 
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fun of the women. 'alien I told her that this is not right and proper she told 
me: "They must have their fun too, they have nothing else". BURMEISTER 
did not beat herself, but she requested ,aalo guards to come, who then beat on 

orders. She herself was present. 

In FUHLSBUETTEL there was actually no medical hnlp. If a female foreigner 
reported to the doctor, she was told, especially by SCHULZ, that she was 
st:nalatint;. I remember one case with a Russian who was auffc ring from TB. 
She was together with me in the room of Russians at C2. She was already 
spitting blood and could not eat. I reported to several officials and 
told them something shouli be done about it, the answer was, that she only 
simulates and that she is not sick. I went to the medical orderly with 
her, named -ACIaORN, who _;ave her a cough mixture. After arrival in 
B she was at last a0.;.Litted. to the hospital, but she was already so ill, that 
I PJA convinced that she died. 

That is all I can s::;y about FUliLliDUETThi. 

(Signed ,.da Amanda ;fenny KRISTELLER 

AKI.1110) by the said deponent 4',.da 	Heni KRISTELLEL-Z voluntarily 
at HAMBURG, on this nineteenth day of January 1947, before me, 24,t Waclaw 
MERZDOBKI, deta iled by the C. in C. British 	of the Rhine. 

(Signed) W. WIERZ3O4SKI 
Investigating officer. 

CERTIFIED that this is a truo translation from German into English of the 
deposition of Homy KRISTELLER, mErked deposition No 	 

(Signed) 
	

Barbey 
Interpreter 

War Crimes Invostication Unit 
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De osition No. 20 - 	-  
Translation of 

D.L;POSITIOF  

of 

Sa 	1]rest Andreas  

Deposition on oath 	 Ernst Andreas, male, HkiBURG, 
Susannen-Strasse 41 at 1TL _a on 30T;ov 46 sworn before Capt. H.P. 
KINSLEIGH, The Cheshire ,u. _;t of:ar Crimes investigation Unit, BAOR. 

I rata Jrnst Antiro.o 	 Lorn on 1L Jul 1889 at HAIZBItAG. I 
am of Ev. -i,uth. 	 o .rried and have one daughter of 30 years 
of ago. 	atuon(lod tilt L., 	ry school at HiurBti.G until I was 14 
yoars of 	I ao, Lo iodo  o:oot ,:roccr. I joined the SDAP in Juno 
1937 and t.',G 64. in 1o36, j.,, 	was a womber of the Kyffhacuscr Vorhand 
which uics -!omou?:. oilor 	.--. ,ctoo with the SA. But in December 1944 

ozoolloo fr ,m the 

In ScotoL.bol 1;;39 	Yrs called up to the f.olice battalion 103 and 
participtod io the 	eunoJign as a ,oliceman. I am suffering from 
a ruo turo in the groin and ther-foro was retransforrod after 6 wc(Jks 
to HAM1ORG and dischargod from to ,:ehrmacht. I rcturnod to my shop. 
My shop was bulobed out on 29th July 1943. On 1 sop 43 I was conscripted 
by the Labout .o:chango under cloor,,oncy arranger,ents as a ,Liard to the 
police prison :"JILLSBIJET.2.1,. I 	on intorviow with the personnel 
dopretment in order;: of the Labour 2xchangc and was eolployed. 

In FUELSBUEr2T 1 I was issued with the uniform of an SiHinterschar-
fuehror. For about 8 weeks I served as a ward outside the building. 
I also had an interview with 	The Camp Commandant who seemed to 
like me, then I was tronsforred to C 2 as Stotionswachtmeister. After 
about 3 weeks TES6KON said that he was extremely disappointed. This 
was perhaps due tc the fact that I was not severe enought which TESSI,IniN 
probably had not expected ao I wore the A unifora before I received 
the proper clothing and was a member of the F,;:ty. During this time 
the present Senator HIIIDGRIES wor%e( in my ward. For a long time I 
worked in C 1. There I ,:.rts togetner with Dr. LORD, a Frenchman CROCHA'&RD, 
the present Head clerk of the Hochseefischerei DELPHI Herr 	and 
the Dutchman Jup KOOPEff. 

In Kay 1944, at that time I was in charge of C 1 and C cellar, I 
was arrested because of favouritisla of prisoners. I was transferred to 
the police prison HARBURG. There I sta7ed until the 23rd November,1944. 
I was tried on 10 Lug 44 in the SS- and police Court and was condemned 
Lc) 1 year imprisunuont with half a year till() of probation. ,fter my 
release I returned to 17UHLSEUZTTEIJ and was in charge of various 
41usucnkufJ2andos. On 31 Jan 45 I was dischargci: fro:A the Gestapo, I 
was not told the reasons. 

I '..as arrested for the following roasons; In C 1 was in charge of 
various arrest cells, in one of them there was a Fronch.lan. Usually there 
Ni -ts only o bunk and no 131-nkets. I had difficulties a;.; I gave blankets 
to theta. .hero was also a waiter a..long Lor prisoners, a Gorman, who 
w.rkod at the main station. One day ho returned with a s%.cllen and 
bruised face into hio coll. I went to the medical orderly and supplied 
the prisoner with cotton woLl and tonic acid (ossiYsaure Tonorde) to 
cool his face. TIZSIii\T who went through the ward and locked through 
the zoy holes discovered these mcdicamentS and took the , a c,y. 

He returned them t .arc with the ro..lark: Yeti give ,..odicamcnts to 
these prisoners so that they can cc -:1 their face. If he hits his face 
this is his -wn business. During o conforonco, shortly before I was 

/arrosted 
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-arrostod 	saic], if I 	t. '6C,:,_15:]S1:.Z's department it is likoa 
sanat.rium; ono io 	the ether singing. T.ho last reason for my 
arrest was that the Butch:. an KOC= sent mu to 	of his friends, i.e. 
the owner of the :UCOLSTUli at tho 3a000markt, who :aye Me butter and 
other food which I pased in tc 	I '..3SILAL: that this was reported 
by the spins. I was arrestod by 	 pist_i was taken away, and I 
was a: rested in 1 cell N.. 7 by order of TESSIZNN. I stayed there for 
taodays, durin this ti..cc 0:HL doused Lony troubles for me. Then I 
was transferred to Harburc, as I airoay mentioned above. 

I knoviGLUCTi 	pror!iot.s sty in - 3, ho was in . 1 collar in 
the arrest coll. Ho vias oouth 	 I was off duty he 
tries 4:: CBCPID1/4... Ac had sharod his c. 11 with a certain ETTINGHOSUO. 
ILTINGh43EN V.P.S an obscure typo. Ho 	:_opt in a dark cell in - 1 in 
chains. This cell had been oquippod csi.ocially for him. I do not know 
how long he was kept in chains because I was arrostod during this time. 

I 	charged with the fell win T.]; Converation with GLUCK, favouritism 
of K001■111,, 	:AJHR and others. i:orcovor I was char god to have 
stolen 2 classes of marnarlu.do. 

I want to mention two incidents which I witnessed at FUHLSBUETTEL 
and which I disliked; 

In .;L 1 in a room for foreigners I so:i how LOCKL:4,1\T severely beat 
up a ixisonor, I prosuzie it 	an East worker, as it w:-.0 allcood that 
ho had stolen. This lasted for about 5 minutes, I did not stay until 
the end as I Cid not like to see that tl.porson who could not defend 
hinsolf, was beaton. 

One dv, probably in FobruryAarch 1944 I was ordered by .TESS1.i.ANN 
to participate in a transport. I a:381.U° that TESS-2.14',NN especially selected 
no as this was .sore days before 14 arrest and ho expected that I would 
rofuse to carry out this order. We had to act as guards and to cordon 
off the place of execution. 'Jo were 5 men, amon others SCHUTT1; I have 
forotten the other naves. 	ict on-a lorry with about 11 1-clos. 
TESSIAA,NN sat beside the driver. Jo started at about 5 hrs a.m. We 
drove to EID-ISTEDT to a ;ravol pit. There I had to cordon off and to 
keep off civilians. The firinz squad consisted of about 9 men and the 
Commander. SCHULZKE was among the nine, and I believe he was the only 
one fro FUHLSBUMEL. Three prisoners vier shot at one time. TESS1GNN 
and SCHILME led the prisoners tc the place of execution. There wore also 
other prisoners who put the corpses on motal stretchers, loaded them on 
a lorry and drove them to the Jewish ,_7emetery. There they wore buriod 
in a large pit. 

My friends nJ::on:,  the Wachtmoistors were EICHBAXA and OBERDOERFER. 

This is all I know about PUHLSEUETTEL except that I want to say 
that the prisoners had n, zood tine and that did everything to help 
the:A. It ended with 	arrest and after i.y release with my discharge. 

(Signed) -11;rnst SCIEUESER 

StIORI by the said lloponcat Ernst -ndroas SCHkIUESER, 
voluntarily at 11.4BURG on 30 Nov 46 before me, Capt. 
H.P. KINSLEIGH, detailed by C.-in-j. British army 
of the  Rhine. 

(Signed) H.P.KINSLEIGHT, Capt. 
Investigating Officer. 

ti 
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Konrad ,f...11113IL...,,T. 

oath of IConrad 
To'1;.G 	 2, (P.-n.-2.ste'ter Lari7,strassc 312;  

17 JGC 	 Ca:-.:t 
Gen List, 	".;ax 

I am Konr,-Ld 	 ....11; 	 atheist 
and a Goraan n:s.tit;nal. 	I (-2.1 	 have 5 	on aged 21, 19, 
1'2, 12 and. 9 yrs. 	I 	r. -pus; :nest' 	:r 	thc transport 
Unic,n fur Lood ions, an shirt 	 I was 
ncv ,r a. menbor 	the 	Lr nr.y cthcr 

I 	arrestc,7 for the first t._rac in iir.y 33 fc r 	hiLh treason. 
I wont to -.;l'UHLS".:11.7,TTEL 	rerdained there till 193 Ii. 	In 1937 I was 
ro-arrestcd, 	cncc more to ...21U111.:;.;UETML remaining; there till Nov 33. 
I 	ar root e,.? a. third ti 	in 	4.3 an: ai;ain sent 	PITI 	•.1.3:,,UET TEL. 
Un 13 (act 44 I ai.,:eared befrc a court-martial in 1-1.R.Z.a.G and was 
condemned to death. Thc sentence was postponed and I had first 6 
":1;:mths force,: labour. To this 01-112. I wr.s hr.nCe2 over to thc Gestapo. 
The latter sent 	11..1.7.1.$:::UETTEL whore I romaincd till its disbandment, 
in solitary confine-lent for the whole period. 

Cyddav to 711y '.kink; in solit2xy confine:aont I had no insiCht into the 
conditions inIlbra.3-_ATETTI.1-L. 	I could however often observe events from 
Tay win-low in cell 

In the 	 .„, 'rench, relish, ;iussian, Italian and U.Kranian 
prisoners vere %lade to count and y.ao c eirpt3r and a-Gent ca:7tridc-e. cases. 
These ‘.- erc lator talcen awry by lor:cy-. 

It very often hapi..enod. that ■:acht:ie-.1.:.Ze..! :7_11E1: Vho had 
nothing to do 	these peopic, passcd by ^.nr:.1 erlueed. 1.:i!..iself in the 

rmnner: He pici:cd ou'c sevc:•al 	 ve.o wore =de to carry 
a case in front 	thug .:.rd run round the cour;;;.,,arcl. 	The cases appeared 
to 	very heavy - about 5ulbs. 	-1),E1I'IE.1.1 an br,:ri_nd them till they 
collapsed. 	they fell down c..,.:,laus;:cd L._ 	:c the on with KICKS. 
Jags were- also ar.ionc them. 

	

oh end of .,Ir.rch, about the 30th, 194.5, I ;-;:-.‘..s 	in a convoy 
as FUlfuSAET.L'EL 	beinc disbanded. 	 th.: first convoy. There 
were about 3 envoys in all. They all wont to 

SGrirdTTE vas in comand of my convey, which consisted of about 
300 prisoners, mong that Germans, -.Coles, itussi!-.,.ns, :limes an a few 
Dutch...16n, r..11 1-acn. 	The conditions under which we had to .:arch wcrc 
very bad. Many, in fact the r..-reater part, were sick. Many had no 
shoes and only rats on their feet. The food we were Liven before leaving 
was to totally inadequata. Everyone had to Keep up with :.>CHI.TETTE who 
was on a bicycle. . :_s L'uards there wore 2 S3 and 20 :31::ecir1 policemen. 
The SS mcn 	:3CHUETTE's assistants. 	The si-;ecids wore ,:luite in 
order. 

Cn leavin; 3CHUDTTE bed told us we must be in KIEL in 2 days. He 
threatene:. that anyone who could not ;Jake it -seine ')G shot. 

	

The first day's march toon us to K...LTEDUCIRCIEN. 	There an 33 can 
was sent on ahead to fix up accor.r.lodr.tion. 	sent the night in a 
barn. 

/On ... 
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On settinL off next mtrnirk- • ,.1cn arc .,issinj. 	Three had.  rained their 
freedo-..1 in 'light. 	:Ius:.-iian hid hLisolf un:er 	stray; until 

set ff. 	',Then the 	y was - counted it 7:-_s Cliscovered 
were missin,.. 	Thercup..n the 	brim wr.s seriChCr: with ..,:itchf.,rks. 
The iZussir.n v;as unearth 	and c.urin the rest c.f the 	3C1-1-.',T:.,!E did 
not let hiY.-L ._.ut of his sight. 	Iie hr...d to carry the heavy lugLiace of two 
of the "si.:ceials" v,ith.-.ut relief. 	he tried to drop the luggage.  for 

- .11. ,acnt he wr.s kept ,ack by SC:17::',T117.; r.n: shot .by -SCHIT:TTTE hi..iself in the 
This I saw ---ayself 	I had t',.;.rned round. 	SCIILIETTE 

;:stee. 	this 	 c.v:.id "That is what I ..o to anyone who 
can't 	it". 

On the 	 -.e 	 hour just outsick 
Iri.11.Loa.TorrIEL overt-ook: us. 	At the rear of 

this c..11.t..Ln 	 of 1 _ r for S3 	1- ere now the-Asc.:Ives under 
arr 	3h,rtly z.;fterv:trds our column ...icxched on again. 	The other 

1:.rchinc, a fey. id.lome-::res ahead of us. 	I cculd see that a 
pris,)ner, 	I 	later vas' a Dane, 	icept back by 2 '.leg _ors of the 
3S c',...ard and sh..t in a side-road in a secluf:le:. shot. 

s vie i.assed by this road I could see that the local population was 
the Taa.n 	ti r. Leen shot. 	I do not remeiaber who was in 

charce of this convoy. 

On about the second or third day  the ?lorale of cur colu.in was very .:ad. 
I was u-,;." in freut 	11Gr.ril during halt a sound of one or two shots behind 
me at the roar of the celuun. 	I ;:asby then too apathetic to bother 
rayself about it, but heard later that two rlen, a German and a foreigner had 
been shot by SCI-IETTD. 	On the last day 3CETETTE said becnin;:_;Ntith joy, 
":,t all events I've br:Ak - ht you here, even if a few were left behind on 
the way." 

I should add that all :floc:C. Liven ‘,..3 by the local population was taken 
off us -:,"gin by SCHUETTE. 	Durin;.: the -.larch many of the prisoners were 
maltrec.,..ted, kicked or beaten by .SCLITTTE 

Cne •.1:'n was terribly 'oaten because he took one E.:till; too many from 
the fivo sAall water-containers which had to suffice 36C men fur 4 days. 

(:,i :zed) Konrad 1.1ANNSH44:DT. 

:iffirmed 	the said Deponent 	 voluntarily 
at 11".1,7,12G, 	17 Dcc 4.1 before 1, na- ,t r..,1cricic Michael 

detailed by C.-in-0 	 Ly 	the :aline. 

Joa) I1. .1,i. 	Copt. 

Invcsti sting Office. 
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TRANSLATIOT: of DEAISITION  

Of 

ZIEUAU, Fritz Friedrich Ludwig 

Deposition on oath of ZIEWO, Fritz Friedrich Ludwig, male, of 
KALTNKIRCHEN, Schmalfeldcr Allee, on 1st March 1947, before Capt. Trodorick 
Michael Warner, Gen. List, of Field Investigation section, War Crimes 
Group (N WE), 

I am Fritz Friedrich Ludwig Zienau, born at HAWLEUG on 3/2/16d9. 
I am protestant, am of German nationality, am married and have two 
children aged 24 and 25. I am Polizei 1,:oister. In 1933 I joined thL 
.2katy but did not bolorEto any othor i,O6 organisation. 

4 prisoner column stopped one night at HUETTs. On the morning 
of, I believe, 13 April 1945 I received a telephone call. I was told to 
go to FRJETTi-;,,TN's inn and take over there 3 Concentration _Camp internees. 
The call came from the billeting official. 

A quarter of an hour later I arrived at HirELLiAoN 	There I riot 
an bLj guard whom I recognise as HAAN on the photo shown to me. He told 
me that thoro were three pris:ners who .could 	walk any further. At 
that time the main column had already departed in the direction of 
LENTFOERLEN - BLD BRASTILT. 

The SS-man then showed mc 2 prisoners who were lying on straw in 
the horse stable of the inn. I enquired %/hero the third was. He we 
introduced to rae in the corridor of :CETMART'S inn. His nom. was 
SCHLENSTELT and he wLro police uniform. 

HA IN then tried to hand over the prisonoro 	I called 
up the hostAtal for the 2 who could 'net walk any moro6 Whon thq hospital 
refused them on account of being overcrowded, and I Lld 	of this, 
he wont back into the stable with his pistol colcod. SCIIL1:;oSLAYP now said 
to me: "Now 	be shot." I said; "That's et;',: of the question." 
and took him with me into tho.guost room. I then wont to the 
There HAhN was just returning his pistol int his pocizot and pA.nteti at 
the two prisoners in the straw, whom he had just shot. They had 'oth been 
shot in the back of the neck. 

HAHi .  said; "The matter is settled for• me, I can gz,  m.v1" I said 
no, he would first have to give me the particulars of the two shot men. 
He did that and wrote the names and full personal 2orticulars on a piece 
of paper. I also asked for his name and he si:noO -;ho 0aper as HAHN. 
The dead men had no papers of ay s..rt in their Acts. 

H.I 	then said that he had no more tiaio, as 	• coto-A; up 
with the column, and left. I would like to add tha'. ,o11\ 71o: anted t 
shoot SCHUVSTIZT, but I said that he caolo under :or pr3tecticn and 
ETON dLsisLd. The personal particulars, the paper, which HART had -
signed, I handed on to the Standosamt (Regi stry Office) at KALT1UKIRCEEN. 

Later on, SCHLENSTEDT was taken by -o to NELNUENST, where he 
was roleased. 

Folimcivoistor GLAS from BAD BR;liSTEDT.told me the next day that 
on the previous day, in fact on the 	(14 when the 2 Aon were shot 
at KaTETHIRCIMi, 2 more prisoners fr.Li a transport which was going 
to KIEL, wore found shot in a ditch on the road between LENTFOERDE 
tiND Bab,  BR.LSTEDT. 
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Polizeimeistcr SOLT,ZE:Did., from ULZBURG told ,ae that on the 
prcvi::us drzr a prisoner had been shot there as 	In fr.;.-A on the day 
f the arrivr1 	the n 	in KiLLTIIIKIRCliat:. 

(Signed) Fritz 

S4TORN by the slid Deponent Fritz Friedrich Ludwig au.Y.s.u, 
voluntaril:, 	 on 1st Liarch 1947, Ouftre 
Capt. 	 clet?!..Lled :y C.-in-C., P. • ta.• O. R. 

(Signed) 10.1. 	Cf‘.pt. 
Investigating Officer 
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LEPOSITIOli  

of 

Otto  Friedrich  

Dcp. sition on oath of Otto Friedrich 	 of 
Logestiog 3, at 	on 19th Dece..ber 

before Capt. Frederick ...iichael 	Gen List, „,f 
Crimes Investigation Unit, BiLOR• 

I aLi Otto Friedrich 	1):2 -r.r: 1 ,aig 99 at 1-14.3,:arin. I fJ-.1 of 
....v.s.ngelian faith. I am of ,Jer..lan 	 I am married aid have 
3 children ::ho are Lvi 5 and 15 	 I :- J.1 	i.aorchant. I have 
never been a .i.aeraber of the 	any ;Ahoy 	erg:.nisati.-n. 

I was arrest;.,; on 21 Mar 45 by the Gestapo because I participated 
in the July plot. 4..fter I had been interrorsted severd. times I was sett 
to FUHLSBULTTI1 where I strycd until th,: orison was dissolved. 	the 
beginning of i.pril I was sent to KIEL-::.,;3S-2. This transport was super- 
vised by a lar&e 	who had not been a guard at FUHLSBUETTLI. 
This an supervised the transport with cold impersonality and used his 
,7eapon as coldly and inperson^.11y. I do n.'t re;.-la-113er his nail° but I , 
would recognise him at any t- L.le. Moreover another Gen.Lan 33-:lan and 
some Flemish ai-raen guarded the transp.- rt. Furthermore there wr.s.s a Gemian 
fro..1 the rail.: y pelice. 

The first shooting happened in FUHLSBUI2T1IL District. One German 
who collapsed L-n the way was shot. In r.iy.  . 12inion this 7,as carried out 
by the Transport Co:.mander but I could not see it, as we hall to march 
on and were not allowed to turn round. 

The next morning at K.,LT:eICKIRCI-iEe; 	irisceera reportc d that they 
were not fit to ;-..arch. 1,L1:.fig thec.L was one Dutcha.tan. 	,•.iarched off and 
I have not seen these prisoners again, exce.pt one German prisoner, 
aCi-iLLNGT:Ifi'. Sai-ILEL\'311M0 arrived at Kia-11:4..6 3 by car.. 	It. was 
said that the others had been exterminated. 

On the evening of the second dr,'„,  several prisoners were crlled up 
by means of 6. list on a farm where we spent the night. They were called 
up by the German SS-man who acted as adjutant tc -  the Transport Colnmander. 
They were led off and exterminated. 	heard the shots. :,:tang them 
was a Frenchman, I shall remember his name, the other were mostly 
Ukrainians. I suppose that about 5-6 persons were shot. 	have never 
seen them again. 

arc spent the third night in a shed at the Ianfelder fiF;.E. During 
the parade in the morning several prisoners were missing. Three of them 
were found in the straw. They were Poles or Ukrainians. -ole had lined 

up when they wore found, and I heard that the Transport Co.z.iand ant 
sh. uted behind us, "Kneel down, you dog". - Then scvcral shots were fired. 
This was repeated with the other two. I ventured to look behind no and 
saw that the transport Commandant left the victims with his cocked 
autoz.atic pistol after the shots hrd been fired. 

Nobody lookr:3 after the corpses in any case. On the march shots 
were fired souting:tally „but I c an not say whether anybody wr.s killed. 

(Signed) Otto "IKATKIJ. 
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1,fter photos were sin,:n ';(3 mo, I rocoznisc tits. Tmasport lons3cr as 

,C,jt. as HLEN. 	
(Signed) Otto BEHNKE 

SWORN by the saiC Deponent Otto Friedrich BMIKL, 
voluntarily at HiLIBLLZ .31 19th Doce.ber, 1946, 
before me, Ctpt. Frederick Hich(,.c1 	Jo- 
tfdle,3 by C.-in-C. British Axoy k,f the Ahinc. 

(Signod) 	 CrTt. 
Investic:.ting Officer. 
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DEPOSITION 

of 

,.Inert Josef Arthur. 

SWORN deposition of Albert Josef Arthur 	male of HAMBURG 39, 
Himolstrasse, 26, Linterhaus, at HAiUKTRG 23 Nov 46 before Capt. 
KIISLAIG:A, The Cheshire Rogt. of .;ar Crimes Investigation Unit, B.A.O.R. 

I am Albert Josef Arthur IMMIG, born 19 Liar .Xi in HAhBURG, I an 
atheist. I am married and have one son. I am a locksmith by trade, 
though now temporarily a news,apor dealer. I was never a member of 
the Parcy or any other Nazi organisation. 

• 

I was arrested by the Gestapo on 6 Lay 44 for communist activities 
and imprisoned in Fuhlsbuttel where I remaineo till the 4 or 5 4r 15. 

Besides the regular daily ill-trcataont in Fuhlsbuttol I particularly 
remember trio guards, OEHL and LOCKEEMANNI  who both found pleasure in 
summoning prisoners to them and pinching their biceps. OEHL once was 
pinching a Russian, and as the latter winched he tooa his big key to 
the cells and struck him several times in the face. I saw OEHL do this 
on several occasions but cannot remember the nationality of the victims. 

LOCKELMiNN played the same gams; with Russians and Frenchmen, the only 
difference being that he did not use keys but his hands and feet. 

I was for four months in solitary confinement in Fuhlsbuttel, and 
the rest of the time in Room ;,2/62  a Leman 

On 4 or 5 pr 45 we were given a loaf, 1O;) gr. margarine and about 
100 gr. of sausage meat forafive march to KIEL though in fact we only 
took four days. As far as I know four columns wore supposed to march 
off and I believe .-ine was the last. It was under HEaNINGS who had 
under him personnel of SS Flanders and the ualtic SS. 189 were loft. I 
know that 7 were shot but do not know what happened to the others. 
Those shot wore 2 Russians, one Fronchman, one Belgian or Dutchman, two 
Germans (a jaw and Josef I,ECK) but I do not know the nationality of tho other 
three. Thru Jew was shot en route during the first half hour as ho was in- 
capable of marching. he fell down and we passed him, HENNING:6 remaining 
behind. I. minute later we hoard 3 shots. I have never seen the Jaw again. 

We spent the night in a barn in KALTI:EKIRCHil!. Next morning a 
Frenchman and two Dutchmen reported. themselves unfit to march. One of 
thu latter was a former SS man and guard in Fulasbuttel whose name I 
have forgotten and the other was Josef BECK. These three wore left behind 
and I never saw any cf them again. It was later said that they wore shot. 

-sic spent the next night near NEMUNSTER. Next morning a .,ciod time 
after vie set off, while we were resting in a field a young Russian was 
led off into the bushes. I do not know the reason for this. One of the 
guards led him off. pie heard the sound of shots. 

We spent the third night near BORDESHOLE. Shortly before vie sot 
off several people vero missing. A few guards under HEUNINGS wont 
back into the barn and searched in the hay with bayonets and fired shots 
into it. They brought out two of the ,Assing mon. They were led behind 
the stable by HENNINGS and sofa° of the guards. One was the ',olgianaI 
mentioned above, the other was also a foreigner but 	nationality 
I so not know. We heard shots, and then HENNINGS returned with his 
pistol in his hand. Ho threatened us with the pistol and said that anyone 
trying to escape would also be Shot. As m marched of I saw the tao corpses. 

/\Ic wore 
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je were lodged in the EL.SS11; carp near KIM. On the %:a;y- just eutside 
KILL we sL'.w STLJGJ on a notor-oycic. He 	talking to 	 I 
know that 7. further convoy was under SCHULICE. 

• about 8 days or mere after our arrival in ifs.b0L we had to i.arade 
for allocation of work at the deublc. 	n :astern worker of some 30 yrs 
could not run fast enou3h and v:as shot by camp comiaandant von 	before 
our vdry eyes. The corpse lay on a pile of wood throughout the parade. 
We then went off and I do not know what happened 	it. 

dith regard t‘: the treatment and feedin7; in Fuhlsbuttel I should 
like to mention that on my arrival there I weighed 2c1 lbs and on my 
departure only 125 lbs. 

(Signed) _lb. 

.iLffimed by the said .:'opnent LLiIG Llbert Josef .A.thur 
voluntarily at FLLIWRO. on 23 Nov 46 before m Capt. H.P. ICE;SLLIGH 
detailed by the 0.-in-C. British .i,rmy of the Rhino. 

(Signed) H.P. KINSLYTGH. 
Investigating Officer. 

e 
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Translation of Extract frum 	 Do)ositi.Jn  

DE1OSITION 
of 

SCHULTS, Karl IdLatin Max Ernst  

Sworn Deposition of Karl Martin Max Ernst SCHULTZ, male of HialBURG 36 
Neu() 	Strasse 1, at JUiBURG on 24. Nov 46, bef.,re Capt. H.1. KINSLE7GH, 
The Cheshire Regt of Jar Crimes Investigation Unit BAOR. 

I 	Karl Martin Max Ernst dCHULTZ, born 	3rd 1,y, 1898, at H-taIRG 
and I am of evangelical faith. I am married ant have 4 children. 	I 
attended the Taksschule until I was 15 years of age and then attended a 
special school for engineers until I was 18 years of age. I au an engine„r 
forocan with the firm august ILLBERI.I.LiMi at Wandsbeck. 	I have never been a 
:ieriber of the NSaa• but I ilas compelled to join the S. Reserve (1935-37). 
was expelled from the Si, fur life-tie b-causc I did not crrie for duty and 
insulted the Gauleitor TELSCHOd. 	I iv s sentenced to 1 year and 3 months 
imprisonment, but wI.s released after one year in Dece.iber, 1938. 	already 
at th-t time I asked for a 2nd trial, which was prevented by the outbreak of 
the vra,  but I will be re-trig.'. now. 

In the morning of the 12th I hal to line up on the corridor with about 
200 other men. Our names were called up, I under the name of SCHUMER, 
every _tan received ab:)ut 2  or  I  of a loaf of breA, sum: cheese and mergarine. 
de wore told that this was our ration for 3 or 4 days. Except one man our 
guards were foreign SS-.ion. 	Hans HENNINGS was in cumiaand, Hans 11,11 hr.1 to 
arrange the accoa.Lodation and he 11.1 a bicycle. 	(hen we were at a distance 
of about 4 km from Fuhlsbuettel a Jewish fellow prisoner could not go on and 
remained lying on the ground. HENNINGS and another man remained behind too. 
We were about 150 metres away, when I heard 2 shots from this direction. 
Later, when wer were resting on a meadow, two prisoners - one of them was a 
Russian - had a quarrel. When we marched off, - as far as I remember - 
Hans HAHN and another man remained behind with the Russian. 	I hoard a shot: 
I have never seen the Russian again. 	We had to spend several nights on the 
maroh, the last night we spent near BORDSHOLH on a farm belonging to tie 
farmer SCHUBOOM in NUEHBROOK, in the barn. In the morning when we were 
marching oft, 4 men were missing. HENNINW ordered to search the barn with 
pitch-forks and poles. As far as I know 2 prisoners escaped. Two other 
prisoners were found, I do not know their nationality. One of them was 
terribly beaten up in our presence, we only hoard the screaming of the other one 
when he was beaten up in the barn. HENNINGS incited his guards by shouting 
to kill these two prisoners. Both of them wore shot, today I cannot remeuber 
by whoa. The corpses were thrown in the dung-hill behind the barn. I 
have seen that HAHN loaded his pistol after this incident, but I have not 
seen that he fired a shot. After this incident we marched to the camp 
KIEL-HASSEE without any furth_x occurrences. 

Although I saw toy two friends on the first day, I have not seem them again. 
I asked another Frenchman where they were, and I heard that they have been 
transported off. 

(signed) Karl CHULTZ 

Ernst SCHULTZ, voluntarily 
%pt. H. 	KINSLEIGH, detailed 

SIORN by the said Deponent Karl liartin 
at HAMBURG on 24.th November, 1946, before me, C. 
by C.-in-C. British Array of the Rhine. 

(Signed) H.P. KINSLEIGH, Capt. 
Investigating Office. 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translation of the catract from the 
Deposition of KarlMartin Idax Ern--.;, SCHULTZ, whose full De2osition will be 
attached to the report of the JUHLSBITETTEL II Case. 

(Signed) J. LENIIINSKI, 
Field Investigating Section 
;tar Criu,s Group (NAE) 
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Translation of 	 Deposition No. 	 

D2rOSETION 
OF 

Stanislaus 

Deposition on oath of Stanislaus .:;-GI,IHS:a, male, of 
Xielerstr. BORDESHOL, Kr. RENDSBURG, sworn before 2 Lieut. 
C.R. FREUD, General List of Field Investigation Section, "jar 
Crimes Group N::13, at 7CINFLID on 22 :,:ay 1947. 

I am Stanislaus BJJZGLINSKI, born at ,:ROTOSCHIN/Posnia on 8.5.1383, 
I am a German citizen, of Catholic faith. I am a retired :eister of the 
Gendarmerie (sergeant of police). 

In April 1945 a continuous strew:.: of prisoners rarchud through 
EINFELD and BOREGSHOLK, in a northerly direction. At about midday on 
the 15th 1,pril 1945 I. was a; ay on duty, but saw an S3 in in uniform 
on my return home. I spoke to the SS man lnd he explained to me that he 
had left.a report in my house concerning the shooting of two prisoners 
from FUHLSBUETTEL Police Prison. f:t this, the 33 an left, 	I read 
the following report. 

"To the Landjaegerei 
in BORDDSHOLI:.  

Report 

The prisoner 1,iakrow, Gregorie, born on 31.12.1925, and the 
SS Panzergronadier Christian Berg were shot on the 15.4.194j for 
attempting to escape and resistance. Both were meMbers of the 
transport fronal,BURG-.1uhlsbuettel, to Russo-XIEL. Both corpses 
can be found in :,Uehbrook, on the property of the fanner Schurbohm. 

(3d.) Hahn 
SS Unterscharfuehrer" 

I sent the original of this report to the court at ICUAJENSTER, 
with an application for permission to bury the bodies. I was later 
told that the Report had been sent on to th., SS court in 11-1311.-ZG. 

when the reply to my application had not come after t:o days, 
the two bodies were buried -:iithout a death certificate or permission of 
burial in spec i.^.1 grave, 7.(:); 3, No.1, in the cemetery at BORD-2,SHOL:. 

Ikarglinski 

S7ORN by the said de‘;:onent Stanislaus -13ORGLIn4I, voluntarily 
it 3INFELD on 22nd E-.;,r 1947, before me 2 Lt. c.a. FMUD, detailed 
by the 	in C. British 2,rry of the _thine. 

"sgd.) C.R. Freud 
Investigating Officer. 

CZRTIFIED that this is a true translation from German 
into English of the Deposition as made by Stanislaus 
BARGLINSKI, marked deposition No. 	 

(3gd.) 	Freud, 2 Lt. 
Field Investigation Soc. 
'Tar Grimes Group NT.] 
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1.400/13/5935 

.AFFIrvIT 

JOHN HANS.RUDOLPH.:LLUCK  

5.110Ri! ST-TES: 

I am a Idedical Practitioner r,  idire at 46, 8th .;venue, 
Bezuidenhout Valley, Johannesburg. 

the outbreak of the war in September 1939, I was a civilian 
working at the University Hospital, FRIEDRICHSBERG, it,.1,BURG. I am a South 
.:frican by birth; I eas born in JUiL•var.ESBUR.G- on 17.2.1906. 	I was a 
medical student at the litwatersrend University and went over to Germany 
to complete my studies. 

4..t the outbreak of war, I was told by Mr. du Plessis, Consul-General 
for South hfrica in Germany, to make for the Danish border with the intention 
of going to EVGL-ND vie. S;TEDZI! for the purpose of joining the British ;..rmy. 
I did not enter Danish Territory as while on my journey I was arrested by 
the German Police at FLEWSBORG on the Danish Bolder, end detained there 
for one night. Under escort I was r_ turned to IkeiBURG. I was released 
in ILLIBURG and told to report to Police heedquarters the next day. 

Immediately on my releese, 
South Lfrican Consul-General who 
President, and 	result I was 
to report to Pidice headquarters 
then once a month, and I resumed 
entirely alone. 

I went to see Captain F. 3REILlEat a fanner 
intervened on my behalf to the Police 
not put into an internment camp, but had 
firstly once a day, then twice a week, 
work at the hoepital and was left 

Not bein able to enlist in the env, I decided to do what I could 
for the ...flied cause. I was at the time in the possession of two 
powerful-. wireless receiving sets. The German authorities knew this as 
the sets vitro registered. I was associated with a group of people, most 
of them Germans, some foreigners who I knew were pro-ealy in their 
feelings, and very entiazi. The names of some of these people are:- 

(1) id:rs. F. WILDE and faeily, both went to concentration camps, 
the husband died while in ceep,of starvation. 

(2) Onderoffisier ERNST ROI-Di of the German Police. 

(3) Dr, . LORD from PERU employed at the hospital. 

(4) i.i. R...SPE, British subject and wife who lived in Germany all 
their life. 

These were the principal leaders of the party but there were many 
others. 

It was the custom of our group to collect allied news and spread 
such news to people who were on the vers o, and a little of such 
propaganda would probably help to brin_ thou to the .allies side. 

In these efforts we were very euccessful. 	I'iris went on for some 
time. In the year 1940, I contacted a certain AR. PORTER. I do not 
know if this is his correct name. I centacted him through a Swedish 
Lady, a certain Dr. LILY STRO.IBERG in.li-1.3M3,1  and through her, I sent out 
certain information at various times to 11r. PORTER who was residing at 

in SZDET. This lady was then stopped from returning to GatilEY and 
the contact was broken. The last time she was there Wfl.6 either the end 

/of 1941 

• 
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of 1941 or tIv beginning of 1942. 

I carried on and tried to look dr a new contact, which I thought I 
had found in the two Norwegian Priests in Hei1aURG. Their names were: 

Pabitor 	BERGE 
do STETSON. 

who eventually proved to be of the greatest assistance. Concurrently, I 
contacted a woaan who was recoamended to ae as a Swedish subject and a 
person who could get- me out of Geraany. She was described to me as a 
British Agent. 'Her name was LIrs, GLASS-TOFOHR. I contacted her several 
times during -.bout 3 or 4 weeks, and during the course of such c_ntacts I 
gained the conviction that she was reliable as she mentioned several naaes 
of people whom I .:new to be very reliable. She said she was an agent 
not for acrcenary purposes but for idealism. She promised to get me a 
passage on a Swedish boat from LUBECK. Iiaaediately after this HAMMURGuas 
destroyed during the bombing raid which comdenced on July 23 1943. 

Lamodiately after the raid was over the Norwegian Priests cane to 
see ae and told ae that I could be ailigcled through to S'ZDEN, together 
with my fiancee, now by wife, with a group of about 40 to 50 Swedes 
who were residing in hi,iviBURG and had been bombed out completely, 	The 
two of us joined the party at LUBECK, the leader of the party knew our 
identity, he was a Swedish Priest. We spend the night in the Swedish 
Church at LUBECK, and were supposed to leave by boat the next morning. 
Just before boarding the bL,at the leader of the party informed de that 
30 Gestapo people had arrived and that I would endanger the whole party, 
so myself and fiancee returned to HAIZURG, The Norwegian Priests promised 
to arrange another passage the next week. d'hile in i-LA3URG awaiting a 
passage:  I was arrested in my rooa at the hospital by the Gestapo 
Officer REINHARD (who when the Allied Forces cane in co witted suicide 
immediately). 4 room was thorougdly searched and certain documents 
and two automatic pistols were found. The radio in the room was also 
confiscated. I was taken to the prison at FUHLSBUTTEL, and placed in 
solitary confinement. At the time of my arrest I Lud not know who had 
given me away, but later I learned it was the Swedish woman Gestapo agent 
GL,.SSI.TOFOHR. 

I was left in solitary confinement for 4 days before I was interro-
gated for the first ti:.ie by REIN:fARD in the presence ..)f TESSistelf who was the 
Commandant of the prison, 

prior to the first interrogation I was given a beating iltp by 
REINHARD, He assaulted me wit: his fists, and told me that was only 
a saapie of what was coming. I received about 8 to '10 blows on the 
face. In the course of the next few months I was interrogated many times 
and received several beatings up, in each case only fists were used 
when REINI-LRD assaulted ae, but there were occasions when TESSilLN the 
Commandant entered my cell for no reason and assaulted 	He would 
enter my cell and use the most frightful language to me. 	He would then in 
in a sneering manner say to me "You arc waiting for the Allies to come; 
you will swing long before this war is over; in case the Allies should 
ever enter every one of you will be shot", He would then, with three 
large pass keys hinged together, hit de under the jaw .with them, holding 
the keys firmly in his hand, soaetimes he drew blood. Blows with such 
keys held in his hand acted like blows received, frua a.knuckle duster. 
Such assaults sometimes too!: place at night time when I was in bed. 

In the beginning of 1944 I had by that time beat in solitary 
confinement f)r about 3 months. TES1djJ then put in the cell a Frenchman 
by the name of MAURICE ETTIeG7TAUSW, alias SeXE, who was alleged to be 
working for the French delegation for the French civilian workers. 
He was an eminent author and spoke English with accent. By telling me his 
own story and giving no details of the illegal work he had done in 

/Ger.aany 
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GEttiida, he gradually drew from me det:lile of 	-otivitiee and the na;:ie3 
of ay helpers. 

One day he was taken out of the cell to int.rview TE,iSi.; 	He cane 
back rather excited and told me that his boss hyd procured permission for him 
to leave the prison and return t, his office under escort and word of honour 
to complete some work which only he could do. Twice a week he was called 
for. On each occasion he volunteered _to take out letters to various people 
in which I asked for.:•, rope and a file, which he pro,iised to bring the next t. 
time he went out. Both r,pe an: file were delivered to ue in due course. 
As I had written five letters I do not :now who sent theel. I since learned 
that the rope and file were sent by 

In the course of the next few nights I started filing on one of the 
bars. Three nights before I intended to be reaT.y t: 	one of the bars 
had been filed through at one end, the liht was sua:enly turned on at 
9.0 p.m. TESSEAN and REINILRD rushed into the cell, discovered the filed 
bar, and ETTINGI-IAUSal was removed by an S.S. man. IChe cell was searched 
and another letter found in which I confirmed receipt of the instruaents 
and advised my friends of my intended escape, 

I was then beaten up•both by TEeSK'S and REINHARD with their fists 
and boots in such a manner that I became unconscious. Then I came to I 
was picked up froei the floor 	beaten once more by TE.61:,',11.  with fists 
and boots again so that I involEntary passel water and motion. By the 
blows of TESSMAN my second incisor tooth was split, ana ay right typanic 
membrane rupture.;. I bleed profusely front a wound over the left eye. 
As a medical man I would describe the treataent as brutal, I still 
carry scars as a result of such treatment. 	(verified). 

I was then taken from iv cell on the thir: floor and placed outside 
TESSIiieNts office on the ground floor with ray face to the wall. 	I wore 
nothing but a shirt and it was the middle of winter, 3.3.44, the snow 
was on the ground. 	I was left standing fur two hours whilst TE3SILY and 
REINHARD, STANGE and REDEARD's secretary Mrs. SCID,IIIYI (since cemitted 
suicide) engaged in a drinking bout. Whenever STANGE came out of the 
office on his way to the lavatory he bumped ay head against the wail frx 
behind. 

At about 11.30 p.m. I was taken to the cellar an: placed in a cell 
which was the only one of its kind in the prison. It was a dungeon. The 
next day I was given a torn blanket, a pair of trousers, a jacket 
and a pair of shoes, my hands were handcuffed behind my back and two heavy 
rings connected by a chain were placed on my anides. 	As I was unable 
to bring my hands to the front of my body I had to discharge my urine in my 
clothes. After that my hands were shackled in front of my body. The only 
window which was on a level with the ground was then cemented up on TESSFelits 
orders, leaving an aperture of about 6" x 6" and an iron grid placed into 
that. There was no bed or mattress, only a sort of wooden bench, the 
w/c consisted of a bucket in a wooden casing. TE-,SC.AN frequently visited 
me in this. cell and told me that this. was my last stage. I would never 
leave this cell alive. I was frequently visited by REINILd?D and his 
secretary Mrs. SCHilIDT and occasionally beaten by fists. I was once 
punched by TESSILN - again using the pass keys - that I fell to the 
floor, I was put on a diet of 350gr of bread per day and about 2 pints of 
coffee substitute. Every fourth day, I received a warm meal. The cell 
was kept in complete darkness except when food was dished out, or my 
bucket remove a. TE6SPIAN took Lrezet pride in exhibiting me to all 
distinguished Nazi visitors of the prison, I was shown to Lbergruppen 
Fuheur POHL and Jugendfuheur- PAULI who was attended by a staff of about 
eight people including women. In the be 	they shaved and bathed 
me once a week, and afterwards they left 

After I Iv:- been in this cell for about 4.0 or 50 days, I discovered 
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a short piece of ooncil about an inch in the seam of my trousers, 
apparently concealed there by the -„e-_ son who ha11 previously worn the 
trousers. With the pencil I wrote two notes on strips of newspaper 
begging the finder to inform by parents in South ;,frica that I was being 

slowly murdered. I placed these notes in a grating which ran 'at the 
top of the ceiling hoping they would be discovered. I cannot say if they 
were discovered, possioly thy are still there. 

I was taken out once after aout 54 days and a protocol of my in-
tended flight was taken or made. It was then that REINE,RD showed me the 
photo-copies of the five letters I had sent out through ETTINGILUSEN, 

I was then in such a state of physical and -mental weakness that I 
fell into a cryihg fit and begged LUKUPIA) to take me out of the dungeon. 
I was told by REIIIH-RD that he had no say in the matter, this being 
entirely in the hands of TESS;Lji and on his orders. 

During the 64 days I spent in this dungeon I recoived a lot of mental 
torture by the S.S. man OEL who would enter ey cell and tell me that 
darkness and the active mind of an intelligent person would eventually 
result in madness. 

One day when a fellow prisoner who helped in dishing out the food 
suggested to wive me a little extra as there was ample, OEL said nu, the 
sooner that swine starves the better. 

:after 64 days I was removed in a dying state and transferred to the "B" 
block, there I was again put in solitary confinayent but was not coven 
any exercise. While in the "L" block the S.S. man LEITZ13-CII helped me by 
giving me more than Wn.3 my normal share of food. I would like to mention 
this in justice to him. I am prepared to say that this extra food saved 
my life because I was dying. 

I knovtof the Gestapo man 1ZOETTGE1 , but I know nothinY in his favour 
or against him. 

I also know Dr. SCH1L.PR.,IIF, he was the S.S. doctor, I appeared before 
him twice for medical treatment, but received no treatment at all, although 
I told him I was a medical practitioner myself. This is all I know about 
him. 

In regard to the treatment of other :Lilted prisoners, I would point 
out that I was most of the time in solitary confinement, and did not come 
in contact with them at all. I only know of one case of a young Hollander 
(name not known) in the cell next- to mine who died unattended as the 
result of lice borne typhUs. 

During the early part of June 1944, I was sent to the Concentration 
Camp at NEURIG,,Iiii,a and there met a number of leading Frenchmen who knew 
AIMICE ETTINGILUSE,U. They informed me that he was a well known author 
and art critic writing under the name S.',XE aro7, iv:a worked for.the Gestapo 
in France and in Germany ever since the German occupation began, annd that 
he was responsible for the death of hundreds of his countrymen. 

(sine d) g.H.R. Gluck. 

The Deponent has acknowledged_ that he ',mows Lill understands the contents 
of this affidavit, which was sworn to beforb re at Johannesburg this 
Seventeenth Day of January, 1947. 

(sinned) C. C. Jones. 
Ce])tain, :active: Citizen Force. 

Ex-officio Coolissioner of Oaths for the Union. 
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TransL_ti on of 	 Depesiti N. 28 

D737-1-.30S I T I ON 
Jr 

ed.bin  

Swern •lepesitien 	 uale, 	ILd.113URG, Th)rnquistatr. 
44/III, 'tt H.s.ivI3URG 	23r: N,- vceaber, 1946., before Cept. 	F. Kinslei:t, 
The Cheshire Regt. of ler Criues Investigatien Unit, 

I au Adbin LUEDIce:, bern on 25th ..arch, 1907, an an atheist. 	I 
ara unmarried are: a painter's assist:_nt by tre -!e, thei.k:h at present a 
secretary of the Cermittee of former ./.'elitical prie-ners. 	I was never 

of the Party or any other Nazi orLeniseti n. 

I w;::s arrested 
22nd Deceuber, 1933, 
on 14-th January, 1934-, 
worker GMRESHP.IIIER, c 
cendemnel to 15 uenths 
1935, I 	re-•-rreste 

t the beginning of June, 1 )33, en'. -.vas in prison till 
s an offici -.1 ef leeL. 	I 	arrestel again 
far broel.cesting pauphlet ee2pealing ..)n behalf of a 

en"euned to loth by the Nezio, eni as a result was 
. iuprisory tent. 	I 	s aeein r..leesed. en 20th 

:'. n  3 June, 1P35 	s„ni t 	 Concentration 

In 1936;  I went to SeCHSFTH...USEN C mccntreti c 	an fr. u there to 
NEUENG.L\L:11 Cencercratien ceup on 4.th June, 1940, reeiaining tie:re till released 
by the idlies. 	w .s appointed -work Kap, from 194.3 err:tar-Is. 

My job as work Kape was to take levm the profession of peeple just 
arrived on convoys. 	On ene of theso, in about June, 194.3, I liscovore'l 
three 1_)ctors why sail they Cale front &PP".72T.DOI11' hespital. 	They wore Dr. 
Heinz L07:D. Dr. John CLUCK and a student nay ed (r3USENTie.114772. 	_after 
few weeks, perhaps three, the ..:irecter ef labour at the time, SS 
Obersturafuehrer SCHR....1,1i asked where the three a/n were empleyed. 	On 
referring to the card inlex it wee ascertained that they were w_rking on 
a builling site. 	He iu.iodi:-.tely issued instruction that thy sheuld be 
euployed =zt once on the heaviest eessible ;.17.nu'.1 labour. 	Lad), as he had 
been sent there under protective custely, -.s t e se straight to the concrete-
uixing celuf.in en"' even there should be e,..pleyed ::n the heaviest tasks, Gnl 
the Kr..pc.) and the heed of the squad, Unterscherfuebrer 12.7 ;3E, were t. be 
clearly informed if these instructi ,ns. 	GLUCK. aryl G9U3ENH;LIDER were 
also brought there as pjlice prisoners they vtere to be sent to the grounds 
of the ICLINGWer.FIRDE to be eapleyed for breakinr; st-mes and c mstructing roads, 
i.e. Par the heaviest work. 	I hal te take both if theta frog the one place 
of work to the other end pass en the instructions of Untersturrafuehrer 
3CILUi.E. 	On the way I learned fraud GLUCK and GEUSENH,INT,R th_t they had 
built up a caucus in the hospital an 2rgan.isel a resistance gr.)up. 	I 
told them to be on their guard in firture and especially to .iratch ut for 
Untersturu SCHR.i.a.1 if he supervised their work. 	F..very 3 .)r 4 weeks 
SCHfZ,u i kept himself inferue•l, as far as I knew y ucens 	letters, whore 
the three a/n were working. 

On inquiry it was escertainel that GL'USTINIL‘IN-1:1( lay ill in hospital. 
Following a telephone conversation with the camp :loot 	(147,1_LYTITH,IN.-:10 s 
im;.-iediate discharge was erdere -. and I Lel to 	hiu back t work durin the 

• course of the morning. 	In about .4euet, 1943, GLUCK end GT; ..i'7:11H.d117;_:R. 
were placed on a sinele transport 	....UTHia."-;EN cancentrati .n coup. 	In 
spite of the very serieue shortage of doctors in the pris...n.,rs' hospital 
in NI!]U.ENG.,,.1',1' LO.?LD could not be employed as a fleeter. -  

( Sign_ d) 	LIEDN.3. 

deeesitionof L' :DICE 	tuele voluntarily 	 on 
23rd Noveaber, 1946, before me, Capt. 	KINSIEICH deteiled by the 
C.-in-C. -British .'smy of the 

(Signed) F.P. KINSLEIGH Capt. 
Investl!e_Aing Officer. 
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Translation of 	 Deposition 

D:POSITION 
OF 

nese OETTING 

Deposition on oath of Liles() (JETTING, female, of :II4F7L1), 
Kr. ?.:NDSSURG, sworn before 2 Lt. C.R. FREUD, of Field 
Investigation Section, 	Crimes Group NM, at :IMF' D, 
on 22 :Llay 1947. 

I am miesi: ccrrING, nee SLIDaaNli., born at 11,3ELHO2N, Kr. ilionbur; 
on 17.3.1690. I am a German citiz,e,i, of evangelical faith residing in 
EINFMD, Kiolerstr. 

In the month of 4ril 1945, columns of Cone. Camp prisoners 
marched up the high,:ay, from the direction of N2JUI.iUNSTM. The occurrence 
which I remember concerns the last transport of prisoners, who, as far 
as I remctibor, marched passed on a Saturday. I hap-ocnod in the following 
manner: 

At about 3 o'clock in the afternoon I was standing in my garden 
when I saw about 100 prisoners accompanied by SS march past. As the 
column passed the MNDTSWEG, I saw 2 SS men who had a prisonor betwoon 
them march up the WENDTS1EGI  away from the column. I wont into my house 
for - a few minutes, it could not have been more than three or four, and 
then cane out to sou where the SS non and the prisbnor had gone. 2ron 
ny door, however, I could see the 2 3S men returning to the column 
without the prisonJr. At this I went up the ..CNDTS-.7.3G, and saw the body 
of the prisoner lying in the 721DTS7A- at a distance of app. 100 meters 
from the main road. I examined the body and found that ho was dead, and 
that the reason for death was a shot in the back of the neck. 

Although I cannot say with certainty whether or not the prisoner 
was a German, I 	of the opinion that the man was a Russian. He looked 
typically Russian. The next morning ho was fetched away by the police. 

I would not be able to recognise the Guards who must have shot the 
prisoner. They were of medium height and wore SS unifor::.. 

(33d.) Elieso Ootting 

S1ORN by the said deponent :laicise CDTTINa, voluntarily 
at EINF3LD on 22 1-:ay 1947, before 	2 Lieut. C.7-t. FREUD, 
General List, detailed by the C. in C. British Army of the Rhine. 

(Sgd.) C. d. Freud, 2 Lt. 
Investigating Offioor. 

MRTIFIED that this is a true translation from German into 
English of the Deposition as made by :lies° 0:TTING, marked 
Deposition No. 	 

(agd. 	C. ;1. Freud, 2 Lt. 
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Translation of 
	

Deposition. Ne. 	 

D.:POSITION 
02 

Karl HO:ITE3R 

Deposition on oath of Karl HOEP.ffl:R, ylale, of =HO:, 
Herrann str. 39, sworn before 2 Lt. C.R. 213U, General List, 
of Field Investigation Section, .5ar Cries Group Nr2, at 
ITZ2H02 on 21 ay 1947. 

I an Karl HO:PrN2R, born at IMMO: on 29.5.1694, I an of 
evangelical faith, married and have no children, a wall-paper printer 
by trade of Geman nationality. 

During the war I was Wachtmeister of the Gendarmerie Reserve, and on 
the 23 :august 1944, I was transferred on duty to :INFELD, Kr. ENDSBURG. 
Until the 15 June 1945, I remained at 2INF2LD in my position. I raliaber 
the followirr; occurrence that happened at 2INFELD in 1.pril 1945. On Sunday 
thu 15 	1945 a wol.ian who lived near the 72NDTS:7,G, cane and told 
that a male corpse was lying in the 'veg. 

At this I drove to the place indicated, and found that the report 
was true. I fetches a Justiaaachtmeistor and other policemen, y'Ah who 
I brought the body to the mortuary at 2i022LD. 

I thoroughly examined the corpse and determined that the reason for 
death was a shot in the back of the neck. Further I detenlined that no 
pap6-rs or identity marks of any kind wore on or about the body. In these 
days, transports of Concentration Camp prisoners marched through :INF2LD, 
from the direction of H.:,.iJ3URG, and I was told by the people who lived in 
the vicinity of the scene of the crime that the body was that of a 
Concentration Camp prisoner who had been shot on the ;:;arch by SS guards. 

The body was buried on the next horn in in 2IifirsTn. Although I !iade 
a report to the; Kreis Administration about the occurrence I an of the 
opinion that there is no death certificate in 2INF2LD, the reason being 
that it was impossible to find out the man's name, nationality or religion. 

(ssa.) 	Hooppnor. 

S'jORN by the said deponent KarlIMP71121, at 	on the 
21 	1947, before 	2 Lieut. C. a. FIEUD, detailed b;:.  the 
C. in C. British Army of the Rhino. 

(s,sa.) C.R. Freud, 2 Lt. 
Investigating OffIcer. 

3RTIFI2D that this is a true translation from German into 2nglish 
of the Deposition as :iade by Karl Hoeppner, marked Deposition No. 	 

(sgd.) C. . Freud, 2 Lt. 
Field Investigation Sect. 
'7ar Crimes Group DP::. 
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Translation of 	 Deposition 

DEPOSITION 
OF 

Gottlieb PHILIPPCZYK 

Deposition on oath of Gottlieb PHILIPPCZYK, male 
of EINFLID, Kr. :IZENDSBUAG, sworn before 2 Liout. 
C.a. F:REUD, General List, of 7ield Investigation 
section, 'Tar Crimes Group NT 3, at ZINPELD, on 
22 ay 1947. 

I am Gottlieb PHILEMPCM born at Passenheim, Kr. Ortelsburg, 
on 31.1.186. I am a German citizen, of ovano;elical faith. 

I was keeper of. the EINTELD cemetery until the 1st 3opteli)e:, 1945. 
I well reember a Sunday in April 1945, I cannot state the exact date, 
when I pointed out a burial-place for a copse in the cemetery in EINPELD. 
This was a case of a man who had been shot in the transport of prisone;7s 
who passed through EINYMD. I am unable to state Whether the :Aan was 
a German or a foreigner. The body, which ;as laid on straw on a handcart 
was brought along about lunchtime by the for.:,er. 	Poliziwachtmeister 
HOEPPNER and other policemen. The corpse ;Us buried in a grave away 
from the other in which four aussian orisoners already lay buried. 
I received no deAh certificate o other dominunts in respect of the 
corpse. 

I entered the burial of the prisoner as "Unima.m man" in the church 
register. 

(Sgd.) Philippxzyk 

S1ORN by.the said deponent Gottlieb Philippxzyk, 
voluntarily at EINFELD, Kr. .:ZENDSBURG on 22 hay 1947, 
before one 2 Lieut. C. a.. FR:UD, detailed by the C. in C. 
British Army of the Rhine. 

Preud, 2 Lt. 
invusti:atInL; Officer. 

CERTIFiLD that this is a true translation from Gorman into 
English of the Deposition as made by Gottlieb PHILIPPQ..4YK, 
marked Deposition No. 	 

(Sgd.) C.R. Proud, 2 Lt. 
Field Investigation Suction 
-7ar Crimes Group N13. 
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Deposition-Ho. :Zo 

Translation of  

DEPO6ITION 

of 

Josef Lntonius Carl KOOLMI 

Doposition on Oath of Josef .ffltoniun Carl K001131, m.ale, of ilsa.IDIRG, 
Rothenbaumchaussee 179, sworn before 2/Lt Waclaw WIERZEOWSKI, Polish Forces, 
of Field Investigation Section, Max Crimes Group ('WE), at H,,11BURG on 24 
1947. 

I am Josef ,.,ntonius Carl KOOKEN, born at Enkuizen, Holland, on 9 zov 
1903. 	Ian Roman catholic, merchant by trade, and divorced. 	I was never 
a member of the HSDLP or any other NS organisati7n. 

I have been a business man in HZABURG for the last 25 years. Since 
the beginning of the war I, like all foreigners in I-LKBURG, was under constant 
Police observation. I always had the feeling that I was being watched or 
spied upon. 	In -1942 r),y brother was killed during an air raid on ROTTElia;:i. 
,..lthough I was n"t permitted to leave Ger:aany, I manaoed to go to the funeral 
and manaoe the winding up of his business in HOLL.,ND. Three ninths later I 
returned from HOLL.J,ID and was arrested immediately; I was, however, released 
after 4 days. I constantly listened to the British wireless programm and 
discussed it with my friends, and soldiers of my acquaintance. For this 
reason I was arrested in Jan 1944 and sent to the police prison FUHLSBUETTEL. 
On 1 June 1944 I was transferred to laRaml2E, where I remained until about 
8 days before the arrival of the 	troops. 	It was then that I managed 
to escape froNEUENG,.11.3. 

ftor my arrest I was immerliately brnught to FUHLSBUETTEL, and it was 
on the transport that I got to know the transport Paul REPPIEN; I repeatedly 
saw him beat prisoners, above all else he ill-treated Poles and Russians. He 
was also very fond of beating women. 

I spent the whole of my time in FUHLSBUETTEL in solitary confinement. 
,n hour after I had been deliverel there, the commandant TESSM,YN came into 
my cell. He looked at me and said: "You foreigners arc not worth keeping 
alive in Germany. 	5 years concentration camp and then up the chimney." First 
of all I was io:prisoned in C 1 and was then moved to the cellar. Dr. John 
GLUCK and Dr. LORD were in the some stati n. Our boilernan sometimes brought 
us a piece of bread or some cigarettes. One day he again gave me a piece of 
bread or some cigarettes, and this must have been reported to TESS1.:_,NN, because 
TalSaLITN came into my cell accompanied by LNGE, SCHULZ and 14:.U. SCHULZ and 
h,U remained outside the cell-door and TESS1ZZIT immediately started to beat me 
with his fists. ,fter this I was ordered to come to his room. There, 
Tessmann met me with a rubber truncheon)  with which he beat me in my face, 
during which he knocked out 3 of my teeth. ,ftur this I had about 10 days in 
a dark cell and had my food stopoed for 2 or 3 weeks. The day Itts supposed 
to go to 	 I was given my order for arrustfor signature. I refused 
to sign, at which TiISSL2IN signed for me sayin.:: "We two won't see each other 
again." 

I should like to add that a Polish officer was in C. 1 in FUHLSEUETTEL. 
He was a prisoner of war, but I do not remember his name. That is all I can 
say about FUHLSBUTTEL. 

(Signed) Joseph KOOLIEN. 

Sworn by the said Deponent, Josef Lntonius Carl K001 :EN, voluntarily at 
ILLIIIMG on this 24th day of 	1947, before.mou,24t Waelaw WIERZBOWSKI, 
detailed by C.-in-C. British ,rrAy of the Rhine. 

(Signed) T.. WIERZBOWSNI,2/Lt,  • 
Investigating Officer 
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DEPOSITIai  

of 

Ellen LU-1,11ITZ. 

Deposition on oath of Ellen LUNNITZ, female, of HicaDURG 13 
::enrich Badstrasse 8, sworn before 2/Lt 	WIERZ.20iiSKI, Polish 	• 
Forces, of -,iar Crimes Investigation Unit, at hAaBURG, 	Luisenstrasse 
132,, on this 29 Nov 4.6. 

I am Ellen LUENITZ, neo 	 born in Ii.Aa.BURG on 14 Doc 
19. I am of the Evangolical faith and a shop-kcoper. I have never 
belonged to the Party or any NS organisation. 

In 1944 I came into contact with a Frenchman at my place of 
work, who was aaparuntly working illegally. I put myself at his 
disposal. Because of lay activities I was arrested on 28 Aug 44. I 
have a strong suspicion that I was betrayed by the Frenchman, as the 
Gestapo said so at my interrogation and he was released after a short 
period under arrest. I was sent to the police prison FUHLSBUETTEL 
where I remained till 12 Apr 4.5 when I was released. 

When I came to FUHJASBUETTEL I was allotted to the room.  in Bt, 
in which there were Polish and Russian women. 	I am half Jewish I 
I was allotted to this room. The room was dreadfully overcrowded. 
There were 40 beds but some 120 people in the room so that we slept 
throe to a bed. In spite of the crowd there was only one toilet in 
the room. We received no cleaning materials, dish-cloths or brushes 
and had to sacrifaco our own things for cleaning purposes. The room was 
never heated and in spite of this we had even in winter at best one 
torn blanket. iAiny had not even got that and had to sloop uncovered. 
Owing to the bad sanitary conditions the room was infected with bugs 
and lice. To maintain cleanliness we received half a bar of bad soap 
monthly. lie were r.iadc to work at packing groceries. It was prescribed 
how much we should do in one dry. If we did not achieve this figure 
we went without food for one day. The deprivation of food was a 
favourite form of punishment with the officials. Especially prominent 
in this were BORGILiai, BURL SISTER and SCHULZ. Far example, if any 
one sat an a bed during work because she felt unwell she wont withaut 
food for one or two days. On :.no occasion BUILMSTER found a playing 
card in the room and doprivod all i''olos and Jcwosses of their food for 
2 days. I was one of thus:: concerned. If angina reported to Oborwacht- 
mcisterin SCHULZ that her blanket -a-a completol: torn and that she 
needed a new one, she received no new blanke and SCHULZ deprived her 
of food for ta.o to throe days, on the grounds that she had torn the blank- 
et herself. 

The women officials made beating a science. I often saw girls 
beaten. I ofton scow aCHULZ boat the senior member of the r000l, a 
Russian called LUBit. This always happened when something in the rocm-
displeased her - e.g. if-the roam woro not clean enough, or if vie 
• sang or someone sat on her bed. She boat LUBA& with her hands and 
thrust her with her face against the wall. 

I was boatel! by SCHULZ when I was the .-stoker. Aan So an had 
closoC up tho stove in the evening although it should have rualained open. 
its a result I was beaten by SCHULZ in the cellar below in the presence 
of BUit153ISTER and a SS 'zap. 	he did not let ao speak a word but 

struck 	in the face and thrust me with -ay face against the stove. 

I was beaten a second time by :ITIIST;A in the recreation hour 
bucausc I had spokon t: the man behind mc. a Polish wo..lan v.'hL shared 

bed 
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r.w bed and wor;,:oet as a laundress had brought me up surge washing po-adur. 

Shc was terribly beaten by SCHULZ for this. ,,fter the beating her 

back was very s':. )lien. This Polish 	 as sent to AsNaiad:OEM 

shortly before Christmas 1944. I think tir.-.t BOCH had something to 

do with this as she could not stand 7,01?1_.“ and said smilingly to her 

the :ter before the convoy left, "now you're well paid for your sauce."  

In our re.- :11 there -,vas a Russian girl, 	 who was pregnant. 

Shc complained to SCHULZ that she .got too little to eat. Thereupon 

SCHULZ beat her. 1::vary ruinz SCHULZ carat into the room and clenanded 

a number of people t.. empty the dust-bins. N..TJ.L. did not volunteer as 

she felt that in her condition she was not capable. Thereupon SCHULZ 

a.bused her for laziness, beat her, drove her to work and deprived her 

of food for one day. 

- -±alssian woman who talked loudly got a week 's punitive arrest 

from SCHULZ. 

The Polish woman who were with no told 1-30 that they were to be 
interrogated by a certain 	 of the Gestapo. I saw these women 

come back after the i6terregation with swollen faces and open wounds on 

their buttocks. They told no those were the re.:Jults of the blows 

they had received from laTIlliviE during the interrogation. I particularly 

re.:.0:aber a Polish woman whose Christian na.Je was ZOI'Ll who during her 

interrogation by LitlivitE was beaten till she ble. 	 a result of this 

she had inflammation of the nerves and stayed in bed. -4'hen we reported 

this to BOCH she forced .ZOFIs, to get up, re:Jarking that open wounds 

did no harm. This worsened bet-  conditien so that she was taken to the 

hospital in a hiji fever. I have never seen her again. 

On 11 1-pr 45 the fate of the women still left in FUHLSBUETTM, 

was decided. 13 -.rem put on tho death-convoy to NEU.3VG:11111E, 4. were 

released, including myself, and the remainder went on convoy to KIEL-

liSSE. I know that the following officials helped make the decisions 

concerning the 13 v./wen executed, BISI-Ld&, BIL-dYMSTE11, LiLUBi..CH and 

BORGEivaiN. I know this as I served then with tea in the duty room. 

Al.s I came in I heard BISil,RK say "IL sorry for the .:1--tOSEK wemen, but 

I can ' t de anything about it."  On the Same day B0,::C.;ETiEHN came to no 

and said "Your fate is net decided, but •: :u can still hope - you 're 

only half Jewish. 	 intervene on your behalf."  

The next day I as released. I saw the convoy to KI.at -Hi,sisr. 

move off. The men went in front. They were dresser: in rags and were 

mostly ;)are-f.ot. They were 1.:c stly foreigners. They received a piece 

of broad before departure. - 4.s they received it they were kicked by 

TESS1.1.X.N. Then the women ..:arched off. They received no feed. 

In the whole building only the 13 women re:Joined, who, as I 

learned later, went on the death-convoy to 	 Their no:les, 

as fax as I can remember, ran as fellows:- 
 Erika 11.012.,,A, Helene 

HEYKENDORFF, Grote KROSILiK, Senta 	
-;aria FIEctI1,..; Erna BELEIG, 

Margit ZINKI, 11.nnemaria 	 12;lisa..eth itOS:a1KR.,-NZ and Hane .1:ERT:eNS. 

There were also one German 	
se none I do not knew and two foreign 

• 

Finally I should like co remark that on the last Sunday before 

11 Lpr 45 I was interrogated far two hours by BURI,LISThaZ. Shc asked 

about iv views on National Socialism, on foreign countries, etc. 

From the whole series of questions I realised that :ay fate depended on 
this. I took this as further evidence that the women officials helped 

to decide the prisoner 's fate. 

That is all the information I can give about FUTTLS3U_MEL. 

(Signed) Ellen IJUINITZ. 
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S'il0F11 by the s..7.id 	c:n on t Jaen 	ITZ 	 r.t 
Luisens.  tras sc 132, cn this 29th k:1 ny Li' i've.-.-:oer 194.6, before 

2/14 t ile.c 1(117 iIi3O.KI, 	tri.le,3 by C. -in-C. 1.1,:ritish 4hr...71 of 
the Rhino. 

(Signed) 
Investigating Officer. 
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DEPOSITION 

of 

;Anna  

Deposition on oath of 	 female, ,,f 1.1.4.;..33U1(G- 
NIIIIDORP Helstenweg 4.5, s-.corn 'before 2/L t . •1".4.1.-;ZBO.iSid, Polish 
Forces, of .ir.r Crimes Investigation Unit, ath.,;:aURG liaria-Luisenstr. 
132, on the seventh day of Devember 1946.   

I an Linn a 	ncc LL131,.;:re.....,, born on the 2.4..1891 in 
:Grfurt and have no Religion. I 	heuse wife by occupation. I an 
married and have three chili ren. I '.-;as never a Lie;.,bur of the NSDLP 
or any other Nr.zi organisation. 

Before 1933 r.ky son *.T-  s r. member 	the .7.nti-fascist Y. uth. He 
was therefore arroste.: in 1 934- and ,,ut in a c.ncentrati_;n ca.T. ...j• tor 
izr son was released, -.re 'were always watched by the*Gestapo. In 1 91+3 
the Gestapo sent a spy to 4:or house 7111.-: visited me for about :me 
Later as.. 	came to me. 13,th of the. L made a note of everything 
.I said, on the strength of which I was arresteC. in 19244. I was brought 
into the Pelizeigefnengnis FUHLSBU2T41, and remained there until the 
13.1+4.5• On that dry I was sent to Kiel-Hasse, where I was liberated on 

'Most of the officials in Fuhlsbucttel made a habit of beating 
and ill-treating. • The feldowing women officials vicre particularly bad; 
SCHULZ, LORG.a.M.C., 13U- .:..;;ISTJA, BOOR. 

Once I sow 2 P. lish girls going through the corridor cr,rrrinL., 
chairs. They talked a little. SCHULZ n,,ticed that, ca-a. fre . behind 
and gave thei a few blows 	their hands. 

I once saw BORGEMaili boat foreign women in a coll. 	she 
came cut, she said to me: HI :.iust beat theIi, because I can' t rule 
this damn foreign rabble any other woy." I know that, \Alen she was on 
duty, :tiORG.cIi4Liii took over the reception of the new-oo..iers. I heart in 
the first floor the sound of the blows and the cries of the women. 

I saw BUliaLISTild beat foreigners. ...lost of the.: were Polish and 
Russians women. I saw BOOE rush into the .,:ussian r.'.4.1, distributing 
blows in all directions. ..then she saw me she said ; "They must have that." 

There was a crack in the door in .-:er cell, which was opi. °site to 
the Bcreitschaftsraim (guarl roe:). Threugh this hole I coul,' witness 
every incident in the Bereitschaftsrcan. In this ;.lanner I sow hum the 
fc,Aale officials roLularly stole frL., our rations. 

.i;other manner of ifunishment ',ras the deprivation of food. 1'3.1 
fe:nale officials did that espedially 

On 10th, 11th 	12th of ,pril 1945 there were conferences 
between TESS-LLNN and the female officials. During these conferences 

decided the fate of the women - who were left in FITIMSBULT21.1. I 
know that the female officials had a soy in the matter, because BIS1.14.dtK 
told inc that she would release me from t he transport to Kiel-Masse. 

The some evening BUGL.I:4L.:-N told me that she has to go to the 
Koi:c....andant again because there 	another conference. ..bout midnight 
she informee me that they ha Z C.oeicle3 in this conference to send me 
the transport after all. 
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I camc to Kiel-Hasse together with the transport cf the sick and 
infirm. Those, who had been beaten so se-Vt.:rely during the interrogations, 
that they could no 	caLle with us .n a truck. On the w-y we passed 
the :aarching colusms. The people.d-ere in terrible o:ndition. ikst 
of thei-.1 were barofeA and their foot were covered 	sores. In Kiel- 
EaSSO I v:r.s told by so.:re co,rados, that .any persons ha:. boon shot on 
the transport. 

That is all I can say about Filas6B.MU. 

(Signed) Minna LIIBL;L■41.i 

by 	said doponentianna 	voluntarily at tisi:BURG 
Maria Luisunstr. 132, en chic seventh J.-y of December 1946. beoforo 
.11e, 2/Lt -;r law 	 detailed by the C.-in-C. British s'xrly 
of the Rhine. 

(Signed) ref. 
Investigating Officer. 
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DELOSITION 

of 

"A.TTSTOCI:, 	I.enriettc. 	 

Sw'rn del.ostiJn of Ursula, 7:enriette Augusta WITTSTOC1;., female 
of TiALULte. 1 Altstacdterstr. 15 at liAtDURG, on 6th December 1946 
before 	 WAILN:11:, Gen. List of War Crimes Investir.ation Unit 34,0R. 

I am Ursula Henriette Auusta laTTSTOCI., born in HAMBURG on 26 Sept. 
1920 and of the :N 	f.ith. 	I ar, married but hrvve no children. 
I am an independent harCorofte nufoaturor. 	I wazs never a member of 
the rartycw of any other ;0azi ',rcanisotions. 

On the 29 Sektombor 1944 f vas arrested by the Gestapo in HAM3URG for 
sabetag and for c:nsorting with foreigners. 	I spent two clays in prison 
whence 1 was removed by the GestApo - in fact by the Gestapo agents 
GOETTSCHE and ..i.AHRENDIRC. 	I then went to PUMOKALL. 	I then went t) 
UBLS:.UETTEL where I stayed until 13 April 1945 when I was released.. 

Until 19 February 1945 I was lodged in a cell with two other 
prisoners. During this time I hardly had any opportunity to gain an 
insight into the prevailing conditions. 	After the 19 Feb. 19l.5 I 
became informer for :leek II and thus had more opportunity to learn about 
conditions and to see what was going on. 	I came into closer contact 
with women guards; there were the following: Oberwachtmeisterin Ella 
SCHULTZ, and Wachtmeisterinnen Anna :31.St7:LICK., Hilde 3UMEISTER, Frau 
AYRULEHN, Anna ASCE _Frau RATTMANN, Paula SCHULTE, Frau KREUTZ. 

Blows and minor acts of maltreatment were handed out for petty 
offences and were all in the order of the day. 	The chief guard, 
SCHULTZ and the guard IVRIZISTEit were particularly prominent in this. 
I cannot remember any particular jnei3ents, as blows were so frequent 
that one did not treat them as anything out of the ordinary. 	The 
worst treated were the Russian women in Hall I and the other.foreiFners 
in Hall IV. 	The conditions for them were worse than for the other 
prisoners - for instance only one blanket instead of two. Later 08 
more Jewish women arrived and were put in Fall I which held at most 
40 people. 	These women broujit their porsonal kit with them, the 
whole of which was taken away frm them at FUELSUETTEL. 	It consisted 
for the most part of clothing and eiderdowns. 	The wflmen guards shared 
out these things among themselves. 

At the beginning of April, about a fortnight before FUHLST;UETTEL 
priscn was disbanded, everything was in confusion. 	The fate of the 
prisoners rested entirely with the Commandant, TESSMANY. 	He was 
influenced in this by the male and female guards who during the last 
days were .continually in conference with him. 	Frau BISMARCK was 
especially prominent in this. From her and another fellow prisoner 
I hear the following remark of TESSMANN's: "When things get serious 
I'll let the women go". 	From this remark it can be seen that TESSMANN 
was in a position for deciding the fate of the prisoners. 

On the 11th, 12th and 13th April 1945 there followed wholesale 
releases, as far as the women's block was concerned. 	What happened 
in other blocks we did not know. Frau DISMARCK proposed that a small 
number of women, who in any case were to remain in prison should stay 
behind them to keep the house in order. 	!lout the 5th or 6th April the 
86 Jewish women who had been selected just previously, were put on a trans- 
port, apparently bound for KIEL. 	At about the same time a further 
transport of about 50 wpm= of various nationalities left for 
AllINSBUETTELKOOG. 	In 

'
the latter there were also some men. 	I saw the 

departure of these two transports from my window in the 2nd storey. 	1. 

do not know who was in chare of the transport. 	Ulla STEINFATT who 

was 
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was present, can rive More precise details about this second transport. 

I was released on 13 Lpril 1945. 	I heard meanwhile that a further 
transnort went 	KIEL. 	The small number of women mentioned above, 
who wore to stay in FUHIAIXETT4 to keep the /ruse in order, went, as 
I heard later to NEUENGLIM on 15 April 1q45. 	There were about 13 
women on this transport. 	I can remember the following names: 
Erika ETTER, Lone IMY-PMNDOIU, Senta DOHME, Marrethe MROSEK, Erna :JEHLING, 
Lnnemarie L;*,DEWIG, Fanne !IERTEFS, Maria PIE LNG, Elisabeth ROSENKROZ. 
I do not kmw the nrImes of the other Pur, but.I assume for cort7.in that 
one of theta 	Sinaida STR3LIZOZ, a .zussian woman, who was in solitary 
confinement. 	The- seluctin .T theses w...mun was in my opinion entirely 
arbitrary. 	Some of them worked fa- the women :uards up to the last 
day and for this real 'u were kept back in the house for so lone. 

(Sirned) Ursula Henrietta 
LuEusta W1TTSTOCK 

Sworn by the said deponent Ursula Henriette ;,urusta WITTSTOCK 
voluntarily at HAII:IURG Maria Louisenstr. 132 cn this 6th day of 
December 1946, before me Capt. Ferderiak Michael ;;ARNER, detailed 
by the C. in C. 3ritish Lrmy of the Rhino. 

(Sir-ned) F. M. WARNER 
Investic,atinr Officer. 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translation from German into En[ lish 
of the deposition of Ursula 7-Tenriette Lueusta WITTSTOCK, marked 
Deposition No. 15. 

(SiEned) l.11. iAMSEY Set. 
Interpreter, 

War Crimes Investigation Unit. 
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T:::-ZkTSLAION of DEI-OSITIO17:  

of 

EWALD,  Kurt Karl  

Deposition on oath of Kurt Karl EWALD, male, of iikJBlaaG, Uhlanstr. 
57, at HAilli'il;(7,4  on 19th Dec. 1946, before Caot, Frederick hichael 
Warner, Gen. List, of iar crimes Investigation Unit, -2A0R. 

I am. Kurt Karl laiAL1), born at HALLE on 6/10/1910. I am protestant 
and am of German nationality. I am married and have a child aged 4. 
I am butcher by trade. I was never a member of the WSDAP or any other 
Nazi organisation. 

I am half arian and was therefore arrested the first time during thc 
Jew progrom in 1938, but was released again after 3 wc(.Ls. I was 
arrested a second time on 3 Fob. 1945 togethyr %.ith my wife and all my 
relatives. This time I was accused of favouring thc onorrky and sabotage.. 
I went to the C-ostapo prison at FUHLSBUETTaL. 

There I was in solitary confinoment or 3 weeks and was then 
placed in a dark cell and chained. in the middle of April 2UELSBjETTEL 
Was evacuated and various transports woot to KIEL-HASSE. I, myself, 
loft with the last transport. 

Wachtmeistor fia4NINGS was in comand of our transport. from 
FUoLSBUETTll. He was an SS-man and very brutal. He had besides another 
7 or 8 men as guards with him. One of them was a German by the name. of 
HAHN, the others wore Flemish. I cannot romcmbor the names of the latter. 

The transport consisted of c:bout 160 men of different nationaiitiesa 
The marching rations were completely inadequate and the clothing very 
bad. Especially the shoes or nearly all finished. The foreigners 
were worst off, and among them, the Dutch woro the Lorst of all. 

The first day's march of about 35 kilometers brought us to 
KALTENKIRCHENa On the way there, ono man, whose nationality I do not 
know, had already been shot. He probably had grown weary, because 
HENNINGS had already told us beforehand that whoevor could pot go any 
further, would be shot. 

In KALTENi IRCHLvi.  the next morning, two .risoners could not get up 
any more. They were an Italian doctor and a Dutch school .aastor. As 
we marched off. HA H: remained behind with them :71one. another prisoner, 
SCHLINSTIVI, who vies Gorai.en, also stayed behind in i....;:iLT -aLIKIRCHo'l..., 
because he could go no further. 

HAHN caught our column up again later on by bike. I saw :jOHLENSILLe 
again a few days later is idEL-HASSE, but never saw any more of the two 
foreigners. I heard later that they had been shot by HLhN. 

The third night we were in a barn by the =F ELDER AFE. ht roll-
call the next morning, 3 or 4 men were missing. Thereupon iadaRGS said 
that if he did not find them again, he would finish some of us off. 
Then the 65-man and the farmer, in whose far:i we hrsi stayed, searched 
all possible hiding places. hlroad:: after a few minutes wo heard the 
first scroams. 2 or 3 Ilion then col-do down from a loft and woro taken to 

HEWN:111GS. He ari.:k.d thuA why they had hideon 	 iey said that 
they had only ovoslopt. EiliGS did not boliovo this and said to 
the SS-men (2 Fla:Aulds): "If thoro is gein to 'oe no shooting right now, 
I'll do it myself." Ho had alroa4 pulled lxt his cl-1 automatic, as was 

/usual 
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usual. One or the Flaaands then shat the 3 L:en in frent of like- xING;S 
and cur eyes. They were Ukrainians. The bodies were 	in the 
bushes, after EP:241'1-0GS had taken the papers off the:;.. 

We then ty2xched on to KILL where •ae arrive n on the 4th dv. 
the end of the ;larch vie were it in very bad shape. 

During the whole :;larch :1;t‘IIINGS had a ..,icyclo with him, but all 
the prisoners and the guaxde had tt.,  

(Signed) Kurt Eri4ID 

S:t0iiI by the said Deponent Kurt Karl :_,LLD, voluntarily at 
ii14.t.iBURG, on 19th Dec, 1946. before 	Capt. 	:Tamer, detailed 
by C. -in-C. 

(6iL;n,A) f._. 	Capt. 
Invc:.;titio.,; Officer. 

CURTIFIAD that this is a trao translation froi-.1 Gertann into 
• English of the Opposition ef Kurt Karl 	:.iarked Deposition No.37. 

(Signed) O.K. 	C/Sgt., 
5th Royal Inniskilling Dragoon Guards 

Field Investi6aticn Section 
Liar Cri:acs Group (NIL) 
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Dcasition N  42 
180 

Translation 
DEIOSITTON 

I:erbert Bruno SCIIE:ZTEDT 

Depositi-n 	oath of Herbert Drum: SCIIENSTITDT, male, f 
Uhlandstr. 57, Hamburg, at HAEDURG _n 15th Dec 1946, before Capt. 
Frederick Miehael WARNER, Gen. List, f War Crimes investigation Unit, BAUR. 

I am Herbert 3runo SCHLENSTEDT, b.ern :n 24 Mar 02 in IRENZLAU 
am of Evangelic faith. 	I am of Germ:ln nati ,nality. 	I am divorced. 
I am a chemist. 	I have no children. 	I have never been a member of the 
NSDAI, but I was a member of the DAF and NSV. 

On •3 Feb 45 I was arrested by the Gosta_ bceause of :,lanninL high 
treason and weakening of the German war , _wer. 	I was sent t the 
Gestapo prison FUELSTMETTII 	I stayed there until about the 12 ,'„r 45. 
At this time the PULSATETTEL prison was dissilved and vari-us transrts 
were sent to 1C.ILI-II.:.SSEE 	When I departed it vias said that this ,.vas the 
last transport. 	The transr,ort consisted only f men i.e. about 150. 

AWachtmeistur from FUELSBUETTEL had to supervise this transport. 
I believe with certainty that it was HENNINGS. 	The 2 i/c immediately 
subordinated to HENNINGS was the SS-man 114',HN and 8-10 other SS-men, 
partly Dutch. 

The first sh:_tings sn this transprt were already carried out on 
the way from FUHLSBUETTEL to KALTENKIRCPEN. 	I do not km-1N how many men 
were shot, I do not know their nationality either. 	But HA-tiN must know 
this. 	In KALTENKIRCHEN we slept at a farm-house in a shed. 
The next morning we had to line up and it was established that about 
3 or more reople had remained in the shed as for medical reasons they 
could not walk. 

I myself could not walk any more Twin` to an injury of Ely leg and 
a blow which I received from an SS-man of Dutch nationality. HAHN 
told me then, that he had to shoot me. 	I told him to do it then 
everything would be finished. Then I spoke ti the man in charge of 
the transport but he also refused to help me. HAHN watched this 
conversation from some distance. Later HON took me to an inn, here 
I was handed over to an old 1- olizeimeister, who transported me to Kiel- 
Hassee. 	There was a younger l'olizeimeister who also objected against 
this extra-treatment. 	I do not know why I received this favour 
from Hafli. 

it short time after the transport had marched off I heard some shots 
in the shed. 	I could see the shed from the window of the inn. 	The 
only person of the transport who was still present beside me, was HOY. 
After the shots had been fired he drove on his bicycle in the direction 
of the transport. 	I assume that the shootings were carried out by HAHN 
as nobody else of the transport was present. 

I cannot state anymore about this transport as I joined the r-s 
the transport some days later at 'S.iel-Hassee. 

(Signed) Herbert SCHLENSTEDT. 

UfORN by the said Deponent Herbert Bruno SCHLENSTEDT, 
v luntarily at EAMBITAG on 15th alcember 1946, before me Capt. 2roderick 
Michael WARNER, detailed by C.-in-C. British :amy 	the Rhine. 

(Signed) F.M. W,ZNER, Cart. 
Investigating Officer. 
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Translation of 	 Dersitien No. 40 

DEPOSITION  
of 

Rorer Louis Gustave DURNEZ  

Deposition on oath of Roger, Louis, Gust Are DURNEZ, aale, 12, Rue do 
..ontaerency, at IDRI:J (3), sworn before 2/Lt. deolaw anZBOJSKI, Polish 

Forces, of der Crimes Investigation Unit, at P,LRIS, on this 14th day 
of February, 1947. 

I aa Roger Louis Gustave DURMZ, born on 22nd January, 1917, at TROTS 
GLubei. 	I rem a packer. 	I aa narri d and I have no children, I am catholic. 

I was a Peg in Gereany. 	I escaped frea the camp and returned to France. I 
have been drafted for coapulsdry work in GerLr.ny in DeceL,ber, 1942. 	I hove 
been arrested by the Gestapo in February, 191+5, for listening to the English 
broadcast and for sabotage. I have been taken to FUHLSBUETTEL jail where I 
remained until the 12th .April, 1945. 	On this day I have been evacuated to 
the caap of KIEL-H;,S.JE. 	I escaped frea this camp and I returned to Iii.21BURG 
where I heve been liberated by British troops. 

I stayed all the time in FUHLSBU;TTEL in solitary confinement and that 
is the re son why I could not see what was happening there. 

On the 12th epril, 1945, wo have been sent without previous notice to 
the camp of EIEL-ILISSE. 	have been ordered in the aerning to take off our 
prison dress and to put on our civilain euits. 	part of the prisoners who 
have been a long time in go-.l had no footwear end they had to walk barefooted 
in wooden shoes. ,,Ster a few kilometres their feet were covered with blood 
and wounds. 	alien we left the prisenve received about 21b of bread and. 
four pieces-  of cheese. 	These rations were moant fer four lays. Paul 
REPPIEN one of the guards from FURIL6BUETTEL, :1's in charge of the convoy.•
The SS personnel which guarded us did not beleng to the staff of FUHLSBUETTEL 
and was ceuposed of Russian, Flems end Geraans. In the convoy in which I 
have been, it was the convey N. 2, there were about 200-250 prisoners: 
Russians, Poles, Geraans -nd a dozen Fronchaen. 

During the whole .earch the guards beat the prisoners with the butt-end 
of their rifles, with their fists, and kickcel thou. The priseners, who 
were exhausted and could hardly keep theaselves, had to carry the SS-aen!,s 
kit. 	If anybody fell down and ceuld net ,.a arch any more the SS-,.en tried to 
make hid get up by kicking him and beefing with the butt-ends. If he could 
not get up any more, he romaine'. lying on th road until the cnd of the convoy 
passed. Then vie heerl 'om fox behind sub :chin gun fire killing these 
people. 

I have seen Paul REPPIX shooting with his revolver at people who left 
the convoy for uumont and lid not come back quickly enough for hi.o. 

Now I reuembur that in the, convoy No. 2 there were several Danes. 
the roll-call in the thirl morning of the orcrch, after a night which we 

spent in affirm 12 km from KIEL two prisoners were missing. 	The 3S-:den 
1)oked everywhere for them and found them in the hay. They beat them with 
butt-ends in the face and then REPPIEN killed them with his sub-machine 
gun in our presence. 	I was in a distance of about 5 metres and I have seen 
everything. 

Men we arriv e d in Kra-H-JSE there were net less than 20 people 
missing, who hel been killed during the aarch. This is all I can say about 
FUHLSBUETTEL. 

(Si;,;_ 	Roger DURNEZ. 

/SJORN 
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a.iORN by th„; - s%is Depnent 	 Gust:Ne DUIZNEZ, 
t VARIS, 	this 14th qv if Februry, 1947, b,,fro, 	2/Lt. icl.%w 
jIERZBO6KI, 	by C.-in-C. British 	the Rhine. 

(sign. 1) 	il';:;RZBO 

G:;RTIFI.2). th -t this is a true transi~stiin frir.-1 French into Snclish 
if thu. Dopusitin if Rigor Louis Gustave DURMZ, 	De)esitiin Ni. 40 

(Sign...1) i. :FIV,T30 ■8KI 

Field Investig ti Sictim 
-.1e.r Cr irao s Gr.) up (N.(-3). 

HQ. , 
5 14ar. 47 
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Depositioe No. -2`' 
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Translaticn cf Extract from 

DEPOSITION 

of 

H=einz LORD 

Deposition on oath of Heinz LORD, male, of HAMBURG Locl.stedt, 
Lindenallee 6, at IA;MRG on 16 11.a6 be ore Capt 	..dNSLEIGf:, 
the Chest re Regt, of War Crimes Investigation Unit. 

I am ieinz LORD, born 21 	1917 at EAlaURG. 	I am of Perussian 
nationality. I went to the Johannoum College until I -was twenty. 
took the state medical e.Kamination in PAIMURG, 	I am married. 	I am 
evangelical. 

One doe' I was kicked nut of my cell by :.pt 4achmoieter STANGE of 
HAMBURG and was put into another single cell in A 3. 	Some days 
later REINHARD with his secretary who has since committed suicide, and 
Ept Wachmstr STAFGE came into my cell. 	I was in the act of sewing 
some underclothes. 	Here I should add that I alwaes sowed messages 
into my underclothes when Y sent them home to be washed and that, 
amongst other things, I had told this to ETTINGHAUSE. REINHARD 
mockingly said: "What, sewing again." 	He confronted me with various 
things that I had told ETTINGHLUSEN. 	I denied these things and was 
hit in the face several times by REINELRD with his hand. 	Then 
ETTINGEAUSEH was brought in as witness. 	He confirmed REINI...iRD's 
accusations. 	Then a deposition -;as taken down and, next dai, I was 
put in a dark cell in cellar A. 	I heard later from GLUCa himself, 
but in fact knew on the same day, that ho had been in the cell prior 
to m as his signature was in the cell. 	I remained in this cell, for 
4 weeks. 	It was rather smaller than the normal cell, had double 
doors, a wooden bed, a blanket, no mattress, no washing facilities and, 
as a closet, a bucket that nas emptied once a day. 	Light and air 
was let in by a grated air-slit about 10cm by 10cm large. 	I received 
the normal evening bread and morning coffee daily. 	But I only 
received the midday soup every 4 days. 	Lt the end of my confinement 
in darkness TESSME: came into my cell and remarked: "-,7ou are still 
too fat. 	You must be Lotting too much to eat." 	-13ut as I was sent 
to NEUENG:0,71a3 ne::t day, my food was not reduced. 

GEUSSENHLIisiER, GLUCK and I arrived at FEUENGLa..1.1 on the same day. 
In about a fortnight, after the arrival of our papers, we were posted 
to the labour-peel and were briefly examined there. 	Llthough we hoped to 
be and were in fact installed as doctors, we were, on the order of 
EKMBURG Gestapo, employed on the hardest work available. 	This was 
confirmed to us later in the camp by the labour-pool clerks LUETTKE and 
MEYER. 	I was employed on water-boring. 	Lt short intervals the 
HLMBURG Gestapo enquired whether we were at our posts. Lbout 4 weeks 
later GLUCK and CEUSSEM-IINER were transferred to MAUTHLUSEN. 
GEUSSENELINER did not return. 	GLUCK has his intelligence and a chance 
to thank for his survival. 

I should like to say that it is virtually a fact that people who 
were sent to the hardest labour-pool were those who were actually to 
be liquidated. 	I was, besides, forbidden to be moved, which was to 
prevent me from going anywhere bettor. 

I should like to add that, apart from the ill-treatment by STLNGE 
and REINIVAD already mentioned, I was only once hit and that in the face 
with his open hand by Wachtmeister THIEL, who later became 
Bereitschaftsfuehrer, for lying on my bed during the day. 

(Sgd) Heinz LORD 

/SWORN 
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SWORN by the said deponent Heinz LORD, v:luntarily at 1-11,113URG on 
16.11.4.6 before me, Capt H.I% :=SLEIGH, detailed by C.-in-C. 73ritish 
Lrmy of the Rhine. 

(SLd) 	tUNSLEIGIT, Capt 
Investigating Officer. 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translation of the extract from 
Deposition of Heinz LORD, whose full deposition will be attached to the 
Report of FaLSBUETTEL II case.. 

(Sad) 0. LENIEWS1d, Major 
Field Investigation Section 
War Crimes Group (NWE) 
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DgFc3iti-n . 	73 
Translation of Extract from 

DEPCSTION 

of 

SC'HULZ, Milli Karl  

Deposition on oath of SCHULZ, Karl Willi, male of iidt:. MRG- 
FUHLSBUETTEL, Kohlgarten 12 at NEUENG;J:IE on 29th November 1946, before 
Capt F.P. KINSLEIGH, The Cheshire ReEt of cur Crimes Investigation Unit 
BACR, 

I, iilli Karl SCHULZ, have been warned that I am not cJralled to 
make a statement if I do not wish to do so.. I make this statement 
voluntarily and not under compulsion or because of the promise of P. 
reward. 	Furthermore I have been told that my statement may be used 
as evidence. 

I am Willi 'Karl SCHULZ, born on 24 Doc 1;i97 at HAMBURG and am (.f 
Evangelian faith. 	I am married and have 4 children who are 19 to 29 
years old. 	Occupation: Plumber. 	I went to an elementary school up 
to my 14th year in HAMBURG. 	I have never been a member of the l'7.SDAP 
and have never belonged to any NS Organisation except the DLF and 
NSKOV. 	In February 1940 I ans called up to the Wehrmacht but in 
July 1943 I was released because of Tb. 

On two occasions I could see how the Dutchman Jup K001,EN was 
maltreated, by TESSMANN in FUHLSBUETTEL 	Once in my presence it 
occurred that TESSMiNN beat KOOMEN with a rub;)er truncheon oven in the 
face in his room. 	KOCM.EN who was in my department told me later that 
one of his teeth had been knocked out. 	I do not know the reason for 
this. 	I only acted on orders to conduct KOOMEN to TESSMANN and then 
to take him away again. 	TESSMANN did not let me leave. 	On the 
second he came to KOOMEN's cell and he (TESSMANN) and STANGE searched 
the cell for cigarettes; some were actually found. 	Ls this occurred 
in ray department I could observe this by chance. 	TESSMLNN beat with 
his fist but STANGE did not beat. 

(Signed) Willi SCHULZ 

SWORN by the said Deponent Willi SCHULZ, 
voluntarily at NEUENGA:::ME on 29th November 1946, 
before me, Capt. H. F. KINSLEIGH, Detailed by C.-in-C, 
British Army of the Rhine. 

(Simed) H. P. HINSLEIGH, Capt. 
Investigating Officer. 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translation of 
the Extract from the Deposition of Willi Karl SCHULZ. 

(Slgno0) j. LENIEWSKI, Major. 
Yield Investigation Section 
War Crimes Group (i ,,E) 
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Translation of Extr2et from 
Del esition NI), 4.5  

77.76-  

DEPOSITION 

of 

John marl Heinrich MAU 

Deposition on oath of :TAU John Karl Heinrich, male, -of HAMBURG, 
FULISBUETTEL, Kohlgarten 7, at NEUENGAMME, on 4 Doc 46 before Capt. 
F.P. KINSLEIGH, The Cheshire Regt, of War Crimes Investi,ation Unit BAOR. 

I, John, Karl Heinrich MAU, have been warned that I am not compelled 
to make a statement. 	I make this statement voluntarily and not under 
compulsion or the promise of advantage. 	I have further boon warned that 
any statement I make may be used as evidence. 

I am John Karl Heinrich MAU, Born on 28 May 1398 in EAY,BURG and of 
the Evangelical faith. 	I am married and have ore daughter age 24. years. 
I have learned no trade but worked for 18 years as a conductor on the 
HAMBURG tram service. 	I was not a member of the Party or any other 
NS organisation except for the NSV and DA F. 

Once, however, I saw T.7SS:'71,1\IN give the Dutchman Jup XDOMEN 
powerful punch on the chin that knocked him dizzy for the moment. 
TESSMANN ordered me to leave the room. 	- M0 1 -3-f.7. lost a tooth in this 
incident. 

About the beginning of Nov 4.3 TESSMA'N asked SCHUL.:, HEYE and 
myself whether we could bump some people off, but this we all 3 refused. 

Shortly afterwards one evening SCHULZ, hE:oE, ULLRI0h, TITIUS and 
I received the order from TESS„:,',NN to report for duty at 6 o'clock 
next morning. We complied. TESSWNN 7'1S there with 4. Russian 
prisoners who later attended to the removal and internment. 	5 Russian 
women were also there. We drove to WINZEUERGEWEIDENSTEDT and were 
then charged by TESSMAYN to keep away intruders. 

The 5 women were shot through the back if the neck there in the 
gravel-pit by SCi1VLRZKOPF and another called, I think, MTG., 
SCHWARZKOPF .;-1ve one woman some 10 shots. 	No sentence was read out 
to these women before their execution, and no doctor was present. 
SCHVARZKOPF demanded that the women take .72f wraps -nd jackets which 
could be used by other prisoners. 	Those women had several jackets 
and kept one of them on. On SCHZRZAPF's order ULLRICIT had to take 
the shoes of one of them off and I the jacket of another. 	1123SM,',NH, 
however, said the corpses should be. left in whet they had on. 	The 
corpses were buried in the old Jewish Cemetery, at EIDELSTELT. 

A lorry-load of women prisoners had to vAtness this shooting. 

(Sine_:.) Jahn MAU 

SWORN by the said Deponent John Karl Heinrich 11.U, 
voluntarily at NEUENUAillT on 4 Dec 4.6 before mo, Capt. 
F.P. KINSLEIGH, detailed by C.-in-C. British Array of -
the Rhine. 

(Signed) I1. F. -INSLEIGH, Capt. 
Investigating Officer. 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translation 	the 
extract from the Deposition of John Karl Heinrich Mau. 

(Signed) J. LENIEWSKI, 7!ajor. 
Field Investigation Section 
War Crimes Group (N;E). 
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Translation of 
Lxtract from  Deposition No. 46. 

-192- 
DEPOSITION  

cf 

Geer 	GaLriel _mire CROCIi-RD 

Deposition on cath of Gecr::es Gabriel ...ndre CROCH-RD, male, 82, Rue 
Charles Lafitte, NEUILLY sur Seine, sworn before 2/Lt Waclaw WILM-BOViZEI, 
Polish Forces, of War Crimes Investi,:ation Unit at P-RIS, on this 12th day of 
February 1941, 

I an Georges Gabriel ndre CROCIL-RD, torn on 16 Jun 1394, at VICHY. 
I am Catholic. 	I an director of a cinema crrIpany. 	I am marric3. and I have 
no children, 

I. have been interned at station 4. 1 in the prison of FUHLSBUETTEL. 	I 
have been all the time in a cell and not in a,hall. 	Some times I had a 
companion like the Pole and Norwegian, mentioned above, but the most of the 
time I was alone. The discipline of the prison was very severe based on 
brutality and terror. I very often heard screaming men and women who were 
beaten. The guards, whose names I mostly do not remember any more, beat 
prisoners wherever they met them: in the corridors, during the walk, at the 
bath, in the stores, etc. 	They were beating with fists, kicking and using 
rubber truncheons. 	The reasons were nearly always very light, for instance 
somebody, dared to speak a word or to turn the head, 	I have often seen the 
Commandant TESVANN beat prisners who were brought to him. 

I would like to add that during my whole detenti'll at Fuhlsbuettel 
parcels were st-aen by the Gestapo as I received only one parcel out of titre. 
In the same way I received -nly one letter out of four and this at several: 
month intervals and three or four at once. 

This is all I can say abut IWT,S6UETTEL. 

(Signed) G. CROCIL,RD. 

WORN by the said Deponent Georges Gabriel •Adre CRCC1LaD, voluntarily 
at PLRIS, on this 12th day of Februf.xy 1947, before me, 2/Lt, 
detailed by 	British .a-my of the Rhine. 

(Signed) S. WI:RZBOWSKI, 
Investigating Officer. 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translati-n from French into English 
of the Extract of the Deposition of Georges- Gabriel endre Crochard, marked 
Deposition No. 

(Signed) 3. LENIEWSKI, 
Major. 

Field Investigati•n Section, 
Crimes Group (NWE). 
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Translation of Extract from 	 Deposition No. 57. 
-225- 

DEPOSITION 

of 

Clara 2ricaa iiarta GL,,S12; 

Deposition on oath of Clara Frieda Marta GL-Sal, female, of Hamburg 13, 
Bundesstr. 95, sworn before 2/Lt. Waelau 'WIERZBOWSKI, Polish Forces, of War 
Crimes Investigation Unit, at ILIZURG, IdariaLuisenstr. 132, on this 11th day 
of December 1946. 

I am Clara Frieda Marta GL...SEN, widowed DOLL.TETZ7,, nce 	born 
on 1 Feb 90 at KIEL-WIEK. 	I cm an atheist. 	I an a housewife. 	I E.J71. married 
and have 3 children. 	I am of German nationality. I have never been a 
member of the NSDAP or any other NS organisation. 

I have often seen BISMLRK beat the prisoners. 	Shc especially beat the 
French women. This happened mostly when we lined up on the corridor. If 
she lid not like anything, if someone whispered some words, or if a woman was 
standing too close to another, she was beaten and. pushed into the back so that 
she fell with the face to the wall. 

1 have seen that BURIS'ISTM1 kicked a foreign woman with heavy boots. 

Once, when a transport was collected for interrocation, I was present 
when two foreirmers were called up. Their names were mixed up that they did 
not understand and did not answer. TESSIi„NN, who happened to go along the 
corridor, seized the two men by the collar and pushed them with the face 
against the wall so that they fell to the ground bleedinr. and unconscious. 
Then REPPIEN went tc them and kicked them with his feet. Then the two men 
were taken into the cellar. 

(Signed) Clara GL:,SMI. 

-TFIRMIM by the said Deponent Clara Frieda Marta GL..SaT, voluntarily 
at HilZURG, MariarIuisonstr. 132, on this 11th day of December 1946, before 
me, 2/Lt. Waclaw WIERZBOWSKI, detailed by C.-in-C. British LrtAy of the Rhine. 

(Signed) W. WIERZBOWSKI 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translati'n from German into English of 
the Extract from the Deposition of Clara Frieda Marta GL..SEN, marked 
Deposition No. 

(Signed) J. LENIEWSKI, Majors 
Field Investigation Section, 
War Crimes Group (NZ). 
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faw. 	 Deposition No. 57 
- 202 - 

Translation  of Extr,,ot from 

DEPOSITION 

of 

11TUTZ Walter Hermann Friedrich 

Deposition on oath of Walter Kermann Friedrich ,ITUTZ, male, of 
HAWBURG, Bruederstr. 14, at Hamburg on 13 Nov 46, before Capt. 
H.P. =SLEIGH, The Cheshire Regt. of War Crimes Investigation Unit BOR. 

I am Walter Hermann Friedrich lalUTZ, born 30 March 1903 at 4.111'0NA. 
German nationality. 	No religion. 	Married, with one child. 	i went 
to the Volksschule, Hamburg, until I ‘.as fourteen. 	I am an unskilled 
worker but am now a cartage-contractor. 

In January 1945, during the "Freehour", a sick parade was called. 
I and the Ukrainian SL;EWZIJI: came forward. 	e had to go through the 
cellar A to reach the doctor. 	Sturmscharf. STANGE, TESSMANN's 
deputy came and asked where we were going. 	I said "To the doctor". 
He replied; "ant is wrong with you?" and I answered: "An abscess". 
He turned to SZEWZUK who replied: "Tooth-ache". 	STAEGE said: 
"so you have got tooth-ache, have you?" and hit him in the face. 
SZEWZU did not see the doctor but only the medical-orderly MAU 
who gave him a pill. 

The call-over on the Now-Year's day 1945 hariened like this: 
TESSMAPN sat at the table in the corridor of A 3 with the lists. 
NEDDENIN stood nearby. Hauptschrfuehrer KENNINGS, Ally now in 
Neumuenster opened the cells and rooms. 	Stationsvachtmcister GERLACH 
of Hamburg was also there. The names were called out by TESSKANN. 
When we did not approach or leave the table sufficiently quickly one 
was placed face to the wall. 	Of these there were .':out 10 or 12 men: 
Germans, about four from the Polish room 9, about 3 from the French rooin 
8, and others from the other rooms. 	These had then to run up to the 
table. 	They were subjected to a special treatment by FEhTNINGS. 
They were kicked and given blows in the face and ribs by HENNINGS. 

Another speciality of BENNINGS was a night-visit. When he 
unlocked the door one had to be standing stiffly at the window. 	One 
was however often asleep and did not awake immediately. One was then 
beaten. 	This happened to myself and to several others. 	On such a 
night a sort of mad-house ragod and one was hapry not to be beaten. 

(Signed) Walter iTUTZ 

AFFIR1' 	by the said Deponent _04UTZ Walter Hermann Friedrich 
voluntarily at WODIMG on 18 Nov 46 before me, Capt. L. P. i:INSLEIGH, 
detailed by the C.-in-C. British Army of the Rhine. 

(Signed) H.P. _INSLEIGh, Capt. 
Investigating Officer. 

.CERTIFIED that this is a true translation of the 
extract from the Deposition of Walter Hermann Friedrich 
KNUTZ, marked Deposition No. 57. 

(Signed J. LENIEW&d, Major 
Field Investigation Section 
War Crimes Group (NOTE) . 
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De.1-•,osition No. /Li 
- 194. - 

Translation of Extrrmt from 

DF,POSITION 

:;:urt 	WA...i‘D  

Deposition on oath of lairt iiilli WijqD, Kale, of Ii1.1.7.T3URG 13, Bundesstr, 
4.0, sworn before 2/Lt Wr...clavd WIEI-tznalsi.J_, Polish -forces, of 'Liar Crimes 
Investigation Unit, at HillEBU.0 L.n this 21st dam;'  of January 1947. 

	

I am Kurt Willi. WIJID, born at GROITI nr VEGESXK on 12. 5. 1915. 	I am 
an atheist. 	I am n mercantile employee by occupation. I am married 
and have 2 children. 	I did not belong to the NSDLP nor any other KS 
organisation. 

The corn dart TESSEJJTh seldom boat prison,:rs himself, but I heard 
several times that he gave orders to the guards, to beat this or the 
other prisoner. 	This happened mostly -.then the food vas collected and 
referred to foreigners. 

I should like to mention a special example for the brutality of 
ST:ME. 	One Saturday morning in November 1944 we paraded down the 
corridor in front of STLNGE's office for distribution of cigarettes. 
11 young Russian was cleaning the floor and stepi:ed on STLNGE's foot 
by accident. Thereupon STLNGE beat and kicked him until he remained 
lying unconscious. 	Then he gave the following order to some guards: 
"Take him away, I will occupy myself with him later." One of my 
cal-trades, by name of I1.11IG, who later went down for getting the meal, 
told me that he had seen the Russian lying on the corridor with 
blood and obviously dead. 

(Sgd) lairt WLND 

AFFIRMED by the said Deponent Kurt Willi Ii/Jill, voluntarily 
at HAMBURG on this 21st day of January 194.7, before Ej,e, 2/14t 
Waclaw WIERZ3OWSKI, detailed by the C.-in-C. British 	of 
the Rhine. 

(Sgd) 
Investigating, Officer. 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translation of the Extract from the 
Deposition of Kurt Willi ,/,'JqD. 	The full deposition will be attached 
to the Rpport of FUHLSBUETTEL II Case. 

(Sgd) J. LENIEWSi,I, Kajor 
Field Investigation Section 
War Crimes GnAlp.(NaE) 
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De-:osition  No. 50 
- 20C - 

Translation of Extract frc  

DEFOSITIO:'  

of 

RICHITLat 

Deposition on oath ;:f 	 ItICIEELIER, male, of HaIBU.AG 20, 
Schadestr, 23, at HAI,a3U-RG on 22. 11,46, before 	H. P. :INSLEIGH, 
The Cheshire Regiment, of liar Crimes Investigation Unit 134',OR. 

I am Carl-Heinz RICIRIEBTR, born on 21 Jan 20 at GUESTROVMeckl. 
I am an atheist 'arid a 	 I was expelled fro..-. the. Mittelschule 
(lower grade secondary school) in 1934 because of my Half-Jewish origin. 
I any divorced. 	I am a painter by occupation. 

The SS guard was about 1.90 metres 	 haggard, about 
35 years of age, and had an unhealthy malicious face, later I came to 
imow that his name was probably =INGE., Fe was standing at the 
left side of the door from the A building leading to the courtyard. 
He supervised the prisoners who had t work at the double, and if a 
prisoner took several steps at a time he beat the man severely and 
kicked him with his feet. 	I could watch this scene nearly every day 
I stayed in this cell.. The incident was always announced before by 
the rattling of the kettles and I 	look out of the window. 

In the same courtyard there was also a heap of cartridges, often 
new supplies arrived, 	These cartridges were sorted out by East- 
workers. 	The same guard supervised the prisoners. 	He also boat 
these East-workers severely and kicked them with his feet. 	He had 
selected an especially brutal typo - probably a Russian - who assisted 
him, he had a wooden stick and also beat the prisoners severely. 

(Signed) Karl-Heinz RICHHEIMER 

AFFIRMED by the said Deponent Carl-Heinz :Zig' TED.: 11;., 
voluntarily at HAMM- on 22 Nov 46, before me, Cart 
F. P. KINSLEIGH, The Cheshire Regiment, detailed by 
C.-in-C. British Army of the -Rhine. 

(Signed) 	). KIVSLEIGH, Capt 
Investigating Officer. 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translation •_,f Extract from the 
Deposition of Karl-Heinz iticHPEBET.. 	The full deLosition will be 
attached to the Report of FUIMSBUETTEL II Case. 

(Signed) 	LENIETIS.;a, Major. 
Field Investigation Section 
'.;ar Crimes 'group 
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Deposition No. 52 
- 204 - 

Translation 	Extract from De)osition 

DEPOSITION 

of 

Heinz  Gerhard NILSSON 

Deposition on oath of Heinz Gerhard NILSSON, malt; of HAMBURG, 
Opitzstrasse 34, sworn before 2/Lt Waclaw lmazBows,i, Polish Forces, 
of War Crimes Investigation Unit at ITA1LBURG, Maria-Louisenstr. 132, on 
this 19th day of November 1946. 

I was born on the 15 April 1915 in SENPTENI1E.I.G• (Niderlausitz). 	I 
went to the Volksschulc. 	I am an employee. 	No relirion. 	Sinrae. 

When I was in FUELSBUETTEL 1942/43 all exahlinations took place in 
the Gestapo buildin47. 	Those detailed for examination were taken by 
Transportfuehrer REPPIEN, HENNINGS and inulANN to the Gestapo 
buildin g:. 	From the first moment the prisoners were belaboured with 
blows and kicks. 

(Sincd) Heinz NILSSON 

ASCERTAINED by the said DeporK.nt Heinz Gerhard NILSSON, 
voluntarily at HAMBURG, Maria-Louisenstr. 132, on this 
19th day of November 1946, before 	2/Lt Waclaw 
WIERZBOWSiCI, detailed by C.-in-C. 7)ritish Army of the Rhine. 

(Si rued) 	=1...ZBOWSiCI, 
. Investi:ating Officei. 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translation of extract from 
Deposition of Heinz Gerhard NILSSON. 	The full deposition 
will be attached to the report of PUHLSBUETTEL IT Case 

(Signed) J. LENIEWSid, Major 
Field Investigation Section 
War Crimes Group (NWE) 
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,TrInslatien of Extract frc:n 

DEPOSITION 

f 

tsl' 'Iilhelm 

SWORN Deposition of Wilhelm REIF, male, of HODURG Lltona, 
Helmholzstr. 15, at HilMBURG on 25 Nov 1946, before Capt H. 	AlISLEIGE, 
The Cheshire ReEt. of War Crimes Investigation Unit, BOR. 

I am Wilhelm REIF, born on the 7th March 1898 at LEGERSDORg/Hostein, 
and of evangelic faith. 	I am married and have no children. 	I am a 
cook by occupation. 	I have never been a member of the NSDA.1--  or any 
other NS organisation. 

I saw a small bow-legged Wachtmeister, I believe his name was OM, 
he was standing on the corridor. 	He had a short iron rod in his hand. 
MATER unlocked a cell which was diagonally or2osite, I kmew that a 
Western slave labourer was imprisoned there, he was a Belgian or Frenkh. 
man. 	He was asked to come out and ML TEL ordered him to bow down. 
MATER asked him how many blows he could stand. The prisoner moaned 
only and OEHL beat him with the iron rod, I saw exactly that he hit 
him on the coccyx while MATEL. hold the prisoner by the collar of his 
jacket. 	The prisoner fainted after 8 or 10 blows, whereupon OEHL 
poured a bucket of water over him, which was already standing there. 
The prisoner regained his consciousness after about 10 minutes and 
OEHL beat him in the face with his fist. 	Thereupon the prisoner had to 
clean the floor with his handkerchief and then he was locked in again. 
I too had to return to my cell and had not to go to the boiler room. 

(Signed) Wilhelm REIF 

SWORN by the said Deponent Wilhelm REIF, 
voluntarily at HAMBURG on 25th November 
1946, before me, Capt. I'. P. 
detailed by C.-in-C. :Iritish j'rmy ..pf the 

(Signed) 	:aNSLEIGH, Capt. 
Investigating Officer. 

CEiTIFIED that this is a true translation of the 
Extract from the Deposition of Wilhelm REIF, 

(Sirned J. LENIEWS1a, Major 
Field Investigation Section 
War Crimes Group (NWE) 



Translation of Extract from 	 Deposition 	55  

DLPOSITICq.  

of 

E.LjHaa... Heinrich Arthur 

Deposition on oath of ZI:SJE,3A'L.T.. Keinrichur, male, of HAt-IBURG, 
Eppendorfer Wag 154, at alai.a.taG on 20.11.1946 before Capt. 
KINSLEIGH, The Cheshire :ieciment, of War Crimes Investigation Unit Bt0}. 

I an Heinrich Arthur EICKBAUai, born 14 Sept 1891 at LEIPZIG and 
am evangelical. I am married and have a son. I mas not a member of the 
NSDIP nor did I belong to an: 	oraoisation; I was, hovever, 
conscripted into the SS as Wachtmeiater at Fuhlsbuettel prison. I am, 
by profession, a business employee. I went to the Volksschule in 
Hamburg until 14 years old. 

In „ugust/L,eptember 1944 I sc.. 02.ii beat two young Russians 
in 	'Then I asked him wh:, he said that they both had the same 
name aid were born in the s: Jae year but did not want to be brothers. 
I said that he should inveaate the case first. It appeared that 
they were cousins. 

- I also saw, at about the same time, a Russian Tank Major, who 
was foreman of the 1:-.7o ii.ussian rooms, .Aaking, the Vac Russians, above 
mentioned, march barefoot on the aquare under the supervision of 
OEHL. The Russian had a whip in his nand which he did not neglect to 
use. 

In A.I. cellar there -:.as a dark cull. Shortly after my arrival 
at FUBLSEUETTEL a certain Dr. GLUCK via:a; in this cell. He was from 
Eppcndorf Hospital. I %,-as once callec. by ROETTGER. who at this time 
had station 4.010 and was present at the bathing of this prisoner. 
Huwas fettered on hands and feet. The foot-astaeales were about 30 cm 
whilst' there was no space betv‘con the hand-stackles. This prisoner 
made a pitiable impression on me for he was scarcely able to walk 
upright to the shower-room about 30 meters way. He was completely 
wasted a:wc,y. I only saw this prisoner once. 

(Signed) „rthur Eichbaum. 

SWORN by the said Deponent „rthur Heinrich li1CC1 A-uli, 
voluntarily at HLO3URG on 20.11.1946, before mc, Capt. 
H.P. KIUSLEIGH, detailed b C.-in-C. British an.y of 
the Rhine. 

(6 gm-A) H.r. .;..31iSLL'IGH, Capt. 
Investigating Officer 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translation of extract from Deposition 
of „rthur ITeinrich 	 The full Deposition vlll be attached to 
the Report' of FUHLSBUETTLI II Case. 

(Signed)J. LEVIEWSKI, Major. 
Field Investigation Section 
War. Crimes Group(NWE) 
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Translation of Extract frz. Depositien Nes 58 
- 227  

DEPOSITICk 

of 

Ursula Hellene 

Deposition on eat ef Ursula hellene 	 female, ef 
HiABURG-LOCST2DT I Ostcrfcldstr. 88, scorn before 2/Lt Waclaw 
WIERZBOaKI, Polish Forces, of .iar Cries Investigatien Unit, at 
H./.11BURG liaria-Luiseastr. 132, en this 11th day of December 1946. 

I on Ursula Hellen° STLINF..,TT nee G-17,HZ:B1  born on 24th 
September 1922 at kULBURG. I am on atheist and werking in a photo-
laboratery. I am marTied and have one child. I have never boon a 
member of the 1161/..i-  or any of its affiliated. erganisations. I au 
stateless. 

When we arrived at FUHLSBU1]TTEL I helped her to get :Alt of the 
cart  de wore received by SCHULZ and 13ORG1::,d2-11\1 who sent us to the bath-
room. 'ale had to descend into the cold cellar where we had to undress 
entirely. Then we were led into the bath-roan and had to stand under 
the cold shower. The Dutch woman refused to do this whereupon she 
was beaten by BOita,liZi4 and pushed under the shower. She fainted under 
the cold water and full on the ground. B014GE1LIT:IN did not allow us to help 
her in any wry. 	also sufferec-: from cataleptic fits which lasted for 
about 4 minutes. after the bath we received two towels and we did not 
get cur clothing back. Only every • oerson received an cad torn blanket, 
covered only with these blankets we had to go into the cold cells. I 
knew that the Dutch wenan left FUHLSBUTTa after some time, but I do 
net know what happened tc her. 

A.t the be!Tinning cf ii arch a party of Russian women had to pack 
spices. The wc.,en had to work in the main floor of B 1 . 	I was a 
for:woman in this party I could watch the incidents. In the morning tho 
officials en duty led the women to work. BURIISTE. and 3ISK,ua were 
especially brutal. 2ach time they mre on duty I sa%. that they beat the 
worsen and pushed the., up the stairs. 

In B 2 in a single cell there was a French wean who was suffer-
ing from syphilis in a advanced state. One day I heard that 
entered her cell, shouted at her why she was staying in bed and beat her, 
which -I assumed fru:A the clapping of the strokes. One dry the French woman 
was sent a7..-ey and I heard that 	. ans';,ered a question: "She will die like 
a dog". 

.Lpproximately on 14th 	I was s,nt to KILL-iii,SSEE. In the 
=ening we were called up and told that we had to march in an unknown 
direction. 	received food, i.e. about 400 gr Bread, about 15 gr mar- 
garine and about 50 gr cheese. a: went by tram to the Justizgehaeude 
and from there vie marched to the port. In the port we tuere led from cne 
place to the other, apparently the guards did not know where to load us. 
Mostly the guards were S6-men whom I did not know. Some of them ''ere from 
Fuhlsbucttel. I do n t know their nai_les, but I could identify them 
Frith photographs. ,,fter some hours we were loaded on a ship at the 
gas works GR41SBROCK. uhile they were loaded on the ship they were 
beaten by the SS-guarrls with sticks. -We were sent into the ship' s 
bunker, there was no strc: and no sanitary installations. after some 
hours when we could staml it aTrlore, we `Tot some ash Lcxus as latrines. 
There were sac hundred persons, . 	an, women. In cur reom there were 

women and a group of about 30 relish officers. These officers wore 
uniform and they told me that they were arreoted in the Po.".; Camp 
S,I1DBOSTEL by the Gustap.. 4.11 ng tile women there were French, Belgiuns, 

/1Zussians, 



Translation of Extract from Deposition•Nc, 59, 
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Da-OS=10N  

of 

Else Berta HEINS  

Deposition on oath of Llli 'lase Berta Heins, fe:Iiale, of HiLBURG-
Gross-Flottbek, Ebertallce 174, sworn before 2/Lt ../aelfw 111-12ZBO../Sa, 
Polish Forces, of /..ar.  Crimes Investigation Unit, at 	 :iaria- 
Louisenstr. 132, on this dcy 12th of Dec. 194G. 

I am Elli Else Berta likthq:3, nee 	 born at :LTON,, on 
6.Z.1910. I a,.i rn atheist. I as a house-wife by accupation. I did 

not belong tz,  the lISDO or an other NS-org:,nisp.tion. 

On the 4.IX.44 I '.:as s.rreste, and was sent to the police prison 

FUHLSBUTT, 	There I remained until the middle of 4.;pril and then was 
transferred to KIEL- - SL.1. On the 3.1/.45 I was released. 

Two cells next to no was French wei.ian in solitary confinement, 

who was serieusly ill. I. utter) heard when BLDi...,.&iRG+. and BORG:Id:EN went 

into her cell and when they found the girl lying in bed, they icat her. 

One dry I was brought into the cell of liarichen z‘i,denus. On 

this occasion I heard loud cries frol.: the roo:-.1 for French people and 

saw BORGE1MBN and BISNi.RK going in there. I heard the clap of boat::ngs 

and I know that afterwards all the inmates 	the rear: were deprived of 

their food for 3 days. 

During the leisure hours, I several times sa:.7 how BURLJUSTI.2, 

BORGEviEHN, BI&,4i1CurC and SCHULZ wore boating foreign women. Polish and 

Russian women wore particularly ill-treat,::d. 

That is all I can sry about FUHLSBUETTEL. 

(Signe0) Elli 

LFFI,  RcIED by the said Deponent iali Else :REINS, voluntarily at 

I-4153URG, 1iaria-Louiscnstr. 132, on this 12th day of Dec 1946, 

before me, 2/Lt 	 ,i11;.c2;:t.Zic.I, detailed by C.-in-C. British 

.1,rray of the Rhine. 

le;liZBO;i6id. 

CI:aTIFIED that this is a true translation of the extract from the 

Deposition of Elli Else ik:rtf.s. I-La-NS. The full Deposition will be 

attached to the Report of the FUIMSBUETTEL II Case. 

(Signed) J. LIZILPI...:317.I, Major. 

Field Investigation Section 

ar Crimes Group (ITtiE) 
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Translation of Extract from 	 Deposition ict_. 6()  
- 233 I.. 

DaosiTia;  

of 

Barbara  

Depositi:.n of Barbara D0i41,-.02ZEL, female, of Bilito— E1-Zehlendorf, 
Imz Muehlunfelde 13, affirmed before :.1.ajor J. 	 iTiguria 
Regiment, of Field Investigation .section, 	Crt.,es Group (",.;',12,), rt 
BERLIN. 

I cm Barbara DOLL.,ETZU, burn on the 29th Jan. 1920 in HAILIBURG. 

was a confinted na:-.ional socialist, which fact she 
stressed repeatedly in our presence, and for which reason she especially 
hated the Jews and foreigners, he always ap;„roached them under the 
:cask of a confidant of theirs, listened tc their conversation and 
reported what she had hoard to the Gestapo. Bore than anybody else 
she hated the French, whom she used to punish for every little thing 
by depriving them of their food and by ill-treating thou. I know of 
one case, where, in collaboration with the Gestapo, the woman agend 
Gorda GR01.31;RG was taken into the cell )f ti:.: French woman Gorda 	 
so that she could listen to what she 	talking about. 4.,s a result 
of BISLILRGICIs report this Gerdy  	s later on taloa) to Raxbi\Lzuiam:, 
where she died. The woi.lan warden OULF didn't take sick prisoners to the 
doctor because she 	too lazy. "i/ULF, whc. was warden over Russian and 
Polish women, has frequently beaten theill and ill-treated them severely. 

I know the woman warden BIJAL:jST:dR. Li h.;, toe, frequently denied 
medical assistance to the sick. I reraci-aber the case of Tat Jana STUMM, 
who suffered of fainting fits and 	U;,e weak that she could no longer 
take advantage of the hours of recreation, and should have been in 
hospital. This woman, too, she denied medical aid. Furtherniorc, 
BUIV:ZISTM frequentl: beat the priseoers. 

(SgC) Barbara DOLL,02Za 

iaTIRDEOD by the said Deponent Barbara DOLLZT2114, voluntarily 
at BERLIN on the 12 loebruary 1 913 7, before mu, J. 
liajor, Field Investigation Section, -,:ar Cri..t.:s Group (W.:0). 

(Sgd) J. LilL111..0KI, idajor 
InveStigating Officer. 

CMTIPIM that this is a true translation of the extract from the 
Deposition of B!2.rbara DOLL.r.i.;TZDL. The full deposition will be 
attached to the Report of the PIJIMSBUILTTIL II Case. 

(Sgd) J. 	 Diajor 
1.9.e1C. Investigation Section 
aar Crimes Group (NZ) 
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Translation  of :.extract 

 

Deposition NC. 
663.. 

  

DEPOSIIION  

of 

Gertrud Aihelodne 	_olere-e 
DAEHZR 

Deposition on oath of Gertrud 	 I■latilde Therese DIC1IMI, 
female, of 11.,.,-b73URG 20, Droetaeroiannsweg 77c, sworn before 2/Lt 'Jaclaw 
';/I2I12.1.-0;iSKI, Polish -Perces, 	-;.rar Crio.es Investigation Unit at H.:LDUAG, 
idaria-Louisenstr. 132, en this 10th day of Dec 1946. 

I ai.1 Gertrud 	 Lad.lde rherese 	nee 	born 
30 	1915 at Hi11.1DU:cc.G. I 	an atheist. I rm a house-eifr. I tm 

married and have 2 children. I have never been a member of tne NSDAP 
or any other NS or . c'.nist-,.tion. 

'alen I had been arrested I ...as telcen to the. Gestape building. 
There I was interrogated by 1-13LidS. Later, when I had been sent to-
FUHLSDUETTEL, I was interrogated by TESS-1...oliN, who beat me. I also 
know that he interrogated other prisoners. 

I have seen that Ella SCHULZ beat foreigners :.he did not under- 
stand her order in the face while she 	bringing saac prisoners into 
another building. aDn the persons in question tried to excuse them-
selves they were beaten again. 

SCHULZ used to inspect the rooms on Sundays. The rooms of the 
foreigners were inspected. She was assisted by a second 
aostly '3oRcami or DUltillISKR. 	w000-,.n had to undress entirely in 
the corridor and their clothesc: were inspeCted. talon •sCHULZ disliked 
anything the woman in question was beaten. 

:IORGLK2iN had to supervise the foreigners during the work. If a 
tool was missing or the women could not do the scheduled amount of work, 
they were beaten by her and they mostly did net receive any food for .a 
week. 

it the beginning cf Nov 1944 a blanket was allegedly torn in the 
large room on B 1. Thereupon DORG:rala.3111.  or,..:ered that all foreigners 
had to be deprived cf their blankets. Consequently the foreigners had 
no blankets for three weeks. '..hen the diphtheria epidemic spread they 
were again issuer:. with a blanket, but then they had to go to bed naked and 
had to put their clothes in front of the door. 

In 	1944 a French woman by the name of 110L.1ND was brought to 
FUHLSDULTTLIa. ROLIND had been working for an innkeeper, RaJENS, 
resident Sioaensplatz. She was suffering from kidney trouble and- the 
doctor decided that she was. unfir for work. :iccause of the ..L.2311\TS 
reported her to the Gestvo, becniSe she refused to work. In 
FUI-ISDUETTIlL 1)01iGLIIMN tried to 7.-in her corfidence. DORG21.1.oN convinced 
itOliiND that if she lat.de a statement she would be released. IZOL,ND 
believed DaaGaIEHN by making statements to the Gestapo in which she 
revealed blacklarket activities in ehichit.,.,TJaiS was involved amonst 
others. she herself told me this being under the impression that she 
would soon be released. Consequentl; she was sent with the next 
transport to ic,',W1311,?.1.= to be liquidated. Alen I asked 1301iGaiLIIN 
where ii.OL.i,ND was she said; "I have liquidated her by sending her to 

The foreigners are nut worth much more than being 
liquidated." 
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I have seen BURIaiISTER search the foreign labour 	who cpme 
back fro,.: the fish-co,amand for food and cigarettes. If she found 
something, she beat the person c:ncerned, deprived her cf her food and 
usually asked that she be given 14 days arrest. 

Someti...es, usually in the morning, DURiZISLti c:te into the 
rcoms of the foreigners and asked whewmted to repast sick. Those who 
did so were deprived of their fat ration. 

3ISMARK w::,- rked in Close co-operation with AOHD and TESS/NI:. 
She won the confidence of the prisoners, by oretonding tc look after 
theci in a motherly way, and then she denounced them to the Gestapo. 

• I have seen :- IELATE hit the foreigners on several occasions 
in the face, and that she ':.uat 

On the occasion of this visit I watched the following incident. 
A Russian woman was brought tc the doctor, she was suffering from open 
wounds on the back which resulted from an interrogation. One wound 
was large enough to put a fist into it. Dr. SCHUFFINF looked at the 
wounds and said that it was not so bad, the medical orderly MAU had to 
do the dressing. Yje wounds were festering as they ha:', not been bandaged 
for days. 	did not cierri the wounds at all, he only put a little 
white powder on them and a piece of gauze and fastened this with two 
plasters. He asked BURIZISTER to assist him but BURMEISTER refused to 
do so and said that the Russian was too dirty. I offered 	to help 	him 
and therefore I could watch everything. The bandage was not fastened 
correctly, and when the Russian got up the bandage fell down. Thereupon 
MJJJ saidt "She must do it herself". The Russian had tc dress and was 
led to her cell. The drawers of the Russian wo,aan were entirely covered 
with blood and pus. I asked BUithriaSL:R to give her another pair but 
she answered that I should leave this to her. It is not yet necessary, 
the drawers are not yet dirty en: ugh. This Russian woman belonged to 
a group of 6 Russian girls who allegedly had been arrested because of 
looting. ;after about one week they were sent away for annililation. 

On this occasion I ..ant to i.lentien that EKRUTH told me that she 
together with DCYAGEZEIE beat up the 6 Russian women after they had 
arrived, although they hod already been beaten when they had been interro-
gated by the Gestapo. She also said that they would certainly be 
hanged. 

(Sgd) 	WIERZ20../SKI. 
Investigating Officer 

CE.,IIPIED that this is a true translation of the Extract from the 
Deposition of Gertrud allhelLdne I■latilde Therese DRA-ER, whose nail 
deposition will he attached to the Report of the FUHLSI,UETTIL II Case. 

(Sgd) J. LENIEdSKI, 'Major. 
Field Investigation Section 
jar Crimes Group (4W-J) 

(Sgd) Gertrud Di'~C fib 

,.,FFIR,iED by the said Deponent Gertrud 'AM°lmine Matildc Therese 
DREHER, voluntarily at Hamburg, Maria-Louisenstr. 132, on this 10th 
dry of De. 1946, before race 2/Lt "daclawWIERaMiSKI, detailed by 
C.-in-C. Ixitish Arny of the Rhine. 
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Translation of Extract from 	 Deposition No. 62  
237 

DEPOSITION  

of 

1.iarichen 

Deposition on oath of i‘iarichen 	female, of FILIZIURG 20, 
Broedermanns Vieg 77c, sworn before 2/Lt ..trael:7y/ ZERZBOWSKI, Polish 
Forces, of -dar Crimes Investigation Unit, 	 Maria-Louisenstr. 
132, on this 6th day of Dec. 1946. 

I an ;,iarichen li,RTLNS, born on 17/V1912 in IL:31ra% I am 
protestant and am cashier by occupation. I was never a member of the 
NSDLP or any other Nazi-orLanisation. 

BORGELEHN especially hated the foreigners. I know that she very 
often ordered "np food" in the foreigner hall. I know that, because 
I heard from my cell hm BORG-1ITN gave the orderly the orders to 
that effect. The reasons for awarding this punishment were always 
negligible, e.g. if somebody spedle during free time (Preistunde). 
BORGEMIEN awarded this punishment to the whole hall at least once a 
week, as far as I know. 

I have often seen and heard thatBORGIlitT boat foreigners, 
especially Frenchwomen. I often s BiatiaRK. bent internees. 

....novo all she hated the J=5, who could never do right for her. 
She used to beat rith her hand or a large heavy key. 

Lnother speciality of BIS;:iJ.RIC VMS spying, on prisoners. Shc 
know how, by simulating a motherly manner, she could gain the confidence 
of many prisoners, who then disclosed a lot of information. She 
immediately reported to ROHDE and then TESSYLNN all she had learned. 

(Sgd) Marichen 

SWOEN by the said Deponent Larichen YA,.:ATI.., voluntarily at HLBURG 
Maria-Louisenstr. 132, on this 6th.drj of Dec. 1946, before me, 
2/Lt .1faciawZEL-ZBOjSKI, detailed by C.-in-C. British :any of the 
Rhine. 

( 
Investigating Officer 

C:112TIFIET that this is a true translation df the 1:xtrr.ct from the 
Deposition of Marichen 	*.chose full d,positien 	be 
attached to the Report of the FU1iLSBUTTEL II Case. 

(Sgd) J. LITIIII;;SEII, iiajor 
Field Investigation Section 
•-ar. Crimes Group (If.i.E) 
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Deposition-No. 67, 
243, 

Translate n of EXtract fro-, 

DEPOSITION 

of 

Erna Henrietta Elisabeth Franciska R.5111iffii 

Depositi;n on oath of Erna Henrietta Elisabeth Franciska 
female, HLIZURG 39, ,,,olesstr. 42, sworn before 2/Lt. .;raclaw .WIERZEOWSKI, Polish 
Forces, of War Crimes Investication Unit at FL'd.iBURG, Maria-Louisenstr. 132, on 
this 9th day of Dec. 1946. 

I am Erna Henrietta FranciskaM71KYN, nee ;MFRS, born on 9/8/1891 at 
EELBOURNE, USTR LI... I am of Lutheran Protestant reliuion and an housewife 
by occupation. I am a widow and have one daughter. Except for the ELF, I 
belonged to neither the NSDLI nor any other branch of th... po.rty. 

The behaviour of nr,st of the female staff towards the prisoners was 
extremely brutal. 	For the most ridiculous offences, i.e. being too loud, 
or looking out of the window, they were put into solitary cells, they received 
no fo-d or were beaten. Especially the foreigners were beaten. 	I have seen 
the following officials carry out beatings: Oberaufseherin Ella SCHULZ,  
BURIEISTM, BORMTAig, BOCH. 

I paw BURILIISTER beat about 5 foreigners. 

I saw BORGEMEHN beat about 5 women. She also told me that she had 
heavily beaten up a Russian woman, because she had stolen some tobacco. 

:,nother popular punishment was un-) fo:d", 	This punishment was awarded 
to individual prisoners or to a whole hall. 	This punishment was awarded by 
nearly all women officials, but especially by Ella SCHULZ and BUR1.:EISTER. 
These two refused food to somebo.dy nearly every day, -smetines even for several 
weeks. 

Si:c1 ) Frau Erna R.,92Ti.,soiN.• 

SWORN by the said Deponent Erna Henrietta Elisabeth Franciska 
voluntarily at ELi:3URG, Naria!-Louisenstr. 132, on this 9th day of Dec. 1946 
before me, 2/Lt. -;:aclast7fIERZBOWSKI, detailed by C-in-C. British -rny of the 
Rhine. 

(SEa) 	ViIMZBOWSKI. 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translation of the extract from the 
Deposition of Erna Henrietta Elizabeth Franciska11,517a1141  whose full 
deposition will be attached to the Report of the FUHLSBUETTLI II Case. 

(S[::1) J. LEINIZ.,Sid. hajor. 
-.Acid Investigation Section 
*,:ar Crimes Group (WE). 
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Translation of 3xtrr_:ct from 

Deposition-No. 65. 
245. 

DLTOSIT ION  

0.7 

Iii. 	S C ii I L L 

Deposition on oath of Hilic SCHILL, female, Hanburg-Rahlstodt, 
Saselcrstr. 60, sworn before 2/Lt. Waclaw WIMZEMSKI, l'olish Forces, of 
War Crimes Investigati,,n Unit at IlLi.:13URG, Maria-Louiscnstr. 132, on this 
16th day of December, 1946. 

I am Hilde SCHILL, nee I'F-2IFFER, born in ILLBURG on 21.1.12. 	I En 
of the EvanEelical Lutheran faith. 	I am of German nati7nality. I an a 
house-wife by occucation. I am a widow and have one child. 

I once saw a sick Dutch woman stay in bed. This was noticed by • 
LORGMEHN who pullel the girl out of bt.7. by the hair, beat her and took 
her blankets away. 

(Signed) Hilde SCHILL 	• 

SWORN by the sail. Deponent Hilde SCHILL, voluntarily at H,MLURG, 
Maria-Louisenstr. 132, on this 16th day of December 1946, before me, 
2/Ly. aclaw WIERZDOWSKI, detailed by C.-in-C. British ,rmy of the Rhine. 

(Si7led) 14 WIERZBOWSKI 
Investiatinu Officer. 

CERTIFIIM that this is a true extract from the tr_mslation of the 
Deposition of Eille SCHILL. The full Deposition will be attache' to the 
Report of FU1- iLSBUETTM II Case. 

(Signed) J. L.3NIZWSKI, ]iajor. 
Field 	 Section, 
7:ar Crimes Group (N'7E). 
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Dar,nsiti.,:sn-No. 66. 
247. 

Extract from 

DEIOSITIoN 

of 

Lca. RODZYNEK. 

Deposition on oath of Lea R.DZYN:IK, female, 37 Ruc dc la Folic 
Mericourt, 14.RIS XI, sworn bef-rc 2/Lt. Waclaw ':fIERZLOWSKI, lolish Forces, 
of \Au' Crimes Invostieati-m Unit at 14.RIS, on this 19th day of Feb. 1947. 

I am Lea RODZYNEK, horn -7,n 6 Feb. 1925, in STERDYN District of SOKOLG;: 
IODL-SKI, inland. I am of Jewish faith. I on a lolish nati2na1. 

I spent the first days in FUIMSLITZTTEL in solitary confinement. Thcn 
I have been transferrca to the hall in 1. DurinL: my stay at FUHLSBUETTEL 
I was once hit in the face by arRIZISTIR. The reason for it was that I talkL2, 
with my friend during a walk. 	1311Pli3ISTLTI. noticed it al-V1 hit rw friend and 
myself. Lesides this I have seen very often SCHULZ and IURILUSTA::: bcatin: 
women. 

(Siena.) Lea Rodzynck. 

SUOMI by the said Deponent Lea RODZYNEK, voluntarily at 	on this 
9th day of February, 1947, before me, 2/Lt. Wa.claw ':IERZ-20SKI, detailed by 
C.-in-C. Lritish 4,rmy of the Rhine. 

(Sicncd) TT. 7IERZLOWSKI, 
Investicating Officer. 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translati-n of the extract from the 
Deposition of Lea RODZYNEK, whose full dei..ositi:,n will be attached to the 
Report of the FUHLSDUETTEL II CLISC4 

(Sii;nel) J. LENIZ:SKI. Major. 
Field Invcsticati- n Section, 
War Crimes Group (NWI]). 



Translatian 

DEAPSITION No. 68. 

()635 

264. 

   

of 

Deinhard  Karl 

Deposition al oath of 	Darnhard Karl TESaildiN, male of Hamburc- 
Langenhorn 1, Wbg No, 4. Ba:acke 2, sworn before Capt. Frederick Michael 
;LATER, Gen. Lict, of 	C:imes Group OWE) at MUNSTERLAGER on 2nd Apr 47. 

I, Willi Bernhard Karl TE.=3.';11,.,N11, have been told that I am not forced 
to make a statement, if I do not wish to do so. 	I make this statement 
voluntarily, I have not ben forced to do so and nothing has been premised 
to me, if I do, 	I know t.-at my statement will be written down and might 
be used as evidence at a l-ter stare. 

I aa "Alli Bernhard Karl TESSMANN, born the 15 Jan 1908 in HAMBURG* 
I am of Evangelioal faith and of Guinan nationality. I are married and have 
6 children. I am a gardener. I was a member of the NSDAP since the 1 
Mar 32. At the same time _a: joihed the SS. At the end of the war I was a 
Sturnscharfuehrer in the S. 

I was arrested on the 29 Jul j45 and have been interned since. 

In Feb 1)34 I came t FUHL6DUEITEL as a guard and stayed there until 
the 1 Jan 1937, At tLa 	FUHLSDUETTEL was a Concentration Camp. 
Appx in the m' idle of -1935 1,11ILL.AJETTEL was changed into a Police prison, 
actually it e.ls then a ;2rison for 	prisoners of the Gestapo, although 
there were also criminal pisonere. .after the change to a Police prison 
from the concentration camp nothing really was changed, as far as the 
prisoners were concerned, except eome special liberties like mail, visits 
etc. 	At the 	of 	changes RODE was the coTa.,-,andant. 

I was then transferred to the Gestapo Leitstelle as Fernschreiber 
(teleprinter), 	In Mar 1).L.) RODE wanted me back and I returned to 
FUHLSDUETTEL, whe:-e ataye. up to the Capitulation. 

RODE continuad tJ be rom,ar:.ndant till the first April 1943. 	Then I 
took over till Nova )4.3 as::tin; commandant. In Nov. 1943 I was appointed 
prison Manager. This appeintment came from the Gestapoleitstelle HANDURG, 
as the prison came under them. I got all my orders from this office. Up 
to the bombing raid in 1)4, the police prison consisted of the B wing in 
FUHLSDUETTEL. This was a 3-storied building. Then I asked for more 
room, because the D wing W%3 absolutely full up. Hereupon I lost the 
B wing and got the fax bigger building which was then called the A and C 
wing, and which had also a cellar. 	But when this also became overcrowded, 
I got about 6 months later the B wing back. The 2 top stories of the I) 
wing were only used for women. 

Later about the end af 1944, I had more than 1000 prisoners and then 
all these prisons wore overcrowded, but I did not get any more buildings. 

At the end of 1943 c): begi nning of 1944 a conference took. place 
concerning the evacuation of FUHLZJUETTEL incase of danger i.e. boadn6 
raids or the advance of thz-  Allied army, 	I presume that those conferences 
were held by Dr, KREUZLR, 7.eader of the Ha :burg Gestapo Detachment, and 
inspector of the SecuA-6y Police, an.-1 SD, called THIELE and the HSSPF Graf 
DASSEVUTZ-BEHR. I then received v.Titten orders, the emergency being 
categorised in emergency Jasu;..-es 1, 2 and 3, 	ei.lerency measure 
1 the guards wore to be ac*ilieed and tne prisoners from other police 
prisons were to be tranufell-red to FUIMLAETTEL. Emergency measure No. 2 

/Meant 
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ti;. .\,..1(.1x-It -:en of pr7soaers was to commence (at that time the 
destination wes t.ut :3,1t0(1) , 	Emergency measure No. 3 meant the destruction 
of all teeleel.a:. eeparaleee fuel the mobilisation of all guards to certain 
Stuetzpunlete„ 

Already befeee this discussion took place I had a discussion with 
several members ef the HAMDIaG Gestapo. It was decided not to traneport 
the "diff-2e eLt 	 open trucks, but in specially prepared closed police 
cars 	At tree eppe..:tunity I was aseed by Dr. KIIEUTZER if I could not 
shoot these 'difficult caeee in FUIH.,313UETTEL. 	I declined. 

et tle end 	:arcle ex-  beginning of April 1945 Gestapo Kriminal 
Obersekretacz EYeIT .•nd 	secretary Frau eECKER came to FULHSBUETTEL. 
He asked for ee-e eeieeneee.  registry, on order to ascertain the names, 
length of arrest :end name of the Gestapo official dealing with the prisoner 
in question, 

A• few days later the tooanspert leader RE2PIE1' returned from the Gestapo 
effice to FUniaiLJEri.71q. with ehe finished lists, 	One list contained the 
erisoners to be releesed. - secon: list, the largest one, contained all 
prisoner:, who were supposed o be sent away on transport, and a third, which 
contained 71 naees gave prisoners who were to be kept in FUHLSDUETTEL for the 
time Being es ehv were "(lifficult cases". 

The route which th- p.i:soners, who were supposed to be transported 
somewhere else, were to take had already been worked out. In fact they 
were suppose to 	to NEUF-Dee:HE, Dut this did nut come off as beginning 
of April i9Le5 ITEULUGAel.i.E was supposed to be full up and unable to accept arj 
new prisoners, I believe HEYENN said so, Shortly afterwards we received 
the order from 	'.estapo office in HA:ILURG to start with the march to KIEL. 
In f act we raw had te deal weth the prisoners on list two. The 71 people 
were still kept, baok, 

days after thc; prisoners who marched to KIEL had left my second, 
i/c STANGE rec.:el:Ted a telephone 	 HE'YENN one evening. SL-NGE came 
up to rae, I was ih the r:Ir(2. and told me that very soon a truck from the 

Gestapo. would arrivr.: to tet the 71 i  risoners still in FUHLSDUETTEL. 	It 
then became known to no 	these prisoners would be taken to NEUENGAtli.E„ 
Furthermore 	 i.e, -that.  HEYET.4 told hie on the phone that he, 	• 
STANGE, should write out the "EinwaisunesLeschluss" (order to enter 
NEUEVGLIZ) 	 furtheraore he should use the fellovring heading: 
Dy order of the HSSPT (Higher SS- r.nd Police leader) the following prisoners 
are being sent to the Concentration Camp NEUKIGA.e:E. The reason for this 
special treatment I do not know. I expect that those people 
have tried to escape on the ,..c.rch to KIEL. 

I had no say in the selection of the 71 prisoners who eventually 
went to NEUENG.,.11E.. 

I remember the public shooting of the 5 Russian girls in EIDELSTEDT. 
I had to take them to EIDEL2EDIC with several other guards, and was 
responsible that none of them would escape on the way there. The shooting 
was done by Kriminalsekretaer HEDKE and Police sekretaer SCHWARZKOPF., 

I was told, I do not re Member by whom, that these women were condemned 
to death. I took it that this was a proper affair, especially as other 
Russian girls had to witness the shootings. Who gave the order for these 
shootings, I do not know. 4e then placed the five bodies in an already 
prepared hole at the Jewish Cemetary, 

I re,.emieee the shoctine of 11 Russians in EIDELSTEDT. I transperted 
them with several other guaeds to EIDELSTEDT. I had nothing to do with 
the execution, and I had aleu nothing to do with taeing the condemned men te - 
the place of execution. The names of the other guards I cannot remember, 

/but 
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bu e4y 	f.e:7 BTU LS1=177,L. 	..,lso-this case I do not know wi.o 
11 men. 	I know .;ha'-  they had been lootin- 

4..11 pv::!ee -- e etc) were kept 	FUILLSLIJETD:i had not been in front of a 
court, 	Some t.1.; 	WC7u ket in "echetzhaft", which means they had already 
finished their punishment gi;on to them by a court of law. 

It also happeaed that 7erisoners who were supposed to be transferred 
to an riLeoeiteereechuno _gee' for 26 days for small offences, lila, not 
appearint! fcr work or something like that, were still sitting in FUHLSBUETTEL 
after 100 days, w..ieh meaas etlat they had been completely forgotten, 

Transports from FUffelie,.ZTEJ left every week for NEUENG.Vaal, other 
transports went to the Police prison HUETTEN for forwarding to .:.uscrivnz 
and IlLUTILT.TST.IN, 

Cases of death occurred very aeldon in FUHLUDUETTEL, although 
seeetimee prisoners hanged themselves. It happened very seldom that 
people dLed of iluesses, 

.je had ro hosjital block, only a medical inspection room. 	The 
--etor, Er, SCIU.,13.iaL?, came about twice a week, and sometiees in very 
urgent cases, 	.1. received ctomplaints regarding the doctor and the way he 
tleated his patients. For this reason I t00% part one day when he was 
inspect:ng and treating sick prisoners. 	I found nothing wrong, however, 
I understand nothing abou medicine. 

It happened that "Kalfaktors" came to me and told me eccurrances 
----P-rming other prisoners. 	This information I forwarded to the Gestapo. 
i personally never asked anybody to spy for me. Llso John 1:1.<:U I have never 
used to spy for me, if he claims that now, I cannot understand it, 
especially as he was one of my best collaborators. 

Regarding the statement of the South 4.frican GLUCK, on the eve of 
his escape bid, I would like to say the following: 	-:;hen REINHRD 
and I entered his cell, REIlajID kicked him in his behind and Neat him. 
I never touched him. Only a few days later I entered the cell as I had 
been telci that GLUCiC had said, when the Mies come to JLL3URG, he would be 
the Governor, 1.,2 GLUCK would not look into my eyes, I placed 14 hand 
under his chin, and lifted up his face and said to him, that he should nut 
have dome a17 	to me, 	I meant his trying to escape. 	;).-t that occasion 
I did not hit him, and I also never hit him at other occasions. 

That I placed him in the dark cell I did because I wanted to avoid 
that he would break out again. For this reason I placed him in iron and 
used the cell with the bricked up window. The short rations he got 
automatically, as he was in arrest. 

That GLUCK was sent to NEUETIG:,.i.la was ordered by REINH,d2D. 

I hit the Dutchman KOOjai in such a way that he fell on the floor. 
He lost his balance and stumbled over the chair in front of my desk. 

2 other occasions I hit 2 Germans. 	These are the on..y cases 
which I can remember at the moment. I only hit people with my flat hand 
and never used a rubber t-̂ Luecheon or any other instruments, 

I have never allowed euards at FUHLSDUETTFL to hit prisoners, and I 
have never seen that this happened. AFL-TIN I saw often in the morning 
clueing rc7lcall, but I never saw him hit or beat anybody. In 	opinion 
in FUHLSDUETTEL everythinc: eras eorect as it should have been in r. proper 
prison. 

The in.c,error:ators of he Gestapo beat 	ill-treated prisoners during 

/interregetion 
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interrogation in FUHLSIAJEIVEL. I forbid tiemto do that because I did not 
want the other prisoners to think that the prison guards were responsible 
for those beatings of prisoners. but I -now that the Gestapo officials 
used to beat all the sa:ac whilst I was not present. 

I have nothing further to ,aid. I have a clear conscience as I have 
done my duty. 

(Signed) 'Willi TE J61,1,1111 

S7;ORN by the said Deponent Willi Bernhard Karl TESS:1M, voluntarily 
at MUNSTERLAGER on 2nd April 1947, before me, Capt. Frederick Michael 
'7,RI\IER, detailed by 	British Army of the Rhine. 

(Signed) F.M. -.7,s,RNE'a s  Capt. 
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Deposition on oath of Hans ST.,..1,1GE, male, of H...1.3URG 28, 
Harburgerchaw:see 77, at i.r_:sent interne -1 at MUH:;TE.{ Iii,G;2.11, sworn before 
S/Sgt. Charles Kenneth 	5th Royal 	 Dragoon Guards, of 
Field Investigation 1ectiori 'Jar Cri.11es Group (if../E), at iZIISTEit 
on 27th March 1947. 

I am Hans ST,',14GE, -Lol• - cn 19/5/1908 at 0063 FLINTri.DK, near KII:4„,„ 
I believe in God, .am mar.:.ied and have 2 children. I am baker by trade. 
I joined the NSD.,',2 in 1)33;  the Si, in Octol.er 1932 end the SS in 193). 
I was Hauptscharfuehrer. 

I came to FUHLSDUETTL at the end of 1933 end was at first employed 
as a guard. 	I was :3ereite;haftf.thuhrer from 1937 until 1941.  	I tiien 
came to NORAY, where I stayed till L.pril 1943, when I returned to 
FUHLSDUETTEL. I was then at first in the office and in the last 
months I was appointed TESb:LN's deputy. I was arrested on 7 May 1945. 

I was in charge of the transport to isiELJENG.,IBE, which consisted of 
about 80 men. There were about 10 vrom.en among them. 

While I was in tie office, I was xesrorsible for the reception of now 
arrivals, 	For about 6 L_,on;hs I V1^.:3 then TEc1SMLJt's deputy (Nov. 1944 
till the end). 	.1.137 dut -!.es as deputy were to inspect the stations, deal 
with the mail issue cigarettes. 

I would lilac; to s• .y t'-.at the trans:jort to 1.4Euz1iG,.,...L.3:, was carried out 
on orders from ...-VISSE..eTTZ-einill. 	I know this, because it was written on the 
document /  which accompanie: the prieoneni. I wrote out this docu-aent 
myself together 	ODili.D...:11FE2. and received the direction to write that 
on it from either H.;.Yar:i ol.i/ICHI.Ii.111. 	The document was not si::ned; 
on it was written: ''on on.ler from the Higher SS and Police Chief". 

;.s fax as the hz:K., transports ware concerned, ray task was to find. 
billets for the first traa.:porf and then to receive all the transports 
and hand them over t. the Camp Commandant, Sturmbannfuhrer POST. The 
Transportfuhrer had to report to me and ::ive no a list of prisoners. 
The numbers did not a3rce with those at FUM3DUTTEL. Several had 
escaped, but part had been shot. PT,O1,EERG iad ordered that prisoners 
who could not walk any further, were to be shot. 

I was present at the shooting of 11 	I had to take the 
transport to the shooting place. 	far as I :,now, these people were 
shot for looting. 	TES3*ALIFii and, I believe, SCEiEDI were also there. 
I also remember 13,:LUEti. 

I now remember that I was present at th shooting of the 5 wouen. 
The 5 women were loaded onto a truck at FISHLSDUTTEL and taken to the 
sa:.10 pit as the 11 	They w. re shot in this sand p•1.t. 	;.part frin 

rind fsTNE w  re present. The shooting was carried 
out by Gestapo officia:.s. 	I C„-..d not know the Gestapo officials in 
question. 	I think that TITIU6 ti-A.2 1:0.30 •■;here. 

I have been told th.t I as not forced to v::;_tke a statement, if I 
do not wish, but that any statement I ..iake, will be written Joan and may be 
used as evidr,nco 	;our; 	I make th •• '1".n+P 1(=r+ voluntarily, not 

/under 
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under compulsion -%7- 	 be,, use of Jiro:discs of personal gains. 

I have never beaten 	kiekod priLners. 

I have nothirE els 	say. 

(;signed) Hans STANGE 

SWORN by the said DEDMIEYT, Hans STANGE, voluntarily at MUNSTER 
LAGER on 28 March 1947, oe..ore iro.. S/Sgt. FIELD, O.K., detailed 
by C. in C., British An el' the Rhine. 

:S'igned) O.K. FIELD S/Sgt., 
Investigating AIOU. 

• •. 
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Deposition-No. 70  

Translation of 
	 276 

of 

SCHULZKE i abeam -up:ust Friedrich 

Deposition on oath of Wilhelm .W.r,:ust Frierich SCHULZKE, male, of 
Hj,LTMC--.Dramfeld, Kolonie Hellbroek, liargaretonweg 31,., before Capt. Frederick 
:Lichael W-.RYER, Gen. List, of Field Investigation Section)  War Crimes Group 
(N.rE), at :_ltona irison, on 0th -pr. 47. 

I, Winclm _ufzust Friedrich SCHUIZKE, have been told that I am not 
forced to make a statement, if I do not wish to Jo so. 	I make this statement 
voluntarily, I have not been forced to do so and nothinE has been promised to 
me, if I doe 	I know that my statement 	be wTitten down and mif.:ht be used 
as evidence at a later stager 

I am Wilhelm -laust Friedrich SCHULZKE, born 14/2/1897 in ILIZURG. 
I am of Evangelical faith, and of Gennan nationality, married, no children. 
I am a black-smith. 	I was a member of the NSILI' since June, 1933. 	-t the 
same time I becuae a member of the 	I was an Oberscharfuehrer. 

I was arrested on the 5 -pr. 1947, 

„Ster the bid: bombing raid on FILI:DURG in summer 1943, I lost my job 
and for that reason was sent to the police prison at FUHLSaTETTEL by the 
Labour Exchange. 	I was "notdienstverpflichtet". 	I started this job in 
September 1943. 	In charge of this prison at that time was TESSYJ-NN. 

First of all I was employed as ordinary ;:uard, about 4r ycar later I was 
promoted to guard foreman ('lachthabonder). 	This job I kept till Sep. 44. 
Then I was transferrer'. to WILI-1-1■US-LURG as a punishment, as I started an affair 
with one of the female cuards, Fraculein .DURI:CESTM. Lfter the big bombing 
raid on VIILL-TELYSaIRG a few we,:ks previous to the capitulation)  I returned to 
FUiff,SDUOTTM4 	There I remainC till the company left in nay, 1945. 

I remember the execution of 11 men, in EIDLMST3DT. 	I .10 net remember 
their nationality. 

One do TESS:1.NN came along to me and said that I and the 6uard 
HUSSFELD hail to take part at the sho-, ting of looters. We did not say yes or 
no. :,bout 4 weAcs later TESS1L.NN came and said "I don't think HUSSFELD is 
strong enough for this job. 	Therefore only SCHULZKE will go." From whom 
.TESSINDIgot the order for the shooting, I do not kmow, and it was not allowed 
to ask. 

Next morning we 1:_ft very early. 	hen we arrived in EIDELSTZDT it was 
quite light already, and I remember the following guards from FUHLSaTETTEL: 
STIZIGE, SCHUETTE, awl 	 If TES.')i .:.TiN was present, or any other guard 
from FUHLEZETTEL I cannot remember. 

.Ln SS-Haurtsturmfuehrer who was not from FUHLST;UETTII, then put us in 
position. 	wine men then placed in position, they consiste of 6 SS-men, 
whom I did not know, and us three, ST,,NG-3, H4.1.7T,N and I. 

7c haa ordinary .,.ruy rifles, which wc brokUlt alon. 	The !.-tr:-.-lunition 
apparently tracer, was given to us by the Hauptsturmfuehrer. 

Then always 3 men tied together by their hands wore led to the place of 
execution. 	They were 1Q,cd there by SCHUETTE. 

/Then 
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Then the Hauptsturmfuchrer Lave the order to shoot, what we did. 	_11 
9 men were shootiry from a distance of about 25 m. 	The first 3 fell down 
straight agcy, but one was still alive, 	The Hauptsturrluchrer said: 	"You 
stupid pigs, why do you shoot so badly?" Then he 7-ave cne more shot of his 
pistol, aimed at the one who was still alive. 	Then the next 3 men cane along, 
they were fetched by SCHUETTE from the truck. 	This time I fired high, 
because I was nervous.. "Lecause of that I againgot nasty tellirv-  off by the 
Hauptsturnfuehrer and ST4.-NG.'E pushed me cut of the line and said to me: I 
should stand at the end. 	:efore I had been standinu in the middle. 	I was 
not allowed to continue firing. 	ST-IZE and 1-1-31ELT,T and the 6 SS-men continued 
to fire. 	This continued riT7ht up to the end 3 	3 men and then 2. 

left after that straight away. 	Ye had nothini to dc with the burial, 
During the execution a let of civilians wore present, but I do not know who 
they were. 

I have never 1-eaten or ill-treater a prisoner during my stay in 
FUHLSIXETTEL. 	This was forbidden. 	I have also never seen that this 
happened. 

I was not allowed to enter the building where the women prisoners were 
kept. 	I was also not present when they had exercise in the yard (Freistunde). 
I only entered the women prison when I had tc make my ordinary check up. I 
have never beaten women on orders of Frau :aJiti3ISTEIR. 

I have never been spying in FUHILTUETIAL. 	I was never dressed as a 
prisoner myself or present at any of the transports. 	If such spy jobs 
(Spitzeldienste) were carried out in FUULSDUETTEL only the commandant TESSLLJZI 
could have given the order to do so. 

I was in charge of a transport 'ran FUHLKUETTEL tc KILL-ILSSEE. This 
was in aril 1945. 	1..bout half way I met one of the other transports. 	In 
charge of this one was ELK.  From there onwards H.,-K was in charge of both 
transports, as he had a higher rank than I. 	I continued to accompany the 
transport as a guard. 

In our transport nobody was shot. 	I heard that in the transport led 
by KENNINGS several prisoners were shot. 	I do not remember who told me this. 

I have nothing further to add. 

(Signed) 'Alhelm SCHULZKE. 

SVIPRN by the said Deponent 'Alhel 4,1gust Friedrich SCIIULZKE, 
voluntarily at 43.tena iricon, on 8 -pril 47, 'eefore me, Capt. Frederick 
Michael ',111RNER, detailed by Co-in-C. :ritish ...11V of the Rhine. 

(Signed) Fte JO 	 Capt. 
Investigating Officer. 
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Cl? 	ZION 

of 

ri ttu SCI:C=FTTE.  

Deposition on uath .)f Karl Otte SCEUI,,TTT, 	of IisJZURG-Sucliderf, 
Fruchtwcg 27, r:f present interned at MUNSTER L.T221  st.rn befure SAgt. 
Charles Kenneth PIELD, 5th R.Tal Innisxilling Dragoon Guards, of Star 
Crimes Group (u' L) Field Invusti_r,tion Section, at AUPSTER LXER on 28 March 
1947. 

I am Karl Otto _CHUETTE, born at AEUH.N.SLEBEN 	2/1/1890. I am 
protestant and have a :laughter, 25 years old. I am German and an shop-Keeper 
by trade. 	In 1934. or 1935 I joined the S.- and in '36 or '37, the :LSD: ,1'. 
I as Scharfuchrer in the 

I have been tula that I MI not forced to make a statement, if I de not 
wish, but that any statement that I make, till be written down and may be 
used as evidence in court at .any time in the future. I make this statement 
voluntarily, not under c-mpulsion cr threat or because of promise of personal 
gains. 

On ,.._cut 20 July 194.3 I as called up and directed to FUHLSBULTTEL, 
where I was employed as a guard. 	I c::.rried out this duty till the and ef 
the war. 	I was arrested on 3 June 1945. 

I remember the shouting of about 11 pris:,n.Lrs. 	On the prcvicus 
evening I was detailed tc escort these people. Next morning the prisoners 
Lere loaded ona lorry and taken to a place near ;,ION;.. There vie arrived 
at an open space and had to surround the truck, in order to prevent any 
attempts of escape. 	I had to take the prisoners to the sheeting place. 
Every time three were manacled together and on the shooting place they were 
handed over to a pm frem the shcAing squad. ,;bout 200 people had to 
watch. 	I do not know from there they were, :Art think that they must 
have been from 6,AMC t-.;rks er camp. 	.:Xtervards te went to a small cemetery 
near by and when we arrive., a hole was being shovelled in. It is therefore 
to be assumed that the cep:. were buried there. 	ST_J4GE ;:id not come with us, 
but I believe that he v.7...s at the sho:Aing place. 	I assume that STLNCE was 
with the shooting squad. 

I once gave a prisoner a box in the ears  because he had lied to me. 
. I have never ill-treats,'. prisoners. 

;;bout the middle of 	ail I received the order frem rIES:1,1-1,;11N to take 
charge of a transport to KIEL. I ha:. under my command policemen and 
Velkssturm. 	T.;;;;Sil.J\IN. told 	that ST_IGE had to supervise all the transport 
and had to del aith any _,ccurences. He had a mAor-byke for that reason. 
WO moved off the next day. 	Before Lc moved ',fits  I inforoed the prisoners 
of TIWINts order that all the prisoners who stayed behind or tried to 
escape, were to be shot. The first night we stayed in ICILTOTKIRCHEN. 
4. risen ere missing the next ,morning. 	VI searched the barn and found one 
hidden in the str=. He was taxen on the march and shot by me on the way. 
He was not trying to escape when I shot him.. The next night 5 more men escaped. 
On the 4th day several prisoners couL: net march any further.' ;.sting against 
TESSM,:YN's orders, I left the men behind under guard. Together with sick 
from the transport, the prisoners were taken on by truck. 

I considered TESSiL,NNI s order about escape attempts as right and therefore 
shot the prisoner. 	I could have actc against this order just in the same 
11Lys  as I did in the case cf the prisoners who ccuaCI nut go any further. 

I have nothing else tL say. 

(Signed.) Otto SCHUETTE 
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SWORN by the said Deponent, Karl Otto SCHUEtTE, 
voluntarily r...t MUNSTER 1.4GF11 on 28 larch 1947, before 
Tie s  S/SEt. FIELD C.K. 'actailed by C-in-C., British ,Irmy 
of the Rhino. 

(signed) C. K. liTELD S/Szt., 
Investigating NCO. 
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Tit...143L....TIOIT C*2  ...1.3.TIPOSITION 

of 

alhelm 1-1K.NIIZS  

Deposition on oats: .f -„ilhara IMNNIFG,3, male, uflUILTURG-Billstedt, 
Hmburcerstr. 4, at present interned at HUNS= LAGER, sw:rn before S/Sat 
Charles Kenneth FIELD, 5th it:,yal Innisxilli Dragoon Guards, f Field 
Investigation Section, -rar Crimes Grow (VE on 27 Larch 1947. 

I are 'A.lhelm HENNINGS, born at -,.'T.._..71DSBLICK, near Hamburg, on 13.7.1913. 
I -elicve in God, am marricC an:. have 2 children. 	I am German and am 
saddler and decorator by trade. 	In 1932 I jAned the 	and the 

I, Y:ilhelm HENNIMS, have been t:ld that I am not forced to malce 
a statement, if I do not wish to, but that any statement I make, 	be 
tritten down and 7-.1(\y at any time in the future be used as evidence in 
court. I make this statement voluntarily, mt under threat cr 
or because of primiscs of personal gains. 

I served in thechr.iacht until 	1944, vhen I was released as a 
result 	my wounds. I came to FUHLSBUETTEL in 1938 anc was there till 
1939. 	I then returnee in -pril 1944. 	first I carried cut administrative 
duties and later was made Bercitschaftsfuhrer (July 1 44). 	I was arrested 

n 11, E.:v 1945. 

I once boxed a prisoners' cars. 

I was Transportfuhrcr (i/c) of a transport to KIEL. My deputy vas 
ELM and the i;uards 7:erc mainly forci2ners, the reater part. of thaa 
BelLians. We left FUHLSBUETTEL with 197 men and arrived at KIEL with 
189. 	Of these, some hr.C. escaped, but 5 had been shot. 

The first night we spent in K.:,LTENKI-1:CHEN. 	Next morning 3 men 
remained behind. IL JIN stayed behind and later Burin; the ,Af.rch it was 
reported to me that 2 nen had been pulled out of the stray and shot. 

The third man was shot on the march between NEUMUEISTE“ and KIEL. 
This was done by a Belcian, called VOET FULN informed me of this. 

The third night we spent on a form near BUZDESh:;11.1. 'Men the 
prisoners paraaed the next morninf -, 8 men vim', missing. 	I then ordered 
the farm to be searched. 	One c.7 the prisoners v.as soon found. 	The 

.umh vent on, and as I went across the yard, dm of them jumped down 
beside me front a loft. I jumped aside and called out to him, to lie 
where he vas. He did not obey my command, and came towards me. 
I pulled out my pistol, and when I saw that he had sanething in his hand, 
I shot him in self-defence. 

I was Transportfuhere, and as such, resixnsible for the transport.  
Therefore also for all occurrences on the march to KIEL. 

TESSMLNN told me himself that ST:2;GE was to supervise all transrt3 
and had to see to the feedinc and accomedation of the individual transports. 
TESS41411 furthermore told me personally, that ST,NGE had the order to 
supervise the transports with his - ..torbyice. 	Dr. SCEL..PP.LUF sent unfit 
prisoners on the march. 

I have nothing more to say. 

(Scd 
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3..:ORN 4 the sid Deponent, 	NEENRIG43, vuluntrily at 
MUNSTER L.X.ER un 27 :.arch 1947, befere mc, :Oct. FIELD O.K., cactail - d 
by C.-in-C. British L.ruy of the 

(3,2(2) C.K. FIELD S/sct. 
InvcstiLatinz NCO. 
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Deposition Nc. 73 

Translation of 

DEPOSITION  

of 

Johann H A H N.  

Deposition on oath of Johann HAHN, male, cf HAMBURG, 13 Isestr. 87, at 
present interned.at NiENjTER:LAGER, sworn before 2/LtWaclaw'jIhaZBOWSKI, 
Polish Forces, of War Crimes Group (NWE) Field Investigation Section, at 
:ciaJENSTERLAGER, on this second day of Narch 1947. 

I, Johann HAHN have been informed that I am not compelled to answr any 
questions, but that everything I say will be written down End can be used 
as evidence. 	I mate this deposition voluntarily and not under pressure 
or the premise of advantages. 

I am JohaxmliaM, born at KULUBA CBERIR:AW on the 15.6.1897. I 8[11 
of Evangelical faith, German nationality, mason by trade, single. 	I have 
been a member of the WSD,.,P since 1933. 

L.t thc beginning of the war I had my own business. 	I was conscripted to 
the police on 20.4.43, and was told to work: for the Gestapo. 	In thc middle 
of May I W.S sent to the labour education camp V?ilhelmsburg as a guard. 
I remained there until 11.4.45 when I reported to FU1431,3UETTEL and moved off 
to Kiel with a transport of prisoners on the following day. I vas arrested 
on 6.1.1947. 

The leaders of the transoort to which I belonged was called HENNINGG. 	The 
transport consisted of about 	prisoners, the guards being Belgian SS men. 
The prisoners were troated very badly in the transport, the Belgian SS men 
using their rods at the least cause. During the march 6 men were shot and 
one died. 5 were shot by Belgian SS men and one byHENNINGS. The first 
two were shot at IC,..ITENKIRCHEN on the 2nd morning of the march. They were 
missing at Roll call and were hiding in the straw. HENNINGS could not find 
them and left them to a Belgian SS man. In the meantime the transport 
moved off and I remained behind with scario-sayrkor, who was unable to go 
any further. The Belgian found the prisoners and shot them. O,fter that 
he vent after the transport, ,giving me a piece of paper bearing the names 
and particulars of the 2 men he had shot; this happened at 8 btciciok 
in the Morning. At about 9.15 a policeman came from bl:LTENKIRCHEN, and 
I handed him SCHLENSCETEa and the two corpses, also the paper with the 
names of the dead men. This paper was signe;: by me. 	I then followed the 
transport, and reported to HENITINGS that the prisoners had been shut. The 
next 2 prisoners were shot en the 2nd or 3rd day. They hid in the straw 
cf the loft in which they had been sleeping, one was shot beyIENNINGS. 
I do not Know the reason for it. The last two were shot before we got to 
NEUMUENSTER, this time by VOET, who was in charge of the Belgian SS men. 
I do not Know the reason why they were shot. That is all I have to ;.y. 

ISignedt Johann 
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DEFOSITIOr Ho. 74 

	DEPOSITIOI:  

02 

• 

Deposition on oath of Carl Oehl, .:ake, of HL1DURG 1), 
Methfesselstr. 60, at Present interned at J.:111.1STER L.ZER, sworn before 
S/Sgt. Charles Kenneth FIELD, 5t% Royal inniskilling Draeoon Guards, 
of Field Investigation Section, .Tae2 Grimes Group VIE) on 26 llarch 1)47. 

I am Carl OEHL, Lem at sILTO:re. o.1 02/13)0. I am Lutheran 
protestant, as :carried ark:. have 3 uhilCIr 	I au Gerean and am merchant 
by trade. 	I never belongel to Li .rryo.:7i erganieation. 

On 15 ::arch 1)43 I was called up and sent to FUHLSIAJETTEL, 
where I was employed as a guard. After about a month I was put in charge 
of a station. From 15 July 1)43 until about 1 Feb. 1)44 I was at 
ITILHELIISBURG. I was then transferred back to FUifLal:UETTEJ. 	I was in 
charge of a station (corridor) until about 1 :Tov. and from then till the 
dissolution of the prison in 	1945 I was DereitschaftstUehrer. 
I was Unterscharfubhrer, but was granted this rank autoeatically. 

I admit that I frequently beat prisoners on the slightest 
provocation. 	I also ulade use of my feet. 	I someties also beat 
prisoners for no reason at all. 	far as I can reelember, I used by 
hands for beating. I beat partly in order to punish, but partly also in 
order to satisfy ray own longing for a feeling of power. 

I remember how one summer afternoon I air de the Russians parade, 
and do drill. This was in the yard and it is possible that it was strewn 
with slag and ashes. It is further:Aore possible that there were among 
the Russians some who had no shoes. The trill lasted about half an 
hour. 

I would also like to say that I was fairly keen and therefore 
also isolated frog some of my comrades 

I admit that on several oceaeione I told the prisoner GLUCK that 
one could mad if one stayed long enoug:a in a dark cell, like he was. I 
knew that prisoners were beaten in tLe cello do the cellar. I was in 
charge of these cells. 

.athough I v:s Dereitse'ee. e.tuctlrer, I know nothing of a 
transport to NEIMITG,,n,IE. 

I have been told that I am rot compelled to _lake a statement, 
if I do not wish, but that any stat&Aent 	be written down and may 
at any time in the future be used as evidence in court'. I make this 
statement voluntarily and not under coepulsion or threat or because 
of promises of personal gains. 

I was arrested on 15 1day 1)45. 

I have nothing: more to say. 

(Signed) Carl OEHL 

SV1ORN by the said Deponent, Carl OEHI, voluntarily at MITOSTEL 
on 26 March 1)47, before me, S/Sgt. FIELD, C.A... detailed by C.in.C. 
British 4..rmy of the Rhine. 

(Signed O.K. FIELD, S/Sgt., 
Investigating NCO. 

/I have 
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I have seen 	beat prisoners. 

(si:ned) 	Carl OE L. 

S.:IORN by the said deponent, Carl OEHL, voluntarily at 1.1JUSTM L.LER, 
before iae, S/3 t. FIELD, O.K. on 27 Ziarch 1347. 

(sijicd) C.K. FIELD, S/Sgt., 
Investigating NCO. 
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Derositien No. 76 
31( 

Translation of 

DEl'OSITION 

of 

Anna. :Itari:  Elisabeth  3IS15—RK 

Deposition on oath of Anna :.:aria Elisabeth 	female, of 
HAMBLIRG-FUTISBUETTEL, Foehrenwei: 1, now interned in No. 5 CIC, sworn 
before 2/Lt \l'aclaw 4IER,C3OWSKI, Polish Forces, of \v'ar Crimes Group 
(NWE), Field Investigation Section, at No.5 CIC on this 7th dasy of 
Mar 1947. 

I, Lnna. Maria Elisabeth :1S1.,141.re have been informed that I am 
not forced to answer these questions, but that anything I sry will 
be taken down and may be used as evidence. 	1 make this statement 
voluntarily and not under coercion or promise of reward. 

I am Liana I:aria Elisabeth BIS:IA.1i, born at GREVESMUEITLEN/Mecklenburg 
on 13 Lug 1889. 	I am evangelical, employee by trade, of Gemara 
nationality, widowed and 'nave 4 children. 

Liter my husband was killed in action in 1917 I entered the civil 
service. 	Until 1934 I had various Jobs, but in October of. that year 
I couraenced duties as an attendant in FUI1SBUETTEL Police prison. 
held this position until the end of the war. 	I was arrested on 29 Jai 
1946. 

In the female department of FUNLSBUETTEL there was no chief 
female attendant. 	L11 attendants wore directly subordinated to the 
commandant, first ROI1DE and later T11,1SS:viliNN. 	Everythin:T that hapened 
in the house was by order of the commandant. 

I deny ever having beaten a prisoner, nor aid I see any other 
female attendants beat anyone. 

The hygienic conditions and daily reutino v:ere the some as in 
arty other prison. 

I know that on separate occasions women were fait in irons by 
order of the interrogators of the Gestapo. 	Such an order CsI:10 to us 
through the commandant TESSILLVH, 	I think that in the case of ,',nne 
BORNE the order was executed by Fri SCHULZ, 

Concerninj: 13 vnmen who were 0,a:scut..Al in NEUENGLIVE I can only say 
that an order from the orderly room came through by telephone, giving 
the names of 13 women who were to be brought tc the orderly room. 	\Then 
I enquired about the fate of these women, I was not answered. 	Afterwards 
I found out that these women were murder:a in NEUENGL:CIE: I was told this 
after the end of the war by a former prisoner. 

That is all I have to say about FUMJSBUETTE., 

(Sg(1) Anna BISi-:Lid 

SWORN by the said Deponent Anna Maria Elisabeth BIS:1.RK, voluntarily 
at No. 5 CIC on this 7th day of March 1947, before me, 2/Lt Waclaw 
WIERZBOWSKI, detailed by C.-in-C. British Army of the Rhine. 

(Sid) W. .WIE.Z.3011SKI, 
Investi7atinE Officer. 

Oft 
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Deposition No. 77 
Translation of 	 313 

DEPOSITION 

of 

Ifinna Marta 13ORGEIEEN 

Deposition on oath of :.:inna Marta BORG-EMI., Female, of Hamburg-
FUhlsbuettal, FUhlsbiittelerstr. 578, sworn before me, 2/Lt Waclaw 
WIERZBOWS,U, Polish Forces, of War Crimes Group (NWE) Field Investigation 
Section, at Hamburg on 22nd April 1947. 

I am Minna Marta 1.1ORGEIZUN and have been informed that I 7xm net 
compelled to answer any questions, but that anything that I say will be 
taken down and may be used as evidence. 	I make this statement 
voluntarily and not under coercion or iromise :f reward. 

I am Minna Marta ]i0AGEMEEN, geb. MURTJala, born at Finsterwalde- 
Sued (Niederlausitz) on 25th Ati -  1893. 	I am of Evangelical faith, 
German nationality, house-wife, married and have one child. 	I joined 
the NSDAP on 1st 	1933. 	I also belonged to the Frauenschaft. 

I was conscripted by the Labour EXch-1:e in 1944 and was directed 
to work as attendant in Puhlsbuettel iolice prison. 	I commenced my 
duties on 15 Mz-2,y 1944 and remained in Puhlsbuettel until 3rd May 1945. 
I was arrested on 30 Jan 46. 

In the course of my duty in FUhlsbuettel I only once slapped a 
German woman who was going to strike c. Alart from that I never 
beat or kicked women, nor did I see any other attendants beat 
anyone. 

In Winter 1944/45 there was no heating in Fuhlsbuettel but in 
spite of that all prisoners had to take off their clothes, and i ut them 
outside their cell every evening; this by command of the attendant 
Ella SCHULZ. 

In April 1945 a part of the women left on a transi-ort to Kiel. 
After this a further 13 women were sent away. When I came on duty 
I noticed that they were missing, I asked where they were and was 
told by a Wachtmeisterin, whose name I have fori:otten, that they went 
away in a transport;. she did not know their destination. 	It was only 
afterwards that I heard that .they had been executed in 1 ..:J.ENGA=. 
never participated in a conference that decided the f?.-te of these 
women, nor did I know anything about such a conference. 

That is all I have to say. 

(Signed) • • Minna DORGMEEN 

SWORN by the said Del_onent Minna Marta DORGEMEHN, voluntarily 
at HAMDURG.on this twenty second day of April 1947, before me, 
2/Lt' ia.claw (IERZBOWSKI detailed by C.-in-C. British Army of the 
Rhine. 

(Signed)) G. ..;IERZnOWS.1 
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Translati:n of 

Derosition-No. 78, 
316, 

DEPOSITIOF 

of 

Hildegard IAJR:EISTER 

Deposition on oath cf Hildegard :M=ST211, •i-- ee,ale, of HA:Z3URG-FUHLS-
XECTEL, Alsterkrugchaussee 465, at pr.:sent at No. 5 CIC PADERLORN, sworn 
before s/SEt. L. GRANT, 1 	OM, of War Crimes Group (NUE) at No. 5 
CIC PADER:ORN on the 12 ::ar* 

	

I am Hildegard LiUZEISTILZ, born at OSCHZe.SLELUT. on 27 Lai 1905. 	I an 
a housewife and German citizen* 	I was in the Dom' until 1943, but apart from 
that have belonged to no other NS orL-anisation. 

Hildegard DURIMSTiTiii, have been infon:Led that I CTI not compelled 
to make a statement, but that anything I sry will be taken down and may be 
used as evidence in a court of law. 	I 7.Lake this statement voluntarily, and 
was neither forced or threatened to make it; neither was I promised any 
reward* 

In October 1943 I was called by the Labour Exchance to work as an 
attendant in FUHLSLUETTEL Prison, and I remained there until May 1945. 	I was 
arrested on the 29 Jan. 191+6 and came to No. 5 CIC FADER-301'1T about the middle 
of lair. 1946. 

During the whole of my term of duty in FUHLUUETTEL I only once slapped 
the face of a prisoner. 	I neither kicked nor beat the prisoners. 

I sometimes did duty when new prisoners arrived, These women had to 
undress, as their clothes were taken for delousing* 	I then herded them into 
a cell which was 4050 by 2,25 m. 	About 30 prisoners went into one cell. 
They wore naked, but in the winter they were idvon one blanket. 	They had to 
stand in this cold cell for about 1 hour. 

Transports were sent away from FU1II.ETT-Ti frequently. When someone 
was due to be sent away TESall:i.1,IN informed us by giving us the name of the 
prisoner who was to be sent off. 

I never saw any other female attendants 'eeat prisoners. 

I have nothing to add to this. 

(Signed) Hildegard :01t1MSTM. 

SWORN by the said Deponent Hildegard LU1 id3IST-Z;., voluntarily at 5 CIC 
on the 12 Ear. 19470  before me, S/Sgt. D. GRANT, of 'Zar Crimes Group (NVE), 
detailed by C.-in-C. British Army of the Rhine. 

(Signed) D. 	S/Sgt. 
Investigating NCO. 
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Translation of 
	

Dc-sosition Vo. 	 

D2Fger1LOH 

Hinrich Jurses 

Deposition on oath of Hinrich 	 of 
isIIHBRO01■:, 	11-.:IID31311.C, sworn s -.fore 2 Lieut.. C. is 7,121.1D, 
General List of -s'icld Investise.t.Lon Section, ."ar Crimes 
Group 1172. voluntarily at EINFELD, on 22nd of ,ay 1 94.7 . 

I al Hinrich Juergen LICTJ2, born at BADE, Kr. RENDSBURG 
on the 4 October 1909. I am a peasant by trade, Godfearing, and a 
German citizen. 

In April 1943, a continuous stream of prisoners, marching north, 
passed through 2I1EFELD and l'WDESHOLs. At this time I was working as a 
guard at the-POW ca •p at :JJEHBROO, which is situated between aINFELD and 
30212SHOL.:. On the 15th of April, a transsort of prisoners coing from 
H.,:BUAG, were to spend the night in .1SJ.IIBROOk. After supper I had 
another look through my stables, and saw that my pigsty had been occupied 
by prisoners and SS guards without my previous knowleck:e. I was 
dissatisfied and wont to find the transportfuehrer, whom I twat across 
in the farm next to mine. I explained to him that the pigsty wore no 
living quarters for men, and that at any rate he shosld have asked my 
per: fission before acco;modating the nun there. At this he asked me for 
alternative accommodation, and I offered him the use of my strawloft, 
to which place the prisoners were eventually transferred - although 
two-thirds of the prisoners had originally been accommodated in the fans 
of my neighbour, these, too, were transferred to my loft. 

On the following morning, a Sunday, I returned from •sr work and sa,i 
the transport paraded for departure. .The transportfuehrer came towards 
my, informed - sT that four prisoners ..lore missing and asked me to go to tse 
loft and point out the exits fror;. it. I did this, but the guards said 
that they had guarded all exits, amino prisoners got out that way. 
At this a thorough search of the loft :ss insti,ated, and three prisoners 
were found hidins in the straw. I 	still Li the loft with the guards 
when the first one \i6.8 found; the S3 men jumped on the prisoner and beat 
him with clubs. Hesoreaed and I di6 not 	to have anything to do wits 
the ratter and left the loft. 

'Ihen I had come down from the loft, the transportfuehrer came up to 
me and asked Me how things were goin7 up above, to which I replied that 
some prisoners had already been found, to which he replied: "And there 
hasn't been a bang yet", and walked past me. I hsd walked 5 or 6 steps 
past him when I heard a shot fired. I turned and saw the transportfuehrer 
with his pistol still in the air. Then he fired I was so near him that 
although I was not looking at his., I know that it could only have been he 
who had fired. "Men I' left the prisoner he was still in the loft, at a 
height of app. 3 meters. 7hen he was shot by the transportfuehrer he was 
already lying on the ,round, because I sai the pistol of the transport-
fuohror pointing at the man on the ground. 

After this I went out -b my children who were in the street with so..i.e 
other people. The transport were still standing in the street and I 
suddenly saw how the prisoners who had also hidden theliselves joined the 
transport. As sson as the guards descended from the loft they came up to 
the transport and chased one of these men out with blows and the use of 
their clubs, and sias forced, by a Flalmish SS man to kneel down by a bric 
wall. He was then publicly shot by the Flentaish SS man in full view of 

/5 or 6 

ON% 
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5 or 6 children, including my o.,n four-yeL:r old daughter. The 
transportfuehrer was also standing in the street, but he did not give 
the order for the execution; however he did not stop the Flertylish 
man from carryin it out. 

At this the transport was going to 110VG off, but I prevented this 
by pointing out to the-transportfuehrer that it was his duty to give 
orders for the buriz_l of the tyo prisoners. 	this he laid the two 
corpses behind a pile of ,iood, and had the Policewactmoister inforued. 

a result of this incident I 	arrested on the 26 ,august 1945, 
and interned in No.1 C.I.C. 	 internment, I ;let the above- 
named transportfuehrer at a parade of internees. As a result of this I 
had 	case cleared up, and was released fro_ ioprisonnent on the 
25th Septe;.ber, 1946. 

The name of the transportfuehrer is 7illi HatilINGJ. 

Hinr. Luetje 

SWORN by the said deponent Hinrich Juergen LUETJE, voluntarily 
at EINFELD on 22nd 1.ay 1947, before me, 2 Lieut. C.R. FREUD, 
detailed by the C.in C. Brit'.„eh:av of the Rhine. 

(SL;(1.) C.R. Freud 
investigating Officer. 

CERTIFIED th-2.t this is a true translation from Germ n into 
English of the deposition as :lade by Hinrich Juergen LUETJE, 
marked Deposition No. 	 

(S:A.) C.R. Freud, 2 Lt. 
Field Investigation Sect. 
'Iar Crimes Group N: 
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DEPOSITIOF 

of 

"0- alter Ernst  KOCRi.a1711. 

Depesition on oath ef -,inter, _cast 	 ...al.., of 11,j,ItiaG 21, 
-iinterhuderweg 106, at HamBURG, on 17th Dec. 1946, before Capt. 
Frederick iachael .1a,RNER, Gen. List of .1-tr Crimes Investii-.7ation Unit, a.,0R. 

I am .,:alter Ernst KOO.Laa,1111, born on the 4.5.1900 in Hi..113URG. I 
am of tho evanglical faith. I pJ, of ,ermae nationality. I am married 
and have 1 child aged 5 a.:nths. I aa a dentist. I have never been a ,Aumber 
of the N8DiAP er any other 	organisation. 

I was arrest„A for the first time on th, 26 Jan 1933. I waa sent 
to the investigation prison in 	and remained theae until i.iay 1934. 
Then I was sent to the prison at arL:LEsCEJLIG, where I reaaine0 until 
the 6 .august 1936. Then I was released en instructions f the Ei.KBURG 
Gestapo about the middle of ,sigust 1936, but re:Aained under police 
supervision. The reason for z.y a_ rest wr.ri high treason. 

Until 1943 I remained under police supervision. Then, I presume, 
rly papers got lost in a bombing attack, because no one bothered about 
me again until 14.arch 1944. In March 1944 I was sualcaed to appear before 
the Gestapo. There I was told (I do not rcrAalber 	exactly told me 
this), that fram maa onwards i had t %:erk in the rains of aaMBUR.G 
together with the foreigners. 

I did this job until cb, 1945. On tho 16th 1?eb, 194 I was sent 
to the Gestapo prison in FUHESBUE2TEL. I (1-:- not knaa. 7:4 I 
suddenly brought to FJ.LSBUETTEh. 

I remained in FUHLSBUsTTEL until it disbanded. This was about the 
end of March 1945. 

the end of March I took part in one of the transfaxts, zhich 
went from -PUHLSBUETTa;L to KrilL-E".6:.)-a. This transert lasted for 4 days 
and I remember that we arrived in KIEL-F14,sSEE an the first Sunday of Lpril. 
I no longer remember the exact date. 

..bout 300 men teek part in ay transport, These '..ere alestly Germans 
but there were also a.ixait 100 forei,ners. The latter were li'renchaen, 
Poles and Russians. 

dachtauister SCHUETTE from 2UHLSUEriTJL was in charge of the 
transport. 4.,t his disposal were 1 Hungarian 	man and 1 German SS 
man to help him. I do net remember their names any longer but the 
German was a very brutal 

Furtherncro there were 12 hilfsp liListen detailed to our 
transport. The latter were respectable persons. Ls soon as %:e took our 
places before we :,f..rched off, saruz:z.:; told us that any of us, who could 
nct march any longer would be shot, as he u.ould treat it as sabotage. 

The following V.T.3 distri.c) ted to us as 	f 	the ,.,arch: Each 
of us got 4 leaf. 4 pieces of iiarzer cheeo, and about 50 .;1* of 
.margarine. The cl.:)thin and the shoes of the prisoners wore bad. 

The first night we slept all to,ether in a barn, '::here we were 
crushed together and had very little reom. On the next aorning, when we 
were ccunted, several of the prisoners nacre missing. One of these, a 

/Russian, 
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UNITED NATIONS AR CRIMES COMMISSION 
	SOIM•11■•■11•••1 

UNITED KINGDOM 

Name of accused, his 
rank and unit, or 
official position. 

CHARGES AGAINST 	GERMAN 	WAR CRIMINALS 

CASE No.  UK  /13 625 	 

(Not to be translated.) 

(S111. ATT 	.3E1212) 

_Date and place of 
commission of al-
leged crime. 

1. Between April 1940 and April 194,5. FUILUBUETTZL Germany. 

2, Between April 1943 and April 1945. HA1.03UitG,  Germany. 

Number and descrip-
tion of crime in war 
crimes list. 

References to rele-
vant provisions of 
national law. 
Breaches of' Inter-
national Law.  

1. 	(VIII) Internmvnt 	civilians under inhuman condAtions.  

2, 	(VIII) Internment of civilians under inhuman conditions. 

	I. 	 MIX 	  

2,  A$SAL LT  

Breaches of the laws and usages of war. 

SHORT STATEMENT OF FACTS. 

1. Between April 1943 and April 1945 the accused were all officials on the staff 
of FUHLSBUETTEL Prison, Germany. During this period numerous Allied nationals were 
interned in WHISBUETTEL Prison and ill-treated by each accused. 

2. Between April 1943 and April 1945 the accused REPPIII and IfE:t1616/111 were officials 
on the staff of FUHISBUILTTEL Prison and in addition to their duties at the Prison 
were responsible for conveying prisoners from she Gestapo Headquarters in HAIDURG 
to the prison. During this period both accused ill-treated numerous Allied nationals 
at the Gestapo Headquarters in }11:,BU1tC; and whi..st escorting these nationals from 
HAMBUAG to FUEUIBUETi--AL. 

Office 	the J.A.G. (Mil. Dept.,  )  TRANSMITTED BY 

* insert serial number under which the case is registered in the files of the National Office of the accusing State. 

(61,z) Wt.P.212,417 5m. 	
ro. 71:0) 
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PARTICULARS OF ALLEGED CRIME 	

• 
See Short Statement of :'acts. 
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-0  -0 -o-o -o-o-o -o-o -o-o-o-o -o -o -o-o-o-o -o -o-o-o -o -0- 

U„ITE1 KE;GDC..: CHA:.1GES  against GE1C,AN W.;Lt C.:1.2.11;ALS 

Case No. UK-G113 62.2 

1 st CHARGE 

Paul Adolp,Karl 
(Transportfuehrer) 

2, Ulrich August Adolf Friedrich Axel 
('.r.edical Officer) 	SCHI4APPAUFF 

Georg Erwin :01ATHEA 
(Watohmeister/Polioe) 

Herbert Kurt :,:ax  
(Transportfuehrer) 

Friedrich Wilhelm ROETTGLIt 
(Watchmeister/Police) 

Karl Johannjulius KOOPMANN 
(SS-guard) 

). 	Friedrich Ludwig Albert LOCK:31ANN 
(SS-guard) 

Hans Heinrich Friedrich SICK 
(SS-guard) 

Walter 0:cTMA1N 
(53-guard.) 

Gustav Johann STUEVli 
(35-guard) / 

3. 

e. 

lo. 

I, 

Name of accused, his rank 
or official position. 

(Not to be translated) 

Peter Christoph Friedrich BARTELS 
(3S-Unterscharfuehrer) 

and unit, /.2. Alfons Karl Emil TITI1TS 
(SS-Unterscharfuehrer) 

Karl Heinz Erich GUHLICK 
(ffachmann) 

Siegwald Karl Bernhard:BIER 
(Waohmann) 

Arthur ALBRXHT 
(Wachmann) 

Ella SCHULZ 
(Aufseherin) 

Anni BOSCH 
(Aufseherin) 

Pauline Franciska SCHULT 
(Aufseherin) 

I • Paula Sophie. Luise SCHAARSCIE,:llrf 
(Aufseherin)  

Auguiste Karoline Katarine EKRIffT 
(Aufseherin) 

Helene 1 •Ii2; 
(Aufseherin) 	

/2. 	• 00 

iii 

ps' 
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1Tame of accused, his rank and unit, 
or official position. (Contd). 

22 . 

1st CFA:LGE  (Contd) 

Kae tchen Margarete Marie WULF 
(Aufseherin) 

2nd,CHARGE  

Paul Adolp4Karl REPPIN 

Herbert Kurt :iax IM),1V.Mil  • 

.All the accused are in British custody, 

 

-1 . 
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Date of receipt in Secretariat. 

'30 JUL 1947 
......................................................... ............. 	 ......... 

(For the (I'm), of the Secretariat) 

411) 	I:Pgistered Number. 

	 o 	UGC 	 

UNITED NATIONS AR CRIMES COMMISSION 

UNIT KINGDOM CHARGES AGAINST 	WAR CRIMINALS 

 

CASE No 	 UK0  625 	 

Name of accused, his 
rank and unit., or 
official position. 

(Not to be translated.) 

(si ATTAi3HID 31-L112) 

Date and place of 
commission of al-
leged erime. 

1. Between April 194 and April 1 94. 	FUi iLSBUETTZLI   Germany.  

2, Between April 1943 and April 194. HAMBURG,  Germany. 

Number and descrip-
tion of crime in war 
crimes list. 

References to rele-
vant provisions of 
national law. 
Breaches of Inter-
national Law. 

	

A. 	(VIII)_IntPramont of civilians under inhuman condltions. 

	

2, 	(VIII) Internment of civilians under inhuman conditions. 

	1. 	ASSAULT 	  

2,  ASSAULT 	  

........... Breaches ... of...  the .. laws and usages of war. 

SHORT STATEMENT OF FACTS. 

1, Between April 1943 and April 1945 the accused were all officials on the staff 
of FUHLSBUSTTEL Prison, Germany. During this period numerous Allied nationals were 
interned in FUHLSBUETTEL Prison and ill-treated by each accused. 

2. Between April 1943 and April 1945 the accused REPED1 and 	were officials 
on the staff of FIJUSBUILTYEL Prison and in addition to their duties at the Prison 
were responsible for conveying prisoners from .he Gest an o Headquarters in HAMBURG 
to the Rrison. During this period both accused ill-treated numerous Allied nationals 
at the Gestapo Headquarters in IIA:JURG and whi-st escorting these nationals from 
liA:31JACr.  to 147U:ill-MU  ET2EL. 

TRANSINIITTEG UV ............Office of the 	..... 	Dent ...... .................................. ................ 

• Insert serial number under which the case is registered in the files of the National Office of the accusing State. 

wt.P.212,027 :MI 2'111, (' c„ 717.(,) 
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PARTICULARS OF EVIDF,NCE IN SUPPORT 

a"' 

(ii)  
(iii)  
(iv)  
(v)  

(vi)  
(vii)  

(viii' 
(ix 

(xi)  
(xii)  

(xiii)  
(xiv)  

( xv) 
(xvi)  

(xvii)  
(xviii)  

(xix .  
(xx 

(xxi 
(xxii)  

(xxiii)  
(xxiv)  
(xxv)  

(xxvi 
(xxvii 

j (m.

(xxviii 
(xxix 

(xxxi 
(xxxii)  

(xxxiii)  
(xxxiv 
(xxxv)  

(xxxvi)  
(xxxvii)  

(xxxviii)  
(xxxix)  

(xl 
(xli 

(xlii 
(xliii) 
(xliv 

(xlv)  
(xlvi)  

(xlvii 
(xlviii 

(il 
(1) 

(li) 
(iii) 

Wilhelm Johannes HA, 3i'% 
Jaicobus Leopoldus van DOOiU 
:,:ax Karl KRIST:iL 
Heinz Gerhard. 1JLI.;C:;" 
Carla Anna PAIWSOIN-ii 
Johannes VERBOOM 
Stanik Eustachy HUK 
Georg 001i, fAlITOPOILOS 
August Friedrich L-VIII 
Max Detlef HEICK.EIDORF 
Rudolf August 1,AUE1,?11ANIT 
Jorphus Hubertus van EIJS 
Ada Amanda. KZISTELLStit 
-Artrud :,:..ETER-PLOCK 
Marichen 
Ellen 
3ertrud Wilhelmine 
iiarbara DOLL7rETZEL 
Kurt Willi WA1ZD 
Elli Else Berta HEINS 
Walter HOCIZITH 
Georves qabriel Andre CROCHARD 
Georges Bruno DAOUi)AL 
Adrianus Martinus van Lairv...i.:-  
Herbert Johannes ISERT 
Wilhelm iiErzi 
Adolf Wilhelm r;eorg L.1,7E.1)iIRS 
Ernst Andreas SCIL.:UE.Sha 
Walter Hermann Friedrich Kla12Z 
2,1inna Llisa•LZAY. 
Paul AdolilitAKarl RETPIN 
Ulrich August Adolf :Friedrich Axel :.;01:1•:APPAUFF 
Georg Erwin MATHEA 
Herbert Kurt 1:axIIIXd,5211I 
Friedrich Wilhelm ROE1'2GER 
Karl JohannJulius KOOP1701 
Friedrich Ludwig Albert LUCKE:Al:1i 
Hans Heinrich Friedrich SICK 
Walter ORTMANN 
Gustav Johann SWIM 
Peter Cliristoph Friedrich BARTELS • 
Alfons Karl Emil TITIUS 
Karl Heinz Erich (WELKE 
Siegwald Karl. Bernhard SCHIRMEIER 
Arthur AL3it:::CH2 
Ella SCHULZ 
Anni BO$CH 
Pauline Franciska 3CHULT 
Paula So2hie Luise SCHAARSCIC,aDT 
Auguiste Karoline Katarine IsICRUTT 
Helene KitSUL 
Kae tchen Margarete Marie WULF 

(x)cci) to (lii) inclusive are statements of the accused. 
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NOTES ON THE CA8 1,', 	 4 

( Under this heading should be included the view taken as  
to (a) the degree of 

responsibility of the accused in view of his official position, e.g., was offence  
committed on the offender's own initiative, or in obedience to orders, or in carrying 
out a system approved by authority or a legal provision ; (b) the probable defence :  

(c) whether the case appears to be reasonably complete.) 

A. 	1. The accused committed acts of ill-treatment on their own initiative. 

2. The accused it&I')PIII and HEREMIWN committed acts of ill-treatment on 
their own initiative. 

B. 1. 	2. 	There appears to be no defence available to any of the accused. 

C. The case is complete. 
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Translation f 	 Deposition Nc. 21+  

I.:libel:1 Johannes. 

..0epositien on oath of 11-_,..ST 	Johannes, male, of EliDURG, 
Kohlcarten 4 at 1.1..LAJA; on 18.11,1946 before CalA H.i. KIN3LEIGH 
The Cheshire :acct. of VTain Crimes Investiatien Unit 

I "j 'Jilhelm Johannes H—ay, ,orn on 27 Hay 1920 in LJIAJAa :%nd have nu 
religion. 	I ammarrica 'Art have no children. 	I went to the Volkschule 
at H.:.MBURG until I was 15. 	I am a coppersmith. 	I was net a uc .Ther of 
the Hitlerjucend r of any other NS org7...nis-.tion. 

I belonged to an illegal group of the Fichte IZotspert. 	I was arrested on 
the 20 Ear 1944 by KrirA Sex 	of the Gestapo and seri to FUNISDUETTEL. 
I was put in the cellar of thc ZiviljustizLebacude, near the Gestapo. There 
were already about 20 people there: f) or 6 Germans, about 6 Ukrainians, 
two Frenchmen, am: other nationalities. 	-bout 20 more of various nationalities 
arrived later. 	Our room 	about 6 x 4. u, abut 3 rl high. In the ante-room 
to the collar was a table ft which the Transportfuchrer IZ.CIEN and SIEG were 
sitting. 	It wr.s possible tc hear the following from the room: JIEG asked 
each new-arrival his nacre and nationality. 	Foreigners, 1; ho naturally did not 
understand this were shouted 	I will clout you um, which as we could hear 
VTX carried out, 	The doors to this antc-roem were open so that the 1,:acht- 
meiste_ could watch us. LlthouLh we sat with our backs to the door I was 
able tc see the followinL case as I turned round for a ument. :,11 oldish man 
was not able to reply to the questions imracaiately; he vas, I believe a 
R'.tssian: he had, at any rate, the "East" (ust) sign of the forced-workers 
on his coat-facinLs. He was shouted at that he was not usually at a loss 
to make propaganda for Stalin. He receivoi a kick froa IZEIIEN and fled 
into our roan over two benches. He sat with us and was, to all appearances 
in pain as he was groaning. 	e were loaded on to a closed lorry bylIKIEN 
and SIEG at about 5 o'clock. This did not pass off without kicks, blows 
and shouting of which each received his share. The unloadini in FUHLASETTEL 
happened ,in exactly the same way. 

and women were divided and -.cut into the incomirk:-cells in block ")". 
Vie were nine in my cell. This was about 2 x 3 and about 3 high. frith 
rac were 2 Ukrainians, 1 11,elcian and the rest were Germans. 	There were two 
benches in this cell. Because of the overcr,wdin,, wo were not able to sleep 
In the evening we receive: two bowls of Swedes with nine spoons. In the 
corning 

 
we wore told to undress. 41s the heating; was not on it was culd. 

*Je had to wait naked for about 21 hours. 	e were then taken into the 
shower-room. There we had to wash ourselves with a solution of Lysol and 
could then have a cold shower. Then we were alluwed to pick up our clothes 
whichvmle lying in a heap in the corridor. We had ne towel. The clothes wure 
damp from the delousing and everythin(: had to be done at very huh speed. 
After the normal ration of boxes en the ear and 4iCICS WO went to building 

we  were divided up into different cells. 	I was lot in a sincle cell ; 3/31  
and remained there for six mA-Iths. This cell was un the third floor. In 

uniform. 	Then I had 
the next-door cell, nol)3epi;  

there for a'ADut two months, 
was a Ituasian Drisuner of:ar, still wearin 

tie 7achtmeister Hermann  TUAE111 was responsi'Ae for our station. had 

 this completely accusto..ied itself to the various noises in the trst1.1L:  

I could hear I-6 appeared 	
the 1:.ussian.L'Ilinfar  flc; 	his  roun.s. he came to the cell 	the neighbour, 

if 	viCts not satisfie.: with the viasY 
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Russian reported himself. 	let fly wibh a frightful neise then I heard 
blows and finally the mane of tole "..ussian. 	This continued 
corridor. 	HENITINGS later punished the  smLazflis:ozrhyt tlithicrc  three 

 the 

'rte," in the 

deprivation of food and with a thrashinL, e 
window. 	The Ukrainian Si.-J_IJK who'::as in the cell opposite me was better 
treated because he spcke Corrian ane vas therefore able to understand the ore eee 
riven to him. 	1-1.1.11LIN vas particularly "emi en" the :11SSiaAS ana 
He alwAys behaved badly to them, bullying exid ill-treatin: them at every 
opportunity. 	..t the end of ?lay er the eeLinnin: cif June 1944 I remember 
that Hsi ELN asked a Itlish new-arrival his name. I was at that moment 
just outside my cell helpinc the Kalifakter :rye out the food. The Pole 
was asked his Christi an namc but did not understand inalediately. Hs= 
cave him a box on the ears and started. tc shout at him. 	treccauee of yc: 
Swine and your shifting corridor 1,00emen daily have to bleed tedeath," 
the beating, up 'that followed lasted for 10 or 15 minutes. 	It consisted 
of kicks, boxes on the cars and blowe with thefist. 	the end the l'ele 
had to be ..ragged into his cell. 

From the window of ray cell I was able tc see hew., on the sumeer's afternoon, 
',Tachtmeister UEHL took sane :'.ussians and lolcs from a room in 4.,1 to be 
exercised on the square. 	I heard him say: now yen arc cuing to learn !.ov,  
to keep step. For this purpose he had fetched 2 SS prisoners feom 
C. 	The prisoners had to form up in six ranks. 	There were about 40 men. 
The majority were barefoot. The square was cevercd with slag ,end ashes. 
ThO ordbrterun'in step Was.Liveh.. h'w.i's clear :that sale of thtM could 
not maintain this speed learefoOe6n the slag. 	He- Called, ene . aftltirallether, 
individuals out ef thc ranks if they were not, in his opinion, up to standard. 
They had to have a private ISAW with him. They bad to run, with him at their 
side. 	:et every "Left" he hit thus on the back if the head with the palm ef 
his hand. Their  heads were mestly shaven cleeed and the blows made a noise 
that wes clearly audible in my cell on the third floor. The men 'eho were now 
utterly confused then had to tic dovn on their stomach. (Ell spranc on to 
them and pressed them flat en to the Creund. The two SS helpers then beat 
the unfortunate Poles or 11uee.ians with their belts on OEHL's orders. This 
happened in several cases. • In thc cell next to SZECZUK and thus opposite 
to me was a French officer in uniform. Cnce he told me that he had escaped 
from a prisoner of war Ca pi but I could net Lather any closer details 
because of the danger of curerersation. I ruiemeer eneday that I had en 
old newspaper with the headline: "Paris evacuated". Early, when -mo were 
polishinc our locks and our oor entrances and the doors were therefore 
open, I stepped back into my cell and showed him this headline. Despite 
a decease that he had as a eesult of the be food he jumped in the air 
and seemed very happy. This treatment differed from Ours in that he had 
no "Free-time" and that, despite reporting sick countless times, he was 
never taxon to the doctor. During the food-distribution, at which I 
often helped he refused the extra that I tried to Live him and on the 
contrary tooK less than he was entitled. For some reason that I do not 
remember he was beaten by =Tarim at a clothing-exchanEe for about 
3 minutes. Cn another occasion he was beaten for several minutes by 
Vachtmcieter STUEVE. 

ITITNIMS was still Dereitschaftsfuchrer at thie time. Durine a round 
outside the building he discovered that there ees net the required qU1C-6 
in the Polish room at :5/9. It ees suzier se that I slept with an upon 
window and could therefore hear everythin clearly. 	I heard hc.-i :he.said 
te the guard downstairs, I'll bring them to book. 	Then the folic: inc ._ 
happened. He went upstairs end called the whole room out into the corridor. 
The majority had on only a shirt or uner-cluthes and wa're. barereut. They 
were taken out on to the squere and had tc run whilst, at the eame time 
they were given the orders "lie ':ewe" end "up", These Who did not understand 

were beaten and Idckoa. 	T:e.s "rinielne to .look" lasted for ago°a 
Carry them out quickly enough the orders or, inIUMINC'soidi 0, „1  een 	net 	h  

half hour. 
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l'.fter six months and.  6 d-ys Ii,ut into the -1uss1an rota
Deside 	there were two Geranns, one .stateless, and. two Frenchaon, one of 
whcra vas ETTINGH.LUSEN who hr.s,d only beer: there 	short time. 	The rest were 
for the -lost part laissians, but there were also a few lules. 	There were 
beds and. 55-60 	in thc rcou. 	Jecausc; of the overcrowding some were 
forced to sicep on the benches or taf)lcs without .if.'.trasses or straw-sr.,..eics. 
Each bed had a blcmicet an_: astraw-srAcK. 	The ration ,)f soap, cigarettes, 
7.1edicciaents etc was cut to the 	and l' 	3-.1a1lcr than in the German roo-.1 
in which I was later put. 	l'co-plc; with open boils received Ichthiol 
ointraent and a little piece of plaster. 	It appeared to ':ac as if a systulatic 
policy of extermination was beinr-  pursued with these foreigners. Very little 
fat was Given out but, on the other hand, un1i7aited quantities of salt. 
Open sores and water en the Knees soon r.li,eared upon the unicnovring prisenero%. 
Those whose state of health was very 'gad  were put into single cells. 	',‘"hethe -r 
they died or not, I do not know. 	2or the r.iost part I did not see them aL;rin. 
i. doctor named LE NS with whom I wc‘.s later in the Ger..an 	told 	that 
this i-:-.1oderate eating; of salt tigether with such poor fat was bound to affc.,',.; 
the health seriously. 

One day the ,./acht •.sister Gustav ,IallECI-fr of H,".11:31.1.L. carle into the room and 
for c3 men to do a jo'J. 	 wer-c not kl. .tecliately at the door 

he seized a stool and threw it into a Group of prisoners. 	He was also one 
,,f the 7.1any guards who 'Arde the existance of the Easterners particularly 
hard. 	also belonGinG to this .‘ou-J2 Nvcre: 	 0E1-EL, LOCKELI,LNN, KL.01-1,LNN, 

HENNING3, it',THE41, 

I was subsequently put in the 	 reo,-.1 9. 	The General treataent 
here was so7lewhat better than elsewhere. 	Thy, -.lost important difference was 
that the Gerr.lans received clean washing fro-3 heae, also so,-.10 extra food of 
which half never arrived. 	",-ihereas the foreigners without his f cmily, had 
none of this. He went arcum: in his clothes until the rags fell off his 
!Jody. 

I went from there on labour-detach.:cnt (,,r'oeitslco.raanclo) and on 30 Jan 
1945 was put into iiipris,.:nlent n re-aand. 	The for-Acr ".iachtmeister Helluth 
HEINE and 	SCI1ULTZ related, after the end Jf the war, how they were 
present at the shootinL; of sc2.-.-ic iLussian -,...euen, during which 	Gave a 
reIalkIsive exhibition. 	He asked the KorAmandofuchrer whether he should also 
take's:the strocxings off the bodies, which he had already undressed. 

I 

(SiLned) WilheIu HAASE 

Lffirmed by the said deponent Wilhelm Johannes H.1,.CZ voluntarily 
at 11.4V,i,_:;U:tG on 13.11.1946 ',c:: ore 7.1C CartH.P. KIJULEIC-H 
by the C. in C. British 	of the ;shine. 

(Signed) H.:c. KINSLEIGH Capt. 
Invcotigatirg Officer. 

CFITI7IED that this is a true translation frrs,:ci Gcr.ian into 
English of the Deposition of Wilhelm 	 liepositien 
No. 24. 

(Si;.ned) 	liamsey Sit. 
for Interpreter 

Invcstiace >n Unit. 
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110 Translaticn D)osition Iro'* 3. -  

DM'OSITION 
m•..ava vin.■•••••■••■•■ 

of 

van DOCaN -eccbus "Geoul...1 (.. 

Deposition on oath of o:.n. DCOE: Jacobus Leopo: 	; male, of 
LLSTERDLM, v0Spei:;kstrLat, 42 )  sworn bef'ore Copt, 	....LINER, Gen List, 
of 	Crimes Investigation Unit BLOR at Lid,'372-.1.0List on 28 Jan 4.7. 

I Ni Jacobus Leopoldus van DC.ORN, born at LliaTE:COLLI on 1st Jan 1921, 
car cleaner of the K, Lq 	7)nmarriel living at Lliar.Kd),T,  42, v. 
Speijkstraat3 I am of Roman Ca:,nolic re:,.igione I am Dutch. 

On 18 May 1)4.3 I was cnsc:opted to work in HLIZIMG/Germany. Because 
of the bombardr...er.t 	co-ald not e-,o on working at HAMBUTZ, and I was 
transferred to Hi'.itBURG, where I worked in an oil faetory. On the 28 Jan 
194.5 I and 5 other me-- .were oxrested by the aostoieo, because I had a bread 
knife in rzr oupboard. and fr Gcornano wore afro.fo:.: L!lot WC should do 
something with thls knife a 	 In 11,:iR-17_,T. T. ;Pas first 
interrosatod and searched by the Gesi,apo and we :sere then transported to 
:1Li.g3URG to the fiewle_o:.rters of tae Gestapo, There 	stayed about 6 or 7 
hours, oithrait any intorrog:-•tion, Prom 'here I 	transported to 
PiTHLSBUETIEL together with 	other rent and p:1..ace:::! into the prison there. 
In FUHLSBUETTEL I was never 	 Lbout my stay in the prison 
there, I can tell you the f 

Lt six o'clock fn the morning -,-;;.; had to. i:iet 	and at 7.30 we had to 
be on parade. Nearly alwryy--.- the""Le..:-tsiiortfuehrer' 	was present, and 
the slightest thing, as fol. .;nstance looking at him)  talkIng with another, 
etc. was punished by hir - • +31 	r• .5:! 1.)i-s t 	Once I saw that he ;-fas 
beating a man's face v;ith his flzt. Or 	Lu "uu,. 	P" nail so that I 
thought that this rxon was dean, the reason for ih:L2 orating rias that the 

'man wanted to go to the toilet. :n the morn:L/1...1 	transported to our 
work in HLMBURG in a t-.1.am, ohieh could contain 	mer, -::ut in which 100 
of us were transported. It was usth..1 for us to be beaten in these trams. 
I was not illtreated, of course sometimes I got a kick or a hlow, but this 
1,das usual )  everybody got th`..s. The food was oot sufficient at all, and as 
for our beds, these 	very ba.!, we had to Lie on the iron spiral 
mattresses, without arm 	• under our bodies, a•-3 cover :re had only one 
thin blanket. ',;e slc.)-ft in our clothes, for the' cols was unendurable, 
there was no heating, •e'ith 150 men we slept in one room, in double tiered 
beds)  in the some room was a toilet, all open. •.Te coulc not wash ourselves 
in the morning, we could on::y make our faces a 11  ttle wet, there ..w.s only 
one tap)  no soap and no towols. There were prisoners of many nationalities: 
men of Spain)  Italy, 2olanc:1,.. Russia, France, Holland, Belgian. Of course I 
:mow the Commander of FirEo,DTJETTa, but I do not known h:Ls name. I have not 
seen the Commander illtreat people. Ls far as I .121.ovr 	Commande: of 
FUEIMSBUETTEL is completely responsible for the condi:;ions in the prison in 
FUHLBBITEITEL, he must have lemovm everything, for severe:'. times he made 
inspection and he must have seen the faults though he never did anything to 
make it better. On the 25 :eb It  I was transform to a concentration cri.mp 
near WILLIMPURG. 

(,;igrr.-71 	v. DOOR1T, 

SiORN by the said Deponent van D001.21,1  7a.cobes, Lec-i- oldus;  volunto.rily at 
LL.ISTERD;Y:, on the 28 Jan 47, before me )  Capt. FL , 	 e tailed by 
C-in-C. British crntir of the :thine. 

/0.. 	1 \ 
1/4 1- .:710(4  ) F./,'., 	t TER, Capt. 

ImrestiL;ating Officer. 

/CERTIFIED 
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C.7131ZTIFIE1 that this is a true translation frclin Dutch into avLlish 
of the Deposition of van DOCilf, Jacotus Leopolcus, Inc.rkei.! Deposition No.3. 

( 314:nod) C. 	PI JD ;_;/Sgt. 
Field investigation Section 

Criracs Group HIE 
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• Translation of 	 Deposition NL.1:. 

DE:. OSITION 

of 

KRISTELLER Lax Karl. 

Deposition on oath cf KRISTETLER Max Karl, male, of HY:INiM, 
Langenhorn Nord, Taru;stedter LarvIstrasse 312 i-ausc 4., before Cal-A. H.:. 
KINSLEIGH, The Cheshire :,:eryirlent, of 	Crimes Investigation Unit E. 
at HJ.I. a1RG on 5/12/1946. 

I am Max Karl KRISTELTE:e, bern at 	on 25/6/19;'6, I have no 
relizion and m of Cermn nationality. I m printer by trade but an now 
en art dealer with ry 	1)usiness. I am married, have two adopted 
children, but none of my rnl. ny first wife a•-.s sentenced to death by the 
Volksgericht (2eoples Court) in 1- 1,IN on 5 January 194.5 and was executed 
in ETIMIN-Ploctsensee on 2 Faruary 191 5. I an partly of Jewish origin. 
I was never a member of the NSDL1 	any other Nazi organisation. 

In the periad 1933-194.3 I was arrested alto; ether 7 times for political 
reasons, but was always released azain. I was always in prison for 
investization, except in 1933, when I was 18 months in prison for attempted 
treason. 

On 6/5/1943 I was arrested for the 3th time. ,:et that time I had 
organised a Communist resistance movement. Together .;:ith me were also 
arrested my wife, LUEBi3ERS, FEIZZRIES and his wife, HELLEXH, Hitlfi'EL and 
many others. Through being concerned with this organisation my wife was 
executed, as I have already mentioned above; also Ernst HLNPEL, .ierner 
ETTER and one more. I was not breurfht before the Volksgericht, but was 
taken to LuscHvilz to be liquidated in June 1944 by reason of the order 
that Jews and people of Jewish origin were not to be tried by the Volksgericht. 
I escaped my fate because of an injury interesting to medicine. I received 
this injury through previous ill-treatment. The doctor immediately placed 
me in the h. vitaland later with the help of others, my papers were altered. 

I was arrested by HELLS and others from the Gestapo on information given 
by PLNNEK. In the course of ray interrogations HELMS placed before me about 
65 pages of a reaert which concerned all my conversations with i'LNNEK, who 
was a frequent visitor to my house. Alring my first interrogation I told 
HELMS that :?:',NNEK was the spy, where 'non he (HELMS) hit me in the face so 
that I lost several teeth and received injuries to my ears, so that I cannot 
hear properly even today. In FUIISBUETTEL I was first in El Cell 33, and 
• later in a cell in L2. I was under strict solitary cenfinement and as I 
refused to make any statement, was kept in irons for nine months. Lt night 
I was chained to 	bed. :,wring that time I reported sick about 2C times, 
but only saw the doctor, Dr. SCIULTLUF, once. He leaked at my swollen 
limbs through the bars and said: "He can stay in irons". Even today I 
have rheumatism. In connection with this I would, like to add that this 
visit only took place because of a guard by name cf LEITZI3LCH. LEITZEACH 
er,enerally behaved well towards me. Ho chained me lightly so that I could . 
slip my hand out of the iron at night, brought me sometimes extra food and 
did a lot of other good which eased my imprisonment. I was released from 
the irons after nine months; the reason for this I do not know. In spite 
of the fact that my limbs became really swollen after that, I never saw tnc. 
doctor. On a few occasions I was just taken to medical orderly 1 U, who did 
not treat me, but permitted me to zo with the sick in our free time. 

For the first four weeks I was interrogated: by HELMS every day. 
KISTEMORUEGGE, KUMPLINN and others were present on several occasions; once 

HETGE, 

Reg.Rat KiLUS. .,"hen there was c:ny serious ill-treatment, EOCKELlwas 
present. 

as all the others mentioned acme. 	
by FE12:S as well T wc.s beaten every day, by hand. This was done mainly 

varic,us thickness, which he used 	 i
o
t
f 
 ZepcX 71' •ce_• 

/HETGE 
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HETGE also had an ox whip anc: sometimes even used. the wooden handle for 
beatings. These beatin8s took place in a half hidden room on the 
of the tawn hall. For tortures we vent into the loft. There a sack was 

alvicuffs. My hands - ere always 

4th floor 

laid on the floor and py feet were tied wi;th.h, 
tied. HELMS 'pulled 14.1) py trouser legs 	tmed py hands behin2. my back. 
-2ieces of wood about 3cp thick and 5cm wie were placed on both my lcrs 
from below the ankles to above the knees. They 

k/e110%reont°tEttIf.dith  carpenters vices, three on each leg: one an the 
and one on the ankles. On FELMS' orders KiJaNBAEGGE and HETGE screwed 
these tight till the calves burst open. 	the same time four eLged 
pieces of wood were placed between the fingers 'oeltd 

ftltt •2 al= were then pressed together so that the .finers ble 
out 4 times an lasted each time about an hour and a half. Ls I would not 
speak in spite of these tortures, KISTENIOJEGGE took my hec:_ between his 
knees and stran0.ed me, while HETGE beat PC with a ctick. 

SWIM, OEHL, l',OETTGER, and MI:1,11EN illtreated prisoners continually, 
no matter what natinality they were. I witnessed one violent case of ill-
treatment during, our free time: SCHII.,;11EIER who was on duty at the time, 
hit a French prisoner in the face .Ath his fist and kicked him, because he 
was supposed to have talked with somebody else. This -::as in December 1943. 

(SiLxed) Max MISTETAT  

LFFIRED by the said ',eponent 1 K.X KRISTELLEIZ voluntarily at HLM=G 
on 5/12/1946 before me Capt. H.1). KINSLEIGH, detaileci. by C-in-C., Lritish 
Lrmy of the shine. 

(Sirgied) H.2. KIN:LEIGH Capt. 
Investiating Officer. 

CERTIFIED that this is a true transLAIi- n from German into En':lish 
cf the -!eposition of Max iaISTELLER, 	 No.12. 

(Signed) C.K. FIELD S/Sgt. 
5th ',loyal Inniskilling Dragoon Guarcs, 

"ar Crimes Investigation Unit, 
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41 Translation of 	 -cp:sition No.14. 

DEPOSITICN  

of 

Heinz Gerhard FIILSON. 

Deposition on 	of Heinz Gerhar NILSSON, mac, of iiiinETRG, 
Opitzstr. 34 sworn before 2/Lt. 	 201ish Forces, of 
,ar Crimes Investiatien Unit, at '111TUI1G Martin..Luisenstr. 132 en this 
19th day of November 194.6. 

t
he was born on the 15 ,.hr 1915 in Senftenberg (Niederlausitz). I Went 

TO the Volksschule. I am an employee. Ne religion. Single. 

Before 1933 I was member of the Communist Youth ;.sseciation (Jugendver-
band). I was arrested on 20 March 1933 fer attending an illegal meeting 
and was sentenced to nine months imrisonseent. Cn 20 December I was 
released. I::as again arrested in October 19; and sent to Fuhlsbuettel. 
I remained there until February 1735. I was sentenced to 	years 
imprisonment. Alen I had completed the sentence I was transferred to 
KZ SLCHMNILUSEN. In 4ril 1939 I was released. I continued qy ills gal 
activity until I was arrested in November 1942 , sent to Fuhlsbuettel and 
thence imprisoned on remand in HLMBUIL. In gust 1943 I was given leave 
of absence and told to report in two months. I tried to continue my 
illegal activity. On 7 June 1944 	arrested and shct in the knee in 
the precesS. Lfter an operation I vas immeeiately sent to Fuhlsbuettel. 
I remained there until 6 March 1945 open I was transferred to imprisonment 
on remand. I stayed there until the lieeration. 

.Then I came to Fuhlsbuettel in 1944 I was sent to building C. In the 
cellar and C 1 were special cells. These cells were mostly 3x2 m large 
but there were also smaller onus. There was an iron bed, a closet and a 
table. The treatment of the prisoners ;as ':ccrecd from above. In the case 
of particular suspects the Gestapo decreed that they should "lie in irons" 
fastened for weeks or months to the bed. I was fastened to my bud for 9 
months and did not once come into the fresh air. In this section there were 
mostly foreiviers who, for some reason, had displeased the SS-personnel. The 
guards of this section 	C and Cl cellar liLTHE1. and ..OETTGER who was 
succeeded by OIZT/6,NN on become Bereitschaftsfuehrer. C2 KOGM4!,NN. L11 these 
men took care to ill-treat the prisoners whenever opportunity arose. I 
myself was hit by ORThLi■IN. I often noticed he 1.1...THEL :OETTGER, 0:1Thi.NN 
and KRCG1,VINN ill-treated 7)risoners, particularly French and Chinese. They 
beat them with all available implements for example stools and chair legs, 
belaboured them with kicks and several times they tied their' victims 
hands and legs together at the back so that they had to stand hours with 
bonded backs. They applied the so-called "wleecing" to many prisoners, 
Both, German and foreigners. The victim had to lie down with the face to 
the ground and move himself forward with the aid of his elbows. To make 
it still more painful a .;uard placed himself on the victims back. This 
continue,. until -the skin was rubbed from the elbows and they had begun to 
bleed. 

Those, ;.ho in the opinion of the Gestapo were particularly dangerous 
prisoners were not taken to the Gestapo building 1:ut -.rare examined in a 
room in Cl. 

The examinations were carried out by E&LMS and TESS101,1 in the case of 
Germans and by STLVINSKI, 2ETE1-iS, TESSM.,..NN and a South German from the 
labour office (Lrbeitsamt) in the case of foreigners. 

Raboisen. In the examinations continual torture was used. The 
examinations took place at night as well as by day. In the case of someone 
who vas to be exardned he was taken out of the cell .!:5,  the .iachtmeister 
-;;110  !.c..ve him a few blows ane kicks to prepare him for the examination. I 
was hit 	the exce-ainations and had edge pieces of wood placed bet:icen 
:y finers which 'acre then sclueezed together. In Ty cell I continually.  

/heard 
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hear::: men cryime out during examinations. I knee: that Icreiners were 
often examined and that the sane tortures were used on them. 

I remember one case in which 	found a pencil on a prisoner 
whose nationality I do not know. They beat the man until I heard the dull 
thud of his falling body. One eay TESS:::,..1.1N came into ray cell ark! boasted 
that he had been in NEITENGL1,ELE where he hat' taken part in executions. 

There were no medical arrangements in Fuhlsbuettel. If anyone asked 
to go to the doctor he was first made te undergo the so-called "Sport". 
Alen he was completely exhausted he was esked whether he still wanted to go 
to the doctor. The majority ha: already had enough and even those seriously 
ill returnee to their cells instead of eein to the doctor. Those who 
still insisted were further tortured Dr in the rarest cases sent to the 
doctor. elthough I was handed over after a bullet wound and an operation, 
I was given no medical treatment. 

Alen I was in Puhlsbuettel 1942-1943 all examinations took place in 
the Gestapo building. Those detailed for examination were taken by 
Transportfuehrer REPIEN, HENNINGS and FIRMLNN to the Gestapo building. 
From the first moment the prisoners were belaboured with blows and kicks. 
The prisoners who were foreigners were, on the whole, treated worst because 
they did not understand German and therefore die not react quickly enough. 
In the Gestapo building the prj.soners were taken into the so-called 
"Spiegelsaal". In the "Spiegelsaal" the prisoners were ;;carded mostly by 
REPIEN but also by ELEBX.CHT the -SS men. Both of them ill-treated the 
prisoners the whole time. TIECIEN had a metal rod of about 1 metre's length 
with which he hit the prisoners. I remember a case of three Ukrainian girls. 
They understood no German and could not reply when they were spoken to by 
REMN or an examiner of the Gestapo. Thcreuoon they were beaten until 
they sunk to the ground unconscious and were then carried out of the room. 

In December 1942 a polish officer, who had been arrested in Streits 
Hotel, was brought into my cell in station E2 room 2. ?wo of his comrades 
were put in solitary confinement in the same station. They were later 
transferred to our cell. 

When he was brought in he was already completely "beatem up". His face 
was swollen and bloodshot, From conversations with them I learnt that they 
were in contact with the English an had to observe war preparation factories 
and lines of communications. I learnt, further that they eere betrayed by 
the Hotel Manager of Streits. Particularly the leaeer of the croup, he who 
came to my cell at first was examined daily, and often at nieiht too., 
When he returned he was completely broken-up, was often bleeding and could 
take no food. TESSMON often brought him back personally. The two others, 
who were brothers were examined in the same way. In the beginning of 
February they were transported, so we heard, to TERLIN. In December 1942 
about 8 Frenchmen were brought to my room. They had hissed the speakers 
durirv!, propaganda-meeting. They were also examined and beatem up by the 
Gestapo. In Fuhlsbuettel they were also annoyed by frivolous objections. 
They were beaten and given the hardest work to .eo. Even when we volunteered 
we were sent back and told that they must do it. The euards remarked: 
"Let the dirty foreigners do it". Particularly conspicuous in this respect 
was Sanitaetswachtmoister FUCHS and another guard named FUCHS. The 
Frenchmen only remained for about a fortnight. Then they ::ere transported, 
I don't know where to. 

,bout the same time another group of Frenchmen were brought in who 
were supposed to -be guilty of saLotaee. There were fifteen of them. One of 
them was called GOULIL. They were ill-treated in the same way. /*After about 

1 months they were transported - I emit.know whither. On TESSM,...NN's 
orders a clothing collection was ma::e for the Krieeswinterhilfswerk on the.Ll 

Jan 4.5. L11 prisoners, reearacas of their nationality) were include. 

/The 
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The collection was carried out thus: i, .,uar'..! came into a cell and gave 
the order to show all clothes. He chose out the best pieces and said: 
"You are presentinr; that to the *linterhilfslerk". If they did not get 
the requisite amount on the first round they paid a second visit to some 
of the cells. In 1934 Hannes (Johannes) RO1IDE, the commandant of 
Fuhlsbuettel at that time, forbade ;_loco!-stained shing to be sent to be 
washed. This was followed during the %hole time and prisoners had therefore 
to show their dirty washing before handing them over. 

The prisoners were permitted to receive a food parcel once a week. 
Only grade 1 and 2 prisoners ;:ere all-%;ed this. The parcels never arrived 
complete. Before being handed out they were opened and pilfered, 
particularly those of the foreigners. The stolen food was either used by 
the guards themselves or handed out to the spies. 

That is all that I can say about Fuhlsbuettel. 

(Signed) Heinz NILSSCN 

LSCEM,INED by the said deponent Heinz Gerjard NILSSON voluntarily at 
H;ADURG Maria-Luisenstr. 132, 	this nineteenth day of November 1946, 
before me, 2/Lt. 1aclaw =RaCjSKI, detailed by the C-in-C. British;,Try 
of the Rhine. 

(Signej) 	7IERZBaiSKI 2/Lt. 
Investigating Officer. 

• 
CERTIFIED that this is a true translation from German into English of 
the deposition of Heinz Gerhard NIELSSCN, marked Prod. No.1/44.  

(Sig ned) F. H. Ramsey Sgt 
for Interpreter 

',Tar Crimes Investigation Unit B1OR. 

1 
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Translation of 	 Deeoeition No. 25.  

DEPOSITION  

of 

Carla-ma Nereine  

Deposition on oath of Carla .i.olma Heroine ::eRUSCHKE, female of 
HeMBURG Billdeich 139, swum before 2/Lt daclaw 	 Polish 
Forces, of War Crimes Investigation Unit, at IL-LI-BURG Naria Luieenstr 
132, at this twenty fifth day of November 1946 

I am Carla enna Hermine P.,RUSCHKE, nee BOETZ. I was born 7 epril 1904 
in HAMBURG. I went to the Volksschule and then worked behind the counter 
in a shop and later as employee in a cigarette factery. 

I was never active politically and was net connected with any party. 
efter an air-raid 27 Nov 1 942 a man came to me sayine that he was "bombed-
out" and asking for lodging. When the ,:an had spent two nights f..n my house 
the Gestapo came and arrested me. M hustand was arrested in the hospital 
where he then was. I was charged with favouring the enemy. I was sent to 
the FUELSBUETTEL prison where I remained until March 1943. There I was put 
into imprisonment on remand in Hte.1URG until I was given leave after a 
heavy air-attack 30 July 1943.  .after 4 weeks I was again arrested and taken 
to Berlin'-Nbabit. I reeained in various detacheents of concentration camps 
until the collapse. On gy arrest I was i.mediately taken for examination 
tJ the Gestapo building. Later I was taken regularly 2 or 3 times a 
week for examination to the Stadthaus. On these examinations I was able to 
learn the methods of the Gestapo. I observed Krim Sek HFLMS and his 
assistant RIDGE at their examinations. Both of them examined foreigners as 
well as Germans, They behaved particularly brutally to the foreigners. 
I have often seen thee beat men and women with thick sticks and belabour 
them with kicks. et almost every examination I sew foreigners cruelly 
beaten. 

When I was taken to FUHLSBUETTEL the new arrivals were put into 411. 
Vie had to stand face to the wall and if anyone moved he was hit by 
Transportfuehrer Paul REPIEN, "Der lange Paul" (The tall Paul) sla we 
called him. The new prisoners dial not yet knowREPIEN's wishes and moved 
about as if stunned which gave hie. cause for renewed blows. It was also 
REPIEN who always arranged the transport to the examinations and accompanied 
the prisoners into the Stadthaus. On these occasions ho used every 
opportunity to strike and ill-treat the prisoners. He was particularly 
brutal. to foreigners. He struck the prisoners with a heavy bunch of 
keys and kicked them as they lay on the ground. I remember one case 
particularly. REPIEci spoke to a Russian prisoner. He apparently 
understood no German and sprigged his shoulders attempting to show that he 
did not understand. Thereupon REPIEN belaboured him with the bunch of 
keys and when he lay unconscious on the ground kicked him, chiefly on the 
head. I did not witness the end as Repien ordered us to go on. 

I was sent to Station B 3 and put in solitary confinement. The 
Stationsvorsteherin was Frau SOFLRSCHNIEC. She had had an affair with the 
Kommandant ROHDE and reported to him every incident in the Station. 
In the evenings she put stockings over her ehoes and crept noiselessly 1110  
to the doors to listen to the conversations. She was feared by the 
prisoners because she beat people. She concentrated on the foreigners, 
as also did Frau SCHULZ who also served in B3. et this time there were 
mostly French, Russian and Jewish women. Whilst I was cleaning the 
corridor I saw through an open door how SCHeRSCHIIFP and SCHULZ were 
treating foreign workers. They beat the women with their hands until they 
fell off the benches and then kicked them on the round. 	/hen 1 was 

/locked 
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locked in my cell I often hard cries frog.. which I assume that the women 
were being beaten. I know that SCH;.RSC=EC and SCHULZ punished the 
prisoners by depriving the of food. This lia not hal)en to me personally 
but I was witness of a number of cases of such treat:Aent. 

This is all -tat I can say about FUHLSBUETTEL. 

(Signed) ) 	Carla P4'..RUSCHKE 

SWORN by the saij deponent Carla .A.nna Hormine PiaUSCHKE voluntarily 
at HiXBURG Laria-Luisenstr. 132, on the twenty fifth day of November 
1946, before me, 2/Lt. Waclaw WIERZBOWSKI, detailed by the C. in C. British 

of t_A Rhino. 

(Signed) 4. .JIERZBOWSKI 
investigating Officer. 

CERTIFIED that this is true translation from Gen.lan into English 
of the Deposition of Carla, ialna PLRUSCHKE, arked Deposition No. 35. 

(Signed) P.H. Pansey, Sgt. 
for Interpreter. 

War Crimes Investigation Unit. 
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Translation of 

of 

7.121300id Johannes  

Deposition on oath of lnosm:Johannas, male, of the Ii ,GUE, 
Spionkopstraat ;21,, sworn before Capt. F.L4 LRNER, General List, of War 
Crimea Investigation Unit B,,OR at the HAGUE on 1 Feb 1947. 

my name is Johannes VERB00-1..i, born at the HAGUE, 1st December 1923, 
baker by trade, married, living Spionkopstraat 124 at the HAGUE, baptist, 
Nederlandsch Hervomd and of Dutch nationality. 

In 1943 I was eoupellca to work in HARBURG/Germany. In January 191 
I was arrested by the Gestalo and after being interrogated I was transported 
to HAMBURG after 4 days. I stayed there for about a fortnight in 
FUHLSBUETTEL prison and then was transported to WILHK;MSBURG. After three 
weeks we went back to FUHLSDUETTEL and after some days ac were brought to 
1311111::.1:3=112-YO,-, 	7..e.  had to work in a defence plant. 	A fortnight 
before the liberation we were sent back to our own camp, where we worked 
without guards. Vie were liberated by the Allies in BUXEHUDE.. 

The photo you show tac I recognise as being one of "Lange Paul", 
transportfuehrer. He brought several transports from FUHLSBUETTEL to 
NILHFLMSBURG, He brow7ht me away too. Ai; had beaten me several times 
because I did not got into the tram quickly enough. I saw him beating girls 
during the transports, ho kicked them and pulled their hair till they fell 
down on the ground; mostly he kicked them when they were lying on the 
ground. He beat peoiac of all nationality, the French most of all. Some 
times he went along w:.'„h a working command too. I once saw him robbing a 
Frenchman of a spade and beating a hole in his head with it. He fell 
down unconscious and then we applied him with a bandage and later on we 
took him with us to our chamber. lie asked for a doctor, but it! .was not 
allowed. In FUHLSEUETTEL I never saw a doctor or his assistant. 

Some people, who did something, that the Germans did not like, had 
to go to a cellar, where they were beaten. When they came back they wen', 
too friiihtenod that they dared not tell anything about what happened. 
At least I imagine that they were beaten, though I never saw the signs, as 
they were so frightened that they never talked about it. i.s rule in 
FUHLSBUETTEL all guards beat the prisoners and therefore you had to be 
very.carefUl of what you did. 

(Signed) J. VEZJOM. 

SWORN by the said Deponent J. VERHOOM, voluntarily at The HAGUE on 1 Feb 1.7 
before me, Capt 	WARNER, detailed by C. in C. British Arty of the Rhin. 

(Sioled F.M. TUNER, Capt. 
Investigating Officer. 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translate in from Dutch into English of the 
Deposition of Johannes JER0014, marked Dep. Ko. 27. 

(Signed) C.R. FREUD S/Sut. 
Ficid Invostition Section 
War Cri::,es Group NUE 
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DEPOSITION 

of 

HUK Stanik Eustachy. 

Deposition on oath of Stanik Eustachy HUK, male, of Drachenstieg 5, HAMBURG, 
sworn before Capt Frederick Michael 7Ard'rER, Gen. List, of 7ar Crimes Group 
(km) Field Investigation Section, at HAliBURG on 8 lapr 1947. 

I am Stanik Eustachy HUK, born 16 ;,us 1916 at IMAM': nr T:JRNOPOL. I am a 
Ukrainian national and I understand and speak fluent German. I am a 
tailor, married and have one child. I am a Catholic. 

I was a Polish soldier and was taken prisoner in 1939 by the Germans. On 
the 30 Dec 1940, I was released and transporter to -zu:Lzima and trained 
to be a lock-smith. I was forced to do this. Then I Das Notdienstverpflich-
tet to a firm where I worked until the middle of 1942. I tried again and 
again to find employment in my oan trade and I succeceed at last about the 
middle of 1942. I was helped by the boss of the firm, where I 'worked as a 
lock-smith. 

Lethally 3 weeks later I was arrested by the Gestapo because of sabotage. 
I was also accused of listening to foreign stations on the radio. tie.  I 
found out later I was only arrested because they needed a tailor in 
FUHLSBUETTEL! 

On the 5 Nov 1942 I eas arrested and taken to FUHLSDUETTEL, where I stayed 
right up to the arrival of the Lilies. I was employed all the time as a 
tailor. I was supposed to be a tailor working for the prisoners. Tut in 
reality I only worked for the guards and the Gestapo officials. 

Whilst I was in FUHLSBUETTEL I, as a tradesman, had various liberties and 
therefore witnessed the following: I often saw early in the morning that 
TESSWN and the guard KOOPWINN left the prison with some prisoners, 
sometimes up to 15 men. Usually there were other guards accompanying them, 
but I do not remember their names. They all carried rifles and went away 
on foot. Lfter about 2 hours they returned -Athout the prisoners, but with 
their clothes. This clothing was handed to the guard MingiaLHL who was the 
quartermaster. He should be able to give some core information. Later on 
the prisoner THIEL took part also in the expeditions. He was a friend of 
TESSW.NN and did guard duties with the other guards. He wore uniform and 
carried a pistol. 

Furthermore I have often seen KOOPYLNN and HERMON beat and kith prisoners. 
They always beat with their fists, but HERWM has also beaten with sticks. 
I personally was once beaten by HERIZNN very badly with his fist. His 
speciality was to hit the prisoners facing the wall from behind on the head, 
so that their faces smashed against the wall. I:ER/V.14N ant' KOOPELNN usually 
made this sport with the foreigners. 

I furthermore witnessed many times how 1-laTELS and MLThnIL kicked, beat and 
altogether ill-treated foreign prisoners. 

Furthermore it was a regular occurrance for the guards HENNINGS and the 
transport leader REPPIEN to beat forei,!ners. The latter beat me personally 
twice with his fists in my face. 

I once sap an old Jaw in the waiting room, who asked REPPIEN if he could so 
to the lavatory. REPPTEN called him and when he came up asked him if he had 
permission to talk. after he had answered "'NJ", REPPIEN kicked him with 
his foot in the stomach in such a aay that he fell on the floor unconscious. 
A little later he emptied a bucket of cold water over his head in order to 
bringhim round. 

/The 
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The doctors' medical inspection roor 	directly.next door to the 
tailor's shop, so I often n had the chance to see,  and Ilea:: -_hat happened there. 

very badly from stomach troubles, 
The doctor was Dr. ,CIDL.2,-)4.131% I havt; personaliy also reported sick 
sometimes. Once c. man 'AK) 7:as sufferin 
cane to SCIIII,'.22LUP, 	only told. him "you must.  chel: your food slolier. 
You have plcnty of time miyha.:3. He never uxar11/1C0 C.Ay °fly, never mind .:hat 
was the trouble. He sent very many very ill people to camps by sayin: thcy 
were fit (la:-;erfa9hij. 

The Gestapo official NID.LNIII who ,c‘.0 a prisoner in FDELSBUETTEL, and another 
prisoner, GUHLKE, had a si.ecial pair of s1i1-)pere made in the tailor shop. 

these they crct alon the corridors in the evenins to spy on the 
other prisoners. GUHLKE told no himself that this was `one by order of the 

the way 61:IdoyQd also other prisoners C'.2 commandant 	 7SSILITN by 
his spies. 2or this these people f;:-.)t special privilc6es, more food, etc. 

(`_i„;ned) S. HUK 

S:010 by the sale Deponent Stanik Eustachy HUK, voluntarily at H...!CURG on 
8 ;,pr 1947, before me, Capt Freerick 	 ,retailed by C-in-C. 

a",rmy of the ahine. 

( >i_;ned) 	"..liNER, Capt. 
Investis;atin:; officer. 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translation from German into 1,n,lish of the 
Deposition of Stanik Eustachy :UK, narked Deposition No.17. 

(Si1;ncd) F. ir. „_.NER 	Capt. 
Field investii:ation Section 
,?.r Crimes Group (NTE) 
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Translation 
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DELOSITION 

of 

Georg OONSTLNTMULOS  

Deposition on oath of Georg CUSTANTOIOULOS, male, of HAMBUX 13 
St. i3enedict-str. 13, sworn before 2/Lt Waclaw WIERZDOWSKI, 
Forces, of War Crimes Investigation Unit, at HXDURG Naria-Luisenstr. 
132, on this eighteenth day of December 191+6. . 

I am Georg CONSTANTOICULOS, born on 8 Feb 16 at OLTIL., Greece. 
I am of Greek-Orthodox fait'e and of Greek nationality. 	I ale a lawyer. 
I am single. 

Before the beginning of the war I came to Germany in order to visit 
my brother the Greek Consul at HLMDURG 	I was surprised by the war and 
could not leave Germany. At the beginning I was interned at 
FRIEDRICHSHOIEN, later I was released and started to work for the 
inauranoe company 'Willis, Faber & Huebner". I worked together 
with a French lawyer, named SABATIEit. We came into connection with a 
resistance organisation from Denmark. I worked with this group for 
about 1$ months until I was arrested on 6 Jan 1+5. 	I was sent to the 
police prison HUETTEN and immediately afterwards I was transferred to 
the police prison FUHLSBURITMG. 	There I stayed until the end of March 
when I was released. 	From my release until the end of the war I lived 
illegally. 

After I had been arrested I was shortly interrogated by 
Kriminaldirektor HINZE. When he noticed that I did not want to make 
a statement he sent me to FUHLSDUETTEL to make me fit for an 
interrogation. 	I was kept in single arrest in the cellar. There I 
was constantly tortured by the guard MATHEA ORTMAINN. 	I was beaten 
nearly every day i.c. with a bunch a keys in the stomach and by 
MATHEA with a stool on the head and when I was lying 	the ground I 
was kicked. 	Moreover MATIT.4", inundated my cell reeulerly, so that I 
had to stand in cold water up to the ankles. 

At the same time I was surrounded by spies, the -ialifakters 
(prisoners apeeihted for a job) acted as spies and especially the 
medical orderly MAU who pretended to be a doctor. 	He tried to gain my 
confidence by pretending to care for me at the same time he called on 
my brother whom he informed that he came from me. He wanted to eersuade 
my brother to write me a letter. 

Owing to this treatment I became very ill and had high temperature. 
I never was allowed to sec the doctor, EAU only cave me some pills, 
when I had taken them I felt worse. 

When they could got no information from me in this way I was again 
interrogated by the Gestapo. When we drove to the interrogation 
SCHULZKE, disguised as a prisoner tried to spy on MG. 	He did not sucoaed. 

I was interrogated by eximinalkommissar moRT.T.Ra. 	After some 
interrogations I was released because of lack of evidence. 

As I was constantly kept in single arrest I c-uld not observe any 
incidents. 	The only thing I can describe is the collections for the 
interrogation transports. These transports were supervised by IZEPPIEN, 
nicknamed (der lange raul) "Long Paul". All prisoners at FUBLSDUETTEL 
were afraid of REPEIEN. 	I myself have been beaten by him and have seen 
that he beat other prisoners. He bent with a rubber truncheon, kicked 

his 
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his victim or bent the prisoners fr-Ara behinL on the hew: so that they 
fell with the face against the wall. 	Also '.rther .ruards boat ^n the 
transports but I a-) n-t know their names. 

That is all I have t') say about FUI...:A51 :;JETTEL. 

(Signed) Geor CONSTANTO1CULOS 

SWORN by the said Deponent &oorg CONSTUTOI'OULOS, voluntarily 
at HAMBURG Mario"Luiseustr 132, on this eirhteenth day of 
December 1546, before me, 2/Lt Waclaw WIEALAWS1, L7etailed by 
C.—in-C. Jritkish Army of the Rhine. 

(Signed) W_ WIMZDOWSKI, 
Investic.atinr, Officer. 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translation 
from German into English of the Deposition 

Crtiatc. COS-Vallai-'0U1-044. zaarked Deepos-ition Dv). 35. 

(Si(ned) 	RILMSEY, Sjt. 
for Interpreter, 

Wax fArilnos 1 Iwo at igatiun Ltzlitv 
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TRINSLATIOzq of DEILCSITION 

ef 

LEVIN, August Friedrich Herreenn 	 

Deposition on oath of AuLeist Friedrich herrn:anri Valhelm L'VIN, 
male, of HILIZURG 19, Emilienstr. 30, at HL.1:33URG, on 5 March 47, before 
Capt. Frederick :1ichaol Werner, of Field Investigation Section, War 
Grimes Group (1,:-E) , B. A. O. R. 

I am Lui:ust LEVI N, Lem 
without religion, am married 
and am of German nationality. 
any other Nazi organisation. 

I was arrested for the first time or 10 April 1935 and again released 
on 9 Oct. 1935. 	I was charged with attempted high treason. 	I was 
arrested by the Gestapo a second time on 7 Jan. 1943. 	This time I was 
Charged with contempt of the government and secret malice. 	I was 
sentenced to 14-  years imprisonoment in an investigation prison 
(UntersuchungsgefEngnis). 	On completing this sentence, I wes taken by 
the Gestapo to the Gestapo prison in FUHLSBUETTEL without being 
interrogated, tried or anything else. 	This was on 114. Oct. 1944. 	I was 
the until I was liberated by the Allies en 3 May  1945. 

lit FUHLSBUETTEL I worked in the tailor's shop and therefore had much 
to do with the guards. 

In March 1945 I saw in the cell opposite mine, which was open, how 
an Italian prisoner was beaten a whole hour in a most horrible manner by 
LOCKEMANN and MATHAE. 	After an hour, the prisoner was completely 
finished off and beaten up and on top of that was rut in chains. Next 
day MATHAE came to me and esked me if I had heered the screaming? he 
was quite proud of his deed. 

ORTMANN once told in the tailor's shoe,  that he had locked a Frenchman 
in a solitary confinement cell in darkness and had beaten him up as well, 
beoause he had spoken while fetching his food. 	Altogether, ORTMANN 
liked to treat foreigners badly. 	Together with GUHLKE he illicitlLr 
disposed of food which he had taken from the foreigners. 

GUHLKE often boasted that he very often hit :ereigners in the face 
during the fbod issue. 

Worst towards the 1 ereigncrs ,eas qachmeister OEHL 	Fe himself 
related in the tailor's shep of his heroic deeds on foreigners and others. 

About February 1945 a certain SCIII‘alYT came t' FUITTSBUETTEL. 	HE was 
a German who had lived in England and had parachuted into Germany in 
civilian clothes for espionege. 	This man was still in his cell at 
6 in the morning on 3 If 	I went away then end de not knew what 
happened to the man. 	TESSTIANN had also gene, but Wachinann BAMU,RTEN 
was leading the commando and should be able to give further informatien. 
BAUMGARTEN lives in UETRESE7, Sophicnstr. 10 

On day Wachtmeister e:UNDSLHL told me that a certain Herr HETENN 
f rem the Gestape was at gUIESBUKTEL and that he was the man 
responsible for transports t TEUE311G,11,EE and also leave. 	I spoke with 
HEYENN, because ho wanted me to repair him a suit. 	He confirmed that 
he was responsible for internees who had "return" written on their 
papers, i. e. who had finished their term and were now only in preotective 
custody. 	All these people were apparently to ge to NETTEICki.22 at the 
end of the War. 	LEYENN was often at FlaiLSRUETTEL 	J, personally, 

at GROSSEN MI PE en 16/11/1893. 	I am 
end have one son. 	I am a tailor by trade 

I was never a member of the NSDAP or 

saw 
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saw him the last time 	about 20 April 1945. 

(Signed) Lugust LEATII 

ilugust LEVIN, voluntarily, at 
nrpt. 	Warner, Gen. List, 

(Sinned) F 	WLIRI\ER, Capt. 
Investigating Officer. 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translation fr'm German into 
English of the deposition of .august LENIN, marked Dep-.5sition No. 37, 

(Signed) 	FIELD SiSgt., 
5th Royal Inniskilling Dragoon Guards 

Field Investigation Section 
War Crimes GrAlp (PM 

OFIRMED by the said Deponent 
FiflBURG on 5th ;arch 47, before me, 
detailed by C.-in-C., BAOR. 

1^ 
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of 

1.•laz Deelef  

Deposition on oath of rax Detlef IL,"/Cia'IDOidP, male, of hLif.:JJRG, 
Vereinsstr. 59, sworn before 2/Lt. Waclaw WIERZLOWS:j, Iolish forces, 
of War Crimes Investigation Unit, At P.A173URG, Earia luisenstrasse 132, 
on this eighteenth day of Never:1)er, 194. 

I was born on the 11.7.1896 in FLODURG.. I went to the elementary 
scheel and am a motor mechnnic. 	I am married and have on=- child. 
Without Religion. 

Before 1933 I was a member of the KeD. 	Therefore I was arrested 
an the 16.9.33 and remained in a:rest until ijareh 1934. 	In.1936 I 
was rearrested because of membership of a resistance movement. 	I was 

- released after 8 days in default of evidence. 	I was arrested a third 
time in December 1934 and remained in arrest in HAHUMG-FUHLSDUETTEL 
until January 1937. 	On the 18.11.).2 I was arrested for the fourth 
time for membership of a resistance movement. 	I was sent to 
FUHLSBUETTEL and stayed there until the 23.3.43. 	Pron. there I was 
transferred to the prison on remand at Hal7Aial where 1 remained 'until 
the 3.8.43. 	After the heavy attacks on HUI-ARG I was riven leave 
until the 1.10. 	I did net return and hid myself until the collapse. 

Qn the 18.11.42 at 6 1.m. I was arrested an immediately taken to 
the Gestapo building in the Stadthaus. 	There I was interrogated by 
Krim Sekr. ROILS. 	They accused me of membershie f ille^al organisations. 
\Then I denied this, ROHLS started to beat me with a stick. 	He beat me 
until I made part confessions. 	After the interrogation I was taken to 
the so called '/Spiegelsaal" (Mirror room). 	The Spiegelsaas was a 
narrow room, with benches along the walls. 	At the far end sat the SS 
man on duty. 	The prisoners who were coming back from their interrogation, 
or those who were waitine j:o be interrogated had to sit with their 
faces towards to the wall mo;ionless. 	Talking er any sounds were 
forbidden. 	Transpertfuehrer REillEN went through the room and if anybody 
moved, he received from him a blow on the ear or a kick. 	In this 
treatment of prisoners REPP2N was a specialist and he did it daily. 
He mostly beat Foreigners. 	I noticed that he boat l'oles worst. 	Some- 
times it happened that so oany pearl° were in the Spieeelsaal, that they 
could not all sit. 	Then the rest had to stand with the face towards the 
wall. 	If anyone moved he was pushed from behind by REL:LIEN se that he 
fell with his head against the wall. 

At about 3 O'clock in she afternoon a true came to fetch the 
prisoners. 	The truck was for about 20 prisoners, but 40-50 persons were 
pressed in. 	If anybody did not get on or off to the truck fast enough 
he'liias belaboured by REPPIEN with blows on the ears and kicks. 	Each 
of the trucks was accompanied by SS-men who saw to it that the prisoners 
did not talk to one another. 

When I arrived in FUHLSBUETTEL, I was tueen into solitary confinement 
and remained there for 14- days. 	I was taken every day to the Gestapo 
building for interrogation. 	The method for the transportation was as 
follows: In the morning, ween the coffee was distributed, the people 
concerned were notified. 	About 8 p.m. ths cells were opened and the 
persons in question had to go into the corridor.- - All were taken down 
to floor Al and were placed with the face towards the wall. 	REPPIEN then 
called out the surnames and the 1-,ersons had to eply with their Christian 
names, and to go in the column. 	If anybody could not run quick enough, 
or, as it was with the foreigners most times, that their names were 
pronounced wrong and they did not understand and did not reply, they were 
belaboured with hands and feet by REPPIEN, 	Then the prisoners were 

/pressed 
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pressed in, in the above mentioned way. 	Poles, Russians and Jews were 
treated worst. 	The Poles were always called: "Polish Swine". 	If 
there were Jewish women they were regularly beaten and kicked by REPPIEN. 
If a prisoner, man or woman, fell to the ground after he had been 
kicked, REPPIEN laughed and said "You stand up quick". 	If the prisoner 
did not stand up quick enough, he received more blows and kicks. 

After 14. days I was put in a room. 	There I became acquainted with 
a Polish officer, who was held with several others in FUHLSBUETTEL, 
Those Poles had been working for a Polish resistance movement. 	They 
had built up an intelligence department in HAi4BURG, disguised as 
merchants. Their lines went through BERLIN to KRAKJM1 	They regularly 
assembled in a room of the Straits Hotel. 	They told me, that the 
management of the hotel observed the regular meetings and had reported 
it to tke Gestapo. 	On the day of their arrest the management of the 
hotel gave them another room, in which, as they said, was a microphone. 
Two men of HAMBURG, whose names sounded Polish, were members of the 
group. 	They took part at the meeting and were arrested together with 
the Polish officers. 	The Polish officer who was with me was interrogated 
daily sometimes he remained in the Gestapo building for the whole night. 
He came back from the interrogations beaten black and blue, so that ho 
could hardly move, and we looked after him. This man had such courage 
that, in spite of the torture, he played chess with us in the evening. 
In January 1943 they were transferred to BERLIN and I don't know what 
further happened to them. 	I now remember a particular incident with an 
elderly Jewish woman. 	We were at that time standing in the corridor 
preparing for transport. The men were already called out and now it 
was the turn of the women. The Jewess was an elderly woman, who was 
looking weak. 	She could not run quick enough for REPPIEN's satisfaction. 
He shouted at her: "Can't you run quicker you old sow?" and gave her 
a kick so that she fell on to the ground. 	When she could not get up 
again he belaboured her with kicks until she stood up. 

The room, I was sent in had 48 beds and one lavatory. 	In spite of 
that 97 persons were taken into the room. 	We had two beds for three 
persons, the rest slept on benches or on the floor without any matresses. 

Our room was occupied by Scandinavians, Frenchmen, Dutchmen and 
Germans. 	The Bereitschaftsfuehrer KOOBLIANN had to conduot so called. 
"Gymnastics" with us. 	This "sport" was as follows: KOOBMANN opened 
the door of the room and shouted: "'al out". 	The crowd of persons could 
not get out through the narrow door quick enough. 	Then this "in" and 
"out" was exercised for 4. or 5 times by order of KOOBMANN. 	During these 
exercises KOOBMANN distributed plenty of kicks. 	If after that it was 
still not quick enough the whole occupants of the room had to got Tut 
to thesguare. 	On the square we had to form a line, according to night.  
Most of us did not understand how to carry out this command, and the 
foreigners hardly understood the command at all. This caused KOOBMANN to 
administer kicks again. 	The exercises consisted in that we had to lie 
down and to get up again, to march with bent knees and to roll on the 

floor. 	Anyone who was tired and could not do it quick enough, received 
more kicks. 	I particularly remember one incident. 	An elderly 
Frenchman, I do not remember his name any longer, who was a weal man, 
remained lying through exhaustion. 	KOOBM,INN went to him and belaboured 
him with kicks until he stood up again. 	As a conseeuence of this ill- 

treatment the man could hardly move for several days. 

As I mentione:., before there was only ono lavatory in the room. 	This 

meant a torture for the prisoners, who had sometimes to wait for hours. 
This was worse as many persons were suffering from Diarrhoea, which was 
a consequence of the bad and insufficient food. 

There was nothing like mdical treatment in FUHISBUETTEI, The 

l7risoners, 	
If persons especially the foreigners could not retort sick. 

/reported 
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reported sick in the morning, Sanitaetswachtmeister FUCHS appeared. 
He quickly opened the door and if anybody did not stand up quick 
enough he was beaten and kicked by him. 	Then he turned 	the sick. 
Without examining them he shouted at then. that they were malingerers. 
And without examining them he went out. 	Once we had about 5 comrades 
suffering from Angina. 	In spite of the great danger of infection they 
were not isolated and the whole "treatment" consisted in their 
receiving some tea of poor quality. 

The complete incompetence of the Sanitaetswachtmeister FUCHS was 
shown when one of our comrades had a sore. 	FUCHS did not know what 
to do and one of our comrades had to take the necessary steps. 	Once 
one of our comrades collapsed in the room. 	Thereupon a doctor, 
probably Dr SCHNAPPAUF, •was called, who told the man to stay in bed and 
nothing else. 

In February 1943 3 Frenchmen were sent into our room, who had 
jeered at an agitator, who tried to persuade them to join the German 
Wehrmacht. 	They arrived severely beaten, covered with boils and 
sores and told me that they had been tortured by Krim Sekr. PETERS 
during the interrogation. 

That in all I have to say about FUHLSBUETTEL. 

ASCERTAINED by the said 
voluntarily at HAMBURG Maria 
of November 1946, before me, 
C. in C, British Army of the 

(Signed) Max HEYCKENDORG 

deponent Max Detlef HEYCKENDORF, 
Luisenstr. 132, on this nineteenth day 
2/Lt Waclaw WIERZBOWSKI, detailed by the 
Rhine. 

(Signed) W. WIERZBOWSKI 
Investigating officer. 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translationfrom German into 
English of the Deposition of Max Detlef HEYCI:EMDORF, marked Deposition 
No. 12. 

(Signed) B.H. RAMSEY Sjt. 
for Interpreter, 

War Crimes Investigation Unit. 
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DIEOSITIO: . 15. 

TRiVSL.WION of DEPOSITION 

of 

Rudolf -u,g,ust  

Deposition on oath of  ud :lf ,Algust LAUJERKLNN, :.talc, of HiLiBURG 13, 
libllerstr. 6, sworn bolero Capt. CI-roe:crick Michael .i./LRligr2, Gun. List, of 
War Crimes Investigation Unit, is.,014 at :4.; BURG, ON 11th Doc. 1946. 

I am Rudolf s',ugust 	 born 21.9.1906 at HAIALTRG. I have no 
religion and am locksmith by occupation. I ca:. married and have a child. 
15 years old. I was never a ma:lbor of thelISDLP or any other party 
organisation. 

On 15 Lugust 1944 I was arrested for scheAng treason and sabota3c. 
On 16 4,ugust 1945 I name to azuszakoinm, where I stayed till 24 }.larch 1945. 
On that day I wont with a transport to YE,U:rING.Lf.iiki-L. 

During my stay at AihMSBUETTEL I witnessed the following incidents 
whore foreigners wore ill treated. I was isolated in a cell in :42. Free 
hero I could watch the Russian wooden huts, which wore in front of L1. 
One evening in October 1944 about 50-60 Russians had to parades at 6 o'clock 
in front of their but for health inspcctior. This parade was taken by Sanitada 
Wachtmoioter 4,14 Although it was very cold, the Russians had to stand 
there completely naked, even without shoos, for at least an hour, until MLU 
had finished with tho::. The Russians wore mainly inspected for cleanliness. 
Many were not clean, as they could not got any soao, and were then beaten 
by a Waren SS man and an SS man from a Panzer Division. Both wore in 
uniform. I do not know the names of those men, but MAU should. TESSMLNN 
also came once for a short while, watched the proceedings and went again. 
On this occasion an old Russian, who was dirty, was ducked in a pond by 
the SS men. When thcy pulled him out later, they loft hir.. standing outside 
for at least a quarter of an hour. 

One morning in November 19441 went with my co-prisoner AND to collect 
cigarettes. We saw a few Russians cleaning the corridor in A11. One of 
those Russians stopped back and by accident trod on STAAIGES' foot, as he was 
passing. Thereupon STLNGE boat the Russian, 	in the face, till he 
full to the ground. Then SLIME started to kick him, He kicked him in the 
face and the stomach. When the itussian lost conciousnoss, ST IL GE ordered 
another Russian who was working there, to throw a bucket of water over him, 
He then let him be dragged away and ordered him to be brcu:ht to him later. 
1,bout an hour latco, the prisoner 'WIG wont alon„; the corridcr of AA. and 
so:w how the Sant: Russian was being eaten in the corridor. 

Vrachtmeister L;ICK was the orst in the treataent of foreigners. Every day 
he carried cut beatings, taing oo notice of ago cr nationality. It was 
such a daily occurrence, that I uannot rcaumbur any specific instances. 

In September-October 1944, a seriously wounded Frenchman lay in a cell 
in cellar C. He had received his injuries through ill treatment. The 
medical orderly, MAU, told Lie that he had himself asked Dr. SCHAPFAUF to 
sec this Frenchman, but that ho had refused to see him oven once on a matter 
of principle. 

In October-November 1)44 a Russian tried to escape frol:1 a transport. 
He attaokod a guard, took his rifle, but~:~r~ti finally cornered and hanted 
up a tree. There he was shot by the guards. The orisoner 2,1bert SUHR had 
the opportunity to listen to conversations in tho efiice through the ventilator 
shaft. He told me how ho heard TESSI4Liii: old the clerks to ontor the 
causo of death in the report on the Russian as suicide. I do not know 
who shot the Russian. 
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In Januar-,,,  1945 I had a younz7; Polish force...-. 3.::..;)urer in r,y cell. 
He had been re )orteC, to Wacikicister 	-by the •Gerzkan inforner 
GU E, because he had made cen:;nct ;•:ith Ci.her cell im.tates before he 
co...e to 	For that he ..as 13,..-.ten in ..:ct 	eyes by 	T 	and 

A.epart fro,-. that, he received 	food for three or four dsous 
cn twy 
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The officials I--44.;:;311. and EatiaJCialL fro._ the Gestapo usually C7...10 
for interroationr›.. 211c5ralways interroL;ated the Russians and Poles. 
They alwcys beat prisoners, but 	 re.ierabor when they intorro-.7ateJ. 
Poles and Russians in cells 24. and 25 in 4V2. :hen they arrived I. 
already saw that they ca-cried steel rods. 1 could not sec the actual 
beatin6, but could he,:r it, as I was in the cell next door. I he (.:.rd 
the sound of the bloY:s, then the tioaninL and then the dull thud how the 
racn fell to the ground. The prisoners . /1, ND and SJFit later sr ..ruy.7 tlicy 
were carried out unconcious or perha4;s even or.cx. .11 this happened in 
the period between July and bepte,abor 1944. 

Finally • I -,could 111.ce to 1.x.-:ntion that the inforner 	17 ■7.2. 

extreinely brutal and boasted that 	alrea4 been supervisor in 
11.16CITaITZ, but was then locked of hi,...Erelf for. theft. He was called 
.3.iektliiGEk, and, although he spoke fluent Gen:Ian, I think he was French. 

(SiL;ned) Rudolf -4,1.172,RILANN 

4.,ffir:aed by the said deponent Rudolf 	 voluntarily in 
HLABLIRG on 11th Dec. 194.6, before lac Capt, Predo . ick Michael 'tiLl-CER, 
detailed by C.-in-C., British 	of the .,.thine. 

(Sioicd) L. 	 Capt. 

Cl2TIFIED that this is a true translation fro.:n Ger;:tan into English of 

the deposition of Rvlc.if 	 ,narked D: ;POSITION NO. 15. 

(Sioled) C. X.. FILLD. 
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DELOSITION No.  7)  
1)(a 

Translation of 

of 

Van EIJS, Jozephus Hubertus  

Deposition on oath of Van EIJS, Jozophus Hubertus, 	of 
Prof. Kamerlingh Onneslaan 81 ;., sworn before ,.1e, Ca-at. F.Li. 
General List .)f 7./ar Crimes investigation Unit Ri,OR at Geertruidenberg 
on 30 Jan 1)4.7, 

I an Jozephus Hubertus Van EIJS, born at ROTTERD:_::, a,,r 14, 
electrician fitter by trade, Dutch, Roman Catholic, livin:; at ..2;c:aisa)..,;.: 81 a 
i'rof. Kamerlingh Onneslaan. 

T was forced to work in Geri any. I worked at i-LIOURG in an oil-
factory, and there on the lot or the 2f rebruary 1945 I with 7 others were 
arrested by the Gestapo. •:ut the time of the interrogation I was not ill-
treated. I remained there for a few days in the -prison and then I was 
transported to the .prison at FUIILSDUETTEL. The prison at Fuhlsbuettel 
and the prison at '.71LHai,-1313UTiG wore under the same 	and had the 
same guards who interchanged duties. I do not know Henry HFT,i.:S, member 
of the Gestapo, but I have heard of him several times, because he ill-
treated people. From 4 -Feb 45 till 20 Feb 45, I was held in the prison at 
FUHLSDUETTEL. I know "Paul" very well, I recognise him from the 
photograph you show me (a photograph of .•a,u1 	was shown him). 
This man has ill-treated me several times. He kicked and beat, wherever 
he could tough. He was a rascal and a brute. From FUIlLSBUEITEL I was 
transported to Jilhelmsburg where they had the sane guards; I have seen 
Paul give somebody a blow that knocked a man unto the ground, so that I 
thought the man was dead. This man was a Ukrainian. Ill-treating was 
daily work for him. 4,fter ill-treating people, he forbade them to go 
to the doctor, so that they could not be nursed. He did not only beat 
with his hands, but with sticks and with everything he had in his hands', 
L.11 guards are guilty of ill-treatments, beating and kiciiing were daily 
work. Of the phot-biyaphs, you show me, I recognise OEM, SCHEUTTE, STUEVE 
(Photographs of these men were shown to Van EIJS). These three men have 
ill-treated :.1c. This was in FUHLSBUETTEL. I have seen these three men 
ill-treat people of all nationalities. 

(Signed) J.H. v. EIJS 

SWORN by the said Deponent Van KJS, Jozephus Hubertus, voluntarily 
at Geertruidenberg on 30 Jan 1947 before me, Ca-iA 
detailed by C. in C. 
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Translation  of 

or 

4do. 

Deposition on oath II' 	 fa.ale, of HiABURG- 
LANGEHHORN Tangs ';etorlanr.. tr- 312, nwern before 2/Lts 77aclaw VIIMIC.1017S1 
Polish forces, of ;jar ,-Jrimes L- nventigsi.t.;.on Unit, at I-lAiiJURG on this 
nineteenth (-.1.•ay 	iTanuar:,. 

• I am Ada ij;lanclo. 	i X .T.STILT..L.J.. 	 y  born..:; s . F.A.11131.13,G,.= 5.7.1921, 
I am of Gernam nationality, I au a:: atac:ist, 	I 	a photographer's 
assistant by occupation. I did sot belong o the L,iDAP nor any other NS 
organisation, 

After the heavy air re-d. on 11./L,.'..UP.L: in 	1543 I went to BAVARI. 
My filanzie was a member et' Cae Iii 	Group v.inich was arrested in the saim.; 
year. In connection 	this was a steel en 4.11e 25 September 1943 in 
BAvid-u.<1., 	I. was brought to -!7..411151:'.."(..; and sent to tho p:f.i.30 prison 
'FUHLSBUETTEL. 	I rem ,*'.nod tnere untj 1 ,71.1  no 	Cn that day I was 
sent to the concentration ca-ip R4',..,,-ETril- UCK..where I remained until the end of 
the war. 

When at the beginning 	October 1:.443 I 	 ZITHLSIDETTEL the 
female department was in Blork C. 	 a...yan origin I was put in 
the roonnof foreigners at C2„ Nest 	priseners wore of Polish and 
Russian nationality. .part from that ther.. were Jews and persons of other 
nationalities. 	The French ..-romen wore kept in a separate room. 	When I 
arrived there, Kaete de VENT, a i'itch woman was the senior of the room. 
Kaete de 17INT, a folish 	Ge7:kaiefal.h:JEK. an a German.  VON REICIELT tried 
to send out letters, 	They ,got co.uuht, 	en order of com.r.'..ndant TESS1CNN all 
three of them were put into an arrest co:-1., 	During -!.-,he first three weeks 
they only got a warm me,..1 	 In this room I often wi:bnessed 
BISMARK beating -prisenera, , 	The reasons 1'K:re always uni,..1portant, for 
instance someone hod t:.1ked on the ,trigs, or looked through the window, or 
did not get up quicaIi.-  onouF,1 when 	 she narticularly beat 
French women as she did not .4.1.ke thems  

The fo.P. a-rint! fer.:a:e 	 witholdjng of food to a system; 
BISMARK, SCHARSCIMIDT and SC.JULZ,. They deprived of the food, sometimes 
for two days individual pri:toners as we".1 as the,;  whole rooms, 

At the end of Novembey or the begin:Ant-. of Dr....;ember 1943 the female 
department was moved :alto the B Block- I came into a cell in B2. As I 
became a calfactor I vas ab...1 ‘.-! to obsc rye what was going ori in the house. 
The first action was that ii. B, 	foreigners were deprived of bed-linen. 
Apart from that the F-',anitary tow .is were not given any longer to them 
so that the undercl)thing became dirty. This espeej.ally concerned the 
Foreigners , as they could not get any parcels from home, When 
found such dirty laul.dry all-, beat the prisoners, 

In 13, I saw the 	 .f'etaalc official:: beat prisoners: 	BISMARK 
beat almost only foreigners ;  cs17ecially French v,omen. I remember one case 
when a young Russian, about 17 years of a:0,, lookca out of the window. 
BISALRIC. noticed that and bent the ]-1r1 up, 

I remember another 	 vrhieb tcok 	in January 1944. The 
new arrivals were locked up in a cold eell in :Lc cellar, completely naked, 
after having taken a bath. There they had to wait until their clothing 
came out of the Brenne (disinfectiou). The clithings were thrown on a 
heap and the women were let out in order to look for their belongings. s',.t 
that moment BISMARK came, rt.:.•,corapanial by so.-.1e young 'oldiers, who ar2..de 
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fun 4 the women. ',then I told her that this is not riftht and proper she told 
me: "They must have their fun too, they have nothing else". DURIDEISTER 
aid not beat herself, but she requested 	i]uards to cGme, who then beat on 
orders. She herself was present. 

In FUHLSBUETTEL there was actually no medical help. If a female foreigner 
reported to the doctor, she was told, especially by SCHULZ, that she was 
simulating. I remember one case with a Russian who was suffering from T.D. 
She was together with me in the room of Russians at 02, She  was  already 
spitting blood and could not eat. I reported to several officials and 
told them something should be done about it, the answer was, that she only 
simulates and that she is not sick. I went to the medical orderly with 
her, named WICKBORN, who gave her a cough mixture. After arrival in 
B she was at last admitted to the hospital, but she was already so ill, that 
I em convinbei that she died. 

That is all I can say about FUHLSBUETTEL. 

(Signed Ada Amanda Honny KRISTELLER 

AVARMED by the said deponent Ada Aaanda Heni ICIISTFI.TaZ voluntarily 
at HAMBURG, on this nineteenth day of January 1947, before me, 2/Lt Waclaw 
WIERZBOWSKI, detailed by the C. in C. British isxly of the Rhine. 

(Signed) W. 1iIERW30-JSKI 
Investigating officer. 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translation from German into Englis4 of the 
deposition of Homy KRISTELLER, mi.rked deposition No 	 

(Signed) 
	

Darbey 
Interpreter 

War Crimes Invc,stigation Unit 
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Gertrud Friedeoiclo::  

Deposition on oath of GertrudFriedericke ME .FL-7LCCK, female of HAMBURG 
Maria-Luisenstr. 132, ;worn before 2/Lt. acIAJ =R:Ba:SKI, Polish Forces, 
of liar Crimes Investigation Unit, at 1-111,±JURG :aaria-Luisenstr. 132, on this 
-twenty-fifth day of November 1946. 

I am Gertrud Friedeoickc WYER-PLOCK, nee MEYER. I '..as born on 21 Jan 1896 
at COLOGNE. I am an atheist. I attended the Volksschule and then made my 
Abitur (leaving examination at a secondary school). For 1?: years I studied 
chemics and naw I am working in a laboratory. 

I was a member of the KPD. At the end of Aujust 1938 I was arrested because 
of my political activity. I oas imprisoned at LEPLIN, at first at 
Alexanderplatz and later in Moabite I -ms sentenced to two years penal 
servitude foi preparing high treason. I served may sentence at the 
penitentiary at KOTTBUS. I was releascc at the cnd of itugust 194C. Afton I 
had got contact with the illegal groups I started to oork. I ,L-.z3 1-c-arrested 
on 25 Feb 44 and sent to FUHLSBUETTEL -orison. I stayed there until lb Feb 
45, then I wis transferred to the interroation orison HALTITIZG and stayed 
there until 25 May 45. I was not tried in the Volksgerichtshof, 
prevented by the break-down of the German Lrmy. 

The .omen's department of the police -orison FUHLSFUI.O_TEL was in house B. It 
as a building in the form of an L -;hick ;:nr.- separated from the other 
ouildin2,s IT a large wall. The adlOing ha,' 3 floors ano the .:lards were 
called B cellar, B 1, B 2, and B 3. 

In 3 cellar there were: the boiler rooms, the. oath and the disinfection 
installation, the stores, admittance cells, single cells aid arrest cells. 
The admittance cells were about 3 x 4 metres in sir.c. Th. ohole inventory 
was a lavatory and very seldom there was also a penal'. 2h Aew arrivals ;,ere 
locked into these cells and had there to -dait fof iii,  oelousin;;. According 
to the regulations the prisoners had only to seen' one night in those cells 
but most of the female officials, esoccially , UrbiEUSTER, used to "forget" 
the prisoners so that they nad to stry tree for 3 cays. Mostly the cells 
- ere overcrowded and even 18 persons oere iiprisoned in one cull. The last 
number refers to the women as it was worse in the men's department. About 
50-30 men ocru accommodated in t..:o cells. The arrest culls were usually 
cells oith or without a bench, often they -0-e _ntirely dark, the prisoners 
had to serve special punishments there. 11.010uViiY thole "as a cage cell in 
the B cellar, it -oas an ordinary cE:li ..ith a cage of iron 	about 
finger thick. The whole cell was filled “ith a irank and a lavatory so.  that 
the prisoner could not move. Very often the cell ons entirAy dark. 

In B 1 there was the guard room, the 	;:or the a,.rinistration, and a 
room %.ith about 40 beds for the forei,ners, 	Ilassians, and the single 
(-ells. One to three persons .:ere accofollodated in th,  :.in ;lc lolls. 

B.2 consisted of a room with about 40 beds and sin ;lc cells, there was a 
number of so-called small cells, .7hich yen_ only 1.50 n .ide. 

In B 3 there was again a large room anc a smaller r: 	-here formerly hao 
been some cells and the so-called French room, because m)otly French and 
Dutch female prisoners wore accommodated 	and 	cells. 

The admittance rYi new prisoners in the -)olio orIs n P;IfiTTI.,]TTEL happened 
as follows: I ..etched it many times as in ointer 1944/45 I .,as the prisoner 
in charge of the baths and boiler:. -ithout 	 all no )risoners cam 
from the Gestapo-Gebaeude (builein:0 -1so -.hen Gne;r _a,: been transferred from 
other prisom, this indicates that tic police prisc,n ;YiElL3T_QOPTEL actually 
';as a Gestepo prison. The transport -.1rivcC -L 	 in the 

/oft,  rnoon 
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afternoon and e re 	 branciert o,,J eo_ 	with the a_e„st 
warrant in B 1. Owing to th,  neolioance .ef thc. 	.idalo I have ,lien_ seen 
the arrest ear,- ants. On the 	et o.ecento th 	 to the 
meesuros which nad to b: taken. 2.11,  speoiel treYe set .f-1 carric. out 
full::. s: The prisoner eau kept in e. Angle 	11, L_peoeated from certain 
persons, was not allowed t: receive 1:tters er raycels, hao no hours off, 
eras subject to certain arrest measures, sbopray,e cf feo., he received ne 
blankets anC mattresses, dark cell, eas put ireto ir,ns. In B 1 thc new 
prisoners had to stand motionless with the 	t 	oall. La the no: 
prisoners aid not yet know the reoulatiens there %...re ehoutin6s and Leatin .s 
from the officials on duty. The following officials be...A frequently: the 
Head SCHULZ, BURlhEISTER, BCCH, KREUTZ, 	 PORGE;LHEN. Especially the 
foreigners and Jews were treated badly. The a/m officials pulled them at 
the hair, and pushed them with the face against the wall. In this connectioe 
I remember a special case. .Lyour; :ugoslav girl oae admitted. 	nu it 
have got a special remark from the Gestapo for she was ie.mediately peke:' 
into a small cell. ..hen she arrived at i 1 SCHULZ pulled her hair, push,' 
her in the back with the face against the 	I reolci,ber a second case 
with a Russian girl named Larja, who was 19 yearaof a[ie. oomething must 
have happened 'then she arrived for she was ii..meoiately put into the cage cell. 
I have not seen it rlyself but I assumed it as SCHULZE shouted at her then I 
passed.. them. Haria turned rcund and said: "Good-Lye". SCHULZ beat her in 
the face, pulled her at the hair and pushed her ao%m thc stairs. -,,Arja 
stumbled and fell down. SCHULZ went to her and kick°, her with her feet. 
ks a consequence Zarja got a warm meal only -.fter four eays. 

:[hen the first formalities had been carried out the %oemen were led into :the 
cellar into a waiting room. ellen thele...ere not suffici,nt new prisoners_ 
one day, the prisoners had to wait until the next day. Lft,r the women ha, 
been fetched from thc admittance cells, they lead to undress ntir ly and 
were searched. Afterwards the clothin: ..as taken to the deleusing. Ls the 
delousing installation oms too small the clothino oas rut on a heap and 
therefore most of the clothing was ruined. The shoes eL.re put into a lisol 
solution. In the meantime the women na(' a bath bu-b they never hc. sufficient 
.arm water. ,after the bath they were celeusea but they leceived no to;iels. 
The bath was in the cellar and even in winter it was net heated. Lfter the 
delousing som .omen received an old, torn, ano mostly stinking blanket. 
Generally the foreigners did not receive such a blanket. Lfter the bath 
the women returned naked either to the amittance cell er tie the -)arc. 
Generally the women received their clothin,: the next morning -.1-dlouga tacy 
had been deloused the evening before. Darin, -; the bath the efCicials shoute( 
and frequently beat the prisoners. 	ostly this was .one by SCHULZ, 
BURLEISTER, LOCH, BISMLRK, EORGELTM.N, 7.-OR.ISTER tried to ruin the 
prisoners' clothing. She always Made sure that the prisoner on uty 	not 
hide the good clothing, so that thot could not be c!eloused. I have seen that 
LJUBA, a Russian girl, who %:2 a prisoner in charou of the bathe as rlyself, 
was beaten by BURIEISTER for this re: .son. 

:This w's the daily routine in the women's eepa..tment in the prison 
FUHLSBUETTEL: Reveille at CD e' clock a.m. The prisoners had to .eash 
themselves, to clean the cell and to flake their 1-a. 	,;f ter that the coffee 
was distributed. ,',f ter the coffee the cells had 	be eipe. Mostly w, 
received no rass and had to tyke a piece 	ux ci 	after that the 
work -:as allotted to the Prisoners. L pa't ei th 2ri.soners hac to work 
outside the prison, the others had to make pa;er-ee _ r to pack spices. If 
the prisoners had severe arrest they re, ived no e. 	ihich 	extreelely 
depressing. In the afternoon ec th,_ ically had oi hour off, but we Lid 
not have it regularly as the officials 	' it ( tirppsely deprived us of 
it. ;;hen •:e had the hour off, the -ire 1 	el.'s 	lehle- and .ec.:ant into 
the corridor with the face to the 	hen the sin, le cells ha: lined up 

the laioie room was openui. There  waS r 	a mess, as we hae to go out 
suddendly any were not prepares for it. Ihu 03-vicials shouted :1;1, beat us 
and often sent us back to the cells so that oe had no hour off. :hen all had 
lined up oe o, re le o into the court-yar . 	 round in a cistance 
5 1.1k.Trk:S9 it, -.as strictly forbidden ti s2e, . 	oly'eeay had spoken, he 
as fk,'COACCI and put with the face tc tie elL, , r sint upstairs, or eaten, 

/..hich 

• 
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which most1y was dono oith L'orodojnoxs orJoos. Llso ,)regnant women wore 
coaton, they were 'ocaten as ooll as the othols, conooquonqy.  in ono ycar 
only one ooimn bore the full ti,ae. ;,11 the oth,ro 	miscarriases or 
premature births. In this connoctien I ,orloo.bor -.1(; inAdent. Magda 
THUER::17 collapsed dorine the hove: off. 	French 	named Chistia RIVAL, 
a medical student, assistcd her, ohich oo3 slLictly forbi!!den. Thereupon 
she was beaten by B1124,4,RK and she rlcri, fle_t tno Tonch .Ionan should not 
receive food for 3 lays. In connocti:n with the hour off I remember also the 
following: DISiLM who liked te 	tho fcroionors for some time 
deprived the: :rench prisonoos ftom the hour off. ;;ho fetched the foreigners 
from the room to line up. found a reason for choutin ;, beat then ant' pushed 
them back into the room. 

On this occasion I want to mention that I callud on BIS:4.11K. in Lwrust 194.5 
to get some information from her. On this occasion she told me that the 
officials had to boat as SCHULZ had ordered tine: t to do se. 

Lnother incident which disgusted concerns WHULZ. Once a pregnant foreigner, 
who had torn clogs had the hour off together oith us. She could not walk 
fast enough because of her clogs. Thereupon SCHULZ pushed her oith her fist 
and put her against the wall. As a further punishment she received no food, 
but I co not know for how many days. 

Once ohen 1 had the hour off, I heard shouting in the yard. I looked 
through the oindaa and saw that about 15 women wore standing with their fac,: 
to the wall. ZOKRUTH who oas in charge of the prisoners shouted: "I do n' 
want to be blamed for you foreign rogues". (Ich ;.ill mich fuer Euch 
auslaencisehos Gesocks nicht anrempeln lassen). 

During; one hour off I saw that KREUZ kicked the legs of a Polish prisoner, 
as she did not walk fast enough. Afterwards K1EUZ ordered that she should 
receive no food. 

1.31T,EISTER behaved oorse during the hour off. ivory prisoner was afraid of 
her. On every occasion she -.eat and ordered stoo of food. I remember 
one incident with BURi'EISTER. Two French women oho oore kept separated in 
single cells wanted to exchange a few words during; tho hour off. DUR:iaSTER 
noticed this, hit and kicked the ooman who had spoken and put into the arrest 
cell in the collar. The other oho had listed oos put against the oall. 

Once BURMISahli brought her lover SCEULZKE along for the hour off. Oe had to 
run at the double and BUREISTER indicated those Jonen who should be beaten 
to SCHULZKE. SCHULZKE beat them with his fists'and kicked them with his foot. 
u ;:omen were beaten in this 'w J. Later some of them -.acre punished :ith 
arrest by •OrlitZISTER. 

Once SCHULZ did not allow us to have the hour off for three iteeks, this was 
a punishment as two Russians wore alleged to have stolon tic) tomatoos. 

Distribution of work:  General work as mentioned ovc. Cleaning of the 
whole house, prisoners aopointed for special Jobs in the buiLing, (from 
20 Apr 44 only criminals :ore appointed for thesc Jo')s). The prisoners ha2 
also to work for the officials and the 25 personnel for instance earning, 
knitting, se'..in otc. The cificials gave food as a row%re t those oho hae 
worked for thom. But as they received no special re:Lions, they stoic the 
food, i.e. they cammitted a real theft or they in2licto punishments i.e. 	, 
stoppage of food. They also oeprived the new prisoners of fat and other food. 
The work 	not paid, even when it %i au acne for irOustry firms, although 
normally prisoners were paid for this oork. 

One part' worked in the laundry. This party consisted of one German, oho 
was responsible for the oork and two foroiners. They 	loCkod into the 
laundry. ;hen they . .anted to relieve nature they -:ox,.: lee out. Lostly 
nobody oponeo whon thoj knocked at the 000r. Thorefbru the womon hat'. to 
suffer horrible tortures. Nearly always thsf were fetched too late for thier 

lunch, consequently thug received cold food. They wore noarly alwAYs 
for..ptten w-'ion 	had the hour off. 

'There 

• 
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There was aloays an uproar when the "Pisehkc,lana" (fish party) - 
prisoners ::ho worked with the firm GUNNEL - returned. It became c habit 
that the women. had to undress entirely and that they were searched for 
ciaarettes and tinnec't fish. :Junin; these incidents the 'wares swore and 
beat the prisoners. 101i introduce these searches on 	„:eaoiauy 
eager. If something was found LOCH took it- for his own use. 

'do received the followina food:':-.:ice; a day a piece of breau thick as a 
thumb, and so-called coffee or tca. -'or 'lunch we receiveu one litre or 
less s,up which consisted of salt o v,actables, only on few occasions av 
received iresh vegetables. The salted veaetablec vainly consisted of: 
Guedes, cabbage and sometimes a few peaa. It waa oe sour that it oas haraly 
edible. From autumn 1944 we i:-:,eneralla zs,(:,IVGs) 4 potatoes per person. 
Once a week wo received a spoon of : eaeleao Jr cheese. Partly the 
marmalade was stolen by the cificiala ana water eas,added. LOCH, LIZI-2OK, 
BURi2,ISTER and KREUTZ did this. I have :seen this, when I worked in the 
prison. During the whole time from December 1943 until ;iugust 1944 the 
prisoners at PIM:SLUE= received nc nararine. I heard a conversation in 
the Gestapo Building that this hayeeaed by -rder of an important personality. 
The quality, of the soup deteriorated oecaus( the criminals ana the Russian 
spy NLTJL took off the fat. The parcels which the prisoners received frcm 
their relatives, or the fcreianerc from the International Red Cross were 
regularly opened and things were taken out. One„.art was taken out officially 
and we were tolc that these thinaa should be Istributed among those 
prisoners who had to work hard. Certainly we were riaht when we doubted that 
the parcels were distributed honestly. Some larcels were not deliverce to 
the prisoners as a punishment. This haP l%een ordered by SCHULZ. ;am those 
who oere under arrest, received no par eels. 	reever, there was a parcel 
blockade :ihich was the punishment of the Geet.pGt aarichon LLeTENS and 
Berbara DOLLWETZEL who both w_ re political Liriaoners and were arrectea at 
FUHLSBUETTEL for a long time told ne aaat the Red Credo 2arcels of the 
foreigners were looted systematically, 	 by 	 Pregnant 
women received no additional rationee ,s fer. as I kmr, a diet was only 
issued for German non-political prisoners an:' spies, for instance LIeC1L, 
FOEGE, and LUELIRS. 

LURMEISTER did not issue the mar ;arine to _iforcignero oho were ill and gave 
thcm less food with the remark: "Illneas is only lazynoss and lazy persons 
need no food.” 

.:'non I was in charge of the boiler I watched that BIS:LRCK went upstairs 
secretly an, nave  stolen margarine, marrealade and cheese to those ,ho had 
worked for her personally. 

When I was admitted to _OUHLSEUETTEL in Feb 1944, SCHLRSCHLIDT oas still an 
Oberwachmeistcrin. The hyaienic conditions were ayealling. The blankets, 
which were issued many eays after the prisoners had Leon admitted so that 
the new prisoners had nothing to warm theLlsolves even in winter, were torn 
and stinky. The satin,; utensils were ola, cmashe . 1  crashed and there aas an 
insufficient quantity. I myself used a - Jater-bo.:l as plate for some time. 
I only received a spoon after T had asked for it daily. Theoretically we 
received half a piece of soap every six :.ceks. 	e hae a bath at 
irregular intervals. aometimes we had no bath for several weeks. In other 
times we had a bath nearly every wee!:. There as era-  sho'..cr for 3 pczsono, 

only were allowed to use it for 3 minutes. Ls soon as someone shout:a 
"Get ready for the bath" we hex! to undreos entirely. Ls we did not known 

when it - .:as our turn, .dc had to wait undresaed for hours in the cells, 
oven in .mazer. Foreigners nearly never poesessea cleaning utensil::. 

and sometimes there were accoamodated Taure than 70 persons. There was only 
There were about 40 bee The rooms nearly never had any clenaina waneila. 

one toilet in the r)om. The same bowl eac uee t. 'wash the bee/ and the 
eating utensils. Llse the persons - ho were eufferina from venereal :iseacee, 
had to wash in the came 	sometime s taere a,re many G-mans suffcrine 
front these diseases. MEUTZ was one of ahe offieiala ohose negliaence 
ex-used unclennlinese. 
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isccercinh to the inctructihhh linen, clothihh anh blanhets thehretically 
choulc: LeisoucC on the 	hhr. This ordhr, hhich wah not obeyed, was 
only valiht for Germc.ns in 	 cello. t:41(.. Germans in the rooms 
received linen only very helhhm, ...hheihnerh neve:::. The foreiors had only 
cotton to repair their clothinh when the Germanh ha; :iven it to them ao 
T present. The towel was a ;.all cloth which hha helcom exchanhed, and 
hc . to be used for the bocy, thu eatinh utenhilh Inc the clenninh hf the 
cell. The latter has strictly forbidden, but has Ohne nearly hy all 
prisoners as emerhency measure. SCHULZ compulhorai introduced that the 
prisoners had to wear the prison's clothinh. There were :hod and bad 
clothes. If it 	possible, the prisoners who were released have the good 
clothing to their comrahes and returned the t ones. alt this was  not 
allowed. I hyself have seen that Paul SCHULIT, anh Ella saauu beat 
prisoners eceause they had exchanged their clothing. Very seldom thc 
.foreligiers received a pair of rn-out clogs, estly if they had no shoes 
at all. Christianc RIVJL, a ..1.rench .oran, as beaten by CORGE:ITIEN because 
she 	hashed her frock. Ls the prisoners had nu hygienic bandahcs, they 
used the ribbons of their ahrons. :hen this was ..j.SCOVUrc,d, there was a 
horrible uproar and thc persons who were founhhhuilty were put in arrest. 

Thehnedical welfare at .dIELSUJETTEL was as follows: It was nearly impossihl 
to report to the doctor. There .iere officials hhh L not accept any report 
at all, fhr inhtahce diREUTZ and hiURi ISTER. .Then a report yah accepted by 
an official, this did not mean that one was led to the hoctor, as SCHULZ 
mostly refused it. In the house there ;;ere no mhdicaments, no tea, no 
hot water bottles, and no warm water. In ..inter 1944/45 when the camp 
administration has afraid cf r  diphtherih epidemic, those prisoners who w,h-
suffurinh from a sore throat received Chinosol, but no anditional blanketE, 
even not the forei;pers who had only onc blanket. hhreover, a sick 
Yugoslav '..ho was kept in a ,inhle coil had to :urhle with cold water. hh. 
had to stay in bed with hi .Jh t,Ierature for several.  aheks. She was still 
sev.:rely ill and could: harhly- 	hherr-SCHULZ chased her into the courtyard 
for the hour orf. 	JLZand DORGE:EIIN said that she was only mr.lin:;erinf) 
I watched this case exactly as I had to repair the black-out and therefore 
had to enter her cull frequently. No doctor arrived, even in the most 
severe cases. .1 only saw a doctor when a suicide had beorrcommitted. In ry 
opinion this happened hurinh the periods when the interrogations were hottinh 
more severe. I remember a special case, which happened on a Sunday in hpril 
1944. I had adjusted the spy slass in hy cell so that I could watch the 
cells ohposite. Lftcr the prisoners had been locked in, I heard footstehs 
and voices of several men in B 2. I heard heavy foot-steihs as if a heavy 
thinh -;Jas carried out. The prisoner Lda LOET,I, a frienh of mine, whihpercd 
to inc on the next morninh  tat yesterday, on Sunday, a younRussihn .ho 
permanently had been interrogated ourinh the night, anh had receive the 
hunger ration, had celAditted suicide. Furthermore she told me that another 
Russian who also was kept in severe sinrae arrest, as ,.-toned permanently. 
This Apahay I .Alyself hatched the fhliewin: i. young Czech woman has 
r.ccomocated in the cell opposite to mine. The door was open and the girl 
moaneh loudly. Some men here working in the cello  i.e. h.LU, some other SS 
men whom I did not know at that time and an elderly genetleman who wore 
civilian clothes. hda LOEVE told me that he was a doctor from outside. 
They stayed with the in for several hourse, partly the ho-he was 	open, 
partly ajar. BUR: EISTE was present and seemed to Le interested without 

ivinp: any help. It see,hed to be an interesting porformuce for her. I 
could watch that LU and another man put the girl on the toilet, :IELEISTIT- 

a spectator. She heht and moaned the whole nihht. 
attch7hted suicide was concerned, ewinh to BUV-USTER's  Lirtlrelu 
explained the case. The next morning it was confirmeh by hda WE'VE and 
after some time by KREUZ. The next morning the sick ;irl has locked into flL 

cage cell instead of heing admitted to a hospital. ..To heard her screaming 
and moaning for several days anh 

• 
No medical 	hiven to rehnant women consequently 17,n_: hhhn never 
here the full time. 

/1 

nihhts. 
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I know from nor comrades that 	 .-_ed,icine and food to 
Russian Patient -..ho c:ied the next day 	t 	 • 

Generally sick prisoners .ere not all:wed t: 	in bcd. Only those L;1..e 
allowed to stay in bed who were so wcak.that 	- c ul: net move. 

In winter 1944/45 the number of the sick inertia,sd especially.  of the sick 
forei:ners, as the rooms -"ere n t heated and the, f:rei:nershad insufficient 
clothing and only one blanket hick . -s taken 2171. then for three weeks. 

There was no hospital at FUHLSBUATTEL. Patients wh: -:sore especially 
severely ill were admitted into the h:'spital in the . 	%,hen the 
prisoners had been locked in. The 	cia.i 01:a "raGGE told me that one 
patient would not have died if she had ':can a:_litted to the hospital in tim.. 

4's the foreirgiers had only one torn lanket they ;vent to bc,' in their cloth_ 
Thereupon LORGE111,71iN ordered that in the -venin,_; the prisoners ha,' to put 
their clothes in front of the door. 	further c_mseaucnco was that in the 
monun-  when it as dark the prisoners could not find their clothes. This 
was the cause for new shoutings 	beatin 

Prisoners suspected of diphtheria were put into unheated single culls to Le 
separated from the others, although there were also he ate.:! cells. I 
remeaer cases when sick foreigners -,.arc soueezed into one cell and 
furthermore a healthy prisoner had to 	after them. 

I heard that BISr.;,-RCK said to another of_icial ‘'urine; a conversation a cut 
the cases of disease: "Let them cie like ,..Jgc""Then there -ill be some 
forei:ners loss who only consume our food". OD= made a Linilar remark in 
front of the door of the sick Yugoslay. 

Shortly before Christmas 1944 when the eases of disease increased SCHULZ 
fcun.d a general remedy. The whole room, -..huther sick or healthy, was sent 
to .:ILH:,;L:ISTORG to the labour camp, it is said that there a number of 
prisoners died owing to the bad conditions and overw-rk. 

IZAlaafli invented the following maltreatment. If a room was searched the 
prisoners had to undress entirely and to stand in the hall until all the 
clothing and the hall was searched. 

Gertrud DREHER, -.ho lived in my cell succeeded in beirr; .:amined by a 
doctor because of an opi.:!;astric rupture. ;iii, 	put on the examination 
chair, the commandant TES&L:NN was present the whole time and also when othex 
women were examined. 

Different kinds of arrest: Community arrest in rooms. 
community arrest in cells (2-3 persons), 
Ordinary single arrest. 
Single arrest, during the hour off separated from the others. 
Severe single arrest, the prisoner never had an hour off. 

SCITCYCS)6 single arrest, the prisoner was put into chains and ha, no hour off. 

arrest: Ordinary arrest, arrest in the dark, arrest in chains (if a 

prisoner was sentence( to arrest he 	locked into the collar and received 
a warm meal every four days). In august 1945 Blai:LRCK told me that a 
special permit 	required to punish a prisoner with arrest, until SCHULZ 
was appointed ..)ut SCHULZ was entitled to inflict the arrest punishment 
%,ith TESS:.aNNIs approval. Furthermore -ELTRCK told- me that 'Maria 
DERENWRG stayed in the arrest cellar for 8 weeks, 7 of them in chains. 
SCHULZ could have ;)revented it. DERENIRG was emaciate: from the long 
arrest to such an extent that she died quickly after the arrival at 

R.X.KS-7RUECK. 

;40reover, there were the z:o-called "special cells". _those were not a 
s ucial kindcf cells. Sometimes they were in - 1 an, sometimes in B 2. 

/The 
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The nano of thu inmate was -Let 	 t h 	el. ee. 	saw those 
prisoners. It was said that they e 	_1 	1 	1je:s. They received 
their food in a elug from t2le ( ii* .1 es. 	usuel, frele a prisoner. 
ellen I was in sinje arrest in 	2:  I .1 juiced that - 11( inliCAC:5 Cl' thee celis 
were sometimes fetched ,!uein;-; the .13. ht fur an interrseatior.)., later they 
returned. 1n these celie there e.erL th _vet .teses t.)f 

Thc ..hole system and the treetmcnt of tn. prison, rs LI...ice-tee that it ess the 
main task of FUTILTYP eTTEL prison te lereak tele Ilolitical prisoners mentally, 

OraLLy and physically, to 3et a steteeent frol: the.i. -11 the „love 
mentioned kinds of arrest as well as the unnecessasy trcu le 'mused by the 
personnel wtre used for this purpose.. The prisoners were fri htened so that 
they were easier to interro,Date by the Gestapo. I already nentioned that 
the kind of treatment was prescribed en the arrest warrant 00 that the 
officials were informed about the political attiette!e of the prisoners and 
the treat 	which had to be plies accorUn„; to the instructions of the 
Gestapo. for the same purpose a net of sties ha,' been spread )ver the 
buildin. Prisoners '.:ho Wert: especially suspect' 	:ve -a ';.G(: accompanied 
when they were kept in a sinele cell. 

In this connection I want to emphasize that the officials were informed about 
everythires. L conversation %;ith ORGEI 	convinced mc of this. Alen I 
asked her what -;,ould happen to these l'ereineers who eon.) sent aeay as they 
were too dangerous, she answered: "They cannot do any more ,aela,..:e". Moreove_ 
she and 1--3ISLILRK told me that the report of FUHLS1 1ETTM prison was of some 
impoxtiancu when the prisoners .:re tsansferred to a camp. The officials told 
me that mostly they knew our cases an the man in eharee of them. .1-3ISRIC 
as well as ECKRUTH indicated that it was their task to help the interrot;ators. 
For instance LISI'e'd1K said to various prisoners: "721,:e3 is such a nice man, 
aecit it, it would be better for you". 

In q2rins 19144 5 Russian girls ee: e lt to 2C1S -JETT:1,1J. I sat them nakee 
in the hail. They were in a ho-s.ciele _vA;c, their so- y was bruised an they 
had friehtened faces. I know that el- 	.re kcit fo. r.ys .'ithout clothine 
in the cell. Two weeks later we na a bath t ,ether with them and caul:: see 
the ;larks of the horrible maltreatment: E1,EZ, AICH and ether officials 
told us that these j.rls hae looted aa should 1.e shot. One day they left 
THLSBUETTEL, I do not know what he,spenee G- 

et FUHLS-UETTEL there was a Russian, naec Luba -:_0:21):2,J1:;ICO. 	he was in 
She was very prow 
"One should 
beaten, maltreated 
i_ORGE_E;IBII, 20CH 

loaria, a Russian girl, was lockee in 	the cco.) 	1-te was cold as it 
:as winter and she had no clethin -, el: her fr,-)01.: ohe say; and danced on 
the -,unk to get warm. The 	 hot like this end poured cold %:ater 
over 	BOCH told me this anon I eek0 her any L:aria was wet. 
Furthermore YOCH told me that _alotacr prisoner eho was ale:) unser arrest 
had been put into water for 

One evening in autumn 1944 :ICATERIS eas an duty. He and eURI :Mra came 
into the large room in 13 2 an- -hen he opened the se3r one prisener was 

i',  

standifl beside the opened wineJe. Thereupon all L risoners had to set up 

hour. Later we heard that water %as poured. Th12::111L1t ct2rp;-iosO'nIan  
and had to 60 physical exercise on the ;:r)un-te 

-col,: us that water had been poured eve:: then when they sere already Vin,; 
Aleir 

Por 

• 

charee of the boiler and I worke, .ith 
and therefore hated by all officials. 
break the neck of this damned boast". 
and received no food. This was espcir. 
and LUtt.LISTER. One day when the •sure 
spare bulb from the toiler re 	, use 
DORGEYE-11 noticed this. She pull e , 
hair, beat her and pushed her s ,  ._ 
in the collar. She has to Jelly 
n -hin , to eat. I do nut know - eat 

eer -1-)r sone tine. 
ell efZicials 
She was permanently 
liy one by SCHULZ, 
in her ro-n 	fused she took a 
it ehile she :rank her coffee. 

l'OilDLio.K0 out of the cell at the 
.tairs, she -.as 1-cked into a cell 

prison clethin;: and received 
to her. 

in 
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For unimpo-rtant reasons th forners receiv
■:,! 	 for several :ys. 

I remember that baiinz cAe. riot losue 	 fr thL ti:re of three A'..ys 

as a dish cloth ;.as 

L Russian, nancc STRELZ0-;., "rr..9 imprismed in 2, 2 Ia a sinj,le o,11. She 
as an inzellient woman ho nac betm arrested ecause  

resistance. She tat.: me that 11,;-2 sister had alrLa...7 b(;en _xcout,.( an: ECK, 

herself %;as prepare('  for her s,-[atA. 

This is all I have te 	FUHLSEUETTEL. 

(SijIce) Cur true =,,R=PLOCK 

4',14151RIED by the said Deponent Gcrtrud Friodricke 1 _=R-PLOCK, voluntarily 

at ILMURG, ii.aria-Luisonstr. 132, on this tsenty-ninth ay of November 1946, 

before me, 2/Lt. :aolm. 	tailed by C-in-C; 1-,ritish ;.rry of 

the Rhine. 

(Sigled) 

Investi3atins Officer 

CERTUIED that this is a true translation from German into "Enzlish of the 

Deposition of Gertrud Friedric 	:EZER-43LOCK, marked Production No.2. 

(Sine!) 72.h. Ramsay 0:7,t 

for Interpreter 

ar Crimes Investisation Unit. 
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TP.:-..:',31,;,TION of DEPCSITION 

of 

Deposition on oath of 	 female, of iL.dZURG 20, 
Broedermannstr. 77c, sworn before 2/Lt. ..aclaw '..71-E112;13C,'ZKI )  Polish 
Forces, of 	Crimes Investigation Unit, at FO,;.-1:i1RG, liaria-Luisenstr, 
132, on this sixth day of December 1946. 

I am Mariehen .1+1L'I-LEIS, born en 17/6/1912 	 I ain 
protestant 	r.1.1-3 cashier by occupation. 	I 	never a member of 
the 111D.:1 or any other Nazi orr;anisc..tion. 

I have always taken up an L.:Ai-fascist attituec and made contact 
i,ith a Coununist resistance group in 194-2. 	I placed ioysclf at the 
disposal of the group. 	o were betrayed and as a result I was 
arrested by the Gestapo cr. 18/11/1._2. On 20/11/42 I wr..s taken to 
PUIEZDUETTEL and w-s thuce till -Iirrch 43. 	Fron there I was transferr-ed 
to the investigation prison in Ii:,:BURG and was there till February £4. 
In February I 	taken tor:UHLSF.:UETTEL a second time 2nd stayed there 
till 5/1/45. 	Fron there I wa3 ..,cnt to the Conoentration Camp at 
R.A.VEN3BRUECK and was liberated at the end of :Lpril. • 

On being arrested, I was taken to the Gestapo building and kept 
there 48 hours. 	I was interrogated by 'irEf_rE, KNGTS, IfiliTZ and two 
others. 	TLEGE beat and tortured !TIC. 	first I was beaten on the 
back and thigh with a stick, then my hands were tied behind my oa.ck, 
sticks placed between my fingers. Then the fingers were pressed 
together. 	:it the same time a loud wireless was playing, so that my 
screams could not .-.)e heard in the street. 

On 20 November I was t-icen to FUHLSBUETTEL and placed in cell 
67 in E3. I was together with a Polish woman by the name of k'arianna 
C-.;:327,AK. 	Together with Helm 110K.::,.1.:,,K and Stcfr.nic. PRZYBYL she 
belonLed t(; a Polish resistance novo:lent under the leadership of a 
certain Herr 	 G:LZZIC, vrith Whom I made friends during my 
imprisonment, told mac how she bad carried messages and how she 
worked, on plans of important war industrial concerns. 	She had 
also worked for a time in the Crrill in BERLIN and sent reports from 
there to Herr - iITCZAIC.. 	She was arrested on 13/11/42. 	Together 
with a friend she yr.s arrested in BERLIN by Gesta2o official NEIJKANN 
and was taken by hi-.1 to FUHL.T3UETTEL near H.:ZBURG. 	;,,s she told me, 
1E1311,11N was always her chief interrogator. 	The two other, 
and PRZYBYL were inter:or ated by NEU1,11',NN. 	I h ye seen - ,arianna 
G.:LiZC:JC case back from interl- ogationa. Especidly on one occasion 
she was very heavily beaten and tortured. 	The s:...‘me methods I have 
already describe:_i were used. 	The night after the interrogation she 
attempted suicide, but I prevented her frc,--n dein:: it. 	I mow that 
ifiarirnna 	and Tricia 	7eYe executed in the mijdle of 
October 194-3, having been selYcenced by a "Voliesgs-richt" (People's 
Court). 	In cenneetL,n with his, I rener.Aber the following incident. 
..fter the fall of Staliivrad, we re d of it in the OR co.inunique. 
There were three of us in the cell at thattime: haxianna 
GLS'L;,,K I  :krinn2.1aria 	.myself. 	The ,,,•eman official SCILI6C111IIDT 
listened in to our cell and reported this to CL...f.-landt.-.nt it.OHDE• 
The next Coy 	were called l in front of ROJ-ME. 	Walked 
Limn the steps we were scolde(:! and kicked by KCOB.:,i.,DIN. 	Then we 
carte to RONDE, he told us the following: "You and you (meaning 

and BONE) will lose your head, but you, (he turned towards 
me) will first dig your own grave in ...VEITSBRITECK, like so many 
other before you." 

AzonE 
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ROHLE then or: erect hard labour.  for 	This von: 	very dirty aryl cut 
our hands that they bled. 	If 	-.id not Jthe re:.f..Lired 7Tacunt, 
did not Let any food. 	fee wecKs later, RUM cant in to tux cell 
together with a few Gestapo peep le from .:DERLIII. 	He showed us to thera, 

had repeatc,j )nee more what be bad said to us and re.aariced teat he  
already sent a report to IERLIH. 

In 11:ay 19/44 I was placed in solitary confinement in cell 61. 
This coil was opposite the ball for fereiLners. 	One tray I heard SCHULZ 
say to ElaUTH: "Lc are cettin., three Ruosian women, who have been 
looting. 	They have already been beaten ::}hack and blue by the Gestapo, 
but we'll boat the:.; 	yet." 	Shortly :-:.fterwarc's I beard blows and 
screa3s. 	I 31-.1 L-,ure that it 	the 7.;.uLsian =lens  .-;ecau:-...e I hoard 
ilussian words. 

_nether time I beard a 7renchv.,vaan ,r;o through the corridor frem 
T.iy cell. 	:.pparcntly 	,aust have epoicen with some-Jody through a 
door. 	EKTZUTH noticed this !nd ccr.ic shouting. 	I heard a few slaps 
in the face, then the girl, whose Christian name VC.'.3 ::aria, said in 
broken German: "Ple^.s don't hit me, I have a mother." -.17ZUTH answered: 
"In that case you -lust be beaten all the more.", and beat her all the harder. 
Then she told the orderly: ";laric. acts nothing to eat to-day." 

I mule' 'lice to mention here that SCHULZ, was worst feared for 
beatings. 	There was hardly a day when she did net beat somebody or 
ordered other officials to carry out 	 Having beaten sua&Jody 
she very often also awarded as punishment confinement in a dark cell 
and no food. 	The Official BOC2a told :-:te once, when she brcught 
a pullover to worK on, that she had beaten r. Frenchwonan. 	She told 
,ee that she was ordered by ROhTE and TES.. ,•.111i to search the Frenchw%ao.n 
for "Kassiben". 	',Then she found thc "K.a.ssiber", and, as she said, 
found that the girl was a liar, she beat her so hard the she told me: 
"She won't forget that all her life". 

BORGEZHN especially hated the forei[7ners. I Know that she very 
often ordered "no Peed" in the fereiLner hall. 	I Know that, because 
I heard from ray cell hey 13CRGEIIEHN gave the .rdcrly orders to that effect. 
The reasons for awarding this punishment -ecre alwcys negligible, 
if somebody spoKe during free time (Freistunde). BORGEEIET awarded this 
punishment to the whole hall at lent /-ice a =ex, as far as I Know. 
I have often seen and heard that BORE-a:OUT beat forciolers, eispecially 
Frenchwo.ien. 	I often z-aw 	beat internees. 	:Jove all she hated 
the Jews, who could never do right for her. 	She used to beat with 
her hand or a large heavy Key. 	..;nothor speciality of BIStki.:,:a1C was spa fl 
on prisoners. 	She knew ho.,;•  by skilulatinz a motherly manner, she could 
Lain the confidence of many prisoners, who then disclosed a lot of 
information. 	She i•r.Liodia,tely reported to 'ROME and then TES'iM.:,.N1I ;-11  she 
had learned. 

In 	cell I often hoard ICZEUTZ boat forciJners, out cannot civo 
their neIles. 

During eur free hour, I once ubscrved the following incident. 	,- 
Belgian vr_)man did not w all:: the proscribed circle, but went slightly r)ut 
of her way. 	This was noticed i.) IZOKLE , who :dointed it our to 3afteRSCLIIDT. 
The girl was told off the P.OIUDE and was slapped in the face by SCH:JISCEfIDT. 
The girl then had to stand with her face to the wall ,!J.11 throurTh exerclse. 
One of the weraen noterimq -rn r bcatinr in FILT.LSBUETTEL -.-f - s ;1111?. 	,he 
°specially hated the feroipl Truccn and 'Tows as well as the Geruan 
political prisoners. 	I often saw her  uct,:t;  

or said anything, she was ]4aoediatley ':eaten wi -Lb thehanil or a long Key, 
anybody- turned round 

stood watch on 
the staircase when we went out for e:;ercise. i'coIpfle. 	She  

/will 
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hateL. a J,_wess by the name of Ecnni Li! 
I often sa-,-; her 	Henni. One elf.,,y Nonni left -.-:ith a 
:ULF said -.4th a ,loc.kinL, grin: "IN DEiT -Braohr  has gone 
to be gassed, she 	t cox ureic." 	:lenni IN DEN
die at 4',USCI-TTITZ. 	I also saw Paula ,JOI-E:er.13 carry out 
SCI-IULTE I rciember one special incident. 	Tv.ro Jc-..-;csses 
(..;aughter, -.;crc Liprisoned in FU Lailfa_Th'L. 	The .:other 
for c:,:ercises  because she coup: 	Jove. 	One day 
granted perlission to help her .t then 
they exchanged a few words. . SCT..= noticed this and 
so hard, that she v.as carried unc,.incious frcra the hall. 
later died in .7.Z.,..VENSBiZUECK. 

On the 	side practically nothing 1,-;as done at FUTILSBUETTEL. 
Only on very rare occasions 17-2.3 anybody taken to the doctor. 	-JOIZGEtEI-111 
vas the worst. 	She had been a :led Cress nurse for 3- years and thentore 
took it upon herself to e.!larnose patients. 	In ccnnccticn with this, I 
re:.c--aber a few incidents. 	One night in the sprinL ef 1944 a Frenchwomn 
had a miscarriage. 	Her companions unsuccessfully rac..,de signs to get 
assistance. Not until the next day, towards -lid-day was she taken to 
the hospitals  al.-.ost bleeding to death. 	I never saw her again. 
SPITTGMBM was on duty that night. One day I was taken to the cell 
of r.ly friend. 	_Is wc went past s  somebody gave a sign from a cell. 

itUTH opened the door and as:zed ,.:hat was the 3atter. 	She was told. 
that a we..ic.n h'.d a heart attack. 	Shc then fetched a tat/let from the 
office. _Sterwards she 	me that she had given the sick woman a 
"Leopille" (Inc::igesti:n tablet). The sale evening she told rac with 
a cynical grin: "The ta:,let woriced mil, she is all right again." 

That is all I can say about PUBLSBULTTEL. 

(Signed) -4 .-ariechen 

S'iTORN by the said Deponent 1.iarichen 1:...:ITENS voluntarily at 
Maria-Luscnstr. 132, on this sixth 	Deccaber 1946, before me 2/Lt 
'::a‘claw- VIEIZZ,BG,iSIC.1, detailed by C.-in-C., British 	f the Rhine. 

(Signed) ';:. 
Investigating Officer. 

aRTIPIED that this is a true translation from German into English 
of the deposition of .i.arictlen 	,:iariced Production. No. 

(signed) 

S/Sgt., 
5th Royal Inniskilling Dragoon Guards 

Crimcs Investigation Unit 
FIELD, S/Sgt.) 

DEN BLUM.. 
transport and 
to ...USCI-PiITZ 

'N actually did 
beatings. ;:ith 

.iother and 
very seldom :-ient 

the daughter was 
they went dorm 
beat the old w-otaan 

This Jewess 
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DIIPOSITIOLT  

of 

Ellen LUI•VITZ. 

Deposition on oath of Ellen LUiNITZ, female, of 1-I.AiLDURG 13 
Henrich Badstrasse 8, sworn before 2/Lt 	 Polish 
Forces, of War Crimes Investigation Unit, at liAioBURG, 	Luisunstrasse 
132, on this 29 Nov 4.6. 

I am Ellen LIAIITZ, nee KATZRISTEIN, born in HALiBURG on 14 Doc 
19. I am of the Evangolical taith and a shop-k.00per. I have never 
bclongod to the Party or any NS organisation. 

In 1944 I came into contact with a Frenchman at my place of 
work, who was aoparcntly 'working illegally. I put myself at his 
disposal. Because of cry activities I was arrested on 28 Aug 44. I 
have a strong suspicion that I was bctr3yed by the Frenchman, as the 
Gestapo said so at 	interrogation and ho was released after a short 
period under arrest. I was sent to the police p rison FUHLSBUI2TEL 
whore I remained.  till 12 Apr 4.5 when I wan released. 

\Ilion I Cf1110 to FUl1S1311E2Ta I was allotted to the room in Bi., 
in which there ore Polish and Russian womon. 	I am half Jewish I 
I was allotted to this room. The room Was droadfully overcrowded. 
There were 40 beds but seine 120 people in the room so that we slept 
throe to a bed. In spite of the crowd there oas only one toilet in 
the room. tile received no cleaning matorials, dish-cloths or brushes 
and had to sacrifaco our own things for cleaning purposes. The room was 
never heated and in spite of this we had oven in winter at bust one 
torn blanket. ilany had not eves, got that and had to sloop uncovorcd. 
Owing to the bad sanitary conditions the room was infected with bugs 
and lice. To maintain cleanliness we rocolvol half a bat' of bud soap 
monthly. Vio were made to work at packing grocories. It was proscribed 
how much we should do in one dry. If vie did oot achieve this figure 
we went without food for ono day. The deprivation of food was a 
favourite form of punishment with the officials. Especially prominent 
in this wore BORGaiiiiro, BURiaISTER and SCHULZ. For examplos  if any 
one sat on a bed during -.7.)rk because she felt unwell she went with.ut 
food for one cr two drys. On one occasion BMW:LUST-Li found a playing 
card in the room and deprived all Poles and 'TOW:SSC:3 of their food for 
2 days. I was one of these concerned. If' anyone reported to Obon-tacht- 
mcisterin SCHtiLZ that her blanket wos completely torn and that she 
needed a new ono, she received no new blanket: and SCHULZ deprived her 
of food for too to three days, on the grounds that she had torn the blank- 
et herself. 

The women officials .wade beating a science. I often so:.: „iris 
beaten. I often saw oCIITLZ beat the senior member of the rooi.., 
Russian called LUBA. This alv;oys happened when something in the room 
displeased her - e.g. if the room Itero not clean enough, or if we 
sang or someone sat on her bed. She boat LUBS with her hands and 
thrust her with her face against the wall. 

I was boat= by SafULZ when I was the :',.tokor. 	SJ man had 
closed up the stove in the evening although it ch: uld have remained open. 
As a result I was beaten by SCHULZ in the cellar bolo in the presence 
of BURaISTER and a SS man. ''he did not lot .ao spoo...k-  a word but 
struck me in the face and thrust me with r.y-  face against the stove. 

I was baton a second tiolo by "URAZZaST::::it in the rccrootion hair 
because I had spoken to the man behind me. .a Polish woman 	shared 

/oor bed 
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my bed and wor,,ed as a 1,:un-ress had brcujit me up sane washing powder. 
She was terribly beaten by :1,-JHULZ for thlo. ..fter 11c beating her 
back was very 37.311en. This Polish 	as sent to .e.V11\111tU.SCE. 
shortly bef,:re Christmas 19e%. I think that 30CH had s :lething to 
do with this as she could not stand ZOPIA, and said s_ilingly to her 
the Cry before the cz,nvoy l_ft, 'Wow you're well paid for your sauce." 

In our ro-1 there wns a laJsinn girl; 	who was pregnant. 
She compl-inod to SCHULZ than she got too little to eat. '2iereupon 
SCHULZ beat her. Every ia - rn',ng SCHULZ came into the room and demanded 
a number of people t.. empty jle dust-bins. N-T.L. did not volunteer as 
she felt that in her conditi:n she was net capable. Thereupon SCHULZ 
abused her for laziness, beat her, drove her to w3rk and deprived her 
of food for one dry. 

- Russian woman wh. tflked loudly got a week's punitive arrest 
from SCHULZ. 

The Polish woman who Wore with me told me that they were to be 
interrogated by a certain 	of th-J Gestapo. I s7 tic these woJien 
come back after the interrogation with swollen faces and open wounds on 
their buttocks. They told me the:,e were the results of the blows 
they had received fro.: uiUFr lnring 11c: i“terror,:ation. I particularly 
re"ember a Polish woman whos, Chri%V-n no was Z0 'Ii :.ho during her 
interrogation by 	was beaten till she bled. ,s a result of this 
she had infla,:4-aaticn of the rerves and c'-yed in bed, When we reported 
this to BOCH she forced ZOFIs, to cot 	re_arking that open wounds 
did no harm. This worsened bur cs-nditien 3, that she was taken to the 
hospital in a hi_h fever. I have never seen her again. 

On 11 Lpr 45 the fate of the wziaen still left in FUHLSBUETTEL, 
was decided. 13 .,ore put on the death-convoy to NEUaNG:LIM, 4 were 
released, including Lvself, axl the re,:•1necr went on convoy to KIEL-
114;SSE. I know that the foll: -.7ing officias helped make the decisions 
concerning the 13 ween executed, BIS1,7iati, BUk6,BISTIIR, T.,,i,UBCH and 
BORGEliraiN. I know this as I served thu.i with tea in the duty, room. 
h',8 I came in I heard BISiieatT{ say "Ilia sorry for the lyikOSEK women, but 
I can't do anything about it 	On the same 	130,Gaii:::ili come to me 
and said "Your fate is net decided, but you can still h.:pc - you 're 
only half Jewish. I:11 intervene on your behalf,'` 

The next day 1-as relerAeC. I stv the convoy to ic.IldL-Hs",SSE 
move off. The men went in fr nt: They were dre::sed in rags and were 
mostly bare-foot. They were i:iostly fereigners. They received a piece 
of bread before departure. 	they received it they were kicked by 
TESSiLZIN. Then the women ..Lar;:hed off. They received no food. 

In the whole building ni the 13 women re.aained, ;rho, as I 
learned later, went on the de;h-convoy to NEUET:G.A11,1'. Their names, 
as far as I can remember, ran as follows: - Lrikr. 1.:T2..al, Helene 
1 4 - viLORFF, Grote 1:1110S,4, Sonta DO:u1Z2, 	 1;rna BELING, 

tiargit ZIP CI, Innemari-. Ia14.7.7A 	 ROSINEILM and Han° ;IRTLITS. 
There were also one German 	se name I d n t 'rriJa _,r10 two foreign 
women. 

Finally I should like co remark that on the last Zunday before 
11 :,pr 45 I was interrogated for two hours b' BURLLI'S,V..2Z. She asked 
about Lly views on National S:cialism, on foreign countl7ies, etc. 
From the whole series of qucztions I realised that my fate depended on 
this. I took this as further evidence that L:lo a. men officials helped 
to decide the prisoner's f"ce. 

That is all the information I cLn give --beut 

(Signed) Ellen WANIITZ 
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SZIN by the s7i3 (2.el,cocnt 
Luisenstrasse 132, :;11 this 

1.4t: 2/LitilaC 1 aW 

the Rhino.  

29th ,=:y of i. , vu.:oca. 194.6, botore 
1c:a by C.-±n-e. 

(digned) J. -1.1:11ZBOjali.I. 
Investigating Officer. 
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Trr ns1-.t ion -f 
Do.):!siti::n No. 21  

  

DE?OSITI Uli  

Gertr_11 lilhel 	 Therese DR7,1i7,R 

Deposition on o=:.th of GertrIO 
of HLLBURG 20, Brooderm.nsaucc 77 
Palish  7orces, of Jr.r Crimes Inv .sti 
1 32, in  this tenth 1,,.y of December, 

.dlholnine Id tilde Therese DRT!:H-311, fe:x1.1e )  
s%L:rn before 2/Lt. ..:(11aw 4I71/Z11043KI, 
ti n Unit, .A 	 Luisenstr. 

1946. 

I am Gertrurl Alheleine 
30th 	1915, at HiSIBUlG. 

r.nd- hr.vo 2 children. 
other NS. oreenisetion. 

iietilde There 	DR7Ifilii rice GRONO,U, born on 
.!-.E1 an etheiet. 	I em a housewife. 	I am 

I hew never been a member of the NSDel) or any 

Deftro 1933, I wr.s a member of rt Comuunistic Youth orci.nisation. 	On 
10th iust, 1934, the whole `roue rtn1 I were arrested for prepr.rtion of high 
treason. 	I w:s sent to FUHLSBUETTEL 12rison where I stue',1. until the end of 
January, 1935. 	From there I. 	trrnsforred to the interroEntion prison 
It :iBUHG. 

On 8th February, 1935, I .r-.s sentenced to one year iuprisonment and I 
served ay sentence in the women's prison LUEBECK. I a, s relesv.sed on 18th 
December, 19354 On the 10th epril, 1944, I wee arrested fur the second time 
for preparation of high tre F. n. 	I 	sent to the. e...lice prison FUHLSBUETTEL 
and I remeine.1 there until 6 	rot-, 1:45. 	On this thy I vrtt.3 transferred to 
the interrogation prison fiel0=G. 	I was released on 26th 'Piny, 194.5. 

lihen I had been arrested I yr s taken to the Gestaeo building. There 
I wes interrogeted by 	Later, when I had been sent to FUHLSBIETTEL, 
I was interreeeted by TESS:CeNN, The beat me. I also know that he interrogled 
other prisoners. 

The prisoners, who ..ere to be interrogeted, wore breueht to the 
Gestapo building n.nd returned to the prison by Paul RE:i.)PIT?,N, nickn-ne3 "4er 
1F.nce Paul" (Lone Paul). 	hill prisoners were afraid' of R.71:7.i'T. 72T. 	Ho beat 
prisoners left and right, especially the fereieners. 	I remember the following 
incidents with ER.:1111. 

An old man, about 70 years of ace, could not welk fast enough. There-
upon REPPITII.beat him end kicked him with his foot until he fainted. 1. 
Russian, who ;yrs waiting for trans-eorto  wanted to relieve nature. 	Several 
times he asked REITIEN for permission, but he did not allow it. The men 
stepped forward a, .little to ask again. 	Thereupon RE1):11'11 kicked hire terribly 
into the stomach 'rid told him that ho would be shot if he left the ranks 
once again. 

French woman, who did not understand German, did net know what 
RITZ"IFINT had ordered and therefore did not carry out the order. Thereupon 
REITPIEN pushed her with t he face ageinst the Wall kicked her and she had to 
stand with the free to the :yell for hours on end. 

It was a habit at FUHSLBUETTEL to beet 	maltreat the prisoners. I 
can remember the following incidents which I have seen or heard about. I 
have seen that Ella SCHTILZ boat foreienere whe 11.‘d not understand her order 
in the face while she was brin 	some erieeners into another building. 
"Iihen the persons in question tried to excuse themselves they were beaten again. 

SCHULZ USC: 	insp 	the rooms on Sundays. 	The rooms of the forqiellers 
were inspected. 	Sh , -tea assisted by a second official, mostlj BROCZKIIN 
or BUIe.TEISTIR. e.11 women had to undress entirely in the corridor and their 
clothes wore inspooted. 	When SCITTILZ dislikei; anything the weeen in 
question was beaten. 

/13ORG'11.',HN 
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BORG?,i,EZUN h2d to supervise the foreigners 'luring the work. 	If e -Lela 
WaS missine or the women ceuld not do the schedule amount of work, they were 
beaten by her and they mostly lid not receive any food for a week. 

.t the beeinning of November, 1944, a blenket wes alleelly torn in the 
large ro m on B,1. 	Thereu.een BO., 17,91 orlerel that all foreigners had to 
be deprived of their bl-nkets. 	Consequently the forcieners had no blankets 
for three •weks. 	(hen th: diphtheria epidemic spread they were again 
ie,sued with a Me, nket, bet then they had to go to bed naked and had to put 
their clothes in front of the deer. 

'In August, 1944, a French woman by the name of ROUND was brought to 
PUHLSBUETTEL. ROWND he _1 been working for an innkeeper, RaJENS, resident 
Siemensplatz. 	She was suffering from kidney trouble, and the doctor decided 
th- t she was unfit for work. 	Because of this ReTJ-01S reported her to the 
Gesteeo, because she refused to werk. In FUHLSBI.MTEL, BOMUIEF1/1 tried to 
win her confi lence. BORG3iNiN convinced ROLIND that if she made a statement 
she would be released. ROLEND believed BORGEZ3HN ny making statements to 
the Gestapo in which she revealed bl'ck-eir.rket activities in which IVITJEES 
was involved amongst others. She herself told me this being under the 
impression that she would seen be released. Consequently she was sent with 
the next transport to ROTENSBRUECK to be liquidated. Men I asked BORGEKEHN 
where ROLEND was he said: 	"I have liquidated her by sending her to 
WaMSBRUECK. The fereienors are net worth much more than being liquidated". 

I have seen BUTZA-EISTM search the foreign labour women who came back 
fr_M the fish-coimendo for food an cigarettes. 	If she found something, 
she lae the person concerned, deprived her of her food, and usually asked 
that she be given 14 days arrest. 

Sometimes, usually in the morning BUR:e77,T6T7R came into the rooms 
of the foreigners and asked whe wanted to repert sick. Those who did so 
were deprived of their fat r-etion. 	BISII.RK worked in close co-operation with 
ROME and TESSMA.NN. 	She vral th, confidence of the prisoners, by pretending 
to look after them in a motherly way, -.red then she denounced then to the 
Gestapo. 

I have seen BISIZIS hit the foreigners on several occasions in the 
face, end that she bent them. 

I have often seen MREUZ hit foreigners, especially whilst we were 
bathing and the foreigners telked or did something else which did not meet 
with her approval. 	In this case she would come into the shower room and 
hit rieht and loft. 	Furthermore she cut down the le thine time to five 
einutes, which inclule.1 the dressing and undressing. 

I have seen reule SCHULTE beat foreigners roper telly, she did this 
particularly luring our time off. One of her specialities was to allow 
the foreigners to bring out their mattresses to air, only on rainy days, 
Even if it poured down they could only brine in their mattresses in the evening. 
Once when SCHULTE was conductin- us to the doctor she noticed that a French 
women hr d spoken. Thereupon she beat the girl and turned to us Germsens 
end sdid: "The foreiners must be treated like this, because they do not 
understend anything else". 

I heve often seen BOSCH beat the fereieners. 	She beet them on the 
smallest provocation. 	She told lee that she hel been given orders by a 
Gestapo official once to search e euusien girl and to interrogate her. 
In her own words she said: "I maltreated her terribly, otherwise she 
would never have opened her mouth". 

Since the birth of my children 
rupture of the abdominel inteeuiAents. 
prison nil I reported to th, lector. 

/T g3atiilN 

I hr ve been suf:'ering from a 
condition deteriorated in the 

I w.es examined by Dr. SCHN:Ler.,UF. 
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T- 3SIANN was present during the whele emmainetien. 	He vies an interested 
onlooker. 	the time the rueture wes about 7 cu wide and el-eut 15 cm 
long. 	Dr, SCHIL,IUF looked at the rupture e'n1 ordered abdominal exercise. 
I asked him for a bandeee but di,' not r-ceive one. 

On the occasion of this visit I wetchel the following incident. A 
Russian 	

• 

woman was brought to the loetor, ohe wrs suffering frem open wounds 
on the back which resulted frem an ipterregatien. One weunl wes large 
enough to out a fist into it. Dr. SCHNAUF leekel at the wounds and said 
that it wets not so tad, the medical orderlyi:iX had to do the dressing. 
The wounds were festering as they had not been.  bandaged for days. MAU 
did not clean the wounds at all, he only put a little white powder en them 
ond a piece of gauze and fastened this with two pl.  sters. 	He asked 
BIDI.EISTM TO assist him but BITL7,T...3T';IZ refused to do so and slid that the 
Russian was to dirty. 	I offered 	to help him and therefore I could 
watch everything. 	The bendeee w.s not faatenel correctly and when the 
Russian got up the bandage fell lean. 	Thereulon :ell said: 	"She must do it 
herself". 	The Russian had to dress and./es led te her cell. 	The drawers 
of the Russian weman were entirely covered with blood ond pus. I asked 
BUT11. 73IA7R to give her another -eeir but she enswered th-.t I should leave 
this to her. 	It is not yet neceseary, the drawers are not yet dirty enough. 
This Russian woman belonged to a group .of six Russian girls who allegedly 
had been arrested because of looting. After about one week they were sent 
away for annihilation. 

On this o6oasion I want to mention that allaYTH told me - that she 
together with BORMi..ENN beat up the six Russian women after they had arrived, 
although they had already been beaten when they had been interrogated by 
the Gestapo. She also said that they would certainly be hanged. 

During the diphtheria epidemic in Winter 1944/45, the patients were 
treated as follows: When Au ascertained that anybody was ill the person 
concerned was brought into the cellar into an unheated cell, without a 
palliasse or blanket. Under these conditions the women had to live until 
they were transfrred into the hospital and sometimes t is lasted 2-3 days. 
I could watch this as I had to serve an arrest punishment at that time. 

While I wee lying in the cellar in the cage cell, a =man was brought 
into the cellar into an arrest cell, she was mentally insane. 	She was 
singing all the night. 	The officiTie did not like this. - One evening when 
she was singing again e female official - whose name I do not remember - 
came into th cellar eccompanied by an SS-a-tn. 	I heard that a bucket we.s 
filled with wr.ter, th-t the cell of the insane woman woe opened and that the 
water was poured out. Therefore I essueed that the weter hod been poured 
over the poor creature. 

This is all I know about FUHLSBT7Tr?l. 

(Signed) Gortrud DIC,H3R. 

SWORN by the said Deponent Gertrud Wilholeine atildu Therese 
veluntF rily at HAABURG, ilarie-Luisenstr. 132, on this tenth 

day of December, 1946, before me 2/Lt WeclewWF:RZBOWSKI, deteiled by 
C.-in-C. British ArAy of the Rhine. 

(Signed) W. Jr;RZBO,rS:a 
Investigating Officer. 

MRTIFFM that this is a true translation from Gorman into 3nglish 
of the Depositien of Gertrud Wilhelmino Lftilde Therese DRZER, marked 

Production No. 21. 

(Signed) ? RAMSEY Sjt. 

for Interpreter 
War Crimes Investie'tion Unit. 
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Deposition No. 	2). 
163 

•THeiISLATI3/r. 	Dgs'OSITISN 

Barbara DCIL'MTZEb  

Deposition of Barbara DOLI;;;FTZEL, female, of Berlin - Zehlenderf, 
In Muhlenfelde 13, affird before major J. Leniewski, Nigeria Regiment, of 
Field Investigation Section, War Crimes GrouT (N.W.E) at Berlin. 

I am Barbara Dollwetzell  born on the 29th Jan. 1920 in Hamburg. 
On the 16th June 1943 I, my mother, and my stepfather were arrested as a 
result of having been denounced by the gestapo agent nlfons 1:AliCK. We 
were put into the FuNisbuttel prison and keet there until our transfer into 
the concentration camp Ravensbruck. In Fuhlsbuttel I got to know the 
Oberaufseherin (chief warden) Schaarschnidt. She was a hysterical and 
brutal woman, who illtreated especially the allied prisoners, took away 
their food at every opportunity and deprived them of their hours of relaxation. 
She denied the foreign women medical assistance. I know of one case in 
particular, when she accused an elderly French woman of shamminF, and did not 
take her to the doctor, although she was waeting away visibly. As far as I 
know this French woman died in the Hamburg remand prison. It should be 
possible to find out the name through r.w mother, who was with her in one cell 
for a short time. I have often seen how Schaarschmidt beat up the French and 
Russian women, beat them into their faces with her fists and hurled them against 
the wall. 

I know the women wardens Bismarck, Wulf, Schulz and Burmeister. 
Bismarck was a confirmed national socialist, which fact ehe stressed 
repeatedly in our presence, and for which reason she especially hated the 
Jews and foreigners. She always approached thellunder the mask of a 
confident of theirs, listened to their conversation and reported what she 
had heard to the Gestapo. More than anybody else she hated the French, 
whom she used to punish for every little tainc! by depriving them of their 
food and by ilitreating them. I know of one case, where, in collaboration 
with the Gestapo, the woman agent Gerda Gromberg was taken into the cell of the 
French woman Gerda 	 so that she could listen to what she was talking 
about. As a result of V.smarck's report, this Gonda 	 was later on 
taken to Ravensbruck where she died. The woman warden 'Sulf didn't take 
sick prisoners to the doctor because she was too lazy. Wulf, who was 
warden over Russian and Polish women, has frequently beaten then and 
ill treated them severely. 

The warden Ella Schulz was made up to chief warden later on. She 
beat up especially severely the Russian and Polish prisoners. I remember 
the Ukrainian prisoner Anna Korjak, who told me that she had been beaten 
into the face with fists by Schulz so soverely that she had collapsed. 

I know the woman warden ]Suzlleister. 	She, too, frequently denied 
modical assistance to the sick. I remember the case of Tatjana Stugel, 
who suffered from fainting fits and was so weak that she could no longer 
take advantage of the hours of relaxation, and should have been in hospital. 
This woman too, she denied medical aid. Furthermore, Burmeister 
frequently beat the prisoneIs. 

Of the SS-men who worked in Fuhlsbuttel, I especially remember the 
Transnortbegleiter (guard of transnorts) 	 he used to beat the  
Russians, Poles, Frenchmen and Jews wita his hands and kick them wit.: his 
feet. I myself saw during a transport how he belaboured a Russian sdth 
his fists and kicked him until he collapsed covered with blood. In the 
room where they were waiting for interrogation, prisoners were standin and 
sitting with their faces turned towards the wall. When he thought that 

/they 
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they had been talking a?.ongst themselves, he jumped up and hit the;: with his 
fist in the neck, so that they bashed their faces against the wall. I 
saw that orsclf. 

:n ;.:y case I was interrogated by the Gestapo officials Gronwold, Knuth 
rulTieddcnin. 

I ,y-self was not beaten during the interrogations, but I saw other 
prisoners return into the Spiegelsaal with their faces completely 
covered with blood and all beaten up. Neddonin said to me that they 
had to apply this assistance against thick headed prisoners. 

(sgd) Jarbara Dollwctzel. 

:affirmed by the said deponent jarbara Dollwetzcl, voluntarily at 
Berlin on the 12th February 1947 before me, i.major J. Leniewski, Field 
Investigation Section, star Crimes Group (N.W.E) 

(sgd) Leniowski, Liajor 
Investigating Officr. 

Certified that this is a true translation from German into English 
of the deposition of Barbara Dollwetzel, iaarked Deposition No. 29 

H. B.LOR. 
27th February 1947 (signed) F.J. Kelley 

Captain. 
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Translation ef 	 Deposition No. 20 

DEPOSITION 

of 

Kurt  

Dopositi.-- n on oath of Kurt Willi 	male of 	 15, 
Bundesstrasse 4-0, sv..ern before 2/Lt 	WIER2-,30e-SKI, Polish Forces„ of 
liar Crimes InvestiL:r.s.ti.h Unit, at 	on this twenty first day of 
January, 1947. 

I am Kurt Willi 	born at GROEN nerr VI1GES.:.a..,-. on 12.5.1915. I 
am an atheist. I a-.1 a .ercantile c..iployee by ccupation. I am married 
and have 2 children. I did not belong to the VISDAP nor any ether ITS 
organisation. 

Before 1933 I was a i.Lember of the coot unistic Youth move..ient. In 
connection vrith .this I was already arrested in .hpril 1933. I -.7 as that 
time for three months in prison in hiZIBURG. 

For the second tine I 	arrested on the 27th Seta-Aber 1934. I 
was sentenced to 3;-12- years taprisonment. I paid this ounishmcnt in 
FUhISBUEITTII, In the Untersuchungselaungnis 
HANITOVM-SiND and NIAL.1-1.!,:iTM. On tho 30 November 1937 I was released. 
I c 	toCethor with my old comradc:: and we used to o,cet aEain. I 
helped sons comrades., 	stayed at :.1:r..aria illegally. ..2herefore I waz 
arrested on the 23 June 19/44. and wao zent to FUEL63UETTEL. I re,-Jained 
there until the 6th March 1945 and vr.3 transferred to the Untersuchungs-
gefaengnis H.LaURG. I was released in May, 194.5. 

'When I arrived in FUHLSB1JLTTL1 I was sent to a collar in solitary 
confinment. I remained there for about 2 weel:s. Thore I beer_ to  
acquainted with the .3-uard 11rEi.. He was feared in the whole house becnise 
of the beatings. I often heard in ivj cell haw he ill-treated people. 

ater t 	-.-seeks I vies fransr., -.7re.. to L2 room 6. I remained there 
until a week before :Iv transfer 'to the Untersuchungsgefaengnis (roE•o?..nd 
prison). Next-door to me, in room 5, there were most Frenchmen. 41.-)art 
from this there 'Jere Poles, Italians and Jews in 1i2. During 	time of 
imprisonment there, I daw the following officials beatings 01M)  ROLTTG:11, 
S".LIZE, 	 STUAVE and BiaCTELS. For beating they have mostly used 
t!-.,.eir long iron keys, they have also mal-treated their victims by kicking. 
Mostly foreign prisoners were beaten.. The c.cin reason for the beating was, 
that they often could not understand ,r,:ers and did not carry them out 
quickly eneuo.h. I several timessiitnessed how prisoners were beaten until 

they were bleeding or fell unconsciously on to the ground. 

The cemmandant TF.,331.ii.lir seldom beat prisoners himself, but I heard 
several times that ho gave orders to the guards, to beat this or the other 
prisoner. This happened mostly .i.-hen the food was collected end referred 
to a foreigner. During the journeys for the intorro._-,c.tion, I learned the 
methods of the transport fuehrer RE??IN. He struck and kicke: all the 
prisoners. In connection with this I should like co mention a particular 
caso. I.t the end of January 194.5 a young prisoner was sent to mak hall. 
On his transport he c-,uld not understand an order given by PaIDPIIK. 
Thereup, n 212Pilli kicked him several times in the sto..:(711. ;Ls a consequence 
of this ill-treatment he had suffered from internal 'Laemorrh.e...le and died. 
after 3 

I should like 	mention a special examplo of the brutality of 
ST.LiG[E. One Saturday mornint: in November 1944 we paraded down in the 
corridor in front of oTaiG,...:'s of i'ice for distri2nition of ,-.3i.L.,arettcs. A young 
Russian ',/as oleaniric' the floor %cad. stoiffec rm tux *c: s foot 'oy acoisient. 
Thercuoon VANGE teat r:ad kicked hL.i 'rata he reInte,Iieo _ ]liseH unconscious. 
Then he cave the follovini-: order to somo guards. 

/Take 

or 4 drys in our roo4i. 
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"Take 	r:ary, I will .-scut;; ,- 	L;elf 
	

him later". One of ..f.V cc 
by name 	who later 'Am,. 	 the 
he had seen the :Russian 	, 	,he 	covered 	V:: blood and 
obviously e ad 

In Station .".2 in aiLSBUL''..27-.LIL I have seen tde interro.,2atcrs of the 
Gestapo, ii,3ivSCHEL and J..iiaflv durin,i; the interrogation. They especially 
interrogated foreigners. They -..•;orked in the depart.ient of breakinc 
works-contracts. They alvirys uscl t beet vd.th rubber truncheons raid 
stool rods. 

In august 1944 I 17[,..s 	 Dr. SCY.,:..-.P17).11UF for. ex.a.ainatien 
regarding to the ability of 	in e • 	On that dr2v 	a-ccut 
40 pers,-, ns, Ger.Lanz and foreigners. Ile r.I.:!`y3 ha to 	into the 
roc:: in groups of 4. persons.e..,:he 	 called cut our n 
and Dr. SCH131.Pi'1,UT signed our ability witheut havint: a look at us. 
1..fter he had signed ho turned to us and asked if we had any complaints. 
If someone told hire of any sickness he always said "They ate excuses, 

now that". On the 	day there were two french ca %/h.) haC 
treated because of venereal diseases. Dr. 3Chii.A131-',1UF refused to see 
them and said to 1.i1,1.1, what I heard 	"I do .1--t 7-ant to see the 
s-iines, let then: die". • 

That is all I can say about ..01TDISIRTITifai.. 

(Signed) Kurt 

By the said deponent Kurt 	 voluntarily at 1-1;,ALIT..;3G, 
on this twenty first day of januc.ry 19117, 	 2/Lt 
firim.;.'hBallSKI, detailed by the C. i C, 	Army of th.; 

(Signed) ',I ..i7-1.1ELI.Z.iS:c.I 
Investi. ,.ting Officer. 

GITATIFIED that this is a true translc.tion frof. (7:-er..r..n into 1ln: lish 
of the deposition of Kurt 	:larked depostion ;-:. 20 

(Signed) 	13. 1...,eiber, 

. Interpreter. 
'War Crimes •Investi.::Ltion .Unit. 
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Translation  1)e, _Jsition No. 28 

••••••••••••■• 

cf 

_7erto. MINS.  

Deposition en oath of Tali Else Berta. MINS, faaale of EMBLEM-
GROSS PIATBERG Ebertallee 174., sv.-crn '.-)efore 2/Lt. Vaclaw 
-,IERZBOVISICE I  Polish Perces, of "..ar crimes Investigati Unit, 
at NA-0MM iiaxia Luisetlstrasse 132 'Lla this twelfth day of Dec. 46. 

as ElLi. Eisc Berta IIEINS, nee :SUELLIII, burn at LATONA. on 6.11.10. 
I an an.. atheist. 	T all a house-wife by occupation. 	I did not belong 
to the NSDAP or any other NS organisation. 

I vas a member of the cu'I'lunistic yt_uth organisation.. Owing, to my 
political attittleI w?.s arrested in kia,y 1934.: 	After 5 wocits 
released. 	The second time I vas arrested for 12 days, in 1935. 	I 
vas arrested for the third time on the 15.1.37. 	I eras sent to FUla.S3UETTEL 
and remained there until the 30.3.37. Fran mere I ca:ac to the 
Untcrsuchungsgefaengnis (Zeiaand Prison) and N70.3 sentencet: t•._ 2 years 
imprisonment in November. I served 7.1y sentence in FI.MSBUETY7L and was 
released on 17.1.39. 	Sillee 194_2 I was a iadaber of a resistance group. 
On the 4.4.44 I was arrested and 	sent to the police prison PUBISMETTEL. 
There I remained until the middle of April and then was transferred tc 
KIEL-HASSE. 	On the 3.5.4.5 I 7;as released. 

In FUIJT$RUETTEL I was in strict solitary confinement, and so I could 
not observe many incidents. I only witnessed tne following, occurancess 

All prisoners 	afraid of Paul REPPIEN, Transpertfuchrer because 
of the -aany beatinEs. For inst-nce, on the first day already I saw him 
xicicing, a Danish vxmtu-1, about 21 years of age, who was in the 7th month 
of her pregnancy, because she could. not vralx quietcly cnow:h. The girl 
collapsed and v.as lying, on thee floor. ILEPPIEN order :d 1-ier to stand up 
and as she could not do EV_ , he beat her with his fists. 

Two c ells next to mc was a French wou:231 in solitary confinement, vtheY‘s 
seriously ill. I often hoard when I3ISURK and BORGEUZIT went into her 
cell and when they found the girl laying in bed a  they beat her. 

One day I was brought into the cell of Marichen :LARTENS. On this 
occasion I heard loud cries from the room for French people and say. 
BORGSLiNN and BISIUL1K Going in there. I heard the clap of beatings 
and I Know s  that afterwards all the inmates of the ream •.-iere deprived 
of their foods  for three days. 

During the leisure hour I' several times saw how BIL:IMIST.Eit, !301 GE 
BIStILIIK and SCHULZ were beating foreiol women. Polish and Russian. 
women Were particularly ill-treated. 

That is all I can say about FUHLSBMTVEL. 

Elli I-SINS 
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ATPIRHED by the said depenent Elli Elsc ,erta 3B INa vuluntarily at 
HASBURG Lusisenstv...sso 132, un tAs twelfth day of Decerher 1946, 
194.6, before -.1e, 2/Lt ifaclaw lazz,.30..,`,,i;.1, detailed by the C. in C. 
British Army 	the Rhino. 

(sicma) 	maLLIa'SKI 
Investivatint, Officer. 

CERTIFIED that this is a true trr.n.slation from GerAt-li int, Eni:liz;h of 
the deposition of Elli Else orta BINS, TiLrxed 	 26. 

(sEd) • 

Interpreter. 
is 	Cri,Acs Investiation Unit. 

• 
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DEPC SITU  

of 

Oao_ter HOCHMUTH  

Deposition of Walter HOC-EL:i, male, of Berlin-Charlottenbur 5, 
Heinrich von St.T.nar-Stra 48, &Tinned before Major J. LEIJILIS1d, 
Nigeria Regiment 	1.leld Investigation Section, War Cri.s.ios Group (NWE) 
at Berlin, 

I am Walter HOCHMUTE, born on 14Feb 1904 at Roichcnbach (VOGTLAND). 
In December 1942 I was taken out by the Gostapo of an Interment Caci.p 
in Southern France. I was taken to Hamburg, which used to be my permanent 
residence until I emigrated in 1934. 

I have been in the Gestapo Prison FUMSBUETTEL near MANBURG since 
21 Mar 1943 until 10 Jan 44. I was a political prisoner. Later on I 
was condemned to 5 years ponetcntuary by the Volksgcrichtshof in 
POTSDAM because of high treason. 

The following crimes against humanity were vritnossed by me while I was 
in FUHLSBUETTEL; 

A. General Crime. 

Translation of 

1. One of the worst SS Wienwas Transportfuchrer Paul RE1:IN. Hw was helped 
by two others. ILIPIN was knoo:n amongst the French comrades as "Monsieur 
torriblo" or "lc double metro". One of his condederatos had the nick-
name "Sorbolboin". These throe ill-treated the prisoners without 
exception, oven women and girls in the most disgusting manner. Every 
olorning several lorries loaded oith prisoners were taken to the 
Stadthaus for the so-called "presentation". The prisoners were chained 
to each other and “orc led through the house to the so-called "Spiogelsaal" 
(mirror room). The room was called "Spiogclsaal" because the prisoners 
had to sit on long benches opposite an empty wall. If the smallest 
movement or a whispered ;.ord oas observed by one of these 3 SS-men, the 
worst punioha 	 handed out. Kicks, with hands and feet, standing 
upright and still for hours with the face to the wall until the prisoner 
conserned broke down woro the methods of t-ause Sadistic bS-guards used 
to satisfy themselves. I noticed that 1-6]:Ta and his fricnes were 
specially keen cn Russians, Poles and Frenchmen. Jews were not considered 
human beings by those 'oeasts. 

2. The Commandant of the Gestapo prison, RHODE (predecessor of TESS.ANW) 
personally beat up prisoners until they wore bleeding all over. Also 
his hatred was specially concerning Russians and Poles. 

3. In December 1942 many cases of paratyphoid (Flocktyphus) started in. 
the FUBI6BUETTEL prison. The prison was closed. The hygienic con-
ditions were so bad that very many deaths occurred, especially amongst the 
Russian and Polbs. The mm -he was mainly responsible for these 
conditions was the SS-doctor Dr. SCHTAPPAUF. 

B. Concrete Cases: 

1. Tnliarch or April 1943 I lived toether in one cell with the Hungarian 
ViLauo VOERUES. vomoLs had been arrested because of suspected 
of the Gornan r;ar power. tie was a arbor b;' profession an, 	

weakcning 

the barber's shoo SCiL.J.DT, Rocdingsaarot. The parents 
are coiled BiLoG.,, and }.ivy: in -2,-A:o6:_; LTTEL. He himself lives there as 

of hin1TocLien  

a lodger. I know that he s severely ill-treated by Gestapo officials 
in the Stadthaus. Also the menbers of his political irroup, whc wore ill 
Hungarians %/Q.:C. severely ill-treated. Amorv:st them was a tailor who was 

/living 
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living in H:...i,i231.r:G since, a los:, tii is r..nd 	had been a member of the 
Internationo.1 :Brigade in the Spanish Civil war. VO:21011.> who is pr..bably 
still living in JUL: 111C will- be able Lc r;iv., the names of the resp.:•hsiblo 
Gestapo officials. 

2. 	During an interr, ,ca:.ion 	a Frenchman in the Star.] thaus I Was used 
a an interpreter by qestr,,p official. I had an opportunity to lock 
into the files. I could see tha'o this I'renchman whe 	vroftin6  it 
factory in J'afff.:14:, was 1-_,n friendly ter la with a Russian woman wh,.. 
frem 	 rding t. the riles this Russian woman interested 
the Frenehi.,an concerned in C 	 paper, written by this iiussian 
woman apparently contrined sousi.icieus %.,erds, was found by an inferr.ier. 
Both of them were ,arr. stod. During in interrogation they found out 
that she was n: t. only a ,:iussir:n 	also a Jewess. The Gestapo 
official the led the interro7,atien ordered the alussian worlo.n to be sent 
to a liquidation ca-mp. 	Prenehman was released with a warning after 
soul weeks' imprisonment. The na:-.1e of thls Gestapo official can be 
obtained from KaroL2.1\lat, who ::as under arrest because of preparation 
of treas.m. She had. boon r.).:,4arded sever-1 years of penetentuary. Sho 
was used, hwoever, as a typist in the rooms of the Gestapo. 

the saae tiiie when I was arres..;ed in March 1943 a young Frenchma.-. 
called Jacques TIi IU i was arrested as well. .i,fter 6 months it was 

found. cut that TI .Li;RI6.3.-,3 had been arrested by mistake because ef a r.ix 
:f 	 he was interroEated hit uas accused of boincr the 

leader of the ?axis Jungkc;:imunisten (Col-1.-Lunist Youths). THILtISS:L; said 
that it was not so -khich was the truth, but nevertheless ho was very 
severely ill-treated. ,,fter his release THLVISSE was employed as a 
steward by a ..:tOSTOCI.:. ship ownert:.-; fin::. If he is still alive his 
statement will help to find the responsible Gestapo officials. 

4. 	In FUffi.JSBULITT:la I mvi.ie the acquaintance of the Ukrainian Nikolr.d. 
UDICZ UDICZ was r. Jungkommunist from htiOil (Lemberg). He was interrc.gated 
by the Gestalt.:. official TLEG17... UDICZ was severely ill-treate! by 
TELGE and his helpers. 	weeks L'terwards one could see the marks 
on his body. 

the beginninL; of Oct .ber 1943 the: Dutchman Dirk LLT:Ci. :STItill tot 
VOORST was br:ught int.-) the prison. This Dutch comrade was employed by 
the Swedish c onsulate in ItijilBURG. He was accused of hell-ing the 
cnoccr. Ho arrived as a c—Ipleto healthy person. ;Ater several 
"interrogations" by the C-estapo in the Stadthaus ho fell sick and h.c•L' to 
take to his bed. He was ordered to cypear for another "interrogation". 
I who was at the tine foreman of the room, reported to the 66-:;u2.,rd 
on duty that tot VOORdr was ri-t in a k.sition to get up from his bed. 
The Sanitactswacht.Lister, -;.hs was rest. risible, said that he was not 
really sick and was only utting it on and forced him in his very baa 
state of health tc start a journey in the prison lorry, to the HAtaer.RG 
Stadthaus. Ho crme back in the evening in a very bat.: 	 .r_Lho 
next day I asked 1.-r medical 	The Gestapo doctor, Dr. SCH 
found it beyond his standing te acme and see us in the station. Ho 
definitely ordered the prisoner to coilu tc his room. The prisoner was 
;-,11.L.•;xte,.7. by 	o-lra:es and tolcGn up to the doctor. He got several 
ills. ghat was all tIle doctor did. The next day his condition became 

much w rsc. In tho course of the hl7rning I reported several times and 
asked for him to be taken to the hospital immediately, however, nothing 

70a1?,ST died. '.2ho 	lt for his death rests :.ith 	SCHNIXPIXF. 31 tot 
happened. On 25 October 1943 at 1230 hrs, midday, Dirk L;LLA'ISTI 

(Si,g1(.:(1) 
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4.FFIRLED by the saic, Deponent Jaiter HOCI-LUTH, 
voluntarily at MR-LW on 13th February 1947, 
before 	4. 14.71, SKI, 	 Inves- 
tigacion Sucti 	Crimes Group 

	

Si,-;ric.i) J. 	 kiajor, 
Investigating Officer. 

CERTIFIZD that this is a true translation 
fro,: Gentian 	i;nglish of the Deposition 
of Waltor hOCHC.UTH, hiarke Deposition No. 6. 

(Signed) 
G.L. 

Investigating Officer. 
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Dee siti n Ne, 31  

-OJ 

Of 

laC?Ue:1 	 endre ,-ROCITeED 

Deposition on oath of qeorges jebriel 	 enle, 82, Rue 

Charles Lafitte, MUILLY 	eeiee, sworn before 2/Lt Iecl-w UIERZBUSKI, 

Polish Perces, of ;far Criee. Inv-Istieeti.n Unit at FARIS, on this 12th Day 

of Pebruary, 1947. 

I am Georges Gabriel AAre ITOCHLRD, barn en 16 Juhe, 1894, at VICHY. 

I am catholic. 	I am direct er of a c'elema comparv. 	I am elarried and I 

have no children. 

I have been arrested in P;:,RTS on 31 August, 1942, on an alleged cherge 

of espionage. 	First I have been detained for 17 days in the prison "de la 

Sante"  at PARIS. 	On the 17 September I heve been jailed at the FUHLSBUETTEL 

Prison. 	I remained there u..til July, 1943. 	:,fter the great air-raid on 

liaiBURG in July, 1943, I 	been transferred to the NEUENCiLiEE Camp where 

I stayed until the 30th 2.e1 17  Aber, 19:e3. 	On this day I have been brought 

back to FUHLSBUETTEL where I stayed entil the end of November, 1944. Then 

I have been released from jal and yet iui,e the stree;s of ad113URG. 	i,fter 
a few days I found a job in e carep of French, Dutch and BelEium workers. I 

stayed there until the liberetion 	British treepo, 

I have not been interr,getea during my detention in France. 	I have 

been interrogated for the fiest tIme eftce my arrival in the Gestapo HQ 

At HAMBURG. Frim. Sekr. HieiLER was v first interrogator and after his 
departure to the East front 7n 1944, Kriu. Kola. WINDEL. 	Ihave not been 

beaten during interrogation b'it: I heerd oeeple crying in other rooms And 

coming out I h.vo soon peopl. with marks of blows. Also fellow prisoners 
who have been in the sar.i; ce'l af. myself told oc that they have been tortured 

during interrogations and they shwed me trreee of blows, 	They were: 

1. A Polish reserve officer whose moo vs POVER. He has been arrested 
for espionage fn HArii31.1, 	He has been brutalized by 4 Gestapo 

offioirae who beet him up with rubber truncheons and sticks. Thoy 
beat him with their f. ots aed boxed his ears. 	I have seen him one 

evening when he come L ck to the cell. His face was massacred, he 

had wounds at the eyebrows, on the cheeks and at the jaw. The lob 

of his eer WRO leutilal  A, !..s )7eck and buttock were bruised by blows, 

the skin was literally turn off ,  

2. A Norwegian ceanunist -elle has been arrested in Denmark. He has 

been knocked down during the first interrogation which resulted 
in 	ctlicOr ' 	- 

I met during the 'r.ns-.)rt 	 ,r-Eorwnras brat 

to the prison guard named Pc.ul REPPIT14 who was feared by all the prisoners. 

I hrve seen him many times beat men and women, 	He beat with his fists, he 

kicked and he used a rubber ';runcheon, 	I have seen several times that 

people fell down after hf.s bows. 	have seen as well that some of them 

were bleeding from their noses end ears. I es always handcuffed when I 

vres taken for interrogatiens, 	rehe handcuffs were taken off when I was 

to be interrogated and put beck be ore the departure. 

I have been interned at statism A 	in the prison cf FUHLSBUETTEL. 

I have been all the time in e cell and not in e. hall. Sometiees I had 

e..xapenien like the Pelt; and Norwegian, mentioned above, but the most 

of the  time I w's alene. 	Liediec2pline ef the prison vas very severe 

based on brutality and tereer, 	I 7  ry often heard screaming men and 

women who were ber  ten. 	The guards, whose nemes I mostly de not 

/reeember 
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remember any more, beat prisoners wherever they ',let them: in the corri'iors, 
during the wrak, at the b'.th, in the stores etc. 	They wore beating with 
fists, kicking rm.'. using rubber truncheons. The rcr.sons were nearly always 
very light, for inst-.nce somebody, d'r„d to sper.k a worll or to to turn the 
heal. 	I have often seen the Coao- nd-nt TESSiki:,NN boat -,?risonerJ who were 
brought to him. 

I would like to add that luring my whole 'lctention at FUHLiBUT3TTEL 
my parcels were stolen by the Gestapo as I received only :ale parcel out 
of three. 	In the sumc wry I received only one letter out of four and this 
at severrl month intcrvr.ls and three or four 	once. 

This is all I oan sr.y about FUHLSBUETTEL. 

(Signed) G. CROCHARD 

SWORN by the sad Deponent Georges Gabriel Andre CROCILRD, 
voluntarily at F$.RIS, on this 12th day of February, 1947, before me 
2/Lt WrclawrWIERZBOWSKI, detailed by C.—in—C. British :.ray of the Rhine. 

(Signed) W. WIERZBGiSKI. 
Investigating Officer. 

CERTIFI9D that this is a true translation from French into English 
of the Deposition of Georges G^briel Andre CROCH:.RD, marked Deposition No. 31. 

• (Signed) W. WI.!;RZBOiSKI. 

Field Invostiutin Section 
War Crimes Group (N E) 

WIERZBOWCI, 2/Lt.) 
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Translation of No. 32 

MPOjITION 

of 

Gu_,rees Brune. De2n.L.  

Deposition of oath of Geor;es Brune, n,oun.L, ialo, 37 rue de 1.aubeuge 
RIRIS 9., sworn before 3/Lt 	.,"1.-1Tano.i•sTa, Relish Perces, of jar Crime 
Investigation Unit at PIS :41 this 12th day of February, 194.76 

I r.ia Georges Bruno DearDr,, born on the 7 Dulyte;:ib,r, 1919 e.t Poi IS. 
I rsa free thinking. 	I f..71 	reelonel delegate of the P.1Z.L. 	I em a 
bachelor. 

I have been arrested in France in July 1942, for anti-nezi .:activities 
and underground press. 	I have b;en jailed in France and in January, 194.3 
I have been transferred to Geri.r.ny and jailed in 1-L111311.G. 	I remained 
there until .•hpril, 194.3. 	Then I have been sent to a labour Ca..11p in H;1 BURG 
I have been re-arrested in October, 194.3, and jailed in the PUHLSBITETTEL 
prison. I stayed there until Oct _ter, 1944. Then I have been role: e el and 
sent to a 1 bour camp, where I rem inc.: until 	.-:nd of the war. 

lifter ,ay arrival at 1-1,1-1.13UliG T h-  ye been interregeted several times by 
the Gestapo. 	1.iy interrogator 'WC. S 1 certain ABSCH12DT (?). 	e.BSCIE.iIDT was 
in charge of the French cases and he interrogated my colleagues as well. 
,..B3CHeIDT has beaten MO during th interrogetions, he was using his hands and 
his rubber truncheon. ify cAler::ues told no that they have also been beaten 
b! i,EK,OHLaDT during the interrogations: 	Pa. ther NICOT, 	jesuit, Rene GOWN, 
7.nd ;,rthur LW :WE, who died in 	 I have seen elyself :.rthur 
LEITEQU?, after an interrogation. 	He etas terribly beaten and he had a deep 
wound on his forehead from a blow with a truncheenr  

During the trensperte for interrogation- I met Paul liEl)PI3N who was in 
charge of the transport in FUHLJBUIT.TML. ..,11 the prisoners were afraid of 
him. 	He beg t =11 the prisoners, ;elle, and femele, with. out any reason at 
all. 	Ho was beating with his fists, kicking -n1 using- somettees rubber-- 
truncheon. During :ay see end stay in PUHLSBU=1L I have been in a hall 
in block ,,• 	illiPPITIT cane seiieti..les and Dr brad all prisoners to go ,elt in 
the yard. There they had to run and 1 y down into the vr.ter, the mud, 
the snow and this was geini: on fir hours. 

During Jay first st:.y t FUHL3HrJ7TTEL The ye been in solitary c.:nfinr nt 
in block B. , and I cculd not see many things. 	During ,ay second stay I 
have been for about 9 months in a. hall together with 7renchien, 
Russi ns, Poles, Belli; no r a ni so n. 	I ha.  ye often seen guards  ill- 
tro: ting prisoners. 	They lid it in the halls, in the corridors, luring walks 
etc. 	I reueiabcr especially two ;::uerds who were e.etly feared by the 
prisoners: ROETTCZR Friedrich and WM, Carl. I have very often seen 
them beet prisoners f_x very elieht offences or without any reason at ell. 

I want to add that I reeenber now tho name no HORMAIMDT (?), who 
w- s a Gestr po official ni in ch;..r:je of the sect . 	for foreigners. 	He 
is responsible fertile cp eta t i n 	Prencb.,,,n to concentration and 
labour ceraps. 	Some 	 in the caeaps 	_thers cane rack to 
Franco very ill aril are ill up t ; now. 	I lzreee that it is HOI2NeIRDT who 
is responsible for their deports ti a.s r.iy celleegues told no that they 
have been interroge tea' by 'TURN...Fe:Tit% He asked then a few questions and then 
was telling thee, I ao.i sem:line 	ouch or such a ceiep. 	after 3 or 

days these 4. peeple 'were trensp.rtte'. te the camp. 	:et the end I vrnt to 
add that there wr.s 	:!- T7f1,,,, 7;.r1T7211,L 	sar 	 correct. 
This w- s JO-MU :filly. 	I h,- ve never seen him Leet•ng or ill-tae .tin` 
prisoners. 	He vr.s 	 i.e re frcochm than anybody else. 

/Thet 
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That is all I can say about FUHLSBUETTEL. 

(Signed) G. Bruno D.i.ODieL 

3;0RN by the said Deponent Georges Bruno a.U111.L, voluntarily at 
R,RIS on this twelfth day of February, 1947, before me, 2/Lt 4aclaw 
dIERZBO/SKI, detailed by C.-inC. British -rAy of the Rhine. 

(Signed) 
InveatiLting Officer 

CERTIFIED that this is a true tr'.nslation from German int..: ',nr,lish of 
the Deposition .)f G. Bruno axua,L, marked Deposition No. 32 

(Signed) /. iDIRZB0/6KI 
Interpreter 

Field Investigation 6ection 
Cri:f,es Group N.iE. 
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Translation of 	 ,siti-n NL. 16 

DE2OSITI ON 

of 

van  MEUAN Adrianus Martinus  

Deposition on oath of van LEEUWEN Adrianus Hartinus, male, of 
ZO7TTMliOUDE, SChonkOtacE 25, sworn before Capt F. I. liARMF,R, General List, 
of War Crimes Investigation Unit BAOR, at ZOETERdOUDE en 31 Jan 1947. 

4 name is Adrienus liarinua 	LTIEUWEN, born at ZOEFERUDE, 8th 
April, 1922, by occupation gardener, unmarried, living Schenkelwe;] 25, 
ZOETERWOUDE. I am of Roman Catholic faith and Dutch nationality. 

In 1942, I was obliged to co to work in H.d.iI3URG/Germany. 	In January, 
1943, I wns arrested by the GerAan Police, because I refused to werk for the 
German Anti Aircraft Guerd. The Gestapo interrogated no and without having 
been in front of P. court of justice, they sentenced me and I was taken to 
FUHLBUETTEL. 	I stayed there for three )r four weeks, 	Then I was transported 
from FUHLSBUETTEL to +--11ii-ELKST3nG. 	I wes there three ..lent'es and then wont back 
to RUPLSBUETTEL prison. After two or three weeks we had to build fences 
for the Germans. 	I did so for about five or six weeks. 	Then we has to co 
back to the prison of FUHLSBUETTEL, where I stayed till the liberation. 
SJMO weeks before the liberation in 1945,. the prisoners were evacuated froa 
FUTTLSBIETTEL to KIEL, except those who had built the defences, so I had to 
stay in FUEGSBUETTEL too. 	Shortly after that, I was rele'escd by the Gestapo, 
who had sentenced ae. 

I recenize the photeeraph you show ffiC of .illy TES&ANN, as the 
Comaandant of the prison in FUHLSBUTMEL. I pers:nally often saw him 
beat and kick prisoners. 	They were ef all neti,nalitics and he bent them 
with his hands an with a rubber truncheon, wherever he c_uld hit them. 
He beat them all, especially Poles and Itali -.ns, but alse Germans. 	any 
times I have seen that the prisoners were kicked between their legs and then 
they fell down on the ground and were trod on their faces by T366. ;,NN. When 
we had to evacuate from WHILHELMSBURG, vie wore eblie;ed to bring away the 
properticis'of the guards, that were not lust in the fire of the beabardaent. 
Then two Italians put seme cigarettes into their pocket. 	TESSKiANN saw this 
happening and called the tw.,  to come to him rn: when they were at a distance 
of about three metres, he shot them down. 	When via had done our best, via 
got every Sunday three cigarettes. ITeJSK,NN wns always there, when we 
got the cig'-rettes and more than one time it happened th-t, if a prisoner 
did not salute correctly, he was be' ton in his face. 

In TIL11,311-3BUTIG once a mon*, von 3.i3EJITZ BEHR end the ceaAanlant 
TESSMANN came to inspect the prisoners. This wrs once a month as a rule, 
when the barracks were insp cted. Then they went through the whole camp 
and meanwhile they beat with all they could :;et, everyone whom they felt 
like beatilv; at the moment, 	I do nut remember the name but the photo you 
show me is that one of the man, who cine with the conmandant for the 
inspect ion. 

The photo you stew ae, marked Paul REETTN, is the inn well known to 
is as "Lange Paul". Ho was transpertfuehrer and brought the prisoners 

away from different Gestapo Offices to FITHL3P,T.T7TTEL. 	When he guarded 
on my transport, it happened often when I l'eke.: roung, that he bent ma  

in the face. 	He w=' .s the worst of all. 	For saallest thing he beet with his 
hands very he,  vily. 	For instance when we h-1 to rise in the morning 
he cane into the room and if there was somebody still 	on his bed, 
then he draw ilLa out of his bed and gave hiCO a severe beating. 	The dr-Y 
I wns transported fr,m the Gestapo office te FuLlsbuettel by LNG Paul, 

/we were 
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we were beaten by him wmrl, the whole day. I e, 
were beaten by him, had their noses full cf bleer. 
beat all foreigners. 	He cepeciallj lor.-:cd out 
give them extra severe beat-:.ngs, 

I recognise the photos of UlrC% SCAkTkUP2 and 5-.e: 	yet,  show me, 
as the doctor and his assistant of the prison of 77e'!:,e,&,:e7,, 	The doctor 
never gave the prisoners bandages or oter medical 	he :.e; them walk 
till they stopped and they Jere then breught to the 3: k 	eleire moat ef 
them died. The deae bodies gencraly remeined on r 1770 deys t:.ere among 
the other sick people, before they wore buried, 

Once my stomach was troubling me end I esked tIn eetor for some 
tablets, but he did not examine me and aid not give the tablets either, 	reli 
assistant toOk even less trouble than tee doctor 1,ireee.f,. he eed the deco 
did not take care of ill German either. 	I cenno ce 4e4_fe.  s-eeceel ceeeez; 
of the assistant of the doctor. 

The photo of Helaut HME, you show me, I de eeeem2.-eas the man 
who was often on duty with the womea, 	He h-s eft en ',eeten us anA servo 
times he has beaten me with a r&b-r-st,!-1-_'. 	1 h-ee- 	eeen h'ee beat 
women with the stick and pail their. hair. I hevseee Let the women ho 
had 	 d d beaten, had bleeding noses and men he ha I701-,en 	eeound with 
4en wounds on their faces. 

The photo of Carl TITIUS, ye_ 	-- 7 	 t'et of a 
guard, I have only seen in the kitchen. 	He was genere7 _y 	;.ee kite'len 
at the distribution of food. 	When he saw bays, who were :eee:: -eieh their 
little pan for some food, he commanded them to fail inwith their pan in the 
evening and then he gave them for a heTf hour punishment-:Till; 	I have seen 
many times, that boys, who passed him without ELluln,?:, 	a blow in their 

fRce from him with his hand. 

- The photo df Carl 07,27,, you show me, I recegze as that of the man 
who-  has beaten much with his rifle. He was guerd and a._ways orxried a rifle. 
Mien we had to prrado and it did net go neffeient-y quickly for his likime 
then he beet everybody with the butt-end of his rifle, whorever he could hit 
them. Ho kicked the prisoners tee, till they fell 4e7ee on nie 

The photo of Georg DITHF,k, you show me, I reoogre., o, that of a 
guard of FUHLSBUETTEL. 	He beet the people with i.is le.210 end '.:;.eked them 

too. 	I have soon him bent the pueple with the rifle tilt, thver fell on the 
ground and after that he tred.en their facers azId on tle ee belly. 	He beet 
everybody. a lot. 	Once he beet me too, because he cared for ee and I 
did not cone to him quickly enough. I once sem him beat a 1-,le with a rAle, 
The Pole then fell on the ground, crane up again end then he kicked the Peio 
against his ankle so that one ankle was broken. 	He was in bca LI the 

siokrroom for a long time. 	I have seen toy how he (1.,)kneoked throe 
teeth out of a prisoner's mouth with his riflo 

The photo of Walter ORTITAITP, you shwa me, 
guerd of FUHLSBUETTEL. He was a beast of men, 
Germans so much, but beet ale fereignero all the , 
with the rifle and kicked vigorously. 	11i:1 no', 

The Photo of Wilhelr,, MINIMS, you show ae, 
a guard of FUHLSBUETTEL, who did not beat so much 
beet may foreigners too, but no Gemans, 

During the bombing of Wilhelusbur,s I uis 
e seller with cern. During the beMbardeent e 

were suffecrted. 	eyes are half blinded by 

con sec badly. 	It wes net allowed to go t. . 

not trerted 

p%, 	who 
' eackeeyes, Ho 

ee? 74elfleee. to 

r3 that of 
He did not beat the 

.:ore. 	-1-:e beat euch 
eee retails. 

I re,-e6nize as that 
vs the otleer ones, 	he 

with ,xs.ny 	peJplo in 
fire st--..ed and meny 
the !,pet of the fire and T 
aer-'eir and later on I was 
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not treated by a doctor either. 	TES&ANN Wr.L3 the c=mndr.nt then. 	TESSILIT 
after the bombardoent c-vo th order to sous c-uards t hunt lo-.m soils 
fusitives and to kill them r.t once. 

(Si7ned) Adrianusvrm IZSEITA'N 

SWORN by the said Deponent v-11 LaiLiEN,A.dri, nue Ijartinus, wauncarily 
Lt ZOF,TERWOUDE, on 31 January, 1947, bef.)ro T.10, apt. F. 11. 'iv:MINER, detailed 
by C.-in-C. BkOR. 

(SignA) P. 	■ LRHER, Capt. 
InvestiEating Ofacer. 

C'IMTIFI13D that this is a true translation fr In Dutch 'Lnt:: English of the 
Deposition of Adrianus biartinus v n ',SEVEN, u7ike3 Dcp:Jsition 	16. 

(Signed) 	C. R. FREUD) 
S/SLt. 

for Int_rpreter 
Field Investicrtion Section 
W.r. Crimes Group (NI]) 
(C. R. FREUD). 

, • 
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Deposition No.1.1 

146 
DEC-OSITION 

LEbert Johannes  IS :T 

Deposition on oath of Herbert Johannes Isert, male, at Copenhagen 
Tolstoi allce 35, sworn before Capt. Frederick Michael Warner, Gen. List, 
of Field Investigation F- ecion, War Crimes Group (N 1E) at Copenhagen on 
May 6th 1)47. 

I aa Her:Jert Johennee Isert, :Dorn 27.12.1397 in 'oson, 	I am stateless. 
I can talk 	anduretend German fluently. I 	of protestant faith. I au 
aarried ami have one (2.ek:hter. I 	engineer by profeeeion. I have never 
been a member of the ITSDL.2 or of one of her organisations. 

I was arrested for the first time at Kopenhagen on June 1st 1940 on 
the auteority of the Geetapo, I wr:s not told at the time what the reason 
for my arrest Was. Until and of May 1941 I remained in Copenhagen prison 
without knowing the reasons for my arrest. Then I was taken to Geruary and 
was sent to Fahlsbuettel Concentration Camp, about the end of June. After 
about 3 aonthu I Wa3 sent to the "Untersuchungsgefangnis" and a case on 
grounds of high treason was prepared against me. I stayed here until the 
6th of June 1942 and was condemned to 2-1, years of hard labour. I served my 
sentence until the 2nd of January 1944 in the tr-xd labour prison 
(Zuchthaus) of Fuhlsbuettel, Thereafter I was transferred into the police 
prison et Fuhlsbuettel, where I remained for about 2a  months, Then I was 
sent into the concentration camp of Sachsenhausen where I remained until the en 
and of the war. 

When I first came from Denmark to Hamburg I was often interrogated 
by the Gestapo. For that purpose I uns brought to the Stadhaus with many 
other prisoners and there I had to wait often the whole day in the so called 
"Spiegelsaal". The eacorts at this occasion were RE1TIE1 , I-LERIULNN and 
HAMELIU. 

REPPIEN LND HERRMa1414 were especially brutal; I remember for instance 
the case of a foreign ships-pilot who after having been arrested asked for 
the reason of his arrest and was hereupon terribly beaten up by Rappien and 
Herrman. They nearly beat him to death. I saw this myself. He was then 
put over night in a specially constructed cage in the Stadhaus, and he did not 
cot-71e back with ns to Fuhisbuettel that evening. 	On another accasion two 
Frenchmen who were shackled together did not descend the staircase quickly 
enough. Thereupon they were kicked so terribly by Reppien so that they both 
fell head first down the steps, Their heads were badly wounded afterwards. 

It was usual that in there (Stadthaus) people were terribly beaten updJ 
by Reppien and Herraan, They did not make any difference with regard to 
age, sex or nationality, or anytaing else. One had to sit in the 
Spievelsaal, face tc the wall. Thie was ordered by Herrman and Reppien. 
Their favourite occua,ation.wns to hit people on their heads when they moved 
slightly, so that their faces hit the wall and the bloo aostly began to 
run alnufct lamediately, 	1. was Lryself treated that way. 

Vhen we came back to Fuhlauettel in the evening we were again 
placed a:ainst the wall, facing- the wall in the pv.ssac:c. 	The esoorto 
then handed over the pa socrs which they had received from .the Gestapo 
officials to Tesseiann. 'At these papers was written what 	to be done 
to the prisoners. Tessuann then called the prisoners and at this occasion 
he as well as Herrman and 'aapien hit the prisoners etc. I should like to 
mention the following taina just to show the mentalit.rof the two escorts. 
When the:;,  called out the naacs of the prisoners on parade, they called 
out their surnacaes and the Ixisoners hat. to answer with their christian 
names. The Polish prisoners did not answer with their christian names but 
shouted "here" in Polish, which is "jes da". Thereupon the escorts called 
the:1 out from the rr.A: end as:!cd thea why they spoke English. Then they 
were beaten up. 

• 

/also 
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"lso, if the escorts did pronounce e foreign name in a wrong aanner, 
so that the mentioned did not understand it LIAediately, he was beaten up 
imeicdiately. 

When I came to Fuhlubuettel for the second time, in January 1944, I -itei 
made a bath-ordsrly (Kalfactor) by Tooemann. The bat, hc::„ about 12 showers e21<, 
there always came parties of 40 men into the bathroom. From the cello the 
maximum was 6 at a titre. The bathroom ex.e situated in C cellar. 	this 
6630sionI could see distinctly the wounded bodies of many prisoners. The 
Russians and the Poles were tile worst cases. 

In the cellar prisone_s were often badly ill-treated. I could 
however not see it mesulf, as I was locked into my cell especially for that 
purpose. The Station Guard Pachmeister) LOCKEMAN, who wae in charge 
of the collar and the Station 4A above the cellar, fetched me away from the 
heating plant of the bath and shut me into ray cell in the cellar. I know 
that Lockeman took part at these be%tings and I could distinctly hear the 
screams of the prisoners and the shouting of the guards. 

At that time the Wachtueister SICK had replaced Herrman as a second 
esoort. On parade in the morning and when boarding the trucks, at which 
occasion there were more prisoners presse- into the trucks than it.was 
possible, I often watched Sick kicking and beating up prisoners. For the 
beating he sometimes used a leather briefcase. Lockcuann meetly used a 
leather belt. 

After 2,7 months I came to Sachsenheueen, and therefore I can not .give 
any more information about Fuhlsbucttcl. 

Tessmann had arranged a good spy system in Pualsbuettel. He used 
various prisoners to spy on other prisoners. If prisoners disclosed any 
information on these occasions, it was reported to Tessmann whe in turn 
took the necessary steps. 

(signed) Herbert Isert. 

Sworn by the said deponent Herbert Johannes Isert, at Copenhagen on May 6th 
1947, before me Capt. Frederick Michael Warner, detailed by C. in C. 
British Law of the Rhine. 

(signed) Capt. P.W. Warner. 
Investigating office/. 

Certified that this is a true translation from Gorr .0 into English of the 
deposition of Herbert Johannes Isert, .marked Deposition No. 23 

(signed) F C. Barber, Sjt. 
Field Investigation Sec 
War Crimes Group FA 
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Translation of 
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of 

REF 7ilhelm 

Sworn deposition of .Jilhelm REIF, male of iteiBURG s".LTOkII, Helaholzetr. 15 
at H:,DURG on 25 -iov 1946, before Capt. H.P. KINSLEIGH, the Cheshire 
Regiment, of Isar Crimes Investigation Unit 14,OR. 

I am Alheim REIF, born on the 7 March 1398 at LIZERDORF/Holstein, and 
of evangelic faith. I am married and have no children. I am a cook by 
occupation. I have never been a member of the NSDi,P or any other NS - 
organisation. 

On the 1.7 s'alE 1944 I was arrested by HiaJiS and sent to FUHLSBUETTEL. 
I was cha ged with planning high treason. I had been ordered by the 
HP to harbour and to provide with food illegal persons. 	group was 
denounced by P4',NNEK, 

In FUHLSBUETTEL I was sent to cellar C where I stayed until December. 
Then I was sent to C 1 into a cells  For about 6 weeks I was in solitary 
confinement in Cellar C. Then I had to share py cell with 2 other people. 
These were in the G-cellar, among others, LaIER, BLZINKEESTEIN, SCHEFFEL, 
the Czech RXZMaN, a young man with a schoolleaving certificate of a 
secondary school, who apparently was a spy, in C 1 there were a Musik 
director, Dr. SCHMIDT, a manager HUENGER who at present is in BERGEMORF and a 
souteneur. 

my Wachtmeisters in C collar were among others ROETTCER and 11'3a,, 
The Germans who had friends who were already impriscned in 1933 and were 
later at FUHLTATETTIL and similar places, were not easily taken in by the 
clumsy tricks of the guards. It often happened that cigarettes or 
newspapers were pushed through the chink of the door and that a conversation 
was started which concerned the illegal delivery of information and similar 
things. 	Foreigners and civilians were easily taken in. MEIER, a civilian 
whop ha been charged with profiteering, I believe in Poland, and who had just 
come to my cell, told me that he had written 33 illegal letters owing to such 
d trick and that as a consequence he was severely beaten up by OflU and 
condemned to 4 months arrest in the dark& He cicarlybore the markings of 
this. 

In the cell opposite mine there were 3 foreigners, Belgian and French-
men, how many of each nationality I do not know. In a cell one naturally 
listens intensely, one .:nogg every sound, and the step of every guard 
exactly, as well as the paces of the informers, (Kalfactor).  It happened, I 
hecird the whispering voice of a achtmeister, I had. the impression that 
either he was in stockings or rubber boots. Similar things occurred to 
the 3 foreigners who were in the opposite cells. These 3 persons had a 
good command of the German language and the informer had conversations with 
them about the war, naturally the three made unfavourable remarks about 
the nationalsocialism, which always increased in vehemence. In the middle 
of September 1944 in the morning when the recreation hour was just finished 
we were just standing straight in the cells waiting that the doors were 
locked. ROETTGER, who; at that time was Stationswachtmeister tof7other with 
Mil.TEe. and a person for their release, approached one of the three, i.e. a 
Frenchuan. He was about 23-24 years of age, 
1.70- 	

dark, oval face, and about 
72 metres high, There: 	obvious reason and I only assume that 

it was because of the a/m spying. ROETTGER 	 i object had a hard and round oect n 
his hand, which was about 50 ca long and about 3 cu thick, with this stick 
he beat the Frenchman. He did not say why but ...said onky: "You swine". 
The Frenchman automatically tried to defend himself, thereupon ROETTG-r2 
whistled and 11;2E,, appeared at once. R0EF GER said: "he tried to attack 
me". aiLTE,, held the prisoner while ROETTGER continued t.; beat him until 

/he 

• 
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he collapsed. Then :IMIL ordered that the doors bu closed. Allsoieur door 
was closed with much noise but not by ROETTGD1 or 	 by a third 

person whom I could not see, then the door was locked. 

I heard the Frenchman being dragged into the next cell. He groaned 
and moaned and I could hear this nearly the whole night. In the morning I 
did not hear him anymore. At noon, when the food was distributed M.:,TEL 
was present, when they reached the cell next t, mine he asked the prisoner 
who distributed the food what the Frenchman was doing. 	Lpparently he 
looked through the spy-hole. The prisoner murmured something I could not 
understand and klaTE: said that he had enough for to-day. Thu next 
morning when the coffee was distributed I saw a bloody cloth in front of 
the next dour. Although the cloth lig.a a diametro of about 25 cm it had 
not absorbed the entire blood, for dried blood was on the floor round the 
cloth. In the course of the morning I heard that the Frenchman was taken 
away, I heard no groaning or moaning. I never saw the Frenchman again. 
The next day the cell was disinfected. At the beginning of October 
ROETTGER was promoted Bereitschaftsfuehrer. 

Besides the many maltreatments I saw and heard about I remember the 
following. It was approximately at the same ti ao when East-workers and 
other foreigners were asked to join the Wehrmacht in FUHLSBUETTEL. If the 
prisoners did not volunteer they naturally had many troubles. I saw from 
the window that these volunteers were drilled with guns. When wo had a: 
recreation hour on the court-yard under the supervision of MATE. I saw 
that he severely beat and kicked an East-worker. This was repeated during 
several recreation hours, also =del. ROETTGER's supervision, 

In October 1944, on the sane day when the Jews-room was established in 
C Cellar, ILJNEL came in the evening and fetch me and BLuaNKENSTEIN from our 
cell to look after the heating. The informer went to the boiler togethur 
with BLaNKM\ISTEIIi and I hal to stand in the corridor with the face to the 
wall. MATE, returned and saw me. He pushed ae and said "You arc still 
here". He ordered me to turn is the left, and then left me alone. 

I saw a small bow-legged Wachtmeistor, I believe his name was OEHL, he 
was standing on the corridor. He hr..1 a short iron red in his hand. MAMA 
unlocked a cell which was diagonally opposite, I knew that a Western slave 
labourer was imprisoned then., he was a Belgian or Frenchman. He was 
asked to come out and MATEA ordered him to bow 'down. Marald asked him 
how any blows he could stand. The prisoner moaned only and OEHL beat him 
with the iron rod. I saw exactly that he hit him on the coccyx while 
MATEL bold the prisoner by the collar of his jacket. The prisoner fainted 
after 8 or 10 blows, whereupon OEHL poured a bur: et of water over him, 
which was already standing there. 	The prisoner regained his consciousness 
Eller about 10 minutes and OEM beat him in the face with his fist. 
Thereupon the prisoner had to clean the floor with his handkerchief and 
then he was locked in again. I too had to return to ;t:yr cell an: had not 
to go to the boiler room. 

On 6 May 45 I was transferred to the interrogation prison HAMURG 
t wait for my trial, which hArever, was not held as the Allied troops 
occupieditiBURG. 

(Signed) Wilhelm REIF 

SWORN by the said Deponent -Wilhelm REIF, v)luntarily at H.:ZURG on 25th 
November 1946, before me, Capt. H.P. KINSLEIGH, detailed by C. in C. 
British ,  of the Rhine. 

(Signed) H.P. KINSLEIGH, Capt. 
Investigating Officer. 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translation from Geri.Lan into English of 
the Deposition of Wilhelm.REIF,-marked Deposition No. 36, 

(Signed) 	 Sgt. 
Interpreter. War Crimes Investi-

;;ati:,n Unit. 
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Translatin -f 	 De 

DE10S1TION 

of 

Adolf 	GeorF LUEDE1S. 

Deposition 	.;ath 	Adolf Wilhelm Georg LUEDERS, 	of 
SEPPENSEN bed BUCHHOLZ Kr :ARBURG, sw.)rn bef.re 2/Lt Waclaw WIERZBOWSKI, 
Polish Forces, _f War Crimes Investis.:a.ti_n Unit at SthPENSEN on this 
thirtieth day of November 194.6. 

I was lx)rn 13 ::ay 1884. 	I have no religion. 
	I am a plumber by 

tr,,de 	I am married and have three children. 

Already in 1933 I sheltered the district-control (Bezirksleitung) 
of the ia-D in my house. 	For this reason the resistance movement was 
interested in me and decided in 1942 tJo win me overt their Cosigns. 
At this time a number of illegal workers were arrested and, in this 
connectin, I was also arrested 10 Dec. 194.2. 	I was sent to 
FULSBUETTEL •.-There I remained until 13 April 194.3. 	On that day I 
was released because of lack of proof. 	On my arrest I was taken for 
examination to the Gestapo building. 	On these occasions as on further 
summonses for examination, I got to know the methods of the 
Transportfuehrer. 	He struck all prisoners regardless of nationality, 
sex or age. 	I have, for example, seen Polish and Ukrainian girls 
being struck. A guar:. named KOOPUNN was very often with him. He 
was feared as a bully. 	T have, for example, seen how he placed up 
against the wall an old Polish prisoner who was ill and in an acute 
fever and then kicked him and hit him on the head so that his face 
smashed against the wall. 

During the examinations I came int contact with a Pole named 
POPPER, 	Many a time we waited together in the mirror-hall or were 
driven together in a vehicle to FUllSilITETTEIL. 	I saw him after an 
examination. 	He was terribly badly mauled. 	His whole face was 
swollen and one could see thick stripes from which I conclude that he was 
beaten with a stick. 	he told me that he belonged to a Polish 
Resistance movement, and, because of his activity, was arrested in 
Streits Hotel. 	}le said to me: "I ewe that to my Fatherland". 	One 
day he vanished from FUELSBUETTEL and I do not know what happened to 
him. 	I don't know the name of his examiner. 

In FUHLSBUETTEL I was put in a single call in Station A2. When I 
was put in the cell I found myself with a Pole with the Christian name 
Jan. 	He was arrested for circulating illegal pamphlets. 	He told me 
that he was betrayed by a Frenchman with the Christian name Alois. 
ne told me that he had lain in irons for three months in a arrest cell. 
3y night he was fastened to the bed and by day his arms and legs were 
joined together s. that he had 	sit bowed. 

That is all I can say about FUTISBUETrEL 

(Signed) Adolf LUEDERS. 

AFFIRMED  by the said deponent Adolf Wilhelm Georg LUEDERS voluntarily 
at SEPPENSEN, on this thirtieth day of November 1946, before me 
2/Lt. '7aclaw WIERZBOWSKI, detailed by the C. in C. British Ax my of the 
"Rhine. 

(Signed) W. WIERZBOWSKI, 
Investigating Officer. 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translation from German into English 
of the depositisn 	LUEDERS, marked i'rod. No. 30. 

(Signed) P. H. RAMSEY Sgt. 
for Interpreter, 

.,ar Crimes Investigation Unit. 
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Translation  of 
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of 

-1,rcl i_ionst  And re  

Deposition on oath of o 	Ernst Andreas, inale, iiArd.BURG, 
Susannen-Strasse 4i at HA.. ;U1 '- on 30 Nov 46 sworn before Capt. H.P. 
KINSLEICH, The Chc..shlr-: Refit of War Crimes Investigation TJni.t, BAOR. 

I am Ernst Andreas SC1.11-_.:S1314, born on 14 Jul 1889 at HAviBUi:G. I 
am of Ey. -Luth. fai'..;h. I p.m married and have one daughter of 30 years 
of age. I attended the elom...ltary school at H.L,au.:2. until I was 14 
years of age. I am an indepcadent grocer. I joined the 'Li:ZAP in June 
1937 and the SA in 1936, i.e. I was a -member of the Kyffhaeuser Vorhand 
which was compulserily amalgamated with the S. But in December 1944 
I was expelled from the SA, 

In September 1939 I vas 'allcd tip tc the police battalion 103 and 
participated in the Poli.sh mpaign as a ;:.oliceman. i am suffering from 
a rupture in the groin and V-■.e.ref‘ire War) retransferred after G weeks 
to litallURG and discharged frt.m the Viehrmaeht. I returned to my shop. 
My shop was bombed o,,t  on 2.;;t:1 July 	On 1 6op 43 I was conscripted 
by the Labout ..1xchange under - merenc: arrarr;ements as a e;uard to the 
p9lice prison PUHLSBUElly...1. I had an interviews 	the personnel 
department in orders of the '.4.:,bour :43xchaniLc and was Panp7.oyed. 

In FUHLSIimmui.: I was J.F.sueci with the uniform of an S.:.i-Unterschar-
fuehrer. Por '.bout 8 weeks I served as a guar: outside the building. 
I also had an interview with 	 The Cr:rap Commandant who seemed to 
like me, then I was tram:2er- .(3 t:, C 2 as StatiouswachtTneister. After 
about 3 weui,:s TZ.SaiL:.N :'aid 	1;..o was extreiv....y disar,pointed. This 
was perhaps due to the: fact- -chat I was nct sew ve enought which TBSSK.ANN 
probably had not expected t.;:, won-. 	unifor,a. before I received 
the proper clothing an' w.Ls t. muabor of the F 	During this time 
the present Senator 	 1.4 my ward, 	a long time I 
worked in C 1. Thcre T 	:-getrer th Lr. WiD, a Frenchman CROCHARD, 
the present Herd clerk of 	Hocnseefaacherel DEL,PHI Herr ILISIE, and 
the Dutchman Jupi.(0011.E.N. 

In May 1944, at 	fir:_ I 	cilargt-  of 0 1 and C cellar, I 
was arresteddbecau:.-,e Lf f.-r.)-c..iticm of prlsoners. I was transferred to 
the police jison 	 r.'• - are I stayed until the 23rd November,1944. 
I was tried en 10 	in 	;36- and police Court and was condelAned 
to 1 year imprisonment with ?_elf 	 f probation.. After r.-iy 
release I returned to :-..i'dISSBL;..,TTLI., and was in charge of various 
Aussenkoruiandos. On 31 Jan h.j I was discharged froze the Gestapo, I 
was not told the reasons. 

I ...AS arrested for 	.., -.1lowirw re, 	In C 	,acs in charge of 
various arrest cells, in one Si them taere ,•••-f.s a lIrcnch.:an. Usually there 
was only bunk and no 	•,s. 	 blankets 
to thou::. iherc was also a waiter 	 1:r...EOW;V:;, A Gerw,n, who 
worked at the Lain station. :.)ne 	 v.ith a s lien and 
bruised face into his-cell. I we .'t to thc. 	orderly 	supplied 
the prisoner with cotton woLl v.ri!! tonic 	 ;saure Tonerde) to 
cool his face. .7.-2SSLi‘;Ny whr,  went threuoh th. aari 	 through 
the spy holes discevered tKose 	 . 	s 	!;.p  

He returned them to 	7,.:L th the 	Lou ;lye liedierudent,s to 
these prisoners so that they caw cc. :3: their f':.oe„ if he  h.: Li his rnet; 
this is his own busbies::. During a confero_mok.:, s'r 	bur re I ••/as. 

/arrested 
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arrested 	 if I 	to 	 department it is likca 
sasat,rium; one is writing, the other singint:,. The last r(...ason for Aiw 
arrest was that the Butchaan KOOMUI sent Kie 	c,ne :.f his friends, i.e. 
the .:timer of the LaCOL.-31TUBLii at the Gaensema..rP.:t, -.rho :rve 	butter and 
other food v:hich I passed an tc K-OOLEN. I "...36111-AC that this was reported 
by the spies. I was .arrested by ST,,NG,:;, 	 ".:".3 taken away, and I 
was a.- rested in ... 1 cell N 	7 by rcicr of 	 I stayed there for 
two days, Burin this this time 01-,'HL c.-.-used many troubles for me. Then I 
was transferred to Harburg as I already iaentioncd above. 

I knew GLUCW. fro i rip precious stay in 	3, he was in 1.1 1 cellar in 
the arrest cell. He was a Scuth .i'lfrican. 'While I was off duty he 
tries to escape. lie had shared his c, 11 with a certain ETTIi'iGHLXSIIi. 
1.1.TINGHAUSEN was an obscure type. He ',in..; kept in a dark cell in 	1 in 
chains. This cell had been eciuipped especially for him. I de n -Jt kn stir 
hew long he was kept in chains because I was arrested during this time. 

I was charged with the foll - wi.ng: Converatien with GLUCK, favouritism 
of K00.1 a., RLSCHE, SUHR and others. Moreover I was charged to have 
stolen 2 .glasses 	ma-rmarladc. 

I want to mention two incidents which I witnessed at FUHLSBUETTL 
and which I disliked: 

Ina 1 in a room for foreigners I 3,2.1.7 how 	severely beat 
up a prisoner, I presume it was an East w., rker, as it 17:13 allec.7cd that 
he had stolen. This laste' f,:r about 5 minutes, I did not stay until 
the end as I did not like to see that a person rah H could not defend 
himself, was bc.:2,ten. 

One day, pr. bably i.n FebruaryAiarch 19144 I was ordered by TESS-I.:ANN 
to participate in a transport. I assu:-.1e that TESSIILNN especially selected 
no as this was some days before my arrest and he expected that I would 
refuse to carry out this:rider. Wu had to act as guards and to cordon 
off the place of execution. 'de were 5 men, amon; others SCHUTT::: I have 
forgotten the other naMes. 	act on a lorry with rhout 11 
TESSLUIN sat beside the driver. ;ie started at about 5 hrs a.m. We 
drove to EID-LSTEIY2 to a :ravel pit. There l had to cordon off and to 
keep off civilians. The firing squad consisted of about 9 men and the 
Commander. SCHULZKE was among the nine, and I believe he was the only 
one from FUHLSBUE1 TL1. Three prisoners were shot at one tine. TESSviaiN 
and SCHUETTE led the prisoners tc the place of execution. There were Also 
other prisoners who put the corpses on metal stretchers, loaded them on 
a lorry and drove then to the Jewish cemetery. There they were buried 
in a large pit. 

My friends ru,lung the Wachtmeisters were EICH13,:dii and OBERDOatFZI. 

This is all I know about FUHLSBUETTK: except that I want to sny 
that the prisoners had no ced tine and that I aid everything to help 
them. It ended with ..w arrest and after ..y release with my discharge. 

(Signed) Ernst SCIEUE;.-J7ER. 

sitroM by the said Deponent Ernst „ndreas SChitUESa., 
voluntarily at H.:1,i.BUrn on 30 Nov 46 before LIG, Capt. 

KINSLEIGH, detailed by 	"Dritish 
of the Rhine. 

(SL;rned) H.P.KLISLEIGHT, Capt. 
Investigating Officer. 
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DEIFOSITICN 

of 

KNUTZ Walter Hermann Friedrich 

Deposition on oath of Walter Hermann Friedrich KNUTZ, male, 
of HAMBURG, Bruederstrasse 14, at HAIDU16 on 18.11.4G before Cait. 
H.P. KINSLEIGH The Cheshire Re:ft. .if War Crimes Investicntion Unit 
BLOR, 

I am Walter Hermann Friedrich aUTZ, born 30 _arch 1903 at LLTONA. 
German nationality. 	No religion. 	Married., with one child 	I went 
t: the V lksschule, HAMBURG, until I was f-urteen. 	I ar.. an unskilled 
w':rkcr, but am now a cartage-contractor. 

I was member of the KFD until its dissolution in 1933. 	F was under 
arrest from 8 March 33 to 31 May 1933 for High Treason. 	Up to 1938 I 
un:erwent continual house-searches. 	Then I was left in peace until my 
second arrest on 28 :august 1944. 	I was ,rain arrested for Fich Treason, 
by HELMS of the Gestapo. 

I was sent t. the Police Pris-,n (P-AizoiLefaengnis) UUMSBUETTEL 
where I remained until 6 March 1945. 	I was then transferred to 
imprisonment on remand in HAMDURG, because my aplearance before the 
peoples court was fixed for 11,4 1945. 	The trial was, however, not 
carried out because of the end of the war. 

Until gw last four weeks in FUHLSBUETTEL I was in solitary confinement. 
I was a cell in 41.2 during the last 4 weeks. 	I was previously in A.3. 

I was able to hear people being daily ill-treated by the examiners 
in the other cells. 	But, because of my solitary confinement, I was 
not able to verify which of the officials were responsible. I knew 
however that both foreigners and Germans were ill-treated. 

In October I reported to Dr SCHNAPPAUF with stomach-trouble. 
I told the doctor that I had had six stomach-operations and asked for 
a diet. 	He replied that I should' masticate the food well and then I 
would have no trouble. 	I was then dismissed. There wore from 60-70 
men on this sick-parade. Amongst them were some Poles, Russians and 
Frenchmen on whose bodies one could sec the merks of ill-treatment., 
They had reported sick for this reason but received no treatment. 
We all had to undress in tho ante-room before entering the doctors 
room. The ante-room was however unheated. A Pole had an open wound 
in his back-side. He was unable to walk and was carried by two 
fellow-prisoners. The wound was about 20 cm long, suffused with 
blood and with a long, gaping opening. 	It was ap, arently caused by 
beating. In this case we were immediately taken 	of the ante-room 
by MAU. 

71 reported sick three times but each time received same reply from 
Dr. SCHNAPPAUF. 	On these occasions also there ;,,:re oases of ill- 
treatment but none so flagrant as that denorib..e 

In A.3 there was a guard named STUEVE 
particularly militaristic. During the "Yr 
rooms of A.3 came out first then 
The rooms can to the square were 	Ail 
confinement came out at intervals 	lj P; ) 

who was responsible for A.3 took 
no intercourse with one another. 	i 1,o1 is  v 

two prisoners from room 9, the 11.j:;11 
opinion, march correctly. 	He o. 1Jo- tL• 
the ranks and belaboured thee:: -N]th 	fi 

lasted for a good three minute:;. 	%L../ , 
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for the rest of the "Free-time". 	STUEViE had a :,articular predilection 
for having the foreigners shaved bald when the barber came. One culd 
almost say that a man with hair was a German whilst a bald man was a 
L-ole or Russian. 

Empty cartridge-cases were stred in the loft above A.3. 	I knew 
this because I hear them being emptied out. 	I also fia .  empty cartridges 
on the square and in the entrance several times during the "Free-time". 
I could often hear from my cell how prisoners who did not get up the 
steps quickly enough were ill-treated. 	This was often serious as I 
sometimes heard prisoners being carrioe away. 

• In January 1945, during the "Free-hour", a sick :arade was called. 
I and the Ukrainian SZEWZUK came forward. Vie had to go through 
cellar A to reach the doctor. 	Sturm Scharf. STANG, TESSMANN's deputy 
came and asked where we were going. 	I said: "To the doctor". 	He 
replied: "What is wrong with you?" and I answered: "!&n abscess". 
He turned to SZEWZUK 	 "Toothache". 	STELE said: "So 
you have got toAh-ache, have you." and hit him in the face. 	SZEWZUK 
did not see the doctor but only the medical-orderly MAU who gave him 
a pill. 

The call-over on the New Year's Day 1945 happened like this: 
TESSMANN sat at a table in the corridor of A.3 with the lists. NEDDENIN 
stood nearby. Hnuptscharf. HENNINGS, Willy now in NEUMUENSTER closed 
the cells and rooms. Stationswachtmeister GERLACH of HAMBURG was 
also there. The names were called out by TESSMANN. When we did 
not approach or leave the table sufficiently quickly ono was placed 
face to the wall. 	Of these there were about 10 or 12 men: Germans, 
about four from the Polish room 9, about 3 from the French room 8, 
and others from the other rooms. 	These had then to run up to the 
table. They were subjected to a special treatment by HENNINGS. They 
were kicked and given blows in the face and ribs by HENNINGS. 

Another speciality of HENNINGS was a night-visit. When he 
unlocked the door one had to be standing stiffly at the window. One 
was however often asleep and did not wake immediately. One was than 
beaten. 	This hapzened to myself and to several others. 	On such a 
night a sort of mad-house r,gea and one was hair. y not to be beaten. 

(Signed) Walter KNUTZ 

Affirmed (7.e.,.osition of the said KNUTZ Walter Herrmann Friedrich made 
voluntarily at HAMBURG on 18.11.46 before me, Capt EL P. KINSLEIGH detailed 
by the C. in C. British Army of the Rhine. 

(Signed EL?. KINSLEIGH 
Investigating Officer. 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translation frnM German into Ehglish 
of the De„,ositin of KNUTZ falter .Hermann Friedrich, marked 
Delositim No. 11. 

(Signed) P.H. RAMSEY Sjt. 
for Interpreter, 

War Crimes Investigation Unit. 
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DEPOSITIOF 

of 

Deposition on oath of idinna 	female, 	ii,..1.:131..T.a.G-- 
NIaTDORio ii;Astc:nvrog 4.5, s..-torn before 	 Polish 
Forces, of ,io_r Crimes Investigation Unit, at 
132, on the seventh day of Deverabor 1946. 

I am :Minna 	nce LIJ3L1rt...Li, born on the 2.4.1891 in 
1;rfurt and have no Religion. I 	heuse wife by occupation. I am 
married and have  three children. I ..-;as never a member of the NSD.:2 
or any other Nazi organisation. 

Before 1933 my son w7s a member ,ef the anti-fascist Y.uth. Ho 
was therefore arreste2 in 1934. and dut in a cencentrati:h 

Sys 'ay son was released, •.:e were alws watched by the Gestapo. In 194-3 
the Gestapo sent a spy to 4.ty house who visited 	for about one yee..±.. 
Later als_ I'LNEt;. came to 	Both of theei Made a note of everything  
I said, on the strength of which I was arrested in 1944.. I was brought 
into the Pclizeigofaengnis FUHLSBU:6TTLI and remained there until the 
13.445. On thrt day I was sent to Kiel-Hasse, '.-there I was liberated on 
28.4.45. 

Most of the officials in Fuhlsbuottel made a habit of' beating  
and ill-treating. The fellowin ..7omen officials \Axe particularly bad; 
SCHULZ, 1,10itC:11.1HC., 	 BOCII. 

Once I saw 2 Polish girls going  through the corridor carrying  
chairs. They talked a little. SCHULZ nAicc.,:1 that, come fro,.: behind 
and z,P.V0 the,.1 a. few blows on their ho.ads. 

I once saw BORG-LIU-1d beat foreign -.vorien in a cell. -%ihen she 
came out, she said to me; "I must beat them, because I can't rule 
this damn foreign rabble any other way." 1 know that, when she was on 
duty, 	 took over the reception of the new-co,lers. I heard in 
the first floor the sound of the blows and the cries of the voaen. 

I saw Bil,LiLISTia boat foreigners. 	t)st of the were Polish and 
itussians women. I save BOCK rush into the ..ussian reeei, distributing 
blows in all directions. ..hen she saw me she said: "They must have that." 

There was a crack in the door in 4,r cell, which was eli:osite to 
the Ziereitschaftsrmim (guard roof:;). Threugl, this hole I .coulC witness 
every incident in the Bereitschaftsratta. In this ..:inner I saw hove the 
fe..iale officials regularly stole from our rations. 

SI rh=thur manner of punishment was the deprivation of food. 
fc;m:lle officials did that espOCially BG,.6.11;IST1IEt. 

On 10th, 11th and 12th of s.pril 194.5 there were conferencee 
between TESSi.„,14N and the female officials. DUring  these conferences 
was decided the fate of the women who were left in FUTISBUZiw011. I 
know that the female officials had a say in the matter, because BISI.L"IRIC 
told me that she would release me free the transport to Kiel-Hasse. 

The same evening  BOitG111 .e.lii told me that she has to go to the 
Kemmandant again because there 	another conference. :.bout midnight 
she informed !lie that they had decided in this conference to send me with 
the transport after all. 
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I carad to Kiel-i-11.-..sse together with the transport of the sick and 
infirm. Those, who had boon beaten so severely during the interrogati,:ns, 
that they could not Li.3ve, caia; with us .n n. truck. On the ^y `.70 passed 
the :Aarching colu-ans. The people ..-rcre in terrible o,:ndition. Mcst 
of thew were barefoot and their feet -.:ore covered 	sores. In Kiel- 
Hasse I was told by ::,o;.1.e co,,rades, that ...any persons had been shot on 
the transport. 

That is all I can sry nbc,ut FJHLSB,.13TT13L. 

(Signed) Minna LI 

by tic: said deponent Minna LI13..1-111.LL: veluntarily 	'.i,.1.:BURG 
Maria Luisenstr. 132, en this seventh C.ny of December 1946. beofore 
.1e, 2/Lt 	 detailed. by the C.-in-C. British ;.rmy 
of the Rhine. 

(Signed) 
Investigatin3 Officer. 
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De, osition No. 50 

IL:L:0 SI 

of 

:s..111 :43 olith Karl -.11111N 

Deposition CO oath c f 	...lokh Karl 	of fLiMBILL- 
luillsbucttel, 4-.Ister0_,orferstr. 524.a. at present interned at 

sworn before 2/Lt ;.'aclaw ...r1RZBO"u*SiC.I, i-olish Forces, of ..;ar Crimes Group 
Investir;ation _,ecticn, ^t ILliv.ST11,LL,,GEI4 on this t-iienty 

seventh dczr of :.:arch 194.7. 
I, 	....dolph Karl J. 	 have been informed that I am not 

forced to answer the questions, but that anything I say will be written 
down and racy be used as ev-idence. I make this statement volunta:ily, 
without the use cf force or promise of reward. 

I em caul .i.,cielph Karl 1411.111i, born in STZTTIN on 24. Doc 191..:). I 
Godfearing of German nationality, carpenter by trade, married, have 

3 children. I joined the SS in 1933 and the NSDia.. in 1937. 

Before 1933 I as unel.lployed. In 1933 I COLIC to the voluntary 
4..rbeitsdienst and was enrolled in the S. in1934. I was unemployed 
Then I was offered a job in FUBLSBUI717_,L by the SS. I reported to 1:0DE, 
and in the first 3 months, I did guard attics in the open. ator that, 
from Jan 1934 io Kar 37, with short interruptions, I was in charge of a 
station. In Mar 1937 I was transferred to the transport fuchrunz,. In 1934 
I took over the command cf the transport, and held this coramand until tho 
end of the war. I was arrestecl on 29 -.jay 4.5. 

I admit that I was sometil.:ez forced to slap the faces of prisoners 
to guar:1 the safety of the transport. So ieti..-.es I also used 	feet to 
move prisoners who did not understand 	ald did not react after they 
had -aeon told to several tif..es. In the last 6 months I had a rubber 
truncheon and used this so..tetimc:s while conducting prisoners. 

I never beat woolen. 
I never owned a steel rod. 

I den - over having caused the ,:leach of prisoners by kicking in the 
stomach. 

I never lcd or accof,-.•panied a transport to KIEL Hassec. I should 
like to end up in sayinn.  that I was strict but fair in the execution 
of 	duty. I 	to be strict 	_,:uarc.: 	from an a.ppcarance before 
an SS Court Martial. 

That is all I have to s az/. 

(Signed) :caul RE1-111,T. 

siityiN by the said Deponent raul i,c30101 Karl 	voluntarily at 
liiirtiST121.1;Gla, on this tlienty seventh day of Liar 4.7,  before rite, 2/Lt. 

lazazBOWSKI, detailed by C. -in-C. British 	of the 1Lhine. 

(Signed) ir. ViILV.LBUITSKI 

ZATIFID) that this is a true translation fra.i. Gorman into rini-ilish of the 
De,:,osition of Paul Karl 	narked 

(Si.:,ned) C. it. FREUD. S/Sgt. 
Field Inves.'_;i cion Section 
,gar Crimes Group (IIV.,.;) 

■ 
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Translation of 

Dim- 06=TION  

cf 

Ulrich i'aUrTUSt 	01 f Friedrich /..xel  

Deposition on oath of Ulrich i:UCUS ..*.(2.clf Friedrich 	SCHIALl'AUF 
1.101e of EA:ii3U:AG-FUI-ISEIETTEL, Fehrswc:g 11, at present interned at 
IfUNSTIIRLLGER, sworn before 2/Lt. 	.TIEZZ.E01;Sij, i-olish Foreos, at 
1iunsterlaLer, on this twenty sixth 	of March 1947. 

I Ulrich i.ugust Adolf Friedrich L.xel SCrri;.i.1:1;.,..UFF have teen 
that I as not compelled to ans,-er any questions, but that evcrythin I 
say will be written down and can be uses: as evi:.:ence. I make this 
.deposition voluntarily and not under -pressure, or the -promise of advanta,ges. 

I on Ulrich ....ugust Adolf Friedrich 	SCI-EilAUFF, born at 1.:0ISALL 
in 1.iECi,L:tiiBURC.; on the 23.9.1911. I 	of Evangelical-Lutherian faith, 
German citizen, General 1- ractitioner by profession, married and have 7 
children I was a member of the TTSD4.1-  and N:Sta. 

On 1 :..ey 1933 I joined the 	Lt that tire I was a :.ractitioner 
in ELIZURG-FUilSBUTTEL. I joined the ::,).FF in October, 1933. In Se_ te:.iber 
1933 I took over the position of prison doctor of FU:.-11,3:' ,UETTM Concentration 
Camp. I held this pest until 	1945. I -..as called up on 1.8.1939. I 
was in the ..iestern advance, but was sent back to Ii.i.-L3U1tG on radical rounds 
in Dece.-Aber 1940, where I was e;-alloyed in the -jehrmacht discharge centre. 
I rec.ained there until the end of 	1945. In Iii,i 1tG I also attended 
to r.w civilian practice, which the *.).ehrmacht per.-.:itted. I was arrested 
on the 19.12.1945. 

Owing to the strain imposed ur)on me by :Ay :rofeLsion, I was also 
unable. to do 	duty in 'UI-,SB„LTTLL as I should like to have done it. 
On an average I came to the prison twice -.-.eekly and spent 1 or 2 hours there. 
Apart from that, I was called by phone if there was a special case, and if 
I was unable to come sufficiently quickly, I told 	to call one of the 
imprisoned doctors. 

I deny ever having beaten, '.sicked, or in other ways ill-treated 
prisoners. I only once slapped man's face to determine -ahether the man 
was really insane. In FUHLSBUZ2Til I was never present durin,y, an ill- 
treatment. I only once treated 	Russians who showed signs of severe ill- 
treatsacnt on their bebinds. I was told that they had been brouilt in from 
outside in that condition. I never he.!-.rd anyone talk rapout any ill-treat.lent. 

I remember cases of Diphtheria. in late -utu,.-.n cf 1944. There can 
be no talk of an epidemic as it was only confined to isolated cases. 
the sick were transferred to a hospital. I rouember that a girl died, in 
hospital her death was caused by Tosic DUitheria and was not caused by 
bad treatment. 

That is all I have to sa:r about PiTig.Z.E.U.:12TIL:J. 

(Signed) Dr. Ulrich SaNAI--AUFF,  
sigyiN by the said deponent Ulrich August 	Friedrich Axel SCI-ICI;PAUFF, 
voluntarily at MUNSTia:LAGFal, en this twenty sixth thy of Liarch 1947, before 
me, 2/Lt. 	TTIERZBO-ria.I, detailed by the C. in C. -.5ritish Ari?.‘y of the 
Rhine. 

(Signed) 	■ iIERZBOWSKII 
Itwestigatin Officer. 

of Ulrich August i.:dolf Friedrich Axel S01-11.1,1-3.ZIT, 1..larkedof the 
ClErtTIFIDD that this is a true translation 	Geri.lan into i;n4i511  
Deposition 
Dei,osition 

(Si,:ned) 	 e/S::t. 
Field investiation Section. 
gar Crt.les Group 

• 
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De„)esition No. 

Translation of 

DLZ-OSITICT 

of 

Gcor - 

De,-fosition on oath 	Ge_r.: 	 rarle, of H.,;:11BURG 
Rahlste,A, Her...ann-Bp..lkstr. 117, 	:resent interned at icilIT.,:-:SLSTlct, 
s...,'-ern before 2/Lt 	 I-olish Forces, of 	Crifaes Group 
(14..L) Field Investigatien ...iection, on this 28th .:ay of :Larch, 1947. 

Geor 	 have been infor::ed that I 	not forced to 
answer the questions, but that anything I OaT will be wr-;_tten down and nay 
be used as evidence. I laake this state...lent voluntarily Athout the use of 
force or premise of any reward. 

I r.,.-fa Georg Erviin 	born at H."1-r:BUIZG on 1 Jul 1918. I am a 
Catholic, of German nationality, grocer by trade, single. I never 
belonged to the 'IMO or any other NS ercanisation. 

the end of :-Tr apprentice-shi::  I served in t he 	S..ftor that, 
Iron 1937-39 I worked in the building alainistation of the Luftwaffe. 
On 30 pug 1939 I '.as conscri;:tod to the .iehr.ac..cht. I serve:: until kpril 
1944. 	ft r I was wounded, 1 7.-as discharfLed fraa the ';iehracht and on :-.1y 
discharge I was told to report to FUHLSBUZTTM, Prison. I -Jerked. there 
until ra, 1945 as a station ;iacht..icister, after that I 	to a 

relict scheel. 

I 	arrested on 13 wept 194.5. 

I only beat prisoners on 2 occasions. In the one case it was a 
prisoner '::ho had repeatedly lied to :.1e, I slapped his face. The second 
tine I, together with ROETTGLU, boat a prisonc:r 'Ale had tried to escape. 
I boat hi.a with a stick. I ne 	re:Author -Ath '::hat RO:NTGFArt beat 
him. I never boat ',risoners with f_.:tstools or similar heavy articles, 
nur did I ever kick  riseners. 

In the case of sti:le i;,risoners the interre;,ator ordered and wrote • 
on the prisoners record card that they were to be laid in irons. The 
duration of this treatment was deter,.ined by the interrogators. 	men 
naiaed Heinz NILSSON was punished in this vrcy for the longest time. This 
was ordered personally by the chief of the Gestapo, von BLUiP:1-(G. 

During a discussion that I hold in this ca-.11: soiao time ago srai-GE 
told 1-.1c that he knew BLSSZ:FITZ B7HIZ was responsible for the death of 
71 people in NEUU■IGA.:L.:.:L. I kno-. 
guard when the trrnsport loft. r that the ;1

-C.C:11;1-.1ei S t Cr :,FINE was on • 
He should be able to give soae infomation 

about this. 

That is all I have to srzr. 

(Signed) Georg 4,THEL 

Stalk. by the said Deponent Georg :Jr.:in 	volutitarily_ at 
;.;IMST1Itif,',GliaZ on this 28C1 clay of 1,Larch 194.7, eforc me 2/Lt. 
II"JrtZ30,,Sia, detailed by C.-in-C. British ia.cy bf the Rhine. 

-11. IIMZBOITSELI 

CZ-ATE:T.3D T1b2 THIS is a true translation fn,:.. Cfer,..an into English of 
the Do•_,esition of qeorf-, 	 Dep. Llo. 

Fal'AJD, 3/.j ;t. 
1(1.tigcti:n Section 

Group (1,„T) 

if 
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Deposition No. 53 

l'...2c.1-islation of 

1253P06-.:TION 

of 

"H(..r  

Deposition on cic..th of 	Kurt 	 male, of iii,10311RG.• 
FULIAsBUETTIL, Rucbc.:nhofstr. 36, at .1.-.resent illtG::I)0(.1 at ..1131:STKILLGER, 
sworn bef_re 2/.et 	 --P,Irces,' of yiar Crimes Group 
(1,:;4-1.;) Field Investi.::ation sec ti,,n1  at :Ili. ai...:.;,-t.L4Z:12, on this 30th dry 
of Larch, 1947. 

I, Herbert Kurt Lt.): 	have been infcrmec.i that I 	n ,  .t 
forced to an;J:v.-er the questions, but that anything I say will be w:-..ittk_:n 
down and 	-oe used as evidence. I Linke this statement voluntarily 
without the use 	force or the pr....dse 	any re-.7ard. 

I a.: Herbert Kurt iiax: 	born in H.LaURG on 28 Jul 1912.   I 
am God fearin::,, if Geman nationality, painter by trade, serried an have 
one child. I have been :lumber of the NSDLP since 1937 and joined 
the 68 in 1934. 

I 	une.aployed for some 	but was helped by the SS to got a 
job in FiliMSBULTTLIJ Police prison. There I :::,tarted off as a p.uard, 
later did transport duty and finished u.;. 	.„.,ussen- and station duty. 

Has enrolled in the -..affen SS on the 15 Jun 194.3 aid was sent to the 
front in France in Lugust 1 944. I was taken p)rir.;:ner by the Lmericans 
until 1 Li:I'll 194.6. On the 16 	1946 I was released from the itaffen 
OS by the British Luthoritica and placed into STLITiitaiii:.; Criap (5 C.I.C.) 
as a civilian internee. During the whole of -..ky time at FIEILSBUIETZ.a I 
never beat or kicker a riscner. I never killed any prisoners, and know 
n. thing about the case 	3 iussian P. ;Jib. 

During the war years, an ever inereasin. • n,.-1;:ier of people was 
fros.i 	 t.: c.,noentratien 	This occurred by order of the 

	

-RST:IL or an ai„.lic..:ttion .e ;r the 	detachent of the Gestapo. Ls for 
as I can reAe.mber iirisonors acre socit to the 	 concentrations cis 

BLGHS:dL 	, _>1.;  

That  I all I have t, stv.. 

(Signed) "Herbert IE..ta.LNN 

6-;OCU by the or..i.(1 Deponent Herbert Kurt 1,:axia■RL.I.INN, voluntarily 
this 30th dry of liar.oh 47, before me, 2/Lt aclaw 

by O.-in-C. British L.r.ty of the 

(Signed) 	■iIERZBOirSKI. 
INWSTIGLT.ING OFFICIER. 

C.J.12,TIFIlD that this is a true translation fre..1 Gorman into English of the 
7.-le,7bert Kurt lir_x 	- marked 

(Si:-_:necl) C.il. FRIAJD. 	S/Sgt. 
Field Investigation Section 
per Cri..les Group (N'ff.,) 
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Translation of De-)osition  No.54 

 

DEPOSITION 

of 

ROETTGER  

Deposition on oath of l'ridrich- .ilh,lm 	rale, of I-U,IJUPG-Eidelstedt, 
Elb:austrasse 11, sworn before Capt 	Idehael 	doneral List, 
of 1ar Crimes Group (N..E) at LUNSTE 1J..GEi. en 1 ,..pr 1947. 

I, 'riedrich-iilhelm ROTTGEA, have 1)een t(1, tint I al not forced to make 
a statement, if I do not :Ash 	lo s,. I ;take this statement voluntarily, 
I have not been forced to 	sc 	nothia; has been :Iremised to m if I 
do. I know that my statement will be grit ten down and mi:;ht be unc,  
evidence at a later stage. 

I am Friedrich-. ilhclm AOETTGE1Z, born -n the 18/1c/1912 at TREITN. I am 
of Evangelical faith, I am married and have no children. I am of German 
nationality, I am a baker. I belonged to the NSULP since 1937. I also 
belonged to the DU and V. That is all. 

I have been under arrest since the 9 Lu-,  1945. 

I was discharged from the 3ehrmacht in Jan 1944 f%-ir meAcal reasons. I 
was sent to the Gestapo and employed there. This was in Jan 1944. 

I was sent to the FUBLSLUETTEL Police prison for uard duties. I :ot 
the rank of a Jachtmcister. I die outside ,:uar;' duties for 3 y.mths. 
Then I was put in char:;e of a station. I have been to ali the stations 
at different times, except C 2 and B. 

Lfter I had boon FUHLSEUETTEL fur a short'.,hilt I noticed that it really 
not a Police prison at all, -;)ut a Gcsta., prison. 

In my opinion i2PPIEN'JP.0 the most feared man at FUHLSBUETTEL, as he hit the 
prisoners and as ho was an unsympathetic person. During my time various 
prisoners were placed in irons. I remember NIELSON and GLUCK. The order 
for the special treatment came from the Gestapo, especially fr,..1 the 
officials -iho dealt with the case 	question (Sachbearbciter). 

TEM.:14M was the Commamant of FUHLSEUETTEL and as such he must have knaan 
everythinT: that 	happenin-:, there. 

I have beaten inmates four times, twice with a stick. 

Furthermore I sm. MLTHEL personally beat a prisoner :rite a stick. I have 
never dealt out more than 3 - 5 strokes. Otnerwise I have never ill-treated 
anybody. I did not take part in the beatin : to death of c .erench prisoner, 
in fact I know nothing about this matter. 

Other ill-treatment I have never seen. Lctually I -zernerriber tnat GLUCK was 
kept in solitary confinement in a dark cell for a lon ; time. The window in 
this cell -.,as e-_,mpletely closed by bricks. 

The FUHLSDUETTIM Prison could hold about 700 people, but it happened that 
there were more than 1000 people. Un:er those circumstances the prisoners 

to share a bed betaeen 

In 4ril 1945 I took a transport of prisoners by boat to KIEL. This 
transport consisted of about go 	ai, 30 Polish officers and about 5 other 
men. The accorrpanyin;.; personnel ;,11.sis-ter' of 15 Flonbers of the 
Landem:armerie and one Flemish _S-man. 

IVJWy .as ill-created (.n this transport. 

/Most 

■ 

1 
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Kost of the ill-treatment in rmils:Ui,;TTELcwas carried out by the 
interrc:ators of the Gestapo. They were beatin3 the 7risonors :s.mon;st 
others with whips. Especially HENTSCKEL and SCHOTT. 

On the 	r the ::.11ie3 arrived iii IL.Jolac, I left with mc;st of other (;uards 
in the :Jiroction cf qUICKDMN. Prom there we went oux own ways. 

I have n%thin.:;, further to ade. 

(Sitglee) Fric:!rich ROETTGER 

SJORN by the said De12:.nent Prier_lrich 	ROETTGER, voluntarily at 
MUNSTELA:GR on 1 Lpril 1947 before me, Cart. Frederic Michael .14:11EIi, 
detailed by C-in-C. -Zritish ;,rely of the 1,zhine. 

(Sime0) 	 Capt. 
Investi3atinE Officer 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translation from German into En:Jish 
of the Deposition of Frig 'rich- dlhelm ROETTGER, marked Deposition N,.54. 

(SiE;nod) F.M. ':iurner Cat. 
Fick. Investigation Section 
:ar Crimes Group (N,IE). 
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Translation of 	 Deposition No.55 

DEPOSITION 

cf 

Earl Jchann Julius KOOPI'ILNN 

Depsition on oath of Karl Johann Julius KOOPi.0111, male, of IiI:JILUX-Lltona 
Lahrenfeld, Kielkamp 14, at -, resent iyit,rneC, at NUNSTEYZ Ii.GEI , sworn 
bef -Jre 2/Lt. '.:aclaw .IIE'RZEUSEI, Polish Forces, of . jar Criiles Group 
(1r..74 Field Invcsti JAtion Section, at liUNSTM L.,GER, on this twenty-ninth 

of ;.larch 1947.. 

Karl Johann Julius Ii00131".NN) have been t,ld that I am nrt forced 
to answer questions, but that everythin: I s= will be - xitten down and 
can be used as evidence. I make this statement voluntarily and not under 
compulsion or threat or because of 1- r:mises of aevanta3es. 

I am Karl Johann Julius KOOPiu.).11ii, born at TOFTLUND, DENi;i;;RK, on 
18/7/1912. I believe in God. I am of German nationality. I am a 
mechanic 	trade. I am married and have 6 children. I was a member of the 
NSDLF since 1937 and was in the. :.11;emeine SS since 1933. 

In 1934 I vas called to the colours by the .:,11:emeine SS in.orez to 
:1111,:, huts. Lfter that, in 1935, I came to the Concentration Crrrp at 
FUHLSLUETTEL for half a year. Durin3 the Czech crisis in 1938 I was to have 
been called up for a Totenkopfverband. :Ls I did not wish to be separated 
from my family, I applied to be employed in the Police Prison at FUHLSEUETTEL. 
This .application was granted and I was in FUHLSBUETTEL till 1943. I started 
off as a guard, was then in char:;e of a station and ended up as 
Dereitschaftsfuhrer. In 1943 I was transferred to the Lrbeitscrziehunjacor 
.-ILIMSDURG. In December 1944 I had an accident with a motorbike and went 
to hospital. I came out aain at the end of February 1945. From then till 
the end of the war, I irkect in the cl.ithin6 stores of the Gestapo Dienstelle 
(Gestapo Offices). I 	arrested en 14/7/1945. 

Only on trio occasions al.:) I slap German prisoners in the face. ,,part 
from that, I.  never beat or kicked prisoners. Llso I never used objects such 
as rubber truncheons, sticks etc. f,,r 1,eatin. I have never seen :)riscners 
in FUHLSEUETTEL being beaten. 

In gy behaviour tc,wards the prisoners I as hard but just. 

That is all I haw to soy. 

Xarl KOOPI!ii,NN 

S:ORN by the said Deponent Ics.r1 Johann Julius KOORZON, voluntarily 
at MUNSTEit LAGER, on this t.enty-ninth 	of idarch, 1947, before me, 2/Lt. 

WIERZDO4SKI, detailed by C-in-C. 13ritish :ally of the Rhine. 

(Signed) 	;IERZLO:SKI 
Investi:atiry Officer 

CERTIFIED that this is a true transla-cion from German into English of 
the Deposition of Karl Johann Julius 	narked Deposition No.55. 

(SiLned) C.K. FIELD S/Sgt. 
5th Royal Inniskilling Dragoon Gds. 
ar Crip.es Grolk) (MX). 
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DEPOSITION 

of 

Fri,;(:rich Ltv . 	.loort , 

Deposition on oath of Friec!rich 	 male, of 
HzenDuac. 33, icolonie Ohlsd-rf 348, -A :reJAlt Internet.: at 1,1UN6Th:, 
sworn befer, S4.17t. Charles Kcnneth PLILD, 5th :_oyca 	 Drapon 
Guards, of Iliad 	 ':ar Crimes Griul,  (N.7) at MUNSTER 
1.4,GER on 31 harch 1947. 

I, Llbert 	 have is n. -Li:. that I ;J: ncit forced to make a 
statement, if I Lc, not 	too, but that any Lt:Auent that I make Lill be 
written :j;..11 	!Ay at any tine be uJod as evidence in court. I make 
this statement v-luntarily and not under (;o4.uulsi)n or threat or because 
of promises of personal gains. 

I am ;abort LOCREL:AM, born at HL1,1LURG en 21/8/96. I am Lutheran 
Protestant, cu.imarriud and have 3 children. I am German and am coal 
merchant by trace. I did not belong to any 7Jazi organisation. 

In 	1943 I was called up and sent 	AELSLUETTEL. I was employed 
as a guard. The first t„o or three months I did outside jlard duties and 
administrative 	I then came to Station Ll, where I stayed till the end. 
I was arrest:: cn 4/3/1947. 

I sometilAes beat prisoners in order to keep up the discipline, but 
only with qy hand. On my Station there yore '.i,u1;sians and Ukrainians in 
the lare rooms, and Germans in the cells. gy Station was Ll and I also 
had a dark cell under ny char:e, 	the cellar. I remember a certain GLUCK, 
who was in dark confinement for about 5n (vs. Lt the one of that time he 
%.as in a vc sy bad state. 

-I remember the shoctin, of the 5 Russian .- oracn and the 11 Russians, 
but know nothin,; more definite about it. 

I remember the tr%nsport 	W_ITENGLI:11._;;; at the end of Lpril 1945. 
;.bout 30 Russians _Gilt fru:, my station. It was :uncrally known that these 
people were to be "riven the works". The order of this transport came from 
the tom. Ls far as I know, the prisoners, :he came to lEgRal.:JalE31 were no 
special criminal cases. 

There was a lac.: of overythin .  in the ..Deis of the Russians, but I 
did not complain about this to any hi, her authority. 

I know SCHULZKI;. lie lives in HELLMOK, Sophienstr. in a garden colony. 
He is now supposed tc 1:c employed by a ni;ht watch company. I know this 
because I saw him with the cap and he himself told me where he lived. 
That was in autumn 1946. 

I have nothin_; further to say. 

Si med) 	LOCKM.NN 

S.10RN by the said Deponent, .1-3.bert LeCkm-'2U,NN, voluntarily at MUNSTER L:',GE:c 
on 31 Larch 1947, before me, S/Sgt. FIELD O.K. detailed by C-in-C. , 
British .;,rmy of the 

(:,imed) C.K. PITID S/Sgt. 
Invustiatin NCO. 

In the case of a successful conclusi(n thc 1:%1, I placed myself at the 
further disposal of the Gestap:: 

c-[t1, 	
I ':ias refused by reason 

of ny ; 

( 	c.) L174 LOCKtiirli.IIN 
/Certified 
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CETIFIED that this ic true translation from German into 	 th. Deposition of Llliert 	 marke Deposition No. 5. 

( Ugne0 C. K. 2II2D S/S5t. 1  
Investiatin NCO. 

..."ar rims Group (i■TZ). 
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DEPOSITI3N 

of 

Ears Heinrich :Crierich :ACK 

Deposition on oath of Hans Heinrich ;Irie:irich SICK, male, of ILTILURG 
43, Schwansenstr. 9, at present interned at .11.JiiST13-2. LiLETA, before S/Sgt. 
Charles Kenneth FIELD, 5th Royal innickillin Dragoon Guards, of Field 
Investigation Section, 'iar Crimes (;-roup (N:E), at 111NSTI:1, L.i.GE on 27th 
March 1947. 

I am Hans SICK, born at HLMLURG on 27 January 1901. I an Lutheran 
Protestant, married and have 3 children. I am German and an waiter by 
occupation. I joined the N$DLP in December 1938, was a member of the NSV 
and DLF. 

Hans SICK, have boon warned that I am not forced. to make a 
statement, if I do not wish, 	that any statement I make -All be -;:ritten 
down and nay be used as evidence in court at any time in the future. I 
make this statement voluntarily, not under c,.mpulsion or threat or because 
of promises of personal r‘-ins. 

On September 16, 1943, I was called up and directed to FUHLSBUETTEL, 
where I was at first emnloyed as a gu ard. For about 3 or 4 months I 
worked together with ILEPPI7N, and have seen how he boat prisoners. He also 
made use of his feet. I helped RiFPIEN lea .ing up prisoners. He used to 
beat and made use of his feet. I also helped prisoners to get into the 
truck quicker. In the Gestapo builoins I sometimes helped REPPIEN taking 
the personal particulars of the prisoners. This was one in the cellar. 
To both sat at a table, while the pris2ners sat in the room next door, 
with their backs towards us. Sometimes these particulars could not be 
taken without shoutin:; and boa tin .;. I 71.6.) saw RE2PIEN make use of his feet. 
It also happened that I corrected prisoners by jming them a slap in the 
face, or save them a knock from behind. 

I was arrested on 7 May 194.5. 

I have nothing else to say. 

(Signed) Hans SICK 

SIOI1N by the said Deponent, Hans SICK, 1731untarily at MUNSTER Li GER 
on 27 March 1947, before me S/St. FIELD O.K., detailed by C-in-C., British 
1,rmy of the 'Rhine& 

(Eignek:,) C. h. ?IELD 6/St. 
Investigating NCO. 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translation from German into Y,,nglish of the 
Deposition of Hans SICK, marked Deposition No. 

(Si geed) C.K. PI:LD S/Sgt., 
Jar Crimes Group (KLT.). 
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L,  aiti ,n . 58 

TR.OSLATION of DEPOSITION 

of 

Walter ORTLIAM 

Deposition on oath :4.  Walter ORTMAITN, male, Jf 1-,AMBURG 6, Karolinenstr. 
5 I, at present interned at MUNSTER LAGER, sworn before S/Sgt. Charles 
Kenneth FIELD, 5th Royal InniskillinE Dragoon Guards, of Field 
Investigation Section, War Crimes Group (NWE), at J.:UNSTER LAGER on 
26 March 194.7. 

I am Walter ORTMANN, born at I:1-i:BURG 	28/7/04.. 	I an protestant, 
am married and have a child 20 years old. 	i am of German nationality 
and am truck driver by trade. 	Except for the DIF, I did not belon[. t 
any Nazi organisation. 

On 1 December 1944 I was called up and directed to work at 
FUHLSBUETTEL, where I -:.as employed as a guard. 	I carried out this duty 
until about 15 April 194.5. 	I was arrested on 19 June 1945. 

From 1 December 1944 until 1 January 194.5 I acted n.s messenger and 
was then put in charge of a station. 	It was C 1. 	iy task in the 
station (corridor) was to look after the prisoners and to pres,:rve 
discipline. 	In the case of disobedience by the prisoners, I h-d to 
report this to TESSMANN. 	He then ordered solitary confinement and 
curtailed rations. 	I was present when prisoners in rry station were 
beaten by interrogators. It is known 	me that prisoners in 
FUELSBUETTEL were beaten by the guards, but I cannot remember that I 
over did it. 

I apparently midundorstood various questions put to me, because I 
could never give the right answer straight away. 

I have been warned that I am not compelled to make a statement, if 
I do not wish, but that any statement that I mace will be written down 
and may be used as evidence in court. 	I make this statement 
voluntarily, not under compulsion or threat er because of promises of 
personal gains. 

I have nothing else to say.. 

(Signed) W. ORTMANN 

SWORN by the said Der. meat, Walter 0I TM 	voluntarily at 
MUNSTER LAGER an 26 !arch  194.7 before.me, S/Sgt. FIELD C. K., detailed 
by C. in e., British Anly 	the Rhine. 

(Signed) 	FIELD S/Sgt. 
.War Crimes Group (N.W.E.) 

- 	CERTIFIED thatithis is a true translation from German into 
-English of the -deposition of-ITU:UT^ ORTMANI1, marked •Deposition No. 58. 

(Signed) 	FIELD S/Sgt. 
War Crimes Group (N.W.E. ) 
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26,1 

TRANSLATION - f DE CSITION 

Gustav J,hann Friedrich STUVE 

Deposition on oath of Gustav Johann Friedrich STUVE, male of 
HAMBURG.Ohlstedt, Alto Dorf Str. 23, at present interned at MUNSTER 
LAGER, sworn before S/Sgt. Charles ienneth FIELD, f:th Royal Inniskilling 
Dragoon Guards, of Field Investigation Sectin, War Crimes Group (NICE)/ 
at MUSTER LAGER on 28 :larch, 1947. 

I, Gustav STUVE, have been told that I am not forced to make a 
statement, if I do not wish, but that any statement I make, will be 
written down and may be used as evidence in curt at any time. 	I make 
this statement voluntarily, not under compulsi)n or threat or because 
of promises of personal gains. 

I am Gustav STUVE, born at WALSMUNLEN, Mecklenburg;  on 2/3/1889. 
I am Lutheran Protestant, marrieC and have three married step-children. 
I am German, was farmer and later a specialist worker in the Post. 	I 
joined the NSDAP on 1 Mey 1937; I was also member of the DAP and the 
NSV. 	I was Blockwalter in the DAF and NSV. 	I was arrested on 
7 Mey 1945. 

I should have gone to the Wehrmacht, but volunteered for 
FUBLSBUTTEL. 	I came t7 FUBLSBUTTEL on 1 February 1944 and was 
employed as a guard. 	At first I performed mixed duties and was then 
employed as a guard. 	In Mey 1944 I came to station A.3. 	I was there 
a few weeks. 	Then I had to go back to guar'. duties. 	I manhandled 
Prisoners in my time and a few times slapped them in the face. 	The 
prisoners I beat were Germans. 	1 never made use of a rubber 
truncheon. 

I heard here that SCHULZKE has a leading position in a night watch 
Gcmpany in HAMBURG. I heard this either from SCHIRRMEIER or LOCKEWN. 

I have nothing else to say. 

(Signed) Gustav STUVE 

SWORN by the said Deponent, Gustav STUEVE, voluntarily at MUNSTER 
LAGER on 28 March 1947, before me, S/Sgt. FIELD C.., detailed by 
C. in C., British Army of the Rhine. 

(Signed) C. K. FIELD S/Sjt., 
Investigating NCO 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translation from German into 
English of the deposition of Gustav STUVE, marked Deposition 	59. 

(Signe:.) C_ K. FIELD S/Sjt. 
War Crimes Greui. (NWE) 

• 
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Decositi,:n 	,1 
273 

TRANSLATION OP DEPOSITION 

-if 

Peter Christoph Friedrich BARTELS 

Deposition on oath of Peter Christ:ph Friedrich BARTELS, of 
HAMBURG-HARBURG, Hangstr. 25, at present interned at iUNSTER LAGER, 
sworn before S/Sgt. Charles 1C.enneth FIELD, 5th Royal Inniskilling 
Drago::n Guards, of Field Investigatin Section, War Cri7:.er, Group (NWE), 
at MUNSTER LAGER on 30 1...arch 1947. 

I, Friedrich BARTELS, have been teld that I am not forced to 
make a statement, if I (1:. /IA wish to, but that any statement that I 
make will be written down and may at any time be used as evidence 
in c-)urt. 	I make this statement voluntarily , not under compulsion 
or threat or because of pr:mis3s of personal gains. 

I am Friedrich BARTELS, born at SCBILLINGSBOSTEL, Kreis HarburE, 
on 29/9/04. 	1 am lutheran protestant, am married and have 7 children. 
I am German and am painter by trade. 	I joined the NSDAF in 1929 and 
the SA in 1932. 	Besides i was a member of the NSV and the DL?. 	In 
the SA I was Truppfthrer. 

I was arrested on 10th I:Jay, 1945. 

I came to FUHLSBUETTEL in 1939. 	Because of my chil:ran I was 
not called up and therefore directed to work at FUHLSBUETTEL. 	I was an 
auxiliary guard, but was called up to the Wehrmacht in April 1940. 	The 
Gestapo requested my release and I came back to FUHLSBUETTEL in July 
1940. 	I carried out guard duties there until April 1943, when, I went 
to NORWAY 	There I was workshop supervisor in the Polizeischutzhaftlager 
GRIN' until August 1944, when I was transferred back to FUHLSBUETTEL 
In October 1944, together with SCHUETTE, I was sent to STILL-HORN- 
WILHEMLSBURG, where I had to train Cossaks. 	I came back to FUHLSBUETTEL 
in February 1945 and stayed there till the end (3 May). 

In 1939, when I came to FUEISBUETTEL, I did Station duty at B2 
in the winter. 	End of February - beginning ;iarch 1945 I was at A2. 
Otherwise I had alternately outside and indoor duty (Station duty). 

I have never ill-treated or manhandled r.rybody in FUHLSBUETTEL. 

I heard from TESSI.:ANN here in the camp, that SCEULZKE is 
employed by a night-watch company in liAbiliURG. 

I have nothing else to say. 

(Signed) Friedrich 3ARTELS 

Sworn by the said Deponent, Friedrich BARTELS, voluntarily at 
MUNSTER LAGER on 30 ':arch 1947, before me, S/Sgt. FIELD 	detailed 
by C. in C., British Army cf the Rhine. 

(Signed) C.1C. FIELD 	S/Sgt. 
Invest icating NCO 

CERT-EFIED that this is a true translation of the deposition of 
Friedrich BARTELS, marked Deposition No. 61. 

(Signed) C. . FIELD s/sgt. 
War Crimes Group (N.W.E.) 

• • 
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of 

TICS Llfens Karl Emil 

Deposition on oath of Llfons Karl Emil TIIS, male, of HiaiDURG-LIUTELD 
Luobekerstrasse 44, at ITEUENG.,,i0E on 29th1'Jevember 1946 before Capt. H.P. 
KINSLSIGH, The Cheshire Rout. of %iar Crimes Investigation Unit. 

I, 4.1fons Karl Emil TI S have been warned that I am not compelled to make 
a statement. I make this statement v luntarily and not under compulsion 
or because of the promise of advantages. I have been told that this 
statement may be used as evidence. 

I am Alfons Karl Emil T4S, born on 13th October 1896 at _Wr.oURG and am of 
Evangclican faith. I attended the Volksschule until I '.as 14 years of age. 
I am an unskilled labourer. I am married and. have 7 children from 7 to 
25 years cf age, 4 of them are met alive anymore. I have been a member of 
the NSD1-..P since 1937 and besides the NSV I belong to no other NS Organisation. 

Gn 10th July 1943 I was called up as an auxiliary as a :guard to the p-,lice 
prison FUHLSLUETTEL. I was issued with an SS-uniform and held the rank of 
Unterscharfuehrer. Since 1939 I was employed by the SHD auxiliary service, 
but because of my asthma I had to be employed in a less strenuous job, thus 
I went to the STLP0,,District 37 Hche Lleichen (?) and coulc' start 
immediately in FUHLSEUETTEL. 

Ri:_;ht in the beginning I was guard in the courtyard. In December I was 
employed on an Lussenkonmando working for the firm FLI;;LG in LOCKSTEDT. This 
is a fish canning factory and py commando consisted of adprox 20 men, who 
worked in this factory. I had this commando till Lugust 19420 dcfter that I 
had other Aussenkompan,' -s. I was never employed inside the station but 
always worked on Lussenkommandos till the end of the war. 

During my stay with the :aissenkommando with IlLALG one French prisoner and 
another time two French prisoners escaped. One of them war called TOUSSLINT 
and he escaped on 12 Lug 44 and was recao)tured on 16 Lug 44: all three 
prisoners were recaptured again. The incident in hich the tao Frenchmen 
were involved was as follows: One of them, the dialler one, I do not 
remember his name, reported sick in the 'artery; the doctor however, said 
that he could continue work. In the afternoon both of them were missing. 
I made an absentee report and TESSIMN solemnly 7-1.rned me that this incident 
would not run as smoothly as the first ono. Llthough TESSII'M said that he 
would report it to a police court I have never heard anything else about it. 
.11 few days later the two acre brought back again. I spent my spare time 
looking for these two, and I  t,  neve that I put the investigators on the 
right track. ..t the time 	living in 0/3, as I had been bombed out. 
I was called and told that the two Frenchmen hae been recaptured again. 
.Then I arrived I was asked by =TEL to beat them. I askca them what they 
were up to and then hit them across the face, left and right. Because of 
my bad physical condition I,could not beat them properly. H aever, MI.TEA 
and :,ARTELS did this properly; this happened in the C cellar. Then both 
of them were locked into a cell. .;hat happened to than then I ao not know. 

In autumn, I do not know the year, TESS'.ini asked HEINE, SCHULZ, moicH, 
MLU and myself to appear before him at 6 o'clock in the morning. Je 
reported and saw two lorries. I boarded one of tham'aith ULLAICH and other 
guards. We wont to EIDELSTEDT and stopped in front of a gravel pit. There 
was also another lorry with many females who however did not get down 
from the lorry. TES31.11.NN instructed us to mark of a space. I was about 
50 metres away from the execution place. There I saw: TESSMA:.NN, 
SCHWARZKOPF and others. Five women were being shot, namely by being shot 
through the neck. WILLIIZKOPP and another man from the Gestapo, who I did 
not know did the dhootino. 

/The 
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The corpses ../ere loac!ed into the lorries, and this -.;r:s eons 1:y prisoners who) 
-...cre also present; then they were taken to the cemetery. I assured that 
they were shot East -..; -- rkors. Beside myself, 2:.:.U, ULL1dCH, HEYNE and SCHULZ 
were present at the burial. LZ TE3:3.?:i.NN was n;:t present. Then vie drove back 
to FUIELSDUETTEL with the male prisoners. 

Gne evenins 11 prisoners from TEUENG.,..11.1: were broujit to FUHLSLUETTEL. One 
of them was nissins, and he was -.;einc searched for. I assumed that he had 
knocked down a :uard of the TPUITLSIAjETTEL :.-)rison and that he had armed himself 
with his weapon. Later, when we recal:tured him he sh ot himself. WHULZKE 
and SCHUETTE accompanied me. 

• prisoner called GUHLKE, Karl-Heinz, later married my dau:hter in the prison. 
He had a special job under TESSLLIVN because he could 	in and out as he 
pleased. Later on it was found out that he vas already married and that he 
had two children. 

Beside the already mentioned maltreatments, I have not seen any other 
maltrcatments, and have not carried out any myself. 

That is all I know about FUHLSLUETTEL. 

(Sinned) ,',1fon3 T4S. 

S:ORN by the Deponent ,'.1fons TI S voluntarily at NEUENGLI.11?2 on 29th 
November 1946 before me, Capt. .P. EINSLFIGH, detailed by C-in-C. British 
▪ my of the Rhine. 

(Si';ned) H.P. KINSLEIGH, Capt. 
Investisatins Officer. 

CERTIFIED that this is true translation from Ge :man into = n lish of the 
Deposition of 4',1fons TI -S marked -Production No. 32. 

( Si3ned ) E. L. 330N,TITT Sst 
Interpreter 

..iar Crimes Invcsti .ation Unit. 
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DEPOSITICN 

cf 

Karl Heinz Erich GUHLKE 

Deposition on :nth of Karl Heinz Erich GUI-11 	male, of HLI.11;UliG.---.7,L,,FELD, 
Luebeckcrstr. 44, at present interned in MUNSTERL/LE, WC= bCfCrC 
2/Lt. 	 'area:;, c7f 	Crimes Group (Kr.:,) Field 
Investigation Section, at i::UNSTE:a.GEI., on this twenty sixth (_!ay cf March 
194.7. 

Karl Heinz Erich GUHIZE, have Ileen informed that I am not forced to 
ansver the questions, 1.1-t that mythin:; I say 	be written down and may 
be used as evidence. I make this statement voluntarily without the use of 
force or the promise of reward. 

I am Karl Heinz Erich GUHLKE, born in SaNEMUENDE on 11 Feb 1916. I am of 
Evangelical faith, German nationality, motor mechanic and glazer by trade, 
married, without children. I never joined the NSDAP or affiliated 
organisations and only belonged to the NSV for one year. 

In December 1943 I was discharged from the 'iiehrmacht on medical gr,unds. On 
being dismissed I was offered a job as a police lorry driver. I never 
supposed and only realised later that it was a case of :corking for the 
Gestapo. I worked with the Gestapo until June 1944 when I was transferre:: 
to the Kripo as a punishment. In Sept 44 I was arrested for absenteism. 
I was taken to the FUHLSDUETTEL Police Prison. I remained in solitary 
confinement until 1 Jan 45. From the 1 Jan to end of March 45 I was 
hoilerman to the Flemish suard. From the end of March to about 19 4ril 
I was boilerman on Cl. I escaped from FUHLSBUETTU on 29 Lpril. I was 
arrested on 15 Sept 45. 

I only slapped the face of a prisoner. I had an ai:wont with him. I once 
saw the guard n:am, beat a prisoner. He beat him with his hand and with 
a stick. Lpart from that I never saw a tlard beat a prisoner. 

I did spy duties in twe cases. 

One was with the wholesale butcher EaLD, who was arrested for being a 
black marketeer, the other was also a case of a black marketeer. For this 
I was asked to l!o the job by the interrogators Krim.Scks. LREUSTEDT and 
HENSCIEL. 

I know nothing about the affair of the transport tr NEUENG,.. E. 

That is all I have to say about FUTISLUETTEL. 

(Si,:ned) Karl Heinz GUHLKE 

sjOaN by the said Deponent Karl Heinz GUHLKE, wluntarily at MUNSTEAAGE1: 
on this twenty-sixth day of 	1947 Lef:,re me, 2/Lt. .;aclaw 
detailed by C-in-C., :ritish ,.rmy cf the rzhine. 

WIERZIEJSKI. 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translation from German into En:lish of the 
Deposition of Karl Heinz :rich a:THLRE, marked Dep.No.63. 

(L,i,1:ned) C. 11. F:iEUD S/SL;t. 
Field Investigation Section 

Grott (14...7.;]) 
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DEPOSITION ITC. 64 

TILN314.TION OP DEPOSITION 

of 

Si.)pw-.1d Karl Bernhard SCHI.I_EI',.;12 

Deposition on 	th of Si,,gd-10. Kr-xi }3k,rnhr.r1 SCHIRIZI72, orav, 
:Lh1E-xten 1o, -t present inturnkA at AJY,-)T7R 

sw.:rn before S/JL..t. Chrlos Kenneth FIUD, 5th 	Inniskilling 
Drr.goon Gur-As, )f Field Investigation oecti:n, 	Crilcs Group (.7,), 

IXUSTM IA,G3R on 30th .rch, 1947. 

I ^ ri Siecydrld 3CHIPi7X1R, born r.t T-,T,T1201, _,cklenburg, on 2nd A?v, 
1387. 	I m protestant, ;1%rried s.n1 have .)no daughter. 	I am Cerf:lan and 
r.(.1 ealmercial traveller by occupati.7n. 	;;xcept fir the D- P, I 	not belong 
to any Nazi Organis-Aion. 

I Siegvinld SCHIROJM, h-vo been w'rnoi tht I a.1 not forced to make 
a statement, if I lc not wish, but that 	st-Acaent that I Llake, will be 
written down Pn1 ;:lry be used as evidence in court. 	I -mke this st-Aement 
voluntarily, with)ut coapulsion or thre-t or because of .dr),Iises of personal 
gains. 

On lit March, 1943, I w's called up for wr r service and sent to 
FUHLSBIRTT2L. I wns there till 3rd May, 1945. -t first I did guards in 
the yard and later worked in a station 	 ,corking parties 
an1. ad.nin. 	I was arrested on 6th March, 1947. 

At .)no time I w-s on 1, where th'Jrc wore Russins and Poles. 	There 
were also a few single cells. 	The conditions in the Russian rooms were very 
T -.'1 and there wr:s a lack of everything. 	There wore not enough bids, eating 
utensils ctc. for the prisoners. 	I aid not complain about this lack of 
equip Cont. 

I h^.vo never beaten anybody .t FUHLSTMTTa. 

I was on the march to KEL. There was an ardor that prisoners who 
stye'?. behind, wore to be shot. 

I was eye witness when•HANISCH be-.t 3 Chin,se. 	I have seen 
REPPIN beat prisoners hr rd with his hand. 

I have nothing elEo to say. 

(2imed) Siogwald 

SWORN by the said Deponent, Siugwald SCHIWEIER, voluntarily at 
viINST",11 LhGER on 30th 1:rrch, 1947, bef.'re sae, 3/Srt. FT= O.K., detailed 
by C.-in-C., British Army of the Rhino. 

(Signed) C. K. FInLD SAJgt. 
Inv,sti,r!,ating NCO. 

CERTIFI7D that this is a true trmslrtion from &man into English 
of the Deposition of Siegwnld SCHIW 1I it, marked Deposition Na. 

(. ignol) C. K. PINED SiSgt. 
,far Crimes Gr up (!:-.1-.1). 

■ 

ab 
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DEPOSITION No. 65  

TD..I.ISE.TION of DEPOSITION  

of 

.athur :.LBRECHT  

Deposition Jn Jeth of -rthur ..LBRT:CPT, 	'f 
Merbreekswisch 3, at 2resent interned at :UST;;R L.GTK, sworn before SA3gt 
Charles Kenneth FI7LD, 5th Royal Inniskiiling Drar:2n Guer;!s, of Field 
Invcstieetien Section, 'der Crimes Group (N.-;), at I.:USTER ILGIIR on 2nd :Lpril 
1947. 

I, :,rthurALBT:CTiT, have been told that I'ere not forced to lake a 
stater:tent, if I lo not Ash, but that .any statement that I make,. will be 
written down and may at eny time be used as evidence in court. 	I make 
this statement voluntarily, not under compulsion Dr threet or because of 
pr=lises of personal ains. 

I am Arthur ALB-1MHT, born on 25th February, 1889, at GOTTESGLE in 
the Erz Gebirge. 	I believe in God, am married and have 2 children. I 

	

Gorman and am cormercil clerk by occupation. 	I wns a member of the 
D'I.F and the NSV, but did not bob:mg to any ether Nazi Organisation. 	I 
wns arrested on 7thney, 1945. 

On 21st September, 1943, I wes called up and sent to FUHL3BUETTEL, 
where I was employed as a guard. 	first I did nutsiic duties, and then 
wes employed on adainistretive jobs as runner. 	I also had to take 
w)rking parties to the place of work and collected the prisoners frou 
their ro ua on several occasions. 	I have never be .ten or ill-treated 
prisoners in r.ny way. -t the end of 1944, I wee transferred from 
FUHLSBUP.TTEL to the Gestapo Leitstelle (l: -in Offices) in 11=G. There 
I hal to :.ct as messenger (collect rail and fetch files etc.). 	I did 
come into contact with prisoners there. 

In FUHLSBIT,TTEL I have seen prisoners beine 1, eeten. 	I have seen 
IWPI'M beat eni kick prisoners. 

I have nothing further to say. 

(Signed) :LrthurALBRIOHT 

S CORN by the said De2ment, exthur :.LB117,CHT, voluntarily at MUNSTM 
LZ-i.G7,R on 2nd April, 1947, before me S/3:t. FIaD C. K., detailed by C.-in-C, 
British army of t he Rhine. 

(Signed) C. K. FIELD. S/Sgt. 

CERTIFIM that this is e true transletiin from German into English 
of the deposit ion of ;,rthur ,,LBRITHT, markel Deeesitien No. 

	

(Sirned) C. K. FTELD 	S/,r-t. 
War Critees Creel,  (I J0 
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0 

DEPOSITION 

of 
ELL', SCHULZ 

Deposition on Jath of Ella 3CHUZ, female, A' H,ILBUT.G-Steilshop, 
Braafelderweg Parzelle 46, no interned at No. 5 CIC, sworn before 2/Lt 
jaclaw J7RZBOIS,a, P'21ish Forces, 	4ar Cri:2os Group (Y1E) Field 
Investigation Section, at 	5 CIC, on this 11th Thy of harch, 194.7. 

I, Ella SCHULZ have 1., .en told that I am not clpellel to answer the 
questions, but that everything I say will be written down anal may be us.d 

evidence. 	I aake this statement voluntarily and not under compulsion 
r the promise of advantares. 

I am Ella SCHULZ,. born on 27th ,uFust, 1901, at H..-AKT6 	I ma 
Protestant. 	I am of German nati.:nality, Kw ',:rofession is prison warder. 
I am sin!2-10. 	I entered into the services of the Police on 2n;1 May, 1922. 
In 1935, I was posted to the Gestapo. 	From there I was hostel to the 
PAice prison at FUHLSBUE'TEL. 	I was em;:loyed there up to 20th 1,,:arch, 
1945. 	On that lay I wont to h_,spital to undergo an operation. 	I was 
arrested towards the end of July, 194.5. 	In 1937, I joined the N612LID. 

I have only once sla; lpel the face of the Russian woman }LPL. for 
floodirr her prison cell; with that exception I have never beaten any of 
the prisoners. Nor have I seen any of the other emaoyees beatirr up 
prisoners. 

I never refu,od the .-.2edic.-  1 .rlerly 	to enter .2y h-...use. 	Frau 
BI.M.R1C, with whoa I was clifront_: 	also imint-Ans that I refused 

admission to my house, ;.nst 

The prison wrs overcro- rdel, 	th.t foreigners only had one blanket, 
even during winter. They were 	 to sleep two in a bed and some of 
them had to sleep on forms and tables. 	The 'rLoraitories contained anything 
up to 80 prisoners an' ,nly hri one 1-v'tory. 

In certr.in cases I Liale n:t only inlividual prisoners go without 
food for a day, but also the entire dormitories. I no longer remember 
my re-s)ns for doing so. 	Every time TES'at;,NN h-.1 to be informed. 	I 
used to aake stir,  sti ,ns which h to be c.,,provel by TE3NN. 

I hr.ve just rememl 	thatt I did refuse the medical orderlyn.it 
adlission to my house, 	Thu reason for that was, th t he perlittel 
wonan to t e ke a bath with ut the medical officer's authority. 

That is :11 I have to say about FUHLSBTITTEL. 

(Signed) Ella SCHULZ 

SJORN by the said Deponent Ellf SCHULZ, wauntarily at No. 5 CIC, 
this 11th 17,y of March, 1947, before ..Le, 2/Lt. il'aclaw ZERZBOZKI, 
detailed by C.-in-C. British .&rmy of the Rhine. 

(Sined) 1. iIERZB046KI 
Investitirv: Officer 

CERTIFIED that this is a ture translati_n from Gera,%n into English of 
the Deposition of Ella 3CHJLZ, marke'l Dup. No. 

Capt. 
2i„1 o Investigation Section 
;ar Cri..,es Group (NJE) 

■IP 
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Deposition No. 67 

Translation of 
DEPOSITION 

of 

Anni BOSCH 

Deposition on oath of Anni BOSCH, female, of Fii.raii1G, Fettstr. 17, 
at present at No. 5 CIC PADERDORN, sworn before S/Sot. '3. GRANT, of 
War Crimes Investigation Unit at No. 5 CIC on the 11 Iarch 1947. 

I am Anni BOSCH, b.rn at KIEL on 17 Fob 1904. 	I o a housewife, of 
German nationality. 	I never belonged V. any NS organisation. 

I, Anni BOSCH, have been informed that I.am not compelled to make 
a statement, but that any statement I make can be used as evidence in 
a court of law. 	I make this statement voluntarily, without the 
use of force, threats or promise of reward. 

As I was unemployed, I was sent to FUHLSBUETTEL Prison as a warder 
by the Labour Exchange on 15 liar 1944. 	I remained there until the 
middle of Jan 1945, when I fell ill and came to the Eppendorfer 
Hospital. 	I did not return to my.duty and was arrested on 29 Jan 
1946. 	I was transferred to 5 CIC PADER3ORN on 27 Har 1946. 

I admit that I slapped peoples faces 3 or 4 times; I never 
mishandled or poured cold water over any ne. 	I never saw other 
warders beat any one. 

There were 3 large dormitories, each with 40 beds; in one there 
were 80 prisoners, who had 	sleep two-in-a-bed. 	The food was 
insufficient, but the prisoners were allowed to receive parcels. 	The 
beds were full of bugs and every prisoner had two blankets. There 
were 2 toilets in every dormitory. 

I have nothing further to say. 

(Signed) Anni BOSCH 

SWORN by the said Deponent Anni BOSCH, voluntarily at 5 CIC 
on the 11 Mar 1947, before me, S/Sgt. 	GiU,NT, of War Crimes 
Investigation Unit, detailed by C. in C. 3ritish Array of the Rhine. 

(Signed) 	GRANT, S/Sgt. 
Investigating NCO. 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translation from Gorman into English 
of the Deposition of Anni BOSCH, marked Lel:siti.Jn No. 67. 

(Signed) C.:. FREUD) S/Set. 
R.U.R. 

Field Investiration Section. 
',iar Crimes Group (H.W.E.) 

0 
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De-)usitim No. 68 

TRANSLATION OF 
	 289 

DE:L=0511'7_0N 

of 

lauline Fransizka SCEULT 

Deposition on oath of Pauline Franciska SCHULT, female, 1111123URG-
Grossborstel, Beesmoar 16, now interned in No.5 C1C, sworn before 
2/Lt Waclaw WIERZBOWSKI, Palish Forces, 	War Crimes Grour (NWE) 
Field Investigation Section at Na.5 CIC, on this 10th day of March 1947. 

I, Pauline Franciska SCHULT, have been warnea that I am not compelle,7 
to answer these questions, but that everything I say will be taken sown 
and may be used as evidence. 	I make this statement v:iuntarily without 
the use of force, or 1:romise of reward. 

I am Pauline Franciska SCHULT, born at HAIMURG on 1 ]lay 1892. 	I am 
of Evangelical faith, German nationality, a salesvman by trade. 

I attended an elementary school and, later a c.lurse as house tailoress. 
For 4.0 years I worked at home looking after my parents sh:T and nursing 
my sick mother. 	I attended a course for nursing from Nov 1919 till 
Mar 1921. We were bombed out in 1943. 	As I was in need of work I went 
to the Labour Exchange and was sent to the lolice Prison FUELSBUETTEL 
as female warder. 	I worked there from 17 Jan 1944 till the end of the 
war. 	I was arrested an 31 Jan 1946. 

The Police prison FUELSBUETTEL was used for prisoners of the Gestapo. 

I only once slapped a prisoner's face, because she had stolen butter 
from another prisoner. 	I never saw other women beat prisoners. 

Once, a woman was brought along, who was to be put in irons by order 
of the Gestapo. 	I had to carry out this order commanded by Oberauf- 
seherin SCBULCZ. 	I remember a second case of a waman lying in irons. 

That is all I have to say about 1;THLSDUETTEL. 

(Signed) Paula SCHULT 

SWORN by the said De.':anent Iauline Franziska SCHULT, 
at No. 5 CIC an this tenth day of ;ra. 1947, before me, 2/Lt Waclaw 
WIERZBOWSKI, detaile• by C. in C. British Amy of the Rhine. 

(Sigma) W. WIERZ3OWSKI, 
investigating Officer: 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translation from German into English 
of the Deposition of Pauline Franziska SCEULT, marked Deposition No. 68. 

(Signed) C.R. FREUD Oct. 
R.U.R. 

Field Investigation Section 
War Crimes Group (NWE) 

0 
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Translation of sitim N. .(2,!:;. 

 

L17.P3SITIITir 

of 

Paula phie Luise -WHLIIRSCHIaDT 

Deposition on oath of Paula Sophie Luise SCI-I14't.RSCHIIIDT, female, of 1111::::,URG 
Schaefcrk.ampsallec 28, now interned at No.5 CIC, sworn Ilefore 2/Lt. 
7TERZPCI.TSKI, Polish Forces, of .Tar Crimes Group (NY,TE) Field. Investi7ation 
Section at NO. 5 CIC on this thirteenth day of Lar 

Paula Sophie Luise WHLARSCHLIDT, have boon -darned that I ar..1 not 
compelled to answer these questiona, but that everythin I so will be 
taken down and nay be used as evidence. I make this statement voluntarily 
without the use of force, or promise of reward. 

I am Paula Sophie Luise WH4',.1-ZSCIliIDT, nee ERN,DT, born at H,21DU1 G on 30 
Sept 1338. I am of Evan: )lical faith, German nationality, a widow, without 
children, shorthand typist by profession. I joined the NaX,P in Ilay 1933. 

.;s a result of injuries received durin the war 	husband died in 1922. I 
ran Liy own business for a time but was ruined by the inflation. In 1936 I 
reported to the Labour Excharve in search of work and was sent to the '.:ESEN 
Prison. I worked in FUHLSTAJETTEL reran inind there until the beginnim: of 
May 19144. after that I was p:,sted as a ,Ilnishment to the Gestapo Lbt IV Ic. 
There, I worked as shorthand typist until the end of the war. I was arrested 
on 31 Jan 1946. 

I never beat any prisoners, nor did I see any other female warders beat 
prisoners. I know that Ella SCHULZ had a bad name in the prison, she was 
considered callous. 

That is all I have to say about FUHLSAJETTEL. 

(Signed) Paula SCI-1:,;..RSCHMLY2 

SORN by the said Deponent Paula Sophie Luise SCHALRSCHMDT, voluntarily at 
No.5 CIC on this thirteenth day of 1,:ar 1947 before me, 2/Lt -Jac1aw 
.JIERZDaJSKI, detailed by C-in-C. :ritish ,.,rmy of the 'Aline. 

(siglea) 
Investir,ating Officer. 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translation from German into Enlish of the 
Deposition of Paula Sophie Luise SCITSCHMDDT, marked Dep.No.69. 

(Sired) C.R. FREUD S/Sgt. 
R. U. R. 

Field. Investigation Section 
..mar Crimes Group (Dr.E) 

0 
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• 
Translation of 	 Dc)ositim 3y 7.  . 

-••••■•• 

• 

DE-20SITICN  

of 

-u;art:; Karoline Katharine EKRUTT 

Deposition on oath of ,uAlste Karoline Katharine EKRUTT, female, 
D6M2URG-Hornemarsch, :.mmenweg E6, ncy. interned in No.5 CIO, sworn before 
2/Lt. laclaw :IERZDOTSKI, Polish Forces, of 	Crimes Group (ILE) Field 
Investigation Section, at No.5 CIC on this tenth day of larch 1947. 

I, ,Algt/Ote Karoline Katharine EKRUTT, have been warned that I am not 
compelled to answer these questions, but that evcrythin:, I say will be 
taken down and may be used as evidence. I make this statement voluntarily 
without the use of force or promise of reward. 

I am .4',ugitete Karoline Katharine EKRUTT, born SCHUIVICiiER, born at LaILGE/ 
Mecklenburg on 14 Nov 1085. I on of Evan3elicalfaith, German nationality, 
married and have 2 children. I work in the retail trace. 

I had my own fruit and vegetable business until the time of the big raids 
on ILMEUAG in July 1943. I was bombed out, and was forced to report to 
the Labour Exchange who sent me to the Police Prison FUHLSLUETTEL as a 
warder. I worked there from 15 Jan 1944 till:a5 Nov 1944, when I was 
transferred to the Staatspolizeitstelle; there I had to guard 	from 
FUHLSLUETTEL who were brought along to do the cleanin.;. I worked there 
until the 15 April 1945. I -Als arrested on the 12 Dec 1946. 

The Police Prison FUHLSDUETTEL was for prisoners of the Gestapo. I deny 
over having beaten prisoners, but I once saw Ella SCHULZ slap the face of 
a Russian woman. 

I saw Henry 	beat ;Anne 2.0ENE during an interrogation. 

That is all I have to say about FUHLSLUETTEL. 

Luolpte EKMITT 

&TORN by the said Deponent Aug to Karoline Katharine EKRUTT, voluntarily 
at No.5 CIC, on this tenth cloy of Mardi 1947, before me, 2/Lt. Waclaw 
'ITERZEWSKI, detailed by C-in-C. Lritish 4',rily of the thine. 

(Signed) 'dlERZDOjSKI 
Investigating Officer 

CERTIFIED that thip is a true translation frJm German into English of the 
Deposition of j.u4te Karoline Katharine EKRUTT, marked Dep.N0.7e. 

(Signet!) C. i3. FREUD S/Sgt. 

Field Investigation Section 
.Tar Crimes Group (i••rIE) 
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p..,:„..20.-)ition_No.  71 

Translation   of 

0 SITION 

of 

E 	2;  

Deposition on oath of Helene ICRIUL, femal.-., of HiliLBURG, Kapel-
lonstrasse 28, at present at No. 5 CIC P1ID:14a:30-±M, sworn before S/Sgt 
B. GRiliT, 1 Bn. OBLI, of War Crimes Investigation Unit at 5 CIC on 
the 11 1:iar 47. 

I am Helene KREUZ, nee KtiLL.f.,..J:L.', born at TILS:1:2,/st Prussia, on 
1904. I am a housewife, of G-unat:•.n nationality, married and 

have one son. I only belong to the 104:F. 

I, Helene KR:LIUZ, have been informed that 1. am not ce..ii:elled to 
make a statement, but that any statement I make can be used as evidence 
in a court of 	I make this statement voluntarily, without the use 
of force threats or promise of reward. 

I came to Hiii,iBURG to get married in Dec 1934. In January 1944 I 
was sent to FUHLSBUMIL Prison as c. warder by the Homburg Labour 
Exchange. I remained there until the be_;inning 	....April, then I come 
to the St. Georg Hospital. I -.7c.s arrested on the 29 Jaen 1946 and was 
sent to 5 CIC P.:J/12)301V on 23 liar 4.6. 

I deny ever having beaten a prisoners  nor did I over see an, t:ler 
female warder beat a prisoner. It often occurred that prisoners 
sent eRCY from FUHISBUETT11., but I do not kn.-)w .:hero they went. The 
order to send them r;;Tort came from TUSSi,iisiTN, the coz.mandant of the 
prison, either in %vriting or over the telephone. '2"L 	save the 
prisoners' names and te brought the... Go h.Ls office. I do not kno-,7 
what happened to these prisoners after that. 

I have nothing more to sazir. 

(Signed) Helene irREUTZ. 

VOW by the said Deponent Helene IMUZ, voluntarily at 5 CIC 
RaDMIBORti c n the 11 liareh 1947, before 	S/Sgt 	of 
War Crimes Investigation Unit, detailed by 	British 
Army of the Rhine. 

(Signed) 3. GRi.:Ts 4/Sgt. 
Investigating NCO. 

C...MTIFIED that this is a true translation from Ger. 	into En -dish 
of the Deposition of Helene iaiEUZ, marked Dep.-No. 

(Signed) C.1`. FREUD, WSgt 
R.U.R. 

:Auld Investigation Section. 
..;ar :trines 	(N1,-/E) 
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De D c s ti on IL.2g 

DoPOSITICF 

cf 

YiULF Lac:to-A-len, Mar,,atete,  

Deposition cn J at h :)f JULF Kactchen, ic.r 	sworn before 
Sjt. :C.C. Barber, Royal ...rtillery, of Field investiion Section 

;:ar Crimes Group OfvE), li..1. British Ary 	th Rhine, at 5 0. 1. 0. 
on i'icy 15th 1947. 

I rlu .,,its.(Achon liargaret 1.i :rie 1ULF, nee H711Len, born 30.1.97 in 
Htmburg, living in Hr:iburg-Langhorn 1, Adtekopsweg 29 with Schenson, 
my daughter. I an a widow and I pm .1 1;retostant religicn. I 
German nationality. I have a daughter of 23 years of 	I have boon 
a member A' the 4SDP since 1.5.1936. 

On .august 26th 1934 	sent by 
as a prison guard (.....ufschcrin)

was. 
  to the 

and I remained there until 	1944. 
stealing of prisoners underclothes and 
prison in Buctzow in hecklemburg. 

the Hamburg Police (Stadthaus) 
police prison in Fthisbucttel 
1hcn I was discharged because of 
I ,',74 cendeunec: to 6 weeks 

It was my job in .11uhlsbucttel to 1.,ok after the prisoners, 
distrubuto food and to supervise thel.. at work. I hm] about 40 
prisoners under uy care. I have never beaten prisoners and I also 
have not seen, that prisoners were beaten. 

Until jt,iay 1944 the food for the prisoners was good. 	In the 
police prison there )./e.e prisoners of relish, Russian and French 
nationality, also Germans. The foreigners were scparf'ted fre,1 the 
German prisoners. The prisoners undor y  care were ahiays well looked 
after. 

I have nothing to add to 	stateLent. 

(Signed) ":ruff liaotehen 

SWORN before mu, S:jt. P.C. Barb„x, itoyal artillery, of Fief. Investigation 
Section, 4ar Crimes Group (14-aE), detailed by C.-in-C. British Amy 
of the Rhine, voluntarily at 5 C.I.C. PLDIIRB016, on 15th May, 1947. 

(S1 nod) P.C. Barber, Sjt. 
Investigating NCO. 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translation of the deposition of the 
said Kaetchen irUL-171, frac. Geman into Inglish. iiarked Deposition No. 

(Signed) P.C. Barber, Sjt. Interpreter 
Field investigation Section. 
lar Crimes Group (N'j) 

H.Q. British 1.,rmy of the Rhine. 
May 16th 1947. 
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Name of accused, his 
rank and unit, or 
official position. 

(Not to be translated.) 

Walfer  
2. Josef 

600 

	glli.(4)1U1P,  
Yrinrina 18 SS1 Sj","'1' 	1"`  '3 ti.) XI  

dal ter 	 ((',es  

 

  

(Both in custody) 	  

Jose 

Date and place of 
commission of al-
leged crime. 

20...QUEges 	  

.15 February 121,5 	  
	 (I-err-mill r•  

Number and descrip-
tion of crime in war 
crimes list. 

References to rele-
vant provisions of 
national law. 
Breaches of 
International 

1st ?nd Charnel 

(i) ]itrder 

Breaches of +Ile Iaws and Usairc  of . ,31". 

SHORT STATEMENT OF FACTS. 

on 15 February 194.5 two female Russian nationals named Nina Sawina and Were 
sunilevinkowa who had been interned in Branweiler Prison were ordered by .-Ir:Irre',11, 
who WE) 3 the leader of the qeotapo Detachment at Brauweiler and now read, to he shot. 
T\70 trial was held before this order was iriyn!. 	The two 7irls were taken in a car 
cyan  Brauweiler Prison to a nearby brickyard at -Firauweiler cruarded by "rii?,:i:"TerrI.T.) and 

cl_ys,,II.Fi z wne  offi 	 a 	filer CatLo. 	Both '7.:32101) and SCIEIFIM .x31.. 	'' -0 	,-.• ri •,/ -,irls were tn be s 	.. 	_-.8(...1. i_ 	"as killed z),. s- lots from a 
---- 1,,er. 	7:j1la  Sawina was shot b r the accused H-Ds, _;1!-214D and 'tera Sucherwakowa by a 
realised that the 

erran not in custody. 	She was brou,17,ht from tie car by the accused S' -.7-F'4'2::.. 
-;-  

ri'llANSIMTTED IlY .............. PPr 
	e • .... 	 .................. 

• 

number under which the case is registered in tne files of the National Office of the accusing State. 
• Insert serial 	

be  
745) 

. 	ri m 2 /44.  r' 	
0 

(tus5) 
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PARTICULARS OF ALLMED CRimE 

See short statement of faos. 
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r.n3latiLn ef 	 2Lsi2faitl,a No i. 

Deposition on ;ath of 1u, cf COLOGNE-SIELL, Einharatstr, 
sworn before peter sierbert RaS.:ST1, -Sgt., intelligence Cerps, 	Fieli Investi- 
s,ation Suction, " .sr Crimes Group(NVE) et COI,OGNE Oil the 15th 	1947. 

slaws, bern oi 29 January, 1905, a driver by cceu..ation and 
Ger..ssn net i 

Iii :Sy,. 	:T44, I vv:-5 transferred frL, 	11C (0".t,Ipo 
as driver t• the ',SETTER KossLande at -111.1F=ER. :..fter a few seys I nlready 
had sn insight int.) the inhuaan s,ethods of interrogatica used b: the Gcsiapa 
of the KUETTER 	 L'hc prisoners eyncerned wore ,Lest cxclu3ive13,  
politic:.1 snd fereign prisnors. The "interrogatiens" won, carried ut in the 

1.1ennor, especially by the Gestapc officials ST.E2TE1, HOEGSW and 
GEGUSCH. I yself sew the above mentiened interreg2.to prisnors in the 
following wny: the victims had to lie across a chair and were there beaten 
-sith s cheir-le until such time as they ehsuld sake a confessi.n. 	Sd as ts 
obtain the 'right position for beating, the Gestapo official C-,11:.-iSEUE.TZ gripped 
the heads of ■_;0;AC, of the prisoners between his legs. 	I know that women also 
were U.. ten in the Liost inhuman way by HOEG-a?, KUETTER and GEGOSCH. 	I Istow 
that 'r a CitoMalefi, on fainting during the course of such an ante:rogation, 
had %s.ter thrown over her. So as to suppress the loud scrums of the woman, 
a clo-LL a 1:1,1 over her head. 

1(1,1 that after interrogation the prisoners were left to their fate with 
their i 1s handowl,ed behind, their 	Onl.: when the prisoners' :lends 
were &fora-led with blood, festering 	swelling were the handcuffs ts.,:en off. 
I I:now thnt the handcuffs thus taken oii eru .dut on the next victim without 
being previously sterilised. 	I•k.4ow that the prisoners had the handcuffs on 
during the night, when they were eating and satisfying other human needs. I 
cannot understand how these prisoners could live in these conditions. I know 
that the prisoner RICHTER died as a result of this inhuman method of handcuff-
ing. 

When I began duty at BRASWEILER tht.re were sose 20-30 Russians held. there. 
I ,:now that they were Russians as their interregatisas were conducted by' 
HIRSCI-TELD 	11,-..te.c: acting as interpreter. 	I ene-, the case of the Russian 
Dr. POPOFF. He impressed die as a very worthy anci intelligent man. Through 
a conversation b.tween HEtSCITELD and .:',1E2T:s11., which I heard. as 'driver in the 
car, I Inew that Dr. POPOFF was completely innocent. I learned. that Dr POPOTT 
was to be henged as HIRSCHFELD was reproaching KUET'ER with the fact that Dr. 
POPOFF was innocent. Thereupon KIJETTa. declared, "After his long term of 
arrest I csnnot -..•.11..ase the ..san, or I should be reprimanded by Tit` COLOQ.E.,  
He -.Ail have :7 	else pinned on him, for he will be hanged." Following 
this Dr. POPOkT and the other Russians were taken away in January, 1945, .?nd 
hz.inguci 	c„.3rtyard.  at Elisenstrc.'..sse in COLOGPE. 	During a conversation 
with Dr. POPOZF-  in his cell, he asked me to approach Icomissar KUETTER concern-. 
ing a l'urther 	 This request was refused by KUETTER with a wave bi 
the 

• 

/Shortly 
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Shortly befo.-e the Allies marched in 3nd the Gestapo fled into the Berisch 
district:, two Russian girls ve1.0 shot in a jravel-pit in '.3.,,IT4EiLaz by the 
Gestapo officials KISETTER, IIIRSCHFSLD, GEGUSCH and 3C1iIFFEZ. I ::new the name  
of one of the to be /Tina. I know thL3 for a fact as I drove the aforementioned 
to the .:,cen.e: of the execution. 	It Was one evening between 2000 and 2100 hrs 
about the middle of J-'ubruary. It may even have ben a little later. 	It was 
thus L.te 	these murders had to be done in all secrecy. 	T 1:11e-  that the 
execuq:in was carried through without• judicial sentence. 	SCHIFFER r;:..1.-ri,:;a 
on his way back to the car that Nina had not died imaediatay, and 1a-Li begged 
for the coup du Eraeu with tilt. words, "but please shoot stright into the 
he; art". 	I v.s standing with the car about 100 yards am.y from 	seem. of 
action. A soldier from a nearby Flak unit told me in the course of coixersa- 
tion tiv't he 	there to bury the corpses. I do not know whether the corpses 
were buried. 

(Signed) Klaus ADX1S. 

Sworn by the said deponent ADAMS, Klaus, voluntarily, at COLOGNE, this day, 
the 15th April, 1947, before me, Peter Herbert RAMSEY, Sirt., Intelligence Corps, 
detailed by C-in-C British Army of the Rhine. 

_ (Signed) Sgt. P.H.RAMSEY 

Certified that the above is a true translation from German into English of the 
deposition of Klaus 4DAMS, marked Deposition No. 1. 

(Signed) P.N.R.A3EY S/Szt. 
Field Investiation Section, 
Par Crimes G:.oup (ifllE). 

••■ 

• 
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411/ Translati_n )f: position No. 2. - -------„-- 

   

DEFOSITI01; 

of 

Gottfried BUSCH 

Deposition on oath of BUSCH, G)ttfried, oi _le, of DANS:EILER bci 
BRAD: FILER, Kirahweg 1041  sworn before Francis Andrew TARJAN, S/sgt., 6th, K,R.I. 
Tiusoars, of Field Investigation Section, 'ar Crimes Group (IPE) It COLOGNE NI the 
18th March 194.7. 

I an BUSCH, Gottfried, born on 19 i°ebruary 1902, conetery att• ndant by 
uocup-tio and of Gorm.:.n natimality. 

, 	I have boen cemetery attandant at BROU..MIL-2..: since 1 liay 1933. 	On 
16th Apr 42 I wos called up into the 1ehr:acht, and was released from the 
ehrmacht at the end of April 1944. I imoediately took up my fcrler post of 

cemetery attendant. When I returned a pArt of the BRATTEI= institution had just 
been t=aken over by the Gestapo. I never had any access to the prison, Mon 
ony of the prisoners had to be buried a police-man came to me the evening before 
and told me to remove the corpses from the prison mortuary :with a trucks Every 
rolitical prisoner whose body I had to remove vas handed over 	oe oith a card 
oiving his name. Apart fr ;.i ono Russian -Ian and two Russian girls 11 the 
prisoners whom I buried %:ere idontifiod.• Ono evening on the 1-7 lr 13 Fobru,:.ry 
1945 a police-man came t - 	and told no tT be at the brick-yard in half an 
hour's time with a truck. Between 6 and 7 o'clock that sario evening I went 
with my bicycle and trailer to the brick-yard. I savi a car standing in front 
of the first shed. A man in green uniforll -:.nd glasses - I preswou it was 
HIRSCHFELD - sat in the car. 	blonde girl wos standing next to a tall Gestapo 
man: :os I came up he told - le that as soon os I had heard tho shots I should 
drive up, load on the corpse .:and drive the dead girl away s that n -one should 
soo. I stood behind a heap of bricks. The tall Gestapo man oont back and 
fetched the girl who now walked in the . midele. On her right sio:.e walked the 
man with glasses, and on the left the tall ono. They went sorts 15-20 yards 
past me, and I then heard the first sh:t. • Altogether six shots were fired one 
after the other. The two men cane back and told me to remove the c:Tpze. 
this moment the girl began to :roan. The too stood still for a 	7Anutes, 
then turned back and two oore shots wore fired. I was once more told to load 
the girl on my trailer. 'hen I hail loaud her on, and confircALZ that she :as 
dead, the tall aln -L1.1 e to go back behind the heap of bricks as they ye-re 
coning back with another one in a few. minutes. After five minutes they returned 
with a small dark girl. There were also two further Gestapo officials present. 
The an with the glasses - it can only have been HIASPHFELD - and the tall man 
as before (possibly KUTITT3R) - a short thick-sot little r-,7.n yith a dark coat - 
perhaps 	- and one other tall man (possibly MaUSCH), 	all present. 

The dark z;irl walked in the -;ALdle  bet:een tvo of th:. uen, the other two 
walkinz behind her. They were about 50-35 y:.xds away when I he.rJ six shots. 
Someone sh-Aited to 	 la .d her en". 	I drove up, felt the 	pulse. 
She ;:as dead. Before I drove offHIRSOHP2LD came up to ne with his pistol and 
said, "Keep quiet .bout this ,r 	" I loaded the girl on and drove her to the 
cemetery. I laid the t:o in a deep grave and covered then over oith pine 
branches. Next day I -anted to take a photograph of then but coulJI .)btain no 
filL1. 	I buried the t;:o girls that m3rnin6. 	I was able to ascertain that both 
had been shot through the back of the neck. 

Their naiI.:s were Nina and 'Nora. Both were Russian, as I learned later from 
a wonan who hid been in the same cell with then. 

i„nud)Gottfried BUSC-I 
0 

/ 
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Sworn by th:-; said deponent BUSCH, Gottfried, Volunt-7.rily, 	COLOON:.1, 
this day, thc.; 1 8th iiz..s.rch 1 91+7, bd.  )re tie, Fr,mc is 	T.,RJ.11., 	:;t., 
8th. 	Hussars, cwt. ilef'. by C-in-C British ._riy of the alune. 

(Sisnce.) S/S3t. 

Certifieil thrst the above is rt true tr^.ns1- .tion from Cr o v into 
of the e.epositi ,n of Gottfried BUSCH rxrku Dcp siti 'n No. 2. 

(31.2:nocl) P. IL 	Sat. 

F icad 	 m. Section. 

■ 

Ala 
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Dupsition :To. 3. 

O 
DEPOSITION 

of 

::'alter HIRS:2hTELD. 

Deposition on oath of HIRSCHFELD, 7alter, nalo, of No. 7 CIC, ESELHEIDE, 
sworn bcforo Francis Lndra: 	S/Sgt., 8th K.ItI;2111LaT 1(3

57:19347. Investigation Soction, ':Tar Crincs Group (NW E) 

I havo been told that I an not cc; 4,3olled to nako a statonont if I do' not 
vish to do so, md that any such statonont will be uritton down and nay bo 
used as ovidenco before a court. I nakc this statenont of yy on free will, 
not under prossuro of force, throats or tho proniso of personal advantage, 

I an HIRSCHFELD, .::altor, born on 31 Jan 1910 in DUESSELDORF, Criminal 
Police official by occupation and of Ger.lan nationality. 

I was employed fro;.: thc middle of Septoribor 1944 as a Gestapo Krininalobor-
assistont in the KUETTER dotaohnont at BRAUTBILER. 

1.y Job was to uakc sul.arios of interrogations, and in addition I *as tho 
technical adilinistrator of the detachnent. I also had to conduct a few 
interrogations. 

Tho chiof of the dotachnont was KUETTER. In his absonco HOEGEN doputisod 
for hin,noxt cane GEGUSCH, then nysolf, then SCHIFFER, than an assistant 
nanod SCinaTLEN and tho interpreter H.Q.G. Frl. HOLZ4..FriL was secretary. 
In the viddlo of February 1945 KUETTER co4lo to us and told me that the two 
Russian girls I cannot rononbor their nanos - woro to be oxocuted, I did 
not soo any uritton order this, nor did I hoar of the oxistonco of any suoll. 
Ho only said that it cano fro;.: .:,ssossor FOLTIS of the COLOGNE HQ. I use to 
shoot tho first girl and GEGUSCH thc second. On the evening of that swao 
day uo drovo to tho BILIFZILL'a brick-yard. With no drove KUETTER and 
GEGUSCH. .Tho driver and possibly KU TT. drove back and fetched the first 
girl away. liftor about ton ;Anutes they returned with the Russian girl. 
SCHIFFER also can° along. 	walkod with the girl sorb 100 yards away from 
the car, whore I draa ny rovolvor, ainod frcin behind at the girl's hoart and 
fired two shots. Tho girl foil down La.lodiatoly. Sho was., howover, not 
vita dead and spoko a fay/ inconprohonsiblo words. Thereupon GEGUSCH gave 
hor the "coup do grace". 

Whilo this girl was being loaded on a trailor by tho grave-Oiggor, the oar 
wont baok vith SCHIFFER to fetch the socond girl. Tho latter was accompanied 
by myself and GEGUSCH to about the sano spot whoro the first had boon #illod. 
GEGUSCH thon fired 44,-,:p or three shots in my presence, whoroui)on the girl 
foil to the ground doad. The girl was also loaded on by tho grave-digger and 
both corpses wore driven array. 

During my tino in BRAETEILL'R I novor naltroatod a prisoner, I only once 
shot a prisoner in self-dpfonco in front of his coil, after ho had fallen upon 
no and tried to throw no ovor the railing. The node of this prisoner 7:84 
TULEIZER. 

I have nothing further to add to this nattor, 

(Signed) Waltor HIRSCHFELD. 

Sworn by tho said Doponont HIRSCHFELD, 7!alter, voluntaroly, at ESELHEIDE, 
this day, tho 15th i:ay 1947,  beforo me Francis ;,ndrow TarJan, S/Sgt. 8th 
Hussars, dotailod by C-in-C British m:sm:y of the Rhino. 

(Signed.) S/Sgt.F.,,.. T%rjan. 
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Deposition ::o. 5 

DEPOSITION • 

of 

• • Josef SCHIFFAR. 

Deposition on oath of SCHIFFER, Josef, 1:0. 4 CIO, Recklinghausen, sworn 
before Francis Andrew Tar jan, S/Sgt., e.th K.R.I. Hussars, of Field 
Investigation Section, ,:ar Crimes Group (NWE) at Rocklinghausen on 5 
Lay 1947, 

I have been told that I am not compelled to make a statement if I do not 
wish to do so, but that any such statement will be written down and may 
be used as evidence boforo a court. I make this statement of may awn free will, 
not under pressure of force, throats or the promise of personal advantage. 

I am Josef SCHIFFER, born on 17 I:arch 1910, automobile worker by 
occupation and of Gorman nationality. 

In Summar 1944 I camp with the rank of Kriminalassistant to the KUETTELZ 
r;ostapo detachment in BRAMEILER. One of my tasks 	to carry out 
interrogations. I also interrogated two or throo Russians. I indeed gave 

Cow prisoners a box on the oars, but never boat thum with chair-lugs. I 
only saw KUETTER boat pooplo on sovoral occasions with a chair-leg. I also 
interrogated woman. I never boat women or maltreatod them in any way, I know 
HOEGEN as a very severe official and I saw him strike prisonors in the 
face with his hand and kick them in the buttocks. 

At the beginning of 1945 I was present when two Russian girls were oxecutod 
in the gravel-pit by BRAUWEILER on KUETTM.,3 orders. Tho name of one of 
the girls was Nina SAWINA. The other was aged about 24, but, I do not 
remember hor name. KUETTER, HIRSCHFELD 4ND GEGUSCH wero pros-Olt at thd exocutien. 
While the first girl was being shot I WAS sent back with the car to fetch 
the second, `,?ion I arrived the first was already doad. Tho second, 
whom I brought, was taken over by KUETTI]R, while,' remained behind by the 
oar. I hoard about two or three shots. Five or ton minutes later 
KUETTER, HIRSCHFELD and GEGUSCH came back to the car. I also saw the 
grave dig_:or take away the bodies of the taro girls in a two.-,wheeled truck. 
I was aware, when I brought the two girls, that thee; were to be executed. 
I myself regard the murder of those two =mon as a fulfilment of sontenco. 
KUETTER must have givon a written order for the sentence to be fulfilled, 
though I did not soc it. 

I havo nothing further to say in the mottor. 

(Signed) Josef Schiffer. 

Sworn by the said Deponent Josef Schiff or, voluntarily, at Rocklinghausen, 
this day, the 5th 	1947, before 	Francis Andre,*:: Tarjan, S/Sgt., 8th 
K.R.I. Hussars, detailed by C-in-C British Army of the Rhino. 

(Signed) S/Sgt. F.A. TARJAN. 

Curtifiod that the above is a true translation from Gorman into :Jnglish 
of the deposition of Josef SCHIFFER, marked Deposition No. 4. 

(Sgd.) P.H. RAZ2L) 
S/Sgt. 

Field Investigation Section 
War Crimes Group (NWE) 
( P. H. ILLMIX. 
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PARTICULAT-t8 OF EVIDPNCE' IN SUPPORT 

Contained in the stri" ,::!ent's of 

ADA!TS 

and the statements of the accused :- 

(iii) 	salter Tr.r`L(3C1 nouz 

(ii) Gottfried BUS 3-1: 

(iv) ,Tosef 
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NOTES ON TB CASK 
	

4* 
(Under this heading should be included the view taken as to (a) the degree of 

responsibility of the accused in view of his official position, 	was offence 

committed on the offender's own initiative, or in obedience to orders, or in carrying 

out a system approved by authority or a legal provision ; (b) the probable defence ; 
(c) whether the case appears to be reasonably complete.) 

card to era (a) 	?he accused -01:C, 7:11.1) killed Winn Sawinn and was  a 

Sucherwakowa 	ist a tine on the orrIers of - 'W..""2:.:2. 	The accused 
STICtel.'i:.t was a. ,ruard to the two victims and assisted  in 13,1.tuincr 
them to the nla e where they Were 1-filled urid-er tie 07azon--..6f 

( Both accused will proi)ably plead tN:lf. tie' acted auder Fmnerior orders. 

(c) 	The case is comnlete. 

■ 
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Date Submitted Decision of Committee I 
MN,  

1,3 AUG 194) 

CARDS CHEGVILD VAST 

189756 ,  1'899/11 6090 8:45 Mk('I.tl L1/1 
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• 	Registered Number. 	 Date of receipt in Secretariat. 

6047°  V 	/‘1,,z4y, 	 3 0 JUL 1947 

UNITED NATIONS WAR CRIMES COMMISSION 

CHARGES AGAINST 	 WAR CRIMINALS 

CASE No. 	 1.1Y-G/ 3  62e 

• Name of accused, his 
rank and unit, or 
official position. 

(Not to be tramlated.)  

Au-ast 	 lnohtmel stf-r. 

	 g*. 

 

C l/  	  

Date and place of 
commission of al-
leged crime. 

4 November I '4J.  tn the neir•hbo, ■ rhood 

t1;?  Geri  of '.7 

Number and descrip-
tion of crime in war 
crimes list. 

References to rele-
vant provisions of 
national law. 

Breaches of Tnter-
la-tit:mai_ Lau.  

7:9*   :ccrx,  In-treat  
of Pri 0, Or's nf ,  Waif. 	  

(301 -non assault, 

TIrr 	 44'P laws ar'.9  	of 173r• 

SHORT STATEMENT OF FACTS. 

on / I. November 1)0i_ a rit: S 	-' :ter crashed in the area of 	.3 ''01). 	The 
nilot baled out and on landin7 his srachute became eau :lit in a  ;;::, r?, 	He was cut down 

subseluently beaten un 137 the accused before he iii . ',arlef7 	"-, 'The- 	at 

r". 	 ,7 	 • ' 

THANS1lTTED 	
BY .......... 	

a 	
............. 

under which the case is registered in the files of the National Office of the accusing 	

..... 

• Insert serial munber 
e. co  7) 	

State. 

(c.isS) Wt.P.212A127 Sm. 



victir, wnc -N _as 9n ur--nr1m,11 iL 4  f! 	rr.nr 
5 farn 	lost consoiouar.e.s.s. 

- 	 ,r4 - 1.rn 
	 r•eF: -tr. -'e face of' n horr7;1e 

r". 	 P.4-(I rel'..Lsed to allow 
riT 	' 

". 	• - 

a ,:11,7 	in e.le -)f 
71-  7";a ran  the nflot 	,::•or_f9o4P-4 4-  7,1 
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PARTICULARS OF ALLEGED CRIME 

"-4 	••• 

-o 

P 	"4" 2: T' n 	7r. 	111] 	 17'n 	',OW Stall 	',lc -1.13r ! , 	 • 4-  er 

of 	 to oollPot 	 17:r, 
L ■'!(7. %47":." 	•• 	 " 2-1P"1. 	' 	 ./ Pnt 

	 • 	e, 
4, , 	- 	7 	 4,-er-, 1 r:  1 	 • 	 - 	44th 4- 1-e 	" 

'sn'in AeVrIM0-r1 thf...(1 	 r' 	-,14:44,-!4  '4'17 	 -col sttou3 -4  n' (-7 	4-1,e 

	

-7-nund 	,-5,1 	t, 	 '! 	 ' A 	'-'1!v,hed 	 " 	- t3. 

JA. WAY et,thrlo-n,,rti't objeoted 1-•i+ 	 hy 	 •-,OW 

Thf, nsqn,11 t VJhf n I no vii -tnen:led 	-P-rp-p;; 	, Po 	' 	-p Zr 	 4 -11. 1"91-,c; 

r;ow tnt I door. 

After the- bentity, 	 n7Anfled the ni lot th .o 
Awn!,  hold:11w, 	Lioyel P in one hand and thp 
finally nrrived in the 11.ok orderly room. 
T)-i 	 f;fsr  t-  he ri i o f WA !:1 rj Iff n 

nt TOnden vih"r" )1f' Vin'; ;ono, 

t"e oven dnor 	lei him 
1:ryr'1!.  n the other. 	',iheri they' 

' 	07ain 1U-treated the 
f-.11y1 vr,f. ta. c-n 	Fret7,en to the 
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40 Translation of 

  

Deposition Ho, 9. 
DEFY): 

  

 

of 

  

Leo 

Deposition on oath of JA.1. 01...K, Leo of -..r4ATTE,2.'SCHEID-1-10121TROP, Vahrenholtstr. 
139, sworn before Lt. F.:3. COLT,I:R, North Irish•Horse, of No. 2 Team, 
?leld Investigation Section, ',far Crimes Group (N7.11,), at Ta.T ;CSC}-EID on 
13th June 1947. 

I am Leo .7.114CZAK, born at -.7,1m on 18th ,..ug 10. 	I Lurk married and have 
two children. I have never been a member of the NSD..P or any other NS 
organisation. I am a Catholic. 

In November 1944 I eras at home on convalesceni:e leave. Durin:; one early 
afternoon we had a short air-raid. .:Ls I left th- :,holder after the 
all-cl -.fir -v.-ent two girls told me that a pilot of a shot-down aircraft 
got caught in his parachute in a poplar belonging to farrier SR-ILBERC.. 
I then immediately went to SIDELifaG and I found quite a number of 
spectators there as nobody made a ,liovc to bring down the airman I had 
inmediatcly a ladder brought to me and I climbed into the tree despite 
my wounds. I found the airman hanging unconsciously, and a strong wind 
blew the open parachute against the tree. The face 	the airman was 
covered with blood, and as the harness e..2 the parachute seem‘.-..d to press 
agains': his chest he seeii.ed to sw'focate. 	I im-aed.iately cut it open 
with my knife whipcd the blood ofl.' and freed his chest. With the help 
of the builder alULIG I loitered this man with a clothes line which 
Frau SY.':10B7.',RG had lent to us. 	Frau SIT.TBEIL did her best to help this 
man but the crowd did. not share her views , nd cries of discontent wore 
heard, which I cannot repeat anymc»...: as I •.it.n in great agitation, and 
because of my 13:.rious head wounds I crumot remember these details 
any more, but I he‘rd. somoon;-, -from the crowd say: "Why don't you 
kill him?" Vic brought the airr-on into the stable and laid his' doom on 
some strati. ,,fter I ga=ve  him some water to drink and co led his face 
he became conscious again, 

This moment a Unteroffizier or 0.;ldweb:.1 der flak !.-Lp9L;ared and said 
something to the ef•Ject: "Is that hoar you treat him?" and pulled the 
ail-Ilan up by the belt and sho)7.: him. Then hold.i4T, him by one hand by 
his belt kicked him into his body \ilex his L'oct, the belt broke ..nd the 
man (airman) fell against the sto, le trough with the back ,-_rf his head and 
then fell to the gr)und. 	He also hit him with his fiLt. He ;.-Lpproached 
me then an,1 the 1,1tolthieister then said to 1:ic: "Shut your south and leave 
the stable:" 	He then continued to hit the air!.;In ',Tall his fiA, he held. 
hira with his left hand at the back of the neck and with the right hand he 
neld his bicycle. 4;,nd then he kicked him :_rom the farm yard, 

I was not able to help the ::irnan because of my hued and leg injuries. 
4.,s I tried to approach the Unteroffizior he pushed 	back, 

,,s far as I rcme; Iber the uniform -)f the airman Vr).13 blue-green, he had 
three stripes but T (10 not know nihether they pointed up ).r .:-1own,, 	He was 
about 22 years old. 

The Unteroffizier der Plak (Corporal 	the .:i.nti-..,ircraft Unit) who 
collected the airman, -via., about 1.70 1:arc..:3.  tall, ..nd very strong. 	I 
aft orward.3 heard that his nt.uie was "1:11ZITSI,I;". 

That is all I know about this case. 

(Ligncd) Leo J.,NCZI.K 

/S-41ORN by the 
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• SWORN by the said DeponwIt L-10 JAHCZAK, 
voluntarily, beforQ 	L., a'', S, COLVT., 
North Irish Horse, detailed by c-in , 
British Army of the Rhine, a, -gikaJaf CHEID 
on.13th June 1947. 

(Sr;d, 	-7_, 	:orth Irish Horse 
InvnfAiL;ating Officer 

CERTIFIED that this is - 	translation 
from German into English of the D. position 
of Leo JANOZAK, marked Deposition. I7o. 9 • • • 

(Cgd) 	 Sgt. 
Field Investigation Section 
War Crimes OnDIT (NWE) 

.,T,.;v.eiLIL), Sgt.) 
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Deposition No. 8 

   

of 

Theodora 

Deposition on oath of 	Iheouora 	 riATT,Y.:,Ci-EID 
Vahrenholtstras6e 49, ..morr. before IA, 	 i:orth Irish Horse, 
of No. 2 Team, Field InIt...;t1-;,1.tion Section, Tar Crimes Group (111E), at 
WATTM;SCIiiID, on 14.th .Tune 1 )4-7, 

I am Anneiicse Thec..17..ra 	born at '.7AT'. 1rISCHEID-H0:21:::10P on 
6th hay 1924., 	I an 1::.i.rried. and have no children. 	I am a Catholic. 
I was a member or the DA: ' but of no other NS organisation. 

In Autumn 1944 in the afterneon -,.bout4 or 5 o'clock a Ukrainian named 
Wasil TSCHLIV.SCHUIC enter id -.:he kitchen and. said that an airman was 
hanging in a tree, 	•tly 	',Jr ':altraud Ir2,P32,Pfr and I ran outside 
innediatc.:ly and ',fent 	the tree. A man by the name of SCHULPER had 
climbed into the tro,.: aid .r tended to cut the airman do-.7n and throw him 
down. 	This man 	 lives in I.:OCIEDJUILHAUSD.T, Sudholr.Yeg. 	But 
Prau SP2Loaril 	 -aira like a human being,' and she ordered that 
a cord be brought to lower 	d.own. This vias done and the unconscious 
airman was brought int., a s i.ble and. was put down on some straw. In 
this stalAe the a 4 s""larl t 	was -.cashed 	Water which contained some 
vinfrmr. 	 :.-ter a *:.-1,-,h-t-pp-ister dcr Flak came. 	JANCZAK- 
and PALL— ...emained in 	;WA." after the Wachtraeister had sent all the 
people oul;side. 	th, door of the stable -here I remained I saw how 
the Wachtmcister der .1Flak licsiled up the pilot by his belt and kicked. 
him against the body wIth his foot so that his belt broke. The pilot fell 
against a trough with hi ^ h(....a and then .t..o the floor. 	I have also seen 
that the pilot was hat b.if t Tiachtleister with his Asts. Later on I 
saw from the 1,-.itch,,n 	th- -..lachtmeister held the pilot with his left 
hane3 by the collar and 1,ft th,-; yard by pushing him before him. As the 
Wachtmeister had us all sent out I abservod amongst others that the 
Wachtmeister hit the pilot which I saw through a hole in the door. 

After the ',Tachtitle - st:;r 	1 :i!t the yard 	the pilot they continued 
along th, street 	 C-1Chtl.ilA.31;ar flub the airman by his collar and 
pushed the bicycle with nis -)the..-.• ha .d. 	:tau 	wanted that this 
airman should be dry --cn 	but the .,..rac'ntmeister declared that he had 
still legs an.: 	 and if he cbull not do that he would. teach 
him to walk. 

The pilot wore a brown-gra uniform and had 3 stripes on his an.1 which 
pointed upwards towards his z:houlder. He was about 2".; years old. 

The Wachtmoister der Flak wa of avcra :0 height, fairly stout and had dark 
hair. 	fiewas about; L.-4/45 years old. 

That is all I kncri ab-nut this, case. 
(Sod) Annoliuse STRALSER geb. 

lL~HJ3 ;G 
&TORN by the said Deponent, 	 LI.CRA;J;Q;Ti, 
voluntatily 	 COLf4:02, JTorth 
Irish Horse, detailed by C. in-C, British Army 
of the Rhin-' 
	

on 14.tb :rune 194.7. 

	

(3gd) 	COL.,Ii;R, Lt. 
crth Irish Horse, 

Invest' sating Officer. 

CrIZTI:ii'ILD that this is a true tn.nslation 
irom German into l'aK7171sh o'f the Deposition 
of Annulics.. 	 ;„ 	TA, 'pot-;. No, 8 

Sgt. 
Acid Investigation Section 

.'ear grimes Group (1:%11], 
ST:M.11;3, Sgt, 
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Taltraud.  

Deposition on oath of Taltraud HERB2RC,, of Vahronholtstr. 1o9, 
sworn before Lt. F.S. COLLI2Z, North Irish Horse, of No.2 Team Field Invostigotion 
Section, "Jar Crimes Group (NC), at 	 on 13 June 1947. 

I am Waltraud H:RB:RG, b. 17 Jan. 1926 at 7ATY2NSCH2ID-HO:NTROP, singlu. I 
was never a member of the NSDAP or any other N3. organisation. 

About 2 years ago, I cannot remember the exact date, I saw an airman hangino  
from a tree after he had Como down by parachute. I went out to have a look 
at him. 	The incident spred quickly, and in a short tie many spectators oere 
in the yard. A man from the crowd climbed up the troe, intending to cut the 
parachute cords and let the pilot drop to the ground. Frau SPELBDRG would 
not allow this and ordered a stout rope to be fete:hod with ohich to lower the 
man from the tree. This was done. Frau SPSLB:RG then ordered that the pilot 
should be laid in the kitchen and be given warm milk, but the onlooking crowd 
was not in agreement •,-rith this, threatonod Frau 3P2LP7RG with denunciation and 
demanded that the airman be laid in the cow-shod. Frau SP:LB2AG Oad to comply 
with this, but ordered thot a fow bundles of strao: bu used as a mattress. The 
pilot was then laid on the straw inside the cow-shod, but was still unconscious. 
The oresont police official JONCZAK of 7:-.TT2NSCH:ID searched the man. I saw 
him taking chocolate, swoots and ammunition from his suit. The chocolae and 
sweets were distributed cmonost the children by scxle unknown :am. JoNCZA.K. 
treated this man very decently and did not ill-trout him in -ny way. Lfter a 
short while a 'TaChtmeister oho had been c&iled Prom ne:'rby A.-A Battery appeared. 
The police official JANCZsa handed the pilot and the amo:unition over to him, 
The. achtmeister told JANCLOK off for having carried out the search alreado and 
chased all spectators out of the stable. However, I did not leave and Tilholm 
SPLIIMRG, JONCZ,',1( and a Polish farm.-hand named Tadousz S:i0LINSKI reiaainod with no 
in the shed. 	;It thisti.:to the airman as still only half-conscious. 	The .1aoht.- 
moister pulled him off the ground and kicked him .;ith his foot. He pulled him 
by the belt and kicked him in tho stomach. 	a result of this the belt snapped, 
the airman fell back hitting his head against the trouoh. Tho ::ochtmeister then 
hit the pilot with his fist and said that ho should not try to simulate, 
=MPG asked the Tachmeistor not to hit the pilot. The -:ochtiocistor replied 
tolling him to keep quiet, otheraise ho might aot worse with him yet. The 
17adhtmoister oriopod the pilot by the collar with his rijit hond, loading his 
btcyclo with his left and intoadin, to lead the pilot away. 	It was then that 
he stopped by the wife of far-tor SPEUTIAG, as she wanted to 2rovide horse and 
cart to transport the pilot. The 'Tachtmoister retorted that the pilot oould 
walk. 

The pilot wore a durk,ogroon suit and a pair of black flying boots. He had throe 
stripes Which, contrary to the German ones, oointod domwards. The pilot was 
about 23 years old; ho did not have any teeth. 

The German Yachtmeistor was about 45 years old, a oc. 1.70m tall and strongly 
built. 	I heard later that hi; name was FR 	N. 	This took place about Novooitor 

9144. 

(Signed) 10.S. COLLIER, Lt.N.I.H. 
Investigating ()Moor. 

CERTIFIED that this is true translation frot,t Gorman into 2nolish of the 
deposition of •Toltraud H2RTI7RG, marked Deposition No. 7. 

(Sgd.) 	 Sit. 

• 

• 

(3 Toned) :altraud Ha:a2RG 
SJORN by the siad deponent, 7ultraud NEIRBLRG, voluntarily, before me, Lt. F.S. 
COLLE:R, N.H.I., detailed by C in C British Ormy of - the Rhino, at T-TT:USCH:ID 
on 13 June 1947. 

• 
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SCI-ErrELT) Pildegard- Friederike. 

Deposition on oath of Hildei,,e,-(1 	Feiederike qCTIONFELD, of veOCIEFORDEL, 
Fannoverstr.671  sworn before LieF.'3,COILEE:', North Irish force, of No.2 Team, 
Field Investigation Section, 'Jar Crime Group, (11-72), at 1ATTENCEEID on 
14 June 1947. 

.y name is Pildegard Laria Priec:.ereke SCITONFELD, born 2.8.1925 at BOCH1:-P.ORDEL. 
I an married and have no children. 	I am of Evangel. faith. 	I was a member of 
:ne Arbeitsfront, but did not bcicng to any other party organization. ,y name 
before marriage was Fildegard KLOP-J:EL. 

I was employed as Rechnungsfahrer!.n at a searchlight battery. 	At this 
searchlight battery there wes alce an Oberwachtmeisster Auguet FRET 3T who came 
from the dietrict of ii0Ern and wee about 45 years old. 	One late afternoon it 
ees rcrorted to the Unit that a pilot had landed by parachute cn a farm and was 
'o be collected. 	This searehlighe battery was situated at OBERDAPLFAUSEN and 
eberwachtm. FRET7EN was ordered tr) fetch the pilot. 	Sone time later FREKEIT 
be' ht the pilot into the writing-room, whereupon the following incident took 
part: 

F.TET.211 pulled with great violence the utterly exhausted airman into the 
.rriting-room and pushed him wit'a all hie strength into the corner next to the 
doorway so that the ..i.rmen iyerc'iately collapsed. 	I -.:as very annoyed over this 
treatment and said: As a soldier, bow could you treat a PoW like this? FRETZEN 
sie.ply roared at me asking whether I 	been bombed out and still had a roof 
over uy head. 	Thereupon I re,laiied silent and did not say anything to FW._',T:4i. 
A soldier and I then took the pilct to the medical orderly, because the pilot 
was complaining of great pains in his shoulder and thigh. 	The eedical orderly 
treated the man very decently end offerred hin all help. 	I am net aware as to 
vinexe the pilot was subsequently taken. 	In my preeence he wes not illtrcated 
any more. 

The airman wore greyish-blue troueets and pullover. 	Fe was appx. 18-20 years 
old. 	Fe had jet-black hair. 

The Wachtueister of the battery Fr!ErTN was 45 yeare old, he was bald, appx. 
1,60m in height and rather etroegly built. 

That is all I know about this case. 
/Signed/ Pildegerd .3CFOLVEID 

eWORN by the said deponent !'ildegard 1=aria 7_37TVFELD voluntarily before me, 
Lt. F.S.COLLIER, North Irish 'rorse, detailed by the C in C, British Argy of the 

at WATTER)CPEID, on 14 Juno 1947. 

/Signed/ F.'_).00LLDU, 

Investi7;ating Officer. 

C7,RTIF1ED thai, this is a true translation from Gorman into English of the 
Deposition of Fildeeard 	30PONITELD, marked Deposition No. 6 

/ciigned/ O....ROZEN 
Sjt, 

Field Investigation Section, 
4ar Crimes Group , 
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of  
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SPELBET., Agnes 

Deposition on oath of Agnes SPEL=1  of -.7:-.TTETTSCTEID-EIBETr, Vahrenholtstrasso 
159, sworn before Lt. F.S. COLLIER, North Irish Fore, of No. 2 Team, Field 
Investigation 'ection, 'Tar Crt.les Group (PTIE) at .LTTEN.  Cl7EID an 13th June 1:'47. 

I am Agnes SPEL:ITM born at ALTENBOCFU on 25th ::ay 1895. I am a Catholic and 
a farmer. I have never been a member of the WIMP or 1,ny other NS organisation. 
I an married and have a child, a son was shot by the Russians in 1945. 

On the 6th November 1944 - about 3 o'clock in the afternoon - a shot-down English 
pilot landed by parachute in a tall poplar in my fam. As a larLe nmlber of 
people collected I noticed the incident and went down t..-Imedir-tely. 	The crowd 
deanded that the airman be beaten to cl,th. 	I asked py forAer :lanager PAULICY, 
who was present, to bring down the airman unharmed which he did with the help of 
the police official JANCZA.K who was there. For the rescue I supDlied a ladder 
and a clothes line. 	I ordered to have this unconscious man brought into the 
warn kitchen imlaediately but the crowd resented 14.  attitude and de.landed that the 
airnan be brought into the stable which was done. 	Then I o.entioned that he 
should be laid down on some straw. 	I brought the coimletely soaked PAULICL into 
the living roan gave hin a cup of coffe, some bread and butter and thanked him. 
Mile I was still in the living room, - PAuLICIT had already left - 	mid 
Anneliese (now Frau STRASSER) entered and.:iaid that the airman in the stable was 
being ill-treated. I ilmediately went out and .,aw a Waohbloister of the Flak 
gripping this r:.an at the back of the neck and holding hiA 	I sa da to the 
Wachtmeistor: "A huran being must be treated as such". 	The 7achtiAcister looked 
at ne with big eyes and took the pilot 

I did not see any ill-treatment but I do not doubt the state; ent of my ,:'aid who 
reported that he was bein3 illtroted in the stable. 

The uniform of the adman was green-brown and of fit-class materile  

The Wachtneister of the Flak MS ;'')Out 1.70 tall, f'irly stout and gave the 
iivression of a brutal iian. 

This is all I know about ti-is incident. 	
(,gd) Agnes UPEMERD 

TplIN by the said 5:,ponent Agnes TELBERG, 
voluntarily before me, Lt. P.!.). COLT,LE:l, 
North Irish Horse, detailed by C.-in-C. 
British AillY of the Rhine at .:4TTE1)C- ID 
on 13th June 1947. 

CETZTIFIED that this is a true translation 
fray German into English of the Deposition 
of I,gnes SEEIA3E143., markod Deposition No. 3. 

(Sgd) 	COLLIER, Lt. 
North Irish 7orse 
Investi&iting Officer 

(Sgd) B.T. 31hiTVEN3 
Sgt, 

Field :investigation :-;oction, 
Jar CriHeS Group (F.E) 
(3.T. ;TENV7113, Sgt) 



076i° 
Translation of 	 Do osition No. 2. 

Dai.-0,1L2ION 

of 

CZY: ,11::,K, Julius  

Deposition on oath of 	 Julius, of JOCHILI-1)..._111.a..USIIN, Sudholzwu3 241  
sworn before Lt. F.S. COLLIal, North Irish Hccoe, of No. 2 Toon, Field In-
vestigation Sect-Lon, 7ar Crimes Group (....T2.), at 7.....TTI:NSCIEID, on 13th June 
1947. 

I am Julius CZYILZ.CK, born at IL:NSUT:i, :ast 	 on 12th Se-oto;:bor 1696. 
I on a whoelwrigizt, I am a protestant (Evangelisch-Luthorisch). 	I was not 
a membor of the N.S.D...,P or one of its formations. 	I am married and have one 
child. 

In ....utuan 1 944 I was oi.iployod as a wheelyright by the peasant -woman SPELPZ3RCr', 
in '.-.'.,..TT2dISCiELD-2IIERG. 	On a story rainy day, it was almost evening, 	:.;nglish 
pilot landed by parachute in tall poplar inside' t:le farm. 	I was one of the 
first to reach the true and 	that this pilot '.10.3 still. moving for some 
time and afterwards just hung motionless. 	It looked :Az; if this pilot was 
already dead. 	In a short . hilo quite a nu, ber of People collected and a nutber 
of crios 	"Beat him to doath and throw him do, :n the tree:" Yore heard. 
To these I answered: 11.fo don't beat anyono to death because I also have a son 
in the war". Frau 3i=21I.Z.S3d glen orderer that the pilot should be taken down 
from the troo andboircatodwelj, She thon ,javo.him a ladder and rope, 
builder named P....ULIG and a police o:Ticizal 	 lo:: Bred the airman 
down and brought hira into a stable, whore he was out dorm on sohie straw. 
Frau SPELK.RC- had ordered the 1..r.n to be brought to the kitchen but a orowd was 
against this and so Frau SI72,L.S21.?G had to put hi:: into the stable. 	The pilot 
was still unconscious and the; police official J....Ht.:Z.:1.C. dut the harness and tried 
to bring him to consciousness. 	....ftorwards one could se.; that the pilot becia-EL 
conscious again. 	I then loft the st..blu nd went back to work.. 	..fter a short 
while a Wachtmoistor of the Flak appeared and 	 thi follo..ing question: 
"'There have you ;-_,,ot thL..7)ig, haven't 3rou killed him yut?" 	'hereupon I answercal 
"One does not kill human beings, he is 	in the !table." 	I then ontured 
the stable with the '../acht:leistor whore I found :nongst others the ilolice official 
J...NCZ,jc. and 	Si4=2RG. 	The 'iTachtl..oistor treated the pilot roughly 
threw him about, pulled out his dagger, snook him several ti os and then pulled 
him up on to his foot, but the pilot al..w...kys san . to the ground, but the lacht■ 
meister always pulled hip (the airman) up till he found 	feet; but he ;,as still 
unsteady. 	1ilhelra  	then said: 	will get a car ready and bring hint 
away", but the );achtmoister said: "He can walk". Hu then gripped the pilot 
at the back of his neck and pushed 	before him froaa the yard. I did not see 
the 17achtmeistor kick the pilot in the body or hit him with his fists. 	To the 
best of my knowledge the ".iachtmeister pos:.ossed no bicycle as he walked from the 
yard with the pilot. 	I c::.nry)t remelAber the :lames of the people who asked 
that the pilot should be beaten to death. 	They ....ere no friends of mine.- On 
being askoll I declare that it is a f....ct that the .;achtmeistor had chased all 
people from the stable and :-)ushed the police oiTicial 	away from the pilot. 
But what ho actually said to him I cannot remolAbor :anymore. 	..:s the 7Tacht- 
moister passed r.,y house with Jalopilot a certain Hentann SCHOLZ, living at 

Sudholzweg 24, was a,ith him. 	He accoinix--niod the:a by bicycle. 
The pilot want,.d to distribute swuots amongst the children but the -acntmoistor 
told him that they ..?ere poisoned arld they should not accept t'..em. 

The uniform of the airman was of brown-green colour, and was tailored from good 
material. He wore striaus on his arms. He 	about 20 yoars old. 

/The .fachtmoistor 



I 

Oh 

The iachtme is ter of the 7la!_ 
tall, and powerful built 

This is all I know ab.put 
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1 1,  e mar. 	7:bcut 1 , 60 metres 

!.S6d) CZYI1CK Julius 

SY;ORN by the said Deponent 	C7.Z7 
voluntarily before me, Lt- 	S 
North Irish Horse, detailed ay 3, 	Bri ish 
,.rray of the Rhine, at 	 1 3th June 1 Sn.7. 

	

(.S1.;„.; 	F , S. oc.-___Ea, Lt, North Iri..;11 

Invest iL at in_; Officer. 

GMTIFIED that this is a true ransl:vtiol 
fro,-_i German into 2n3lish of 'di.. De;;ositioa  
of Julius CZYILESK, ,..irked Depoj ticn No, 

. — 7: -  

Ti.T ' 	 Section 

os 0-r 	) 
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OF  

	 Auzust  

Deposition on oath of lalTZEN August Hartin of HOI,LICRG near Li0$RS, Eberhardtstr.23, 
sworn before Capt. F.S.COLLI-2R, _North Irish Horse, of No.2 Team Field Investigation 
Section, War Crimes Group (YL), at No.2 .,:CI-J, IT'IS:ITECK on 10 June 1947. 

I was warned that I MA not compelled to make a statement and that any statement I 
do make mcy be used as evidence in a court-of-law. I make this declaration on 
oath voluntarily without compulqiCh or praaise or hope of any reward. 

I on August FR1T, I1:::, born 2 12.-ts97 c.t CEDT/Krais Kempen, cath., butcher by 
trt..de 	I am married and have one child. I was never a member of the IEDAP, 
but -,./a.s mei.ber of the DAF. I .did not b.:lonf; to any other N-S. organization. 

On the 4. 11. 	at 16.30 hrs. I was ordered by arc Oberle--tnant to collect a 
nilot from the farmer SKILLRG. On arrival I found appx. 50-60 people there. 
Half of ,-,hem stood round the pilot in the stable and near the door/ay, the 
others were outside.. 	I ntshed than back in o:.:sier to free the pilot. 	I thought 
the pilot had been illtreated because ho was 	on r1 4- r.7.v inside the stable. 
I wondered by the pilot had not on br ou slit into the house. I searched  Lira 
for weapons and found a da:,gc2„ knife and 18 rounCs of ammunition on him. I 
then helped the pilot to sot on ills feet and +ook him ay.,,..xy. Frau SrELBERG 
asked me v.fiether I needed a - 	:le ". ,drive a-Joy .e.th the pilot. 	After I 
satisfied myself that nothin.-; had happened to the pilot, I refused. WO went on 
foot from the farm to the duty-station about 15-20 minutes away. During this time 
I did not hil; or illtreat the pilot. We •tralked on our woy 	 

At the duty-station the pilot 	exr...lined for wounds-. As everything was in 
or, sr I was ordered to ham: him over to the police at LIIIEN. This order was 
c;_„2:2icad 

wish to add that when taid.nt,-* the pilot from 0:ER-DAHL1IAUSEN to LINIEN we were 
accompanied by a civilian. 

Nothing happened to CI,: pilot free the time of his being taken prisoner until his 
being handod over to the pelicet 

The pilot ;ms a British rirman; I gathered this from iiir papers. He wore blue 
uniform and was 19 years old. 

That is all I 2c.no,7 .s.bout the case. 
August FRE:TaN 

S-ii'CRN by the said deponoat Au::ust FRL':::211 voluntarily, before me, 
Capt. F.S.Collier, N.rth Irish Horse, detailed by the C in C, British .iirtw of the 
Rhine, at NID.2 17CHU, FIST C': on 18 June 

/SiL,ned/ F.S.CollieriCapt. 
Investij,atilog. Officer. 

C...:RTIblx,r) that this is -guo 	 fa.t."1:1,15k)naan into Erk-clish of the 
De-Dacitic,n 	t 	r.PN, marked Deposition No,1. 

Szt, 
Field Investigation 
Tiar Crimes Group , (N.W.E.), 
(C.ii.Rozen). 
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evidence in contained in 	staf-rv- nts of the vritne!tse! 

nlso 
S'12 	T D-213121G, SCIftri.'. ID, S}' 	and CZY 	co-ries  
Ivar6e/i hererith. 	A cony of the sto Tient of 'he ace't:.0-1 	' 	is 
finnwred. 

1 
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6 
(Under this heading should be included the view taken as to (a) the degree of 

responsibility of the accused in view of his official position. e.g., was offence 
committed on the offender's own initiative, or in obedience to orders, or in carrying 
out a system approved by authority or a legal provision ; (b) the probable defence ; 
(c) whether the case appears to he reasonably complete.) 

The evidence ni7 to 4*e assault in the cow stall 4- s (')7 	 there 
is one witness to the second assault in the Flack orderly room, 	-'2here is 
no doubt that at least one ansault ei■ifeimareftearse49e03rwebbowi war r.ade on the 
victim by the accused. 

Ti ert 're is no doubt that the '., cfence of the accused will be 0 
denial . 	the alle -rations. 

.omnlete 
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Date Submitted 

1 3 AU6 1947 

Decision of Committee I 

CaltrrItr;:( r<1.1. 	t , 1 "IT 6 

1807:)6 1'893/11 p)(0 	 1,td 51,1 



(For the; Use of the ,S'ecretarial)  

• Registered Number. 

6/77 all" 4 4':J  

UNITED NATIONS WAR CRIMES COMMISSION 

CHARGES AGAINST 	 WAR CRIMINALS 

CASE No.  UK- 'B  629 	 

0786 
Date of receipt in Secretariat. 

Aliq )541  

Name of accused, his 
rank and unit, or 
official position. 

(Not to be translated.) 

Willy (Wilhelm) AUER Wachtmeister of Gendarmerie  LA:ELE 

(In custody) 

_Date and place of 
commission of al-
leged crime. 

Number and descrip-
tion of crime in war 
crimes list. 

References to rele-
vant provisions of 
national law. 

Breaches of Inter-
national law 

On or about 22 March 19451   LANDE, Germany 	  

No. XXIX. 	Ill-treatment of wounded and prisoners of war 

Common Assault 

Breach of the Laws and Usages of War 

SHORT STATEMENT OF FACTS. 

The victim was beaten up in the Police Station at LA:AM 

by the accused after he had been taken into custody by the latter. 

Off ic 	... 	.. 	 ...................................................... 	.... 
TuANsmirrED 	ItY ...................... ►  

• Insert serial number under 
which the case is registered in the files of the National Office of the accusing State. 

OW.5) Wt.P.21•2A127 5111. 
2,4n. C. ken. 745(4) 



Page 2 	 _ O77 
l'21 HT I( :ULA HS E ALLEG E I ) ('RIME 

The victim wad 3erjeant-Air Gunner in a Lancaster aircraft of 
the Royal Air Force which was shot down during a raid on Hildesheim. 
30rjeant COOK escaped from the aircraft by parachute after being hit by 
flak. When he landed he wris arrested by a member of the Volkssturm 
and taken into LAHDE-4ESER Work Education Camp for mekriical treatment. 
J't short while later he was escorted from the canp to the police station 
at LAID 13 by the accused who made him push his motor-cycle the whole way. 
On arrival at the police station the accused took him into 	police 
inspector's office where ho beat him up for a matter of five minutes with 
a heavy stick in the presence of several female clerks who protested 
strongly against this treatment. 	The victim was afterwards kept in one 
of the cells of the police station for about three days before being sent 
to a P.W. Camp at PINNABERG. 
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Translation cf 
	 iroduction No. 1  

DEY, OSITI 11 

of 

Otto i SSLE  

Dei)osition on oath of Otto ICOSST,7113., male, of IETERa.i..CZT) Gartenrincstr. 
District :a1ZE14, sworn before Capt. R.1-4, L1MKER, Con. List of 7;ar Cries 

Investi;.ati711 Unit, at L„irDF, on 26th June 1946. 

I am Otto KJSSLEE, born 6th Iioven'ecr 1630 at DIUNSVICK, disaled, married. 
Nationality: German. 

In 1940 I was conscripted to the p,lire ana serve' till 1945. 4 post 
was with the police, KreisAZDZIal. 	In 1944 I-was 11auptwachtmeistor of the 
Gendarmerie, WIDE. 

One day, I believe it wa3 the autumn of 1944 at o. cut 1500 hrs or 1600 has 
the ;Mica airforces made a raid in the airectin of ii.,TICATJZ and many heavy 
machines flew ovor LU-OL. They were four-erOned aircraft. I was standing 
in the yard and saw that a Blanc which had been hit star-L1 to spin. I wont 
by bicycle in the directhn of 3111312DE, the probable landinc point of the 
crashitv:aircraft in oracr to prevent that unauthorised persons approach the 
landin: place. I rcachea the point after a quarter of an hour and met 
Wachtmeister MELLOR whc had arrived before me on his motorbike. tie spent 
about half an hour in the vicinity nf the plane and thenHow TrZ wont with 
his motorbike to the place)  about a thousand metres distant, where the pilot 
had come down. Shortly after the derture of 11O57372 I saw a motorcar driving 
in the direction of the 	point. I learne-1 later that it was a oar• 
beloncing to the L.rbeitserziehun::slager LID& Upon I returned to the offices 
in the evening I heard that thc pilot hal been taken tc the arbeitserziohun(:s-
lager IAZDI1 by car. I hoard later thatY0ELLER collectea the pilot from the 
sxbeitserziehungslager and delivered him to thc local police prison. I also 
hoard, althouch I don't rememter frnm whom, that before being handod into the 
prison the pilot had been at the police station and had been illtreated by 
Obervachtneister KO11Turri54 The next morning when meetingl'aLLER I made 
representations to him with regard to his beatinc the pilot. MOELLER denied 
everything. The pilot remained a few days in the prison and was subsequently 
collected by the Flugwache D1317:01D by car. It was a field-grey motorcar, 
probably an Opel carrying an Oberlcutnant, a Foldwe[el and a driver)  all three 
of which belonged to the Luftwaffe. I have myself fetc:-e the pilot from the 
prison and handed over to the officer in char e. The lilot's height was 
about 1,70 metres, well built, dark !:l-e, wvy hair, boulaf..,--e. head.. 	The 
Feldvebol was slim, height a!)out 1,7C 

This was the last 	that I. heard of an eAliea airman duriT: the wen'. 
I was told that he was of Canadian origin. people 	that he had not 
been an officer, but was supposed tr) have been a sergeant. 

I made the acquaintance of '::achteisteriZgrj;21-t at the !deuinning of the 
war when he was still employed with the Gewerkschaft "A.-011T -. He was employed , 
there as watchman and conductel the wors Land. I came in closer contact 
with hira in the course of duty because we were together employe_• at the 
police stati711.LhHDE. He is of good character but was easily excitable and 
was liable on such occasins tc bc(p -T:ie somewhat Irutal. 	In the course of 
duty he was very strict and made many reports a -%inst l'oles. I told him 
Several times to Eive up his brutalitlea l'ecaur, my yxinciple has-always 
been: live and - let live. 	I was however, un.lc 	itiflucao him. 

(Si:ft-ea) Otto IGMLER 

AmmI 
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SIIORN by the said Doi)onent Ct,tci":_;;ST,I;17: vcluntrxily 	1A-IDE on 26th 
June 1 94.6 • beft re 	p Cart • 	• "i rli

. 	

(let  rule j. by 	Dritish isny 
of the Rhino. 

(Si;ned) 	AlT.ICR, Capt. 
Invcsti: ':tin Off icer. 

WaTIFIED that this is a true translc.ti:,n fr.-;-a German into Eni.:lish of 
the Deposition of Otto ISSLER, narked iroducti-)n No. 1. 

(Si;:ned) 	 WS:t. 
Interpreter 

War Crinics InvestiL-atirn Unit. 
1:11:..ING1LY) 
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Translation of 
	 :aroducti-a No. 2. 

of 

Karl N 0 L T E . 

Dcposition on oath of Karl NOLTE, male, of LaEDE 13, District LINDEN, 
sworn beam Capt. R. D. LiTaKER, Gen. List, of Wor Crimcs Investigation Unit, 
at LaNDS on 26th June 1946. 

I aa Karl NOLTE, born 4th July 1396 at :mar, married, lrofcssir'n: 
41dminiAratian Inspector at La10E. Noti-nality: Carman. 

I joined the Nsa4-  in Lay 1933 and remained a member until the end of 
the war. On 1st October 1933 I joined the Sig rcccrvc and remained a member 
until the end of the war, I was in additinn a aemar of thc NSKOV 
(Nationalsozialitische Kricasopferversoraune). During the last months of the 
war I was in chart-c of the pclicc Dalaartment in IvIDE. 	One day about February 
or March 1945 there was an air raid by allied aircraft on HaNNOVER and a lame 
number.of planes passed over LLHDE. Thcy were hcavy 4-enained machines. It 
must have been between 1300 and 1400 hrs as I was havina my lunch break. I 
was at that time in the bascment which I used as an air raid shelter and I 

eheard that a plane crashed in the directian of DI DE. The plane had 
apparently been hit by the German ack ;wk. I ianediately went to the office 
and with a small motorbike I rode to the place where the plane had crashed. 
On the way I met a large nuaLcr of civilians, aaonast them Eayor LETTING, who 
were procecding in the direction of the crashed aircraft. Mien I arrived 
there several persons ti-arc already in the vicinity of the aircraft. Most of 
them waro homeguards but there were also some civilians. The plena vans burrdnE 
and exploded after 5 minutes. .C:c were later aLle to discern parts of the 
bodies of the crow but they were- burnt and destroyed to such an extent that it 
was iaaossiblc to ascertain the exact number of the crew. It was assumed that 
there had been three or four airman. 7:a thought that several more airmen 
would still be in the plane. Theatramendous explosion however, must have 
completely destroyed the ramaining bodies. all parts of bodies werc buried 
on the Cemetery at DIE= by the linyor. Vhcn British officials CEJAC to 
I reported this matter to the Grave Commisaion. 

I learned later that one member of the crew baled out of the burning air-
craft with the aid of a par :chute. On accoa-t of the fact that I was 
responsible for the safety of thc civilians who were near the crashed aircraft, 
I was not able to ao to the place where that paot had landed as it was about 
1500 metres distance. I had also to give the rccessary orders for the fire 
fighting necessitated by the explosion of the aircraft. In an interval I 
telephonaa my office to find out if anytning ciac had hapaened. I believe 
that KUHLMaNN who was employed there told roe- an the phone that the airman who 
had come down had bean taken to thc iirbeitserniehunaslaaer. I was surprised 
as prisoners of 'Car should not go to the camp but be handled by the police. 

a car with man from the arbeitserziellunaslaaar is supposed to have came 
to the place where the airmen had landed and taken him away to the camp. 
Vlhcn I arrived at the- police station at about 1800 hrs my staff told me that 
the airman had been brought here from the camp and that in my absence 
policeman KOLLER had illtraated.the prisoner in Lar office. Praculcin 
RLDENLECK still had. tears in her eyes and was very excited. She told me that 
she had strongly protested against the illtraataent of a prisoner of war and 
had had an an:ry dispute with the police Wachtacister =MIER. She told him 
that she would not parmit such things to happen in an office when: she worked 
and that she would report him. Herr YOBWa insulted her by saying that she 
was not a German woman if She pretested in that manner. She replied that if 
such things ware repeated in future she would no longer work here. I said 

that 
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that had I been here I should have Ireventc,7, this action and that I would make 
a report of the incident to the Ea;or. I made this report and the then 1:ayor 
CETTIUG promised to have a tall,: with Fraculcin RODIINIZCK and that he would take 
the necessary action. Praculein RCM= told me that the pilot had been 

• taken to thc police prison by Wachtl.leister NLENZ' and that a report had been 
made to hir2hor authority. A few days later the airman was collected by the 
Flier:erhorst DETYOLD or GUETERSLOH. 

I remember that durik: the war there have been several cases of Allied 
airmen balin:: out of crashing- aircrafts. 11,y orders in such cases were as 
follows: 

2 
3 
4 
5 

Telephone report tc) the Standortaeltesten (Garrison Commander), laNDEN. 
Report to the Landrat aNDEN, 
Report to the Refierun:spracsident 
Report to the Luftaufsichtswache 
Report to the PlicL7crhorst GU=SLOH. 

There eras an instruction that thc Idiots were to be accommodated here 
until they were taken over by the ik.,hrmacht. If there were several airmen 
they had to be accon'odatca scparatoly. 	Official and personal property of 
the prisoner cf war was to be confiscated. Lists of such confiscated property 
were to be made out in triplicate. In our reports the followitv questi.Nls 
were to be clarified: 

a Reason for the emergency landifv, 
b the fate of the crew (whether dead, how many prisoners, missing) 
c how many emdnes did the aircraft have. 

Those instructions were carried out in all instances by myself or my staff. 

In connecti -,n with the illtreatment of the pilot I would like tc add that 
I have seen him only once, i.e. when he was collected by the Luftwaffe. 
Height about 1,68 metres, he had a head wound which V= covered by a small 
bandare. 

(Signed) Karl NOLTE 

SW02N by the said Deponent Karl NOLTE, voluntarily at L-HDE on 2. Tth June 
194.6 before me, Capt. 110 D. Al-TAKER, detailed by C.-in-C. British _a-Tay .)f the 
Rhine. 

(Sicned) R. J. AMJER 
Investigating Of 

allitTLII7. that this is a true translation fnm Gorr:Ian into English of the 
Deposition of Karl NOLTE, marked rroducti:11 No. 2. 

( ifned) i. IMINCAYAY S/S. 
Interpreter 

• ';ior Crimes Investi::atibn Unit. 
fa. 	) 
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kroduction--pioo 3 

Translatit-,n of 

DE103ITIC 

of 

Karlin OLTE 

Deposithn on oath of Karl NOLTE, LADE, 13, Krei3 11ENDZ,T, sworn bef)re 
Capt. J.14 D;aIES, R.E.F., of Wrx Crincs 	 Unit at LAME on the 
28 Sep 46.' 

I an Karl NOLTE, 1-,orn on the 1. July 1096 at 	married)  and an of 
German nationality. 	In fAditi,q1 to the: depositi,m -which I mcv:le on the 26 June 
1946, in rScrence to the plane which crashc,1 hetwecn LjiliDE and BIERDE in 
February 1945 I want tc ado' the foIlovinL7: 

1. I was not ,,resent When the air.Lan was ill-treate.q. 

2. I only saw the airilan when he was collected by the Luftwaffe one or two 
days later. 

(Sinned) Karl NaTE 

SWORN by the said Deponent Karl NOLTE, voluntarily at L.iHDE on the 
28 Sep. 461  before ne)  Gait. Jolt. DAMES of ';:la• Crimes Investi:ation Unit)  
detailed by C.-in-C. British -ally of the Rhinc. 

(SiPned) 	D.NIES, Capt. 
Investizatinc: Officer. 

CERTIFIED that this is a tue translatLn from German into English of 
the •Dcposition of Karl 'OLTE marked krodueti-.2n-No. 3. 

(Sigled) D. Grant sActo 
War Grimes Investigation Unit. 
(D. GRIM). 

r 

w: 
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alucti-n Iro©  
Translation of 

altraut Re-DaaLUK. 

Deposition on oath ;f lialtraut 	 fcatal.o, of Lai-DE 119, District 
1arly&T, sworn before Ca' it. R.:. LLTa..-072L, areal. List of Liar Crimes Investi;:ation 
Unit, tlt L..1-DE on 26th June 194-6. 

I am Waltraud 	 az(.; 21, Civil 5ervn.nt, born at L.:4a], 
Nationality: German. 

I remember the incident when an alliea-1 airman baled out with a parachute 
when his aircraft WV.3 crashika Thi3 hapaened about 2 months before the end, 
of the war and I was as usual in the office of the police department Lai-DE. 
The pilot was brought to the office by l'olizeiwachtmoister ;iOlIT,LT,IR., prior to 
being handed over to the military authorities. :antsinspektor NOLTE was not 
present and Ilachtmeister KOELIER renaineC, with the pilot in NOLTE's office. 
Llfriede 	 Fraculcin 4alausto STR144,4-13E, rayaelf, and I believe also Frau 

were in the adjoinina room and could hear everything that took place 
in Herr NOLT2's office. Suddenly we heard a lot of noioe in the adjoining 
room and I opened the door, • I SC17 the pilot standint2 at the other side of 
the rom next to the door of room 1 and Wachtmeister lIETTga was beating the 
pilot on various parts of the body. He 	usina some instrument, probably 
a cat ot nine tails, I Lou not sure however. 	The pilot was not tic ending;  
himself. The pilot was bleodin:: frai the face or hands. as I had received 
instructions from Herrn NOLTL to keep order during his absence I told Herr 

11/0 	Er to stop. 	I was then told to min ;.y own business. 	Thereupon I told 
him he should he ashamed of himself as the pilot was wounded and defenceless. 
Nevertheless liOLLT;FIR continued to beat the pilot. 	In the meantime several 
other persons cone throu'h the dears and tried t: prevent 110-71:, 111. from 
continuina... 	li few minutes la;:er ii0ELLER ceased beatir! the Idiot. 	The face 
of the pilot was covered in blood. 	were all very excited and 110ELLM began 
to shout at me. I went back to my roam ara:1 possibly -;i0ELLER followed me. 
Eventually I was in tears. 

On the same day towards the evening 	CP.I.L: into the office 
(Herrn NOLTEes room), and tried to oTolo j.z.e. I repeated that I would report 
the case to my sweriore When Herr NOLTL returned in the evenin:: I made Iv 
report and ho went to the, then, liayor OETTING and made a verbal report. On 
the following morning I went to see Layor OLT2I;;EG in connecti-n with the affair 
and told him the course of events. Herr OETTEIG told me that my action had 
been correct and that he was not ;:oir: to 	such acts and would take 
appropriate action. 

tor the illtrcatiaent the pilot was taken to the police prison, 
probably by Tlachtmcistcr 3f0FTJAR. 	On the follia-rinE day a Detachment from 
the Fliezerhorst DETiICLD arrived by car and the prisoner was collected by 
a Luftwaff officer and one or two escorts and taken to the Fliegerhorst 
DET .  LLD. 

.&s far as I remember Trachtmeistar Lau:ma was quite normal clurina the 
whole time and I did not notice any sians of fatiLue or mental depressi-n 
which riiaht have be•n the result o,f bomb blast. 

The pilot was al:out 1 70 metre s 
and I believe a leather flyin suit. 
crash I remer.-0:er that the 'pilot had 
been an officer. 	The 1)ilot 'JEW not 
police station. 

tall, dark blond, wearina a dark uniform 
I wrote the official report on the 

n Lora in 1924. 	I believe he had not 
riven a. -band: re 	 oil at the 

!'1 -.:a) Waltraut' RCDE11440,:_ 

/S170R1: 
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Translaticn of 
	 production :To. 6, 

DElOSITI(Y 

of 

Deposition on oath of Elfriede KM-al:L.11N, female -f LHDE, 74, District 
fItTIT2N, sworn before Capt. Al- T-ElIR, of 	Crimes IavestiatiTn Unit at 
3IEL=LD, Stic,7horsterstr. 32 on 15th July 1946. 

I am Elfriede KU:=.0N, born on 9th 1:%y 1924 at L. THE, Civil servant, 
Nati- nality: German, sin:le. 	Since Juno 1539 I have been eiployed at LLHDE 
.ant as a typist. 

Several days after I had been interrocated for the first tire I can 
distinctly remember that thc plane in question crashed. in I:arch 19450 	1:y 
duty in the Amt bean at 14.30 hrs. Approximately half an hour later I was 
phoned by Lmtsinspcktor NOLTD who asks l me -:ihether a parachutist had been 
delivered at the /int. I denied this. 	Then I was informed by Herrn NOLTE 
that this parachutist - pilct - had been taken away by olards of the 
Arbcitserzichunr,slager (Labour Educati-n Camp) in a car. If Herr =LER 
should arrive I had to tell him that he should fetch the pilot from the Camp 
and that he should deliver him to the police prison, as hc would be collected 
after a few lays by a Flic,orhorstkony::anrao. When Herr 'r0ELLER appeared I 
&Ivo him the information. He wont to fetch the pilot. As I c7,uld sec the 
road from my rom I could sec shortly afterwards Herrn 2i0ELLER comino with 
the pilot. 	I also saw that the pilot wore ,s, methin:: white cn his head but 
could not distinguish what it was. Herr NCELTRZ and the pilot come into my 
room. Here I ascertained that the pilot was wcarino a bandaL:c.round his 
head. After Herr IDFTUT,Z hal ordered the idiot to face the wall hc once 
more left the room. Shortly afterwards he cam back toL7ether,with Herrn 
12IZR (who was employed in this office at the time). Herr lEIER asked 
Iferrn NOELLER whether he knew the pilot's Nationality. He then asked the 
pilot. Whether the pilot understood or not I do nct know. In any case he 
did not answer. Thereupon Herr NOLLPiR was asked by Herrn 1,1I ER to slap the 
pilot's face, and Herr IICELLER who was very easily excitable did so. Then 
one of them noticed a stick lyinc en top of the cupboard. Herr NC 	took 
the stick and ordered the pilot bend down. He was then beaten up. I 
cannot say how often he had been hit. Next door they noticed what was 
hapi.eninc and looked into thc room. These people as mil as I told Herrn 
1,10ELLER to stop beatin. 'Whether he really listened to us or whether he did 
it from his own accord I do not know but after a short tir:.e he stopped. 
Then the pilot was taken to the police lxison by Herrn NOELL:3R. 

(Si,:nod) 2,1fricde KUHLINN 

SWORN by the Deponent Eliriede aniv,JT, voluntarily at BIIM-2,FLLD on 
15th dv of July 1946 before nle, Capt. AI:11-IT,R dctailel by C.-in-C. nritish 
s'onmy of the Rhine. 

(Sined) 	Capt. 
InvestiratinE Officer. 

CEPTIFI:D that this is a true translation from German into English of 
the Depositi n of Elfricdc iamalLzaz, marked Iroduction No. (. 

(Si:ncd) b. Grant Cpl. 
Interpreter 

War Crimes Invecti:ation Unit. 
(13. GR.NT) 
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Tr-..,.n:31aticn of  

 

Production Nc. 7. 

 

of 

 

Zerdinam:: ',Mho  

Deposition on oath of Ferdinand Wilhelm 1.2I.L2, male, of DaZHIEN 127, Kreis 
EINDEN, sworn befre Capt • J D.,NL3S R.N.F. of 1.7ar Crimes Investivati?n Unit 
at 5 CIO 1...33RBORN on the 27 Scp. 46. 

I an Ferdinand 17illiclm ISIER, born on the 16 1:ay 1696 at DOEHRZN, of 
.German nati,- nality and ,ara a far:Acr. 

I, Ferdinand Wilhelm 	have Leen told, that I f.r.1 not forced to make 
this deposition but that it will be written dc)•an and may 	used as evidence. 
I make this deposition voluntarily, without boini- forced or I‘crsuactod and I 
have not been promised a reward. 

I joined the NE1,2 on the 1 Hay 1933, thc NMI in 1934 and the DE‘ in 193a 
I became Otsgruppenleiter on Oct. 1936. 

I can rememl.:,:r the airman wilt:,  baled cut in thy: vicinity of LIM/WESER 
on an afternoon in spring 45. On the afternoon in question I was in the Lint 
LIME whore I was employed as an official. Durini; the afternoon I had to co 
to NOLT's room to inquire about a matter of taxation. I did not know that 
the airman was in this rc:m. When I entered the rocm I sow the airman 
standing against the wall opposite the door and facing this wall. Present 
were: liOFTLER, NOLTE, and a 4r1 Ithose name I cannot remember. I asked 
MOELLII? whether he knew the nationality cf the airman. I cannot remember 
the =mai. Then 1:0FLT;It hit the airman with his fist. lie was immediately 
told by NOM' to stop, which 110ELLM 	for as I can remember he beat 
the prisoner in the back. I have net seen whether. the airman was wounded. 
Then I left the room. 

I cud not tell hi-TILT:Fa that he should :-,eat the airman. 

I do not know what happened with the aly.77„).n and I have nothing to add. 

(Signed) 

SWORN by the said Deponent Ferdinand Wilhelm P.M:F. voluntarily at 
i-,,DERBOIL4 on the 27 Sep. 46, before me, CaIt. JOhLe 	 R.1.1.11., of 
War Crimes Investiffation Unit, detailed by 	 L. my of the Rhine. 

(SiLned) 	DtLVIES, Capt. 
Invcstiating Officer. 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translati n from German into English of 
the Deposition of Ferdinand Wilhelm PUI marked Prod.-No. 7. 

(Signed.) B. 0-rant S/SEt. 
'Tar Crimes Investigation Unit. 

GI.L.NT). 
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Lifidavit 

-British L.rriy  of the Rhine 

IN TEC BIZUR OF VLR 	 ,„-,„-: 	 No. Bie.q//q/82 

In the case of .- —Ill-treatment of British airmen ttl,tt,21,t,^00 

affidavit of 	 ,Capt. R. D. L1T.KUR (294218) Gen. List „0, 

I, 	 R. B. 	(294218) Gen. List 

hereby make oath and say as follows:- 

1. Cn the Twenty fifth day of June 1946,3,1 attenae2 at 

No, 4 Civilian Internment Camps  IL'CKLINGE.USLIT and conducted an 
interreLation of 	 NUTUFIR. 	330202' 02 30C,02000 

2. The said , 	. , 	 .1:C"Tafrgel 	t t^t 0' 0303.0300030• 

was warnea that he was not compelled to make c. statement mnd 

that any such statement made may be used in evidence at a trial. 

3. The statement now produced to r.le and marked l'roducti..41 

No. ,,,08.,,. was read over by me to the said 02000 	 'OELLTIR ,.„ 

in German on completion of the said interroDation and he 

thereupon stated that it was true and voluntarily sit led the same in 

my presence. 

4. The said statement was obtainC. by me frcm the said 

Ot0t010t02 	 t,030 	3-2,0.11111i MOELLER 3t•',20,0• 

without the use or threat of use cf force or violence or the promise 

of any kind of reward. 

Sworn by the said. 	 P ^1 20', 0:000J200:2300 

Before me this 	 day of ..,—.January, 47, 

(Sic_ned.) ? 

CIM,ES INVESTIG.,TICN 

0796 
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ireducti-n No. 8  

TRLNBLe.TION OF 

DEleSITL.N  

of 

Deposittel on oath of Willy CA1'.e,) - "%-i,"Rit, male, of :=E:7, 
Am Salzrraben 7, sworn before no Capt. 1:1eL..idId, General List, cf cu,  Crimcs 
Investirti:n Unit, on the 25th of June, 1946, at ava,ricazau% 

I, Villy (Wilhelm) 	 was warned that I woo net compelled to make 
a statement except that I wish to Jo so. eut that any such statement will 
be taken down in writine and may be use(7_ as evidence at some later time. 
I make this statement out of my own free will without any preesure or 
persuasie:n, promises or reward. 

I aia Willy (Wilhelm) ELLEA, horn on the 21st December 1905 at Nienbure, 
musician, of German nationality, 

I ramenber an incident with an dlied airman, who descended by parachute 
out of a burning plane. It mieht have be,n in January 1945. I cannot 
remember the exact date. In October 1941 I was called up to the 
Ordnunespolizei and in January 1945 I served in LiEDE as Wachtmeioter of the 
Gendarmerie. 	soon as I noticed. the burnine rlane I proceeded on a 
motorbike to the likely landine-place. ailst on my ways I saw the parachute 
hanging: in the air, but continue: on my way to the landine-place. I met the 
Hauptwachtmeister KESSLER fre..1 IZTERSHA',GEN near the plane. I proceeded to 
thc plane in order to push away the crova from the landine-place, as I presumed, 
that the bombs which wore still in the plane, might explode. KESSLER went 
to the burning houses which were put :41 fire by the plane. The plane exploded 
as I was at about 25 metres away. I was shaken very badly by the explosion. 
almost unconscious I proceeded on my motorbike to iAmt LidIDE where I arrived 
after half an hour. My superior oraorca me to fetch the baled-out airman 
from the WORKERS EDUCATION 0411.  LAME. Ielice Inspektor NOLTE eave me this 
order. I proceeded slowly on my motorbike in the arectien of AMEN, the 
direction of the camp. I was so depressed by the explosion that I had to 
dismount before I reached the camp. When I arrived at the camp I reported 
to Kriminal-Inspektor SCHM. .6.s I opened the first doer to the office, I 
met the pilot who was escorted by an SS-man. As he was being_ handed over to 
me, I saw at once that the pilot had an oi.en wound on his forehead. 
Otherwise, it seems to me, the pilot walked quite normally. The pilot'was 
a rather ycune man, tbout 2U years old, about 1.77 intr. high. 	I cannot 
remember other particulars. I met him for the first time. I would not 
recoenize him if I'mre confronted with him now. I escorted the pilot from 
the camp and wont in the airectiTn of the Ant IediDE. First I pushed my 
bike but I felt very poor and asked the captured airman. for help: "Please 
take my machine". The prisoner, without ref using it, took my machine and 
pushed it forward. I ref mber that nethine happened during the time I left 
the cenp with the pilot until I reached the police station in L,iHDE. I 
handed over my prisoner to police-Inspektor NOLTE. I cannot remember whether 
I 3ot a receipt for handine over the prisoner. I think the prisoner was 
interroeated by Inspektor NOLTE. ,j-ter the interroeatin I went back to 
the Inspektor NOLTE's office. .I think that at that time I cave the pilot 
a few sloths in the face, but I & net sure. 

It may be possible that Kiss ElfricC.e, the typist, and also Inspektor 
NOLTE were there. But I cannot rerleaer it. I was then ordered. by NOLTE 
to brine the prisoner to the district -orison (:eetseefaenenis). This order 
was carried out. I handed over the prisoner te the chief of the prison, 
BLOKE from Li DE. It is remarkable that during all this time the pilot's 
wound was net dressed. I have never heard or seen anything of the pilot from 
the minute I handed him over. 

/I 
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I want to state that al)out 1:1- years !before thats  four Lllic1 airmen who 
had landed in HEL.:SON, were fetched by me from the police in IrEILMIT and 
brou:ht to Amt ImI.DE. These four pilots time treated and handed over 
accordinL: to the Geneva Conventin. They were handed over either to the 
Air Force or to the Wohrmacht, I cannot renerter exactly to whom. 

These are the only two incidents with ...11licd airmen with which I had to 
deal with officially durirv: the time I was on duty in LINDE. 

(Sil.ned) i1illy 1;:81,LER 

SliCRIT before me by the said Deponent Willy (11aheIm) I1LLEa voluntarily 
at RECKLINGE...USIVI  on the 25th day of June 1946, before me Capt. R.D. 
detailed by C.-in.-C. 0  'british sany of the Rhin°. 

(Si :nerl) R. . AlT.tJ\a1R, Capt. 
InvestiL:atin.:7 Officer. 

CBI:TIPIED that this is a true translation from German into En; lish of 

the Deposition of Willy ALTRIZ, narked ircducti::n No. uo 

18.7.1946. 
	 (Si:ned.) K. L. =MITT, ca,L. 

Bad OEYNILIUSEN 	 War Crimes Invcsticatin Unit BACR. 
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1 D/JAG/FS/76/1 73 ( 2G) 
CGCH/JW 

IN THE LIATTEL OF GITI417`N 	ORTIES AND IN THE 
MAT 	OF THE Irre-riRLATI,2141: OF SERJEANT T.B. COOK, 
ROL,L AIR FORCE,AT Li,NiE-WFoER CI. 22 L'OatCH 1945 

British National Cfface Charge Number: 

United Nations ',gar Crimes ,3ermiseion Reference: 

AFFID 	V I T 

I, No. 1852747 Serjeant Thomas Bertram COCK, Royal ,"air Force, with 
permanent home address at 3 Mezzo a Cotages, Laverstock, near Salisbury, Wilt-
shire, make oath and say as follows :- 

1. On 22 March, 1945, I 	Serjeant Lir Gunner in a Lancaster aircraft 
of the Royal Air Force which was ohot down on a raid on HIITF.SHEIM. After the 
aircraft was hit I baled out. olthough I had been hit by flak in the forehead, 
I landed safely. 	When I landed I woa arrested by a German, who I believe was a 
member of the Volkssturm. 	This man dressed my wound with my own field dressing 
and then escorted me across some fields to the main read which led into the town 
nearby, the name of which I don kn.:vs  and there handed me over to two members 
of the German Army, who had a 	TIlese two Germans drove me to what appeared 
to me to be a concentration cainp, 	wal z..bout 2 to 3 miles from where I was 
picked up. When I arrived at the camp I was taken to the 	Room where my 
wound was again dressed. 	I waa then.tal:en bf  ek to the guard room. 

2. . 	After I had been in the guard rom for a few minutes, a man came and 
took me away. 	I recognise the p.rscn portrayed in the photograph now produced 
and shown to me as being that of the man who took me away from the guard room 

... at the camp. 	This photograph ie marked 'T.B.C,i,' and is attached to this my 
affidavit. After I had been hroAed over to the man whose photograph I have now 
identified, I was taken to what nppearcd to me to be a police station in the 
centre of the town or village an the outakirta of which the camp lay. 

3. When we arrived at the police station I was taken into an office in 
which there were several girls working anri my escort ordered them to get out. 
Another German came into the room, as far as I can remember, immediately behind 
the escort and myself. 	The eccrt, whose ph tagraph I now recognise, thereupon 
started to swear at me in German and then took a stick •about 3 feet long and 
which was fairly thick, from the top of a cupboard and beat me up with it. This 
treatment lasted for about five ; 	-end every time he hit me he shouted some 
term of abuse such as "Schweir-o.o" or "Terrorfliejern. 	He hit me on the head, 
on the body and on the legs. 

4. 	When he had finished ill-treating 
one of the two cells of the police station 
kept for three to three and a half days. 
ill-treated in any way and my diet was, as 
the same as was given to anybody else in a 

me the German concerned placed me in 
where, as far as I can remember, I was 
Whilst I was in the cells, I was not 
I afterwards discovered, approximately 
similar position. 

5. I was eventually taken away from the police station by members of the 
Luftwaffe to the aerodrome at DE7TILT,7•'--- 	 hich eventually took 
me to the Dulagluft at PIITEBEitu-. 

6. I received no permanent injuries -az a -result of this ill-treatment. 

SWORN by the above-named Thomas Bertram C:ok, ) 
at 8, Spring Gardens, in the City 'of 	) 
minster, this seventh day of Jul;-, 1)4? 	) 	(Signed) 	Cook. 

BEFORE ME, 

(Signed) C.G.C. Hilmyard, 
makr, h z,al St-1ff, 
Mil. Dept., Office co' the Judge Advocate General. 
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0800 • 	PARTICULARS OF EVIDENCE' IN SUPPORT 

:elvidence as to the assault is comtained in the statements 
of the witnesses Otto KESSLIE12, Karl NOLT.44A Naltraut RODENBECK, Elf riede 
KU:I:Ulla.; and Ferdinand MEIER, copies of which are forwarded herewith. 
A copy of the accused's statement is also forwarded, Lo 	 that 
or 
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NOTES ON TH CASE 

(Under this heading should be included the view taken as to (a) the degree of 
responsibility of the accused in view of his official position, e.g., was offence 
committed on the offender's own initiative, or in obedience to orders, or in carrying 
out a system approved by authority or a legal provision ; (b) the probable defence ; 
(c) whether the case appears to be reasonably complete.) 

This is a clear case of assault to which there were 
several eye-witnesses. 	The accused himself admits that he 
may have slapped the victim on the face several times. 

The probable defence of the accused will be that he 
was suffering from shock and concussion after having been 
within 25 metres of COOK's aircraft when it excloded after 
crashing and that he was not fully aware of what he was doing. 
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CASE No  UK-G/B 630 
SUPPL12,2NT No. 1. 

Name of accused, his 
rank and unit, or 
official position. 

(Not to be translated.) 

	Rot :t.enfuehr er .Bimon SA:ICIUM 	  

lachel b".2AAB 	 6-4:4.-4A.t) 	 

(Both in cu.stod,v) 	  

• B.§.t.w.c:§n 	.1.943 and 14loy 

Loibl. Pas§J 

(vitt) Interment of civilians wider inhuman conditions. 

Assault 

Articles 43 .and 46 of 	the. Annex....to......Pr.avis.iona...of the 
Ha  4,0 	onveati on...1 9 07. 	  

_Date and place of 
commission of al-
leged crime. 

Number and descrip-
tion of crime in war 
crimes list. 

References to rele-
vant provisions of 
national law. 

Breaches of 
International Law. 

SHORT STATEMENT OF FACTS. 

(For the Use of the  Secretariat)  

• •  Registered Number. 	1)ate of receipt in Secretariat: - ()803  

42-  g aiyu /14-7 	In Def 47  

UNITED NATIONS WAR CRIMES COMMISSION 
_Uuited_analom 	CHARGES AGAINST 	cerAR11._._ ....................... WAR CRIMINALS 

This case - .:Apd on sir) ila r fa cts to Ca se No. UK-G/B 630 in via ch a number o f 
members of t 	r' b Pass Working Camp were cited as accused. The above-named two '' r  
accused were both members of the staff of this camp and persistently ill-treated 
internee:. 

TRANSMITTED BY. 

 

Office of the J.A.G. (Mil. Dept). ........... 

 

• Insert serial number under which the case is registered in the files of the National Office of the accusing State. 

(iis5) Wt.P.21.Nr27 fm . 21111. ('. .0 Co. 715(8) 
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PARTICULARS OF ALLEGED CRIME 

   

See Short Statement of Facts. 
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:S1,..T__D COPY. 
a].--:Vv.V603 

	

St 	ntc oi-L2 	1?r_ncois 

I, fly: Jade 	C1.11,.-1) 	ncois, oriciicd 6 Jim Vine o.sc 16, her 	d 	nn :ty honour the following  deposition to bc true :- 

I 1'0:r-flail;  re co:.„:nize theE3'Asian STIGI-EJR Sinai-, as one of our 
ruards 	the LOIDL ji3 CC. 	In the car:p IA- had the function of Hundc-.:- 
fuehr.r (dc-;aster), that is, he p...rforned daily patrols round the 

s 	L ras a very ill -natal.... 	.no did not false any o 	to ,J.alce the prisoners miff 

th.. end of Ju 1910, a '2ussiz.-n prisoner by the name of 
VOSTIZL:017.1i' 	working  in th South Cr.Trp in j company, fixing up 
laar)cC v.-1r around a block-how:., toocther with 8 other comrades* 	The Russian e 	short1:7 before the end cf work, 

-A the .vin- roll call all deport—. s ier. linal up on orders 
of th.. Car.) 	 11...EDOLl Julius, and savaLe ly beaten up by the 

05 Ci1( th $S, 3TICHLI,,,-1 Simcn acc:Japonlecl by his big  0lice 'wolf- 
hound ;Lade -patrols in ri7,-T.cr to re cc.:,turc the 	 rcztained stand- 
inc_: to attention for 3 h...)urs, in pouring  rain, 

'.k 	 beaten up by the SS and th ii:apos* 	STICHIM 
himself -.-as 	 e •y hici:s and lst-cui'f s, 	t our return to 
the camp, i.: 	 , TICIiL haq 	 those prisoners 
who cr. last in the r A-s and cuuL a t ke p r-CC with their comrades 
in the reciing  rank, 

another time, y comra.le Jac 1: G.JT and another comrade cf 
mine 	wr,rkinE  in the tunnel, al c:-.;a: to the roll call a few seconds 
late, 	sucaLa St.ion broucht T ti0 C''XLL i:v!-"-C11:1  in double-timo, and 
had then bittcn 	his 	, 1)..atinc  the?:: savagely himself,  , too, 

was a very brutal an st_1:2.i.s. Lj.c 	v.711,) K-1Lde the prisoners 
suffer f7.r his cr-Tn 

Done in c,.-In.d lete objectivity, at taa.C..Linflifi' 5 3e p 194.7. 

	

(sgd) 	???????? 
(si r:  nature) 

Official translation 
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undi-;T:31- 	TIE! .1112.1114 i-L obert , beL'n oi ii 	)±114.•••21 po lit ic a 1 	or 
in. the ca.-.):p of ;:authausen, tnen in the Kdo LOIBL- Pnos, cox-tifies Di"; the 
honour that the folloyin.z facts are 

LicheI  Kap° 1-tt the X'orti fientions-Ae south ca. 	has benten 
personal.:  and other eonrades too in the following conditions; 

"■icro .1a1'ing a hole 1n the ea.:..-th to..lalcea lockhaus in thit 
place Otherr cc,:frad es - Jere -t -z.nnsportin; trees for the construction of 
that bu.ildin:„ 	j'hr 	very .lonL and very heavy, but onl:,  

thr,t 	 I and another de..)ort 	-::ho 
were -e-orkin,t-t with spades, joined the 3 ho cal-ried the trees. 	Duriiig.  
our absence$T.E carne on the diLging y)11.nce and noticed that so.lebody W0.2 

:dosing, 	wc.: returned be boated us violently .-,-ith a stick, then 
co:-..rade and I %.rere oblid, under x.N.;pe.ted hits, to put a_ true on our 
shoulder and to carr's it near the bloc.H:Jus, 	I ,nust say I fell several 

because I could not find sufficie:,.t strength to fullfill such a task. 
nt each•LiTi. j:13i hit ne to :lake 	stnd up I add that I --;:as co::tpletely 
exhausted when that 7,-ork was accoLlplished but that I had to take again 
ii_10.ediately a pick r11-1:1 work under the attentivk.. eyes of STL.:113.. 

In that sa,-..e 	2:Lace by a 	cold weather I fainted three 
ti..!es at the -beginninr2 of ths. Llorning, exhausted, without spring, %-.-ithout any 
reaction of fight against that plague, furtIler‘lore I riust say that I had had 
r.v feet frozen so,Ae ti.ie before 	on the 	 -.;hen 	had cleared up 
the road obstructed by a snow avalanche - and that b3 359 Cent, under nul. 

Friends of nine gave ie the idea to break the end of tly pick 1.):;  hitting 
a stone and to no into a saail y,o3Cen-house %-rhere there ,:ras an air-coi.wessor 
and where -de _put the tools. 	In that h:use there 	fire, on account of 
this fact, co - '.in g to fetch another tool I 7.ould hyve 	 I 	s 
there since a f.-; ..:inutes ';:hen ".7:7.04,LE cnrao -11(1 fouid cies 	fc.) hit au violently 
with fists and feet ,ind sent ,.te away and -•c_ikr(w Hy pick in in27 legs, 

In that place I have often seen ;,;'22....h hitting, often -,-.ithout appearing 
reason. 

jjade lii -,.1n.Lcuturt the 7th 	‘.) 

JiiLJi 
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I undersiLned TJ 1Wbert, born on the 24th-4,-21, political deportee 
in t, up of ::authfqxson, then ui the Kdo Loibl-PasL C (xticics on the 
honour that the followi 	facts :Ire exct; 

Rottonfuhrer 7:t the south cal? called "Lthoue au chien3  

	

the :an ith the d,q) lics been lurii4 	at the crl::i) 	3:-; fenrcd for 
his bAness by 7; i.L the prisoners. 

can eerti4 thpt duringJuly o-r 	ut l9IJ. I :as ..orkinL at 
Ir:Jnd stones ith the day too.r1 	at the v hi - Alen our work -.:as over and 

	

baeL to the rollonli .p17.ce 	t.e tunnel, I sau TICflL 
st..,on send his d 	a inst a 	at(.. 	T6d VILPOUX (ft her of ten 
children eon.-. back.  to inutiv,usen 161- e 16th-11-44 and deal) because he was 
not clibinL.  quick (.A0114: the road to that pLice. 	VILPOUX ,;:ris bitten at 

places on the t hi h and once : t the u if. 

I can 7•dd th'.1; 	7.-ailked constantly on the outside workinL places of the 
tunnel :'nd that at several occasions I s:-r„-  hi.. beat co.lrades ,.-tith his hands, 
shoutin,r) Anich brou:ht 7suto..-,..Iticlly the presence of the Kap° who hit, the 
prisoner under the 

e at Lla,i eafurt 
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unclersiLned LOUTwOri.' Jean, liv t , at 	- France - cc:cti.fies 
exact the followinL ;tatements. 

During the escape or a D.u:1;sian in 	wo were assembled after 
the v:ork "standia!L-still" on thf:.: road of the tunnel. 

The ,_do to which belonged the illun 	had esca/?ed was assembled aside. 
They wore about ten, lie stayed several hours in this position under the rain. 
The man named 3TICHLai S3 :luard at iJobl-.1.a::::3 camp, niclaiamed "lthorrme au chien" 
(The man with the dog) -.,ho had boon se,.11.tv for the escaped man came back having 
failed to ficid 

t that moment approachinr our -1;:41 comrades he boat 	sendina bis dog 
to theft. 	lie fell especially on one of my friends (now dead). 	This comrade 
received several blows and thui:ps _zLnd with a flexible switch he hit him wildly. 

Furthermore,  as we came 	to the 	several courades -.:ho could 
not wal1, had to run and 	copelled us to 	faster by exciting and 
letting his dog go on us. ;:)% 	of us were bitten. 	the 33 were furious 
that evening,. Lnd wo had a terrible fright of that dog ferociously cxciLcd. 

i.,nother ti.. during the escape of a Vrench man nick-nc.:ed 
who had Lane to find hiu with tn 3S' patron, brought hi.A back 

to the Koomando of Tunnel -:.ith a face full of blood, his trousers and his 
jacket were torn. 	The' W'.; even tip lorenehmen who escaped. 	The second 
as brought bad: in the saNe tine and in a la.entable state, bitten and cut to 

pieces by STICfl's dog, who had atrocious 1; brutally treated hi..r.4 

I declare on honour the above statement. 

ade at Klagenfurt on the 5th of 3epte:nber 

Bouthenot. 
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I undersigned '111:QTr:T JeLn, born in Paris V10/1913, livinL; at BRU-NOY 
(-Anoise) 8 rue J 	 Devort:d to. -1..authausen 16/0943. Kr 26.219 - transfern:d to Loibl 	i'rom 3/6/4-_-; until 15/11/44, when 

I WE.. .:;,,nt bcck to 	uthf. , L;im wh.,r., i -T. 3 liberat-d on the 24/4/19/4.5. 
Decl:.ro Dil hono, ir that I hf..ve 	Lt the north c 	of IZ,T) Loibl 
Pass 	nam d Lichel 	 . chief of block 1+. 

MLA; crc;;A:t hit every (L..y the prisoners of IS block for the most 
futile grounds and either invented f-.ults the prisoners had not coilnitted. 

On r3.-. :; of summer 1;44., ..iTAJC: E.A; p:rticularly drunk ..tith his friends 
the other block-chi fs. 	Terror reigned all the evening; in the block. 
Order 	given to th 	 bl 	t r:.)to b„d at 18.00 ).M. and 
t.) sloop. 	These who fr d -.Ten :;y ..s 	to {o to lavatories were 
severely beaten. 

Th.  t 	about 19630 p.la. his 'uri.,tsity ,rew arcs 	-w-.3 helped in 
his action against th.. orisune:s by c' i .f 	camp Rudolf - 3UCT2T1R. 

After that 	ble crisis 	s destitutii from blockchief 
by the SS. 

- for repression -was then used by the 	:.:ot to 
functien of l'apo in the tunnel. 	In Iv team ST:1.4.B continued and hits 
Jere raining on the prisoners. 	One day, at the be[7:inning of September, 
I think, a civilian Ka:-.)o had given ar„-  number and th t one of a comra.,1e. to 
ST.:, 3.B because ho consider.- d -we 	not worked en ;ugh. 	c--.1-ae to me, 
on account of ray sp:ciality which was us..:d by the Chief of Corp 
I 71-  s not beaten by STL.,11 who gave knol,f1.-Alge to the SS '..;f the affair, though. 

Once 1-.-iorc I had the chance of ha...R; circumstances for 	It hrd not 
been the same for ut 	c.,ilrades. 	In f' - .ct as v.: got back into the camp 

amr- dos, whose "faults" h d been estii.v.ted i.1:)::•C serious receiv.d 
thC.Verr.1 hits -with a trunche n. 	I 	thrt.:‘ugh. 

attoApts to 	th_ 	un!, .1e ;? ,rt..es to satisfy his sexual 
vices 4.1ust be retained t. u. 	Th .t 	s 	b„-  prohiising them su, le- 
al,:,ntary r.,od which, of course, 	 rat in of the other 
pris,-ners. 	 resisted 	 tre,-.ted by 
and the oth.-.rs infl.!ent bur:;lrrs of the camp. 

do at Klf -ienfurt• 6-9-1947. 

Briquet. 
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I und, rsin,d L N-nri RIV1 	e:-:rio2n,r at the KiJ )f certifi d .)n hunur th, truth _f th u 	 facts. 

I hv 	ii 	the 	6T1CHT.,_2 	c me Ath us frcm the.  ( r.ip in 1943. 	He h s frA.1 t is 1,  to up t, the libe.-atiJn in 194.5, hel:: th :)ffice rt L ibl l6.1 .f uido )f th, 2 lice (Ug. 
I have Jften 

altheugh h. vr.s 	uspeci 
pl.co h7vinc a Kd31uhrer) 
behavA as particularly hr. 

n tL. w,rkinj place where he did his survey 
a1k7 in charui t make uzi werk (each wrk.ing 
we feared hi:: c.minL near ua because he 
rd f2r t. prisnri. 

T w.w him beat freTiently 	T.havo been myself beaten se-,oral times. 

-14.) hrd especially th u oneasien to exG.-cis0 hia brutality .7h:n in 
July 1943, a Russian prix ner had escapel. 

His unsuccessful rose rch El. 	furi s; h, 	hie dorr to 
bite the prisJners whJ st.ed at th_ end ef th, line as we crcle back 
tc the camp. 

manifested t:).;,-rds us a fierce hatred and he did not 
spare eith_r the insults nor the blo.:s. 

RIVI7RE. 
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T 	,31.4. I) Jo Y  

(:fil II \I 	 CILLUDE) 

5 3(4Itc.mber 1947. 

I, the u,-1,a ,.•;rsifned 	Claude, ex-c f th._ LOIBL PASS 
here-Ly certify on iy honour that the 	 has beaten 

ht...w.-le of a Eattock in Januf,..ry, 1945. 

-I; that tine I v.as doin forced -..ork in the tunnel 
being c-onstructed in the above nentionet- 

I was _proceeding to nix (?) beton, and, under the iirc;text of 

laziness;  STJ313 hit no several tiLles, especially in the kidneys. 

hav seen hin e qually -aetin,:.; out ill treatment to nunerous 
other L.",etainees. 

beis -; a servileocutioner of the S6, n,.\ -or sho7io any 
human osture towards the d.upertes; he was a sadistic brute who took 
cialimant 1.1easure in beating unoesanntly. 

ed) 

Claude 1.,11i.d.u.:11, 
orLt,his - .tion 
Cross, silver star, 
sistanco, 

Lrin of the Frce French Forces, 	of he 
Cross 39/40, uronz., star, .„ilitr.ry 

vrtarded on account of Resistance; -ALL-dal of 
:-onour France-GrL..r.t-Britain. 

Official translation. 
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StrAc...ent by auIlf, 1-.117le•:.ich, for, Ica. )iiu. 	nst b1c; of the 
IteueL^/e, c-,-.-C.-uard 	tf. 	 cencentration-ca 

• ; -.er at the 

STIanILL was very „uciL fc.rel by t 	 he enjoyecl 
the 	en the.... 	I hav 	oon ft en =.1-,-9-se1f the 

prisoner, 	' ..1.6ten in the icc ari jurt.pc:11 foriar vtiich STIC21.0 
found vory funny. 1so he f ten riarried a st roog 	 ho 
used tc hit; .the 	 ,,assee, by hi, f:yr his 1:1e..7..sure. This I 
have seen often 

lio hii-Aself tad 	 he 	caught 'up vrith -r,n escaped 
pri.-_,oner an:7 set the (1O on -dLi 	h1.1 bitten ftLi sc hard that 
he pan coulq nt run culy further, %.hercuc. n he and the others hc1 

s,-verely ,c.v).ten up the 	se .  that 	not attempt to esc'2..pe 

The OS' 	then sent tu liauthrusen -.there he is supposed to 
h,-.ve (hue, 	h rt tiae afturvarc'.s. 

Those s'Gr•jc..lents are the full truth. 

(Liinod) • 6... 1:13I 1:'ric•:: rich 

Klr,f;Grli'llrt, 5.kieptc;x,.. a-... 1 947. 

• 
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Subject; 3T,...i,B 'Ache' 

1 thu undersiL;ned li,.,TZ .,ndre, interned r:.t, the LOI3L-l4.3S -fro Juno 
43 - '-' --Lu 'r b r.}, declare on hon.:ur that the foliating stauLiunt is tIlL. LI -.11 

ints. ..- 

SLL,B 	w-.s 	the ,r1; uklando successively holding the 
position of a junior Capc, then 	f a c'Llando on the Zuf-hri:sr;trasse 
and then Blockleadur f 3lucic 4. 

Ho stry..d at the -piorth aar, xL..tely froll LET 411. -  402,:ust 44. Durin,_; 
this til:e while: he %.r.r, a Llock-Lunder, he turnc' out to be a 

Thief he robbed cur parcels seeds p:-.ssin:1, them :n to us and forcing 
those %,ho still p,:sbesse,, anythin 7:hic:i he fancied t, hand 
it ever to "1.1.c018 of Gamier, i. aai parcels. 
Ho orL;anised the serrching of beds and ckets, so that he 
coule steal our ciL:arettes. 

Brute he w-..s a a...:11 :tan, ,ut nervous and vicious. 
1. He forced 	co.irade lince .lin to say that his shoos were 
the result of a theft. Ii. i'inccmin who had obtained his shoes 
fro the senior of the Block in a reL;ular Lianner, never could 
sgy the contrary. lie received sever-.1 fist-blows la the evenin:, 
after supper and he 	called back after the Blocl; had gene 
to bed and I heard the blows which followed for tun Llinutes. 

1-inceain slept next to 	and %.hen he went to bed his nose \-Faa 
bleeding and he saiJ 	me "I'm hurt ail over". 
2. ;,t Any occasions I have se-I h!...1.1 throw hi, ...;elf desperately 

on the prisoners. When he beat up a ,:ian he Lics..0 it last a lone 
ti-o, becAlse hu knew that he vas nut very strong. I received 
a blow on thelload with the ladle ,ith with -hich he served 
cub the soup, Locause 1 had not IxesenteL .7 .esstin to him 

in th.. Lrcper .:cnner. 
5. His am su'ro!les 	like'.; se pretences to cc :mit 
brutalities. 	 had 	lalivcs etc. in their 
possession received a tanybics. One Sunday afternoon about 
10 priscncr 	'Jen. in .1,ossession of ;roll.1.:Atecl objects 
received 15 - 20 blow:: each with a fluxilau deue of .cod 
which STLA.,B ku2t by 1th - ed. 
4. He de,:rive us 	cur 	radon in crde.: to give it to 
those 	 ,;:E%rettes. he cut down our fr.6 
5. He .v.0„ us C.0 i-n_ Nti -uus afte. our return from the 
work ,f the night-shift, thus reobf.n us of precious sleep. 
Declaration Linde in good faith. 

6ijned: 	HLOTZ. 

0 
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(sTia.z...117-2 :ID: BY BARBILM JEAN. 

SG:iT I CHLM Simon  

I, the undersignec:i 	Juan, ancien t. deportee of the LOIBL 
PASS 	Registration -No. 27768, states oz 

SCHTICHLER. was an SS Guard of the LOIBL PASS Camp, watching the 
working place, accompanied by a police dog. 

His favoured pleasure was to n.o.ke h.i.s dog run after the last 
stragLlers and to have them bitten ; in two ins iances he loosened his 
dog against tie, inciting the sonic t bite me eventually. 

He used to beat with a vthip of leather, which he otherwise em-
ployed as leash for his dog. I '.7as. personally violently beaten over 
the head by SCHTICHLER, because at a roll call -I- did not -take up 	platec 
in the ranks quick enough. 

(Sgcl) 

Official tronsl 
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TR.iNSLATED COPY 
SEE/W/603 

(STATadlIT 	 ) 

STABE. iachel  

Chief of 3lock No. 4 in the North Camp, arrived iniay 1944, came 
to the South Camp in autumn 1944, conseouent upon cases of intoxication 
in his iilock. 

He was a thief in particular; he took every occasion to grab, 
remoying from our bags and parcels anything he liked. I have seen my 
comrade GARItIER recognize a pot of honey which had been roceive in a 
parcel. 

Ona night, when he saw me coming to dinner wearing a pair of new 
boots, 7:hich the North Camp Leader had forced me to accept in exchange 
for a pullover robbed from one of my parcels, he wanted to make me 
confess that I had stolen the same, and on that occasion ho inflicted 
severe punishment upon me. He called me after lights out, in order to 
adiuinister another punishment from which I emerged 7iithy nose blooding 
and two teeth broken. 

He assigned me to the Kapo Herbert, the morning of the next 
after having removed froal mo the new boots; The kap° made me particularly 
work all that :corning, and proceeded to inter.ogate me together with 
the irommandofuel_rer MEM:LE, to ascertain here I had stolen those 
boots. I replied that the Lagerfuehrer had given me the said° in exchange 
for a pullover. Both of the, at that occasion, boat me up. 

Statement certified sincere 

(Sgd) 
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The statements of the fbUowing witnesses:- 

Francois CHAFFIN 

Jean BOUTHENOT 

Henri RIVIERE 

Friedrich SPIEL 

Jean BARBaLR 

Robert THEETTON 

Jean BRIQUET 

Claude 1,51-tLANE 

Andre HARTZ 

Marc PINCININ. 

(t-vP statements 
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NOTES ON (1111 E CASE 
	

a 

(Under this heading should be included the view taken as to (a) the degree of 
responsibility of the accused in view of his official position, e.g., was offence 
committed on the offender's own initiative, or in obedience to orders, or in carrying 
out a system approved by authority or a legal provision ; (b) the probable defence ; 
(c) whether the case appears to he reasonably complete.) 

It is considered that the evidence of ill—treatment against both accused 
is c cri clu si ve. 



ate and place of 
mmission of al-

eged crime. 
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Date of receipt in secretariat. 

2Q AUG  j347 	 

UNITED NATIONS WAR CRIMES COMMISSION 
United Kingdo: 	I 1-1.  A 13 fiLIO I IL tt [AAA' no AGAINST qennan \VAR CRIMINALS 

 

CASE No. 	 K-VB  630  * 

Name of accused, his 
rank and unit, or 
official position. 

(Not to be translated.) 

Hauptsturm.ftthror Josef 41triCillt 
2. Hauptsturmftthrer Sie,?,bert RAMSAU.611  	 
J. Oberseharffthrer //alter BRIWZE 

Qberscharffthrer Paul IRUSCHifITZ 

4V-• Unterscharftthrer Karl SAC. 

            

            

   

6. Unterscharftthrer Otto BIgatICH 
	

All in custody 	 

2. Unterscharetthrer Friedrich Ptii:-.3Clik.1,  	 

Unterscharftthrer FLAIL  

7. Unterscharftthrer Hugo HO—  I x.I.LZNIK 
/0. Unterscharftthrer Franz KESSNKR 

   

   

   

   

/4 Max SKIRDE 

 

) 

     

          

   

/2. Johann GARTNER 

        

            

            

	Between  June 	and 1.14,y 194.5,  LOIBL PASS,  Austria 

Number and descrip-
tion of crime in war 
crimes list. 

References to rele-
vant provisions of 
national law. 
Breaches of Inter-
national Law 

No.  (i)  Murder 

11o.  (viii) Internment of civilians under inhuman conditions  

1. Murder 

2. Assault 

Articles 43 and 4.6 of the Annex 'the Provisions of the 
	Hague Convention 1.907 	  

SHORT STATEMENT OF FACTS. 

 The LOIBL PASS Lager was a working camp forming one of the subsidiaries 
of the main concentration camp of MTAUHaSk.../c, Austria. The inmates of MAUTHAUSEN 
were ipterned Allied nationals, mostly political convicts. 	The Loibl Pass Camp 
was o • ned early1/4"irthe Maier of 194.3 with the object of building a railway tunnel 

gh the Pass. A civilian firm were in charge of the actual construction work 

t the Camp itself was commanded and staffed by the SS. The Camp consisted of two 

camps, one on either side of the Pass. Hauptsturmftthrer dINKLEtl was the Commandant 
of the Camp and the other accused were, except for the last two named, members of  
the SS camp staff. The remaining two accused were German convicts who had been 

/. 
duties and acted on behalf of and under the orders of the Commandant. 

eswere treated like animals and murder and extremely brutal ill-treatment ttri,  A' 1*_. Tghiveeninoverseertern e  

wa 	
matter in the camp. 	There is ample evidence to show that the first iv 

 

was an 
named 

ry 
accused all committed murder on at least one occasion while the remainder 

eve aasY  

all violently ill-treated internees on different occasions. 
()Mee or 	09...J.A...G.,"Wil. DIA...) 	 TIANSMITTED BY ........... 

• Insert serial 
number under which the case is registered in the files of the National Office of the accusing State. 

• • 	- •QA1 wt1,21"407 
:op. 2'16 (' gt 0.. 743N) 
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4111 	 PARTICULARS OF EVIDKNOE IN SUPPORT 

'he statements 

(i) DECROIX 

(ii) GASIOR 

(iii) BWiBARDIER. 

(iv) BUSQUET 

(v) DUCHATMJP, 

(vi) RIVIERE 

(vii) SPIEL 

(viii) BOUTHENOT 

(ix) DUVIMDIER 

(i) KRUPOWICZ 

(ii) ROUSSINEAU 

(iii) BREITFUSS 

(iv) COLIN 

of the following 

One statement 

Two statements 

) 
Three statements 

Two statements 

One statement 
11 	 11 

Three statements 

witnesses 

( x) GAUDIN 

( x ) BiathsTh 

( xi i) 

(xiii) qAtANTKil 

( x iv) PING ;t,LCN 

(xv) 1.10RIN 

(xv i) iffitNARD 

(xvii)  

(xviii) HANTZ 

(v) LOULIER 

(vi.) DOLRINGlai 

( v i) THE'2 
(viii) ROY 

Two statements 

Four statements 

Three statements 

Five statements 

Three stateents 
11 	 it 

If 

Ave statements 

Two stateents 

One statement 
11 	 It 

One statement 

rt 

rt 	. 

The statements of the accused 

(i) tit:UM:Ea 

(ii) RAgSAUhN 

(iii) SACHSE 

(iv) Pauaim (7*) 
(v) KOEBI-Wra 

(vi) KrSSISrIt 

(vii) SKIRDE (2) 

(viii) GARTNER 

10 

it 

t. . 
ent 
st 
er 
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(Under this heading should he included the view titkon as 1(p (a) the degree of 
responsibility of the accused in view of his official position. e.g., was offence 
committed on the offender's OW11 initiative, or in obedience to orders, or in carrying 
out a system approved by authority or a legal provision (b) the probable defence : 
(c) whether the case appears to he reasonably .,(»nplete.) 

It is considered that there is ample evidence to show that murder 
and ill-treatment was committed by 	 RAIISAUER,  	GRUSC,Tr.TZ 
and &ACME and that there is ample evidence that the remaining accused were 
all on various occasions guilty of brutal ill-treatment. 	It does not appear 
that there can be any defence to the charges of murder and so far as the 
charges of ill-treatment are concerned where it might have been possible on 
behalf of the junior members of the camp staff to argue that they were acting 
on the orders of their seniors and. what they did was necessary to maintain 
order in the camp yet in view of the extreme nature of the ill-treatment it 
is not considered that this would constitute a defence. 
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Do,; ition Igo. 78 

TR‘dISLATION OF 

DE4:0SITION OF  

olcna D-WROL:  

Dcoosition on oath of Reland DECROIX, male of lirce e la Gare, 
Longhueneau, Seine et Oise. 

Sworn before 'Major Robert Ste:.ble, Grepoadier Guards, of  P,./• Crimes 
Investigation Branch, British Army Staff FRANCE, at 57, Avenue D'Iena, 
Paris, on 

I am Roland DECROIX, born 15th Ar;ril, 1908, 	1—RI0, a commercial 
agent. 

I was arrested on the 20 April, 1943, and then deported to Wthausen 
on 3r1 May, 1943, and after that to Leibl l=ass. 	I was employed in the 
infirmary. 

Doctor RAMBAUER was the SS Doctor in the Leibl Pass Capp from the 
summer of 1943, until the liberation. This situatied was very pleasant 
for him because of the proximity to Klagenfurt, where his family lived, 
from which he got his wife and children to co.ne. They came to live at 
Leibl Pass, next door to the detention camp. 

In contrast to the detainees he enjoyed the greatest comfort, room, 
office, bath room; having at his disposal the cervices of a German, 
Johann DANTER, a prisoner of civil lr:a. 	The latter kept him informed of 
all that happened in the infirmary during RAMSAUER's absence. 	He only 
listened to those details which were moreover doubtful which were given to 
him by this criminal. 	This was 1)rt of tho usual policy at hathausen 
where the SS put in the worst criminals of common law as a screen between 
the political deportees and themselves, to whore they gaVe complete power 
over the political deportees, and which is contrary to the most elciaentary 
rules of international law and of all law. 

It was thus that it was possible for the infirmPry periodically to 
be filled from top to bottom with screams and blows whenever this Johann 
DANTER felt like it. 

It should be noted that the latter however was not completely sane, 
but although RAMSAUER was wnrned many times by the infirmary staff, 
RAUSAUER still kept him in his employ, giving him increased powers, to 
the detriment of the peace and security of the patients. 	Indeed, on 
certain occasions although wounded or with temperatures of 39 or 4.00  they 
had to endure suddenly getting up to submit themselves to obey the 
injunctions of this caaaen law Austrian criminal. 

One may say, birds of feather flock together, and RAb■SAUBR, was a 
worthy competitor of his Austrian compatriot, and in spite of his title 
of "Doctor", he :lid not hesitate to devote himself to acts which count 
amongst the worst in any law. 

Claude CANIOTTI, 20 years old at the time, was brought into the 
infirmary with diptheria. He stAyed there without any attention whatsoever. 
Dr. RijaiLUER refused to give hire scrum although all he had to do to get 
sonic, was to go down to the chemists at Trzic 'Neumarktl). 	CJNIOTTE 

lied en the 3rd lay, 1944. 

Marcel CLOSSET came into the infirmary with a septic right foot. 

/His 
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His cenlition vies serious. 	Dr. R.1.11.U.ER h-1 himibreu;:ht lewn to the SS 
operating, theatre nr1.1 put him 	sleep, end triel.t give him a hyperdermic 
injection of petrol, but beine Trunk, he iii nut succeed with the injection. 
Ho Jrdered the SS nurse, Untershcerfuhrer FLEINGUNTE t_ inject him in 
his steal. 	OLOSSET wns thus murered on 9th Juno, 1944. 	It is to be 
noted that befere this injection wns given to CLOSSET, the fire on which he 
was to be cremetel 'Ares already prepare.'., and our unfortunate eel:wade upon 
seeing the weed, has asked for whom it was, and an knowinr:, suffered mortal 
agony. 

EPINETTE, a 20 year old young Frenchmen, who had an excepti.nally 
strong constitution, (One had seen hi el carry 4 bags of 50 kilos of cement 
on his back to the .tunnel), w's admitted to the infirmary with typhoid. 
Dr. RAMSAUER, true te his habits,. would not g.J to Neumarktl (Trzie) to 
get some of the necessary serum; although it was certain that the chemist 
of this town had some. 	He (EINETTE) 'b.:A on 7th December, 1944. 

infirme.ry for a fracture of the spine 
tunnel, 	T4 lid not receive any 
LLTER gay..) the or :or to the nurse 
el in the he:-_rt, thus prodUcing 
corpuso7ee. 	He lied thus, on 29th 

Antoine FERENZI, an Italian subject, was hespitalizel for an open 
fracture of the right thigh on 26th June, 1944. 	In spite of the agony of 
the patient who screamed night enl day, Dr. ;3..KIJER refused to operate. 
Finally on 4th July, in the afternoon, he was taken down to the SS 
operating theatre to be operated on there. Prom the first moment, 
RAMSAUER saw that his late intervention was unless, peritonitis having 
already set in as a result of a septic right groin. luaom himself 
administered a hyperdemic of 30 volumes of oxygenised water into his 
heart. 	After two attempts which were failures, the heart not having been 
touched, RANS,XER injected the lung of the patient, and as death did not 
fellow idmediately, a second injection succeeded in the other lung, after 
which R.LPISeBER ordered me to dissect the corpse in order to retain the 
pelvis, which he wished to keep as an anatomical specimen. The remainder 
of the corpse put in a sack, was sent to the crenatorium.and cremated. 
Note here, that FERENZI wns married and father of 4. children. 

Henri TOURNIER, was admitted to the infirmary with botulism:. 
RAMSAUER refused to give him any serum. He died on 29th .ugust, 1944. 

TSOTSORIJA, a Russian ex-prisoner of war, who was suffering from 
nervous troubles, following a Acflagratien, was sent to find a piece of 
sheet metal near to the guard post outside the camp. He was shot in the 
shoulder by the sentry guarding the little bridge. He fell forwards 
in a ditch. Some Yugoslav civilians were passing there at the time 
on the road. 	The execution was interrupted for about ten minutes. When 
the civilians had disap-peared the Untershearfuhrer left the post to shoot 
him twice in the back, with his revolver. . At this moment, the Dr. 
RANSAUER ant GAZIOR, a nurse deportee, an myself wore called. R'11a,UER 
stopped to check up on the weunds, aril ordered him to be taken to the 
infirmary, in the room which was used as a morgue. The SS nurse 
KLEINGUNTHER came to draw up the death certificate, although he was still 
living. 	The fatigue party with the wood for the crematorium passed a 
few metres from the stretcher where TSOTSORIJA was laying, who died 
about an hour after the revolver shots, withaut haveing received any 
attention, and he was cremated a little after. 	The Revierschreiber 
STADLER had informed us the same mornincr that the execution of TSOMORIJA 

was coiled by the Coomandant 

/Christian 

• Leon FELIX, was admitted to the 
haveing fallen several metres in the 
attention. 	A few hours efter, R. 
KLEINGUNTHER to inject him with pet): 
instantaneous destruction of the red 
March, 1944. 
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Christian LAFON had been beaten in the North Camp. 	He arrived 
at the infirmary covered with sores resulting from blows received (seven 
extremely septic). 	He could not close his hands. 	The doctor was 
informed by the nurse GAZIOR of the origin of these sores. The Dr. 
RAMSAUER did nothing to stop the incessant illtreatmonts which were 
inflicted on the patients of the North Camp. LAFON, a young 23 year old 
Frenchman, was sent to Mathausen in November 194144 He died in April, 1945 
assassinated on a journey near BUCHENWALD. 

It is reasonable to add that RAMSAUER gave the order to withhold 
alllmedicines from the deportees who were suspected of, or actually had, 
tuberculosis, under threats of most severe punishments for the nurses. 

During the last months no medicines wore provided for the patients, 
except where petrol stolen from the tunnel was given to him. 	Dr. 
RAMSAUER sent cases full of medicines to addresses of his in Austria. He 
sent the ill and the dying to Mathauson under unhuman conditions of 
transport. Whether they had 400  of fever or were unable to walk any 
more. 	These patients were nearly all dead, as one can cinfirm with the 
list held by the Federation of Deportees. 

It is re sonable to recall that the recovery of gold teeth was made 
after each incineration, followiing the usual custom at Mathausen. 

One would equally point out that one of the SS nurses in the Camp 
called KURTEN, who lived at 91 rue Mainstrasse at WIESBADEN, showed tivo 
deported nurses lampshades made of human skin, which had been tattooed 
which he had brought from LUBLIN. 

RAMSAUER has announced before the deported nurses the following 
experiment which he had made on many recaptured prisoners 'in other camps. 
It consisted of injecting air into the veins of deported Russians, and 
caused death each time. 

Sworn by the sail deponent Roland DTTROIX, voluntarily 
at 57, Avenue D'Iens, Paris on 	 before me, 
Robert STEELE, Major, Grenedicr Guards, of Yerl_Crimes 
Investigation Branch, British Amy Staff FRLI10E. 

Certified that t is is a true trr.nslation of the 
Deposition of Roland DEOROIX, from French intu 
English. 
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I, the undersigne3, i.iichol G,ZIOR, feruer political deportee in 
the camp of liauthausen, Leibl Yass-Kooleande, reg. Ur. 28071, state that I 
was a medical orderly in the C.R.S., of which the a3-doctor R,I;S:.1JER was 
in charge, and that I was a witness to the fellewing deeds: 

Having been invited by the doctor Re2:3:.U111R. to do the anaesthesia • 
on Leon FELIX, who had been hurt in the seine threugh an accident in the 
tunnel, and having categorically refused to 	it, the doctor 13.3e.i.J312 
ordered the "63 Revire KL73INKINMR to inject him 30 cm petrol in the heart. 

regards C.J.1617,12 iiarcel, who wr.s afflictcl with a phlegmon in 
his left foot, I wrs present when the doctor 	Tried to inject him 
petrol in the herrt while the anaesthetic was still working. 	But being 
drunk, he failed and the patient bog- n te wake up. 	I rushed forward to 
increrse the dose)  but then the doctor 	requested the "33 Revire" 
KL5UNKIND9R to give him the injection in his stead, seeing that he 
possessed a greater skill in giving heart injections. 

FSRRINSjI :.ntoine, Italian (open fracture of the right foof). 

FJr several days, ae kept requesting th. Dr. ILii.1.1CTER to operate 
him, but he refused and ferbae even that .re did it ourselves. 	,Xter 
some days, he decided, however, to operate him although he knew quite well 
that the patient was done for. So it happened that he gave him an 
injection of 20 cm hydrogen peroxide i imediately rfter the first incision 
of his bistoury. 

For Airt I blame the doctor 	mest - he being one of the 
heads of the camp - is his tolerating the atrocities inflicted by his 
subordinate upon the prisoners, that were coming clown from the North 

. camp, despite my daily warnings. 	These prisoners used to be beatent up 
and matyrized till they were cempletely exhausted, and arben they died on 
the very day of their adioission. 	lie obliged them to work with 39 or 40 
degree of fever. 	This state of things was known to R,ZIS:JER, but in 
spite thereof, he was not willing to intervene. 	Certain particularly 
worn-out prisoners were sent back to liauthausen and)  some time afterwards, 
e learned their death. I reproach him also with refusing categorically 

to get us the necessary serums at the time we had cases of diphtheria 
and typhus at the Loibl Pass t us causing the death of the prisoners. 

Done in idarseilles en September the 
14th, 1645. 

(Sgd) G.-ZIOR 

Official translation: elellinger, H. 
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..ionsieur Michel a.3IOR 
35, Cours Lieutaud 

• :a.rseille, 25th 	nuary, 191+7 

,.1'.aci.LI] DE Mi-.UTT-L.U3N 
F.N.D.I.R.F. 

10, Rue,Lereux 

Dear Color- des, 

I have well received your circular No. 637 concerning the War 
Criminals. 

I Tenferm you herewith that I have elreedy made a deposition against 
the SS Hauptsturmfuehror T.LM3aER, physician at LOIBL-P:LSS as I have worked 
with him for one year in the quality of medical orderly. 	That depositien 
has been forwarded to my comrede ILLSell who will in these d ys leave for 
Germany in order to appear there as the principal witness. 

It remains for me to depose against the 33 Hauptsturmfuehrer 
crop caamendant, nicknamed "Le Jardinier aux Belles Rotules"; what I am 
going to cv- ke as follows: 

I certify on honour that I hve seen with my proper eyes the prisoners 
being sent on work with 30-14.0 degrees of fever at the time when the barometer 
showed 15 degrees below zero (Celsius). 	I have also seen prisoners 
suffering of h art loseeses who have been obliged to go on work, and who were 
carried by their elere resistant comrades, because the coci:laic-lent compelled 
them to work until their forces wore completely exhausted. 	The ceomAndant 
ordered death without any trial, and the sesigneted prisoners were killed by 
his subordinates. 

Thus I hrve witnessed the death of three prisoners. 	The details of 
those three cases rre the follwing: 

(1) Pole allegedly insane, was shut dead under the pretext that he 
attempted to escape, whereas all wes an improvisation devised by 
the commandant in order to find a reason to kill him. 

(2) - Russian was under oy proper eyes ordered to fetch a piece of 
wood outside the demarcation line; and he was shot as he 
allegedly intended to escape. 

(3) German political internee was also ce::ocuted because, being ill, 
he eesed himself into a pail. 

:ufter having executed the prisoners, the subordinates were promoted 
or were recempensated by a long le, ve. 

The comenaant dINKLR sent the prisoners on work at a temperature 
of 30 degrees below zero, ,and -without protecting there against the cold; 
immediately afterwards 2%.• of us were ill, and many prisoners got certain parts 
of their body frozen. 	He interdicted the heating in the huts; result; 
hundred of prisoners affected by tuberculosis. 	vie made use of c. ruse 
in order to heat the infirmary. 	One of our comrades stood on watch for 
a possible arrival of the cemmandant, and as soon as he saw him coming, he 
warned us in order that we could extinguish the fire. 

He incited the ordinary convicts who were our teesters, to beat up 
the political internees and make their life impossible, they even 
protected the hecaosexuelists. 	He gave these cenviots the right of life or 

/death 
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death of political prisoners. 

Sometimes, hd prosecuted and tortured, by lish to play -r by 
viciousness, a prisoner whorl he did not like; for example: 

Young Frenchmen, IO/EQU3,bern at Bar-le-Duc, 19 years old, died 
rfter a prosecution l; sting for three months. 

It was this ewmenlant who app:.intcd in the second camp, situated 
in the vicinity of our camp, a Ragportfuehrer by n: me of S.,CHSE Karl, 
surnamed "Tout rune". 	This savage, bestial, sadistic and perverse a c.an who 
lid not adroit a prisoner to be sick. 	:ihen one of them cowlainel :bout 
his pains he was beaten up for sabotabe, aml even if he rJ.d 40 degrees of 
fever. 	In consequence, the sick prisoners went on with their troubles with- 
out making complaints until they were completely exhausted. 

I witnessed the death of a Pole by nauc of GORZINSKY who died two 
hours after his,adedssiJn to the infirmary. He has' exhausted form 
maltreetments inflicted upon him by the Rapportfuehrer. 

He ordered the prisoners to eat raw and non-peeled potatoes in order 
to hueiliate the priseners. 

- certain number of prisoners had got phlegmons caused by the blows 
or by non-cured wounds. 	One example: 	In consequency of several phlegmons 
caused by the blows, a French prisoner by name of L.FONT, 23 years old, 
son of the mayor of Saint Raphael, died after having atrociously suffered. 

SS Unterscharfuehror PORCH,,Je Friedrich, surnamed )'The DUCK": 

This mean individual, enemy ef everything which was not German, was 
in charge of watching and guarling the prisoners. He enjoyed in making 
them work doubly as he knew that bad food and non hygienic living conditions 
would not allow them to perform an exhausting vc)rk, and that the consequence 
of such was slow death. Moreover, he used to say himself: "I'll make you die 
all". 	He was a perfect criminal, who enjoyed in seeing the prisoners 
suffer and lie slowly, 

I take the liberty to bring to your notice that the number of dead 
registered in our coup was extremely low in comparison with other camps; 
but the commandant, by precaution and to cover himself, sent sick or dying 
prisoners to the Mauthausen camp, the majority of which died on the r.lay 
or immediately after their arrival there. 	The result was the same, but 
in doing so he kept the death-rate low in the camp which he coulanded. 

I hope these facts related above which I witnessed, will contribute 
to make these murderers condemned, and that thus the Justice will be done. 

Sending you, dear comra{ks, my cordial greetings I remain, 

respectfully yours, 

(Sgd) a.SIOR Lichel 

Official translation: L.VRENCIC 
TYPIST. 	 I.J.WRENCTC 
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B01-23ARDIER Gabriel 
Customs Official 
at -11t-tnaeren  

• 
Report conerning the: SS Hauptsturmfuehrer I IKLER (Le Jardinier) , 

former Caecp Caez.andant at LOIBL-PLBS. 

I declare on honour as follo.es: 

During my stay at the LOIBL-P4',SS Keenando, I always rer.lained in the camp 
"South". 	As I have arriv,:::3 at this place on the 3 June 194.3 - date of the 
arrival of the first batch of deportees - I have thus thoroughly lalown the 
Hauptsturmfuchrer WINKLER, and I ceuld see for lyself what used to be this 
Head of the camp. 

I think that anything what happens_in the camp east be watched and control-
led by the Commandant, and if many French and Foreien comrades died at LOIBL-P,'ISS, 
WINKLER must be held responsible for it. 

WINKLER arrived at LOIBL-P;l3S, I think, in Luzust 194.3 in order to take over 
the charEe of the Creep Coemand. 	.1t his arrival, one coulc: have believed that he 
was ening to be soft, as he d id not bellow like his eredc‘cessor (whose name is 
unknom to me). This judgement would, however, bev;ronL, and one could so on 
see it. 	- One evening, when we eau.° back free. e-ork, ireeeeliately after the roll- 
call, the Comiea.ndant ordered to conduct in front of the Block an: in front of all 
the camp, a comrade, I believe he was a Pole, on whose left side of the jacket a 
black badge of about 5 cm of diameter was fixed. •:triNER walked at his side 
telling everybody, and warning the personnel, that to anybody of us who would 
not display proper conduct, the scnle procedure would be applied, and that a dis-
ciplinary company was pine' to be forrled from out of the wearers of that badge, 
Less then 24. hours later, the comrade in question fell under the Nazi bullets, 
in front of a groat party of comrades. For this purpose the Co:ereculdant assured 
himself of the support of a Koi.elandofuehrer, a Gernen Kapo, an onlinary convict 
by name of FRITZ (later he was liberated and enrolled in the German am y) who was 
given the nueiber of the condemned deportee, an' who should cause the deportee in 
question to cross the line of sentries placed around the workinL 

1. few times later, I have observed the repetition of the precedent procedure. 
The Kapo FRITZ (WINCKELS if I remember 	had once more to his work, and, 
having been in possession of the nueber of another comrade, a pole or Czech, he 
looked for him in various working parties, end having found 'aim, he lead him to the 
proximity of the watch-toe-ers, and forced hie: to crock the line of sentries. 	The 
comrade saw the danger and refuse] to ohy. 	The Kapo  took .him his cap and threw 
it behind the sentries, arr.] challenged him to fetch it. 	I have seen with my 
proper eyes the Kapo forcing the unfortunate condemned deportee to cross the line, 
and the shooting started. - The Commandant VIINIcUR arrived a few times later, 
and pretend ing to be surprised, as he knew so well to do it, he gave the order to 
bring the corpse down to the caeed where it was burned in a sort of cement basin 
which WINKLER ordered to build for serving as a crematorium. 

In this way, and within a period of some months, a good nueber of Polish, 
Czech, Russian comrades have been cowardly assassinated. 	Can ‘;INILER say that he 
ignored all this? lie was also well str,-,,ortue by the Kommandofuehrer 
(called "Troripo la il:ort"). 

vaNKIIII himself used to strike the depertues. 	I have seen hie-. hit with all 
his forces the comrades in forcing them to stand to attentden. 	If the nurebers 
were relieved at the work, by order of a Kapo or of a civilian overseer, were the 
bearers of those numbers sent before illNieLLR who detailed a Head of the Block, 
the strongest one, for administering directly upon the buttocks of the poor 
:eartyr 20,50 and even 70 blows with the schiaL'uc. %/INF:LER was ;:,,resent at this 

/ beating 
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beating which tol,k pL-ce in the r 	of the 	seeret^ry. 
who was thus punished vras often obliEed to stand subsquently tattention 
at the puard post for the whole niLlat in any -.7eather and without eating, 
n.nythinE. 

WINKER detailed the "rio:"..andofuehrets" selected fror:. the SS-i..ton which 
wore renowned for being. the worst brutes. 

":ithin the Blocks, WINKLER LaVC inIrtrUC 	to thC. heads r1cr]3 f Blocks in 
order to cause the -observance of the ..:ost severe ,liscipline; those 
instructions I.iere. rigorously res-fectod by the Heads of the Huts who .vrere 
:lostly ordinary Gerlian convicts. 	They were also fed accordinEly, and they 
did not work. 	Here r.j.in, could dIlZ:LER say that he ianored what sent on 
within the Blocks? One should have ke-2t r% diary in order to be able to 
relate all the Cria.-.03 of which this SS Officer is to be bled, alit for 
which he deserves the ca-,.-,ital punish:lent. 	"ilinkler is in fact priziarily 
responsible, because in his capacity of the Ca:13 Co,.1.1andant, he cannot 
say that he ignored what happened on the ■.-rorkinL: places as -gen as in 
the cal.T. 

Done at iianderen 
(sec]) BOiaid1DIER 

Translator nnd typist : LOTREECIO 
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).e. -hardier, Gabriel, 
3 ur ve,yor 	c Ile to: 

IL•:.;t1(-1:.;:cen Statement concerning the 
S3 Hauptsturmfuhrer 	 Sicabert, 
former aedical officer at tha Loibl Pass 

I certify upon honour taet follows:- 

The Hauptsturnfuhrer RaiSeallA eas in charge with the supervision sf the medical 
treatment of sie'c, interne.,:: and those who met with an accident at work. 

Indeed, he did not take care very much of the attendance of sick people. He 
caused sick comrades who were not able to work and incompletely cured to leave 
the infiraary. 

We had a Belgian comrade whose nnme vas Closet. He suffered from bronchial 
pneumonia and -was very sick. On a day in -winter 1944 this man was taken away 
and I saw him on a stretcher in the SS camp afteraards from where he should not 
core back. Afew minutes later his dead body was burning in the crematcry. That 
vas the fate of the camp inmates. I think he was a victim of the fatal 
injections. :athoughRamsauer did not kill Closset with his oan hands should 
he not have tried to prevent hje death? 	should a redical orderly being 
the subordinate of Ramsauor, not have received order from his 	Ramsauur is 
responsible if this man got the injection. I think that Closset who worked 
by the side of me died in the infirmary of the SS and was incinerated at the 
Leih1-Pass. 

another incident: 41n Italian comrade who was 1-ading :travel into wagon:: was the 
victim of an accident. One of his wagons uncoupled on an incline and smashed 
his leg. When he was taken to the camp on a stretcher and adleitted to the 
infirmary, the matter stands thus that the !amputation of the leg was necessary. 
a simple carpenter's saw (French: egoine) was used for this operation. 4, ' 
short time afterwards the poor injured fellow died caing to this treatment. 

3.‘ similar case happened some time afterwards. another deported person, a Pole, 
who was employed at the tunnel got between a derailed wagon and a rock. Be 
smashed his arm and biceps level. Whilst his bleed flow he was taken to the 
camp by four comrades who were working together with him. He vas plastered in 
spite of his wounde and his blood. ..bout 12 hours later I saw the poor injured 
fellow when he was taken to the SS infirmary where his arm was avputated. 
Can you think how I aas surprised when I perceived the instrument of amputation? 
It was a simple carpenter's saw. Doubtless the same which had been used for 
the amputation of the lug of the Italian internee. It vas a wonder that this 
Pole was alive, when he were liberated. Thus, what did Rarsauer if he did not 
give .jodical attendance to sick people or order his subordinate SS medical 
orderly to do so? I must say he did nothing, to Have lives of the internees. 
Liany of them died uwin&; to the lack of medical treatment. What could be added 
to this I told? It seems that it is sufficient to establish the responsibility 
of this medical officer and he will be punished according to his offence. 

Taken at J-Janderen, on the 21st of January, 194.7. 

Former internee G. Bombardier. 

Official Translation: R. Felez 
Typist: R. FELSZ 
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The undersigned: 

1. Armand BUSQUET, Usher at the Court of Bayeux, resident at 
Bayeux (Calvados) Pplitical Deportee at ;iauthausen,. Reg. No. 26996. 

2. Joseph DUCK,TEUR, ciployer of the Read-works service (Employd 
des Punts at Chauss6es) , resident at St. -.r:artin des Entree, near Bayeux, 
Policitical De-,-.ortee at 1.:althaussen, P.eL. No. 26927. 

3. Leon PILL D, ELployee of thc past %nd Telegraph Service, 
resident at Bayeux, Political Deportee 	Liauthauson, Red=. No. 26925. 

We make on honour, for all useful L,urposcs, the following 
statement: 	 • 

Having arrived at :.authausen on the 16 April 1943 , we took part 
in the first trarerport for LOIDL-P.i,SS Kom-:ando where we arrived on the 2 June 1943, 
and stayed there until our liberation (7 1_ay 1945). 

It is not easy to give dates and names, and to relate concise 
and circumstantiated facts; it must be namely tal:tn into consideration that we 
were not allowed to make any notes. In 1943, it was sufficient reason to 
occasion the death of a deportee if he was found with a piece of paper and 
pencil. And in 1944-45, if it was no longer a violent death under the same 
circumstances, there were nights to be spend to attention at the Guard post, 
which also rather easily caused the death as the temperature was 15 to 20 degrees 
below zero. 

Nevertheless, all what we are relatinp herewith is the 	truth. 

Concerning the SS Haupt sturmfuehror WINE.Tiat Camp C::,:..andant, 
surnamed "Le Jardinier" (because we did not know the names of the Guardians 
who by prudence did not tell us their true names, and were therefore oblied 
to designate then by a niclumme): 

Ho arrived in the camp lat.: in -u , unt or in the bepinning of 
September 1943. 

Before his arrival, we were submitted to all kinds of mal-treatments, 
which, by the way, vent on, but no comrade was, however, killed by the 
SS-men. 	This cor,menced only under his cor.-Liand. About twenty, perhaps more, 
of thedeportees were killed at the work by the SS-men, and without reasons  
They were killed under the pretext that they had crossed the line of sentries; 
but they were pushed beyond this lino or were sent to fetch a tool of a piece 
of wood. 	It is not possible to quote the names of the comrades who were killed, 
because with some exceptions, we did not }:no;: their names. We can however 
quote the name of the first Frenchman, who was thus killed in the Cap North : 
Maximo THIERY (December 1943). 

WIRIER gave the orders to the Doctor, a deportee like ourselves, not 
to recognize the sick people. His threats with death were often repeated. 
Ho always considered us as useless and pernicious beings who had to work to the 
end of their forces for the benefit of the "Grcnt Germany", and who should be 
exterminated afterwards. We were at the ca-Tp to rile there, and according to 
WINKLER we should never have returned to our Country. 

During the first year, we worked every day, Sunday included. The 
work was beyond our forces for the :.:ost of us, but the reuc]y for the lack of the 
force were the blows of the SS-men and the Kayos,and when it happened in the 
presence of the Commandant, he never intervened to f.:-.1cc.; thy.; cease. 	He, 
hi: use 	struck. 

/ On the 
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On the workinL 1:laces WQ were, without any reason, under the 
pretext of the discipline, beaten with the schlaole (10, 15, 20 or 25 and 
even more blows), one after another. 	In the Blocks we were sub:Atted to the 
worst illtreatLients imaginable, and the CoLandant never caused the end of 
these ferocities. 

In the infirmary 
nor the hygiene. -„hen so 
put on his palliasse or on 
a contagious illness, such 
deportee was of no value. 

were the sick deportees not given the attendance 
.iobody died, another sick person was innediately 
his bedclothes, and the worse if he was dead of 
as tuberculosis and siAlar. The life of a 

The dead del:ortetos were burned in the opcn air no there was no 
orcu,atoriwa at 	 ditch, a few c.t.:ro long, with three pieces of 
rail of fifty centi:,etres which were dlaced on the Lround-levell  was used for 
this purpose, The corps was thus put on the Frill (sic). Two stems of 
wood were then put on it, and an SS--.en set the fin: on the whole of it; 
and the ashes were blown away by the ;nn 1. 

sgd? IJEQUET 
sEd; DUCILITELLE 
SE35 PiCiliD 

Translator and typist LLIEENCIC 
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The undersigned 

(1) Armand BUST2UET, Usher at Bayeux (Calvados), Political 
Deportee to - authausen, Registration Number 26996. 	_ 

(2) Joseph DUCTEn4.5], em7doyee of Bridges ana resident 
at Saint Eartin des Entrees, near -Bayeux, Polito& Deportee to 
Llauthausen Reg. No. 26927. 

\7e make on honour, for selving any useful purpose, the 
following statement: 

Having arrived at Lauthausen on 16. April 1943, we took 
part in the first transport for LOIPL-I.SS hommando where we arrived 
on 2. June 1943, and reined there until our liberation (7.M,y 1945). 

It is not easy to give dates and names and to relate precise 
circumstanciated facts; it must be taken into consideration that we 
were not allowed to take :11y notes. 	In 1943, it was sufficient reason 
to occasion the death of a deportee -if ho was found with a piece of paper 
and pencil. 	And.  in 1944-45, if it was no longer a violent death 
under the same conditions, there were nights to be spent standing to 
attention at the Guard post, which also rather easily caused the death as 
the temperature was 15 to 20 degrees below zero. 

Nevertheless, all what we are relatini; herewith is the 
full truth. 

A fanatical and_ cruel type of Nazi. One of the most cruel of 
the SS-men of LOIBL-PASS. 

he was the Kormandofuehrer at the can North. He always 
beat the deportees at the camp North, until the end (151April 1945). 
He struck with everything he could lay his hands on, mostly with a stick 
or with a tool shaft. Daily, and until the end, when this practise was 
brought to an end, he took the deportees into a but on the working 
place, and he dealt them 30, 25 or 15 blows of stick.. He was the terror 
of the North. 

He personally assassinated a Russian whom the SS-men caused 
to cross the line. 	That comrade took'shelter behind a true, and he was bite 
slightly wounded thoup,h some ten shots were fired at him. BRIEZKE, 
coming back to the working place, attempted to send him back by heating 
him with the stick, and as he did not succeed,he, (BRIEME) finished him 
off with a revolver shot. 

I certify Lhat the above statement is sincere and true. 

(sgd L. BUSQUET 
(sl-id 	DUCIii,TEJ 	 

Official translates and .typist: LOREVCIC. 
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The undersinea: 

1) .-xnand 2usquet usher of the court at Bayeux (Calveeeos), political 
internee at iauthausen, req.istrPtion nuCeer 26996. 
2) Joseph Duchatelle, employee eith the road buileire;, resident at 
Saint iartin des Entrees, near Bayeux, polf_ticel internee of the :eeuth-
ausen Camp, registration number 26927. 
3) Leon Picc.nd, employee of the Post and Teleraph oflice, resident 
at Bayeux, political internee of :eeethausen, rer-istration uuleber 26925. 

7e certify upon honoUr for any useful purpose that f ollows: 

When we arrived at LLautl.ausen, on the 18th of 	1943, we 
joined the first transport of thc Loibl Pass Comendo, 'where we arrived 
on the 2nd Juno, and stayed until our liberetien (7th cf hay, 1945). 

It is not easy to quote ehe dates 	ti ..; r- 	-.nd to .^:;_'e a 
detailed statement about the nects and the eircueLsee_ 2e, for it should 
be borne in 111].nd that we were not allowed to teLe 	 of it. 
There wr.s a case in 1943, when an internee posseeee e piece of p:Ter 
and a pencil which ee-ez found. This man was killee. 	In 1944 45 
people were forced to spend whole nights in the open air, stendin at 
a pile neat the rcard at a tempereture of 15 to 20 dcrees below zero. 
In the consccuence they mostly died. 

The above statement is correct and true. 

Conccrninj. the SS hauptsturmfuhxer Raresauer SThebert.(Ledical Officer). 

He caused injections or he himself injected internees in order to 
kill them. 	I should kikc to mention one case: reBuiEian. 	On the same 
dry, when he decided this rrr.ter he had ordered that tIle professor About 
do ii,ets who was with us wes to hill in the same way, as this man was 
not supposed to be fit for work, but havinE understood the Latin expressions 
used by the SS mr.n, he said that he could work end so he was sent back 
to 1!,1%uthr.usen. 

Certified as correct and true. 

S neture: 

. Eusquet 

Rican 

Trensiation: R. FELSZ 
Typizto E. ELSZ. 
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I, undersigned Louis Henri idNL:RE, L.gent, resident at i':esancon, 9 Rue 
des deux Princesses, former deportee at LOIBL-PLSS Kommando (Yugoslavia); 
Reg. No. 27.07 , dependant of .lauthausun concentration cam!), 

c.:rtify on honour the following: 

Hauptsturmfu'hrur RALfSUER Sicgbert, LOIBL-Pi.6S Camp Physician. 

he was a man of notorious professional iner:.paeity and without any scrupLs. 

He carried out operations and amputations only in order to practise, 
vdthout taking necessary precautions. 

He administered the injections and thereby caused the death of deportees 
who wore then by his order transported from the Camp infirmary to the SS 
infirmary. 

Frenchman by name of FELIX Loon who was injured at work, was 
exterminated by itiLSIJJER• 	Having been myself very seriously affected by a 
food poisoning (botulism), he refused to recognize :le as being ill and 
unfit for work. 1:1though I was unable to consu,e the food and almost lost 
eye-sight, normal symptos of botulis,::, yet I was obliEud to work day and 
night throughout the period of my illness. 

My cousin TOURNIER was attacked by the same illness; he could not 
resist, and he died after 8 days of suffering without that the above SS 
Phisycian would have taken the necessary steps in order to administer 
him a medicine. 

Done at Besancon, the 22 January 

(sLd) Henri RIVTERE 

Official translation : 1.,;.VRENCIC 
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It  undersigned Luis th:nri RIVI=1  agent of commerce (representative?), 
resident at BESANCON (Poubs). loormer political deportee at LOIll-PASS Kommando 
(Yugoslavia); Reg. No 27.078, dependant of the Mauthausen concentration camp. 

Certify on honour the following: 

I knew the SS Unterse arfuuhrer 	 whc w:.2 in charge of the 
a/m Kommando. 

He was an SS-Officer of whom all the detainee:. of that 'commando will keep 
the most sorrowful remembrance. 

He was conspicuous among other SS torturers for his gret brutality and 
cruelty which ws unique. 

He exactod from thu deportees the most pinful .ork and rendering at work 
beyond their possibility. 

He exterminated or ordered the extermination on the - orking-places of 
those whom he considered to be ina;Tt or useless. 

I witnessed the assassination of a young Russian, an imbesi1e, who was 
killed by shot of rifle whilst he was at v1.C. of the camp North, the only 
reason having been that he could not iork efficiently. 

Under the false pretext of an attempt to escape, he caused the killing by 
rifle shot fired by the sentries, of numerous detinees, one of whom ti %s a 
Frenchman by name of THIEtda haxime, originatinL froL, Nancy. 

Done at Besancon, the 22.Jonuary 1947. 

(sgd) L.H.RIV1E 

Official translator and typist : Li%V,E-Cr 
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Extract frem a Stateaent 	 Frie'?.rich to the 
.rcs:iicurs LEI:I.LiQ'IER. and 3(7 7_ 2 _ , Mice Inspectors 

Innsbruci:, on the 21st 	7, 15: 7. 

Statement of a guard of the concentl 4;1-'1 
of 2,1authausen (Ket-uarndo LLIJL-.1.1.LS). 
Mauthausen belap War Cri-ainals. 

	

"My nano is SPIEI, Friedrich; born on 19th 	1916 in Vienna, son 
of Franz are of Frieda Havlicek. I was ::larried cn the 1j.G.1940 at hra 
to 2)erta nee Gundelf. 	un the 3-',..3.1)46 I o Gained a divorce in ray favour. 
I 	•father of one child, Friedrich, aged 5 ycar3. 	I !Ta of Lustrian 
nationality and reistere: at Rum, No. 114. 	I cm a ce:imerical erarloyee by 
profession, ans.; I have no previous convictions. I attended the elementary 
and the secondary (superior?) school as 	three yetasef Lyceum. 

I was never member .jf the "NS:..;;;L" neither of any erf7nisation attached 
to it. 	Gn the 21 3.1941 I was incerr.;.:r::.ted int.:, the 1-'olice, and I was 
servinr; until 30. May 1942 1.,:t Inaebruc...k. (Tirol). 	Subsequently I was trf-ns- 
ferred to Cbcr-Krain with a com.pany i/c gupxding.  the militrxy obje c dyes, 
and I remained them until June 194.3. 	Since the beginning of .,1,.gust, 1943 
and until 10th March 194/+  I was then r.,.tt7.che".: ;%:.; guard to the LOIBL-1J.LSS 
and I received the order.-3 directly from the 35-unit of the idauthausen 
concentration camp, of which LCIDL-:1';,SS crash .1.4c...s an annex. 	There were_ 
about 500 detainees in the 	 cav, :it: the majority of them were. 
French:ion, employol with the ')c;rinc of the tunnel. They were cuarded by 
some 150 "Waffen-SS" as well as by 7■_., 	whe,.1 I belenized to. 

As soon as we arrived to the ez,;1.01  the 	 sumioned us in 
order to give us the general diroctives. 	sic c.-,:ressly forbade us to speak 
with the detainees; 	we ;were not z7.3.1‘,;',-ied to rive thud anything, rnd in no 
case shuttle. we have trens..litteL: 	them letters 	other parcels. 	He told us 
that -ee must obey the GrL:ors of the SS-'.ten of all ranks. 	The CaT.ip 
Hauptsturnfuchrer 1,11ZWIR is a Genlan, an he is now 'stained by the British 
at Klezenfurt for the disposal 	the "jar Crii.;es Investigation." 
has for several consecutive times given us the order to shoot any detainee on 
flight, without challenL.;:e. 	He said tc us .,-, recisely that we must shoot without 
difference the .2.etainces who w:- ulc: be on flight or who would be forced to cross 
the line of sentries. During the time I served at LOIBL-i)i:iSS, three of the 
detainees were shot, and all three were by sue :aeons or other (-..,c,mpellea to 
cross the line of sentries. When it happened, for example, that a detainee 
escaped, we wore ordered to f:uci-C. the other C.et,?inees uno were obliged to 
stand ir27-1,)bile for the whole nis:ht until the escal...c:d detainee was brought 
back to the camp. 	I remember that 	.1.etedneco happened to escape, but 
a third fletainee was caught by the 	d,Ts of the SS Lien. He was then 
transferred to Mauthausen camp, and about fifteen vs later I learned that 
he died. When a detainee did not render the mvxiriva of work., and this was 
often provoked by the lace: of fo...d, it was 7,r.INKLUZ who 1unished him; first 
cf rdl the detainee was not .von to eat anything, aid he was obliged to 
remain the wh...le night at whatever a weather between the two barriers of 
barbed wire which surrounded the cer.r.o. 	I Ilavc. seen myself ;ZINC ER ill- 
treating and beating the detainees, but he mostly jut the SS-men in charge 
of such work. The corpses ;Axe not buried, they were burnt by. order of 
WINKLER with the gas-oil in c. ditch in ':rder, as an SS-man teldme, that no 
trace w,:u1d be left ::f how many death cases occurred in the camp. 

I can also give eviLl.c;nce about IL.ISAUER, Hau-vtuann ef the nviaffen-SS" 
syci on of the 	 cal-AL.. 	He is an :,ustrian of Kagenfurt and 

he is detained by the :-,ritieh in .that 	town. 	fie tuck advantage of his 
duty 	Doctor in order to cause the de:J.:Itees t 	r..3 much .•_".3 he c_uld. 
If a auf -r_rinE man did Tret have Lrecieely hi.,b .'ever er a serious illness, 
ho was  irrG.Iadiably sent back t' the werkin::_: 	. .h.'. there he got a work 
still more painful for having 	 to be admitted to 

/the . . . 
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the infir_vry. 	I 	: that 1..,1)..UEit fer insi7lificant rc".sons beat the 
det,inces in the infir:.ary as wc.11 as in the court _f tho 	Be c'lerated 
hillself the c'.ot-.inees theu!-:h not 'Jam-  a sur,e-n, an': he a:ministere,'. the 
narcosis only n very rare cc-..sicns. 	He (...xl.eri,:.ncol a sadistic jioasurc 
in cutting; 	-:A.„utatin:: the.:embers cf habmp if the el.rtees ef the crla;; 
for the most futile reasons. 

"3S-:.bore:harfuehrer 	 Germ-..n, 	-.,here !,cuts are unknyun 
tc me, use to be the :cad of the Cam-, South. 	_;in]cr.is al)irox 45 years 
old, 153 cm hcirh, brown hair, and he is very lean. 	He also very often 
beat the camp detainees without any reason, and he :-ave them kicks as well. 

22IGKE (surnAed St.Galmicr), 	(surnaacd Touteune), .,.„1,art- 
fuehrer North, GRUSCLraIM (surnamed La .iere 	Larcfuehrer North, 
KuE-MZNI1c. (surnamed V 1), 1LRSCHEL (surnamed "Lc Canard"), ..1.-t.RSCHEL Franz, 

.,;IDLURIOE and GoGL, cne 	soy the sa-e about 2.,INDER. 	They have 
displayed the same brutal conduct towards the ,7 etainces, and they ',cat them 
for futile reasons. 

;bout G.L,INER Johann, domiciled at Imst (Tirol.) "Nassereith", I can say 
that he was the "Kal)e" in the camp, and as such he was as brutal twars thc 
[,etainees as the SS guards themselves. 

In brief I may further tell you that the ca:1 internees were very badly 
fed (for the 'Jreaxfast a soup of water with some i.otatees) and that never-
theless they were obliced to furnish the .laximum of w:;ric, while they were 
ill-treated and beaten by the Kr ;us. The latter mentioned made themselves 
the rubber truncheons with which they struck the detainees at work. Their 
violenco was such that they compelled a ,T:etaince to ush a wheelbarrow loaded 
with stones on the road ascending; to the camr, and when he collapsed of 
exhaustion, they struck him in order to comFel him to take Ir.:. the burden. 
The most brutal of all thc Kapes was the Kal,c Fritz, but his whereabouts are 
unknown to me. 	:,11 these thinLs haiened under the eyes of the leads of the 
camp who did nothing- to relieve the detainees; 	:.11 the contrary, they 
enecurared the Kapos in all those brutalities. 

'.:INKLER received en several occasions the ciarettes and food for the 
detainees, but he kept all for himself and for his friends. 

far as I an concerned, I was always f2ir and human with the detainees, 
and I have clone everything, in my power in oruer to favilitate their stay in 
the camp. This can be certified by 	 Louis, 3 Rue de la :3eaume, 
Paris, 3. 	Air. FELIX Maurice, 1.bl. :_luffardiore at Evreux 	VEaHLVEN 
Henri, 1Zue des Gecunettes 	Deitafort, ,ruxollcs. 

Havinj read ever the above, he persist;: 

Lfficial translator and typist: Lwarmic 
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I, u4a.-;f:! 
Fi3htifif• 
duport.al to tn., 
sUbseclu ...tly tr 
the 	 26 
(C.d'O.), 	iiue 

led LOJL OT 'r'i,rre Jean Louis; fori.ier Officer 01.  the 
volunter;,-; i'ormer c.:scaped crisoner 	.e.r; 

coneeetretioli 	 "Lauthau;-..,en on 14. ..pril 194; 
• to t: 	 Koruiv 	(Y11‘7,0;.31e.Vi:',.) under 
4e.-;90; at pr...eeet ..itch - her 	jeweller at ..,uxonee 
du Bola-, 

I declare thet: 

I 	persone.1.1.3r the victie. of th han.n Hee .-etstur.7.ifue erer 
the LOIT:L--a3E., 

On varic.)us 	I.:ill-mu b.; hie erder and in hie-.  ::'once: I was schlaTued 
in kne 	on . eTieir, upon the 	buttock, 	th an unheard. of 
le.rutality by the 	e-e-1 end the i;re. 3 Block Chief, -Ale used rubber 
truncheons, 	 .1- _c..;:i.ved 	ais-ee.tched 	 tho magus  to 
Prance for :301..1.; 	 throuzli the ..ediu;-.1 of a French 
:31!.:Vti-vr.:)rk,:r and of 	;:  

They never succec0. to cause rie to adnit. 
I yr:LI brow.:tt to 	 conditionn in the cur: e (.)f the year 1944, 

after the Camp Dux as.Lt 	-2/._h. 25 b1o: 	f ccLue by order nd in 
the presence oi the 1.,--ersch3.•-iber. .Tile Con:land:Alt consideredhat the 
Dean did not strike str:)a:1:,. 	-.Atli the 1...,ft hand, and he ordered 
him to use both hands, 	strike iith th- 	weicht. 	99 
at the twenty fifth blos,:' I could 7.1.e.r.11y stand on r  feet. 	I was sub- 
sequently-  ordered to steal to attention 	the 3iard post in front of the 
SS-guardrooi.: for 17 hours, ii.obi1e, ritheut invi.tv:, eaten nor drunk, with- 
out 'even Navin" been -^-11owed to ;o to the 	.efter 17 hours I was 
relieved. and the Conu.,...ad..ant eum..:ened I:te to the "Li trace toube" (Spre eh-
stube? Trans. Roll.). - In the prc.:sence of the Rapport.A.tehrcr •FiLTINTDE and 
through the medium of the interpreter "Le!7urschreiber" ho cl...:clarod to r-lo 
textually; "The next time I hear :3pee.kine .:)f you, I will send you to 
:uthiu.in, and you know what that -teens ; it race.ns that you '..rould. never 

SQL; France 
He also ordered the murder :of a Russian who was a bit imbecile. 

This Russian was• hit in the back, 30 rioters from the LL-,:,uardroom: nd 
several other Polish conrade:-. who came 	e.uthausen -i.rith a black point 
sewn an their breast, under the ihro 	 .rkl, 	I was personidly 
an c37-c-witneos of the Kali der of one of those Poles. Tao other comrades, 
ly na.ie of STOLL Egon and "C-rand 'Vide" ( 	 Kapo ) also witnessed 
this murder. The Pole in euesti on was murdered. during the work in the 
tunnel, near the bridge, by order of the "Trompc.,. la :.:Drt" and Df the 	• 
German Kapo FRITZ. 	I wae ob1:1.,;(.1 to brinff, down on r. stretcher this peer 
Pole. He was hit by twe. Lull ets1 	0 :le hit him in the head. and remove::: 
half of his face; the ether hit: hill in the back and caused hiri n. terrible 
wound, a hole as lare es the firet 	t that time va Jere all terrified, 
and everybody asked hiLiself 7.fith any 	"..-iho 	 to be the next 
victim?" - I ::urthcr add that I hope with all r.-.4y hea?:t that the ellied 
Justice vrill understand to :iv e 	1.e.edit the punishlaent which he deserves. 

I certify on honour t7.t the ahoy Ld:.rations ar true, 

( 	BOUTHillOT Jean 

Official translation from the trench 	: ivcic 
Typist : IVR CIO 
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eport concc,rninc; 	GPITSCIT IT-  Paul. 

On the 25th .April, I was employed with t1-. building; of- fortifica-
tions-orks, and I worked under the orders of the 17.ommandofuehrer 
GRUSO liTTZ. 	I was just busy with breakinL up the earth with a pick 
when this banit arrived to me, and without any explanation he dealt 
me a violent blow of fist behind my head, he also ,ave me several kicks 
upon the bay. Then he said: "You ii-ench pig, I'll have your skin 
off you. fl 

I certify on honour that thc above d2clartions are c:xact. 

P. DITVERDIER 
103, Rue Marcel-emblat 
-Bejes- (GIROPDE-) 

Official translation: LWYPNCIC. 
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REFORT BRP7KE elter. 

In the month of • .ecember, 1943, I worked with Yommando in charge 
with clearin the snow on the road leading to LOITI-F33. The moment 
to stop the work approached. 	':ithout any reason the Fommandofuehrer 
EnIF2KE Yalter, whom I stood near, attacked me and violently beat me 
with a stick on the head, in :pausing m. a wound which was heavily ITleed-
ing. Then he went on with beating all those whom he could reach, and 
we ent back to the camp under the blows of stick which he admiAstered 
us. I do not relate here but one act of brutality committed. by this 
bandit whose 1 was a personal victim, but it is certain that this sinister 
brute did not make himself responsible only of the acts of brutality 
towards the men who were unable to defend themselves, but that he 
assasbinated or ordered the assassination of prisoners who happened to 
be under his orders. I certify on honour the cxactitude of my declara-
tions. 

.) DITVERMER 1-derre. 

Official translator and typist: LAVRENCIC. 
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Report concerninE 

In the autumn of 194)A, one o_ my comrades, by name of 
-Prancois, had the coura c to refuse to perform a work which a 

civilian foreman ordered him to do. 	The foreman in question immediately 
informed 	about it. 	In the evening when the roll-call WUS 
finished, the Commandant ordered to stril'_e our comrade, in front of all 
the detainees assembled, 30 times with the stick on the buttocks; ane, 
he gave the order to lot him stay every night (,:rin;., 15 days to attention 
at the guard rost. 	iL.,noblo brute, when he left, said to our 
comrade that he would never see 1orance again. 

The day after, our comrade went to work with a :.isciplinazy cLetach-
ment where he transported the stones weighin up to 100 kg on the baci-r, 
and under the blows of the. Apos, and of the L)S-men. 	He also rushed 
the han6-barrows, one each minute, for a great distance. 	This brute 
also ordered to be Cealt to him 50 blows 	stick on the buttocks, 
every midday and every e,:enin, 1-hick the 1-- ITORTIITIYflER Sachse Karl 
carried out with non-equaled brutality. 

Fortunately, 15 days afterwards, our comrade wf.s djschared from 
the disciplinary 1:omma,J1o, but in a piti,Mle plwaioal and moral. condition. 

The above is but one fact among so many others. This sinister 
individual is a criminal, and he must be juck,,ed as such. 	Not to 
sentence him to 6cath would be a betrayal of the memory of those who 
fell under his blows. 

I certify that the above statement is correct and true. 

(Sgd.) Pierre i)mordier, 
103, Pile 1.:arcel ::;embart, 
ogles (C-I1  OMT'1;. 
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Y;.E.I'OPT by GAUDIN, INTERT:EI. AT LOIL-MSS from September 1944 until 
hay 1945, CONCERNING S,,CHSE Karl, FLPPORTE"JEIPER of the C,..ij? 

"TOUTOUNE" 

Since I arrived at the Orp -Alrth in September 1944, I had the 
opportunity to notice the bestiality A' this indiviival who fanaticism 
pushed him to commit acts of furious madmen, especially by his hatred 
towards the Friiechmen. 

each roll-call, three times per day, he he] us a provocative 
speech, and made us line up with his stick wl±ch he eciVer left. 

It was no good, when going on 17ork, to show signs of any pain caused 
by some injury, because one was sure to receive the blows. 

'de could compare him with an idle kin:, who fancied to be carried 
in his sedan chair. This individual held e batman for his services, 
who put him off his boots, which I saw; may be he also undressed him. 

When an internee fell ill, a. doctor, hi self an internee, had to 
introduce the patient to 	because he alone decided about fis admission 
to the infirmary, and it can be said that perhaps two out of twenty tea. 
advantage of his mercy. 

I had the opportunity to observe how a sick comrade, suffering from the 
broncho-pneumonia, with 40 degrees fever, after having been introduced to 
him outside the berrecl:, got his head covered with a pail of icy water, and 
had been refused admission to the infirm.-  ry. 

I know two further typic-1 cases of bronchitis, when the Iwo sick men 
were obligod to go on the day err:: night work at the tunnel, with 39.5 degrees 
of fever. One of them originLted frc: Lille; I believe he was a former munic-
iple councillor, %ne the other w• c- a ba:ery worker from Pau; the names are be-
y nd ray recollection. 

I had myself the opportunity to appear before this miserable --jcsty, 
before going down to the camp South to the infirmary, in Octob.r 1944. 
I received fifteen strokes of dra-ing-ruler, on the face and on the body 
( I should add that we he'd to report undressed), I, however, had' the good 
luck to be allowed to proceed to the infirmary. 

The comrade who 1-4.s introduce. immediatelY after ne was a certain 
POIRIEP. of Nantes, affected by the furonculosis on the whole of his body, and 
particulrrly uner the feet. es for him, he receive...I more than fifty strel:es 
of that ruler. 

I walked rather with dfficulty to the infirmery, but I was nevertheless 
oblige:'. to carry very heavy parcels, under leneee, up to the tunnel where we were 
taken off in a railway-truck, ,m..1 from the exit of the tunnel to the cemp 
South ( 	500). 

	

Lt on midday, when quietly everybody consumed his meal, the individual 	• 
17nde his interruption into! the block 1, he turne,d over the tables, and steuck 
with weight, all those who could no: escape; then he appeared with hIA inseparable 
stici: at the block 2, where he struck au well, though the comral..:cs had mostly 
withdrawn and avoided his blows. 

/ Sheet 2 
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!e learncd only 1-tur t}e reason for this proe,Jure, we did not 
eA the peels of putatces, t. L is why those wh still Slidn't eat them 
were obliged to st_nd for at_nti,:n for a long 	Lie. 	'Alen 1:nkin - interruptions into the bl 	0  his purpos,, w um:jay to _:eal 

cx 
Pef(xe I c me to the infini-xy, 	 the ;ef.ther was already ro-oly col: on that Sunlay, wu 	c to 	 we ycnt to w, sh at the ablutions, without soap, of course, n, this man to:

-  tir with his subor.inatos experienced treat in splattering us, by surprise, 
over the backs, with icy water, by means of a lance. 

French professor, 41BOU by 
,;bliged to enter a case, on i si 
with the water, and force'. JELL: in, 
not to stretch his head beyon thc 
he repeated this often. 

I believe t be d'eatT , was 
r:i.ade to fill ti.r 	1111:: with his revolver, 

cup 	 2 r sore 

another day, ho col.:pelled this 	 to ;..%1X, the caricature of a Polish doctor, also an internee, Juri;i: iiis ac .1 tio, 
obljj:i.r hi to return on work without having eaten. 

Whenever appeariny; before hi;. , one 	 oblifled to stan: at a distance from hi; in order to avoid his -i_cks cr blows of stick. Never 
passed a week without tha the ceLracs would receive the blcws of his stick, 
and soLle on the head even. 

He is certainly responsible for the death of may internees who were 
killed before my -arrival there, as well as for the particularly inhuman 
cruelties towards the Soviet - internees. 

I believe that a very novel could be writ-ten about him rs about his .".coonplices. 

He was a drunhard, a beast in the human body and a dangerous 

I certify on honour the authencity cf the abovt statement. 

(sgd) LUDfl 
Nantes, 23 January, 1947. 

G.XDIN Pierre, 10, :,venue Joseph Nau.l. at NSTES - 

Official 	 L.VPENCIC Typist: 	 LAVREMCIC 

yr". • 
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Reeort of G,jDIi , intern:.,  t 	 free 4.th ziebte,:iber, 
19/4, until (Tune 194.5. 

ConcerninE th:.; 	 called "LE 

Thew 7}1 I came to the LOIT3L-1'....6 with th:. *Vet transports 
(6epte . .:ber, 1944) , I unfortunately had t 	.ouch 	..:eortunitY to see and 
and suffer from the i.-Droble treati%ents imeosed by this individufl who is 
deprived of any 1:L1;7:an feelings. 

..t my arrival, tegether with about sixty of ..-ckf e,:tirc.:_los, I was 
'letailed for the work in the 	south. 	*hen on the do.;;.,  after I happened 
to observe my comrades who were klesitmated to be sent to the cra1 North, 
I was brutally griped by the hand, and was put to the ranks with Iv 
col:a-ales in erler to take part in this batch, together with another 
(comr,.:..le? Trans. rod.) who like so 	ny, died down there. 

The. commandant was not soon very often in the North, he was 
however well supperted by his subordinates, and particularly by 6..CH.LI, 

TOUTOUNE; anyway, I quote herewith some facts 	so many 
others which I still remember, and -.1hich have particularly inlignatod 

One .' ay a comrade. from Paris, whose name is beyond 1.13r reccaleetion 
was in his turn dealt with by the Cciemandant; h6 was accused of hnvin7 
said to a civilian in the tunnel where he worked, that "he has not come to 
Germany to work." 	He was also sub.litted to the schla::•;ue as well as to 
the blows. 

Moreover, on tlyt .lay, he said to hind that he would never see 
France again. 

On the day after, he was sent to a special KomErIndo (road Kouaando) 
where he has to push running, without sto)ping, the hand-barrows which were 
loaded at maximum I): 2 or 3 men in crier that ho rxey not have one mopont 
rest. 	He had to perf -all that work for 4. .1--  yr, 	I believe. 	Had he got 
exhausted, he rt.)tal.1 be forced to cross the line of sentries, that is to 
s,%:,  that he would be killed by the SelltrieS. 

	

He owes his life first te some c.mr- 	who deprived themselves 
of their rations, and who helped him at the rare .1 runts %:hen the surveyor 
became absentminded, and seconl t. his strew:: physic 1 c •nlition. 

dhen, -n his wf_ly fr An the camp South to the camp North, or vice-
versa, he surprised an internee 1oinr-7 nothing, he (the internee) was 
to receive blows, and even .:ct int.: more troubles. 	

sure 

In the month of October, being affected by a phlemon on the 
thigh, I was :f:witted to the infirmary which was in the cr...rap South, and 
after my discharge, I reained in the South, a.nd thus I had the opportunity 
t) witness any of his misdeeds. 

Once when a belt disa; l.,e, .re1 n.t the saw-mill, he forced all the 
internees of the camp South to strnd to attention fur hours after a hard 
and long day of work. 	Tewerds 10.30 hours was specially suspected 
rroup obliged to spend the night striding 	attention at a severe cold, 
whilst the others were authorised t 	o te 	their pittance and to 
go to bed. 

,.norther time, our c.elra 	l'UYBOUFFL,T; n: w.  resident in -istris, had t„ spend 
tw. ,  c...nsecutive nights ..utside, at a p...urinz rain, standing to attention 
at the guard-2.st after his w.rk in the infir.lary, in c...nsequence of the 

f 
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disparitien f dentist's )incers which he 	had t. 1 	after. 

Our c 	ROLLLND, freei taris, went •ne lay en a fetieue- 
duty with the Sb-een under the brutal c:eamand ef the Cemmanient. 	-s he 
always had to ren, he lost his slice of bread which he put in his locket 

• because he had no tine t? eat it. 	The ceaaandent saw him pick up the bread, 
and net witsh -Jut brut alisinc him on th spot, he accused hia of havinc stolen 
the breed of the deg. • The lay erter, a great aeseublinc of all internees 
followed, and in repeetin: the accusations against our cemrede, he 
almistcred 	numerous blows with his foot and fists. 

In Nevermber, 19441  about 200 c.eir- des were designated-  toreturn 
allegedly, to xiauthzeisen, 	These ceer,  les were taken at randou, I 
think, but among them wore ell, exhausted and sick peelde. Bore ver, the 
sick men heal togo out of their beds. 	The batch sot off at 5 hours in the 
eerning. 	The men had to go by foot for 1'O kr.i - the distance between the 
camp and the station - in 30 cm deep snow, with the feetweer toe small er 
too large, without laces, because they were allowed to take with them 
only such articles, the clothing included, which could not be used. 
The majority of them wore obliged to proceed bare-footed. 	those 
orders eelenated, of course, fron the Camandant. 

I knew that numerous nen of various nationalities have been 
killed. 	French-,nn, fr:a La Seine of -Flame who was bushel V cross 
the line, was wounded in the shoulder, and he remeinel invalid. 	He owes 
his life 	te a sillier, of a special t .c)licel  unit, a group of which 
guarded us together with the 6S-len. 

He els,_ :eve rers t: his faithful. servants for the ',weed-
end ether•fatigues, which even the cattle could not have resisted. 

Every lay, at the rell-call, ha was regularly seen to pass 
through the ranks, and to slap, without any reason the face's of the 
internees. 

It is certain that the cases vete by me arc but enes arson` 
thousand, because the stenline to attention for ho urs and hours under 
the pelfrin:.: rain, were very frequent. 

lly, when on the 7th may, he censilerel the situation 
as being critical, he r; .ve orlers to evacuate the comp before the advance 
of Tito's armies, he el -ted a little his arrogance, I was ene of those 
11 untransp)rtable" who were left in the co.e to the geed attendance of 
doctor Yaneuch, 	Czech phersician and of the medical orderly Fuyb)uffrt 
wile both v,lunteerel to remain in the camp. 

e had the agreeable_ surprise 
sugar, which vie hr?, never sc:aris  pestry, 
us, and more than 100 tons of petetees,. 
several months cut in e particularly hfe: 

to find the food of all kinds: 
rice, which w- s not destined for 
the retf nin;-  of which were since 
h ?e.-rep.. 

There was also quantity of phe rmaceutical products which the 
sick deportees had never seen. 

On the other hand, the Yugoslav internees, rather numoreus, 
.any of whom were from the regi_n, did net leave with the transport, 
by consent of the Commandant who h- ? to release them in the evening of the 
same d,- y, because he and his staff loft the camp the dry after, in the 
night. 	They were mostly t ken Iv the ,icleailovitch's partisans 
whose Ceaaend-nt was in touch with them. 	I de not know wh't happened 
to them. 

He was 
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Mc 	s brut-1 :,-.n, 	drunkr.e, an cpicurcr.n. 	He vs very 

attache:1 t the Hitl.;r r 	thich hc dufenlel faithfully, r.m.7. he is r. 
langer:)us znn. 

I ..loclr.re 3n my h.)11.-)ur thr.t the ab. Are strtealent int-.1c by me is 
r.uthcnticl. 

ilierre 

(4c,:1) 

23n1 J^.ntr.ry, 1947. 

G-UDIN, 10, -venue Joseph Naud a Nantes-ChrlItenay. 

Translat3r r11.1 typist: LLITHEINCIC 
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'5 1ranslLtion co,T. 

Lccusation ILainst t:le criminal 	 ;:r1., known ilmon_ the 

etainees unZ:er the surmme of ..'°g7i,X7,7". 

1. I aliirm on honour that 	.F .r1, 	 was for us the 
most saCistic aud the mt ãeener:.t 	 i :1_1 the L._,,-men of the 
camp. 

He 	the cv,na,..,er of the crn 	rth 	tLT'I..1J-FtsL), and he could 
mke uith the detainees .chatever he like to. 
2. I rifirm that this un:J.6inably 	 sian „oed U3 to stry J:'or 
hours underthe rz.in, and. causcd U3 li,  down in -th,. mud or in the snow. 
::oreover, he Lreatly enjoyed in si-ashi 	)12r heads with kicks. 	,nd 
while performini; these criminal acts, he L:AAL:hed like a savage. 
3. He is 3.so responsible for havin beaten up the :tetainees while 
they slept. 	;nd he dc it suilinc, he found (' 1)!Ars of sleep per day 
too much for 12 hpurz of 	per day. 
4. I accused of havih,l; be,ten all the comrades 	were condemned t.) 
receive 50 or 100 blf..-n:s with the whip. 	:.nd hc h-'.s i:;ot the cuts tp make 
it beftre the wh le camp when we -:ere assembled .\-t the evenin; 
after a 12 hAirs' cAnustin3 work. 
5. I accuse hir. of having in the evenings n:%de with he 	 the 
inspections in the huts whereby he hit vdth the stoplz the c-mrades wh) 
were innocent. Iaccuse him further 	havin3 submitted the "rench c)m- 
rades t 	terrible t:'rture. 	He forced thenti h' ye all the teeth c-trg-ctee 
I hvve seen with my pr)por eyes the 7rench c 1:13 c,)minL Art )f t:A.1 
infim.arywith 23 teeth extracted, what cn.use theL terAne suf;:eriags. 
6. I r.ceuse the cri:dml S:CTISE Karl of 	Atacked Polish 
prisoner who bar: escnped, and of hrvini; administered him the blows with 
the revolver grip on the face and of havinc kicked him on 	parts of 
the body. This all for more than one hour. The Polish prisoner was 
subsequently transferred to 7 -lithausen and was IlanLe -  after havirk; str:ied 
for 72 hours ';.ith the rope round his neck in front of the cLiap (7.te. 

Th, above statement h been mnde on honour, :11d it 13 nothing else 
but the 7-ure truth. 

I hope that this evidence -.ill be st_fficient to cause him exriate 
his crimes. nld to make him pumosi,  with the fL,..pitL1 ,7.unisament he deserves. 

B7I;BET., 
depote( to th 7401T.1,-Pi33 camp at the age 

	

of 17 years; 	.itr7tion lumber '):;561. 

Official translation:LATICIO 
Typist: 

■•■ 
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TRANSLZED COPY 
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GREVOBLE, the 22. January 1947. 

accusation against the Criminal GRUSCHdITZ Paul, Head of the Camp North. 

1. The sadistic GRUSCHWITL; was but an 	Criminal and a member of 
the Nazi Party. He carried out the principles oi' cruelty and banditism 
taught by Himm 

He was in charge of all the comrades who worked in the tunnel. 

2. I have sc_n Irimw:ith my proper eyes beating with a minr's boring-
bar the Russians who could not load the waggons with the earth, because 
their physical condition was too weak. 	oreover, he 	You Frenchmen, 
you will all be hanged and you will never more see your country. 

Ho is responsible for the death of a comrade whose name is beyond 
my recollection. With the help of the Kapo "NOEUNOEUIL" he pushed a 
comrade through a trapdoor of the tunnel, whereby the comrade broke his 
backbone, following which the SS-pl kysician caused him to die slowly after 
many sufferings. 

3. He also finished off Russian comrade with a revolver shot fired 
at point blank at the working place of the STUAR STRASS, because the 
a/rn had stolen a pair of shoes as he had nothing to put on his feet. 

14.. 	Having been the Head of the Camp North, he caused us to stand for 
the whole days to attention, under the rain and at a teLperature of 35 
degrees below zero. 

He ordered us to carry out lice-reviews, and he caused 50 blows 
of whip to be inflicted upon those who had the lice. 

In spite of all the care which we took in order to avoid those 
blows, it seldom that we could escaue to them. 

5. 	I believe that this evidence will be sufficient in order to 
condemn a criminal who has numerous murders on his conscience. 

I declare on honour that everything said above is the pure truth of 
what we suffered by that cri]Anal. 

BERBEL Dominique 
Departed at the age of 17 years; 
Reg. No. 595G1 

Official translation: LAVR:61:CIC 
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Accusation 	the criminal Wo. 1. of the LOIBL-PASS Camp 

BRIEZKE ""alter, He:. of the KoTaandos. 

1. I affiri:. on honour thrt the crilAn:,1 BLIEZKE '''alter wan the 
most savage SS-man at the LOIBL-IS2 	K-BZIE 7alter --!as liLe a 
savage beast for the detLine9L. 	It'-.:as on rare occf.sions that you 'Let 
him without imowinL; that he ill-treLtc't comr-dc. 	lie c.ttaoked the camp 
detainees li! e a dog pouncing; 

2. I accuse BRIEZK'. 7.1ter of raving been toi!,ether with the 
Comr.,--.ndralt 	responnU)1 for the (:e::th of all '.-Tench, 
Spanish r.nd Czech 	 use he executed prisoners in his 
Kommando, when the Cormandant •'N%, the or,er. 

3. T accuse the 	 -,SRIEZLE 1; it.r of having orffier,d the 
detainees to -Jeri: 	the tempeturc of 1/, .er..es below zero an in the 
snow which T.0 1 meter'deep; whilst the 	 th t considering the 
weather it -xi; impossible to wor:.. 	This c, unL the death of nuLlorous 
coLm u li des no ere sent to the 'infirr.!.ry' with their h-nds and feet 
frozen. 

4. I affirm that -.11 those cola- 	.t present almost invalids. 
Their infirmity is cause,  by the ill-tre.tn.nts inflicted by the criminal 
BRIE,KE Whiter. 

J. 
	 7ithout quoting oche; - crimln'i etc (;o:J.,itted by the SS-man 

W^,lter, 	I hope that this evidence will be sufficient to rrha him expiate 
ill the crimes which he has on his conscience. 

I declare on honour that thy: above: deposition is the truth of 
all the sufferings which we were submitteC, to by this I7azi. 

sec!) BET,BEL Dominique 

Official tr:'.nsl%tion: LAVREYCIC 
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I, undersined TeT]fIDEL DoAniee, .Le ported to the LOIBL7F,I3S 
declare on honour thet the below statement ae.inst the b,-.ndit '.7.:KLER, SS-
Commandent of the c• rap, is the pure truth. 

i. 	I aceuse the bandit iIITAIJER of being. responsible for the eceth of all 
our col"rades in the camp end for the sufferince) -Jduh he inflicts:: upon use 
2. I have seen with 7y 1)roper eyes the 3S-:ecnassassinating 3 Dissien 
col,rades after having received the orders from :INIJ.JER. 
3. I have seen with :ny proper eyes the cridnel s.:INKLER split by a 
hit of his feet, the skull of a Polish comrade who had escaped and who vas 
unfortunately recaptures. 
4. - 	I accuse :11\1;1,F,T of having said to my comr-...de 	l'remcois,from 
Paris, deportee like ivself, "You will never see ?ranee again". rind en 
the day after, it was a true "corrida" with the hand barrows loaded with 
earth nd weijhing more than100 'cgs. CIL.1.7IN.was there .condemned to die 
slowly, and if he can to-day give evidence against this bandit, it is enly 
beceuee he :es saved by the morel as well es by the hope to sec again his 
own people. I have seen him receive by 7:INKLER more than hundred blows 
of stick for having refused to worL owing to his physical condition. 
5. I he 	seen the Russiem comredes receivin the blows during eeverel 
days, and working to the complete exhaustion under the orders of the 
criminal VaNhLER. 
6. I underwent together with all my French comrades all the unimaginable 
sufferings. ;,hen we worked at 35 degrees below zero, the SS-men "schlarfued" 
us 'without mercy, and they thrust us into the snow in order to exterminate 
us. 
7. I accuse YaVILEL of having given en the day of liberation the order to 
shoot all the prisoners. But this order could not be carried out thanks to 
the Ytgoslav population which oppoeu(.; to it with all its forces. 

I do not quote other lAsdeed comiitted by :MI ER as I hope that the 
above .xidence will be sufAcient for pas: in.: upon him the sentence which he 
deserves: The sentence of dc,  t;;. 

I declare on honour tet the above statement is the full truth of which 
happened in the LoIBL-Piss 

RP,RBEL Dominique 
deported to the LOIBL-PASS camp et the age of 
17 years, 
Reg. Yo. 59561 

Trensietor and typist: Lavrencic 
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TReNSLA.T:D COL-11.  

6 TeTel:e3NT  

By 	Franceis, born on the 24th June, 1922, resident in ilerie, 	6, lux: Vieneuse. 

aele et KL-G72:NFURT, on the 2nd June, 1947. 

(dgl) CILFFIN F. 

I Wr.3 warned that I fte not obliged to say anything anl that any-
thine I may say will be eut down in writing and can be use in evidence. 

(Seri) C1-.,?FIN F. 

I formally recognize the 33 Hauptsturmfuehrer JINCKLER Jacob, 
former Coemandant of the LOIBL-l'eSS Camp (i iauthausen Kommando). 

then IINEFI 3R replaced the Camp Commandant, Untersturefuehrer 
LUDOLF Julius, who was detailed for an other comp, the deportees believed 
for a moment that our miserable livin- cenditiens were going to ameliorate. 
In fact, I have heard with my proper ears JINCICUR forbid formally to the 
Keos the beating of deportees, en'. he caused them to throw away their 
sticks. 	This happened Al the day of dINCELOR's arrival. 	Two or three 
days we were treated in a relatively soft way. But ,after that period of 
time, the beatines were resumed with a still greater violence, and they only 
finished with the wnr. 	This proves well that dINCKLER could prevent 
the meltreetments whenever he liked. 

One of my French comrades, by name of LOD'S Henri (Reg. No 26.863) 
was reported by the Kapo dCH1TIP; Herbert as being in possession of a 
note-book end a pencil. LODS was savagely beaten by dINCKLER's order, 
and my comrade LODS hal to pass several niehts outdoors staning to 
attention with his face turned tewerds the barbed-wires of the entrance 
gate. LODS was subseauently transferred to/leuthausen where he died 
on the 29th Mx.rch, 1945, (i'ieuthausen Records). 

In the beginning of liay, 1944, three Russian deportees escaped 
frem the tunnel on a Diesel engine, after having killed two guardians. 
This happened luring the night work. The whole working party of that 
night had to stenl to attention in the following morning, and everybody was 
violently beaten up with trunchdons. When WINO' UR arrived from the 
South, he ordered all Russians to asscilble; and they were violently 
beaten by the .SS men and the 'Capes; 	.moreover, they were obliged to 
work quick, under the blows when they :sheen have slept, because they 
worked in the night. Some days later, two Russiens and ene Pole were 
sent back to 14authausen, end they told me themselves that they were 
going to be hanged. 	One of the was 19 years old. 	One week later, 
all Russians of the camp wore collected, they were shaven and sent back 
to 1,1authausen. 	Nobody doubted what fate awaited them. 

On the 5th September, 1944, at the time when I worked in the 
tunnel (part North) as a sapper, a civilian Create fereLken, named of 
R..eIKOVIC Nike come te me end exhorted me under menence to work more. 	I 
answered this civilian literally the followingL "I hew not come here 

to work. 	I de not eent to work for the Germans. 	I shall work when I 

come back to France." lieTX0VIC immediately denounced me to the 
Keumendefuehrer at the tunnel, a rod-haired Unterscharfuohrer whom we 

called "Nedor". 	The latter named reported me to BRIEZKE Walter who in his 
turn reported me straight uvr.,y to the Co.]mandant .iiINCKLER. 	The latter named 
had just Ca.10 to the c!lep North, because en iustrian prisoner who 
escreed a week ago, was just recaptured, by the JS men. 

/On the 5th 
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On the 5th 	: 	-t 	r_11-cell ,1- cc of the
•Caep Nerth, ANCKL] .  -.v 	e er f,r ell the risemers to assenble and 

ti stena te ettentien 1.1e.-H el (five to six hunlred men). 	dINCKL:12 
.r:ered tau st -n's fer e 	 ol.t bu brArht in front ef all my 

c 	eesellblel. 	He ceee- the .ueLrien who was alreedy bleeding 
te lie 1,wn :n 	of the et .n1s. 	1:e rlcred to alminister him 25 
blows ,f rubbur truncheon en the buttecs. 	subsequently the peer man. 
received numcr us kicks end 	f fist by the 33-een, by the Heels of 
the Dl:cks and by dTNCKLEI 	whe 	hie' with the b.: is when he 
was on the greund ( the ...ustrien). • 

WINKCKLU. thun t.. ek .1 by the neck, struck me with both hanls, 
^.n1 erderel nu te lie on th. sec_nl stand. 	He swimened the Dean of 
the North, Rud.lf BRUCX1131t, 	eriered him to administer no 25 blows 
of schlre,-ne upen the buttocks. -t the third blow, dINCKL: ordered him 
to stop, ant te start .freeh after he erlered 1e to count theblews in a 
1Jud voice end in German. At the twenty fifth blow WINCKLM sent no 
back to the camp in sh,utiry '.loud: 	"Du Echst nict mehr mach 
Frinkreich, eusgeschl)seen:" 'Yee won't so beck to France r.ny more, 
impessible!) All ey ceureles c. n ;five evidence of that. 	It should 
be notel thet WINCMJ1R iia not ,esk no anythinr,  ebeut what hr.p-pcned in 
the tunnel. 

I subsequently heerd dINCKLER t- rive instructions concerning 
ayself 	the Reppertfuehrer 3eCH3-2, Karl. The latter named hit me with 
several blows of fist anl kicked .10. 	Si.(7.116.7] then took 	te the entrance 
into; 	I hed to pten1 to ettuntien with the face turned aminst the 
barbed-wires, and I passe:,1 the ni ht in thet dositien at a cell which was 
alreedy severe in these hiet. eeunteine. 	In the morning of the fellewing 
day was one re :1 ted;:e scan on my striped jacket at the height of the heart 
an1 :another on the riLtt side of trousers. 	In the morning, : at the 
dairture ef the werkinE -eartics, I wes sent to the disciplinary cem;pany 
cane "Zufehrtsrreee", which wes commended 	the Oberscharfuehrer ZORN 
of Greet° eritin. Thu letter nailed has upon the order which he received 
detaile me for en extre:Aely 1,einful enf. exhausting work. 	I hal to 
push a hand-bra-nw lee!e'-t t. the :aest, runnine en a very bc.a road. 	I 
hr.? to ;?urf -Jra this work in runninE en the aide of the reed. 	One hand- 
barrow wr.s no sooner unieeled thin anuther 	wes leaded, end I had 
te push it stxxLjet away, eIweys in runninE. 	t is under the 
violent blows of ZORN who struck no without stoiJ.ng with a lens stick 
and tri.eped up my heels. 	Nine .1elierteee (leaes end Hungarian Jews) 
were specially let' iled for thelsy;lin .: of iy hand-barrews. 	iet midday 
I returnel te the cepp with the werkinc perty, I was c.mpletely exhausted. 

SACHSE summoned Liu enl ceve.ne -.fresh 25 blows up en the buttocks 
with a knotted stick (hG c•. ._eee to lie en a chair in fr.:nt of the 
cook-heuse). 	This 	iive in 1,erferuance te the cemrales who defiled n 
near me when returning; fr u th,ir work. 	In the afternoon the calvary 
Wr'.3 resumed. The lish 	le:WS dealt with me tecether with ZORN. 
They ?id n..t lot no rest for a eeeent. • On several occasions ZORN 
attempted to cause no t0 cross the line of eentries in order that I would 
be killed. Twe SS-men hel the rifle in the hend with the safety catch 
off and the fin3Jr on the seer. The barrel of the rifle followed oy 
movements. I have heerd them discussing the way of killing me. 14Y 
hands end feet were bleelirm, my nerves were brokon, and my face was 
tuieified. 	The ein of the SS-men was te exhP.ust me with the work in 
order that, when axhaustel end nut 	to suffer any mere, I would 

such cases t..ok place at the LOILL-66, and all the viotims Numerous 
vAeuntery cress the line ef sentries te finish my calvary. 

of loading the snail wa:::.ne with gravel. 	On the same day. 

ame inpresal.11 I resisted three lays to this calvery. 	My attitule made s 
uen ZORN, and at that mement he :„eve me e less lieinful work ccalsistinE 

Hauptsturmfuehrer 	 :o an inseectiemet the ,,lace whore 

/werkel 
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worked. 	He sumloned Zorn, -,;:.dnted at me with his finger 	ordered 
him to give me more ir ■ainful work. 	Imeliately the "corrila" was 
resumed. 	This ti:.10, I 	,I1HCKLEIZ's or.7.er brought to the lower 
part of the Zufahrtstr-.83e, 	the channel of a- torrent (which was 
dry at thp_t 	nc:;-.r the r 	surveyor' s hut. 	I was orlered to 
carry on my back enor.-.1.:,us stn s 	i'r 	fifty to eighty kilos. 
I had, always in runninz in thc. olnlinel of the torrent, to ascend a small 
up-rrale which was very 	anI. I had. t , ) 	th.::;e stones 	large 
tows placed Al the 	 fAlow...1 me with the barrels of 
their rifles. 	I hoard one 	tL.00 say in!-,  to his comrade: "Can you shoot 
from where you '.rc?" 	The 	answered: "No, I am hampered by a tree 
upon which the other sail: "Well, get a bit further down, yJu should not 
miss him:" 4,11 my comra:les were convinced that I vras going to be killed. 

I 	not know yet by what miracle I resisted to that calvary. 
After ten days, the b1 H;-..1 were allayed, and I c )uld resume the normal 
work together with my 	 but I was nlways pressel hard by the 
1(a)os 	and the "La .i,.:uouz)rie", an orUnary convict from Vienna. 

Punier- us c.-2mrales can give evidence of the above; 	especially 
Jean 'BRIQUET and Pierre GiallgIJA which helped me in the nme of French 
"solidarity" substantially and morally in those bad moments. 

In closing, I demand that Justice be 'lone, and that iIi\ICKLER 
be .punished with.Alt mercy as he was responsible for the death of my 
c -mrales. 	The wiZiows an' orphans demand Justice. 

I have real the al»ve statement, it is true and correct. 

(SL-n.1) CH,FFIN F. 

Official translator and typist: L.VE,RNCIC. 

• 
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COPY 

made by Francois 
Paris XII. 

;-)tate rient  

Cl-L2fi'L;, born on ?: 	resident at 6, Rue Vineuse, 

Don at Klagenfurt, the 	1947. 

(sgd, 	CII.:111IP 

I have been wilrned that I am not obliLesft to say anything and that 
anything I may say will be taken down in writin and can be used in 
evidence. 

(s';(1) 

GRUSCITTI was the Lagerfueilfer of the Camp North. This was a very 
wicked man who often beat my comrades. I remember of a special case. 

cmrade Raymond CI-LTM was working in a ditch, and a civilian threw him 
a bonbon. GUCW1IT1 arrived in running, and he violently struck my 
comrade. Often, 'Alm 	carried the bottles of water or the wood for the 
huts of the SS-mcn, GRUSCH....17.1, who surveilled these fatigues struck us 
with the grip of his pistol and he kicked us. This fatigue was particularly 
painful, because the road to those huts w2.s ascending, vary narrow, 
situated on the verge of a 1.-vine and thu ice made it very slippery. 
jiLiCHUITZ told the SS-men to wach me closely. 

I hay. r -ad the above St tement , it ic correct and true.  

( sgd) P. CIL:P:1K 

OfAcial translator and typist; LxiaJcTo 
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De;:osition on oath of Frane . L.L.. 	 ...ale, born on 24.6.1922, of 6, 
Rue Vine Use , PariS 16emo. 	Sworn 	 3t._..C. 	 (RE4-1,11-,e) at 1):LRIS on 
29. Jan. 47. 

I arrived at toibl iziles on !).6.1945 free ,.:-.uthausen. 	During the time 
that I was in the camp, 4:2e tr:.;.;,,ent that 7  received. -,:as brut: .1 and cruel, ana 
I wjs,  beaten nearly ever:" LLay. 

13:7t. 	 shown m...; 	 iheteLrai)hs, ni 1 recognioc: all the 
photogra-phs 	0,ur.rd.s of the c.:mp. 

I - p_rsorr.liy svr.bi Z. IEZL! E ....:.1ter hit s,-.v:::gely my comrades nearly every a...v. 

2.1so hit. iiu very often with a rubeer trunchecn, or with a stick. 	BR]EZKE 
was ?".o .LImandofuhrer ef thc, PiLcu of • tAl,.; tunnel. 

The dr,y that STETTlif 	talten 	 r,.Ln the square and without 
any 	 cc...lit:Ai me and •-.sked me if I 1.--reuld tr:J--.c., 25 strokes with a 
truncheon then, or 12_ter 	 I r 	 l7antcd - I -.- ras ready. 
Ho gave me ab..ut 35 	 th(J trunchc:n. 	Each time that BRE.2I3.,1', hit 
someone, they had. to be face 	 a table and. they v.vre violently hit 
on the .buttocks. 

It WaS 110 t 	iUS 	-'611.; CC.L11) ::at -iitZEZia; had caused the death ..f several 
deportees. 	I oc,nside,r that 312E2;E was 9nL:, of the i.iost cruel of the guards. 

He did not beat the deportees upon the orders of a superior officer - he was 

the responsible person.i3RD.1227, promised to send me to the crematorluin. 

I recognise GRUSECHE-TITIL Pdul, who was t ■ -„e Lagerfuhrer - at the North Comp. 

This iacn was very bad and frequently beat io,y comrades. 

I remember a special case when he beat :. courz.7.1- called CHATEL, laymond 

because ho had picked up a sweet which a civilian had thro-dn into the trench 
where he was -,:rorking. 	I have personally at, C:11 him several times hit comrades 

with his hands. 

rccoglice 	 Ra,:portfuhror of the North Camp. The 5.9.44 I 
was in the Tunnel and I had rcf u;.ii.,c1 to -..-zork. 	Civilian foreman ordered 

to work and then „Lade a ft:port 	 i'act of this report I was 

beaten with 25 strokes. of the truilcheon, by order of Coiandant WIN:1M, who 

promised. ;do that .1 would never retali to Pr -nce. .A:Cter 	beaten SACHSE 

beat i.-Le personally with 	from his fist arLa also kici.at aic. 	Upon Sii.CHE'S 

order I had a red disc 	 coat ..r.d trousers, which was the sign of an 

.atte■Apted escape. 	Li.;.i.CHSE t.:ok 	that evening before the -.-Aain door, where he 

iaade "Cle; reil-Lain all night, at atc,- ention, _th t.h.e light of the searchlight in 
• eyes, against the barbed iie fence. 	'Llh.s,net:....)rnIng I was sent to work 

in the Punishment Ka:viand°, where I w<-:.s hit violently durinr, several days by 
the KOWanclofuhrer whoLl we called "Double .1.;etre", Durin.z., work the SS tried, 
while beating me, to push .de across the line 1,-t-;:een the sentinels, which 

called "mafie to pass the line", but I resisted. They tried to wear 	out 

with 	 so tha',-, I c:uld cress the line of 	Jwn 'wish t finish zly Calvary. 
on the 	rning f i;1'w 6th at:AdL.17.y, SL.CTISE s-lw :ie.: returning from work and he 

beat i.-Le with 25 strokes with a stick. 	I saw hi. (S ten boat sick people, when 

they wore queueing up in fr.ut of -L.he infiruary, bec:.use they were sick. 	I 

heard him say 'yak) day the-ce . ro310 Ed C 	1. in this camp - only tiV.T-clive 

and the dead. 

Sworn by the •said 	 L &FL:, v:luntarily befJrc LlU 

gt. 	 1-ranoc.,, on 29 Jan 47. S 

Certified that this is a true tr:1::_tion 
	

the Deposition, of 

Francois HaFPDT, r 	 Li: English. 

(6E1). 	Lelly. liar CrL.ec Branch, 

Paris. - 

1 
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Tii.,NSL.TED C011 

CHILRL.ES 
iyhartered Lccountant 

11.."LEINE 

25th January 1947 

   

3TI.TE1:ENT  

a)noerninL- BR1EZKE Walter, SS-Unterscharfuehrer. 

the undersigned (14,prolla Charles, ancient political deportee in Loibl 
lass labour-cam), a dependency of Mauthausen-Carp.,  - re:istratin No. 27099 -
state as follows: 

BRIEZKE must be the man who wc,s a joiner or c._dinet-maker by profession 
and living, at Stettin or district. 

Holding the rank of SS-Unterscharfuehrer, he was Kummandefuehrer in the 
North Camp at Loibl :Less and, in this capacity, several hundred prisoners were 
under his command. 

Vie had nick-namod him "SSJNT G,Iloal„ on account of his tall and slim 
stature bearing a resemblance to the well-known bottle (transl. remark: mincp:I. 
water bottle). 

He was a N.C.O. with a ferocious temper, bare of any humanitariL,n fcoliu 

Ho used to impose upon the prisoners a strain quite out of proporti'n:-; • 
with their physical faculties and, for harassing them, he gat a German Oborkalo 
by name of HERBERT tc help him. This ran was a German convict, wily and of 
depraved morals, a real brute who did 	styp thrashing us. 

Towards the month of February 1944 (I think it was at that time), bRIEZE.; 
ordered the SS-men under his command to butcher, without reason, the Tole FRYC 
or the Russian KRUK. I cannot state it prccisely, but 6 or 7 shots were fire, 
without result, upon the poor man who took refuce behind a tree near by the 
lavatories. One bullet having hit him in his leg, BRIEZKE dispatched him in 
acid blood with a uun-shot in his head. 

BRIEZKE, Who was endowed with freat strength, would belabour the prisoners 
for the most trifling-  motives, and in most cases without motives at nil oxocit 
that of satisfyinc his sadistic need to cause sufferings. 

Under the fallacious pretext, devised by 	that I had been talking 
about politics with my comrades, I was personally hit by LRIEZkE and HI1RBERT, 
Who relieved one another. They dealt ac 50-strokes of "schlacuo" (a long 
india-rubber tube crammed full with sand) after causing me to lie down flat on 
my belly on a wheelbarrow. This happened on the 10th January 1945 in the 
evening and they compelled me to count the strokes in a loud voice. When 
they had finished, BREEKE gave me several violent kicks "because I had not 
uttered a sinje .cry" tc make Inc clear out. 

On the 29th July 1944, I was hit by hEZJERT by his order because I had 
been fetching back a hanmcr lent to a eTtrado. The rfsult was one rib broken 
for the third time and a wisdom-tooth knocefr. out by a violent blow with his 
fist. 

as they had been committeo, on his authority cf Kommandofuohrer: 
BRIEKE is the man responsible for most of the murders mentioned below, 

FILIIOV -ndji 
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Finally,.::RIZZKE usea 	3.m7 benefits.frm the thefts .,11  red-cross 
parcels ccmmitted by the Rapportfuehrer s.4-6-13; he use'. 	1)arter to stoLn 
rati-ns aLainst alcohol, tobacco*  socks, etc. with a civil foreman of the 
joiner's workshop of the Kommando. 

LRIEZKO, a man showin: never any httLan feelicvs, is all the Ix-re guilty 
as he is an intellic,ent man; in oc,nclusin, he is a brute :1,servin: to be 
harve7.. 

Statement Liade in Ljood faith and as objectively as ,,ossi::lc on the 
25th January 19!4.7. 

(s,_(3.) 

Si:nature c_rtific:1 by Lajor. 

Official translation: 

• 
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COP'', 

Charles GiaufIER 
Chartered 4.&ceountant 
2`o,Y.L1INE  

25th January 1947 

concernin7 

1) GRUSCH,TITZ Paul SS-Unterscharfuehrer. 

I suppose it is question of the 17::n 	nickp.naned 	lICRE laCHLL" and who 
performed dutios 2o; Lagerfuehrer 	le der) in the North Camp at Loibl-Pass. 

If it is Le, I don't remember any s,)ecial facts about him except the 
following 

Two Poles having failed in °:n atte:A3t to escape got aterrible thrashing. 
Furthermore, he caused the:; to be bitten by a wolf-dog of the carp and 
compelled them to break a big rock with a sledge-hammer. To do this, they 
had to make a gigantic effort, carrying on for several days without 
interruption. 

another prisoner (an ;,ustrian I believe) having been caught main after 
an escape, was ::.artyrized by hi, a: caused to be bitten by the dogs before 
being exhibited at the roll-call and sent book to hauthausen, and we ignore 
what has becone of him there. 

Several Russians having escaped from the tunnel one Saturday in the 
evening after knocking down two Luards, we got to foru up, were searched and 
more or less beaten, and then had to stand to attention for many hours. 
By way of first sanction, the Russian contingent of our ca.Ap was made to 
stand to attention froze Sunday 6 o'clock to iionday 6 o'clock. 	By an order 
that was certainly not given by GRIBCFTIT::, all Russians were sent back to 
1.;Authauscn. 

He bellowed not less than the other SS-:.:en and dealt some blows, too, 
from time to time, but with the exception of the deeds quoted above, I have 
no recollection of knowledge of any murder or other crimes cor.L.iitted by 
him. 

To serve as evidence, given in a thoroughly objective way, I, G2:111NIER 
Charles, ancient political deportee of the Loibl Pass labour-camp, a 
dependency of idauthausencamp - registration number 27099 - have made the 
above statement on January the 25th, 1947. 

(sgd) GitRNIER 

Signature certified by Hayor 

Official translation : 	 H. 
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regardir.,:;-• 	Yo.t^1, 	 huhror. 

I, the undersioned, 	Coor.Loo, ...nci,,nt political deportee of Loibl 
Pass working-camp, a c. :.pQncLiic ,  of 	 - 	no. 27099 - state as 

S%41.f.S2, whom v.; 	 9".'0;;;0 •." j 	:.;.•:pportfeuhrer in the nortiiorn 
Loibl ?as:. c...1.1:2 in 1944 to :LA:). 

tho L:nit 	otupia country:aao, onc.i b:.--re of any 
ary 	3. 

Tic passod his timu bullyinL tilt ...'etched doi)orteos in every r - s-.?oct, and 
espocially the sick, the vrc)una.,,c1. 	oho vNn000t mon. 

...ny deportee r.cooptol by the Polish deportoe, -oho .„;(.xforfaud. 'duties as 
physician in the ilorth coi.lp, to be sent to the cozlp-hospital o-as obligol, prior 
to his admiszdon, to undergo :an oxamination by this boor, ono -•abet ex-toination 
??? 	 

In most 	h, sent boot,: to wor' all ale feverish men, the woundod, the 
sick, the phlogolonitico, aftor strikinL: thoo. on- the hood or on the :.-.3..•ro or 
wounded. parts of thoir bodioo, vrith his fists cr with his foot, or -.J.:1.th a cane 
that novcr loft 	 he struck tho prisoner-.floct::r too. 

It hap-oened for instance that h. pourod 	ail of icy water aver the heal 
on]. the body of a vrrotcho_. 	shivurin with foyer, at a tine thu toolpercturk.: 
rs.:3 very rig :roue,, sun.l..m,-  hi... -oach t -ark: aftor-,Toris. 	Ho c,.3..lpellod. -prison- 
ers, who had. been hurt in 	 in the tunnel, to work on for several 
days and, obliged them to run in front of him in the camp threatening them with 
his gun. 	It was only 4 or 5 days ter that he.: perioitted them to go down to 
the camp-hospital. 

On the occasion of the on:ILL.:3o oosemblios, after toe trying work of the 
day, he made the orisonoro 	• ■o_,  :...ttontion, bare-headed in all •.-reathors, 
and, when melting sno- : ona 	of 	would cover the around, he ordered 
evcryboay to lie down flat on their bullied. in he icy water. It was a 
particular treat to him to Tr.1i:: then over tho hum on corpot -, calking on the 
head. as 71.:11 as- or. the bodies, 	 tf,,  hurt the men. 

One Sunday, ho ef.1.1:;Gd. lily Ccinr 	Ofi:.,WV111 of Bordeaux to ec given 50 blows 
with his truncheon 	;loving EonJ to :`etch the empty mess-tin of a comrade in 
a block that was not his. 

I - 1..-ysolf fullo victim to his 	,..entolity en several occasions end 
ospucially on the 10th of j.-nuary, 1945, ill the ovoning (on -the eve of my 
going do-, :n to the )unishment coiamando . in the S2uth block) when he dealt sic 25 
or 30 blows of cane on my tiara and 	hod, olth_a l I - hod already got 50 
blows of trunchoca 	aza half 	;Jr 	4-1.ft%-..1--.-/ords he belaboured 
lac wi.th fisticuffs and kicks on Lly 	 buttocks that vrere 
still fro..i the trun.choon-blov's I h:_•.od 	 ho had. 	...e stand nakci in 
the y,en-air 7,-ith 15 degreuo below zero. 

on Sundays when vie wont 	the .i,rbeitsplatz (workin;-.-ploco) to fetch food., 
rnti when, ov._r1..:adei. with ho...v/ burdens, cic -vror. L;..iling hard to • 

climb the st...op 	 sl .1 e le 	 1;- • the C 	s ho would spur us on 
with savage 	 orios. 	̀.7r,o..; to:  tale 	 t 	on further, or who 

stol? r fall unier the hoovy 	 suro 	zietting a sound. 
thrashing. 

/Furthermore. 
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Purthen.,..re, &,CHSE 	thirof. . When Gur parcel:: arrived, he yillaed 
the;:. toEethor with the (r...-l1 	aulteste and his French accdices, E,LLL 
pauNiQ,u of Bayeaux (Taccksehroier), a _hain.lresser (A' St. L,73. (Blckfriscur), 
nick-namel BEBERT, and STLiiii.ilii.(hend cf 	 5), keezing the best thin,,s 
for thei.Isclves. 

SLIME lino a fe11.1: afflicted with . :-.creditLry taint nnd he experienced 
a sr.slictic treat in ,.lakine, _ten suffer, sh 	sAisfaction by a true 
cretin-like 1..ughter. 	skuc1a1 sign f 	usel to drivel like a dog 
whenever he burst ,:ut lauLhin. 

He is next-Due cinia1 ana 'uht to be exteruincted. 

Statement :.i&dc in 	fath, and as ..i,jectively s possible, on January 
the 25th, 1947, • 

Si -nature cc.:rtified by ",..,,ny.)r. 

Official trans1.2,tt.in: 

Poellin,:er H. 
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Charles GARrIER 
	

6th 7e.-xuary 1947. 
Chartered ,ccountant 
EAYENrE 

T  

Concerning: Unterscharfuehrr CS - ET:MICH Otto. 

I, the undersiEned 	(Tharles, ancient political aoportee in the 
Leibl Pass labour-camp, u d;o:-ndency.of liauthausen-C.mp, - registration ro. 
27099 -, state as follows: 

On the photograph that has been forwr3eri to me I recognize vox,-  well 
the SS-ean bearing the number 7 as being on of our guards at Loitl 

I was having him many times as homm'.ndofuchrer, but I was unaware of 
his name - DINDRICH Otto. 

I don'tmmember t at hc should have acted in my Ixesunce to any 
particularly brutal wv towards the prisoners. j:2. all other SS-men, he 
too, used to deal out some slaps in the face or kicks fr om time to time, 
but he did not do it in that excessive brutalw:j which was customary to 
SS-men. 	So far as I an remember, he .v/s, together with a certain LIISER 
(who would rawer hit anybody). one of the less evil-minded guards of the 
camp. He alwvs behaved lihe a man feeling bored. "Ich langweile mich 
hier in soichem Dienst; unnuotz ist dac" ("I foul bored doing duty here; 
it's no use") he told r.c one day when we wore worling at the defence-
trenches of the tunnel, the uselessness cf which he appreeited himself. 
Personally, I did not have to complain of hir . 	I hc: no 1nowle6-e 
either cf any atrocity or of any murder to charge him with. 

Statement L.ade in ?cod faith and as objecti7ely as possible on the 
6 February 1947. 

(sEd) G.IRVIER 

Signature certified by 1 iyor 

Official translation 	Pccliin fir, h. 
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Char te r ed -..,.ccount ant 
:7,d. J an-.1"-aures 

C liczrenne)  

regarding 	  SS-Untersch.-xf,ehrer. 

the; undersiLTnecl, 	Charles, fer-lier 	litic 	do-,:.ortee of the 
w:ricing-cam-,-;, depending of liathausen - iiu. 27029 - state as 

follows:/  

i-e:OLCIEL, who arrive(; at the ecmi.-iande ri,fht at its Stf .rt , was known t:, 
us by the nick-name of "Duck.". 

In the !..;eginning, he was in charge of the 1-...c.rty worz.in:' at the entry of the 
bridge near 	the engine-_arr.:7e. 	He was always harassin::: the 1,-risoners -..ith 
cries rind blows and passe(. the tiLie 	 the -,...,risi.ners who, 
in vri.nter, tuck the risk -.f cominL over 	 fur a few mint-,tes to 
warm themselves, 	 al....r.._achecl a brazier 	taking there. "a handful 
of fire" in 	 The. 	-.;e:e then {•1V 	t the Cemmandant in the 
evening and the offenders ;...et 	s_ur.: thrashing. 

Towards the ere of 1;i41.4., he :-Juerme "riemmandofuehrer" of the Holztraeg,er-
iJarty and, aftervrxds, "Kermanclofuehrer" of the -_,;,.rty detailed to the 
construction of a hleekhaus. He extracted frc:, the uen an exhausting amount 
of work., not 	 they.i to rest, not permitting them to take shelter from 
the cold or thr rain, fereinc them 	take  off their over-coats and their 
mittens, and, soactime,s, oven their coats so that they ul.;,:ht suffer more 
cruelly frem the cold, the rain ate the wind. Ho was 	 dealing 
blows and he had a 1:reference f..r blows 'oehind, the neck or n the nose and 
the mouth. 	He was howling all dc,,y lon;-• like a 	 the obvious view 
of causini: the men to bo crushed, he always ordered 2 or 3 :;:risoncra to work 
in a si- ecially designed ::lace - strictly forbiddinj: them to change it - on 
a slope, underneath of trees to be felled in such a 	that the trees would 
crush the men en going down. :.1theuph it was a common :ractice of his to have 
recourse to this wickedness, no accidents occurred ewini-: to a providential 
luck. 

He took pleasure in coray.lic.-tinc a toil ,lr_^ :,- very tryin,2 and which 
left us in a quite worn out condition. 

Being of small size and fat, wearing a small moustache and rye-glasses, 
having, a heavy an inelegant carria7e, -.,hich had induced us to ecru:are bin 
to a duck, he added to his barbaris., an air of mockery and hy, ecrisy, 
rendering his bullying still acre uni_e,!.•xable. 

One day, at the -fdockhaus, when the weather was very cold:  a eel:trade by 
name of STEI/L,..CH Leon (of Lyons I. suR)ose) was surpristfl by l'erISCHEL just 
as he tried to 1-,rotect himself against the wind in a trench. 	The iioor man 
got a sound thrashing by the Duck. and Nlas having a sort of nervous breakdown. 
1. sentry in a watch-tower near-by was urdercL, by j eiZSCIiL L to kill STEIK:.:.C1-I. 
but fortunately, the sentry did not obey him. 

If this incident had taken place seme ,:lenths ago, it is luite treb able thtt . 
STEIN3.;LCH might have been killed. 	In fact, the SS, or at least certain cf thou, 
had 'Moderated somewhat their ferocity since 44. It nay 	also that the sentry 
was an Llpine Chasseur, of whom we also had some 	and who were not bad 
towards us. en the contrary, they wore the only one feeling pity for us. 

I myself rot  .-.nly 	blows from 1SCIIEL, having w..rked only for a fe‘.-, 
days under his orders. 

I have no 	 - 	no recollecti,_n any 	- of a murder c,:n.,itted 



• • 
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arc 
Veterinary-Surgeon 
NOGENT-LE-ROTROU 

SS Unterscharfuchrer 

Komaandofeuhrer of the 1Tommando "kr ordoei te" and acting 
Rapportfouhror of the Borth Crip. 

He was the author of the fepressive measures following the escape of a 
Frenchman from the North Camp, who had been aided by the German Kapo HERBERE. 
With a stool, he gave a sound thrashing to two deportees accompanying the 
fugitive. 

He is responsible for the death of the Frenchun THIERY, butcher at Nancy, 
who was slaughtered by a sentry of his :c.oa.mando on picking up a piece of bread 
at a distance of 5 meters from its. 

Brutal and savage, etkJecially.te:aris the French, for whom he had a 
special injurious word and a non-concealed hatred. 

I, the undersigned PINCEiaNidarc, Veterinary-Surgeon at Nogent-le-Rotrou, 
political deportee of the uthausen-Caillp (Loibl Pass Koramando - 18th July, 
1943 to 7th h4, 1945) certify that the above facts are strictly true. 

Statement 1.mdu on my 11:)-nour at Nogent-le-Witrou on the 15th January, 1947. 

Signature certified by the i44or. 

Official translation: Poollin.zer, H. 
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RINCEUN 
Veterinary Surmon 	SS-Untorscharfuehror Si,CHSE 
Nogent-le-Rotreu  

Rapportfuchrer of the North Camp. 

The prototype of the unintelligent and vulgar brute that does not 
know its force and eraoloys it recklessly. 

One of his favourite plays consisted in maLir4; all deportees of the 
camp lie down flat on their bellies in formed ranLs at roll-calls, and 
then junping from me back to another, he used to run ;ever the files of 
mon. When a -7ord of complaint slipped out from the chest of one of them, it 

was at once followed by a stro2m with his truncheon. 
Systematically, he endeavoured to prevent the admission of the sick 

and wounded to the South carp hospital. 
Once a deportee had got severely hurt in an earth-slip in the tunnel 

but, before sending him to the South camp hosrital, he caused him first to 
run 50 meters beating him with his truncheon and threatening him with the 

gun he was holding in Liz other hand. 
He inflicted ti:e same treatment to the Fronchran AUBORG, who got 

bruised by a moving wagon. 
41 Pole, having a temperature of 14.0 degrees when le aving the camp one 

morning in the snow, "had his hair dressed", by a pail of icy water by way 
of treatment. 

He covered with his authority the deeds of a German Kapo, a .Aner, 
native of the Wirodistrict, by the ned.le of Paul KOHLE. This an was just 
as much brutal, unintelligent and vulgar as he was pretentious. 

I, the undersigned, PlrOEIN Mar. c, 7orterinary Surgeon at Nogent-lei• 
Rotrou, political deportee in '1..-.uthausen-camp (Loibl Pass Komrando - 18th 
July 1943 to 7th hay 194.5 ) certify that the above statement is true in 
every respect. 

Statement - ,ade en ry honour at Nogent-le- Rotrou on the 15th of January 
1947. 

(sgd) Pincemin 

Signature certified by ;Mayor 

Official translatin: 	Poellinger, H. 
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DE2OSITION  

Deposition on 	of Albert 1,i0;;IN, 	born 2.6.1913, of 19 
bis•, Rue de Cotte, PARIS 	S../011N 1.e ore iiajor J.H. LOVINSON, Grenadier 
Guards at PARIS on 30.1./4.7. 

I recognise ?Ill ti-c; photographs sh.:1-en to :le by Sergeant BROVN, 
except No. seven. 

I arrived ut DOIBL PASS, on the 19th of April 1944, at the North Camp. 

I identify photograph number 2 as beinr of BRIEZKE, and I saw hi:A 
strike deportees very often almost every day. One day I saw him strike 
COURTAT, Raphael twenty five tiiies with a stick, because he had received 
a piece of bread fro:k a passerby. 

I identify photograph No.3 as being of GRUla:ITZ Obcrscharfuhrer 
of the North Ca:lip. In the month cf January 194.5, I saw GRUNSWITZ strike 
.60DLNAU violently in the face with a knotted stick; this 'was because 
BODIMX had not removed quickly enough a small piece of root that lay 
in GRUNSWITZt path. 

GRUNSWITZ was in chartze of a Kumi.ando detached at TRZIC (neumarak) 
several days before our liberation. Orders arrived from BERLIN to 
assassinate the 250 deportees who ca:au under the 'commando. 	G'dJI'SWITZ 
took stops to carry out this order. 

The method employed was to be the following: 

Sending the deportees in small groups into the mountains and 
killing them with machine guns. 

We were warned about this by the Adjutant ZI12;ERE.N, one-time 
Austrian officer. We secretly warned the duposlavian partisans with 
whom we were in touch. We received the benefit of the protection of the 
partisans and of the population of TRZIC, without which the 250 deportees 
would have been murdered according to the orders issued by GRUNSWITZ. 

I identify photograph Nod* as SACIISE, and I confirm CHaFFLNIS deposition 
with regard to him. I add that SACI-L:1E was responsible for, and participated 
in the plundering of the food parcels which were sent to the deportees by 
the Red Cross and by their families. 

I confirm CHAFFIN'S deposition, concur-Ant.; the 'bad treat.Aent which 
ho underwent because I personally saw it dealt out to him. 

SWORN by the said Deponent, Albert ii0R111, 
voluntarily at PLRIS, France, on 30 Jan 47 
before Flo 3.:ajor J.H. NEVINSOE, Grenadier 
Guards. 

certified that this is a true translation 
of the Deposition of Albert 1ORI.N, 
French into English 

(s;r.d) A.J.B. Eason Capt. 
1.,:ar Crimes Br-Inch 

Paris. 
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Paris, the 28th January 1947. 

Declaration 

made on honour by iabort 	 No. C034., concornilv_ 

Oberscharfuehrer GR.U3CniITZ C 01.r.landant of the LOIEL-1.-SS 
North. C 	• dopondaat of ilauthausen„-  

The above 33-,:inn co. L.,ancled all the brutalities: beatings, work 
beyond the forces of deportees, privation of food, of which the deportees 
cf the cane were the victims. 

I affiria that I hr.ve 	 striking in a savage way 
the deportee BODEILli on the face, by :Jeans of a stick, because the latter 
named did not reraove 	piece of root on the road upon which 
GitUSCHiiITZ walked. 

GRUSCHWIT2; is together with two other Heads of the camp North of 
IAIBL-PASS DRIEZICE and SLCIEE taking part in the responsibility for the 
assassinations of 4. deportees, 3 Poles and 1 Russian, who were killed in 
May 1944; by a rifle shot, in the course of an improvisation set up in 
order to uakc believe in an atter;pt of escape, they were forced to cross 
the line, and an 3S-roan shot thcu. 

Done in Paris, the .28th January 1.')/4..7. 

Albert MORIN, 
resident at 230 Rue do Charenton 

13.1d:IS XII. 
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Paris, thu (7! 	January 1A7. 

Declaration made on .honour 1.:y ‘,17.!.;r t; !_Gill,, Politic,a1Dortee; 
Iler!. No. 60.341, c:.:ncernin.L the ;',".3 Unterscharfuehrer '.;alter ERIEZ1, 
of the 	 del;endant of . 7.authausen; i,esident at 

23t>, Rue de Charlorton, Paris XII. 

Tho above 	prowl in all eircuzistances to be a man of an 
unheard of brutality in his conduct towards the deportees. 	1-Te beat the:.; 
personally or ho caused the, -.1 to be beaten by the Fapos or other SS-men. 

i3RIEZJ caused in January 194.5 the deportee '2.aphaol COUliaT having 
been struck by 25 blows of Schlarue, because the Latter na:.iccl had received 
a piece of broad fr.xA a civilian passin: by in the tunnel where COURTAT was 
workin, 

:7 )1LIEZKU wanted, with the SU Oberscharfuehrer GRUSCB;ITZ Paul, 
to cause the execution of the deportees working at the Trzic (Neunarkt) 
Kix:nand°, dependant of LOI131.-I'A33, se:Ae days before the end of the war. 
BRIEZKE and CrUSCE:ITZ gave instructions according to which the 
deportees of that Ko!1.-lando, in which I took part, should in small 
groups be brow:I-It in the :.fountains and assassinated there. 	Only the 
solidarity and -protection 	to us constantly by the Yugoslav 
population of Trzic, prevented ARIEZKE and GRUSCHVrITZ to accomplish 
this crime against 250 deportees composing the Kommando. 

Loreover, BRIEZACE is -toEuther with GRUSCHUITZ and Karl SACHSE 
taking part in the responsibility for the assassination of three Poles 
and of one young Russian, killed in the LOIBI..-PILS North Camp, inl.lay 
1944. 	In the course of an improvisation sot 1.1) in order to make 
believe to an attempt of scape, they were forced to cross the line 
and an 33-man killed them by a rifle shot. 

Done in Paris, the 26th 'January 194.7. 

(sgd) Albert 1GRIN 

Official translator and tyidst L1.VRENCIC 
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Sii:nture of Hr. 
certified on 

The .inyor 
(a) 
	

1:13J1, )  itue (.; 	E.; 

I decl"xe 	ly honour that I 	 tc the iiauttrausen- 
c...ii.. )  that I have -.-;cricod in the Loi:)1.-..ass 	rnd that I 

c,s zut.sxd the .1...J-Untorc...charfu6hror 	SCJiiL Friedrich, called 
"The Tiuc1c." 

Tho aira vi-'.s in chr.rze c:f 	riin- lic 	nd had treated us 
with 01 extraorC.inary 1:Tutrlity. 	Ho led us t•-•-. work -,-.1th.blows of 
his lie-preserver; he vas - .icrciless are he is res:censible for thc 
dc-ifth of !-aany deportees v.hcr.1 he obliced to cross the "line" nrul upon 
1-7hcr_i thc sentries on the alert 'Jere then firing. 

(sEd) 	l'AUL 
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CC.:LY  

21:112.7; Paul , 	(le _ 	co • 	(Drome). 

I declare on my honour that I ;T-S a deportee; in the -:.uthausen-Cam]? 
that I worked in the LciU1 	 and that I had as guard the 
SS-man LI1IEZKE '.:alter called St. G.,lnicr. 	He was my direct chief on 
the work-place and of unheard-cf ,rutality, unloying the same methods 
as the "C.A.21," (Duck). 	_s fax us I z :ocrs(nally concerned, I got 
a lct of blows with his truncheon, and the brute wont on '.)elabouring me 
oven when I VAS lying on the ground already. - l eat many ccmrades of 
mine were treated in the setae way, and, furthemore, he used tc incite 
the kapos to belai,our us with their truncheons. "ie were obliged to 
go to work in all weathers and even when the ten]?(,ratur,, was as lcw as 
30 degrees below zero. 	He is revonsible f.Jr the '.oath of several of 
my comrades. 

(sgd) 	i'aul 

(Signature certified by Hayor)- 
Cfficial translation: .collinL.er, H. 
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liS..liSL `Sim COPY 

Pg.J.JL, Rue dos -1pos, 

MRS (Drum()) 

I declare on my honour tint I was a deportee in authausen-camp, 
that I worked in the Loibl Pass Ko.-mando and that I had as guard the 
SS man GRUSGatilTZ Paul, called "LAME 1a;112,1J". This latter (three 
words illegible) 	and in charr;e of the work-place, was of great 
brutality and did not spare us any blows, boating oven the !:,ist 
hard-dworking prisoners. He is responsible for the bad treatment 
we got at the hands of his"kapos" 	"chief-kapos". Ho was cerciless 
and, without saying a word, he would beat us UP at any moment. 

(Sgd) Br:IAN-RD Paul 

Signature certified by -;:ayer 

Official translation: Poellinger, H. 
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TReNSLeTEJCaLY 
VW 

I, undorsitned MILET -rare, born on 25.7.1918 at l'ussay (&0), resident 
at 20, Rue de Debarcadere in Zeris XVII, lolitical Deportee to nauthausen; 
Rot. No. 60308; LODZ-PLS.% Kommando, certify on honour the truthfulness and 
exactitude of the below statement concernine 

BRIEZKE Walter (surnamed St. Galmier). 

DRIEZKE was at the Kurland° North of the LoILL-LIss the Kau.iandofuJirL:r 
of the most important workint party. 

It is beyond doubt that he was entrusted with this post by his superior: 
in view of his brutality, of his cruelty, and of his zeal to make work in an 
inhuman wuy the detainees which he was in charge with. 

His appointment to this post io equally to be exelained by the fact that 
BRIEZKE was a thoroueh and deeply convinced Nazi. his superiors could in all 
confidence trust him, sure as they were that DRIEZKE would carry cut their 
orders and directives, and do even mere. 

To illustrate the above I would quote the words spoken by him on certain 
days, and particularly on the day when the Soviet 41rmies captured Stettin, 
DRIZKEts home place. 

lifter short speech, as usually full of menaces, DRTMZKE, who doubted 
whether the deportees could procure themselves with the German newspapers, 
said to us literally: "If you believe that Germany has lest the war, and 
that you will not have tc work any more, you arc mistaken; you arc wron: in 
believing the German 	communiques and all what is written in the 
"Wolkitohor Bcobacktor" (Vkkischer :)eoLachte; Transo rem.). 

That newspaper was nevertheless a direct organ of the National Socialist 
Party. DRIEZKE was not willint, however, to a7Jmit even what Hitler was 
forced totdmit to the entire world, because he was so convinced a Nazi, and 
he so bitterly hated the free nations. 

It is impossible to relate all misdec:Is and acts of cruelty of which 
DRIEZKE made himself respensi' le. 

I only want to quote some of them, the particularly typical ones. 

One day, when we were working: at the entrance of the tunnel, situ North:  
an s...rmy truck appeared and the driver wanted to pass through the tunnel. i:- 
very large wooden do-r having baroed the entrance, the German soldier made a 
sign to one of my comrades, COURL2, to open the door. COURT...T carried out 
the order, and the truck went off. In passing by my comrade, who waited in 
order to ruclose the door, the sorder gave him a piece of bread. BRI3ZKE 
however, from afar noticed the scene, and ho suddenly turned up in shcutine 
and gesticulating with his inseparable stick in the hand, ,-,nd he set off on 
the pursuit of the truck. 1.s the truck did n.:t stop, he then turned to 
COURTLY, he confiscated him the piece of bread, and he ordered him, in 
striking him with his stick, to come to his bureau. Ls soon as COURT..1' 
arrived there, he received the blows of fist and ...25 blows of stick on the 
buttocks, Lnd all dealt in such oases always violently by PRIEZKE himself. 
this for a eieco of bread; 

It was custom in the camp, in the evening upon the return from the tuntyl. 
to take up the trees, which were often very heavy, and which :tore during the 
day placed specially to this effect by other iolitical Dei?orteesi in order to 
be brought to the calep for heatint purposes. 

This additional work exacted from the deportees 	an cx,Jellunt 

/opportunity 
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OiTortunity 	-22.1EZNE to strike without stoin: the whole of the detainees. 
He created, moreover, favourable conditions for the beatinc, in to iin very 
lonr. ana heavy trees on the backs of 3 mn, whilst ( men in a perfect phybical 
condition could hardly have carried out this work. 

Del,ortees k.nvd.  that BRLJZIE has numer:-un 	. n his 
conscience. 

Lily eno!)uraced the Kapos umler his orders at the Kormanido, to 
at us, and if the Kapos did not beat us as much as ho wanted, he said to theta: 

"StronL:er, mani In the belly1" 

He also incite' the OS-men, and 1 mandc:1 	ti 	to be m-re severe, and 
to strike stron,cr and more often the "bandits". 

I perfectly rcrtcra 	having receive' by 1S1=1:2 several blows of fist or 
of stick for the ::.13t futile reasons, and often oven with- ut any pretext, sim:ay 
for the pleasure to strike, and to s .tisfy his 11 zi hatred. 

Done in -.earls, the 12. May 1947. 

Official translator and typist : 

• 

J•-•-•ihn. 
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Translation copy 

VW/ 

I, undersigned :JILLET 
at 20, ram de Debarcalcre, 
Registration Number 6030, 

Certify on honour the 
concerning the: 

Andre, born on 25.7.1913 at Pussy 
PARIS XVII, Political deportee at L 
LUIBL-PASS Commando, 

truthfulness and exactitude of the 

(S&D), resident 
lexthausen, 

bel-w statement 

SS Unterscharfuehrer SAC:Ha' Karl (surnamed TOUTOUNE), Rapportfuehrer 
of the LOIBL-PASS Commando, Part North of the Hauthausen camp, 

SICHSE was as Rapportfuchrer an charge of the interior discipline of 
the camp North; 

in this capacity he assisted at the roll-calls which lasted as long as 
he pleased, sometimes for hours, and by preference under the rain, the snow 
and the frost which reached sometimes 25 degrees. One should not forget 
that the men who underwent this procedure w ire interned or deported for 
numerous months, and even years already, and that this detention lowered 
their physical resistance to the extreme limit. These men vvre an easy prey 
to all kinds of diseases. 

An other "amusement" of SACHSE consisted in having, at the time of heavy 
snow falls, and this occurred frequently, caused the men, when they came back 
from work, to trample with their feet upon the fallen snow for a non fixed, 
but very long period of time. This happened by preference in the evening, 
after we have worked under blows, frost etc. . 	 for 12 and 14 hours, It 
should be noted that the Deportees were "shod" in sabots with wooden soles 
which possessed no elasticity what in the cold weather provoked the wounds 
on the feet which could not be cured because they -,r. re constantly rubbed 
by the leather of the sabots (In the original french statement "galoches", 
Trans, rem.) as we did not possess :Aly socks. 

At the a/rn fatigue SACHSE always :mod; us fall down whilst he beat us 
up, and subsequently rolled us in the snow. The victims had to stay there 
wet and chilling with cold, without any possibility to dry themseires, and 
were thus contracting angina, pneumonia, tuberculosis etc. 	These diseases 
exposed the patients to a certain death. 

The 'Aedical section (Rovier) of the LOIBL-PASS Camp did not keep the 
people affected by those diseases, but sent them to Mauthausen where they 
were injected, and burnt at the crematorium. 

In support of the above I quote the list of the sick detainees wiw 
were transferred to Mauthausen, and who subsequently died there. 

Among other things I remember the conduct of SACHSE towards one of my 
friends, Francois CHAFFIN, when the latter named was at K° Zufahrtsta-asse. 
In the morning, after the work, SACHSE-:.called CHAFFIN out of the ranks, 
and administered him 25 blows with the truncheon on the buttocks, and 
deprived him of the meagre pittance which was our meal. This was repeated 
for several consecutive times, in the morning, at midday or in the everting* 
It should be noted than CHAFFIN had at the ,corking-place been obliged tO: 
perform a larger amount of work than other Political Deportees, CH:2FIN 
did not succumb to this infernal procedure, because he was supported by a 
moral and material solidarity of other Frenchmen. 

As for his medical functions, SACHSE used to designate without appeal. 
those sick people which could be admitted to the medical section of the carp 
South. The classification which 1:e carried out at the presentation of the 
sick men by the doctor (a detainee), was accimpanie(l by an avalanche of 

/ blows 

4 
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blows with the stick or with the truncheon (In the original french statement 
goumi"; Trans. rem.) 

I personally witnessed this procedures. Numerous of our friends who 
were ill, and were covered with boils and phlegmons, and who could no l_nger 
drag themselves, were forced by ai3OHSE to continue their calvary, 
without medical assistance and without bandages. They were more than anybody 
else exposed to the bleas of the SS-men of the Kommandufuehrer as well as of 
the Kapos uf the working parties, because being ill, they could not perform 
the amount Jf work required. 

Aen the working parties went out or come back from the werk, under the 
high surveillance of &CHSE, it usually happened that the latter named, 
especially in the winter when it was very cold and was raining and snowing, 
groped the detainees in order to see whether they wore carrying under what 
served them as the coat, any papers, taken fr)m the cement bags, to protect 
them against frost and rain. Those unfertunete men who were thus caught 
got a frantic reprimand accompanied by insults, threats, and one word was used 
repeatedly: Sabotage: 

One winter morning when the cold was particularly severe, the doctor 
(a detainee) presented to the Rapportfuehrer &CHSE a young deportee (a pole, 
I believe) who had 40 degrees fever. S.',CHSE began by asking him whether he was 

as the detainee answered in the affirmative, he said to him: 	"I am 
going to cure you". He ordered than a Kapo to bring him water. The Kapo 
brought a pail full of water which SALHSE poured on the head of the sick 
deportee: Then, bursting into a peal of laughter, SLCHSE said: "Now, go on 
work, you are cured." This deportee remained for the whole day exposed 
to the very severe cold whilst he had a very high fever, and his cloths 
were completely wet. 

In winter, it often happened after the roll-calls that Si.CHSE, without 
any other reason but his fancy, caused the whole Block of detainees (150 to 
200 men) to perform Eymnastical exercises. --This sport consisted in making us 
lie dorm on our bellies into the mud and water. .:et that moment SXHSE 
found that we were not sufficiently flattened, and he immediately, with an 
obvious pleasure manifested by roars of laughter, trampled upon the bodies 
lying on the ground, in dealing out blows with the truncheon, and kicking 
the heads of the lying men with his nailed mountain boots. Thus dirtied by the 
mud and with the clothing wet all through, were the deportees obliged to stay 
until their clothing dried. It is not exaggerated to say that after such 
exercises a number of Political Deportees fell ill (bronchitis, pneumonia etc.) 
what under the ruling system in the concentration camps equalled to a certain 
death in 95: of cases. 

In closing, I should like to quote, in order to illustrate the mentality 
of SACHSE as well as his responsibility in the discilpinc required from us, 
the phrase which he used often: "There are no sick people here, there are 
only those who are well and fit for work, and the ;dead ones:" 

S.e.CIOE has always encouraged the Chiefs of the Blocks, the Kapos, to beat 
up the Political Deportees, and to make their life as hard as possible, in 
conformity with his mentality as illustrated by the above phrase. 

I should add that SXHSE repeateay struck me with his stick. I can not 
specify the circumstances, except in this one case: it one midday at the 
"lunch" time when we were peeling the three potatoes which constituted our 
ration, SdiCHSE entered the Block, with his stick in the hand as usually, and 
he started to hit us, because we were peeling our potatoes, and he shouted: 
"Sabotage: Sabotage: - whichl,by the way, permitted him as well as the SS-men 
to treat us as "pigs". 

Done in Paris, on 12.5.1947. 
(seal) flILLY,2 andre) 

Official translation: LaliREICIC 
Typist: 	 LaVREIOIC 

• 
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I the unders 	 l'rn ::11 25th Jz1y, 1918, at 
-1..ussay (.30) resilont; .t 	 in 1:-.ris AYH, 	litical 
Dui:ortee at C,r.uthuson, 	 LOL.110-1-3:3 

Certify 	h.m,..r the t; ,.7thY,A.n:::; 	e.%a.citue T the beluw 
statement cncernin;:. 

rt. 

I 	 v..:!r(; that 1'L..TI. 	Lvir.1- en a sentry, shot 
o. Russian 40J, and killer', ht.: in th- 	. zrs: 	 -n the 25th 
sr 30th i.y, 1944. 

(See the 

I revienler 	ornu:t, r-.11 -' I 	sure tht I w.,11.1 roccnise 
the sentries which firol two tirAes in thu course f these "C_rridas" 

herever, FILIG was irticularly fP.nativ-J, ari! ho on several o 
occasions threw tho stLnes at the i.iticl Del.ortees, as he always found 
thr.t we dil n-t work sufficiently. 

dhcn in the evenirv:. we returnc,d t) thu 	 always lealt 
us 171Jws f rifle butt into our backs. 

I .(xspnally received ,11 several :,ccaains by 
in the wrninL-2 when w went t wor;;, 7..ecause (it ha:ene in Winter) I hP.d 
ra3r hamls in the 1.:2ckots A' what served us c:a the coat. 

FL..IG is a Nazi ant a 0:11vince1 	 he is 
a -2erfect tyi;e ..f a yiunc Nazi .11..'Jf an 36-an. 

Done in iris, tL., I th o.y, 1947. 

(Sea) EILET 
<3 

Official translator an 	1,0/WINCIC 

• 

4 
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TE,,NdIA.TED  

I, the unlorsiL;ne.'. 	 'Lim en the 25th July, 1913 at 
Pussay (aO). 	Rusi'lent at 20, ....Zue iu 1)0.1y:reader° in Paris, .i:aitical 
deperteo at iiauthausen. 	Nu. 60303, LOTBL-P,',SS Ke-Ilmando. 

Certify :n hn:Jur that truthfulaess and the exactitude of the 
below statement c)ncerninl; 

KOF;BT1',131L, surn:-.1:ied V.I.) 

KOEFaNIK was for a certain ,eriA of time the Konmankfuehrer 
at the tunnel, with the ni-ht 	_.rty, 'md in this capacity he naJe 
the rounds 	inspocti,n lurin- the ni:ht. 

Thus I 	several occasins .1;:g.11ERNIK beatirv,  the 
deportees with the stick Jhich ho hell in his hr.nd, an:1 insulting; them, 
because, as he said, th:Jy did not work sufficiently. 	I have myself 
received thelAxis V KCEJEI, f.)r 	rots. ns. 

..t the st:;:, of the irk at = iniLht, when we were standing in 
the ranks, KEIBSTNIK, in eiuntinp us, never failed to Aril:0 us at random 
with tbs.: stick which he never loft. 

He ^_lso dealt us Ilws when we broke or lost the burners of our 
carbide lam-Lls; the reason alleo V 03BET.:NIK 	"Sr.butagen. 

KOEBEiNE: is 	he is an SS-type, thour,,h not beinE him- 
self a German. 

He made certain efforts anT. hL often succeeded to equal 
BRIEZKE, who 1.13eC. 	his 

Dune in -varis :n the 12th 	1'47. 

(g 	:.11,1-.1T Andre. 

Official translati-n: 
Tye ist. 	Li'LVRI1NCIC 
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the undersicned JILET 	 Lorn en the 25.7.1913 	l'ussay(a), 
resident at 2o, RUG dc ...)ebarcadere in iris 	 ],ei;ortee at 
Mauthausen, Re:1. NG 	 Kimrxendo; 

certify on heneur the truthi'ulness 	cez%ctitude c f the below 
statement concerning 

surne.,ed .nAereiehol." 

C-R,',USCE.ITZ was the Com!lan:ant of the Caml-  North and in this quality he 
was generally responsible of the Kee:r...ando. 

It happened every day that GRUSCK.:ITZ, whc. al-e';ys held a stick in his 
hand, ferociously 	the d*ortece. 

I particularly remeJer the incidents eccurrin: 	the Ku.1:ctndo 

Zufahrtstrasse en the 25th of 3eth 	 1944. 

_It that time, the a eve Ke-e:.ande was Y..e.Am as beinE a disciLlinary Koramando. 
Thus, several of my ecal 	un ,rwent what e clled the "corrid:.." The Politc^1 
Delortees upon who-d this „., ,nish.lent had neon inflicte_l had to :.1111 for e nen-fixed 
period of tiele the wheel_arr,w, le-...'—: with . ,eterials. 	Thesc wheelbarrows were 
for this purpose particularl:; heavy 1 tided with '..leeks cf stone• which were laaced 
close to the shafts and hea:e::. .ell 	:_ve the raves. 	The consumption .;f 
energy was thus much ireatei, 	suier-huAan efforts were indeed necessary in 
order to lift and push the wheelarr_ws loaded in this way. 	...oak as ,-,ere, we 
could not manage it, Acreby a 	c was slecidlly desiolatcd to follow without 
sterpinc the coadelned -.Ian, and to .2.rcc hi -7. to run in beatinC hisi with a 
rubber pipe filled with sand. 

This continued until. the poor man, who was forced to this work, became 

literally exhausted. The morale '4hich alone could have supported him happened 

to weaken, because the nerves could not resist to such blows. 	this moment, 

Ka1;0 or a Kommando-fuehrer pushed the'coqdeMned man beyond the lire of sentries. 

The sentries fired and the SS-men roristered: "Killed while attemptintf to escape." 

I personally witnessed two such assassinations. 	On the 25th or 3.:th May 

1944, a "corrida" tooK place. 	3 :clitical Deportees acre at the wheelbarrew; 

2 Russians and 1 Frenchman. One of the Russians, a Red :amv(RVIwas killed on 

the second day in the eircuastances related aJove. CaJISCHWITS cane himself 

in the morninc in order to see whether the work has been :-.one. .The Kutemando- 

fuehrer answered; "No." G:14i.liSCaTITZ waited. 	Then, having heard trio shots, 

he established "the attempt to escape", and he uttered. these words: "Very well:" 

The Frenchman was Christian Lar.B.:14, -Navy Officer, son of a French diplomatist, 

and his elother was English. 	He himself s. uke fluentlyignclish. 	It is beyond 

doubt that this in connection with the fact that he had red hair, were the only 

reasons for him beini illtreated. 

LOFON was covered with Ale lens, his hands were but one bleeding wound, 

caused by the blows he receivud. 	In the r. rnint,, when he care to the work, • 

the Kommandofuehrer or Ierce 	 ihou his hands. LUTON did it. The SS-an 

ferociously stripped him of -o_.r ;deces of rats which Ixotccted his wounds, :_nd 

he violently beat his hands with the stick and said: ".e must cause the blced 
to circulate, and now, co to the whool-'_ error:" 

It is impossible to describe the sufferinGs endured by this unfortunate 

cmr r•de. 	 • • 

:,11 this went .n under the hci,711 superveillance of GiCIUSCII:ITZ who came to 

see for himself the ,'e:.,:ree of 1„..iTCht s exhauetien, and he 	his instructions. 

LUTON did not return, the ill-try ateents and itileLv.ens sucked. cut ids b2410(1. 

/GR:,..USCILITZ •• • 
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G L1;30E:FITZ Played an ima)urtant -kart in this tragedy; ho 
,Jorscnally struck ILTFUI t.r1 several occasions, as well as, by the 

ral other .11'L.1itical JJei,urtces. 

I iayself received blows of fist and Ricks as well as ,lows Lf 
sticr 1,y hi ., without Leinc, able tc state precisely in which 
circu..stnneGs, because it hadiened very frequently. 

Dune in i ',xis, on the 12.5.1947. 

T Anarc.  

CFPICLI TitANSL;31011:- 1...WRENCIC Karl. 



HiJITZ 
arrested at Nancy on 2n1 Karch, 1943. 
interned Pt 1.:auth-.asen; 
stayed at LOIFL-4.-as 	June, 43. 
until :..7.7 1945. 

I affirm orf 	tc.r.t the 

Translate:: 
1T.i/ 

t_ 1 :w statement j. s true. 

SS mLn 	 surnaLle 
-P,L:rth side of the LOIM-1:,3S 
A' the year 1944, he usel te le the 
co ender stayel t the 	S(uth. 

1 TOUTO7NE, Ri%:),,ortfuchrer at the 
o-me t the North in the 

root master insilo the cac, as the 

He 	Lis arrival 'y nutlerous collective vex -ti ns: 
physical trainin: _11 the r..11-co.11 Lace -fter h.,1rs - f 
c,ntinuel stan..inc -t the r >11-calls. 

Jhun 	have f 	sluaro at the r,11-c.11, he r-re. us 
lie down ,n 	of "hit:le:on" (lie do-./n), arC h, w-lked sn zc 1,,flioo in 
Kic.zin,. with his boots 	strikin„ with his whi„ the heads which .ere. not 
suffici-ntly flat sn the :rounl. 

In Ioekinr f::r all :,ossil:le exl)edients in rder to vex us as 
aeon as we ewe badk from work, he Ly.lsed the 	N.rth to be considered 
by the comrades frAa the SJuth, as 7)ein: 	disci„dinary camp. 	He forced 
us - in order 	to w: ste anythinr - n.t t. 1:-el the 1, tat,es b'„iled in 
the wr.ter which we 	at mi,Pay. I received a Ilovt with the truncheon 
on the head, when, enterinf; sullenly our Bl,ck, he notice7 
,?etatoes in my mess-tin. 

He pillaL;ed the 17arcolc for his 'own benefit, and roarded with 
approval the chiefs of the Block r.;:,r ,l.riatinr themselves :f the rest. 

Tho way t cure sick ,:en: 	One m rnin,-2, a Russian presented 
himself t, the Ra,A.ortfuehrer 	i:111 said to him that he was-ill 
and that ho had a hi, 11 fever. *The 	rtfuehrer i.m,diately ordered 
a i,ail of carter to 12e 'r_u IA t. hi-, 	This occurred in the month of 
January, at 6 h. urn in the 	at the temiLlerature ;)f about 15 or 
20 de'rees below zer.. Ho overturned the pail of rater over the head 
and the shJullers .f the Ruesian, 	in kicking him severely he bade hin 
back to the ranks. The Russian worked for the whole lay with his clothes 
frozen and stiffened. 	a lays later he w.s.s sent - Ap bein: seri'usly ill 
to tiauthausen, indubitalay towards the crermt,rium. 

My c_mre 4‘iIM-47r.0 Dijon, 	injure.1 at the wrks his foot 
was run over by a railway truck. -ihen 41..01ISE nAlced him limDin7 back 
towards the err;:, he c.:11ed 1aia, ani fA.lue1 	across the camp 
in strikin him with th. stick on UK. back "in or der to see" - as he 
said to the chief ...Irthe Block - "whether he was really wounded". 
.J_TER lid net rivance in s, its 	tlsws, the Rajprtfuchrer cncluded that 
he vr.s really ..r..unded. 

triflinL;s 
character 

This Elry 	to be triflinotails, but they were 
to those concerned, and th,y are sufficient 	ex-.)lain the 
of this brutal boor wh.) yes the Rn,..yortfuehrer 

in the ni .ht 	30th 	1943, 3 -,:tuesi -ms esca,,ed from the 
tunnel. 	I 	1 that ni:ht 4th theL, as well as with 17 Aher comrades. 
-t 4- hours in the mornim:, their esc- , e was noticed. 	The itap-,?ortfuehrer 
S-CHSE erderel is to 	out 	th, 	 cr.,1s1 us to stand to 
attontien Inv. 4. h,urs in the m-rnin . 	2 hJurs in the afternoon. 

	

steod for 10 hours, _In'er he:.vy 	f lls, with :`.it lr.vin eaten any- 
thin:, since the day before, with at " n, od to t, :o to urinate or 
to satisfy our needs. 	.a. were . ,t e: n, the 1.)assace of the US-men 

/Who 
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;ho were :Toirr ../t of the hut: J -:hcnovcr .110 of 1.11.:;rn :,r..ssod by, he 
cJvered us with the blows Jf his rif1,-. T;utt. 	Ciur 	1.7..1:,:i1ONE1 from 
Bourcs 	Ale of.:r 	 t thr.t fr.y. 	..uch vro the suff,s;rin 
inflicted ul;:.n us 	:our 1 - .::ortfuehrer, '.:ocause we tolonce 
from which 4. ,.1.etnine:.a h. 2 escd. 	'He mr..le himself r 	(J.,,C) to 
ferbe a Russian, in thror.toninL; him with the rov.aver to crss "the line 
of sentries" (r.n 	 ra,.1-Ale lino). 	The sentinel, of curse, 
fired 	killed hi. 	In the evenin: nt the roll-onll: "Y:ur Russian 
ocmrado wns shit whenttetinc t 	 the oxcutin tok 

	

ualer our eyes, 	work. 

Ha is ix inly r—,.-nsiblo for the denth )f n11 our corarr.los which 
were sont t„. the "mothor"cP.u: of hauthnuson, aril which bodies wore out in 
tho crematorium. 	I estirte th:ot r%bout 200 c:)mrr-es were submitted to 
this fr.to. 	(200 ut of 1200 -t 1L-ximum). 

(,--;;.1) • .NTZ 

L 
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TRAiZLATION - COPY 

I affirm on heneur the truthfullnees of the following declartions. 
Having been interned at the cemmande of the LOIBISS from June 1943 
until l'ay 1945, I came teHthe camp Zerth in October 1943, and I remained 
there until eur liberatien. 	I haC thus the cppertunity to "appreciate" 
the two SS chiefs of the North : the Oberscharfuehrer GRUSCIA/ITZ Paul, 
nicknamed "Nero achel", and the Onterscharfuehrer 3RIEZKE Walter owing 
to his rreat heje-Tht an] meagerness nicknamed "St. Galmier", after the 
bottle of the same name. 	The two depositions concerning then cannot 
be separated as they were both always seen together, and were always 
friends in the causinj of :Aechief. 	These were the men whom I feared 
most during all there 	 half -loam of my internment. One could 
experience in them all the fanatism of a hatred. 

The commando North, their sphere of activit!, collected all these 
rah.) were not liked by the camp South, and the commandant, especially at 
the beginning let them independent. They have thus on their own accord 
mutdered or made to murder more than 10 prisoners, the majority of whom 
were Russians or l'eles. I can quote: Maxim THIERRY, butcher at Nancy, 
one of my own comrades, was shot dead in the month of October 1943 
without warning and without any reason, when in the evening he came back 
from the work. 	As this was the only case seen se far, we looked for the 
reason. 	There was none at all, and further executions proved it. 	A 
Pole whe has stolen one ration bread in the evening of the day before 
was forewarned on the following day that he will be subject to the same 
fate as THIERRY. 	Despite a desperate resistance, he was forced (by the 
Kapos) to cross the chain of the posts;  and he was killed. 	Further on, 
a Ruasian who, voluntary or not, showed the signs of being insane, was 
compelled by the Unterscharfuehrer BRIE=  and one Kapo (the Oberkapo 
of the North: HERBERT), to cross- the line. 	The Russian took shelter 
behind a tree, and the two nearest sentries shot at him more than eight 
rifle shots before hitting him. 	I was present at a distance of 10 meters. 
BRIEZKE derided to two sentries, and. he moved towards the Russian who 
lied on the ground and groaned. BRIEZKE fired at the head of the 
Russian in question two revolver shots. 	Together with a comrade I 
then took part at the fatigue party for bringing the Russian back to the 
camp. 	BRIEZi<E has shown signs of an exuberant delight. 

The afore related three crimes were apart from others, thu work of 
GRUSCHOWITZ and BAIEZKE, actual masters of the camp. A provisional 
crematorium was set up by their orders, and all traces disappeared. 	In 
their report to the Commandant they indubitably put in the fable about 
the escape (a fable for the commandant as well.) 

GRUSCHOWITZ who after a long time (2 years) used to recognise me, and 
he know that I understand German, asked me once whether I liked to live 

in the camp. 	As I did not know what to answer him, he .pointed to the 
open field and said to me: "go off". 	He drew then his revolver and 
added: "so alles fertig wttre" - so everything would finish. 	An 
incident drew his attention to other objects, but he was well capable 
to make me "flee". 

atte=ntion 
 brutalities were innumerable. HUBLER, an 

Alsecian is certainly still bearing traces of blows received by 
GRUSCHWITZ; the sno-, was reddened and covered with spots of blood of 

RUBEL 

allEZiZE, chief of the commando, brought the 	or true 
"sluggards" into a but where he administered by relays with his Kapo 

and friend ...1dL3DERT (ordinary convict) 25 blows on the buttocks. 	And 
one still preferred HERBEFT's stick to the big arms of BRIEZKE. 

I must mw close this deposition, I have got too much to say about 
the brutalities; as for the crimes, one is too easily forgetting their 
details; but one, he,iever, conserves the horror. 

(sgd) HANTZ Andre 

HANTZ Andre 
Arrested at Nancy 	e .arch 43; - internocl at ilauthausen; 

stayed at Lia,rAss from June 43 until 7 leY 45. 
Official Translation: LACZEMIC; Typist: LAVRENCIC. 
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TR1NSLeT2D CO:E1 

Doctor J037,PH 
14., Rua le Moncer.u, 
P..RIS 8 eue J.iris, 18th July, 1945 

I 	 . )f the Loibl ?ass Cemp, as political deportee, 
and had Len attr.ched there, as doctor, to the Ce:ei) Reception '.)tetien for 
28 menths i.e. until the liberation. In my capacity of doctor I was pi-ced 
under the direct orders of Dr. 3icgbert 	SS-Heuptsturefuehrer. 

..bout the behaviour of this officer te%-irrds the prisoners, I 
give the following particulars: 

1. • 	Once I h,- -1 b.,en invited by Re.d.3..IT...:;R to given prisor..-.:r a 
petrel-injection what I refuced to do arguing that this was .a practice 
contrary to the intrnational ]o 	Ri:t16:.IIT;R retorted that he would make 
the injection himself. It was question of the prisoner Felix LEON 
who suffered freti a spine fracture, due to a fall from a height of 8 
meters, an' he was paralyzed as a consequence of this accident. 	The 
medical orderly SS-enn KL7I,TrINTP2 gave him the injection on the 29th 
1:jarch, 1944. 

It was likewise KEINGINT2R; who, on the 19th June, 1944 and 
by order of 	go.vc an injection to the prisoner CL06,JET 
CL0.36 13T was afflicted with a phlsgraon on his left foot. 

es regards the case of .7v,:RaTCY enton, an Italian, who sot an 
injection on the 4.th ,,ugust, 1944, I beg to state that this prisoner 
suffered from a complicated fr- cture •ef his lege. 	I insisted with 
R.',1.S.,tER for having him sent to the clinical-hespital in view of the 
seriousness of his condition and the danger of a septicity setting in. 
R.L.:LIER began himself the amputation, then renounced on performing it c.nd 
gr.vo himself the injection to the wounded. 

2. with reference to the case of C.LNIO`LTI, who died on the 3rd 
May, 1944, I can state that he was afflicte,2 with diphtheria. 	I informed 
1Ce.a.UER of it, asking for the necessary serum. Ri.h13;XER refused to get 
me the serum, pretending that there was no reeney available to buy it. 

I insisted, Ri.1,::3,,IE,31 turned me out. 	C,',ITIOTTE died seek:drys after 
for want of care. 

3. In the case of TOURNIM 	tulismus), who died on the 28th 
-ugust, 1944, RAida.ltrER refused likewise te i:-et me the scrum which might have 
saved his life. 	I stress the fact that the question of money put 
forward by RhiiiSi,J3It cannot be taken into account seeing that the price of 
the serum is very cheap. 

4.. 	Two months before our liberetien, juqesieve partisans arrived in 
the camp and one of them hei a bullet lodged in his penis. The camp 
Commendent forbade his admission to the C.R.6. I brought then the case 
before the notice of R;i:MSL.UER who, after confering with the Commandant, 
declared that the prisoner was already carrying the bullet for a certain 
time 'ell he repeated the interdiction to ad,eit 

5. lid not cere for the sick end get rid of them by 
sending them back to lie.uthausen where he knew they would be eeterminated. 

6. RaiSIMR NEVER PiZOT1?,STED e.Ge.IN3T THE TORTURE$. that were 
inflicted upon the prisoners. 

In the particular_ case of a Ceucesian Russian, who was shot by 

/order 
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order of the C..urnirmt, 	 hi:.: to be strippu:1 mked ;:nd, • 
rdthouchtthe 'prisJm.r .;:s still 	 L- i hii.i er%rried over to the funeml 
depot for beinL incinortod. 

8 	Directly --. Eral w- s 1e- i, 	 t 	p ssessi_,n of the cold 	 • 
teeth frC cro”ms of the deco- s.l. 

9. 	RAM&XER alwus refuse to :?et me the inlispensrble melicL7:onts 
not only th-A, but 11;d16,XSR use:". to sell th? medicaments of the G.R.S. 
in Klaconfurt. 

ris, July ths 1st 1::45. 

Doctor KRUPO.,ICZ 

chnnud his attitule some ninths beftre the end of the 
wrx, protesting ft.intly, in front of the sick prisoners in the hospital, 
ngrAnst the troc.tment inflictel upon thou, rml once, he protests' in the 
C. e. with the Cor.imr.ndP.nt. 

(Sipa) Dr. KareOWICZ 

Official trr.nsLtion: 	P._.ollinz,er, H. 

....... 	..... 
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12E1.3.,ZI-LICETRE, 15/5-1947. 
I, undersigned ROUSSlifEAU Claude, at present patient at the Bicetre 

hospital, domiciled at 136 Faubeurn SaintBionheure at Vendome Leir-et-Cher, 
having been informed about the trial due te take el ace in the month of June 
against the SS men in charge of the LOILB-P.,SS concentration 	- where 
I was deported myself - engage t. furnish you herewith allneces'eary 
informations referring to the conduct of our torturers towards ourselves. 

far as the commendent :f the sail SS en
' 
 Jakob alhelm WINKLER is 

concerned, he is responsible for everything which has been devised and carried 
out against us. - Yes, numerous are the prisoners which had to endure the 
vexations and illtreatments emanatine directly from tais notorious Nazi. 
Thus, I.  rel:.erker having seen many of mycomrades being forced to stand to 
attention out doors at the Gur.rd post for several nights, in a terrible 
weather, and under a futile pretext. On the other herd, he is equally 
responsible for many executions of deportees and particularly of Pules, the 
only reason. for this being that they believed it good to express their 
dissatisfaction with the maltreatment; which he end his subordinates 
inflicted upon us. - i,s for doctor RiLMSaUER A  his conduct was no better than 
that of his accomplice. Nobody could claim a medical treatment when it was 
needed, and the admission to the Revier' was narticularly difficult to obtain 
even if it was necessary. One had to be really ill to be admitted there. 
Moreover, the term "illness" was in his opinion a word devoid of apy meaning 
if the patient has not reached 39 degrees of fever. But the eorst day of all 
was certainly that on which .three German gendarms were mishandled and flung to • 
the ground by three fugitive Russians who have just been detected by the 
gendarms in question. The SS doctor, informed ef what had happened, enterej. 
violently the infirmary, and without any coneideration he turned out of their 
beds eleven Russians, shivering with fever, and made them sent on work into 
blizzards. Hart,  of them died in consequence of this. I personally was for 
time consecutive times turned out of the infirnary with ny feet frozen, and 
had been sent back on work under similar conditions. - 	for ;Franz 
KESSNER, he used to be a specialist in the routine beatings. He ferociously 
enjoyed when he beat us up one after another. - PURSUER. Friedrich largeie-
supported him in these beatings. - BRIEZKE Walter was justly renowned to 
be the personified terror of the camp North. He di not even conceal it. 
He frequently boasted of the number of executions which he committed 
previously at 1,:authauson ac well  as about the cold-blooded wa: in which he 
perpetrated his passed and present misdeeds. - For ee: part, i have witnessed 
an ignoble execution of a Pole. Under a vulgar pretext which these bandits 
found out so easily, that Pole was sent to a fatigue party carrying the 
planks. Then, as he..allegedly crossed the line of sentinels - which was 
absolutely untrue as I could see it fur yself - an SS an fired at him 
several rifle shots in hitting him in the aru. tie got up, however, and 
intended to join his c. anions at the work. 	that moment 3R1EiKE, 
attracted by the detonation, turned up, and as he noticed the unfortunate 
man holding his arm in an arosling, he „loved towards hi,, drew his revolver, 
and shot .him dead at point blank. Despite the confusion have all the 
comrades belonging to the Commando with which I worked on that day, been able 
to .ascertain the complete culpability of this murderer. - SdCHSE Paul was 
also a perfect brute. As for hLe, he enjoyed in beating up the prisoners 
which were sick, and who wanted to go down to the infirary placed at the 
camp South, As he was the Rapporthuehrer of the North, everybody was 
obliged to appear befor him in order to receive his judgement as well as his 
consent regarding the adadiseion to the infirmary. This was always 
accompanied by heavy beatings. One day, I was obliged to see the doctor 
owing to a whitlow Wsich i had on my finger and in consequence of which uy 
fenger became enoretously swollen, and the nail had to be extracted. Si,CHSE 
of course, wanted to see me. 4:,fter having "examined" LA:, he beat me up 
with his fists and kicked me so heavily that I fell to the cround, and then 

he trampled upon me. Finally, the sinister GRUSCHWITZ also figured, not 

without reason, as a murda.er, and he wae considered as such by us. This . 
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sadistic individual has !Juaten us up indefatigably and without a i)ause. 
His satisfaction was very :roat when he caused a prisoner to bleed in 
consequence of his blows. I have been on several occasions, 
illtieated by this bloodthirsty hangan. - In a general way the SS are 
thus all responsible for the sufferings and .iiscries we ha:_ to endure• 
during the period of our detention. 1:othing can justify the abo:Ainale 
system of oppression which was inflicted upon us. - On tAs occasion I 
cannot but domaid that the justice be fulfilled winout -:,rcy in regard of 
the worst criminals who were the precursors of the :.o ern .;lavery. - Too 
many of our unfortunate comrades have died in these terrible ca..ips, and the 
good faith commands us to avenge the without discrimination, 

ROUSSINEZ Claude 

Official Translation 	L...VRENCIC 
Typist : 
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Klaenfurt 
30th NovonLer 1945. 

Statement cf 

BREITFUSS, Rupert 
Kempfstr%sse 140  
KlaRenfurt. 

Uho states :- 

I live at the above address, ancl I am employed with the Viennese fire 
of Universal, at KlaL.enfurt. 

From January 1945 to May 1945 I was working- as Storeman at the c.-nstruction 
of the Loibl - Tunnel. I was on the Forth 	in an office which was 
situated on a plateau in front of the Tunnel entrance. 

Durin the tine I was there I saw that u. nuner of the prisoners were 
illtreatea by the LZ:OS and SS Guards. On various occasilns I saw that 
Obersdharfuchrer ZORN, Oberscharfuchrer IRITZKE arEl Untcrscharfuchrer 
were especially brutal to the prisoners, who were employed on the North-side 
of the Tunnel. 

Durinz the period I was there, I may bodies bein:: carried frnm the yarl, 
and later I heard that they ha7 been shot. 

On no occasin did I see that Tunnel-:Haster. ;.‘,1:13a illtreat.:A any of 
the prisoners. 

In my opinion were all the SS ::uards equally rs1JonsiLJe for the shootinL7 
and illtrcatment of the prisoners. From January to SeptemLer 1943 so many 
brutalities occurred, that the then Camp Commander Joseph LODOLF was on request 
of the firm dischared from his Lost and Hauptsturmfuchrer WINEL3h took over 
instead. 

I have read over the above statcrent, it is true and correct. 

(31,:ned) Rupert BREITFUSS. 

'Ur 

Statement taken down in the German lancuai:e ly Cpl. H. licyce, Interpreter 
Section S.I.B. C./41. and sicnaturc witnessed in the presence of Cpl. FINCi, 
Section S.I.B.C.11414 on 30th November 1945. 
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Is  undersiz:ned COLINMaurice s  resident at Villa IZay:,und 39, laic de 
Neuilly, 1 ris M s  ancient de7.A:rtee at Mauthausen, 	 Kommandos  
ite[-. He. 26225, certify en honour that the 'Jolla utatement is the exact 
truth of facts. 

Uuterscharfuehrer (Ate :,ILDICLCH (.,ofter known under the name of 
"Luxebourgeois"). 

laNDRICH Otto vas very often a2,.i,ointed KiAlmandofuehrer of different 
Ko:amandos (wirldng party) (e.. C,. Ituad-Kom.,andos 	North -Artification- 

Works-Ke.Laandocamp South) cQ -ipesed of (:ei urt. -s .n- eiv,aLed on the 1.ilaces 
distant from the eamii. 	he w.L.s, ,winc to his c y.c.airy f Koamandefuehrer, 
the enly uaster at those werkin: Jaces. 	 ,Adjed him to mishandle 
us what ne did cuntieuallys  .y his wickedness, oadis.1 and hatred (above 
all he hated the Prenchmen -dhLse lan3uace he s;:...ke very well). 	He used to 
Co and come with a stic; in his hand, and he struck without ucrcy, taxing 
pleasure in causini] sufferings. 	Though si;eakin: c'.r lanL;uaLe, he never 
used it; 	and as we often could not understrnd hi. , it was a reason %lore for 
hta to satisfy his brutality. 

He gave the example to other ijuardians who applied the ,:lethods as well. 

When we once worked with the Furtification-works-Kunandos  he attacked 
a comrade from Luxe..thour3, of a certain ai;es  whose nr:4e I do not remembers  
and a Prenchaan 1.Jy ncl:tae of Gamier Charles, and he vented his anger upon them 
in striking; than without reason. 

Frcm tiue to time ho was on sentry's duty, and on that 1,cst he 
constantly used to shout in order to attract the attentic:n of Kapus that they 
may do their work of brutes. 

He is responsible for the death of a comrade who' had received a piece 
of bread from a civilian - what h017,,ened sofactimes - whereupon he accused 
him of theft, insulted him, covered him with blows, and eventually caused 
him to cross the line of sentries. The shuts were fired and the poor man 
WA Rifled. 

DLne in 	thc 2nd 	1947. 

(30) CuLIN Maurice 

Translator and ty.Liot: -14..V=C 
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Unterschnrfuehrer 3IAMICH Otto (Le Luxembourgeois). 

BINDIUCH Otto was for a very luny tie the Keumandofuehror 
with the sinister BECK (From:N.12n), Kapo detainee under his orders. 

BINDRICH attracted nAice by his sadiso and brutality towards 
the detainees. In order to -.:Lake us work quicker, he referred to us in a 
very abusive language, and first of all employed the stick. 

In the winter of l944-45, when the teperature was at 
30 and 35 degrees bel.,v zero, he orde_ed us to put off the gloves and 
coats, in order to ral:(3 us -;;arr. up as he said to us. 3IDDRICH's 
speciality was to kick us in the I:lost delicate places of the body. 

Numerous ccurades had to be t.:-..ken to the infirmary in 
consequence of a bad blow received. 

On behalf of all our poor comrades who had to 
his insults and blows, we demand that Justice be done. 

I, undersigned LOULTER Joan, shoeiaaker at the 
affirm that the above report has been uade on honour. 

(Sgd) LOULIER Jean 

Translator and typist: IL,NRENCIC 

underEo tacitly 

camp, ReE.N:J.26606 
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ST/LTEOITT 0i Hans DJLIMIC-Eic at .1- 1(1.  0-4..C; 	the  22nd May, 1546 

I have Leon warned that this state„x:nt may e used in evidence against 
me, It is true, I made it voluntarily and without coercion. 

I waz; store-keeper at the Liouth Ca-1, for tw.) years from about June 
1943 until 5th :14 1945. Luring this peri.id I often heard shots and 
have seen dead bodies ',eir14_ on th,: tunnel site. 	I have seen the K..1=0 
and the S.S. beatinE the prisoners with rubber sticks. 

I remember once in at2,ut June 1)43 lookirk.; out of the window of the 
Machine-house and seeing about fifteen of the prisoners made to bend-oVer, 
they were wearing shirt and trousers only, and they were then beaten by 
the chief k:.'), I think his first nme was 	each of the prisoners 
received at least 10 strokes, at the end all the prisoners were writhing 
with agony. 

It was a well-known fc.ct in the 0a14) that Dr. :.S.LUEit was very 
harsh with the prisoners, and never bothered with the prisoners who were ill. 

With a very few exceptions, the l'A) and the S.S. handled the prisoners 
very brutally. I have heard from the prisoners that the most brutal 
of all was IAJCHER(S. S. Hauptsturmfuehrer), j,uSErt (Obersturmfuehrer), 
WINKLEit was known to Le very brutal. But I myself aid not come into touch 
with the S.S. men and cannot reraember their nmes but given photos 
I would be able to recognise them. 
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TRAINSL.,..TED 

Sl'IdEbT,172  

by T1 TEN Rob..zt, T.,ern on 21..4.1 i21 resident at 1 C flue Leroux 
, 16. 

Done at Kir.:.gnfurt, the 31. E.:2zr 
• 

d) TIMTEN Robert 

I was warned that 1 	 tc. Ay anything, and that anything 
say will 'Jc iut ac"-cl in -:grit -; j1 _ ^n 1 ^^n be used in evidence. 

(a:a) THEETEN Robert 

I rcco;nize tho pheto as !_eing cf the SS-aan 	Jaccb, 
Hauptsturnfuchrer, 	 of the Lki-2L-1.35 Concentration Camp. 

In :LuEust 1944, rs. French jAner 'Ly na:ae of CuLINiaurice was denounced 
for having spoken durinc, thc work in the: tunnel with a civilian about the 
events of the wrx; 	s se,  n as he :xrived in the camp, ho uas brought to 
the roou of the Dean rf the caul:, surnamed "Dil.m who together with SCIIIL)EY 
ilex, called 	 Hc-d c the :;1(Lck 2, administered him 25 blows cf 
truncheon in the 1Tc:sum( .:0"INWTR. Subscluontly we had a roll-call, and 
':INCKLEIZ held a sketch 	uou::.11y In such CC,JOZ. 	I should add that on the 
day after, COLIN ij:mrico vres for 	 reasons sent to the camp North. 

S is tt.io following the above incident, an ..ustrif!.n Kayo escaped, 
but vas recaptured. 	 1:een violently be.:ten in the cmp North, 
he c-ime to the c:dp 'south, his f-_,.cc bearing roxierous signs uf the beating. 
In the cnsp South he %Lain re,;uive 25 :low3 of truncheon on the buttocks 
and vas Kicked and bored, in frAlt ;V all the clap assaAbled. 	,1s usually, 
WINCKLER spoke to us :.'scut the ,'isciplinc. That Lustrian spent the night 
outside in standing to attention; -n'. he was '-eaton afresh. 	On the following 
dry he was taken to :.latthausen; 'ut I ::.ust say that his two eyes were 
co-.ipletely closed in .consecuenco 	the blows, an,' that the SS-guards who 
accu!Ipanied him were obliged to gui:o 	Suosequently we learne that he 
died at Manthausen after having suffered atrociously. 

In the ".:inter of 154/4,45 were the cuarde6 urder to displace the 
roils in the tunnel. 	1. civil en,.:ineer f.und that the cpurak..es did n_t 
quick enough, and WINCKLER un",cred the 'Alole lr;r1da3 party to stLIV. fLr 2._hpars 
to attenti-n, their backs 'Jeinc: evert' ..nly by shirts. 	Upon the return tc 
tae camp were those celiradcs brought tc the foot-ball 	where they 
perf,rmod for 1 hour what was called thc "gymnastics"; that is to say that 
they had t. lie (1.Ywn on thc ground, crawl, stand up, jump, perform uuse-atols 
and other exercises of this Rind. ...1NCLER assisted 	that ];r:cedurc which 
was carried out under the direction uf the Kni.us 	struck, without stoi.pingy 
the comrades who did nut effectuate the move:lents in a perfect order. 

In the 'linter 	1545 a y_ung Pole had received a piece of meat from 
one of his c:,mr-;-.es. 	He was '.en,unced, -nd the Dean "Bill," summoned him 
and dom-., ,:ed from him tL toll Lb, name .7.f thc 	who had given him that 
.:.eat. 	Having not been 'willing, t: answer be was taken to the store-hLuse 
,.here 	Noneuil 	.f the .. luck 2), rofa.lerankes  administered hin • , 
nt.z..erous lows in the ,resencc of ... INCKLER. 	Then the latter named went away 
and the 	in question was han:_cd by the ar:Is which were turned :Al the back. 
Ho subscquontly passed 3 nighty outdoors what _id not exu:1-,A him from going to 
work whore he Was heavily :G.-ten and _toile: in a particularly close My. 

'Awn a c....,rado 	 -rIcroe. us upLn our roturn tc the c--rap to 
stand to attention C.,. 	 tL.;-r-t-.1c.:, 	-;„7v of relprisals. 	In 
Selite,.:ber 1944, I re.e...or, a Prench-dan 	 UEV.ILLIER escaped. 	We 
have uorKoc: at night. 	Upon our r-tt.rn tc tho cal.:-,1  we had tc starC from 7 
hours in the _wrninc, until 11.56 hours in a pouring rain. ,iereover, a Polish 

/col-arD.cie ,• • 
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cciarr.C.e, 	rlirht have; teen 	r.r 55, ye;sx:3 	 sicK. rn: vas aul-Tcrte(=: 
by his 	but he 	nevertheless 	1i 2 tc iccei, in rrn.R..s. 	In tho 
eveninc•  he vrs tcx.cn tc: the infiniry 	hich tc-,-.11.er!,.ture; subsequently 
he cLntracto,2. 	 sc,nt 	 th a sicic-trr.r.si.:ort. 
I (-16.  n..t know ..hc.t haino iith 'lira later. 

I have ror..". the av statcvicn.t, it is correct rn. true. 

(s02) 	ETEN at)Jcit 

L.fficia.1 
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Le C%:itein 
de I.:. 	 :it:FL.e. ie. I 

1.1-nsieur ti; _le 	 :les Sceaux 
e 1 . 

de Guerra 

Having been oxre:)te,' 	the ee..t . 	the 1 k:ctober 1943, I VMS transferred 
and 	:7:11;31r) 	ra0. I 	.'etailed fur the LOIDL--2.:,33 Ker.r.lando 

on the 7 ref ,y1944 and raeained there until 7 :iv 1945. 	I)- urinL-  ely• stay there I 
imel,7 the named GialZ.TNER, rn ..•.,ustri.ei ley 

The a/n vias Kape i/o e • rid.n! 	:einers working -.t the boring cf the 
LoIDL-1).:,63 tunnel. -- he 	 "Kr.s.pc", 	did not spare the blows to 
the French _.r ether dererteee. He preved to be a very cruel man and he was very 
zealous in his werk . f_ r the five 	 1-LCH 1JT\O 	 No 6 RBliNG.3 SE 
in Vienna" (1st 	) 	For t he regard, he received cigar et tes, better 
food, r...nd eras in every respect treated with consideration. 	He often insulted. the 
French deportees with "French jigs" (he speaks, by the way, good enough the 
French lanEua;-e). I vas beaten by him out for one time, when I dealt with blocks 
of concrete weighing approx. 50 kilos. He always found our work to be to slew 
because, not beinL fed sufficiently it we.s ifficult for the deportees tc carry 
out exhausting work for 13 to 12 hours. I was never a member of his working 
party, but being with the worldng party of crushers, he often cane to see us in 
order to check our work and to comilain to the S:.-)-men about the poor rendering 
at wont:. 	One cueracle of veina l  by name of anu le...C;;ITET, got his lip split in 
consequence of 'ace-is receiv& by GL.:2101. 	Other ILLAJ-I-:,SS deportees will 
certainly be able to give ?.lure detaile. i;ereover, Ge1211117.2 had pro-German feelings 
and he played the spy for the Se-:-:on in ender to please that more. 	He was very 
happy when he in itarch-,leril 244 put on the German uniform of "Velicsstu.rra", and 
he trained together with the SS-::ion in order to defend the tunnel against the 
;aided Armies. 

It would be useful to 	for the infcr:iretion about ether eustrian 
"Kapos", especially about a cert•ein 	 ic.q)o with the crushers. Moreover, 
he could rive inferur.tion a.-;..cut the 5S-Lelards, for instance about the "le medaille" 
(the decorated), whe was a brute, er an other SS-man who fir& at point '.lank at 
the deportee 14auruce MURAT, fracturing Lt.-, the clavicle and one bullet ['razing 
his carotid. 	 • 

Further iaore, he could :Axe inferaatien about "Jules" the ',1ockaeltestcr, 
about the Head of the blocks: "Le tateue called Karl", Head of the Block 3, 
"Eddy", Head of the :lock 1, "Meneuil", lice..d of the Llocx 2 and the Head of the 
block 5. 	There is also a certain YVEDI.,C..TITCH surnamed "Nimbus" whc is said to 
live at Salzburg, and who was the terror of the deportees. 	"Ninbus" desi:.nated 
the deportees who did not woric as much as he wanted, in order to be transferred 
to Mauthausen where many of theti died. 

GdIiTI' 	could guide the Justice in trn.cinc the above orirainals. He deco 
not deserve any consideration ^nd he must 1,ay.for rJ.l illtreatnents the 
deportees underwent. 

(s.d) 	Recis. 

Translator and tyeist: Le.VRENCIC 
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Do-14)sition on J nth of Jrkob 	 (rfalz) I  
sworn before 	 Charles, Elvene 	L.ttached 	Cri:les Investigation 
Unit :1.T.A. at :lacien-:,aden on the 4th 	1947. 

My name is Jakob VINKT,71; I 	.:ern on the 24.7.1352 at Z;;EI:;:rtUEMN and 
Lardener b.,• trade; 	n-tionality is German. 	I was Crisp-Corr andant of 

frcx.i. 	..uLust 1943 till 5th November 1943 in my co,-,...acity 
of 67.,ersturmfuehrer and then, fri..1 this date till 12th iisy 1945, in Tay capacity 
of Hauptstumfuehrer. 	:JurinE ?.11 this timo I ti: a.: alone responsible the the camp. 
Till March 1945 I was rcsponsi..le to the Cu'..Lcm,:'.L,ntof-•-_r‘.uthrtusen-Camp and later 
to the Grup-penfuehrer 1.CESSIELZ. 	i.iy res-is,onsi':ility covered everythinL: that happened 
in the camp. Es7:,ecially I was responsible for the fact that the internees were 
compelled to work under very 	conditions, that is to say that the work was much 
too hard for the food they !,:ot cn.:1 that the clothinr they had was insufficient for 
the cold tem-oerature Prew,_ilini; at that 	of the year. 	Then I was responsible 
for the beating the prisoners rot when they did not -ie‘rforra the fixed amount of 
worI. I was responsible, toe, for the death of the men that heil died in my camp 
frem over-exertion and frum exhaustion. 

C,n the 26th of January 1945 a hump5ack by name of :O:JJ was killed in my 
commando. In view of 	capacity of c arap-leader, I am also responsible for this 
incident. The food the internees cot was far too insufficient and out of 
proportions with the hart work they had to perform. Here my responsibility is 
likewise involved as I was the Commandant of the cr.smp. Furthermore, I am also 
responsible fur the removal of the internees to ilauthausen, where they wore to 
be killed. 

On the 5th I.:17,y 194-5 I rot the order tc har? the SS-man ZDLE1-11:111. 	I 
did not =ow why he was to be hanged and, although ho was a suric.:r belenTin;..to 
my commando, I did not try to ascert:in what the reason for this order was. I 
have not han7ed ZIA.M.Mi',NN as he succeedcf. in :ettinL away. 

I sign this statement voluntarily; I have not been 	to put my 
siunature to it. 

erd.) TIM.= 

SVICRN by the icpenent Jr...Rob v`INKLER voluntarily at :ai.:en-.amen en 
4th March 1947 before 1:te, Li. (7-:aNIT12, Charles, Eugene iienri, Civilian 
Investigator, detailed by C.-in-C. Ilritish 	of the :Thine. 

(srd) G.X.11EIZ 

Official translation: Poellincer, 
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Taken down with Dr. ::.;iiaL.J7,-; 
KLiDENFMT. is 	5n the 27 , 

I have Leen ..:trned that I 
c.nythin I nay say :ii11 

I was werkinc as a '--ut r f 
1943 till the 7.5.1945.  

3i 	rn in the 19.1.19:9 in 

n.t 	 say :Jiythin 2 am! 
Li ritirl„:; 	:iv:11 in 

..- ran, , 	:cp LCIDLI'LL12 fr-11 July 

Durirm this time there I 	r hard the f11:.,win;7: 

Durin: this 1,eri.' I .]aw 	ut -25 	 deaJ were Lurnee 
t, the :.r,:ex f 	 (etds. ZIE1,EIS) Ly my instruction 

am: under my ins7)cotion. 	th 3L 	 ....cut 15 -dir:u:h illness, 
2 thrcu:h operation (one thr:u:h 	cis, hlo:rnene f the los am.! :f 
the abe.minal inteuments), one with a broken al ine thr.u-h injectin 
(Euthanasia) painless cath). L:, .ut u fersons :eere shot, acc r in . to the 
statement of the Camp C iaLlanf'r.nt 	"Trying; tc escape". 

In about 5 cases I kn a.:2ut the ill-treatment 	prisoners, 
the w:rst case was broken ribs. 	 t. statement:: f prisoners 
I know that the cukrits have I eon SLCE, GAJSCH.:ITZ, BINDEa, 
BaITSCHKE, 

Lt the most I have d ':nc 
1. I.:orphine, 2. Narc)sis, 3. 
by irni —2iate death. 

Lccording t my mei!ical 
case. Therefore, and for to 
have done the Euthanasic.  

tAcc an Euthanasia thr,ush injections; 
Injection with petr?1, which was followed: 

kW-wlede death was unavAda'ae in every 
st 	the ):ins am:: the fca: of death I 

4;bout 10° 	isrisoncrs, 	recwory was n. tiD'ssiLle within 
a reasonable silaec f time I have sent to hauthausen to the hospital 
for prisoners. I d- n t know anythin,; al-put the further destiny of 
those sick prisoners. 

sL;d. Dr. .LLI!::.1.:IT211), 

I have read over the above statement which is correct and true 
and made quite voluntary. 

_7Y2 Dr. SIG  

Statement taken down by Capt. J.L. Gerr.?.n, 	Crimes Investigator 
thrcuL;h the medium of-S/Sgt. Klein L. Interpreter *TX branch BTL. 

C."  i. German Capt. 

I certify that the above translation is correct and -true to my best 
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TkL'.NSLLTED  001-Y 

S 	.T. E 	E 	T 

made by Si.CI-ZE Karl born 3.3.1902 at Lau.snitz. 

I have been warned that I alf: not ob1i„.3( t say anythinr, and 
that anythinr I may say will be taken :loam in writing; and may be Given 
in evidence. 

	

(srd) 	SLCESE 

I admit having caused the prisoners t-  lie down flat on their 
bellies at roll-calls when I was tr.lpportfuehrJr in Loibl Pass Labour-
Camp and havinr then trampled them urv'er 

Purtherm)re, I admit hiving beaten the irisoners on several 
occasins. 

In addition t2 that, I remember also having boxed the cars of the 
Polish pris)ner-doctor aoxliu (on one occasion). 

I deny, hovicver, having ever ill-treated any sick prisoners. 

	

(sG(3) 	SI1CHSE 

I have read over the above statement made by me, and it is correct 
and true and made quite vDluntarily. 

(srd) Karl SI.CEBE 

Official transl-tti_n: PoollinL;er H. 
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STATE= of Pol-asota Friedrich now in custody 373 POW Cage Wlfsberg. 

I have been warned that anything I may say will be taken down in 
vrritinc and used in evidence. 

(Sgd) FWESCHEL Freidricho 

I first went to the LOIDL PASS in Almust 1943 and is there until the 
end of the war. During my tons of duty there I remember cases of shootings. 

In September 1943 a Polish Prisoner was shot by Untersoharfuhrer DETIal(% 
Delwig and I together with two othe-r s wore on guard duty under command of 
Unterscharfuhrer KESZNER. KESZNER shortened the area between guards so that 
the Pole was out of the area. KESZKER ordered mu to shoot the man and I 
refused so he ordered DELLWIG to shoot and he did so firing two and killin: 
the man. Hauptmann SCIECE1DER who was near by said a doctor should be fetched 
but RES= replied a doctor was not necessary as the man would be shot until 
ho was dead. 

Hauptscharfuhrer VI1NKLER passed by and DOLJIG reported that he had shot 
a prisoner trying to ()scope to which WINKLER replied "thank you"; later the 
body was burnt. 

About February 1945 a Russian Prisoner who should have been working wont 
into the bathhouse. He was fetchel out by Unterscharfehrer DT LLWIG and as 
a punishment was made to stand against the wire looking out of the camp. 
DELLZG told him when he was tired he could fetch one of the tor barrelpOhich 
were outside the area. When he went to fetch one of these he was shot by 
Roterfuehrer AUGUSTIN, although I did not actually see the shot fired, I saw 
the corpse and know this to be the truth. 

Although I have not actually seen any other people shot; I have seen 
bodies of prisoners who had been shot taken to be burnt. When one asked* 
what had happened, one was told to mind one's own business. 

I also remember Dr ItilISLIJER reporting to Hauptsturmfuehrer VaNhIER that 
ho had several prisoners who were ill on 7. -.lust he sent to the hospital in 
liZTILUMIN. To this WINKLER replica that they could work until they were 
well. 

(sgd) PORTSCHEL Friedrich 

I have real over the above statement :nd1 it is correct and true and given 
without coercion. 

(Sol) P013SClia Friedrich. 

Statement taken by Capt. J. 	(111-111-N,..ar Crimes; Investigator Moil. 
through the medAum of S/Sgt WEST 373 DIY,: Canp. 

J. 	G-1.3iCLN 

This statement was translated by me to the Lest of my ability and is a 
true and correct one. 

(Sol) G. ;;EST 4/So o 

►  



ConeerninfjliOlUM'ana  

When I was on sentry 
WINKLER that - he.should se 

duty by the huspital, I heard IL...134.U1T. say to 
al a party to ,.IL.UTILUSI because the men were sick 

A 	 089ti 

C J 2 Y  . 

STJ,TEEiT DY PRIELRICH ZORSCHEI  

In .:,u gust 1943 I went to the Loibl i7,ss.. 4 dutiee were those of a 
sentry, orderly Set. and guardine the cee:. Fro. e the 1.1.45 until 5.4.45, I had my own workine party whose jol: it was to cut woof, eor the whole cal+. 
I handled. the PMI's in a maruier which I thoueht to be correct. No member of 
my party ever made any attel.e)t to escape. jot far free. the working area was 
the spot. where the shot PW's were burnt. That some were burnt, I know 	Le 
correct, az I saw it eyself as well as the-twe about whom I spoke of in 'ely 
interrogation. Liaking enquiries aeut such things was discouraged, and when 
we did ask any questions we were told to Ednd our own business. 

Concernir Oberscharfuehrer • 

Jorn was at first on the north side and then later on the south aide.  of the 
pass. As to the date I c,,.,.ralot remember. I ad a lot of duty ..ith him when he a 
was doing first tour of duty and I, the second. I was also often with him un 
escort duty, and during this time I aia not notice that the Plits showed any 
particular hatred against Jorn. 

Concurring, BItITZKE 

This e.an was on the north side of the pass and therefore I did not come 
into contact with him and am not in a position to say anything about him. 

Concernine tiechaf. 34,GNS. 

Was on the North side as reporter, and came each day with his report to the 
C.O. It was during these visits that I saW hiu. 	to the way in ethich 
he treated the 1)-:7's I do not know, although it was said to me by the tip or 
three Gentian PW's who were with him that 'his handling was bed in every way. 

Of the Russians about whom I spoke today, 13.9.46, I can recollect 
nothing of further interest. I know only that during the middy-meal he 
escaped and that a search party was sent out. I heard that later he was 
captured. As to anybody being shot I 'stow nothing about it. When ZWts 
were recaptured they were sent to Llauthausen and tried theee. 

When I was out with working parties at night I was given orders to see 
that no PWts sat between the small trucks of gravel which pozc".. by, and thet 
no fires were lit. When fires were lit I put them out according to my 
instructions from Haupt. S.F. 141kIELZ. 

Together.  with the 5 GeraanPlfts with whom 1 wae arrested, was Kapos acid 
they have accused me of striking Pus. I cannot say anything against 5 and 
it is also useless that I atempt to du so. When I wes released from St. 
Martin, I wenta day later to Spital and then some time later I went to 

where I met another 20:M's, 2 of these I knew - POMBiaLKT and.PIEPP. 
I request that if possible these two be palled.  for evidence. 

Concerning BRiDFILIG and . 4.1-1KE. 

These two had each a working party on the road Let'ieen ST 41.1N.L. end 
LOIBL PL.SS. There, I heard from German PWs who were in these parties, 
when the opportunity came, they- would settle ue with the two of them. But aj 

was not with these two working parties, I am not able to say anything abeue; 
them. 

and unable 
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and unable to work. WINKLER sail, he 6Juld not send the- all 	but 
that the; should work until they were better. 

Whilst ,)ri sentry duty, I  tin.a to fetch the PWs who w,.;re sick and take the::, 
to hospital, which was a little w:ly outside the camp. 

When their treatment was finished, they were broujit back to me by the 
M.I. Orderly and I then took th.--.;A tack into the ca mp. 

I was on this auty f .r tw:. Jr three weeks and was relieved half way 
throuish each day. 

Frou the fifth of 	till the first of dy I was in KlaEenfurt 
hospital with bad eyes. 

I hereby state that the above is tit_ truth. 

Si,ned: :eriedrich PORSCHEL 
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TR.L.b1S1.11..7131) COrY 

taken down with the -1:.;ri 3 Dm. r 	 1-iuL._c in 3-73 	C P: 	lfaberL an 
the 10th of iiarch 194.7. 

I have been warned that I a n:A; 	 d 	say anythiiv, 	th-tt 

anything I Llay say v.rill be taken ,:!own 	 and 1.-lay 	iven in 
evidence, 

( 	• 

I, KOEBERNIK liu:-_;o, declare herewith that I Yr t s 	L; 
the beatin;!_s inflicted upon the Idrisners ".:.y the kati.)s. 	In :-.1y v.rorkinc- 
co:-.1z.lando , too, prisoners E.:3t occasionally a thrashing,but particulars 

arc now beyond 	recollections. Such inciJents \fere not a consequence 

of orders Liven by ;:ie. 	 ne stelis have been taken 13:1 	to Prevent 

these thrashings. 

I reLie:•lber that a ram had been shot at the entrance-drive in 

January 19/.4. 

KOEBZ.Z.ITIK 

I have road over the above state:lent ..lade by ..1e, and it is 

correct and true and :lade quite voluntarily. 

(s(. d) 1:023ERNIK 

This statcuent was taken down in German lanputt,':e by Capt. 

L.BIL.IML.N, MC. (34-8659) Gen. List 'Jar Crimes Investi,ater of the office 

of the D.J.h.G. Milo on the tenth day of "Larch 194.7. 

• (sEfd) L. IiILLZudi Capt. 

Official translation : Poellincer, H. 
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COPY 
(translated fro-1 very 'earl (.'-erman) 

ST.;27r.lil3NT taken down with Franz 	at present :;.n custody in 373 POW car.lp Wolfsbero„ 

I have been warned that I oza not 	to say anything, and that 
anything I may say will be taken down in writin: and may be given in evidence. 

(301) Franz KEsS1TER 

On the 10th OctoLer, I was transferre%1 to-  the Loibl Pass lal.our camp for 
disciplinary reasons, and I stayed there from 194.3 to 1944 perforiain: L:uard- 
duties. 	In the course of this lapse of time, I had once been posted to the 
North Camp, but was transferred i7, UC: aL.,in to the South Cal. tp, as I was too 
kind to the prisoners, accordini -  to the statements of other Untcrfuchrcr. 
LA that time)  it was especially 	l'Auptsturmluchrer LEilfal  a man native of 
the Rhineland, who 1..eh:-,ved in an o:...jectional-dc way towards the prisoners. 
Whenever the prisoners lid not fall in quickly enough, he would belabour them 
with kicks in a brutal way and it was all the some to him where he hit. 
L2ro,IM1 was transferred back to Mauthausen. 

From the prisoners and frorl my fellow-uards I learned that the deputy of 
the Iiauptaturmfuehrer WiN:tj,P.-R, the Oboxscilarfuehrer GRUSCHITZ, and the 
Rapportfuehrer SAIIISE, the Oberfuehrer DRITZLS as well as the Unterscharfuehrer 
KOLI:ERNIK were likewise treating the prisoners in an objectionable way. In 
the South Camp, it was the Iiauptsturmfuefiror /11.1Elt who used to ill-treat the 
prisoners. On the march tc the work-place, cr at roll calls, he would beat 
them with the stick he had got, payin;; no heed to the spot where he struck. 
17e also had an Oberscharfuehrer by name of.biKliER who was so hot-headed that 
he used to deal blows for any trifling matter and he, too, struck without 
looking whore the stroke fell. This I have seen and observed myself. 

Once the Hauptsturnfuehrer L'17.,;a1OR was present on the building-ground 
and had punished on this 000asion 2 Frenchmen cr Poles - I don't remember 
their nati.nality - for sittinc down and smoking. The punishment consisted. 
in standing to, attention for 12 hours in the night and cold with the' face 
turned to the fence. just on that dos),  I was on guard-duty and let the 
prisoners come into the :tarrack, ;_sut at 6 o'clock in the morning they had to 
be seen standing there again. This kind of punishment had been imposed on 
several prisoners by the HatOsturrafuehrer WINKLER. 

One day an accident occurred, a big stone having, fallen down and hurt a -
prisoner in the back. llc was brought to the car.p-hospital whence he 
returned as a dead. ;Kn.- From a prisoner doing duty as medical-orderly I 
heard then that R.'iliallJER had given him an injecti n. 	prisoner, ;hio was 
a little cracked, was shot some day by the Unterscharguehrer DELLWIG by the. 
E. -uard-house: it was no attempt to escare. i,. Slovene and a Pole havltv7 
escaped, the Pole was shot, and, on tree following day, the liauptsturafuehrer 
WINKLER had his things collected while the corpse was left lying on a slope 
in the wood. 	L.nother prisoner, belorning to Maier' s Com!.-,ando was shot down 
with several shots when he was going Lack to work after the midday's break. 
The prisoner was still alive, but I don't know what hap::ened to him 
afterwards. One day a German convict (criminal) had been detailed tc the 
commatido working at the second anti-tank ditch I was in charge of. The 
convict had been formerly employed in the lining-hall for collecting plates. 
I had the • impressi. n that he used tc inform the Hauststurmfuehrer about every 
trifling matter that was discussed by us or by the prisoners. Owirm to his 
uncleanliness (he easel himself in a wash-bucket), he was punished with 
standing at the fence for 12 hours, and, on the next day, he was detailed to 
ply commando. Seeing that he was unaole to handle a pick, I made him carry 
water and the Unterscharfuehrer CdrItiiEtZ was cscortin • him. Once we heard a 

shot and, afterwards, 	rei:orted that ho had shot the convict in an 
attempt to escape. The convict -..as lying at a distance of 2 meters from the 
way and I sent for the liauptsturtSuehrer 	 The convict was brought 

Ito 
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to the camp with a vincer,arrcya. 	That's all I am still able tc remem!_ er. 
2:orcover, have alrea-:',y written down, in Tarent, a narration of 12 pats 
about the happeninLs I witness o:1 in Kauthausen. 

Wolfsbor„:, Februr.xy the 6th, 

(scd) Franz KESSNER 
;$1,1C 67036 

kmonE the overseers there w_..s 	 foreman who used to beat 
tho prisoners and, as I beat him too, I was removed from the Kommandr. The 
second man was IFKOZSCliT; he cud not permit the rrisoncrs talcinc any piece 
of wood-cuttim:s. On account of my 	hi:: that he had no authority fcr 
givinE orders to the prisoners, it ea; e to : lows and I was likewise removed 
from this Komriarido. The reason for my rem:Ival was my standinc for the 
prisoners. 

(sL-d) Franz KUSSNER AO 67036 

I have read over the above statement made by my, and it is correct and 
true, and made quite voluntarily. 	• 

(s.;-7d) Franz ITzsgm 

Official translation: Poellin.-or, F. 
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taken fr....ta Max 6KIRDE., born n the 7th ..lx.rch, 1)01, at EBING, Gerr:u2.ny. 

I have 1)::en t::11 that I iu notol.-dt- edt say anything, but 
whatever I sr.y will be taken down in writinT "rn: mu be uss:.1 as evidence. 

SKIRDIs. Lax 

u3ince th..; 2n.f.'. Juno, 1)43, I -,,j in the LOI-tIti:I.J3 
etkaoyel r.8 Block seni'.)r' 	chr.r..e of a 'block'. 	l'revi .usly I had 
been in Buchcnwald, S-.chsenhur7: an•.1 -Zn.uthausen concentration car.-11s in 
ctstorly 's a habitual 

I 	that, as I Llock-3enior' :n the L01.13L-1?:L6S, I frequently 
beat us.,; fellow I:xis:I-Kra, hittity.  thea hard with uy hands and also usinc 

ruLber 	 have kicked then s.vith ray feet. Amok; these 
,?risonc,,rs was the an with wh)u I am 0.nfrmte1, but whose name I du not 
know, but who h boon in my 	 I aduit, to have beaten P.n1 kicked 
this man frequently. 

(s:1) SICILDL. 'Max 

I h-  ye r.7.1:. I Ulu above staterneni;s. 	They are correct and true 
r‘.n.-1 I to .1 c)ccrs.si-:.n 

(3 	max 

fitatenc.nt taken :1ovm by VSf-,,t 	C. BliOivlip iar Crimes Group 
South-Eastern klur.pe, in the i;resencG of Li. Francois CHFFIN, (witness 
referred to in the above state,ient). 

13:7/1) 43.• C. Elio,N. 	./sit. 

Faa:enfurt, 
2n1 Juno, 1947 	..ustria 
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TELENT 

of SnIRDE Max, taken dewn through Capt J. A. GEReiAN, War Crimes Group 
(SEE) FQ, BTA, in the eresence-of e4.. CHAFFIN and Mr. THEETEN, in the 
KLAGENFURT Landesgericht on 4.6.1947 at 11.15. 

I have been warned that I am not obliged to say anything, and that 
anything I may say will be taken down in writing and can be used as 
evidence. 

(ngd) SKIRDE MAX, 

In the beginning of the formation of the camp Untersturmfehrer 
LUDOLPH ordered a daily parrele of tho CAPOs', where he ordered to treat 
the inmates most severely and not to grant them any privileges. He 
ordered us personally to ilitreat the prisoners. 	At the time when 
LUDOLPH was camp leader, the prisoners were eo beaten that they were 
unable to work. 	Finally the engineers of the building firm complained 
over the body weakness of the prisoners through this treatment. 	On 
account of this LUDOLPH wes transferred to MAUTHAUSEN and WINKLER 
replaced him. 	The beating of prisoners continued also under WINKLER, 
though aINKLE:t was not such a fearful type as LUDOLPH. 

It was a standing order that the CAPOs' and Blockelders were there 
to beat the prisoners and RAF.ORTFUMIER GOGGEL obtained for this purpose 
ends of rubber hoses. 

(sea) S.LIRDE MAX 

The Red Cross parcels of the prisoners were censored through the 
Rapportfiffirer, and it was well ,:norm that all valuable obects, such 
as cigarettes, were taken out for the SS personnel. 	As Blockeldest 1 
was continually together with the prisoners and 20 I describe e work 
day in the camp es follows:- 

Reveille at 0430 hrs, issue of food 3: litre of watery soup, no bread, 
0600 	 unnel. 
1200 	 camp (in 2C oinutez) 

larch to the t 
Return to the 

1225 	 1 litre turnip soup, usually with a few bad potatoes. 
1240 	 tunnel (later the feed was sent to the tunnel). 

1800 	 tunnel to the camp. 	Every prisoner 
a heavy stone for lath-buildi in the camp. 

1830 Work in the camp: troe-fellinL, path-building etc. 
2000 Evening meal: * bread, 1 slice water sausnge. 
.2100 "Lights-out". 

All CAPOs' and Blockelders were particularly ordered that the prisoners 
were not allowed to have any boo:Ls, paper and pencils, 	Playing cards 
and games of any description were forbidden. 

Prisoners who wanted to report sice, had to wait in the infirmary to 
report. 	If they were not badly ill, they were usually sent back to 
work. WINKLER used to ge in the infirmary and chased the ill people 
out to work without the knowledge of Dr. RJ.MSAUER. 

Mrny of the CAPOs' were homosexuals. Thus homosexual intercourse 
in the camp was common. Many of the younger prisoners prostituted 
themselves on the promise of better treatment and better food. 

On the 5 April 45 an order came from IT.D1.5.,ER which stated that should 

the war be lost, all prisoners including the Germ,s were to be shot. 
WINKLER held in the middle of April a parade whereby he instructed the 

Germans t: join and be clothed as men on probation in the Velksturm under 

/threats 

Midday meal: 
Return tolthe 
Start work aga 
March from the 

1300 	 in. 

• 

had to parry 
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threats of instp.nt sheotinE, in case of refusal. 	Obersch-.s.rfalthror ZOFN 
warned as in p-xticular that the order of ILIMIILER was there. 

sol) SEIRDi LX 

I have rear the ab: ve stater.vant. 	It is c'rrect :and true, and I 
had the opportunity t.• make t r:at ons 

(sz-7,d) SKIRDE 



GaTNER Johann, 
suspect of havinF been 
Loader 

Appendices:  

Warrant of arrest 
Individual notice 
1 Order for incarce-
ration 
2 Ccrtificat;s 
Copy of a letter 

090b_ 

Interrogation of 
CI-R=R Johann, 43 years, 
resident Talheimerilasse 
Ho 35 Vienna ::vI. 

Seen and forwarded to 
the Gelcgato for the 
investigation of War 
Cris les 

Chief of Public 
.:ecurity 

Signature illegible 

forty seven 
twenty fifth of OlDril 

G0.33E 	 3ocurity Officer at 
the H.Q. ±1...enchl:ilitary Govermlent of Vienna (..ustria) 

Pursuin our investigations 
we interroPate the under m..led who, upon 

successive intoreilations and thro/4.h the .iediu of an 
intororcter, stotes an follows: 

rarticui:trs  

nae is 6-LIC2.;,2R Johann, I was born on 
15 Uova2ber 1904. at EaeLlten ,J.,Gal (Gen.:any), of into 
..Jois and of EarlaILIX$R, I exorcise the profession 
of locksoith.  I live in Vienna XVI, TalheiL.erstrasse 
Ho. 35. 	I a..1 divorced and marriod again to Rma 
.&,RTE:i l  I an father of 7 children, I an an Austrian 
national. I received no decorations and have never 
been convicted. I au a number of the co:launist 
party since 1921. 

Pacts: 

In 1938 I unc sent by the Office i/o 
Obli:Titory Labour to the working.  caul) WOLFRATSAUSEN 
near i.unich. Upon ny arriv.L1 there I was put in 
charge of the supervision and cleaning of the camp 
Freniscs. 

In April 1939 I was arrested by Gestapo for 
communist activities. 	I was detained in the 	;Munich 
Policequarters until 3 	1939. Then I was 
transferred to the 7:LAT1 LUSEN concentration camp where 
I remained under observation for 6 months, and I was 
subsequently sent to the Block 5. I have been 
successively u:aplo.;.ed on unloading railway trucks and 
as cleaner. 	1 November 1944 I worked with a 
disciplinary Coy in a quarry because I had stolen 
food from a Store. In this camp wore French POW's 
and deportees; there were also Russians, Belgians,•
Italians and Americans. 

Cn 23 September 194.3 I was sent together 
with 300 of my comrades to the LOIBL4ASS concentration 
camp where I worked as a minor and subsequently as 
driver of a Diesel enEine. 

On 6 cly . 1945 tll Austrian and German 
internees we:oJ without special notion incorporated 
in the S. At the advance of the Allies vie 
received the order to burn all documents relating to 
the prisoners. 	I took advantage of this and 	got hold 
of fly Internecl:.  Card which I concealed until my 
departure. 

On 12 . 4.ay 194.5 I deserted the German army 
and surrendered at B1SCHOESHOFEN. There I reported 
to the American authorities, and show them my card of 
Political Internee. They have issued me with 1 
certificate;. 	I had to hand them over my Card of 
Internee. 

/ During 
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During 	ifitern.ient in the LOIBL-P;ISS 
camp, at the end of 19/i4, I "..1%3 i3cigrr.t,1 together with 
65 of 7.17,r co,.trades, 30 of which wore Frenchmen, to be 
sent to 	 carp in order to pass into the gas 
chnnber. I have intervened at Da. FILL, Director 
of the enterprise for opening the tunnels, whom 
I knew since the time when I 	ke as a 
r.cchanician. I entreated the afore named in 
order that he uay intervene in our favour. He 
inmedintk.)ly contacted SS general KOSSNER who gave 
the orders that the transport -;could not be sent 
to 	 I 	in the possession of a letter 
by DR. FILL which corraborate.s what I have just 
said to you. DR. PILL is at present staying at 
STEEG on WiLLSTATTERSEE, Ober-Osterrcich. 

after his statement - translated from 
- has been read over to hin, the named 

C-...IRTNER Johann persist and signs. 

Security Off icor 

(sgd) GARTNI1R Johann 

Taking into account that the named GiiRTNER 
Johann does not recognise the facts which he is 
accused of, and that on the other hand these facts 
cannot be checked. 

He will be locked up at STEINHOF, 
his appearance bdfcre a cou'petent court. 

Security. Officer 

We enclose herewith Warrant of arrest 
of the accused, an individual notice, Order for 
incarceration, Copy of the letter by DR. FILL, 
2 Certificates, on e of which issued by the 
i,ucrican authorities. 

..1;ecurity Officer 

This docuuent has been raade in Vienna on twentieth 
of r,pril thousand nine hundred forty seven, and 
is to be forwarded to the Delegate for the 
investig9tion of War Crt.ies, 

S.eourity Officer 

Signature illegible. 

• 
Official Translation : LINRENCIC 

• 
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Name of accused, his 
rank and unit, or 
official position. 

(Not to be translated,) 

..3er  
/L. ife.k7 l,: Io 	h 'riodric 	; 

,oth  in cu 

Date and place of 
commission of al-
leged crime. 

Number and descrip-
tion of crime in war 
crimes list. 

References to rele-
vant provisions of 
national law. 
Breaches of Tnter-
nati on al Lasi 

....arch or Aril 1945. 

:11.7 

...:urderatatia.ttem.pve..2 	 of 	Alers of war. 

uraerelmOtttem2ted murder. 

:'reaches of the laws and usaT:es of war. 

SHORT STATEMENT OF FACTS.  

.:!;ither earl; in ::arch or April 1945 both accus -:d \yore in an ajr-raid shelter 
during an air-raid by the Allies on BITC:UTICK. 	The accused 	.:;-as. the warden 
r.soonsible for the shelter in Ii_iestion. 	During the raid three Jug(,:-.1av prisoners 
of war cane into the shelter and it was discovered that they had stolen sugar beet 
in their possession. 

	

	It transpired that the prisoners had. taken the sugar beet from 
f a local farm, the owner o which happened to be in the shelter. During a pause in the 

air-raid both accused took the three prisoners back to the farm where they were made 
to replace the ::ugar beet on the spot from which they had stolen it. 	Immediately they 

had done so 	ordered :..1.1:12a31.11:', to do his duty, whereupon, first 	and then 
(.','ZISG'q drew their pistols and fired at the prisoners from a range of three yards. 

'Ihey all 
fell to the ground and were left for dead. ?he air-raid then recormence.d and 

.6h,, 
 accused and witnesres of the shooting returned to the shelter. After the air-raid 

vas over the accused and witnesses returned to the spot where the bodie3 had been left 
. 	(Continued overleaf) /lying 

TRANSMITTED 	. ... 	.o.r the. 	 DTLAA.) 	  

• Insert serial number under which the case is registered in the files of the National Office of the accusing State. 

(N145) N1/4 
 1'.2128127 5m. 248. r. &CO. 745(8) 

(For the Use, of the 8ecretariat) 
	 MO /74 c--/ S /76 /19Z (HO 

• Registered Number. 	 Date of receipt in Secretariat. 	09.10 

S )  1q41 4..74  	t  t  O J 

UNITED NATIONS WAR CRIMES COMMISSION 
. . . 	 AGAINST 	 WAR CRIMINALS 

CASE No 	 
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lying but they had disappeared. liowev,:r, one pri toner was later found close to 
the spot with wounds in his stomach and jaw. 	This 	via; admitted to hospital 
'..here he died the next day. 	there is evidence to show that the other two wounded 
uien were also admitted to hospital but it is not known whether or not they re-
cover-,(1. 
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LK:pesition cf 
:ALTER KRi,USE  

Deposition on oath of ':alter Krause, male, of 20 Lim;,eckerstrassc 
Braunschwei-, sw?rn bef_re Lieut. n. R. D'Lstugues, G,nen.1 List Of ..ar 
Group (N..E) at Braunschwei-:, on June 13th 1947. 

I am alter Krause, born 4. 2.1898 at :raunschweil;, I live at Limbecker 
Strasso 2Q in iraunschwei;:,. I al,: a 1,oksr:ith 1)7 profession. I am marricd 
and I have three children. Two 7ir1L of 32 and 26 years of a:c and one s)n 
- .1" 20 years of 	I believe in God (g)ttjauebig) and I Cthl of German 
nationality. Since 1. 5.1933 I have been a member -f thc NSDAP. During 
the war I was a Hilfsblockleiter. I did n: :t belong to any subsidiary 
organisations - f thc ?arty. I wr.z member if the 1-iSV from 1943. I did not 
hold any offices there. 

I :as a shelter supervis-r (i;unkerw-ft) in the shelter in the B:rsis strasse 
since 1940. In the month of March 1945 I was in the saulter late at night. 
/hen I came 6:-wn the steps I s-.w 3 prisoners Jf wer in uniform standing in 
the shelter. These three prisoners ha beetreot in their arms. I heard 
2ricke saying these prisoners may return the beetr of whore it had come fr-m. 
Thereupon Grieger, licinburf,, myself as well as sore other people, I can not 
remember now who it 	went .2.1ong with the pris)ners t the beetreot pit 
of Prickeis farm. 

1hen we arrived at the pit the prisoners thre the bectr t into thc pit. I 
sto:d about 5 or 6 Letres behind Mcinburg an CTrieger an I coul, seen that 
shots were fired. I can ne: say nova wir.' fired First but I can say with 
certainty that both fired. The prisoners fell t: the -round. I have not 
hearL that _e prisoners zroane„,  r cried. Immedi -Aely after the shots had 
been fired I returned to the shelter. I have n' t seen MeLiburg or Grieger 
roturnins into the shelter. 

After the all-clear, that may have ,been about one hour later, I loft the 
shelter to ;ether with Kuester and Thacrinegen. On my way home I noticed a 
prisoner of w2..r .Alo was sitting on the steps of the bombed out Bebelhof. 
assumed tnat this was one of the people Shot at. 	stopped about 10 metres 
from the prisoner. A car came pass an. stuope in front of us. I believe 
that Thaeringcn or Kuestertol:! the police erficer who sat in the car, that 
there was one wounded prisoner of war here. I left for home after that. 
Thaeringen ar0 Kuester staye with the prisoner. I wont horns an.:1 I do not 
mow what happens:! to the prisoner. 

At the sho-Iting Meinburg 	 bith -:.yrc their uniform, both were in 
possession of a revolver. 'Then the shots -:..ere fire- Mcinburg and Grieger 
were stan,!ing in a listened of about 3 or 4 yetres from the prisoners. . 

That is all I have to say about th inci cnt. 

Sworn by the sea.: !eponent, ',falter Krause, voluntarily at Braunschweig 
on June 19th 1947 before no LiGUto A.R. D'AstuLiues of oar Crimes Group (NJE) 
,..etaile. by 	British Arry of the hninu. 

Certified that this is a true translation from German into 1,n:;lish of the 
)eposition of 'alter Krause, cp -sition No.l. 

H. Q.BAOR 
July 3th 1947. 

(ligne) 
Interpreter 

'Jar Crimes Group. ME) 

• 
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Translation of D: Edition 

of 

Heinrich Fricke  

Deposition on oath of Heinrich 	malev ef Hentscholstrasse 17 
Braunschweiee, worn before Lieut. D'Astugues A.R., General List, ef . rar 
Crimes Group (hL7), at Draunochwei:;, cn June lath 1547. 

I am Heinrich Prick())  born 19. 9.1903 in Dreunschweiz, my home is at 
Hentochelstrasse 17. I am married and I have one child of 8eyears of age, 
I am a fermer by profession. I can of Protestant religion and of Gorman 
nationality. I have never been r. member of the NSDAP 	of ono of their 
subsidiary erganisations. 

In the beginning of March 1945 I had gone with my family to - the air raid 
shelter in the course of an air raid alarm, at about 22.00 hrs. After about 
one hour or one and a half hours I wes called to the entranocef the shelter 
by a man whom I did net know. At the entrance steed th,.; shelter policeman 
Meinburg, the shelter superviser Crieger and some more peeple as wel1 as 
three P.O."Js. I assume these prisoners were Slovaks. I also assumed that 
the three prisoners came from the School in the .iiolfenbuettler Strasse, where 
these prisoners used to bo accemmedated. The three Slovaks had beetr=oot in 
their arms. I was asked by one of the reople preser I do not ICIad now who 
it was, whether the beetroot belonged te me. As I pcssessed at the time in 
the vicinity of the Debelhof ( then Limbeckerhof) a beetroot pit, and as there 
was no other such pit in the vicinity, I replied that these most probably 
were mine. One of the people present then asked what had to be done with the 
prisoners to weich I replied that they may take the beetroot br.ok t the place 
where they hae taken them. I.  saw then that the three prisoners and with them 
Mcinburg, Griegor and Krause left the shelter. A few minutes later I went 
myself accompanied by Hermann bienert to tnc farm in order to ascertain 
whether everything was in ardor. The uoors to my house remained alwves open 
in case of an alarm se t.1 at help e. uld arrive quickly in case of fire. After 
I had ascertained that everything et home was all rijlt, I went back to the 
shelter again. I nac been awv from the shelter f;Je abut 3 minutes. On the 
way to my farm and on the way back to the shelter I did not hear any shots. 
After about 20 to 25 minutes Grit: er and Noinburg came back into the shelter. 
They entered the room of the shelter administration efficial Stahle:ut, and I 
was present in his room as well. Meinburg then said that the three prisoners 
had escaped, that ho had called them ano that he had then ;Axed after them. 
Grieger did not say amrthine :bout the matter and ee eid net ask him about it. 

The next day Ncinburg said-in the shelter, thet h; had searcleee fer the 
three prisoners later- on in the night, but that these were ri:t fcuni. I 
not know what had happened to the prisoners. 

I can say about Crieger that ho was a man who could easily et excited.-  He 
has asked Meinburg several times that he (Meinburg) should apply stronger 
means. Ho was very actively eorking fer the party and he was unpopular 
because: of his harshness.. 

That is all I have to seo-  t this matter. 

by -chi: said deponent Heinrich :Triek°, volunt.ecily before me Lieut. 
DIAstugues, detailed by C—in—C. British trmy ef the Rhino, on June 13th 
1947, at Draunschwei. 

Certified that this is a -cm, tiansLAd.m fr.131 .;,:(1-1n into .nlish of th, 
deposition of Heinrich Fricke, deposition Ne.2. 

H. Q. FOR 
Judy 8th 1947. SA)gt, interpreter 

War Crimes Gr-up WO 
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Translation of Deposition Wo. 3. 

Deposition of  

BEILL  

Deposition on oath of arl Heinz Bionort, 	of 9 Borsigstrasso 
Braunschweig, sworn before Liout. 	DI—stuguos, General List of War 
Crimes Group (NWE) at Braunschwoig, on Juno 18th 1947. 

I am Karl Heinz Bionort, born 17.5.1928 at at Braunschweig, I live 
at 9 Borsiger Strasso. 	I at:, sinlo and live with my parents. 	I a; of 
protestant religion and of Gonlan nationality. 	I was a membor of the 
Hitler Jugend since 2064.1938. 	I have not boon a no, bor of any subsidiary 
formation of the NSDILP6 

In the beginning of ::arch 1945 I \.-As on oly way as a i:.ossanger in 
Borsigstrasso, Limbeckerstrasse and Hontscholstrasse. 	It was during an 
air raid at night. 	-,:hen I arrived in front of the shelter I saw sovorl 
people standing there as won as 3 prisoners of war. Shortly afterwards 
Licinburg, Griogor and a third man, whoa I however did not recognize, car c 
out from the shelter and those three loft together with the three prioners 
in the direction of the farm of the faruer Fricke. 

I followed this grow_ of men, although no one had asked 1.10 to do so, 
just because I was curious what the matter was. 	The group wont to the 
beetroot pit belonging to the farmer Fricke, situated about 50 metres behind 
Fricke's house. 	I could see then that one of the prisoners pointed with 
his hand to the pit holding a beetroot in his hand. 	I ca2Ao nearer to a 
distance of about 10 i.lotros and I hoard Griogor saying to ,:oinburg: "Berthold 
do your duty". -  'Whereupon Leinburg- drew his pistol_and shot at the throe 
prisoners from a distance of about throe metros. 	He fired 3 shots. 	The 
prisoners fell to the ground. 	Thereupon full alarm was sounded. 4:t few 
seconds afterwards Grieger drew his pistol as well and fired three shots at 
the lying prisoners from a distance of about 3 ootres. The prisoners 
did not give any sound. 	whothor the prisoners were dead I can not say, 
as I went away irsaediately afterwards towards the shelter. 	I did not 
return to this spot after the alarm was over. When I camo back to the 
shelter I only told :Ay father about the incident and ho advised o,o to keep 
my mouth shut. 	I have not seen ::cinburg and Griogur returning to the shelter. 
I do not know what had happened to the three prisoners, people only talked 
that the prisoners had not been found. 	I could not recognise the third man who 
accoapanied :.ioinburg and Griojor with thJ 3 prisoners, but this man was 
present at the shooting. 

That is all I have to say about the incid.ut. 

Sworn by the said deponent Yarl He=inz Bienert, voluntarily at 
Braunschweig, on June 18th 1947, before 	Liout. 	R. D'Astuguos detailed 
by C. in C. British Lroy of the Rhine. 

Certified that this is a true translation from Goman into English of the 
deposition of Karl Heinz Bicnort, doposition No. 3. 

F.I=. Barbey S/Sgt. interpreter. 
War Crimes Group (niE) 

H.Q. Bi,OR. 
July 8th 1947. 
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Deposition of 

PAUL BUSCH 

Deposition on oath of Paul BUSCH, male, of 54. Siogiudstrassol  Brunswick 
sworn before hicut. 	R. DII:stugues, General List, of War Cri:::us Group 
(N E) at Braunschweig, on June 18th 194.7. 

I am Paul Busch born 6.2.1900 in Braunechwaig, I live at 54 
Siegfriedstrasse at Braunschweig, I am businessman by profession. I am 
married and I have a daughter of 26 years of age. I au of protestant 
religion. I have never been a member of the NSMP. In 1943 I was called 
up to the Luftschutzpolizei (air raid police) as a Wachtmeister (Sgt.) 
I have been a member of the Did' since 1938. 

In the beginning of ;.larch 1945 I was ordered by Captain Berndes to 
keep a watch, in my capaoity as a Sgt.(Wachtmcister) of the air raid 
police, on the shelter supervisor and party official GRIEGER. The reason 
was that there were continuous complaints about Grieger coming to the 
H.Q. of the air raid police. 

So many complaints about Grieger's tyrannical behaviour in the shelter 
as-well as generally towards the population were received at the H.Q. air 
raid police, that his case was foraardud to the Krcislcitung. In spite of 
this Grieger was not dismissed as the Kreisloiter Heilig helped him at 
the time. 

During the air raid alarm I saw that several slowak prisoners of war 
were brought into the shelter. 	11..-ter some time these prisoners, they 
raight have been three of four, left the shelter accompanied by Eeinburg 
Grieger and Thaeringon. 4;s far as I can remember the farmer Fricke 
went behind. I placed myself to the entrance of the shelter as I wanted i 
to know where these people were going. ilfter a while I heard several 
shots fired. Ilfter about 15 to 20 minutes Grieger and i,ieinburg came 
back to the shelter and ieinburg said as he was entering the shelter: 	1 
"'Nell, they won't steal any more beetroot"! — I saw that Leinburg had a 
revolver in his hand, and I asked him about the following: "Where will you \ 
got your cartridges back, if you have fired?" whereupon he answered: 
"I shall gut these from Gestapo again". 

After about one hour, when the air raid afar.: was over, I mmeinburg 
Grieger as well as several other men leaving the shelter. A11 went 
towards the farm of the farmer Fricke. I went ho:lo with my wife, my 
flat was just opposite the shelter in the Borsigstrasse. The next 
morning people talked about Slowaks who were shot or shot at, but that 
no one could find them. 

I have nothing to add to my atateEent. 

Sworn by the said depoent Paul Busch, valuntarily, at Braunschweig on June 

18th 1947, before me, Lieut. 	D'stugues, Investigating Officer, detailed 
by C. in C. British.Arny of the Rhine. 

Certified that this is a true translation fro:.: German into English of the 
deposition of Paul Busch, deposition No. 44 

F.M. Barbey S/Sgt. Interpreter 
War Crimes Group (N WE) 

July 9th 1947. 
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Translatien of 	
Deposition No. 6. 

Deposition of 
Ewald KUESTER 

Deposition on oath of Ewald Kuester, aale, of 29 ..,mtsbergotrause 
Braunschweig, sworn before Lieut. D',:,stugues 	General List, of .i;ar 
Crimes Group (11.42) on June 20th 1)47.-  

I am Ewald Kuester, born G. 9. 1667 in Theioinger near Zwitz 
(Thuringia). I an married and I had one son, who died in 1935. 
of protestant religion and of Genian nationality. I am a smith by a;:l  
profession. 	I have been a meaber of the NSLI;e? since 1933. I was 
a Scharfuehrer in the S.', reserve since 1933. 

In the beginning of Harch 1945 I stood at the entrance of the it raid 
shelter in the Borsigstrasse (west entrance) in my capacity of a shelter 
supervisor. ...bout at midniL:ht, I can not remember the exact time, 3 or 
4 P.o.'Ps were brought into the anteroom of the shelter. I noticed that 
they had beetroot beneath their coats. It :.gay be that Kramer had brought 
these people into the shelter, but I cannot reaember this exactly. 

ihfter about quarter of an hour the prisoners of war left through the 
west entrance in the com)any of Meinburg and Grieger. I can not say 
to-day whether Krause and Kramer were in the group as well. I remained 
in the shelter the whole time until the all-clear came and until all the 
people went heae. „fter that I had to switch off the lights. I'Lfter the 
all clear I wont with several people, one of them certainly was Grieger, 
along the Dorsigstrasse and through the garden of the farmer Fricke. I 
just remember now that Meinburg and Thaeringen was in the group as well. 
When we passed the bombed laundry I saw a prisoner sitting there on the 
steps. I imagine that this prisoner was ono of the above mentioned 
prisoners, the prisoners who had been brought into the shelter two hours ago. 
I can not affirm this however with certainly. I noticed that the man was 
bleeding in his face. 1a few einutes later a car passed and Grieger and 
Meinburg stopped the oar and asked the man in uniform sitting in the car 
to have an ambulance sent from tom.. I heard that the man in the car 
promised to send the ambulance. Thereupon I went hoae. I did not look 
after the prisoner and I have not talked to him. 

(siened) Ewald Kuester. 

Sworn by the said deponent Ewald Kuester, voluntarily at -.3raunschvieig 
on June 20th 1947 befon me Lieut. 41.T. DIAstagues, Investigating Officer, 
detailed by C. in. C. British ;,rray of the Rhine. 

Certified that this is a true translation frJa Gerr.lan into English 
of the deposition of Et le Kuester, aeposition NJ. 6. 

(signed) 	-,3arby 
S/Sgt. Interpreter, 
War Crimes Greup (DUE) 

H.Q. BAUR 
July 20th 1947 

I have never beater up a prisoner. I have nothing to add to ..Ay 
statement. 



Translation of Ltpuoition of 
FAUST ULF:RICH 
	

'Deposition No. 7. 

Deposition on oath 
Braunschweig Sued, 
Crimes Group (fiiE) 

of Ernst Ulbrich, ;.tale, of Sandgrubenweg, 47, -.  
before Lieut. 	D' 4.istugues, General List, of War 
at Braunschweig en June 2_.th 1947. 

091,  

I am Ernst Ulbrich, born 29.11404 knYiendorf, Kreis Gardelegen (4dtmark) 
I am married and I have one child of 7 years of acre. I an a town 
supervisor by profession. I al of protestant religion and of German 
natinality. - 

I have never been a maAber of the N311.2 or o one of its organisations. 
During the war I was employed in clearing streets and l was under the orders 
of the Tiefbauant. Since February 1945 I lived in the 2.0..Ps camp in the 
Welfenbuettler Street. 

"bout the beginning of March 1945 the Sgt. Jilhela HOHORST gave  ray, 
the order to search fJr a prisoner. That was about 6 a.m. He told ne 
that during the night already .two nore wounded prisoners had been taken 
by ambulance to the hospital in the Gliesmarode Street. Hohorst told no 
to look after the prisoner in the neighbourhood of the Charlottenhoehe. 

When I came to the big railway bridge which crosses the Alfenbuettler 
Street I saw the prisoner. Heras coming towards no slowly and made the 
impression of being semi-conscious. I recognised by his uniform that 
was a Slowak from the camp-  in the VUlfenbuettler Sehool. His face was 
grossly swollen and I noticed that he was shot in his left jaw. his face 
was eneared with blood, but he did not bleed any more. `otherwise I did not 
notice that the man was hit. I conducted the :ian to the school taking him 
under ray arm, and I handed him over in the guard roon. I s).w then how his 
comrades took him up the steps. 

..t about 8 a.n. I conducted the column of sick prisoners to the hospital 
(Staniortenlazarett). ;Lmongst the sick there was also the wounded man. 
One had placed him on a cart upon some blankets. I was told that the man 
had also several shots in his backside. 

I arrived at the hospital at about 9 a.m. and I accompanied the wounded 
inte the anteroom. When I entered the anteroom I saw the 2 Slowaks 
lying on stretchers. These were the 2 Slowaks brought in during the 
previous night. They were covered with wollen blankets. Shortly after-
wards one staff doctor and 2 French doctors who were already known to ne 
fron the caqp, as well as two nurses entered the anteroom. One of the 
nurses uncovered the wounded aen and I saw that both had shots in the _,reast 
and in the stomach. The doctors looked at the wounded men and the staff 
doctor ordered them to have the wounded taken to the upper floor. Thereupon 
I had to leave the room. I do not know whether the three men have died. 
I waited then until the people who had reported sick had been treated and 
then I went :Jack with them. 

- In the cane in the Wolfenbuettler Street there were about 409 P. 0.Wls 
since February 1945. They were Slowaks. These prisoners were previously 
in the tramways depot in the Eisenbuettler Strasse and they had been moved 
to Wolf enbuettler Strasse Taubsttuiaenanstalt 4institute of the deaf and mute) 
fter an air raid which destroyed the dt.pot. Thu prisoners 	very 
little to eat and were very undernourished. Sui:,,e hc.d swollen oxtreraitiee 
and could not go to work. .iLt 6 a.m. they got one cup of tea and went to 
work. Then they did not get any food until the evening. .t,t 6 p.m. they 
came Lack fra:a work and got 1 pint of watery soup, ono slice of bread and a 
little piece of butter. Every second day they received an additional • 
quarter pound of neat or sausage. I have never seen that the prisoners 
were beaten by anyone. I have told ivs:_df the foremen who wore in charge 

/ of single 
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of single coluuls of prisoners to treat the prisoners well. ;L:.; a Euard 
(Wachmann) it was my 'job to check about 3 to 4 squas of prisoners when 
they were out un jobs. 	In the school the .1)risoners 	to sleep on the 
floor as no beds were available and nothinE could be procured at thLA 

In February until the surrender Sj. Kauer and Cpl Kuachinski were in 
'charEe of the oap besides SEt. ■ihm. Huhorat. 	Huhorst was askini; for 
better food ou:Laies. 

The foreman of the clearinE operations in the vicinity of the 13eLelhof 
in ',larch was RaliTSc who worked for the Tiefbauaut. 	is all i have 
to say. 

Sworn by the said deponent Ernst 151:Jrich, voluntarily at raunschweiL 
on June 2Cth 1947, before e Lieut. 4..R. DIJ,.stuEues Investibatint; Officer, 
detailed by C. in C. -12ritish .'.rmy of the Rhine. 

Certified that this' is a true translation from German into EnElish of the 
deposition of Ernst Ulbrich, Derusitioni46. 7. 

( 	F.N. 2arLy 
S/SEt, Interpreter. 

War Crimes Group (i E) 
H.Q. Lritish.x1-.,y of the Rhine 
July 22nd 1947 
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Etract of Deposition 	 Deposition eo.o. 
of 

Deposition on oath of AlheLe Hohorst, mr..,.1e, of 2 iorkstraases.Braunachweie, 
sworn Lefure Lieut. 	D'oeturues, Ge=neral.  Lists of ',ie.". Crio.ies Group (o.iE) at Braunschweio7, on June 21st 1947. 

I acs 	Hohorst burn 22.2.1699 in oore7_ Lvrischenhahn on uldenburt. 
..larried. and I have no child.'ren. 	I am a businesei.:an by profession.. 

I 	of protestant relieion ail of Geruan 	 I have never been 
meober of the MR.? or of one of its ore;..^..nisal.ions. 	I :-/as e ,.116a. trip to 

the iiehruacht in i,urust 1939. 	I wres first with an artillery Refit (171".at 
oraunschweig). In May.  1940 I was posted. to the Ho in Braunsc'nweig and I 
stvew until summer 1943 in Braunschweig. From suooler 194.3 until begirnino 
of January 1945 I was in H.04 Hr...nnover. 	I was a Sgt. from 194.; onwards. 

the end of february I c ame back to Braunschweig and I became croop 
cemoandant of the 	Camp 6O03 in the school in the "jolfen'ouettler 
Street. 	I r..:7-1ained thei-e until two days bofore the arrival of the .:..mericr.s.ns.. 

I cen remember that the Slovak interpreter reported to :e one night in 
1,k,..rch 1945 tl-r.t 3 or 4 prisoners of war were -.lissing and that they were shot 
at. Os far as I can remember 2 of the mio.sing people were found the same 
mil-It in the vicinity of Charlottenhoche. I also remember that 2 wounded 
were brought into the hospital Glie,smarodestre-et but I could not say 
whether this hajpened during the nieht or already in the oornini. They 
were not bandaged in the camp as we had no dressily .-Laterial at all. I 
can also remember that I sent out people early next morning to search after 
J ne or two of the missino prisoners, 1  can nut remember now whether it 
was one or two people vie were loukinz for. i joined the search party 

When I a:)proached the large railway crossing in the l'elfenbuettler 
Street I saw a man coming towards us. I thou:ht first that he was drunk 
as he was swaying from one side to the other, ":/hen he came nearer I 
realised that it was one el the prisoners from my camp.- 	far as I can 
reoember he was hit by shots. That he was hit by several shots in the body 
we .later found out, when the man was brought into his r..)om and the clothes 
were taken off. os far as I can remember that man was brought into the 
Standort-hospital in Gliesmaridestrasse early next morning. I can nut 
re;aelaber who accompanied the wounded to the hospital, in any case it ...Alai; 
have been one of our guards. -a- far as I can remember I -eces told then 
that the ;:an had died at miC..day in the hospital. I can not remember having 
received a report about the other two people sent to hospital during the 
ni:ht and theoefore I do not ,:now whether they have aied or not. 

-Alen an air raid alana we, sounded the prisoners hat. t, ::e into the 
sports field. facing the school building, and there they should be .1.Larded 
until the end of the raid. 4.s this however was impossible as we only had 
23 men to uuard the prisoners, I later iosued ^n order allowino the 
priseners to disperse throughout the vicinity of the school an=_ to take 
cover. The prisoners were toll not to ,.A3 near the town or near 
Charlottenhoehe, and especially not to the Reichsjuzendakademie in the 
lolfenbuettler Strasse, because there they would have been shot at by the 

police or the patrols of the Hitler Youth. In my opinion several prisoners 
however went searchini: for food during the raids and as far as I can 
remember it happened about up to ten times that prisoners of our cr.‘olp vrc;ro 
shut at. 

Together ivith me there were the full efin-,: guards in the camp: 
K1OUE2, now employed in Brunswick Townhall, Cpl. PAUL imc1-01131{.1 

of 124 Celler Street Brunswick. Ey office clerk was the Cpl HETORICH 
S...iTER, who now lives in Siegfried Viertel Brunswick. 	 ha)pened. to 
the records and index carts of the GaLI) I could not say to-day. 	I (.1:313U,11C 

however that these have been destroyed. Sanders should know more 
about it. I have nut taken any record with me. I assume teat copies 

/ of these 

• 
Tranelatien of 
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of these records ..lust have been with the Comt.-Lanclant of the l'risoners of 
Ahrkreis XT in FallinEbestel. In cases of death we issued, as far as I 
can remember 5 copies of death cortific'.tes :ihich r_..11 went to the ceral..ny, 

Certified that this is a true translf:ti .n fro the German into Enr,:lish of 
extracts of the deposition of ,;ilhelm- iiihorst , Del/o.dtion Ho. C. 

H.Q. B.,(JR. 
July 22nd 1947 (sinned) P,11, -.Darbe,y 

S/Sr,:t. Interpreter 
..iar Crimes Group 0..-F4E) 
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TransL.tien cf 	 De__sitien Nei. 11 

DEl=OSITIOU 

of 

Deposition on oath of Helmas Klara, female, of Brunswick, 	Str 
No. 19, sworn before Lieut. A.R. DtAstugues, General List, 	CrimLs 
Group (N',-,E) at Bruns7iick on June 25th 1947. 

I am Klara Helmas, born in Nciondorf Kreis Braunschweig on June 5th 
1895, I cm a cook by profession, a widow, of German natiLnality, a roman 
catholic by religion. I have not boon previem.).sly convicted by a court 
because of perjury or giving false evidence. 

Since 1943 I have been a cook in the hospital Gliesmarodestrasse. During 
my stay there several allied P.o..,:ts were truatud in the hospitcl. The 
following doctors were employed in the hospital when I arrived: 

Staff doctor, Dr Ebeling, now in a car ip in Padeborn 
Chief Field doctor, Dr. Sperber, now practicing in Hornburg 
Staff doctor, Dr. Oppermann, living in Gliesmarodc 
and two French doctors, Dr Dedelle and Dr. Keller 

All the above mentioned doctors remained in the hospital until the end of 
the war. 
I remember the following incident which has taken place in the night when 
the "Holzgartcn" in the Wolfenbuctticr Strasse was destroyed. Between 
1 and 3 o'clock in the morning 2 men with shots in the stomack were brought 
into the hospital. This was shortly after the all clear. Both were brought 
into the cellar where I saw them lying on field beds. One of the men was 
groaning and asked for water which however I could not give him as he had a 
shot in his stomack and I had been previously told several times that such 
people were not allowed to drink any water. The other man, who was brought 
in at approx the same time was shot in the liver. So I was told. 

To judge by his accent the wounded man who asked fcr water was either a 
Croat or a Slowene. Dr Dodelle and Dr Keller were certainly present at that 
time as they always were in the hospital when allied personnel was brought 
in. As the wounded man continued to groan I asked a nurse t: send a medical 
orderly with an injection which would help him in his pains. k modical 
orderly, who was a monk, went down to see the wounded and gave him an injection 
and stayed with him. Shortly after the wounded had been brought in another 
wounded came who was wounded in his jaw and stomack, The next morning the 
monk told me that one of the wounded men (one of the men wounded in the 
stonack) had died "fallen asleep". By the expression "fallen asleep" I under-
stood that he had blood to death. At this time two. French sanitary orderlies 
were employed in the hospital, their first naes were Gastin and Jules. 

I particularly remember the two prisoners because I was told that the two 
had been surprised when breaking into premises. I think I remember that one 
of the wounded men was brought into the hospital by a man called ULBRICH. 

(Signed) Klara Halms 

SWORN by the said deponent Klara Helmas, voluntarily at Brunswick on June 
25th 1947, before me Lieut. A.R. DtAstugues, detailed by C. in C British Army 
of the Rhine. 

Certified that this is a true translation from German into English of the 
deposition of Klara H elnas deposition Ile. 11 

H.Q. BACA 
July 22C. 19470 

S/S,,,P.t. Interpreter 
':/Fr Crimes Group (NZ) 
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41 Translation of 	

Deposition NG. 12 

LEPOSITION 

of 

Fricdrich 

Deposition on oath A.* Friedrich Wilholn GRI:GEi,, male, of Braunschweig B(_,rsigstrasso 12, sworn before Lieut. 	D'Astuguos, General List, of 
War Grimes Group (IM), at Pisohbock, No 2 WCHU, on July 2nd 1947. 

I ar:1 Friedrich Wilhol Gricgor, burn 28 July 1895 in Halberstadt, 
rAn marriud and I have ono daughtor of 25 years of ago. 	I am of now- 
apostolic religion and of Gorman Nationality. During the war I did not 
attend the services of the nc,r-apostulic community because I was overworked 
with matters concerning the party. 

I have boon a nenbor of the NSD.1) since Lay 1st 1933. 	From that dato 
on I was Ortsgruppon Kassonloiter of the Ortsgruppe Charl-ttunhoche. I was 
in the Si, from 1933 until 1936, my rank was Rottonfuchror. 	I also was a 
nmber of the Roichsbund Doutschor Boanten (Association uf Gorman Employocs). 
Within this association I was thu socrotary in the ropair works of the 
Roichsbann at Braunschwoig. I have boon a mombor yf the NSV since 1934. 
I hold no effico within this organisatin. 

I am a socrotary of the iWichsbann by profossion. 

Since Octobor 1943 I was the Air-raid shelter supervisor of the Borsig-
strasso sholtor. Later on I became the officer in charge of the sholtor 
administration and thus I was responsible for the pouplo who ontorod this 
shelter as well as rosponsiblo for the other shelter supervisors. 

On the 2nd of April - I remoi.ibor wolf that data as I wont to DarzJark on 
the following day - at about 12 o'clock at night or nay-bo lator, I stcppod 
out from the sholtor and I saw 3 slowakian P.o.W's standing at the entrance. 
With thorn stood Thaeringon, the .:,ntswalter, as woll as Krause, Pricko and 
Kronor. 

Kramer told no that the three had broken 	Fricko's house. Thoroupon 
all people prosont sent to the farm of Fricke. 	It was very dark and I canra 
ronombor to-day in which order the people arrived at the farn. 

I was following the people. ::cinburg walked loft next t myself, about 
In on ny loft. 	Suddenly 3 shots wore fired, as far as I remember. 

Koinburg had fired thoso shotS. 	It was too dark and I culd 	sac the 
P.o.Wts collapsing. 	I took my pocket Lam„,  and throw some light on to tho 

ground. 	I could sou three P. earl's lying on tho ground with their face 
towards the ground. 	I admit having fired 4 .::-arc shots on the prisoners, the 
first of those shots was a misfire. 	I fired from a distance of one motor 
and I aimed in their neck. I could not ascertain whothor these poop to wore 

hit. 	Jhen I fired those pouplo did not givo any sound but they lay quietly. 

In the meantime alarm (incroasod alarm) was sounded and all tho people 
present wont back to the sholtor. 	I left the placo as the last man. 
After the air raid, that is aftor abAlt half or three quartor of an hour 
later I wont with lioinburg, Thaorini.;on and Krause to look aftor the men 

(the 114-0-Ws). 'Jo did not find the three on the placo 
of the shooting and 

later search for the prisonors was without any succors. 

1,t about 2.30 a.m. wo saw in tho boi.ibod Bubolhof one wounded prisoner 
sitting thoro. In my opinion this man was wounded in his jaw. 	I cannot 

say whothor this man was ono of the throe 1.10411, 	wore shit at before. 

I wont home giving as a reason that I had to ;:ot up early next morning. 

/Thaeringdn 
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Translati'.n 	
Dop-siti-n No 13 

D:PCSITION 

of 	. 

r32i1THOLD  ::axBuRq. 

Dopositiun on oath of Bertholdi:oinburg, nalc, of Braunschwoig, Karl ::arx 
Strasso 32, sworn before Liout DI"stu,Nos, Goncral List, of War Cris:-es Gr_up 
(N4.1.0 at Fischbock, No 2 	Crics Holding Centre 	July 2nd 1947. • 

 
I ar Borthold :

.
einburg, born 23.9.95 in Braunschwoig, I marriod in 1919. 

I was divorcod in 1946, I have no children. I an business nan by pr::fossixl 
originally I eras an act r and producor. I an '.41  prAostant religion and A' 
Gorman Nati:,na2ity. 

".t the enc _I' 1942 '_1" in the bug-Inning of 1943 I was forced to j.. in the 
Police service, 	I was first a clork, later on I. was omploycd as a 
Ordnungsdionst (sentry to 1,)ok after public order) in case of air raid alas;.: 
in the shelter Borsigstrasso. 

"t one air raid;  the night boforo Griogor loft for Danmark)  I was in the 
shelter Borsigstrasso and I sag thoro 3 sluwak P.o.Wls. 	I gave ordors that 
those thoro should rouain in tho shelter Burin„ the air raid. 

Botwoon 2 and 3 o'clock in the morning I ca no back into that ro.:n and 
I noticed that the three prisoners wore not there any more. 	I should like 
to add that I was told by one '_;f the people present)  that the three prisoners 
had stolen beetroot frog.: the farlor Fricke. 

I did not sac' that the three prisonors loft the sholtor and I did not 
knew with when they loft. 

I must add that I hoard that a fag shuts war° fired, just as I was on ny 
way fron the shelter to the farm of Fricke. 	I wont to Fricko's fan.: as I 
assumod that the throe prisonors had gone thoro, and on the way to the farm 
I heard the shots. 

I. not Griogor on ny way tJ the fan: ^nd as full alarm was sounded I went 
back to the shelter together ;:ith Griogor. 

;Xtor the all-clear I wont along together with other pcoplo to search 
with searchlights for the prisonors in the vicinity of the sholtor. 

's'o did not find anyono. On the next aornin I wont nysclf to the 
slogak prisoners canp in the Wolfonbuottlur Strasso and I asked the soldier 
on duty in the duty .roon whothor suno 	the i;ris.)nors had nA returned that 
night, I woo told that all tho prisoners hr Ad c._;r.e back and that oven no 
wounded had cone back that night. 

That night there vore several policoon in uniforn in the sholtor. I 
did not possess a poliou revolver and no police duty rmunition, but only 

a alarm - pistol (Schrockshussruvolvcr), which I always had with no when on 

duty. This revolver was in 	possession fur several yoars but I cannA 
roi:.enbor the caliber and the nako of it. 

I du nA 1:m7:whether I was listed as a not bor if the NSD..13, in any 

case I did not possess a party identity card. 

I was a nonbol' of the DO since 1934. 	I hold no office thoro. 

I dolly that I have shot on the three prisoners, I never had the 

intention of ovon hurting a prisoner. On the- contrary, I holpec every 
-)risJnor, if opportunity %MS given to ne. 	This can bo testifiod 1-]7 Horr 
Kloin, (DoLlotchor) an intorprotor, lirderstrasso 2, Braunschweig. 

/That 
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PARTICULARS OF EVII) EWE' 1N SUPPORT 

A. 	Statements by the followinz witnesses:- 
4% Walter KitAlTaZ 

(ii1  Heinrich ... 3A1;11 
(iii) 7e:ar1 
(iv.) Paul MSC': 
(v) 'Ewald ElLSSTER 
(vi) Ernst UIBRICH. 
(vii), ilheltn HOHORST 

(viii) Klara IIELYAS. 

B. Statoments by both accused. 
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$4, 

(Under this heading should be included the view taken as to (a) the degree of 
responsibility of the accused in view of his official position. e.g., was offence 
committed on the offender's own initiative, or in obedience to orders, or in carrying . 
out a system approved by authority or a legal provision ; (b) the Probable defence ; 
(0) whether the case appears to be reasonably complete.) 

Although all the witnesses state that the crime happened early in 
'.;arch whereas one of the accused states that it happened in April, there is little 
doubt that they arc both referrin.: to the sane incident. This appears to be a • 
clear case of premeditated murder and the accused ';:laSq:;:t admits that he fired at 
the prisoners. The other accused denies that he fired any shots but in view of 
the overwhelming evidence by the witnesses it is not considered that there can be 
any doubt that he also did in fact fire at the prisoners. 
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of 1/i  Secretariat)  
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14 Date and place of 
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leged crime. 

Name of accused, his 
rank and unit. or 
official position. 

(Not to bc translated. 

Number and descrip-
tion of crime in war 
crimes list. 
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vant provisions of 
national law. 
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SHORT STATEMENT OF FACTS. 
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T RAI:WITTED BY 

•'■ 	 
(.117 !14  C • 

UNITED NATIONS WAR CRIMES COMMISSION 

..CHARGES AGAINST 
	

\VAR CRIMINALS 
a4leteelk.a 	o? 4S CASE No. 

• 
Insett serial number under which the case is registered in the hies of the National Office of the accusing State. 
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Cornelius Piete?•_. 

e. 
). 11.ko1a 	 L. 

8: 1.;irk 

is• liqbcrt vo- 

/D. heodnr 

:Akolatia 	• 
/2 . 	 JUrgen DI .L.; 

I 3 . ::aximilian 	_ 

41. `41rrst  

4/. 	do ;;;;..:-:- 

/6. Josef 
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Trans1-..tion of 	 , 	; 	o. 

of 

•To:1 

Josef 	 -1.1. 	', 

Depo,sition on oath of Jo:sof 

	

3tates :krap No. 38, 	 .• 
SEMTON, 3th Kin s1L 1 IriS1-1 Hussars ofJt L Iv 	• IT, •. 	011, 
Crimes Greua, 	n.t K.,-EL on the -10th 

1. 	I 2.1.:1 Josef IRAIT,L',.!FJ, born ,);" •-„; Lo 

	

194,5, I was known by the .!ite of Jo;. 	r's 1. 
1ers in order to oonr.:e..1 -.7.1y Jewish 

Pol7ni, 	 Lt 	end. of 
.•• 	. 	 'Jr 	•arrosted. 

soilt 	 I 
111. . Of I 911-2 until 20 

refused. .t.o 1,e00: 10 .).n ;..nfor: to for the 

	

until -15 June 1944. 	I iufl cnme to 
There we 'lad 	 comy,  in 

LEL 1107a.j...1ZK. 	 in l'..u.•ust 1944 
huts there. 

3. 	In the beL:innine 	 '_bout 600 on in the 	Poles, Itussians 
•:lay 	risoners 	 1945 -thero7aore 

'.•_bout 100) prisoners in the 	 t1",; : •raft 	 there 
-:.'ocaut 1,800 to 2,000. 	3turmbannfuehr 	 n7c-"nt durin:, 

the vtholc time, his 	 Unterst.wIfeehrer 	 Obers:-..harfuchrer 

	

lour, 	01;:-:er:;t rrlfuehror 	 rosponsiblo for the c --‘. 
 'n,1 17,tr on II:.',u-2,;•:bsturi.l.fuc.thror:Ir2dThih. 	The food 	t 1;`,1c.;11:•innin,-; 

fain; 	and the huts also 	 Ths: 	tref.tlent 
Insufficient fro:". the 	 L;hort t1 , the 	:!rere 7-.13o l'or- 
bicklen to beat ::risoners outside t 	 ';0-11')ICAllt3 : 	2eC1 r, ceivod„ 
the civilian population, 'cut it 	tI:iu 	n3Lo the 	I,. 	Tie conditions 
in the camp hr".d. become very bacl 	 of 1545. 	1.; :;011 ree 

5o,.1.32 with turnips rn.d. two ell:: ;.; of ,7„.;;; to eat, for t'..c 
Sumetimes there was a li 	 • :;1 	: 	 so 

	

Parale was 1,etwoon 0500 	060. 	 OAL: 
'Between 0790 and. 0300 hors the work:in . : - 	• 	 yori: • .nd returnec,. 
bet,A.)eri 1300 ancl 1900 hour:;. 	Duri.7.1. 	 L.. • eorl.:, 1 , ., 	out II 
hours there 	11.-if 	hor 1yreak :at r• 	„ 	:1•7: 	 clearin , 
LI:VP:1Y bomb 	e in KIEL or -,tork. n .11. 	. 	 17 1' 	C).:lors 

recoi.vecl no .1../.7.7 7.:hatuver 	the \tor1-.. 	The 
:lot return 

r 
..11.;11 o  

.. 	r 	 the 

til-ao when the 1:.risoner:i fromi1J L3 11.!'" 	 ".11te c. . 	Durin the 
time when I 7.ian in the C2 	at least 300 	le wore shot Or 	 Plow 

1:1 - ny have diod. over this nulber due to illnessoc; or in conse,":.::nue 
no• :(.'isliaent I cannot ,uess. 	From J totr.r  1„:5 until he c 	I1 	n on the 

apprca-Lntely threo to fo"Ir 	L') 	Li 	 1 110 
timo the prisoners wore brutar . : ' 	 of VI: 
out an:; reason 1..,11:1,tsoovca-* 

A-1pro.7-3.:.1ately in 1-'.rah 1945, I 	on the 	 ':11.11; ln the ca:r. 

I 	 party n.:turnin-: fro:." A.-ork into the ea.• 	:risoncr walke.2. 

	

U :, hind the colum 	he 111.1 	foot. 	.7.: 	 the colui::"." 
h. to salute him by talciar, 01.'2 :their 	 shout,. 
the 1.),-.•! foot; to hurr;:,, 	;rho 	it° t do 50 horver. .c) 	 s; 

shot the prisoner -from a listranee of al.7,o:It 5 or 6 
with 1;1:,r -own oyes. 	Thc; :::rUtonur re. runcl "trin oy. !t;11 3.1!Ot 

• 

2. 	:Ourin::::  the Ger 'an :',.nv7..si• 
1940 I returned. to .3/V: nn 
1,y the rt-tild--.„.;1.:olic...e in 	i, • 
;forke(. at 'n 	ont3 "tfori.:.., 
'1)14. 	I 	then arrestc,1 

-Gei.;t:.-tpo. 	I 7,7:7,.s in the 	:- :r• 
the police 
KliL-11'...13E, 'which becc:-.1e known r.s 
\to moved. into the first o It 

the infir .ary, 1;:ecause there 
fro:"' there. 	1::ri 0.0r.S1  .;ho on1 	to 
died. there :?.ftcr.:-.ras, 	Others •.,:ore 
The conditions in I.DM/LARK cp Lea 

1.)/.721. 
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later on, 	I never sa‘t this prisc)n-l' 
Dutchnan, but I t.lo not know for certrin. 

I ' elievti 	ri.r.;oner 

i. 	3hort1:-,- before the calltula 	I 	 rL t: ; • 
the cetIont store. 	Pro.; the 	rT'd I 3':.:103T Tfl 
store with two Russian -,foncn 	 and 
cells. 	The door was closoC. and. 1henrd three shots. 
nut 	on their e\.:n 2nd locke:',. the door.- 	On th; 
cement store f.s.nt.1 	 there, but nothin • else. 
sm: the corpses of rn-rx.d 	ly-inf„ in a ditch. 

liorl 	tho., next to 
into the ca-lent 

th;:, iaetenti.n1 
• II Gale 

• the 
later 

0. 	One evunily, in 	1945, I 'n. s in -ty but awl heard shots. 
shutters -.ferc; c1o!3cAl on onlcro, 	I co •-id St_ thrOUji 	 .. 

ry,..,; 	10.2.aity:  _:.rizon.c., 	the in.:1-niar; to 	itt which 	')een. duz. 

	

-,-ri:.3oners two 	 It 	-t 2 II, 	ani 	-:e. 
the prisoners !Juin 	to th. ,it 	'ne.2.rd further shots. 	I 
✓ enber the 	 : 	ri.3o.....G•r, both of '1:hose le3s h. .n• 

ahove the hn;_, 	:ihon jI I );-:2-ite1. to en.= - to the ;- _-1..t; to 'e 
n.wry 	or r1,;;CL 	: 	.; a1-..; • 	13 to th lit. 	I eoula not see -who 
but I 	 -n 	- 	 en OIL; 1,.; 0.IC whoLlt; 
no.ac: I '..;-1:Leve 	 couLl see this Oherseharfuehrer 1-..msh- 
in,:-; the 	Oi.. into the ,it. 	I also 	 shoot a r..tra-: 	then 
throw it .n.to the pit 	the -;eople. 	The;;e 	 Poles 
Russiins were Iduri.ed in this pit. 

7. About 1390 or 1330 ho.irs in April 19)45, 	in the locksnith' s workshop. 
I heard sone shots, an, I hoar', in the detentien cells th r..t 	pecutt, m was to 
take place. 	Throuh the viin1ot I sv ti: 	'Lc 	 - iith three 
2risoners oin, _into a i. .h-heuse, Lhich 	 -.1.:;ed for the Jea.2... 	IL. then 

out with one prisoner at a ti,.te anC 	. to :ale side of the hut. 	Se...;) 
corpses fere 	 there. 	The -,,,rison,r 	to lie 'Iown. on 'As sta.:‘.ch 
^-1.0 V.',12.1.A.N1 who stood there, turne' round, iut - 	foot on the prison xi s bOt 

th 	uoiand- shot hin th:).-cnh the neck fraa 
kept rope!: 	itself. • SuVeral tines a prisonur r:-:fix.e..1 to lie a,.y..n ana 	•-12; 
then threw the prisoner down in 	'trin to the 	 Two cr three 
• prisoner 1/a3 not dead La. 	 Latvi'll (7)3 	 na..:; - 1 f•.e not 
know, then fired another shot -,rith his :12.chine ;:istol. 	I have .:;_;c):•son:-.11;; 
Iritne:sJd about 2.O of these shootin1S. 	I then ■ :nt 	as I 	lon::cr 
look on. 	Later on in th'; courst 1 ti srne) eve:Lin.,, I s!-.‘.,.; 	 corntet7. 
67 corpses, who -;:cre 11 a-- lyin on  

	

the 	ot 	 1001-1. 
The victihis were Ru srans ana Poles. 

0. 	a the •)e•innin.; th u Dane J;-''3 
pri:3oner3 	 .n 

c:.n s.;111 reae...C.,er 	 'eLt: 
'unconscious near the il,rte. JENSUT c^ne 
foot, and as the prisoi-ier 
no -U30 ei.ther, however, and 	-pourell 	 ' 	 :IL.. 	The 
risoner then 	 •:., 	• 	,; • 

or.ierly. 	One 	in g.)rin;-.' 191+5 'Ali .1_ 	• ).,  
I saw Unterscharfuehrer 	 ef-...!:1 	 a 	nt of 
-them towards the lake. 	There I sin 	tcy..-arls 	 a.' IL risonar 
aria then shot him throc.:;..1 the neck (Genicksehuss) 	• short 	 -- Then 
ellliia;N went to the pit -  with his prison-.x, let the 	look 	.;orise 
drew the pistol in front of 'U.S oyes 	3tot 	I3oth .:."f;..30;ter3 Ui Lt 

in the O71O pit. 	I do not 	the nntiona.lit• of both in 2-21.s.-.)ners. 	I 
he2.rd later on that the ithad been 	by two ,:c- i.-1-.-)ners 	 0 	t 

; 

9 . 	Sturnschr.:rfuchrer ST)37-llili was 	t c 0..taf 	 • 

1.2.tc.ir conducted -..n-te.s.ro, ;.tions :?.nd sentence,',. ---.rison..-:_;„ 	I.:i. e1)-:1 On 

194.5 36 tilwanians - not 	i 	 • -1. 
• 4) because of lle, 	 i sr 	1 . 	-.1. ! 1 	1 
taro a steel helmet, 	to 	- 	Ii..-' I 	'1■;t01* 

4•7'.7!1 	 1(' 

?RA . 10W, 	1".t 

T. 32..1 :11.1 several 
the.  ./Ui his car.'30_11e. 

?el 
CI hie.  

This ,fns 
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IC . -tinutes 1.!;.t;;:r I 1-1.r(1. shots. 	I 	not 	-..-"oothor 	; 
-.:11.e.ther 	 a firin: so,uf..11. 	Lter 	-,[kiittto 1,14; •zit; 	-.11(.1. there 

	

1.; 	 .-,.„••:; 	1. 	• 1;1.,;ir ' 	'Lo' 	-11 
on 31int 	 • 	()L' 	7-;0;.1i...;::;. 	col.•,1,1, 	or, in t1-1e 
• 1)Ut. 	Z1 .7 	• fo. 	 r.t•cr0 or tI ir 	:10 t. 	1 0,o not 1;:no.,-  

..toroth•••, 	 . 	In she 1.:e 	 c:r IS' tfi /1+5 y I 
C .  H-1 	 ror 	 1 ,  c.,..use 	•• 	. I eon 	 1.e  

.t I 	 ; 	 -.•;.; • • ),,cau:-.1,•: 	1 	•,--; • ••• •1..it 
' 	1-, 	•,.:' 	;•.. • -.1 	'•.: 	 tif - 

1):Le : 	 nonu. 	.1 • • 	• :7.. 1.• 

	

if; the f)01.-1.....e 1.13Ofl 	I not...o..;(1, 	fi 	• 

	

to•-o1;1;•;-.;]. -.lit 	• 	"L,i. 	. • • 

c7-,•••.11c . .,7or interrc,  • 	On II,. 	 - 1 	..:; 	 to 
1)0c1•L"-;;•;-; 	 •.) 	 11-;. 	'-;',1;)!.. 	• ■ • 1 	 -31 

'-•,)•';••-. 	110 	 ; 	. 	• -131 -0: -..".rit.:•••••,-,-.) 	• 
b,:en 'Lurks: 	1).-;-  his 	 .t 	• 1-d:; h,„ • 	-,..1s • T. 	thus 

".•,er: tun 	. 	I ,.•.skul ; 	:,, 4:1•10 	 1 ? 	‘,3i I.  .J -„iv) 
...0 	 I 	 :-.• 	'.t • 

10. 	Rottonfuehror DI 	 •••; -1; 	1;11,, 	•••.1:; 
\3r0 til ■-`1A 	 -.3 	 Z.urin 	int :•;•;.••••• 	 • ..7. I Junt :''.3t 
a hut scro ...,.1-1n -  fro... "110 1_ .:u. 	 1 	11 	.; ; 	:; 	-111■;.7.. 011 

e1r.tir -,•„111.1 	nuatin • 	•..71.,11 • on.:1-_11.. 	 o - •t •.. -An. 	The 
then went on. 	I 11.:%-ve ortun 	iDj 	 I;•. 	el 	nun 

n.n also wo.,.;.on into a  but an 	-.:tur 	 L have also 

	

U1-1ITH wo. .rin, a aii;1•__•,01, 	 „:' or ion, into a hut r.n.'t 
thin I 1-1;•,:-Tr.1 1,11cso 	 sor -;t. 	1'i11 	ic 	. 

1 1 • 	1.. Alt:: I 1 	:I's- /0L1   /1^.:-; 	t e 	 _ 	. 	; 	 - 

or cr.r1ne. 	lie di.. • this withmtt 	 t-  ) 	 S en 
ooie coll-.s1.n. . 	a result of his 1)e. .tin,,:,s. 

12. Iui the '; 	 det - Aluel. off. 
was platoon cohin.-. -11 or." Later on he ••,--.s in ohar e of ,t'do 	 :3. 	I 
have Often CL--0n hi 	 risonrs ur. i.fi hislr1:n;:. or • cu,:. •el :.;;;) tiv -1; they 
00. -tati.i.)s fell to the rounCl. 	I 	 '••• 	;„•-it!L 	 If-14 

'.)caten sevo.••-.1 tines with r). :piece of' woo .1 y.o 'oss f:;;•• 	 The o;-.use jor 
this 	that I hr.r; aske3 for 	shovel  1 	returne.1, 	.- :1 : 	-_;risoncr 
ha. 

1 . I. h`wo 	s .en once Untersturyafilehrer 
nu.; -:...rison:.,rs 	 onc-; 31;0:: 0 	;t of 	 h;.; 	 114..; 1.);•.n,1 

In the f'ce. 	0-ther.iise, ho •..-= IlOt )'ten in cali•. 

1 	• Oboy.'3,....11,-,rft.(ihrer 	 •-..1:10 • latoon 	 ;?•:.,10 
;:let"i1;_,;•'. the workin :•••::•.-2-tif:s. 	1 1-‘ 	ofton 	 . risorh,:-.;.-.3 with 
.c11.,.7„01 or 	 Vac: 	 ,in oat o.," Ct.; r7•.nl.:s 

Cturin:: ,,,, 7r • Je. 	It !--.1s 	 ..n 	 . 	 ' ILL 'or 1113 
s. '00:A1-11: 

1 5. 	nu "33 	".3C.III0_, ;3 ■, 11 • 	 11;.; 	t 
t. 	 to 	 In July 1944 	 •) 

flexilqe,  stick, 	.1100 	 ;_; • 1 not --.forkoi-1 	;;non :1 •1, 

Dutch S3 	 ;•11: ;:.117,'. 	 _ 	 ;o:;11 	.t • 	VI 11 R. Li 

L 	 or -tick, 	 Into tlie:".r 	 I 'a! -c also 

seen "2ris•ile-fs f-_:011- /3•111- : 111-or their 	 :6_1:i:: .1 

L1,1 	 :L. 

Jonof GO 	a 	 also an 	_o: 	Th.lit 	-o 	11- vu 

frorfaentl • suen 	 leol-210 	 „. 	.1i )7‘,1, ; ; 	L 	,( 

the frison .;rs eollapsud. 	lie tol.: 	the 	,r 	 ; 

a prj.:,oncr on an outside 	; • 	 11 „ , 

; /• 

.O/M.721. 
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17, Thu 33 	 haJ also shot 	 kelt 1.1 .1 _self near thu cal-12.). 	I aye not seen :Au shoot, 1.)ut I ;Inv: 7 e arl fr 	ot -er SS non and 	lf.  . 	I hr-ve s- cn the l 	ri so ner • .:,--s oil' , .as 	rceil to to 	#_,_t hi 	..Tus wen:: tol that thin :.•-,u1•1 ha .:;,:)11 ';o lts 	• 

13. The SS 
on an ‘y 	workin:. 

19. The SS wouan 13K3 
s-,:en 11,r 1.-#:, -self 

also tol.- t 
alle U: 

C 
tin- ; Y0111011 

•1;  • t11. t 	: 	-1.TiS011C:r tryii to 

;-' , 7kft! :;ofore Ruth 	 limve 

.20. I can say of th. folio- 	 t: 	on 	• 	 ons L.oru le :s brutal3v: be^. idnL, 	 nl 	 i• 	ru no lon2or in 	laa-aory•  at the ido.LI -,nt: 39. Rot :;nlili., 	 Lt, 'SU IITTGL'Ss  SS Liu::::r3.3 	 (thu tiin one) Do 
TaipPicH, 	forhier prisoher) J 	:EL 1::,̀J1 

21„ 	I y.v.-tke this s ta.tarient in (-1-.... 	‘..1rich I 	 1. ,;7•7: 

(s) J. 
SWORN by the s ad. #1 Deponent Josef a-11.1.M...ail aliz Ii0J.Ja vomit 	KIEL On the 10th Ajri1 194.7. before :le Staff Sor odat Derek 
C-in-C Dr-.;. ti sh Ar..1.,/ of tho Rhine. 

(Sr) 	:illAtoll, 4 Snit. 
Pi ell -.1.nv(s 	-•_ti 311 Section 

W.:E) 
HQ. 

C'E-RTI-Pr--2,:0 that thic is a correct trrulslati on fro. Crlaa into :1- Iis of the 

	

Depositionn of Josef 1;rer.7.:1-7.T alias 71:141{0-*T31:1, 	 t-L• 	1.A. 

("l) C 'or 	-4  
Inver - Li.. 	-•.. )21 3ecti on. 

• 

4. 
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Trans] tc., C f ..L..1...))0sition Jo. 10 

cf 

Josef 

)(:;:cr.rition on oath of Josef 	 of 	 floa.stein, 
CRT School, ,31.)e!: 2, sworn 'oefore 	 .;;lt Geor. 	 -loyal Fusil- 
iers of - 	Investigation- .iection, 	

: 	
at ITEUST,OT all 

.8ti. 0,:tober, 1947. 

1. 	I am Josef 	 , born on. 9th 	1921 in P.-..11I3, locksmith mechanic 
by occupation and stateless. cif r.arents \-,k;re. of Polish nationality. 	Since 
j'-'nu-xY 1943 T -,7as Imo-.4.1.by the name of Josef ,'11,1;-.C.,T3iLl as I had false papers 
in order to Zee al illy Jewish origin froia the Germn authorities. 

• 
	I hove to aad the follo%ring to oy deposition of 10th 4pri1, 1947: 

3. 	:r.- 	1944, Oburscharfuehrer Richard. D.:drii.-ER often beet prisoners with 
his hand- or 'I:ie.:ed them with his feet whilst detailing working parties. The 
.1.-eason for this was that the prisoners in his opinion, either did not stand up 
etraight unougt or77ere too sio-.7. 	'.:hen 1 ORE: ...Ric. camp was being built working .  
i:,,:rties ere 	from 	 to 	 D:..liKER was in 
ee.,...land every other day 	when prisoners paraded in D:C.CliEllS17.1..; he beat them 
• ;-..is hand or ..icked them with his foot because they allegedly did not move 
juielay enough. 

it. One day in Spring 1945 I saw the SS man Ifladislaw LIPLI standing on a 
hill in the vicinity of the cook-house. From there he was guarding a working 
party of _)risoners who had to level a road. 	carriod a stick which was 
ebout 1 metre long in his right hand f.s.na drove the prisoners to work faster. 

-henever a prisoner did not -.York ouickly enough in his opinion, he beat th€,It 
his stick so that the prisoners collapsed.. 	I saw this happen on several 

:1;_iyEi and Other prisoners also told. me that LIPfl was very brutal on outside 
,-orkinf; parties too. 	1,12Ill hated. Polish prisoners particularly and treated 
thew especially badly. 

5. Rottenfuehrer Von der :,'EDE1T was responsible for the prisoners" clothing 
store. There he searched the prisoners arriving with every ne,:.r draft and 
took their valu:.bles a'.-: ay from them. 	I saw Von der ILkii myself putting 
•feuntain pens, rings ank watches, sometimes also money, into his v.vn pocket. 
:±th 0:ehi  ne-,r Ir:It he shouted at the prisoners and beat them with a sort cf 
rubber truncheon 'ahonever they .:110e,ed.13r did not carry out his orders. I 
have seal. this-  'myself several times. Once I talked to Von der 1/EIMI about 
his amputLted arba and•he said to file that he could also shoot well with his 
left hana a:.).d could even kill someone from a {g.eater distance. 

6. 	Tho. 5:i man 	a -.Dutchman, was an especially brutal guard who ca-.1 be 
described 	3 L diot. H.11•ISE beat prisoners who were working within the camp 
very often, either with his hand, his feet, with a-stick or whatever came to 
is hands. 	I remember the followinL, incident. 	One day in Spring, 1945, I 

-,,orkitag -in the guards'• quarters. 	I could. see H..1.q8E through the window 

	

till ; -.i.,risoners A their work. 	this was a daily occurrence, however, I 
(dtl. 	ctny ,:',tzei:cion to it. 	Suddenly FLITSE came into the but and asked. 

.cot 	 [hen I wanted to tell him what I vas doing he began 
b, flag yith his fist into soy f fze 	11.,;iSLE was knows. in camp as an especial 
brute 	very much fe:red by all prisoners. 

Thy, ;33 1.r.n 	De Jr.)1IG has rIlso be ..ten prisoners freouently on working 
rtie s 	th.Ln the c:-Tap. 	De JO; TG- mostly carried stick 	t h which he beat  

. evening in Sprii-if; 1945, De JOr.a. returner fro..1 an outside 
.dor 	1.ty 	 3013.01%3 Ct_Xried. dead pris)nor on two boards into tan 

camp. 

716 
	

/The prisoner .... 

ti 
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Thu pris•'1,ka. Van 	.nd 	-sized De 0.(-wh.t hari. 	 he told ua 
that he h. t shot a .i,riner on the outsido 	:_rty 	LlleLedly 
tried to osc-Tu. 	?he prisJner was -Pole or Rwsian. i)e J0)4G seemed to 

sc7red ld toll us thwt he 	h vim: to m;lke report to PCZT about this 
incident. 	L - ter on :Cu J'YG tci 	ti,-t ErST had be,n satisfied with the 
exlaamtion "Act whilst tryin to kl:L;C::.Q". 

8. she SS 	 haen in crinp no "the thin one" has 
beaten prisoners at work -Athin the c_4.1 ceveral 	'.rith his hand or a 

without any reason. I have seed this happen in the camp often. 

9. The SS LvalVISSKR, a lAitahn, ,:.s 	very brutal guard. 	Hu beat .. 
prisoners velv.  often with his 	or stick when they were working iaide 
the c: .up. 	i remember an incident in :iLliar.er, 1944, when I was on a working 

.1ya-ty which 	supervised by ITI6SX,Z. 	 to shovel sand on to lorries 
then had to drive the sand away. . 	had to .do this at the double. 

-:tienover 	- .tire allegedly too sicnVISS::!2 beat with his stick across our back 
1 	or head. 	He beat so severely th.t t;lese prisJairs whom he hit collapsed. 
A 

10. The SS UnterscharfUehrer '11TTGES always crrriud a stick about with hiu and 
often beat prisoners yith his stick, apparently without any reason. I have 
often seen. 'CITI1G:]S beatinL prisoners with stick when detailing wor::ing 
parties. 	Someti,ies prisoners even collapsed under his beatings. 

11. Paul TSCHEFEii, a Russians  vho was first a Kapo and later on an SS wan in 
the camp, -:.ras wost brutal guard. 	a Kapo he beat prisoners with a ladle 
when issuing food. Later on as ;guard he beat prisoners at each opportunity 
with his hand, stick, or whatever cawe tc his hands. He was particularly 
brutal towards Polish prisoners and bet those even more than others. 
Prisoners very often collapsed under his beatings and when. this happened .he 
then even kicked thew with his feet. 

(Signed) Josef ilLx&..km4 

3',,ORIT by the said-Deponent, Josef 	 voluntarily, at NEUST,ZT on 8th 
October, 1947, before ue, Staff Sergeant George oaawm,- Ebyca Fusiliers, 
detailed '..)y the C.-in-C. British -ruy of the Rhine. 

(signed) G. G61XLRD, S/Sgt. 
Field Investigation Section, 
'.Tar Crimes Group (1'772). 

caaTIFIEr that this is a true translation.; from Gertwil into English of the 
Further .Deposition of Josef 1-2.,EN, warked Leposition Ito. 1C. 

(Signed) G. GODiV.RD, S/Sgt. 
Investigation Section. 

DA,: 716 
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Tr.:nslation of :)eposition 
, 

  

T)P..1-0,IITIOT' 

of 

Hubert w%11  

1)eposition on oath of Hubert 	n PilY, male, of KIPI, :.Llmonnstr. 19 sworn 
before 3t,ff L3cr::eant Derck l'.37 7J:IW, of ',Field Investi:;ntion Section, 'Jar 

Group, 	 j at KITT, on the 14th Aril, 1947. 

1. I am Hubert van MY born on the 3rd F)ecember, 1911, in 	 merchant 

',3r occupation 7.nC or (.:1ginn nationality. 

2. In March 1942 I 1:r-a sent to 	'')TEDT  near T1; :1),;11  for forced labour. i 

%ient on lerve in ;erteNber, 191.", - nd kept myself hiCden until 1)ecenber, but was 

re-rrnsted 'fla sent to nnother factory is 7=11dT. 	In april 1943, I was 

.u,ht by a check-up, is 	hoe t- ken snusa 	out of the factory, and wns scntence,1  
'.;1 six months imprisonment. 	From Deccae-, 1943, I ;:as employed again at another 

in TILY:31 ORN and was arrested on the 7t1  pril, 1944, because Dias in 

,,,sossion of a winless and spread forei;n news in the factory. 	I then came 

the Gestapo in ITEhOE, then to : '1.1',JR and then into the police prison 

I.HL. 	On the 25th ,pril, 1945, I w. s trAnsferred to the "Gestapo barracks at 

. -CILEFSF.E. 	On the 10th July, 1944, th, first but in the NORDIad2K camp was 

o!..rleted and I moved in there. 	In October, 1944, I should have been Lischarged 

Cron the call) on the condition that I became an 	nan. I refused, and was then 

as carpenter In the camp. 	I was in the PORDW,IIK camp until the 

In september or October 1944, I have personally seen oturmbannfuehrer YOST 
t.ice shooting prisoners. The first incident was near the detention cells. 

'he prisoner went towards a but to a.sk the orderly there for sore bread. PU3T 

tched this, wont towards the prisoner then and'. shot him with his pistol from 

Cista.nce of about 2 metros. 	I do not know the nation: lity of this prisoner. 
11i.: prisoner w,s then brou_;ht to the mortuary. 	pproximately about the same 

tiue, I saw POST eurinL, par' e g o one 	calling a prisoner oit of the line. 

'o other with an L.;,;*  man ho led this prisoner towards the lake. 	The prisoner 

had to walk a few steps in front and was then shot by POJT. I do not know the 

rationality of this prisoner., 

4. In 2pril 1945, all prisoners had to fetch parts of huts from a place about 

1 km. away from the crmp. Those prisoners too we k to carry these heavy parts 

Nerc killue by SA00- 	 have 1  tinf_ in the neck (Genickschuss). 	I ;av seen myself that 
70ST shot a man in this manner. The same evening I 	A -ht corhses who were 

shot in this ,lanner. 	1 do not know, however, who h C - ride -  out the other 

s, 00tin,7s, but it is said t: t 	cflr-ied out the 	 .rt of it. 

't 	out 1900 hours on '7th Aril, 194!--, I worked on a but near the cement 

.,tore. 	I say;' POST and Oberscharfuchrer 	'VII with two Russian female prisoners 

named 	-nd W.Y*11.1, walking from the detention cells to the cement store. All 

four .vent into this store. 	Then I ht:- rd thret shots and I-03T and i UMANN came 

out -in on their m.n. 	The but w.  s then locked by 11,U1t;:NN. 	On the following 

d 	-Le cement s ore . s empty. 	I did not see RiYA and T.MARA,again. 

6. "t the beginni:,, of 	 1945, -t .bout 1300 hours, I was in the delousing 
hut.next to the 	 tdt. 	36 prisoners, mainly Poles, but also Ukranians, 
'2rench and Itdians ...re paraded. 	POST made speech to them in which he '3a'd 
tit thePneher's Ashes woule. be  carriee out until the end, althou;;h the . 

hussinns were nleady in 	 and the Ilritish near LLEviEN. Then twelve men 

at a time were led into the gravel pit. 	 gave the order to fire 4nd 24 

guards shot. 30m prisoners were still alive and were shot by BAUM/LNN with 

ar -chine pistol. 	The Zi- C S'Ni twice more until the 36 prisoners were dead. 
I.J:J-.er they were buried in the cemetery in j.01721M. 

7. In J.;optember 1944, the medical orderly, JEllsEllo came into the hefts to 

insrect the sick. 	I 	just about to fit a lock in A hut. A Polish prisoner 

/.asked 

P. 713 
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t.r) . 	 i 	tr,0 	•I thcn saw trIl:11 
71.C111':• U: - 	 n 	 :01e le the most brutal manner. 
"he Tole e 	:l nut ?' Le 	e Tieleed • e Cied. 	On the followin daY) 
I eew the Cor pee o. tbi role 	 I Irye also seen J7T3ETr 
alvlost f:,d1:71catinr, prisoners, et fi.ret .1.th his riel_e and later with arubber 
truncheon. 	leoth - e inejdent is etill i, • my mcmore. 	In the Wdle of March 
;944 1 ha7 to t7o 	repaire in the women': hut. 	JEruEN came into the but 
to examine the. -eomen. 	There were ibeet 	1,)e women who welked all the way 

ver:r week. 	fEN3EZI then went away from near 	end 1:1)./7! or 
nnd returncei e fee,  rinutes later. 	I -,0 	ewine a woman who 	in bed pit 
injection i.n her 	'bout 	eceonde letcr, the ; omen (Yed end half an hour 
later eee 	t: ken out of the but and into the mortuary. 

8. the beginning of 1945, I w. lked down the 0-mp road Dna saw POST toeether 
with an i3 1,:ottenfuehrer Van der ridDEV. 	I heard FOIST telline  Van der ,EI.Ie'TT 
to shoot e prisoner,. who wis walLine tower.;e the 1,1(e. 	Van der ./EIDEN was 
known FS a partieulerly eoou pistol shot. 	I then heard Van der 'eEIDEN asking; 
JUT: "'.found or 1;111?", nd FO$T said "Kill". 	Iran Cer WEIDE] then drew his 
pistol and shot the prisoner from a distance of about 75 m. I saw the prism:r 
later on in the mortuary and he had a shot through the back of his head. 

9. en 33. mae named :IfJOWOKI was in charge of the 66 cook-house. In about 
March 1945 I came to the common room to fix up a window pane. Max ::JIJONYCEI 
happened to be there cleaning his pistol. There were several other 	men, 
:X111,111r; was also amongst them. 	;11,01:i..CKI then _said a prisoner had just run 
out of the _,etc and because of the civilians in the street the guard had not 
been able to shoot him. 	The prisonee had therefore been able. to run for about 
1 1:m. 	He there found the prisoner in a front Barden and gave him a shot 
hroush the neck (Genickschuss). Lbout half an hour later I saw the dead 
Loner being carried into the camp on boards. Durng the time when 2ILONACKI 

in charge of the cook-house, I saw him almost daily brutally beating; prisoners 
with a cane, on their heads, because they had wanted to take a few potatoes 
oe turnips, destined for the stables. The prisoners beaten by him often 
collapsed fnd were bleeding. 

19. 3S. man eosef GORMANN3 told me personplly in the winter. of 1944/45 that 
he had shot a prisoner while trying to escape from a working party in town. 
I have seen him myself beating prisoners on their bottoebi  with P. leather 
eteap,.etrengthened yith copper wire, or with a twisted wire. 	The prisoners 
often collapsed under his beatings. 

11. The 33. man lir) ERS, a Dutchman, was CMplOy(d es coechmen in the stables. 
re has often beaten prisoners in the camp, , r2,-  -iso kicked women with his feet. 
I often saw him myself. 	fter the capitulation on 20 ;fay, 1945, I wes camp 
leader in a camp for "westbouno fl.TS." 	vI: 	reported there for return t) 
Holland. 	During an intereoeation he 'dmitt(:. to have shot 40 leople on 
WIIIINUI6 orders. 

12. The 36 Rottenfuehrer )..T.f:M was interpreter during interrogations. 	When 
prisoners did not want to rake a statement he took them into the stables and 
there, together with a Volksdeutscher, one armed 6e. man, boat t::e prisoners 
until they were willing to talk or were unconscious. This happened almost 
daily, and as I had to work in the stables often I then saw it myself. 
,Tottenfuehrer Atif,R was also interpreter end has also beaten prisoners with a 
eu!:ber very brutally. 	I eeve also Seen this often Ln the stables. 	I have 
also personally seen UITRUH and this one armed Volksdeutscher 33 man beating a 
:man so badly in her kidneys that she lay in bed for six weeks afterwards. 
reie ill-treatment mainly occurred in the time between January and the end. 

. The 33 man-H.APOE has also beeten prisoners especially brutally either with 
eeoden cudeel or r rifle butt. when HLN3E beat people they elways collapsed 

under his beatings. f wes beaten by him myself, end have often seen it happen 
to ether prisoners. 

/; 	wo 	Ziti!_l in the voile. na.i..3on 11:,CITETZTET, Rotteni'uolirer 1.3ERBOLD 

/1,cat 
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to ''rich nr:I.L;m-A-Jr6 	jt 	ric butt .;(-) 1.1uch th:.t 0n4. 	t7  
1:.ter. 	ib:vcs■-:.en bin 1,cr, t5.-o,. 	 (..ven 

• lr 1y lvin uncon3ciou.i on the !;round. 	31,:ttt-.r on in :"0,:r0;,_ 

	

'IL() often c. n 	7-Tutn-11:: 	trison‘•-.-s, with f.ny object 
in • 	'tij h.' 

15. Dutc:: 	n 	 !. 

L.: till in 	 h v 	n 	n:.isonGra 
truncheon tecluse 	trii'1(.:;., or %.:ithout :- ny 

Th. 	 collr 	unar hi.; 	 t ..r on in tik: TDi 
c: ip Ile 	 !..,risoners. 	1 often 	„ this Liyself. 

16. 1 have . .lso seen the follaidn 	hfi frequently tx;;.fiin: :7:risoners, more 
le:33 brutftliy: OLeri3C1115:.11Chrer 	, 	FEET:, 	tom' uehrer  
ran 	 Lon,st 	 I saw ..::17*1,1411 	 bef...tinc 

woLien. 

(,i_ned; 	van joy. 

by the ;rid 	Iatbert v.. n .0Y voluntf..rily at KIEL on the 
-1)th 	1947, before rac, *:,..3taff ...-,er[;e: . nt 'Derek 31-1ELPOV, 3th Kin's Royal 

	

Irish Tussrs, ctulcci by ;:%-in-C. ritish 	of the 

. 	 D. 
Field Investition 

CrinieL; i 2-roup (r 

C70,7r":17.) tht t. tiS is 	corrLct tr. .nslation f rola (7.-el-TT::.n into Ir.;:n.jish of- 
th del;osition of I-Tubert vLn 	inf,rked Deposition 	2. 

jiLne(1) 	Godard, S/Sgt., 
Pield Investigation.--)ection. 

""( 

71 1  
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Translation  ,.f 	 ,Z,itiC`'l  7 ,0. 

TIC?: 

of 

Otto  	 

Deposition on oath of Otto 	 taLaiiii.DZSCI-REtiALD, Biamarckstr. 
65, sworn before 114. 	 Gel:. List of 	1 gar Crimes Investigation 
Team at TO.,.;-.TO, 	-a the 1')th June, 1947. 

I was w.rned 'GILA I cannot be comi- oiled to male 	1.-;t.,tement and that it is left .  
to my choice iihether ti' 	cr s%. ear on it. 	I rigs told c.s 	however that 
each st,tement made by me any be used os evidence against me in court. 	I am 
fully 	of these points e...-.plained to me and make, sign and swear on this 
statement voluntarily and wi thout compulsion. 

I am .7:-tto EtilL:iNN., born on 17th .-.ug,ust, 19)8, in STITTICRT, mechanic and farmer 
my praession, of pr.testant faith, married and father of five children, 

1. At the end of June 1944 I was sent for duty to the `.EL camp N.)RDlihRK 
KEIL-W.3M and remained there until 2nd 1:.-cry  194.5. -. 

2. From this moment on'iaras until arprJximately October 19411. I had to ,care 
fur the gardening, the transp.irt of petrol, oil and sand (material). 	This was 
the only responsibility I had to carry out in the camp at this time. 

3. From '.'ctober 194.14_ onv.ards, ho,..'ever, I %.-as ordered to shptings by the camp 
commandant, ?PST. Frm this time orn7ards I v.-as resnonsible to POST for tho 
orders cf shooting given by him to me. 

4.. 	In my upini,n th food was never sufficient,-  accommodation and nitthing 
of the priamers„ however, wa s g ood. 	The infirmary was t oe small,  the 
treatment of the sick, how-ever, i.n my oi.dnion, ..as good. 

5. The strength of the camp in June 1944 %/as a:i- roximately 100, Christmais 
1944. approximately WO, and on 2nd :ay, 	approximately 300 t.) 1,002 
prisoners. 	I should like to point out that the first 100 prisoners -were a 
working party detailed for the construction of the cam-o, who lived in another 
camp however, • and who were brought in for the cimpi Ei construction daily., In 
each respect this groui) was subordinate- Ao the police presidenft. 

6. As far as I remember about 100 - 120 people acre executed by Shooting 3r 
hanging during the camp's existence, 

7. I do not know how many people died in the crai) because of sic' ness or 
because of an accident. 	Through b:.1 food and a lot of work the prisoners 
were undernourished and weakened, and gut illnesses were the mast (lawman. 

8. I have taken part in five official executions with a weapon in rw-  hand, 
i.e., I was ordered by the police doctor, - 7111 wc-.s present tm give the cwup 
de grace to thcse prisonero ;'ho had r.et bc.n killed by the execution snuad, 
but only , :ounded. 	I cannot re ember the lime of the police doctor. 	I 
believe, however, that Dr. FR= must !:no\.-  it. 

(a) I:ith the weapon in my hand I have taken -::art in three shootings 
which were not carried out in the official manner, h3wever, i.e. with firing 
squad, doc tor, and -:here the prisoners had. to line up in front of the firing 
squad. They are the following incidents: -  

(b) As far P;.s I remember it ws in January or Pebructry 1945 when POST 
lrdored me to take part in the shootings of prisoners. It concerned an order 
Which had come from FERLIN by teleprint. POST ordered me tl go down into the 
pit and tbero I hA tc,  shoot the prisoners .ihn were pushed into the pit from 
al7eve. Those resi:.ting this or those lying on the ground were shot by POST, 
FRIESEN, JENSEN, and FRt.U7. oNtside theTit. The corpses were then thrown 

/into 
71 7 . 
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into th..) pit. 	r 	I reeember 20-25 per 
The pit is 2C teetres south of the reaetuery. 

(c) One evenini: et the end of 1:2ri1 1545 ::C.re' orderei 	to shoot 
approxire tely 18 - 20 Een, 	I c - ,rriei': cut t 	se:coe:_te:; 'ee:-Cel!. the mertue17.• 
and had the Leiards 	 end 	 ..le to help. 

(3)  -2our 	Av, dayfi  l:. ter iC 1eT oe.terel. el e. to shoot: a group of about 
12 to 15 prieoners.2C:f1.1  and 3ThEGeIC1i Lee el' c1 	tor, the latter had to 
carry out the interro,:;. „ions of the polit-ice.1 e.fte,eners. 	also during this 
shooting !itch too'e. place i.e.;:eiv7, the. e.orte.ee • 	• 	rds 

and DL 	helped me. 

(e) As fer as I remember I :‘1.-s present during one eeecution, i.e., I was 
merely an eye-..fitness but othe-reise took no part in ,eny font. 	At that time 
10 men were shot by the execution squad. 

9. believe I heve killed e2froeim ely 20 - 25 men -ith r. y  vin hand. 

10. I alvrays received orders for shoottngs froie the CorIlendant POST, and the 
Sachbearbeiter STLEGLICII. 	In one Leese I :received a direct order from SCH.•;IDT. 

41 . I have never carried 
three „other guards at the 
escaping prisoner. 	I do 
of about 60 - 70 metres. 
shooting, apart from 
Do JCNG. 

12. The fol.lming men have shot prisoners \tile trying to escape: "...)e JONG, 
, 	DILIrDLTE7, 	 - 

13. • I '.znow of ten me-is graves which are both in the camp. 	One is near the 
mortuAry and one is under the cerent found:etions of a hut. • 

14.. I should like to point out that the Camp Oomieendant R.ST, gave JZSSEN the 
order tc dig the grave under the hut. 	Jj1,7,..)EN carried out thie order. 	POET 
Must therefore know of the existence of this grave. 	I should like to correct 
that the but ,,as built on the already existing grieve. 

15. I know of one cace where a 2riscrler ',ins robbed by a member of the cam') 
administration named SCHCJOTKIDT. 	SCIILOTHJeD5.: stole a piece of butter frog' r. 
parcel destined for a prisoner. 	I reeortej the incident to the camp Corarnan3ant 
and SCIFLOTRULDT eras put before the SS. and PMlice Co_ret. Othereise I cannot 
remember any cr.se .here prisoners VI 170 robbed of theLe pse:;:.ee're property. 	I 
should like to point out th,-;.t I ric.wr had ail insight into the mtters 
concerning eadministri,_tion and feeding and that P031  had forbidden me to enter 
the, cork—house. 

16. I do not know much bout the female -prisoners as ,te never came into 
connection erith them. 	These *.rerl 	POST' s.  and Frau3.ein Ruth KLEINsatraraR s 
orders respectively. 

17. I cn stressing the feet ch t I 'neve personally al el:,.rs forbidden any 
bea tings. 

(Signed) 7tto DATIZIgN. 

Strom by the said deponent '-:tto ?"/:11i1.141T volunt - rily at Tom: to, ILINTMT, cn the 
10th June, .1(e47, before me, 	 C.E. , cleteiled 	0.-in-C. British 
Arny of the Rhine. 

ceec 	led on this -cce sien. 

out a shooting eithout orders. 	In one case I and 
, shot in the beck red in the legs of an 

not kno-  hether I hit him. 	.:e shot at a distance 
As far as I remetaber the folio-  iri,g have killed by 

and ryselfe FRIESTN, JelTSEN, IT.,ZeNZ, 	_ITRIU and 

Inv 	ting Officer. 

th-at this is 	nnrrtnt cr nol' titre from Gc- 	;.-eco En-;lish of 
the de2osition of Ottn F,UL:11\1 	,o3itinn 	3L. 

(a7 

Fio:d 
T. S/Sg 4  

-n Sec ticel. 



18. In September or October, 1944, I returned in the evenin;: from 
RIVDSBITS!.ZG where I had 'bou:,:ht L.edical sup:::lies and instrunto. 	I was 
told thA there were some corpses in the detention cells. 4-,s far. as 
I remember there were three corpses there, tvo of -inich had been shot. 

that time it was still very rare $or 7?risoners to be shot and I 
asked a .marn dh.ai; had ha..lencd. 	I was told that DI M.I;ICii had shot 
one of the prisoners bocr,use of renderinp, resistance. The corpse was 
bloody and had a shot in the breast. 	as I remeAber this 
prisoner wac Vrench.lan. 

(Signed;  Orla 	;41- J2/1,-,;:1,1.  

SWORN by the said deponent Orl- 	J2111.i.i1N voluntarily at 
ICUENGL,•:2 on the 2nd kay, 194.7, boi'.)1., 	SAgt. ..:41.0.;LTati detailed by 
the C.-in-O. :!2,ritish ,:srmy of the Rhine. 

03RTIFIJD that this i:, a correct translation from, German into 
.eln;:,lish of the st,tement of Orla 	JiNc,.;j, nark° Deposition No.413. 

(Si,Lned) G. GODDJL-RD, $gt. 
Yield Invostiation Section. 

• 

Tranblation of 
	

LapAtien No. 4B. 

 

D. Ta7ITION 
0943 

 

of 

 

Orla ___---- 

Deposition on oath of Orla 	 „., 	 KOI).1.:ILC,..;it at 
present interned at No. 6 cic /La- 	.:worn -oefore 	Derek 
SILITON, 8th Kinz's Royal Irish HUL,:->ars 	Invosti;ation Sectim, 
war Crimes Group (DI: TA), at 	 _1 on the 2nd 	1947. 

 

1. I, Orla Ei3i1 JM, „ volunt 1..i=1:; add the folla.iiw to 	statement 
of 31st March, 1947.   

In Septepber,.1944, :Alertly before mealtime Untersoharfuehrer 
13,1OIK came to 1:e in the infirm:tr.:, 	tve 	t re .,risoners' nuLibers 
whom he was to take away. I hendel over these two prisoners, who had 
previously b,,,n holly ill-tr ated, to ;1-tOI7K: and saw th.t he lead them 
to the sea. 	I never 	these t,:o prisoners again. 	that time 
EXIK was not yet em;loyed in the lkhouse 	al„ then directly 
subordinate to 203Y. 
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(Y1 	 .1: .10 
•,:•st 	. 	• 	- • n 	)i 	t 	 , 

;-iection, 
. (.;roup 	 on the 1,  t...1 

1.•  	r iute -lir,: „.., bar!, on ,:,-tA --ril, 1-.„.1) ai. KIL. 	I 
....*1.;er.::, n n Lti_on.litL-: 	I .;!.,.:-I n;:vuz a. 

mortbk.:r .,/' 	 .,, the .:72,, ' fro, . -I ) j: 	till .■ ')/.1.1 , 

2,, 	I -,..- . 	..,.,,,,, -L.A. :on ii.t.n ;!evembs....r, 1‘-)Iiii. and ..,;-, L-Jak:ziately sent 
to the .:Lrl. -,..:-, :,iehun-,;s1a,...e ,;(-X..:•.) „...':-.. 	Tliere I ..,..eLiLined until 
10th I:frail" --J..„ , 

). 	.Q'or the 	thres., -.reeks 	 t Li 	 con/ in -..1.1unt in 
the L,o7c:::L_Lee. "bunker" (dutehli 	 TI-Le detention ce13::.,  consisted , 

built o..stone-, coLic,let. ly 1.r-k •.nd covered -_rith a roof (32 
porou 	 1J .A7.0.11L: 	• 	In the 	eclls there 	nothing 
else but 7Io .n be: 7,i‘o ‘0.1. on ;;: wooJen olocks . ksoUt_fj 
woollen blaaket 	 .1.yen out .or the ni 	ald at the sli!?:htest 

:;.cuse thi. 	!ithdr -Ai 	 seen iv() to five persons myself 
bk.:in' lecke1 into one 	 the end of Iv -imt)risonmunt 
in the cei 	bucket.- 	 Previously all 
prisoner- 'Jere ta— , 	 the mornin:, ;:lid once 
in the uven.;_li•- :. 	Th... roe.: 	 slo-:).; tow:s.rds 
the centre, .hi so the 	.J. 	 in 
a basin. 	 ()U..; 
r■-1uLu1-y ti the floor ofti. 	.: 	.727.„, 	 i..turs:, to 
the IIGTVu;_, 	 from thi..s, 	 h , 	 the 
romiitied 	at on the .lo r. 	 , •,:ur 	• -;.n th, -..ter so 
thA; if onu dished to sit 	-Lie 	„, 	 in the 

ktur. 	This h:. 	 out- 	 _turu 1):_;1(Y.' 
s'entiLwado. 	I 	 in these 
iutuntiL,n coils for 	 ct tit 	'Jure 

of exoo. 

4. 	One evenin:, the door to 	cull. was ,.)—ned 	in the door .stood 
a number of unifor:As.i :411 aiLn clothes testf-,;.,o 2fficials. 	They wor.o 
armed with tor.he.., ecauze our celLs 	 ±r%, da„,  and 
ni lit. 	The. u .:1:7.y ii are beun :t-,out 1% 	1.5 d,,ilL.onb. 	iaon:,,st them I 
ruco7Jlised SturoannAts:a.. r 	L)er:e::nt 
1 -;.__.;GLICH and 	 . 	had 	t ') lock at the 
...etention culls, becau„e, 	 00„11(3., I .11,:3rd 
say: 	 to 	to 	 -6utikk...c1  0 !..;t1 Ofl. ccli" • 	I 
asked by :Aurmbaluu'uuku'er LsL 	i I 	 ...rnereup-)n I replied: "I 

to be ;.cued - of attempt,;- 	tr_ ...on". 	Then 114)1 	started 

	

OST said, "-/ell, y:-)Lt 	accused* • Anyday, you will 
be surni:1,.u, 7,1at i1l v7. • )un to y)u!' 	I w% Tiven a ..hoyu into the 

rear 	o i cull. -Lnd the door o 	10:71:el 	 I just ,oint this 
out in order to prove that the c-:mc, 	 entirely tn the picture 
about the conditions in the. at ion al 

:. hut, I had to v.-or::: in the 
	

1.. .1.: 

o. , 	Aft..r hwin:7 been reI.,: 	 . 
	

.1f. ,..rent items 0.:*  clothinF: 
nt and sent to 

Thin: tor ias :for the 	:Anion 	 , .  

L... 	• -ionlL; in the L',3-cLaled t• .;.lor ' 

but to ,,:ether dith the 	1. 1 .. 	, 	1. , 	
. J 	 t 	no 

	

em)ty- 	 , 	t 
• •4, noula exactly her.r 	.ti 	

L.: an int,-:11:0' • .t10,11 

	

ThiL: ro, 	.- 	 b 

/office 

p/A.T15. 
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U4i.l.r. 0.1  t! ' - L t ••■•'. 	• 1••• •-■- 	1 . 	• 	: 	i• 	; 	" 	 );• VO.LU.Ilt ■... 	 1 • •, 	•- 	.,, 	• „H± L 	,• • 	",_ 	T • ," • 	. 	• . .r 	. 	 Kt-)..4 	 • • 	1L- 
•

Poles. 	 it, . 	 f•••./. 	I oou-.1.6. he -tr frot:t his intert...) :•.tions • _.- 	rt • ui, 	
tt(2)1 1j:eta:a 4;e•;•••• 

continue,..1. 	 4 , 	 b•y 	 O. 
• 

, 	wor 
s-cd 	 ; ■ • 	 ;-.1.-11,7e 

t, 	 2 	 ',"a13 .1. 4,...)1 L.,. 	t 	• 	 • 	 : 2 	_ 
..1: 	_I 	 ' 	r • L.:: 	.;;110;.,,, 	;1 	_ .1. she/Inc.:, ' 

	• 	 • • ; 	 ;,no ticle 	14,.. 	
out • ; 	• 

..21:  it A. 	 likjon a Pole, outside,•
hi,11 on the •''). 	 :it . 	 tr.!,  1pr s .shop a.nd tent •• 	f 	 -!t. .14.14 -. -turned up to take the pri;-_,ener 	On- ••..* 	

the detention cell?" 	Liu other ono 	 • no. .0 	the il'imarY)
•

because 1-lo is 	
:-.other tud I looked at this horribly taltil• 	,c• 	h the 	 A short vl.:Cter..,:•irds the. CJ.-tett !.; 	 -3.risoneys `.;ho htd to carry it/ay the de 

6. 	On cort::.in 	•••n visit ,y; the c Iv Dr. ittade Lice corne • to the infir,..ary to 	3 11.Ci1:.;; -ahich h brou•:ht froth hi f- - pr•-tctice. 	I oft—,ii 	t2or. the doctor a loll:: tLo in the 
and. I cou141 	toy observation:3 CI...we. • It :,;!as a horrible si 	ha./ 	 , e1: tLi sick-  r,cople -.Ter: kept there. 	The„ vere 1;,ricl-, two in ohe 	 .11•-•.ked., only on 	7p.J...?per 	 covered "ait'n one 	

',,.'hetiler oc of the,a had dysentery or tuberculosis or both. 	The Dz.n:Ls1-. 	 raic%.1 orderly- ,I.;:;1',14S22-!, 	 t4.-4 ,..t- in his 1 -..et-;r_•:r ton,L -11e - ihiola &Peak th.t it -,aus iLipossible 3/-  hL. to -.lye ily .relit.;•2 because net•-.;ded•de.t....- refuse, u 	i 	o•f•;.'ice.' 	;_;o not think it fluCury . t 	iv details about the 	it .ini.ch the 	.)eo..le 'acre creepir. ; about and the 	ici dhi.oh 	1., :11.... 	In one cor.ner of the ltuirbLry 	ae w w . 	 , ,jo 	er kept• They .ore lyin , comt.)letely L 	and. •,...1.;.■ 	 t0113 on the -floor. 	Traces of huh11. p;•;- 	„ 	 ••cnan..1 strikin!; in -1110E t ca,c 1 —LI:t L 	 t;11:.; I saw between 5 and 10 bodies 	 they •-,ut t-do bodies in Oil::: 	lz.A.Or oil th, 	) 	 on a three wheeled crt cpvered 	th 	. • .1i. 	• 	Out; 
have also seen ono.: this vehic3„ 	•.:  • 	the 	 t.) the detention coil;, and so141,:: corps...4 	 t•:_. On tile cart. 	Approx.irtatel,".,-  7 t 	Livi 	itur;, -..,ere then fetched :Cron the cells-. 	They hr;.d t strip do-.:1 t 	h. 	t at the .1Or; and had to climb up into the VuhIc1 1.e.-4.1..(.;. 	 When the vehicle had•L:,one the LiB L Idxn fro 	 t ;1.,1 	 J.-1,[4.17 lac. 	I hert-rd sal.luono 	 n te" iter,;11on .:,,nother replied "To Di'L‘C./..1: .;•.D 	to 'ne ii ahj 

7. 	()lieu 
the in.i'ir"ry 

by :-.4L; 
tii:.t Cestj sic,: 
He said tilt thus 
',/as not 	 t 
itCir; I con] 
tiri .i;_. , 
enous,h fc  

• 

1..he doctor )/11.-) -4.-2.3 still busy in 1 h.rdIr. 	 4:tur,..,.r.nnVuethrer POST 
and• riot:del. 	 th request 

,...,":1.:3;en„•... 	ty 	 t.,  tile! 110:3 
,;() , iv , i r udiatc help Lad 	t it 

• „u.. 	availi•-b]-, 	the _d. 2 	t 	 "Jhat ii you think 
.1,_•1; the.. aie. 	!Suer 'ti'.; not 

doctor ; 
t 	1 i 

Dt•i. 711i-  . 
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s. 	One day as I went into the but toil; eomethiir., for a female 
guard I noticed. POET boatinf. :ioaen out ef bed, who were there on Doctor's 
orders, and chasirk-i: them off to work. The Sturmbannfuehrer mostly 
went but the camp in the company of .EI011-102, always earryi a riding 
-tvhip, which he made, use of frequently. The sane apoliea to Sergeant 
Major ETAID:/-: who treeted the prisoner: most bwutally and who actually 
looked ior excuses te pick on the poor i:ieople with his insulting remarks 
and to make Liao of his whip. The girl friends of PDX and 3ICKHOFF 
often rode on horses inside the camp. I have once observed the 
folio ri a.a I had ta take potato peJls to the stables and POST had a 
horse eadaled 'Or his airl friend. POST had then caught -a prisoner 
-eatina oats and he bent him inhumanly and poured the oats lute the 
horse:, rack. 

9. time 	time all camp inmates were taken in groups to the 
Naval delousina at...tion in the Luvibecker Ohaussee. 	It 'ira.s a horrible 
sight to watch .thee de-lousino:s when everybody had to undress completely. 
A lereerumber.of prisoners ehowe-S signs 	gross ill-treatment. 
Durin ■ one of theia: de-lousings I specially noticed about 10 forei:-rn 
won whose skin eurface, was bloodshot froa the neck to the knees. 
Even across the bre,:et and oelvis there 'fen: -broad striper, partly 
burst open. 

10. .Apart from the already above mentioned DIER and S.aitlia who 
mostly beat with their electric cables the other guards used thick 
four edged cudgels of about 1.10 n. lensth. I was shown photographs 
of 20 meLbers of the 	NORDMARK today and I recognised the photograph_ 
K/N 2, a Marl who detailed the workino, parties going out and coming in 
and who was also eresent during Lzr arrest. I have now been told that 
his name is Ernst SIEMENS and that h: was Oberscharfuahrer. This 
SIEMENE received the working parties at the guard room and. I could 
observe hif: almost daily from the cook-house window picking out individual 
people frail the working; party and beating then. He mostly used. one 
of the already•mentioned cudgels. Once I just happened to be in the 
guard  room when such a workinz party arrived and stood nearby when the 
sentry reported toIEM.:16 that a prisoner had not behaved to his 
satisfaction. SIEM:3NS then made this prisoner step out of the rank, 
and beat 	most brutally, so that this prisoner, he was liarench, could 
not return to the but alone, but had t.o be carried by his comrades. 

11. My owe: interrogation was carried out by Kommisstu^ STALGLICH, 
duri.i2 which UNRUH r.fas oreseet each time. I heard from my fellow 
accused alnongst whom there were aarv,,  foreigners, that UNRUH did the 
beatings during the intercor,ations carried ou,t by Kometissar STZEGLICH. 
Personally I was just :clap )0.1 in the face by UNRUH after one interrogation. 
It was generally known in the caw) that UNRUH did the beatings up for 
Koaimiscar STA. LICH. 

12. The woman supezvisor, ;are. Helene LILKE, 1/a3 si,ecially brutal 
in her treatment towards waaen.  	so called Volksde.utsclie, 
was not eatisfied by slapeina the -I./oaten occasionally but put them across 
a stool and uorauti,Aea beat a woman  so 1011!, with a Persil washing 
stick until the woman lay on the ground .and the stic7: was broken. 
On the slijitest occasion ':hick LYLIK.;.; heard of, she immediately shouted 
for the orderly, who had to brina, her a washing stick. One woman 
ill-treated 	her in the manner deocribed had to sleep on her bed. 
without a mattress for the whole night on ja:ZCira's orders. 

13. The feeding of the erieoners via such that during my time of 
imprisonment I Observed french .en and alao other foreigners who had 
been sentence 	% days ..or eome trifle dyiaz of starvation during 
this time of iuniehment. I point out that these were not individual 
cases, but were of frequent occurrence. 

/14- 
D/M.715. 
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14. ''here -sere 110 	instaIlati:)nr. in the camp at all. 	Only 
in course of ti 	two lovatory hut: 'sere erected whieh looked like 
latrioe ditch_.._ 	'-r .;r 	•.pith a roof. 	night buckets .were put into 
the huts out they 	fo: in number that they were not suZficient. 
The bucketo h d no cover,• 	t hundreis of 2oopl,; had to spend :L 
few hour:: 	re] 	t) them in a dormitory filled with -odi: us 

c. .us,d. by the bucke.L. 	'de women receive the c!_uxj...,  uniform the 
some. as the men as soon os 	 solitiry confinement. 
.10 were not able to chan;-:- 	 )nce durin:• the 	months 
not even when the clothes wore terribl; ,irty throw,,h menstruotions 
due to the lock of cellulose or 	 As there wore not 
suffildent 	basins, and ta.or) nu 	iraitalUtiOn.,, it was 
often not possible for us for ;.euly,  o.onoecutive days to receive oven 
only a ;z all quantity of water to do the m.):1 primitive cloaniw. 
Nearly all prisoners were Lull of libc, scabies and similar diseases. 
iihen it was established the-l.t a woman had lice in her hair, treatment was 
;i_iten with lice-powder in the first eases. When this powder was used 
up the women!8 hair was immediately cut off although as far as the 
women were concerned they were only :.ostly short 	prisoners whose 
time of punishment wo.: betwo .n 21 cuzl _)6 days, so th .t after they had -
served their sentence they won rele• :ac:1 with their heads shaven. 

15. Lo.otly, I should. like to mention that the woman supervisor 
Lotto. NORDT behaved herself most brutally towards us women. She has 
repeatedly beaten the women at the sli -r,htest pretext, She then used a 
riding stick which she nearly always carried around with her, She 
also tortured the women by refusiry to escort then to the lavatory. 
She swore at the women in the most ordinary manner. The women who 
had to sleep two in 'ono bed wore accusal by her of being- abnormal and 
beaten in their beds, kpart from the already mentioned 

ne. NOIDTIfat-,, the most notorious supervisor because of her 
brutality. 	 I know, Mrs. SCHL:JZ.B..',1.111 was supervisor in the 
camp fro,. i Noveiber until J:.aluary and was then transferred. 

(Signed) linnultargret HOIXZEL. 

SWORil by. the said deponent 11.nnewur-7ret ITO.ELZ-iM, voluntarily at 
ha-i3L on the 13th June, 194-7, before 	Staff Ser!7:eant Derek SIELTON, 
detailed by C.-in-C., British i'Lrirvy-  of the Rhino. 

(Si,7ned) D. SHELTON, S/St. 
Field Investigation Section. 
War Cri.,es Group (IME). 
tI ,. 

CERTIPMD that this i.. correct translation from German into 
Erk;lish of the Deposition of Lnnemargrot 	 _Aced Deposition No. 6. 

CIODthdiD. Sjorq. 
Auld Invuoti,,:xtion Section. 

DA.715. 
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Iraniation 	 .,mdtion 	u1). 

a.‘!;.?ObITIOlg 

.110_]Lilf.;,1.•,,  nee  	 

Dopositi..m 
01 KLIT, 

(1; 	;.."G 

on oatil n f Am.emaxyrut 	noo 	, female, 
r,orstr._ 	be for.: u rycant Gool7e GODD.s.RD, 
oi' .Auld Invustiyatin ;•f,oction, ',jar Crimes Group 

• .1. on :Ala i'fovomber, 1947. 

1, 7.: a-iji Antiemarret ii0..L.1.3.,, born on 2;?)th April, 113 in KI:',IJ, a 
desi:rner by occupation and of GCWiitall nation•aity. 

2, • 	I V13.5 sho•an phot;)••:-.i: oi'  former 	u.?..:c•ds of l'ita, .i..:0 t ,.) _ a tOdl.y 

Z Old I recor.ise the photo r:.:.".1 7 V6 . 	I havo be .n told noi t at the 
name 01' the man sho,m, on photo•-:)•'.h 7c/6 i 0, .aw-iislaw LIPIh. 

I have observed 	beatin-: prisoners. at 	several times. 
he always earn d. an a;:,,ro-.1mately 1 metro low: cud .;el „ith him -Jith 
:/hich he 'beat prisoners at.,. ,. .rently without any reason ..:h..tever. 
LIMN beat prisoners on their 11.‘ ads, their bacl:, or .viherever he hit 
them. I have often observed this Alen wallzin7 throw-,h the camp. 

I renteLiber an incident towards the end. of December, 1944. -Alen 
LIPIN rushod into our .women.'n but one ovenin,•, toviards 1900 hours and 
suddenly beat with his cud::ol into the beds without any reason whatever. 
All prisoners wore_ in their beds already and many women kr:d swollen 
'.arras and hands later on because they had been hit by Lit:Ill's cuk19.a. 
LIPIL spoke practically no German at all and continually insulted 
people An 	•Dr itussian. 

4-. 	That is all I have to say in this matter. 

(Si,'nod; ,Annciaarr.ret 

SWQRIZ by the said 	 Ha,'_;LZAEL, net:: %.7126....'ai l  at 
iitUiBURG on 5 t.t. NoveLibw-, )4-7, before 	;'..ier:N.:t."‘nt George ('OD-)211-t1D, 
detailed by the 	laritish An of the Rhino. 

0.-A‘hed) G. GODII-).:A), Sgt. 
:Acid Investi7:,.tiDn Section. 

iiroup 

C;i;RTII,TAD that this i;•. 	 l').•om German into li1n;s:,11.ish 
o:-  the 21.11..ther Deposition cn. 	 A 	Markel Deposition 
No. GB. 

(;.A.c-ned) GOD D, 
Field Investition 

71 5 • 
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DUI)); dtion 	 Joh_nne: 	L-L de, of KT.E1,,. KJItstr. 	 • .kj 	D, Ivey-11 .,ouniliers, of :Auld. Live. 	L,L;Cti u 	 • 	 14th 
octnbur, 

1, 	 born on 27th::•;esIte..:1)er, 1915, in 
Pit'uer 	 of Crercif..n natien ..lit,•. 	I - .• -as never 

meNber of the i:L.,1).:P 

2. 	 employe (1 with the Gerviani..:. Dori:y:1.1s in 	rinc e 	1956. 
In suli:J1Gr 17/4.1 I bc)s.:n tp work .fith the ..irm 	ACt..".-LII ■ in KL:di- 
HASL.d.13 ihcr.. 3 reillained up 	the 1 	 I then stArted 
workin ,  fir the 	grArin RITTILIR in 	',here I -was mip1o3rod until riw 
arrest on Ord ,T71.nuary, 11)45. 	.Lt t1 	ti:.; I ..77.s arrested. by the 
Gestapo :lit, for listen:i.u ..: t 	br—_,::.o;:_stin-•; station and for breach 

1.:.b -)ur contract. 	first 	- 7A I to the police prisor. in KIEL and 
Lifter 	 c:; 	 • 	I rained for about a 
week. 	I I C then tal:en 	 „:„1 fr(.);., ;there I was released ag:-,tin 
on 15th L.pril, 11)4.5„ 

5.I rulu,bur -!.n incident on the first Easter holiday of 1)45 when 
duriw the crnju o-,unt two prisoners were missin--; frcg:, OM hut. 
Unterscnarfuehrer J 	took two prisone: who were either Poles ,Dr 
R.u:si!...ns out 	the r: IL: and frGy.i these wanted to know the n-ee.-3 .of the 

.fed prisoners. 	Lo both •risoners had told 	several . 
times that they did n 	:c.no\i the 	of theec a 	prisoners, 

be:Lti:. the tio 7ri.4).n.rs with 	 metre 
cud:A. 	The 	 ii.aaediLtGly col.L:i.psG.. to the ,round after 

the first beatin.i;:;, 7.(r - 	-lontinued be-.tin ; thei., hol.Nver, until both 
were unconscious. 	 •,,a.).re covered in blood and had holes 
in their 	 then ordered a pri;33nes.  to fetch a 
bucket 0. 	:.:: • 	hi:, pDur th,.. water over both the unconscious 
prisoner,- • 	 to 	but !ere no longer 
able to GV.11,1 up. 	 too: his j:,c,ket off Aid started. beating, 
the prisoners 	ri.th his cudel. 	The prisoners then ivaediatoly 
eccakte uncori.ciou 	i mainly because 	kept on 'oeatieJ across 
their heads with iü. cud;e1. 	Both prisoners -dor..; ::...rried to the 
detention cGl.i.s by ether prisoners later on. 	T 	never seen those 
two prison„..:r._ 

Tao days --.fter y arrival in JUL NORDi.LIZ:., I had to ,)rk on a 
.•-rorkinv, warty inside the caiao. 	Vie had ti oush 	r3,;.;c rt :cross the 
frozen lake. 	',while doin, this one prisoner fell down, h is ompl(loly 
weakened. and I helped hi up. At this rao-nt I received a stroke on 
my back with a rifle butt 	ti-Lt I Le..ediately fell down. I have seen 
this guard beatin: prisoners several times later on. He tc).1ways beat.  
the prisomrs with the butt of his 	1::1:Ied them Ath his feet. 
I 	ciho",•in photo.:rAINhs of !!:uards of .:CEJ., 	today 41,1 r recognise 
the eliottv,r4ph K/6 	the ,)ne of the f".1.11-1.'d 1.. alet in thi:. 
I a told. now th:. t his n:_.1,-te is -Iiladislaw-LIPj.••:. 

•) • 	OberscharfuehrGr 
with him in the camp :AV.', 
on parade er liiJ. at 
incidents. 

:th.-yz:.s use 	 Lletre lots ; cane 
beat pri.:.:oner:3 	 tia..ee, either 

rk. 	I can no ion, 7ur red.. bar individual 

0. 	Obersch::r-fuehre.-G 	was knovni 
U. e- 	e .rry 	;Ale.. around wth 

y brutal. He nearly 
he often boat 
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prisoners, either during parade or while at work. adiKER nearly alw:Ays 
used to L,JA, on the prisomrs' heAds. I have often son DANKOR boat 
not only 	platoon cow trader but also later on whilst he was in charge 
of the 	 1:ifilt1y beat Russian and Polish prisono, sp  

allecectly never ! Orlie Cl t enougit for hilii. 

7. 	That is all I have to say in this ',latter. 

(Signed) Walter BROM. 

SWORN by the s.Lid deponent 	JohAnnes BROCK voluntarily at 
KIEL on 14th October, 1947, 	 ,..:reant George GODD.riRD, 
.1e-tailed by the C.-in-G. British 	, )1! the Rhine. 

(Signed) G. GODDARD, Sgt. 
Field Investigation Section. 
War Crimes Group (NWE). 

mama) that this is a true translation from Gernan into Enc:,, lish 
of the Deposition of Vtator Johannes BROCKS, marked Deposition o. 7. 

(Sipped) G. GODDARD, Sgt. 
Field Investigation Section. 

**a 

• 

DA.. 715. 
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:-.7'e position en oath. of ',..iygmu.nt 
Readsbul...g, se-ern beeoee Lt. ooleee 
Lation Jection, 	 ereap (Jr,. 
of July, 15/47. 

LiT•  male, of Polish camp Sehberg, Kr. 
Forces, of loield Investi- 

-..,;) at .1-211E:AG, on this twenty second 

1. 1 e.,& 	 ,rn on,'tilt. '(,th Jenuery, 1915, in 1: is 	(POLUNT.0). 
I am Romen Catholic, of ioolish 	 aecoretor by profession, suckle. 

2. I have been deported f05.* force labour to 6ermany in 19.55. 	I escaped in 
191 f1 and e-ent becis: tU eoe.e.e.e.. 	e ...with J heve been arrested by the 
Gestapo oat" cent back to ■ .;.e 	 time l - .-orkcd in an engine factory at 
=L. 	I 1-„Are been eerestee i t July:, 190, for sin ;ink;  the -)olit?..h national 
anthem. 	I have been 	till 	194_3, in the i'olice prison 
...1ZztCifErli:E2. 	I have be it errested iii = y, 1944, under the charges of sabotage, 
unwillingness to work and of spoiling 	 ter my arrest I have been 

the prison at Blumenstre.sse. 	days later I have been trensferred. 
to Iaa.L.Cirzlia•IT,,, 	I st eyed- there till. the end of July, 19114, and then I nave 
been .  transferred 	(;:ork correction camp) Kro:4-11.,sm. 	I remained there 
till ()etoher, 1944. 

:5. 	I remember the Celap Coe6eanciant 1"TO_, who a-as the terror of all the imaates. 
henever he came for inspection he was never satisfied with the work done by 

• the prisoners and ordered the „Uerds to drive the priseners on. Prisoners 
have been beaten and .:icked by the guards in his presence, but he never did. 
anything to stop it - on the contrary, he favoured such treatment. 

4. I remember 	comp leader (Lagerfuehrer) 	i.-oho killed a man in Lly 
presence. This happened at the end of .,ugust or beginning of September, 1944. 
-jri.ati-;.,1di counted. the prisoners after the mid-day break and fOund that one was 

This prisoner had been found in the sick-bay. He was a Ukranian 
whose lea; noon. been badly hurt in the morning by a .eutch gourd. named IL,HSE, who 
bent him e-ith the butt end. of his rifle, so that he 	unable to walk. 
J.-al...Jai drive the prisoner out of the but and etarted to beat him i.rith a stick 

m. long. Shortly !eetererarls the men collapsed. 	 ldcked the 
men several tiles and -.;hen he was unable to rise -.Tent -  on beating him with the 
stick. 	.3...x time of -ter-dards we put the unconscious man lleL-a- a but where he 
died two hours later. He has been buried in a place where a bereack is 
standing now. 

5. 1 recognise the 	on photograph 16, which I have been shown with 15 
othk.;rs, as the one who shot - prisoner. 	I have been told that his name is 
13.ThLERICHS. This incident happened on e Sunday at the end. of September, 1944. 
I suddenly heard a shot and e quarter of an hour later the dead. body of a 
Polish prisoner has been brought in. I have seen :that he 'had a womd in his 
cheek and the skull '.has blown off. I have heerd DIEDatICHS telling that he 
shot the prisoner rad. I have seen other guards congratulating him on this. 
.1)IEDERICHS said that the prisoner triee. to escape. 

6. T remember the medical orderly of the camp (MIMI who was a ,Dsnish 
netional. 	I hPV•j st eal hii.l severel times beating end ill-treating sick 
-orisoners. He forced, for exeLipie, sic„-. prisoners Aose legs were swollen 
;dui - rho were Larilc to 	to crawl on all fours and collect stones in the 
eemp. 	iDuriag this they --ee;re - bentenby guards with whips and sticks. 
elother c- is eethods was to force prisoners suffering fru., stomach troubles 
co  lie for ilL:11113 an one position. 

/ :. 	In 
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C:ip froia 	 CC 

i C 
t 	 ' 

bt. 	.11 	g, 	1 . 
co 	: 	 to the c 
f.ad. _DLIZ ,Liu be: t the unconscj. 
di.ed and. Lr been buried. 11i the 

'.is brought to the 
voi•-, the cutting of his hair. 

who st..rted. to be..t Lila every 
-..1 ly uofocti, so t .t 

„ CC1.p hau to C ciao for 
J.* ur1 world.ng and soue 

.loticed by jENSEN, I-Lag-3E 
sticks. 	iwo hours later 1-JJKOLIITSEY 
the 1)unker is now. 

8. 	• 	 :Lt 
bout 16. 	lie 	-; 

brought 
told. H..,3_1; 
ornd, 	 11:_, 

thi;.; 
so weak 	t 

wen.: ordered to 
carrieci hi.a to the 	; 

	

.". L.CiEd:T34,-.1;  we 	., :Ls fellow prisoner 	yot.u-k--, Pole of 
:,.:•ec,...Letured three weeks later :ad 

to work the 	day, and. I.1.11-1-Mi. 

	

c.reu Li.1. 	Hur work con8ict3d. of dining out 
the 	 w_Lter. 	Eve-ry 20 to 30 iainutes 
nd oe..t hi- with stick. 	In the clitenloon he 
s 	the tie 	1.1).to the water. 	Then --re 

.. 
 

CU( 11. ut hi... in ,. 	 the evening we 
i-fL f' zlied the next 

9. I have 4.1yricif bcun. "oecten 	by 11.LITah_; •..-ith a stick or the butt-end of Ids 
rifle, getting 25 or ;.,ore blows. DIER be-t prisoners with a stick and the 
butt end as well. 

10. On photograph K 13 I -_,coolie a Dutch 1;uard. whose naLle is Le JOI-ICT as I been told. now. 	I h .ve seen hia 	titles be,..7.tiir: prisoners with the 
butt-end and a stick. 

.it the end. I should like to add that ,T1-!;ITS121, De JoITG and DTER  beat 
prisoners all the tiiau an. bel:_n:ed. to the worst L,uards in the coup. 

'..170RIN by the saiu Deponent, L;ppunt ciRS'zinuji, voluntarily, at MIFFIRG on the 
twenty second day of July, 1947, before 1.10, Lt. 1:Taclaw 7,.'1.EI.,-20.-,'SKI, detailed 
by the C. -in-C. :;riti;-;11 	c1' the Rhino, 

(3ipled) 	 , • 
Live sti.ting Officer. 

CEI,irrjyrED that this is a true translation fre„, Polish into English of the 
_Deposition ofynt RSJL.iJ, ,.e2rku.d .1);QositiOn 1To. 8. 

(AEnui) 1.WIERZBOWZKI, 
Investi3ation Section. 

1 

:2, I": 716 
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TrarL.tjcm of 	 L cii.itn io.__9L.  

-A 	%) ..
T  -Lr  r  

of 

7:alter 

Peposition on neth.of7.'71ter 	 male, of HA: .-311XT, 21 ",:interhuderwer. 
efere 	ff 	t Torn: 	6th. King ' s ltoyt 1 Irish 

Hussars of it'ield liw sti 	ion 	 Crimes Group (1,:..E) on the 27th 
:larch, 1917.- 

1. I an ..alter 	 born on .+;_th 	r,  19CO, in neeli3tirIG, dentist by 
profession and of German wtionalitz.r. 	I ever 	s a member of the lration,1 
SocialiLt Party or any of its affilie ted 	nisa tions. 

2. In January, 1931, I was arrested in i..-:::)••■ •n because of high treason. 	I 
then came to PUI-U43131IME.L, Concentration 	I was there for a fee-  e.onths 
and then came to e•ITT:COit concentre- 	cele nd from there to the remand 
prison in 1-1.-.i.BITAG, then b6fore the 	court in LEIP7a1-, ;here I was 
acquitted. 	I •:as then returned to ..o'UHLS.BIZTTY,L Concentr, tion camp. 	There 
I was falsely involved in another tr-L.1 end sentenced to ten years hard 
labour. 	I as then transferred to FRU.1-CK. 	iefter two and a half yeers 
in August 1936, I ::as rele:sed be: the Gestapo in H.L;LBUIG under police 
supervision. 	In the beginning of 194i, I .-as re-arrested by the Gestapo and 
was ordered to •eoric cleerine a ...ay debris. 	Or. the 17th Februa-ty, 194.5, I 
again transferred into FUHL1.313U2Tre•IL camp :ith the reason given as having been 
making active pre-par,f.ions for a revolution in HL,J31.111G on 13th Lrrch. 	The 
inmates of this concentration cam :ere trans:;*erred in columns on boot to 

	

at the end of ;arch, 	I remained there up to the liberation cn 
3rd ha;;, 145. 

3. Due to ill-treataeents in I:'IiTILEAKTETTEL.  it is most difficult for me now to 
remember any names. 	:;.:omentarily I c;•, n only remeiaber the re:nes EICKHOFF and 
B.I. TIt:i;.rfk; in connectin ..ith KIKL-ii.a•IE camp. 

On arrival in HIEL-HAYLSE uarap, • .-(= ...acre told on parade that a different 
eind 	s 	no. and thet ee should not hope to :Jet away ;..-ith our lives. 
This speech 	delivered by the car' comLw‘ndant, e.hose naLp..? I have forgotten. 

lived there in huts, 2CC  men to each hut, ;1thot.k.:.,_ 	 meant for 
nen at the most, 	reeceiv:.d one slice of bree,d a arty-, no.: and then two 

slices of 'bread and about 5/21- rf a litre of :..ter soup, nothing else. 	On 
medical care, the only thin to 	is that .,-ho ever roHofted sick, hA to 
count cn being finished off immediately. 	Parade ..eis 	05O0 hours and lasted 
about 2 hours. 	According to my testinet ,  about 1700'men peraded. 	Apart 
from that there -lere also 200 - 3OO '.co n, ho however, lived in separate 
huts. 	On parade, foreien and German c:.e 	1.ee: tes •.'re see-,arcted. 	There 
rere about the same number of G.,r)r. and 	prisoners in the camp. 

i.mongst the foreiners there eis a laree reae  of the Polish resistance 
movement in ..,AR:311".,'. 	17,ost of thee. 	ieessians, Poles, French. and 
Hungari;.ns as Jell as a 	Dutch, Eelgiens and Panes. 	The foreign 
prisoner:, all of ehom had alreaCce: been 1 	ralr loner than the Germans, 
looed like living corpses. 

5. 	Ley by day I sa-:: prisen,  rs bt.‘Anc: ben ten up brutally for not parading 
ix:mediated:,  in the pre .e r 	 is one armed SS. Officer specially proved 
himself by beating p.,-;0-iRie ri..h a .,-crriLl-s ■•uc1g,,--_:1 at the end of which an 
aee,roxiannte13.,  15 oin,, long ler den t 	F tt...1•1,-Id.. 	People al rays collapsed 
jeededi tely --zed remelned 	 • e rerely se/ than people again and 
it is to 1a resemedth t they 	shot - fter •c eerched off. 	Last on 
ie-rede •;- s the cee.r!• 	2 ii.nt, •• 	toe: tler I  r-  de. 	I myself soy,' on at 
1 e' 

 
s.t 10 once. sions 	n•-•! 	• 	 - the cr..rar le-7 der 

shooting prisoner. 	t - 	.s" t 	 !eostly Russians end 
- Poles. 	The r son -2 ee :hoe shootil, 	t the prisoners ..:ero not 

lined or proLeerly, 	The r!"•11f li'I • 	 t 	.'ith his revolver from 

/"L-- 
Ty, i• 71 7. 

• 
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;.. ;;: 	
I.L'he shot ,ostly went throu :h 

,•,
J also ire'? -tneir ,.1stels and shot a 

thr, 

r. T ,  • 	t..Ly r•- 	.17 r 	frilcvdr17 incident. 	It ha,.:•-pened on ist J i li 	:ere oni,.,r 	tr 	 r. bun:71e ar • - oä each ti. 	,- 	
J.3re ol... 	 th:bris. 	As most of 	T 	 ;.7,o 	
baok- 	

On this day th,. 	 cc.: 	
thc rinr to mr--r,7;-: 	 (Us:ant:Led hut _t :t 2( 	

tr 1.eturn 	
...rooden These 	 7 bout 5 to 6 cr. tb., :11 each 	 by L., men. 	On The 	 , 7• -., ut. 2C • :en 	shot by theo.1.:, ider and thother 33 nen, 	These 	 of nn- n!-.tionalities, 	I, tcqher :,.7ith 3 r• th rs hal tr -  -carry "r• nrisoner onrur 17:lan.-.. 	This shot Prisoner had to put dr•. -r-, in 	nut 	 the c u 	

floor s-,acc was alneady cover_ri ith 2ho t ;;risoners. 	I only 	from hearsay thr.t these shot .risonors , -ero 'buried in the gray:a ;it inside the cnip, 

7. Fe ton the 2Cth rd 25h fJ2j1 half the -Russins in one but '.,-ere shot on the sf:ot after ser..e 	had b,-::en found there during a search. 	I 	not present during th 	xcutior. but he. rd shots fired ,Auring the ni.,,ht and sa,./: 	• 
during parade on the folloJing 1..ornriL; that considerable number of :eole 
from the Russian but Jere 	

This incident Jas also !;.-net.in throuLThout the camp. 

8. Altogether thert: -aere about 15 33 .1-..1.1b:arz who carried out these ill - treatments rind shootings. 	The or IT cc:...i.landant, the one armed SS ')flicer and 
a Flemish SS man s_L.ecilly provedt'li:-.1selves amongst them, 

	ruing my stLy in KIEL-Iii.33E shooAns -,:ore- carried out daily some-titles- -perhs;-,s only five, oii other days 'al.: to tienty-five, :Jhich I h ye seen ith uy min eyes. 

(Signed) ;-;. Kro-pmann. 

3C1-2.N by the Said neponunt Werner ICOCI5,L1-.11/1 voluntarily 	WIG on the 27th March, 1947, 1-2forc; an Staff Sergeant Torok SITELTON, detailed by 0.-in-C., British r. y of the Rhine. 

(Signed) T. Shelton, 3/Sgt. 

Field Investip;ation Sec ti7)n. 
'.7t-Ar Crimes Group (1172). 

H F,CR. 

GERTIFIET: that this is a correct tranoL..tion frc:u ern into English of the
•reposition 	 imrk-ed Deposition 71.-,T^. 7A. 

_ (Signed) G. cruDrAir. 

Field InvestiTtion Section. 

DA. 717. 
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Tr '.11:731--ti Dil of 
12t 	25. 93, 

FUR ....."22R 

of 

'..:-..lter  ICOCIll'Jq7.  _...... 
Der;osition On 0th of '.it 

er KOOZI.INIT, .1r.'.1o, of IT2.22:,IRCr• 21 -.7interhtEerJe 10(-; sworn before  Staff Sei-_eant Derek ,(IELTON, i:;th Kin;-:° s ??.o.,-%1 Iri..Q-). iilLsors, 
1)47. 
of Fiel:. Lives ':;:i.:,.ti...-)n Section, ;7--r ;r '_...1;:.3 , Gr :u-_-., ( .i) on the 23h June, 

1. On the 28th June 1947, I 'ins shin 15 Dictures of -:.x.t..thers of the 1..rboitsserziohu.nsl%Jor  KIEL-HL.3a1-3. 	On the l.).oto.,rr.::7.1 1-.17.T.1.zea IV.11 27 I rucojiise the .--rin -..-ho:.-. in . ,--,- state,nent of 27th ...1:-...rc1i 1 947, :17:.'..;:ra-211 5, 1 have :.eseribed as a ono- 	SS OiTicer. 

2. 1 hA-v--o now been to1C2 that his 	i3 Niko1aujZL.T.Zr,ti 	heA Rottenfuehrer 	th..t in ftet ho 	onl; ono 

(3•:a) 
3.7ORY bz.- the sAi,1 Do:dotent Werner KOOPLaNii vo1wtarn .t 28th June 1947 befon_, 	St.ff 3cr. oat Derek SIELTaii, act;-..7 3ritish 	of the Rhine. 

1(oopr.lann. 

.'.1.23tIRG on the 
C-in-C 

(S; ,:'.) D. Shelton, S/S.:,t. 
21.e1•7. ;i:nycl.stir...7.tion Section, 

(N.7E) 

TTIpD 	

HQ. 

that this is correct 	 into En Jish of the Deposition of 7r_1 -..;er 1C00'.72,111‘1, 	!)o-.-)oA 

() D. Shelton, 5/3:t. 
inve'7,ti-.tion Suction, 

:''Tog) (14D) 

D/M.721. 
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Traneletion of 
	

esit-.'ot l ie.  10... 

of 

Joachim Friedrich 

Deposition on oath of Joachi.ce;rie6rich Julius eee 	male, of 
Pontenay 1, s'eorn before eteff eerLxant -171CTO:. 	:item King's 

Royal Irish Husears of 	Investieeation erection, 	erimes :Toup (, ;E), 
et 	on 23th Larch, 1947. 

. 	I am Joachim SCHER:eCii, born on •Le 16th June, 191 1  in 7-1.3U-.2,G of -German 
nationality, merchant by occupation. 	I have neve r been e member of the 1:etional 
'socialist party or of its affiliated organisations. 

2. I was arrested by the Gestapo in TIAIIEURG on the 30th lerch, 	because 
of alleged high treason. 	I first came into tht prison huts in l'AUBURG for 
three clays and from there into VUEISi- U=EL Camp. I was there until the reiddle 
of %pril. 	'hen we were taken by boat with two to three thousan pri,oncrs 
from different camps (not FL1-iL0?;ttr*^n 	to 	 I 1R'S then in KIEL- 
11.1.3_E camp for about :1  6ays. 	I then eucceeded to escape whilst on eutsiCe 
work. 

3. 1though I was only in KIEL-e camp for 8 days, I have witnessed there  
great number of murders and ill-treatments. 

4. The followine strikfne incident wIdch occurre ei'out the'._nth 	1945, 
is still exactly in my remory. 	The wbole ceir, return:: Promo work at about 
1' O0 hours. 	On order of the commandant, :;ohenne.s POST, the whole camp had to 
parade immediately, to fetch very heavy pr its of hute, for the buildinL; of 
now huts. 	This place was about 1 kr.. outside the cemp. 	These pieces were so 
heavy to carry that a large numer of the ebselutel::-  undernourisheC camp inmates 
broke ('•.own under the burden. 	(The larest -art of than were 1-1ussians to my 
knowledge). The Commandant POST and camp leader, e 	ordered the 
immediate shooting of those who broke clown under the burden, end this was carried 
out in front of my eyes. 	I observe very many eases :lyself, but I cannot 
state an exact number of deaths,- which, however, is -considerable. 	1 have 
:ersonally seen at least 20 cases, but this souls_ on1 have been a email part 
of it. I have Leen both IObT and BitUMAPN myself carryieg out shootings. It 
was always done by shooting in the neck (('enickschuss) which they did with their 
revolvers from a short distance. The corpses were then thrown :Alto a pit by 
their comrades and not buried. Iorom time to time the corpses' re collected 
by a furniture removal van from a KIEL firm. It was said in the camp that 
the corpses were brought to e soap factory, in order to eske use of the bones 
there. 

5. I cen further remember a youns, one armed 33 man, to my knowledf;e 
Scharfuehrer or Oberscharfuehrer beeting  people with e 3tick'during para es, 
mornings and evenings respectively. I have Also seen that a numb.r of people 
collapsed under these beatings with sticks. 	This luo oceurre.:i often on the 

to and from work. I cannot remember having; seen this 	man make use of !his 
\espon. Yhat wc.s specially noticeable about him was that although he was not 
an officer, he always wore officer's riding breeches, lined with leather. 

6. Purthermore, I remember an 	Scherfuehrer or Ober:301i rfuehrer of Ukranien 
origin who distinguished himself by his particularly brutal tre- tmcnt of his 
ri 

	

	 I have seen him myself, beating prisoners at work or on the erking party.  
,:,arch with a wooden stick. 	-b-t was particularly noticeable about him UPS that 
he had gold teeth in the front. 

7.
EL -4 	E 

There were about 10 people - -11 ee ,:cambers - who during my time in the 
end on the outside workin.  p. rtiee behaved perticularly brutally by YI  

shootings and bt-tin&s. f)urin( tee short time while in tlx c' 	I saw the 
furniture van coming twice. [rid beie; 	with coroses. 

Toechim cherl ,ch. 

1211 713  
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A 

by 	 !._p:nent 
KiJiLURG- on tlic 	 19): 7, LL:fo-fc.;i 	sto.ff oerfx.,:nt 

Dcrck 37:17LTOTT, 	 Ly 	 of th,.. 

(bi_ne.:c) 
Acid_ 	 ,;cctionc, 

(i: E), 

C—RTIFIE7) tirt this is correct tnsl.:,tim for Gcman into Th3lish 
of the Depozition of J: chit Fric:(1rich Juliuo 3C. KILCE, =ked ;:c:position Y3.101.. 

(Liigncd) G. Goadf.rd, S/oLt. 
Ficid Invc,stiLation .Jecti)n. 

BY. 718 
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Translation of 	 1C-J 

FURTHER DEP. 

of 

JOachimandiLM. 

Deposition on oath of Jo:Achim SCH.L.CH, male, of ILA,.:13URG Fontenay 1, sworn 
before Staff Sergeant Derek SHELTON, 8th. .;in ;'s Roy:-.1 Irish Hussars, of Field 
Invextigation Section, '“-cr Crimes Group (N,Z), at 11-1-61.111C, on the 5th. June, 
1947. 

1. 	On 5th June, 1947, I was shown eight men in the prison of 11-.c:131.2G - ;ALTON-, 
so that I could not sec their right ari.i. 	I-recognised one of thou as the •one- 
anaed SS man whom I •lontioned in parr: 5 of my statement :.::::de on 28th ::.arch, 
1947. 

2, 	I 	told new that the ,Aan '::hom I recognised has lost his right mA, that 
his name is Nikolaus GURU, and that he was a Rottenfuehrer of,the guards in 
EIEL-ILSSE. 

(Signed) Joachim Scharl:f.ch. 

Sworn by the said deponent, Joachim Schaxlach, voluntarily, at H;AK3URG on the 
5th June, 1947, before me, Staff Sorg: at Derek SHELTON detailed by C.-in-C. 
British ;,,r,4 of the Rhine. 

(Signed) D. Shelton, S/Sgt., 
Field Investie,ation Section, 
',far Crimes Group, 
HQ, B. PR 

CLITIFTFD that this is a correct translation frc- Geri into English of-the 
Deposition of Joachim SCI-L.R.L;Lii, marked Deposition 'No. 10E. 

(Signed) G. Goddard, Sgt., 
Field investigtion Section, 
:ar Crimes Group OTJE). 

D/M 716 
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Translation of ;ft). LI.. 

  

E-yarITT1T 

cf 

M,ari SChTEIBT•IR, no°  

:eposition on oath of 1:.f.Tia SCIMIDER, nee HELL, fem:ac, of 17-EL, Harriestr. 
24, sworn before Sergeant George GQZ11.11D, Royal. Fusiliers, of Field Investia-
tion Section, '.:ar Crimes Group (NV E) at KIEL en 29th. Cctober, 1947. 

1. I aa Maria SCHREIBER, born on 13th Ety, 1904 in KIEL, a housewife by 
occupation and of Germ:11 nationality. 	I was never a member of the ITSD.,P or 
any of its affiliated organisations. 

2. on 5th. Novealr, 1944, I was arrested by tht.: Gestapo KIEL for an unkncyrn 
reason and i..4.1ediately taken to .1.L'LlT1Rar;i.itK. 	I . remained in 2,EL 
until the 11th. January, 1945, when - I was released. again. 

3. During the period of .y arrest in NCRDii..R.K camp I was employed in the 
cookhouse the whole time. 	the time a. Latvian SS mon by the name of 
VZDIIZIS had the chief supervision and under hii.1 there was a second Latvian 
SS an still, whose naLie I can no longer remember. I remember an incident 
at the end of November, 1944, when POST during his tour of inspection came into 
the cookhouse one day. POST there saw a crying female prisoner. Upon his 
question why she was crying he received the reply th;:t she, as the only woman, 
was to remain there for over a year. Upon his questioning as to how she 
obtained this news she declared that a Polish prisoner had told her so. The 
prisoner was POST's batman. POST said that the prisoner would receive a 
punishment for this, i.e., 25 strokes with a stick. P^ST then ordered 
VALD,MiLNIS to carry this out and then take the prisoner to the detention cells. 
I then saw VALDEL:NIS lead this Polish prisoner to the horse stables. 

4. I remember a further incident when IULDNIS beat another prisoner. I have 
Uot seen the beating myself but this prisoner showed me thick weals which were 
stretching across his whole body. Furthermore, I heard VALDi4:4EIS boast to 
have beaten this prisoner. 

5. That is all I have to say in this matter. 

(Signed) ..Oria Schreiber. 

SWORN by the said leponent, - aria SCHREIBER, nee HELL, voluntarily, at KIEL 
on the 29th. uctober, 1947, before me, Sergeant George GODD.iRD, detailed. by 
C.-in-C. British .:.r my of the Rhine. 

(Signed) G. Goddard, Sgt., 
Field Investigation Section, 

Crimes Group (NVE). 

CERTIFIED that this is a true: translation from German into English of the 
Deposition oflearia SCHREIBER, nee FELL, marked Deposition No. 11. 

(Signed) G. Goddard, Sgt., 
Field Investigation Section. 

DA.; 716. 
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Trrn::1-.i-Lon  of 

of 

Dei:osition 	.ti of Nanny 
'.)0fore. Staff 	 Sth 

of Field 	 (.11-11) 
the 9th 	1947. 

1 1. 	 1.,orn on 7 July 1900, of SJI-ILLIC27.1•::7.; r.11:, of C-t.:27..-o.n 
natcon,-.1ity. 	I 	 of the rz.:3 Tor.2.utAlschn.-ft fro 1955 till 194?) 

	

then ra-aove..1 	of 1 	of -..nterest. 

2. 	On 19 Febrw.'.1.7 1945 two 	 fro.,i A<IEL  ri the Ortsj;rupz on- — 
loiter SCH:-Tirr 	-̀:',0-12 7_•:7-10\TED cc to 	i_n 	hOU:3 r.:111_1 I : 	-crest, 
The reason iv 	to lie 	t-,11:-.t 	 I then CTi 
into tileolico prison, in -....1u....len3ti-as3e in 	I 	 inej.'„ for four 
(1.%rt.-... 	On the seconJ 	"1 :"..9 07.11C fk E0 t.1,1; :10 1:10 0I' "i.;110 Gcst:o .n 
Du):Delstr:.".s.-.;e for interro 	 there 	errr.)y 	callet7. 
HAPTSEN. 	Durin,  the nt rot.on I 	...)e2.-tt.;:l 	LiT ,-;ith 	-_:hort raV...„er 
tr.Incheon ;cross the 

fter four 	13- :‘.2, brouht 
Dut into the .etenton cells on lil,.1T-70.11  z or.::ers where I 	 for c. 
fortni 
	

The cells 	, r.bolzt 2 iletres 	 1.50 :.-ietresa.e. 	There • 
wer tao 	nkets 	one -aoloC,en stool in the cell. 	The '.1.-.nk_ts 	-.yet 
•!%1-1. -: full of ver.-:in. 	On th..: floor 	Lout 2 cu, foul liater. 	In the 
there vms net her ',;-r‘..ter for ;„- shin' nor for C:rinicin. 	DL,rin. _, 
ye receive:: three slices of 	once 	 P. cup of co-if 

evenin s. 	The brer.ii was :nstly ,7117, soetIii.s 7:.11 t11. t.';venin:p 
there 	 on it. 	Liter 11:- .'1;:is I 1..7-y; 	 erro:r.-.te.„7, 
ratISTII in the. 

4. Lfter..-Arfs I c!..-no into the \;oraent  s ca .T. 	There I hw o.fte7-1 oen 
:a -self ho'..• the07.-)er,:r.,..ch-Lao-L-,t,-.::ri.nthur.'.)eat 	„..risonersJ.th a ru',.;c.s.r 
truncheon frecluentl-,-. 	Prisoners often 1.:rolco 	 e:-  
no loner 1:ncr.-7 her 1-1r.:TiC; but I 	 her 

5. An SS ur n2uc Z75-tIONA.1{1. 	 in Z-,"; colthouse. 	This 
ZIO1LI1 	 ]k;r'.bout vith n. one .ietre lon ru....:ber truncheon. 	I 
IltWC3 ofn s 	„ 7)rut,....11u 	 prisoners 	 ruhier trUncheon. 
Poo21e 	 un:er his beztin:p freouently. 

(S) Nanny 

VIORN by the 	De-3onent 	Si",;:`,GAU 	 on the 
9th of Mr.; 1947, hefor ac.: Staff Seric.;..n.t Derek 3EL.L01.f 
British ."..r.-.17 of the Rhine. 

(3-:(.1) D. Shelton, q.13Lt. p 

jyf 	f`troui.) (11:P2) 
HQ. :DTI. 

C-RTIFID) thv th-..s is ^. correct translation frof.3. 	;:nto En lish of 
the st%teent of Nanny at'LC-14i.il narked De2osüon 110.14., 

(S1!1) G. 
21•.;17. Investi 	Dn 

D/14.721. 
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Tr-nsl.tio.n of 
	

17 

3f.  

J ro.3ii  

Deposition on oath of jaros1.•.s. 	 rl.csc.:nt uncle?... sentence F t 
..)trafvollzuE:sanstalt, rieler 

	
before ::)taff 

Derek :.J777LT07, )th 	Ro7r;...1 Irish 
	

•cf 	lnveLtige.tim 
.E.r Crimes Croup 77 	t 	 on the 3;.,:;_ 	194/. 

I an Ja nos law ':CY 	born on '7 
	

i1, 1 	in' 
Czechoslovakia, butcher by profes:.ion 	r.; 

'2. 	1 CRre to Clermany in 1940, ,--Anr.1 first 	iki 	unskilled ', bower with 
contractor in 	 Lter on I v.,:!1 	. , :.1. ,er's fim in KIEL, 

and then with t::e Brewery F.0-L,TEN, also in 11T. 	I 	arrested by the Gest:0.o 
-in KIEL on 2Ot 	rril, 1 944, because I hIsc- 	br.con on the black m-  rk- t. 
I then cave into a 	hut in DrPchense, . 	I%.as there until 1t luly,94/., 

r.C. curing this titr:. we were employee. on the construction of the L7.1, in 

	

re-:lrrestec.1 on 6 Febru:..ry, 194, Caine 	-LLe 
rclease &.gain on 2r,:..1-;-rrch, 1945. 

). 	Today I was s:-.own twenty photographs of members of the EL 113IC,/ 'La. 	I 
r...:coL,nise the photo;....rach K./N 2 	an Obea..sch:-rfuehrer iho 	one of the ,-x.rds. 
1 ia not know his name but I LIM to1d now th!A this nr.,me is Ernst :JIE.ENLi. 
hue I was in Drachensee an also later while in the ,,EL S3R"- v1,1::dc I 1-irve seen 

Oberscharfuehrer 	myself beatin6  prisoners ith cane, fis tck as a 
thumb and one metre long. 	I can still remember one s.;ccied 	around the 
20th Earch, 1945, I was working together ;ith other prisoners in-thil_ 

then came into t workshops n : -3 a 	half full of potc.toes. 
.1e asked 1.11IDSC p)tatoes thesr. were and a La-tvian 

prisoner cane. for,-,z-,.rd. 	SIN ENS and mother 	an then beat the ritn across 
his back, shoulders, head and hands. 	This 1)risoner 	s P.fter.-Jarcls 
blue through beating and his hands ;ere thickly srollen. Otherwise 
I have also' seen SIEFENS beating prisoners at 	 reco.:,nise the Ilan on 
ph ,tograph K/N 3 also as an Oberscharfuehrer 1,1' the -:i.1.71.r.-13 	i-rs beaten 
-risoners at work with a stick. 	I aln tole, nov 	 is iichare, 

4. 	On photograph .17/N 17, I recognise a Dutchnan 	S F2, it tiara at first and 
I came into the carir the second tine, he is nedical orderly. 	I an told 
he is a Dane and is callee."E.T,T,ST7.75. 	This .DNS 	as a 7suard hs brutally 

he-ten prisoners '..'ith a thick wooden stick. 	I have 	been beaten b-,7 hri 
iAyself. 

On the photograph Y./TT 1, I recognise the camp 1,-;-(Thr Therschp.rfuehrer 

	

who h.s also often beaten p.-7.‘n: rs 	stick. • I have seen this 

-:"..en coring into the camp fol.- the ..econd t!„,„ on 6 
Oldrich TiNOTirY and :road' 	;.ere 	d 

kn.; '-oth bcfDrahn' 	n KIT,L. 	Both. ',ere unect-  
stronE;- . 	heard later 	ITY'.71.11\TY had dic in the a; 
sup2oseil to have been shot. 

bruary, 1 94', , t D 
.ith i",e. 	I 

az,e, healthy an 
that JChL is 

601..22h volunt; rily 	 on the SWORN by the said deponent Jaroslaw 
3rd June, 1947, before no t&f:' Sert.,ent .7.)erek JJrO , cletaiLe, Ly . -in-C. 
British Lrmy of the Rhine. 

/ 

(....,i,neet) 
InvetIgation 6ection, 

irar Crivies Group (KSE; 
Di:OR 

Er 716  
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'flIFIED thr t this is 	car k,ct trP.nsln.tion froi.t Gorram into 7n: 
of CIL. Doposition of J:.1.031= 3012.T.R, ::,:rkc.d 'position No. 17. 

(Sic_mcd.) 	rd, 
Investig-tinn .Joction, 

:f1:1 71P, 
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Translation of 	 pe., positicn No. 19. 

of 

Emilie °SOLI:: 

reposition on oath of Emilie OSOL:f1;SCH, 
interned at 5 C.I.O., s'eorn before Sgt. 
Field Investigation Section, ',Ter Crimes 
1)47. 

female, of Riga/Latvia, at present 
George GOMARD, Royal Fusiliers, of 
Group (ME) in 5 C.T.C. on 31st July, 

1. I am Emilie OSOLINSCH, born on 28th November, 19(1)  in WOLMAN/Latvir, and 
am an office employee by trade and of Latvian nationelit. 	I was never a 
member of the NSDAP or one of its form. tions. Since the beginning of the 
I worked in a weaving mill in RIGA and in approeimetely April 194 I worked 
as an office employee at the Kriminal police in RIGA. On 24th September, 
1944, I came to GER1:!INY at first to DRESIEN, where ... 	sent on from the 
local criminal police to the Gestapo in KIEL, eho sent me on to the AEL KTEL-
HASS where I did my duties as a female guard from November, 1944, till the 
capitulation. 	On 6th November, 1945, I :a.s arrested in KIEL and was brought 
to 5 C.I.f.% via the came in NEUIEUNSTER, 

2. During the .First tee) months of my activities in the AEL I.`Its in charge 
an Aussen-kommando (outside c:orking party) either clearing debris in KIEL or 
working in a fish factory also in KIEL. These perties consisted of 	sly  
30 female prisoners whom I had to guard. Later or. I :orked in the kitchen A ee 
I had to sueervise 20 e!omen :ho eorked there. 

3. During my activity in the AEL KIEL-HA SSE I never curried a stick or beet 
anybody. 	I observed several times how Frau KSNIJL KAULS carried a slender nee° 
:then returning from a working party, but I have never seen her beat prisoners 
with it. 

4. I remember an incident ehich happened one evening in Spring 1945 ahen 
several things were stolen from a parcel belonging to a prisoner. 	The beds 
of all eomen were searched, and the things e.ore found en one prisoner. 	The 
prisoner, a German, was then beaten with a belt by Fraulein KLEINSTPBUER, but 
only across her behind. 	The girl laughed)  therefore the beating coulfl not 
have been very severe. 

5. During my work in the Izitchen I have seen the kitchen chef beat ierisonera. 
several times with his stink, as they were supposed to have stolen root 
• vegetables. 	I have been shorn pictures of former guards in the AEI, NORD1:eRK 

and I remognise a man on the photegranh K 15 and I am told noe that his name 
is Maximilian ZTFLONAOKI. He often hit so hard thet his cane broke in two. 

6. 	I have often noticed t—o nun 	 In';‘) the hors-3 sts..blos. 
Shortly nftr-ards one could her scru-ms. I ,:ms shown pictures of the 
former guards of the ALL P.TORDKARK. and recognise the two men on photographs 
K 20 and K2 and am now told that their names are Heinrich UNRUH and Emil DIE R. 

7, I remember the guard DIER came to the kitchen one day in Spring 1945, eftree 
I had seen him enter the steblea and after I had heard terrifying screams. 	I 
asked him why he had so beaten the prisoner: and_ he rep lied, "The prisoner 
sent, wireless transmissions to MOS0C7i and .-though we found the transmitter 
denied it, and that's why I beet him". 

8. I understand, read and speak Gernen well enough to e.eke this statement. 

9. That is all I have to say about this matter. 

(Signed) Osolinenh, 

/gJoRN 

r/g.717. 
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— 2 

SWORN by the wlid deponent Emilie OSOLINSCH, voltntaril7 nt 5 C. I.C. on 
31st July, 1947, before me Sergeant Geore 	 FusilL:rs, detniled 
by C. —in-C. British Lrny of the Rhine. 

(Siuncd) G. GODD,,RD Sgt. 
Field Invustig:Aion Section, 

Crimes Group (PETE) 

CERTIFIED that this is oorrect translrAion from Gem::n into English cf 
the deposition of Emilie OSOI,INSCH, mrked De2ositdon No. 19. 

(Signed) G. Goddard S,/Sgt. 
Field Investigtion Section. 

Did. 717. 
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.on of 

 

•-K;i_tion 1T.?C 

 

• 

1/.....)osition on o-.th 	 • i. .t 	 nt, 
i•or 	ir 	 •. 70h.o 	 ;, 	1.1 . 

	

••••.t 	•  . 	•.F. on 
21st Jul"-, 1947. 

Goor,-* 	 .;-.3 .,o7n on 	 ust 	 '.• 	 D:;_3t7ict 
LITS;LIN, POLLIfn 	 •7.?... on ,1  noor 

2. 	In 1939 till 	1943 I 	 stun-  in th-,; 	 3cool in C1-101i:„ 
Fra.1 So-,Dto..2bor 194-3 till 	 19.!.4 I 	 o. 	Thon 
roturn4,7_ 	an": 	 tlioro 

•.:oro ovreut .. T. via =22,1 	 to 
Lr?our Loir.n t.; or. 	 to 	in  
until t'.10 cal-Atul:-.t-i.on. 	On the 11 	1 

tho intern_iont 	 1+233. 	via 	 '.n 

Y.717.11-ELE. 

J. 	I 11......'. -Lo st7.n.7. 	,uar.l rnnr_l tho c 	:•_. 	-n . . 	:7,..) ..._, .L..os I . •,- :-.-•chotl. 
• 'ith r_n '3utsi''.10 7..orkin,-., -. ,-.:A; 	to Kri-f,L. 	:1'. 	•.•,- o..,:. • ....,n-,,, 	_ -_,:.z7. - ,, ,,,,,:.,- ; 	,,-- t•.-1,:l fish 
c -..nnin:2 factor; 1•TO''';)11.....7:3) 	- _.n ": !-..1:.:o for - •....1,_. •  .....•:;.1 	...--.: - 	- ;'...r....:• . 	.t. 1).--....,.-- o soon 

os fzifl fora...:on ',oat tho • .r.'.sonors 'Alt I 	n los 	I C -.11 .1^0t.I..: 
ono inci:lont • :' on Zi7_,LI7..'.._;:ra -,.7- ,_:at -. ...:-,-..isol,.r. 	on 	t 	:.-_,:).., s -,:... •  t".1,..: 1,:itchon 

s7.y 	o..,...•  ho 1::o •-. t .  -. ..rino:!...::r - .--1.t, :iris  

(3 ..7.) 

•,:_';'..0-9.11 by th 	 Geor 	 tho 21st- 
1.;3for.;o 5cr ont 13„rtr-  no -as 	 3,r_s ,"!ot••.'.1 	 of 
th;) Rhino. 

RTIFED th-„t this is a correct tr•-•.x.11-..t •'.on 	 :• •_lan. Into n1is of the 
doposi tion of P3TIciC: 'T3 H, (3.00171 	 • Jos ti on 

( 	0, C-ociJar,.7.., St.  
..on poct:.on. 
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Translation of reposition No. 16. 

     

DF2OSITICN  

of 

;and R.1OKL, formerly SCHINDEWCLF nee GURNIXZYK. 

Deposition on oath of 1-Ini R.XKL, nee GURNI,CZYK, female, of KTEL-Zentrum, 
Jungfernstieg 15, sworn before Sergeant George GODLILZD, Royal Fusiliers, of 
Field Investigation Section, 	Crimes Group (CE), at KIEL on 14th October, 
1947. 

1. I am :alni 11,,CKL, born on 14th 1:::.rch, 1910, in 	female labourer by 
occupation, and of Geraan nationality. 	I was never a member of the NaDi..P 
but a member of the Da from Juno until September, 1943. 

2. In the middle of September, 1944, I was arrested in KIEL for association 
with a foreign prisoner of war and for listening to an enemy broadcasting 
station, and was first taken to the police prison in KIEL. :'..fter about three 
weeks I was taken to .i&EL NORDi1SK where I stayed up to December, 1944. 

3. During my time in 	I:MD.11.RK I was with an outside working party in tho 
fish factory NoRDL.;ND in KIEL-ILIISSa where I used to live mu work with about 
80 other prisoners. 

4. 4proximatuly in November, 1944, lire. 	was eiaployed as one of 
the female guards in the fish factory NoRIXJ...11D. 	There 'zero 20 female 
prisoners under her charge whoa: she always used to supervise for half a day. 
Ars. SCH.LaBi...UM used to carry a thin cane, about metro long, with which I 
saw her bent prisoners several times. Mrs. SCIEL.:.RB."‘Mi swore at the prisoners 
in the most vulgar manner and beat prisoners for trivialities sometimes even 
during meals. 	111 prisoners feared iirs. SCIEL..R13....U1: as the worse guard. 

5. I have nothing further to add to this m:::tter. 

(Signed) „rxd Rrekl. 

MOM by the said Deponent, i,nni RiXKL, formerly SCHINDE\?OLF, nee (111111I.MYK, 
voluntarily, at KEEL on 14th October, 1947, before me, Sergeant George CODDiSD, 
detailed by the 0.-in-C. British .Army of the Rhine. 

(Signed) G. Goddard, Sgt., 
Field Investigation Section, 
Vas. Cries Group (NWE). 

CERTIFTin that this is a true transiatin frJu Germ. into English of the 
Deposition of laind Rd,CKL, marked Deposition Ho. 16. 

(Signed) G. Goddard, Sgt., 
Field Investigation Section. 

DA: 716. 
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Translation of 	 eelosition No.15. 

of 

Gce-truj 	Ye:TT, nee I.11C17.E. 

Deeosition on o'.th of Gertrud 	 :'Je.alc, of KIEL.- 
Elamscheneaen, Fe-erlaenderpletz 18, seovn le>2ee 	7erecent Gooree GODDLA), 
Royal Fusiliers, of Field Investiretion Section, :er ieirees Group (NNE) at KIEL 
on 7 October, 1947, 

1. I PM Gertrud ERDW,NN, born on 14-9-1913 in LUEDEOK, a :reen!:rocer by 
occupation, and of Gorman nationality. I 	never e member of the NSDAP but 
was a member of the NSV since 1938. 

2. I uas arrested on 4. November, 1944, by the Gestapo KIEL for nreparinc high 
treason and sent to AEL NOct.R.re'RK. There I was kept for the first sixteen deys 
in solitary confinement in th. iletention cells en:', ;rs then accommodated in 
the wo!lents hut. 

3. When I was no lon.er in th, ._:tentioncalls I e-s employed on 1,eolin potato_. 
intLe cookhouse. On this weekIe --rty there Yore 16 to 20 nrisoners employed. 
Mrs. Charlotte SONLAUAUM uan in el e of this workin ?arty daily for several 
hairs. 	She carried n lon stick eee . -et the erisoners Yhonev.f.. These wore doc 
the potatoes or beets too thicLl;, or ' ,re telkin at work. 	This repeatedly 
happened in my presence and I m:eelf saw her bunt foreien prisoners with her sti: 
across the back. It mroalso Mrs. .-5(.31iLARBAUMIs duty to escort prisoners to the 
latrines. Oftenerthenever she did not feel like eoine so she let the prisoners 
Jail; for hours and made the reelark: "So whet, use yo .r trousers". This was 
especially bad as there were already some cases of dyeentery. Mrs. SCIEJARIWII 
was in the cookhouse for a fortnight at th.. _lost as res. ,r,EGER an employee in 
the camp objected to her behaviour and forbade her to enter the cookhouse from 
then onwards. 

4. Mrs. SCHLARBAUM often came into the women's but to wake up the prisoners 
in the mornin:e or to lock up the but at night. If the -erisonJrs did not i- et 
up or ao to bed fast enowi:h she sanetiiles heat with her stick into the beds. 
Later at the end of November, 1944, there were not sufficient buckets in the 
but and in the rriorninr,  the buckets had overflowed. For this reason Mrs. 
SGHLLRBAUM punished the prisoners in the but by with-holdin food for one day 
althoul;h buckets had keen additionally asked for. 

5. That is all I have to say in this matter. 

(Se,-,d) Gertrud Erdmann. 

WORN by the said Deponent Gertrud ERDWSN, nee LaiCKE, volueterily at KIEL 
on 7 October, 1947, before me, Staff Sercenat GeorLe GODDO.D, Royal Fusiliers, 
detailed by the C-in-C British Army of the Rhine. 

(SA G. GoO.dard 1/Set. 
Field Investigation Section, 
1-.1. Crimes Group (NWE) 

CZRTIVIED that this is a true translatien from (en en into English of the 
Deposition of Gurtrud ERDUANN, nee LERCKE, m2-1-kea Deposition No. 15. 

WO G. Godderd4  Sgt. 
1.N.eetieetion Section. 

D/7.721. 
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Translation  of 	 De;.•osit . .on No. 21. 
D1LOST: .ON 

of 

Johann -;;ACII.;.•  

Do7:onition on oath of Hoharm 	 intemel at 373 PLY.? 
Detachnent, Vienna V, Austria, 3N/orn before 71-taff 9urL;eant Derek 	LTON, 8th 
Kin:!3 Royal Irish Husrlars of 	Investiadon Section 	(„!rit.ics 
(I11.7E) at VIEW!. on Ulu 21st Auffust, 1947, 

1. I an Johann I3ACIK born on 3 Novo-Thor, 1909 in V17,117,1i. ^n1 an •1ectrc. a 
occupation. 	I have been warnct' that Iata not co.lpolled to •:lake a state.-Len:, 
that such a stateuent nay be icsed ao cvi. 	iu in Court. 	I .1r.s,.1co this stz.- te_len 
voluntarily ...-ithout threats or use of force or without tie -,Tonises of a 

2. I was nev•:,r a tient° .r of the 7.'1.331..P 'cut - t- -,a ein')or of the 'laffen SS since 
t., er, 1941 . 	I 	„ 1.,:t 	 Septeriber, 1941, and the 

"Lptt,-;laeuvi,(/". 	I rc.:-ent 	 C! thrr: 1 -7.n :iv 194.6. 

3. I was called up on 10th Mi 194) r.nd 	to the •oLLoinii-d11.111: for 
tr 	 Thr..o illonthz later I was disch r:el • 	 called up to the 
Voihileutscho hattelstelle. 	There I 	 lc:ser int-;12ferent resettler.v,nt 
c....11-,s for Volksiicutsche. 	In Sept.:I-Aber, 1941, I 	 frou LAI.T..I.7,'J'u-R.G to 
the 	f on 5$3 in 11RESLI.U. 	I then calic., ..2.s a ;u:-.rd to the Sipo in S:OliaN3K. 
till the end of 1943 I 	With 	 1.1`2,1"d si 	i2 the Sipo on the Eastern 
front and later on '4th the 2nt.l. Forci n Peoples 	 .13!,.ttalion. 	This 
trliriud 121.153i. all volunteers. 	.Lt t1-.e end of 192:3 1- ;1-1... 	retreat fro.i 
I was wounded by boabs and cad., •;.nto hospitcl near iO 	in ?OLLIE). Later• 
on I returned to .1, -  unit N:htell y then eras in 1:3o1r...nd. 	in Juno or Jul:: 1944 
I was posted by ,..zr 39 HQ toL;cther with 20 Thiii vokant._:r.,rs to the Gcs aO  
'Headquarters in =L. We were then sent to the LEL 	 slur vie 	to 
ro)ort to Sturrabannfuehrer POST. 

if. 	In the beinnin -.; I took over the -noervision of the b, tildinL: site as dezarty 
to Oborscharfuehrer -aa1! while he 	on .1.-.,11.ve. 	This lasted for -two to throo 
weolci.i. 	I then '.rent on leave and a'on 	7,:*cturn'17).:-..; put in chare of__ the cz.-..:Ap)s 
rations (feedina.). When the const-ruction of the cookhouse had_ boon conpleted • 
I had the b-,.yin .; of rations under u.. 	In January 194.5 I 	adadtted into 

'hospital with chronic inflaiiation of the kidneys. .!..fterac.rds I aid not return - 
to the 1...EL P.4;ain. 	On 12 May 1945 I was dischard fro: the hospital aria Aldo 
ay own 1.7'..y co 	whore I rei-)ortsd to the Lae:z-ican Ailitary Unit. 	I 	then 
an L,1,:rioan- prisoner for 12 days and in view of the fact t•-..'t I wasci)le to conceal 

SS ien',.)c;r3hip was nen released. 	I tk-n returned td VII.INNL where I have 
!)uon living since. I 	arrested on 2C :.ugust 194.7 and cae into the British 
POW .0.-,zao 37) =Ma V. 

fuel-krJr 	tji !ANN 1. 
C-.r as I ct...n 
. the 1-.edic".1 

piJout it. 	The 
.Le.1 to 	 73:i7:-:ji 

short 
.] in 	.Stjlk and 

the order 	1)een. 

5. Dur-inL; the tLio :in which I deputised for Oberschox 
Juno or July 1944. the followin: incident too:z :'l-• • O. 
no./ I received the or - 	PO - T to fetch 

Ns3EN and to shoot hill. 	Then I crJ.ia to 
..tan, whose 210.1.10 and nationalit; I do not 1:.now 
and ..uself. 	There, at the lake, a trenc;,_ 	 •:- 
,.- rc.)-,1 his revolver and shot the ..ian throl•;:  
-,:xisoner was then put into the trench, 

11. I reported. to Sturnbcnnfuehrer POST 
carrioct out. 

6 „ 	I n1.1 quite certain that it .;as only one ,an .11) 	 thec_ Ilj 

JEHSEN fired the shot. 	I have „lade. no 'Ise 

7. 	I have _lover beaten a prisoner or eve.,  s: )4,-, on,. 	 'vu 

1.1(.3ntiones11 case I onl ,  know of harin which - .ere 	 t 

(zAi 3 apo„ 	I was never .,rosent 1.ur-in an; of such 	 1.• 	r. ) 

--/011e° that 

Wm. 721  

J.—. 
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once th,r.t 	 - 	_O.to11-..vc, ',Jen 	1.; 	 to osor,.ro. 

(Si) J - 

TORN Ix; the 	 Johr'.nrk J.CIK, vo1mt T' 	 )1;.7, 

13,,f0n.; .1■.; 	t.ff 3urJriat Derek 31-7,,]1;201.1", 	 "5.-  
O' the 

:1) D. 3111:....on, 

	

ITL.1..1 	rton Sect4.on. 
'5 	 p ii. 

•,3:a.T21-1?-12.0 that 	L 	ti-uo'Gransiation 	 o2 tht.: 
Dovnmi. 'don of .  Joirs.nn 	 ..),:s.osi -Lion No.21 

.c) G. 
Pie", 
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Translation of • 	 eeposition 7. 221. 

of 

Charlotte Luise  B.ARRE.a.1, former- ACIffe.111.1fiiiiiee.1:12.1)5.1  

Deposition on oath of Charlottee, Luise 	 fomerly SCILLiLlladli, nee 
ir.:3.1./r, of 	lioltenauerstr. 7:5, at present at 5 	sworn before

Sergeant Geeeee GrDD.J2D, Royal ,Fusiliers, of Field. Invc:stieation Section, ;jar 
Crimes Group (UT's E) at 5 C.I.C. oz lst.„ugust, 1947. 

1. I have been warned that I am not forced .Lo make a statement, but that any 
statement that I make will be taken clo,....ra in writine and ere' be used as evidence 
in Court. I make this ctaternent voluntarily erithout force, threats or persua-
sion or the promise of a reward. 

2. I an Charlotte, Luise ILRIZEI...U, born en 23rd January, 1917, ill ;MI,'  
labourer by trade and of Geman nationality. 	y first maer:; age with SCIIL,R- 
B.M. was dissolved and I married again on 5th June, 1945. • I was never a 
member of the IISDnP, but only a member of the -  ).-.10  since -1943. 

3. Since the beEinning of the war I worked in several armaments factories in 
KEEL and was ordered on the 9th October, 1944, by the Lebour 'i:xchange via the 
Stepostelle in Dueppeistr. to the 	11ORIL.2,K as a female guard. There I e.id 
duties from 9th October, 1944 till 6th December, 1944, when I was dismissed. 
Fro:. January, 1945, till my arrest on the 27th June, 1945, I worked in the 
Deutsche Werke in KIEL. On 11th December, 1946, I Was released. from intern-
ment but was arrested again on the 5th Juno, 1947 ane. since than I had been in 
5 C.I.C. 

4. -2-te,r 	arrival in the 	-1"."..d1.11: I was ir.taedietely sent to the 
concentration camp ILVENSBRIJECK for training and returned to the s.c,L on the 
16th Eoveuber, 1944. During iay work in IteNKFISBRUEC:: I had to guard working 
parties. nfter -eiy return to KIEL-H.S.. E-  I had at first to supervise a woreinL: 
party in the kitchen or else accompany them to the toilets. Then. I had an 
outeido 	party in the fish factory ITOAL)L-IrD in C17.17.,1„ where I had to 
guard the prisoners together with Frau Mai and Fri. OSOLUISCH. On the 6th 
December, 1944 I was dismissed from the i's;; by 	as I had given some - 
tablets against diarrhoea to female prisoners. 

5. During ray activity in the 1 L ::,0):Di.eaK I carried L. thin stick aeproximate.-ly 
half a metre long, to cal..mond respect frail the prisoners, but I have never 
beaten a prisoner -eith the stick. Once I was with the working party in the 
fish factory in KIEL and I boxed the ears of a polish woman hard, because she 
had stolen food from e German prisoner. 

6. I -,r.s often in the female barrack whenever :eeturned the prisoners from 
e working party in the evening and twice j.n the mot line when T fetched the 
party for work. 	this opportunity I often had to a -LAO nish the prisoners 
for lying in bed. in two' a, as this could lie looked at as ii.e.oral. 	I eras • 
inclined to be noisy in the camp, and it- is possible that soyztimes expressed 
myself a little rudely. Frau 	es well as Freul/C33 always carried 
either a stick or e riling whip insid.e the cemp, but I have 'soon neither beat 
With it. 	I have seen .meny male guards beet male prisoners -.al life must have 
been hell on earth for the male prisoners. 	I cennot remee.ber the acmes of 
the guards any .:core, or else I did not 1:110'd tii,i■.■• 	h 	eeen shown ehoto- 
Erc:phs of guards of the 	 recoenise the photog,raph IV6 and 
au now told that his nano is Illedislaw. 	i have often seen LIFE; beatine 
male prisoners over the back with 	oodel boera., and i to-.1( him not to beat 
the prisoners. 	He replied that it 	-ao-AL; of 	'Dustless and I should not 
worry :_bout it if the people would not woek, tleey hed to be pUnished. - . 

ID/1,; 716 
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7. I rcber a Dutch gufIrd whose nr,-1) I dc not 1;344, 'rho w's baker by 
trade, that he tv...d kicked prisoners of '111 out31UL -0r1:111 ;arty Ia the Tcvn 
Hall SquIze in KIEL with his feet shortly before the capitulation and so hard 
that the iien collapsed. 

8. 1 still relAcober two Latvian gurds who wore in chrso of dishing cut the 
food in the kitchen, who often severely be .t th. )risoners with wooden bc-xds 
in tho st,11.. 	They often beat vne i)risoners so hard, that they screc:aed clad 
tried to run sway. I still reoeaer ai incident shortly before oy deprxturo 
,hen StarJwnafuehrer 13(5s' and 	 lilt° the kitchen ::nd ordered the 
two Latvian aurrds to beat c. Polish pris-)ner and thc.a lock ht.i up in the bunker. 
the reason ,:ts.s thA the polish prisoner hr.d overhenra conversation betweon 
POST and EICKHOFF and told a fe:Anle prisoner about it. 

9. That is all I have' to say about this case. 

(Sioled) ChfJ.rlottee B=eau. 

Sr /RIZ by the said Deponent Charlotte :wise B.J2F4Z, voluntarily at 5 C.I.C. on 
1st —uwust, 1947, before ue, Sgt. George GODIRD, Royal Fusiliers, detidled by 
C.-in-C. British 	of the Rhine. 

(.signed) G. Goddard, Sgt. 
Field Investigation Suction. 
Jar CriLes Group (i'tVE). 

CERTIFIED that this is :7. correct trcalslAiolI 	GerLan into English of the 
.Deposition of Charlotte Luise 11.111U1X, for„Lerly 3CITL...11.,U11, nee NORDT, YAcrked 
Deposition 

(Signed) B.T. STEVENS, Sgt. 
Field Investigation Section. 
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nslation f 	 otion 

of 

Charlotte Luise ' 	forma4y 	 nee HORDT. 

Deposition on oLth of Chrlotte Luise 	 nee 
ORDT, of KIEL, kolteni.:uerstr. fji, at present intel.noe. at 5 C.i.C., sworn before 

George GODDIJ:D, 'oya1 Fusiliers of Field InrestiL, ton ction, ar Crimes 
Group (iTT) at 5 C.I.C. on 24 October, 1947. 

1. I am Chirlotte Luise 	born on 2. 1. 1)17, in ,,.1EL, a 17.bourer by 
trveth and of Germn nationzlity. 	y first marriae with 	j. .UL was 
dissolved and I mrried 	on 5. 6. 1945. 	Y. WAS never 	:,:emer of. the 
MDAP but vas a member of the D. eince 1943. 

2. I have 'ceen varnee that I am not compelleU to rake statement, that each 
statement, however, which I do make will bc t. ken down in -iting and may be 
used Ps evidence in Court. 	I m2ke this stateu.ent voluntarily, vithout com- 
pulsion, thre..ts or persuasion or the pr,-ma..;(-  of a re.:Ird. 

3.I hvve to P7,: the followinf, to - A7- 	 of 1 uL,uEt, 1947: I was 
ybotosrriphs of former _unrde of -L 	 and I recognise the 

plotogrvph K/30 as that of one of the 	, c n's Lcntioncil in ray previous 
deposition of 1 uf,ust, 1r)47, unCer pararp -. 	I 	told now th.t his 
nnme is Likolajs WL'T. LIi. 

4. I still remember an incident in the first dvs o2 the ronth of December 19/i4 
hon arourC mi0.-day WIDYI.Fri- vent to the hon,c, stables toether with a Polish 

prisoner. 	V'LDPLAIn had taken Pn vpproximr,tc1:- 	mctre long 1,,.the Irom the- 
cookhouse an I then heard- the prisoner scrcl. t:.:rribly. 	I then saw the 
nrisoner runnin(,; out of t;..c horse st:-A)les and 	71- iLlediately folleri.od 
him. I heard 	 say "Inside you 	 valled the prisoner back 
into the horse stc,bles a&,,in. 	I had to L;o 	theL -,ind. could n longer 
observe the incident. 	Later on after aproxitely 10 .c.iinutes I aw the, prisoner 
in a bent position being le-.2 to the detention cell:2 by 7..1.2.3. 

5. That is 311 1 have to 	in this matter. 

(3iLned, Charlotte 1, rrerIu. 

e;;;ORN by the said deponent Charlotte LUi3C L voluntarily at 5 C.I.C, 
before me, 6er'.;eant Georce 	)D, RD, detailed jr tLL .-in-C. hritihJ.rmy of the 
Rhine. 

(:)ineo, G. 	O( . .ret, 
Field Investi_rti)n :)ecUon. 

Crincs Group (-::) 

GELTIFIED th-t this is a true translation ioi ".iaa into En_lisiiof th, 
deposition of Charlotte Luise BLRRE'U, forr.erlw ' 	IT!, nee -:0:75)T, marked 
Deposition No. 22B 

(s,d.) G. Godc. 	, 
Pield InvestiLrti=ln i.;eetion. 
(G. 	;XD). 

IL. 71 
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0 , 

• 

of 

Id.chard.  

Deposition on oath of Richard 	male, of HOLLE1:12iCLIn: HOLZ, 
rireis PLCUI/HOLSTEIN, at present at 2 ,I.C.ri.C. sworn before S, t. Bertram 
Thomas STEVEIIS, Intolligence Corps, GC Field Investigation Section, 
'Jar Crimes Group (N.r2), at I?I601-a3l'ICK on the 13th August, 1947. 

1. I am Ricnard DANKO born on 16th January, 1 919 in H0uzia2a2 HOLE, 
Kreis PLO. N, HOLSTEL and farmer by occupation, and of German nationality. 
I was a member of the 11SDAP and the 	since December, 1931.   I have 
been warned that I am not forced. to 	a sta',:eitient, but that any 
statement that I make will be taken , tc.)-.;n in writing and may be used as 
evidence in Court. 	I make this st.Lte.ient voluntarily, without force, 
threat or persuasion or the promise of a reward. 

2. In 1939 I was employed 	an agricultural forem::.0 Li (.1-wl:311:;K, 
Kreis 	 In September, 1939, I was called up to the Waffen-SS 
in BREbLii.U. 	In October, 1959 I vtas sent to the Death Head Division 
and in 194.0 I took part in the ;.French campaign. 	I ./a.;.: discharged from 
the IlafTen SS as a farmer on 15 Auzust 194.0, and returned to Ga]hiq.."..:h..:ri 
as a foreman. I was called up again on 14-th January, 1 941 by the 
10th SS Death-head. Regiment and was 1)05 tOCI. ilialiediately to the police- 
school in 	 .G near HALL 1:4 - At the end of June, 190, I was 
hunt to the frionunandeur dvr-SIPO' in LI.TOLIR in RUSSIA and served at 
the "Aussondienststclio" (out-station) in 	as a porter, telephone 
orderly and quartermaster. In 194-3 wu had to retreat and in 	1944)  
I was posted to the Sipo in KIEL and then served in the Y-La., NORM ARK 
till 3rd May, 194-5. 	I was arrested. on 14.th Ilay, 1945 .and interned. 

3. I came to the A?JL IIORDI,ARK in 	H.Z,L,S..L; at the end. of .day, 19244. 
At first I served as a guard, then I was promoted. to a pl%te.-.41 leader 
with a rank of at first as Scha.rfuehrer and later on Oberscharfuehrer. 
I detailed the guards for duties. I worked in the stables fro:: the 
middle of February, 1945 till the end. It is possible thnt I have 
boxed the prisoners ears sometimes. AS far as I 	 I have 
never seen a prisoner beaten. 

That 	:11 I h.::.ve• to say about this matter. 

(Signed) Richard Danker. • 

f...),.10R11 by the said deponent Richard 	volunt irily at 2 Z.C.H.O., 
2ISCHBXK on the 13th August, 1947, before MU LerZ;Uallt Isc.:rtram Thomas 
STMAIS, Intelligence Corps, detailed by 	British Army of the 
Rhine.  

(Signed) B.T. ;Aevons, Sgt. 
Acid Investigation Section. 

CIIRTIPI..1) that this is a correct translation from Gerw_a into 
n dish of the Deposition of Richard DAITIC!..ail  marke:.: Deposition lit:). 2441... 

(;_ii,:-;nod) 3.T. Stevens, Sgt. 
Yield Investig.s..tion Section. 
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Translation of 	 Deposition No.  

Further DEFOLIT1ON 

of 

Richard DANKER. 

Deposition on oath of Richard DANKER, male, at present interned at 
2 	 sworn before Staff Sergeant George GODDARD, Royal Fusiliers, 
of Field Investigation Section, War Crimes Group (N WE) at FISCIUECK on 
the 4th September, 1947. 

I am Richard. DANIC:M, born on 16th January, 1910 in HOLLENTIEKER 
HOLZ, rireis PLOEN-HOLSTEIN, a farmer by occupation and of German 
nationality. I have bean warned that I am not compelled to make a 
statement that each statement, however, which I do make 	be taken 
down in writing and may be used in Court as evidence. I make this 
statement voluntarily without the use of force, threats or persuasion 
or the promise of a reward. 

2. I have to add the following to my deposition of the 15th August, 194.7; 
I remember an incident in November or December, 1944 when as platoon 
commander I detailed. working parties. I slapped a Russian or Polish 
prisoner's ear who did not follow my order innediately. Otherwise I 
have never beaten a prisoner in AEL NORDIELRIC. 

3.  Since Autumn 1944 I carried. a. wooden stick, not daily however, 
which was about 1 metre long. I carried this stick out of boredom 
and to pass the time away but never beat a prisoner rith it. 

4. That is all I have to say in this matter. 

(Sinned) Richard I/1,MM. 

SWORN by the said deponent Richard DANKER, voluntarily at 2 W.C.H.C. 
FISCEEDCK on 4th September, 1947, before me, Staff Sergeant George 
GODDARD, detailed by C.-in-C., British Army of the Rhine. 

(Signed) G. GODDARD S/Sgt. 
Field Investigation Section. 
War Crimes Group (NWE). 
HQ. BAOR. 

CERTIFIED that thia is a true translation from German into English 
of the Further Deposition of Richard DANKER, marked Deposition No. 243, 

(Signed) G. GODDARD. S/Sgt. 
Pield Investigation Section. 

101.715. 
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Trens1:.tion of  In12.0SitiOn  NO. 26.  

2EPOSITION 

of 

Kornelius FREZEN.  

Dejesition on oath of Kornelius FRIESE, male, at present interned at No. 2 
WCHC, FISCHBECK, sworn before Staff Sergeant Derek SHELTON, 8th. Kin 's Royal 
Irish Hussars of field Investigation Section, 7ar Crimes Group (NVE) at 
FISCHP:CK on 23rd July, 1947. 

1. I am Kurnelius FRIESEN, born on the 19th arch, 1924, in KRONSWEIDE in the 
Ukraine. I 34a a farm labourer by trade and of German nationality. I have 
boon informed that I am not forced to make a statement but that such a state-
ment can be used in Court. I make this statement voluntarily without threat 
or the use of force, and without the promise of a reward. 

2. I worked in KRONSVETDE as an aEricultural labourer till October, 1942, 
'Alen I went to KIEL, where I was trained as driver for the SD. From 
December, 1942, till September or October, 1943, I was employed as a guard at 
the Dionststello (Station) of the SS Gruppenfuohrer Dr. THMAS in KIEW. On 
the retreat I came to L&ZERG and was posted fr.m there to KIEL in April, 1944. 
From May, 1944 till the 3rd 	1945, I 	empl..:yed as guard in the An 
HORDMARK. In July, 1944 I became Rottenfuuhrer. On the 11th 	1945 I 
was arrested in KIEL and sent to the internment c ~.ia i n ITEILITESTER. 

3. During my whole stay in the camp have only se:_n twice that prisoners 
were beaten. Once I cart the Polish guard PACHOLZEK beating a pri3.nor ith 
a truncheon. PACHOLZEK died later after drinking t.)2 much Schnapps. Tu h 
second time was in July or August, 1944. Aki I went past the gravel pit to 
change suc,rds, I saw there a civil] an beating L pris,ner with a stick. Later 
on this man got a uniform and I heard his nam was DEICKE. This D1IC1E 
becaue Rottenfuehrer and ..,s in charge of the stores. Later DEICkE was 
transported to NEUEHGAilikg, and returned to the camp as prisol-er. Apart frc:- 
that I have never seen a prisoner beaten and I myself never carried c. stick or 
beat prisoners. 

4. I have personally taken part in shootings in the firing squad on POST's 
orders. ;it one time,inliarch or April, 1945, seventeen men were shot in the 
gravel it in the camp. They were shot in tw_ lots of six and one of five 
mon. The firing Squad consistod of 15 men, and with each lot we had to fire 
on STENDER's orders. The second execution took place shortly before the 
capitulation. Three guards were shot for theft of bread and the firing soud 
c.naisted of 5 or 13 Lien. I do not know any more who gave th, order at this 
execution. 

5. One or two weeks before the capitulation I a called to BaJMNN at about 
5 o'clock in the afternoon just as I. was leaving camp. He gave m n chit 
with 15 to 20 personal numbers of prisoners. He told.= I should have the 
prisoners fall 3n in the corridor of the bunker, till somebody collected them. 

these prisoners were, as far as I remember, already in different cells 
inside the bunker. A few minutes later 5 or 6 prisoners were taken way by 
a guard. This happened several times. The guards who took these prisoners 
away were, FALEJEW, REIMER, and ilidnEN. Then I heard several shots outside. 
Later on I passed behind tho ablution but which ';t.3 near the handicraft but 
trid there about 15 to 20 dead. 	I saw 11-1111 - 	.nl JENSEN walk away in the 
direction of their billets in the 	hut. 

'6. That is all I knew about this case. 

(Ugnel) Kernelius FRLISEN. 

116 
	 /Sworn 
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Sworn by the snid Deponent, Kornelius FRIESEN, voluntrily, at FISCHNECK on 
the 25rd July, 1947, before el  Staff Sergeant Derek SHELTON, detailed by the 
C.-in-C. British 	of the Rhine. 

(Signed) D. Shelton, S/Sgt., 
Field Investigation Section, 
War Criuus Group (ME). 
HQ, 

CERTIFIED th:7,.t this is a true.transltion fro;. Gcruan into English of the 
Deposition of Kornelius FRUSEN, u.nrked Deposition ITo. 26. 

(Signed) B.T. Stevens, Sgt., 
Field Investigation Section. 

D/M 716 
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of 

Cornelius 1 

Deriosition on oath o...,-.' '.•!:- )-..-. .-1•1...i....y-, 	-'.-',: 	— .•) 	, - lt)3:-..-,.,.:1 96 , rib 1 b-.21,:: 1 	','-t ..: 1 „ : ; ._:; 1 ...: 	i. !I •_.. - ' ...'.  
C.1-t.; 0 .17,C; GO.j.)...,.1Z7.), IR. f_.);:f `.'.1 ..,'usiliers, of i.'..:.eld. 11-iV..,:i (r-s:i) r.t"Lf.i:;'T.DEN" on 10th 0.itoor, -1947. 

1 • 	I ,:::1 Cornelius P:Leter Iti...1,:i1T.1 born on 10 3.-il.t..... -:1 )c.,r, 192.:-J, in NOCTD Cj-T.011....T:141, II01.11.ntl, f.,. )2...; C h -trii. c -1-_)-..  orec).-:-.  '.',1; i On an,'; of :Dutch natiori2.t.1.i .t,7-. 

2. 	I :r.-ive hen . ..r -rno,.1 t:-......C I .'11 hot .-.!o1.11-)011,.;:.: 'oo -i'....te...int, that °nail f ., tp.t.:iaent, liedevor, 1,-;-iic.1-.; I -do --- lake ...--ill '..,.; t:-.11',.. -.1. f1.0,..-n. :•.n -......::;.',:,i-L--; 	.....nl.  'In eVi a -.:1.r: J in Court. - 	I ...;....;.-..k.: t.his ot-te.:Ielit voluril.,;', ,.;.,...ho ..1; oorapuision, 
-throats or .,, ersuat3ion or tile ....:ro:Ii_F:k..: of rtr.-..!-..--,:i_. 

• J. 

1 

3. 	¶iLnc 1937 I 
.11. June, 194.3, the 	.r 
the L.--bour Llxohan;:t.. Lt KIL 
Thre I worked a5 
G.sta2o in Kra in or ,,r 
in erlir to ef.....rn .lore 
leave to HOLL,  JD. 	J. - ; .s t: 
NO111 .....K in Kiel-Hasseo. 
entl of July '1944 	r_ 

1 - 

0 	711 
• , 1; 	t 

until 	1. 944, 

I-1.01.1raid, 7a-1.1 
I h d co 	to 
stat"••_on. in 

.....;oorted to the 
• ,,, -it 	 • , - 

:.n 
• • 	 7 

' (11.16 	 .1 	'LC). 	t th.0 
1 	C 

4.. 	On 9 May 194-f-, 	r.rre:A 	 ;it to 	 fro- 1 \there ro1 	 1 11 L. 	 fortni :C aa 	 t,...ken to No. r. • 	 trfuls-ferred. to•
HOLL.ND in January 1946 and taken t 	 ',I.'. 	I 	r.elease,..!. on  1946 and returned to 	 on 6 ScDt,....-.tbor 194.7 an fl 5 OctoT)er 1947 I a r nc(i in No, 1 C. 

• 

5. Fro hl July 1944 until iYebrItari- 
eit!ier 	 vrorkirL: 
at the 

)t_; - .t .en 3217isoners. 	 don, 
- . - t , .1.  

._-risonors with -;..1y 	in the .2 --.co Or with 3. 7, 
riso nerS 1).(jC.", '..1.11.; 0 	haf.1 not iforke..1uf .co. •1 

a.tonuit each other. 	I ber...t the .prin.;:-  
th•-'.t they shoulti. work .faster. 	The 

	

..;.; 	in th 	ur..I 

	

th.e 	;10uar auties 
1_ :::avo often 

or a woofie...1 
6 -cat 

-• 	ochinC... 	 the 
..:(!f-Ase the-; quarl-elled 

LT riot 	 1 
. -- t 	 Poles 

Fubruar 194-5 3: c  
which I haO. to 
rnd the .2-risonerz. 

have never. been in to!:.,:lh - 

into 'the horrle stabi .3. 	I had t, look -1I.-.1 Gr a lion.— 
t' ,D 	 - 	 to oO:LbetL, OLI, for the 
,)in 	the t.au I 11:. t...-.- 3.o-red in 

dith 	 ant'. 	 n::v.r 	one, 

7, 	I understand, 	 G 	 t-) bu '.s.;)1,"; to iako thi. 3 stataciont. -;.:11 ^11 I h. --e to y-,-  in thi:.; 

37.10RN by the said ,A..corient 	ilius Pieter MITT*" voluntaril-,,.  atTO17;ILMA,.:■:17.1.EN-, on 10th October, 1947, Jefor...; 	itaff 	 GO•.):)...:•.3, Royal li'us-aters, 
Siet!Aled. by 0-in-0 rttish Lna - of the Xaino. . 	• 

-o - 1ara VS 
Sect.;_or.. 

(1),7::) - 
01;;IM.FILD 	thir.., 	true tranla!-,:.(..-4.1 	 of :Ale  
D01)05ition of Oor,..ielius Pi .:ter 	 .;;(_. 

'-/',r 101 . 	 :Suction 
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TILNLL.LTION 	D..:POITIOti 

-1-1-1I4 •••■•• 

Deposition on oath 0..' 	 ei' 	DCRO1Y near 
(iiormerly Poland. '•-t 'resent ;.3oviet Union /  :.Lt 'resent interned at 

No. 2 	VDJOHb...XK., sworn before it Major J. LILNL.;',gela, 
Regiment, of Field. InvestiL;,ation Lection, .:ar CAnes Group (l'i:T.;) at 
PIWHB-JCK., on the 31st 	1 947. 

I havi., been warned. that I am not compelled to Irdce deposition, 
but that ie.' I make a deposition it 411 be taken doln in 	Lind may 
be used in Q11.1(;;ZICO • at court. 	I make this deposition voluntarily and 
not under thret or the prof iee of reward. 

I am Wladyslaw LIPIN born on the 24th March, 1900 at T_TR04(.4.2:,-.',N41 
district of .1-IL110. 	I am a Polish nation:2.1, Roman 0:.tholic, married. and 
I have two children (my 4-2(.; is at present in the D' e:„mo at .;..',OaDO.Ptii' 
near Yam). I have been arrested on the 4th December, 1945, released 
in May, 1946, and re-arrested in liay, 1947. 

I have ben dc:oorted touother .rith 	 Gk>naans in 
:autumn 1944 and at first detained at SOLDAU (..,..;act Prussic:). 	lorom EiOLD1i.0 
I have been brought to the camp at Kilb-ILL:S:E. 	:'irst I worked. 
there as coachman. ..t4y wife worked in a factory at 	and our children 
stayed with her. I ';.'as in KIM-1-1_,L ac a worker and. not as a prieoner 
and I had the ri.;ht to -o sometil:.ee to town to visit by wife. 	In the 
beginning of 1945 I wa:_. discharge.:: by instruction, of the Labour Exch::Lnie 
OfJ.ci.; from my job as coachmen and erai-, order e:. to pers.'or:n duties as a 
civilian 2;1.10.rd.. 	The Labour i',xchan;,,e Office treatee. 	as worker 
from the east (Ostarbeiter) and not 	a 	 a guard I wore a 
German unifor.: without badges and ;,-.ftezwards.I 	a rifle and amunition. 
I performed various guard duties and on several occasions I escorted 

• together with Gorman -;uc.:cdts crisoners to work. 

Nobody 	been beaten i.n 	presenct; by German 	• I 
witnessed in March or 	1945, (shortly before the ca,itulation; 
as the cr.u1E. leader (LI.eerfuhrer) 	shot two prisonL;r6 • 	This 
hap..ened as -jollows. 	On this .1..y all the prisoners were  zLthered 
about half a kilometre from the camp and -:sera: ordered to 	taken 
to pieces barrackes to the camp. Amor;,st this oeople there ex'. many 
ill ones. 	I myself helped one o: tne„-: in wallzi 
Several of thtsJ sick eri::.oner:-  fell d.own on the ro.'.d 	they •.-./ere unable 
to walk. 	 ran toii;,rds two layinL; men and shot then. eith his 
pistol in my presence. 	BI-t.li.i;ar had two stars on his ,coafilettes. He 
is at present here in "C" cwtp. 

I deny having ever beaten prisoners. in the cLLmp. I do not know 
either 13;i21:3AU or WILKOISKI. 	I Could not talk 't,ith 	as I do 
not :ieenk German. 

',liter the capitulation I have be 41 in a DP c!i.,.) 
prisoners of KIEL-1-1e.SalE were a.ccomwedated. 
in the vicinity I warned them that they will be eft 
durin;?; the war. Then I was caught and be'Lten 
to sign a declaration that I was a me,;bur of the L..;. 
BelL;ians participated in the beatin:;. 	I kno,.,  one of 
name is Van Roy. la; a result o the beatio: 
a few -ribs were broken 	.,tits hurt. 	I._;ventu.aly 
to lAclish authorities as an ::t;-man. 	I 	interned 
and I was released fra,.1 there. 	I -x  .J.; the whole time 

there 4,1.1.ny 
of thca.: ;.-re lootiw 

to a penal camp as 
)rder to force ;:,c 

: .nd 

ni 	curt, 
I 

Ciese 	_ns, his 

: h over 
at :I -i-eG.10.,11._.; 
in _le.  .ical c -re 

/end 
a 	715. 
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and even operated. I tress that I was not porul x in 
camp as I was suspected of beiti; Ukraini%.n as I speak 
have twbrothe,:s in the polish JAlrcw3 in Elind. 	One 
captain and the other a :per ;cant. As proof I am showi 
and a letter. 

the Poli:h 
Russian. I 
of them is a 
a photo raph 

I do not speak Ge.m::si and I am unable to explain -11)/ case properly 
t,) anybody. 

This is all I know in this matter. 

(.9i!7,nod) 4. LIPIN. 

:AO :N by the laid Deponent Wiadyslaw LIPIN volunttril: on the 
31st AuL;ust, 1947, before me Iviajor J. LENIA2n, detdled by C.-in-c. rriti ..h 
Army of the Rhine. 

(.)ined) J. LaiEliBKI, LIAjor, 
investif;atin Officer. 

CERTIFI.M that this is a true translation from Polish into Enjish 
of the deposition of Aadyslaw LIPIN marked deposition 

(Si;;ned) 

'at 

DA.715. 
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ion 01' 

of 

77)(02e3ition on of.tl-i of *,iholr. 	 ‘ -t 	ent 	, .t 
lc 	 s,..orn before '.$t 
Irish 	of 	 7-- nit, 	 ('-rou:, • 7 

.:r 	on the 4th,--.-Jent;7,1:1-.c.: -.c, 1947. 

	

771:. Fiko)J: 	 1-orn on 3- 	190 	, 	:)lice 
o"ici"1 3r  r,rofc.,7ion .-.y,;" of I.,Pstviz-, n n..- tionalit:y. 	I IT..ve 	 t I 
-".rf. not -our',elleet to FL7:ke • 	ront 	tIlet 	 in 

	

urt. 	I !:]c.kc, t' -is .:::tetericnt 	 .iv i c. 	of force, 
it out 	 /Tx!' 

Trom 19324 untfl October i94. I ..;:. yit*.•t 	tvian 	 nolice 

• 	

Jai 3r 	nt. 	C*)etobe:::: 1940 u t: 1 6 uh 1941, P.I. te?,:. the i. roh-:nL, in 

• 	

the 	troops I lived in 	in tl, e 	 - uly 1941 f...ft..r 
t• 	:LI rehiri7; in of the f rt:rns until -)u.,:rer 	 emsloiyeC Yith t:•:c irtvi n 

rolicc with the T.::: nk of P 	nt. 	t1). enC. of October w‘en the 
ian troops 	rched in 6;., in I is first o 	IL sent to 	 roll there 

%.:^s aent (3.in:ct1y to KIEL v.-cm I 	to r0.-t. to ti.e 	 1 then 
irklediately ca.L.e.to th 	 n, 	there ci 	first - in -1-*.e  cook- 
hr)uSe with the rank of 	*I'f',u!'tscharfue,..1:er. 	I 7..Ps. in the coo)•.-use for not 

	

month nfl. t:.en c"7:.me to the prisoner. ' 	 • -rr.s et,:-1Dyed 
ue to the capituL..tion. 	I then went wit'-.t L i li1,11::; to 	 Wnere I live,. 
• to 1,:y yrrest on 7 :trr-13, 194..:). 	I then Wf.1.3 in 1 	 enup anc: 
un to 30 December, 19/0. 	rfl/-  release I E.in 	 • I was 
'c-arrestet) on 1-Ail 	.:,?47, r.nd cule into t 	int,,rn-ent 

3. In 14°1/ember, 1944-, I 'llas ero.F.-1.o7,',..(1 in the cook-house Cia;:in, out l':)ocl for 
the 	I -,•,:%s there toeth,-.r 	 uehrer Erne6t 
hile I Was in -L- e co -Ai-house T have. new': L. ten 7. urisoner. 	...fterwa.11.,; Iv.,.s 

(,12:Loyecl. in the prison: ro' cloth-ik, store ;.n.C. Ara not Lce_t 	nris-yt-ier there 

4. In ,:.iprin. 1945, I 	in 	 s tor:. 	,1-..en I ...e,re . my wife 
.2-11int; from my room. 	I 	to he,. 	to1,2. 	 stolen 
rcT:(3. and ci ,arettes in the room. 	Hhort1 	ft..r 	I e:- rcl Vnnl'"Zt7 cell from 
5. rom ancl. I ran there. 	I then saw a 1:-.7,..•isonef 	in 	;7..7.. 	I cave 
tiz prisoner sew:re.l slans b.nc. I 	ant. 	 .1 out. 	I 	 not 

this inci:ent . to tilt 	 ht: only 	':;1-:ero I 
beitterl r-i 

	

17-eruP.n sufficiently yell to 	 cc nit I hove 
PnC. unf:5er...tooFt it c-x:1-1cte17. 

6. I 	i.re not: • * nu, .f nrtl 	to 	t: • is 	t 	r. 

val&r:anis 

371R./1 by the se.iti 'le .on.,..nt 	 i:efore 
.)erck :..)FI7.1;.17,V, 	 :pn the 4th :1;cr.t.:,.:1-.:cr, .1%7 	 r• y 

:,ritish 'my of the 

cizaTIFITID that this is 	correct tri.:nalatiol: from 	. , nto Eni.,,liah of 
the 1:)eposition of rikolajs 	1AE. 	marked •riel?oition 

,::-o6:6.1r6, 
• . --tr.i.)n _icotf.on. 

T`i1 71 
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Dirk Vif3r11171. 
Del-,ositi*Yn on oath o: Dirk VIIJI.,7 7; - -1 at ;L.:resent into -11;d 	

, 
 

.1.■tuTi1ik.rs of .1.01.e1,-. inventi.:a,:ton 
10th Octoi, r, 1 94.7. 

1.1 

r :-r . 	 " } 	 on 

1. I rs..n. Dirk VIT3f1R, 1.)ern 	7 	1912 occupation, .an.1 of putch nationality. 	 ..leiaber Of th,) 1•;:7;: the Dutch Nazi or;-.2nisation. since June 1941. 

2. I hnve 	warn .d. that I rn not calipelled. 	st-1;(; lent, t1-1-.t each howovor, •. ,1..ch I -.To _lake Win :)(.; t 	.7.0...11 in a3 c;v:V:ence  in Court. 	I :lake this st:teA.ont volur6:arily wit;:tout threat.s or p.:;r3uasion 	th ,;,rolisc -  of a 

3. I livs-d. 	;:orkot7 in L.Sni3i1 liollfnd until I (Ai . 	In Juno 1.941 I joinea the rn.1 	-:ischar_ or.  f'or 	 in 	- 1942. 	I thon 1..7ork,..3C. 	:L.:7f. in 	 v- )lunt :,)rte:,: for work in G._rlitany. 	sent t„) 	 fc.nier in -iCiL"::L-HOLT7U-S. In order to earn t..02-e .1:ione:, -  I ret.orte... to Cao 	G .t:,;_)o to be c:zplo:old as a Milker in 2`...0L 	 3turnbannf-,.:;.tror 	 anj 	was sent to ifLL 	in TLII1L ..;;;',.3:3-J2. 	I sta:,..-ted 	in 	..; 	in 1;tr'.:,.* 19/4 and there ap to the ca.pitu.2. - .t -i.on, 	1 ..--s 	 June 1945 	interned in -No. 1 C.I.C. 	 th (J .1 of Lu u"1; 9_.> 1.-A-(> 	-; 7- .f..3 n::turn,,:_ 	110.14L: .H3 sinco inturned in 	 .1.. 	On 5 ooto..):.r, 1947 I was trmsferro,..1 to No. 1 

ifs 	From itiay until thc.) end of July 1944 I 	 in 	 for escortin:: 	partioS ;--rithin and oi.tsif..Lo the 	i'roi,i-LAKurct 19144 until•the capitulation. I '.7n.s u:.1-doyed in the hor..3e 

5. 	Duran'"; the tin,: in Nthich I 1.12,1 to ;p on workinL 1:a.cties I have ve7:7 of ton beaton 	 PoL..s cah a  RussifIns. 	I b.-^.c thau vri.th 	hanC., fist or rite a stick. 	The stick 	a woo:len one, about 1 ....o;re lon.; and. a2_-)pro.-,:i;:tel:i- a3 thick as firy...er. 	I beat prisoners across the chest, th shoulders, the 
back and behind but never in the face, Prisoners also never collapsed under :.z.r beatin.- s. 	I beat the -.)risoners in order to .:rife tho.: to work faster. 

6. Durin-.. the tl.no 	wh.i.eh I was ofAployed in the horse 31. .1)1es I have only rar. ly be-.ten -2risoners. 	work consist-1 	nilkin cows, lookin., after 
an.:! fetchik; rations for the :uards anti jorisonors on a herse.c. .rt i-nto the ca...1*. 
7. 	'Then Oberscharfuehrer 	1-ias 	:i)latoon cas.lanJor I sac: hi:a ono in :.uttLin 1944 beatin3. a )risoner across the H 	-,-/Lt!l a stick near t'no.crA-k) roi do not know the nationality of the prisoner. 

3. 	In 	1944 I sr,:a.  the S3 	D-.E.01:RICIIS 	•at.in;_.: i...risoners several tliqes :fork -.Atli a stick acro35: their ')../.:ks. 	I do not 	the nat ona1it7r of the lirisonor3. 	This hnpponed in the vioirlt;,' of.  the 	pit insi-de 	camp. 
9. 	I un.iorstand speak and 	G.:r !:.a sucficientl.„--  well to 7.:ie ablu to :In-t.ko 3tata_ient. 	That is all I 	to sn.:71, 

(3-:a) D. Vis3er. 37ORN by the sr.d.O. deponent Dirk 171351.122 voluntarily at TO.- 2.4.0, lah-Lic,N-  on 10 Octo 194-7 b fore :au, S/c3;:t. Geor:-;o GODDL.- -ZD, Royri 	 by the C-in-C British Any of the Rhino. 
( 3-,T) G. Go, ,Itird S/ S.  t. 

InvustiL;ation Suction, 
Group (N 1E) 

c-igzpryiza that thi , 	true tran31‘.ti.')n 	G..r.A.'=.n into En;li.sh of the Deposit .on 
of Dirk 	 Deiosition 

Dt:.721. 
(S; :u) G. Goddard, SGT. 

Suction. 
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of 

ubert von tr711. 

	

cocition on o; th of ilulx•rt vrt 	 , 	1( , 	„-, 	nt nncI at 
Ai' 	orn ' efore :t- ' 	nt 	 , 	t1I : 

Crr- I. Irish -us,rrs. of 	 roup , 
T 	7C,1  on ti :o 4th 	pterbcr, 1 947.   

1. 	I 	Fubert v3n tler .Eirm.1.71, horn on 	une, 1915, inC0-2.1):- ';'7".:, of 	n 
n-t:'•on&lity 	unskillc(s. lv.i.ourer by oc7:urr.., tion. 	I 1-.);..ve 	n 	rttci th. t 1 
a1,1 not coL.1:- 01.1cil to r, :L 	sti...tcment anti tiL•A such a znt- t..blent 	uzie,Th 
Court. 	I 	 Ht• volunt;•,rily, withou.. th re , t 	a 1 	use o:;.-  force 
or th proud:3e of a 

2.. 	I 	•:c.I.11••er of the ;•._,V since -i)54 	L..1.11,er of 	since October, 
1937. 	I 1;v.s never t t.. 	er 	 the 6, or 	. t the outbreak of 

I was with the Inftntrz,-- 	6 	a priv•tc in Li 	In . ecembei. 
1939 I t...a.s temport..rily rcle „sou tflL te11un 	up to ; 	recall in -:)ccember 194u. 

* I 	then 	the 	 606 in 	Ur; to 	9d,I. 	',hen -,i•ar 1_,:coke 
Out f.1._;ain3t RUSSia I then cc to the 	s-trn fr nt. 	I 	oururce in July 
1941 in Russia and camc into hpspital in 	 In Liepterlbc..-• 194'i 	returne. 

TZussian front 	- In ;'ebruL.ry-  1 942 I 	jin wour&.eir, in .1Aissi•).. 
then in jifrerent hospit•la in '.:-usLia 	 U. to 1-antr- r.t, 191J. 

I :Ths then transferred to a coll,,ction Company of the Infantry 	 in 
and ;...t the beiz;inr,inc, of :;:ay I came to ''':!':-.LiP,T7101?T' wher,.,  

	

I .3as dischar[-,e6 from the rmy. 	I was in UPI -el: ur to the en l of „Tune 
1943 and C.:en Cf-C.C.: to the 0.T. (Or, anisation 	• 	t:.er. •nt to .- ;:r.LITT 
for :-..pproval 	 ; n 	 in C(M.Y-177. 	unterla, •,,erfuehrer. 
I. ',.as th(re k+,.•• to 	ov(1:•!,  er, 1 ),-3, 	 ser.t t -, 	• 	njstration :•nd 
Camp 	scioo*:!. *, :orFa:flL r .%:"-1.:';,T.17. 	In tl- c 
on.me to 7:.n 	,,•.:hut;l:ommando ...oho 	 •,.• 	t;L. 	•to 31 Tul7r,•
1- 9!4. 	I vas then disclit.red from t7j: 	 • n,.• .r„turm;c: t 

a -in. 	I VMS ,i.vcn a job by the Labour 	 in :a,.ThL. 
iron 1 Octobcf, 191,4, until the end 	 2,44, I 	s then in 

tire 	as a 	employec 	thc rank of :--. ottcnfuehrer •:!oriin in the 
prj_soners' clot. in; store. 	In V10%4 of 	 ti Sup: 	 up 
orcr I 	f7,isc!.er 	on 2: o,,cemt•J:r, 	 19)1,  unt I i 3 :- :rch, 
1945, 	t 'nom.; 	fin in 	• Th7;:" 	 t:•cn 	 lor•-1.:- • 	the 
T)eutsc;-:c 	L 	C in 	 the rc n -- for :L 	••.nc; then_ 
hat:,  to r,:;.-•rcl:, off* 	th 2000 It 	towt:rds 	IC. . 	On the vzaz- t re, 
.,.inerican tanks nearly cauf;ht up with us and the column broick, up. 	I erzon-.11.7-  
went to KP.:.:07,LDE, 	 On 3 June, 1`)47, I v/7..s arrastc 	nd C7:11:C into 
;i1D1711 prison aft r hich into the . internment 

_•,"■ . 	I ii:rsont, lly ,v.ve 	 :-:risoner n••:r •V I evc:.1:-. 	-.)1-1(2. 	I 11;.,.ve 
c,:rrick: 	 hut have only 	on•-.e 	 t 
f.ter hovint•_,  loet ii ty ri. IA hand I was no 1onr . shot. 

4. .Duri-‘1• the time I w:-.s in camp I have aeon 	tat a JcaJprisoner e,.ch 

	

brou„ht back from a workin,,,i, party in town. 	:•.hen I ..tske.:. 	11.--Ai happened 
to these orisoners I was tol:: that t,..ey 	-,,een shot while esc,apinL,. 

5. mirt is all I have to 	in t: is matter. 

v.d. 

	

6',.10RIT by .thesaiC epiment Ziubert von cur 	volunts.r..1.  • Lef ,)re me, 
;;erL.,er.art Derek 	Cetr-iled by 	-in--C. 1.ritis: 	o-;' the' f?'(:....ne on 

the 4th '..;ep:tet..ber, 1947. 
t. 

	

FIG, 	r CriHus o-roup 

/OE. 2r'IT7T) 
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()16nc.) 
I'icici 	 ,Jection. 
(G., 40 
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0 
Translation of 

DEPOL.ITIO17 

of 

Theodor  1IT'ME..) 

Depcsition on oath of Theodor 	male, at ereeent interned at No. 1 
-eLINDEV., sworn before L'›taff Sergeant D•erek SHEL'PO.T., 8th. King's Royal. 

Irish Hussars, of Field'InvE.:stieetion Liection, ',Tar 'Crimes Group (I" E) at 
on the 24.th. June, 1947. 

1 	I am Theodor ',IITIGES, born on 11th June, 1914., in 11.1101-61-, olectro-.:uldcr 
by occupation and of Gerrean nationality. 	I was warned that I on not cerapellee. 
to rake a statement. 	I make this statement voluntarily, without threats or 
the use of force or the premise of a reward and I know that this statement fttn 
be read in court. 

2. 	I was called up to the Lufteffe on 28th Lugust, 1939. 	I then served 'ay 
to 5th October, 1942, al-eays in Germany. I then came to the Gemaria dockyard 
in KIEL as a welder. 	Here I was :rounded durins an air-raid on 14th flay, 1943, 
and was in hcs-eithl and under medical treatment for one year aftereards. 	Cn 
lat Lugust, 1944, the labour exchange KIEL sent me to the Gestapo as guard. 
From then onvrerds up to 3rd ::ey, 1945, I was emplOyed in LEL NORDL la • 	Cn 
18th 1.ugust, 194.5, I ::as interned in :=7..TITSTER and esca:ed from there on 
1st Lugust, 1946. 	nn 23rd June, 191+7, I eras re-arrested. 

ez.. 	raring my time of duty in .11011.1I LAC camp I ..ne guard at firet then 
Rettenfuehrer and later on Unterscherfeehrtr. 	I then had the 2nd -platoon. 
under me in ...thich there ...ere Dutch and Bellians. 	I have enly beaten prisoners 
t.-ice to my kno..71edge. 	In the firet case it as a German vyho was in the cam 
because of indecent ssault to...eards his o-en daughter. 	',Then coming into 'oho 
camp I asked this man .thy he had me into the Sara? and he laughingly told me 
that he had used his 7 year old daughter. 	I then hit him .ith Iv hand left 
and right, in the face. 	The second time I slapped a -omant s face ,.;ho 
employed as my cleaner. 	This wor.iim 	mis-used rqy kindness  by fetching a 
box of lemon water item the canteen in my name and ,..hich I had to pay for 
later on. 

4-• 	I have seen Sturmleannfuehrer POST myself severely beating up prisoners 
with a riding ythip. 	I can specially remember one case _here an escaped 
prisoner had been caught again, POST beat up thii erieoner severely eith his 
riding whip behind the H":■ hut. I have also seen BATIINN beating prisoners 
severely -eith a stick. 

5. I kno..: of the Felgian GO.21\iiiICS in my platoon beating prisoners ..ith a stick 
or his fist. 	I also kno.: that G02.i..;LIIS shot a prisoner • on a '..rorkine, party in 
toen. (Aussenkormando; 	according to- him, had tried to escape. 	This ;lust 
have happened in about ;.larch or i"ipril 19t5. 

6. I have seen the 2.ane J-ZelaN, while still a guard, before he became a 
medical orderly, beefing prisoners severely •.ith a stick. =ECK, Paul, a 
former prisoner .:ho became a guard later cn 	specially brutal in beating, 
which I have often seen myself. 

7• 	On a hot day in .,.ugust cr. 	 19N4., 	 hours a dead 
priSoner was carried past me inside one Camp. 	I could see thvt the man had 
been shot through  his stomachl  cheek., and one of his legs. 	I heard later on 

that IJED:',,RIGHS had shot this man .during an attempted escape. 	This prisoner 
was buried undereeath a hut inside the 	•.-hick 	.• myself. 

R. 	In February, 19,V, I ...-as.dethiled 	dsecrt :or arrests in SOFTIES ,'IG and 
surrounding area. "ee ',ant there in a oar 	teo trucks wader the command of 
4bersturmfuehrer e.skar sc_HarT. 	I noticed that SCIL.:IDT :;as slightly intoxicated. 
During, the arreet .1eich took place durin--the night SCI-L IDT interrogated these 

Leoc-ple 

r/N. 71 7. 
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people in the street and 1 ter on in a room. 	There I sa.: 	peoole yith 
his hind to rt t Statements. .The arrested 1Joople were direct17 sent to the 
IEL as prisoners. 

9. I was only present at t-o executions it did not t.?.ke prt. 	The first 
one took place about :,larch or April 1945 in the gravel pit and these iere 17 
prisoners, iC of whom Russians. 	The prisoners were shot on SENDER's order s. 
I was told that looting -Eks the reason for the shooting. 	In the second 
about the end of April 1945, three Russian guards .-care involved who, whilst 
on duty, had stolen tread frcm the prisoners' cookhouse. 	These men were 
trrested in the morning and executed on the follnyinE mid-day. 	It y:Is said 
that Sturmlannfuehrer =LER had signed this order on his c;:n initiative. 
I have seen 'Z E1 	in the camp several times. 

10. This is all I have to say in this matter. 

(signed) Theodor. 

SRN by the said deponent TheodorWITTGES, voluntarily at 10/M4 on the 
e.4th June, 1947, tel 	me, Staff Sergeant Derek Si-I-ELTON detf,iled by the 
.0.-in-C. British iirmy of the Rhine. 

(signed) Derek SHELTCN 
Field Investigation Section 
-.1;.r Crimes Group (N.,E) 
HC BLUR. 

CERTIFIED that thisis a correct translation iron Germr.n into English of the 
deposition of Theodor .jITTGYS marked deposition Hr. 

(.36d.) G. c;:orr;-,RD Sgt. 
Field Investigation Section. 
(G. GODDARI) 

DAL 717. 
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Tr.enslation of 	 osition 	• - 

of 

Deeosition on o-_-.th of ifikoleusCe, 	present interned at 2 
FISCHBECK, sworn before :_lereeant eurtram 	 Intelligence Corps, 
of Field. Investie: tion. Unit, 	 Group (i''.f..;) 	j?I, i(.He3E01: on the 113th 
July, 1947. 

1: 	I eet iTikoleus LURK 'worn on 2.1ni, 
zgricultural 1 lbourer by trade 	i of Le,. 
inforaed thet I 	not forced t 	,:t 
_Lay be used in Court. 	I 	L: 
the use of force, and With.)ut the erouiae 

, 1923, in ...CHTialiP/Icrs. buedtondern, 
n- .tionelity. 	I h:-.ve been 

teetent, but the-L; such a stateoent 
.:nt voluntarily erithout threats or 

ti rewerd. 

2. At the beginning of the wer I was e ,eloyed au an aericultural labourer 
in .XilTRUP. 	Fr Oil 1st e.pril to 27 .arch, 1941, I 	el so employed as oa 
a&Ticultural labourer in 	GSTOFT/kreis Suedtoadern. I was then called 
up for labour service. 	I wes there till 31st _arch, 1942, then went back 
home for three weeks end then I- got.my calling up orders for the :,tray to 
FLOZBURG. - Then I was trained in i:enmerk. ..t the beginning of July, 1942, 
I went into action with the 53th Infantry - Jivision in Russia. On the aid 
Decei..ber, 1942, I was wounded in Korth Ruesia and was brought to hospital in 

:et the end of iTenuary, 1942'), was brought to MaREliiBURG and stayed 
there till ..ay 1943. 	I :r .s dischureed to the convalesence Company in 
OLDEliBIRG/O. 	From there I was transferred to the ermy release centre in. 
LUBECK-. 	On the 8th -IToveober, 194!., i was !discharged fro,. the ,Lri.iy and 
went back home. 	I stayed. in ...CliTR.UP till the 1st ...lieu:A, 1944, when the 
Labour Exchange in PI:MiSBURCr ordered me to the 	 From then till 
the ma of 	1945, I was e...ployed at the _..EL1,;lee__LRY,: with the exception 
of four weeks between the middle of .,:erch ane. 15th .aril, 1945, which I spent 
at ho,..e. 	On 30th e:ay, 1947, I was errested 	.61-1TILUI,  and brought to the 
internment camp at FISCH:ECK. 

3. I had the iollowine activities in the 	 From the it ...ugust, 
1944, till the middle cf iiove.iber, I was in the clothing stores of the guard 
and in the middle of low-amber I yes employed in the stables. I stayed there 
till my illness in the 	of ;.February, 1)45, and.  then I spent four weeks 
in the infirmery and after thet et home. Proe, 15th ..prig, 1945, till the 
capitulation I worked- under Unterscharfuehrer FR.,,iik; in the guardroom, -.ihere 
controlled_ the movements In and out the cemp, and the telephone duties. 

4. 1 	employed in the euerdrooe. since 15th 	1945. The prisoners 
were counted at the guardroom before arching in and out of the camp and the 
report was brought to me. 	3ometimes I helped .the..L to count. 	I had a walk • 
ing stick to 'mall: with. 	uniform consisted. of a iZotteauchrur and of 
riding breeches with riding boots.' They were breeches with a leather seat. 

5. I h.:.ve often seen how people, who were brought into the stable by 2:Eal 
and UITRUII were beaten with truncheons 3.1.tring the interro2;etions. • I c.n. 
roue:fiber one incident which he-opened :Al approximately 20th ..pril, 1945, when 
several prisoners were shot et. en execution. I have not seen this myself 
beceuse we were forbidden to lu..ve the huts. I know that prisoners -Jere 
shot whilst trying to escape but whore, and who they .were, I do not 1-mow. 
I have seen the sLL,rds beat prisoners if they -.round :rot fall in quickly -  enough. 
I do not know the guards by name. 

6. - That is all I ]-enew aOout tea s CL:se • 

(Si :led) Kikolaus ZURF 

DA: 716 
	

/Sworn 
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3worn by thc said Deponent, "$Ji1colc.us ZURir, vo1unti1y, on the 18th July, 1947, 
before ;:le, 8orge:-Int Bertr3:1 ThaAas 8TEVE3, as detFdled by C.-in-C. -6ritizh 
r. of the Rhine. 

(Signed) 3.. Stevens, 3gt. 
Field Invostition 3ection, 
1:r Cris Group WrEsy. 
HQ, 

CERTIFIED th2t this is n correct translation fro., Gel-1.Lnp. into English of the 
deposition of nlko]aus UTE, ..c.rked Dcposition 	38. 

(Signed) B.T. Utevens, 8t. 
Field InvkstiL,:.tion $0ction. 

D/a 716 
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Translation of 	
Deposition No. 23 

2iOSITION 

of 

Hans Wilholm Jitr !on id:;ERICHS. 

Deposition on oath of Hans Wilholm DIEDEoL0HS, malo, at orosont interned at 
No. 6 C.I.C. MUENGLin sworn boforo Staff Sorocant Dorok =TON, 8th. Kin,o's 
Royal Irish Hussars of Field Invosti 	Soction, 	Crimes Group (NZ) at 
NEUENGLIZIE on tho 2nd. law 1947. 

1. I am Hans D1F,TZRICHS, born cn 22 2olsruary 1926 in Alton  a, driver by 
occupation and of Gorlan nati:nality. 

2. I was warnod that I am nut- clroollod t _ako a statonont if I do not 
desire to du so, that ovorything I do sou-, h-wovor, nay be used in Court. 
I make this statement voluntarily, withoino,  prossuro or the proviso cf a 
raward. 

3. . In April 1)44 I was arrested by the Gosta:o- locauso I had associated with 
an Ukranian girl. I camo into the police but in KIEL-DRACKENSM. I was 
released at tho land Jf Eay and Sturubannfuohror POST then asked no whether I 
was prepared to join the SS as a guard. I did this than. I than remained 
as guard in KIEL-HoSSE until February 1945. I then came to an SS Sichpol Dn. 
in FURSTEMERG for training. On 3 ::ay 1)45 I became an Loorican prisoner and 
was released on 9 August 1945. I have since had difforont jobs and last 
worked on a farm in LtIDERSDURG. 

4. One day in tho auto; :n _X 194,4 I was ;Bard for a working party in NORI)::4',RK 
Carp. A Russian prisonor at work was standing about and I challongod hin to 
carry on werkino. Tho pris. nor than sw:iro at no in Russian. I told the 
prisoner through the intororotor that ho should work now, Lthorwiso ho would 
receive a boating. The prisonor camo towards no and wanted to cut tAt ay oyes 
with his fingers. I took the prisoner to POST whom I not togothor with 
Oborscharfuohror DA's.ITLANN noar the first ;risc'nors' hut. 	I told POST abut 
this incident and ho told no to return 	work with the orisonor, and, should 
ho como towards no once more, to sir Lt him. 	I wantod to go off again with 
the prisoner, who refused, h_wovor, and wY'o wanted to run no over and then 
run into a hut. POST then ordorod not sho:t the prisoner imuodiatoly. 
Whon taking aim and abut to fire, 17;,,JL-.ONIN shouted: 	"Hilt, don't firo, 
wills". 	I was pressing the triggor already, though, and shot tho prisonor 
with my carbine through a Gonickschuas from a distance of 12 metros. 

5. Later in the autumn of 1)44 we wore ordered ono o.ornin t_ detail 10 
German guards. 3vontually, ) Germans, including myself, and a Dutchman named 
do JONG wore detailed. Throuoh-ut tho clay we oxorcisod the firing position 
for an oxocutiun under Hauotacharfuohror STENDEito About 1900 hours 2 Russian 
Ps.O.W. wore brought forward. POST then road cut in Gorman that both those 
Russians had sworn at comrades of ours at the port of KIEL and had also thrown 
stones at thou. They had therefore boon sontencod to loath by tho 
Roichsfuohror SS HL21.JER. Ho had then tranSlatoC this into Russian. POST 
then instructed STENDR to have this shooting carried out. STENDER than 
gave the fire order and all 10 oUards fired together. 	Sinking down ,-th 
Russians groaned once more. LAU1.1ANN jumped towards than and gave each 
another shut with his pistol. 

6. Otherwise I have never shot a prisoner and oonorally oot 	well with 
the prisonors. I have only raroly beaten prisoners and than because -of 
refusal to work or for absonco from their place cf work without pornission. 
I then boat thou with a vu_don cudgel which was about 1 metro long and 11 c]... 

thick. 

7. In the autumn of 1944 the guard DEMENS returned from town one evening 
off a working party and told us that ho 	oht o prisoner. Ho said that 

/the 
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the pris...)nor had stulcn i;roservc.is frk.41 a collar and had than run along tho 
street. 	At first ho had n_ t -boon a7,1e t fire because thoro wore too nary 
people in the way but as soon 	the li:_o 	fire was free. ho had shut the 
prisoner. 	I 	n_ t know 	what nati..n2.1ity the ixis-..nor is sal;, _,sod to 
have been, 

8. dno ovonin-; in late 3u. .or 1944 the ,-;uard Johann HILL: 	no that ho 
had shot a pris -nor in the HOLS/fEN 1:rowory liocause ho tried 	escapo. 
Otherwise I d not Icn_1,7 anything o:oout this incident. 	I can also renonbor 
that in the auttu.21 1944 thoro was sono tall: in our c12)..non ra..)ra about 
iIottonfuohror v(.41. dor ITEI15EN havin,- shot a prisJnor with a pistol. 

9. I have soon the SS wonan suporvist.,r LEIKE several tines boatinL:•fenale 
-risoners with a minor tubo.:z her hand. I have also soon her onco 
')ri---.•nors with her foot. 

10. That . is all I have 	say in this natter. 

(Signed.) ii^ns Dierlorichs. 

SY.r...rn by the said .30;..).:Jlent Hans :drEljiablIC.',I-IS voluntarily at NELIENGALEE 	the 
2nd. Liay 194.7, boforo no, Staff Sor:Nant Dorok SiaLTON detailed by G.-in-C. 
British Army of tho 

(Si:ned) D. Shelton, S/SF:t., 
Field Invostigati_ n Socf,. 
War Crimes Group (N WE) 
HQ. DAM. 

CERTIFIED that this is a correct translati_m 	Gorman into English of the 
Dopositt.in of Hans Wilhelm Jirgon Diaziaciis narked Dopositin No. 23. 

(Signed) G. Goddard Sgt. 
Investigati.n. Sectim. 

(G. GODDAR)). 
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Translation of 	 Deposition No. 46 

DEFCSITION 

of 

ZIEDONACKI. 

Deposition on oath of 	 ZIOLONACKI, male, at present intornod at No. 
6 C.I.C., NEUENGADM, sworn before Staff Sergeant Derek SHELTON, 8th. King's 
Royal Irish Hussara, of Field Investigation Suction War Crinos Group(NUE) 
on the 3rd. July 1947. 

1. I am Eaximilian ZIEWNAOKI born on the 23rd. April 1897 at REIM:MG 
loathorworkor by trade of Gorman naU_:nality. I have been informed that I 
am not compolled to mako a statement and that spy such statenont nay bo 
road in Court. I mako this statec.ont voluntarily and without the throat or 
use of violence, without the pruLise of a raw%rd. 

2. I was bofore the duration of the w::.r up to the 1st. August 1)44 in a 
loather factory at ISJUi.:UNSTER.. 	This factory was closed owing to the lack of 
raw matorials. Through the ln.bour exchange NEUEUNSTL'R I was ciraftod tc the 
A.7,L NORELARK, KIEL. Frum August 1944 till January 1945 I was employcd as 
a guard in tho carp. From January 1945 up to the capitulation I was omloyod 
in the cook-houso. 

3. Whilst I was onployod in the cook-houso I usually carried a wooden stick, 
and for a short- ti_o a cane. This stick however I required rxstly for walking. 
It did happon howovor, that I beat prisoners across the back with the stick, 
when they went to the stack of boots cr attouptod to stoal potatoes or 
vegetables frcm the collar. I d, not believe that I boat prisoners to such 
an extent that they blo_d or c liapsod. It was nJt ny intontion to injure 
the prisoners with Ly strokes. 

4. I have certainly never shot a prisoner, or oven used my firo-arm. 

5. Whilst I yrs working in the coic-houso the prisoners received the 
following food: For breakfast coffee, ono slice of broad with Irmalados  
cheese, butter, ur sausage, and'ono dry slice of broad. For lunch a veqetable 
soup and in the evening the sal:.o as for breakfast. Later on, as the caiip of 
crowded more and more, it was necessary t_ cut thinnor slices of broad, and 
the spread was accordingly reduced. This was mainly due -L) bcnbing. Where 
a dint was urdored-I was given a chit signed by the doctor which I had to hand 
to camp commandant POST for ap:.rLval. In not a single case has POST aif)rtmed 
this diet but rofusod it with the words: 	"Out of the quostim". Later on 
no such chits came from the doctor as aparently he was aware that it was of 
no use. The cookhouse and the food were inspectod from time t. time by cola) 
commandant POST, his adjudant -4ICKHOFF, and Oberstrunfuehror TOLLAS. 

6. This is all I havo 	say to this nattor. 

Sworn by tho said doponont 
on the 3rd. July 1947 before no Staff 
C.-irr.G. British Ar:-.-y of the Rhino. 

(SiE,,no:1) 	Ziclonacki. 

Zr.LONACKI .voluntarily 
Sergeant Derek SHELTON, detailed by . 

(Signed) D. Shelton, S/Sgt. 

CERTIFIED that this is a c,rroct translation fv.47. German into English of the 
Doposition onilaximilian ZIELGNAaKI, marked Deposition No. 46. 

(Signed) D. Sholton S/Sgt., 
Field Investigation Section. 
War Crinos Group (NU  E) 
(D. SHELTON.) 
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Tranulatiin of 	 Deo,sition No. 39  

Ernst 31.1:: 

Deposition on oath of Ernst SIE-;,:;E, male, at present interned at lio. 
2 Ar.C.H.C. FISCHDECK sworn before Staff Sergeant Derek S:ELITJE, 3th King's 
Royal Irish Hussars of Field Investiaatian Section, War Griales Gr,up 
at FISCHBECK on the 6th July 1947. 

1. I am Ernst STEIN born in the a 1:evember 1;15 at FLEES:LC:G. Kriminal 
i.ssistant by profeosiun 	German natianality. I have Leen warned that I 
au not cu ;oiled to make a stateuent, and tir.:t any such statement may be 
used in C6urf. I aiake this statement of uy own free will without any 
threat or use of violence :1r the promise Jf a reward. 

2. I joined the .11gemeine SS in 4ril 1)33 and fre7a October 1931. to 
October 1938 I was in the Verfuegunstruppe (Shadow Waffen SS) ffom which. 
the Waffen SS was forced later on, Regiaunt GEL-zliakiIi:. In May 1936 I 
joined the FULA?. ,',fter ay dismissal from the SS VerfueGunstrup:pe I joined 
the frontier police. .;:t the outbreak of war I was a frontier policei:.&n 
at ITINDEODUaG, Upper Silesia. There I was employed at several out statiens 
In Marah 1)40 I was transferred to SOiLRFEHAESEN in East Prussia, and was 
there till March 1941 as frontier -oliceman; 	I was then transferred to tin 
frontier police FLEEDISG. In ilovember 1942 I was promoted Kriminal 
.,ssistant and about three months later I was ranted the equivalent rank 
of Jberscharfuehrer. In Aarch or it-pril 1)43 I cazie tJ the frontier police 
post at SUEDERLUEGUM (Sud Tondern). There I reaained till the iiC.dle of 
May 1944 and was then ordered to KIEL to the AEL 	 I remained there 
up to the capitulation on 3r3. May 1945. 	on 2nd November 1945 I was 
arrested in PLENEGDURG and taken to thu intern:lent camp ilEUMUITSTM. 

3. In May 1944 I.was made platoon leader of the 1st platoon which was 
intended for guard duties for the Luilana -f the .LEL. To start with we 
collected between 60 - 100 per day fr,..1 	aelice barracks at DRLCHRISEE. 
The prisoners were then euployed on the' spot where the camp was built. 
In the :Addle of September 1944 one barrack in the :,EL was occupied 
by prisoners. On coqoletion of tne ad:Anistrative barrack in October 1944 
regular intakes of prisoners started. 	From then oil there were tenstantly 
about 400 prisoners .in tae camp. In the Lale of February 194.5 I was 
relieved of my duties as platoon leader owin,_ ta illness, and was from 
then on ul, to the capitulati)n, a :airmen in the caup. ;:t the end of 
March 1)45 transport arrived from other camps at 	 sJ that - 
approxiuc.tely 800 to 900 prisoners were in the ca.-11;. 

At that time there were about 100 to 150 -prisoners in the 

4. The sanitary conditions in the camp were extreuely ':ad. There was no 
water pipe line in the camp, the le were no abluti.n huts, nor lavatories. 
In the beginning prisoners had to wash in the lake, later on water was 
brought to the camp fr.,m a hydrant in the road in bi containers. I was 
several times in the sickbay ana found that it was in a dirty condition. 

5. I do know that manu of the guards in ca; carried sticks, but I have 
never seen that they used tnese eticks to beat prisoners. 1,11 guards on 
duty were armed either with a carbine or automatic pistol. I myself 
carried no stick as long as I was a platoon leader when, because of 
ulcers in the stonnh I was no longer able to war a bolt I used a 
walking stick ins-bawl of a fire-ara. I have never used this stick, and 
I have never in any _tiler way ...aten or ill-treated a prisoner. 

/ 6. 
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6. Three or four cases h,.ve 	t- .;:y knowledge where prisoners have 7Jee 
shot while tryinG to escu. In one case late in the summer of 1)44, 
prisoner was shot whilst tryinG to eacape by DIEDEILICHS. In another case 
was BEHENS, who in }larch or 	1)45 shut a prisoner on a Kommanio in 
town whilst trying to escape. I ht.ve 11;:wever only hcara this in the course 
of convers%tiyn. 	In the other cses I cannot re::,eber mor.2 exact details. 

7. for shootings, I knew only of four official executions, of which 
however I attended none. The firstewns the shooting of two Russians late 
in summer 1)44 wh. were buried at a  si)ut in car., where later on a barrack 
was built. I believe that STEi1D carried out this executon. The second 
execution took place in the gravel pit under STEIDEa's orders in the 
or end of February 1945 when a number of people wore shot, the exact 
number I do not know. In ilarch or 	1945 furthor execution wcs 
carried out under FeiCKS orders in the Gravel Pit, I also ,au not know how 
many people were shot on this occasion. The fourth execution took place 
at the end of 	1945 when three Guardsmen were shot for an alleged theft 
of bread. 	This execution took place under FuC-1\:'s orders as well. 

8. This is all I have Gut to say on this mat ter. 

(sinned) Ernst SIE.311. 

Sworn by the said deponent Ernst SIEAT voluntarily at FISCHBECK on the 6th 
July 1947 before me Staff Sergeant Derek SIEZT41, detailed by 0.-in,-10. 
British, array of the Rhine. 

(siGacd) D. Shelton, S/Sgt. 
Field Investigation Section, 
*jar Crimea GrjUp (11dE) 

CERTIFIED tir,t this is correct translati m. fro-cA German into EnGlish 
of the deposition of Ernst SLIM, ::'.raced Deposition lio. 3). 

(siGncd) D. SHELTUN, S/SGt. 
Field Investinati,,, n Section. 
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Translation of 
Deposition No.28 

DEPOSI  

of 

Doric DE JONG. 

Deposition on oath of Dove DE JONG, male, at present interned at No. 6 C.1. C., 
NEUENCAMME, sworn before Staff Sergeant Dora S1; ,TON, 8th. King's Royal Irisn 
Hussars of Field Invostigution Section, -War Crimps Group (NW.E) on the 3rd. 
of July 194-7• 

1. I am Doge DE j= born on t 19th. August 1924 at FRIESLAIZI  HOLLAND, 
baker by trade of Dutch nationality. 

I have been warned that I am not c:;opellod to make a statement and 
that any such stotoment may be read in Court. I make this statomont voluntarily-, 
without the thro%t or use of violence, without the promise of a reward. 

2. In July 191+3 I was conscripted for work in Germany from Holland. I cn:.o 
to KIEL and worked in the power station at 	In May 1944 I was sentenced 
to three weeks work education camp because of breach of work contract. I was 
taken to the police barracks at ERAC!-IRIS:r1E. After I had completed two weeks 
of my sentence I was conscripted as a guard by thy; Labour Exchange in KTRLI  
on the instruction of POST. 

3. From May 1944 up to the capitulation I was a guard in AIM NOM:MARK, KIEL. 
During the whole time I was in carp I have only on one occasion beaten a 
prisoner. That was in January 1945 when it was reported to mo that a prisoner 
had stolen some sausage. I hit this prisoner in the face with rAy hand once. 
I have never shot a prisoner and I have never partaken in an execution. 

4. In March or April 1945 I have myself seen the felloVing incident. It time 
on a Saturday and the prisoners had just returned frua work and were 
immediately sent off again by POST to a point about 700 metres from the camp to 
collect barrack parts. On the way back about 6 or 7 prisoners walked in front 
of me with a heavy barrack port. One of the prisoners collapsed, a guard 
called to the prisoner to get up, and just then BI,MANN came along. BAUMANN 
first kicked the man and when he did not got u2 then drew his revolver and 
fired two shots at the prisoner from a distance of not more than a metro. The 
man was put on top of the barrack part which was c-rried by the prisoners and 
I saw that he was bleeding from the head. I then hoard at the camp that POST 
is supposed to have shot two prisoners under siodlar circumstances. 

5. I have on several occasions soon that DIER and UNRUH led prisoners from 
the interrogation room to the stables and there boat then with a stick. I have 
often heard the prisoners screm, after they hod been led into the stable by 
DIER or UNRUH. 

6. I make this statoment in Geriaan which I speak and understand fluently. 
I have nothing further to soy to this matter. 

(SiDlod) Dowe 	Jong. 

Sworn by L-  to the said dc2onent awe Do Jong voluntarily at NEJ:diGAMNIE on the 
3 July 191+7 before iac Staff Sergeant Derek SET:LT.0N detailed by 
British Arry of the Rhino. 

(Signed) D. Shelton. S/Sgt. 

CERTIFIED that this is a correct translation from German into English of the 
statement of Dow,: DE JCG, marked Deposition No.28. 

	 S/Sgt. 
Field Investigation Scction. 
(D. SiiELTT). 
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PARTICULARS OF EVIDENCE IN SUPPORT  
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NOTES ON THE CASE 

(Under this heading should be included the view taken as to (a) the degree of 
responsibility of the accused in view of his official position, e.g., was offence 
committed on the offender's own initiative, or in obedience to orders, or in carrying 
out a system approved by authority or a legal provision ; (b) the probable defence; 
(c) whether the case appears to be reasonably complete.) 

w -,; 	„ (3,A15 ik il.;V,  -, ' 	.:;1 ':' 	 . it L ::- n t i i ‘ . C r i. , 'i; .. 	rt: -, ,,, 

......nal, Of tik; vii, 	, , 1 ... 

, 

1 (.:1 .:4: ;)Get16,A.; wilt bt: ch;xi,ek,  .;.:_, u,,,.c)1, _*,,  

i Cu 	■ .)St ()f :;110 	143C11:itlit.3 are ch:L,.',..._,.:,. ,-,4_. 2,_ 	,,, -co;:itat of oxeet,  ,.; .1.:.„,  

)1..C..e,..,-1. i , 	senior ofi'icir:1;:. in the c;:.,:ii, .-,-...6 it is ...lo):,-ht that since t;.-yos,; 
executions ie-ce obviously unlwafill anC voithout anz i:c02 - ,i. trim, it wili  

not he -:oosible 1.%-)c. the accust:;:f concerneo to )1e,Lric,  su.ocwior or6er. 
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4144 f /a-4( 	 6.ri 

 Date of receipt in Secretariat. 

ok OCT  

UNITED NATIONS WAR CRIMES COMMISSION 
United in 7 , 

(For the Use. of the 8ecretariat) 

Igo 	Registered Number. 

CHARGES AGAINST 	 

/,46. CASE No 

WAR CRIMINALS 

. ;en t -2 - - 	• ' 
• 

- 	
- • 

Name of accused, his 
rank and unit, or 
official position. 

(Not to be translated.) 

   

_ • 

   

        

        

        

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

a;•.• 1 	to Date and place of 
commission of al-
leged crime. 

C :• 	
- 

A. 	A v  

Number and descrip- 
	 In 

tion of crime in war 
crimes list. 

fn SfE11..; References to rele-
vant provisions of 
national law. 

:3 of 	 of ,;oc. ar,nex  
Breaches of Int-A:- 
national Law. 

I . 

SHORT STATEMENT OF FACTS. 

e ewe accused -,..•as the s,..; -and in 	. • 	'1. 	Callp n is now to 
be loIned y•ith he accused already 	• 	 wns no • 
ev4acnce af ,;a:Inpt i-:;ickhoZT apart fro. 	 co. ;r:LA of tic cano 
he ?lust 	 knowlede of the con(1....'Zons 	 It w,ts .,:"Cit however t'vit 
4.n default (AC ui 	AOStV r71,.•:ence 	s:l ow 	1-K,="20L'sol,ally 13.02 2071.33 0: or took 
2,1ct 

 
.n any 111-tz.eataent it would not be rijrt to charce hira. 	::owever evidence has 

0,17 	01.ained fro..I 	wi tne 	ned Fick of an unprovoked a;:sault 
one of the internues. It has therefore been deciaed thtlt Licl:hoff 	wiswer "or -11 4  
ro:sault in particular anci in 1.-Lencral for any .palt 	. -,ay have ta.:-.en to ,eron 	 

ooncVtions u ICr wi•ach the internees had to live. 

TRANsmITTED 

 

CILiCe 02 :7o, .il. Dept) ... 

 

    

    

*insert serial number under which the case is registered in the files of the National Office of th' 

(4b5) 
Wt .P.212,437 5m. VIA. 

	.k Co. 745() 

;.Vi•-••• 

• 
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PARTICULARS OF ALLEGED CRIME 

 

In 1. Lu2t 	a ncw lr- t of nrisr:n 	 ' 	the ca:;. UntL:rQt—Jr-- 
fuehrt;r p.:ickho f, 	rmcUn in front of the II.Q. 	'll1in_, received the 3ra2t. 
7e was 6 r- ./A it witne2s Fick to )ick out 	riscnir from the line. 
11:ickhorf f,)uke aevocal wor12 to the nrisoner and' 	2t- rt.1.0,Inch'nf him 
in the f;. :o with hii fi2t2. 	The ,2ei tyzr's nose h 	to bleed heavily at 
once. 

• 

• 
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410  Translation Deposition 

  

Karl :hri:;tian 

Deposition on oath of Karl '311.2..istian FIOK, mole, 	 Peters- 
burgerweg 139, sworn before F!2rgeant Geergc GOPDAitJ Royal Filsiliers, of 
Field Invenstigation Section, War Crir,.s Group 	:7t KIEL on 1 , h. 
October 19L.7. 

1. I am Karl Christian FIJI:, born on 17, 6. 86 in ECKERNFOERDE, 
layer by occupation and of 4c:-.1an ,latLnalliV. 	I was never a meuber of 
the NSDAP but only belonge, to the DAF since 1934, 

2. Since 1939 I was employee as brick layer by the construction firm 
of Fritz BUSCH in KIEL and on 27 Ju..le 1944 was :;eat by my firm with several 
others to ALL NORILAK in ord,r to carry °IA some conL,truction woe:. 
Christmas 1944 nW compulsory labour contract hod expired, and I returned to 
my firm. 

3. I rcmembor the following incident which npproximr.tely took place in 
August 1944. 	I was working .n the cook hor -  : of the cl-.71) when a new draft 
of prisoners arrived at the 	Unters'airLfu(-hrer EICK:IFF standing in 
front of the TA, building received the draft. 	I th.n obss_rved 71CIUIOFF 
picking a foreign Prisoner out of the 711e, 	I no act know the prlson_rz 
nationality. 	EICKHOFF spoke sevcr:l 	to the priso:xr and started 
punching him in the face vith 	fst:i. 	The prison:x/3 nose begt.n to bleed 
heavily at once and JUNSLN th.:n took the prisoner .1nside the HC, building. 
After several minutes the prisoner was led out agn4m by jENSEN, when he 
leaned against the wall of the hut, t= ..1 	vi l5 bleeding from his nose. 
EICKBOFF had entered the HQ, bAadinT, 	'.;11 nc prisoner, but had Lot c,,ne out 
again. 

44 	In autumn 194.4. I ,:anted t go to tie wotcha:..kL2 in the camp apd by m.st-0,7- 
I entered the wrong room. 	I -pene,j tie doe7:‘ end saw the Gest:To lnterroE;ator 
KLOSTLRliAil\T, the intLrpretcr.. :TER and UNRUH and onc prisoner. 	The prisoner 
was being manacled by his feet 	was honging head downwards from the ceiling. 
I saw IJMWH beat the prisoner, - I believe no had a 7Ack in 	11L:nc",, and the 
prisoner was bleeding from his head. 	I. could even see blood on the floor. 
I closed the door straight 	and could not a. o anything else. 

5. 	I have noth.ng further to add 	;!atter. 

(Signed) Karl Fick. 

SWORN by the said deponent Karl Christian FICK, volunt,?rili,  t KI: 7• on 1/th 
Oct -or 1947 befo2e me, Serge it Geerge GODDARD, detailed by the C,-_n-C. bi 
Army of the Rhine. 

(signed) Cr. Gaddard S6t. 
Fiuld Invectigrtion Secti ,n, 
War Crimes Group (NViE) 

0J.RTiFILD that this is a try._ oransLtion from Germcn into EnglisY,  of the 
Deposition of Karl Christian FICK, Lrirkod 	 No...-... 

(Signed) L. Riohheimer, S/Sgt. 
Field L.ve,,,Lion 2ecti,)n. 
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PARTICULAR8 OF EVIDEN('E' IN SUPPOR'l 

(a) State,aenta i.);; 	.,-..tnosses al • , 	 )orisession concerning 
the inhuman cond t ; on s L:x-; s 	t e ca. 

(o) St.,te.aent by Karl Christian :ICK concerni ,g the assault by Sickhoff. 

4 

J. 	. 
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NOTES ON THE CASE 

(Under this heading should be included the view taken as to (a) the degree of 
responsibility of the accused in view of his official position, e.g., was offence 
committed on the offender's own initiative, or in obedience to orders, or in carrying 
out a system approved by authority or a legal provision ; (b) the probable defence ; 
(c) whether the case appears to be reasonably complete.) 

It is ,; ns,1:_rd that th, cvi:encere.ardin the assault b y the 
accused is 	clear and in this cesoect there can be nu doubt that 
he can c successfully o..osee ted. 	The question of his responsibilitj 
as second in co....and is however out so clear. 	The Co..I..:anda,,t foi' the 
ca.o, SturaLannfuehrir 1C:3T, .vas the doilinatln3 o-rsonality in the oa..io 
and it is (i-ite !;)]...obable tly.t .ickhoff had v,r li ale say in the rannin 
of the •cacao. 	On the oth r hand there is a 1)1c: eviience t. s.  ow that 
Elckho:f acco,cloanied Post on ..laity occasions when the latLur was carry inc 
out Ail. tours of 'nsoectIon, and It is cons-Idered tint the onu;: is to 
a certain extent thr-wn uoon 	to show that he did not encourace in 	any 
way the ill-trea .ent of the internces. 
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UNITED NATIONS WAR CRIMES COMMISSION 

CHARGES AGAINST 	WAR CRIMINALS 

CASE No 	 

Name of accused, h.  
rank and unit, 
official position. 

(Not to be translated. 

I 

et to 	lo R S(H AR FPO? R) 	 
EiLil 	 4..1.  ) 

Will;( 3`124riY:l.  5 Tv ft Pi I ctim  UHI  e_--  ft)  	  
	 (H u PT g C MA 	12110 	 

1-'rustav c Lli i ii 	STU API Sq. MFIEW AREA) x,ii in custot,- 	 
!.Nikolaus DER 

• I 

itwerner „ACCT ,.;  (OdegscHARFOiltivet  ) 	  

..iturmhanr.fuel;rer Jot:ruiner. 

    

I. 

   

         

          

          

          

          

Date and place of 
commission of al-
leged crime. 

2.71.y  5,144  to :1:ay  19?* 	  

\ , _!1  	Vprk  Education Cart.} 	  Gerram.;.;„ 	 

Number and descrip-
tion of clime in war 
crimes list. 

References to rele-
vant provisions of 
national law. 
Breadhes of flier--
national L- '. 

(1) 	 
	IntrAlmult_cf 	Civilian =der  inim4111 mglitiona. 

Murder and Assault. 

 

 

13=achcza 	tha luaa_arglAwNv6 of wAr =Lin. ;Artisclailr  kToaches of 
Article 46 of the annex to the 2:a.„Lue .211rentirn of V (ctober  1907. 

SHORT STATEMENT OF FACTS. 

Ael .:ordmark Camp was one which was used for short terms of so-called 
education for Allied civilians. 	It was in fact a camp to which civilians were sent for 
:lhort periods of up to fifty-six days. '2hey were then compelled to do work for the Ger-
mans and were compelled to live under completely inhuman co ditions. ::ass shootings and 
individual murders were everyday occurrences in this camp which was under ..:estapo control. 
34.umbannfuchrer P0.3'12 was. the Commandant of the ca pp throughout and the remaining accused 

were all- members of the camp staff. 	Obersturmbannfuehrer 2.1±311.4i was except 	9  
given a  Gestapo conrand early in 1 924.;,-; which resulted in this camp being one of his res- 

He actually set up his 'iurIrters on the outskirts of the cam) and was a 

fre•.;uent visitor to it. 

TitANsMITTED BY 

 

Office of the J.A.G.  

  

  

umber under which the case is registered In the flies of the National Office of the accusing State. 
*Insert serial n 

i64) wt 	2124/47 	
2' SA. 1'. A: Co. 715( 
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• PARTICULARS (11e A1,141.:(;EI) (TIME 

   

See "Short Statement of jeacts", 
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PARTICULARS OF EV I !WINCE' N SUPPORT 

A. 	Statements by the followinr: witnessec:- 

TMAS 

alins 

Van ROY 
1-10312,SL 

DAASiuth; 
Flittacms 

is. 
KOOPMAlar 
1.1TSL1141 
caltuun 

USOLINSCH 
2.ICH#SRT 
SABATIZR 
SCILARLACH 
SCBLOTEIDT 
SCOOR 
SOI1261.EN 
STED.T.FASS 
STEDJFATT 
TA.ZI 

.&IC-12-1OFF 
RAABL 
AM 

B. 	Statements by the followin7 accused:- 

(iN  liaLs.aldirt 
(ii POST 

(iii BAIL ANN 
(iv" JEAL-14; 
(v) 3'24'0)41 

(vi) DIER 

(6) 
(19? 

"POEM 
uilaux 
-4;1.k:61'i —Aar 
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NOTES ON 111-1 ( !AS E 

(Under this heading should be included the view taken as to (a) the degree of 
responsibility of the accused in view of his official position. e.g., was offence 
committed on the offender's own initiative, or in obedience to orders, or in carrying 
out a system approved by authority or a legal provision ; (b) the probable defence ; 
(e) whether the case appears to he reasonably complete.) 

A. This appears to be one of the worst concentration camp cases ever to be 
brought to trial. 	There is ample evidence to show that the accused 130..i2, 
JIENSSIT, .;TLI;i0..? and .?(NI( were all guilty of murder on several occasions. 	There 
is also the evidence oP a reliable witness, 	 to prove that the accused 
DIzat bpat one of the internees during an interrogation conducted by KLOS.2.2:4.t..Ai11.1 a.) 
violently that, the internee died during the beating. 	la/Ja.i.t.,1:C."4-1.111 was present during 
the beating and it was carried out on his instructions. In addition, there is 
ample evidence to show that all the above were also guilty of either ordering or 
personally carrying out violent ill-treatment of internees on many occasions. The 
accused -clam and the accused JACOBS both personally took part in ill-treatment on 
several occasions. The accused Guth KIA'Illafr1B4Z was in command of the female 
section of the camp and although there is little evidence to show that she herself 
ever personally ill-treated internees there is ample evidence to show that she was 
present when female ., :uards under her coniiand ill-treated. interneez .It is considered.  
that the accused MUELIZI2, by virture of the fact that the cam) wasoriiThis cony/land and 
that he both lived on the outskirts of and visited the camp frequently, can be held 
responsible for allowing murder and ill-treatmentlof which he must have had knowledge 
to continue to take place in the camp. 

■ =■=■=■ ;=■ =■ =•=.... 

44; 
B. A number of other minor members of the camp staff may well be tried,.for their 
part in ill-treatment in the camp and these crimes will then be se2ara,ely registered. 
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Ilfanslation of 	 Deposition No.14. 

cL>ITION 

of 

Johannes TOM.;,. 

Deposition on oath of Johannes To.4:4.3, ;:.ale at present interned at No. 
2 	FISCILECK sworn before Staff 3erz:;c:rult Demi: 31ELTON, nth. Kinp:ts 

,1?.oyal Irish Hussars, of Field Investiation..Section, -.:ar Crimes Group (M1E) 
at PISCILECK on the 5th July 1947. 

1. I as Johannes TC1.141S, born on 17th. .*..ugust i .,96 in JEUEITALIG, Kreis 
SCE:1;M, 	Irussia. I an a Police inspector by profession and am of Gel-man 
nationality. I have been informal that I am not forced to uaice a statement, 
but such a statlent can be used in court. I make this statement voluntarily 
without threats or thc use of force or the promise of a reward. 

2. I joined the NSDLP on the 1st. 1.:ay 1537 and in 1914.3 I received an eeuivalent 
rank in the SS. 	Ln the 1st. Catcher 193i I left the town administration 
for the local Gestapo ate le as a Polizei Secicretaer. 	Later, in November 194.2 
I became a police inspector in the r-..nx of lintersturrafuchrer. 	In 1943 I was 
pru.loted uborstur-afuehrer.. 	.'..part fro-2 short postings to -i-Lsr,u, LLDZ, and -43ZZLIN 
shortly after the beginning of the war I vi-is continually employed in KIEL. on 
the 16th .august 1,)44  I uas posted to the :EL 	 KIEL as an administration 
official. 	There I femained till the 15th Tiarch 194.5. 	Then I was relieved by 
rolizei inspektor HATT. From then until the capitualtion I was again employed 
at the Eauptdienststelle (Chief Cffice) in KIEL. 	Ln the 21st Hay 1945 I was 
i, iterned and sent to the camp in TET.J.411ITST7.a.. 

3. During my stay in carp NC::".0::::LZIC, _CST 	c..:21) commandant, EIC1a1CFF in chart::( 
of administation and also took over asTI3 duties in his absence, but which 
occurred very seldom. 	Untersturmfuehrer MoD:;.:).-: arrived later and helped me in 
the administration. He was in charge of the accounts, clothing store and arms 
store. My job was to chocic the accounts rnd the lists of different duties, as 
well as handing out of pE1/4yment slips that morns that receipted accounts were paid 
out in proper manner. 

4. I have never aeon shootings inside the camp myself, but I heard about it. 
I was never interested to find out how these shootings happened but it was confirmed 
to me that in every case proper sentence 	available. I once saw POST beating 
a prisoner in a mining room of the guard v;ith his riding whip because a prisoner 
remained seated in his presence. I was tied to the office by my work only seldom 
and to the cnmpo 

5. In my opinion there was -enough food for the prisoners and I never heard 
co.-xplaints. 	The guards and the yrisoners were catered for by the same icitchen. 
Obviously POST saw to it that the foot of the guards vies better accordingly. 
:;bout 7.1edical attention and care in the camp I was informed in as much as I saw 
the contract vdth the camp doctor Dr. FREHSE. I can state the -following about 
this; The Contract stated that Dr. -.17211SE was responsible for the medical care 
in the en:ap and would be reimbursed for his troubles with a monthly sum of 400 -
6O0 marics. 

6. During my office in 	Norb)MAPLIC. I saw apart from ST,EGLICH tho interrogatieLl 
officials J4'.K013S and KLOSTEI2N.IIN often inside thc camp. 	It is not mown to 	for 
which reason they entered the camp but I suppose it concerneN1 official methods. 

7. That is' all I Know.  about this case. 

(Signed) Johannes Tomas. 

Sworn by the said deponent Johannes Tomas voluntarily at FISCILECK• on the 5th July 

1947 oefere me Staff Sergeant DcrcK SILTCN, detailed by C--in-C British :.rayy 

the IZhine. 
(Signed) D. Shelton, S/Sgt. 

Field Investigation Section. 
'Jar Crimes Group (NV/E). 

1341012. 
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CEZTIFIED that this is a correct trrs.nslatien from German into Enelish 
of the Deposition of Johnnes TOMas,r:.ariced Deposition 1'o. 14. 

(s:d) (D. T. Stevens Set) 
Field Investigation Section. 

(2.T. STIMNS.) 
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Trnslatien cf 

416 

of 

Herbert iloac  

Deposition UL. 15 

Deposition on oath of Herbert :::,Did.male, at present interned at N...2l:CHC, 
7ISCHBECK, sw-orn before Staff Sergeant Derek SHELTCN, .nth King's 1:oya1 Irish Hussars, 
-f Field Investigation Section, '::ax Crimes Group (EWE) at .PISCEECK on the 23 July 47. 
1. I am Herbert NCDRL. 	born on 3rd ,pril 1)06 in DERLIN 11,IXICILIZIP, a "...clizeivon.al- tunEzsekretaer 

by profession and of German nationality. I have been informed that 
I 

am not forced to make a statment, but that such a statement ray be used in Court. 
I max° this 

statement voluntarily without threat, thc use cf force or the promise 
of a reward. 

2. I joined the ::SD.1-  on the 1st June 1930. en the 1_)th May 1937 I was employer' 
as a boox-xeeper in the .:,:nts II on the :31-L in oraLia. 	I received the equivalent 

rank of an Scharfuehrer. Cn the 1st 	1940 I became a 1-olizcivergaltungssekretaer 
and later, in June 1944, I received the equivalent rank of an SS Untersturufuchrer. 
There I remained until Laaril or May 1942 and then I was transferred to the 72,eschaf- 

fungsstelle of the Sipe, also in ArA II. 	This office was transferred in ;iutumn 1943 
to FREIWALDLIT, Lower Silesia, and I wont with them. .4.,t the end of July 1944 I came 
to the office of the Sipe and SS Commandant in TSCHENTOCH,J11  in 1-'(;1.1..M. 	There I re- 
mained till the 14th December 1944 and then spent a month with my family in FillEIWIlLDAIU. 
In January 1945 I returned to my old unit in =LIN. Then I was ordered to KIEL and 
started ray duties in the 	NeRDM:2K on 13th Februoxy 1943 where I remained till the 
3rd May 1945. On the Jth iLucust 1945 I reported to the :Jritish Kilitary -Police in 
:,SCHEIMG near acarT. Then I was interned in NEUNGLi.:EZ till the 15th November 1946, 
when I was released, but was arrested again en 3rd July 1947 and was brought to the 
intemment camp in PISCHDECK. 

3. During %Iy stay in thc :EL I was in charge of the clothing stores and accounts. 
I had no contact with prisoners. 

4. Shortly after I came to the _EL a morning conference was instituted by aST. 

This conference tooK place '.t 3 o'clock and the following were present regularly: 

PCST, EICKH.CFF, 13:alLAJ, JEUSEN, Fr 1. 	 Frl. M:LSA4,NN, FCRCK, 1.,1ETZKI, 

SIENEN '::717GES 2 	 1  Fr au M.EX, 71 r1. K1.  TIT  NST,'LITIM KURSI CH , it JAG , FRLIZ , 
l'33._=E, WIESE and BLUNI:, as well as others whose names I cannot rcAember at the mom- 
ent. .fit such a conference I believe it was in 	 k0ST brought the following to 

our notice: the behavicus of the prisoners was getting vrJrse, and those prisencrevho 

were concered were to be beaten. Duo to those morninv conferences I can also :ive 

the approximately correct numbers of prisoners. Then the conferences were intro-

duced, we had about 600 priscmers in the cLinp, which increasedtill the end to over 1900 

prisoners, which I can remember exactly. This Ug increase of nuiaber of prisoners was 

duc tc the transfer from other camps. Numbers o.-Z deaths were alst-leoported at '_corning 

conferences and as far as I can reAc-3ber these averacd between three ,Jr13, ftrelAxa4y. 

5. the end of LDril 1945 I was tnld, that 2 or 3 Ukranian guars were shot 
under martial law for the theft of food. This shooting took place a few-  (Lays 

after the offence, but on whcee orders I do net know. 

6. In 	1945 I spoke with STLEGLI(i and in the course of conversation he mentiunc3 
that shootings took place in the camp, (I cannot wy a certain numer but they were 
not singular incidents) of people cf the resistance movcent. ST...EGLICE  menti oned, 

that these people were transferred to the oapp for the execution of the sentence. 

Herbert MDRCW, voluntarily 	
Herbert Modrowr. 

ly before me Staff Sergeant 
C-in-C British :,pity of the Rhine at FISCHbECK un the 

(Signed) D.Shclton, S/Sgt. 

Field Investigation Section. 

al(TIFIED that this is a correct translation from Ger-aan into English of the 

0.eposition of 
HorbortLUIWW ti-xxcd Deposition No. 15. 

(3:(1) 	D.T. Stevens Sgt. 
Field Invostir:ation Sccticn. 
L.T.STEVEIT3). 

Svorn by the said elopement 

DOreK 
SHELTON, dotai1od by 

23rd July 1947. 
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Tn..nsiatien cf 	 17  
7.:32. LSITICN 

II 	 of 
Jsefaa:.ITILliN alias -.1L;CCW3KI. 

Deposition on uath of Josef Da:J15L1114 alias TrILKSKI, male, uf KIEL 
i',IED:ZICIISCIIT, ".ialtic State_;, Camp No. 33, sworn before Staff Sergeant :-.)crek 
3i-nw1tiN, 3thKing'siZoyal Irish hussars on Field Investication Section, -.:ar 
Crimea Group (NWE) at KIEL lia the 10th Lpril 194.7. . 

1. I NA Josef -__;I;41131,',,NN, born on 9 ;iarch 1, 21 in i..:LI3, locksmith-mechanic 
by occupation and stateless. 	i'Ly parents were of lalish nationality. Since- 
January 1943, I vas known by the name ilsefILI:.c:3KI as I lived with false 
papers in order to conceal my Jewish origin fre.  the German authorities. 

2. Du4ng the German invasion of i-eland, I fled to :Zussia. Lt the end of 
1940, I r turn to .:_.:,:3::.: and trio to get t,,  Is.',ITZIS from there. 	I was arrested X,  
by thc raj fay police in =MIN/  however, and sent for forced labour. I worked 
at an armame ts-worka in KIEL from thc beginning of 1542 until 2C Lpril 1944. 
I was then arrested, because I had refused to become an informer for the Gestapo. 
I was in the police prison KIEL, until 15 June 1944. I then came to the pslice 
prisun DR-CKErSEE near Km. There we had to build the camp in KIEL-ILSaE, 
which became known as :XL NC1,UL2K. ;,pproximately in ..ugust 1944, we moved into 
the first completed huts there. 

3. In the beginning there were about 600 men in the camp, Poles, 1Zussians, and 
French. Nearly avcry day new prisoners arrived. In January 1943, there were 
about 1o;:e prisoners in the camp and after the draft from FU13DUETTEL, there 
were about 1,3U0 te_2,CW. Stumbannfuchrcr PC3T was camp commandant during the 
whole time, his deputy was UntersturmfuehrerEICKHCFF. Cberscharfuehrer 

w!-,s camp loader. 	Cbersturalfuchrer TOM:J.3 was responsible for the cz.Q:Tp 
administration and later on liaujAsturafuchrer H;IINE. The food at the beginning 
oo fairly good and the huts also were . bearable. The medical treatment was 
insufficient from the beginning. For a short time the guards were also 
forbidden to beat prisoners outside the camp, as complaints had been received 
from the civilian population, but it was continued ',aside the camp. The 
conditions in the camp hoc: bccL'Au very bad by thc bcginnin( uf 1945. 	c then 
received a water soup with turnips and two slices of broad to eat, for the whole 
day. Sometimes there was a little rlargarine on a slice cf bread 	sometimes 
a little marmalade. "ilar:le was betocn 0500 and 0600 hrs. and lasted over no 
hour. Iletween 07.0 and 0300 hrs. the working parties marched off to work, an 
returned between 130J and 1900 hrs. During the whole time of work, i.e. about 
11 hours, there was half an hour break at mid-day. The work consisted of 
clearing away bomb damage in KIEL or work in ,:ifferent factories. The prisoners 
received no pay whatever for the work. The 1r/sonars were afraid to go into 
the infirmary, because there was always the danger that they would not return 
fra3 there. Many prisoners, who only went into the infirmary with diarrhoea, 
died there afterwards. Others were shot hocuase they were sick or crippled. 
The conditions in NC.02L.,:d{ cal:rp became even worse in every respect about the 
time when the prisoners from PUHLS:YdET1EL arrived in the camp. During the time 
when I was in the 07mp at least 300 people were shot or hanged. How many have 
died over this number due to illnesses or in consequence of undernourishent I 
cannot guess. From January 1945 until the capitulation on the average 
approximately three to four prisoners died daisy. .During the whole time the 
prisoners were brutally beaten by nearly all members of the ward without any 
reason whatsoever. 

4. .;.pproximateli in ilarch 1945, I worked on the roof of a but in the camp. 
I saw a working party returning fro, work into the camp. 4', prisoner walked 
slowly behind the coluJn, as he hail a bad foot. PCST saw this, and the column 
had to salute him by taking off their hats. ?LW shouted to the prisoner with 
the bad foot to hurry up, who could not do so, however. 1:CST drew his pistol 
and shot the prisoner from a distance of about 5 _r 6 mm. I have seen all this 
with my oval eyes. The prisoner remained lying on the spot and was carried avwy 

later on. I never saw this prisoner again. I believe the prisoner was a 
Dutchman, but I do not know for certain. 
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5. Shortly before thc capitulation, I w!:.s busy in the tailors shop, next. 
the cev.ient store. 	Prom thc window I saw 	and 11,..I.1114:,NN coin,: into, the 

cement store v.sith twc 1Zussi;zi wcmal named 	and 	whi-' had been in the, 
detention cells. 	The do:r .was closed and I hea.rt', three shots. 	1CST and 

co.mc gut ag.n ..4.1 their arm 	locKed the door. Ln the next day 
I went into the cement store and saw scut; blood there, but nothing else. 

few Crys later I saw the corpses .:41 	and 	lying, in a ditch.. 

6. Clic evening in :larch 1945, I was in my but ma heard shots. The window 
shutters wore closod on orders, but I °Juld see through •a slat in Iv shutter. 
I saw JENSEN leading priscners from thc infirmary to a pit I.:Lich had been clug 

pria_ners tvg-, drys previously. 	It was about 2 m. long and 	17id.o. 	I 
specially remember the followinL incident: a*: prisoner, both of whose lees 
had been amputated above the knee and -;:hem they wanted to carry to the pit 
tore himself away and crawled ..on his stumps a_nd hands to the pit. • I could 
not see who fired, but I saw 2.11.i...NN, JENSEN and an Gberscharfuehrer who • 
limped on cnc leg and whose ncmc I believe is .;:iE3E 	c present. I ceule, 
see this Cberscharfuehrer pushing the people in to the pit. 	I also 53:67 

shoot a stray doe, at1.1 then throw it into the pit amongst the dead 
people. 	These pce-J.0,maiial rTeles etd •1Zussians ,:acre buried in this 4t. 

7. ,-,bout 	or 11:30 hours in 	194.5, I ,,as in the leer-smith's 
workshop. I heard some, shuts, '-nd I heard in the detention cells that an 
execution was to talcs place. Through the window I saw thc medical or.:erly 
j2NSEN with three prisoners rDing into a wash-house, which was being used four 
the dead. lie then Opla0 out with one prisoner at a time and led him to one 
side of the hut. Sorge corpses were already lying, there. The prisoner had 
to tic (IOW/1 on his stomach and 13.1tILL'INN who stood there, turned round, -,:ut 
one foot on the priswlerts bottom, aimed ..vith his dotol and shot him throuch 
the nccx frera a short distance. 	This Kept on re-z:cating itself. 	Several times 
a prisoner refused to lie down aril JENSEN then threw the prisoner clovm immediately 
and a Latvian 3S Lion, whose nlAc I do not xnow, then fired another shot with, his 
machine pistol. I have personally witnessed a out 1F, Lf these shootin. 
I then went aw,7‘y as I could no longer look on. 	Later on in the course .f the • 
scme cvcninL, I saw the derd and counted 67 corpses, who. Nic.rc all lyinL en the 
spot •.-,here they had 'Dorn shot in two rows. The victims wore IZussi^ns 4nc1 Voles. 

3. 	the beginning the Dane JENSEN 	an ordinary gunrC.. 	I sag; 	sever!1 
times myself Kicking prisoners 	his foot and then bcatinL them with his 
carbine. I can s till remember an especially tad. incident: 	prisoners 
dropped own unconscious near the Fate. JETTSEN came Dion: !Ind Kicked the 
prisoner with his foot, an:i as the .:risonor 	not move he beat him with his 
carbine. 	This was no 1.13C, either, however, and jE::3EN poured a bucket of water 
over him. The prisoner then cazie to and 	carried awry.. Later on JENSEN 
bccalle ,medical ordLrly. 	Cno day in 31-xinr 194.5, while woritinE on the roof 
of the guest house I saw Unterscharfuchrer 	and JENSEN each lea.l.inE, a 
prisoner in front of them tovards the laxe. There I saw a pit towards which 
a:..CIK lead his -,-;ris..)ner and then shot 	through the neck (Gcnic'csch_Iss) from 
a short distance. Then JENSEN went to the pit -4th his prisoner, let the 
prisoner look at the corpse, drew. the idstol in fr:_nt of his eyes and shot 
Duth prisoners we:c buried in the same ;it. 	I (1. net  know the natiottiality of 
both these prisoners. I near.: later on that the pit had been due by two 
prisoners for a loaf of white bread. 

9. 	Sturmscharfuehror 3TEIDE.1; was first cor.v.lanclinc the guar,  Is in thc caT.0 
and later conducted interrJgations- and sentenced a-d.soners. 	In Februlary or 
liarch 194.5, 36 Ugranians - not camp inmates were shot in the gravel 
inside the ocJp becr.use of alle,:ed loutin;: during a ;)orabint; attack. 	r saw 
STENJM, who are steel helnet LC ilk: to the gravel pit with a machine 
:bout 	minutes later, I hear:. oh ts. 	I do nut ICTIC)U- whether STEND5t Alrou. 
himself, or whether he had drfm up, a firing; squad. 	Later on I went t"; the 
pit myself 	there saw the dead layinr- naked with their hands tied heh....nd . 
their backs. 	They had all been shot throw:h difference parts of thair 
I could see shots in the head, body, hands a.n . feet. 	Some had two o r thrace . 
sLn;  le shots. 	I 	t kn. w where there 	le were buried. In the -)ef:irgrani: 

/of o .o 
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of the winter 1944/45, I was called to bT111F.OZ.: for interrgatiun because 3c.LIG 
pizes had boon stolen. 	He wanted ,ao to confess that I was involved in this 
theft, and because I did 	admit it, he beat Qc with a walKing stick, and 
when that 	with a chair. He thus Knocked out tzeo of my tooth, and 
I blood from mouth and nose. ..lrcady during; my tine in the police prison 
KIEL, I noticed STENDER's brutality by the followin incident: A Polo was 
together with me in the same coll. one day he vas called for interrogati:n. 
On the following rs,y he ups carried back to my cell, because he could hardly 
move. I undressed hin and then sa-;; that he hr been beaten blue all over his 
body. He then tor me that during the intorreation, ho had been hung up by 
his hands and feet with his he downwards and was thus beaten up. I asKed 
him who had done this and he said: "The civilian who fetched sac yesterday!" 
I had soon the .:tan and it was STENDM1. 

10. Rottenfuchror DIET and IZottenfuehror UNiiiIII wer first with the guards and 
wore then employed as interpreters during interrogations. One day I went past 
a but and heard scrcaAin- from inside. I went in and saw a man stretched out 
over a chair and DI] a beating him with a cudgel. DIET: sent no _ut again. The 
screening' then wont on. I have often aeon 	armed with a cudgel leading 
on and also women into a but and shortly after I heard the screaming. I have 

also seentJHAH wearin:,, a cIV.;:;e1 and leading prisoners women or men, int' a but 
and then I heard these.prisoners scream. This ha::oned almost daily. 

11. A. Dutch guard nvJaed EMU has Afton beaten prisoners brutally with a cud .1 
or carbine. Jib did this without any reason whatsoever. I hav:. also seen 
people collal.sinE as a result of his beatings. 

12. In the beginning,Cbcrscharfuchror:LIMMt detailed off working 1:artice 
and was platoon comandor. Later on he w-s in charge of the horse-st..les. 
I have often soon hin beating prisoners with his hand or a cudgel ac that they 
sometimes foal to the ground. I myself w.s Kicked by him with his foo t and 
was beaten several times with a j.eco 	wooK across my shoulders. The cruse 
for this was that I had asked for my shovel 	returned, which another 
prisoners had tatcen. 

13. I have only seen .nco Untcrsturafuehrer EICAIICPF beating a prisoners. 
“hen new Prisoners arrived, and one stepl)ed .tut of the row, he beat hin with 
his hand in the face. 	Lthcrvisc, he was not .,ften in camp. 

14. cbcrscharfuchror SIDaT3 WS; nlzo platoon commander 	the guards and 
detailed the 	parties. I have often seen him boating irisoncrs with 
a cudgel or his hands. The cause for example was a m-n out of the 
ranks during :nrace. It aloe happened in his case that ,eoplc collapso' under 
his beatings. 

15. The SS guard SCHUT, has personally told mc that he had shot a prisener 
allegedly while trying to escape. In July 1944 I was beaten by hira myself 
with . a 	stick, because I had allegedly not worked fast enough. 	He 
and a Dutch SS '..an no :led PISCIIM. have frequently beaten priscnerso  D_th 
beat with their hands, a shvel or stick, whatever first came into their 
hands. 	I have also seen prisoners collapsing under their beatings an 
still being kicked by them with their feet. 

16. Josef GC1171L.NS, a Flame, was also an especially brutal guard. 	I have 
fre,uently seen him beating people with a cudgel cr shovel, semetimcs s. uuch 
that the prisoners collapsed. He told me and the prisoner van acy that he 
had shot a prisoner on en outside workinr, party, allegodly while trying to 
(=ace. 

17. The 33 man DIEL,ICES had also shot a iris.ncr who Kept himself hidden 
near the camp. I have net seen hi:i shoot, but I have heard free other SS uon 
and hi.self. I have seen the &cad -;risonor ,ayscaf, as we were forced to leck 

at hit-.1. We were t01C that this would happen to us if we attempted to escape. 

10. 	The GS ,artniiEhIENS has also 	_crsonally that he has shot a prisoner 
on an outside wurranc party, allegedly while trying to escape. 
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19. The 	 leaCcr 	 aluth 	 
I have sccn her --.1y -scli",rutc.11y 	 -.-rith a :Aral-. 

20. I can spy f thc 	 that I saw thc.: on Jiffcrcnt 

occasions 	or less brutally beatinc 1.riscners. 	Single incid.:..nts 
about thcr.: arc mo 1:,nE:cr in Tay ,-.1c.::ory, at thc 	 SS ::ottenfuchrcr 
:MHZ , 	 311.1.-17,S, IT TGES 	SS L;u:,.r (.:1s 17TE.,"... I T CH ( thc thin one) 

do ANG, 	 TEIIICH (a forraur I.)risoner) ILY3E11ZN, 

HAISE and 

21. I 	this statoi.lent in Gcnian, -;:hich I s.L,car.. an unC.cr3tand flucntly. 

( 	 J. 73rf..,.it7.1.c.in 

Sworn by the said dc-,-:,...ncnt Joscf 	 alias ",.ILKC,.'3KI voluntarily 

at KIEL on the 1Uth 	 1)L.7 before 	Staff Scr(,:eant Dereic SHELTC,N, 
dotailcd. by C-in-C Dritish 	 the 

(Sicncd) 	Shelton, S/SEt. 

Investization Unit, 

'Car Criracs Group (NZ) 

Ii?, 

CEITIPIED that this is a correct t.ranslatin from Gorman into Enclish of 

the Deppsition of JoscfD.1.ITILYN alias 	SKI marked. Deposition N. 17. 

(3gd) G. Gccidards Si:t.  

Picld Invcsti.tion Scction. 

(G. 
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• 	 Deposition No 19 
DEPOSITION 

of 

Captain Robert Phili 3AKER-BYRNE Gen. List 

Deposition on oath of Captain Robert Philip BAKER-BYRNE, Gen. List, 
male, of Interpreters' Group, COG (BE), 68 HQ COG, BAOR, BAD PYRMONT, sworn 
before Sgt. George GODDARD, Royal Fusiliers of Field Investigation Section, 
War Crimes Group (NWE) at Bad Pyrmont on 2 August 47. 
1. I am, Robert Philip BAKER-BYRNE, born on 27. July 1910 in Berlin, businessman 

by profession and of British nationality, and at present serving in 	Forces 
in BAOR. 

2. I have boon serving with the Army since 21 February 1940 and was taken prisoner 
near the LAUENBURG bridghead on 30 April 1945. I was taken to :,:ARL'‘G LUEBECK 
on the same evening and handed over to the Gestapo LUEBECK on orders of the 
Naval Abwehr Officer on 1 May 45. The Gestapo LUEBECK conveyed me by road to 
the Gestapo and SD HQ in KIEL from where I was taken to AEL KIEL-HASSEE. I 
arrived at AEL NORDMARK shortly before nightfall on 1 :.;ay 1945. 

3. Upon my arrival in the camp I was immediately locked up in one of the 
detention cells. The cell was dark and wet, the concrete of the ceiling must 
have been of somewhat poreous consistence as water was dripping down continuously 
in fine drops. The bed consisted of one large wooden board, resting on a small 
stool and the ablution bucket. As there ,:ere no blankets the cold was intense. 

4. Next morning I heard two volleys of shots and the cell orderly told me:"They are 
like mad again today". 	Later in the morning, between 1000 and 1100 Hours I was 
taken to the camp HQ for registration. On my way out of the cells I saw a hum= 
body still with handcuffs and footchaies leaning with his head against the wall. 
This prisoner, I don't know his nationality, showed signs of injury on the side 
of his head which, I believed, wore due to illtreatment. 

5, In the administration building I was given the number 3210 and taken to the camp 
commandants officer. Sturmbannfuchrer POST told me during the conversation that 
took place that the British were giving a rough deal to poor Iffy': OR of 3ELSZ,7 con-
trary to the assurances given to him. He further stressed how humane he was him. 
self by allowing more than 200 racial prisoners to proceed to Sweden. He also 
stated that AEL NORDUARK was not a concentration camp in the proper sense of the 
word but only a building site. Moreover, he bitterly complained that only the 
Allied Air Forces could be blamed if typhoid epidemics were to break out in the 
camp. POST also warned me in quite a friendly manner to tell the *hole truth 
to the SD interrogator in order to avoid possible unpleasantness. 

6. I was taken to the interrogation room where I saw a prisoner, whom I believe to 
bo French, sitting on a stool, his hands cuffed behind his back. This prisoner 
must have been subject to illtreatment as there were tears in his eyes. Two 
Gestapo officials, one female typist and a uniformed SS man, who spoke to the 
prisoner in French were also in the room. 	I was not interrogated as they were 
too busy and I was told. that I would be interrogated during the afternoon and 
Wqi then taken back to my cell. 

7. 01 my way back to the detention cells I saw a female prisoner, whom I believe to 
. be a Pole or Russian, kicked by a Kapo so that she fell down flat on her face. 

I noticed that most prisoners in the cells wore foot chains. The mid-day meal 
which I received consisted of a mixture of 'odes and beetroot, boiled in water 
and dished out in a filthy bowl 

8,In the afternoon of the 2nd of May 1945 I was handed over to an Army officer who. 
escorted me to Hamburg. 

9.That is all I can say in this matter. 
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Deposition No 19 

Pape 2 

(SGD) R.P. B a  -BYRNE, Capt. 

SWORN by the said Deponent Robert Philip BAK112-BYRNE, voluntarily at Bad Pyrmont 
on 2 August 194.7 before me, Sgt. George GODDARD Royr1 Fusiliers detailed by the 
C.-in-C. British Arty of the Rhine. 

(SGD) G. GODDARD Sgt. 
Field Investigation Section 
War Crimes Group (NWE) 
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Translation of 	 Deposition No.20  

DEPOSITION  

of 

Hubert van ROY. ' 

Deposition on oath of Hubert van ROY, ::133.01  of KIEL, Ahlmannstr. .19)  sacra. before 
Staff SereantDerek SHE TON, of Field Investigation Section, :far Crimes Group 
0.iiWE), at KIEL or the 14th of April 1947. 

born 
1. . 	I am Hubert van ROY/on the 3r1 December 1911 in MUSSELS, merchant by 
occupation and of Belgian nationality. 

2. In March 1942, I was sent to.BARMSTEDT near =SHORN for forced labour. 
I went on leave in September 1942 and kept myself hidden until December, but- was 
re-arrested. and sent to another factory in ELMSHORN. In April 1943, I waz.caught 

'by a61-100k-,1.40, as I had taken sausage out of the factory, and was sentenced to 
Six. Months imprisonment. From December 1943)  I was employed again at another 
firm in ELMSHORN and was arrested on the 7th April 1944 because I Was in possession 
of a wireless and spread foreign nevi in the factory. I then came to the Gestapo 
in ITZEHOE, then to NEUMUNSTER and then into the police prison KIEL. On the • 
25th April 1945 I was transferred to the Gestapo barracks at DRAKENSEE. On the 
10th July 1944 the first but in the NCULMARK camp was completed and I moved in 
there. .In. October .1944, I should have been discharged from the care on the 
condition that I becoo an SS•man. I refused, and was then employed as carpenter 
in the :camp. I was in the NORDMARK camp until the capitulation. 

3! 	In September or October 1944, I have personally seen Sturmbannfeuhrer POST 
twice Shooting prisoners. The first incident was near the detention cells. The 
prisonerwent towards a hUt to ask the orderly there for some bread. POST- watched 
this, wont towards the prisoner and shot him then with his pistol from a distance 
of about 2 Metres. I do net know the nationality of this prisoner. This 
prisoner was then brought to the mortuary.. Approximately, about the same tiro, I 
saa POST during parade ono day calling a prisoner out of .the line. Together with 
an SS man, ho ,lead this prisoner towards the lake. The prisoner had to walk a few 
steps in front and w,as then shot by POST. I do n:.:t know the nationality of this 
prisoner. 

4. In April 1945)  all prisoners had to fetch parts of huts from a place about 
1 km away from the carry. Those prisoners too weak to carry these heavy parts were 
killed by shooting in 'the neck (Genidkschuss). I have seen myself, that POST Shot 
a man in this manner. The same evening I saa eight corpses,- who were shot in this 
manner. I do not know, however, who had carried out the other dhootings„ but it 
is said that POST carried out the largest part of it.' 

5. At about 1500 hours on 27th April 1945)  I worked on a but near the cement 
store. I saw POST and Oberscharfuohrer BAUMANN with two Russian female prisoners 
named RAYA and TAMARA, walici.ng from the detention cells to the cement store. 
AA fourwent into this store. Then I heard three shots and POST and BAUMANN came 
out again on their own. The but was then locked by LADMANN. On the following 
day the cement store: was eipty. I did not see RAYA and TAUARA again. 

6.- 	At the beginning of April 1945, at. about 1800 hours, I was in the 
delousing; but next to the gravel pit. 36 prisoners, vainly Ptles)  but also 
Dkcaniass, French and Italians wore paraded. POST node a speech to them in which 

no said., that the Fuehrer's wishes would be carried out until the end, although 
the Russians were already in EERLIN and the British near BREMEN. Then twelve men 
at a time were lead into the gravel pit. FOROn gave the order to fire and 24. guards 
Shot. Some prisoners were still alive and were then shot by BAUMANN with a machine 
pistol. The same I saw twice mvre, until the-36. prisoners were dead. Later they 
.v.ere buried in the cemetery in EICIZIOL 

• /7. In 
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7. In September 1944,   the Liedicc.1 orderly, JENSEN, came into the huts to 
inspect the sick. I was just about tc fit a lock in a hut. A Polish prisoner 
asked jENSar to put him down as sick, because he was too weak. I than saw JENSE: 
picking up a rubber truncheon and beating this Pole in the nost brutal manner. 
The Pole walked about 20 mi then collapsed and died. On the following day, 
I saw the corpse of this Polo in the nortu;.:ry. I have also seen JENSEn almost 
daily beating prisoners, at first with 	rifle, and later with a rubber 
truncheon. Another incident is still i:: 	e.enory. In . the 4-.1.1.ddle of March 1 944 
I . harl to do some rei;airs in the wor.ensi :cut. JENSM came into the but to examine 
the women. There were about 80 - 100 	who walked all the way from. near 

r_Ind many of them were very weak. JENSEN then went away and returned a 
few minutes later. I sat him giving a wc;-aan write was in bed an injection in her 
arm. About 5 seconds later, the woman died, and half an hour later, she was taken 
out of the but and carried to the mortuary. 

8. At the beginning of 1945, Iwa/ked down the camp road and saw POST 
together with an SS liettenfuehrer van clef ',MM. I heard POST • telling van der 
VrEIDEN to shoot a prisoner, who was walking towards the lake. Van der -iTEIDEN was 
known as -  a particularly good pistol shot. I then heard.  van der WEIDRI asking POST: 
"Wound or kill?" and POST said: "Kill". Van der WEIDEI then drew his pistol, and 
shot the prisoner from a distance of abut 75 m. I saw the prisoner 'later on in 
the mortuary and he had a shot through the back of his head.. 

9. ' An SS man named ZILONACKI was in charge of the SS cookhouse. In ,about 
March 1 945, I came to the cor.t.lon room to fix up a vihdow pane. Max ZILMACKI 
happened to be there clo.aning his pistol. • There ware several other SS men, SCHMITZ -was 
also amongst then. ZILONACEI then said a prisoner had just run out of the gate 
and because of the civilians in the street, the guard had not been able to 
shoot at him. T he prisoner had therefore been able to nun for about 1 lora. Ho 
there found the prisoner in a front garden and gave Ur:: a shot through the nett. 
(Genioksohuss): About half an hour later, I 	a dead prisoner being carried into 
the can on boards. During the tine when ZILCNACKI was in charge of the cookhouse, 
I saw him Almost daily brutally beating prisoners with a cane, on their heads, 
because they had wanted to take a few I otatoes or turnips, destined for the stables. 
The prisoners beaten by 	often collapsed and were bleeding. 

10. SS man Josef GOR14,NS told 1.1e persorkally in the winter of 1 9 45 that he 
had shot a prisoner while trying to escape from a working party in town. I have 
seen him myself, beating prisoners on their bottoms, with a leather strap, 
strengthened with copier wire er with a twisted wire. The prisoners often oollapsed 
under his beatings. 

11. The SS man VISSEIRS, a Dutch man, was enployed as a coach: an in the stables. 
He has often beaten prisoners in the c amp and also kicked women with his feet. 
I often sett him myself. After the c aiitulation on the 20th May,1945, I was oaap. 
leader in a oamp for ";Testbound. D.Ps". VISSERS reported there for return to 
HOLLAND. During an interrogation he admitted to have, shot 40 people on 13.AaliNNIs 
orders. 

12. The SS Rottenfuehrer 'UNRUH was interpreter during investigations. When 
prisoncis  *did not want to :nak.e a statement he took triera into the stables  and there 
torlether with a "VolkSdeutscher" one arined SS man, beat the prisoners until they 
wore willing to talk or were unconscious. This happened alla.)st finily, and as I had 

to work in the stables often I then saw it :myself. Rottenftlehrer DIER was also 
interpreter and has also -beaten prisoners with a rubber truncheon very brutally., 
I have also seen this often in the stables. I have also personally seen 'CURTI. 
and this one armed Volkzdeutscher SS man beating a woman so badly in her kidneys 
that she lay in bed for six weeks afterwards. This ill-treatment mainly occurred 
in the time between January and the end. 

13. The SS man HANSE had also beaten prisoners especially brutally either with 

a wooden cudgel or a rifle butt. 'Then H1 SE boat L:eople they always collapsed under 
his beatings. I was beaten by him Ltiself and have often seen it haL.I on to other 

prisoners. 

/ 14. 
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14. While we were still in the police prison DRACKENSEE, Rottenfuchrer 
HEREOLD beat two French prisoners witha rifle butt so much that one of them 
died three days later. I have seen him beating these prisoners wself, even 
when they were already lying unconscious on the ground. Later on in NORDMARK 
Camp I have also often seen him brutally beating prisoners, with any object 
coming to his hand. 

15. The Dutch SS man Jan EULLE, has also beaten prisoners especially brutally 
already while we were still in DRACKEHSEE, I have soon him beat prisoners with 
a rubber trunoheon because of trifles, or without any reason at all. The 
prisoners mostly collapsed under his beatings. Later on in the NOran-da carpi  ho 
also beat prisoners. I often saw this myself. 

16. I have also seen the ftllowing SS men frequently beating prisoners, 
more or loss brutally* Oberscharfuehrer SIMLENS, DN1KER, Rottonfuohrer WITTGES, 
SS man BEHRENS. Amongst the female guards, I saw HOLZ:LA/IN and KAULS beating the 
women. 

SWORN by the said deponent Hubert 
van ROY voluntarily at KIEL on the 
14th of April i917, before me Staff 
Sergeant Derek SHELTON, 8th King's 
Royal Irish Hussars, detailed by C. 
-in-C. British Array of the Rhine. 

(Signed) 

H. van Roy 

(Signed) D. Shcatoil, S/Sgt., 
Field Investigation Section, 
filar Crimes Group (ifilE) 
HQ. BAOR. 

CERTIFIED that this is a correct translation frc:-.1 GerTicia into English of the 
Deposition of Hubert van ROY marked Deposition. lie. 2a.. . 

	 Sgt. 
Field Investigation Section. 
(G.GODDARD). 
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Translation of 	
Deposition No.  

DEPOSITION  

of 

Annemargret HOELZEL  

Deposition on oath of Annemargret HOT, LZEL, female, of KIEL, 
Ascheberverstr. 19, sworn before Staff Sergeant Derek SHELTON, 8th Kinzie . 
Royal Irish Hussars, of Fic;c1 Invootigatiun Section, War Crimes Group (NWE) 
at KIEL on the 113th June 1947. 

1. I am Margarete HOELZEL, born on 26. 4. 13 at KIEL. I am a designer by 
occupation and of German Nationality. I was never a member of the party 
but I was in the Da fro.:: 1938 until 1941. 

2. I was arrested on the 4 Novenber 1944 and was immediately sent t, the 
ArbeitSerziehungslageri4aRMdiK. Thole I remained until 10. 1. 45. 

3. For the first three weeks I was kept in solitary confinement in the so 
called "bunker" (detention cells). The detention cells consisted of 48 cello 
built of stones, completely dark and covered with a roof of poreous artificial 
steno material. In these cells there was nothing else but a wooden bed 
propped on four wooden blocks about 5 cm. higo. A woollen blanket was only 
given out fof the night and at the slightest excuse this was withdrawn also. 
I have seen up to five persons myself being locked into one of these cells. 
Towards the end of my imprisonment in-the cells, buckets were provided in 
the cells. previously all prisoners were taken to the lavatory only once 
in the morning and one in the evening. The roof of these detention cells 
had a slope towards the centre and so the masses•of snow and rain could 
accumulate as ih.o. bar .n. This water could penetrate the poreeus roof and 
dripped regularly toehe floor of the c_lls, causing an unbearable torture 
to the nerves. Apart from this there was no outlet for the water which 
remained stagnant on the floor. The beds were lying in the water so that 
if one wished to sit or lie down, one was literally lying in the water. 
This happened at an Outside temperature below zero degrees Centigrade. 
I know of many cases where prisoners were kept in these detention cells for 
many weeks disregetding the fact that they were already suffering from 
frostbite or the effects of exposure. 

4. One evening, the door of my cell was opened and in the door stood a 
number of uniformed and plain clothes Gestapo officials. They were arced 
with torches because our cells were completely dark, day and night. There 
may have been about 12 to 15 ,persons. 	Aelengst them I recognised 
Sturmbannfuehrer POST, Sergeant •.1zejor STENDER, EICKHOFF, SToiorLICH, and 
AHRWEILER. These people had come to look at the detention cells because, 
before my door was opened, I heard some one say: "we want to have a look at 
the bunker, open one cell." I was asked by Sturmbannfuehrer POST why I 
was there, whereupon I replied: "I ante be accused of attempted high 
treason". Then some started laughing, and POST said: "Well, you will 
be accused. Anyway, you will be surprised what will happen to you!" 
I was given a shove into the rear part of my cell and the door was locket 
again. I just .point this out in order to prove that the ()amp leaderehie 
was entirely in the picture about the conditions of these detention cells, 

5. After having been released from solitary confinement and sent to a 
but I had to work in the kitchen.  or to i-lend different items of clothing 
for the SS women supervisors or other Gestapo personoel. This work. was ,Iale 

in the so called tailors-shop, which wqs located in a fairly small but to-
gether with the cobler's shoe and another empty room. This room, still 
empty, was exactly opposite the tailor's shop, do that one could hear 
exactly through the thin wooden partitions what was eoing on inside. 
This room was used by Koeiaissar KLO3TEILLZIN as an interrogation office 

/ repeatedly 
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repeatedly, sometimes for days. 	Durirk: theuu interrogations usually 
the Gestapo official JACOBSEY, the SS man Emil MLR, a foreign volunteer, 
a Lutchum to my knowledge with the nickname "SARIliA" and a. :tenogra:ner. 
were present. Komilssar KLOSTERIdaliii only interrogated Poles Latvians and 
Russians as far as I could hear from his interrogations through the woe,len 
partition. 't was done in such a brutal manner, wnich hardly bears 
description. . Sometimes whole days went by with continued heavy batircs, 
only relieVed by intervals of a few hours. In one case myadother, who 
also had to work in the tailor's shop, and I saw the SS Taut. 	DIER, 
acting as inter)reter, strike a Ru;:siaa 1urini; an interrogation in an 
unhuaan manner with an electric cable which was folded up several times 
ana was at least one metre long. 	soon as Koamissar 
ordered these beatings, ja0OBSFIT ansl the female shorthand typist left the 
roam and walked up and (lown in fruit of the window. When DIER struck the 
above mentioned Russian for the last time and he no longer screamed, 
Kommissar KLOSTMIANIT also cad° out and discussed somethinE with J....COBSETI. 
Shortly afterwards DIER dragged the ill-treated Russian, it uay also have 
been a Pole, outside put him on the ground under the window of the tailor's 
shop and went inside again. After a little while two SS guards turned 
up to take the prisoner away. One of them asked: "ma he come from the 
detention cell?" The other one: "Yes, but he ,oust now co to the 
infirmary, because he is dead". They went away again ana my mother and 
I looked at this horribly mutilated man through the window. A short time 
afterwards the SS men cane back with a few prisoners who hoc": te carry 
away the dead man. 

6. On c ertain d.aya when visiting the camp Dr. FREHSE made me come to the 
infirmary to give me medicine which he brought from ray own practice.. I 
often had to wait fur the doctor a long time in the infirmary 	I could 
make my observations theca, 	It was a horrible sicht, how these 
desperately sick people were kept there. They were lying two in one boa, 
completely naked, only on a paper palliasse cover with one woollen blanket., 
indifferently as to whether one of the had dysentery or tuberculosis or 
bath. , The Danish SS volunteer, medical orderly J.illiSar, often c.uulained 
to me in his mother tangue, which I can speak, that it was impossible 
for him to give any relief because all things he needed were refused 1):/- 
the caq? office. I do not think it necessary to gdve details about the 
state in which these people were creeping about and the manner in which 
people died. 	In one corner of the infirmary there was a room reserved 
where corpses were kept. They were lying completely naked and all in 
different positions on the floor. 	Traces of kilILng .:yr violence, as 
shooting, hanging and striking were visible' in most cases. At any time 
when I came into the infirmary I saw between 5 and 10 dead bodies 
lying there. At first they put two bodies in one coffin, later on they 
used to stack the bodies on a three wheeled cart covered with canvas and 
driven out of camp. I have also seen once this vehicle stopping before 
the entrance to the detenti)n cells and some corpses only dressed in 
trousers beim' pmt on to the cart. Approximately 7 to 9 living 
internees were then fetched from the cells. They haLl to strip down to 
the waist at the door, and had to cliub into the vehicle loaded with 
corpses. When the vehicle had gone tne SS men from the detention cells 
passed near me. I heard someone ask: "Where are they bein: taken to 
whereupon another one replied "To DRAOHEISEE to be liquidated". 

7. Once when I was waiting for the Doctor who was still busy  in the  
infirmary ward I heard Dr. FREHSE approach Sturdbannfilehrer POST.  
accompanied by EICKHOFF, STEMER and another official, with the request 
that certain sick prisoners be transferred to the hospital immediately. 
Ho said that these people had to be given immediate help and that it 
was not possible to do so with the medical supplies alrailable in the 
infirmary. I could hear POST literally answer "What do you think 
this is 	If they don't recover let them die. 	There are.  not enough 

look and left with his party. 
. 	Then he gave the helpless '10CtOAC a contersptuous - dying here anyway" 

One 
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one 	i wont into the but to do something for a female guard I 
noticed POST beating women out uf bed, who were there on doctor's urders, 
and.chasin them off to wprk. The Sturmbannfuehrer mustly went .:bout the 
camp in t c'apany 	EICKHOFF, alwvs carrying a riding 	:ihich he 
made use of frequentl:. 	The same aL....lies to Sergeant liajor STKiDE.-t who 
treated the prisoners most brutally and who actually looked for excuses 
to pick on the pour people with his insulting remarks and to aake use of 
his whip. The girl friends of POST and EICTJEDFF often rode on hursos 

the Ca. 	I have once eOserved the foll,winL. I had to take 
pJtato peel to the stables and OUST had a horse saddled for his girl 
friend. POST had then caught a prisoner eating oats and he beat hi..-.-. 
inhu:..anly and :,..cured the oats into the horses rack. 

9. From ti .:e to time all ca q,: inmates were taken in groups to the Naval 
de-lousing station in the Luebecker Chaussee. It was a horrible sight to 
watch these de-lousings when everybody had to undress completely. 
large number of prisoners showed signs of gr)se ill-treatment. During one 
of these de-lousings I specially noticed about 10 foreign women whose skin 
surface was blood-shot from the neck to the knees. Even across the 
breast and pelvis there were broad stripes, partly burst open. 

10. Apart fro..: the already above mentioned DISK and 	who „lostly 'beat 
with their electric cables the other guards used thick four edged cudgels 
of about 1.10 cm. length. I was shown photographs of 20 members of the 
AEL NOREKIRK to-day and I recognised the photograph KAT 2, a pan _who 
detailed the working -parties going out and e.)ming in and who was also present 
during my arrest. I have now been told that his name is Ernst SIaiRIS 
and that he was Oberscharfuehrer. This STEiraiS received the working 
parties at the guard rop and I could observe him almost daily from the 
cook-house window picking out individual people fro,:, the working party 
and beating them. He mostly used one of the already mentioned cudgels. 
Once I just happened to be in the guard 	when such a working party 
arrived and stood nearbye when the sentry reported to KEENS that a 
prisoner had nut behaved to his satisfaction. SIR: IS then made this 
prisoner step out of the rank. art: beat him most brutally so that this 
prisoner, he was French, could not return to the but alone, but had to 
be carried by his comrades. 

11. AY own interrogation was carried out by Kommissox SLLEGLICH, during 
which UNRUH was present each time. I heard from my fellow accused amongst 
whom there were many foreigners that UNRUH did the beatings during the 
interroations carried out by Kommissar STAEGLICH. Personally I via just 
slapped in the face by UNRUH after one interrogation. It was generally 
known in camp that UHRUH did the beatings up for Koomissar STAEGLICH. 

12. The woman supervisor,_ Mrs. Helene LEUCE, was specially brutal in her 
treatment towards women. LEMKE, so called Volksdeutsche, was not 
satisfied by slapping the women occasionally but put them across a stool 
and sometimes beat a woman no long with a Persil washing stick so long 
until the woman lay on the ground and the stick had broken. On the sligh- 
test occasion which L7g.iltE heard of, she immediately shouted for the 	. 
orderly, who had to brhigher a washing stick. One woman ill-treated by 
her in the manner described had to sleep on her bed without a mattress 
for the whole night on LE ZE's orders. 

13. The feeding of the prisoners was such that during my  time of 
imprisonment I observed Frenchmen and also other foreigners who had been 
sbntenced to 56 days for some trifle dying of starvation during this 

time of punishment. I point out that these were not individual cases, 
but were of frequent occurrence. 

14. There were no sanitary installations in the camp at all. only in the 
course of the time, two lavatory huts were erected which looked like 
latrine ditches covered with a roof. 	At night buckets wore put into 

/  .h, e 
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the huts but they were so few in number that they wore nut sufficient. 
Thu buckets had no covers s) that hundreds of :,-,e01.10 had to spend a few 
hiurs sleep remaining to the- in a :orLdt)ry filled wit:, odious smells 
caused by the buckets. We women received the camp unit era that same 
as the men as soon as we were released from s litary confinement. We were 
not able to change our washing once during the whole months not even when 
the clAhes were terribly dirty through menstruations clue to the lack 
of cellulose or soL4hing sthilar. As they. were not sufficient washing 
basins and also no washing installations, it was often not 1:ossible for us 
for many consecutive days to receive even unly a small Quantity 	water 
to do the most primitive cleaning. iearly all the prisoners were full of 
lice, scabies, and similar diseases. When it was established that a 
woman had lice in her hair, treatment was given with lice-powder in the 
first cases. When this powder was used up the women's hair was immediately 
out off although as far as the women were concerned they wore mostly only 
short time prisoners whose time of punishment was between 21 and 56 days 
so that after they had served their sentence they were released with their 
heads shaven. 

15. Lastly I should like to mention that the woman supervisor Lotto NORM 
behaved herself most brutally towards us women. She had repeatedly beaten 
the women at the slightest pretext. She then used a riding stick which 
she nearly always carried around with her. She also tortured the women by 
refusing to escort them to the lavatory. She swore at the women in the 
most ordinary manner. The women Who had to sleep two in one bed were 
accused by her of being abnormal and beaten in their beds. , Apart from 
the already mentioned LEfl(E the SCHLARBAUM nee NORM was the most notorious 
supervisor because of her brutality. As far as I know Mrs. SCHLARBAUM was 
supervisor in the camp from November until January and was then transferred, 

(signed) Anneuargret HOLZEL. 

Sworn by the said deponent Annemargret HOLZEL voluntarily at KIK., on the 
June 1947 before me, Staff Sergeant Derek SirFbTgN, 1(AL-dial by C. in. C 
British Army of the Rhine. 

(sisjled) D. Shelton, 3/Sgt. 
Field investigati)n Section, 

Crimes Group 01WE) 
BAJA. 

CERTIFIED that this is a correct translation from Geman into English 
of the Deposition of Annemarret HJLZEL, .larked Deposition No. 21. 
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Translati .n of 
Depositi-n No. „:  . 

DIPOSITION 

of 

Hans DEICKE. 

Dopositi:n 	oath Lf Haas DEICKEI  II .1o, of OTTER :7)00, Niederelbo Krois Land 
•HADELN, Rathausplatz 342 sworn boforo Staff Sor„.;oant Dorok SIEELTON, 8th. 
King's Royal Irish Hussars of Field Invosti a.ti n Scotian, 'Jar Orines Group 
(N; E) at OTTEIDORF 	the 25th. July 1947. 

1. . I Hans DEIC',1 was born n tho 9th. april 1911 in KIEL. 	I am a 
'_wilding suporvisor and carponter by trado and of Gorman 
havo novor bolonged to the party or arty ,.1 its ola:anisati_ns. 

2. At the boginning 	the war I was a carpontor' at the DEUTSCIM 
in K]IL. 	In Fobruary 194.0 I was callod up an spent T.w 2.1ilitary service 
in tho infantry, 	highost rank ,boinr, Oborgofroitcr (Sonior Lance Corporal). 
kt first I sorvod in HOLLaND, I3ELGIIII: and FRANCE and then I was sent to the 
2ussian front. On the 23rd. Decoubor 1942 I was sori_usly woundod and 
romainod in various hospitals until Navonbor 1543. Then I CaT.10 tc the 
(Gorman Labour Front) in KIEL as a building suporvisor and from there I wont 
on to BERLIN. In July 1944 I returned to KIEL and was unorploycd till 
Soptonbor 19144, when I started work again as a building suporvisor with the 
firm NOR) um'. SUEDBJ.U, KIEL. In the meantime I was disr.dssod in February 
that yoar as unfit for service. In Octobor 1944 I camo tc the JEL NORDI.L',RK 
as a storo-kocpor at tho ins ..-j„ atti n f Sturnbannftohr or POST and with the 
consent of tho Labour Exchange. Thoro I was irmodiatoly put in sorvico 
with tho rank of .Rottenfuohror (Lance-Corporal). In February 1945 I was 
arrested boo ause of supposed theft and was put in solitary oonfinonent in 
the i,EL bunker, and about throc weeks later I was transferrod to the polico 
prison in FUHLSEUETTEL. 	In the micidle• Jf April 1945 we started off on a 
rarch fr 7.r HA.:.:BURG 	whore we arrived on apar .xiLlately 20 
Thoro I was ouplc.,yod in the st_ro, still as a prisoner, till the 2nd. I:ay 
1545. 	On tho 28th. Juno 1545 I was arrosted bocauso 	1.-y activitios in 
tho AEL and was interned till the 19th. July 194.6, in NEUENU4;11.M. 

3. As an ouployoo and later on as a prisi. nor I was employed in a store. . 
Beside tho store there was anothor zaaor flaia which we wore only separated 
by a thin wooden wall. 	In this raom intorr- aati2na, talc place almost •daily. 
Those intorratiLns woro conducted by STLEGLICH cr another official whose 
nano I do not know. Apart from thou Rcttenfuohror UNZUH was practically 
always prosont as interpreter. At oast of the intorrogations I could hear 
tho prisoners shiut out with pain or groan. It was said inside the earl 
that the prisoners wh: were intorroaatod there wore supposed to be moubors 
of a resistance movomont. 	I could. hoar those intorratatit_ns while I was 
an onployoo and later on also as a prisanor inside the wall). 

At tho end of April 1)45 I was t_af,cthor with a prisoner named 
scHLOTFr17) in the st..ro durin:: the evonin:. 	Between 8 and 9 o'clock 
SCHLOTFELD brought to 1-::y attention that a few prisoners woro 'brought out of 
the bunkor. 	I then loaked out cf the snail wial.ava and could sec tho 
following: six prisoners =au out of tho bunker accouptulicd by one or two 
guards. This group then narched to the ablution but which was known inside  

the carap as the death hut. 	A few minutos later those prisoners car.io out 
again in comploto undress. Thon they wore brought singly to the side of 
this hut, that is the loft sido sooing from the camp entrance. There the 
nodical ordorly JENSEN made thou fall down. 4.,s soon as thoy wore lying on 
their stomachs a guard approached and shot at the -prisoner fron a vory short 
distance one or two shots with his nachino carbine. They woro shot through 
the nape of the neck. I have only soon two 	throe shootings raysolf 

/bocauso 
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Lucauso I cJuld n. t watch thus '.ny 1.n:or. 	Twico Turin,-  this time I sau 
a 	f 6 non 0. 	_LA of tho 'iunker. 	,',1Y:ft from. tho guards who bryu tit 
tho pris.,nors out 	the bunker I could nuc, throe mon at the sh_utin;:, 

JENSI.;N, and anuthor unkniAm :uard. 	At a2.uut 10 o'clock the sane 
ovonin,: I loft the store fur Lly barrack hut. 	There I nAicod 28 t. 30 buacs 
lying; in two urdorly rows. 	The fulluwin.; v. rnin: I passed the 
between 0600 hrs and 0630 hrs, but the .!)_,dius -were :ono. 	I 1,J:.ked close at 
tho sp.„t but still rocnisod traces ,f b1.-Jud oovorod with sand. 	It is kr:-.xn 
to mo 	horosay that those pou.,10 wore buriu under the f-undati.ms of tho 
hut. 	The fuund,ti n is situated al - t, 3 :letres luhind thu stJro and handi- 
craft but soon from the nain ontranco f the enup. 

(Sined) Hans Doicko. 

.Sworn by tho said dol_'.,nont Flans DEICE], voluntarily at OTTEREDORP on thu 
25th. July 1)47 hofJro no Staff Seri;oant Derek SHMTON, detailed by C.-in-C. 
3ritish Lri lyf the .thine. 

(Signed) D. Shult,n, S/St. 
Field Invosticati6n Soctkn, 
War Crimes Group (N WE) 
HQ BLOIZ. 

=FIE:. that this is a correct translation fr-n Gorman into Emslish ,f tho 
deposition of Hans DEICK, marked DepesitiL.n No. 22. 

(Si,:nod) D. T. Stevons S -t. 
Field 	 Sucti_n. 
(-2.T. STEVENS). 
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Translation of 	 Deposition No.  

DEPOSITIOj  

of 

Paul DR12,111,11. 

Deposition on oath of Paul 	 PLIIIPBECK, Krcis PLOEN, Effinad 
58, sworn before Staff Sergeant Derek SIEITON, 8th King's Royal Irish Hussars, 
of Field Investigation Section, ',•iar Crimes Group (M4rE ) at KIEL on the 13th 
Juno 1947.. 

1. I am Paul DR/U.:HZ, born on 30.3.87 in BiLMMENA.lagdeburg, painter by 
occupation and of German nationality. I was never a raeraber of the party or 
any of its affiliated organisations. 

2. In Larch 1945 I had to do painter's work in the house of Krim. Sekr. 
ST ENDER. 	that time ST131-DisP. had always employed internees of the 
krbeitsserzichunEsiager lioidLI.,RK for work in his house and garden. There 
wore approxir.iately 20 persons who were guarded by foreign SS men. The 
undernourished prisoners were ill-treated by the 38 non at the slighost 
excuse and mostly without any reason, by beating tha:1 with their fists and 
kicking them with their feet. In one case a prisoner was hit so hard in the 
face that some of his teeth were knocked out. I do not laiow the names of the 
SS guards. These ill-treatr.ionts also took place in the presence of STIOIDER 
who remarked about it: "These people :Just have a thrashing, They arc used to it". 

3. One day in larch 194.5 at 0800 hrs. I net STITDER outside his house and 
he said to 'CAC "Today we will again kill another 17 nun. We -will `et some 
good SCHNAPS from H-11:2,1T;;TK for that." 

4-• 	A few days after the incident Baufuehrer LIDEilSON and I again net 
STEI'DER in front of his house. He told us: "Yesterday we have killed 
another one, who was trying to escape. We beat hie up properly and then 
we put hire on the wooden bench in the hut. There he died". The 
Baufuehrer then asked: 	Herr STENOER, what will happen when things 
are going to be different?". STENDER replied: "v,; e11, I do not know 
that either". 

(Signed) Paul Drachne. 

Sworn by the said deponent Paul DRid1H/F2, voluntarily at KILL on the 18th day 
of June 1947, before me Staff Sergeant Derek SIMLTON, detailed by C.-in-C. 
British Array of the Rhine. 

(Signed)- D. Shelton, S/Sgt., 
Field Investigation Section, 
War Crimes Group (NZ) 
HQ. 

CERTIFIED that this is a correct translation fro:: German into English 
of the deposition of Paul DIL:LaiNE narked Deposition No. 25. 

G. Goddard Sgt. 
Field Investigation Section. 

(G. GODDARD). 
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Translation of Deposition lio. 26  

D11150SITION  

of 

FENRON1].  

Deposition on oath of ...ntonio FERRO-11h, 	of 11,";:BURG Schymnewik 29, 
sworn before Staff Sergenat Derck SE3LTON, 8th Unti l s Royal Irish Hussars 
of Field Investigation Section, 1;a.r Cri:_les Group (NC1E) at 11,1- 33UIL on the 
4.th „piaL 194.7. 

1. I iti. 1 Intonio FT KRONE, born 16 Septe:Abor 1904. in Ni'.1?11,33, Italy, 
profession :.icrchanti.len t  Italian Nationality. 

2. On the it January 194.5 I 170.S arrested for political activities against 
the Government. Until the 2nd „pril 194.5 I was in the concentration camp 
FUHLSBUTTEL, following which I had to work at ICII:ao-H.SSild where I was until 
the 2nd flay 194_5. 

3. On the 2nd i.pril J.94.7 I was confronted in the intc:rnment camp 
Nom:flan:1-.1c with eight :.1w-i. 	these I recooniscd one who was a Dutch 
liedical Orderly. Now I have been told that his name is TalZEN that he is 
Danish and that he worked in Kiel-Hassec as a :.:cdical Orderly. 

4.. 	I reLieuber the following facts relating to the 1.:edical Orderly JEliSlais  
ilpproxic_lately on 25 4.&pril 194.5 I was called out of the barracks together 
with another nine non for transport of bodies to the ceuetery. We went to 
the mortuary and there also was jEFTSI:11.4 	ii.. wa.s in the unifora of the SS 
and wearing a pistol. In the mortuary there were 30 bodies which we had to 
strip of clothes. Then we had to put the bodies on a horsowcart, With 
these bodies we found also a 	who was not dead, and he was still noaning. 
He was lying in a corner of the :_iortuary. I could not see any wounds on 
this nan, but I supposed that he was terribly weakened by typhus and ruht, 
I asked JEIZEN what to do with this nan. 	trithout exa:ining Kin JENSEN shot 
hi:. in the head and in the neck with his pistol. The :tan was killed 
instantaneously, and after being stripped he was put on the horse«cart. 
The blood was dropping from the body of this •Jan during the whole of the way 
to the cemetery. 	The "Totenko:Auando" (Corpse mi.:loyal squad) had to take 
place on the horse-cart. The bodies have been burned in the ceAo.tery in 
Eighoff. 

5. 	In 4"ipril 194-5 I was eLrployed in a Labour GrOup in a bread factory on the 
Kaiser Wilh.ch.: banal; 	One of the inmates, I think it was a Frenchman, was 
stealing a piece of bread which was given to horses. This fact had been 
reported to the guard. The guard ordered the man to turn around and shot 
hill in the neck. 	I think the guard was a Ger.lan and lived in Kiel. 	I 
do not know his nano. 

Fto .,ntonio Perrone 

(Signed) 1,ntmio Perrone. 

s.-orn by the said Deponent :,ntonio FERROIE; voluntarily at 1141.33URG on the 
/it ,,pr .11 194.7 before nu Staff Sergeant Derck Shi.;LTOIT, detailed by C.-in-C. 
Pritish iirny of the Rhine. 

(Signed) 'D. -Shelton 	SiS at. , 
Field Investigation Section, 
War Crines Group (14E) 

oBitTIFIal that this is a correct translation fro:..1 Italian int-) English of the 
statent of i‘ntonie FERRONL, narked dey,Jsitian26. 

(signed) ??? 
Fick] Investigation Section, 
War Cries Group (1ME) 
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DENS. i  

of 

Dr. Dietrich FREESE 

Deposition on oath of Dr. Dietrich 2REHSE, male, of KIELP.HASSE 'Allsbrook 
30 sworn before Staff Sergeant Derek SHELTON, 8th King's Royal Irish Hussars, 
of Field Investigation Section, Tar Crimes Group (NdE) at KIEL on the 15th 
April 1947. 

1. .I am Dr. Dietrich FREHSE, born on 3 June 1893 in KIEL, general 
practitioner and of German nationality. 

2. During the whole duration of the war I was resident in KIEL and was 
air raid doctor in HASSE. I was only a member of the NSDAP from ;lay 1938 
till. October 1938, when I was expelled because of differences. In September 
1944 I was called .to the Arbeitserziehungslager NORDi,uak.  in KIELmHASSE 
for the first time. From then onwards I have visited the camp once or 
twice a week until the end of the war. 2rom 11 November 1945 until January 
1947 I was interned in NEUMUNSTER and ESIXEIDE. 

3. Amongst the sick who were admitted into the infirmary and brought 
before me there were also isolated cases where it was quite clear that they 
had been beaten. This generally proved itself through weals on the body 
but there were also sporadic cases of broken arms amongst them, There were 
also a larger number of gut diseases to be treated due to bad clothing, bad 
nourishment and long working hours. Otherwise there often were inflammations, 
injuries from work or boils. 

4. I have complained myself several tires to the camp commandant POST 
regarding the sick and in January 1945, when the number of sick always 
increased, I asked him to employ a permanent owp doctor. POST put the 
matter off. I also sent J2NSEN.to POST again and again in order to obtain 
the necessary things for the sick. On one occasion Untersturmfuehrer 
EICKHOFF just passed by the infirmary when I examined a prisoner who had 
many broad weals on his back. I called EICIUKTF to come in and asked him 
to have a look at this. EICKHOFF just shrugged with his shoulders and went 
out again. 

5. Ls I was not permanently in the camp I had jmen JENEEN permission to 
give morphia injections against pains in the doses of 0402. I do not know 
that he has mis-used this permission in any form, also, otherwise JENSEN 
always endeavoured to help in py presence. 

6. I filled in death certificates for the prisoners who had died in the 
infirmary. I have also signed death certificates for the prisoners shot 
while trying to escape.. I gave JENSEN direct orders to inform me in cases 
where people had been shot-who had not tried to escape. In such cases 
I noted downethe respective shot on the death certificate as for example 
"shot in the breast" or "shot in the heart". As I was not in the camp very 
often it was not always possible for me to see the dead myself. According 
to my estimate 100 people died or were shot during the time I was camp 
doctor. 

7. I was asked twice to be present during executions. I refused as I 
had only taken on the medical care of the sick and su;gested to have an SS dwtor 
Jr a oourt doctor fetched. Nevertheless an L,S officer was sent to my house 
who asked me to come along. I stated that I was not prepared to be present 
during an execution. If it had to be, however, I was going to establish 
the people's death afterwards. This also happened in two cases. Once in 
October or November 1944, when three men were hanged and then in April 1945) 
when 17 men were shot. 

(Sign, ) Dietrich Frehse. 
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Sworn by the said deponent Dr. DietrichFld„HW voluntarily at KIEL on 
the 15th ;.pril 1947 before me, Starr S....r.;,fmt Derck SHELTON, detailed by 
C-in-C. British ,ator of the Rhine. 

(Signed) D. Shelton, S/Sgt., 
Field Investigation Section, 
'Jar Crimes Group (NWE) 
HQ. BOR. 

CERTIFIED that this is a correct translation from German into English of 
the deposition of Dr. Dietrich FREHSE. marked Deposition No.27. 

(Signed) G. GODDaD Sgt. 
Field Investigation Section. 

• 



Translation of 	
Deposition 	, 1 0 2 

I 	 DEPOSITION 

cf 

'.!alter KOCil.L  

Depositicn on oath of -.:alter KOOPYLAN, male, f Lo3URG, 21, :interhuderweg 
106, sworn before S/Sgt. Lerek SHELTON, 8th Kinots Royal Irish Hussars cf 
Field Investigation Section, 1ar Crimes Croup (Z"E) on the 27th March, 1947. 

1. I am /alter KOOPMANN, born on 4 May 1900 in HAMBURG,. dentist ty 
profession and of German nationality. I never was a member of the National 
Socialist party or any of its affiliated organisations. 

2. In January 1943 I was arrested in HA:ABURG because of high treason. I 
then came into FUHLSBUETTEL concentration camp. I was there for a fed months 
and then came to 7ITTMOOR concentration camp and from there to the remand-
prison in HAMBURG, then before the REICHSp-court in LEIPZIG, where I was 
acquitted. I was then returned to FUHLSBUETTEL concentration camp. There I 
was falsely involved in another trial and sentenced to ten years hard labour. 
I was then transferred to BRUNS:ICK. After two and a half years, in Lugust 
1936, I was released by the Gestapo in H4JIBURG under police supervision. 
In the beginning of 1944, I was re-arrested by the Gestapo and was ordered 
to work clearing away debris. On the 17th February 1945 I was again 
transferred into FUHLSBUETTEL camp with the'reason given as having been 
making active preparations for a revolution in HAi,d3URG on 18th March. The 
inmates of this concentration camp were transferred in columns on foot to 
KIEL-HASSE at the end of :iarch. I remained there up to the liberation on 
3rd May 1945. 

3. Due to ill-treatments in FUHLSBU=TEL it is most difficult fcr me now 
to remember any names. Momentarily I can only remember the names EICKHOFF 
and BAUMANN in connection with KIEL-HASTE camp. 

4. On arrival in KIEL-IILSSE camp we were told on parade that different 
wind was blowincr, now and that w. should not hope to get away with our lives. 
This speech was delivered by the camp-commandant whose name I have forgotten. 
'de lived there in huts 200 men to each but although they oere meant for 60 
men'at the most. 	received one slice of bread a day, now and then too 
slices of bread and about i of a litre of water soup, nothing else. On 
medical care the only thing to say is that, whoever reported sick, had to 
count on being "finished off" immediately. Parade was at 050C hours and 
lasted about two hours. According to my estimate about 1700 men paraded. 
Apart from that there were also 200-300 women, who hwever lived in 
separate huts. On parade foreign and German inmates were separated. There 
were about the same number of German and foreign prisoners in the camp. 
Lmongst the foreigners there was a 11- ie -7roup of the Polish resistance 
movement in O'ARSA'. Most of them were Russians, Poles, French and 
Hungarians as well as a few Dutch Belgians and Danes. The foreign 
prisoners, all of whom had already been in the comp longer than the Germans, 
looked like living corpses. 

5. Day by day I saw prisoners being beaten up brutally for not parading; 
immediately in the proper manner. L one armed SS -Meer specially proved 
himself Iy.beating people with a we ,den cudgel at the end of which an 

/appreximately 
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approximately 15 cm. long leaden tube was attached. Pe'ple always collansed 
immediately and remained lying there. ie rarely sad these people again 
and it is to be presumed that they were shot after we marched off, Last on 
parade was the can cflmmandant, who t.,-k the parade. I myself saw on at 
least ten'occasions - and this is a minimum estimate - the camp leader 
shooting prisoners as they left firw:rk. They were mostly Russians and 
Poles. The reason for these shootings was that the prisoners were not lined 
up prrperl,y. The camp leader mostly shot them with his revolver from a 
distance of approximately one to tw: metres. The shot mostly .:ant through 
the temple. Usually the other SS guards also drew their pistols and shot a 
few people in the some manner. 

6. I can still exactly remember the foll_wing incident. It happened on 
1st May 194.5. The prisoners wereordered to bring back a bundle of wood 
each time they returned from KIEL where they were clearing away debris. 
As most of them were toe weak they only trought back one piece of wood. 
On this day the caffp commandant ordered the prisoners to march to the 
dismantled but camp, about 20 minutes walk away, and to return to the camp 
with wooden planks. These planks weighed about 5 to 6 cwts. and.each was 
carried by 4 men. On the way to these huts about 20 men wore shot by the 
camp leader and the other SS men. These prisoners were of many nationalities. 
I together with 3 others had tc carry back a shot prisoner on our plank. 
This shot prisoner we had to put d:wn in a but inside the camp where the 
whole floor space was already covered 	shot prisoners. I .only know from 
heresey that these shot prisoners were buried in the gravel pit inside the 
camp• 

7. Between the 20th and 25th April half the Russians in one but were shot 
on the spot after some arms had been found thure during a search. I was 
not present during the execution but hoard shots fired during the night and 
saw during parade on the following morning that a considerable number cf 
people from the Russian .hut were missing. This incident was also known 
throughout the camp. 

8. 41together there were about fifteen SS members who carried out these 
ill-treatments and shootings. The camp commandant,' the one armed SS 
officer and a Flemish SS man specially proved themselves amongst them. 
During my stay in EIEL-HLSSE shootings were carried out daily, sometimes 
perhaps only five, on other days up to twenty five which I have seen with MY 
own eyes. 

SJORN by the said Deponent ',:erner KOOPROIN voluntarily at HAMBURG on the 
27th March 1947, before me Staff Sergeant Derek SfftLION, detailed by C-in-C. 
British Army of the Rhine. 

(Signed) Koopmann 

(signed) D. Shelton S/Sgt. 
Field Investigation Section, 
..:ar Crimes Group (ME) 
HQ BAOR 

CERTIFIED that this is a correct translation from German into aiglish of 
the Deposition of •.:erner KX)PtlidiN, marked Deposition No.29. 

(Sided) G. GODDARD Sgt. 
Field Investigation Section 
',jar Crimes Group (ME) 

• 
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Translation of 	 .D;;zIJiticir, No.30  

DaPOSITICII  

of 

Ernst Paul ..:::ELT,RP. 

Deposition on oath cf Ernst PaulKUELLER, 	 KIEL-EILSCiaartGaI 
Ellerbecker 	88, at present interned at No.7 C.I.C., sworn before Captain 
Victor GLUCK, R.P.C., of Fluid Investigation Section, War Crimos Group WE) 
at PADERBORN on 11 th Li arch 1947. 

1. I was warnud that this st:Aument may bo used in Court and I make it 
voluntarily, without compulsion or force, or threats of fcrco or the pl.cmise 
of a reward. 

2. I am Ernst Paul NUELLER, burn on 8 Liay 1,13 in SCriiiNZII-EIDE in Saxony, 
labourer by profession and of Gorman nationality. I joined the NSDAP in 
the year 1932 but was expelled fnma the party after my arrest in 1934. I was 
not a member of the SS. During the first three years of thu war I was drafted 
as labourer to different pamces. I was called ur to the -:iohrmacht in 1942, 
trained in Celle and sent to Russia in Liarch 1943. After 6 months in the East I 
was wounded near VITEBSK. On 18 January 1945 I tira.s reloascd from the Wehrmacht 
and since then worked for the Vorkehrs A.G. in KIEL. As this work was too 
heavy forme I reported to the labour exchange in order to obtain lighter work. 
On the exchange's orders /WaS a:ployed as guar' in the Arbeitserzichungslager 
NORDMARK in KIEL HASSE and did duties there from 7 :March 1945  until 8 Hay 1945. 

3. POST was car.) cowandant, Ir'ITUANN, STJaiDER., DANGER and FORCK Were with 
the camp HQ. Jacob mum, SCE4IDT or SCI- .RITZ from LuEnT,IcK and FEINTZ who 
was Flemish were doing guard duties in the 	I cannot remember any other 
names now. 

44 	The prisoners were housed in wooden huts. I can no longer remember how 
many huts there wore, but I know that a large number cf prisoners were held in 
each hut. 

5. It is known to me that the food in the ca; ii was bad and insufficient. 

6. I do not know how many people died in the camp because of illness or 
under-nourishmunt and how many wero killed. One day shortly before the end of 
thewar, I cannot remember the exact date, I was in the guardroom and saw a 
number of prisoners in the camp road marching to some sort of work, I believe. 
It was about 1800 or 1830 hours. One man followed these prisoners and he could 
not walk fast enough to keep 112 with tho. I then saw the camp commandant POST 
overtake the prisoner who ha] romaine behind, look at him and then waited until 
the man ha J again overtaken him. He then shot him dead with a pistol in the 
back. I do not know who the shot prisonor Wass  and of what nationality he was. 

7. One day shortly before the end of the war I received from BAUKANN the 
order to stand as sentry near the sand it in UORDLiiiRK camp. The firing squad 
with rifles was there, how many mon and who they wore, however, I cannot 
remember. Three men of the guard, whose names I do not know, they were Ukrainian 
volunteers, who allegedly had stolen bread in the camp, wore: brought forward. 
POST road something out to them and then the three men wore shot by the firing 
squad through rifle fire. I did not use my weapon. 

(Signed) Ernst Paul LIJELLER. 

SWORN by the said deponent Ernst Peu1 :.111,LER voluntarily at RLDERBORI on the 

11th March 1947 before me, Captain Victor GLUCK, detailed by C.-in-C. British 
Any of the Rhine. 

(Signed) V. Giucks  Captain. 
Fiel,1 Investigation Section, 
War Crimps Group (IfiiE) 

CERTIFIED that this is a correct translation from German into English of the 
Deposition of Ernst Paul 14UELLER, marked Deposition No.30. 

J:;t. 
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DEPOSITION NO. 31 

Translation of DEPOSITION 

of 

Zyguunt OROTULidj 

Deposition on oath of Zygmunt ORSZULAN, male, of Polish Camp Sohbcrg Kr. 
Rondsburg, sworn before Lt. Jaclfvw 	 Polish Forces, of Field 
Investigation Suction 'ar Crimes Group (NWE), at Schborr:, on this twenty 
second day of July 1947. 

1. I am ZyEmunt ORSZUL;LN born on the 26.1.1919 in Kielce (Poland). 
I au roman catholic, of polish nationality, dcoorator by profession, single. 

2. I have been deDorted for forcod labour to Germcny in 1939. I (=aped 
in 1941 ana went back to Poland. after a month I have been arrested by the 
Gestapo and sent back to Germany. This trio I worked in an engine factory 
at Kicl, 	I have boon arrested in Juno 1943 for singing the Poliph national 
anthem. 	I have been goalod till ilovc: 	1943 in the Police Prison at 
Drachonsco. 	I have been roarrostod in OoL! 1944. under thc charges of 
sdbotags unwillingness to work and of spoiling Ay ..achinc. Alfter my arrest 
I have boon put into the prison at Bltuenstrasso. £ fcw days later I have been 
transferred to Drachensco. I stayed there till tho end of July 1944 and 
then I have boon transferred to AEL (Work correction coop) KIEL-HASSEE,-  
I remained there till October 1944. 

3. I reimmber the Coolp Commandant POST, who was the terror of all the 
inmates. Whenever ho came for inspection he was never satisfied with 'the 
work done by the prisoners and ordered the guards to drive the prisoners 
on. Prisoners have been beaten and kicked by thc guards in his presence 
but he never did anything to stop it, in the contrary he favoured such 
treatment. 

44 	I re..lember the Camp Leader (Logorfuhror) KUI:i.i:11 who killed a v.= in 
my presence. This happened at the end of august or the begin of ScpteMber 
1944. BAUMA,NN .counted the prisoners after the Aidday break and found that 
one was missing. This prisoner has been found in the sick bay. He was an 
Ukrainian whose leg has been badly hurt in the morning by a Dutch guard 
named HLNSE who beat him with the butt-end of his riflo, so that he was 
unable to walk. 	 drove the prisoner out .off the but and started to 
boat him with a stick 1 m long. Shortly afterwards the Ann collapsed. 
BAUMANN kicked the living man several tious an when he was unable to rise 
wont on beating him with the stick. Sono timo aftoa7words we out the 
unconscious man near a but whore ho died two hours later. He has been 
buried in a place where a barrack is standing now. 

5. I recognise the man on photograph K14, which I have been shown with 
15 others, as the one who shot a prisoner. I have boon told now that his 
nom() is DIEDRICHS. This incident happonud in a Sunday at the end of 

Septcobor 1944. I sudcnly heard a shot and a quarter of an hour later the 
dead body of a Polish prisoner has been brought in. I have seen that he had 

wound in in his cheek and the skull was blown off. I have heard DIEDERICHS 
tolling that he shot the prisoner and I have soon other ,,wards congratulating 
him on this. DIEDERICHS said that the prisoner tried to escape. 

6. I rcoombor the modical ..rderly of the coop J-INSEN who was a Danish 

nation 1. 	I have soon him several times boatin;, and illtronting sick prisoners. 
Hu forced for cxamplo sick prisoners whose loos woro swollen and who were 
unable to walk to kro;1 an all fours and collect otonos in the camp. During 
this they were beaten by guards with whips *nod sties:;;. 	.;en other of his 

/ uethodcs 
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.:ethodes was to force prisoners sufferin 	stoEack troublus to lie for 
hours in one positiJn. 

7. In the bcd.n of August 1944 a Pole i‘AJKOLINSLI was brought to the case 
from Neumunster. 	EILLOLII:bld tried to avoid cutting of his hair. 	This has 
been noticed by JEialTi l  E.NSE and DIER who started to boat hia every day. 
A few days later KUKOLINSKI became weak and -lentally defected, so that he had to 
be sent to the sick bay. 	One day the wholc ca:it had to co :::e for the roll-call 
and to to work. 	KUKOLINSKI fainted when -;:orkint: any .50::.G colleagues carried 
to the ca..1p. .This has been noticed by JENS1,L, hANSE and DIER who beat 
theunconcious man with sticks. Two hours later KUKOLINSKI died and has been 
berried in the place where there is the bunker now. 

8. When I vias still at Drachense we had as fellow- prisoner a young Pole 
of about 16. 	He cscripcd one day. 	has been recaptured three weeks later 
and broucht back to Drachensee. 	He had to go to work the stlo day, 
and Danko/. told HANSE to take special care of him. Our wor!: consisted 
in difint out sand so that we had to stand the whole day in water. Every 20 
to 30 minutes HANSE called this young Pole and beat hir. with a stick. 	In the 
afternoon he was already so weak that he was all the ti,:e falling7 into the 
water. Then we were ordered to carry 	out and to put him in a shed. 
In the eveninE vie carried hi,.1 to the ca:Twheru he died the next :.corning. 

9. I myself have been beaten up by HAS) E with a stick or the butt-end 
)f his rifle, getting 25 and ....ore blows. 	DI LA beat -,)risoners with a stick 
and the butt-end as .well. 

10. On photograph K13 I recormise a Dutch •::.uard whose na:c is DE JONG 
as I have been told now. 	I have seen him .::an;; tics beating:  prisoners with. 
the butt-end and a stick. 

11. . 	At the end I should like to add th:-.t JEbSEN, h4.1%3E, IX:, JONG and DIER 
beat prisoners all the tifle and belonved to the worst guards in the camp. 

(6iLned) Zyblunt Orszulan 

S4ORN by the said Deponent ZyLmunt ORSZUL;LN voluntarily at Schberg, on this 
ta-nty second day of July 1947, before ,Ao Lt "tfv.clav ',JERZBOSKI, detailed 
by Ceiin-C. British Army of the Ichine. 

(si:ned) 	urzbowski 
Investi5Itinr Off_cLr 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translatiil frmpolish int:J EnLlish of the 
deposition of Zyamunt ORSZULiS uarked deposition Noe 31. 

dierzboski 
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TranslatiDn uf 
Do-1%)siti.n N 	33  

DEPOSITION  

Jr 

Emilie OSOLINSCH. 

Deposition .gin oath ef Emilie OSOLINSCH, female, of Riga/Latvia at 
present interned at 5 C.I.C., sworn before Sjt. George GODD..RD, Royal 
Fusiliers, of Field Investigation Sectiam, der Crimes Group (HO 
in 5 C.I.C. on 31st Jgly, 1947. 

1. 	I am Emilie OSOLINSCH, born on 28th Nevemler, 1907, in 40Lii.W 
Latvia and am an *Mee employee by trade and of Latvian nationality. I 
Wr!..:, never a member of the NSELJ? or of one of its formations. 	Since the 
beginning of the war I worked in weaving 	in RIG,. and in apereximately 
4ri1, 1944, I worked as an office employee at the Kriminal police in RIG:.; 
On 24th September, 1944, I o-.mo to Germany, at first to DRESDEN, where 
I was sent on frem the local.Kriuinal eelice to the Gestapo in KIEL, who 
sent me an to the .EL KIEL H:..;SE where I aid my duties as a female guard 
from November, 1944, till the capitulati)n. 	On 6th November, 1945, I was 
arrested in KIEL and was briught to 5 C.I.C. via the camp in VEMAJNSTER. 

2. ,  .Ourine the first two months of my activities in the i.EL I wr-.s in charge 
of an i.ussenkommande ( outside working party) either clearing debris in 
KIEL or working in a fish factory also in KIEL. Those parties consisted 
of approximately 30 female prisoners whom I had to guard. cater on I 
worked in the kitchen where I had to supervise 20 women whc worked there. 

3. During my activity in the AEL KIEL HIS$E I never carried a stick or 
beat anybody. 	I observed several times how Frau KSNIJA KAULS carried a e 
slender cane when returning from a working party, but I have never seen her 
beat prisoners with it. 

4. I remember anincident which happened on evening in Spring 1945, when 
several things were stolen from a parcel belonging to a prisoner. The 
beds of all women were searched, and the things were found on one prisoner. 
The prisoner, a German, was then beaten with a belt by Fraulein KLEINSTAUBER, 
but only across her behind. The girl laughed, therefore the beating 
could not have been very severe. 

5. During my work in the Kitchen I have seen the kitchen chef beat 
prisoners several times witi his stick, as they were supposed to have 
stolen root vegetables. 	I have been shown pictures of former guards in 
the AEL NORDMARK.and I recognise a man on the photograph K 15 and I am now 
told that his name is Eaximilian ZIELONaCKI. 	He often hit so hard that 
his cane broke in twe. 

6. I have often noticed two men lendine prisoners into the horse stables. 
Shortly afterwards one could hear screams. I was shown pictures of 
former guards of the :1EL NOP1X,aRK and recognise the two men on photographs 
K 20 and K 21 and am now told that their names are Heinrich DIER. 

7. 
I remember, when the guard DIER came to the kitchen on day in 

Spring 1945, after I had seen him enter the stables and after I had heard 
terrifying screams, I asked him why he had so beaten the prisoners and 
he replied "The prisoner sent wireless transmissions to EOSCOW and 
elthough we found the transmitter he denied it, and that's why I beat 

him". 

8. 
I understand, re-d %17(1 speak German well en 11gL, to make this 

statement.  

/9. 
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9. 	That is all I have to say about thi2 matter. 

(Signed) Os dinsch, 

Sworn by the said deponent Emilie OSOLINSCH v)luntarily at 5 C.I.C. 
n 31st July, 1947, beftre me Serjeart George GODD,,RD Royal Fusilier, 

detailed by C. -in-C. British iiany of the Rhine. 

(Signod) G. GODD..RD, SJT. 
Field Investigation Section. 
4ar Cris GrJup (ME) 

CERTIFIED that this is a correct translation from German into English of 
th2 deposition of 	OPSOLTNSCH, mared Depositi:rn No. 33. 

B.. T. Stevens Sjt. 
Field Investigation Section. 
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Deeesitien L. 34 

DZPOSITION 

of 
lieta TaCHTIT. 

De:esitien on oath of iota RICHERT, femele, ef KIEL, jaarbruckenstr 
144, sworn before Staff 6er:cant Derck SHELTON, 8th Kin 's Reyal Irish Hussars, of Fiell - Investiatien Sectiort, War Crimes Group (ir...-E) at KIEL en the 14th Eey, 1947. 

1. I am Heta RICHERT,- born en 21 st February, 1)01, at R.DERSLEBN, 
Denmerk, employee by profession an of German natienelity. I have never been 
a memher of the party or any of its affiliated organisations. 

2. In the year .1940, I wes empleye7 by the hunicil Council, KIEL in 
the Fool an War Dart= 3e Office in the twin Hall. 	There I remaine-a until 
the bej.nninc of 1944, ana then accepted a pest at the naval medical camp 
KIEL. 	When this clap tins transferred to the Riesengebirge these employees 
who wanted to remein in KIEL were assigned to different offices. 	I was then 
with the II ado (i.dmirel of the Baltic) for a short time anl he myself 
released from there after my son was killed in actielu 	On 23rd November, 
1944, I was drafted as an empleyee to the ,.EL NORD1.:_RK. 	On 26th February, 
1945, I was arrested as an accessury to the fact of embezzlement of smoking 
coupons by py brother Hans DEII2 and transferred into the police prison 
FUHLSBUETTEL. 	There I remained until the mi]dle of ..,aril, 1945, and then 
returned to NORDre.RK as a prisoner. Two lays le for I was transferred to 
the Gestapo officers in Du:z,::elstrasse where as a prisener I attended to 
the feeding of the employees up to the capitulation. 

3. During the time I wes employed in the AEL I have seen the woman guard 
Lain myself on different eccasLpns beatin: prisoners with a stick or her 
henls or even kicking them with her feet. 	,:hen I returned to NORDtuaK 
age in (=.s a prisoner I again saw Helene 	beating priseners. 	I have 
also often seen other women guards, whose names I do not know but who 
were mostly Latvians, beating prisoners. 	Some of these women guards elwaye 
walked about with a cudgel and mle use of it accordingly. I have not 
seen the chief we.aen supervisor KLEINSMUBER beating prisoners myself 
she was frequently present, hoever, when this happened and she made no 
attempt to stop it. 

4. In December, 1944, the medical orderly JENSEN cane into my office 
in.  the camp HQ one merniwg r.n1 brought 	th.:, sick list in order to 
cempare figures of prisoners departed by death. 	In the course of the 
conversation with regard to the sick list the medical orderly JENSEN 
toll MC in the presence of hr. GULS and iiss Johanna. BaUER that the frail 
sick were just given an injection and he added; "They notice nothing of this 
then. They fall asleep and do not wake up again." He did not mention 
the kind of injection and it was clearly understee by his words that he 
himself gave these inj,etiens. 	I lo not know whether the doctor, Dr. 
FR';;TSE knew atAlt those injectiens. 

(Signed) Meta RICHERT. 

SWORN by the saia deponent Meta RICHERT voluntarily at KIEL on the 

14th MAY, 1947, before me Staff Serjeant Derek SHELTON, detailed by C.-in-
C. British j.ria: of the Rhine. 

(sicpud) D. SHELTDiT, S/Sjt. 
Field Investigation Sectien. 
a r Crimes Group (NJE) 	HQ., BOA.[ . 

CERTIFIED that this is a correct translation from German into English of the 
Desiti jn of lietr.  RICHERT marked Deposition No. 34. 

(Sijied)G. GODD...RD. Sjt. 
Fiell Investigation j,:cti ri. 
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wr.s.behind the i i. I. IL SA 	h 
cumml,:s thet there were 17. 

: of 	der? le lies, I was teld by 
This Noir, s .13 t) 

I 4.o net know the nrees of the prisencrs Ale were killed in the camp. 
I :nly c-n say that the-  most brutal of the guards apart for the Russian 
K:Tis was the N.C.O. Il..111:.1.71, Otte. 

During pereles befere work which often lasted three quarters ef an 
hour, from 6.15 till 7.00 hrs. in the uering, or during parr.les in the 
evening which often lestei one hour it heeperiod to ue to see an SS Officer 
Whse name is ITETILER who wes the chief of the Gesteee KIEL. 	I knew that 
ley the German priseners in the camp. 	This Officer was living in the camp 
e.nd he must have seen the manner in which the priseners were treated. 
They were continually beaten up durin,:, the parries. 	In the morning ani 
evening going to work and returning they marched in lend enlless cAumns thr,uLt 
the streets of KIEL. lien broke down frequently and ell inhabitants of 
KIEL ceell have son parties brineingin lee.: bodies efter every working lay. 
It is therefore imeessible that the SS :.:.IELLER coup not have been in the 
picture about the coalitions in the KIEL-HAsSE camp. 

It would be interesting.  t_ find the German civilian who was wearing 
a Nazi emblem and who lived in the house immedietely opposite the entrance 
to the camp on the other silo of the road to KIEL. 	This civil in iirected 
the buil ling ofinstallaeiens insi le the camp. 	He ordered prisoner-8 to 
be beaten - nci I have seen him myself kicking prisoners with his feet. 

As the .French witnesses can confirm my deposition, I give the 
following names, PALLM, teacher in Bayonne, I e not ITNI his christain 
name or adiress. All infermatien concerning him may Le obtained from 

Souhelet, Demeine ke. Caedeta, at Urruen (Basses-Pyrenees). 	THIERRY 
farmer in EANS (Sarthe). 	I will try to get his allress. 

Amongst the ehetegraehs which have been shown to me I cen recognise 
as marked K 3 the comp N.C.O. :hose name is I eu toil 11.1LE,AC :Ate, as 
markei K 6 the Lithanir.n 3S Guard. whose name is as I au teld LIPIN 
Wladislay. 	On the photecre.j. marked K 16 I can ilentify an SS Officer 
who was living; at the camp entrance, I am torl thet his nave is IMIER, 
Bruno. 

Sworn by the sail deeenent 1.13,4TIM Jrcques Francois, born at 
PaIS (16) FR:XCE on the 1hth of April, 1909 voluntarily at PARIS rue 
Verdi No. 3 before me 14p.jt)r KdSER C. E. detailed by C.-in-C. British 
Army of the Rhine. 

(Signed) Kaiser, Major. 	 (Sine) J. dabatier. 

CERTIFIED that this is a correct translation frem French into 
English of the deposition of Si..BATIM., J cques Francois, marked 
Deposition No. 35. 

(Si:ne..1) 1. RICHEIR). 
Investigetien Secti.n. 
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Translati n ef 	 Deoesition No. 35  

DT.IL=OOTTICN 

of 

Jecques Francois. 

Deposition on oath of 	(m) of Pi.RIS 3 rue Verdi sworn before 11 • jar 	C. 	Gen. List of Ne. 1 War Crimes Investigation Team at 
2..R.I6 on the 24th July, 1947. 

I was in the KI7I-H...333 camp from 15th eeril l.ntil 5th ::ey, 1945. 

In the course of my stay there I have seen :.t various times German 
or Lithuanian 33 Guards killing prisoners either by shooting them with a 
revolver or. by blows with e cudgel. Prisoners have also been killed by 
the Ru6sian Kapp prisoners in charge of the huts or in charge of the working 
parties in the ruins of KIM. I :lever knew the nee:es of the Russian 
Kapos but I have seen the Lithuanian guard LIPIN jladislav often striking 
prisoners with a cudgel, hitting them on the head. 	I have also seen the 
German N.C.O. who wr.s in cherge of the tamp taking the parade at 0700 hrs. 
in the morning end at 1700 hrs in the afternoon slaugYetering prisoners by 
revolver shots. This N.C.O. whose name is BOIL NN Otte especially ordered 
us approximately on 25 	1945, when we returned from work to carry 
of wooden huts weighing aepreximately 80 - 100 kiles each between four men 
for a distance of 500 metres along a path across a field. 	I wr.s a witness 
that he killed by revolver shots at least three prisoners who had dropped 
their burden. 	During a parade at appr.:ximately the end 'of 	I have 
seen him following a prisener.whe had loft the ranks and tried to escape from 
him shooting the prisoner by revolver shots near the entrance of the camp. 

There were approximately 1500 - 2000 prisoners in the camp split up 
between 5 or 6 huts. 	I was in the first and second but at the right hand 
side coming in. 	We were more than 200 in a but sleeping in two tiered bunks 
without blankets, various windoYs were broken and it was raining into the 
huts. 	4e had to fight against the Russian prisners, so that 	about 
10 Frenchmen could sleep on the bunks and not en the earthen floor where 
the latrines were overflowing. We could not take off our clothes for 
three weeks or the Russians would have stolen them whilst we were sleeping. 
The latter gave us only a quarter of a litre of waterfrel time to time in 
order to obtain cigarettes in eethange. 	I estimate that luring my stay 
that at least a hundred prisoners were killed and at least another hundred 
died frem exhaustion. Food consisted of a cut of black coffee ersatz 
and a2preximately 200 grs. ef bre:d in the morning. 	The - Russian Keees 
always refused the coffee to the French, but we got the bread iosucd. 

Geeing back from work at proximately 1700 hrs we got a bowl of 
soup de rutabaga from which the Russiens hrd the potatoes taken away. 
During working hours no food was available from 0700 hrs to 1700 hrs. 	do 

had to walk approximately 6 	7 kilos each au en'. in the evening we had 
to carry the firewood for the S.,J. 	It happened sereetimes that we get some 
potatoes or raw turnips during our werk. 

Coming back from work we.had to.carry prisoners who were too exhauste 

walk or dead, on wooden stretchers. 	e marched threuFh KIEL un.'ler these 

circumstances. 	I believe the deed were buried in the East part of the. 
camp on a slope approximately 50 metros behind the 	Room. One 
evening at the end of ieeril, the N.C.O. 	teok the parade and 
called as usual certain numbers which in:icated the prisoners as 
ev3rybody had a number supersee'ine, hie rrtio. After that we were lecked 

in our' huts and had to cles,. the weeden win la shutters tow .ads the 

w ill street. 	Immediately after th- t ee het,e. shots. 	The next morning 

hre to work in the c:'mp and not Jutsile and I saw behind a hut which 

bras 

to 
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M10111 by the 	Deponent 
Friedrich Julius SCH.id-I.L.i.CH voluntarily 
at Hid.LBUR(.1 en the 26th March 1947 be-
fore me Staff Sergup.nt Derek SIELTCN, 
det aileci by C. -in-C. British Ar,:zr of 
the Rhine 

. (Signed) 
Joachim Scharlach. 

(Signed.) D. She 	S/Sgt., 
Field Invostiz,ation Section, 
'liar Crimes GnAa.p (NZ) 
HQ. BAOR. 

CERTIFIED that this is a correct translation frcia Gorl.lan into English of 
the Deposition of Joachim Friedrich Julius SCH.:dai.ACH narked Deposition No.36. 

	  Sgt. 
Yield. Investigation Section. 
(G. GODR,TD). 
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Translatien of 	
Deposition Nc.37 

DE-i0SITION  

of 

Hugo SCHLOTFELDT. 

Deposition on oath of Hugo SCHLOTFELDT, male, of KIEL, at present interned 
at No.7 0.1.0. ESELHEIDE, sworn before S/Sgt. Derek SHELTON, 8th King's Royal 
Irish Hussars, of Field Investigation Section, War Crimes Group OWE), at 
ESELHEIDE on 25th April 1947. 

1. I am Hugo SCHLOTFELDT, born on 11th February 1897 in KIEL of German 
nationality and Kriminalsekretaer by profession. I Joined the NSDAP in 1937. 
I joined the Schutzpolizei KIEL in 1923 and was engaged for life in 1931. 
In 1936 Iirraz posted to the Gestapo. I was first Kriminaloberassistent zur Probe, 
later I became Kriminalsokrctaer with the rank of a Sturmseharfuebrer. From 
1938 to 1941 I was at the West Wall for the security of the building sites. 
I returned and from 1941 until 1943 I was with theNEMNSTER dotaohment 
(Aussendiehstaelle). In December 1945 I came to KIEL and was active in the • 
police barracks KIEL-DRAM-a:SM. There I was responsible for the intakes, 
releases and registrations of prisoners. In August 1944 when NORDMARK camp 
was opened up I automatically came there and continued doing the same work. 
In December 1944 I was arrested because of an official embezzlownt 
concerning half a pound of butter. I was brought to the police prison 
FUHLSWETTEL. There I remained until the middle of April 1945 and when the 
police prison FUHLSBUETTEL was evacuated I then returned to NOM: MARK as a 
prisoner. There I remained up to the capitulation on 3.5.45. My arrest in 
December 1944 was a personal menzure of Sturmbannfuchrcr POST who had heard 
that I had reported him to the Inspector cf the Security Police (Inspokteur 
der Sicherheitspolizei) in HAMBURG because of unlawful treatment cf prisoners. 

2. During my activity as an official in NORDLIARK carp it soon became 
clear to me that illegalities were going en towards prisoners. SturmbannfUchrer 
POST for example prolonged arbitrarily the term of imprisonment according to 
his own judgement contrary to the orders of the Sachbearbeiter of the office 
concerned (Dicnststelle). The death certificates wont to the competent doctor 
through the meAcal orderly JEOSEN and then came to me. In most cases the 
doctor did not see the corpses but signed the death certificate on the state-
ment of the medical orderly only. In the beginning all the dead were 
principally buried on sites marked for the building of future huts so that now 
according to my estimate there arc about 40 	50 dyad buried under the 
cement floors. They are partly people who were shot while trying to escape 
and such who had died through illness. Although I have net seen it myself 
I can almost say with certainty that the alleged escapes were not always 
escapes. 

3. As a typical example I remember the following two cases:- In the first 
case, in about September 1944 there were three very sick prisoners whose 
nationality I did not know. Two cf.  these prisoners went on crutches, the thir1 
one is supposed to have suffered from tuberculosis. After these people had 
been in the camp infirmary for about eight days it was reported to me that 
two cf them had boon shot while trying to escape. I do not know who shot 
these two prisoners. 

4. In the second case which happened about 4 weeks later two prisoners 
whosc nationality I de not know, wore brought into the clamp. Both prisoners 
were so weak that they could hardly stand on their legs and POST remarked in 

presence that he could not use these men as they wore unfit for work. About 
half an. hour later POST came to me and re, orted that both the anon had been shot 

while trying to escape. I do not know who carried out the shooting. During 

y time of duty, according to &minimal estimate, abaut 25 people were denoted 
to me as shot while trying to escape. 

/5. 
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5. During py activity according tc 1:y knaledre executions were also 
carriel out which had been ordered by higher authorities. It mostly concerned 
prisoners who were not members of the tEL NORM:LARK but who were -brought from 
different police prisons. The death certifictes for these prisoners were not 
put before me and I do not know any details. according to my knowledge, 
arbitrary executions had not taken place during this time. 

6. The following incident I have seen personally when I happened to walk 
through the camp in the Autumn months 1944. A prisoner was lying en the ground, 
a Dutchman as I was told later on who, had his eyes closed. When I came there 
I heard the police dcctor SLOZIN say that the man had a temperature and was not 
fit for work. POST then ordered a guard who stood there and when I did not 
know, to take a wooden lathe and to give hi* 10 strokes. This happened before 
my cwt a eyes. After the 10 strokes the prisoner remained on the ground and the 
guard tried to lift him up by his ears. Minn the prisoner still remained lying 
there they carried him away later on. I found out the name.of the prisoner 
and found that according to my files and tern of imprisonment of this man, which 
Was 56 days, had already been prolonged by POST to more than 5 mInths. On the 
following morning I received a report thf:.t this Dutchman had died. 

7. I have often seen POST and BitUidAili myself beating prisoners. In most 
cases they took the first best cudgel lying around and beat the prisoners without 
my being able to recognise any reason for it. Sometimes the prisoners broke 
down under their beatings and they cosriej en beating them on the ground. 

8. In April 1945 I returned to NORDMARK camp as a prisoner. In the 
meantime there wore, instead of 500 as before, about 2000 ia-iseners. The troatz.lont • 
Was worse than ever. 

9. Together with a former SS member also a prisoner now, DIEKE, and a 
Latvian I was working and living in the carry; store. One evening, at the end of 
April 1945, all prisoners were locked into their huts and sentries posted outside 
them. After the camp had been cleared of prisoners, prisoners were brought out 
of the detention cells bye and bye and lead to an empty but standing further 
away. After they had undressed they were brought singly to the side of the but 
by the medical orderly JENSEN and thrown face downwards by him. Then the people 
who were lying with their faces to the ground were shot by two guards with an 
English machine pistol by sheeting them in the neck (Genickschuss). I could 
not exactly see the guards who carriel out the shooting. I was told later on 
that they arc supposed to have been Dutch or Flemish. POST was also present but 
I cannot exactly say whether BAUMANN was there as well. I counted 51 corpses. 
The nationality of the people shot was unknown to me. I Was told later on that 
these corpses had been driven to the cemetery during the sane night. 

10. As there w as no longer any connection with BERLIN or HAidBURG at this 
time, it can be assumed that the execution was carried out en the initiative 
of the office in KIEL. The chief of this office was Regierungsrat SCHMIDT whop  
howeverowas already subordinate to the commander of the security police 
(Befehiahaber der Sicherheitspolizei) KIEL, Obersturmbannfuchrer MUELLER at this 
time. I have seen MUELLER  pyself in the camp very often, it was said that he 
was living in the guest house. 

11. On the night from the 2nd to the and May 1945 between 2200 and 2400 hours 
we again heard shots from the store. We could net find out, however, what was 
happening. On the following morning when walking across the camp yard with DEIKE 
vie passed an empty but and saw about 50 dead lying across each other in the hut. 
The corpses had not been in this but cn the previous day as I would have 
automatically noticed this walking past it several times during the day. Those 
corpses were poorly thrown into a pit during the same morning and only 
superficially covered with earth. 

12. I have daily soon prisoners being beaten by members of the guards "Atli 
sticks - I do net know the names of the guards - so that they br - ke down under 
the beatings. 

(Si _pod) Hugo SCHLOTFELDT. 
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46, 

azEN by the said deponent Hugo SCHLOTFELDT, voluntarily at ESELHEIDE on 
25th kril 1947 bcfore 	Staff.Sergeaht Derek S.1LTCN, detailed by C-in-C. 
British hrmy of the Rhino. 

(Signed) D. Shelton, S/Sgt., 
Investigating N. C.O. 

CERTIFIED THAT this is a cermet translation fror:. Gerli:In into English of 
the Deixsition of Hugo SCHLOTFELDT marked Dej:csition No.37. 

	 Sgt. 
Field Investi,7ation Section. 
(G. Goddard). 
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Translation of Deposition 

  

WPOSITION 

of 

Bernhard  SCOOR, 

	

Deposition on oath of Bernhard SCOUR, 	of KIEL, Wrangstr. 31 sworn 
before Staff Sergeant Derek SHELTON, 8th. angl e Royal Irish Hussars, of 
Field Investigation Section,:dar Crimes Group (AE) at KIEL on the 11th 

1947. 

1. I am 3ernhard SCOUR, born on 16 J.:nu7ry 1911 in TAM, -ployee by 
profession and of German natinalaty. 

2. On 4 October 1944 	arreeted by the Gestapo on the charge of 
preparing fJr high treason and first c,:La.: int: the police prison KIEL. 
On 24 Oct per 1944 i c:'.41e to the labour m..mp K.IEL-H,,;.- SE and remained there 
until my escape, .1-k 4 id arch 1945. 

3. In the beginning I wae interogated in KIEL-H.,SSE about twice a week 
by Obersturmfuehrer STALEGLICH, During these interrogations I was always 
beaten 1.?y,SL,EGLICH and two SS men whose -nauesj do not know. The two SS 

	

on with SLLEGLIQU were the same ynes each 	I was beaten with the 
fist and with a rubber tube, often until I lost consciousness. Later on 
I woke ix: through the wetness of my cell in the detention cells. 	The 
water in•my cell stood about 20 cm. hiAl. -Later n I -:r .s not called for 
interrogation quite so often. ;,s one wanted to keep 1.1e alive for a trial 
before a People's Court I received artificial nourish:.ient for a week in the 
detention cells as I had been completely wencened. Then I c%me in.L the 
infirmary and lay in bed thole for four to six weeks until I had recovered 
freu the ill-treatment. afterwards I ,oecaue orderly Le the infiruary. 

4. In January or February 1945 I h%r." 	be present during a shooting in 
the gravel pit as I later had to move the corpses from the gravel pit into 
the barn. I heard Sturobannfuehrer POST read the sentence before the 
execution. Ho said that the shooting took place 	Jrders of Reichsfuehror 
SS HIMLER. Then six men were lead into the pit and shot with carbines 
by about 12 SS 	Then six were shot again, then five, the total, 
therefore, seventeen. 	POST, Oberscharfuehrer 13:,Usii.,11;;., JENSEN and Dr. 
FREHSE were present during the execution 	The seventeen peo-ele shot were 
Poles and Russians ana, ':.113 far as I know, they were later buried in the 
cometary. 

5. During; the time when I wt; :dill lying in Led in the infin.lary, I saw 
JENSEN for the first time giving c, prisoner a deadly injection. The 
prisoner had been :eaten during an interrog.tien to such an extent that 
he was no longer of sound mind. The prisoner, who- physically av not make 
an extraordinarily weak improssion,was given an injection by JENSEN late 
in the evening. The prisoner only (.:ca1-.1e sleepy. 	On the following 
morning he again gave him an injection and the prisoner fell asleep. 
;,bout one hour later the prisoner was carried into the neighbouring but 
where the dead were lying. I --....) not know the nationality of this prisoner. 
In January or February 1945, when I was r.lreaay- oraerly, I saw JaIbEli for 
the second time killing a prisoner by an injection. .This time I saw him 
myself taking three small eapsules out of a four cornered box with "'::lorphia" 
written on it. He broke the capsules and let the contents drip into the 
glass tube of the syrizve. The prisoner, a Pole I believe, suffered 

from tuberculosis and was completely undernourished. JENSEN gave him 
the injection into the arm and the prisoner was dead within tvio or three 

minutes. I then had to carry this -.J.risoner int. the mortuary. In 

February 1945 a prisoner cr:me into the infin.,ary fr.),.: the detention cells 

/ with 
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with severe head wounds and an open frixtured skull. He carried the 
an into the mortuary where JENSEU gave 	two shots in the neck. I do 
not l'elieve that this prisoner would have re,.: wined alive for long. 

6. During my work in the infirmary there came perhaps weekly one to two 
prisoners who durims; interrogati.,ns had been ill-treated to such an 
extent that they were no longer ca;:able of 	an :7. died within a few 
days. Prisoners who 'returned froiA an outside working party 
(h.ussenkoando) brought aliang dead who alleedly had ben shot while 
trying to escape. When undressing these corpses however, I noticed that 
the shots had entered fro,: the front, 

(signed). Bernhard Scoor. 

Sworn Ly the said Deponent Bernhard SCOUR voluntarily at KIEL on the 11th 
of 4ril 1947 before 	Staff Sergeant Derek SHELTUN,btailed by C.-in-C. 
British ...my if the Rhine. 

(signed) D. Shelton, S/Sgt. 
Field Investigation Section 

r CriAes Group (1 WE) 

CERTIFIED that this is a correct translation from German into Eni:lish 
of the statement of Bernhard SCOUR, Jakred Deposition No, 38 

(signed) G. Goddard, Sgt. 
Fiele. Investigation Section, 

1 
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Tr-_,..nslati_,n of 

 

Dc-oosition 

   

    

of 

Dr. Guenther SoIOTSI1a. 

Deoosition on oath A' Dr. Guentoer SoLSTSII, „laic, of oSTEFILD, Krcis 
REIDSIIITAG, sworn :Jefore Staff SerLeant Derek SilELT,I, 6th King.'s Royal 
Irish Hussars, of Field'invootioation Section, Jar Crimes Gr..u2 (;AE) on 
30th June 1)47. 

1. I am Dr. Guenther SoLISIpL, born on 15th 
practicin d'ctor 	:rofession and of GeruAn 
USDo,:e on the I st January 1930, but left again 
because I rejected the views of the party. I 
:.lay 1)33 to be able to work in the public heal 
my party b.)ok 5 yu,.s.rs later, in 	- 

1:iay 1)05 in DR€2,M and 
nationality. I joined the 
on 20th FelJruary 1931 
joined the party again in 
th service, but I only got 

2.. From let June 1.)3) till opril 1)40 I was ordered as an official 
doctor to the Sucdetenlana rogardino the incori:oration of the local 
official doctors into the German health service. I then returned to 
KIEL at my own request and took over my practice as official doctor from 
my deputy. I then hcla this office till oy dismissal in the beginninc 
of June 1445. 	fro that I had a contract with the state police 
adMinistration in KIEL, as a p lice surgeon from 1st De-cc:ober 1940 till 
sumer 1)44. Then I was dismissed as a newly enga:cd SS Doctor was to 
be made the Garrison SS and police loctor. 

3. In S;'ring 1944 I was asked one day over the telephone to certify a 
death by execution as official loctor and to ;Aake out a death certificate. 
This call came from a Gestapo official in Dueppelstrassc. I then went to 
the police barrack in DRACIEWSZ;I:, where the execution by hanging of 4 
foreign prisoners had already taken place. I then oade out the death 
certificates and noted the cause of death as "death by hong.ing". 
The method of decl:ring death was censured'.'y an official, who took the 
death certificates. it few weeks afterwards I was again asked to witness 
an execution but which I suppose tJok olacc without my presence as I was 
countermanded. I was mover again ordered to an execution, although 
I knew th'.t in the meantime erected cam execut:.'nfl as well an shhoolIngs 
took place. I have never entered the cayo myself. 

4. on the opening of the car. v I had already finished 	duties as 
police doctor. Dr. Iri.MISE then became doctor by contract to the 

5. Between the end of 1)43 and str:.Laur 1)44, I treated sick orisoners 
from the police barrack- in IltitCILEiSEE in the police 	Roo.. I 
noticed that the lirisuncrs wcro in an extraordinarily undernourished 
condition and in that tine between 20 .L.) 30 prisoners .:ice: in the ca4o 
DRIZHENSEE. They were mostly cases,of tuberculosis, honL:er oedema and 
blood poisoning. In each case I only made out the death certificate 
when I was convinced of the cause of death. I noticed that s)me sic': 
prisoners wh.: were brought before me had weals on their backs and 
shoulders. 	On w questioning the reason for these weals I was 
told that the prisoners had beat each other up. 

(signed) Dr. Guenther Solt:den. 
Sworn by the said doponant. Dr. Guenther Soltsien, voluntarily at 
oST&IFELD on the 30th June 1947 1:ofore re Staff Scroeant Derek 
SHaTLU, detailed by C.-in-C. oritish 	of the ithine. 

(signed) D. Shelton, S/Sgt. 
Field Investigation Section, Wsa.Criues 
Group (iViE), 	paor. 

CE2TIFILD that this is a correct transiotLn froo Geroan into English of 
the deposition of Dr. Guenther S.OATSIE21, ;.larked Deposition lio.40. 

(Signe(4 L.T. :AOvens, Sit. Field Investigation 
Section. 
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Tre.nslation 	
"iiep:,sition No.41 

ITION  

of 

Franz STEINF...S3 

Deposition on path of Franz STEIM:11',SS, male, Df KIEL, .;edenweg 79a sworn 
before Staff Sergeant Derek SHELTON, 8th Kin!,;'s royal Irish Hussars, of 
Field Investigation Section, Ira' Crimes Group (N./E) at KIEL on the 14th 
May 1947. 

1. I am Franz STEINF.;,SS, bc_rn en 22 !larch 1892 at PIEULIUNSTER, architect 
by profession and of German nationality. I wasonly a member of the DAP 
which I joined in September 1934. 

2. During the war I was subordinate t, the Baubevollmachtii;ten 
(iZeichsminister SPEER) and had to construct the hut-camps for foreiTn or 
German workers respectively, in SCHLES:IG-HCLLSTEIN. On 1 May 1944 I 
asked to be given the task of constructing the La NORDMLRE. I was the 
chief constructor for this camp until shortly before the end of the war. 

3. Lt that time I used t live in the camp.DRLCHENS7E where there was als 
the police hut. On a Sunday morning in 4,pril 1944, I was w,ken up by loud 
voices and heard that a Polish prisoner was to be hanged because of alleged 
criminal assaults to a child. I s:.w the prisoner concerned hang on a 
gallows. I saw Sturmbannfuehrer POST and the police doctor from KIEL 
there too. 

4. During the construction cf the .",EL, in summer 1944, a train with 
Russian prisoners from FLE1HUDE came int, the camp one day, taD of whom 
were to be shot. I was told by :uards that these two Russians had thrown 
stones at Ukranian guards and were therefore executed. POST was in charge 
of the sh-) ting, STENDER commanded the firing squad and after the shots had 
been fired I saw Bain/ANN still giving the prisoners a coup de grace. Hc 
then threw them into a it which had been dug up behind the parapet where 
a but was erected later .n. 

5. During a morning inspection of the building site I n: ticed that on 
the spot where huts were erected there was fresh earth dug up. Lsking 
F. ST about this, he replied, ";e have already been working this morning". 
I later heard from prisoners that corpses were buried there. I do not 
know how many corpses were buried in this manner. On the plan made by me, 
under the most northernly situated men's but on the left there are 
definitely some corpses but I can almost say with certainty that under the 
other huts of the ments camp there must Lis be corizes. 

(Signed) Franz Steinfass 

ZI:RU by the said deponent Franz STEINFLSS volun+ariIy at KIEL on the 
14th May 1947 before me Staff Sergeant Derek SHELTON, detailed by C-in-C. 
British Lrmy of the Rhine. 

(Si::ned) D. Shelton S/Sgt. 
Field Investigation Section, 
,:ar Crimes Group (I\r.iE) 
HO BJLOR 

OERTIFIED that this is a correct translation from German into English 
of the statement of Franz Steinfass, marked Deposition No.41. 

(Si:;ned) G. Goddard sgt. 
Field Investigation Section. 
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Translation - f 	 :reposition W.43  

DEPSITION 

of 

Ursula STEINFATT  

Deposition on oath of Ursula STEINFATT, female, yf :L.,MBURG, 7,sterfeldstr. 88 
sworn before Staff Sergeant Derek SHELTON, 8th Kind's Royal Irish Hussars, 
of Field Investigation Section, 7ar Crimes Group (NJE) at HALIBUIV1 on the 
28th March 1947. 

1. I am Ursula STEINF4WT, horn on 24 September 1922 in HAMBURG. I am 
stateless. I have never been a member flf the party .)r any of its 
affiliated organisations. 

2. On 11 January 1944 I was arrested in SILESIA because of preparations 
for high treason and sedition of the :ehrmacht. Via different prisons I 
came to FUHLSBUETTEL camp. There I remained until about the middle of 
Lpril, when we were taken by boat t- KIEL-H:oSSE. I was there up to the 
liberation on 3rd May 1945. 

3. The camp KIELP-HASSE was mainly a camr far men. One and a half huts 
at the edge .jf the camp were put aside for the women. In one but lived the 
Russian women and Jewesses, in the half but lived the German women. The 
other half of the but was used by Polish officers and SS.  women supervisors. 
On the whole there were about 220 to 230 women in the camp. One SS :roman
named KLEINSTAUBER had the women's camp under her. Sturmbannfuehrer POST 
had the whole camp under him. BAUMANN had the men's camp undur. him. 
Otherwise I do not know any of the SS men by name. The conditions regardin: 
accommodation and feeding were the same as in the men's camp. Medical 
attention was not at all existent. Te were detailed for workingparties 
_wily and we had to 	away rubble in KIEL fr m 8 o'clock in the morning 
until 5 o'clock in the afterm.)n. 

4. Between the 20th and 25th ;,:cril I was el,arinL1 up 	room at 
mid-day, when I suddenly heard shots. I looked out of the window and from c,  
distance of about 30 to 35 metres I salt FALIT."...NN and apprIximately three 
other SS men kill prisoners with their pistols by shooting them in the neck 
(Genickschusse). I could see clearly h -a they put the rev Ivor at the neck 
of the prisoners. Then there were sh)ts and the prisoners broke down. 
cannot say exactly how' many prisoners they murdered in this manner, but there 
were not less than four. I do not kn'w the names •  of the other SS men. Llso 
I do not know of what nationality these pris ,ners were. 

(SiJed) Ursula Stoinfatt 

by the said :Deponent  Ursula STEIN= voluntarily at HAi4BURG on the 
28th day _f ;larch 1947 before me Staff Sergeant Derek SHELIM detailed 
by C-in-C. British Lrmy of the Rhine. 

(Signed) D. aL,LTON S/Sgt. 
Field Investigation Section, 
Jar Crimes Group (NJE) 
HQ DAOR 

CERTIFIED that this is a correct translation from German into English of th 
statement of Ursula STEINFATT, marked 1Joisition N0•43* 

(SiLned) G. G=A  RD Sgt. 
Field Investigation Section. 
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Translation of 

   

sition N, •44 

     

 

of 

   

4.;111 	 TAEL  

Deposition on oath of Anneliese 	feLale, c.f KIEL, Ringstr 75 sw.,rn 
before Staff SerL:eant Derek .2,17-L*.I42  8th ang's 'loyal Irish Hussars, ,f 
Field Investigatic,n Section, :e: -irises Group (N/E) at KIEL on the 16th 
May 1947. 

1. I am Anneliese TAL1:, born on 18 January 1913 in Km, stencTrapher and 
typist by profession and of German natiendity. I have beenn - a member of the 

sino,: 1934 and of the NS Frauenschaft since 1935. 

2. At the outbreak of war I was working; in the spirits factory IEHIENT 
.in KIEL and on 1 July 1942 was drafted 	the Gestapo office KIEL, 
Duppelstrasse. I remained there until the middle of ;august 1944 and was thon 
posted to NORDMARK camp as Sturmbannfuehrer POST's stenographer and typist. 
There I dealt with POST's official and ...,rivate correspondence. 

3. POST currently had to make reports to Regierrunsrat SChldIDT on all 
matters concerning; the camp, with regard to personnel and prisoners. In 
case POST could not obtain a permission in time, this had 	be done 
subsequently. The permission for "intensified interrogation", homogeneous 
to beating, also had t be obtained from SC3ADDT. In the case of executions 
the routine was the ftllgaing: The sugestion for the execution originated 
from the Sachbearbeiter, either STLEGLICH or one of the men under him, 
STENDER or JAGYIJS. This suggestion then directly wont to SCHEIDT who then 
approved it or could alter it and then send it :n to the 
Reichssicherheitshauptampt in LERLIN. A teleprint or report by letter then 
came from there in which in most cases the suestion was confirmed. These 
teleprints and reports partly went through my hands and I have seen them 
myself while working as substitute in STLEGLICH's department in April 1945. 
The execution then took place in the camp and was prepared by POST. I can 
remember that in the month of April three lar;.:er executions took place 
which had been allowed by the R.S.H,A. It mostly concerned members of 
resistance groups, mainly Russians and Poles. Once there were 17, then 18 
and once 60 persons wore executed. 

44 In the last days of the month cf April there was no more communication 
with -LEP= and it is possible ly all means that further executions took- 
dace without approval from :LERLIN or HAMLURG, respectively. In this case 
it is to be presumed that SCHL1DT or Obersturrbannfuehrer MUELLER were 
notified. 

(SiZAud) Anneliese Tamm 

SjORN by the said deponent Anneliese TAME voluntarily at. KIEL on the 16th 
of May 1947 before me Staff Sergeant Derek SHELTON, detailed by C-in-C. 
iritish Array of the Rhine. 

(Sided) D. Shelton S/Sgt. 
Field Investigation Section, 
.gar Crimes Group (NdE) 
HQ LAOR 

CERTIFIED that this is a correct translation from German into English 
of the Deposition of Anneliuse L*.j., marked Deposition No.44. 

(SiL;ned) G. Goddard a!t. 
Field Investigation Section. 
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-ZPOSITICN 

of 

Kate 'IESE  

Deposition on oath of Kate77F,SE, female of KIEL, Hansastr 63, sworn before 
Staff Sergeant Derek SHELTON. 8th King's Royal Irish Hussars, of Field 
Investigation Section, ',Tar Crimes Group (NZ) at KIEL on the 2nd Juno 1947. 

1. I am Kate JIESE, born on 8 January 1916 inILEUURG, stenographer and 
typist by profession. I have Leen a member of the NSV since 1938. I am 
of German nationality. 

2. I was employed by the Gestapo office in KIEL from 1 June 1938 until 1 
'lay 194.5. In the summer of 1943 Sturmbannfuehrer SCHMIDT came to the KIEL 
office and immediately took over its direction. From autumn 1944 until 
the capitulation I was employed as SCHMIDT's stenographer and typist. 
I have there dealt with the official correspondence for SCHMIDT and moreover 
was engaged in administration matters. 

3. The camp KIEL NORDMi..RK was filed as J1EL and was therefore subordinate 
to the Gestapo office in KIEL under SCHMIDT's chief supervision. 
Sturmbannfuehrer POST became camp commandant. Most of the camp affairs were 
talked over personally between ?CST and SCHMTT)T. -22,ST came to the office 
very often and SCHMIDT also frequently came into the camp. I have never 
seen the official correspondence from the camp to SCHMIDT as this went 
directly to SCHMIDT. The correspondence from the office to the camp was 
only unimportant. Execution orders did not pass through my hands, I know 
however that these had to be approved by the RSI-E. in HERLIN. 

4. In March or 	194.5 the connection with IigitLIN ceased and all normal 
communications had stopped because of the continual bombing attacks. I 
do not know in as how far SCHML)TI made his own decisions from then onwards 
or contacted our superior office in HAMLURG. ;;bout this time 
Obersturmbannfuehrer MUELLER was also appointed as Commander of the ST,20 
in KIEL and was therefore superior to Mr. SCHMIDT. Everyday MUETT,ER was 
only a short time in the office on duty and did not even have his own room 
there. The correspondence continued t-) be dealt with by SCI-EIDT. 

(Biped) Kate lies° 

S:ORN by the said deponent Kato .:IESE voluntarily at KIEL on the 2nd June 
1947 before me Staff Sergeant :Jerek SEdJTON, detailed by the 
British ,trmy of the Rhine. 

(Signed) 'L. Shelton S/St. 
2ield Investigation Section, 
;ar Crimes Group (NJE) 
HQ 1V.OR 

CEI,TIFIED that this is a correct translation from German into -,nelish of 
the statement of Kate 71E SE, marked -,op_sition No.45. 

(oigked) G GO3D.LeD Sgt. 
field Investigation Section. 
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Translati n (f 
al•1110■1. Dopesition No. 4 

of 

hori.:%an EICKHOFF. 

DoI?osition on oath :t Hon iann .T:aCKHCP17, r.:alo, at i:rosont interned at No. 2 
FISCIEECK sworn "!)of_.re Staff Seroant 	SHIZTON, 8th. King's 

Royal Irish Hussars, of field invostiati-n Section, Wax Crimos Group (WE) 
at PISCHJ3ECK n the 4th. July 1')47 

1. I az, Hori.:ann LUCXHLIT, born on the 6th. Soptombor 1912 in EICKUL Krois 
HSRFOitli uorchant by tr.:do and of Gorlian nattliality. 	I have boon informod that I am not ftrcod t_ 	stator: ont but that such a statamont can bo 
used in the Court. I make this statemont r_luntarily without throat or the 
use of force or the Ix ..mise of a ruu:,.ril. 

2. I 	the ITS2. 	in April 1)34 and was r_JI SS candidato since 193y but 
never took a loader 	I was a police inspect -r and autmatically hold 
the equivaloot rank of an Untorsturnfuehror. Lt the boginning (.)f tho war I 
VMS a .,2ulico insi.)cet_r at the Gosta;,,o in ::;I:LZ!v 	I was there till the 
middlo of 1940 and thou cftme to DIRELEN for a year. In the middlo of 1)41 I 
camo t: the Gosta.  KUL that is to tho AussonUonststollo (:Aitsido sub-unit) 
PLTEARN. Froi: thoro I wont tc. KOLTIGSMIG- about throe or four months later. 
Lt the borinning of 1943 I went 	OSLO as a -.1?olico insl)oet,r for two m:nths 
but had an accident in Dv 1943 and was transferred t the hospital in 
ILITCrT4TILIR. Frm there I was dischargod in July 1A4. Fro::. there I wont 
to the camp NCREK KIEL as the Ldministration officer. In this :cositi_n 
I roriainod until tho caiAtulation. 

3. Cbersturr,fuehror T0.11,3 was in charge of clothing stores and workshops, 
Untorsturmfuehror 	was in char:N of accounts and Hauptsturmfuchror HLNIE 
arrived in the carli-i only in the last m'Jnths and as ho had the highest rank ho 
was in chargo of the entire adr-inistrati.:n. There was no official actin:, 
Lagorfuehror (C.s..up Loader). 

4. Lt first it was ry jLb 	oot huts and to provide clothing vehiolos etc. 
Later on I had t- make contrf.cts with civilians firms rogardinc ratizns, 
buildinv, and other natorials, 	thoref,ro 	tv.volling frequently, and 
was :often not insido tho camp f_x days. 

5. ,0 far as is kn 	to no there existed an order which forbade the bec.tia: 
of prisoners which w..o relso:ted in conference ovary mw and a. ain. Ls there 
wore causes to point  out this order I take it that prisoners voro boaton just 
the same) but I have nevor soon that. This order oriAnatod frAA 
Dionststo1lonloitor SCHJEC. I have never witnossod an oxocutiJn 	but 
I. know that on an occasion in 1.945  two guards woro shot for theft, othor'4so 
only POST told Lo about other oxocutins. I know nothing furthor about 
other oxocuti.ons. 

6. Lmongst prisoners I noticed several who-lookod sick or undornourishod. 
Therof-ro I must state that the 'prisoners wcro already brought into the carT 
in this undornourishod a,,nditi_n and that they rauainod inside lonor thz:n 
the usual period, as wall as the bad sanitary installatins inside the 
Tho ixolongati_n of the period of imprisnment to my rind was brought about 
by the failure of the officers wh had ordered the imvrisonment by not 
st7.ting the uxaot date of roloaso. 	I ft:, not know whether POST was ontitlod 
to . :Tolong the period of Ls...,)risonment. 

7. It is possible that Dr. MITSE nontionod the had conditions in the 
infirary, in which case I shul..7. have replied to hire that this Was a matter 

the camp commandant. Otherwise I merely signed lists for nocossary 
banda::os for--the modical ,ordorly JENS13N. 	ii.J far as food was concerned the 

/Prisoners 
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prisoners to ;Ay kn_wleo rocoivod thesamo rati. ns as numal civilian w.;rhars. 

b. 	I 	not kno7: how ;Aany 	 Clod Burin' the existonco 	the 
nor can I mako an estil;iato. 

5. 	I have never 1A)aton a :,,-,risnor t.T over shut 	nor did I over issue 
orders f r pria-;nors 	be beaten :A! sh.t. 	I had no authority t., do so. 

10. That is all I havo tu say a ut this. 

(Sii:nod) Hermann 3ickh....ff. 

by the said dopunont HorLiann :ICKHCFF, viAuntarily at FISCHE:OK on the 
4th. July  1 i47 bef..ro 1.J Staff Sor.:enat Dorek SHELTCNI  dotailod 
British Lriv of the Rhille. 

(Si:;,0,1) 	Shalt -n, S/SE;t. 
Invosti:ati n 

Wax Grilacs Gr:-.u1.-) (MIL) 
HQ. LV,Cit. 

CERTIFIED that this is a correct translation froE German into En;_;lish of the 
deposition ..f iieriAann EICKHc7F, v,arkod licr,)osition No. 4. 

(Signed) D.T. Stevons Sat. 
Field InvestiGation Sootion. 
(3. T. STEVENS). 
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Translation of 	 Deposition K0.48 

DEPOSITIOi'  

of 

Johannes 1-:_ichard  

Deposition on oath of i:ilheL1 Johannes ,ichard.R:,Z3E, nale, of Kiel, 
Kaiscrstr. 46, sworn before St. Geor:le Goddard Rpyal Fusiliers of 
Field Investipation Section, .i. ar Crimes Group (NdE) at KIEL on 
4 .,11[1.1st 1947. 

1. I 	 Johannes 1.ichard 	 on 19.8.07 in KIEL, 
e::.ployee by occupation and of GurAn nationality. 

2. few weeks apo I have co :,)ilud a list of prisoners deceased in 
the for:.cr ..EL 1101E—R1K. 

3. 1 was shown a list larld ExhilAt "B" today and recoLnise this list 
as the one co4iled by no and certify that this is an exact copy of the 
oriO.nal list of fonaer prisoners of the ,.1,L andRK who are buried on 
the EICHHOF cemetery in KIEL. 

4. That is all I have to say in this Liatter. 

(SiLned) Wilhe1.1 Raabe. 

Sworn by the said deponent 	Johannes Idchard R.LBE voluntarily 
at KIEL on 4. iaiimst 1947, before e , SerLeant Georp.e GODDLRD, Royal 
Fusiliers, detailed by the C.-in-C. Britishi-xlv of the Rhine. 

(6i_nc...) G. Goddard SEt. 
Investication Section. 

ar Crtles Group (ME). 

CERTIFI.ST that this is a correct translation fro.: Gerlan into EnLlish 
of the Deposition of A.lheLlJohannes Richard i6,LDE, larked Deposition No.43. 

G. Goddard S, ,t. 
FiAA InvestiLation Section. 

Group (NUE) 
(G. r,-;UJ:)..i;:ii) 
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P1.2HOLOGICL  

Suppleucnt to preliminary report, dated 26 June 1947. 

;Special ;:edical Section -;,eference: JEtc/71 -122. 

In this report only in cases where foul play took place arc the 
bodies dealt with. 

The bodies were buried in a soil which was a i.xture of sand and' clay. 
The bottom of the rave %/Els lined with cj'avel, and :lust have been formerly 
part of the Lake bed. The ages of the bodies exhuded varied fro about 
16 years to extrene old a2e. :::ost of the bodies -:iere reduced completely 
to skeletons, this bein due to the fact that they must have died in a state 
od extreme emaciation. The two bodies 97-93, both women, were re::arkably 
well preserved, undoubtedly due to -W.- fact that they both worked in the 
cook-house. 	It was i . )3siblu in ..au cases to `et out of the grave 
a complete body, as all the bodies had been thrown into the crave and hence 
libs, etc. were entangled. Whereevor possible the bodies were separated 
before 	from the grave. The six bodies in grave B were buried nuch 
uore superficially, and whereas in grave i. most of the bodies were buried 
without clothing, in grave D clothing was on 5 of the 6 bodies. Grave B 
consisted of a trench at the botto.; of which was a large drain.. -Ls :lost 
of the bodies were siqply skeletons, the examination consisted of cleaning 
all the bones and exaAiniiK the bones themselves. 

BODY NO. 78  Body of a man, buried with no clothing or other means of 
identification. Death was due to shooting through the base of the skull, 
the exit hole beinL in the region of the right eye. 

LCDY NO. 79  Body of a male, buried without clothing or other means of 
identification. Death was Cue to shooting through the base of the skull. 

BODY NO. 81  Body of a :Ian, buried in unistcoat, shirt; and jacket. 
pockets contained tobacco tin and matches, reel of cotton, a pair of scissors 
a fountain-pen and 1 I.:ark, also an identification disc No. 72273/AELw  
The eleventh and twelfth ribs on the ritht side showed-  small nicks 
which marked the entrance of two ::.issiles into the upper abdomen. Death 
was_due to shooting fro..; the back. 

BODY NO. 88  Body of ammo  164 cm in heir ht. The body of this 	was 
moderately well preserved, although buried without any clothing. The body, 
however, showed multiple fractures including fracture of the left orbit. 
Ribs 4p-5.6 and 7 were fractured on the left side, and rib 3 on the right. 
The right pelvis was also fractured. 	These :.ultiple in juries would not 
have been caused during the exhumati:m and i.lust have occurred before the 
b:dy Was buried. Whether they occurred before or after death cannot be 
stated owing_ to the advanced state of decomposition of the body. It is 
quite possible that this man .1(..t his death fro:a maltreatlent which caused 
these multiple fractures. 

BODY I. 91  Body of a Linn, dressed in three pairs of civilian trousers, 
1 calico jacket, 1 corduroy jacket, 1 shirt, 1 :r.:- lien vest, l_pair of 
long -woollen underpants. Contents of pockets: piece of GeroLan Newspaper, 
1 reel of yellow thread, 1 gra.loh:ne needle-box, 1 pencil, 1 piece 
of glass, probably a piece of.: Arror. 	2 distinct bullet holes were 
found in the neck of his jacket, and death was due to shooting through 
the neck and the skull from behind. 

BODY NO. 92  Body of a man, buried without clothing. Death was due to a_ 
gunshot wound of the skulls _the entrance hole being in the back of the skull 
'Ind the exit hole in the forchea. 

/ BODY 
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BODY 	93  Dody 	-a 	buried LI a blue ho:leknitted pullover, blue 
shirt, woollen west with the na,:le HIIZE on the front of the west, Lreen 
coat and •trousers with ..larine,butt,ns, w•Jaen sacks 	boots. 	Death was 
due to a Eunshot wound of the skull. The skull was thick and shattered 
into Liany fra3Aents, and it is proba'Ae th".t after reconstructinc the skull 
it will show several entl 'nee holes. 

. LODY NO. 97 6: 93  pOdies 97 c:-.98 were :,uried in a piece of sackinE. 	Body 97 
was dressed in a niLht dress. Body 97 was the body of a woman with auburn 
hair, 158 en in hoiE ht. The body was extre:lely well 11v:served. Death was 
due to shoetin throuLh the neck fro;:: the :Jock, a ::.tall piece of bone was 
blown through the tissues of the richt side of the neck. BODY 98 

body of a wo:lan, buried in a pair of socks, 166 an in hciEht, reddish-brown 
hair. Death was due to shootinL through the neck at point-blank rancc, 
the neck still showed well _larked powder burns round the entrance holes, the 
lower jaw had been fractured by one of the -noshes. Death was clue to two 
junshot wounds throuLh the base of the neck. This body nust have been 
buried iaediately after death as certain post-orton changes which norlally 
disappear after about 5 days were still visible. 

BODY NO. 99  (Exhumed frog Grave B). Body of a nan, dressed in a ocean 
jacket and trousers with a blue cloth bnE in his pocket, lona underpants 
and a west. The contents of his pockets were: 1 blue handkerchief, 
1 metal comb, 3 plain rings, 1 torch bulb and 1 pencil, wounds throuch 
the back of the skull. 

BODY NO. 105  Body of clam, buried without clothinL. Death was due to 
Lunshot wounds of the skull, entrance holes was two inches above the left 
eye and exit hole in the base of the skull. 

The saall nuaber of photographs available at present 
are attached.- after reconstruction of the skulls and other bone 
injuries :ore photoLraphs will be available as exhibits. 

K. ;ant 
= 

1,:ajor 
Special ,Hedical Section, 

War Grilles Group (1i.W.E.) 
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Translation of 	 De.pc sitior 	.  

DEJ:CJI2IC:  

of 

Bruno DodwioreELLER  

Deposition on oath of Bruno Ludwi :IELLER, male, of OLDENBURG 1.0. Haarenufer 
36, sworn before S/Sgt. Derek SHELTCI:, 8th King's Royal Irish Hussars, of Field 
Investigation Section, 'jar Crimes Group (i:,IL) at ESELHEIDE on 25th April 1947. 

Bruno Ludwig LITMLER, waswarned that I au not coIrpelled to make a 
statanent if I do not desire to do so. Everything I say however, will be taken 
down in writing and meet' be used as evidence. I make this statement voluntarily, 
without pressure of the promise of personal advantages. 

2. I ala Bruno Ludwi MUELLER, born on 13 September 1905 in STRASSBURG. I am 
of G ermon nationality and I -;.-yer by profesoion. 

3. I joined the SS and the p.arty in February 1932. a the outbreak cf war 
I was chief cf the Gestapo in MLI-0.ZSHAFIL as Regierunc:srt and my corresponding 
rank in the SS was Sturnbannfuchrer. a the end of 1940 I was transferred to the 
R.S.H.A. Ant 38 (Voikstuna). There I rc=ined for one year. a the end of 
1941 I beer= chief of the Gestapo office in STET= and in .1,ugust or September 
1942 I was promoted to Oberreigierungsrt and to the corresponding rank in the 
SS, Obersturnibannfuchrer. At the end of 1943 I wa.s posted away to the North 
Ukraine and there was to becane coLlaander of the Sipe. I did not come to it any 
more, however, because of the retreat in the East. The next permanent appointment 
I received on 1.6.44 when I became commandor cf the Sipo in RCUEN/FRi,NCE. I was 
only there for a short time and in October 1944 I came to the Commander of the 
security police (Befchlahabor der Sicherheitspolizei) in PRZTUE as correspondent. 
On 14.4.45 I was transferred to KIEL as co...ander of the Sipe and remained there 
until the end of the month of Aril. 

4. As commander of the Sipo, the Kripo)  Stapo and Zollgrcnzschutz were 
subordinated to me. My task consisted of guaranteein:: the orderly work of these 
officers and to settle difficulties between the individual authorities. In view 
of the chaotic state of affairs and the continued attacks it was not possible to 
take over my duties fully. It was quite impossible to survey all happenings. 
Eventually an office was put at qi disf.osal in Ducppelstrasse and I lived in the 
guest house at the edge of NORD.:.ii(K Carp in KIEL-HA1SSE. 

5. During my ti:Ac of office in KIEL I sl ent about 4 to 5 d*s and nights in 
detachments. (Aussenstellen). Shortly after my arrival I officially inalected the 
AELNORDMARK. The co4.1p made a very good 114,ression on 	and I could not notice 
anything particular about the prisoners' appearance. I was also taken into the 
cookhouse and the food, according to what was presented to me appeared to me as 
sufficient. I was in a living but and can still remember having put a question to 
the camp commandant regarding blankets for the ,risoners. I was net in the 
infirmary nor in the detention cells. 

6. During iv time of office in KIEL I ,nly know of one case where an 
execution of 3 members of the guard company of a camp was carried out. It was as 
follawst- 	The Stapo chief SCHMIDT reported to me the arrest of several members 
of the Camp's guard company because in the course of their duty [13 sentries they 
had left their sentry posts during the night and had stela' rations from the 
prisoners' store. Furthermore they lied tried to incite the guards to mutiny cn the 
following morning. These people were interrogated by the Gestapo and the final 
report was j. ut before me. I iniodiately u&c a corresponding report to the 
Befehlshabor of the Sicherheitspolizei, BIEI.M;1'. A few days later BIERKIIMP rang 
me up in connection with another -ester and also informed me that he had ordered 
the im.ediate ahetin;:, of the three mutineers. I passe: on this order to the 
Gestapo by letter. I was informal later that the execution had taken place. 

/7. 
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Deixsition 
I-a-7e 2 

7. Ay; art from this execution f do nit know of any further shootinzs 
to have taken plooe durinL; my time of office in KIEL, ncr would I have 
permitted such shectinj,s under any circumstances. while living in the guest 
house in KIEL HASSE I never heard any shots ncr aia I see a guard beating a 
prisoner. It also never cnx.ie to my cars at the tine that sh.:. otings took place 
or that prisonurs were beaten by the ;Li.rcis. As for as I know, beating of 
prisoners eras strictly prohibited. 

8. That is all I have to 	this :.:,.tter 	the ::oment. 

(Si:n d) Bruno =Kum. 

SKEW by-the said de„onent Brune L udwig 	voluntarily at ESELHEIDE 
on 25th April 194.7, before sae Staff Sergeant Derek SHELTON, detailed by 
0-in-C. British Army of the Rhine. 

(Sincd) D. Shelton, S/Sgt. 
Investigating N. C. O. 

CERTIFIED that this is a correct translation from German into English of the 
Dokesition of Bruno Ludwig EirfaJgk: marked Deposition No.1. 
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02ranslaticn of 	
coi tion No. 2D 

iouction No,  

DEI'CSITIuN 

of 

Johanncs loOST. 

I Ni Johannes -JAM, torn on 11 Novoo*cr 1906 in DLITZIG, of Gcr...an 
nationality, Kriminf_11 KoOissr ane. SS Sturml)annfuchror by profession. 
I joined the S41 in :Joeocr 1)30 ancl in Fobruary 1)31 I rocoivor ny nomborshlp 
Gard with the nurthcr 465273. 	I attondod sccond-_try school and loft after 
obtainin7  school cortific-to (Obersokundorcifo). 	4.,ftcr leaving socondary 
school I startcC in tho 1)usinoss profcssi,.n. 	Lftor havin,2  joined tho 
and the party I attondod difforont leadcr schools. 

As fr as I romemor SS Sturr.;b -.nt,fuohrcr Fritz SCFEDT ca.:.o to KIEL as 
chief of the Gestapo on 5 Folzuary 1944. 	On SCI-U IDT I s sugjostion at tho 
'1::eichssichorhoitshauptant in :orlin I y.'as given the task of constructing an 
LrlJoitsorziehun:sla::or in KIEL. 	SCRIM:a' was :1y direct superior, that moans 
all me:Ill:ors of tho Gestao in the Schloswig Holstein region woro subordinate 
to SCE:E./Pis discilin.ary powors of punishmont. I cannot say with cortainty 
in as how nuch SCH:TJT i3 porsonally rosponsi7ao for tho oxccution of death 
sentences cf 1-Jrisonoys as I t20 not know which povors of punishmont ho hold 
in his capacity Gosta;o Chief. 	It is cor..cct that ho could inflict punish- 
monts . of imprisonment. I cannot remombor. that SCHIMfil was prcsont during 
any exocutions or punishments by boating respoctivoly, but thore is a 
possibilty that he right havo boon thorn. 	4.1.11 oxecutions during which I was 
prosont or which I carried out mysolf accordixv to orders, woro ordorcd by 
SCE= or those orders voro passod on by him to mo rospcctivoly. All those 
orders wore either given orally or by writi/v. 	SCIE.I.CIT nada it ny duty to 
be available in tho camp at any tiro whonovor any execution took :laco in tho 
AEL NOLfi:d2R. :;cing asked I state that win:riff always ondoavourod to inprovo 
the sanitary conditions in tho camp and to stop ovorcrowding. 	It is corroot 
that SCliaDT had continually forbiddon the beating; up of camp inmatos. On 
the othor hand huuovor, tho prisonors in camp who :ore under the operation 
of SS Untersturnfuohror ST„EGLICH were to my knowledgc beaten daily on SCILEITis 
orders. Tho prisoners from this oporati.m fillod the infirmaries and wore 
shot on ordors of SS Untcrsturnfuohrer ST,',EGLICH, who in turn rocoivod his 
directives .and ordors from scflamcc and 1.11JELLEIZ. 	The SS Untersturnfuchrer 
STAEGLICH had been riven leave of a7)sonce from all duties since approximately . 
one year on account of his special methods -Alla working on Gestapo cases. 
Tho official reason for his leave were irro,:ularitics which had taken place 
in his case. This STAEGLICH was roturned to duty by SCIE.iIDT and 
subordinatod to him personally. Ho WOB -:ivon his own dopartncnt (Reforat) 
and acted complotoly on his own. If I rumcmbor corrootly STAEGLICH began 
his operations in autuln 1944 and it lasted up to tho collapse in Spring 1945. 

SCHI.I.DT was a vory'nuch reserved character, a so called odd person whose 
psychological makc up one could not judo. I should like to rack hin as a 
strong willed and exceedingly active person. 

1.ry attention has boun drain to the fact that I cannot be compallud to 
nalco any statoment, and I recognise to havo mado this statonont voluntarily, 
Furthormoru I 	informod that ny writton statonont nay be used in court 
as ovilonce. 

(Signed) Johannes Post. 

SjC-i:N 1)y the said dopunont Johannes POST, voluntarily at the London District 
Gage, London, on 2nd. Juno 194.7, before r.io Charles Egon KAIMZ, hajor, 
detailed by C.-in-(. 73ritish 2a.ny of the 'Rhine. 

(Signed) Kaisor 
Investigating Officer. 

/CERTIFIK, 
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CMCIFLI,  that this is 	corroot traiy..4.1ation froLl Gcr:-.1r_..n into English of 
tho stateriont of Johanna:3 LUST, 71arkcc] 	 No. 2:,. 

(Sic,no(3) 	Godclara Sgt. 
Field Invostigaticn Sooti,-)no 
".;ar Criilos Group (Nal). 
(G. GOID;;i:D). 

• 
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Tr.: nslotion of :-Jo- osition No. 2. 
i)roduction No. 

  

of 

Johannes POST.  

I a::: Johannes POST, torn on 11 frove.:5e: 1908 in DANZIG-, of German 
nv.tionality, KriL.in.alila.d.lissar and SS Sturo:oannfuehrer 1-y profession. 
I joined the SA in Bece,ober 1930.a.n1 in re'oruary 1931 I -oeceive...1 .12/ 
card with the nuaer 4.65273. 	1. Lttende-  -C 	2"; 	 left 

after obtoinino school certificate 	 „fter leaving 
secondary school I started in the 'ousiness 	 ..r hovino joined 
the SA and the party I attendc.d clifferont lender schools. 

1. At the end of April 1944 I 	 th.e. 	.ay th..n chief 
the SS .Sturfabannfuehrer 	to build an "ArbeitserziohunLslaoor" 
the outskirts of KIEL. 	This order was Liven to SCI-LIIDT from BEiiLIN who 
had passed it on to me. 	In the beriinnino of Eroy 1944 the construction 
began and was about half finishee when I left the camp on 3.5.1945. 
In the meantime I took on the rank accordinz: to :...o/position in the caul 
which was under construction. 	I was not Camp 03...d.lanclant, i.e. I had 
to obey all orders froa 1.1y superior Fritz SC1-11I.DT, while as Carl) 
Co:oraandant I would have been subordinate to DEILLIN and received ay 
!irectives from there. 

2. The new cacro to be erected was built by labour detailed by the police 
president of KILL. 	It was also his duty to look after accommodation, 
fc.sedinL and guardinE this labour. 	The first 100 prisoners for the i.EL 
NORDI,iARK. ,.7cre taken over into the new carp in the second h.'.lf of -the 
ioonth of august 1944. 	This fiLure rose until no-oroxil.r_ltely October or 
Novol.lber 1944 respectively up to about 250 prisoners and by New Year 19/1 )1/45 
it 	have arisen, up to about 380 to 4.00 prisoners. Between April-  1945 
and the beginning of lay 1945 there were at least 3000 persons ernoolecl into 
the cazro. This flour° however still varied daily and on several days 
it even rose over the 4000 mark. Lakino  use of all the accp:Imodation 
provided one could have been able to accoLoioclato ::'.;out 1,500 people. 
With all powers at ray disposal I endeavoured to stop this .andness by 
repeatedly aw,roachinL ray coraionder SS Oberstruobannfuehrer Bruno 1.TEL1E 
as well as his deputy SS Sturrobannfuchrer Fritz SCI-.11)T. 	Purth.er:oore 
I always directed the individual drafts arrivi:Lo at ti-Le carp. to the 
competent authorities who could accoi.nodote theo. 	Apart fro. this we 
released prisoners f000. ,00rninv till nioht. 	The latter wao not done 
as up till then by one -.1.n but nu by four people without interniption 
from morning till late in the eveninL. 	I also succeeded to aecoollodate _ 	- hessian P6„0„.0. 0  French N.C.O.s, Polish Staff Officers Amerioan 
civil an internees etc. in other caraps an T: thereb;; relieve the ALL NORDY.ARK. 

3. The food in AEL NORL-LitliE. was froli the :2c:.:inninf: until the -4.ry end 
sufficient, and beyond reproach in every respect. The accaoraodation was 
sufficient for the normal strenLth of the camp. Sanitary conditions for 
normal strength and taking the fact into consideration that the cat.ip was 
still under construction, that means it woo; a yoillino< site, equally 
adequate. 	Naturally considcrinp •these questions 	has to take into 
appropriate account the date on which the co :.1.32 was mein` built, when there 
wore air-raids almost daily. 

4. The period of punishment in ALI Nata-L,1Z::, lasted fro:. 7 ul) to 56 
days. The referatsleiter of the Stantspolizeistello were entitled to award 
such punish tents. 	Apart fro(' then noturoily their superiors, the 
/,bteiluni_sleiter and also  the  chiefs  of the Lussenstellen a x1 Grenzpolizei- 
kuamissariate. 	Si.lailer coup punishoents such .-o;tl,. -.-titWrawol of the 

/ wani 
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wan:: Lieal for a day, close arrest i ,r three days, additi 	after 
working hours etc. 	 by the .Z,u,fuehrer, the 1,- erfu.._,Iirer and thc.: 
other F.C.O.s. 	 rangy e I have 	awardoC 
Punisk„:ents of beatin up 1.- erc forbid(7.!en. 	It :.ay 	 however, 
that certain squads who -a,.r.; sent !)y th, chief of the -stapo into the ea:1p 
to (),.) their investiLations f%11,1 interroations w,..:re issued -.ii ;h appropriate 
special powers. 	I have not orderef' on 	gan initiative i11-treatitent or 
even shootinE or harrinzs. 

5. I was not entitled to arranLe independently for so,Ae one to bc 
sent to the ;XL. 	Neither wits I unpowurc,: to decide on releases, prior to 
the date c,iven without thu consent of those who ordered the ..fen's 
iuprisonrsicnt in the ca:2p.- FurthurAore I was not ,:ntiticd to award 
prolonEation of iTaprisonnent on _y g.rn account nor .]id I have the riLht to 
refuse ad%ittanco to a draft of prisoners sent to the canp. 

6. - I reucnber that but 30 persons belonjav to "Operation STLLGLICH" 
(..lost of whoa wriJrc sick) were shot b.7,,  order of hi: ler authorities. 	This 
.1iLht have halvened in 4ril 1945. 	I was present for n short time during the 
execution which liras carried out by Oherscharfuehrer 	and an SS 
:Ian unknown to :AG and there delivered the coup dc `race to one of the dyinL 

I also learned about another shooting which occurred at L3IJ 
approxiLlately at the end of :nrch or beginning cf sr.pril 19l.5 respectively. 
To uy knowledLe 28 prisoners of a draft of concentration cop in:lotus or 
other conm:'.cts in transit were shot because they had mutinied during. the 
crossing fro. East Prussia, and had looted refuLecs property. This 
shooting was carried out by :lumbers of the ,iehrilacht, s:) I was told as I was 
on leave or away on duty at the tlele. 	If I a:1 accused of having fired 
three shots at a :::an sufforini fro:.: o:AO f-at disease and he only died 
after the third or fourth short, I hereby declare that this statonent is 
false as I have never done any such thing. 	The ca.-) uedical orderly's 
statenent that I have forbidden for any sick to be transferred to a civilian 
hospital is correct._ In the beginning all sicl: were sent to civilian 
hospitals. 	Later, however, this z+-1s stopped on orders fro.:. higher authorities 
because of the loss of several hospitals clue to bo;Abin;:. 	It is wrong 
that the medical orderly was threatened to be sent to a concentration ca:ap 
in case he should disrer,ard this order. 	I fol.:. hi_ that this was an order 
by higher authorities !-Ild its disobeyAent -would mean disciplinary punishment. 
Thu rciAark the sick would now have to die in coop is probably a Statcoent 
taken out of its text and certainly was not said by -ie in this fora. It 
is completely wrong it it is stated that I rejected the cirri doctor Dr. 
Piall 'E or forbade to have sick people brou:ht to hi:1. 	It is correct that 
I have proposed Dr. FiL'1._2I; and that he was appointed ca:Ap Doctor on 
proposal. 	1,s far as I re,Acubur there was never any diversion of opinion 
or unfriendly exchnnLe of words between Dr. ritEESE and ,lyself. In 
1945, two wo7lon 	"OperationSTLEGLICH" were shot by Oberscharfuchrer 
DiaThiitlIN and :lyself on orders of SS Sturannfuehrer SCILDT. 	apart fro:.i 
this I have taken part passively  in but three executions by hanging anA 
a further execution by shoatin. 	1,t the above nenti:,ned executions I have 
merely taken part in 	capacity as Senior Rank in the Coup without having 
taken any active part nyself. 

7. Until about Deceuber 1944, i.c., roughly during the first 5 uonths 
of the caHp's ex istence includiniT the time.froI:ay until august 19L4, 
in which the prisoners were detailed for work by the police president 
KIEL there were according to ,:ay estimate about 10 deaths to reidster. 
This figure includes those wh.:. dieirthrouvh sicimuss, those shot while 
tryinL to escape, those haviiv caitted suicide - and prisoners who died by 
execution. 	In the ilonths fro,: Dece_ber 1944 until 4ril 1945 i.e. in the 
f ollowm 5 ::onths according 	c.stiat..: a total of about 100 pers_711s lied. 

/ In 
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In addition there wore :'r)out 30 prioners ;ho Cied throuJI air-raids. 
in the fi .,:ure of 100 are about 30 prisoners inclu6ed who as :acntioncd 
under Para 6 wore shot by a ehrriacht unit in transit. 

3. 	To :Ay knowled,e there is a 	Llrave of a7Jout 35 to 40 persons 
in the ca:..p. 	These are the people :Iontioned 	71L under pra 6 fro- 
operation STI,EGLICH. Ls far as I know there taro no ;raves under the 

foundations of the build inks. ThLs 	however, 	possibly in one 

case when two icussians were shot urC.er mrtial law, 

9. 	Ls far as I can re:..e 	durin: the ti;.:e in which I wr., .s active in 

the camp no one was shot 1.:y 	apart fro the 	-;,o ,enwho.1 I had to 

shoot by special order. 	,.,Dart fr-Al that as far as I know I have in one 

or two cases Liven the coup do brace to the dyirk. 	I have kills,  no-one 

on :Ay own inititive, i. e. without special order. 

L was warned that I cannot be coupellcd to .inku a state:lent and I 
rococnisu to have ::,nde this statu_ent voluntarily. Furthcmore, I 	s informod 

that this .13,  written state:Aunt ay 	used as evidence aLainst 	in court. 

I point out that ,Ay ftith is "LuttlneubiL". 

($irmed) July:Jules Post. 

by the said deponent Johannes POST, voluntarily at the Lyndon District 

ThLe, London on the 2nd June 1947, before me, Cha=t..: 	on 	 iinjor, 

detailed by 0.-in-C. British ,.-1.1y of the Rhine. 

(siLned) Kaiser 

Investii;atinL Officer. 

TOI:TIPED that this is n correct translation fro,1 German in:) LriLlish of 

th2 statement of Johannes POST, marked Deposition No. 2L. 

G. Goddard St. 

FieY Invustiationction. 
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Translation of 	 Dopositiun No. 2D. 
PrJauction  No.  

DEi2eSITICN 

of 

Johannos  

I an Johannos it:ST, born on 11. N.vembor 1)00 in :),.,NZIG, of Gorman 
Kriminal Kc_crAssar and SS Sturmbannfuehror by pr..tossiun. 

tho SA in Docombor 1930 and in 2cbruary 1931 I rocoivod ny mamborship 
card with the number 465273. I attondod the secondary schoA and loft after 
Utaining school cortificato (Cbersokundaroifo). 	J',fter leavin,] socondary 
school I startod in the business profossic.n. 	After havia! joino0 the party 
and SA I attended different loader schools. 

I can make the followiry! statonont as rogards the person of 
Cocrsturmbannfuohror LUDLIZic, Drum who was the Chief of Gestapo KIEL froi-:. 
the and of Larch 1)45 until the end. f the war: 

Oborsturmbannfuohror 1,IEJMtWaS in ay opinLin a quiet, high Lindecl and 
sonsativo char actor who was ctplotely bowildorod by the extori_r circunstancos 
in Goruany at the tine and thorof ro incapable of any positive wJrk or issuilv 
orders or loader-ship, rospoctivoly. • In his capacity of Kommandour dor 
Sichorhoitspolizoi (counandor 	tho security polico) all orders regarding 
executions etc had to bo given by ymnaa or passed on by him, rospuctivoly. • 
11=Z know of the state of affairs at AEL miaLax as ho lived thorn himsolf. 
;UELIM was ondoavourin,; to imprevo the unbearable conditins in tho 

Durin7 the period whorlilMaJZZwas Kormandour of the Sichorhoitsploizoi in 
KIEL shootings as woll as hanAngs and punishnonts c.f boatin! wore inflictod. 
I do nut know howovor, whothor those punishuonts more ordorod by DEILER, or 
whothor they more only passed on thr,u:!11 him. 

iiy attontiun has been urarm tc: the fact that I an not conpollod to uako 
any statomont and I recognise that I have nado this statonont voluntarily. 
Purthoruoro I was informod that this, my written statonont may bo used in court 
as ovidonco. 

(Si - nod) Johannos Post. 

Waidl by the said dopunont Johannos 	tluntarily at the London District 
Uage, London on 2nd. June 1947, before no, Charles Ei-:on 
dotailod by C.-in-C. .- ritish Lxmy of the Id-lino. 

(Si;:noa) Kaisor :ajor, 
Invostis;atin Cfficor. 

CEZTIFELJ'7  that this is a correct translation fron Gorman into English of 
the statemunt of JJhannos 	narkod Doil:sition No. 2D. 

(Si;;nod) G. Goddard Sit. 
Field Investigation Section, 
".;r1r Crimes Group (NMI). 
(G. GUI)L,',10). 

js • .•411i 
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Translation of 	 DoL)ositi,n is 2C 
Production  

of 

Johannos  

I 'J1 J._hannos POST, 7:.,-=rn 11 Nivor.11or 1)OL, in 7)anzig, 	ornan 
Nationality and Krin:'.inalkomissar and SS Sturnbannfuohrcr y izofessi_n. 
I joined tho S.; in Dcconbor 1930, and in Pobruary 1931 I recoivod ny 
card with the nunbor 05273. 	I attondod soc.mdary sch. 1 and loft after 
obtainim: school cortificto (Cbersokundaroifo). Aftor loavin socundary 
school, I startod in the business i)r_fossion. after havin: juinod tho SA 
and tho party I attcndod differont loador sch J1s. 

Untorsturnfuohror STAEGLICH'z t2.sk c nsisto: of unccvorin: and dostroyirv7 
individual rosistanco 2,.rups fur nod by f_ruign workers within the aoich. 
This task was givon tu hit; by his supori.r, SS StuniiLannfuohror SCHildr. 
For this purpuso ho was given special :::.-.7ors 4 sc-rnavr. 	At STAEGLICHIs 
suggosticn pooplo wero executed ropoatodly. 	I also know that tho non 
attachod to STAEGLICH woro boating and i1l-trpatin4; their prisoners. The 
people shot in onsoquonco of uporati-m STAEGLICH wore costly buried in tho 
camp. The sA.itary cilfinement building of AEL NC-XI:ARE: WAS under STLEGLICH's 
orders in as much as all i-risoners frum his operation wore kept thoro. In 
this 'Juilding people also frozo to death which was not duo tu insufficient 
hoating, however, but duo tu chaining ordered by STABGLICH. I only know of 
ono case in this building whon suno-.)no was shut while trying to oscapo. 
rioing asked, I state that I cunsidor ST;LEGLICH rosponsilA.o fur the ill-treat-
ment and sho-tings cumuittod by hiusolf and his nen in as far as thoSo worn 
ordered on his own intiiativo. I am not in a 	 to state how nary 
pooplo dioe :ough operation STAEGLICH. I romonbor one case however whore 
about 30 pof.,..c who, being sick and unfit for work, wore lying in tho 
infirmary of AEL NU-idi;A1K4 and wore shut on STLEGLICH's orders. 

STAEGLICH is a man full of- onerc-7 wh, worked with a strung will and 
fanaticism. His ambiti:,n and ogoisL made MI-2 ..f ton lust his torpor and go 
to far. 	Ho is one of thus° mon wh- always su,:.,-)oso the worst in others, so 
far that he showod no objectivity while conductin; a trial. 

I havo boon warno.1. that I cannot be c-mpolle,_7. to nako any statement and 
I recognise tu have made this statement voluntarily. Furthor;:.Lre I wa 
inf -omod that this, my written statanont T.Inv 	usod in court 	ovidonce. 

(Si :nod) Johannos Post. 

by the said deponent Johannes PCST, voluntarily at .the London District 
Ga70, London on 2nd. Juno 1)47, bof:To 	Charles Egun KAISER, liahor, 
dotailod by 0.-in-C. Dritish 	of the ;thine. 

(Signod) Kaiser, Major, 
Investigating Officer._ 

CERTIFIED that this is a corroct translati n fron Gornon int., English of 
tho state;ont of Johannes POST, marked 	 No. 20. 

(Signed) G. Goddard Sjt. 
Field Invostigation Section, 
War Grimes Group (NWE). 

(G. GODDARD). 
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Trmslytion ,,f Deeesition No. 2 E 

 

erQducti:n No, 

  

DEPOSITIeN 

of 

Johannes l'OST 

I am Johannes PoST, burn on 11 Nevember 1)03 in D.,,V.ZIG, of German 
Kommiesar and SS SturmLannfuehrer by profeseion. 

I joined the SA in December 1)30 and in February 1)31 I received my 
membership card with the number 465273. I atten!_ed secondary sch.,e1 end 
left ".fter ubtaining school certificate (ebereckundareife). After leaving 
secondary achoul I started in the business profession. After having 
joined the SA and the party I etieJnded different leader schools. 

The 35 oberscharfuehrer aZNANN was camp leader (Lagerfuehrer) in 
the :DEL NJitDILLia. As such he was taken part in different executions 
passively and actively. I remember that DAUNAkiN shot propie who, on 
CIA:GLICH's suggestion, had been sentenced to death 	sctu.ax. These 
were people from the resistance movement, who were in the infirmary and wh_. 
were no longer fit, fur werk. According to STAEGLICH's statements the 

peoele concerned were functionaries of the resistance movement who were 
sentenced to death. I do not know that DAIMON shot or hanged people 
without having received orders. 'although 3ALEI1'III dig beat a prisoner now 
end again however, as far as I know the cases, one cannot speak of 
"ill-treatment". The above mentioned shooting took place in Spring 1945. 
'Regarding the order to shoot both the women, as far as I remember Ukranians 
this order was given by SCHMIDT. 	 received orders from me to take 
both women to the place of executien. As far as I remember I shot both 
women according to orders, in the presence of -eAtTileliF, 

I should like to describe DLITI,WINts character as through-out 
soldierlike. He distinguished himself by bravery and manly *1.2earance, 
which did-not prevent him, however, to show egoism occasionally for his 
advantage's sake. 

NJ doubt he outwardly is a bully who by his manners only wants to 
cover ua.:,  a certain personal weakness. 

My attention has been drawn to the fact that I au not compelled to 
make any statements, and I recognise that I have made this statement 
voluntarily. iurtherore, I uns informed that this, z.iy written statement, 
may be used in court as evidenc., 

(signed) Johannes POST 

3400 by the said deponent Johannes. POST, voluntarily at the London District 
Cage, London, on 2nd June 1)47 before me, Charles Egon ic,ISER, Major, 
detailed by C.-in-C. Lritish sa71y.  of the Ithine. 

(signed) Kaiser, Major 
Investigating Officer. 

CEraiTIFIED that this is a correct translation from Geriaan into En dish 

of the statement of Johannes ?JST, .narked Depositi.:n140. 2 E. 

(signed) G. Goddard, Sjt. 
Field Investigation Section, 
War Crimes Group (ME) 
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Translatknlof De-)osition No. 2F. 

....WWI WWII IP .111/. 

of 

Johannes l'oST 

I am Johannes POST, born on 11 Hover:Ler 1.-;6e in DAKZIG, of German 
natiinality, Kriainal Kommissar and SS Sturmbanmfuehrer by profession. I 
joined the SA. in December 1)30 and in February 1931 I received my uemberahkl,  
card 	the number 465273. I attended secondary school and left after 
obtainini school certificate (Obersekundarelife). After leavinE secondary 
school I started in the business profession. After havin joined the SA, 
and the party I attended .7.ifferent leader schoels6 

The SS Untorsturnfuehrer EICKHOFF was my deputy in the AEL TiolatIARK. 
Hi3 duties eiainly consisted of obtaining building and fitinE out uaterials 
fur the camp. I do not remember whether EICKHoFF has ta%en part in any 
executions, there may be this possibility hmever. He was away a treat 
deal and very rarely was he in the cam:: for several consecutive_ days. I 
cannot say with certainty in as how much EICKHOFF knew of the different 
happenings in the camp. 

EICKHOFF is an open decent character who was also well liked as he 
showed great comradeship. His nature is an open ana unselfish one. 

My attention has been drawn to the fact that I cannot be compelled 
to make any statement, and I reco:nise to have made this statement 
voluntarily. Furthermore I was informed that my written statement m4v be 
used in court as evidene(,,. 

(siLned) Johannes POST 

S-.."oal by the said depenent Jehannes POST, voluntarily at the London Distric', 
case, London on 2nd June 1947 before me, Charles E0- on ic.,IsEa, Major 
detailed by C.-in-C. 13ritish Army of the ithine. 

(sir7ncd) 11aiser,"ajur. 
Investigating Officer. 

CEZ.TIFIED that this is a c,rrect translation from Geraan into English of 
the statement of Johannes Post, marked Deposition No. 2 F. 

(sijled) G. Goddard, Sgt. 
Field Investigation Sectien, 
Wat Crimes 'Group (ra) 

0 
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Translation of 	 De .osition No. 3 K 

FURTHER DULOSITICI: 

of 

Otto :arc:Liz: 

Deposition on oath of Otto 3AUE.Z.N, male, at ;resent interned at 
N0.2 JCHC, FISCHDECK, sworn before Staff Sergeant Derck SHELTCE", 8th 
King's Regal Irish Hussars, of Field Investigation Suction, War 
Crimes Group (ITWE) at HA1,27URG-, .i.LTCHL.„ on the 22nd day of July 194.7. 

1. I Otto IVIZIAMT, have to make the following amendments to m 
statement about Sturnscharfuehrer &Emma of the 11th June 1947: 
After I had gaorn and signed the abov. ::ientioned statement I 
remember that I made a mistake. In this statement I said that I had 
seen through the window how STENDER beat prisoners during 
interrogations. That is net the case. 

2. The reom in which STENDER conducted interrogations was 
later on taken over by Oberscharfuohrer Jonny JUET.GU:S and I have 
often seen him brutally boating prisoners during interrogations in 
the evening, with the result that prisoners were blecdin- frcal the 
face. 

3. As for the rust of ny knowledgo my statement about Sturmschar-
fuchrer STENDER is correct& 

(Signed) Otto ThilliiiiNN. 

SWORN by the said deponent Otto lari::NN voluntarily at 	4ILTONA 
on the 22nd July 1947 before no Staff Sergeant Derek SHELTON, detailed 
by 0.-in-C British Any of the Rhine. 

(Signed) D, Shelton, S/Sgt. 
Field Investigation Section, 
•.iar Crimes Group (ffX) 
H.Q. DAOR. 

CERTIFIED that this is a correct translation from Gorman into English 
of the further deposition of Otto:I:al-L:11N, marked Deposition No.j.KA 

	  Sgt. 
Field Investigation Section. 
(7:,.T.STEVENS). 
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Translation of 
	

Deposition No.3 J 

CSITIC: 

of 

BAUI.LIZT 

Deposition on oath of Bii.umANN, Otto, Licael  of IIILDBAD/SCELARZIALID, 
Bismarckstr. 65, ,,Iworn before Maj. KAIS12, C.E., Gen. List of No.1 
War Crimes Investigation T.an 	 lia:Daai l  on 11th June 1947.   

I was warned that I cannot be compellel to nake a statement an" 

that it is loft to r.7 choice Whether to sign or swear on it. I was 

told as well, however, that each statement made by me may be used as 

evidence against me in Court. I an fully aware of those points 

explained to me and make, sign and swear on this statement voluntarily 
and without conpulsion. 

I have to make the folio-6.1.v; stateLlent n STS EGLICH who 	the 
interrogation officer of the calll 

STZZLICH was directly subordinate to SCIL:i1DT I s cor.uand. He had full 
power over the prisoners under him, They were political prisoners, 
and as regards then he was put on a par with the coup commandant. He 
was the one who augz;ested to SCIllIDT as to whc was to be shot or 

executed and he was the one to delf.ver to LOST the execution orders 

given by SCHMIDT. I have never ::!0`)11 him present during any execution 
but he was only there afterwards tc chock up en the dead. STAEGLICH 

behaved himself tovP:rds the prisone::L; •-!.Lth beastly brutality and beat 

thou in the nost brutal form. I %aye :c.7equently seen myself when I 

looked through the window into the room in which he interrogated the 

prisoners. STAIZLICH was re s,,on :Able for all political prisoners who 

were under his comand and who were accomucdated separately from the 

other prisoners in the detention cells. In r.zr opinion, STAEGLICH 

carries the responsibility for all prisoners murdered, as his suggestions 

wore approved by SCHAIDT without any questions i.e., Safi:a:DT obtained 

confirmation of these sentencos fron ILIlV. 	STAEGLICH also gave me the 

order to have the prisoner's feet chained as I has.1 protested that these 

people had to live with chaino.: hands for weeks on end. STAEEELICH I s 

reason for this measure was suspicion of escape. As I protested 

against the treatment of these prisoners several times STiLEGLICH in a 

sharp tone called ray attention to the fact that I had no right to care 

about the prisoners. 

(Signed) Otto 3.%1EILDIN. 

SWOIN by the said deponent Otto BAUMANN voluntarily at TOMATO, 111N I, 

before no, Maj. 	 C.E., detailed by a-in-C Dritish Arry of the Rhine. 

(Signed) Kaiser, Itaj. 

Investigating Officer. 

CERTIFIED that this is a correct translation from German into English 

of the statement of Otto BAUMANU -larked Deposition No.3 J. 

S:t. 
1...c is.: invosti .tion Sec tic,n 
(G. GO -ULM) 

• 

■ 
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Deposition No.3C 

DE'OSITION 

of 

Ott, BALI? ANN 

Deposition on oath of Otto BLUM,,NN, male, of .[ILDBLD/SCH:AR:1:::ALD, Bismarckstr. 
65, sworn before Major 	C.E. , General List of No.1 Team, Field 
Investigation Section, aar Crimes Group (ir..7,) at TOl.iLTO/IUNDEN on 11th 
June 1947. 

I was warned that I cannot be compelled t„ make a statement and that it is 
left to my choice whether to sign of swear on it. I was told as well, 
however, that each statement made by me may be used as evidence against into 
in court. I am fully aware of these points explained to me and make, sign 
and swear on this statement voluntarily and without compulsion. 

I have the 'desire to make the followin,-; statement on EICKHOFF, Hermann, 
who was deputy camp Commandant. 

To my knowledge EICKHOFF spent only a little time in the camp. E.% was ioostly 
away to collect rations, clothin3, and other necessary materials f,r the 
camp and its leadership. 

I cannot remember to have seen EICKHOFF at any executions. To my knowledge 
he had no direct contact with the prisoners and issued no orders concerning 
them. 

(Signed) Otto Baumann 

VORN by the said Deponent Otto BAUMANN, voluntarily at TOMATO/MINDEN on 
11th June 1947 before me, Maj. KAISEIZ, C.E. detailed by C-in-C. British 
Army of the Rhine. 

(,irmed) Kaiser Maj. 
Investigatin; Officer. 

CERTIFIED that this is a correct translation from German into on lisp 
of the statement of Otto BAULUIN, uarked Deposition No.3C. 

(Signed) G. Goddard Sgt. 
Field Investigation Section. 
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Translatin T 

  

Deposition No.3D. 

   

  

of 

 

Otto  BLur,Lizr. 

Deposition on oath of Otto BitUMLIN, male, of ..'ILIa.D/SCH c‘RZI.L.GD, 
.73ismarckstr. 65, sworn before Major K...ISTZ C.E., Gen. List of No.1 
Team, Field Investigation Section, ..Tar Crirdes Group (NTi) at TOLL'.TO/MII■MEIri 
on 11th June 194.7. 

I was warned that I cannot be compelled to make a statement and that it 
is left to my choice whether to si or swear on it. I was told as well, 
however, that each statement made by me ray be used as evidence against 
me in court. I am fully aware of these points explained to me anA.: make, 
sign and swear on this statement voluntarily and without compulsion. 

I have to say the following on JENSbEN who ..as responsible for the 
infirmary and who was medical orderly: 

JENSSEN's behaviour towards the sick I should like to describe with one 
sentence. Unless the prisoner came to the infirmary with his head under 
his arm he was thrown out by JENSSEN.. ith this I want to say that 
JENSSEN only cared for the most serious cases. JENSSEN participated with 
me in different shootings and on the whole was regularly present during 
all executions. He was subordinate to the ordersTof the camp Commandcult 
POST. I cannot say anything about JENSSEN's duties within the infirmary 
as I had no connections with him. 

(signed) Otto BLUMON 

SJORN by the said Deponent Otto B...UKANN, voluntarily at TOMLTO/LiliU]N 
on 11th June 1947 before me Maj. K.ISER C.E. detailed by C-in-C. British 
:,rrry of the Rhine. 

• (Signed) Kaiser Maj. 
Investigating Officer. 

CERTIFIED that this is a correct translation from German into -2nglish 
of the statement of Otto H_U_L:,NN, marked Deposition No.3D. 

(Signed) G. Goddard Sgt. 
Field Investigation Section. 
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Translation of siticn Ne.3E 

 

DELOSITIC: 

of 

Otto z.:am 

Deposition on oath of CTTC 	(i:rac.) of -JILDBAD/SCH■litiALD, 
BISWIRCKSTR. 65, s‘yorn before ",:aj. 1;.:LISER C.E. Gen. List. cf No.1 
War Crimes Investigation Teau at TaiiiTO, 	cn the 10th Juno 194-7. 

I was warned that I cannot be ccupellea to :lake a statement and that 
it is left to ;:ly choice whether to aim or 3%7C TAX* 	 I was told as well, 
however, that each statement :.lade by lae 	1)e use 	evidence against 
me in Court. I au fully aware of these points ex.„1.cinecl to me and make 
sign and swear en this statement voluntarily and w-ith&, t compulsion. 

I have to make the following statement cn SCE.iIDT, Fritz who, was chief 
of the Gestapo in KIEL. 

In riy opinion SCHMIDT was responsible for the city and the happenings 
inside it and must have known about everything. SCHIaDT gave all orders 
for executions (Shootings, hangings) to LOST who was Ca.;ap Commandant. 
I was once together with three other guards, FRIESEN, FISCHER and JENSEN 
given the order by SCISIIDT to shoot 22 prisoners. I should like to point 
out, however, that there were written orders from BERLIN which I have 
seen Ryself. Naturally I do not know whether in sIngle cases SCHLaDT 
did niit issue orders for shootings or executions on his on initiative. 
I cannot remember ever having seen SCI-EaDT during an execution. 

(Signed) Otto BAUMANN. 

SWORN by the said deponent Otto BAUL:Aiil: voluntarily at TCliitTO, LINDEN. 
before me Maj. KAISER C.E. detailed by 	 British AxTay cf the Rhine. 

(Signed) 	Maj. 
IrrrLstigation Officer. 

CERTIFIED that this is a correct translation from German into English 
of the statement of Otto BAUKANN uu-ked De coition No.3 E. 

	Sgt. 
Field Investigation Section. 
(G. Goa,4aD). 
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Translation of 	 Do; osition No. 3 F  

DZ. CST" ICII  

of 

Otto 2.i17. :ATI I  

reposition on oath of Otto 7.3AULIANN mr...le, 	TILDaD/SCHWAItZWALD, 
Dismarekstr. 65, sworn before Maj. 	• C. E. Gen • List, of No. 
1 Teal), Field Investigation Section, 	Crimes G-roui 
at TOLATO/MIN DEN on 11th Juno. 1947 

I have to make the following statement cn SI1ENDEit, 	who was 
originally a guard N. C. O. and later on bee ame interrogation N. C. O. 
with STAEGLICH: 

As long as STENDE.a was a guard N. C. 0. I do not know anything to say 
about him. Later on, I believe it /as January or February 194.5 when 
he became an int e rregaticn IT. C. C. I have seen through the window on 
several ::cc asi en s how he beat the prison ors' f:,.ces with his hand in 
the most brutal ..-:(..nner. 	I should like to feint out. that STENDL1 
was a tall and strong ...an 'frith strikingly large ll'IM:13. As  long as  
STENDat. was guard N. C. 0. he commanded the. execution squad. One of 
STEN1Dal s methods was to hand over rri son er 3 	did not ,,rant to 
talk, to DIER and UNIT.C15:: who then beat the ixisoners half to death 
in the horse-stable and in the cells. I have l.ersonnlly seen 
yrisoners who after days wore carried out of the cells as corpses. 
The cause of their death was continual and inhuman boatin g, an.rriod 
out by DIER and 1.311RUI. 

I was warned that I cannot be ecnielled. to make a statement and that it 
is loft to my choice whether to sign ur swear on it. I was told 
as welly  117y-fever that each statement made by no ra:7 be used as evidence 
against me in Court. I am allay aware of the se 	ts explained to 
me and make, sign and swear on this statement voluntarily and without 
compulsion. 

(Signed) Otte Daum. 

SWORN by the said dui onent Otto BATIILNII, ye lun tarily at TadATO/IIINDal 
on 11th June 1947, before 	latj 	C.E. detailed by C. -in-O 
British Ar..ly of the Rhine. 

(Signed) Kaiser Maj. 
Investigating Officer. 

ULATIFIED that this is a correct translation from Germann 'into English 
of the statement of Otto BADI.LANN, marked Deposition No. 3 F. 

	 Sgt. 
Field Investigation Section. 
(G. GODLY RD ) 

A 
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Translation of 	 Do .;sition No.3 H 

:LiZL-CSITIGT 

of 

Ctte 

Deposition on oath of Otto 	 of WIL11.34'ii)/SCH.;.;IZ;;LD, 
Dismarckstr. 65, s<-rern before Ha  j. 	C.E. Gen. List of Nc,.1 
Team, Field Investigation Section, 'Jar Crimes Groupi(WdE) at Tc.:,-,L.Tu/ 
-ivaNDLN on 11th June 1947.   

I was worried that I cannot be compelled to make a statement and that 
it is left to rDr choice whether to sign or swear on it. I was told. 
as till however, that each statement male by me my be used as 
evidence against me in Co.urt. I am fully aware of these points 
explained to me and Linke, sign and swear on this statcmrnt 
voluntarily and without co...fpulsions 

I should like to say the following on FORK, Hanst 

FORK come tc us in the c arai) in January or February 1945 and relieved 
STROM as guard N. C.O. The only thing I know about FORK is that 
as guard N.C.O. he commanded the execution squad. Otherwise I cannot 
report anything on FORK as he had no connection with the prisoners. 

(Signed) Otto DRUM NN. 

SWOldi by the said del,onent Otto D.ailifNN, voluntarily at TCI:A.riTO/in.;DE1 
on 11th June 1 947, before me, Maj. Kaiser O.E. detailed by C.-in-C. 
Dritish Army of the Rhine. 

(Signed) Kaiser 
Investigating Officer. 

CERTIFIED that this is a correct translation from German into 
English of the statement of Otto DAI.P...;.;iNN marked Deposition No.3 H. 

	 SE:t. 
Field Investi.tion Section. 

GODDARD). 
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Translation of 	 1.)o, osition No. 3 G 

 

DEICSITICT 

    

of 

Otto 	:ANN 

Deposition on oath of Otto 	male, of -JILDEAD/SCHliARZWALD, 
1-1 is. arckster. 65, sworn before Ma j. KAISM, C.E. Gen. List. of Nc.1 
Team, of Field Investiation Section, War Crimes Group (Mr') at 
TOILZOALINDEN on 11th June 1947. 

I have been warned that I cannot be compelled to make a st-atement ane. 
that it is left to ray choice whether to sign or swear cn it. I was 
told as well, however, that each state:lent made by Lie  1111W be used as 
evidence against me in C..urt. I al fully aware of those points 
explained to me and make, sign and swear cn this statement voluntarily 
and without compulsion. 

I have to make the following statement on aims who was also 
interrogation, N. C. O. in the camp. 

JAKODS Was directly subordinated to STAEGLICE. I 11-.ve also seen him 
beat prisoners with his hand during interrogation several times. I 
must point cut, however, that he practised these methods less than 
STAEGLICH and STENDEd. He preferrel to let this honourable work to 
carried out by his handy men DIER and U,a2UHE. I cannot say anything 
further about him with reference to the cani). 

(Sinned) Otto IALLUIIANIT. 

SV/0111 by the said deponent Otto LisarBIANN, voluntarily at TWATWI:INDEN 
on 11th Juno 1947,  before Lie, Na j. KLISER C.E., detailed by 0.-in-G. 
Dritish Amy of the Rhine. 

(Signed) Kaiser, Jk.j. 
Investigating Officer. 

CM?.TIFIED that this is a correct translation from German into En fish 
of the statement of Otto BLIZI;ANN, I tali: JO DC coition No.3 G. 

	 Sgt. 
Field Investigation Section. 
(G. GODDARD). 
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Translation of 

JELUSITIJR 
• • 	••••••-• sa..oalas.ovo 

of 

Otto :::4.r.L.N.11: 

Deposition on oath of Otto 	(ale) of -,-tua-,:,:,..)/scir.L.,:aa.L.LD, 65, sworn 1)efore 	 C.E. Gen. List of No. 1 'Jar Crimes 
Investioation Team at miLgu, LatIDB.i, on the 10th Jone 1)47. . 

I was warned that I cannot be coelle;.1 to make a statement and that it 
is left to rir choice whether to sign 	swear on it. I was told as well, 
hoviever, that each statement made by me uay be.used as. evidence against me 
in court. I a;1 fully aware of th;:se points ex:aained to me and :.sake, sign 
and swear on this statement voluntarily and-without compulsion. 

I am Otto ..o.-,U11*.IIN, born on 17. 3. 1)03 in STUTTG;LRT, mechanic and farmer 
by, profession, of protestant faith, arried and father of five children. 

1. ;Lt the end of June 1944 I was for duty to the 	Camp NORMLIIK 
KIEL-iLSSE and remained there until,2 May 1)45. 

2, ..From this moment onwards until approximately October 1944 I had to 
care for the gardeninc, the transport of petrol, oil and sand (material). 
This was the only respons:.bility I had to carry out in the camp at that 

3. From October 1944 onwards, however, I was ordered to shootings by the 
camp commandant POST. From this time onwards I was responsible to POST 
for the orders of shooting given by him to me. 

4. In my opinion the food was never sufficient, accommodation and clothing 
of the prisoners, however, was good. The infirmary was too small, the 
treatment of the sick, however, in my opinion was coed.-  

5. The strength of the camp in June 1944 was approximately 	Christmas 
1944 approximately 400 and on 2 May 1945 approxiIrtely 000 to 1000 prisoners. 
I should like to point out that first 100 prisoners were a working party 
detailed for the construction of the camp who lived in another camp, 
however, and who were brought in for the camp's construction daily. In 
each respect this froll:p,  was subordinate to-the police -:resi:ent. 

6. ;Ls far as I remember about 100 - 120 people were executed by shooting 
or han::ing durim7 the camp's existence. 

7. I do not know how many people died in the camp because of sickness 
or because of an accidont. Through Lai: food and a lot of work the 
prisoners were under-nourished and weakened and cut illnesses were the 
most common. 

8. I have taken part in five official executions with a weapon in my 
hand, i.e. I was ordered by the police doctor, who was present, to'cive 
the coup de grace to those prisoners who had not been killed by the 
execution squad but only wounded. I cannot re:Aember the naLle of the 
police doctor. I believe, however, that Dr. FREESE must know it. 

With reL:ard to the weapon in 7Ay hand I have taken part in three 
shootings which were not carried out in thL official manner, however, i.e. 
with firing squad, doctor, and where the prisoners had to line up in 
front of the firing squ d. They are tLe following incidnts: 
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(L) 	far ::4c, I reoco,:,cr it. woo in J:..nu:i.ry Jr Februory 1)45 when 
POST ordered me to take part in the shootings of prisoners. It concerned 
an order which had coo from:MLLE,' by teleprint. POST ordered ue to go 
down into the pit and there I had to shoot the prisoners who wore rushed 
into the pit from above. 	Those resisting this or these lying; on the 
round were shot by POST, FRIESEN, JENSEN, and FRikNZ outside the pit. 

The corpses were then thrown into the pit. iLs far as I remember 20 - 25 
people were killed on this occasion. The pit is 20 metres south of the 
mortuary. 

(c) One evening at the and of ;opril 1)45 POST ordered me to shoot 
approxioately 13 - 20 men. I carried out this shooting behind the 
mortuary and had the cuards FISCHEal 	 (J. NSEN ,ANJ IALZTAIEF with 
10 tJ help. 

(d) Four or five days 1. to SC71.1,11fl or ored .o to shoot a :-xoup of 
about 12 - 15 prisoners. POST and STi.RGLICII knew of this order, the 
latter had to carry out the interro:ations of the political prisoners. 
Also during this shooting which took place behind the mortuary the guards 
FIjCHER, FRIESEN, JENSEN and DIIIITRIET helped me. 

(e) far as I remember I was present during one execution i.e. 
I was merely an eye-witness but otherwise took no ::ort in any form. ..ot 
that tine 10 .ien were shot by the execution scual. 

I believe I have killed approximately 20 - 25 melt with my own hand. 

10. I always received orders for shootings from the Commandant POST and 
the Sachbearbeiter ST,..EGLICH. In one case I received a direct order from 
SCHMIDT. 

11. I have never carried out a shooting without orders. In one case I 
and three other guards at the time shot in the back and in the legs of an 
escaping prisoner. I do not know whether I hit him. 'We shot at a 
distance of about 6o - 70 metres. 413 far as I remember the following 
have killed by shooting apart from POST and myself: FRIESEN, JEiiSEN, FRAA2. 
FISCHER, DILETRIEF and DEJONG. 

12. The following mien have shot prisoners while trying to escape: 
DEJOI4G, FRIESEN, KALENIN, DIAITRIEF, ..L W. 

13. I know of two L-lass graves which are both in the camp. One is near 
the Mortnery and one is unoer the cement foundations of a hut. 
14. I should like to point out that thu camp coomandant POST gave 
JENSEN the order to dig the grave underneath the hut. JENSEN carried 
out tais order. POST must therefore 4naw of the existence of this gravo. 
I should like to correct that the but was built on the already existin, 
grave. 

15. I -now of one case where a prisoner was rubbed by a aemoer of the 
camp administration named 	 SCHLOTFELD stole a piece of butter 
from a parcel destined for a prisoner. I reported the incident to the 
camp commandant and SCHLOTFELD was put before the SS and Police Court. 
Otherwise I cannot remember any case where prisoners were robbed of their 
private property. I should like to point out that I never had an insight 
into the aatters concerning administration and feeding and that POST 
had forbidden me to enter the cookhouse. 

16. I do not know much about the fel:kale prisoners as we never came 
into connection with them. These wer; uider POST's and Fraulein Ruth 
KLEIN STEULER s orders ro4.-Tectivoly. 

/ 17 
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17. I :.r1 atm-Joint.; the fact that I have personally always forbiCdon any 
boatin60. 

(signed.) Otto L...1.11LNN 

SWORN by the said deponent OTTO 	vuluntarily at TuMATO, MINDEN, on 
.ho 10th Juno 1947 1):::foro ;:ie, Maj. K4aL;Ea., C.E. detailed. by C.-in-C. 

Anky of the Rhino, 

InvestiEatin8 Officer. 

CMTIFIED that this is a correct translation froz.: Gert.z.n into Entz,liah 
of the statenent of Otto 	markod A:position No. 3 A 

(sii.pJd) G. Goddard, Sit. 
PioId InvJstigation Section. 
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Translatial 

 

e,Josition No.313 

  

   

Dra-‘,73ITION  

of 

Otto 	:ANTI 

Deposition on oath of Otto Ti1,11i..ta., mule, Of . .-ILDB;,.1)/SCH.74,ItZ :LLD, 
Bisrnarckstr 65, sworn before 	 Gen. List, of No.1 Team, 
Field Investigation Section;  .:,r lrimcs Group ( -0'.4-E) at TOLL'ITO/IIINDEN on 
the 10 June /17. 

I was warned that 'I cannut be corrpelled to make a statement and that it is 
left to my choice whetm:r to sip or :near on it. I was told as well, 
however, that each statement made by me mr.:y be used as evidence in court. 
I am fully aware of the points explained to me and make, sign and swear 
on this statement voluntarily and without compuloion. 

I have to make the following statement on POST, Johannes, who was the 
official 'camp carruno.ndant of the ..:,rbeitserziehungslager NORMaRit 

POST constructed the carp on orders of SCHI.:IDT and was also appointed by 
same as commandant. The orders for shootings and hangings, which POST 
carried out or ordered to be carried out, he received from SCillIDT. I do 
not believe that he issued such orders himself. POST was responsible for 
everything that happened in the camp. He was the one to give orders for 
beatings. lie has even set up a so-called mobile squad (Ro].lkcmmando) 
which consisted of the following men: DIER, UNRUHE, FRIESEN, HERI3OLD, 

.1ITGES, ...,T.EXEF. It was the task of this mobile squad to be present at the 
places of work, and to boat the prisoners if these did not work. These men 
were provided with wooden truncheons. I point out that POST gave these 
orders as commandant of the camp. The food position in the comp was bad in 
ry opinion. I must stress the fact however, that I know that POST tried to 
improve it. 4',ccommodation and clothing -:.as good. The infirmary was far too 
small for the number of sick, anel 	J:loref.re strongly overcrowded. I 
know however that POST tried to obL.-..in mediool supplies and bandages. In 
rry opinion and as far as I can re -:ember POET Ins only shot 5 10 prisoners 
himself, including the tyro,  RusLoi.00 women parachutists. I do not know 
whether POST acted on orders or .1:2'. 1.3 Y....Tr' initiative. .„s far as I remember 
POST was present during four siv7oHo::,.. and one execution by hanging. I also 
remember having once soon POST sh,.oting at a prisoner lying on the ground. 
Furthermore I was an eyewitness when POST shot the two Russian women 
parachutists. Both had to imeel do-.-,n on POST's orders and he then killed 
them by shooting in the neck (Genickschueeze). I cannot remember whether 
POST fired with his own pistol or whether he t.-)ok my pistol out of :Ty hand. 
I remember with certainty, however, that POST smelt strongly of alcohol at 
that time. POST cam from a7,1-11ThT and remarked to me that he had received 
this order for shooting. I also remember that POST took an active part in 
the shooting of prisoners which took place in a pit behind the mortuary. 
I do not :mew how many people POST shot then as I was standing in the pit. 
POST however, was standing outside the pit o;here I could not see him. POST 
then ordered me in a very rough tone to go down into the pit and to shoot 

. prisoners who were pushed down from above. POST was a rough and brutal 
man, towards all men over whom he had any power. POST once told us guards 
that he would bring any men not obeying his orders before an 33 and Police 
Court. POST as camp commandant, in my opinion, could have improved things 

/and 
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and could have prevented many incidents. I have also seen POST several times 
boating prisoners with the riding whip. In py opinion many happenings 
could have been prevented if the prisoners had been released at the right 
time, i.e. after completion of their sentence, at the most 56 days. Lgain 
it w..s POST, however, who prevented thes.„; releases. I do not know, of course, 
whether he acted on his own initiative r with SCHMIDT's consent. In these 
cases it concerned skilled workers whom 1203T urgently required in order to 
satisfy higher authorities by hir4her output of w,)rk. POST's ambition was 
to be considered as an exaliplu in the eyes of his superiors, disregarding, 
however, the pace he out fr %nrkers placed under him. POST must have 
known of what went on in the carp up 	tile. lr.st  day, the 2nd cf Nay 1945. 

( s131ed) Otto 1.:unann 

S.:0-RN by the said acponont Otto ELL.,,L,ZrE;, v luntarily at TOMATOAaNDEN on 
the 10th June 1947, before me, MP.OLX C. E. KLISER, Gun. List, detailed by 
C-in-C. British ;.rry of the Rhine. 

(Signed) Kaiser Major 
Investigating Officer. 

CERTIFIED that this is a correct translation from German into English of 
the statement of Otto Iii,UMIINN marked Deposition Nc.3B. 

(Signed) G. Goddard Sgt. 
Field Investigation Section. 
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"Tran!dation of 
De',osition No. 5  

DLPOSITIC-1; 

of 

Cr;.a. EiA.1  

eposition on oath of Org.. 	Ji]i.S1_,;-;, .:.%1e4  of JCopenhaen at present interned at No. 6 cic IleuenEa, sworn LorLru ,s/L;t 	3H-.31.20N, 
8th Kind's *.oyal Irish Hussars of Field Investijtti.)n Section, ;:lr 
°rims Group (NVE) at NCUCAVa.:JAC on 31st 2?.reh 1947. 
1. a% Ora. 	,TENSIIii, torn on 29 	1923 in hopenhaLun F, 1,e i al orderly and of Danish nationality. 

2. 

 

I vas warned that I 	not ce..lpelled to 	ot -.teent. 	I ::take this otatenent voluntarily, without threat or the use A! f,; roc or the provlisc of a reward. 

I worked as builder with several fir -3 	7 - _ - 	;len unc.:12yed.for a while and returned to Kiel and there worked -; a buil 1.  for a Lanish firi. 	In Septonber 1942 I becanc :ledical or icrj.y Y-_ the co...'.unit,-; cafp 1;outh 2 near Kiel. 	In Nove-Iber 1942 I was tra J]:...rce. to :endsbur:  '.n1 was :ludical orderly th2re in another c37.-diunity c: , south 2 ne-q- Kie1. 	In Novenber 1942 I was transferred to Zendsburu anJ was :1- lie- 1 oricrly there in another cc ,Iunity crap. 	In July 1944 I OrtIG to the c , -,T orderly. 	 Kiel-Hassee as mdical 

4. 	The cane was beilv built around that t:Lie but there were still no prisoners there. 	Prisoners eau() fro.:: a police prison in Drakensec, 	 near the .:orft:ark camp (Kiel-Hassce), in order to Luir 1. ) the ca::.p. 	sJon as the first but was ready prisoners r:oved in there. 	The l_risoners were ,Aussianz, 
Poles, French, Dutch and Delcians. In the LeLinninL there wore about 100 nun 
and later always new drafts of 20 - 70 rJen c-:. -.e in. 	In Dece:Aur 1944 there 
were about 500 - 600 .ien in the ca:Ap, in January 7G0 - 600 an after the draft 
frora Puhlsbuettel had arrived, at the end of:arCh Jr the 	of 3.rpil there were about 2000 prisoners in the carlp 	- 300 or who..lwere-woen who had arrived durin:-: the tilac fro71 Christ :as until the ca0.tulation. 

5. 	I -::ysclf was iledial orderly during: the whole 	fro.: July 1944. until 3 ifay 1945. 	In Septecr. 1944 the first prisoners en 	into the infir.:nry whose bottori was beaten co7:pletely blaci: with a cudLul. 	I drew 
Sturnbannfuehrer POST's attentin to this an'' for while beatin was then 
forbidden. 	In spite of the prohi'eitien prisoners calk:: now and 7.,:ain who had been beaten. 	Aaor_st these thure - were 	 ''.:17%tr3 had 'ieon broken. I only know throudi talks of the 1:.risoners that this had h: ,penes thrAiLh ill-treatnent. 	I always reported this to Stur:::LannfuehrerPOZT, 
;3tunIscharfuehrer 3T-1;XUlt, and lnter on_Hauptscharfuehrer FORK. :SUNDER and IFOiCt- have punished several :- uards because of ill-treat:.unt of prisoners. 
In spite of qy rel,orts :ion who had been eaten still cz-L:le :into the infirlaary. apart frOm the infirL,ary I also hod the - ortunry under ne. 	I had to sue that the ilen were taken to the cc,Letary. 	In 1944 it happened once or twice that prisem.rs were shot while tryinc to exca-pe ';ut it did not occur reLularly. Souutiuus there were also han.Lins which, as far as I know, had been ordered 
by the IWichsfuehrunE of the SS. -Lost of the wore Poles. Jatorether between 20 and 30 men were han:ed. 	The runseon were: llotinL during_and airraid, forlddden sexual intercourso with Ger:Inn 	other reasons I do n.t know. 

/ In 

3. I was unL:.:ployed in Cepenhaer 	 . Kiel voluntarily in 0ctour 1940. 	There I worked as a buiEer witL 	Her tn1111 L:0E1,1+1114 	On 1 Liay 1941 I returned to -.3eniaark and re;laiel 1*, 	the :iiddle of 1,iarch 1912. 
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In the beginning of 194.5 the executions were carried out by shooting and the 
‘ groups who wore oxcutod wore loreor. 	4,1togothor about 1::.0 - 200 :Itch woro 
executed by this aothod. 	far 't; 1 .now tii 	hootinLs aloo mostly 
took place on ordurs of thc Roichofuohrung 	Torom jonuary 1945 onwards, 
corpses of peoplc who had allegedly boon shot while tryinf,  to escnpe 
came in moro frequently. 	IA first - 5 por wooi'. and lot on up to 7 
men par day. 	I noticed, however, thotsomo of thos, mon had boon shot 
from the front. 	In thc buginninp ox :..orch I rot] thio to Sturmscharfuehrer 
STEML11. Sturmscharfuehrer STFi porAod ti o Luords and threatened them 
with punishment in Ct.3(.. they shoot prisonors without roasons. 	Shortly after 
my ruport STEID.ER was rolioved by H..Auptscharfuohror FORK. 

6. When I came into the com;:. thoro were no modicol suppllos thoro. 	I then 
roceivud writton authority from Iintorsturnfueiirur LIChhOFF which ontitled mo 
to buy olodical supplies for tho Oreotapo. 	Lntil s..bout Christmas 19)4, I could 
also obtain sufficient quantitioo. 	Aftor Cho.istoos 1 sp(..ciolly did not hove 
sufficient medical supplies for the ,dany ):ooplo sufforinii from stomach 
trouble. Thos people suffered from ondritis o sort of dysentory discoso. 
This was duo to undornourishment, 	clothing and bad hygic.no. Shortly before 
Christmas no more permission was given by the HQ to sond prisonors to the 
bath-house because it was too Oxpns1Vo and the loss in work wits to groat. 
Until ::arch the prisoners had no possibilities to bathe. There were only 300 
prisoner's suits for 2000 prisoners and .these worc givon out to the omen 
and the KtTos. 	So many prisoners wore the s:.r:e.clothing_for 	to 6 months. 	The 
doctor came into the infirmary two A:. three tik.os a .rook. 	're September 1944 
until the end the camp doctor was Dr. FRZEME from 	Dr. FiLEHSE and I 
wont to see Sturnbo.nnfuohrcr POST 3(.1/oral ties and told hio about the ill-
trcatmonts. From Jonuory onwards POST forbodo that people cnoo into the 
hospital without his special permission. 	This - or.l.iission was 92.qy. given once, 
in the case of a German 'aoman who had diptheri. 

7. During the last months, startinE from February, 1 have often fetched 
corpses from the detention cells. There in the solitary confionment cells 
there were often up to seven prisoners an g". 	7ocisoncrs.thore told me that 
thcy had not received anything to oot for Joys. 	Once I also found a 
prisoner in the mortuary, who had boon strii.:po: naked and had been brought 
from the detention cells. I found that ho wos still alive but completely 
starved. 	I brought. him into the infirory on: ho rocoorcd again. This 
prisoner told :cc that he had not recuivcd anything to at for five days. 
During the last months also found about 20 corps in the mortuary who 
came fro,A detention coils, an I could sec that tho:: hoO starved to death. 
It is possible that the prison orderlies in the .:.ot,oltion cells simply 
stole the food or that the people did not rLceive roo;thinL to eat on BaliANIV s 
orders. 

8. ;,-t the end of 1:arch 1944, POST called 	into his office in the aiming 
and cozplained, as aL:aat doily, that there were too toony sick in tho 
infirmary. 	He told mo I should put oown the names of all people who could 
not be treated in the infirmary and fetch their files, those people were to be 
transferred. 	I wrote a list of 35 peoplo and took this and the files to POST. 
POST then told me "Those people will be killed tonipht". 	In the evening 
he ordered me to bring the 35 .ion into the mortuary. As two mon had died-fl 
the infirmary in the-courso of the day I only brought 33 mon and told POST 
about it. 	About .50 to 40 .._.'resTwf.---yfro,.1 the nortu.:ry there was a pit in 
which. Oborschafuchror BAIT:.-.A14; was standins. 	POST was standing above the 

.pit with o machine pistol. 	I had to son] the people singly to the pit 
after thoi had undressed in the oxtuory. The people then had to jump 
into the pit and BAUidANN shot 461,o.: b-1 sio,oting in the neck (GcnicRschuss) 
with his revolver and whon-tho 	 that the people were still alive 
POST once oiore' fired with 	a a aistol. 	Oburscarfuehrer WIESL was 
also present and pushed on, 	 into the pit who had refused to jump. 
I have soon all this with my Own 	The pit was then filled up again 
afterwards. The corpses who were iyinE in the mortuary were buried with them. 
Those shot were otos.ay Russins :nA Poles. 

/9. 
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9. 4.,, t tho beginninL of 4ri1 	o llo oith between 20 and 30 names cao,c 
to the infirmary, a.longst thn: olso n:o orlorly 	a Russian. 	These 
people were lead with 20 to 30 others o the detenti:m cells and a few days 
later to the ,Lortuary. 	Theso i•co,nlo ho. to undress first, they were then 
taken outside and had to 1io 	 the :ortwxy. They were then 
shot byshooting•in the nec:: ( ,nioosohuss) 	 and another SS 
Staffelmann whose na, e I do n •t k000. 	I hnve o.n.n this myself. 	I 
brought the dead on two horse-corts to the ce.:.etery in _IGEOFF on the 
:K120 evening. The lists for these shootings are suposed to have been 
compiled by Untcrstur.:Ifuehrer 7TIGLITZ. Those shot -ecru nearly all 
Russians. 

10. In February or ::arch 1945, -r 111.1 	I foun& . prisoner rusting 
upon hands and knees in fr.nt of the - c of the 3nfirlary. I examined 
the prisoner and found his whole bet; . thickly :wollen, black and in 3020 
places the skin was broken up to blee:i" point, 	I treate--. the prisoner 
stroinht rrany and he told 	that Jurin_ an interrontion by Rottenfuchrer 
Nikolaus DIER he had received 150 strokes' oith an ox whip. I had DIER. 
fetched and showed hi... the wounds and Lo 	the-t this was none of ..:y concern. 
4',bout three days latter the r:nn 	because of nn inner sepsis. 	He was a 
Pole, I believe. 

11. nnproxiLlatcly in February 1945 I had 'to fetch the corpse from the HOLSTEIN 
Browdry in KIEL. I 3= that the ITisoner had been shot, fro.1 tftc front through • 
the u-22croleft thigh and another shot fro:., above throunh the head with the exit' 
under the chin. 	The corl.se was lyinL 30 to 40 7.etres array fro:: the place 
of work. The only sentry there ro.s a Dutch SS - Staffellann Jan haLL3. 
He told me he had shot the :Y111 	tryinL to escape. The victim was buried 
sinilly on the cemetery in =0-J-.: . by the funeral Society PnUESLN. 	I do not 
know of what nationality this on !--ks. 

12. In JE,:nuary or February 1)45 I was coll,O to oo rov,.1 it in the camp 
and there found the corpse. of the prisoner nnmedJan n:L;i::..?-nTEN, a Dutchman, 
He had received a Genickschuss., The entry of the shot %no black due to 
burning, the shot therefore must have been fired fron a distance of no more 
than 30 CU. The guard was 	iussialh , named POPO and I asked him how this 
could have happened and he rejled "He con't work _luck ooreanyway, he is soon 
finished anyhow". 	He was the:, only. Eunrd on the spot. 

13. In December 1944a prisoner fIxa the "otention cells was brought into 'the 
aortuary. This prisoner had seven tnntrOs in the head and a fractures skull. 
I heard front a female prisoner :oho had been in the'next cell that-the SS 
Sturnnann Paulin:Li-14CH was supposed to have 1-oaten this man with a four 
cornered wooden bcam. When the prisoner ca-Q into the oortuary he eras already 
dying. 	I do not believe that h'e had lived still more than two to three hours. 
I fetched Sturmscharfuehror .:;11.-;1DIT1-1. and told 	that the oan had to 0 to 
hospital if he was still to be saved. STEJZL'o could not give perodsaion 
for this. 	I then went to SturiAbannfuehrur POST and explained the cast:, to him 
but POST refused the transfer to the hospital. 	I then returned to the mortuary 
and i.-i order-to end the pain I gave the •_.an_ ^ ccu.- le ;1*".CQ in the tempU. 
I believe the monwas a PoL). Thc uan was buried in the cemetery -LIGHOIT. 
The carp doctor was not tb.:re at the tie and did not examine tac man. 

14. j,t the beEinninL of 	1945, in the day, on which Untersturlfuehrer 
STEIGLITZ had collected about 50 nen in the detention c. 1.1s for shootings on 
the same evening, I went into the detention cells in too n.orninL. When I 
opened the door I saw a inissinn orderly, whose-  nn._:.; 	net know but whose 
prison No.-was six anl I also a:c.: two prisoners lyi.n1  in a larEe pool of blood 
in the right hnnd corner. 	I asked the orderly -eLot wos the .:,utter. 	The 
orderly was drunk and said becotwe of these 	I 	also sittin hare. 
BJ-th prisoners' ribs were broken, "blood caac out of 	nose and .:oath. 
The pulse was between 35 and 40.• One . c.,111 3.ee tih" ; the heels of b, is h2.0 I:een 

/ trod 
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trod in their faces. 	I went to 3tur -.1nnfuehrer 	.wh;) was n ,t in the earn, 
however, at the time an] when I retur:‘....' l::'th 	 -.1ready in the 
..lortuary. 	I could not save the priz.,eners 	 them both thc 
coup le Lrace though the te:.iplt.: 	.-.1y revolver. 	 'octor was not 
their on that (iv and could not exaidne the .icn. 	I elievo that both 
the prisoners were Russians. 	I br:11,,!ht the c 	.; 	 %;ith 50 
-aho had been shot by BI,T.EA,IIN and the .F.L 3tur 	tn t:. the ce:.;etery in 1;IGHOFF, 
These two cases were the only ones where I 	. 

15. In the 	• where food vras very scarce the risoners were stealim: 
fron one another and in order not to make a rel-ort 1ac tides had to 
beat a prisoner with ny hand. Once a prisoner had stolen several times and 
then tried to escape. 	He was stoj ed by an orlerly, however, and was 
brought to me, I Lave him ten strokes ,./ith a thin 	cane. He did 
not admit however to have been stealin,:. 	I then cave 	another ten strokes, 
and he then handed over the stolen articles. 	This -ans the only 	when I 
'beat a prisoner with F. stick. 
16. 'The carp doctor .Dr, FRS] had Liven LIG penlission to Live morphia 
injections of 1 cc. is  and ,002 	content. 	T:-:se injections were only 
easinr the pain and did not hasten death. 	The. s. in,-;ections were also 
Oven in case of ';,eunds and painful diseases. 	The effect lasted 12 - 24. 
hours. 	The .:iorphia capsules were already .:.nde up by the cheasts. 	I 

inforaud the ca,:ip doctor when ever I had used 7.. capsule. 

17. I make this statement in Ger.lon.which I understand and speak fluently. 

18. I have not him further to acic'. t this state!.-iont. 

(SiLned) Orla 7;15.,::11 JElaGN. 

SWORN by the said deponent Orla1.1i1.41 	v.,luntarily at No. 6 C.I.C„ 
NCUENGii.111 on 31 March 194.7 before me SA;Lt. Derek ,..;Hka.TON, 8th King's 
Royal Irish Kussars, detailed by C.-in-C. British ;r;y of the Rhine. 

(SiEned) D. 	SA-1t. 

a.1TIFIIID that this is a correct translation fro:: Ger- iln into Exvlish 
of the Deposition of Orla EiLil 	:larked 1-,...p.sition No. 5. 

Goddr.:::d 
Field Investigation Section. 

(G. GODD.LRD). 

Abu.. .... 
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Translation of :Jenosition No. 7. 

   

     

DEPCSITI CL 

of 

:filly  Johannes  

Deposition on oath of ;;illy Johannes 
1;o. 2 7CIIC, .FISCHBECK, sworn before Stai'l 
Royal Irish Hussars,ld 
at saiBECK on the 16th. July 1947. 

'DKR, male, (..t present interned at 
' Sera cunt Dera=LTCV, 8th. Kingts 

7ar Crimes Group (1"JE) 

1. I 7.'il:13rJohannes STEFDER, born on 15, July 1909 in GEM'CRF, Krell; 
ECYERETORDE, in a Krirninal Police 	by profession and 	of German 
natien:...lity. 	I have been ,.-.'arned that I am not compelled to maize a statement, 
but any statement nifty be used in Court. 	I make this statement of my own 
free will 7rithout the threat or use of violence or the promise of reward. 

2. I joined the ;:SOAP on the 1st. of October 1939. 	I. did not belong 
to the Allgemeine or the ;',"a::Ten SS, but held an equivalent r-,nk as a Gestapo 
official. 	In 1930 I joined the protective police (Schupo) in KIEL. 	In 
1938 I made an application to be transferred to the Criminal Police (Icripo) 
in STIT7TGART. 	I heard nothing ar:..in about this application, but on the 1st. 
of November 1940 I eras trrnsferred to the Go:A.:po Stelic in LIEL 
Kri:Analassistent. Later on I received the equivalent ranE: in the SS of a 
Oberseharfuehrer. 	In ;,pril 1942 I became a i;riininaloberassistent and also 
the equivalent rank of a hauptscharfuehror and on thc, 29th of July I was 
promoted to Kriminalsekretaer wit]? .the rank of Sturmscharfuehrer. 	I spent 
the duration of the vv.r viith the Gestapo in LIEL, with the exception of 
five or six week , '.then I 	posted 	Sonderkomnr:ndo (Special Section) 
in VICh71 in January or 70obruary 194-3.• There 7.'e had to guard the hotel, in 
which the chef of the government rETLE1 lived. In July 1944 I 	posted 
by the Station. (:)ienststelle) in Dueppelstrasse to the ..EL NORDiviaK. 	On 
1st. March 1945 I returned to the Station (Dienststelle) and worked there as 

Kriminiasela-etaer Ur:_ the capitulation. 	On the 12th. 1.tay 1945 I reported 
to the British Military Unit stationed in PLEZTBECK and wr.s interned in No. 
1 C. I. C. NEWUNSTER. 

.3 • 	In the ilia, YORD1 iijdc. I took over the welf're and training  of the guards 
as ell as the foteign civilian labourers which consisted of only five workmen. 

I took over the guards there 	only two pl-.toons, which r: ere lead by 
Oberscharfuehrer 	 Oberscharfuchrer aTI.S'R. The guards consisted 
of Germans , Volk:3(101a 3 chen from Russia, D.tvians, Dutchmen rend Danes. 	Later 
on vie also got a platoon of RuSsian V14133011 soldiers. 	These people came from 
the SS training department in 1,0rITZ in 'Jest Prussia where Russians who 
volunteer,d for the SS wereitained. 	1,7•.ter on the Labour Exchnnc, in KIEL 
continually sent us mere guards. "hen I first arrilied in the camp I noticed that 
the guards apart from their fire-arms were armed with cudgels with :;hick they 
beat- the prisoners to drive thol-,, to work. 	„fter about a fortnight in the calm., 
at approximately the end of July or beginninc, clf ..*.u!;ust 1944 the Regiurungsrat 
Fritz SClilviIDT arrived at the camp and I brought to his attention that the 

-isoners were beaten by the guards. 	few days later SCIEIDTts- order arrived 
in the croup, which read that prisoners who 	there for re-education were 
not to be beaten under any circumstances. This written order I have seen 
;nysclf and repeatedly brought it to the notice of the guards. „,art from that 

teleprint message arrived in December 1944 from the RSIU. in BERLIN, .s-ihich 
r.lco forbade theboating of' prisoners. 	:'‘fter that several ations were brought 
agairst guards cone: rain; ' ill-treat:Lilt of prisoners who for their mis-deeds 
were brought to the SS and Police prison in h.. iBURG and in the case of Zus.sian 
guards were returned to their units for unishmont. 



4. Ailz.t I wee in char 	 eere between thre_ end five incidents 

cese. 	Iien remember the follee 
occurs:,. 	prisoners eele. 	

eee: 
 

incidents: One day BFERENS cemc from torn 

	

tryine tc escape. 	I inveetigated eech 

and report .el thet he hee shet a ' 	 wes trying to csceee. 	I cannot 
remeeber eny mere eeectly -eLe. 	 but 	sup Lee :t ees in November 
1944, but certainly not be,Core 	 I then 	 that incident 
end interrogeted the :eittenfujer r 	tele Yee,enH: ee e_11 	tee prisoners. 
The body of the shot prisoner I id net Le 	but t:e. leeth certificate, 

	

r. e.T 	pieced before re. 	On this signed by either Dr. SOLTS71.T or 
the cause of deeth Wes es follow; : 	"eL 1 wlelst tryine to escape. 	Shot 
threugh the heerti" BC:Cr:USG of this report eilRFNC deed was classed -s not 
punishable. eeproxieeetely in Jenuery 1945 th, guard DMITRIEW reported he 
hadjeet a r:r.n who was tryire: to eecepe. eeein I interrogated a nuither of 
witnesses end - it is cenfiree that eT:.ITPIEW had challengeel the man several 
tieec, firedtwe wernin shuts an T, then with a third shot hit the flying 
prisoner in th1/4: 	I have net seen the - body eerself, but I sew the death 
certificate which read: 	"Shot whilst trying to escape. 	Shot through the 

head." In the other incident the facts were similar and none of the guards were 
punished by the Stepc Stellenleitcr 	fer careless use of fire-arms. 
In none of the iecidunts can I rcee-ber nai:es or the netienality of the shot 
prisener. 

5. Since approximately February 1945 POST introduced a morning conference 
and all adminietration officers, pletoen lerelers, Legerfuchror 	JENSEV and 
I took part._ 	This conference accepted-  reports from everybody, and I 
also heard there theet+IITSFI! reported epproximately three to four deeths and 
a steady 60 to 80 sick prisoners a week. .et this time there were approximately 
500 to 600 :Arles as well as 30 to 100 feeale prisoners in the ce::,p. 

G. 	Per, the peril ) during which 1 as in shame cf the guard in the ,',EL 
NORD/i.,P,K I trained and led on orders , of the unit an execution squad twice. 
The first time was ineeugust or September 1944. 	Two Russians were brought 
into the camp by the Schupo and we shot the same evening at 1800 hrs. at the 
lake in the cr.rap. 	The or,:er for execution and the sentences were read out 
by POST and it es signed by le:LTENBRUNNER. 	The second execution took place 
on the 1st March 1945 and eeain it -:id not concern prisoners fKluthe cNep 
but 17 Russians who were also brought into the can-p by the Schupoy: Before the 
execution the sontencewas again officially rend by POST and it was again signed 
byluumma=4 	This execution took place in the gravel pit r.sd it was 
carried out in three shootings, in groups of five, six and six, as there were 
not enough riflemen for the whole group. At the second execution, I notice 
that Dr. FREHSE was present. 

7. In the second ,half of the month of 	I was on duty in the crimp and met 
POST in the corridor of the H. hortly before 1800 hrs. POST stopped me and 
told me I should be rce.y for an execution of sick prisoners at approximately 
1900 hrs. Thereupon I replied that I was not responsible to him but to 
Dienststellenleiter SOILIDT and that I therefore could not obey his orders. 
Then POST called me - a coward and told me that he would find some other people then. 
lie went into the town of Be.UDION and Oberfeldwebel KU E. e few days later I 
met Regierungsrat SCHEIDT in the office and was told off by hir. because I did 
not follow POST's orders and added that I had to do so in future as they were 
also his orders. 

6. On the -1st Larch or 30th April. 1945 I worked as interrogating official under 
Obersehretaer STeLEGLICH. 	They were ).nterrogetions concerning people accused of 
mcifbership of organisations hostile to the state or listenirw to enemy broadcasts 
gs-welins invcations of crimes against the war effort. 	In most cases the 
accused men were in the :,EL NORDleiLRK and were interrogated there. Since approximate-
ly November 1944 till the capitulation thire deeree interroetions took place in 
connection with the resistance movement uncovered in SCHLESWIG HOLSTEIN. 

/Leader 
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Lcauer of this moveent was a G:xman scmmunit by the name of Bernhard SCOOR. 
proxiimately 100 to 150 persons 	involisd' in thiS movement, whowcre arrested 

for it. DIER and UNRUH were also :osted ay from the guards since approx-
imately Novenlber to help ST.:EGLICH in this :..attar. What happended to the 
accused is not known to mc. 	Cori unications with the RSIL-L no longer existed 
since the beginning of 4ril so that orders for executions could nc longer 
have come from, there. 	;,t this time Obersturrly-mnfuchrer :41JELLER was already 
cora.%ndant of the Sipo in KIEL. 

9. I persorftlly have never carried out an intensified interogation. 
I have never beaten a prisoner eitherwhiist guard commander in the c-.Lip 
whilst carrying out interrogations in camp later on. 

10. That is all that I have to say in this case. 

(Signed) Willy Stender. 

Sworn by the said deponent Willy Johannes STENDER, voluntary on the 16th. 
July 1947 before me Staff Sergeant Derek MILTON, detailed by c-ini4.7Biltibh 
i,rror of the Rhine. 

(Sijned) 	D. Shelton, 4/Sgt., 
Field Investigation Section, 
War Crimes. Group (NILE) 

BiLOR. 

CERTIFIED that this is a correct trnAslation from Germnn into Bnglinh of 
the deposition cf 	Johannes STENDER, marked deposition No. 7. 

(Signed) B.T. Stevens, Sgt. 
Field Investigation Section. 

(B.T. STITENS). 

"-^ 
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aloolation of 	 lieoosition No. _2 

of 

Emil Nikolaus DIER  

Deposition on oath of Emil Nikolaus DJ 	male, ..t prest5nt interned at :o. 2 
iCHC sworn before S/S,:t Dorek SHMTON, 8th King's Royal Irish Hussars, 9:: 
Field Investigation Section, T;ar Crimes Group (N 2) at FISHBECK on 6 Jul. 47.. 
1. I, Emil Nikolaus DIER, was born on 16th July 1920 in LRP:N Kreis KIEV, 
UCRINE, metal polisher by trade, otateless. 	I haves he;.r. ...erred that I am not 
compelled to make a statement but ony ot.:.t,ocot may be used in Court. 	I make 
this state:aont of my on fr...o will oithout the threat-or use 0.. 2 violence or the 
promise of a reward. 

2. In November 1943 during the oithdrrwol of the German troops frcoa IRPEN 
I came to a transit camp for refu3ees at NhIfINBURG in East Prussia. There I 
r..:lained till June or July 1941-0 	s I had relatives in KIEL, I came to KIEL 
and ':os enlisted for compulsory labour as a guardsman in toe i.EL NORDii...RK 
through the Labour Exchange. 	I r .-:fined there up to the capitulation. 	On 
the first of September 1945 I aas orrestcd 	.Hi.; BURL= and taken to the intern- 
ment camp NEILILIEN2Ty-Z. 

3. From summer 1944 up to November 194L I was a guard in the Camp. From 
November up to ?.parch 1945 I was an interpr,ter. From then up to the end I 
was in anti-aircraft trainin in. the cai), and have further acted occasionaly 
as an interpreter, when I 	roloioA. 	• 

4. 1hil3t I ,or,s an interpreter I 7,orked for Oberocharfuehrer JLCOBS, 
Sturnscharfuehrer KLOSTER;.-INN and Sturmscharfuehrer STE:t..DR. 	They were mostly 
interrogations in the matter of Bolshevik sAbotoge. 	I d to translate for 
prisoners who could not speak German but only -,--Wsoion. 	If the prisoner .:Gould 
not speak the truth then he was beatioo ,Ath a rubber tube by JLCOBS or 
KLOSITERN. 	I was there I :lovr saw a prisoner who %-ms given more 
than. 6 or 7 strokes. 	If J:,COBS or -:_f,CoT:a -J'214 did not wolt to beat themselves 
they gave De orders to do so. 	I then beat the prisoners with a rubber tube or 
cane. 	I have seen myself thot JI,C0a..i and:1,0'Ri:E.Nli have beaten prisoners 
during an interrogation. 	On the overage .-,LoC:.:TE.and X.COBS carried out 
the beatings more often the:oselves than they ordered 	to do so. 

5. 'Alilst I was a guard I have never boatar a prisoner. 

6. I speck the German lan!z,ue, I cannot read it however. 	This statement 
was read to 	prior to signing. 

7. That is all I hme of to say in this matter. 

(Sigmod) Emil ,ikolaus DIER 

GilORN by the said Deponent Emil Nikolaus 
voluntarily at PISHBECK on 6th July 194.7,- b.:'. re 
Ms, S/Sgt Derek SHELTON, detailed by C. -in-C. 
British .ormy 3f the Rhine. 

CERTI?IED that this is a corr ot tIolation 
from German into English of the Deposition of 

- Emil NE,:olaus DI2R mar';:od Deposition No. 9. 
(Sgd) G. GODWoRD, Sgt. 

Field Investigation Section 
1.rrar Crimes Group (iT:E) 

-- • 

(Sgd.) D. SHELTON, S/Sgt. 
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ikapsiation of 	 Deposition No. 11.  

DEFOSI?I0N  

of 

FORCK. 

Deposition on oath of 	H:.inrich FORCK, 	of idEL-HASSE, ....erode 25, at 
present interned at Fo. 7 C.I.C., . -:Torn before Captain Victor GLUCK, R.P.C., of 

Crimes Group (i.:E), FiuLl L.v.LTtion Sectin, at P.OERBORN on 11th 
1947. 

1. 1 7ras wrned that this stz,t_..,ent may be used in Court ':115. I mal:e it 
voluntarily, without caapuloi‘n or forc, , or thr;ats of force or the promise of 

rew:-.rci or 	1-eward. 

2. 1 L.m 	:Leinrich FORCNI  horn on 5th 4ri1, 1908 iniUILIUU, Kreis 
RENDSBURG-, riiinc.1 Oberassistent of the Gestapo %nd of German nationality. 
;3inco 13th 	1928, I hrve bun 	0:ficir1 of the Schutz polizoi, from 
1928 until 1930 in K11.14,.fr31: 	1930 until.  15th February, 1933 in SCHLESWICK, 
15th Februry, 1933 unti1.30th Septeber, 1954 with the Landespolizei STETTIH, 
1st October, 1934 until 50th September, 1935 Landespolizei school Treptaw a.d. 

fraa 1st Octcber,1935 until 30th July, 1937 with the Wohrmacht in KOLBERG, 
fro 1st October, 1937 agin Schutz polizei, KIEL,. and since 1st ::ay, 1939, with 

the Gestapo IEL. 	I joined the NSD,T on 1st 1.:arch, 1938. 

3. I wft:.: Co:Apf:ny Sergeant :_jor of the Guard Compnny in NORDIR:. Cap, KIEL, 
fro;.. 1st :_reh, 1945 until 5rd 	1945. 	-t the ti,de the camp col.L:andant was 
Sturl.:bannfuehrer Johannes POST, his deputy was Unterstunafuehror EICKHOFF, 
1iaupt3turfuehrer 	Verwaltungscbersekretaer, wLs in charge of administrai 
and UnteraturLifuehrer ODR017 	the clothing ecenaJy under him. 

4. Then I , rrived. in the ccaap, i.e. 	1st ::-xch, 1945, the avurnge nu.iber of 

prisoners 	but 800 -.nd during the next two .:,onths it increased up to about 
1,500 - 1,800. 

- The .:_;uard cmpany wo 250 :.en str-..ng nnd there were m:yther 50 women to 
guard the wuaen's ciwip. - The guards consisted of Ger:..ais, Ukranians, 
Danes and Afferent so-calle Volksdeutsche. 

5. lihen I c:7.;_.e to the caup beating waa prAibitud. This prohibition, however, 
wr.s lifted by POST at -the end of :;arch, 1946, I believe. I peonally heard 

POST annunce 	the aS on durilv the :.,orn..:nu; parade that thuprismers shuld 

be driven tow:.Lrk, also with sticks if neceasJry. POST then introduced, the 
so-calle 	 (RollkcanC.,o). These c-,noisted of guards 

abAlt the camp with cuAL;els and beatini, prisoners ,:.ho either did not go to 
work quickly enAigh ur who did not work fast enough. 

6. I have often seen Oberscharfuehrer -11E'LLjIN with a cui.rel but I have never 

seen hi; beat any no. 

7. I t-:.ok -1y- rt in no oxecuti.in in 	cip. 	It c•ncerned 17 prisnurs 

117:1 been sentence_ 	by the ..chasicherheitsshauptamt. . They were 
shot in a sand pit within th eamr. Cief of the G(;stapo IEL, Regiurungsrat 
SCHUDT, POST, Dr. FREHSE ani the :unera undertaker PAULSEN were present. 
The sentenced men were shot 1--..;; a firinj,squad of the. guard company. STAENDER 
cave the order to fire. . 

8. Anoth_r ,xecution was c:d-ried ut on 1st i.ay, 1945, I believe. 	Three men 

of the guar.' copnny xre .hot in the sand pit by a squad of the guards within 

the camp.C 	Co--:e.ndant POST was present. On,20ST's instructions I save 

the order to fire. 

/9. 
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9. The three mkin shot were Mranians.. During their guard in the night from 
Saturday to Sunday they had broken into the cookhouse and had stolen bread 
intended for the prisoners. .L had int:rrogated them and they had admitted to 
have stolen bread. Mien T. had fLiished the investigation I put the matter 
bey ore the Corap CoAandant, who in turn put it before OborsturA)annfuehrer - .. 
i4,UELLER. Whom these three were -.ctually .1.mtenced by I do not know but I  
C. 	

. 
3:7:12i1G that the shooting was decided by POST in ai7rement with Oborsturrabonn- 

fuehmriXELLER. 

(Signed) :tans Forck. 

SWORN by 	said deponent = ris Heinrich FORCi:L voluntarily at PADERBORN before 
Liu Captain Victor Gluck, A.P.C., detailed by C.-in-C. British 	of the Rhine 
on 11th 1:Tch, 1947. • • 

(Signed) V.. Gluck, Captain. 

CERTIFIED that this is a correct translation fro Gen.in into English of the 
deposition of Nam Heinrich FORCE, markod Deposition No. 11. 

(Signed G. Goddard Sgt. 
Field Investigation Section. 

(G. GODD,;RD). 
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eeposition No.10 

Heinrich UNRUII. 

-Lepesition on oath cf -Heinrich 	 preseht interned at Nc.2 
_. 'ISC:i11:•;0:.\-  sworn bef;-_,re Staff ."-JerL•reant berek ;:31-12,LTON, 3th Kirwts 

Royal Irish Hussars, Of Field In're3ti.3•_tic_n.' ;",,ectien, ..:ar Crimes Group (N.2) at FIM.:IIECK on the 5th July 1947. 

1. I 
Ukraine, carpenter by tr 
that I ;IL. not corvelled t 
be used in Court. I -lake 
or the use of violence, 

on the 16th ....u . mst 1909 at %..1-WIDORF in the 
Geman. netionality.. I have been informed 
a statement, fild that such a statement may 

this statc_mcnt voluntarily, without the threat 
thout the promise of a reward. 

2. In February 1943 I was evacuated frm rly home at NORDHEL,r, in the 
Ukraine to the ;;ussianpolish 'corder, :.ad there I joined the Police 
Battalion 21/UTM.NN as IntexTreter. Mi3 Unit as put into action against 
partisans, and I had te internret at interr,gatic-Ins of prisoners. I was 
there till the end of ;.pril 1944, when this unit was broken up. To •,.-ere then 
sent to KCNITZ in 'Jest.  Prussia t. fon:. ne Unit. I was found unfit for 
active service there an was sent to an 	eff^e at the ..,711helmstrasso 
in BERLIN. Pr - la there I was directed to the ..e;A:n.pe :,:Ja.dquarters at KIEL 
and frDm there I was sent directly to the camp 	as a guard. From 
June 1944 up t • the capitulation I was then in this camp. 

3. Up to Nevember 1944 I :las a guard and then I •. as an interpreter in the 
camp. I interpreted mainly fer Untersturiafuc_hrer STLEGeICH, but also 
sometimes for KLOSTEIV.Iii.i..-N, J.E.CORS or STEND:eR. The prisoners who were 
interre gated there, had all been arrested in c.-)nnection with underground 
movements, and this was also the cause of their interrogation. The 
interrogator wanted to find out wno led this underground movement, and what 
were their aims. 'Alen prisoners continued to deny in spite of the fact that 
they had been confronted with other prisoners who had.made admit.: ions, an 
"intensified interrogation" was carried out. 	SMEGLICH was elderly and 
ill, I had to beat prisoners with a stick at his orders. Normally STLEGLICE 
ordered 10 strokes," if the prisoners would still not speak he was given 
another 10. If they still would not talk, they would possibly get another 
10, and if that 17a: no use they wore locked up azain in the detention cells, 
and interrogated again on the following :icy or the day after. The prisoners 
:ere not beaten in the room where the interrogator was sitting, but were 
taken to another room or the stables. I have been :riven orders to carry out 
beatings only by STLEGLICH, but I have been -VIA by DIER that he has been 
given orders by LCOBS and I10ST1.-.:.IIN te,  carry out .seatings. 

4• 	In the administr:•.tion barrack I once heard that POST, during a 
conference with his N.C.Os. told them, that they we:“..: to single out the 
greatest scoundrels to appoint them foremen and to jive them a stick so 
that they could hit out if it was necessary. 	few days later J saw myself 
that prisoners who had been a.1- ?ointed foremen beat other prisoners with their 
sticks.. 

5. - That is all I have to sc.,7 t 

(..,if 211.0d) Ifoinrich Unruh 

by the said deponent lieinrich Unruh volLultarily 
2th July 194-7 before me :3taff 3orgeorit 	iTOi 

ti sh Lrmy of the _thine. 

( : .i.• -.,) 	;!) 	
. 	, 

.., n, ;.--3/;:z. 
C.;ERTIYIED that this :is r,  ce 	-..-- -, 	- ...-- ' _ 	_• 	n.,....e,, 	,...2.-_-...e.: L .,.;2. 	.,' 	 .11 i:lt0 :',11Lcli:311 •f:.I' t.:•!.0 
Deposition of Heinrich Unrite, 	 ,-::. n. _. ••1.,• 

' ) • .•. ,:Le 1 ._ n ,"3/5•1,t. 
e.rest-..:. -.,..ti•-.n ..',, c "Gil Ili 

n 
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411/ 1:ranslation  of l,eposition No.13  

ustv 

Deposition on oath of Custav 	 at .:r,..sent intrn,d at M.2 
X11-7e, 

FI.20L6:,CK on 
Irish Hussars 	In7.,esttti,on 	 Group (1T.T:) at

thu 22nd 

J-Leulify..-%9437t.aff 	 3th King's 

1. 	I am Gustav 11,0STh. -.. cn 
a Krirdnalsekretaor 	fess- n 
inf rmed that I am r-Lt f 
c..n be used in Court. I 1:%1: 
the use -4 f:rce, and 	ut 

on the 14th ..CeLruary 1908 in FLENSLURG, 
-nJ :f 	r:::-.11naticnality. I have been 
aiJ. a Aat,.nent, I:ut that such a statement 

-1untn.rily without threat Dr 

2. I jcinod the 	_n to ist 	I, 7. „ftur an application I was 
employed as a Krininal%ssist ht 	1%1 	T—stc:p:, 	That was in 
July 1937. In iarch 1938 	 _ :-.1i.iinalassistent in the 
rank of an Oberscharfuchrer. C 	1L. lot December 1959 I was promoted to 
K:ciminaloberassistent and 11:., 	ecuivsdent ran:: of an 3S Hauptscharfuehrur. 
On the lot January 1944 I 	 tud tc :riminalsekretaer and helc, the 
equivalent rank f a 6-turmschr.1 	nier. _Atria,: the .hole of my Gestapo 
career I was umploytd in KIA,, .*th th, exc-2,tin of four months, between 
the 12th Larch and 31st July 	when I -.as employed oy the Sipo Jurin-; 
the occupation of HU1W,RY. On the 21st i:ay 194:) I was arrested an,aao 
hrou,;at to the internment camp in IELT:JUS.. 

3. On oy :return from 	I ..u,t 	t ny lad department IV la. 	his 
department concerned itself aith fi :tin: 	 :':arxism, wireless 
offences a, J malicious offenc.s, etc. In Jovel.ber 1944 a terror and 	tae 
roup was uncovered in Irt:l1,,TTRG -illicit haJ 	read to different parts Of 

MT.:LES;IG HOL=1,4 The depaftnent V a under the leadershili if 

Krimin:loeretf.er 	"as erpl 	J tc fijit this L:roui.,. ,t this time 
I was posted to this depaltlientlr a for interrflations. Kriminalae-istunt 
:alter J,COBS also conducted interr 	in the dcpxrtoent Va. "ithin 
the following weeks ni.out 150 t) 200 	tool: place and the pristners 
were brotilt to the 	 interr -rations took place. 
T-Wssian foreign laboure:s 	 „mroximateli durin,_; the 
middle c December 1944 I r airned t, Lhu .1.3y,axtuent IV la, but in the 
bc3inain,_; of February I irl• 	a;:r..in in thu ;)al taunt Va for about four 
weeks in place of JLCODS. Lt his return at the be;innirm of :farch 194.5 I 
took Over my old post in IV la. In the be:Air-ling of Harch 1945 4riminal-
sekx-ctaer ST_NDER came to the du,,artraent Va as an interr. , _:ation official. 

L. 	Du:Ang these arrests in tne neihl.ourhood of -;:-]-,j.DSBILITA4 a ,:iocurlent in 
Russian language was fund, Aiich i!escriTcd the aii"s .)f the rc:ListalIce 
movement as follows: 

a The burning down of :arms 
The shootinz, of the f:_11-:lers w-th their own hunting weapons 
:he drivinE off cf cattle 
The blowin: up of the :1 	nu ar READS:UKG. 

the h,ad of this 	 was ti 	established as soon.as possible 
with the help ofinte::: ati no,Aenststellenleit;r (C.0) Pritz SCHMIDT 
rdered "intensified infera.-. • ._tions". 	 2.ogierunsrat 	obtained 

special permission to conduct 	interr..atins I do not knew...o=;LICH 
told the inferroxation 	 in cases were an interr-gated 
prisoner would nit cow: 	 he should be beaten. 	limit or 

curtain nunber of str•]:,c 

J. 	Lo far as these in L: 	 _ 	.s - ro concerned I did nA 
.0c,1:17 t.liem nut, if' 	 • 	* ,t t ort .t4,'Ls confronted by 
one or several wita,,-.se, 1 	ameoio. ll:att:Aal, denied his :tali. 
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If the prisoner still ref 'see, t_ ..ak. a . 	I /1 :11 e e 	inf-_ -rmed that 
the interr);ation .euld be intensified. 	t 	 ma block and 
received 5 tr 8 str.kes n his Lehind eite . 1_ 	 :his was one by 
the interpretLr I 	an;' en tw: r 	'eel 	 •ee I ;eve the strokes Lyaelf. 
In nest cases the prisoner e 	 n, )Lit if h. 	-:euld not, he was 
led back tJ the cc11 aftcr a furth r 	rt 	une or two Jaya later 
the prisoner - ruld be intorreeate e 	ee ..ithout a further intensified 
intorrcr 	m.st 	the -)risoners e "fee.. 	I cannot remember a case 
.here the prisoner weuld nc t cenfess at L:s second interrogation. Two 
intensified interreeations rec,ardim; te 	etter were never carried out 
on a prisoner to my knowledge. It happen 	.t e prisoner eas iliterroated 
several times ref,arding several points, L 	 instance if after 
intensified interrc:ations a cmfeselen e e 	'eut later re. -:girding another 
point after another intensified interreti he confessed a:Lin. Only 
then has it happened that a pris 	'..ant thr u:11 several intensified 
interrogations. The streles wee.: . - vieusly painful, and many prisoners had 
screamed, ;bile others sueywessee tieir feeliees. No one collapsed through 
these beatin , s. Trio only occurence eelere 	.risoner was carried cut of my 
interrogation room hap.eened in a case where the prisoners felt sick due to 
the over-heating of r7 r.cm. vy into rree:ation roam was in the handicraft 
but beside the tailor's shop. 

6. J'et the finish of the inteeroeations a Deposition in Gelman was taken, 
then react out by me para,;raph by paragraph as the interpreter DIER could not 
road German, then trensletee 	and si:-:ned by tae prisoner, DIER and 
myself. Firstly I made a remark in my reposition when'a prisoner only 
confeesed after an intensified interrogation, later STLEGLICil informed me 
that this was net wanted. 

7. Lt the be,:inning of larch 1945 I returned to the department IV la and 
lest contact with the r'peration SM:GLICI7 conJucted. I can still remember 
that durin,: my activities under ST.:,GJICH an intermediate rcp,.rt was compiled 
by him which was sent off to the RSHL. .:hetner ,!ue to this report an order 
of execution from the 	for a number , f accuseu was given, is not known 
to me, but I think it unlikely, due t the fact that the enquiries and 
examinations were in no ':;ay finished. :.,)art from that such an order “euld 
have been knewn all ever the unit and I certainly never heard about it. 

8. In the meantime I n,ard in the internment camp n,..-1ELIEIDE from FORCK 
and ST-2:4DER that various members of this sabotage and terror group wore 
supposed to have been shot in the last clays before the capitulation. To my 
mind such an execution ceule only have taken place on the instigation of 
RegierungsrA SCI-flaDT after an eventeal consultation with Cbersturmbann-
fuehrer ;ri.UJ,LER anc possibly the -,ienststelle (.;tation) in liJIBURG. 
Communications with the ROi;... in ellidf: were net in existence any more at 
this time. 

9. To finish with, may I mention re:,arding the a±-ewe mentioned matter, 
that I did not consider these ordered intensified interr ,gations as a crime 
and respectively as inhuman. 

(signed) Gustav Klestermann 

Saturn bf the said deponent austav 	 ll,t, voluntarily at PISCUZCK 
on the 22nd July 194.7 before me Staff 5ere2eant bowl: L,Hia,TON, .utailed by 
C-in-C. Dritish erey of the 

(-ined). 	ltan J/Sgt.. 
is Investigation Section, 

imes Group (NWE) 

CE1..TIFII:le that this is a eerrect trareelati. 
deposition 	.:uatav-idiOar=2.1,1:1H, 

(LigA. 
Field 

C-L,rm.2.n into :e:nglish of' the • 
11. 

T. 
tic • 	Section. 
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Translati. ti 	.16 

 

0 
of 

leuth 1;1,7,INSTT;i.FLR 

Deposition on oath cf Ruth YILUNST.MT;e, female, of LSCIEERSIZIEViarz 
Laucstrassc 24., at present at N:..5 C.I.C., seurn before Sergeant George 
GODDLRD, Royal Fusiliers, of Field Investigation Section, .:ar Crimes 
Group (NJE) at 5 C.I.O. 'Al 1st ...,ueust 1947. 

1. I have been --aarned that I 	not forced to make. a statement but that 
any statement that I make will be written down and used as evidence in 
Court. I make this statement voluntarily without force, threats cr 
persuasion or the promise of a reward. 

2. I am Ruth KLUNSTEUBER, born on 23. 6. 1922 in itSCHERSLEffiN/Harz, 
embroiderer by trade and of German nationality. I was never a member of 
the NSD;2 but solely belonged to the DLF since 1936. 

-3. I worked as an embroiderer in the textile works C. G. FLEISCHER in 
LSCHERSLBEEN/Harz since 1936. In October 1944 the Labour Exchange sent 
me to the JUN} RS :Orks in LSCHERSLEBEN, where I stayed till December 1944. 
In December 1944 I was asked by the -. orks Manager whether I wanted to go 
.to an SS School to be trained as an SS Helferin (Help). after my training 
I would be returned again to the JUNKERS :orks, to guard prisoners at work. 
I accepted.  this and was sent to the Concentration Camp RLVENSBRUECK. Lt 
first I was dreszed in a 7rey SS uniform and did 4. days duty with an 
aussenkommando. To my amazement I was not sent back to LSCHERSLE1N, but 
was posied .te the :La, KIEL HLUIT. i arrived at the LEL NORD1G.RK in the 
middle of December 1944 and remained there until the capitulation. On 16th 
'June 194.5 I -;6 arrested in NEUMUNSTER. 

4. Lt my arrival in the comp I was first used as a female guard and was 
promoted to platoon leader in ;February 194.5. '10 did not have a Oberaufseh-
erin (female overseer) in the camp, but I have, although I was only a platoon 
leader by rank, acted as overseer to thd female guards. 

5. ..ihen I came to the camp in December 1944 there were about 100 female 
prisoners in the camp. In the last weeks before the capitulation, and 
especially in Lpril 194:5, when the large transport arrived from FUHLSBUETTEL 
there were over 400 female prisoners in the camp. The nationalities of 
female prisoners were the following: Russians, Poles, French, some Dutch 
and Germans. In my opinion conditions were good for female prisoners till 
March 194.5 and the bod was sufficient. Conditions worsened in the last 2 
or 3 months through intakes from other camps as we could not accommodate so 
many prisoners. In ray opinion, in the end the food was no longer sufficient 
for work, which the women had to do. Most of the female prisoners had to 
work 8 to 10 hours with a mid-day break of 1 hour. Ls often happend, when 
work pressed, the mid-day break was reduced to half an hour. The beating of 
)riseners was forbidden by ;.:Aurmbannfuehrer POST. I have never seen a female 
guard beat -erisoners. But female guards, :These names I can no longer 
remember told 	that they had slapped faces of female prisoners. I asked 
them fer the reason, and they then said that they had acted correctly under 
the aired stances. I myself have boxed the ears of 2 prisoners slightly. 
1,1 one case it ,yncerned the theft, and in the other a woman refused to 
clean her dirt-away. _Apart from that I have nwOur beaten a prisoner, nor 
nave I ever carried a stick in the camp. 

6. I have seen Frau Helene LE1112 several times walking about camp with a 
etick, but I have never seen her beat with it. I have also often seen Frau 
K;aULS with a stick when she returned from a -Jerking party. Lest of the 
uards, ',.hose names I no longer remember, often carried wooden- sticks in camp. 

I remember an incident, when approximately in January 1945 a guard, whose 
AlaMC I no longer remember, beat a female prisoner, and I believe he had a 
stick in his hand. But I did not interfere as it was none of my business. 

/1 
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I cannot exactly Ave th,. naticnalit:/ :.37 this wct-,an. Later n I akc. he 
;:pard -ahy he had beatn th ,iman, .Jut received no reply. This ::ecul'red 
near tn.(, hfrse stable. 

7. I can still re: 1r that I heard z.h to several times, mstly in the 
eveninj, 	at 	an JeljcVuO, 	1,ris-mer trie to scanc. 3f 
eventual shriotins in the camp I knJa n 'thins tut -T Curse I heari:, from 
fcmalG prisoners and :;uarcoS that sho - tin,;$ dere s' -2: nod t-  have taken place, 
But I have not enquired f)r the reasons f-r th.se 	 3hc3tin3.3• 

8. Shortly after I came to the camp, a:,proxii.atcly 14 days after My 
arrival, I dent to Sturmbannfuehrer ?COT and asked for my dismissal, as I 
could not do the - rk an 	t:) 	as w-211. Lturmii-nnfuehrer 2)ST 
declared that this was not p...)ssible. 

9. That is all I have to say about this case. 

(id) Puth iacinsteubcr 

Sworn by the said loprIncnt Guth KLEIUSTEUP-P, voluntarily at 5 C. I. C, on 
1 Lugust 19i1.7, before me, Sereant George 	Royal Fusiliers, detailed 
by C-in-C. British Lrrly of the Rhine. 

(Ar;ned) G. Goddard bgt. 
.17ield Investigation Section, 
rar Crimes Group (1LRE) 

CERTIPIED that this is a correct translation from German into hhglish of the 
taposition of Ruth KIEINSTEUB 	narked -cposition 21-).16. 

STMNS Sct‘ 
Field Investigation Sootioni 
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Date Submitted 	Decision of Committee I 

  

   

11 SEP 1947 ehev e-a/ 

11:N/II 1.,10.) 	11.1A1 -  III 51/1 



IC Genersloberst Nanm Atergen =WU 	  
	(Commender.AP-Chief LuXtflottereigh). 	  

• Generel 	 der 
	WommendiAgQffim7  or  lomftgou_VII 	  

Name of accused, his 
rank and unit, or 
official position. 

(Not to be translated.) 

Both accused are in British custody, 

Date and place of 
commission of al-
leged crime. 

1944 
Berlin and Minster, Germany. 

Number and descrip-
tion of crime in war 
crimes list. 

References to rele-
vant provisions of 
national law. 

Breaches of Inter-
national Low. 

(xxix) Ill-treatment of Prisoners of War. 

Assault 

Breaches of the Laws and Usages of War. 

(For the Use of the Secretariat)  

Registered Number. 

 

Date of receipt in Secretariat. 
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UNITED NATIONS WAR CRIMES COMMISSION 
United Nations ........ CHARGES AGAINST  German 	WAR CRIMINALS 

CASE No. 	 M7.0  633 	 

SHORT STATEMENT OF FACTS. 
In 1944 STUMM' was the Commander-in-Chief of the Luftflottereich and as such was 

responsible for the air defence of the entire German Reich. There were subordinate 
commends under his command including Luftgau VI which was commanded by SCHMIDT.. In the 
latter part of 1944 an order was sent from the German Government in Berlin to STUMPFP 
to the effect that if in the future any captured Allied Air Force personnel, whilst 
prisoners of war, were attacked by the civilian population they were to be denied pro-
tection by their German guards. This order had originally been signed by KEITEL and it 
was then countersigned by STUMPFF the Commander-in-Chief of the Luftflottereioh and 
forwarded, on his instructions, to the commanding officers of all divisions in Luftgau VI. 

When the order was received in Luftgau VI it was again initialed by SCIllaDT, commanding 
Luftgau VI, and transmitted on his instructions to subordinate Air District Commends 
which were under his immediate command. 

TRANSMITTED BY 

• 
Insert serial number under which the case is registered in the files of the National Office of the accusing State. 

Wt.P.212++/27 r.m. 2'I(. r.k C(.. 7450 

Office of the J.A.G,  (Mil. Dept,) 	  
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DEICSITION 

of 

Hans Joachim SCHIEBAU 

Deposition on .ath of Hans Joachim SCHIEBAU, male, of :iarl 
Bitterfelderstrasse 4, sworn before Staff Serjeant John CASTLE 15/19th 
King's Royal Hussars of 'jar Crimes, Investigation Unit at :‘ECKLINGHAUSE 
on 8th November, 1946. 

1. I am Hans Joachim SCHIEBAU, burn on the 17th November, 1915 in • 
AaIENWERDER, WESTI;iEUSSEN. 	am a volunteer by profession and a a 

German national. 	I make the following statement on my own free will, 
without any force or promise of any advantage thereof and I am aware, that 
the same can be used in a curt of law. 

2. I was a professional soldier and transferred to the Air Force in 
1935. 	In September 1939 I was with the 2. Batterie Flak Regiment 21 in 
ELBING as Oberleutnant (first Lieutenant) and Battery Chef. 	I was then 
with different units and troops in the east, till I came to the 
'LUFTGAU VI' on the 1st July, 1946, as staff officer to the 
Kommandierenden General, General of the Flak Artillery SCHMIDT. 	On the 
1st of i,;arch, 1942 I was promoted to Hauptman (Captain) and on the lst 
February, 1944 to Major. 	I was with the 'LUHTGAU VI' in the above 
position until the 'GAU's' were dissolved in April 1945. 	I then came 
into American captivity in May 1945. 	en the 8th January, 1946, I was 
released from c n.ptivity. 

3. Towards the ene, of 1944, I received a teleprint message addressed to 
the 'LUFTGAU VI' from the superior formation 'LUFTLCTTE REICH' which was 
under the command of Gcneraloberst STUMP F. 	The teleprint message contained 
the order to the effect that in case the civil population should take action 
against captured allied airmen the guards are not to interfere with the 
civil population. 	I cannot quite. remember the exact wording of the order, 
but I can remember the addition that it should only be distributed in 
writing to the Divisions and Flakbrigades and afterwards be destroyed. 
The teleprint was signed by KEITEL and had also a remark concerning the 
distribution by theiLUFTFLOTTE REICH', 	I cannot say any more, who 
signed for the 'LUITFLGTTE REICH'. 

4. Immediately before further distribution, I showed the order to the 
'Chef des Generalstabes' Oberst BOEBITE and the K:mmandierendon General of 
the 'Luftgau VI' SCIIIIDT. 	General SCHMIDT signed the order and gave the 
instruction that the additional note regarding distribution and 
notification of destruction should be added. 	Notification should be sent 
to the 'Luftgau VI'. 	ThereJn I passed on the order by teleprint to the 
divisions of the 'Luftgau VI' and signed the teleprint as correct. 	Some 
time later, I reported the fulfilment of the notification and destructi7n 
of the order to the 'Luftflotte Reich' 

5. There is no doubt that the Kommandierende General of the 'Luftgau VI' 
SCI-laDT had knowled7e of this order before it was sent, as all incoming 
orders with the signatures of the immediate superiors of General SCHMIDT 
had invariably to be shown to him before being rewritten. To the 
invariable stand taken by General SCIThIIDT regarding the treatment of 
orders by superior formations and orders of special importance and that 
I could not under any circumstances pass on such orders without the knowlede 
of the Kommandierenden General SCHMIDT, I name as witness the former 
Hauptmann (Captain) FEITER, Hans JOACHIM, living in MINSTER, KANONENUEG 
and my former typist, Frau REDEKER from NEUSTADT NM RbEe. 

6. This is all I have to say in this matter. 

(Signed) Hans Joachim SCHIEBAU, 

I 
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2 	 ANN 

SWORN by the sr iC Dup'Jnent i;ans Joachir. SCHIEBAU wauntrily 
RECKLINGEAUSEN 	Cth November 1946 before Me Staff Serjeant 
CASTLE 15/19th King's R'2yal Hussars Cetailea by C in C British Isnly 
of the Rhine. 

(SigneC) John CASTLE S/Sjt. 
15/19th KR hussars 

CortifioC. that this is a true truislati- mfr7m Gorman into English 
f the Deposition 	Hans Joachim SCHIEBAU marked rroduotien No. 3. 

Fit BAOR 
BACR. 

(Signed) A.D. SCHWARZ131.RD) Sjt. R.A. 
War Crimes Investigation Unit 
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DepositLn :1'n oath T 	 female, f NEUSTADT/Zbce 
Eittolstrasse 2, sworn bef..n.: S/SJ .",1111 CASTLE 15/19th Kin's Royal 
Hussars of War Crimes invostizatim Unit at NEUSTADT/Rbr7o n 21st 
November 1946. 

1. I am Maria IZEDEKEZ, born-  on 21st February 1920 at LiU2NSTEIVIiostftat-., 
I am a house wife and of German nationality. 

2. From 1937 to September 1941 and aEain from 1st :::arch 1943 t the and 
of the war i.e. to the end of March 1945 I w:TP.c.:C. as a civilian typist 
at LuftEau VI at MTJENSTE. 	From the middle f 1943 until the end of 
the war I was the typist of the Chief of the o1-:erati .::ns Deiartment 1 a, 
Major Hans Joachim SCHIEBAU, 	It was Major SCIIIEBAU's duty to pass 
down to subordinate Commands all orders eminatin from !licher authorities 
which concerned operations or were of special importance, after they had 
in each case been initialed by the Camanding General .)f Lufk:au VI, 
SCI1IDT and the Chief of Staff. 	.Every incominc order was stamped by 
SCHIEBAU and in this stamp General SCINIDT and Chief 'f Staff had to sirn 
their initials before the 1..der c'uld be passed on. 

3. I remember that towards the end of 1944 an order rcchc-C, us from 
Luftflotte Reich which stated that in case the civilian iL'iulation attacked 
captured Allied Airmen the German escorts were not is protect Clem. 	This 
order had been sil7ned by KEITEL and as far as I can remember was 
countersigned by d,cneraloberst STUNYFF for Luftflotte Reich. Luftfl.tte 
Reich had added that the order must be destroyed after it haC boon passed 
on and the date of its Cestructi -n had to be reffted. 

4. After the order had been initialed 	the Commandin" General SCFYTDT 
and Chief of Staff Oberst WEIDE, Major SCHIE3JU passed it um:or his 
signature t'5 the Command in officers of all divisions in Luft:au 
it was added that the order must be dcstr )yed after it had been passed on 
and that this had to be reported to Luftrau VI. 	I saw the original 
order before it was passed down from Luftgau VI to the subordinate Commands 
and saw that it had been initialed by General SCIVIDT, and Cbserst BOEHM. 
I am absolutely certain that it was initialed by SCLNIDT and BOEIRE. 

5. Some four weeks later I dealt with the 	order once more when 
I reported to Luftflotte Reich, in writin: that it had 1- ocn 2assee, on, 

nd subsequently destroyed. 	Afterwards I saw that Major SC-HIED-AU 
burnt the order in his room, on a metal plate. 

6. This is all I know in this matter. 
(Sirned) Maria -REDEKER 

SWORN by the said Deponent Maria IMEKER, voluntarily at NEUSTADT 
on 21st November 1946 before me S/Sit John CASTLE 15/19th KR HUssars 
etiled by C: in C. British Lxpy of the Rhine. 

(Signed) John CASTLE, p/s;;t. 
15/19th Kit Hussars 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translation from German into EnLiish 
of the Deposition 	Maria IZEDEIM, marked ?roduction No. 6. 

(Since) J. CASTLE 
War Crimes Investic-..tion Unit: 
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Eni1 	:I T 	' 	4. I: 

Doposition on oath of 	 GOITPINGEil Quackoretrasso 
s-aorn boforo S/Sgt John 	15/Jjth 	Royal i-ussars of ..iar Crimos 
Invoatigation Unit at EICI2,Le3ORD on l'Ah .,optoubcr 1914.6. 

I on Lr.ii1 STEPHitN, born on 2nd Fobruar:; 1897 at Si.CES.1-2,111.U:;Lir near 
„ ORLNIEHBURG. Ian a profossional officur and of C,or.o.n. i:otionality. I ftake 

this statcmunt voluntarily without hovin-f boon t'orootonod or promised any 
advantage thorefmo 	I 

2, From the and of 1939 until approx Scptombcr 194.0 I ...KW attached to the staff 
of tho Coimandor in Cl-ziof of the Luftwaffe (4.0K 7 tad 4) at first os a 
Lieutenant Colonel and latur as a Colonel. Froi.1 then to the 1st j,pril 19/42 
I was Cormandant of tho Luftvmffc Units ..OK 4, 11 and ,.,my Group North. 
Fro:1 2nd itpril 1942 to 11th January 194.3 I was Co.toandant of the Luftwaffc 
Regiment 51 in nol7ium and Holland. Fro February 1943 to pc:cc:Libor 1943 
I was Commandur of tho Luftwaffc Fighter Rogimunt 26 in the East. On 
1st October 194) I -dC.s prw.ioted to the rank of ::ajar (4-oneral. I was then. 
posted to the air flouts .6 and 4. and later 3 and in oioptuf.lber 1944 becacie 
C000lander in Chief of thk., ,,ir District 1_LURINISTER. I rcs.rinod in this capacity 
at WOLBLCI:. until a. few days before the fall of 2.:URICTER 	shortly 
aftor.-iards took over a fighting 'roup of the )1.71st Infantry Division. 
On 6th ;jay 1945 I yras taken prisoner by the British at BELY.13, Ostfriosland. 

3. In the second half of 1944 or possibly oorly in 194.5 I received from Luftgau 6 
my superior authority an order to 	effect that VI- 0-or. .on aced Forces 
not protect ...Iliad airman who af..er having, parachutod do.;.-n or :lad() forced 
landings hod been token prisoner in the event 	civilian population 
or national-socialists for iations attackino such airmen by force. This order 
;;as brought to 	notico by lay ,,id c1e C!.14.1p 	HOL.Y..= with the ro..ark that 
he had already passed sa,.ic on to the '.:iorst-Co.omandants in ...y District. I 
thereupon took the DraLr in quosti..n and again personally notified the Horst-
CoL.i.:andants of r.ly District, oir District :.;URNSTER, Westphalia, of its contents. 

4. During my to:.: of office as Co..o.iander of the ;,ir District 11:i.:::>TER I ncvcr 
received, gave or passed on an order that 	Terror 	who had 
parachuted dm-ni or _lade a forced londin7: -ac:re tc bo . shot. 

5. This is all I have to s..y in the faattor. 

(Sod) Dr. 	ZiTLPH41: 

SARI.; by the said Deponent Loll 
voluntarily at EICI,TILBORN on 19th Sopto.lbor 
rie SiSgt John CoSTLE, 15/19th King's Royal 
il_ussars, dutailod by C.-in-C. i;ritish 

the Rhino. 

1946 before 

(Sgc.1). John C:',3TLE p VS et • 

CrLics Investigation Unit 
HQ British 4.,rmy of the Rhino 

CERTIFIED that this is a truo 
translation fro:.1 Guromn into 
.1.7,r1F1ish of the Deposition of 
Lola STETH,,II, onrkod Production N0.4. 

J. Castle 	3/3:t 
ti crio,cs Investi4ation Unit 

(J. C...3TI,E) 

...,.tare that the 	o;.y be used in a Court of Law. 
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0 Translatim of 	 Irod. Nc 5. 

Deposition 

of 
	

1 

la721 VOEUM 

Depositi, ,n on oath •-A7 i aul V:: ::1,1;i:2 male of 	 near Osii,DRU:C.K 
88 sworn Lief r,;  Staff Sorr-e:nt John C-STLE 15/19th King's Royal Hussars of 
Virx CrineS Investii'ati -n Unit at 	GM.T on 20th Nover.Ler 1946. 

I an i ul VCEI.P., born 	SCHCEIDORF Krcis TRIER on the rth February 
1899. 	I on driver and of German nationality, 	I make the following 
declarati ns on my own free will, without coercion or promise of benefit 
thereof and I kn, w that same can he used by a court of law, 

I was recular soldier and came t.:7) the Luftwvffo in 1935. 	In September 
1939 I was pil, A of the Ja.,7dgeschwarlor 52 at KL.R.LSitUlf.E, 	In October 1935 
I was prmoted tL.: Hauptmann and on the 1st January 1943 tc Major. On the 
1st 1. :.ay 1943 I came to the Flicuerhorst i,iUEAOI-74/4 	 as a Kommandant 
and on the 1st L.pril 1914 t^ the Fliegerh -rst IitiiipaRF near 1.afaISTFIR as a 
Kommandant. I stayed there until the end of the war and was taken a 
prisonor on the 4.th L.pril 1945 by the imericans and was relos.sed from there 
in September 1 (A5. 

liorstl . Landant of 11:iNDOI& I had to attend at the conferences of the 
ticommando 	Dorcich 3/VI at 170T,T.DECK near YUENSTEIZ. 	a one of those 
conferences v,4:idi took -,:lace about the cad 1944 at lfOLLl;FCK Goneralmajor 
STEilli.N, the IC,Amandant cf the Flughafenbereich 3/VI during that time, made 
an 	o order known to the officers and kommandants present, which was as follows: 
;Oiled aim:en who have made a forced landing or have baled out, are in future 
nut to Lc defended with weapons by German forces if the civil population takes 
acrcssive 	r...7.-7.inst them. 

I could n say who issued this order, but this order cone to the 
Flurhafen foroich from the Luftgau VI. In any case it was made known in the 
presence of Genc.ralmajor STK-Hal% 

after I was told of this order, I passed it on f rom time to time to the 
!uardop - -rho had to brinfr. the :ailed airmen from my Fliegarhorst tc the La,7cr ti  rho 

	

 • 	I told th}:m that they wore not allowed to use their weapons in 
case the populL.ti - n should take action a:ainst captured airmen, 	I made it 
clear to them, however, that under no circumstances was the population to be 
incited to such 

Some time tIfter t:.at, about the bei-inning of 1:arch 1945, some returning: 
guards, who had to take a transport of about 5 /imcrican airmen from the 
Flictl7erhorst 1i.,1,901d? to OBERURSEL, reported to me, that these airmen had 
been murdered by a crow/n of civilians, censistiv of 4.00-500 people. The 
excitement of the populatir-n could '..)e attributed to air raid, which had taken 
pl':.ce a short 	before this incident. 	I a2- . unable to state if the guards 
in charge were again reminded of the above 	 or 	!.afore leaving, 
but this is possible. 	I can not remember the names of the guard any lorver. 
I rer.-rted this incident orally to my suporirr office Konmando Flughafon 
-..-'ereich 3/VI an', thereupon this incident was settled for me. 

This is all I know about this incident. 

(Signed) Paul 1/0L'11 R. 

	

.31.7OHN 	t1I- said 	anent Paul VOELW.C.L.: voluntarily at IL.S.D.ERMI on 20t:.. 
November 194.r befor,.. me, Sta:f Sergeant John c„.sTLE 15/19th King's Royal 
Hussars deta.ilc. . by the Co in Co .3ritish Ii.mor of the ...),hine. 

(SiEnad.) J. C.,,STLE E3/Sgt 
15/19tab 10. Hussars. 

/C.II 
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CLICIFIED that this is a true translati-,n from Gorman into 2nclish of the 
Dcpositinn fr-7. 1%u1 VLrE., markel irc1. Yo 5, 

(Si:.ned) J. Castle SiSfrt. 
Interpreter. 

War Criucs InvcstiE:ati-n Unit 

••■=t-,- 
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ir • lecti on No* 7 
Tr- nal!-.ti.:,n ef 

Of 

)L -sit 
Succlutr-..sse 8 
f sr Crincs 

194.6. 

iA en e, .th .:r  
sworn befire J/Sjt 	 15/1')  
InvestiLr.tien Unit t 	i,flLJOP- 

• 

1. I 	i 	110EVEL4t, b...rn ..)n 1 1 th P._;brur ry, 1u94., 	DI_TESELDORF. 
I a,i 2.r.urf_•.t by occupation an of German natienality. 

2. On 5th Septeuter, 1 939 I 	 te the Luftvr eCeir Tonle) 
an-.1 4r.s sent to the air ,..rt 	DIP.'",.SELDO.R.1? 	Oberleutnant (Lieutenant) 

	

t the beEinninG ef 194.1, this r.ir 	;r.3 trr.nsferrel t .1.2_1ENST.3R 
rjestfalia; 	 tirae -Cei'.)re 	1.•een 	td Hau,..taann (Crs.ptr.in)• In 194.3, I vins 	 I 	t the 	r.r.oa 3/IV at Hi.NDOi.e .  
near i.Z.IFINS`.7.7.:;ii until the cn'. of the vr.r. 	..t the 	innin 	f 1.ir.y, 194.5, I 
went to DU 	LDORF, re-p:zted 	 ..'ith...rity 	vr.s 
rcle sea en 4.th ii'.rch, 1 94:6. 

3. .ihne I .-ras with the 	 ir 	rt 
speci,list ani - in 1944 an ?.t ;71-.(; 	 :f 194.5 

i.e. Deputy of the Corsir.nlant, 	t1-1: t time Goner, 	ljer 
General) 6TEIILS way, the 

4. the enl of 1944, or rarer:1y 	the very 17eini 	of 194.5 I 
receive an :'r :r frou our su.verier,Ir authority, 	VI, vrhich ha the 
followin!• Ewnin,s1- "If hellie(1 	 :.n °Ler :ency 
rx! 1 are transortel by Geri:.n Forces are attackei by the civilian population 
the Gernan soaliers are not :Ala.:- 1 to interfere but :.iust let thinns tr‘ke 
their course". 	This erler 	e the c 	.f n rIer r .i the Cor.r.n 
SuLdre,ee Coomr.n1 ana 	 i:EIT'JJ. 	It - rs % -,rrien on the offici.1 

	

ef the Lurtgau VI aria si:_no'..1 by 	SCHL.Iletr, 	ofAcer of the 
Staff of the co,eriarilin;; Cernera i th„ Lu..tr.0 VI. 	On the erier 
reuark that it sh uld be passe.1 on in  'itin , ..nly to the anti-aircraft 

ns -n..1 the COrir.nrlos ef the air i, ort 

5. I kept this ur.ler r..)r r.Leut 6 -,-k.,aks tith.t pliblishin-_,; it 	it was 
against ..y cenvicti..:ns. 	-.7 ut no lay Unteroffizier CLT, the clerk of the 

re7ertel to ...le that t 	Loft ;au VI 	rsc 1 for the., written report 
that this )raer Ira been carried .ut. 	Theref.re I w--.5 	rcoa 	hana ever 
the r 'ler to General 	j.'r STELE. 	JT 	acceetefl the order and I 
sul.... , ose that he e.nminco:', it to the Herzt.e.- 	ef the —.yea. 

(Ji,-ned) Jilhl..i NORVEIla 

SWORN by the sr.i.:1 Deponent Wilhel...1 
voluntarily at DUEsSELDORF I.:31171...1.E on 1st 

194.6.befere 	S/Sjt. J '.n C3ThE 
1 5/1 9th KR Hussars .lotaileT by C. -in-C. 
'.- ritish -ray of the Rhine. 

J. 	C,..6TLE 
15/1 )th tu. Hussars. 

• 
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DE2JSITICII 

of 	 Production iso. 1. 

Juorr:.en STULTPF  

Deposition on oath of 11-.n6 Juergen 	 R.1.-2,:zsBtra(-; Ritterstr. 12, sworn before S/S.jt. JoILI C....OLE, 15/19 i;.inEts Royal Hussars of 
Crimea Investigation Unit at lar.STER LiaIt on 21st 1;ove bcr 1946. 

4. 	I am Hans Jueroon STU-pi:PK' born on 15th Juno 1689 	KOLBERG 
Poimierania. I was e. professiort.1 u Adier and a.. of GO11:4U. ne.tivsaality. I 
make the following state-ent voluntarily, 'without threat of force or pro...i.ise 
of any advantage therefroi.i., and I 	a,.-;%re th!.t the 	....lay be used in a 
Court of Law. 

2. 	At the beginnini:, of the was in Se-,?tember 1939 I was General of the 
airforce and Chief of .Lir Defence at the 2Lir Liinistry in BMILDI„ In 
January $940 I became Chief of Luftfluttc I in BEiLltT. On 3th 1.1ay 1940 
I became Chief of Luftflotto V in &now 4th Headquarters in OSLO. In 
`ay 1940 I was promoted to tho rank of Goneraloberst. In January 1944 I 
returned to BERLIN frem1T0.1-c:LY and. took up the pout of Co.marxler in Chief 
in Luftflotto Reich. I hel:: this appoint.ient until the end of the war 
and was taken prisoner by t:,„ British at the beginnin of 	1945. 

3 	Corraander in Chief of Luftflotte Reich I was responsible for the 
defense of the entire Ger...lan Reich. tly HQ was in BE2LIN an:: it was 

safturlerstood that all ()niers fro.l .c.ky superiors i.e. if signed. by HITLER, 
GOERING, or -KKETLL were brou;zht to my notice, before they were passed on. 
If I happened to be avw fro.1 13ffiLDI on duty an..i an urEent order 	in 
it was posiblo that ouch an order had already been passed on :Jut it :Aust 
then have been brouuht 	notice -.s.fterward-s 	return. In any OUSE 
I 0.Z1 responsible fur all orders ..thick p:..ssec3. throuii,h Luftflotte Reich. 

I can recollect an order which reached Luftflotte Reich in the 
*seoonl half of 1944 that in future if the civilian population attacked 
captured Allied • rdr-mon the escorts ha:. not to interfere. I cannot 
re...lumber from whom this order enanated but on two occasions I protested 
against it by letter to the Oberko:klando der Luftwaffe. I cannot 
reaeaber to-day to :cave passed on the order !Alt if' it was passed on by 
Letflotte Reich to subordinate Co..ands I accept full responsibility, for 
this. 

5. 	This is all I have ts) say in the 

(sigied) ii  ails Juor,;on. 
VOW by the said Deponent 
Hans JuerL;en STUMM' voluntarily 
at MUNSTER 	on 21st :iove;:foor 1946 
before 	S/Sgt John C4,;:jilLE 15/19 Kin's 
Royal Hussars detf._,_10(1 by C. in C. :iritish 

of the Rhine. 

(Si_ ted John C....)TLE, 3/Set.. 
- 15/19 KR Hussars 

• 
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TIU'ISLATIOIT OF DEPOSITIGi • 
of 

August PrO(3.UCti 	„ 2. 

Depositim on Jr_...th of ..-uf -ust 	 Krics TRAUUSTEar t  Upper Bava.ria, 	:',E;f•Jr::: Staff Serjeant John C...;3TLE, 
15/19th King's -Royal Hussars of 'Jar Griues InvestiL;ati n Unit at .PliE 8 
G.:it-1118CH on 14th ii.,veaer 1946. 

1. 	I aul,urust SCILLIDT, born on the 1. Fe',:ruary 1863 in HILDERSnF.:Ii.i. I 
.n a regular soldier and of Gor..zn n:.tionality. 	I- make the fJilowilV... 
statei'.1.ent voluntarily, without coercion or prouise of any a,'_xantage thereof 
::.rd I know that it can 1.:e U30d in a court of law, 

2„ 	In the autuun of 1937 I caue to ii ::,`.PER in ,,lestfahlen as Oberst der 
Flakartillcric and Koa..landant of the Luftgau VI„ In the su-.1,-.,er of 1938 I 
was pronoted to General Major and on the 1st January 1940 to General 
Leutnants On the 1st of July 1941 I was prouoted to General der Flak. 
I was cJia.z.,raing officer 	the Luftgau VI until the 30th .‘jarch 1945. 
I then took over as Ke7,..andierender General des Wlak Corps 2-tiV in ',Linden. 
I was taken prisoner by the ,...-Lericans in SCHLMIIIIIG on the 6 

3. I was lion.iandicren.ler General,' 	 responsible for all 
orders fro:a the Luftgiu VI, froLi, the autur.in of 1937 until the end of the war. 
The Luftgau VI consisted of the Rhinland to the norgn Of B0111, the 
Ruhrg•eliets  Astfahlen and Kurjessen. As the fr:‘nt cane nearer, sore of 
the frontal districts were transferred to the Flak Corps which was under Arm/ 
conmand. From the beginnin.  of 1944 until the end of the war, Luftflotte • 
Reich in Berlin which had Generaloberst STISIPF in cor.r.land, was ITT superior 
formation* 	orders 	fro.-, this for..-aticn. 

4. From the sumuer of 1944, the Chef des Centralstabes Oberst BOEHIE$ 

	

was 1-.7 representative at the Luftgau VI.'.'.iajor 	wa;; the luader 
of the operatiorni section (1,:.) 7-,n1 also representative for the Ches des 
Stabs since the beginning of 1944 until the end of the vtar. Lll orders 
froze the superior fora^..tion had to .,$) shovm to r.-,c and si:nera 17 Lae Uefore 
being sent off, if they were of general or specially ilAportant nature, 
This includes: all such orders which had the signr.tures of Hitler, Kcital, 
Goering or Stumpf. 

5. I oannot reueuber any ;o,re, th .t I have aver seen or been shovm 
an order to the effect that allied air:,en are not to be defended any uore 
by Gcruan forces if the civil population takes aggresive.action against 
the. 	far as I (-3:'.n reuember I 1111-  never seen such an order. 

6. Koa.lanclieren_ler General, w:rich means, givinr,. %11 orders for the 
Luftgau VI, I a,a of course fuily responsible for all orders which affected 
the Luftgau VI, 

7. This is all I hr.vc 	in this natter, 

(SigneL) Au, zest 

fS,10RIT. 1:,y the said Deponent ..,.ugust SCii..fIDT. voluntarily at GARi11XI-1 on 14th 
ove..iber 1946 Oefore me 'Staff Serjeant John CA,31LE 15/19th King's Royal 

Hussars __:.tailed 7)y C in C British Army of the: Rhine. 

John CA;.T1,1., S/Sgt 
15/19th iCiH 

Certified that the abov.. is a true translation fro„1 Ger aan into Eulszlish of 
the DepoBit ion of. August LeIfAilIfi.  aArkoC,. Production 2. 

	

inter7returi 	Crimes Investigation 
Unit, 
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Contained in the statements of :- 

44Agitchim SGIUEBAU 

(iii) Emil STEPtMAN 

(v) Wilhelm HOEVELER 
(vii) August SCHNIDT (accused) 

(ii) Maria REDEKER 

(iv) Paul Wtriall 
(vi) Hans Juergen STUIPPF (accused) 
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NOTES ON THE CASE 

(Under this heading should be included the view taken as to (a) the degree of 
responsibility of the accused in view of his official position. e.g., was offence 
committed on the offender's own initiative, or in obedience to orders, or in carrying 

 
out a system approved by authority or a legal provision ; (b) the probable defence ; 
(c) whether the case appears to be reasonably complete.) 

• 

A. The accused STUITTP and SCBLaDT both transmitted the order on the directions 
of their superior officers. 

B. There appears to be no defence for either accused although they will probably 
raise the plea of superior orders. 

C. The case is complete. 
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‘sis. 	,./J"  t 5 SEP j947 

UNITED NATIONS WAR CRIMES COMMISSION 
I l'AD  

Name of accused, his 
rank and unit, or 
official position. 

(Not to be translated.) 

CHARGES AGAINST 	 WAR CRIMINALS 

CASE No  IJK-GiB G. 

(S.:1;,: A :. 2.40ILD 

Date and place of 
commission of al-
leged clime. 

1. 	BURG:-.ULZ,, Germany 

February or :.:arch  

WUPPEATAL A   Geri any 

January ar February 	 

Number and descrip-
tion of crime in war 
crimes list. 

References to rele-
vant provisions of 
national law. 
Breaches of Inter-
national Law. 

2. 	(iii) 	Torture of civilians 

1. -larder 

2. Assault 

Bre c es of tilt; laws and .sages of :Jar, 

SHORT STATEMENT OF FACTS. 

1. 	In the early months of 191+5 GUTEI:13.:1;!.;.r.;it ..as the head of the German Police Forces 
intrivio.;14-u-alt,:d6 VI which included the DU.LSsALDORF area and A13ATH was the inspector of 
security Police and S.D. (boaimml. Security Service) in Ole DU...L3SSLUW2 area; the remain-
ing accused were either „'restapo orKICEPO officials in the DI...2;ss -,i0..2 

In February 45 a number of Ru.:sian nationals were detained in 711.TP-iL'AL Prison 
in connection :dth alleged offences which were under investigation by the WUPPil;:;TALKdP0. 

- After investigations had been ;ade by the :CatIPO into their activities 30 Russians were 
selected by the Kt IPM and handed over to the APP:u1ZTAL Gestapo. Mese 3J _lussians were 
held for a few days by the Gestapo and then on a day in February or March 1945 they were 
escorted by a mixed party of Gestapo andKaP0 officials including all the accused except 
GuTz//B,q{G.;;It and ALBATH and under the cox:viand of i 	to j;15..L;1101Z near DU/SLUURF and 

were selecu.L:d and the shooting was ;,hen shot by some or all of the escort. 	the vie 
arranged by the Gestapo in obedience to orders issued by 	 and passed on by 
'TRANSM ITT ED BY 	afficc 	&IA ... 	0:414 	 1.44a:).stlla 	6... AAA • • • • • • 

• insert serial number under which the case is registered in the files of the National Office of the accusing State. 

(6485) W4.11.212/427 5m. 2146 C. & Co. 745(8) 
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PARTI( ULARS Of' ALLEi;EI) CRIME 
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AO 

  

-nt of 	C.S 
• 

..;',2A,.1.ZZI LJ 

in .!nunrY 19) whereby the hems of the .:1,estao in the. "Tiii 	VI 
were permiAed to rdll A11id natio..als. 

2„ 	During January or .lebi..uary 194-) 	the ;:us.iian nationals, the victims 
mentioned in ;,he above chares  were interned in 	Pion, many were 
interrogated by (/3L, a member of the Vitille.A1, K.,11.'0. 	On numerous occasions 
during theme interrogations OiL ill-treated the in ..ernees by burning their 
bare feet with lijited si..rips of paper. 



2nd GHA.(1.:1 	 , 0;.1:3 ,  132111 	le1m 0=ZI 
y:ciPo 	dci 1, 	; 1.1)012P 

.1) 	TIO S 

Cask; 1;o,_ 

1 a t CI I. Karl 411U512G:2 
Head of Police :Forces 

 

 

within 	 VI 
"alter Hugo 7.3runo ,113X2II 
T»si)ettorof ::;ecurity Police anC... 3,i), 

..)t,rvice)'11E33LD02.2 Area. 

J. 	Karl 
.estao Official, DUESS.12.JDORF 

4. 	Karl Paul 'nil:el:a oasi1.7 
KRIPO Official, DUESSLIDORP. 

Arthur PETERS 
q.esta:)o Official, DUESSELDORF. 

(P. 	4ilhel!P KLOS 
KRIPO Official, DITE:.33III0.):tF. 

Heinrich -1,1'13'1M 
KRIPO 

Hans PQICTSG1.211:7 
KRIPO Offic ial,  

'1 
	

Otto .11.1413ER.laiar 
KRIPO Off ic 

10. iabert 
Stestal.o Official, D'.. 1 .-1;33.a.,Do-AP. 

Alfred Ya33LIII • 
Gestapo Official, DUESZELDORF. 

IL. Ernst PaTiaG 
KRIPO Official, LUE;iS'.aD02. 

dilhela O3E4 
KRIPO Official, DUESSDORF. 

Kurt  
FAIPO Official , DUESOW. 

/ 	Paul. TTHALTS 
KRIPO Official, DT_E-1337211DoLui. 

/6. 	rloorE, Karl ,VMD 
r3-estao 	 LTS:•a..;.q1)02.P. 

17. 	alter FFV.:T.',GFLAi 
Gestapo official, 71ITF$3.3."1,riair 

IF 	Lorenz .1.:LDOR2 
qest,t..‘o Official, D7.P7:'3;-.71DOHF. 

"1. 	;;altor JHOL 
qestano Official, DU31,DO2, 

.20 	rkfo lTO 
ruPo off i , )U 133 IT.DO.:10. 

Name of accused, his rank 
and unit, or official 
position. 

(Not to be translated) 

'S. 

/ 4 . 

(AU !;:c locuaod art 	ca,;to 
"ith the exception of the 7th, dth, 
11th, 12th, 130, 14th, 15th, 13th, 
1 9th a 20th.) 



Translation  of 	 Deposition No. 1  

of 

Hans BLIC....01.,..f 

Deposition on oath of Hans BLICILHOLS, of -..uppertal-Barmen, Handelstr, 59, 
before t11.-: undersigned. on 20th June 1947 in ".1UT-'.-ERT,=.I.. 

I am i:ans EITCEICILL;, born 25 July. 1397 in i:iri.i...E.LSBURG/Poramerania., a hairdresser 
by profession and a Ger..an national. 

From 1921 until the entry of the Americans'r Aprl 45, I was a police official, 
and from 10 September 1944 until 16 April 1945 I was on detachment as the 
;_overnor of the police prison in ;AErERTIliiL. 

One night in January 	about 15 to 20 Russians were brought in, a .ongst them 
there were about foul. Russian women. . Two of_. the Russians had bullet wounds 
and were treated by Dr. BRE0T071SLI, ,,iho was a. prisoner himself. 	These 
Russians were broujrt 	by the 	nd according to ti.c entries in the 
prison registry they were alleged to have committed robberie... on 	railway 
yards at 17ICITLIEGHAUSEN. 	I know that in the course of the next few weeks 
further Russians 'sere brought in, but I do not know ,,:hether they belonged to 
the first batch, 

It -.;s customary tiv.t foreigners, after having been taken to prison were 
brought before the local 	courts to be sentenced. This however, was not 
the case with Rus:Aans whom the CID handed over to the Gestapo. The 
Gestapo then arranged. all further mat/Tors. 	I know that these Russians were 
not taken before a Court. 

One evening, -towards the end Of February or the beginning of March -1945, the 
prison was given a list of pI•i3oncvs by the Gestapo, -.rho 1..7ert: to be prepared 
for transportation early next morning, 	(hen f. arrived for work next morning, 
the Russians cnd the Russian women had been collected, and I, never saw them 
again. I can no longer say exactly hcw many there were, but there n.ay have 
been about 25-30 of them. 	- 

(Signed) Hans f;UCIEIOTY,_, 

S7TORI'i by the said Deponent, Hans :BUCHHOLZ, 
voluntarily at 1.A.TI'FRI.TiiAL the 20th June 1947, before 
me, Oliver E. 3.11: :SON, VSgt, L.O.Y.L.I. of-.liar Crimes 
Group 1,W,E), (lett:lied by C-in-C British Lrmy of the Rhine. 

(Signed) O.E. 	S/Sst. 
Investigating NCO 

C).:TIFIED that the above is '7. true translation 
er0111 German into English of the Deposition of 
Hans BUCIfriOLZ, marked Deposition No. 1. 

(Signed) O. E. SaiSON, 3/Sgt. 
Field Investigation Secti 

Crimes Group (T■rE 
(14442838,. 



TratwlAtion of 	 7.16,_;c2 

of 

Bernhard AhSTOS  

Deposition on oath of iernhard 	o ',:upeortal-Eiterfold, Tuellerstr. 79, 
at presont in NO. 2 ICHC, Fischbeck, before the undorsignt.d.at  No. 2 :. CHC. :n 
the 3rd July 1947. 

I am J rrhard tBTO$3, born 12 Septomber 166:5 in HUECKE3".....C-Eil, 	I cum a CID 
official and a German national. 	1 Joincd the lisata,  on 1 i:iay 37 but did not 
belonE to any other p rty orynisations. 	1 vrs interned on the 27 Aug L5. 

In 'Tanury 1945, HLeut 30 Lissians wore brouLht into the police prison at 
WUPT'zRTAL. They had made the vicinity of Wuppertal unoafe by com::,itting 
robberios. 

One day in Fe:4a-J.ry 1945 I wont into the efico of my superiors.Kriminaldirektor 
I wish to (.1(1 that -,ith the ,e.ceetion of Kriminaldirektor 	I 

was the senior CID official, of the ,.%)i ertal CID. 	In the course of conver- 
sation HatibiON told mc'that ho had r' 	orders to place several CID officials 
_at the disposal of the (=estpo. 	ij thy experience in the CID, I know that at 
that time, i.e. in Fobr,:ry .19450  the 1.L.1minaldireictor could only receive orders 

2rom the inspector of the Security Police ad tho S.D. in iY_Tk:SSUD0410  as he aas 
directly sobordanto to him. The he .d )* the Gestapo WS'AOt entitled to givo 
him orders. 

When I a iked home 	 on the same evening after -;eera, BITPT told me 
that it probably concerned the execution of the raurch.rs  of the CID official 
WELL:: and of the railwayman, and that the official which he had to place at 
the disposal of the Gotabo \.r° to act as escort and cordoning-off party. 	I 
then as..ed him -::c1,,t11x the Gestapo could not do that by themeelves, and he said: 
7o, I received th e,.r, and I must supply the men. 

I have nothing further to add. 

(Sgd) ,..BSTOSS 

_ SW,RN by the said Deponent Bernhard 1-ITOSS, 
voluntarily at Fo. 2 WCHC FISCHJLCK on 3rd 
July 194.7, before mei S/Sgt B. Gl'e_TIT, 
of War Grimes Group (ME) detailed by 
British Army of the Rhine. 

(sad) B. 	S/Sgt 
InvestiLating 1100 

CERTZTP1) that this is a tree translation 
from Gumla into English ef the Deposition 
o2 Bernhard 4ii_.:TOSe, marLed D000sition No. 9. 

(Sgd) 0.E. 3Cii, S/SEt 
Field InvestiEation Section 

or aeies Group (ME) 
(144)42888, K .0 ,Y 	.) 
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Depositiol Tro 2().  

Translation of Lepositio::. -- 

of 

osef Pete:: IESSE:. 

Deposition on Oath o . Josef Peter 	of WierPrER.r.hii.L/Elberfeld, Tierc:artenstr&sse 218, at preont i ::o. 7 OIC, ESELIEME, before the undersL7nedat ESELI- 7,7DE, o1'L4 .:unc,  19:4-7. 

I, Josef Peter 	, have 	-- old -that I 	.ot 	..11, _•4 to this statement, but that a s'- • 	t 	by in a court of law. 	IT mal.e 
compulzdon or thrca -  L.riL no 	of 	 bow: 	 • 
I am -Josef Peter j 	, 	30 ..":4:.uary 1900, 	TJT9 :7:T; 	 • I am a 	of:icial and. 	:1;erl7:n 1:ationa1. 	 On - April 194'; .%rid r,i-riv,e, in TIS-Th.' T F in i,'ovember 1946. 	T IV'S:DAP on 1 ay 1933 	also i10 	to several et r party In }"ebruary. 19;11 I .loin 	..!-estapo and was promote:'.4. to the Tc., t- f.-Ir in 'anuary 11943. 

Ono r.tornin: at the 	 of 1.iarch. 194-5 I was told by OberzuhretP.r BEIVE to be • t the office rt 0600 hrs. early next mornin,;. 
not give 	the reason. 	I arrived_ t the of:. ice 	0630 orriin:  t i,'2):•, .; 	was olu to 	the court yar:i of t olic prison, 	Th viac, a bus - ith about 2 to 30 Tii 	abo,;. 24- stapo 	 The H.losians 	 to,... -Lh.a. in 

:he,: we (1::- ov,, oat to 	irin ran . .e DUPLIIOLT. 	T: ..E - ias in char7e of the clotach.,ent. 	On th_ 	BETrf:l told me 	i 	he :-:.ussL...1-43 	 ntc.mc,-1: 	de...-:;-14. 	not say by whom they hc.: bun sonten(:.:.:. to death. 

TA- ;_ot out in BT.P.- -"LOLZ in tie vicinit; of the firi:: ran::e• 
prisoners were r.-.oved 	ry, four at a time, escort4..by t-.vo of: Shortly after7-2.r.-s shots were heard. 	;.s..1 soo 
out, the next four Russiv.ns 	mCof_'.1 	RO-1/;. .nc I:-:tooO the bus all the time an4:. I at no 	 to 	a2.te w, ere fle execution tool: place. 	I ca.fric:d 	 pistol, execution -..c over, l'iOLE 	:(4.I reeeiv.. the order fro... 11E7;13 to fetch 
two shovels from the firini, range, which 	 Ve h:..nd.ed the shovels to BEII. E. 	I then ashed iLl E to be pr ttCL to sit (low:: in the bus 
as I had pains in NI, 	 :.e sowed me to do so. 

.fter about - thr. quarters of :.n hour -'.:11c; officials returned. 	PEriE;a3 , brought the laandcuf:.:.: 	e drovt:-; 	tolit.JP:.P-cf:,TT,IL. • I can remember 4.-.lie names of the followinof. c l.iio '001; part in this: 	BEIYE; PETERS, RODE, POLESCHIE, 	 . 	13-12.- 	 IChEL , POHL 	, SCHOWBOlil-;.  , _ 	 , 
and OBER. 

I have rend 	 sta-Le 	:-.ave "nothing to 
osef 

Sworn by th: s,.id,Deponent, Josef puter FIESSEN,.volunta.: 	:'o. 7 CIC on the 24- june 1947 before me S/Sf::t. Benjamin 7-rant 
group 1V/E), detailed by C-in-C, British .:..rray of the 

(1:4._,d) B. 	S/Sgt. 
• invur2ti 	• 'CO. 

Certified -that the above is a true translation fro. 	into En1 FL of the deposition of ,Tosef Pet-a- P-IESSEN, marked 	t 	2e. 
(sgd.) 0.E. a:. 

War 	 (7,:) 
(0.E. :,-; -_rnz102-1.) 

. 
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Depositlon No. 26.  

Trans1:-2.tion 	Der000tion 

V f' 

-.;ernes  

Deposition on oath of -,rerner 1-01q241tNN, of 	 HahnLr 	Gorrcslieg 37, at 
present in No. 7 CIC, 	 before the ondersiE.,med t .T.7,37...1L,IDE on 24 June 
1947. 

7.-erner 1:01=1V, have 1"een told that I am not compelled to z..ake this statement, 
but that r: t'.;:teracnt :lade by me nay-  be used as evidence in o court of law. 	I 
Lake this statement voluntarily, without any compulsion or threat, and no promise 
of reward hos been made to me. 

I am "-;erner F011,1Y..N7 :1  born xi the 21 February 1909, in ...U.I'PERTLL/TJABET7ELD. • I 
a police official and am Genaan national. On the 2: May 1945 I surrendered 
volunt.,7rily to the J.aicrican authorities, :3 I 	he•.rd that all ry colleac.eus 
had been arrested, and because I ,,anted my posi4,;ion t be clarified. On the 
23 September 1946 I 	at ES71.j.7,IDE. 	I joined the N311',1-) in September/October 
1933. 	I also belonged to various other organizations. 	On the 5 October 1931 I 
joined ,the uniformed police, and 	transferred to the Gcstano on the 1 Kaoch 1940. 

One day at the end of February 1945 I 1.7L3 rung up by eitheri EI T or 1117'.7,3TIT:I 
and I was told to be at t.e firing range at 0700 hrs neot morniag. 	I live 

- near the firing range, and as vie often had firing protices, I Id. not think that 
it was anything sr.ecial. 

Having arrived at 17.he firing range, 	 to BEIT•E, ho s in charge of the 
detachment, 	I sm.:7 	buS standjoiE; near 	tc of the :7'irinz: range in-which there 
were about 30 Russians. About 25 to ".,:0 	of the Gestapo and the CID were 
present. BELIE told me that these Russians would, be executed, and that I was to 
wait. 	I stood near the bus together with 0.737:; -rid another CID official. 	little 
further away I saw RODE and laCHEL standing. 	short 	later I saw )ne of the 
off ic lois leave (I think it as RODE). 	1. rid when I s fs...V: that nobody took any notice 
of it, I also went away, 	I went to - 7117ERT...I, to the Cafe ROETH ood after some 
tiL:e !.ack to the office. 	.-.hen I loft t c 1-,t,osians were still in the bus. 

I later on learnt from conversati . 7ns 	t 	 6Cii0ENEBORN, LEINE and 
Y.OLESCIT:E . had shot the Russians. 

I have read f.Tough the above and ve nothin to 

(3Ld.) 7Terner F0 `.ANN 

;,-:orcir by the said Deponent, 'iierner ro::r;:Lnu, voluntarily, at No. 7 CIC, on 
24 :June 1947, before me, S/Sgt Benjamin GR:JT2, 0.B.L.I., of 'jar Crimes Group 
(11. E), detailed by C-in-C, British Lrmy -A' the Rhine. 

B. GIZ,..1717, S/Sgt, 
Investigating MO. 

CERTIFIE.D that the above is a true translation from German into English 
of the deposition of 'oerner POITILY.1110., -marked Deposition Rn. 

(Sgd) 0. L. :::1.1.1S011, 
Crio.cs Group (ITT). 
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Translation of. 	 Deps'sition ND.  

DEFOliTTIO]: 

of 

7illv  

Deposition on oath of- Willy 0]J.(%.., of' -.1 
u:xl.rsinod on tho 19 Juno 1A7 

I am '.'1.111:7 	, 1-)orn on  
am of 

for th the 

I am an accountant and 

On the 26 of ..!nlrIV 	; 
because of sodli:3us uter' 

and police court DUEsi 
f iruat ion was not roc ived• 
procuedin,s and sent 

ra:7 	 police prison =-Fr!7:J., by thu nazis . 
.rj Jan 45 I was sentenced to doath by the 

sentonce Wr2.2 not carried out because con-
On th 11 prll 194!.',  I was reprieved by SS-suramv 

.affon-3. 

	

t:le last ponths 	in 'he prison office. 	The Russians and Russian 
womon who wo.e shot at thu e,td. of February had been brought in during the month 
of January. :.1to,sother, there wore 30 Russians, apprx 6-& of them were women. 
I have soon i:Tielf €, Russns t.nd 2 1:ussian women being bro;,ht in at about 
il o'clock 	evenim- in Janury 1945. 	., nominal roll of those 30 Russians Wra 

.kept in the :risn r4stor anC: I .person-fily saw that after the shooting the 
jollowing was Vritton in -the colummarkod -"reason of termination of custody': 
"Dealt with on instructions of Krininalrat ITPT,TuTtri-m." 

I frequently say. tho Russ n befng taken awy for interrogation by the CID 
interrop:atlDns took place in the akoining 

building which 	the ho- Zquarters of 11._ Gc.--tapo and the OlD. 	They were always 
rayon one by one and I also 	IAlen they 	being brought back. One could scy 
iroToo f tho., that they 1.av:: 1.v on ill-teated, 	Frau ENZ told me that the 
Russian - teache Helena 1,1!_gryn- : ;Icl paper !-.ut 17.etwoon her toes and that it had 
been lit. 	The -,.arder Y Tiv:as 	n)torios 	he often beat prisoners. 	I saw 
th*s quite ofton. 	lion he.- was on duty th. '1.)z.-lans had to double and if on of 
them was too slow he was beaten 	stick by :-TT:3E. 

I kept the workinn !,arty register of the pris)n for 	considerable t:me. 	I can 
remember th .t for about three weeks 	the • 	of January 1 945 onwards I 
_ entered thu 211ewing into th; workina-ty res- r "excavation work in Buchholz" 
and the nurber o 	ssians who wove eE,ployed on 	,,bout 8-10 days before the 
execution a police aI cial told iac th t this was f;CinE, to be th(_ massgrave for the 
30 Russians. 	The e-rec 	n took place about the end of February 1945;on the day- 
of tbe execution tllo ossi as .;'c taken out o. their cells it about 0.500, drussed 
in only the mest necessary ;::ents. 	I ,,,,a..: told that the Russians wore shackled 
with handcuffs in pairs and 	 taken away in a lorry. The Russian 1pm-Ach 
were also taken away. 

AS far as I know these- Russians had aot been- sentenced by a Court. 

(Sgd) Willy ORLOB 

• 63ZRN by the said Del.onent 7illy ORLOB, voluntarily at .,UPPERT,..L on - he 19 Jun 1947, 

	

_before me, 5/3Lt B. "1-1;.1'T, 	of 	Cris Group 	E), detailed by C-in-C, 
British Lrmy of th, 

(Sid) B. GT:17, 3/Sgt. 
Investigating NCO. 

CERTIPIED that this is a true translation from 
Deposition of 7illy nUOB, marked Dep.-No. e 

Gernr n into English of the 

- (Sgd) 0.E. SI,MS1N, ,:;/Sgt, 
K.O.Y.L.I. 

Pield Investigation Suction, 
war Cri!es Group (7). 
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Trz.nslation of 	 Deposition To 6.  

23EFOSITICI:  

of 

abort 

Deposition on oath of lobc.rt :401&., of WUPPERM.L-aaM, Huehnerfeldstr. 
Pi, before the undersined en 20th Jun:: 1947 in WUPPERT.:L. 

I am Robert 	born 5 ..:arch 1903 in STR...SZDOERITL. Sile:71a, a 
storage worier by profession 	a ''.ernnn national. 

From 1 	34 until tho ontry o the 	 in 	194), I Ilas in 
the police force, and 'ro; . 	raincr of 1944 until ..pril :94J I wa,. 
hey-., of the second depart_t_nt of the 7UP Md..' CID, in tLe capacity 
of a loci Anallom.icsar. 

In January 1945 a railwayman was shot on the station 	gICIMINGEMEN. 
littl later, our-investi7ation led to the arrest of between 25 and 30 

Rusf-dans, ame of the..: wo: _;n, after a shooting affray between the 
Russians and the Cl-- official:,, :n w 	 w 	s which 5 officials ere ,ver,:.Iy 
and one official mOrtally %younr-,;,_c.. 	1 Russian wo.s killed a;rd 2 wound.:-a. 

The interrogations aft- r 	 were undertaken by the o.ficials 
my department, an: the 	 .11,BE::_dT.C - anC, OFSE: tool: the gxeate- 

purt in it. 	I was not i)resent durin the interrogations, but ha: to 
interfere a few times bec,:xoc there was too much noise goin on Luring 
the interrogations. 

...fter the completion of investitions, the doements were passed en to 
the he'd of the CID, who passod nor:: on to the competent office - the 
Gostrpo. 

'lien I arrived rt Ly office one r.ornic;/ at the end of February, some 
of my officir.is w(r. 	 /1c,  I ans told that they were detached to 
the C;est:po. 	1- t them were :I, 1M:....PY and 	 ORSIN told me 
the following day that the ay before Russians had been shot, who had 
originally shot the CID official. 

about the end of i arch I wr..s erecent at a conference in the lar,-;e 
hall of the Police headquarters, when a senior official, who was 
probably from the Ckstapo, announce(f: the folio-An:: The -Upl,ertal CID 
-ps from no.;/ on directly subordinated to th,  7upoartal :1-est:s.00 
(Erimiwarat ,JIFEVSTUHL). 	This cot ference took place after the 
executo,  of the a/m Russins. 

(Si zed) Robert .T....YSL. 

S701',1 by 'A-le said Deponent, -.;off ert 
voluntarily at VaJP.I.L, on 20th June 14.7. 
nofor., 	Oliver E. a'JJSO.T! 	S/Sgt. K.O.Z.L.I. 
of Tar CriEes 	( 	detailed by 
British _array of the Rhine. 

	

(signed) C.E. 	S/Sgt. 
Investigating 'co.T 

CERTIFIED that the above is a true translation o 
from Cor-ho-,.ri in ±o English el: the DepositioA of 
Robert 	marked Dep_::sition 1o. 6. 

	

O. E. 	S/Sg.t. 

	

. Ficid Inv ± 	Section. 

	

7:ar Criwo 	(I TA 
(14442888 
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.04..4)e 	cf. 	' • C 
, 	 • . 

:  • 

ran :T)L 	_ 	i r-, 
viorLor 	pr 	 i 	.t. 2urt::•:r. to  of h. 20 ,rUric 	 f 	• 

it is cov 2c.ct 	
ir. office in ,Tr..nu;..-.r..y- 	

t o me that f2„nd 	
their tces 

, 	• 	 I 3L.'J floor. 	_ 	 r. 	 i 	Al's; this methsI 	L fl 1DUt forvi 	 1.i 	•!• 
deterrent in order 	

.o .11 th:.: truth th...t it caused 

On ti.h. b: si:; of the exiilanation. 1 h.:. 	 : 	hp.d "Lried. 	T then forbacle the -.2.: 
-oh not vg.:.nt to introduce any 	.1: 	 t he, of any l'urth.....; corrzpiaint: 

by the said Dc-ro:1,.21-:. ::obort 
Aro:Lunt:a11y 	 L on 1 Jul 1947.• 
bcfcro me, Olivor E. 	S/Sgt. of 1:r  

Crimes 7.;:.-oup 	TO, clet7.Licei by C-in-C 
Lritish 

(Si. 1:cd O.E. aL Se.! S/S 't• 
' co. 

Cr: '2.. 	this is :•. true ti.:,,aslatior, from  
c Th.:lick). of tile Deuesitio,: ‘Ji 

:- C 7. 

(Cie,-.1-.H) C.E.,-J_SC: , S/Sre. 
Field Invest'. .:-o S-ction, 

.a. Crin.e , :l.r.it 	C.. -;:: 
(1444: i 5 _*i 1. 0. Y. 4,...i. 
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Translation of 
Deposition Ne. 

  

C . 

'cjositjop 0-a 	h of 	- •  	 .`„:•1 - 	Y. . 1-hotenerstras.-.:e 6, bef 	 711.-  , 	- 01.h 	1 94.7 t T1 

I am 'Justav NH;1:EI.TFER:7:, .1(yrai o;1 11 -ee, ,L,,ef 
I am a Obermeister in the (IL, 	 1,n 

ij66 in ..71T.: 
national. 

or :.7e.b.r-Lif...ry 	y-I t . 	in 
• • 	 ool-  to 	of _ice of I. 	 t:aer 
• • e.17, .t the :-7ar.-le ti;.:e 

- 	 :3 -1 	 anC. saw 	or 4. 	 i. • 01•• 
CC • 	 P 	C--7:3 of 1.-.)!-.pe-.17 lyh. 	c. th, 

and n-:.porte( the 	to 	tilt; 

I Imo' that approx 2E Russinns were shot in Diiii0J.JZ at the on of 
February,. 194). 	These Russinns were not sent need by r-  :)roper court, 
as the CID had handed their case over to the Gestrwo. 	Thor. tas an ordg, 
that all cases in which the acfpse.. were Enstern 	 h-i to be handed over to the Gestapo. 

Lt the end of .arch 194:), a conferene., is 
from DGESSIIDOILP. I crmbot remember his 
as the ..ren Commander. 	In the course of 
the dey of t e confen:ucc enwnrds the CID 
Gestapo, and t at the Oil) as well 	the 
under the coa rc( of illiZEN(T2iiiii, 

s hel(f. by a senior Gestapo official 
nac, but ho introduced himself 
the conference he stated that from 
:::s o be subordinated te the 

,2ot:po in TtilD _ETZT_L were to be 

(Sinea) Gustav HEF:ENBERG. 

S;YORN by the j.id Deponent :',ustry 	Elv.BEG 
voluntarily at 	1EJ, on 20th June 1947, 
.bcore me, S/St. 	.; 	0.13.L.I. of ',ar 
Crimes Group (7;." 	, 	.: by C-in-C. 
British army oC th Rhi:h . 

( Silted) 	- - r 	
Of  /c..■ 

•• • 

-uvesti 

CERTIFIED that the above is a true translation 
from German into En[71Ish of the Deposition of 
Gustav HEINEVBERG, I"Lrhed 12-e 

(Sned) 	S.•;1:3Cr: .4/Sgt. 
Field Tnvesti7:Ajon 

Group (N7E) 
(1'426b3 K. O. Y. I. ) 

One day during 
r;y office, Yt.: 

sounds. 	I went 
the floor barefoot 
O adL.onishod. ORSI 
departent. 
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of 

-.Deposition oioat:.of )1'. ol.  
/7, i 	tau linden, .;_, 1,, ■ 1 on 	rue 1)4.7 i o 

I am Dr. Rolf 	 on - 	.'une tiA )0 in ., *.T;2•tr.LILA.:.u.e.r..7.11 ., 
a medical practitioner ny prol'esoion, 	,:r.,11 national. 

On 8 ::;eptemb,...:r 1944 1 	-nt to the 3•,oli 	,,)..inon in ',"0!.'T) 
of soditiOn in tlk: armed fore. 	.i 1 r 
of April 194-5, 	•2.ourod. in front of 	',rid 	• : 
in :A;bru.ary 1945, 	110 	 th.. • 	• • 
had failed to turn up. 

During ,T,-Lnui,_ Ly 19)_4-5, a 	'0 12 	 ' 	 a  ' 1  
who 'were aiLi .0 i 	. : • 	.1 V :a robi. 	os on tIL, : 
working in the prio of i.. . now ti-i. 1,S:us  
(resistance movement ) in tit,: 	2..e4r,ister. 

it in, 

I often treated prisone, 	pril-Don i. .n .1. 	 1 	• 
treating sov-ral of theso 	a.fter their intorro Lion 
and later by the Gest o. 	I 2ounfl. the 2. :flowing 	 ,Jeveral 
burst 	injurik (.)n th. 	 o the back co,,-;_.• re, 	th 
and 	burot skin in,in • le e 	 tho 	tutu ..-Lnd the uppur 
legs. 	itcoordi.i to 	 cn ay that theoe wounds could 

hay,. 	.en oa-Lh.... Os 1 	H • 	. .L. truncheon or stick. 	On 
several o 	 fop. 	nt 	injuAes on theheads of the 
1 M.; arl 	 into1L.0 

I cam,ot
. . 

1.“0: 	 who k'ollooted. the 
priboh.t for in te.r.nai ion an,.roa, . 	11c, but 1  boliov- that I 
would r...conise tem. 

The prison 	A: 	; 	 in a very brutal.  
manner. 	I mysuif 	 on- of th._. Russians . 	ohasod. the 
RU3.11 into 	 t. 	 him 	th his fk.,ot. 

(. 

SkOH by the .3aia Deponent ar. 	2 , 	 -,7•,luntali1y at JIfJO' 
on 20 Jurie 1947, before me, Oliver Z. 	 0.Y:1..1. of star 
Crimes Group (1N7.0) , detailed by C-in-C ; 	 of the 	. 

:(1) o . 	L'Api t 
Inv, stir;ating 

CERT.I111e.13,  tAt 	. 	 2', . 	 . 	 into ;11ngliL,h of 
the Deposit Lon 	 . • 	, 	 tion 

Investiation becti )n, 
Ca:Imo:3 C'',roup 
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	 5. 

Translation of De000itih 

of 

Gertrude 

Deposition on oath of Gurtrud 1 ,;1, 	10-12 ;ar.2 	L., GArt-nsiedlung 
SprinLen, 	 tefrre the Alaer.- 1 no:, on 2u June 1947 in  

I am Gertrud 	s.orn 27 	ril 1919 in 0,-)P..L.d,. 	Since Juno 194.3 I 
have been a w;.rdre-s at the police ri.ion I1JP 	I am a Gem: n 
nation11. 

I can remeMbur that in th._ month of January 1945 .:0,,nt 	 were 
brought in, who wore alleed to be members of 	 . ,hem there 
were eight womon, who wer. accauJiodated in my dertent. 

These Vitola..11 were very often collected for int:Jrro,yati,--)n oy the CID officials 
016=,IN and -J25-ELd. 	'17.,y were always tal:en one by one. 	they were 
brought back, one could often see that they had be -n ill-treated. Once a 
week, I took th.wRussian wollien to the baths, and then I could see that their 
bodies w_re covered with blue marks. 	It also ha:. .esed th-t ny. of the 
women had a black eye. 	One day I was ap- Toache by P.-c%Lu . _;NL Yin() asked me 
for powder and 1c.-ndas. 	She tolu me that thej aaJ 1 ce- 	between 
the toes of the Russian YRN4:1ln 11L. 	that they h-. lit it. 
was not tree" by a doctor. 	The warder 72.[I,._. was notorion:, in the 
prison for his brutall_%-. 	I f_-quently saw him beatin;, Z.ussians v,ttho t 
any cause. he mostls; 	them with E. stick or a rub -oer truncheon. 

I know that zor a priod of aporx. three weeks, a worldn detclueht of 
Russians drove out the Burholz cv ry day. 	I do not !:_Jo.: what they did 
there. 	'rnun.T. a,1:rived at the prison al'., :,ornins, at the end of :ebruary 
or the beginning of -ar h, they hay 	I wao told later on that t 
:ussians had beex, 2hot in Burgholz. 

far as I know thes. :':ussi:dIL had no cTurt proceedings. 

I have nothinc; ,:urther to add. 

(sgd) irt.cud NITLE; 

SWORN by the said Deponent-Gertrud NIT,..;E, voluntarily at '14M..i.J on 2U 
Juno 1914.7, before me, S/Sit. B. GRAI:q, 	 of -hr.ar Crimes Groap (N i ), 
detailed by C-in-C. british Army of the Rhine. 

(s:d) B. CrT.AT, S/Sjt, 
Investigutin17 

C2Thoi..0) that this is a true tran._.1 	.ler _an into 	of the 
Deposition of Gertrud NITZ$, marked Deposition No. 3. 

(sgd) 0;J. 	SA3it, 

Field. Investi_;ati,n Secti.-Jn, 
Crimes Group 
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l̀.1 	of 	

De-:,ositien-Ne.  2 

Dai'OSITIUN 

Of 

dith  

Deposition on oath of Edith ENZ, born 25 	1915 in ELIE-LT:IL, of ..13PF2RT-L- 
EL.'d2REID, Jaegerhofstr. 28, sworn before the undersigned on 1:i Juno 1947 in 

I 	ENZI  n©n KLEIN, born on the 25 -ug 1915 in ,AIRP2RTf,L, a house- 
wife by profession, a German national. 

On 1 DecoLber 1944. I 	taken to the police prison at 	 and 
was sentenced to death on 9 Decerber by SS- and Police Court a DU2S=DORK, be-
cause-I- had :..lade critical remarks abOut the regime whilst being a conscripted 
employee of the -police force. 	I rel:ained in prison till the arrival of the ...LIG... 
ricans 	:=.ited for confirmtion of the Sentence. _bout the middle of Decerber 
1944. I 	„loys..d as a prisoner worker and I was on good terms with the ward- 
ress es. 

Lbout the beginning cf the year, a nucber of ausskils and 4. Aussian women ,ere 
brought in in the late, hours of the evening. These 4 girls were collected practi- 
cally every day for interrogatton by the CID officials OA:ffN and -LV-2 	:,fter 
some time 	furthur Russian women were brought in. I spoke to the Russian 
women every day e.nd saw when they tier, collected for interrogation and brought 
back by the cim CID officials. 	.0::ongst the Russian women there 	one called 
12L2N2, wh.) told me that she had been a teacher in Russia and with -.-thom I parti-
cularly frequently conversed. • -fter every interrogation the Russian women return-
ed crying and it i:as evident that they had been - ill-treated. L:ico when I went 
dawn to the baths with the Russian woren I saw that they had blue marks on their 
bodies and they told no that they were beaten during the interrogations. 

One :lorning IEL2N2 was collected by the CID official -LV2 ?kLAg and returned after 
about t.,*() hors. I heard her ;loaning in her cell 'nd 	to sec her asking her 
what v.as the matter. -t first she did not want to say .nythini, because whe was 
frightened. of the Gestapo, but :after I had explained my position to her she told 
ine that OTSIN had placed paper bet:een her toes and had lit it. She also showed 
no her feet . hich were cove .ed %.ith burns. 	I ,-)rocurel ;powder and bandages for 
her to ease the pain. 

The 	police-sergeant 	 notorious in the -prison for his 
brutality, I very -often saw hi;.-. treating these Russians and others with a rubber 
truncheon 	kicking them. Once I saw hi:: running into the cell 	a Russian 
and then I heard the blows of the rubber truncheon :.nd the scrols of the Russian. 
He did this because the Rmsain 	conversed with the w:J:len through the window. 
.After that KILTS2 said: "I gave hint a good hiding." 

,',bout the end of Feb - I do not ':no'.: the exact date - I 'I.:. taken out of my 
cell shortly before 0.500 hours by the it.trdee:,c iiiss BECK2R in order to help her 

to gut the Russian vo-:Ien ready for transportation. The ;:ix 	onen were 
only allowed to put on knickers and dresses, and were lead donstairs. L few 
days before, ,..11r:M:s.11N had said to me: "Je will soon get rid f thou." 	_nd 
without doubt he was referring to the Russians and the aussian 

I then went to the ablution fral Where I could see the courtyard. L bus 
was standin,g there, into 	the 1)risonrs were tAken, shackled rith handcuffs 

in pairs. 	I cannot say he 	Aus .ians there were, but the six Russian woLlen 
were z.snongst then. 	Of the escort I only recognised ':1..L -,7116TURL and P2T2RS. 	The 

bus then drove off. -fter about four h.urs I saw fET2A8 returning 	the prison 

with 2,nly the handcuffs and I never Taw the Russians L.nd the Suss Lan wmen again. 

Pro:A 
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ns 	th- 	 th:_t they vtoro nov-r t 	 .:„.., urt, but ...or... 	Intorr 3,2.tod by th,:: 

( 	.) Edith Eire.: 

Dc.,):)m.-;nt Edith 
!.7.t 	 Juno 1947, 	 Olivor .T.', 	, 	, K.. 0.Y, L. I. p 	Crt 	ar _up (11.  dot 	s!):: • -in-C. Brit ish 	of t ho 

CTiL;c1. 	 S/Sgt. 
I nvo st 	ng 

this is L.. true transl:Lti -n fr Gornan into 2,nlish. of th- 	 2dith 	rr.ricod, Dopostion-lio. 2 

• 
(Sgd.) 0.2. 	S/Sgt., - 

K. O. Y. L. I. 
Fiold invotiss.tian Sucti:n. 

'."..,'rinos Group (if 
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Deposition No. 27 
	1123 

Translation of Deposition 

of 

Fritz RODE 

Deposition on Oath of Fritz RODE, of aUPPERTAL/Ronadorf, am Sta_Jeahnhof 
9, before the undersigned on 12 July 1947 in WU-e-TE.JTAL. 

I, Fritz RODE, have been told that I are not compelled to make a statement, 
unless I do so voluntarily, but that any statement which I make, will be 
taken down in writing and may be used as evidence at any time. I make 
this statement voluntarily, not under compulsion or threat, and no promise 
of reward has been made to no. 

I am Fritz RODE, born 23 June 1907 in RONSDORF, a police sergeant by 
profession, and a German national. 

In 1929 I joined the uniformed police, was transferred to the CID (Kripo) 
in 1937, and detached to the Gestapo WUPPERTAL in Autuen 1940. I con-
tinued to draw ny  salary from my former office the CID in Cologne, and it 
was on the authority of Cologne that I was promoted to Kriminaloberassistant 
in 1941 and to Kriminalsokrotaer in 1943. I joined the NSDAP in August 
1938. In the Gestapo I worked in the youth department until April 1945. 
I was interned on 28 August 1945 and released on 4 September 1946. Since 
1 July 1947 I have again been working for WUPPERTAL CID. 

About the end of February 1945 I was told by POLESCHKE about noon one day, 
that I was to appear at the office at 0500 hrs next morning. The reason 
was not stated. 

When I arrived next morning there were a nuJo_r of Gestapo and CID officials 
in the court yard of the police headquarters. Suddenly somebody shouted 
"Everybody embus", and I got into the bus which was standing in front of 
the prison, in which about 25 Russians wore sitting. I stood at the bank 
of the bus and we drove off. I thought that this was a transport of 
prisoners. During the journey an execution was mentioned. 

The bus stopped at the firing range at BURGH= and I got out. It now 
became clear to me that an execution was going to take place. I did not 
know whether the Russiand had been sentenced to death. I went about ten 
yards back on the road with PADBERG, ENGEIZeBN and NIESSEN, whilst BEINE was 
standing at the bus. When I saw Russians being taken into the wood I said 
to NIESSEN: "I wont take part, I au employed as a police official and not 
as a hangman. Let those shoot the Russians, who have passed the sontenos 
or who gave the order". During the whole of the execution I remained in 
the vicinity of the gate of the firing range, and I was never at the grave. 
NIESSEN was with no almost up to the end. 

I deny having fired a single shot, and I had no pistol eith no, as I had left 
nine at home. Neither do I know who shot. 

Later in the same day BEINE ca.:ie to see LIG and said: "You are a fine police-
man, all the morning you were hanging around the bus". 

I have read over the above statement in peace and it is true. I have nothing 
further to add. 

(Seel) Fritz RODE 

Sworn by the said Deponent, Fritz RODE, voluntarily, at WUPPERTAL, on 12 July 
1947, before me Oliver E. SAIZON, S/Sit., K.O.Y.L.Ice  of War Crimes Group 
(PIE)e  detailed by C-in-C, British Amu of the Rhine. 

(Sgd) O.E. sLzor, Vsjt. 
Investiating NCO. 

Certified that the above, is a true translation from German into English of 
the deposition of Fritz RODE, riarkk-A Do usition No 27. 

(Sgd) O.E. S.'.:13011 3/Sjt. 
War Crimes (N. E) 

• 
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Translation of 
	

De:iesition No. 10  

DF,POSITION 

Peter DIEDRICH 

Deposition on oath of Peter DIEDRICH. of Wu2pertal-Barmen, Kronostra2se 31, 
at present in No. 5 CIC, PADERBORN, beforu the undersigned in No. 5 CIC on 
12 July 1947. 

I am Peter DIEDRICH, born 19 ::arch 1911 in KOBLENZ. 	I am a CID official and 
a German national. I Joined the NSIU)  in 1937. I was interned on 15 Aug 45. 

One evening towards the end of February 1945 I caLe to qy office and I vas 
told that I had to be at the guard room at about 0600 hrs next morning. No-
body knew the reason. 

At that time I was working in the Wanted Section of the Wuppertal CID (Kripo) 
in the capacity of a Kriminalsekretaer. 

When I left the office and wont downstairs, I heard the conversation of some 
officials who were walking in front of me. I cannot remember who these 
officials were. I hoard one of the officials say, that the Russian gang 
of burglars was going to be shot next morning. 

As soon as I heard this, I turned about and went to see Kriminaldirektor 
BAUMANN. I told BO:LIVN: "I have been ordered to be at the CID guard room 
to-morrow morning and I have heard that this Russian gang of burglars is 
going to be shot". He looked at me in great surprise and asked me who had 
said this.. I told him that I had heard it. i7;:.U:L'iNN then told me that the CID 
was only going to cordon-off the area. I told him that I was nevertheless not 
going to be there to-morrow morning. He asked 	why, and I replied that 
I in the capaoity of a CID o:ficial would not take part in such actions,. 
After a lively discussion I once more told Direktor B;,U;ANN that I was not 
going to appear next morning and then left his office, after he had told 
me to come back in half an hour. 

When I returned BAUIJAZIN was not in his offico. I thereupon went to see 
IBSTOSS, his deputy. The latter told me that BLIJI:i,;VN had left word that 
I had to take part. I once more went to BUAANN's office and found him 
in that time. BOlid■NN told me: "DIEDRICH I thought this matter over, you 
must take part". I replied. "Do not torment me, Herr Direktor, you know 
ma and you know that I do py duty. But to-morrow morning I shall not be 
there. Thereupon BLUL;NN said: "You can keep away". 

I have nothing further to say. 

(Signed) Peter DIEDRICH 

SWORN by the said Deponent Peter DIEDRICH, 
voluntarily at No. 5 CIC, on the 12th July 
1947, before me, S/Sgt B. GRANT, of War 
Crimes Group (NWE), detailed by C.-in-C. 
British Army of the Rhine. 

(Signed) B. GR.NT, S/Sgt 
Investigating NCO • 

CERTIFIED that the above is a true translation 
from German into English of the Doposition of 
Peter DIEDRICH, marked Deposition Noo 10 

(Signed) G.E. S;,,SON S/Sgt 
Field Investia.tion Section 
War Crimed Grup OWE) 
(144)12888 K.O.Y.L.I.) 
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The InP:occto -: of the 
Security Police and 

Due.,eldorf :he 26 Jan, 1945. 
Tel: Sa 66151 

• IV Tgb 	1.:.1/14 (6) L.;_ 	 TOP 6E= 

5 Ouoit:s 
5th Copy 

To the 

Chiefs o2 C-estapo- (District) fieadciu.rturs 
attention SS Ct Sturmbannfuehrer (Lt C.:01) O. Dr. KULZE:?. 

	 'OCLCGITE  

....... 

Subject:- 	Special treatment of foreign ,Jorkers. 

Reference: 	Conference of chiefs of 11.,aabu...rters, 	th., office 
in..: lector of Security 	 on 19 Jsnuary 1943, 

Enclosures:  None, 

hy order, that owing to 	e special 	.;:eon in '.7ehrkreis VI(Corrand District 
VI) special treatuent 	be .carried out even _:ithout the prior ap2roval of the 

::Zeich Security Office) has been confirr.- ed by the Head of Department IV. 
In such 	a repo -rt is to-be nacle accor..:.:ingly to the Lain Reich Security Office 
after the event. 	In cases involving a ccrisiiLrable lattilb„r of pe-.,..sons only partial 

t - 7.---t:Jent in public 	be advisable. 	i,iorcover, it c.).n be effected without 
publicity .and also by shooting. 	In future no rappliD_..ti_Ons 	bc.; made to the 
i.e-in Reich Security Off -Lc, for special tre....tnt in 'a concentration co-J:1p. 	I 
hereby vecitlest all conc,1.1'net_i to act ccording to tis directive. 	Should it, in 
any particulL-.2 case appe....: necessary to carry out special treato.ent also %.gainst 
neriaers of gangs, -,.ho re Germans residing outside the Reich, or other offenders 
of German.  nationality, 	as may icll be the c...se in the present it. tion - an 
application is to be 	to Lit:: accordingly. 	I shall put these ap-plications 
before the" Higher 55 .:11.1 Police Chief-..E37.1111 lJ.. - who h. been given the 
necessary full po..ers by the Reich Leader of the SS. 

( sL;d) 

SS Standartenftihrer (Colonel) 

handriting) 	 Certified. 

? ? ? ? ? ? 

Untersturmftihrer (2nd ,Lt) 
Krim. Obersekrettlx. 

CEL:TIFLID that this is a true translation frou Gerr.r.n into English of _Exhibit 

(sgd) 0. . S i ON 3/St. 
:!ar Crimes Group (11:2).. 
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Translation of 	 Depositin 

ti 

')EiC6ITION  

Of 
C-7.77',NT37,RG1.:R - 

Deposition 'in oath of Karl GUT:Qiir.13-1.tGER, of i'IVITHrq./3, Eggeweg 122, at present in N.,. 2 War Criminals HAding Centre, FISCHBECK, buf.re the 
.;ndersir.7ned at FISCP13ECK :n 16 July, 1947• 

I, Karl GUTENEKPGER, have been toll that I am n.:t cumpellci te make 
a statement, unless I 1. 	voluntarily, but that any statement which 
I make will be t' ken lean in writing, anl may be used as evince at 
any time. 	T n-lz_ this st'Aument voluntarily, not under compulsion or 
throat, ant n 	of rear .rd hrs 	mr.le to me. 

I :7a Karl GUTENBERGER, 1,1 -1 18th ,pril, 1905, in 3332N, a bcnk employee 
by profession, and a German national. 

I joined the Nazi party in 1925, and the Si, at the same time, in 
which I became Sturmfuehrer in 1929 _r 1930. 	I was employed practically 
all the time from 1924 until 1929. 	I was mndc Standartenfuehrer in 1933 
and remained in the Si, until 1940, in the end as a SA', Brigadefuehrer. 
In 1937, I was appointed iolice President of DUISBURG. 	On HI;ji:ER's. 
request I wrs transferred to the SS in 1'.)40 and from {Illy 1944 onwards I 
held th.:. rank of SS-Obergruppunfuehrer. 	Fria 1 May 1941, until the 
collapse in 	1945, I was the Superior S3 and Police Chief, 4estern 
Command, with my office in DIRSSELDORF. 

In that capacity I hr1 loose powers of supervision over the Security 
Police (Gestapo CID Kripo' and SD) ruld direct powers of supervisi_J1 
over the ordinary police (uniformed r,lice, rural police). 	In the; 
following rrua in the administrative districts of i'.1,CHT,N, COLOCTFE, 
DIESSELDORF, WRNSB3RC, MDENSTSR and MINDEN. 

The inspector of the security pA.ice ws subordinated to me for 
security police matters. 	From Nyvember, 1943, onw-rds, this post wao 
filled by Dr. Walter idiBf,TH wh.; hal the direct supervision and administration 
of the security p)lice. 	Thu official,pewers• of my position and of 
,I0,TH's were not rigidly laid 1..:m, but-in praxis it as the.case that in 
important administrative matters .r,l,f=ii,TH either decided himself, or contacted 
the Rai, directly. He was only 	 r port t.) me now and then 
on his work. Regular reporting dates were nA laid lion, ani he made 
verbal reports, consisting of extracts from reports which he had sent to 
RSH, or which had been sent by the f7=esV.,.o, CID, and SD HQs direct to 
RSILL. 

If important ,riers 
th.:. security -1.icus  . 

In Ally receive.; 
:)i-ers were never 

were given it by R31,-, 
r lirect t the GestaJ 
of s,mc ,f theee or:ers 
Ai via my office. 

they went via inspector 
or CID HQ concerned. 
for information. Such 

I can remember that at the beginning of 1945, (it may have been in 
January or February, Ala:TH can; to my office and toll me the following: 
That he had received a decree from 	according to .-*rich he was 

empowered 	employ measures of civilian swar.ry proceedings for 
sabotage, looting, and similar crimes, and that a decision was no 
longer required from RSHL. • On the basis of this decree 1,:Lami had 
powers of special treatment of foreigners, and I allegedly, the same 
power over Germans. - I never received a cpy of this decree, and never 

saw it in-writing. 

I understand the term-mea.sures of civilian summary preceelinua, to 
ean that according to the f-cts of the crime the presuppositions for a 1 

death sentence were fulfilled, an:: that the death sentence w- s then 

/Pronounced 
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iren.unced by the,eers 	 eo (in this case 	or his 
i.leneetentieries). 	1 	n •t kri.)1 wtiLth..r this wes sui:ilosed to be errivel 
et by court prcoelie,.e, r ..,rely by e :ecisien based on the investigations 
cerried eut. 	I undorst-TH 	treatment to lacan the same as 
mer- cures of civilian surarry 	 I know that the insiecter 
of the security pence en:1 th 	.f the Gestrepe Ms were lewyers, I 
was of the eljnien that this new i.T,c;,;.ore, t,o, soul; be carried eut 

leFal erinciekes. 

Jith the exce)tion of the fellewinc tea , cases I never played any 
part in the apl.liceti_:n ef theec measures: 	;.beut Febreery, 1 945) 

cemu to my office enl exj.f . inel Auch case to me, in which the 
accused w.2%. freigners 	Gerc.rns. 	I c• r. no lonzer remember details 
about -.lace crime eni number of the accused. 	I did not decide myself, 
as I had not received the ,.3.bve mentioned decree an discussed the matter 
with HI1ELER on the telei:,hene. MAILER told me thet the ler.th sentence 
as prep.:;sed by the insi:ector of the security 1-.elice was lawful, and had 
to be carriel out. 	Thereupon I' signed the document which /1,11,TH had 
submitted, either as "seen" or as "approved".. This document which 
ALB:JH has submitted to roe, centined ene rage. 	I 'id not further examine 
the decuments which ida.TH had with him, and can thus not remember any 
exact details. 

The second time when ALB;,TH came to see me about a similar case, 
was about Merch, 1945, when my office had already.  been moved to KZTT;;IG. 
I cannot remember letails. 	I again spoke ts, HLMMLM on the telephone, and 
received the same reply. 	I then signed the lecument in the same manner. 
The execution of this or the first order was not reported to Inc in 
writing, and I assume that such a report must hove been made lirect 
to :a:3re. 	The order was undoubtedly carried out. 

atleeugh I did did know whether the accused had been sentenced by a 
court, I was of the opinion that the criminal efficence as related to coo 
deserved the death sentence. 

I have read over the above statement. in peace, and it is true. 	I 
have nothing further total. 

(S(1) GUTENBEhGER 

SJORN by the said Depenent Karl GUTENBERCER, 
voluntarily at FISCHBECK en 16 July, 1947, before. 

Oliver E. &uMSON, S/Sjt, K..Y.L.I. of War 
Crimes Group (MO detelle by C.-in-C. British 
L.rmy of the Rhine. 

(6r3, 1) O. E. SLMSON, S/Sjt. 
Investigating NCO 

CERTIFIED that this is n true translation 
frm German into English of the De,esiti.n 
of Karl GUT -MERCER, mrkul Dc)3siti n A-410,0641411 

• (signed) O. E. SAMSON SAjt. 
'Jar Crimes Group (NWE). 
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-:sitien No. 11  
r  

ef 

alter rune ,.TE 

Deizositien ...n ..ath -2 Jr. 7.:alter Huco - .rune 	'-talc, sworn 'before ;lajor 
Investi! 	Section, ..'ar Crimes Group (NZ), in 

thr 25th Larch 1947. 

I, ..Jr. 	Hui:e :firuno 	have '.eon Larne.: that I a.m not forced to 
make a statement on 	unless I 	 s.:. 	I orrice this state:Aent 
voluntarily without force or 1-  nnise 	 I have also :cen c autioned 
chat any statement I maxe raay 7.-Je used n.r.i ev i ;Tice. 

I 	Dr. 	 ..orn 	7 z,cou.17)er 1904 t ,311"..:...L,SDUAG/".:est 
i'russia andcf prztestent-luthcrie.n rcli: ion. 	In 1935 or 1936 I left the Church, 
but joincd the Church c.;- 'ain in 1941:. 	I :1-.1 	end have 2 children, aged 
5 rid: 7. 	tiard child die.- after „, weeics 

My father ....az a O'_erreoierunrsrat in the Surveyor's office. 	I wont to the 
ifunanistische Gyranasiull until 	hi - her school certificate. 	In 1925 I went 
to the University rne. stu7ied law. 	I 	de:Tree in 1930. 	I Lassed !-ay 
seconj. state exr2aination 	 L.,n..ctic:'.1 training as a junior barrister at 
the be. inninb of 1933. 	"...bile I as a junior. 7.:c.rrister, '-iefore I toux 
second state exr.sminati:m, I 7' cc rIac r. 7..1er.11.er of the iTSD:i' on the 1st 
2..fter I had. finished :Ay secor1 state ex7mination until I set up as.  a lawyer 
at KAI I v;usied 	1,cxtly with a.otin,-: for cther 17:.-.,yers are. councils. 
In Jan 1935 on the su;.T,-.sti'_,n of the 1Z.ei_;ieruni::svizel rr.‘..esidenten 
I entered into Govern:lent 	which means reneral adninistIation of the 
interior. 	I was er.r.L.yed in adrainistrative ,.-aoric at the l'elice 11-2 in DEZLIN 

"as.scssor" 

In the sc..ie year I was try..nsferre to the Gestaz.o Leitstelle 	in the 
sLvie 	 on the orders 	the vice :.resident f the.Police 	Hcrrn von 
:3;.ZEDCW. 	Shortly ."_cfore that t i c, in 193/4., I joined the j...11gerie,ine SS in 

that time I was also atell-fJer 	the Fi'S Juristotf)und which I 
left a0 ran, I I:clic:vet  iii the year 1937. 

My wuric in the Gestalo ,.,eitstelle ..3*KaLIN consisted, amongst other things, of 
dealing with the clia;cnd,iient of anti-state or.: anisations, c::a:-.1inations of 
arrests and for .homosexuality. 

.Ls I had intended to 1.-.1aKc, my career in the cel.ainictration service, I tried to 
return to this in 193% 	With- the viev. to. this I a_,.r:-ached, Dr. best who 
advised :-.1e to see IIIDILICE. in this .:1 attar, who 1,-.s resl.onsible fur this 
subject., He mentioned, however, at the sa:.le ti.u. that ITEIDidaii was not 

interesteta about this ah -: that he 	(DESTE) would see 
about it. 

Then in the Sarac; year 1936, 	sent for 9 ..ironths 	ad-ainistrative 
Durini• that ti .le I si.ent 3 months in the aa.lindstration office of the liRSD..Vd 
Eovernient and 6 months at the Landratsamt in ITZEHUE. 	.iLfter that I came 
for a shirt tine to the ....;.eichssicherheitshauytarat for about 4. weeks, where 
I dealt with Church ;lid 	 -natters. 	L.t this time I did C3 weeks 
military trainilv. 	In the su.l.r.ler 1937 I came to Ke".:3TNZ as Deputy of the 
LGitcr der Staats-,olizei-Leitstelle KC"L'I.TINZ. 	I remained in the sameilace 
until Neveraber 193O. 	In the '.ien.nti,-.1e I was -,-:este,..1 for a sh:_rt tivae to 
the SUILETEIrli:Xo, 	3 woeics. 

Following 	 after 	-,..eddinc, which took :lace in GUITET, I was then 
a-,-;-„ointed Leiter der 3taliOstelle E IIiTG, where I remained until the end of 
November l'/.55. 	I was r.:J . into'. Leiter der Staluleitstelle KLENIGS:MG until 

191±1.. 

/T bre u:h . 

6 
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Through differ _flees -Alien I 	 r 	I .:as.  then transferred 
tu DITESZILiCar as Leiter -er 	 D'J.7,33E.e.--C..;.11  in sul.ner 1941. 
In Novembcz 1943 I 'eee then 	intj. 	 if the .3ecurity:celice 
;D in -...c.nricreil.-; 

DurinE ray time a.n ITZEHLE I bee-me IZettenfuchrer Li' the 	Later cn in 
KC-2,LETTZ by re ;son 	-,-.,esitien I was ,.-e:c.:i-atef: herLr,..rily within a ,-.1cnth 
s Unterstur„fu.chrer, 1-lauptsturTiuchrer !-,nd Sturm:_anni'uchrer -f the SS. 

In KC.EiTIGS:..ZZG I ".;7.5 then -ere-...leted 3..,craturmerxulfuehrer, and in iLvenfeer 
1943 in DUES JEIDCIIP S tandtxtenfuchrcr. 

The c7iff'erences between the dutie_ 	rn "ins-eecteur" 	a c:..meander were 
that the insi.ecteur did 	t have the ee...--.1an 	 the, sc.:me rs the c(melander. 
C,rdinences 	the 	rel-,ax-J.int: the Volizucsdienst (Exceuti:)n Section) 
went directly t. the Staats:eelizeistellen, .Kriminal-_-_lizeistellen and to the 
De:eartments ef the Security Service. 	The inspec.,,teur only received thcm 
in the f.rm of elessace for 	 This ,.-ras different with 
administrative :.attars. 	Such .Drdinances -..-cre acme-times received 1._:y the 
insl..ecteur for indc;pendent. executin, i.e. talcinz: over an 	of 
eccurity sectiens, l'eatinc over -;,f custemsfr-nti_r control etc. 	Dosides 
this there .-;.as ar. e:;.-r:::iinatin section, at the ins7..ecteuris office, with a 
court officer f. ..r ..flences cem-.1ittec! .y the ..-tember3 'of the Sipe and SD to 
be tricdby the SS- end 	Co rt. In acIlition there was an econoleice.1 
department for pay for the racelbere 	the SD, an:. a -,..,ersennel office for the 
Droractiens in the SS up to Sturnscharfuehrer. 

In my area there were seven Cr'Nerneent .istri.cts, raid later, after the 
Governelent 	 CSN....',..a.713CK was tr:ev...en -vcr 	 10, there 
were only 6. 	I was in 	 the i:eneral 	 'LT 3 Kriminal- 
Leitstellen, which -:cans 	LIEU 1, 
Ei-3SEN, izaKLETGI-LanZi and ..,_,(..1Z1.01,LUI1D, furthemore the Staatspolizeistellen 
Stapostelle uST.T...-ii:LIECIC. which was later taicen Jut 	charce. 	Further_r.kre 
the SD De-_-.;art,lients ICC3LIT 'eith the L,etacheent 	:i:JUES.JELDUIZEI ) 	and 
l'IUENSTE.: with the :.et-..chment ia 	 resides that the Gauleitunc,:en 

DUEee 	 1.11UNSTER aril :LCHUII 	::)clonLed to my.  
,:istrict. I also had 	 with the 	president in .e.:.CITEN, 
KLELN, 	 ESLEN, 	 :XCKLINGHLITSEN and 
MUENSTER. 

It was my duty to settle C:ifferences between the ReEicrunEspraesi.:lenten, 
-.L'olizeipraesidenten an:: the GauleitunJ. 	:,ric side and the offices of the 
StL.,pe, Kri-ee and the SD on the ether side, which were daily occurances. 
The difficulties c:.nziated in the fact that the erlinences issued by the 
RAJA were often unm-wn t_ these offices which 	not belent: to the 
Sicherheits-,:elizei (3c,ourityi'dice) or the SD, an!. that the administration 
and :Carty offices sometimes wanted influence in executive •-.Latters in certain 
Cirection from these .fTices. Such difficulties :;ere sometimes overcome 
in conferences. 	;gut 	a_:r•eachos were r.lf:CC to the 1;.3IL by 
Dienststellenleiter, v.-he were IZeL:ierunL:e-eraesidenten, Gaulcitcr _r i dice 
president, as well as the 	iird:• _Leiter and 3D dc:eartment leaders. 

Abeut Sc-ituabcr 1944 the official channel from the :IVA to the :.f.fices 
the Kripe, Stai-,e end SI) was chanred. 	That ,:ienas that the HiLeor SS- 
end Pelizeifuehrer for the 	 vI, 3S Cberrruppenfuchrer GLITENDERGER, 
was .:.rdercci by 1-ULii'aal. to have independent coa.iandinE power ever all sub- 
ordinated departeients of the 	and SS. 	:-.ccause of this authority he 
:easeeC. direct orders to the ::,f:Accs of the 	and SD, on his official 
journeys as well as Cri other occasi-.:ns,e-a.stly verbally, es he was not 

	

- Very fort'd, of writing, n..x effice ,.;:r}z. 	It s'.,.ietimes haei.ened that his 
orders did net eerres-....Lr-: 	the 	 the 	 the 

	

occasi_nally by the reeective Dienststellenleiter. 	It also 
hai..i.cncd that ov-al the :Ac.nststellenlc.it,,r themselves enly heard later about orders 
which had Leen -,,asse: 	 .ne 	their sub-_,ffices. 

/The . . . 
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`1' .G Gaulciters in their c-,::7.city %a :i.eichavertcidiguncalssarc (acichs- 
,:ofen2ence cemisarsa) 1..rtly tried t influence the 	 the 

1). 	They always ecid. '.- een entitled 	issue 	fur arrestinc 
1ers:na and 	the-..: in custcdy. 	7:hen the res:.cctive Sta:Acitcr 
AZ: n_t arrec ith tLi3, 	first had 	carry ..:ut the order, an7 could 
then 	th 	-ut hia.c-_atrary 	with the request for a 

the GI L:. 	1)44 the auth:_rity cf the (--auleiter in this 
resoct 	 rs f7.1.  fl.a I re,Ao..1.)er, 'y an :r'.inance 
Thesc.autherities 	- Ath nearly ".11 Tevisins f .ersonnol, i.e. 
f:rei;:n werxers, 	 the er_untry, and anti-state rumours. 

'rith•thc I.art destruction of the telelrint installaticns. .1-1(. the telel)h_ne 
ex.-;hanges, c:nta.ct with the 	 i:nre and mum difficult. 	Nearly 
all Dicnststellon (offices) intr::.duc,d 	 service to =LIN. 	'Ll7hon 
the railway connection 	cttin 71:.re .ifficult, the Cranuncal..olizei, 
Regierungs- and 	 Gaulciters, and also the officers of the 
Si.fc ana the SD uade 1.16€, 'f the si:mala. 	,a far aa I remember my effice 
also receive:: a siLnal ,-ffice in January, as well as the Stai- stellen 

1.11.7EYSr_ 	 KOUN, where4 a connection with the 	was 
1..cssible, even th.w.h it was rafficult. 	The signallers were not well 
tr ained, the tranauit -,er z,n.recci,tiDn aIaratus sometimes c.id net woric. 
However, the-lc ';‘"I'.3 17. , .ssi7Ality of forwar:ing .lessagcs. 	The signal 
syste.1 	the 	did not c-rres:.:m7. 	the Cr:Inuncal,:lizei p .as both 
systcms had different wave lengths. 

the end of February, as far as I can relember, co-.1,...arders re ortod to 
lay office, which was situated at Schloss IT,TETIG on c.xcicr 	the Higher SS- 
and iclizeifuchrer. 	The ec--.....landers wen, f r the rest-district _f the Stapo 
KCELN (.•:bersturr.f)annfuehrcr 	fi-,r the :.istrict I.EUITSTE.T.Z 6tandartonfuchrer 
Dr. I4 I-II1; for the 	 Stan:artonfuchrer Dr. FL-s,TZ; for the 
district 1)1JEL)SE1.A.;:.F (berstur-.iiannfuehrer IlNSCIii.E Yrc.r.; rdered. 	I then 
waited for ray al --..eintlicnt as 	 Dr. 	..7he cauc :directly from 

alai a_uld nc t ;.-ns'.,cr y auestion in that ros:ect. 	I believe I 
remember that Dr. 	sold I could e.-6:i)ect 	 ch7Age. 

en thursday before 	1)4.5 I transferred rly signal office to ';liELLE 
nr 	 on 	Gli1'E7127,GLZ, as it ,was 1:lanno: that my office 
should 	there, GUTTIE;;I:f2:Tals at Schloss L(..ISHL"...di and thc, one of the 
commander c..-f the urdnun,:s- :lizei near LIGE. 	I had ne connection with 
any Dienststcllcn (offices) 1  I asked GU D; 	the 1 	to Live 
-2ermission 	to •-yr.LLE. - He r.;:rced with it. 	Cn the 2 ,pr I then 
went there with the crk.iinal secretary. 	a I was n..t inf_rmed ab-ut the 
front line, I drove into an ,mcrican P.01,07.11.0C sccti n, wherey me activity 
frcra that time 	liras 	finished.. 

:,s I was -.-:caring civil rri clothes, rn2. the civilian -iolulatien in ignorance 
of the military situr.tion v;•.3 	 and then in the fiLhtinc area, 
I only received th. _rder 1,y an _.-.1crican section to 	t, the next 
-)urgomaster's office -;.11.1.ch 	 1)e 	assor.i,ly 	,".ftcr 
I ha.. ,::tained. my freCL,.i in thY2.t Janner, I then woricoa in the country in 
Kreis 	 and later in the Cil "..-orics at illS:AEG. 	I was living under 
a false name. 	I could not stand•the continual lies I resumed at the 
end of January 7ay 	naAc and then lived with 	wife and daughter at 

Kreis izINTELN. 	;Then ,.-ty wife v.ent 	.:_1LTMUND on 14 Feb 46 
for the 'birthday ce,le_rations ,of her mother, I learned. that my mother-ira-law 
who was suffering frc-1', heart troubles, aged. 63, and my father-in-law, who was 
suffering fro sto,:lach troubles, 76 years ( f age, who were :oolitically 
reliable, had been arrested, a;c:.:.arently in order to discover 	whereabouts. 
I then decided either to 	'Ayself tc, as my :oarents-in-law could not stand 
the imirisorraent without having any effect:, en their health, 	cormit 
suicide, -,_:ccause I ,Ayself could not stand a longer Ly,:riscriment because of 
:13r state 	health and my 	nerves. 	I -.0arted from 	on the 16 Feb, 
:-.rrivea at Iliali1t,11ER in-my former flat in the evening, and was warned by my 
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forler landlady, Frau Lire-. CE _YS, th.t the :slice hr.' eer:c.1 for mc. 	I 
had 24 hours' time to :a-Y.0 veelf 	 which I 	ne uac, 	was 
arrested on the 17 Fcb 1e4G in ey ftreer flr.t in IIIIT:VER 'y an English 
officer and a Serf_tant. 	The En:lieh _Meer very eir:ly -_,rcedsed to 
release my ::rents-in-law Leeediately. 	Unfortunately health ceuzlications 
had already arisen fez- -.nth 	they as my e. ther-in-law, whc suffered frem 
en al.._ lectic ettacic, ees r„erelyee enC lest her veice, which ::he hr.e not 
regeined ul to date, an,-. my father-in-law die: few deys after his release. 

The Hichor SS- and lelizelfmehrer, 3S-Lbercrupenfuchrer GUTEK-EILER was 
ne s,ccialist, out enly alarty functiener. 	No f-recrly teas a banic 
assistcnt. 	He was in charge cf x.11 departments (f the 30 and thc Felice 
in the - :ehrxrcis, however, with the excce ti n of thc - .al:Ten-SS. 	Under 
hie cee:3and were the Schutzpolizei, 	 Lelizei, Gendanacrie, Lanch,aeht, 
Geheime Staatweelizei, 	 Sicherheitsdiest, Verwaltun:spelizei, 
'“(,rxschutz, FeuerleGssh_.:lizci, the suilleeentary office cf thc 
all 52oW cam- s in the ...chricreis, the to_ Jecti_n .17 the ,Ilgemeine 3S, the 
volKsdeutsche centrel office (iditLelstelle). 	Until Seltem.er 1944 these 
formatiens were generally un2er his ceenend eith the exceitien of the 	cemis 
and the sui,l-lementary cffice 	the .eaffen-.S. 

;.hen the enemy crossed thc borders of the eeich, GUTEN-eEaGM received a 
telei:rint messace fret.; irE:= with the fell -ein: urger: 

I he 	you liersenally responsible f r the elaintaininc of the 
puUic security and 	order in yeur hrxreis. I therefore 
Live you the necessary authority. 

GUTETTO.GER w s then entitle: to _e_ses direct orders tr these departments 
of the :„clice which were fLreerly allerCinz: on the orders from DERLIN. 
He 	this, as already mentioned, lertly directly and Lastly via the 
commander of the erdnungsclizei er the "inslecteur" of the Sicherheitspelizei. 
It eould lead tee far to mention ell the individual districts. 

Every Gauleiter was al:eichsverteidinLungsicemeassar (Reichs defendence 
commissar). 	In autumn 1944 ._ne ef the wanted to beccue the head 
IZeichsverteidigmcsiceenissar for the ".Tchrkrcis. As fax as I can remember, 
Gauleiter HOFFEANN later was appointed to it. The appertainances meant 
very little for the Ganleiters. They tried, according to the principal 
"the party rules the State" te influence all official duties of the 
authorities. 	'Alen the fighting activities came closer, the GaugungsKommissar. 
The possibility for this was riven to them by the contents of the law which 
did not contain any ordere concerning the special Rcichsverteidigungsaufgabe 
(Reichs defendence duty). 	The authorities complied with the orders, even 
though they grumbled sometimes. - GUTENBERGER had ordered higher SS leaders 
to act as liaison officers to the Gauleiters and also as advisers. 	I do not 
Know what cornmwder power, the SS Fuehrer had towards the Dienststellen 
(offices), especially the Sipe and SD. 	I believe they only were entitled 
to issue ordus incases of danger. 

The chief of the erdnungspolzei v..as called before the inspecteur of the 
.Ordnungspolizei, and only received through the restrictions of the air-warfare 
a position of commanding power independent of BERLIN. He did not need any 
order of the Gauleiters  however, he had to taco orders from the ...-Ugher SS-
and Polizeifuehrer. The BdO was responsible in maintaining the public security 
and order in his district. The WehrbezirxeKeieandeur (Army district commander) 
from DUESeELLORF was, as far as I Know, a. General Major cf the Luftwaffe. 
I cannot remember his naJee amore. 	His pc1;crallere unicneen to me. 	I only 
knew that in a discussion with GUTENBEaGER it was suggested to turn 
DUM:ELLeRF int2 a state of defence. 

The Police presidents in this district were ne specialists, they were just 
members of the Party, with the excepti.n of those in BOCHULi and DUESSELDURF. 

police), Schutzpelizei l  and until 1943 the Kriminalpolizei. 	The latter was 
(adinietration Under the command of the :Police president were: Verwaltungspolizei 	m  

/then ... 
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then taken eUt end c ..ete under the .(eoi'lld of the :SHADelit V, who ecre Under 
the goner -.1 supervieien of the 	e:teurs. 	Yeturelly the personal 
cennectien between the Kripe lee er.. 	thc P-lice president remained. 
I think it is abselutely zeesible ti 	!,C Kripc leaders, also after their 
independence of the Krii;e, eerried eet 	eiven by . the Pence president 
because the higheet renk _f the 	leadere %;:.3 3S-Stumbannfuchrer, 
wtilst the Felice eresillente had cLnajderebly higher renks and wore 
Generals' unf 	The ,T:uties :f the Pelicc eresident consisted in main- 
taining public security 7:41 :,r(7.cr in the ere.eleentel districts. 

Theinspecteur of thc Sipe and the 3D, .; '.:ell as the i3 i0 had suburdinated 
commanding power to thc Higher SS- and Pelizeifuehrer. He received erdere 
from thou ehich had to be lassed en Lc the Krielinal police offices, 
Sttatspulizei offices, 	SD :.etach:,ents for execution in the district, in 
case he did not ej:ve thoec orders directly to the respective Dienststellon 
(foruaticn3). 

At the eiipreach of the ene.ely it wae theught necessary to withdraw all 
fereign workers so es not to leave behini any ,ennwaer'for the eneiv. An 
ordinance Wa3 issues by 123,LLM, es f:x es I can rule-ober, whereby foreign 
workers could be left behind fGr the enc.i.ty. 	s fnr as .I remember, an 
inquest L%8 made uncc eere by GUT:NBERGL:e aid by ':lc or ene of my formations 
aeut what had to be Cene. 	The increing order read as following: that 
the foreign -eerkers in the fightieL er:n we-• e to be withdraen t. the East. 
With regard te the hundreds ef theusands of fJreign werkers neither the 
Higher SS and Felizeifuehrer nor the Gruleiters he were discussing the 
slec matter, .wanted to execute the order. 	I fer -ey working district refused 
every respensibility, az the Sipe accereing to the ,rganisatien was nut in 
the position ancl le n t cor.,:yetent 	this. The Bd0 as well took a 
contrary view in that elatter. 	cenforence with the Higher SS and Polizeifuchrer 
in BRUNSWICK te whieh GUITABERG.12. hed eent soebej'ef in erdcr to ensure that 
the ferein werkers iecre te be tai en there, was unsuccessful. 	Until the 
2 Apr 45 thc-situat 	was in 1-L.,177 solved. 7ith the result that the 
foreign workers were moving about in the country, wherever they th:_.uht it 
suitable to gc. 

When the enemy approaehed KCELN, I received the order frem GUTTNBERGM tc 
shoot thc inmates of tho penetentiary RI-  II 	near KOELN, about 200, by 
the Stape KOELN. 	I did net carry eut teis erders  but effected thc 
transfer 	the prisoners to thc pcnetcntiary with the Generalstastsanwalt 
frcm KOELN. 	far as I remember GMENBERGER later told the Leader or 
Deputy of the 3ti•..pc. KOELN that semi.: of the prefessienal criminals who were 
c,Juong the c.Invicts, were nit tc be lot loose en the German pepulatien at 
the approach of the encimy. 

When the front came closer the fc_rnine of gangs in k.CELN was increesing,' 
and the 	:tors of thc eenge w.ce, :s-tly foreign ,erkers, who left their 
torking places; the :thcr part ee:e German descrteurs and ether ebscure_elements. 
The fights wore develeednz into ],attles, in ehich on order of the Higher 
SS and Pelizeifuchrer celei)anice ef the Ordnunee-e-lizei eere brought into 
action. 	In this case the orders weee iesuce either directly frcri the 
RSHil, as aELN still had telcprint an:. later signal connection with H:RLIN, 
or by the ILighor SS- and Pelizeifuehrer. The gangs  ef KOELN then split 
up and re-appeared in smaller gangs -in the districts of '3UPPERTAL and 
ESSEN. Thoxe the actions against these ;Tangs were far greater than in 
KOELN. I do net remember any cases in DUISBURG. 

The special treat :ant was installel in 1911 kr 1942 4.  the RSHA owing to 
the continual rising of 	eerkers. 	It wr.e nly possible when 
certain evidence was available, and was discussed before with thc Ministry 

Justice. 1#3 evidence had to be as fellows:- 

Burglary and raids during black-out time; plunderers after an air-raid; 
sabotage on imi)ertant 	eachines and installatiens, and other outrages. 
The Dienststellen (eftices) reported such iaatters directly to the RSHA 
enclosing the statement:. of witnesses -11d the results of the investigations. 

/The ... 
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The :■BIT.. then decided -...hether 	 to ta.ke i.lace ur not, 
and E.:-‘.ve the respective r .er:. t Til,, 1-_rraations firstly t the Geheine 
Staatspelizei, later to 	 the 	 criminc.1 police 
.:-.7epatmcnts. 	To rly icnoLcTe the 	:.ecided ab:ut such ,-1c.tters sir.ilcx to 
the Standc,ericht 	 court) 	rr.inc to the files. 	..t the becinning 
of 1945 the Dienststcllcn thcLlvc .;cro cntitic t.. rder s-,,c.cial treatment, 
but ha.: to inf..r.•: the SiL. ...bout it ...fterw!-...rds. 	For GerT.-.,..n citizens the 
elecision about si..ecial trez..V.-lent 	in thc han' of the Hi.her SE) and 
P-lizcifuehrer, who rei-).:rte..".his T.ecision t the Dienststellen (Como.tiens.). 
Cases occurre.: that the 	refuse'. the special treatment an,d ordercL the 
transrer of the persons te the Prover Court, in exceptional cases to the 
VelKsEcricht 3 her. 

Lftcr the 2 ...pr 4.5 ray 	 the 1.D.3 	taxcn over for a fev.-  '.r..73 by 
the Krir.iinaldircictor Dr.- SCE-LITZ fri:m thr, zitaatapDlizcd:Aclle DUESSELDC1F. 
He v.-as succeeded Cr a oh: rt tioic bi the ciLr 	the ,,tap..acitstelle 
DUESSELD011F, Obersturibarnu'uchrcr 	 hi7.1 Standartenfuebrer 

. Dr. B:-.TZ 	s jut in 	 the 	 co:unndor o the 
security pelicc. 	I - :n.rtly clearL 	these c_mditizns _nly in HUE:1116En 
from Dr. :301.:ITZ, we. 	resent here as 	witness. 

The ordinance that the Gcr 	 ,„ere net to interfere in crses when 
the poDulatin attaeice: the (-_;ne ly air cre-:s was issued to thc Dienststellen 
(for.v.ticns), of the seeuti..:,.' 	lice and the Si) from two sides. 	Once from 
the ...13.1i1. and then frL.-..1 the 	:.;:3 and Polizcifuchrcr. 	I id net pass on 
the order 	staff, becau...c; I ey7.no execution officials 02.ployed with me 
and also because I hrjl. 	 to-.-i-ardz this order. 

:.t the aia-zo.ach of the ene..:y tn :s :at 	towards the KOELli and DUES13EL7. 
DO--7 area I receivc...d the 	1--:.111 GI PITII13.7.11.G! 2 to have all Jews 	still 
livinL: in laiNcC. oarriarjcs 	n.r,ano iu the ..ii.c.;Eic.runisubcziric DUESLELDCIT and 
Ic.GELDT, shot 	the. St.....ste,lien 	 and -.0,0E1,11. I did not carry out this 
order, but r.rranced in aL.reement 	the. OrJanisation TODT, the _.:-..itschcf IV of 
ti:e JIL and the 3tzoo lea,lers in the 	industry t. tr.:-.nsfer those people 
ts 3TL.,2ZITZ and t the ::.cichowerxe in S-11,....C-I=1. 	Then GUraiE.EaCE_I;. 
2ncdr later about the 	oo.nt position, I z-...,, ns,:.ered in -ri2.0:c to Cain time that 
the J 	fil- Liti3r had to t c 11c.;ctc:. from their sprelivin quarters. Later I 
infrucd hio ab. ut the trr.ns-...i•,rt. • He then ackn...-,:ledEpdit, quietly. 

t the lanclinc of-Alicd air troops near ..;,1111-1131 two cliders v.ith 31 -1:-Lerican 
soldiers and .:nc 	 1-cle;..sed in a wrong lacc, that 	an near C2..1,VLit. 
They •;:cre captured by the 	r.cht and handed over to GUiE13- LinEiZ. GUTEiBERGD: 
verbally _..n:lereC, T-Ac to shoot the._.L. 	no \Alva he would transfer to my Dion.ststelle, 
after I had searched the:. tiv.reuLly 	i.apers. 	They viero transferred in lorries 
to my office in LUES.ITeDt:.?F-K....L3E1Z.3'...1.:.L.TH by the Ordnunt-;spelizei. 	I did nut carry 
cut the oroor o , out htj.. the persons in question searched and then transferred to 
the next P_Ni ca2 in 	 - I c'o a.lo to na,-ne further witnesseswith 
retard to the order c'.5neernix: the Jev:s as icll as the -:-.1cricc.n soldiers. 

I have n_thinL further to (Zta. 	
(Signed) Dr. 1,:alltur 

.T.TUIZN by the sai Del'cncnt Dr. ",:alter bo 	.runo .,..LBL.TH in 'TOil..-.TEVAr[111.)EIT en 
25th ...arch 4.7, before '1G) 1L'.iLr H._ . 	iLIGH, The Cheshire 	•Ictailcd. 
by C.-in-C. 3riti.sh  riy of the 1Thine. 

(SiLned) H.P. KINSLEIGH, Major 

OF TIFI) th .t this is a true translation free German into English of the. 
Deposition of Dr. ",--.1ter lay:e 3runc JBti, 'larked Deposition Ho. 11. 	 0 

Field Investigation Section 
ar Crimes 	(1TE) 

IZED%:00D) 
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Deposition No. 12.  

Trons Lot ioo.  

of 

Dr. -,4-oltlier 	'Erune  

Deposition on oath of Dr. ..- oltor. Huo Lurno ....LELTH, :vac, sworn before 
Major 	da CUNHA., Field InvestiL,ntion Ziection,War Crimes Group (NZ), 
at TOLL.TO, 	on 2nd 	1947. 

I, Dr. \ialthc:r Hugo Eruno LLBi,Th, have Leen informed that I am 
not compelled to .:ake a sworn state:,ent, unless I wish to do so., I links 
this deposition voluntarily, and not under pressure or the pro:oisc: of 
advantages. 	I further: ors have been informed that deposition, which I will 
oake, can be used as evidence. 

I recognize Exhibit 29 as being an exact photostatic copy of the order 
which I personally issued on the L:6th of Jon. 1945. The purpose of illy 
order was to make the application of the Reich law, concerning the 
special treatment (Sonderbehandlung) of Poriezio workers no lonrer 
dependent on the R.S.H.L. in 1):eRLIN, as it was previously, but to 
empower the leaders of the Gestapo Detachoients to enforce it personally. 
.4 short ti: ;e 7.fteranrds the -A.S.H..o. invested this authority on all 
leaders of Police Depart:lents in the whole Reich by means of a  General 
decree, so that in all other districts of the Reich as well as in. 
Wehrk:ceis VI, the leaders of the Gestapo Depart :lents decided for 
themselves. 	It is clear to :oe that this order, signed by 	personally, 
will result in the shooting of foriegn -oorkers without previous t:cial. 
The following leaders of the Gestapo,Deportoents, 	 ::yhich were under 2o 
general supervision, received this order: 

Dr. KIJLZER, Police Depart:lent COLOGNE HENSCHKE, 
Department DULSSELD01:P LLdiDGR1,F, Police Department - 
4-LTNSTER Dr. ROTH, Police Deporto.ent DORTI.IUND. 

I can only reou..:ber one case in which this order 	carried out. 
This was in Colo;.:_ne. 	However, it is possible on3 noroover probable 
that this only happened after the general decree had been issued fro:: 
BLRLIN (see above). I have never personally checked whether this 
order was in fact carried out. 

I consider the forcible abduction of workers to Gero:nny and the 
foundation of 7.0728 not a correct action for a justly constituted state. 

(Sicnod) 'o-alther 

SWORN by the said deponent Dr. •,-,':--.1ther Hugo Bruno 1:14B...T1i, voluntarily 
before me, Major 	da CUN3Ii., at T0'..L'.T0,:INDEN on 2 i.pril 194.7 
detailed by the C. in C. British iany of the ;;hint. 

(Siyted) 	J.W. Da CUN1--o., 
Investigating Officer. 

CERTIFIED that this is _a.  true translation froia German into English 
of the Deposition by Dr. Walther Hugo Bruno ALBATH, marked Deposition No. 12. 

0 .E. S mason 	VS Eft. 
Interpreter 

Field Investigation Section 
Date: 2 April 1947. 	 war Crimes Croup (NWE) 

0 
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Deposition lie. 13. 

Translation of Deposition 

of 

Dr. Yalthor Hugo Bruno A-LEATH 

Deposition on oath of Dr. Walter Fugo Lruno ALBiai:, of DORMUND/WELLINGHOFEIT, 
Heideblick 26, at. present in No. 2 War Criminals holding Centre, FISCHBECK, 
before the undersigned in FISCH3LCK on 16 July 1947. 

I, Dr. Walter ALBATE, have been told that I. am not compelled to make 
this statement, but that any statement which I make will be taken down in 
writing, and may be used as evidence at any time. 	I make this statement 
voluntarily, without compulsion or threat, and no promise of reward has 
been made to me. 

I am Dr. Walter Hugo Bruno ALBATit, born 7 December 1904 in STRASBURG/WEST 
PRUSSIA, a lawyer by profession, and a German national. 

Further to my statements of 25 learch and 2 April 194.7 I state the following: 

The order about special treatment of foreigner's which was issued by me on 
26 January 1945 came into being in the following manner. In the course of 
the interviews which I had almost every day with GUTENBERGER, I was admonished 
by him about the criminal gangs spreading even further. I considered that the 
insecurity of the prisons as a result of air raid attacks was the cause, as 
well as the long time lag before a sentence of death was given out by the 
.RSHA. Thereupon GUTENBERG12 gave the verbal order that from that time 
onwards the decision about special treatment was to be taken by the heads of 
the Gestapo HQs (gestapoleitstellenleiter). 

I verbally passed on this order to the Gestapo chiefs. I felt obliged 
to submit the matter to the RHSA for their decision by telephone or teleprint. 
The RSHA approved the order and informed me that this procedure was shortly to 
be adopted throughout the Reich territory. Thereupon I issued my order. 
I only passed on this order fro:A CITTE:TITRGeR, becausel'in the capacity of 
an Inspekteur, I did not have any power ct command myself. 

After the promulgation of my order, special treatment was handed in the 
following wanner: The accused as well as witnesses were interrogated by CID 
(Kripo) officials. The completed written records of interrogations were then 
submitted to the head of the Gestapo HQ for his decision. Generally, he 
conferred with his deputy and the head of the fourth (Executive) department, 
in the absence of the accused, and pronounced sentence. A brief report 
about the case was submitted to me and the RBSA for information, but the 
decision of the head of the Gestapo did not need confirmation. This only 
applied to foreigner's, as GUTENBERGER had to decide in the case of Germans. 

I consider it more desirable, that the accused should be sentenced by an 
ordinary court of law, but as all my Gestapo chiefs were lawyers, I considered 
that the order was not dangerous, especially as, to my lelowleJge, the 
decisions at the RSHA were not taken by lawyer, 

I know that at the beginning of 194.5 (probably in February or 1.iarch) 
a gang of :Calssians in WUPPERTAL were sentenced to death by special treatment. 
On the basis of my order, dated the 28 January 1945, this sentence could only 
have been passed by the Gestapo chief in question (in this case Hans HL;NSCHKE of 
DUESSELDORF). 	It may be, and it is probable that meaaehile the order to the 
same effect had been received directly from the RSHa by the Gestapo HQs. 

I do not know any details about the - case. 	It is possible that I spoke on 

/ the 
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the telephon, to 	the lioad of the VibilERTAL CID in February 1945 ,   

to order the reinforcer.c;nt of the Gestapo by the.CID. 	This was an order 
which I had given in the 	of :.11 CID 3-1c...s, and I do not believe that 
Such an order referred to 	LlinLle operation. 	I do not Imo- i where the 
Russians were executed. 

It is correct that I twice :n eke 	 about cases in which 
Germans were involved, about whLch 	 stated he had rung up HI 
This -,:as not however in comiectiou with the -.TUPPLATLL case, but, to ray 
lslowledge, referred to the COLOGI4 and Li01;.T,:tilID cases. 	I afterwards informed 
GITPENBERGER about ;ffil'IY,_;1-34.L, 	 11 other cases. 

I have read over the aLove stat..,lent in fLro:. and it is true. 	I have 
nothina further to add. 

(3gd) 

Sworn by the said De-Ln-Lent, Dr. 7alter Hugo Bruno ilLBLTH, voluntarily 
at FISCHai,CK, on 16 Jul 1947, 'before 	Oliver L. 3,..ZON 	K.O.Y.L.I. 
of War Crimes Group (11W1]), detailed by C-in-C, British 	.y of the ;thine. 

(3gd) 0.1. 	SiS jt. 
Investigation NCO. 

Certified that the above is 	true translt.ti n fro.i ( 	into English 
of the D-position of Dr. W,lter Huge Bruno A.LIALM, 	rked Deposition No. 13. 

0.1;. s.„Lzoir s/s Jt. 
14442888 K.O.Y.L.I. 
War Critdos Group (17,3) 
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DEL OSITIOT 

of 

Karl Wilhelm :2121E  

Deposition on oath of Karl WilhcLa :EINE, of GOSLAR, Kehlenuiese 3, at present in 
the I olic e -1-riscin in 141.4.,ERT:AL, before the ueersignod in -,i1.51ERTAL on 26 June 194-78 

Karl Wilhelm LINE, have Leen told that I %I n. t compelled t ..ake a statement, 
if I do n-t wish to dc so, but that any statth.,ent which I make: 	be taken dawn 
in writing an.: „lay be use: as evidence at any time. I 	this 3tatomcnt 
voluntarily, net under co;:pulsion or the-.t, and n- pro; Lise of r,- .'ard has been 

to 

I cm Karl Wilhe12:i 	'born 8 Juno 1351in VtillEitTAL, CID official by profession 
and a German nc.ticnd. 

I have been working in the police since 1)141  and since 1918 in the CID WUP.1;:claTa. 
Since 1928 in the political cle.frt-tent of the -4-iitril.c.ii-(..TAL CID. From 1931+ until 1945 
I was working in the 	 Gc,st,,,...jo, in the capacity of a Kriminalsekretaer, and 
from 1940 ,_ ,nwarcls as Kri4.1inaloborselretner. I j4ncd the 	on 1 Navy 1933.   
few days after the entry of the Li aericans in 	194.5, I left 1/U1-1MTAL and have 
since been living with my daughter in GCSI4iL12. On 18 June 1947 I voluntarily 
reported to the polotical clepartMent of the CID ..11Ti'lX.iTAL, to have rky case 
finally cleared up. I was thereupon taken into oust:x.1y. 

.it about the beginning  if February 1945 I was present at a c nference between 
Krininalrat HUFENSTUIL and the 1—lice Preside KRAENE. It was discussed where 
30 Russians c-uld be shot, and it was agree'. that the firing ran :e at BURGHCLZ 
w -uld be a suitable sp2t. 

A. few days later, n HUFENSTUHL's order, I drove to DURGNOLZ with the Lt.C.71. of 
KOEST MI and a police major, where we chose the spot. I then interned 

HUFEUSTUEL where this place was. 

About the end o f February or the beginning of I:iarch 1545, 	conference took place 
one Jay in BUTENSTUBLIs ro.:: 1  at which HUFENSTUHL, KOSLOWSid (his de_uty) and I 
to:k part. I cannot say whether further officials of the CID and Gestapo took 
part. 	r p STUN L explained that the Russians who had been arrested by CID were 
to be executed next :,orning, but he did not say on whose orders. All officials 
who were not urgunqy required on duty were to take i art in this operation. 
HUTIIISTUHL ordered that all the officials should take part in the shooting, because 
the Gestapo officials had alrea slwan their displeasure ec.ainst the execution 
of which they know beforehand. 

I did not ;Iyself nominate the officials who were 
morning. This must have been done by LOSLUSKI. 

Next morning I arrived at the ielice Headquarters at the 	ointed hour. I 
cannot remember whether I first went into 	office or stri 	down to the 
court yard of the police ...)risen. There was a bus there. 

After having already unite; a few minutes the Gestapo official SCHEUKELMAIER 
OVIAU up to me and said that flUFENSTUM had given orders that I was to take charge 
of the squad and to carry out the execution in the manner laid down, and that 
HUFENSTUM would follow later. 

Thereupon I gave orders that the Russians wh were alrer4 shackle, were to be 
taken into the bus. There were 30 iussians, C 	the Iwo:nen. HUFENSTUHL was not 
was not in the cc.urt yard of the police headquarters that LLornin, and did not 
make a r.tu“on t. It may be that He had lieen hp at the -rfiej, because he also 
live,: there. Although I had already known four weeks previously about the 

c ar early at the office next 
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envisaged execution of the Russians, I did n •tt- ktvw exactly whether they hnd 
boon sentenced t, death, and 	whca-.1, Iut I assumed that sentence had boon 1)sscd 
in the usual manner Ly the Rail,. 

When the Russians were in the lus, th- escort fatty, consisting of a;:, ,rox 15 Gesta:o 
and 15 CIS 	 als got into the pus and we drove off to the firing range 
at DURGHOLZ. 

When we arrive in :U,GHLAJZ it was. still :lark, and I wL-dted 7.t least ten ninutes 
lecauso I believed tht HUFILSTUI1 wtuld ce,Ae. Ls he did not aivive, I carried cut 
his order. Thereupon I gave orders to the escort as to hoar the execution wrz to 
Le conducted. SoLv of the officials - .Lout ten - were to come to the grave with 
me. kfter that the grcups, consisting of l shackled Russians each, were to tic led 
one after another tc the grave, acco;„,aniud by 2 officials per group. I told the 
officials that according to 	iSTITIlLfs order every official was to take art 
in the execution proper. 

I then went along 	the ,:rave with 10 officials (L cannot say anya.ore wh-, they were). 
Shortly after the first group, consisting of 6 Russian women, arrived. They had 
to kneel down in front of the grave and were shot in the back of the neck. When 
they lay cn the ground.semc of the officials removed the handcuffs and the corl,ses 
were thrown into the grave. Liter that the next grout,, consisting of 4. Russians, 
arrived and they were dealt with in the same 1“annor. No doctor WS present. 
,atogethor they° were 7 groups anclI stood at the grave all the time and saw how 
they were all killed. 

I deny having fired a shot myself. I was armed Idth my service pistol. This 
operation took place so quickly and I did not need to give any further orders, so 
that I can no longer say with certainty who shot and who did not. Most of the 
CID officials I did not know by namc. Some of the Gesta,?o officials were an.ied 
with machine carbines. 

When all the Russians were :'.earl in the crave, the grave Was alio: in, and 
drove back to WUIERTZ.J. I then ro:erted to HUFEUSTUHL that the axccuti.n had 
been carried out as ordered, and expressed uy surprise at his a:)sence. 

If I had not been forced to carry out NUFENSTUHLIs.order I would not have taken 
charge of the execution squat?. I did not feel- too good about all this matter, and 
it was only the n:n-appearance of EGFENSTUEL which placed me into this unfortun ate 
position. 

I have read over oy stteL,ent in peace and it is true. I have nethi further to 

(Signed) W. :ENE. 

Sii0114 by the said Deponent Karl Wilhelm :EINE, 
voluntarily at WU11112411,, on 26 June 1A-7, before El°, 
Oliver E. SA...SON, S/Sgt. 	 cf War Crimes 
Grout (TWE) detailed by C.-in-C. Dritish 	of the Rhine. 

(Signed) O.E. Si,..SCN, S,/Sgt. 
I nvcs 	on N. C. 0. 

CERTIFIED that the above is a true translatj... 
from German into-  English of the Deosition of 
Karl Wilhelm. 2EIICE, marked Doi- osition 

:!:,-a) O.L. St'i;.:SCIT, S/Sgt. 
Field Investigation Section 
War Crimes Gr,.0 	WE) 
(1444.288V 
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Translation of 	 De .sition No.16 

DM ()SI TICN  

of 

Karl l'a,u1  

Deposition on of.th ei' Karl laulWilhoi.. (;.1.0111, 	 Kronenotr.24, 
at present in No.7 CIC ESELZEIDE, beftre the undersigned in ESELNEIDE cn 23 June 
1947. 

I, Karl 'Wilhelm ORSINI  have been told that I am not ocli,elled to make this state-
nent, but that any statument which I make :lay be use' as evidence in a Court of Law. 
I make this statement voluntarily without any compulsion or throat, and no promise 
of reward has been made to- me. 

I al Karl l'aul Wilhelm ORSIN, born 20 Mar 02 in :ERLIF. I was a CID official 
and am a German national. Iwas arrested en 5 1day 1)45 and arrived at the ettmp in 
ESELHEIDE on 22 Sol  46. 

I joined the uniformed police in 1923 and was transferred to the CID ("tripe) 
in 1936. I hna been a member of the NSV (Nazi 	Organisation) since 1935 
or 36 and joined the Nazi Party in 1)40. I was promoted t: the rank of 
Kriminalsokretner in September 1942 and dealt with cases of larceny and burglaries. 

Luring the month of January 1945 about 50 Russians wore brought into the policy; 
,.rison. These Russians were alleged to belong to a saw; of orininals, who had 
rendered the area unsaf4. After it had been established by interrogations, some 
of which I conducted, which of thu Russians wore northers of the gang, those not 
guilty were releasC. About 20 were released. After the case had been dealt with 
by the CID, it Wt_s handed over tc the Gestapo. These 30 Russians wore shot at 
the end of February 1945. I was later on told that the execution order had been 
given by the REE.,.. 

The order to take part in the execution was jAren to me by Krininalobersekretaer 
:EINE who was in charge of the execution squad. About 12-15 Gestapo and about 10 
CID officials took 	in the execution. 

On the day of the execution I arrived in the court yard of the prison at about 
0600 hrs where I saw aLug;, in which the iris ners and the execution squad were 
transported. The Russians were shaklud to . ther in small groups with handcuffs. 
There were 4 or 5 women amongst them. sic then drove off to the firing range at 
DURGHOLZ. At a distance of about 300 metres from the mass grave, which had already 
been prepared, the Russians had to dubus. 

The Russians were led to the grave it 	ui:s of about five, oscorte:. by two or three 
officials. As soon as the first five had been dealt with, they shouted that the 
next group should be brought up. 6. lino of officials stretched from the bus to 
the mass grave. Then the fifth group was brought up, I teak it over half wv, with 
another official, whose name I cannot remember, and I led them to the mass :rave. 
The Russians had 	kneel in front of the grave and they were shot in the back of 
the neck. My group was shot by the Gestapo official lOLESCHKE. I shot at a 
Russian, but shortly before l'OLESCHKE had already fired at him with a machine carbine 
and I as of the opinion that the Russian was net hit by me. The handcuffs were 
then removed, and without ascertaining whether the Russians were in fact dead, they 
wore thrown intc the 1.17U. There was n_ doctor present. 

I then returned to the bus. 

I deny ever 	 a Russian or a Russian woman durin .  an interro,;ation 
or otherwise. I never i laced paper between anybody's toes and lit it. 

MEE told me that these Russians had been condemned to death. I did net inquire 
whether this was true. 
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Deyesition  
l'age 2. 

I have read ever the abL-,ve it 1, ur,no, vile it is true. I have n,-.thin,; 
further to add-. 

(Si,:ned) Karl orsni. 
Midi by the said Dc.:ionent Karl 1ap.1 "Alheln 61,SET, 
voluntarily at .No,7 CIC ESELILEIDE ..)n 23 Jutle 19/47, 
before me, S/Sot. Go CIZLNT, 	I., of 
Gr6uii (Ma]) detailee. by C.-in-C. Drit:' rth i,rt-L-ky of 
the Rhine. 

(3i _;nom''.) 13. Gi-LiiiTT, S/Sgt. 
Inventi;atinG NCO. 

CZZTIFIE) that the abcvu in a time translation 
from Gen.lan into Enz,lish 	the Deposition of 
Karl l'aul 	012SLI I  marked Deposition No.16. 

(Signed) O.E. Slii,BC11, S/S3t. 
Field Investigation Section.  

Crimes Group (11 
(1 kit-42838p K. O. Y. L. I. 

ax, 
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DEPOSIT ION 

of 

orthur  

Doposition on oath of Arthur iT21112, of ...111211;:TAT.,, Vohwinkol, Scheffelstr. 
b 3,  at present in Nu. 7 CIC, 23ELHEIDE, before the undoroinod in ESM.,iiEME, 
on 24 Jan 47. 

I, Arthur IMERS, 
statemont, unless I vu 
taken down in writirvr 
stator.:ont voluntarily, 
ward. 

have boon told that I am n-t compollod to lako a . 
luntarily wish to do so, but that any statomont will bo 
and :.ay be used as evidence at any tio. I uako this 
net under any cc;pulsi-n, or bocauso of promiso of re- 

I at Arthur i'ETERS, born 29 1.ay 1905 in EILERFIC,D. 	I am a CID official 
by profossi.n and a Gornan national. 

In 1Z.-3 I joined the political dopartmcnt of the -JUP-ZIRT.ii, CID, without 
having first served in the uniformod police. Aftor having applied for it, 
I obtained this positin because I had boon a membor of tho Si. since 1925. 
In 1925 I was a mombor of the NSDAP for nine months, and from 1 Soptembor 
1930 onwards)  poranontly. On 1 Apr 34 I joined the Prussian Gestapo as a 
CID cmployuc and in 1936 I was taken into the ;::onoral Gestapo. From 
February 1944 onwards I hold tho rank of Kriminaloborassistont in the 

Gestapo. I have boon in custody since the 27 . Apr 45, and in 7 
CIC ESELHEIDE, since Soptombor 1946. 

One evoning, it may have boon the beginning or. the middle of ;.:arch 1945, 
I oo-oi ordered by telephone, to bo at the office at 0530 hrs next :lorning. 
The next nornini: Kriminalrat HUFENSTUHL oxplainod at the office that the 
Russians who had boon arrested by the CID, had boon sentenced to death, and 
that the oxccuti-n was to take placo that morning. I did not ask 	had 
sentenced them to death, but I assumed that this sentence had bon pronounced 
by the Reichssichorhoitshauptallt (Reich Chief Security Office). 

I then wont down to the court yard of tho polico headquarters where, 
besides officials of the CID, there wore the following Gestapo officials)  
who took part in this action: - DEINE (i/c of the dotachmont) POLESCHKE, 

BRUEGGEi:404, W.:2LDORP, VIESSEN, RODE, 17CHLI..7ANN, 1:101E31,, SCIENEEIL:AIE1.:, 
SCHOENENBORN and LWINSKY. 

Tho Russians worn novod into the bus shackled to t other with handcuffs 
in small groups. There wore about 30 of thorn and 3-5 women amongst thad. 
The bus then drove off the the :;:JURCHOLZ Wood with the prisoners and the 
escort party. 

When we arrivod thoro MINE, -20LESCHKE, LOWINSKY and I went to the place 
whore the oxocutien was going to tako place, led by WaDORF. There was a 
grave thoro approx 5 x 3 metros and 2 metros deep. BEINE ordered LUJINSKY, 
WALDORF and no to take off the handcuffs ovory time after they had boon shot. 
I had to collect the handcuffs, in order to return tho: later. 

A foci minutes later tho first Group, consisting of 4-5 Russian women, 
1,-as led to the grave. 	I saw hen: these Russianw:x:Ion had to knool in front 
of the Bravo and wore thon shot in tho back of tho nook by :EINE and 
l'OLESCHKE. The Russian women collapsod in front of the grave and LaaNsia, 
vhavoRF and I then took their handcuffs off, and placed then in turn into a 
brief case which was lying about 5-6 motros fro:.: the ravo. 

Aftor that conic the socond group, consistinr: of 4-5 Russians. With the 
oxcoption of ono group, when I had to leave because of diarrhoea, I was 

' /Present 
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present at every shooting. 	I can still say 7,-ith certainty to-day that the 
fullev.-in:_; northers of the executi:-.n squad shut:- 

When the pistol of one of the 	(I think it 	NILSSEN) had a 
ja:- ., I sfl:.: how FiLail..; t_iok his pistol and fired the ncl‘tal shot at the Russian 
himself. 	The Gestapo officials 	 and :."-;'Cii0i11121T3ORN also fired at 
Russians in the back of their necks with thoir 

The CID official KIJOS fired et a ;r.:up of llussians -.rith a machine carbine, 
about which I cimplained 	because I regr.,.rded that as inhuman. 
Thereupun -_c I?' forbade any further firir; with a r.-,achine carbine. 	I also 

how the CID officials IL'OJITS(III and IEISTM shot at Russians. 

ono 	the last' frups 	Russians ,:.-„re taken to the grave, I hoard 
1,12.EiL".4.0\IN 	i n; 	ORSINI  that a Russi:.:.n 	:Ling there, 	ho -.vished 
shut hk.-Iself, because he ha,: c-.used hin Luch difficulty durinJ interrogation. 
,,L72111.:.,SN then f _110-wed this group, and I can say with certainty that ho 
c•Aisequently sh t 	the Russian in questiYn. • Whether °RUN also =au along, 
I cannot say. 

There wore two cases in 1.-thich the D.tssi,.-.ns fell straight into the grave 
after being shut. . I ..'self was in the 1:r:-.ve once, and LCUINSKY twice in crdor 
to take the handcuffs off there. 	d-,ctor "...AA -  not present. 

Lfter the cxecuti_n h peen ompletcd the grave MO covered in by all 
the officials. I then brought the handcuffs back to the police prison and 

_Xfice. 

Durinl; the" uperatin I carried a police pistol (":2.1ther) calibre 7.65. 
,iith reference to the charges that . I am alleged to h -  vc 	t, I lust say that 
those statements are net true. 

In 	opiniLn this case concerns a criuinal ufYence withut political 
back:r.und, in which the Gestapo only took part in the execution. 	,r() know 
that this was a case of an aried :a.rri_; of robbers, wh._ wore alleged to have 
co::.,itte(Ii:,ore than 70 robburios. 

I have read over the above statement in peace, and it is true. I have 
• nothing further to add. 

(SL:d) O.L. Ss;,.i.:SON, S/SGT. 
Investigating NGO. 

GMTITBD that this is a true transl•_-Ai 
fr.z.i Gorman into English 	the Dop..siti_n 
of Lrthur PETERS, i.,.irkod Deposition Ni. 15. 

(3&1) o.. S;L1SON SiSgt. 
Field Investigation Section, 
'War Crk.ius Group (7,7,-,-2) 
(14442888, K.O.Y.L.I., S/S:t) 

• 

• 
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Translation of 	

DepLsition No.17 

LEPCSITICI 

if 

4ilheln KLOS 

Deposition - n .th f ilhelm KLOS of:ur-7:JLTI'dVaL=1, achlin;11-.userstn 
28) at present in :11,2 ',HC, PIarnBECK, before the undersigned in 
2ISCHLECK an 4 July 19;_7. 

I, Aihelm KLOS h.we been told that I am not compelled to make this 

statement, but that any stytement I make, ;.,rv.  be used as evidence in a 
court of law. I make this statement volunt-rily Athout any compulsion or 
throat and no pr,mise of reward has been 	to me. 

I am :ilnolm KLOS, born 21 Jan 03 in RELSCHELDT, I am a CID official and 

a German national, In September 1937 I joined the party, but did not belong 
to any other party orF;anisation. I was interned on 11 I4ay 1945 and was 
released on 22 Ear 460 I was again taken into custody on 27 Jun 1947. I 

was employed by the CID in 112:-.Zia.LL since 1 Jan 32. 

On the day before the execution in IILTitGHOLL - I cannot remember the exact 

date,, but I believe that it was t,wards the end of January 1945 - I was 
called to see the head of the department 	 Ho told me that I had to 
report at the courtyard of the :0-lice prison at 0500 hrs next morning, to 
be a member of an escort party. 	 I asked for further information he 
tali: me that he did net )new any details. 

tiller' I araived in the courtyard of the -volicc prison next morning; the 

aussians were already in the bus, and we drove off straight away. I asked. 

ONE and PO= NSG:If where we were :riving to, but they told me that they did 

not know. The bus stopped at the entrance to the firing range at DURGHOLZ. 

Lfter about a quarter of an hour the women were led into the wood up to 

the grave. I did not see who led the aussian women. I followed them 

to ;ether with i,;EISTER. Having reached the 'rave, I saw the Russian women 

kneel and that they wore shot by POLESCHKE. I was at a distance of about 
10 metros. 	far as I can remember 4 aussian women were shot. 

Shortly after, a Gestapo official - I cannot remember his name, asked me 

to hold his machine carbine, because he had to go to the lavatory. Before 

the next froup of Russians arrived, I fired the machine carbine into the 

heaped up earth at the ether side of the;;rave, because I wanted to try it 

out, having never fired a machine carbine before. I fired.about 2-3 bursts. 

Then I was shouted at from several sides th:.t I should cease firin;. I 

offended, placed the machine carbine aainst a tree, and went into the wood. 

I returned to the bus, and later on again t, the rave, and I helped fill 

it in. 

I was carrying my S-YVICQ 	 a :1:auser 7.65. I only saw POLESCEKE 

shooting. I deny having shot at any living or deao Russian. Neither did I 

fire into the :rave itself. If that allegation is ,mdel it is a lie. 

Then 	returned to the Police Headquart rs by bus. 

I have nothin' further to add. 

(Signec.) 	 KLOS 
• 

SWORN by the said Deponent 'AlheIm KLOS, vA.untarily at FISCHEECK en J.  July 
1947, before me, S/Sgt. f. 	 of ..;ar Crimes Group (N; E) 

detailed by C-in-C. iritish Lrmy 	the 

( Si[fned) 	GR1.NT, S/Sgt. 

Investigating NCO. 

/dEaTIPIED 
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CERTIFT17) that this is a true: translation frcm Geman into 1,:nz;lish 
of the Deposition of lilhAm KLOS , marked DQ2ositim Nn.17. 

( Sisned ) 0. L. 2-11SON S/St. 
Fiuld Investigation  SOctthi, 
ar °rim:a Group (N,.7.) 

( 1/1h/12338 K. 0. Y. L. I) 
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f 	 Lep?siti-n  
• 

. L-'2ITI311 

ef 

1:einrich ;EISTEi, 

Depositions on oath of Heinrich =STE of 	Larfuesserstrasse 51, 
at present in the municipal prison in 	before the undersigned 
on 22 July 1947. 

I, Heinrich 1AEISTER have been tad that I am /LA compelled to make this 
statement but that any statement whioh I make may 141 used as evidence. 
I make this statement 7.1untarily, .iithout any ocrioulsion or threat and 
no promise of reward has been made to me. 

I am Heinrich :iEistrza, :porn 13 June 19C)6 in 1:CISChT.D. I am a cartwricht 
and a German national. I was not a member f the part;. I - Jas an employee 
of the ..11.a.-11RT...L CID ( ipo) from 1 September 1941 until ilezch 1945. 

One day at the beginning of 1945 I was told either by POENSGEN or JA.J\IS.:, 
that I had to be at the police headquarters between 0500 and 0600 hrs 
next morning. I did not know wily I had to o arZ( "id not ask. 

;hen I arrived in the courtyard next morninc a considerable number of 
Gestapo and CID officials were already present. ..11-rtly after a bus 
arrived and about 20 Eastern -corkers were taken 	the police prison 
to the bus. I only realised in the bus that these men were :wing to be shot. 

The bus drove off to DURGHOLZ where it sto:-)ed in front of the firing range. 
The Eastern workers were then t:.kcn into the od in pairs, each pair 
accompanied by tao officials. I went up to the 1:rave with the last group. 
Those two. were shot by 2ET._]:,S. I STW this myself. Then the grave was 
filled in. I deny havinj fired into the :rave 	machine pistol. 

I cannot remember any details because quite.  a Ion: time has elapsed 
since the time when this happened. 

(Signed) Heinrich ;EISTER 

Swern b.-  the said Deponent, Heinrich :11UST.EiZ, veluatarily, at iiidal-P,G 
on 22 July 1947, before me, S/SJt. 	TJUNT ef .Far Crimes Group (N1 E) 
detailed b,  C-in-C. :Oritish ,;,:cry of the ;line. 

(Signed) 1'. GaLNT, S/Sjt. 
Invosti27atinr NCO. 

Certified that the above is c true translation from Corman into English 
of the deposition of Heinrich , 	marked Deposition No.18. 

(Signed) 	SL,.?:SnN, S/Sjt. 
I:ar Crimes Group (N;li) 
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which I c 
KO3I,0 	 L.c: 	tu 

' 	ro.)ort. 
tho 	'L; .) 	.un to us 

1.ont Co -n t 
_L1.1.72 

0330 h.L-s 
1.-oro 	 •_-‘bout th .t tL 	 • 

t 	 in 
1 ) 	 ti-Lo 	...)n 

=LI o ono or.lin,; 	:

• 

L 	th■.; 	 th ..t 
2) On 	; 	 n 	ca. 	• . ith 

.1s .h  
1- c urt  

-.11 tho 
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Dep,)sitir-11 .1To. 19 

7,e 2. 

	

1 rc. 	 in t he bus, aarT: t).-2other 	0E:RI I br.-)u, 

group out -2 tile u 	n t. t1  . r MG. 	i; :7.Lt iCC. f i.,.tt J: tres 

from the 3ravo, .)a the h iher 	 I sr.-,-; 	 - 

hold his 0.3. cistul in his hr-.nd s 	 -.t the Au..., 

c. 1anJu. 	-.....no:-.nprahensibl;.-, to : 	• 	 P. 1;1., 	L7.113, r:..r t 

	

knelt 	 01:ER -.;ont a..-a-„7 	 Li ,tle fu 	;:c o thaL 
stan.2.in7, 	.:t 	4tre3 bchind 	 thk,. 

thn. Tau,: 	 ith his pist.-.1. 	Tn.) 	 Ill shack' ad fell 

r:,-;..cu the 	 ..k.nt • .lon• - U t 	 .11.-,fs off, I 

renbur ..2 *.; 	 . 	up, 

i saw one of these 	 ,in .;hot by LO. 

r; 	ino :at t. 	- , 	ad 

th ,t th.. 	_ 	.3 to 	. 6 

to le 	.3 	il 

that tine I huai ::LOS 

j -.10of thu sh,q-  tin ," 

tree 	 the 

I then a..; the CID of ficial iCL f ir in , 

that hap:,: 	 t:lefollouinj ........... 

in, -.7horuu.)-7_,:i I - :oat up to hi--: t 	hi: 

take part Li court procoe(:ins at 1 000 hrs. 
"Soody 	still movinc, you 1;-.ve 	„Von 

He took c. :_lachine carbino which 	perch:Al 

grave. 

The 3.c.ve 	then covora: in a 2. c return..C. to the bus. 	I rotu 	t, 

town by the 

....lien 	 tho grave 	: 	,r,_u -p there were z:.b out 1:j Gostapo and 

OlD 02.2.;12:01.S in the iy 	 of the 

I di.2‘ not shoot. 

I 11.,.1.,a nothinjto ac.'. 

(s.-;d) Hans l'OT.INSG2N 

S:0A.7. by t: 	 De-:)onont Hans UN3H, voluntarily, 
at ,11:121.: . 2. 	on 50 Juno 194.5 before  : 	 f,t Ben- 
aain 	GO L'41 Li I., of .. -a 	t. r On :Os Group (N 

.by C. -in-C. Dritish 	of the Rhino. 

(SEA) B. GtIW, S/Sat 

Invest it ing NCO 

.,-̀̀ 11ATIPLD 	the. above is a true t r 

f r.Dla Ger...1z.r. into LInsl. ish of the p epesitien of 
Hans :c30:31SCali, mriccei Deposition No. 19. 

(s3e) 0.:. 3B  0N S/S3t. 

Fielf2 Inv ostizitt Lon Section 
ar Cri- .-.es Group (N -2) 

/:/442338, K. o. Y. L. I. ) 
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D000sition  No. 2C 

.tion on oL-,th 	jtto JY 	 7 .I.,/:,lborfold, 
Gruor_oy...1dorberg 47,•o1,....1-o..at in 1•••-fo,, 2 .-c.r niq.t:_;-, Holding --.;‘../itro, 

before tho undorsiLnod in L'i-S:CHEE. on  July 194.7. 

I Otto _asi3:216:4-..1Thl. have bocr. told that -2: a1:1 110 t C01.11; 011 od to make a 
state :on; unlo:-2.3 I volunOoril:- Ash to do ;lo, but that any statement which 
1 ri).•j•-•- o ...ill be taken d000: in v.7ri;in,s andr 	used as evidence at any time. 
I mako this statomult vol.o•r_tarily, not und.or comouision r throot, and I 
have not been given promi-;,..,of rov.-..,rd. 

Otto 	3iiJ1, born on tho 	J..maro 1 904. in  
a CID orooloyote by profossien, and a Gonoon 

	

On the 1 July 19/4 I joirod the 	 G.LD, in wh:!.ch. I servod until 
:A.pril 1945 in the capacity of a CID oa•ployou, 	..zoo;a aollor of the -1.13RD 
since 1 Sap 1932 and a Iilockeitor fro:.-i 1943 onv.-2,-_Nio, 	I 	uemb_r of the 

1932 till I93, 	:,:bout Nov; :Ccar 9h1,.. 	I vras orent at the arrest 
of a few .ussians which later en loci to :rho :.•,:r3, - •: •-•:-t of GO - 70 Russians. 
During January I wos -orosont, 	sovor: 1 ...,-1-ter.Liog•:•.tions •,.hicn were conducted 
by OR31.1.1". 	It did hap_o:n ;;;ovo-al tio•es 	.iussiaLs boot each other when 
confronted during intoor000t•:.;!••. 	e GL thon sopero.tod the Russians. 	I 
myself never boat a 	 novor sao-  Jk.1Nboating anyone. 

I :n..vor say.? papor 	placed botwoen tho toes of prisoners but at 
that 	I heard 'Gold othor officials in the course of 
conversation that Oo.eli 	 oonfossions in his office by burning 
paper. 

JSIT to .;.d 	on_ oftornobn that tho Rus tan 
„xi 	 aftor. 	Ho did not tell mu 

d 	 ask .about it cii-ther. 
morning to watch the 

of -too , _ool; 	 that he was not 
until the L 	 1 , U:-TOLZ ontho thy of 
say th•.t 	 o-'.war creditable. 

that the R.Lr.y.,,i:.)..ns would be 

On the day of the execution I arrived at the police hoc.douartors 
bctweon 0.500 and o600•hrs 	tisa,:lo..nz, were taken into the bus which 
was stending in the court yard and I szo% an on the front seat together 
with G..Z3Lf. 	The bus then drove off to :OiT..1IOLZ. 

1E= got out and we waiLi bout luarter of an hour. 32,7L•12 rent into 
the wood with several Gestapo officiols, 	till sitting in the bus. 
Then a Gestapo official rotuoio.,7. wooer. rero the first to by takon out 
of the bus. 	The first grou: o•:1-1.7,1...to.:i ef(. Russionvxmon who 'ion.; led into 
the wood escorted by CU offioiols, 	Mon hoard shots. 

;on official returned and then t 	3 ahlt", )1'4.)z dur., :vas adopt.ol, ,•iith 
group of .Zussians. 	0-R3IE and I ):1_1 	I o. fourth of fifth group out 
of curiosity, walking at a distan!, 	 10 ratr behind the oo:.oup. 
passed through a Clearing and 	 -.land arrived at the grave, I was 
at a distance of about 10 to 15 uetre 1a front of the grave. I distinctly 
saw haw FLT:RS raisoci his pistol 	 •. ussi:.-.n in the back of the neck. 
The Russian fell forward and at toot naah I turnod mund, because I could 
not boa:' to see it. 	Just- as . had turn away fuIthor shots rang out. 

/DORF and other 

.;,boot the and of Yob 1i.• 
gang wore going to bo shot •  
by what court tho;,,  had boo-, -: 
Oibl.N.  and I arranged to co:.o_. 
oxecu.on. 	If any official 

ader u of ohLt it vr.s all about 
the o:•:ocution then I c:n. only 
It '...rao generally known in the 
shot. 
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r_110. other .i ,fficias 3-to-)d 	 next to 	but I do not 
:;ho fired these 12.st h•)ts. 

I 	returm,.1 4, ■") 	:2;11.:. tit t-,1-1 ;h, tae 	..-her 	I re;.-ia in 	to the 
end, . 	 ..C.,11,17*ii 	f iped s•.t anybody 

is . .int 	 it is not true. 	Ii anybL4Y 
1-.1ade the 	 t.) 	 he had 
co.us._Z 	..uoh 	 thi3 ul only 	en 
afi.11:. 	On the r.1 -Lirn journ.-y 	 that h.h 
hi:1811±* shot the ft uss i...n fho 	 or sor.iethin_, like that. 

nun the shooting 	d 	I again ..ent up to th. grave and. I sal.7 
KLOS 	I.ET1 ffrI 	hin. carbinc3 into the grave. 	They held the 
machine c 	obliriuely 	 ..n fird into the grz.wes in bursts. 

The 	 filL in and 	then drove 	t 

The 	.son 	I 	 - oat to the executim 
I was an iñxperienc 	JD:.,..41„):7- eeI wanted to learn -verythinz 

connected 	the police 	 I beli-ve that th ';.as 	<asu of a 
laviful execution I %.-ant er'.1 to sec 	sh tin tu )k place. 

sat in the bus for the second tine 1•ZICIEL returned out of the 
w ood cu-id o,skd -.-.-hother 	certain 	had already gone. 	'hen I  
answered him in the f.lffirrk.--ttive he said, that he 	h..7.:vc liked to Irve 
dealt • •Lth 

	

have read ov 	'Chu 	statellult • in. peace and it is true. 
have n...thinL furthe2 to add. 

( sgd) Otto ..,LIE:21.1;;NN. 

	

...iwom by the s 	:deponent 	 voluntarily at .FI3Cifia72,0K 
on 5 July 1947, before. no Oliver 	 3/3,,t., X. O. 7f.L. I., of .2,r 
Cri.Aes 	(NT:), detailed by C-in-C, 3ritish 	iy of the _thine. 

(3,A 0.:. 	3/Sst. 
Investigating  NCO. 

Certified that the _ b,,ve 13 a true tretn311A ion a! rc '3- on into :ngl ish of 
, 	the de ,),.-,3ition of Otto 	 ;-:,arked Deposition No. .2.6. 

(Sz,c1) 
I /1 )142'6C8, K. 0.Y. L. I. 

Cr.L.-tee Group 	. 



It is probable that this cant: also coma fitted robberies and murders in COLOGNE and 
ESaN. 

I have nothing further to add.  

(SO) Otto A.J.BERiiLNN 

Sii0-0 by the said Deponent Otto 4.,LBEidi,,.Nr"., 
voluntarily at FISCita2,CK on 16 July 1947, 
bef ..re me, Oliver E. Si,..;ZON, 3/Sat, 	.L. i. 
of V.r Crimes Group (NWE), detailed by 0.-in-C. 
British J..rmy of' the .Rhine. 

(Sgd) 0.E. a:.:. SON, S/Sgt 
Investi - vtion 

CERTIFIED that the above is a true translation 
German int.. English of the Deposition of 

Otto 	 Lai.ked Deposition No. 21. • 

(Sgd) O.E. S,..JJKN, S/Sgt 
Field Investigation Section, 
;:ar Crimes Group (NWE 
(14442888, K.O.Y.L.I. 
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Translation of 	 Deposition No. 21 

DEPOSITION 

of 

Otto id.a1114:;.NIT 

Deposition on oath of Otto 	 of iftiPPLI:;;TkiL/E'LbER10.0-,LD, Gruenewalder Bert.: 47, 
at present in 	2 	 before 	undersi.(:ned on 16 Jul 47 at 

I, Otto '-;.L13E-R-PLii.'"Ir, have been told that 
unless I voluntarily do sob 	that 
in :writing and may be used as evidence 
tarily, not under compulsion or threat 
me. 

am not compelled to ma1..e a statement 
-.try statement which make will be taizen down 
at any time. 	I make thin statement volurr- 
and no promise of re.:!arCt has been made to 

all Otto 	 born 31 Jan 1901 in ..12I-TEZ2....L, a CID employee by profession, 
and a German national. 

2urther to nOr dUPOSitiOn of 5 Jul 47 I state as follows:- 

The Russians who were shot At BURGHOLZ in Feb 45 were so-called "Civilian Eastern 
iorkers". These Eastern worKers harl_ oriLinally been accomuodated in hutments on 
the various factory sites and had then Kept away from work in order to live by 
larceny. 	I know that thc.se Russi:ms .ore ruListured with the7  Labour Exchange; and 
-that they had papers to that effect. 

The Crime corm..itted consisted. of 	400 serious burglaries in IllUPPE'ATnL mainly 
from foodshops and air raid -,ellara. In the•courso of lootinL a mail-coach on the 
station at 	 r:.ilw:vmans-  1-10ELLERG by name, was shot, 

1.Thilst being arrested the Russians shot CID official LaJAIT.L.KR  and wounded another 
". officials. 
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Denoaition No. 22  

TrInsl%tion of Deposition 

of 

;Abort 

Deposition on Oath of .abert =1.71,, of -1=- 1,/Elberfeld, Bocklinstrasse 24, 
at present in T.!o. 7 CIS, 7:,OTIol'IDE, before 	nndersigned 	F..-_;:-CIEFIDF, on 
24 	19117. 

I, Albert i,-.1C;'w,b, have hen told that I am not compelled to make this statement, 
but th-t 	ott,ment rinde by w 1., ayuC u i Cl. 	evidence in a Court of law. 	I 
maw this; st.temer.t volcnt' ilo, oithout any compulsion or threLt, and no 
promise of ro‘ard has ioun 	to me. 

I am ilbert MIMEL, born 14 July 1912, in 1711-1- ERTJJJ/Elberceldt I am murchont 
and a Germ .n national. 	I 	.o ..tuc. on thu 28 April 194. and arrived in 
E.3FLNEIDE on 23 September 1)46. 	joined the ;a3DiS on 1 	1937. On 
1 August 1933 I joined toe ,_,:.. and %...3 el:cluded en 10 -ay 1936 because of lac 
of interest. 	I was c, member of the :311 from 1937 onwards. 	On the 1 liov 1940 
I 	conscripted into the Gusta,,o by the VITTRTLL Labour Exchange. 

One day at the end of February 1945 I :‘.s ordered by BElE to come to the office 
at 0600 hra next morning. The reason was not iven. I arrived at 0615 hrs 
next morning and reported to -C,F,L-E. This w.2.s in toe court yard of thc police 
prison .n6. thr, police headqu-rters. There was a bus in which there were 
approximaely 30 Rus_ians and 25 officida of the CID and the Gestapo. The 
RUS31-= ic.ff; shackled together in pairs with h:.nd cuffs. BRINE said to me; 
"Why did :ou arrive late; the "old man" (177N3TITHL) has just announced thct 
this grntr, of murderers has been sentenced to d'th". He did not say by whom 
they had been sentenced to dc..th. 	+;.en drove out to BURGHOL7,. 

BEINE wao in ch..rge of the det..c..went. 	In 	1.1VOTT. the bus stopped at the 
entry ca:.' the firing range. 	I 	ordered 'oy BEINE to remain at the bus, and to 
sue to it that the officials wort up in the order he 11-.0 laid down. :did. he 
told mu to go with th, lost lot. 	I sa%, :?ODE and ILIF0..EN also standing near the 
bus. The Russirns were t. Len up, f_.or at a time escorted by tv.o officials. 
I followed the last group .nd stopped 	r distance of -bout 100 mturs from the 
grave. I saw FOLESCBYF shoot the 1.st Russian.• I cannot remember whether I 
had .1 piotol with me that day. Then SEINE gave Cu -)rder to fill the grave up. 
Ho eau me standing abDut ofld called mc WU:. I went there and BEINE gave me 
a hovel and told me that I should help. I told TiEillE that I could not bear to 
see it, whereupon he told me: "Don't make such fus-; there is nothing left 
to see". The others shouted: "Come on, hurry up, so that we'll :̀et finished". 
I dodged away slowly .nd went back to Lhe bus. ;Ste]: some time the remainder 
of the officirls returnetl f.nd we drove hack to 7,U11.7.in.L. 

I have read through 	state-ont and h:ve n,:thing 

(Sgd) 1.-lbert LaCHEL 

Sworn b, the said Deponent ,abert laCTIT'LL, voluntarily at ESFUEIDE, on 
24 :lune 1947, before me 13/Sjt.-  B. Givia!, 0.B.L.I., of liar Crimes Group 
(I 	0.etailed by C-in-C, British ;;.rmy of the Rhino. 

(SLA) B. GR/Jir, p/tjt. 
Investigating NCO. 

Certified that the ;::we is t:ue tr. nalation fr.I.Gempn into English 
of the de! ooition of olbert laW2I marked Del:,osition Ho. 22. 

(Jgd) 	 S/Sjt. 
14442 ,1-;.O. Y. L. I. 

Ylar 	es Gypup (11-7) 
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Deuosition 

Translation of Deposition 

of 

Deposition on Lath f 	.i.ESSLE7, , of WITERTAWElberfeld, 
haaurgerstrasae 8, before tho Illaerrigned at WUPPET(72J, on 27 June, 
1947. 

a-y 
thr. 

, have been 

I.

unle:-:• I do so yol. 
t,_:.;:en down 

at, twu 	pro 

tol. that I am not col, 
u;.•,arily, but that. an, 

-: ay be ilst 
ut volunt,r.  iv iot 

has been 	o 

T,c11L, to !_al.e 
otatment which 
:to evidenco a 
c.-2 compulsion or 

I am ,ifrea kE:31..,K, born 21 	 :.-117::::.%.LAaberfeld, 

ptern dusi•by 	 ?J

• -

L. 

I ssirvd. s . ser;:cant in t:le .:rench 	it 	fro!. 1932 until 

1942, and return 6 to jormany 	the enij o 142. 	:.2ter about 
months in L :_;erman intc::%:,..ent camp I was Belt to the police, and i)-rheci 

as au interpreter in th 	

▪  

C;estapo fro1.1 Septe.bor 1944 1.1til 

4ril 1945. 	I was interned in Lay 1945 and released in F,e-pterber 1946 .  

.„ -t the end of :A:brury or 	 of.  arch 194:., I. received or.'s 

from BEIFE one oveni 	 o• 	 0600 hro.next morning. 

When I arrived next mortlin., :./(; ;., Alt down to the police court yard where 

th(re wan a bus. 	:bout 30 Lusns, 6 of tho 	were tai 	to 

si,ot. 	I had 
by the Public 
:1 ther I he-xd 

.n pistol, 

The bus stopped 	in 3U 
the o Tic:.c..is went 	the wood. 

01.c, ts 
of 	 anotin„ .) 

-.;hom 	 colle:ted 
vent b. 'h. and t::ic; not 

and some of 
OLT and I -1:.. up and down 

Tcups, escorted by the 
rTh,:7 out. 	I tool: one group 
let .2 ( I cannot -remember 
tho oflici-.1s who o;ood at 
see tl-A;: ohootin. 

hen tilo 	 cor.:p:2 	:.— to 	 up d0 tho 

I 	 -oith thL bovIs of tile 	 eh -.7 

rul.,-, one on top of ;:11(i 	 not 	in co Uns. 

.n filiou. in 

9,.t anL. 	 nor 	 which of the 

I have re. A 	Ltnt in peace '.na it is true. 

further to 	. 	
(s:A) _lfrod E3 iLR. 

the bus in shaeLlos. 	I then ot ]nto the bur wt: 	other of_ici:ls- 
of th- (;-est-pc -ond the (;ID (ripo) und. ie dove off. 

It was cJe-r to me t ot the "::11i:rs were ,!::oing to be 
hear. that these 1":usoiane had been condemned to de.th 
Prosecutor of Luettringhausen, but I do not 
this before or after 	execution. 	I ca_r:ecl 
calibre 6.),. 
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Deposition Ho. • . 

Translation of Deposition 

of 

Ernst a0B-acm, 

Depositien .on 0,:Ah of Ernst P.:013ENG, of niTORT.d4/iir-xon, Haadelsstrasses 61, 
before the undersigned at WIkkERt.di on 50 Juno, 1947. 

Ernst 12',..DBERG, have boon told th-t I 	not cciApelle'a to oake_this statolJant 
but that 	statoont which I :::kup :.fv be used c.c., .,11..1Ct; before a court of 
law. 	I oake this stAc.:Loat voluntarily, without fAl co.Apulsion or threat, and 
no pro..dse of roward he :e been :Lade to :AG. 

I a:A Ernst P.,DBERG, born 5 :_ny 1905 in W1E-ERT4/3aruen. i .4- an unsi:ilkd 
labourer :11.1 %A a GorLtan nation:Al. 	I joined thu NSU:d3  in ,Lay o  1937. 	I 
joined the unifor.2.ed police on 3 	1926 and wL:s transferred to the CID 
(Kripo) on 8 July, 1937. 

Ono ovonins at tho end of February, 1945, I 	told by i.;:rtAinalsolcrotaor 
POENSGEN to be in the court yard of the 3lico prison at 0600 hrs. I asked 
U.-Li:kw, but he did not answer the ouestion. 

Next .lorning I arrived in the c::urt yard of the police prison uhero I saw a 
bus. 	30 Russians, 5 170Cil c;Aong the,A, wore taken out o1 the policy prison 
and into the bus. The wore 'shackled together in pairs with handcuffs. 
BEfl was in charge of all the squad. There yore 20 - 25 officials of the 
Gestapo 	CID present. 	I isi not sec: RUFTUSTUHL that .lerning. We then 
drove of to BURGHOLZ. On the way it was :aentioned that those Russians wore 
going to bo shot. I do not_kauu who Cher those Russians :;ere sontoncod to 
death by a court. 

In BURGHOLZ the bus stopped at the at of the firing range. We waited but 
half an hour, until it 	lighter. Then the utiaan vtore taken away. I 
camot roueiAber by whoa. 	I took the :eaulti.,,T.te group, consisting of 4 Russians, 
up to about_50 motors in front of the i;raVe. There they v.tre taken over by 
another official and le .1 to the grave. I cannot reueuber the nciae of the 
official. 	I aid not 	anyone shooting an:i did not shot oysolf. 	...'.'ter the 
execution had been completed 1 wont up to the.;.77.vo. 

then returned to the bus and drove to thu police headquarters. 

_I have nothing further to f..ad. 

(Se,d) Ernst 13,..DB.M.( 

Sworn by the said Deponent Ernst 	voluntarily, at WUPPLZT4'..L 2  on 30 Juno, 
1947, before ,.le, S/Sjt. Benjalain GR:4NT, 0.B.L.I.4  of 7..r CriiAes Group (:1.11), 
detailed by C-in-C, 3ritish 	of the Rhino. 

(S ;J_) B. GIL1i2, S/Sjt. 
Investiating NCO. 

Certified that the above is a true translation fro.: Ger.Ann into English of the 
,position of Ernst P3DBERG, ..larked Deposition }To. 31. 

(Sgd) O.E. S,.ii30J, 4/Sjt. 
CrLaus Group (01E). 
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osi 

Ye nsl tion .f 

.),..i.usition on ;. th of 
the 	 .t 

1, ..,.11holu 
unloos 1 tot so volunt 

vritin: 
volLuttarily, not 

:Joon 	to 1:1O • 

il`le '- 	 „ 	...J. 	ern, 	. Thum. 92, before 
on 	1947. 

told th- -1; 	r-„. 	:p.ell.ed to :aako 	stateuent, 
but tho., 	 which i _lake 	takun 
used S evi 	 I 	this stato- 

on.Lor cor.,pulsion or throat, 	no 	(.1* rewar 

0.1..J1 born 30 Juno, 2.907 in 	 a CID orf'icial by 
profession, ank_i_ 	(1.oriltan national. 

I joinod the tuaiforoiei police in 1927, ild on the 1st . oreh, 1938 I c:-4:-Le to the 
CL) (lcripo) in ...1Y1...111.124'...L. 	Froia t.T7...auary, 1943 oh.,.ar _1.s 1 he1...1 the rori: of 

serval. until 	1945. 	In 1i1 y 1945 I -,r_11; internod. un 
suspicion of havinL, 1.clungod to thu Gestapo, 	.iischarged on 19 ....arch, 
1947 froze N. 7 eic, 	 &;.".aco 16 June, 1947 I have 	been survinL: 
in the CID 	 with tho rank of ..i ,Tr:; -....inalpt.dizoii.Leister. 

the end of Pc:L.i.LIftry or tlio looginnf..ag 
fr.... the hor.a o:iTice 	tile OLD ( )irector ::....O./INN) t. 

da-i. 	The purposo,!_-'..n..i. 	waE.,, not 
to 1)e there". 	J roiais...1 that 

tlic.t 1 c.1..u1:. il.. coLte for that re:so-..;.. 	I ,.qice 

1945 I rocoivod orders 
t 	in an action 

askeJ. about it, 
-.fas on night duty L'xid. 

roceive:.. the o.._11.1e l'C;ply• 

bet.teon 0500 an.j. 0600 hrs, -. 'uor finishing ..-Tdutys  I was called 

	

tho 	 1;ho policre hu::,..Lquarters. 	There I found several officials 
Gost!-.p0 	few Cl) 	 Gostapo obersekretaor 

lo.!. us to the 'prison -::hore 	;vas - L bus. 	.1!hilot I C.nc.Labout 10 to 
- to ..nu 	portions were bully; lo.t ..nto the bus. 	Ito had 

.to 	'at:,  the bus, 'anA. 	n I. saw that abut 50 E!.--;:-.1t,..ra 	WUrt:: Sitting 

	

it i.;he 	 toLother in 	tyoups. .1 still 2Liddiot: know exactly 
what was oing to happen to these RuSsians. .ituongst a group of sever:a 
officials it was uentioned that these were iiIISSianS who had comiAtted burglaries. 

We then arrived at the firing range at 13111ZGHOLZ. 11u waited by ‘:bout 15 to 
20 hanutes there. 	AEINE went off to ono side: into the ...rood. w LI-  several 
officials. A. few okficials then coliected groups c,.1nsisting 	two to four 
Russians each, shackled together, frora the bus and led theu into thu wood. I 
stood at the back of the bus and heord shots co::Ling frou the wood. 
only then that T realized that these 1;.ussians were going to be shft. 
not know by -..zhcia they 11:,,.d boon conduuned to death. 

Further groups were then tokon out of the bus and token - into the wood. On 
POENLia..NIs request I had to take a group of two Russians into the woo). with hi1.1., 

was the si:7.th or seventh group. 	hft,..r about 200 i-uetors 	WUrk.: Laut by 
POLESCH.EE and I returned frou there to the bus. 

POLITSGEN proceeded with the prisoners and returned to the bus a fe-,v iainutos 
later. Ho told uc that the shoOting.Nris done so quic .ly that the Russians 
were still shackled.. .1:0ENSGEN .did not SZV who carried out too shooting. 

- 1 sat doyra in the bus where P....DBMIG .and liORNBERGER -aim also sitting, when a 
Gestapo official cal.:0 and told us to help in filling in the Lravo. I then 
wont to the L.r.to and holped. 	Whorl I .ixrivoa the bodios,c...qhd. no longer be 

/1 was 

It was 
I did 
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I 'As.s 	 service pistol, c:di..:ere 7.65 	J. id.1ot hoot 	:711y of the 
Ru2si=ms or the RusLian wan. 

I then returned to *./Illef.-.ERTJ,I, by bus with the others. 

I have read over -;.ly stateent in peace 	it is tru3. I have uethin:, further 
to add. 

(ii) JllhcJ. OBER 

S- ort 1):,-  the said ,N-ponent, :11h,L. OiER, volunt:-.rily, ct 	 on 27 
AAne, 1)47, before lie , O1iV 	E. 21:6C.Suif, ;.;/3jt., 	 of 
C...Ja,) (oh), detA.1(.d by 	 of -Ghe 

(sA) 0.E. S:u.-50-1T, 6/Sjt. 
InvestiLatin 

Certified thA the 	 tru.: 	 Gea...1 into English of the 
do-positioil of jilhelu 	 f(). 2. 

	

(d) 0.E. 	210H, 6/3jt. 
Oriraes Group  
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Translation of T) .;:_.ti. ii 

of 

K.urt 

Oath .., f Kurt E;i7C.-114.141.T, of WUPP.Z.112.,L/Bar:.:en, Wilkhausstrasso 
.re the uneorsigueci niiii.PID..:1724L on 27 June 17. 

I, Kurt E r L.1Y, have boen t id that I al:. n.t. ...Lek.° this st:-.tec.ent, 
but that r.ny 	,.:hieh I 1....ake ,..ay LG usd as evidence in a curt of law. 
I ,a-.1:e this LIV.ttx.rit v1ut.rLy, it 	tcr 07.-,..puisi -,n 	thr.,-;at, 	rr-) 
of regard has been made to me. 

I am Kurt :2_.7( :L.:CANN, born :3 UE 11 St 1907 in 617I).17L/E1berfeld. 	I am a watehLan 
and a German national. I joined the ,_Aniformed police in 1928 and was taken ovor 
into the CID (Kripo) on 1 .,..ugust 1936. 	I joine(i the Nbli,P in 1933, but did not 
belong to any other party-  0L.:.n_L,ations. 	I was int,..rned from 6 Lay 1945 until 
17 June 1946. 

One day to-,:ar:.0 the en.c.  of 2eernary 1945 I was told by EOET'U.TrEN that I had to 
report at the police hc.•Ldouarters at 0600 hrs next morning. Alen I as..ed him 
why, he told 	that it .....s an escort of prisoners and that the area of the 
lit -Mkt .; wood was going to be searched for criminals. I did not know at that 

‘.; that it con,::,..rnoci the shooting of 30 Russians, 

jlen 1 arrivod in the court :,,ard of the police headquarters next morninc2 I saw a 
nding hre i. d 	CD) (K.:.:Lpo) ofiiciai. 	ftur 30111(; 	'the Gestapo 

brought the j i.on .r out of the Ivison; they -.:-ere shacked with hand 
1 lid. riot sou 17.- 	at any 1;_riie during that wanking. 	BELTE was in 

.•, ,„ of 	 ians re taken to the bus :ma 	drove off to 

	

p to that tL. I did not know :1-kat, was happening:. 	In the bus I 
as d 	 tx_ng to 	to these 1-;us..ians and he tole. irte that 
they -. -ould b shot. 	In 13bRGHOIL we :..topped near the gate of the finuig range. 

g:it out and as -2.r as I can remember all the C-estapo men wont into the wood. 
'de establishedd a line of sentries up to the grave !-,nd the Russians wure taken up 
in groups. I took two groups up to within 40 meters of the grave together with 
another official. I saw PETERS shooting a Russian. I :aw nobody else shooting. 
The Russian knelt d,-;.n in fiaiat of the vrave and P.L.IML:0 fired at him from behind. 

_later the shooting 	drJvo1ae to the p_lice hoadqupo..turs. 	I v:as carrying 
my service pistA., a Maurer 7.65. I did .not 	a ohot on that day. 

I have nothing further to 

(Sgd) Kurt ENGEL.NN 

Sworn by the said Deponent, Kurt 	volunt .rily, atJiRTjw, on 27 June 
19/4.7 2  before me S/Sgt. Benjamin Gi-NT, 1st In. 0. 	 Orli:les Group (f.-..1) # 
detailed by C.-in-C., British .,..rmy 	the Rhine, 

D. GRs'alT, q/sgt. 
Investition NCO. 

Certified that the above is a true tr 	i5.'Ot German into -1]nglioh f the 
Kurt L\IGE2y;..J.IN, 	Deosition No. 35' 

(SL:d) O.E. S.,..1.1SON, S/Sgt. 
War Crimes Group (NtrE). 
(0.E. SA.ESON). 
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itn , 35„ 
r2r -.n:.-1:.ti.en of DeD,..siti..n 

of 

Paul 

Dition n Oath of Paul PrEUli....1.;3, ..r 	 1- aT.:il.ausstra 	13, before the undersi:;ueci 	 on 30 June 1947. 

1. Paul 	JS, have been t:.1d that I 	n..A a- Ai-Toiled to make a statemeint, if I do net wish t.: do so voluntarily, but th-  t 	statement which I akoWill be taken 	in ,./ritilignd oy be used as eviclenco at any 	I rar_e this t:.-.tement v..luntarily, not under cca-fif3u1si - n r tk:re'..!..t, and no promise of reward has be-_n m.  de to 

I am Paul 11.O7trfLi. Ss  born 25 September 1905, 	1-ri_ds''VEN near alTl'af, a night .  tYlitehman by profession, and. Cerman national. 

I 
joined the ,Iii.fored slice in 1928, fuld :Cr .m 1938 until 1945 I w....rked in the 

CD) (Kripo) and in the end 1 1ild th k.; r:'..nk of KriminalsekreV:er. 	I was arrested by th c British authorities in uCuut 1945 nd remained in the ffELiER interi.lent camp until 9 SepteLiber 1946.. I jined the PTSIX,P on 1 May -1937, 
iLbout the end of February 1916, I 	- rred 011C; 	to b0 at the office at 0530 firs next ,lorning. 	When I arr.Lved at the police headquarters next id8rning, 
I went to th, c8urt y•rd ith ther meLibers of the Gestapo and the O, .

---here Russian prisoners l'ere being taKon into a 

The bus ur 	off 7.-:ith the prisoner s and the escort party, and during the Journey I learnt in the course of a -:nve.:..sati• -/n that these L-;.ussians 	re g-,ing to be shot. It was sudd th.t thc 1,:s a ::ussian E---ng„ and I was of the opinion that they had been sentenced to death by the highest Ger...t..po authority, 

Having txrived at the firing range in :Airks:HOLZ., -EDIE and ::.c.-.43t of the officials went into the wood, 	I rer-.:aincd at the b4 with with ab.,ut b other officials. 
1 took two or three groups of 4. i-bissians each half way to the ,f...rave where they ere taken over by cth r officials, -::ter that I returned, I did not see any-thing of the shooting and I do not know who ..aut. 

I deny havinr.-. fired a shot myself. 

I have read over iiky st'tu..ent :lid it is true. • I have nothing further to add. 

(Sgd) Paul DEliUS 

Sw,•rn by the said Deponent, Paul NEUIL.6, voluntarily, at 1JPPE7::;.TL, on 30 June 194.7, bef .e'e me, Oliver E. EL.:WV, S/Sjt., K.O.I 	of War Crimes Cr up (NW.) detailed by C.-in-C., BrAish .i..ruy of the Rhine. 

(Sad) Q.E. Ssorr, s/sgt. 
Investigation NOO. 

Certified th t the above is a true tr-,nslati,-,n 	Gran into .::;n2.Iish .017' the deposition of Paul NATILUS, ut.'-rk.ed Depesition. N. 35. 

(Sgd) O.E. kLS0N, S/Sgt. 
Jriacs Group (NIL) 

(0 . diibON) 

- . 
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Deposition N'o. 23.  

Translation 0. __,o-oo:, ition 

of 

Deposition on CattL 

at present 

on 11 Jul; 1947. -  

arl j.z FELD, of OP.L4DEE, Ruhlachplatz 1, 

before the undersi -fled at CIC 

I, Gdori!,* Lan' ...i7iFELD, have be,ni told that I E-.,1.1 not compelled to Lahe this statement, but tht.t a:-
.y tatc:::ent which I lizhe Inay be used a2 

evidence before a court of lair. 	I mal:c this statement voluntarily", 
without any ca, puision. or threat, and no promise of reward has been 
made to Itle. 

I run Geri;* Ian]. 	 born 17 February 1900 in 1‘.....TTG7ITZ. 
I an a CID official 	 Gorrar.h national. 	 the on 1 lay 1933 and 	

• 
belonged to several other Party organisations. 

In 1935 I was transferred 	theuuniformed police 	the n,estapo where I served as a I.riminalse.:7retar. 	wa2 interned in .'„uril 1945. 

One day about the end of February 1945 vtls t..1d. by someone, 	thinl. it • 	BEINE, tn.-.t I had to be in the court yard of the police 
headquarters at about 0600 hrs. ne:It mornin 	 did not give the reason :..nd I did not ash. 

I apper.,.e.- • nez mornin in the court yard of the 	 hef-dcitIrtcrs ttr re 	a bus. 	';:he ;us: - 1• .n2, in shAckle4, were brought out of 
prison and tahen into the bus, 	::'he bus then drove out to 731JR:ILIOLTZ, where the Russi•.nE..) were taken to a ; 1^.30 ;.r..ve. and shot. 	I di:: not see the actual shooting because I remained near the bus and onl" -;:ent up to the :,;rave ..ihon it was alit oval. I G-IirlOt remember exact details.  because I suffer from a we-i- 

I ::-,ysclf did not shoot an.:;_ 	 sc,, anybody shootini:. 

I :1^:kru nothing to a -I'd. 

;:'LLD 

3- ,orn b, the said Deponent, :-earg rl  
 volunt-rily before EVS.,..t„ 	

0.3.L. T . of War C; .imes Group (/‘,1,-/E) c'etailed 
C, Lritish ...rm./ of the Rhine. 

S/Sgt. 
*,'CO. 

Certified tat the above is a true translatio. from G.:2
-man into English of .-the deposition of : 	 ik?osItion No. 23. 

(s 	 S/Sgt. 

144420x, K. 0. L. I. 
71ar Crimes Group (M7E 
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`.1.'-ld-..U.SLit'.;:10.1. of 
.DE-1-30.5. 7r.i.qi.): - 

of 

;reposition on oath of Vialter 	 ',','up. :irtal-arr.-ton, 
Sehuetzenstr.• 70, at present in 'Zo. 7 CIC 	 b,,fore tne 
unde-_- sined at ESELHEIDE, on 24 ,Tune 1947. 

I, 	BPATEGGEKirr, have be en told that I do not -need to 
make a stE.;.te::.ent if I co not wish to do so voltultsrily, but that any 
statement will be tahon down in 	 ::.ay be used. as evidence 
at any time. 	I mal- o this st 	voluntarily, not under :-•fly 
compulsion, or becausc.; of pro.,:iso of reward. 

I am l'Thlter BP,TA:La_'11-•:, born 11 _Ipe.1 1909 in Endo, Kreis 
CIC official by profecsioii, and a 	nati,•nal. 

In 1929 I joined the uniforned pelieL -nd In 1938 T entered the 
Gestapo, after I had voiuntecrod for the S curity 
ap)lication to be tn.nsferred brc: a air:, -:,as refused. 	_ccor,,in 
to an official order I ap:aie-', for menbership of the N21.).T in 1939, 
an became a party member i - 	:ust 1941. 

One evenin • about th end of . - ebruary 194-5, .L;.-.s told by 
Kriminalobersokretaer 73EI:-E, to :.::•.;ar at the 	noxt Mornin. at 
0530 hrs. Alen I 	for the reason BEIKE told me, that this would 
be 	known next mornin:,. 	r:ext mornin.: I -was -:oid, th .t 
before my arrival iximinalrat if0FENSTUIS had -.:;.plained, t_lat 	Ruzeian 
?ir.n.; of murderers who had been conteced to death, had to be executed. 
I then went to the courtyard. of tb.c police priso:; 
bus, which was to transport the priseners • 	 escort party. 	ahr.c 
again told in the bus that tie Ross.ia:::: 	b,„n sentec‘:d to ::L .tit, 
but I did not ash by what court. 	The -ous then drove off. 

	

1-then Ix arrived_ at BUR:1-i0LTZ, BEIrE told no to rennin 	the 
bus as a uard. 	I Lad no pistol,--I borrowed_ -. 9 ran p e,t a from 

.:.fter about ten minutes I went up to the :7rave out of 
curiosity, where shots had CarGnCif ru:-.• out. 	I Fs. t;.-)::). at a 	of 
about 8 metros from the ..7.rave. 	I 	 of:fl.cials SC :a,'KELL.:JER 
and SCHOW.BORY fire pistols at point 'rya-. rani:re il.to the b--.ck of t;:e 
of two Russians. 	PETE;i3, POLESC.I_T•7 	 stood ri-10-  at 	-rave. 
I then went bach after about 

I deny Navin -: shot any of ti-:e Russians mjs•.lf. 

I hrs.ve re 	throtgj I.  the ab,)vc:1-:-.1....ent in peace, and it. _IL; 
have nothini. further to a 

sworn by the said Lleponent mnatcr BRUE06a-i./..7 - , voluntarily at ESELHELDE 
on 24 .Tune 1%7, before me. Oliver F.. 	S/Sir,t. E. 0. Y.L. I, of ':ar 
Group (INE) detailed by the C-in-C...British .Irr,-,:yr of the 	. 

(sP:d) 
Investd 	7: CO. 

Certified that this is a true translation ire.:-. 
the Deposition of 	731?-i TEC: 	, 

(6,21.) C.E. i. 
Cr 

to English of 
. e 2, 

 

"rout :';  
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D2P0..;ST.101i i:o ,2:; • 

Translation of Deposition 
• of 

Lorenz 7LLDORF 

Deposition on oath of Lorenz ..:..J.DORF, of :Tuppertal-Cronerioorg, Iiettenbero 33, 
at present in No, 2 *.i'o.r Criminal Holdin3 Comtrep  Fio,C;H:ZOK, before t'o.e undersi;71ed 
on 3 July 194.7 in FISCIfiECIC. 

I, Lorenz '.!.:,.LDOR.F, 1.11.vo'becn told that I am not 000tpelled to rrt.:,ke a statement, 
unless I voluntarily wish to do so, but that any statement :.'rich I rx:_ke, will be 
taken dean in voriting and may be used an ovideree at anj time. 	I .o.....Coe this 
statement voluntarily, not under compulsion or threat, end 	promise of re.:ard 
has been made to mo. 

I am Lorenz '.7.:,..LDORF, born 14 ...uguet 1908 in LOBLENZ, a German national, .Thd 
a police official by profession. 

I join..d the unifOrm.d police in LOillf in 1930,  	tr.,.nsferred 
in 1937 ..n11.;i1 the; rank of Revioroberwachtmoistor (acting st=ation sergeant) and in 
Nay 1 939 I 	detached to the Gestapo. 	I continu.oi. to be under the command of the 
unifQmed police in '.7UPPERT.,L, hut served oith the Gestapo. In 194.2 I became 
KRItiaL.L0B2R-L.SSIST7.2,NT but rem:.-.1.ned 	the Gestapo, despite an aoolicotion for 
rotransfer 	vas refused, Fran 1940 until 1 945 I worked in the counter 
intelligence section of the Gestapo. 	I ,.;as arrested on 2nd May 1 945, for being a 
member of the Gestapo and have been interned -.:ithout a break :Amu. 	I aorive,-.. in 
the Camp -.6`11)CK-13:3CK on 6 June 194.7. 

Abcut the beginning of February I received orders from HU=TUHL to have a 
pit dug, 12 by 2 metros, and 2 metres duel). The exc.ovation was undertaken by a 
detachment from the "u-portal police Headquarters. Thereupon I drove to the firing 
range at DU...IC:HOLZ together with a constable of the unifor:led 	-.her- I shooed 
the police -.an the site of the excavation, acc.rding to instructions of the firia,; 
range watch:-..kan 	 . Next morning I drove out to BUAGHOLZ orith -:..orking 
party of .about 10 prisoners and an escort of 2 policemen, .:here, I remained -al 
morning at the excavoti.on. 	I do not knov: what kind of prisoners V:erc; Coin,; this 
\cork. 

;Star :bout a f ortni.:2;ht the complet >n of the exc:_vtwation v,72.s notified to the 
office. 	I did not 1Q1o1; ::ot the time for ...hot purpose this exco.v.t ion o-ao 

.carried out. 
. _ 

the end of February, to,:o.:tho.r with 15 :Alic,r Gestapo officials, I received 
the order to be at the office at 0500 hrs next -.71..:rning. 	This order -was given out 

by HUMITSTIFL, I did not knyw olvot .:tas to to!a.: 	ne;:t :1)rninov. 

Next Llornin,3 I arrived at the oolice ;.o. •..._., -nrort-r::: t ' bout 0500 hrs and 
saw that about 25 ail and Geotapo.official.: 	 there. The following 
members of the C'restr.po were oresc.:nt : 	..h.7 was in char, e, B.R.U7.11GGT,:.:1111, 1-7,T2RS 

POLL-3(.1=1  )-0 'INSKY, 	 DtaiIi01;2, 	 ::;Cji0.21:31:041, 

RESSIat, .aa-cri, and POHLLLier and I. 

The officials 	o,athere in 	oolice c:urtyard, including" about 10 CID 

officials, and 132,IN: -.-1-as in charge. 	'..7hen I a little later, got into the bus 

which 	s-i.o.ndino in the courtyard, I say.; th:-.t Ilbout 30 shad led _2.ussians were 
sittins in the bus. In the c:urse of conversation I learned 	CID officials 

that 	was a gano of murderers and burglars, 	been 	by the CID 

and had allegedly  b.en s-ntenced to death. I did hooeveo not kmo with certainty, 
whether t:.e Russians had been sentenced, an: by. what court. 

HavingarriVed at the BURGIT.OLZ firing ran:o, B2INE and I got cut and 
him the _,it -which had been dug, ::Mich 	situo.t..ol at a distance of about 10 fietres 

/towards tho side 
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to-e-ards the  si7e 	the wood. 	Then 32:0772 tDI. : 	re;:;;:in standin: IA 	:tar e 
of 	ut 20 s..etres frcm the pit and to act as a c,:xdonin.: off sentry. 

EMT. then - r -turn.'1 to the bus and ill en returned strai:ht 	sev 
officials 	:riup of 4-5 _cuss 	 -.:ere shackled to-,.- et -ler. 	The 
-aussian 	_en 11- ±. to - 7.neel facia: the. ,;rave. 	They were then 	by a shot in 
the 'pack of the neck. 	can say with certainty that 
and SCH;;217:,C::.-!.,r shootin:, at this , ;roup of Rm:. ian 	Tien. 	 2',17.Z,H had a 0.6 
pistol 	the others Ir.C. servj_.:e pistols, 27.1ibre 7.65. 	There 	no cl.o ctc)r 
present at the ,:rave and no death sentence 	ry a.. out 	the ,L;r:-...ve. 	The -
Russian woi_l_en collapsed forward. 

I 	 the Vioinity of the rave for s 	yet and sr.v,-: 	further 
crows of 	inns were shot. 	I .oan say ith certainty, th.A I sa..-; the folI.:-.. 
officials shoo 	OR.S111 fired ^ s . rvi 	ist l and 1'03Y..:., _,7.; also fired his service 
_pistol. 	LOS shot at a group with a :.a 	in:: but in sinLle shots, and als 
in t he back of the neck. 

.....fter I had seen ho-,-  several groups of Rus „ians 	keen 	ed I felt sick and 

	

=Zit  who had been str -n6in..:  at the :rave t."--tt the 	, ordered 	to collect 
shoves fra.t the fir in,; ran -.;e, i.hick I did. 

:hen I returned to the _„rave c.boat ton mutes 1 .tcr, =al the 2..uss tans 1-1‘.,.-1 
already been shot and wore 	in the Jrave. .7,11 the off icials w ere then called 
together an'. all had to take part in anth 	the fir:.-.-e. 	Cnly a len3th sf 6 
:Aetres, out of the .;rave which was i 2 tres Ian ; 	filled in, and the open side 
was suo crated by a wooden 

I ..,as carryinny service pistol but did not f ire - shot at any of the drisoncors. 

-

• 

er -the ,yo.ve had been fill_; in, we drove back to town in the bus. 

• f e. 	ys later -de Gestapo officials 7.: ere off iciary infon led by KRI-Li2...I 
L,IS-23KTC.: \1SLC. -SKI, that the execution hal:. eon a la ful and ;3roper affair %;n:i 
that no officials had any grounds to b e worried. 	The Rus..-dans had been sentenced 
to death :.y Berlin via the Gest .do headquarters in DU:S.:32,LDO:i11. 

I ha 7e road 017_1 the .....cave z;tatonent in peace and it is true. 	I trxe nothinL; 
further to 

s,:d• ) Lorenz: . 

SVfOrn by the 	id Deponent Lorenz ..-:"..1.D0,110, voluntarily at 	on 3 July, i 911.7, 

before 	Oliver D. SZ,h501T,2;t ; 	C. Y• I• 	.Tn: Cri::cis Group (I'T :70 
by the 0. in C. British .array of the 

a3dt.) O.D. aLISON, 
• Investis.tin: 

Certifier:: hat this is a true translation 	German into 	Jish of the 
Deposit:_on. of Lorenz ,ILDORP, r.-,arket?. Dedosition No. 25. 

( sad. ) 	 S/S3t. 
:ar Grine s Group (N. • 
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.d 	OV... b.:1.• I 1‘;;44. 	 1.445 	 airr 11 19I7 I 

inturnd. 

On, 	 at 	 -.fa.. told. 	 , to bc.: 

(.4_,( 0 	1 1.„-A:t oim.1 L i:;_action 

wp... 	 to g 	• Cf...r.r:1_ 	out 	t 	u 	 X t 1 	

▪ 	

L J.nOt 

• it 	all wott. 

I ar:f...iv, 	it 	 n‘Axt, 

4.  a bu.;.4 	. 4,;.1 	 ot 

fro... U. conv,.44 - 13t,tion..„ 	 „zit, t 	 cri,Ainals 

oi 	to b, 	 ui 

in pain:, 	 ouf. 4„ 	 and. th0tapo 

and CID (Iadoo; 	 ;ot 	 ■ 	.1 Sr-1 

Iii 	ti"t; LU 	tO.T.r 	 th- 	 t] 

in cl-carxc; 	tniz o7) -ration. 	 told .. to :it- 	 CA_ -oun. 

0.. 	 z.•....1ct 	 • th, bur,,, 	I ..o .not 

. • , 0 -  LLy i1 	-). 	.or 
2_ dto th:.: 	in L,7]..0u0L-, of :Lour, 

,Aaeli ?I:2o :.r) oL-,c01.1.; A'... 	 • . 

ti-4 ñ.ont 	 .•.. bo,n 	LLti in. 	I did not LA.: 	ch 

21-Lot, 	 ,loot 

7.05. 	I tn • [-tit 	 th:A oti 	 i di 1:3 nd 
oz. - c  

I hay- nothin to t.sisl„ 

1311..; 	
on 

<-;111-1,-; 194.7 	 1 
(1-rritti) 	 dA.- .1141 by C-in-C, 	 -iziift..ii1/4_;„ 	• 

-J;CO. 

3,2ti....*-.1...Ad. that -1A. tiinto 	 oi* 

2). 

(.32.4) 	O. .4. 

• 

AS
%  
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T.ranslatii‘n 

' Otto 

	

ti on on Oath )f 	 . 	t::••• 

I 0.1)....1'.)CL.t. u.hdersi":nod 	 on 

I, Otto :i.-.:::0:;?:13T-4.G1Tir-l., 	 een told that 	:.- 	 t o 	this 
c ,41 t) but that 	..tr.tent '..-hich 	 used 	evid.enco 

in a .:ourt of law.I 	 this statemell 	 ::01/1-  

foul6icino tnreat, ans4. .!4-) 2rornif,e 

I 	Otto HO:m.,zo.., 'born 	 yO2 ,  

invalid, aL, I an zuC.:._ ifl froi. L.:art trout Le. 	1 	:L 

I ;joineu the 1P on 1 ;1,11[.";LL-it 	 • 	I :C. 	 • 	7-c■-; 

1.4.4arch 1919 and on 1 
	

1 957 	tra.n.rre,U to the 0.11i) 	 .o; 

Ono day to,-ards the on. w -2-bruary 19L.5 I ent, ...red Is;/- 1 I 7L:.; 	';:ound a 

note 	 on 	dssk su, 	that I au to reort to 	 'aead- 

quarteits at UUOO nr.:„ 	 :orning. 	I 	 L1.-r 	note 

0-as sighed. .. - . Qv case I 	told that t 	 had left 

the r.oto. 	I did -lot 	 I had to report. 

ixt morninEf 	- ient to tr_  

yard. 	Therc I aa LIILL 

bin :2; takea to a bu..;_, 

shackled tother in yair._ th 
After the riuL sianz-3 had „pt  into 

:said that this vats the : 	 r 

that t114-...y wereoin to be shot 

range. 	Tlle bus stop cLat 

room whereI . a. 
offl Lls 

the 

1.e bus we dro ,  off 

obbers, who had 

now. 	Iu drove LI 
to the firi::,z J- 

.. 

to o to the co 1.rt 

juSt 

flJt. there. 

. 	In th,.. btu: it WU2 

Urt. ince:ur, :.44d 

-,URC-HOLZ, 

othu, 	 :pt put, took the Hussian 

	

-with 	 and : 	 o the wood. 	 ..14ort time after shot:: aurc 
of the 	 v,-:r:L 	 .7.%:214ines, 

the rev,d .-11.44L,,  411.._- 4:„L'..ne -xxt.t .,:,-....4 to th.. 	 LAd CID officials. 

'hey --?ere 	 officials. 	 14-fi In the Lus iith 
_bout three other oz. 	 I th...n went 

out to ta1 t 	 . 	: 	• 	Oil-L:1: I a.nt 	to th 

	

: 	 •t, t"r • 	 II. i ritd teturned 

to the bus. 

Jlortly after the re. :.di: of the 	 retux.lied. --ha 	dro.,.re hack 

to the police 1ies..d.usa- t-rs. 	I carried Iv 	 7.65 

but I did not 	 ashot. 	I did not 	 4_,hoot. 

I hc-ve - .110thillZ -L. add. 

0„:1) Otto 

;:;,4orn by the said. Deponent, Ott. 	 on 

2,14 June 1947, lic2c.w.. Ltu 	 (1-1-y_lt, 0. 	o: 

	

detalled by 0-in-0, 	 nf the LLO..(1-. 

• 

d that th- ,!..cove is a tru., 
depssitipn of Otto 1-40-.411r.*52..-',G--..:1■;, 	 . 
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PARTICULARS OF EVIDENCE'M SUPPORT 
1165 

Oontainr:d in the Statements of:- 

(i Hans BIJOHHOL, 
(ii Bernhard 41.32'120:Z 

(iii J.Jsef Peter iaiil.W.4: 
(i) Werner POHLAIIN 
(v Willy 0:ZILB 

(vi) • Robert 0711;..;A (2; 

(vii) Gustav irsasin37.416; 
(viii) itolf 

(ix) -, -;ertrud 
(x) Edith 

2i.itz RODE 
(xii) Peter DIEDRICH 

written order of 	da,ed 	Januar;;-  19 and the statements 
of the folluainiL accused:- 

(i.  Karl GizuziaziGai 
(ii Ilalter Hugo Bruno ALBATH 

(iii Karl Wilhelm IL:U.11Z 
(iv) Karl Paul Wilhelm ORSIII. 
(v) Arthut PZTiiitS 

(vi Wilhelm laOS 
(vii Heinrich 1,;.-LIBTSLi 

(viii Hans POZSGF.ii 
(ix) Otto Amsg.-„Jaal (2) 

(x) Albert laCHLL 

(3) 
Alfred 
1::rnst 1A113.eatG 
Wilhelm ULLA 
Kurt 
?,,u1 11i' HAUS 
Georg Karl 

Lorenz ',1ALDoli2 
:alter DILli:Ii012 
Ott.) liuitialiitGSzt. 

•Ik 
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NOTES ON TH E CASE 

(Under this heading should be included the view taken as to (a) the degree of 
responsibility of the accused in view of his official position. e.g., was offence 
committed on the offender's own initiative, or in obedience to orders, or in carrying 
out a system approved by authority or a legal provision ; (b) the probable defence ; 
(c) whether the page appears to he reasonably complete.) 

	

1. 	A. 	The accused GU2S1.-izZiG:.;.; originated the order Which was i,ransTslit,ed by 
AlkiATH Alercby authority was J.ranted permitting the i,;estapo to kill Allied 
nationals. ALBATH transmitted this order in obedience to superior orders. 
2he remaining accused were present and took part in the killing on the orders 
of their senior officers. 

B. 	All the accused will probably plead superior orders. 

	

2. 	A. 	The accused U.:..3111: conrai'L-.T.,ed acts of ill-treat:went, on his own 
initiative. 

'nem appears to be no defence to this charge. 

1. 6: 2. 

C. 	The ease is complete. 

1 

q

k

t  
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cdf"--4 E/e, kideov 

Date Submitted 	Decision of Committee I 

1 6 OCT 1941 1-2:A 

[91874j 1118;50 1000 5,47 316:C Ltd. 51,1 



(For the Use of the Secretariat)  

Registered Number. Number. Date of receipt in Secretariat. 

aCT 	194#1 	 

• 

UNITED NATIONS WAR CRIMES COMMISSION 
United Kingdom 	 German 
	 CHARGES     AGAINST 	WAR CRIMINALS 

CASE No  -" 	75  

SHORT STATEMENT OF FACTS. 

1. At the beginning of April 194.5 a number of allied nationals vier arrested <ri imprisoned 
in DUESSSLDORF Prison. 	After their arrest an order was :aade by the iiead of the DUESSELDO& 
Kripo, ReTierungsrat C,A3S (now deceased), for these allied nationals to be killed. 	The 

-order for the killing was 	without any trial being held. 	-1A.RIIISCHREGER and OOi were 
detailed by KLASS to carry out the killing. 

2. On 6 April 194-5 eleven allied nationals were ta:en from T.):TE.-3;E:DUF Prison in a truck 
under a Kripo escort com,,,anded by 1-IA:aSekilFEC-E12 and OOHS to a forest at RAT':.'- ',:c1E1; near 
DUESSELDORF. 	The eleven natloanis were led into the forest and ten nationals we,.. sif;qeLLuen- 
tly shot and killed by HA:-CrISCiiis`Z.C...;R and the escort. 	One female or .loner was ,-,,:lot by 
liMiiISCii..'.1;G::11  with his revolver. 	The bodies of the victi,as were subsequently buried in a 
mass grave in the forest by the escort under the co::Lmand of JIAliISCIY.i.Y.lc:11 and OCHS. 

TBANS11111`TED BY 	 Office of ',;11 Q  

• 
Insert serial number under which the case is registered in tue files of the National Office of the accusing State. 

ogs5) Wt.P.212,4/27 5m. 2Hn. C. kCo. 74 r( ) 
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Name of accused, his 
rank and unit, or 
official position. 

(Not to be tran8lated.) 

/. 	 -Lripo 	at DUi..1:33,:H4DOido 

OCHli, Kripo 02ficial at 1)U243:31!:i.00:,:i 

(both Accused are in British Custody) 	  

Date and place of 
commission of al-
leged crime. 

	6 .Ap.r...-11 
Gerliany.  

Number and descrip-
tion of crime in war 
crimes list. 

References to rele-
vant provisions of 
national law. 

Breaches of Inter-
national Law 

11:urdclr 	  

(i) 	.I.ursder 

13r eaches...of' 	the. .I.A1,12. 
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PARTICULARS OF ALLEGED CRIME 

See Short Statement of Pacts. 
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Translation of 	 Deposition Ho. 2  

DEPOSITION-

of 

i'aul-Friedrich ROHDE - 

Deposition on oath of Paul-Friedrich ROHDE, male, of i:OEEL, 
bahnhofstrasse 23, sworn before Capt. 	Ellery DERSOe R.U.R. of 
1024 Crimes Group at DIESSELOORe on 1)th April 1947. 

I, Paul-Friedrich ROHDE, have been informed that I am not compelled to make 
this statement unless I wish to do so. I am aware, however, that any statement 
I do make will be written down and may be used as evidence in the future. I 
make this statement voluntarily, and not under pressure or persuasion or because 
of the promise of a reward. 

I am Paul-Friedrich aOHn, born on 14th August 1909 at ROLITOC-A, male, 
Kriminalpolizeimeister by occupation and of German nationality. 

On 1 sup 44 I was detailed by the Schutzpolieei to the Kritninalpolizei, 
here I had to do probationary duty under the supervision of older criminal 
officials. When the Allied troops had already occupied the left Rhine 
embankment we (30 men) were clothed in police Uniforms and wore accommodated 
in the Kulturant, Luisenstrasse, under the command of Eriminalobersekretaer 
TWIT and IfAH. From here we had to go on patrols in the town. 

On 6 Apr 1945 I , to .ether with ely comrade REINARZ, DANIELS, ScHOLTEN and 
HAMBUERGER received the order to report to Dr. HARNISCHFILER WUPPERTAL, in the 
Polizoiprausidium, for .a transport of prisoners. In the passage_ between yard 1 
and 2 of the Polizeipraesidium 10 prisoners (Russians) and one woman had lined 
up behind a truck. Beside the a/u criminal officials the following  persons 
were present: HkRNISCHFW,ER, Kriniaal-ommissar Dr. OCNS, 2 SS-men who I did not 
know, and 2 men in the uniform of 'the custom officials. Fioroover 
Kriminalobersukretaer 1-e;b3S as a driver. ':ihen we asked FEUSS he told us that 
this was a transport of prisoners to UPPle2,TeL. After the prisoners had 
taken their seats on the lorry with all their lugge2e 	(1d3INAR7, end I) sat 
down beside the driver 1;EU3S, as there wes, no room in the bat!:. 	The truck drove 
in the direction of DEREi-TORF up to the way in to the Reichseutobahn to eBSEI-T. 
HARNISCHFILER and OCHS followed the truck on motor bikes. At the entrance 
of the Zubringcr NEUSS stopped the truck as HARNISCHFS 	and OCHS had 
remained behind, • HARNISCHFLGER reproved NEUSS for driving.too quickly 
and ordered him to follow behind and the journey was continued in the direction 
of the Autobahn. We told NEUSS, that this is not the way to WUPPERTAL but 
he said nothing  to this. 

let a little wood between n,ISERITaITIT and i!iiii;c14ai the lorry halted on the 
order of HARNISCHFEGER, and NEILS and hARIII3CHFE0ER drove along  the tracks 
of the wood by elotor-cycles, in order to sec if this track Was sufficient 
for the lorry. After they KA both returned NEUSS drove the lorry into the 
wood. REINAR1 and I at first retained behind but- aere then ordered by 
HARNISCIUDGIlt to Ro on illediately. After about 500 yards the lorry stopped. 
On HARNISCHFEGETO s orders the prisoners had to get out leaving  their luggage 
on the lorry. HARNISCHFEGER asked us, with his pistol pulled out, that 
everyone should stand beside one prisoner. Thereupon we enrolled along  
a path about 3-400 metros up to a clearing. On this way ey prisoner 
told me that he knua about a .Russian Koeeissar and 30 Russians who were 
hidden in a harbour. When we arrived at the clearing  I took my prisoner 
aside and told HARNISCHFEGER about this informetion whereupon he ordered :le 
to stop outside with my prisoner. 	in this moeent the women (Russian) who was 
accompanied by HiafiLiCHFEGER Endo a sty tement as well, whereupon HARNISCHFEGER 
shouted:  "At first you rob, then loot and excuse yourselves". 	In this 

recelent 
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..ioCient a shot was fired end the wot.:an fell on the ground. 	There was a general 
panic -:;hereupon the prisoners tried to escape. 	iii.LITISCHIPEGEir, cried: "Shoot", 
thereupon several shots were fired, in 	opinion -;;ith %71 autoEiatie pistol. 	Then 
I saw that .-iost of the prisoners fell to the ,?,round. 	3 or /4. prisoners tried 
to escape, and thus to escape the shooting. 	3C1-i0L'ii]): fired with an auto..-,atic 
pistol at the prisoners, ,:tost of the-1 -acre hit --_nd fell to. the ground. 
HARNISCHFIZER and the 2 SS 	then gave the coup de gr:Lce to those -.-;ho 7/Ore still 

SCHOLTilr ..;au ordered b;; 111.RIIISCITTEGEIZ to guard .1y prisoner with' ail 
auto;latic pistol. 	I -.las ordered %Atli others co..lrades to put the dead prisoners 
into the bo..113 crater. 	Other co,Jrades were ordered to look for dead --;:ood to 
cover the corpses. 	I want to ..lention VIM; wo had to take the identity papers 
of the prisoners out of their pockets, EiRiiI3C1-IFEGIM•collectel the?: and burnt 
them on the spot. 	4,1ter we had co-..cared the corpses 7:ith earth for about 2 hours 
we wont back to the Polizoipraesidiul by truck. SCHOLTE1I and I had to take the 
prisoner into 1-L.RNISCI-TEGERts office, then WG had to go. 	I do not kno-a what 
happened to this prisoner, but .1 was told by 	corlrades that a Russian -.-4-as shot 
on NEUSSER Strasse -when trying to escape. 	I do not knot; Y;hothor this ,zussian 
is identical with the Rusri i WhOi.1 I brought into Ii:uthhISCI.Y GER's office. 
Finally I want to,cation that all of us were very disgusted about HARNISCIFIZER's 
behaviour. I want to elphasizu that during the whole occurrence Ely pistol was 
in the holster. 

I hrtvo nothin, to add to thie ::tatunent, 

(3gd) Paul Friedrich ROHDE 

SWORN by the said Deponent Paul Friedrich -..';.011/E voluntarily at DUESSELDORF, 
on the 19 Apr 1947, before 	 Xr,IDLIZSOil, Capt, R.U.R., detailed 
by C.-in-C. 3ritish 	of the j:thine. 

(Sga) W. E, ANDERSO1I, Capt 
R.U.R. 
',Jar Critics Group (NI E) 

CERTIFMD that this is a true translation frozi Geman into :nglish of the 
Deposition of Paul Friedrich ROI-DE, i,arked Dep. -No. 

Rar,sey Sl3gt 
Field Investigation Section 
"%lar Cri..ies Group (iNE) 
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Translation of 
	

Deposition Fo.  

DOPOSITI01.:  

of 

Friedrich  

Deposition on oath of Friedrich 	 of DUSSELDORF, Langestrasse 
26 , sworn before Capt., V/i 	 Crioles Group 
(ATE), at 	 on 13-th April 1947. 

I, Friedrich REII;Aln, 'Jos inforood that 1 	not forced to aake this 
statouent, unless I wish to do so. 	1 	a.,-;arc that any stator oat will be 
writton clown Lnd ,.^.y be u. u:) as '.:vi dunce in the future, 	I ..-ooko this 
statu,..lont voluntaril, not under prossuro or persuasion, or on pro - isu of 
a rowan]. 

I a.: ',.'riedrich itEIII.ARZ, born on 5 Jar 07 at DU32.3._:Ei.DOIdil l  Kri.oinalpolizei-
:oistor by profession and of Gar :an nationality. 

In the beginning. of 19/4.5 I started 6 Lionths probationary duty .rith the 
Krizanalpolizoi at DUESSELDORF. Approx a month later Allied troops took 
the loft Rhino enbank.ient. 	 unifor.: I did traffic 
control duties and .-.1ade car controls. 	Occasionally I was ordered to take 
part in transportations of prisoners by the Dionststellenluiter. The 
prisoners were in ..iost cases Russians or Poles, who took part in lootings 
in the town. 	They wore taken to a collective , ca..lp b:: the aro SCHIESS 	. 
in DUESSELDOIT, Eintrachtstr. 	Fro.:i there they 	taken to '.TUPPERTAL. 
Until then I never took part in a transport to ilUPPER.TAL. 'alien I arrived 
at the Dionststcllo in the Kulturairt in the Karl-Rudoli'str. 	on -Ulu 6 
Apr /4.5 at about 1200 tors I was told that I had to take part in a prisoner 
transport to .1JUPPERTHAL. 	Besidc.is there was a chitty on the 	-.A-WI 
na,o on it, aolongst others. 	As the _Ion .detailed were already, on their 
way to the Polizoipraosidiu:.: I hurried up to got there in ti -e. 	If I.  would 
have gathered the :author dovolop,.ionts I would not have appeared on that day 
in the Polizeipraesidiul or rather I would not have aorivod Clore. ti hen I 
arrived at the Polizoipraesidiu I saw the following: 

At the gate of the yard 2 - 3 stood a lorry; in ti..o centre of yard 3 stood 
Dr. HitRNISCH.FEGER with 2 SE.3..:.ion in excited conversation. 	On the side stood 
two custon officials in dark groan uniform. 	There wore also RODE, SC.XLT.11;i;, 
DANIELS and Hitlia3U-.136CTIY or HAI.TUEOER, in the yard. 	Thu lattors na..io I 
cannot ro!Lonber exactly. 	Fro... the prison foreigners -t-turo brought to the 
yard one by one with the haversacks on their back and I think they wore 
Russians. Those foreigners about 10 :.ion and 1 vrelan wore loaded on to 
the truck. hARNISCHYEGaz ordered that the detailed ..ien should dit thousclves 
on the truck. As the truck was EBll up RODE and I wort; onlerud by HARNISCHFEGER 
to ride in the driver's cabin. The detailed driver ITEU;ib has a work ticket 
:.fade out for IUPPERTAL. 	The journey• went via Yowalleriestrassup 1..oenigsalloo 
and then in the direction of Muenstorstr. Up the 7,ubrinpor. Here NEUSS left 
the truck and NEUS3 and HARNIscigfizER had a convorEoltion.which I could not 
undorstand in the driver's cabin. Thu driver N:fUSS was ordered to follow 
HARNISCIEBICER. HARNISCHFEGER led the truck up to a wood near KALICIV:.• Here 
HARNISCHELER made sure that the wood paths on the right was passible for 
the truck. RODE and I got out and stood around for the tioo being on the 
road. 	Fro:.1 there 	aseinnER directed the truck for about 7-800 i.lotros. 
As RODE and I guessed that no good was 3 to come for the prisoners we rc..iained 
on the road but wero ordered by IL.RiaSCIY`EGER to co..x; along as well. There, 
where the truck stood now the prisoners were unloaded - now without their 
luggage - they were put in a row one behind the other on a small path. 
HAliNISCHFEGER gave the order to each of the guards to take their places 

/ with 
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4111111, 

with their pistols =tt the alert with the prisoners. 	were not ordered 
to pull our pistols out but I-LRITISCI-T'..E.R -..-anted 1.0 create an i7.1pression 

giving orders 	his pistol pulled out. ?he path led into the 
-:rood about 150-200 ..letres to a clearing. 

Our i.larch VMS interrupted as RODE info:n.:ed -1-1.;LR.NISOILFA:ER that the Lian 
he .-.1archod next to - a -young. Russian about 20 years 	- wanted to give: 
S0.10 further infor:Lation about hide-outs of 30:.1t. .ore. Russians. 	RODE 
had to -step aside with the Russian. and the rest ca:riud on ..urchin` on 
orders of 1-1J,RIII3CI-IFIZ.UR. 	In the st-bie .Loi.Lent 	yelled out, it 
was the one who was neco.tpanied by IL-S.di.L.:-.;C:=,R, 	I turned round in 
that ...a.-Lent when Ilui:NI3CilF-X-LR shouted appro:ci -1...tely the follcraing: 

First you loot, then rob, and then arc excusing yourselves. 

-.e.Lost probably t 	wo..inn wanted to hang on to 	IoCL.F1..nai. in her 
despair but was pushed .away fro .1 hi.. and in the 	second shot by 
FLLRNISCIFEC;-:LIR into the sto..lach. 	is T did not -,:ant to look any.Lore I 
turned ray head to the front and 	the sa...:e ...o. _cant shots were fired fro... an 
auto,..iatic pistol and all prisoners, - bar the first 3 	fell to the 
ground. 	I cannot state for certain -,whether the .,an who I walked next to, 
rwas hit, but he lay, flat out on the ground. 	J.3 the first three tried 
to escape iiiLRNISCIFilL.E.1:c shouted, why donit you shoot? 	Thereupon SCHOLTia:: 
leapt foraard a fey/ paces and fired-•„-ith his revolver in the direction of 
the three fugitives, who thereupon fell on the ground. I should like 
to :cent ion that so .;e panic followed upon the first shots and I as well as 
the escorts -JalkinL in front of :le, ju.ipud to one side to avoid being shot 
ourselves. 	custo.t official an] I wen.. orlered to fetch the spades fro... 
the lorry -.then I and the ouoto.. official were half .,:ay to the lorry 
heard further shots and I looked back. 	SS ...Linn .;as firing several 
shots as each prisoner at very close range. •,, lien 	returned with the 
spades the dead had all been thrown in a boob crater that was Marti;,,  filled 
iith water. 	On HiLRNIJCIIIDERIs orders .re had to bring the ..v.tc:rial 
with which the corpses were covered .over, 	Later -Lie had to take turns 
in filling in this boLLID crater. 

Finally I should like to e:Iphasisc that I could not refuse to acco..1pany 
a transport of prisoners as such trabz-ports fell under the scope of 
police duties. 

I did not fire any shot fro!.L :13,  revolver nor would I have oyself 
to be a hang,.:an or • :orderer. 

I have nothing to add to this state-.1ent. 	
(Signed) RZIN..RZ 

SWORN by the said Deponent Friedrich 	 voluntarily at 
DIESSHILDORF, on the 18th iLpril 1947, before 	C32to 	 4.LN-DiiR.SON, 

detailed by C.-in-C. British Lr of the shine. 

(signed) 	 Capt. 
Vlar Crt.les Group (Liu-Li) 

GERTIFIID that this is 	true translati:)n i'ro.. Ger.aan into i]nglish 
of the Deposition of VriLedrich R.::;.114 tin, !Larked Deposition No. 

F. Tarinn 3/Sgt 
r'iele Investigation ec tion 

OrLies (.::roup (172) 
(i'. 
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Tronslati-n of: 

:TT SITIoN 

of 

Franz MUSS 

:Doposition on oath of Fran?. IEUSS, nolo oof TOATINGEN bei LUESSEILORF, 
Vo lkardeyers tr • 31, sa-7_;rn loof..ro C apt. 	 11.11.-O. of 
Field Inv Qs tioation Soction, 	Crioos Orr: 	(1T,Z,;), at Duossolclorf on 
17th. April 1)47. 

I, Franz NEUSS, have boon told that I . n. t c 	t. 	stater:0/A 
if I 	not Trish to do so. 	I 2.;-.1 aware that any such statonont will be writ ten 
down and may 1:o used as evidence in tho future. I op.ko this s tater:ant 
Voluntarily, not under pros our e porsuasi on. 	the promiso .1' reward, 

I all Franz IEus3, born on 10 Juno 1)6 in ESSEN, CrLiinal Polico Official 
by ocoupation and of Gorman nationality. 

On 6 April 1)45 at about 1600 hrs I received the order fron Krim. 
Oborsokrotaer TESCHKE an-] Krim. Komnissar ETZ to drive a lorry to 1-1UPPLio'2...o, 
this bcino also indicated on the novamont- ordor. I had tc ropurt in the 
courtyard of the Pulizoi Praosidiun, whore the lorry was occupiod with 
prisoners and an oscort. Anon7, thus° there wero 3 non with revolvers. 
Krininal koaaissars :)r. HAOHISCHPEGEiz  and Dr. CCHS drove with us on no torcyclos. 
I st oppod the lorry in DiNSTEi-iSTIZASSE at the too • of the Northern sido-road 
and waited for the Kolooissars. Hore a dispute arose between mysolf and 
"Or. HAI-VISOR/I GEL , bocauso ho ordered no t,_; drive to RATINGEN. When I 

oc toe! that I had a movomont ardor to WUPPEJZTAL, and not to RATINGEN ho gavo 
me $110 strict order to follow him on the Auto-Bahn. Whilo Dr. HAiZNISCHMGER 
wont ahoad on his motorcycle Dr. OCHS folluwod behind the lorry on his 
not orcyclu. 	HAltNISCITEGIlit stopped in Kalkunor Straus° in front of the 
wood and I lik.Aliso stopped my lorry. -Jhon ho urdorod me to drive to the 
right into the wood I said we sh-,uld first find out how far it was possiblo 
to drive along the track into the wood. I wont along tho track on Dr. OCHS ' 
notorcyclo tugethor with Dr. ILOILNISCHFEGElz and roturnod after Dr. HAitNISCHPEGER 
and ascertained how far in I could drive. 

I then drove straight into the wood, whore Dr, HARNISCIUEGER made 
everyone get out. Ho made the prisoners fall in in one lino and placod an 
escort on tho left silo of each one. At this point - it bocaLio clear to 
that something unpleasant was going t hapoon and I thorof ore ronainod by the • 
lorry kooping close bohind it. After Dr. HAUNISCITEGLIO had arraro;od his 
prisoners and escorts ho cane back to no and ordered no to acco:.1pany then. 
Ho placed no in the line so that I had a pris -nor next to no on ow right hand 
side. Dr. OCHS followed behind no at the end. I cannot say for certain who 
was in front of no, as at that moment I was very upset, It is pussiblo that 
Dr. H,aNISCHEEGER was in front of no. Aftor marching about 150 yards 
Dr. kurdascilyEGniz called a halt in front of a deep bomb orator so that the 
prisoners woro facing the bomb orator. At this oomunt several shuts wore 
firod, uost of the prisoners foil to tho ground having been struck or throo 
thonsolvos down. At the sone time there was .sono confusit, n and one or 
prisonors fled into the wood. These wore firod af tor with revolvers. I 
clot:sly saw Dr. HiLiNISCHFEGEI; shoot those lying on the ground with his rovolvor.  
At this point he ylust have gone - on t sh.00t the women -oils 	Ion.iediatoly 
of torwards n uscort cano up with a rovolvor and sh t th sc lyin: on tho 

June.. 

The dead Nror o later carried to a nearby IAA crater and c voroO over 
with branches and earth. 

I f or gut to nti n that Dr. HALLNISCHF=1,  shouted at us: "Why aronl t 
you sh Airxg?! " I mysolf rocoivod n_ direct order to sho from Dr. 
IiiacNISCILFEGEit and thorof ro tad not shoot. I stoo Dr. CCHS put his rovolvor 
in its bolster, but did n ,t see hi; 1 sho t. 

/Tlio 
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Tho prisonors' bolom7ins ha 1:oon loft on the lorry and I drove back 
to the Praosidium with the escort and this iroporty. On the way back I 
spoke to somo of the officials and exprossed ny dismay at the incident. 
Whon Ierrivod back at the Polizeipraosidiun I immodiatoly complained to 
Krininal Konmissar ETZ and Kriuinal Cborsokrotaor TESCHKE and doclarod that 
in future I refusod to drivo for Dr. HLRNISCHFEGER. I freely broadcast the 
incident. 	On the orders of Krim. Kor.3.1, TZ I had to take the prisoners' 
boloncings to tho ruisonsehulo. 

I have nothing to ac'.d t: this statomont, 

(Signed) Franz NEUSS' 

SWORN by tho said Doponent Franz FUSS, voluntarily at DUESSELDCRF on 
17th April 1947, before no, Capt. William Ellory-ZDMSON, R.U.R., detailed 
by Q-in-C. British Army of tho Rhino. 

(S ;d) v,. Ellory Andorson 
("Apt R.U.R. 
Field Investigation Section 
War Crimes Group (N E) 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translation frau Gorman into English of 
the Deposition of Franz FUSS, marked Deposition-No. 

(Sgd) P.H. Ramsey S/Sgt. 
Field Invostigation Section 
War Crimes Group (NWE) 
(P.H. RAIISEY) 
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Deposition N. 7. 
TP,ANSLLTICII of  

of 

JosufD,Tras.  

Deposition :41 oath of Josef DAND3LS, of :Prinz-Coorgstr 30, Diiiisclrf, 
sworn before Capt. Ellory-Andorson4 i1.U.R., 	Investiation Socti Jar  

Crimos Group (NV .:3) at Dasooldurf, on a ,,pr. 47. 
I, Josof DANI3LS, havo boon told that I. 	not conpolloa to mako this:  

statomont unloss I oo wish, but that any statemont that I make will bo 
writton awn and ray bo used as oviOnco at any tine in tho futuro. I am 
making this statement of ny own free will and n, :t under oe:Apulsion or 
porsuasi:41 or booauso of premise :r• reward. 

on Jsof 2.arL1S, born 23 	06, in -.-oron7;ach, Krcis 	a CID 
.official by pr.tossi.n. 

At the beginning of 	1945, 
transport of prisAlers to Wupportal. 
noar Ratin[:on the l'vry drove into the 
approximatoly 500 yards into the wood, 
motoroyclos, rry stoppod. 

was ordorod ono day tc, oscort a 
"do drovo out of town in a lorry and 
Kalkum ;food. After having drivon 
led by 1LANISCIT2GE1 and OCHS on 

Tho escorting personnel had to got off on HANISCHYEGEals orders, and 
the prisoners shortly afterwards. I was the first to receive the ordor 
WISCHF3GE:2 to tako ono of tho prisoners and load hi:.: to a nearby cloarin: 
in the wood. Tho other mon of the osc..:rt party flloved no, oach with a 
prisoner. 

I gathered from a convorsati.m with tho prisoner that ho was a Ukrainian 
owginoer. 	It was clear to no at that tino, that tho prisoners woro going 
to be shot, and I did nct knowwhothor thoy had boon sentenced by a court 
of law. I did not ask anybody about it, and did n-t nako any protest. 

After about five ninutos no reached the cloaring, whore there wore 
several bomb orators. The prisoners were led to the bomb crater, at the 
right hand side. To the loft of oach prisonor was the *escort. I was annod 
with a pistol which was in the holster on the right hand side of my 
Tho hAstor was shut. 

Suddonly I hoard HATISC1 ECII1 shout tho following ordor from behind: 
"Everybody face his Ilan". 	I ru,;ardod this as a firing order, for shots wore 
ringing out behind no at tho sane mumont. I roloasod the prisonor in order 
to give him the chance to escape, and to save myself from tho shots which 
woro falling at random. ny prisonor ran forwards towards the right, in 
order to roach the nearby wood, whilst I ju:-.1pod ovor to the loft. I did 
not fire at him, bocauso a Gostapo roan, who is not known to mop and the CID 
official SCHULTEN ran aftor him and wore shooting at him with thoir machine 
carbinos. Tho Ukrainian was shot dead by one of tho two mon. I did not 
soo anybody else of the escort party do any shooting, as ovorything t.lok place 
behind mo. That is all that I havo to say on this matter. 

(Sinod) Josof DANIELS. 

Sworn 	the said doponont, j.,sof lUEELIS, voluntarily at Dilssoldorf 
on Cth April, 1947, bof:ro ne, 	Ellory-ANDMSON, Capt. dotailod by 
C-in-C, :ritish ;,x:4 of the Rhino. 

(Signod) 	Ellory-:,ndorson. 
Capt. 

Cortifiod that the ab._vo is a true translation from Gorman into English, 
of the doposition of Josof 	marked production No. 

(Si.mod) C.E. Sa;:sdn, Sgt. 
1444238 , Sgt SA::SON, p.„11,2  

;Tar Crimes Group ktu-4. 
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josof:17.:-.11.7n 
■••••••• 

:-A-.;position on ath of Josef HUE:)21M, male, of 41 1riein-:strasse, 
Lussulf-Gerreshein, s%.orn ef:zo AlliaLlEllery:,:UT., Capt. 

Crimes Investi•:-.tion Unit at 7Aisseli...'vf -11 16th January 1947. 

I am Josef TIDEJ.Z. 	)rn 	31st f January 1305 at Colon, at present
•residinr: at 41 Prie in .strasse, ..usselrrf, C.1.. . official, hol Irv.; the 

rank of KrillinalinsL ekt)r, of Gerran 

On or about the l'th of Lay 1945 I intcrr 	 ".aIL.TZAT, born on the 
23th of ..u:cust 1929, resiin: at 25 _ii;erlach, Tiefen-JrDich, who,  state-! that 
in Kalkuncr .:ooe he sa:. parts .f a 	stiekiry ,ut of a boml crater. The 
fin lius of the interroc,ation I 1,ass,.(! on t the ;,merican auth-rities. The 

_.ay an „merioan officer, a ,,rkin„ party r.n myself went to the 
woo to unearth the Lo -1,  crater an to exhume the ties. ,fter we unearthed 
the bomb crater e sa., ten "!:: 	.f which one was a female :ne. Some 
members of the wrkin,; party said that those 1nOies were sh .t. The 1,mcrican 
officers rare ph.Dtophs while the lcries were taken out of the crater ant! 
when they '..re Irvin:: in line on the round.' 

-in the flloAav ''y the ' ,aes receive,' :oro:)er burial, the location of 
their ..;rave Lein in ]'ront 	,a_tin.n church. 

($ 'o) Josef IRIEDE2ML 

a/orn by the saie :Jeponent Josef t-u] 	':11, voluntarily at Dusseldorf on 
the 15th )f January 1947 1 Qf re .e, iiiii 11ery LIFE-daM, Ca-A. dctaile 
-Ly the C-in-C. =]ritish ,rmy of the _hine. 

(i;Y) 	Ellexy 
Capt. 

Certifier that this is a true translation from German into Lnjish of the 
position of Josef huedepohl, Depusition No.1.• 

(S) Leslie Linsay Sgt. 
The Suffolk ilegt. 
714 Ill Gov. 

16th Jan 1947 
DUESSELD,W 
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Translation of Deposition 	
Doi 	:a. 5 

Deposition on eat: of Victor 	 . -tr 	in yrrison S. C-illes .1•„1;:,/, sworn before 	 - tr  On 	Investiation, t Brusoels 

I, Victor !.lihhlk.-.2.-Lrr:Zk , h.:ye 
this state_tcArt unless I sc. -Ash, but 
written down and -.1iay be usod 
..ale.ing this st.lte .ent 	 free 
persuasion or 1jcurc of pro. l:3t3 or 

1 	Victor l'1.:7LUCI-1a-2h, born 
Ir.rininalko:k....issar of profession. 

: L/ ±2 :..-.21; I 	not co.-.13=elle2 to :lake 
sta.te.lent that I 	- ill ne e  n..t rr ti L0 in -the future. 	I 

Lintler (10:.1p1113i.:.)71 0*.t' 
.47 	• 

on 3rd of 	t b(-.:r 07 • t 	p  

rc; 

Towards the ,..nd of hLtrcl-J. 4.5 	 to report to CIA:-.83. There we received order to supervise ti... 	 ; rp- -,:i.latc:ly 10 forcpiEn labourers. 	phoned 	L 	f tiLestepo - detach_lent rc.-iaininL 	Dusseldorf r.t the ti 	he de-L'ilcci !;, or 6 ...k.fn fro the C'-ostapo !ti -r3 the Custom kl1::rvi(.il to c.....ory out the execution. 	Lp-Irt fro... this, CIL .3c3 	
th6 i.ripo for the sa..le purpose. 01.41:3S infur 	 h...,;11;32 hr.," 	 th 	 -.A as trio -place of execution (-12,1 	' 	Lc; 	 . 	;r: 	c.': 	 ti 	 ti-re sa .c nftQrilt),..,J13  1 • 	f.)11:'1,1 	.: 	.r.:1 	 firin.,-aqtr.k1 there. 	far ...a 1 1.:no-e, 0C,r:.;', never :.tt 	restk--:ir orderinz the e......_ecuti.)n of the 	

c'"urt:..ard p  the Pr i 	 p  as far 7'. a I :"3.1.' 	 lire"_tdy Si ttillt in the 	hen vie,  arrive:? t 	:;; A inflic-itedb. 	I ordered the prisoners to eiia- tount. 	I a... 	 thnt the c h ic afthe Once of the execution -,:as 	3 P.:C 	 t ."3 	 the la .Lter part of the journey OCAS 	 behind i.,-.1;liJ,":; 	.1efi_nite1y AO not indieate to ki.X.33 the ,Jirection 	1-z.:(1 t 	'oi1;. 	 I ordered prisoners z:nd escort to r.11s.:ount. 	I ordered th. 	to take c-i-k; of one prisoner each. 	r.e 	.ded 	I oJc,,-)r - t,-(: tti. aan, .7ho a:.lonEst the ..prisoners;  I 	last in the line. 	Jh. n ie rrrived .:.t the 	
to wall-. on. 	I thon gripe! her :1r:A and shot her. 	4.i.t about the-so 	ti 	ih rs, too. hot the pr.ioonez.s whon they had escorted, 	s.s son as th.c siictinç  'as ever, one of the (-,.-estapo - tAciibers reported to le, ti-c.t h. 'id not oho.. t his i.o..isoner, because the latter weluntaered to :lake a state.- len.t. 	I talked the aatter over with 

OCjB and' -.re eventut.:11y.decicled to entrust this prio-oner to iCh . 	OM-IS -,-/as at first of the opinion to shout this :-,-.1isoner, to 	because the :.'.ussian "only wanted to talk lit ise. if out of it", 	Ir:owevor, 001-3 eventulily shared view, 	hen the shootinr:started, two pris6.-iers ---,_ttc..rpted to escape. 

	

Those were shot by one of 	 .lachine-pistol. 	I only shot the wo:Inn I escorted. 	 once asked OCir , 	hoi-2 the two prisoners, who had tried to 	 escorted, OtTbS ansyterc.:d: "I don't know, I have finished :in° off, 

OCITS or 112USS' then irvacnted one of the bo..b-crate-rs 
suitable to bury th.. ( - )rpses th. 	The bodies were then c 
and covered witil 	?rid ru.2 [r7c) . 	 • 

0Cliz; and I then 	-repoy.t have 	.-;n t;:i.o .:!.,tter. 	I have not'r e 	te 

(f.-!0.) Dr.  

-a the - ost 
rried into the hole 

- ,k; returned to the 
This IC all I 
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oEcia D:})onk--;ilt Viet 	 voluntarily at 
Bruss..1:3 on 19th of Fobruar-y.  191+7 1-)._:Core 	 Ta1CrY0. 	• 
G7.;?t. :lat.:11(.0 by C. in C. .1.rit 1:i h. ...r 	f thc 

C 

Cortifi,:i that 	12 ^ 	tr 	 1!..zitD Lnalish 
.)f thL. TD(.;. , ):-ii.tion of Victor 

.i.lfrod Korn 

(4..11. I.:Dili) 
Cpl. Rii. 

DIJI1SS.31.00I-CP 
24. 2.1947. 
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Translation of 	 DEi0S-ITION No 	 
DEPOSIT:MK 

of 
HARNISCHFEGER Victor 

Deposition on oath of HARNISCHPEGER Victor, male, in 4 CIC RECKLINGHAUSEN, Reg. 
No. 408)1)15, sworn before William ELLERY-eZDERSCN, Capt., R.U.R. War Crimes 
Investigation, at Recklinghausen on the 3.7.194.7. 

I, Victor HARNISCHFEGER have been informed thet I ael not Arced to make this; 
statement unless I wish to so on my own free will. I do howeeer know, that each 
statement will be taken down in wri tine end may in future be used as evidence. I 
elake this statement voluntarily, without force or peeeuation, or because I have 
been promised a reward. 

I am Victor Harnischfeger, born on the 23.9.07 at KOBLENZ. I am a 
Kriminalkomeissar (Kripo). 

At the beginning of the year 194.5 the Aelerican troops were draeing near to 
DUSSELDORF. 	Various instructlons mere being given out by superior aficers of 
Security Police units (i.e. Chiefs of Police GUTENBERGER and Inspootor LBATH), 
coLprising mainly measures for the eaintenance of order and security a.ton the 
civilian population. DUSSELDORF was declered a battic-eree and finally bece.le 
the main front line. All foreigners were ordered to leave DUSSELDORA Heavy 
punishnonts were threatened for non-compliance. 	Finally foreigners •,110 -mere 
caught by the authorities were coepulsorily transported away. licanwhile as 
the American troops approached the number of burglaries, especial,.y at night, 
rose to an unprecedented figure. 	A great deal :f plundering was going: on, 
especially in the harbour and neighbourine suburbs. Kommissar SACHS had the task 
to drive out foreigners concealed in dustroyee or ,-e)andonod houses and to invest- 
igate their criminal activiti.s. 	If nothing specific was found egainst them 
they were transported away, for the most pert to WUPEERTAL. In other ewes 
they were taken to the Police orison whore they had to wait for a decision as 
to their punishment. 	SeCHS presented his cceeeleted 	-L the Head of tho 
Eripo who passed them on to eTAeeTH. 	I heard of cases where only -:;.nor cases 

of plundering were involved, where those concerned were only transported away. 
ALBeTH had powers of 2U .ertry punishment and infon.lel CLASS of the julements passed. 

One day I was summoned to CLASS, who ordered me, to carry out sentence, together 
with SACHS and two officials on two Ruesian plunderers who hal been eeeestel by 
SiteCHS and had been sitting in the Police Prison for eeee leys. SACHS was ores-
0;nt when CLASS gave us the orer. We went with the plunderers to the harbour 
'Where I shot them on the edge quay "C". • I shot the one whom SACHS sent to uc 
and thought that SACHS would shoot the other. 	The laeter, however, een away 
from SACHS towards e an': melc as if to ju:_e into the water. 	I shot him 
before he could do so. 	The exact course of ei;en,A I Aescrib A in :er last 
statement in February of this year in BRUSSELS. 

Soar tLx later SACHS received the erjec from CL;,,S 'to carry :ut sentence on 
another plunderer siuting in the Police Prison. I heard that as he was on the 
way to the harbour with BRILLO and SC1LYEr?. the prisoner escape 1. For this reesen 
CLASS ordered that in such cases two Ktieissaes hal to go alone besies the offic. 
ials. When a short tine later two mere plunderers were cen1cemed SLOES informed 
ee that he hal the :rlcr to carry .ut the execution with 	BRILLO and SCHeF2R. 
It was in the eorning and I tell SACHS thet I weull follow. 	The place of exec- 
utien'was the yard of a destroyed house neer the Police HQ. • When I arrived the 
execution hal already tee:en place. 	I JAW the corpses. 	I lo not know who shot 
the plunderers. 

tiee later a night-patrol ef Police officials caught eolJo plunAee,rs red- 
hanied, 	The plunderers fired i:.e.aately end shut one Police official. 	They 
gut away. 	Later I hearl of a ceeo where SCEeFER or BRILLO was s'iot et by esceelne 
leeters. 	One lay SeCHS lisceverel the hilin3:-place of a eeng in the elarb.ur, 
where a large quantity of loot (cloth, shoes, food) and .'ire-area with aeelunitien 
were fount in the possession of the gang. 	So:le 25 people were involve] (eon an 
woo n) who were brought te the P_ lice oris•n. 	SACHS :role a report to CLASS and 

/pointed .... 
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yointed. out that ...II 
	

• on.. 	t. 	 collectel the loot 

.n nightly 	 • 	'cr. /*C. 	blot before the sent- 

once was 	 , f 	
the woz...en ag- 

who:.', 
	

heard about 

this case, 	 ; 
	

c.-.)n..litions prey- 

(tiling, at t1.-1• .;-. 
	

fire fruia the 

th,.; 	•.• 	 •• L.: 	 2.e. that the 

sentencia ru.. 1. 4 
	

Several 

days passed b._ 	 orlered .;.f.; to carry out the 

.leath-r,entehoe 
	

I t• 	r with Dr. (.)(31IS and several 

•)fficials. 	 .11 	 prelf.:.2paric,s, which Dr. OCI 

• ad re:-:-Anc:led ' 1.- 
	

further 6ouurse of events I 

described 

	

.••• 
	 C. 4  Febru...,••••.: o!' 	LJ year in BRUSSELS. 

	

Itussian, 	 ha.d sren .1but other Russians 

hid-Ing h 	 hansl.od 	 by rr.o 	SA.CILS with whom 

I had. thedr 1a. show.-. 	 .;i1G LDllovf ng clay. 	During the raajor 

operati on 	cl fb ! Aar: 	; than 	peol;lo (raer. and -..a.siaen) were picked up. 

	

were .4:cysind goods 	 11..4 und.L•utted.ly been looted, but not 

in any cons'.thira.51.• nticy 	Thef.4. 	 left in -.6heir poqsession and all of 

.them wore sent off cite rim-) d,t:,  n n I 	— 	 - day nax'ch to WUPPERTAL. 

In this open-- 	the 	 1- 	 RUSSlail Co.amissar 

the lead-ing bnr' by his gahg. 	The latter 

Lhot: ey 	 1 '1 	 - the Cr'.: of events in February in 

;USSELS. 

	

The inforiar_ r • ' a 	 ci 	 010, 	 in the GalcuDer Wald, was

•later shot, - 	 CL..,313' o.lo 	5y BRILLGor SCH.AFER. 	I 

certainly o 

Shortly beta:4-, c 

killed by 

Sworn oy the 

is far as I .F.nee- 

of LBATH to 	 'sr 

:luring a conf:•:renc • 

that he had  

that ho received tho 

frora hiu, XL,-J:21.11; 

a shirtti..c1,1-;.• to 

1ad right of 	 . 	31 
The fact that -..outor-z we"; 

DUSWLDCRIe  by raer.n.1 :Yr 

7.. I 1.; corr•rinc..-1(.7. 

the presidenci of L.:-.Bi.rE-1 :)r IEN 

How the se courts-  .o.rt -;_al 

did we ever scr. ate 	r.-'h' 

cave been c...ns 1.1e7,„ 	f., 	 - 

to CLASS wi„icr. 	 „ 1..• ut - 

cr Ko. 	u  

r.. ` 	 -s!.n yet .a.not.':er Police official was 

were carried out on orders 

CLASS onr ,3 declared that 

to evulino ono such sentence, and 

it --/ould have to suffice him 

q1(1 order for execution of sentence 

, 	lx:711.■2'iBr.;RGER ,,•as informed by JILBATH 

its i;hat 	author::.ty ?rot: 1111LIN he hiuself 

f•a_at -, ,resent in FISCIERECK. 

:hod 	 '...v.:1;11 was gc-,Derally broadcast in 

all 3 	 The sentences were 

• gore 	 by 3 court-Iaartial under 

the Gestapo t the time. 

.c.1 	i. .--JU:-,331,D0i-C.:avorlearned. 	Neither 

It I.: 	 oh Tt sent,k•ncri shown to us, would 

t n, s f•.s re 'luvrn by ILLBATHI  s answer 

•,-. 	!-•.1 otmvinced that the authority of 

:pc;rt for the execution.  of the sentences. 

1) V. 1.[ARNISC1iFEGER 

VLc.•;4• 	 al-Tr:GER , voluntarily, in 

• 1.N. 1 1/1.-/ bG: 	 Wiilia..iEllery 

• ;. 1„7.-of 

sr ELL:i;RY-iiNDERSOI? 

Capt. 

• 

C•_rtified tl.a 	 :.00ve is 	 G•_,7m• aa into English of the• 

deposition , 	t or T.TAPTITS,-Fil...,.. 	, 	Id Do 	 . 	. 

, 	 SiSgt 

]•; :e2. -4 Irv4std.tion Section 

( .;. rouP ;:avE) 
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Translation of Deposition 	 Deposition No.6 

of 

Josef CCHS. 

Deppsition Qn oath of Josef CMS, 'vale, of 9 Kirchstrasse, :cingarten-
Jurttemberg.,-sworn before William Ellery-LTIDERSON, Capt. R.U.R. ..:ar Crimes 
Investigation Unit at DIMS'LDORF on 4th of February 1947. 

I, Josef CCUS, have been warned that I am n.t compelled to make a statement 
if I do not wish to do so. HJwever, I have alse_ been earned, that arkr 
statement can be written deem aid used as evieence at any later date. I 
am making this statement voluntarily, not by force or persuasion or 
promise of reward. 

I aLL Josef OCHS, born cn 31st of Larch 1905, chemist-apprunticc cf 
profession. 

On the early afternoon of Lpril 6th 4.5 I was informed by KrimeKom. 
IL.RNIXIIETEGHiZ, that by order of Regierun2srat CLLSS, the chief of 
Dueaseldorf Kripov  I was to take part at an execution of aliens (alleged 
plunderers). The party was to proceed in half an hour from the Police 
Preasidium. When I arrived at the courtyard, a lorry, HONISCIIFEGER and 
about ten men - partly in Police, partly in Customs, and partly in SS-
uniform - were already waiting for me. Roujily ten prisoners were also 
waiting there; amongst those there -.:as a eoman. On the vehicle I also 
noticed some shovels. 111011 the prisoners mounted the lorry, HLRNISCHFEGER 
pointed at a Dutchman, who was the alleged leader of the band. Lc.ter I 
escorted this man in the Kalkumer rood. 

'Alen proceeding on the road to 1uppertal, HLRNISCI-5WdTdi anC I followed each 
on a motorcycle. On the way we were prompted by a shower to seek refuge in 
a dc)calicy. Therefore we lost touch eith the lorry, %/hich was later waiting 
for us at the cross roads Muencterstrasse-Nordlicher Zubringer. HLRNISCH-
FEGEii exchanged a flew words Ilith the 'river; from then onwards we drove in 
front. I was not aware ;f the exact cestination. Eventually we arrived at 
a small path in the Kalkuner :loud. There ii.,NisciaiTEGLR ordered everybody to 
dismount. The prisoners were er:se,_e to leave their lu.:_;a,.;e on the vehicle. 
Then prisoners and escort lined up zelonside the path; prisoners left -
escort right. I found myself at the en. ef the line; I escorted the Dutchman 
who was pointed out to me when the prisoners mounted the lorry. ie proceeded 
on the path till we arJ:ived at a clearing in the eood. There I suddenly 
heard a shot ring out, ehich was im.ldiatcl,y followed by a salvo. In this 
moment I pushed the Dutchman, whom I had escorted, aside. Then I looked aww. 
When I glanced back I saw a few prisoners run towards the wood. Machine 
pistols were fired and the prisoners, who tried to escape, fell. I also s= 
the other corpses laying on the ground. Then I saw some of the escort 
carrying the corpses to a shell hole. Once the shooting was over, I ':anted 
to return to the lorry, but 14:0NISOHFEGER ordered me to stay. I then 
started to collect brushwood, with which I covered the bodies. 
escorting the Dutchman, I carried my pistol in my hand. However, I did not 
use ny pistol. Once the corpses were buried, we returned with the prisoner, 
who has not been shot, to the Police-Praesidium. Ls I hae known already 
some time ago, that the prisoners were to be shot, I went to Regierungsrat 
CIAi,SS am) advised him to refrain from the execution, to give the prisoners 
a proper trial, resp. to hand them over to the eliied troops eho were 
approaching the town. 

This is all I have to say about this matter; there is nothing I could like 
to add. 

(:J  d) Jost.f OCHS. 

Sworn by the said Deponent Josef OCHS voluntarily at Dusseldorf on the 4th 
of February 1947 before me, Alliam Ellexy LH:ORSON, Ceyt. detailed by 
C-in-C.. :OritiSh Lrmy of the 7dline. 

(sgd) 	:alL:ry-21-1/]:.ZSON Capt N. C. 
/::ertified 

• 
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Certified that this is a true translation from German into .Enzlish of the 
Deposition of Josef OChS, Depositi'm No.6. 

Shod) 4,1fred It= Cpl.i3E. 
DIESS'ZDOIT 
4th February 1947. 

••■ 
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PARTICULARS OF EV1.111.:NCE' IN sUPPORT 

1184 

Uontained in the statements of :- , 

(i) Paul 1, riedrich stOILDE 

(ii) :eriedrich 

(iii) Pranz -.1-a33 

(iv) osef l s  laiLS 

( v) Josef 1-1.1.1.6.)EP01-1 

(vi) Victor iiAltta:::crrDe..Gdia (accused) two state:Dents 

(vii) .osef CrlifiS (accused). 

k 
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NOTES ON THE CASE 

	 • 
(Under this heading should be included the view taken as to (a) the degree of 

responsibility of the accused in view of his official position, e.g., was offence 
committed on the offender's own initiative, or in obedience to orders, or in carrying 
out a system approved by authority or a legal provision ; (b) the probable defence ; 
(c) whether the case appears to he reasonably complete.) 

N. 	The accused iiii:;',I3■_,TYLG.:rt killed one of the prisoners himself and was 
present while the remaining nine prisoners were filed. 	The accused OC:!-:3 
was, together with 	 in charge of the escort and the shootin.:, 
and was present throughout the shcr)ting. 

B. Both accused will prooably plead that they acted, under superior orders. 

C. The case is complete. 

J 
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• 
Date Submitted 	Decision of Committee I 



Date and place of 
commission of al-
leged crime. 

1st Ch'. re: Between 1st ...arch  1945 and 30 April 1:4 
;ermany. 

• 

(For the Use of theiSecretarial)  
1111 
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Registered Number. 	 Date of receipt in Secretariat. 

66 S   	 f). OCT 1,2,4.7 

UNITED NA IONS WAR CRIMES COMMISSION 
'nited Kin dom 

Name of accused, his 
rank and unit, or 
official position. 

(Not to be translated.) 

CHARGES AGAINST 	German WAR CRIMINALS 

CASE No.  UK - cJii 636  * 

/ Victor 	 ' - Krioo Official, 	.:3 	. 

* Christian LiAC 	:,rino Official, D 	Y 

The accused 	e.= 	 is in Brit'.:: custody. 

The accused SitaiS is not in custod-. 

2nd Cu: Between 1st February - 1945 and 31 ,arch 194r,. 

DUE63E 0-112'.,  Germany, 

   

    

Number and descrip-
tion of crime in war 
crimes list. 

References to rele-
vant provisions of 
national law. 

Breaches of Inter-
national law. 

1st and 2nd Char es: (,) Kurder 

1st and 2nd Charges: Lurder 

1st and 2nd Charges: Breach,:s of the la,:;s and usw-es rc war. 

SHORT STATEMENT OF FACTS. 
1st Charge:  Roth :1A7CISar2EGEH a,;(1, sAu:s were Kelp° officials in D7..GSELDORF in the 
earl months of 191;5. 	On a clay between 1 March 1945 and 30 April 1:45 HAmasaritiErR 
accompanied by 3,;(;:23 was in charge of a police raid in the vicinity of DUESSELDORF 
Docks, searching for Russian workers. Durint,  this raid a Russian was found in a 
Jard 	i.i.raediately shot by SACS, although the former was ::ot attempting to escape. 
w Russian was wounded as a result of this shot and immedia:;ely aftemards he was shot 
in the head by 1tA2.17-13ai..',..iZ and killed. 

2nd Charge: On another .day between 1 2ebrunry 1945 and 31 March 1945 a similar raid 
was undertaken by the police under the comand of 5I/UTISCHL?EGER. . The police party was 
accompanied by two Russian nationals who were with the party for the purpose of assist-
ing in the apprehension of other Russian nationals whose arrest was lesired by the 
pol4ce. When the search ce the dock area failed to find the missing Russians the 
accused HAZISCileit drew his rviolver and shot the two Russians accompanying the party, 
as a result of which they were killed. 

Office of the J.A.G. (.11. Dept.)  
TRANs3HTTED BY 

• Insert serial number under which the case is registered in the files of the National Office of the accusing State. 

(085) Wt.1'.215•4/27 5m. 2'11;. 	c„.  711(,) 
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Translation of Deposition 	 Deposition No. 2. 

of 

..rthurhILLJ  

Deposition on oath of ...rthur 	male, 
of 44 Thielenstr., Dusseldorf, sworn before 
lilliam 	,INDMSON, 
War Crime Investi,-,ation Unit, at Dusseldorf, 
on 29th by 46. 

I a_ i'urthur Li ILLO born on the 28th .au g. 1971  a member of the 
Kripo, holding the rank o1 Kriminal-Polizeimoister, of German nationality. 

One afternoon towards th„ end of January 	beginning of February 
1945, I participated faiongst other Police officers (Dr. HPrnischfeger, 
Krim,, Kom. Sachs, Krim.Sekr. Schaefer, Steinliuss an:: myself) at a raid 
which was carried out in the area. of Dusseldorf Harbour. Dr. Harnischfeger 
was the conducting officer. Two Russian forced labourers, who were under 
arrest for looting, werovwith us, showing us voluntarily some hideouts 
of other Russian forced labourers. .:dter we have searched two or three 
hideouts without finding anything, Harnischfeger remarked to Sachs, 
that he did not trust those Russians. Then we carried on till we came to 
the "Weizenmuhlenstrasse" area. Jn the way from the Uoodstorc to the 
Ironstore Harnischfel:er noticed an other Russian, who also had spotted 
our co..iincr. 	This Russian ;.,,ot -wiry. 	Then Dr. Harnischfeger said to 
Sachs that this raid without using more Police would not be successful. 
Here it was that Hernischfeger .:raw his pistol from his holster and 
offered it to Sachs aitil the words "Here, Richard, you shot them". Krim. 
Kea. Sachs rejected this. Dr. Harnischfeger was upset over Sachs refusal 
and thereupon walked on with the two Russians, while the remainding 
participants (KrL:t.Kou Sachs, 1,rim.Sekr.Schafer, Steintuss and layself) 
stayed put. I saw Dr. Harnischfeger as he was about 50 meters awEw from 
us, walking towards the quay with the Russians, carrying his pistol in his 
hand. One Russian walked slightly in front and the other Russian slightly 
behind Harnischfeger as he raised his pistol and shot the Russian who 
walked in front of hi throwh the head. Laaediately after that 
Harnischfeger turned round, let the second Russian to his front and also 
shot hid through the head. Both Russians fell into the water. I know 

that at a later date both Russians were recovered and buried. Neither  
of the two Russians have at any tL:.e Burin!: thr., raid attcmpted to esca)e. 

(ugd) .rthur iRILD3 

S-JOMN by the said Deponent ..,rthur liRILLO voluntarily 
at Dusseldorf on 29th Noveliber 1946, before tie 
Ellery a's-Iderson, Capt., R.U.R. -Jar Crime Investigation 
Unit, detailed by C.-in-C. British .*a.my of the Rhine. 

(sr; d) lilliam Elerry 4.4aderson 
Capt. AA.C. 

Certified that this is a true translation from German into Enlish 
of the d:position of .iathur ld(ILLO, Deposition No. 2. 
Dusseldorf, 30th November 1946 

(sgd) Leslie Linsey 
Sgt. 

The Suffolk Regt. 
714 
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rnelr.tion 	 ti 	 Depesitit.n 

BILL0  

Depositicn n Atli 	...rthur iTZILLO, - 30.10 
of 44 Till ..1.(,-riotr. DuoIl'..:.rf 2 	rn before 

Ellery 
Critics Investiz,-.ti...n Unit .t Dusseldorf on 10 Dcc 46. 

I a7.1 ..rthur BI1LO, born 26th 	1907, ..c.ibcr of the KRII-0, holding 
the -fanic of Kri.linalpolizek c tc.rcI Ger:Jan nationality. 

,.t the end of 'March or beginninr, f ..pril, I, together %-rith Lthcr 
pliccen \-,as detailed to assist 1riAinal 	 S...CHS at a raid 
in the area of the Dusseldorf Is.rbour. 	.. Russian infor,.ler had 
volunteered ttLi 	 S.._CNS hide outs of other Russians. 
The arer. of STIIOiIBTR., DITECK3rf.iTR. in thu Dusselcierf h,..rbuur area was 
sourrounded by arrled ,..elice and then 	c hod thoroughly. 	The cellars 
of the yards between STRCESTR. 44 and BRUECKEi1STR! 24. uere I thought to 
be a KUriniSSar, 	.:Ac 1.1.t of a cellar. 	ThisU5Sian ViftS sent intc,  the 
curt= of the yard by Kriva.Kor.l. ,;:.CHS, who then drew his pistol and 
shot the .Zussian in his back. 	 Dr. H:.T.),NISCH-.:.'UGER cud 

..11.7,ETZ were in the yard. 	Outside the yard ...ere H...KE 
and opposite 	 -iiho rise have seen this incident. 
this incident I sav: that the ..lussian -.as lying on his back and was 
bl eding frci outh and nose. 	Sc I assu.ied that icrii.i.1(01.i. S...CES has 
shot hi through the bacic. of his neck. 	I have seen the body of the 
Russian Kurxiissar once !.iore on the scene of criae. 	He has !..tacle flu 

atte:ipt to escape, so I saw no rcason f..r his sheeting. 	.*Lfter no 
returned to the Police Praesidiu.i the co,.ipetent authcrith uas ordered 
to sec that the Russian -.. as buried. 

(d) ..rthur BRILL° 

SWern by thc said Dep.,nt.-..nt 
r.t 	 10 Dec 1946 

before i Jillirii Ellery ..14DERSON, Capt. 
detailed by C. -in-C. Brit Lsh 	of the 
Rhine. 

) 70-  • Ellery _,FIDERSON 
Capt. M.C. 

Certified that this is a true translation 
fro i3 Geruan into English of the ..iep'.sition 
cf .:.rthur BRILLO I  Deposition Nr. 3. 

• Sgt. 
The Suffolk Re,st. 

714 iviil.Gv. 

11. Dec. 191+6 
DUSSEILOPlo. 

.4t 



(Sgd) Emil HLK3. 

Sworn by the said Deponent :Ili]. H.J 
voluntarily at Dusseldorf n 10 Dee 194 
before no 	Ellory ANDERS04, Capt. 
dotailed by C. in C. 173ritish 	of the Rhino. 

(Sge.) 
f. Capt. 

Certified that this is a true translation from 
German int; --alai:fish of the Deposition of 

H_KE, Deposition No. L. 

Leslie Unsay, Sgt. 
Tho Suffolk -Rt. 

714 :J.1. Gov. 

11th Dec 1946 
DUSSELDORF. 
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cif Deposition 	 Deposition 	No. 4 

of 
a il HAKE 

.Deposition on oath of 2iil 
of 2) Lorottu3tr., 
before Innen -1311cr 
R.U.R., 'Iar urine 
at Dusseldorf on 10th Dco 1946. 

I ar.i Emil ILZO, born on 29th 4ril 1895, :lembor of tho KRIFO, 
holding tho rank :Lif a krt:linal-:3e1xetaur, of GyrMan nationality. 

On a.Saturday a:tornoun at the end .,f ==arch or beiinninJ: of April 
I, with other PolicarAun, was dutailed to participate at a raid 
conducted by Krt:..Kon. S:LCHS. Unifor.led police as well as 
personnel participated. i,11 participants, h(Jwever, wore Police uniform. 
I noticed that a yours: 	of about L:0-24 years of age constantly was 
with Krin.Kom. &LB'S and Krin.Kon. Dr. ILlitilISCILMGER. One district of 
the area in the Dusseldorf Harbour was surrounded by ared police and 
then thoroughly searched. A member of the unifonled polio° cal-:.c to my 
position and •tcld me that Russian Ko,missar had boon discovered in a 
cellar. I found out at the location and wont thore as I was inquisitive. 
This locality 	s about 200 1:.otros fro:7. my position. 	soon as I nrrived 
at the locality I placed yself behind a -all, frorl where I saw the y.,,,trIL man 
stand in front of an exit of a 	Kriminalboantor :.:EETZ stood next 
to 	 SACHS stood on .y loft and Kril!.Kora. Dr. Hs'IRHISCH- 
F2G1]R in the corner, half right, of my position. Kr1-1:4Kom.. SXES 
indicated to tho Russian with his pist.1, which he had drawn suddenly to 
go to another c.;rnor. Aile the 1- ussiartcnt to the corner, Krim.Kom. 
84,CHS shut him in the back. lie fell itimodiLs.toly and remain() in a 
ducked position, facing the . -round. when ho turned and Krim.Kon. 
Dr. HA;RITISCHEI3GER went to:!ar;; tho youn rari, who already was lying 
dying on the ground. H.,',RNIS,..H.F.a1lEai ':saved his pistol in fx,:nt -f.the 
young man's fact and than shot hi thrJugh the hoad. Alen the shut hit 
the young man, ho turned round completely and lay -xith his face tiwards 
the ground. Then I returned to my original position as incunspicizusly a 
I had loft it. 

• 
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'Pranslation of Denosition. 	 Deposition No.1 

of 

Deposition on oath of Heinrich 3CHILITER, male 2  of 
71 Karolimgerstr. Dusseldorf', sworn bofore William 
Ellery 	 Capt. 	'clar Cri.ics Investigation 
Unit at Dusseldorf, on 30th Novembor, 194.6. 

I am Hoinrioh SCILEFER, borti on the 22nd Decaabor, 1909, 
unemployed of German nationality. 

At the beginninp_ of 194.5 I was employed by the 
I was holding the rank of 	 :it about the middle of ::arch I 
participated at a raid which was conducted in the DussAdorf Harbour area. 
Dr. HARNISCHYEGER was conducting., the raid and with }ELI -...ere two Russians 
forced labourers, who wore under arrest for looting, and who were voluntarily 
showing us the hide-outs of other looting gangs. The following Police 
Officers participated in this raid: BRILLO, =NEUSS, 	, Liyself and 
Dr. HallISCHKEGER who was in cilargo. ;.11 hide-outs 	searched were empty. 
In the vicinity of Weizerauhlenstrasso we saw another man, who we thought 
to be a foreigner as he was clothes only in rags and took to flight as soon as 
he spotted us. Dr. ILRNISCHF720:3R or ::;11CPB took up pursuit. 	He was not 
apprehended. 	.,fter that Dr. HidiNISCIPEGER and 3,.,CITS stood at the end of the 
Quay which was about 50 metres .77,-,-eay from us. 	We stayed put;  in order to give 
the Russians an opportunity to escape. The Russians however, did not take 
!.Ldvantage of this. Then we went slowly towards Harnischfegcr and Sachs who 
-.tore having a few words but we were to far away to hear what they were talking about. 
During this conversation Dr. ii:,RNISCH?EGA kept his pistol in his hand. 

we were about 15 metros away from Dr. Hi.ItNISCHEMER, he pointed out to one 
of the Russians to got at the very end of the Quay. The Russian refused. 
Thereupon Dr. liaNISCHIEGER led the Russian to the :spot and shot him throuEh 
the head. The Russian foil into the water. Then the other Russian throw 
himself at Dr. Harnischfcgors feet. 	Dr. I'LLRIII3C1-iFZGER., however, also shot at 
the second Russian through the head and then throw the body into the water. 
Sil.CHS did not help Dr. iii.RNiscH-FEGER in any *.rly. 

(3gd) Heinrich SCH:iEFER 

SWORN by the said Deponent Heinrich SCE,EFER voluntarily at 
Dusseldorf on 30th November, )4.6 before rae, 	Ellory 
1,11DaIR3O1d, Capt. detailed by the G. in C. British 	of the Rhine. 

(30) William Ellery 
i.NDERSON. 

Certified that this is a true translation from Gerr.ian intp 
English of the Deposition of Heinrich SCHI,.iinR, Deposition No. 1. 

Leslie Linsay Sgt. 
The Suffolk Rcgt. 
711 
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Translation of Depositi_li 	 Desp•siti.,n Ni. 

Viet -  T „ At : SCHPE GER 

Deposition .1-1 oath 	victor itat111SC:17L:.;:dit. 
r.lale, at present in prison St. (Alias, No.13 187 
sworn bof.  ..re 	311ery 

Inve.;ti,,ation, at Brussels 
41 1)th _I' i'eLruary 1)47. 

12  Vdut.ir IL 
I a... n..t 
unless .i :;.: 
I . lake 	1 1 

,-:Via0110;;; 
:1-.akine, this 
not under 
of pr.:.ise 

that 
t.. 	hi:.: s 	..ent 

wish, .,.ut 	1.q/ st,•..7-;:1Grit that 
be 	n .!...-!. 	 used 

any 	in 	_Uture. I an 
. 	."v -.71 free will and 

peruasion :r because 

In the berfinnirk:! 	Lpril 45 I ,..co_:„;anied 	 on 
a search party in tho Harbour __ma. During this raid a nu:Abor of 
foreign la_urers were discovered in collars. They were escurtod to 
a -,Taiting tramp .2t which was tD 	theil tc ;rupportal. -.Ihon the 
prisoners came out on the r_:rd, I suddenly heard a sh.t. I saw ono 
cf tho prisoners collapsini: in the c.Jrnor 	tho yard. . I turned 
around and saw SACHS with his pist-l.in his hand and asked him: "'illy 
did you shLot him?" .34',CliS answered, that the prisunor he shot was tho loader 
of the lo'..ters 'Ai) had been previously executed in tho Kalkumor 
*lo then approached the xkis.sian who was dying; S,CIIS fired a shot at him and 
I did the same. There was n: other evidence fur the fact, that the shot 
prisoner was the lez.-1,1er ..f the ha. d executed at tho Kalku]ler 	Thontho 
donounciatiun 	the informer •„-h. 	life had boon spared in tho Kallomor 

4•,s far as I know the ;)-ris..n.or in question had neither been EO.von 
a trial, n.r was there any evi,:unce, that he was personally in pcssession 
of stolen --ods. I was n t in agreement with this killing, as in my 
opinic.n the slain should have boon c-mfrontod with the infor.ler. I 
delivered the coup do grace to the killed because I -.7anted to spare 
hiui further suffc;rini7. I have n.:Ytninl; tu add to this state41.-mt. 

(SA Dr. Harnischfogor 

Swarn by the acid Dop_nont Vi-Jt r 	,1301-KnER 
voluntarily at LI.ussols n 1: to 	7'obruary 1947 
bofrc 	 EiLlry 	 Cal)t. 
dota_led by C. in C. 3ritish 	y if the 

(S:d.) J. Ellory-„: _.SON.  
C t. 
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Translat.'_on of 	 DE'OSTTICI; No 	 
DEPGSI T ON 

of 
lifelNISCHEEGER Victor 

Deposition on oath of HARNISCHFEG:3R Victor, mole, in if. CIC RECKLINGHAUSEN, Reg. 
No. 408445, sworn before William ELLERY-AEDERSCN, Capt., R.U.R. War Crimes 
Investigation, at Recklinghausen on the 3.7.194.7. 

I, Victor HARNISCf&EGER have been informed ti; -t I 'ea not .  eorced to eylke this 
statemnt unless I wish to so on my own free brill. 	I do however know, that each 
statemont erill be taken down in writing and may in future be used as evidence. I 
.cake this statement voluntarily, vri.thout force or pereuation, or because I have 
boon promised a reward. 

I am Victor Harnischfeger, born on the 23.9.07 at KOBLENZ. 	I u. a 
Kriminalkonreissar (Kripo). 

• 
At the beginnine of the year 1945 thu Aeierican troops were draeing near to 

DUSSELDORF. 	Various instructions were bc.-.ine given out by superior officers of 
Security Police units (i.e. Chiefs of Police GJJTENBEts,RGER and Inspootor ALBATH), 
coreprising ereinly ieeasures for the maintenance of order aril security :Leone: the 
civili an population. DUSSELDORF was declered a battle-area and finally bece_ee 
the :rain frent line. 	All foreigners were ordered to leave DT.TS,S.ELDORA 	Heavy 
punish:lents were threatened for non-compliance. 	Finally foreigners - ,ho were 
caught by the authorities were coepulsorily transported away. 	licanw.hile as 
the A.merican troops approached the nueber of burglaries, cepecial'_y at night, 
rose to an unprecedented figure. 	A great deal of plundering was going on, 
especially in the harbour and neighbourire, suburbs. Kommisser SACHS had the task 
to drive out foreignues concealed in destroyed or ahandoned houses and to invest- 
igate thoir crizainal activiti .s. 	If nothing specific was found eeainst there 
they wore transported away, for the elost pert to Wifi?IERT;'.L. 	In other caJes 
they wore taken to the Police prison where they had to wait for a decision as 
to their punishment. 	SOUS pres• nte] his coeeeleted ropoets te the Heed of the 
Kripo who passed them on to 	 I heard of cases where only minor cases 

of olunder4 ng were involved, whore those cencerned weee only transported away. 
LLBeTti had powers of ou.:etry punisheent and informed CIZ,SS of the jul;_eients passed. 

Ono day I was sureeioned to CLLSS, who ordered me, to carry out sentence, together 
with SACHS and two officials on two Ruesian plunderers who ha] been eeL'ested by 
Sit,.CHS and ha.d boon sitting in the Police Prison for so :o days. 	SACHS was pres- 
c4nt when CUSS gave U3 the orler. We went with the plunderers to the irtrbouL- 
4•wh,re I shot thou on the edge 	"C". 	I shot th., one whom SLCHS sent to me 
end thought that Si,CHS would shoot thu other. 	The latter, however, ran away 
from SACHS towards :x an I :.Mc as if to itLe.) into the water. 	I shut hiea 
before he could do so. 	The exact course of even s I described in :y last 
statement in February of this year in BRUSSELS.. 

Some ti.o later Si.CHS received the order from 	to carry :.ut sentence on 
another plunderer silting in the Police Prison. 	I heard that as he was on the 
way to the harbour with BRILLO'anit SCIL:,FrER the prisoner escapel. 	For this reesen 
CLASS ordered that in such ceses two 1C.o:...desaes had to go alone: nesi:es the offic- 
ials. When a short tieie later two mere plunderers were cenleemed 	inforued 
.:e that ho had the:crier to carry :ut the execution with e.e, BRILLO and SCHeFER. 
It was in the ..:orning arid I 	SeCHS that I weull fellow. 	The place of exec- 
ution was the yard of a lestreyed house near the Pence HQ. When I arrives the 
execution had already teeen place. 	I saw the corpses. 	I le net know who shot 
the plunderers.. 

Some 	later a night-patrol 2 Police efficials caught some plun leeers red- 
handed. 	The plunlerers fired i...eliately and shot one Felice official. 	They 
got away. 	Later I heart of a ceett whore SCELFER or BRILLO was s:lot at by esceeinf; 
looters. 	One lay S4.,CHS liscevere 1 the hirline-place of a rang in the ;garb. ur, 
where a large quantity of loot (cloth, 3110,3, food) awl fire-arms vrith seerunition 
were found in the possession ef the gang. 	Se:io 25 people were invelvel (elan :‘.W 
women) who were br:ught to the Pence pris n. 	SACHS elele a report to CL:e9S and 

/pointed .... 
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peinted o.et 

in nightly 	 _ 

once was pro..1p1e:ate • 	 on 

ainst whom nethin u: • 

this case, re;.nrize'! the.,:eep, 

ailing at that ti-e (DU:i2LL')R1 

Ze.iericans) the nec,suar:T ..* Jr -411 

sentence must be va..t:'  

Jays passed before 

leathsentence 

officials. 	He 'yoln-r-,  :IA :Iv: 

hal reminded him of, ;;C: 	f. 

described in my intoe:iiion 

collected 	loot 

fo:warUel trio report, but before the sent-

: sr . :Lntion, trvaisportel eeay the wecen ag- 

	

D 	CYIIi3, wh,,  like ;:yself heard about 

eller the critical coniitiens prey-

was and' 7 increasingly heavy: fire from the 
• hal LJ be cmpli:i with, i.e. that the 
e were 	 the sam 	 Several 

1 Le to 1171 and orlered 	to carry out the 

prssel tozethcr with Dr. OCHS and several 

all nceSsal.-y:preliminarisi:.which DT.AOCHS 

	

fir.'.(.0.> 	The further dr.)uurse of Tvents I ' .• 

Feb-illassz.  of this year in BRUSSELS. 

Thu Russian, who owin o the i:formation ho had given about other Russians 

in hiding had not been execueel, was handed over by me to SACHS, with whom 

I had the hiding-places show tr us the following day. During the major 

operation,  which followed more t'-an ,j0 people (mon and women) wore picked up. 

In their possession were foued goods ahich had undoubtedly been looted, but not 

in any considerxble quantity.-  These were left in their possession and all of 

thorn wore r:est off the sane d.K, on a twG - or three - day march to WUPPERTAL. 

In this operation the inforLor liointed out a :in .a being a Russian Commissar 

and the leadin 	 burl:.':.;n co ,nitted by his gang. 	The latter 

eas immediate1y sho by SACHS. 	eJpc.ibe the course of events in February in 
MZUSSELS. 

The informer, who had been cende- 1.:_: 	 n the Calcuner Wald, was 

later shot, - as far as I kr.- 	CLiLS's orders by BRILLO or SCHAF'eR. 

certainly did Dot sheot 

Shortly before vie 	 '-• 	..:ereeed. _n yet another Police official was 

killed by  

As far as I knew 	 , 

of •ALATH to C1',A, 	- 

luring a eenfcreLe,  e:e 

that he had beo:! 

that he received lb:, 
from hia, i3TI i. .J  

a.short time bp2ty_F; iu 

had right of su 
The fact that 1:1c:e •e 

DUSSELDORF by !-.1,:r.:! 	 7 
iz I :%7.1 ei 

the presidoney of 

tb 	 wcrc carried out on orders 

	

of 	heceese C.L.ASS once declared that 

so 11 C 	 to exaione one such sentence, and 

 • thnt it would have to suffice him 

tiei ond order for execution of sentence 

;i.FURGER was informed by ALBATH 

	

.,ts lrh_7, 	authority from EeRLIN he hiaself 

fn at present in FISCHBECK. 

	

hed wit 	ate vels generally broadcast in 

r. alL laeguaces, 	The sentences were 

were pron:.ince5 by a court-martial under 

Ch-_ef of the Gestapo at the tim. 

How those courte---,:t -__a'  e”seab 1 Vd(, in DMOELDOR: .lever learned. 	Neither 
Cid we ever sea ary, 	 1,,  have sech a sentence shown to us, would 

have been ceneilerea a rct 	 r&n-‘tim, as is ahown by !LATH's answer 

to CLASS which I h 	gisq.r 	 I 	convinced that the authority of 

ALBATH or K.. .apde...r i.:77;1.' 	 ;se 	 the execution of the sentences. 

fS.71) V. HARNISCHFEGER 

Sworn by the saiJ 	 vie,  7 11.117.\.71:157.CER, voluntarily, in 

Recklinghausen (33-;.,, %his 1.: 	 he 	— 	 Ellery
•LNDERSON, Cap!„ 	 \lin:. 

(Sgl) W. ELLL'RY-AND3RSON 

C^.pt. 

C_rtified that -11, 	 fvom German into English of the 

Deposition of J,c. Victor 	 1:,ar:Pd Deocsition No 

(Sgt) P.H. RA:,,SEY S/Sgt 

2icld Iir'estigation Section 

War Crimes Group (NE) 
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PARTICULARS OF F,V1:1)KNCE' IN SUPPORT 	
1196 

Contained in the statements of: 

(i) Arthur BRILLO (2 Statements) 	(ii) Elxil HAKE 

(iii) Heinrich SCHAzsiLM 	 (iv) VictorHAIZ;ISCHYIZER (Accused, 2 
Statements). 
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NOTES ON TH I ('ASE 

(Under this heading should be included the view taken as to (a) the degree of 
responsibility of the accused in view of his official position. e.g., was offence 
committed on the offender's own initiative, or in obedience to orders, or in carrying 
out a system approved by authority or a legal provision ; (b) the probable defence ; 
(c) whether the case appears to he reasonably complete.) 

(a) 1st Charge: r.e accused HARNISCILL‘',LUr.it and the accuL:cd 	both fired 
at, the Russian on their ovm initiative. 

2nd C.;h:Irrve:  The accused ' 	 fired at the two Russians on his 
rwri 

(b) 1st & 2nd Ch -t •, es:  There ar)::ears to be no defence to these charj,-;s. 

(c) case 	 - 
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Date Submitted 	Decisionof Committee I 

23 OCT 1947 i —IS ;  

Cio „cup4A-bac_ titt,ame 
21 o) 

(24,4/a/ ,,‘„>/4 

(91874j 131558 1000 5,17,E&C Ltd. 61, 1 
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Telephon•! WHITEHALL 7936 (two lines). 
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SPRING GARDENS, 

COCKSPUR STREET, 

LONDON , S.W.' . 

13 October 19).7. 

An further communtcation on 
the subject of this letter should be 
addressed to :— 

THE JUDGE ADVOCATE GENERAL 
SPRING GARDENS, 

COCKSPUR STREET, 
LONDON S W I 

and the following number quoted :— 

 

 

      

161D/JAG/BNOt 
C(;NFIDINTIAL  

Secretary General, 
United Nations llar Crimes Commission, 
Lansdowne House, 
Berkeley Square, 

;,.1. 

itcre e. 	scNo;  
19-OCT 1947 

    

forward herewith the under :mentioned charge against 
German war criminals together with seven copies for the use 
of Committee 1. ',lay this charge, which is in substitution 
for Charge No. 3290/UK/G/560 (1.51.--G/B 559) , please be consid-
ered by the Cornmission in due course and the previous o:erge 
withdrawn. 

uh-VB 637. — 66.6-.1/1141t,  

iitenant-colonel, 
for Military Deputy, 

/GDH. 



For tlef l'8e. of Me Secretariat) 
	 1200 

Registered Number. 	 Date of receipt in Secretariat. 

66s1 	6.$1) 
	

ec.• 	 

UNITED NATIONS WAR CRIMES COMMISSION 
Uni ted Kingdom 	CHARGES  AGAINST 	German WAR CRIMINALS 

CASE No  UK-13/13 637 * 

t  Hans Karl .1bert 1L'SSE - Krirainairat 

2,iialther icndolf Alfred CTIZAMR-Cii.irtiTENSEN Polizeirat 

Dr. .iialter Hermann Gustav KrADBREDat - Civilian 

4,Johannes Carl' Bernhard 1.:E1112 - .4achtmeister  

	;,,i'alhelm Friedrich Heinrich PLOTH1:: - linterschar,filarer 	 

4,Guenther Otto Wilhelm VELEE - Unterscharftihrer  

,Franz SAUsR - Policeman fiDaniel van der V.2.V - Policeman  

Name of accused, his 
rank and unit, or 
official position. 

(Not to be translated.) 

Karl Theodor WilLi:ORN - Camp Commandant /0C:Irich VOS'  - Lagerf(threr  
j/,Friedrich Christian (Fritz) GA-AZTNER - Policeman 

/2,Heinrich 	BRECIZNER Policeman 

",,Ludwig 	- Civilian 

(A14.- 1W UATOT  
_Date and place of 
commission of al-
leged crime. 

194.0 to 194-5 

13R12:111-FARCE Labour Education Camp, near 91-6122:. 

Number and descrip-
tion of crime in war 
crimes list. 

References to rele-
vant provisions of 
national law. 

Breaches of 
International Law. 

(.i) 	21:urder ..and.. (by. .a na logy) 	tr Qkutra.:alt 

V4urder, 	 .BAQ141t ond  neglect of helpleu perpou*,. 	  

Breaches of the laws and usages of war. 

SHORT STATEMENT OF FACTS. 
The first accused was in charge of the Executive Department of the Regional Gestapo 

Office at BI21Z.,III and the second accused was in charge of admi.nistvation in that office 
which was in control of the management of the above camp. 	The remaining accused were 
members of the staff of the camp, the prisoners in which were civilians of several allied 
nationalities who were supposedly sentenced to periods of "work education" for being 
"work lazy". Among the prisoners were also about thirty Irish merchant seamen placed 
in the camp because .  they refused to work voluntarily for the Germans. 	Besides be.Lng 
subjected to physical ill-treatment the inmates of the camp were employed on extremely 
arduous work and suffered from bad living conditions, lack of Ledical facilities and 
insufficient rations. The accused H.IDBRIDEiZ, MYER, PLOT HE, 	and WALHORN were 
also responsible for killing, either wilfully or by neglect, various of the inmates. 

TEA NSM urrED 'iv s Office (iii. Dept). 

 

• Insert serial number under which the case is registered in tne files of the National Office of the accusing State. 

ois5) wt.P.2128/27 rml. 	C. 4 Co. 715(%) 
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PARTICULARS OP ALLEGED CRIME 

See 'Short Statement of Facts'. 
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PARTICULARS OF EVII)ENCI4r IN 8UPPORT 
fe' 1202 

These are contained in the statements submitted herewith. 



Page 4 1203 
NOTES ON THE CASE 

(Under this heading should be included the view taken as to (a) the degree of 
responsibility of the accused in view of his official position. e.g., was offence 
committed on the offender's own initiative, or in obedience to orders, or in carrying 
out a system approved by authority or a legal provision ; (b) the probable defence ; 
(c) whether the case appears to be reasonably complete.) 

There would appear to be no valid defence, although the second accused 
may plead that he supplied the camp at all times with the necessary clothing, 
food and other necessaries but that these were misappropriated by the camp 
staff, and the usual ;ilea of superior orders will no doubt be put forward by 
the junior members of the camp staff. 
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Doposition of : 
	 Doposition No: 1. 

Goorr Theodor Franz DRUNK 

Doposition on oath of Goorg Thoodor Franz DRUNK, male,.-of Torfwork KLEIN 
WOHNSTE uobor SITTEMEN, Krois Bromorfoordo, at present War Criminals Holding 
Centre laNDEN, sworn before S/Sgt Frank Potor Gelding 6th Kings loyal Irish 
Hussars of War Crii:ios Invostioation Unit, at Iindon on 31 Jan 1947A 

I 'an Goorg Thoodor Franz DRUNK, born 16.7.1909 in Ardondoce, Altnark, 
bakor, of Gordan nationality. 

I was told that I an not forced to i.iako a statonont. 	I nako this 
statoment of free will and undor no coercion or throat. 

I joined the NSDAP on tho 1.10,1932. 	One yoar after I joined tho 
Ailgonoino SS. There I was promotod to Sharfuohrur. On tho 20 April 1940 
I was called up to the ',Taff on SS. I wont through ny training in Wars-w and 
I was discharged bocauso of ill hoalth in October 1940. In February 1941 I 
was again called to the Jaffon SS. After three months I was transforrod to 
the Gostapo in Bronon because of ny health condition. •(I served the throe 
months just mentionod in Duobon). I had to mks) duties in Bronon Fargo and 
I stayed there until 7.4.45, Whon I arrived in Dromon Fargo I was an 
ordinary SS man. After tic) years I was made up Sturorouva and in March 1944 
I boCame Scharfuohror. 

Whon I arrived in Fargo there -ooro about 70 to 60 prisonors.thoro. 
This nubbor increased to about 2.50 to 500 towards the year 1945. Tho 
prisoners wore Poles, Russians, Czechs, Gon.ians, Fronchmon, Dutch, Belgians, 
and later on some Irish and British. 

Wahlh.)rn was camp cualandant whon I arrived. In tho spring of 1944 ho 
was relieved by Shipper. He in turn was followod by Sohauwackor after about 
six months had elapsed. Next was Voss, who was thoro only for a fowwwoks. 
Then camo Schrader who vas still in charge when I loft the camp on the 7th of 
April 1946. 

When I ON .10 to Fargo the coup was in the Toschlagor and consisted of 2 
barracks. About 4t tho end of the staidor 1942 tho aamp was transferred 
into the i:arinolaoor. Thom we had 4. or 5 bar sacks. About in autumn 1943 
the camp was again transferred dnd we then had 5 barracks and one administration 
building; in the neighbourhood of tho oonoontration camp. -.- '- 

I havo soon on several occasions the accommodation of 'the internees. 
Tho acc(Amodation was especially bad in tho last camp because the barracks were 
ovorcrowdod The "liarinobanloitunon• used sovoral huts for other purposes and 
therefore the ovorcrowdin got worse and worse. At the end of my stay in 
Fargo there wore two internees to ono.  bod. Thoro wore only few blankets and 
the prisoners had to take thor.. with then when going out to work in order to 
protect thonsolvos from the bad weather, Tho clothing of the prisoners was 
insufficiont and in a bad condition. It was torn to such an extent that it 
could not bo repaired. Tho prisoners did not havo onough shoos and in the 
and they only had wooden shoos, which i.tado their root sore. Although the 
prisoners complained about that no other shoes wore issued to then. The 
Russian doctor covorod the insido of the shoos with some plaster and some 
ointuoiit, but later oven that was deficient. 	The next day, the prisonors 
had to oo to work again as the camp conmandruat=1 intorostod to send as rarg 

prisoners as possible to work. 

All tho comp connandants applied for supplies at the Bromon authorities. 
Sonotimos they received a little, but it was never enough. In the boginning 
the food was deed and was supplied by the Torch concorn. In the liarinolagor 
the Gorman navy supplied the food which was first good but became worse later 
on. In the third culp Wahlhorn opened a kitchen for the prisoners and the 

guard porsonol 	The food for thoso prisoners equalled first the food 

/supplied 
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supplied by the iarinolaoor, but boca;lo torso lator on. 	I had tho improosion 
that the prisoners did not oot all they taro untitled to got. 	X rolocubor a 
convorsation I had with Wahlhorn on that oubjoct. 

Wahlhorn then told VD that ho did not take over all the butter duo to the 
prisoners. I said to Wahlhorn that ono should take as nuuh as one could got 
as the prisoners woro in such a bad stato of hoalth. Wahlhorn replied that 
this butter could bo usod for Oormans WtD wore !Aim worth then thu inmatoo of 
the camp. I have told the camp colmondanta Wahlhorn and Schippor on several 
occasions that the supply of food should bo handed uvor to the °aro of one 
spocially appointed °Moor who 1,vuld only have to look aftor the suoplios of 
food. I was of the opinion that if a man would have boon really interested 
in getting the food ho could have provided mro food. 

Tho supply of iodieal oquipnont was doclinino from yoar to year. In the 
last year the most vital modical supplios wore deficient. 	know that 
Dr. Hoidbrodor appliod aoain and attain for supplies in Brouon, but those von) 
not delivered in oufficiont quantity. 

Dr. Hoidbroclor visited the :mop twico a wook and in special cases ho co:.o 
in addition of those too visits. In the canp there wos also a Russian doctor 
who looked aftor the prisonors. 

In the first oanp nono of the iinatos died an for oz I know. The camp 
vas then onlargod, the food rot worse and !:.oro people died. The bodies wore 
kopt in a rouii and inspector) by Dr Holdbrodor 	Thin roulvas later ocoupiod 
by prisonors because of tho ovorcruvding of the camp and the corpses yore put 

. into a coal bunker. They woro buried behind the oo.p. 

Twice thorn woro opideoics in the crap. On opidouic of 4ysontory in 
sumoor 194.3 causod the death of about 50 prisonors. This opidomio in Iv 
01021A4n was causod by bad food. In April 194.4 there was an opidonio of 
spotted fever (Flockfiobor) which ra caused by the dirty conditiJns in tho 
camp. As fax as I can judge about 35 to 40 internees died of spotted fever. 
L'ost of tho dead oases wore caused by undArnourishnont. Whilst Ilahlhorn was 
carp coomandant about 15 intornoos in oly opinion have boon shot. Diminr. 
Shippers' tino about 5 to 6, durino Schauvackerol tine I guess 15 to 20 and 
during Sohrador's tine about 2 or 3 woro shot. 

Internoos wero often ill treated. 

Policeman Papko did often beat prisoners. Once, whon Papko and Kloso 
had used thoir trunchoons on the prisonors I protested to then. In my 
opinion Papko has shut 3 to 4 prisoners. Who policonan always had to report 
about the shootings to Huyor. In 1943 I once said to Wahlhorn that those 
shootings on the buildino situ wore contrary to regulations. • I was convinced 
that mnmy policolion only tried to find a reason to bo able to use thoir guns. 
Wahlhorn than said to no: "Yes, I do boliovo that too." I vi still of the 
opinion that must of the prisoners were not shut when trying to escape, but 
that this was only a pretext. 	In reality I do believe that most of the, 
prisoners worn shot aftor they had been rounded up and caught. I havcCoomo 
to that conclu'sion because I of ton overheard the conversations cf the 
policoMon. 

Policouon who shut a prisonor wore co •.endod by the chief of the Bremon 
office (Dionststollo). The puliconan nybka has also shot some prisoners. 
Ho has also boaton a great deal with the trunchoon. 

Tho policeman Luczynski ha:; also shot s000 prisoners. He was a tool of 
Schauwackor. 'I have hoard (on sovoral.ocoasions) Luczinski saying that ho 
had again sht another orizuner. Once ho said that ho had shot a Russian in 
the comp when the Russian wantod to attack hint. I have protested to 
Luczinki several tines in the prosenou of Witt and I varnuO him that all this 

*EA 
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will ono day bo revengod. 	Luczinski has oftcn ill treated priscnors as ‘,1111. 

Schauuaokor too shL t prisoners. 	He told ne so himsolf. Ho tried to 
induco me to shoot about 4 t( 5 T.B. patients. I refused and thoreupon was 
ronovod fron my post as a qu%rterraster. 

I was succooded by Plotho. He was a real tool of Schauwackor. 	The 
Russian doctor told me that he and Schauwackor had drowned one internee in the 
nanuro pit. 	I remembor living once seri two corpses lying in front of the 
fowl-house. 	The Russian. medical urdorly told no that this was asairi the work 

Schauwackor:  Luczinski and Plotho. 

Tho policaman Witt told no :nco in January or Fobruary 45 that he too had 
shot a prisoner. 	He said that this hap,enod inside the canp and had been don° 
on Schauwackorls order. 

The policeman Hans iioyer has too beaten up prisonors. 	I have seen it 
nysolf on several occasions. 	Ho n.stly made uso of his rul:bor trunchoon. 
The policeman Brecknor 'rid a large sheep dog and I have soon ;.ysolf how ho 
induced tho dog to bite the prisonors. 

Untorscharfuohror Sauor did often beat prisoners. Ho mstly used the 
rubbor truncheon. 

Untorsoharfuohror Volk° told no once that he had sh a prisono,• on the 
building site. 

Wachtnoistor (policeman) Gaortnor was a 1n7, time in charge of the clothinn 
stores. 	Whon prisonors came to collect the laundry he has ufton beaten thou. 

Policeman Dartcsch has shot a prisonor as well. I rouombor having soon 
the ropurt about that. 

Zohntor was a prisoner who was selected by Schippert tc bo a foreman. 	In 
tho morning at parado tine I havo soon frum tiro to timo that ho beat prisoners. 

On April 7th 1945 I was callc,] into the office of the camp cur.:Landant 
Schrador. 	Ho gave no the c'rdor to proceed tho se .:e day with about 180 
prisonors to Hamburg Fuhisbuottel. 7hon I was ready to go I want again into 
tho offico whore I found Schrador and the Sturmbannfuohror Hasse. Amongst my 
prisoners thore wore in my opinion many who could not stand the march. I 
asked both mon what to do with these prisonors. Schrader and Hasso gave me 
to understand that I should shoot these prisoners. 	I had to inform the police,  

mon of this order:  but I made it clear that I did nut wish to mako uso of the 

gun. 	On the way to HanburL; 39 of the prisonors got uaay. Only ono Russian 
was shot, in spite of my ordor:  by policennn Kolosch. 

I have nothing to add to my statomont. 

(Sii;ned) Gourg Drunk 

Sworn by tho said deponont Gourg Thood.,r Franz DRUNK voluntarily at 

Yindon on 31.1.1947 before no:  S/St Frank pot= COLDIHG, 
detailed by C.in C. 

British ;.my of tho Rhino. 

(Signed) frank Peter Golding. 
Investiating NCO. 

Certified that this is a true translation from Gorman into English of 
the doposition of Gour Franz Thc.,dur Drunk. 	Deposition No 1. 

(Sii;ned) J.W. Barbey Sgt. 
Interpreter, 

Field InvostiE;a'6i.n socticn, 
'Wax Crimes Group (NUE). 

British army of the Rhine. 
Date 17.5.1947. 
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Translation of 
	 Doposition-No. 2. 

DEPOSITION 

of 

Goorif, Theodor Franz DRUNK. 

Deposition on oath of Goi.r.; Thoodor Franz DRUNK, malo, at prosont No 5 C1C, 
sworn before Major J. LENIEJSK1, 	Roginont, of Field Investigation 
Section, Tar Crimes Jr amp (NjE) at PADERBORN on 2nd July 1947. 

Havin7 boon shov.-n 2 pictur(:3, markod Exhibit "A" and "A 1", I rocogniso 
therofron tho late Sturnbannfuehror HAS=, to wh,n I had made reforenco at ny 
interrogation on 	Jan 1.947, in the 3.:.st paragraph of my deposition. 

(Sgd) Goorg DRUNK. 

3;70RN by tho said Deponent Goor -,, Theodor Fran:: DRUNK, voluntarily at 
P.:,DERNORN on 2nd July 1947, bofure 	J. LENI:.:SKI, detailed by C.-in-C. 
British Army of tho Rhino. 

(Sld) J. LENIEWSKI, i:ajcr 
Investigating Officor. 

In connoction with Ey statemont of 31 J-.n 1947, I would like to make the 
following doclaration:- 

On 7 Apr. 45, carp loader SOBRADGLI: called no into his offico. In the 
offico I found on.up leader SCIIRI,DEI.: and Sturnbannfuohror HASSE. Prior to 
being callod into his office, I had already boon informed by SCIMADER that I 
would shortly be dot tiled to escort 180 prisoners from EREIZN-F:RCE  to 
FUHLSBITETTEL. 	that U.:0 the pris nors wore ready to novo. Bcforo entoring 
the office I hA a look.  at the assoublod prisonors and cane to tho regretful 
conclusion that a number of theso prisonors would probably net onduro the long 
march from BIKE EN to HA;23URG-FUHLSBUETTEL. 

Having entered the tffico, I enquirod as to the fate of those prisoners, 
who oould nut onduro tho march. This quostiun I diroctod to SCIEL'.DER and HASSE; 
who wore both sou.tod at the table. 	Thoroupon I hoard HA SSEls reply 9,..ripo then 
out". 	SCH4ADER never said a word to ;:me in ti is matter. I now realize that 
I had oxprossod myself in general torus in my last statement. I now realize 
that both non did not spoak at the same time, and that ',nly HASS, who was tho 
senior of the two„ had repliod. 

In my opinion, Herr SCIUL;DER was transferred to the 4t.,■'L BREIIEN-FA'iR2 in 
order to mako cortain improvomonts. Ho introduced many improvemonts thoro. 
I havo novor soon him boat prisoners, and in my opinion ho would not do such 
a thing. Ho froquontly assembled the staff and gave than orders to the effect 
that order as to bo maintained, and that the prisonors wore not to be boaton 
or ill-treated. 

I an convinced that, had SCHRADER remained in charge of the call) fur 
another 3 months, the camp would havo boon in perfect order. 

I have personally dictated the above doclaration. 

. (S d) Gourg DRUNK. 

CERTIPT"D that this is a true translation from Gorman into English of the 
Doi,oitiun of Georg Thoodor Franz DRUNK, narkod Dop.-No. 2, 

($gd) H. Saundors0 Capt. 
Field Invostigation Section 
War Crimes Gp (ran) 

(H. S:XIIDERS, Capt-). 

• 
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Deposit i 1 	4. 

DEPOSITION 

of 

1:ichaol O'DWY1]iZ 

Dopositi-n on uath of lachaol OID;IYER, ;ale, of 37, Gubyon J,vonuo, Horn:; 
Hill, LONDON, S.E.24., sworn before major J. LENIZAKI, Nigeria Rogiment*  of Find Iretostigation Section, War Crimos Group, North West 2urepo, at LONDON, on 
27 	1947. 

I am ::ichaol O'DJIII4 I am a soananby profession. On the 22nd 
February, 1941, rlY ship*  "KLNTLRA", ThiCh Was a British ship flying the Lritish 
flag*  Was sunk by the Gorman raider "GIBISENAU" in the vicinity of Greenland. 
1.1yself and 30 othor membors of the crow -::oro taken prisoner by the raider and 
later transferred to tho German supply ship "22111 ND" and taken to Franco*  
whore during the first week we wore kept in a prisoner of war camp in LA POLICE. 
After two weeks we were transforrod to Gormany and put in a prisoner of war 
camp at SANDDOSTEL. In this camp we :ore treated as prisoners of war and had 
all tho privilogos of British prisoners of war. Aftor a certain time the 
Cormans solcctod from Econi; the British se!-Ien all those who gave as their 
place of.  birth or home address Southern Ireland. The selected soamon, tho 
woro now called by the Gorrans 'Irish; :on' were -,)ut in a spacial barracks. 

In SANDBOST2L wo wore asked on several occasions by different Gorman 
officers Jr officials in plain clothes to start to work as free worlelon for 
the Gormanz. ;to refused every timo. In February 1942 wo wero all 'transferred 
to anothor camp (1.:ARLDG UND :JLAG). 	I romoribor the nomos of the follaJin2: 
Dritish soai..onwho woro kept in this comp and described by the Gornans as 
Irish soamon:- 

I.T. BRYCE - Enjinoor s.s. Trion' 
C. BYRNE - Soa.zan s.s. Oralla 
P.G. CONNOR - StaWard s.s. A.D. Huff 
T. COOKY - Greaser s.s. Port Wollinn 
17. ENGLISH - Sooman S.3. Afric Star 
R. FLYNN - Soanan s. s. Orm:a 
G. FURLONG - Engineer s.s. Duquesa 
G. GOR11,AN-Soanans.s. Rangitanc 
V. HARRIS - Soaman s.s. Craftsman 
P.G. KAVANAGH - Soaman s.s. Atholfuam 
W. KELLY - Cadet s.s. .Silvorfir 
P. LYDON - Scatmn s.s. Dolaltbro. 
G.G. EOFFATT - 	s. c. 
P. REILLY - Soanan s.s. Atholfow... 

ROSKLAN - Soaman s. s. DT. Industry 
I.C. RYAN - En. noor s.s. Spoybank 
G.G. RYLN - 3rd Off. s.s. 	itanEor 
T. KING - 80a:-An s.s. Kantara 
N. LAWRIE Steward s.s. Granli 
P.G.O'BRIEN 	 s.s. Ora a 
B. GUOLDING - Seaman s.s. Romanby 
W. KNOTT - Seaman s.s. Earlston 
H. CALLAN - Steward s.s. Afric Star 
D. RYLN - Seaman s.s. Natia 
E. CONDON - 2nd Off. 8.s. Kohihur 
G.P. O'BRD3N - Grouser s.s. Tottonhon 
P. BREEN - Soonan s.s. Atholft'a;.4 
G. 0111....12„ 	R.O. s.s. Devon 
T. LURPHY - Soalian s.s. Earlston 
O. CORR - Seaman s.s. Silvorfir 
U.KNOJ Soanan s.s. 
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In this now car...p a Gorman naval officor interrogated.  all of us and again repoo.tod tho Gorman pro-posal that we should bo reloasod frOM the camp and to 
work as frcc workors for the Gorr.-.ans. 	All of us refused. 7o remaincd in 
this comp for 13 months and wc....c troato:1 as prisonors of war and -Jo had all the privilogos of the prisoners of 

Towards the end 	190) I carint.t reiac;nbcr the exact r:;_ nth' and date, 31 
of us (all Scar.ion) won) taken out 'of the co; and sent to DICI:EN to a Garno.n 
Labour Exchang.ro (ArboitswA). 'Hero wo woro intorrs,gatod• by an elderly civil 
official who wanted to knew 17hich of us was a locks:11th car an onglnuor and to 
find cut the profossi.in of ovoryone Of us. "Jo refused to ansYtor oxplaining 
that tiro woro only prisoners of war. 	After this all of us 	taken to a • 
Fronch camp situated noar a big factory and vie woro ordered to start to work 
thoro. All of us rufusod. 'Jo vier° then transferred to a Russian Camp and 
ordered to work thoro. 	"'Jut vie again refused. 	The Cor.:...andant of this cszip 
sent us then to HiL.BURC- chore wo were 0.1.1 accommodated in S01.10 kind of largo 
boarding houso whoro a Gorman civilian and his wife, who s-poke a littlo English, 
tried to persuade us to juin the German ::erchant Navy explaining that We would 
go abroad and that it would bo easy ftr us to escape.. Ali of us rofusod. 
Aftor a wock we wore told that ."t70 wore goin: to bo transforrod back to the 
prisonor of war camp, instoad 110 arrived at the DITLEN-FARGE Camp (EL). This 
was about the month of Soptombor 1943 and when we entered the camp all of us 
thought that it was an ordinary prisonor 	war camp and some or us wore smoking 
cigarettes. • Sono of the guards, who 	partially in police and partially 
in S.S. uniforEs, intervened and started to kick and beat the mon smoking the 
cigarottos and thoro of us who did not 1. .y.vo as quickly as they 	Amok; 
the photographs now produced to .2o I dofinitel7 rocogniso Franz SAUEI: and 
Johannes .EYER as two of the :ion v.-h.„ 	„k part in this boating. The noA 
morning our hair was cut off and our heads shaved; big numbors wore sawn on 
to our battle-dresses; all our personal bel_ingings, including ...ur Rod Cross. 
parcels., tobacco and cilsarottos, wore taken array and we were paraded in front 
of the 'Acting Commandant oho,.: I non,: roc, :raise as SAULT.L. 	told us that ,,  
those of us Who wore fit to work must work in this camp and that ho could not 
state ILA-1 long we wore to re...lain in the calp. Tho routine in the camp was-
as follows:- 

Rovoille was at 4 a.. 	1,7'c Y:ar.shod and aftur the morning parade we 
had our breakfast which consisted of 2  .litre  of watory soup. Then 
e woro mo.rchod to the working place which was.  about '11 miles. from 

the camp. Jo viorkod cn 	constructi ,n and the work was vary 
hoavy. During the work wo wore guarded by .S.D. or S.S. guards. 
',70 worked undor Gorman forum= 	treated us. in •a very brutal manner. 
Js the majority of the prisoners were very weak; they ,...roro starving, 
they wore unable te -...r.)rk as quickly as the foroncin .dosirod and un•this 
provaction they wore badly beaten up by tho rrol.:en who usod theim 
foot, sticks and shovels. 	Lt 12 noon't...io• hic.c1 'a 20 oinutos brook and 
had ,our lunch consisting of t..a: slices of. Uroad and a cup of orsatz 
coffoo. 	Than wo vioricod again until 5-  in the aftornoon. 	At 5 .0.,03.:Jek 
we wore marchod back to the camp -.there vie wore not poruittod to relax 
until 7 r 8 o-clock spending- the ti. .o oithor paradixv or doing physical 
exorcises. At 8 o-olock 	rocoived our •su.ppor consisting of a litre 
of thick soup. 

During my stay in this 	thoro 	about 500 prisoners of different 
nationalities, Poles, Russians, Czochosluyakians, French, Belgians and Dutch. 
All of thorn wore definitely truatod weirs() than wore the 	prisoners. 
They wore beaten very often by the Gornan foronon and by the guards. They 
wore also often doprivod of their 	The Colzaandant SAUER attondod all 
meal parades and if he considered that the prisoners ;taro not moving quickly 
on _ugh ho would kick their plates 	fro:.. then or perhaps strike them or 
Idol: them. ,Inuthor favourite trick of his was to kick- the prisoner s in the 
sto:Aach with the heel of his jack-b_ot. 

I ro:lenbor throe Co.alandants at this c:.-.p. 	SAUE:;., 	was the Actin): 

/CO3.1mandarit 
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Com.mandant when cur party Dxrived; Karl .ILLHOCill took. over fr.,m S-11-.].. (I 
recognise W.'.LHOILN on the photograph n..A: produced and 	to me); .LILHORN 
was replaced by sciurz.,ci-az. 	himself was very brutal and I often scar 
hip.: ill-treating and boatin pris.ners. lie ^.1so ordered the contactors to 
bent cr to flog the prisoners. 	I. prxticularly re: .c...;.1--)er the case .f a Polish 
pris nor.. He ■was an (ad :..an and he fell (-slue) and was late en parade. 	Si.111Z 
ordorod the oalil'acts;r3 to ,s-,ive ht.: a str,Aze -.:ith a truncheon for each minute 
ho was late on parade. 

I know that :.zany prisoners were shot in this 	Durirc the ti: .0 when 
111`,LHORN 	UOI.U.:!Uldarlt I remember that 7 	3 prisoners v:ero sh_t. 	Their 
b: dies were brought to the cz-,.;.:p and the other prise ners wore told that they wore 
shot 'because thoy had tried t °soap:: and had been recaltured. 41 number of 
pris,nors wore killed during the 	when SCILLITCLLGia.c was Camp Cornandfult. 
I hoard fry m the other pris,,nors that SCHX,:.,11l ti. killed se:.le of the prisoners 
hinself, but I did nut Witness it. 	I 	dead bodies 	pris...ners in different 
places in the comp ,...rhen SCHAITtaILIUZ was Col.-Lmandant. 	I heard that he was 
later arrested by tho Gestapo 	 the prisoners. 

I have seen the follewin guards, whom I n rue :nisc on the photographs 
produced and stir-7m to 	lcicking and boating the ,)risoners. 	The na:.ies of the 
guards are:- 

VELKER, BRECKNKt. 

They used trunohoons, rifle butts and their fists.(I also remember the 
Dutch S.S. guard Van der VEIN, I have seen hi .t boating and kicking prisoners 
and slapping them in the face with his hands.) I have heard that Van der lEIEN 
shot a prisoner together with another guard whose na:- Ie was 13.131. 	I alse 
remember ZEIINTER, whom I reco::y.ise on the .phiTtcgraphs now produced and shown to 
moo Ho very often ill-treated pris_nors of different 	nationalities. 

The Medical Officer in the comp was Dr. 1101D13rMER (I recognise him on the 
rh.)1:-)zrp.oh newt produced and shown t no). 	He did not pay much attonti:n to the 
sick mon as it was his duty to send a certain required number of non te work 
each day. I was employed fur a certdri time as :iedical orderly and I kn w the 
conditions of the 	Room. Only very sick prisoners with high tei.-.poratures 
wore permitted to sue the doctor who no:3tly 	then a few tablets and after 
examining their heart sent then back to work. Only very bad oases, mostly the 
mon who died a few days later, 1-toro admitted to the camp sick bay. 	Thu doctor 
did not attend the sick prisOners himself, he only issued instructions to us as 
to what to give to the mon left in the sick bay. Our :-.edical supplies were 
very primitive. 	'do only had two ointi...ents, one 1',.r drawing and one for healing. 
Wo had an epidemic of Typhus in the cap. I heard that about 88 -pris:)ners aiod. 
Among then wore t'1,7o British seamen, T. MURPHY and 0.00itIt. 	Three ether British 
seamen died in this car.tp. their names are:- 

Patrick i3PT.7,1N, G. 0 ' 	and V.. KNOX. 

roas-:_ n fur their death I can give over-e.-rJrk, starvation and lack of 
medical attenti..n. 

Shorn by the said Deponent 	O'D.1731. voluntarily at L01DON on the 
28 ;:ay 194.7 before no ::ajar J. LENIEV:SK1, Nigeria 	detailed by 
Commander-in-Chief, is,ritish 	of the ...thine. 

(Sgd) i:ichaol 
O'DWYER 
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Deposition on oath of Larl 2:WU I3IL, aale, of 1.ielenburgerstr. 
BRZLEii-GRUZ-aLING, :3worn before',./.;GT. 	:Peter GOLDING, 8th J.ins . 

Royal Irish Hussars of War Cri:.-tes:1:nveltit.:ation Unit at .BLfi; on 23/1/4.7. 

I am Karl :mil PENS3LOR, horn zit thL;Iii:DORF on the Neckar on 2/5/09, 
am engineering trainee and am of Geris:n nationality. 

was arrested on ai.August 19,:9: for -ut -tx-pted high treason and sentenced 
to 5 years penal servitude. 	On co,..tpletio-o of this sentence, I came to the 
Gestapo Arbeitserzieh.ungsla:--er (Labour ,:iducation Camp) in 17)1:70-PA-A.-ZGE. 
This was on 5 Feb. 1945., 

At the time of my arrival titer,: 	 Li: the et-  .1p, 
They were mainly Russians and role::: m,1; •:i_so Dutchmen, 	 Frenchmen 
and about 30 Germans. Thu prisoners 	acconodated in 
Dods IlerC arranged -W.-rue 	 0-:;nez and then::  

1.:y but ',vas the one for the Gerf,:ans, the Irishmen and so.. Iutah 
Furthermore ny• hit held the treatment roe Ll L:nd stcI bay. 

At the time of my arrival 0ic00 	.4) Co ,:ziand ,:-..nt. 	About 
4.0 Russians, .1?oles, Dutchmen and Beltians avcd in 	at the same, ti,Ae. 
as I. 	Those had to spend the first 	or -L,oee 	in the narrow disinfectin 
room. 	In this :i.'oom there 1-,-as only on: for), no s 	no beds, 
On the third day the prisoners had to wait nh Led 	fInd in the k-; or: id or 
• of the but in order to be seen by the dctor. 	The 	her at this time 
was very cold. and 	 ;-tr.-..xi; ing around in this naked condition, 
many of the prisoners became ill. 

There were neither .N.Aicines nor 

Food -,-/as as follmrs: 

At 6 o'clock in the uornin, 3/4.  iiLr rrued s(u). 
At -id-day, 200 Ems of br.,:?_d a:43 	 1-1.rrine. 
At 7 o'clock in the  even 	I 	 sotzl.). 

After the arrival in- L:arch of Co 
better and no.; and then 7ze :lot a littl., 
or artificial honey; the foo6 also •  
consisted of additional 

April the quality -.runt bac: -  to 
to eat, about 70 to (_0 cwt 	•aid 
in the clamps. 	I told 3GHLD7a that ;:y 

the food Lot f:•..little 
or jist tncc , 

T3(.3 

L. 	,[1111e•ik.; •had not ,..nough 
30 c-ft carrots fouled 

I was foreman in the squad whiel, 	 carp and which consistcd 
of prisoners who were in poor het.lth.- 	n result of this job, I saw 
a great deal of what went on in the c'.:9. 

SCILIE/ACKER was arrested by the ;.ino?0. 	His successor. %,-as Caap CoLuandant 
VO$S. 	I have iaiself seen vo beat 	prisoners in 
they did not ;for.4: hard enouji 	 pot'.-bou's 	c 	V03 usually 
slapped prisoners in the face. 	 , 	 ,;nc: 
.';ussian and. other 	 to 	 H.... 	1-- 
if they don't '.ant to work. 	ad tno p7 ; 
blow was enouLh to 	 d :,,f) 

/ 3c 

The 
each bed. 
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3CHEADER took over from 	 triA 	 the conditions 
in the co .D, espoci.11y, ho let the. 	000ko a 	- .ere full of flats be 
burned. 	Prisonero - wore not Ioovten so.ail:. 	lnoto7,6 	th-t, opeciiil. 
punish.lunts v-zerc., introduced. 	For exa..ple, :,00lsonero hod to otand 2 - 5  houro 
holding a stono, 20 - 301bs. 	toio 	during 000lti.‘e, the Drieono:o received 
no food. 	Rofth.-3a1 of food was oolso t punioiolont. 	:-ICERAD1 often told ;.o. 
hitzeif; 1.1- SLER, hit them in the bock, or else the swine won't work, 
you want to bash their hoods together properly." 	SCIRaDliii. olways.carriod 
a hazel switch with which he often beat prisoners of 	squod on the bock 
or in the lego. 	Because of too little vsort:, I oysulf..togethor with Lly 
Who 10 squad bred to - stand to the 	fro,:: about 1700 to 2030 hro. 

PITltu was chief cook arri PLO THE ';r:3 "Spies:;" (346) 	prisoners 
from my 	.ote erodes, PITTZZ. or .PLO= fetched they.: into the collar 
which was underneath the kitchen. 	The prisoners returned C'bout 5 - 10 
ninutes later, hold ing their trousers in their hand n,-td with blood stn.:31211v 
froio their behind. ..There here prisoners who 	t_-1:en into the collar 
two or three ti yes a day. The prioon000 were hl 	Russiono and other 
forcigne.ro. 	They told ne that they recoloon every 	25 blows oith 
3 t 0 k 	MOTE; !. nd 

BARTMCH and LUCZINSKY vicro wards. 	IC hove oi'ten seen the..; ucat 
pri :loners. 

BRECIGER was store!oan. 	There were incidents every tine the orisoners 
dressed or undressed. 	Birt:;C:tdi.22. often bent prisoners. 	For wocirple, if 
they wished to exchange their broken clol,s, he would hit th oo. in the 
face witlithem. He never wanteo to exohanao anythin. There were never 
any socks or wooden clogs. 	But when the comp -aas cleared, there 
many socks art] other articles of clothing, - jolt every prisoner had ten 
',lairs of socks. 	ERLLKNER especially liked to set ttio 	Oog onto 
the ,Jrisoners. 	I have :leen that often. 	TOL: not -pulled the prisoneo to the 
around. 

BOYER was Lagerfuehrer (Camp Leader). )ie -ans. responsible for the 
purchase of supplies needed by the caw_ 	I once claw the ration list, 
on which there was honey and cheese, for 350 prisoners. 	I :.3avi this list 
when we collected 18 bucketo to. honey rind if box. s of choose. 	Hoo-over at 
that time vo.: received neither cheese nor honey. 	It vas not until --catmy 
weeks later that to received cilec;.3c throe titres and honey once. 	But: at 
that title; I saw the food of the guards. 	They had noodle soup, sent, 
vegetables, puddina and three '.toes a ti's ok white bread, honey, cheeou 
and sugar. We never received sugar. 

ZEHNTER was a prisoner, but had .  the position of Culp Eldest (Lager 
Aoltoster).. He had his own r000 and civilian clothes. 	He froulo• wont in 
and out of the °flop. 	He ondo ill. uoe of his position by alaLtyc beatinr 
orisoners with a stick. 	If h did, not have a ;:-'1c1.:, he kicked prisoners 
with his heavy boots. 

Paul ARNDT was nook Eldeot. He often 	 prisoners by booting_ 
them or pulling thea out of bed and thro-oing then; on the floor and kicking 
the,a. ARM' gave out the food i.n she morning and at nid-day; often he 
cheated three of four cion of ti oir food.. The non then cone to oc and 
complained. 

ARNDT and ZilliNTEIO were ,,tore crue 

In the sick-bay there wore al ::a 
diarrhea, of -.thick they died of-tor to 
and I have myself soon how 
underclothes with a stick. 

and feored thon the guards. 

terrible condit:Lons. 	iany 	oilers had 
Their poloto were full of dirt 

o•ied to scrape the •iirt off their 
.• 	oi1 wnshin, for thorn. 

/ If 
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If 	prisonur dicd in t., 	 th.0 

ether pri.so:ric.r2. until 	 a 1. . at 

hut , h r¼ ty:; -.i. .1l 	 of 	 urt1"--c]  • 

bocr.:uso 	 Lad 1:n uldr.,ssodon 	 for 

to 4. d 	, io thr....t; it 
several itussinn.s on th ..:_dao 	the -L..joy] 	 '21,- bodies 

al-aa.:7:i ca. 4: 	 . 	qn-tv, 

CA/01E4 b:,  the said deponent 

BilarEli on 2.3/0,7 boforo 	V:..1:t. Yr Ilk P-ter COLD (rdutf,ilod byC.-in C. 

British Lr.iy of 'ciao Rhino. 

(:7;ip...ned) Frank 

Investia.;. .ina NCO 

CIMIITIZ that this 	true translation fro.1 Gc..r • n into En.L.LiSh 

of the deposition of K:Irl .1:-!..;i:3L;DaiLL :.- 	 DAy,)SitiOrl ij.  10. 

. 	 t. 

1 	 Llina Dr ..-)on Guards 

Field Inve:-.. '6igation :3ootion 

Jr C. i e Gr•-.)up CiAlA 

pr_dAD) 
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IN Ti1 	.1.-R CR1: 	'D J. 

C)1+' 	 OF  
OF 	„T BP.E:  

194.3 and 194-5 

	

.. 	I  D V I T 

I, Geor -  c 1i111.1 Knot:, 	Se, Tian, ,Jith per 'anent houc aideos .t 
42, Chato,worh 6tre-t, Bell ast, Lake ry-th and say as follow :- 

1. On the 30th, I ay, 1946, I swore :in 	before a Cc- isAoner 
for Oaths for the Gupr. ne Court of J urlic .-tur c in Northern Ireland, at 
71, Do nr:g all Street, Be1fst, 	The said a:fiPAri.t which is nm, produce 
and shc-in to - 1: is -larked Exlribit 	1. 

2. In the said cffidavit I referred to a nt7.1ber of persons by narlc, 

3. There is nor produced and shown to no a she..t cAmisting of four 
pa 	containing a nu,7Lber of photographs nur.tbered i to 1/1 	The said 
sho t is narkod 2xhibit G. 	2, 

On tho card, Exh:Lbit G. 	2, I recognise No 1. 	IL had quo .r none 
which I have fo.rgotton, He ,-s supposed to be a Roulanian and was in 
charge of the clothing department. 

I rocognis No 2 as Gartner. Ho was in oharL7e of the clothing 
dcpa tment before tho Roui.anian. 

I recDgnis 	3 as the 	p Doctyr but I c.Io n 't re7tenbcr his na7.1e. 
WO called hi.7.1 the Goat 

I recognise No 4- as a Ukraian Go otapc Guard, 	He wasn' t there 
vcry long and I d-1 ont know his arJAe. -  

I recognise N- 6 as 	 lie 	a Guara, 

I rcc.);:frris. 	 is sal'. t- 	bc..n the Cr.rip Connt 

	

and his f',71t 	11:11 	have be .n I:1,111ra. in an 
--ir Rajrk 

I rcco:nis:. No 12 as Karl Valhorn and he 	 Copx.lanclanto 

I recognise No 130 	knew hiLl as he Genorl and he was a 
prisoner in the Ca ip and 	sada to have be o' there for inpors-natini; a 
German General but we suspected that he had ben put there to spy on us. 

(Si. nod) Geor e William Knott 

Swrn at the City Magistrates'- Courts, Dal-; Street, in the said City, 
in the County of Lancaster, this Fourteenth day ef Pobruary, 1947, before 
MC 

( Si g r1C ) 	7m. cora) 
Justice of the Pu.ce for 

the said City. 
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i 	.G/F5j22/73( 32) 

This is Exhibit (4.:.K.1 referred to in paraLraph Cu.° of 

the affidavit Of Geor3e 	Kne.ttat City :Laistrates 
Court, Liverpool on this 14.th ta rt' of February 1947. TE, Pal] 
im. Carlisle, Jurrtice of thL.: 1,e ace for the City •of Liverpool.  

I, George William Knott, ilble Searan, ;:ierchant NaVy,'hame address, 42, 
Chatsworth Street, Belfast, aged 37 years, no-a attached to S.26 SILVERFIELD. 

Lents 	SLVLCE, 7, Chapel Street, Livrp:,ol, make oath and say as 

On 17th Eay, 1942, I joined the S. S.. ELRLSTCN as L.:3. at Glasew. 
.,out 27th ifiay, 194.2 w-e,  left Glasgow an0 arrived in Iceland on lot June, 1942. 
a-o left Iceland on or about 27th June, 1942 bound for Russia. On let July, 
1942, we were attacked by i.euy aircraft and these attacks continued off and 
on until 5th July, when our ship was sunk by bombs and torpedo. 

The skipper — Captain 	— was taken aboard one of feur submarines, 
which surfaced close to the sinking; snip. The rest of the cre,,4 thirteen in 
all were .in. one lifeboat and after 3.:.` days at sea, landed at irorth Cape, 
Norday, five men having died at sea. 	re: taining ei:7,ht men were cz.-ptur,.• 
soon after landing and taken by st...-;es 1;7 land and sea t: a prison ship at 
0310 and later to :.;:L5YRG, Denmarl:. 	-.:)re then taken by stag .:4-: toItLia;LLC 
and IaL.G -orisoner of war carp, arrimin: ther-, 	,ut the end of Lugubt, 1942. 

I ;ins in this Carp fromi.ugust, 19/42 until January, 1943. Food 	pc or 
and conditions generally bad. L11 ei::ht 	• !..f the arc:; of my ship were 
,./ith mu in HarJag, 	' 	Camp. The,-/ 	%1.1 .nslishmen, except my.soi and 
a Dublin man, named Thomas i,lurphy. 

During our stay in this carp, all Ir:i.shmen 	ordered to parade, and 
r.sLout 260 Irishmen paraded. ..-e were cr. le,.! intr 	ro.im individually in which 
there were two German —my officelb in mi.:C. 	and tro men dressed in 
civilian clothes. 

One of the civilians, -wh7: spoke with a strong Southern Ireland accent, 
said, "I have a propesition", and invited me to join the "Irish Free Corps". 
If I joined, my. .ar.._;,es were to be ^,10. Os. Ord. :0,r wee 	and 	ife would 
get a large all:-.wance per month, 	throuJI the German Ertir..szy in Dublin. 
If I joined I would have to fi:ht 	Eneland. I r..:fused to sign any 
document or become a mnber of this "Irish Free Cars". Ls far as I know not 
one of the 260 Irishmen joined the "Irish Free Corps". 

This Irishman, wh:: questiene_: 	:ins a strane:: to M I  any.' I never 
found out who he was. This interview took place in November, 1942.. In 
January, 1943, 35 Irishmen were picked out and br!..ujit before the Contlandant, 
a roan named a.,ic-Dus. 	wore interviewed indivi::ually by amous, who askee 
us to become 	*.:orkers", u xP 	t-) us -what that meant. lie said that 
they wanted us to •.-4irk for thou in German C-overnment Factories. '.:e 
promised good -.:ages, light -.vork, a ,1. 'tar car, 	hsucv, and a 

.;.11 35 Irishmen refuse(' t j' in this Corps.. :e were then cent back 
our billets. Thomas llurpky, 	a- shipmate of mine on the ELRLSTON, waf: 
one of these 35 nen. 

Two 'rys later the sane 35 Irishmen ere pax -.Jo,: ag—in before the 
Commandant, BLICHOU2, and he told us -.4,, %, ere _pin: t 	r,,patriatuc 	r.s 
-,A; were Neutrals, and ',lure travelling via Lt-)ckholn. 	were aructe:' t 
rc.m• y at 6 o'clock the following 1.1.- rnin-; en -earr.. t ing as ,dructed, were 
taken by military lorry to BIZI.:1•EN an': 11.1.nc'L 	;.: t..) the CIT,STL.'0. 

Gestapo  Off ice rL in uniform intervieue,: 	 and asked 
us to join the "I'ree .•orkers". 	refuted. 

.:hen I refused t.: sib the e:)cument, the officer order, %le t 	ix, 
that pen and fill in that form, or if I did& t he ‘,mull pick tri ,  that 

V 1Vur 
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revolver, which was Iyinc 	the ta'ae, a;i. fill :1' ith lead. I re us..  
ei n the d_o,..:n_nt. 

That ni _lit all 35 tr.ken :11-i.t.ry 1 to a tan!; faotcry. 
were kept there f. r - %:-s and ' 	t: 	• and assist in the work 

at buildin,7 tanks. 	:0 all refused. t 	f f any kin:, /1,-,r water 
'urine the three _'ayo -„e 	th,Ic. 

This f-ct ry was at aluia, LIC ; T. It -;as ali ,esta' Guards at this 
fact ry. Lftcr this the 35 Irionn...11 	 t th, aircraft fact ry in 
LUIZ, IIREMT, and ordere:! t w:rk in this f-.et.ry. 	r.fused to , rk 
urin__' the thr:,e 	 f-' ' 	any kin-: and 

Durin; these six dajs .10 	t n: f 	%;a to .r leds. 

Next day they br::.u,:ht us all to 
saw the same Gus 	Officer 

still refused t w-rk for Gr..rmr..ny an: 
wulld put us where we wAlld 
Concentration Camp at 

Gestarc) Headquarters at Lrumen, where 
referrud tr. He %01.CUO us if 

' 	said "Yes". II') then told us he 
ni.iht all 35 were taken tc the 

a'.•ut 4th :A- 5th Iileruary, 1943. 

:e were 	in .00den huts, 30 fret 7y 27 feet, c;ntainin,; 59 men 
-.:ith no beds, llankets, ;"' -ther acc:nr..-drti n. There was heavy snow on the 
,r un! and there were Lars -n the 	'ut al lass. There was no fire or 
heat 0f any s-rt in this hut. Thy: - d 	asiste l f mu,; c,f Gorman coffee 
and a half dice cif lack 'r. 	; .a ay. 

4..ftor tw days here we wcr_ taken t- 	 Cerrvql Naval Officer 
named Captain LULL  :A, tried t. :et thi. 35 f us t - 	w- r-k an German 
ships, some 	n i:erchant ships r.n s u t 	rye to ;s. L11 1.en refused. 

were then taken Lack the Sallie 	tf) 	 an kept there until 
26th Lpril, 1945. 

The first Commandant was 	WIER, and he s a cruel man. Ls far 
as I coul' sue the Russian and -.0olich prisoners wenu nore harshly treated 
than us. Lfter we refused t) servo en the German ships, the 35 Irishmen 
were all s--)lit up, one here and CP', there, al:n: with cliff :rent w)rkinj 
parties. We selLm saw each other Turin. the :7, 'Alt the 35 Irishmen 
stopped in the sane but at ni 

The ,eneral ,r typical 	routine -p.o as foll:ws:- 

Called out at 2.45 a.aa., :.inter an' sum nor, 3 a.mu strip off all 
clothing and mrxeh 150 yar.'s xN, 	'less .f w.ather cswitions, and men were 
taken into shed with cmcrete fl r, and line'! up 20 in :aoh 7:rw and a 
Gestapo :!,uard played_a_h:,se .f 	.ater -ver the entire 	v for 	3 
minutes. Tien march strailht 	your but an put on cl. thus - ;11th ,ut 
t-,wel, an- then the m-rnin_ neal a ut 3.30 a.m. , 	 of half is 
slice of Liack r,ad, and a wl :f ither turnip water -r cal'.a;;e water. 
In sur.incr tine in clear mornin ;s w,.nt strai,;ht t. 	rk, at makin4; roads, 
cuttin:: tin! 	unloadirv; railway w' 	>ns, etc. In _inter tine, when 
m_rninss dark, after morning meal, all _ien 	to st:.n on tiara :c ,;round 
until daylijit, when they :.ere 	ff in rkin;.yl.rties. 

rk u1d crntinue unceasin ly u, t 12 n. 	'break of 5 minutes fer 
tae slices of black :ircad only. C r. 111;4. "cork a Lin -t five minutcs past 
12 and continue until 9 p.m. Lfter ) p.m. strip off all clothes and march 
tc the h)se shod 	where the lar,: h,sed f )r 3 linutes. :'arch back to 

huts and dress a ;ain, follude by "nu slice of ',lack .)read and a b:w1 of 
ve,;etable water. 

L11 pc.rsans dyin'; in the caul) Alrin- the ..ay WGrG buried after thy, 
Leal referred to. Graves had ti !e duc, f,Jr these, and the •,aily !cath rate 

fr n 120 to 850 persons. Retire to - Ad at 11 p.m. an uk. next 1- rninL; 
at 2.45 a.n. 

/The 
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' The next Commaniant at P-reuen-Far i:e, 
SHZ..72Bit, then Carl SCIIC:-; 	These 3:1en 	cruel 	

t.
' .1 

particularly.  LLHOF,..I.,..CE11..,, 	Ty 	 Ixish, ten, 	kill a 
Russian 	rz.12.:i. in : an iron spike .::. ven his thr 

There 	 ot'r in the 	 I 
affect::: ly rhourtati..:.: in 	1e.i; 	I 	t. see VAL  r an,: he 	;:e 
to w.:rk harder, 	 the rheumatisr.! ni; 	ti..„;ave lie n:-.) medicine 

any kind, 	I h..: t 31.ntinuc:: 	 r'.0 usual. Thexe was 2r 
hospital in the caLli-.• 

Gestapo uar.' 	 used t 
shovel, using the handle first and then th,.‘ 	 sa-.. him 
a month, sheotik; 14 ZU3 oian and Pc, lith 	 1 	!:3-7. miler ;uard ca.1.1i.., ' 

b;eat and kick prisoners t: death. 	 4411:7: 	r .;ur rd 
BARTISO,H, also a Roumanian, used tc. kill 

them 	1:y a horse-whip. 

:,ne ther Gextr.n _:uard calk. ' Franz i 	use. t kill -1)/.  ismer:3 Ly 
thco to cat ran.: p-tat,,es 	turnii.s and 	n they c' uld eat no m re, 

takin..; a 'sr,-.1.1 har-v!le anti f ruin,; r1 	their th.t. ,.ts. 	often th, 
Culp Commandant %las IA% sent .t the rs, ;au, in :s. 

Then I entered Bror-Km-Par,:e Car. 	I 	-hod aipr ,xiLlately 12 st. no 4 11:u. , 
and when I was released, I wei :het" 6 st nes. The first 	Cross - arcels 
arrive.' a", )ut 9 months before 	re re1k2ase... 	t parcels at intervals, 
sometimes ale per f,rtni.:ht -fter- that. 

Thu 	; Irishmen :'i 	in tile Fa‘c.:1,,n-Far 

-42atrick Breen was the first r. .n 	 fax as I can remember he 
died al.):put the 26th liarchp 1943. He :.:ac in ill he::.ith when he cane to 
Bremen-Fare in February, 1943. He 	ars.Ced in •. 21:12-1,7, party .composed of 

c.nd Poics. 

that time we .,ere moving a ra.il..ay 	 rk was heavy and 
Breen collapsed on the job. He was carxi - !.or 	.Lussians to the old 

	

w,..):-)den but in the Camp, called the 	 Tirt evenin,-: I called to see 
him, but he was unable to speak. I called the 27:-)11-r.,:i2v; evunin:; .to see hiral  
and he was a little better and could 	He said he was ill and very weak. 
Ho complained :of :1;eneral weakness, 	in the stimach and pains in the lun::s. 
He 'told me that the D- ct.r, ID1IDIECHER, visited him 	•:)C5: 	Lut :avc 
him no medicine. The I) et -.)r said it was laziness -.iaL 	•..ith 

-fter beim: in this but for three days he -.;as then ;iven a job 1.e- din,: 
p.,tat:es in a danp cellar f f ur ays. !re -.as then ;iven 	01, of 
scruLbin:, huts in the earl), an: ..as ;..t this 	six days;  when he collapsed 
aL;ain. Ile ..as then taken int the Card) but . r hospital and 'it.' two r'rzrs 
later. I visited Ewen the 	()fore he died, and he 	very -,, 	and 
told nu he was finished. He c-Amplained t' Ate that whilst in th, 
party and foclin ; unwell and unfit f: 	2n( I' the „uar :s in char,i:o 
the wurkin,s party kicked him several ti aeu and he oh wec 	- ruise on his 
thi h and one on the calf of the 

There we x u nr, medical orderlies in chrx. of this hut. 	 as arl 
old sack filled 	uhavin :s and' one l)lanket. The. my 	n in char: :,c f 
the but was a Russian -vris ner of 	The Cer o an- -nt 	 th,  
,3a.rri) Hospital alon ; with the Mct.)r. The 	•,; , t 	' very c. 1.1  •:.22-' 
there was no neat r fir, in this hirsi,ital• 

Th., ;,ceond ;.an 	die wc..s Jerc.lc 	Tk 	L . 	...)ut the 14th I irLy, 
1944. Prom the time he came to Lrol:ten-.51 .r 	 ‘1, yed scru-..bin and 
cleanin huts and lavatories. Before c:-; in I, -1 	1- 	.; he ha,..! '.,tien in 

Hoc-_,it,:.1 in FIL...G 	 ..ith 
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iI . was orrdloy,:;-! cl..anin,7 huts, ■.; to. C r 	 then 
orrol:yed 	the but - 	 the G..sta-t)::: Guar to for p.,y.ut 18 rrnths. 

• 

Durin ; this tiF.0 	sufl'erin , frir asthn. 	t it 	Jical car, 
treat lent f . .rry kin,. 1i. .50 	 such 

ay.- rkin in the Gestafw but h, t ,1: ill 	0 nye,,%:: in 	ris n van tn 
h:spital in 	,n City. 

Ho was retu:rni t 	un C.np 	ur lonths late]: r.s..cF' was 1,  king a little 
He 	h .% ',eon tay:-. r-c-:nths in the h-..q,ital in Bremen an the 

treatment ..;as 	 ;Imo nurses az,,re 	t ,  him than .:,thers, arid 
sometimes he ....t 	 i)areel. He tc71.1. me he 	taken frr the rzumen 
Hospital to a civilian -a •_• 1 cr pris n in Lremen and kt there f::c 	ra 
rmaiting transp7rt 	t: Iiremen-ParL;e. He said he a-i-as ocini'ined in a cell, 
but 17,ot 	 or attonti: n whilst there. • He had n- t 	tore. 

On his return t -.roman-Far 	:t his ';11  jn, eleanin.-, the Gostay: 
Hut. He az-...:rked 	r 	3 7.. - nth3 	t 	ill 	and he laS taken 
back 1:y prison van t iay..men City T- 

Throe ;locks later the Carp 	3::.aneant 	came to us and t -.1,1 us 
that O'Hara had die in Limn:en Hoit.i. I never 	 neaten 
nor id he complain t:,  rae • :f 

The thir' man 	die was Thomas hurphy. He 	aAit 24th My, 1944. 
'.Then he entered Lemon-Fare (i32, he a. LL; in fairly 	health. Ho ar.s 55 
years of rt3e and vras urol)ye::! a.ith Jerald .T.TP.ra, cler.s.nin. huts anJ 
lavat-)ries. They 7.%.:)th -irked 	;ether. 

From the time he cane t Breraen-Fc.i'; in loel,:cu-iy, 1943,  ho 
employed continuously until the 19th ic.y, 19/14, r:1,  min the huts, (i tCe 

azith 0' Ham. 

During this tire 	 in 	health. He took ill ;:ith 
THUS on 19th Eay, 1914, and was taken ly pri; van t Bremen City 
Hospital where he be 	n 24th -1.-"..Y) 1944. `11-v. 	̂, - yraandant "I;JAIOANE told 
us on the 25th May, that iviur..;)hy had died the 	 usly. There vas an 
epidemic of Typhus in the Camp at this tiz. .1. n t SOC. Murphy ;ettin: 
abused 	beaten, ri:x did he complain 	havin7 roeoivt.0 any. 

The fourth man to :lie 	Oven C rr. He ;.:jet a few hours after Thel,:as 
liurphy ;_ai the 24th May, 1944. On entorini: Breraen-ParL;c Camp he ;I:.s 
healthy man. He ../C`.8 empLyej liith Russians and Poles on a workirr, party, 
outtirw, tiraLer and all kinds of heavy navvy w, )rk. 

He complained t me that the :u.ards in charl;e f the 	party haLi 
beaten him with a heavy stick and shovel shafts and kicke.' him because they 
said he 'ilLS lazy. 

On one occasion 2 '..then %IC ".zere erecting a launchiir: site fer V.2 r,-,ekel:s 
aLout two miles 3utsiao the Cfnp. I saw the Guard 	 Ccor azith 
his feet several times, and also strike him with a shPvel shaft acr 5E1 the 
mid,..tle of the hack several times. He was carryin:, a hundred a/ei..3ht 
cement rat the time all 	 ENCLLNDEI, 

-i?.1.110". was Leatin him -:ieeause he said ri_rr iao n t .:,inr; fast en)wh. 

On another occasion -.then z 	outsi.le the Camp, .,c were en:p.,-,cd 
erecting s..)Ete huts 1.a. German Naval ratin o, ant the 	man in Charf.,e 
beat Corr with the oh vel shaft, :bee-.,.use no 	il1ed a Jue;,ot of oitch. Ire 

struck him r>ver the hu1ors and lack several times. 

L11. I can 4-1.ay is that his Christian nal, was 	and I (3'.Aild 
identify him a ',aim I '0c:lie-ye he a. .rked 	Contractors fi 41 OLDEFFURG., 

rr 
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C.: •:r never had .arty 

Tricy, 19/4,3.YL
,.!. 

I never 

died on '24th 
hr,Y, 19440  

t 	
ly,dhus .n 1,:th 

f • 	
n ..th Thomas tiu.rphy. 

told us he 

20th Parch, 1945*. 

	

The fifth and last Man t .,-
-I Kn: 
	

Ho :!ied on or about the 

	

Cnc:mjn - 	-:.,remen-Pare Carr!) 	-.;as 
	

2airly healtily man, 	 was employed as a scav-:2::,:7: 	

and cluanin .; roads, etc. and colloctirvz Lose 	 J1‘: was suiTer 
	

Jyt 

Prom enterirv; Eremen-Pre Car:p until just before his '.ieath he was 
cnntinucusly employed as Camp Scavener 

J I never 	 him ',,eint„; :)eaton cr 
nor did h ever complain of sar:le to MC 

	

t.-:k 	
rah.-;r suddenly on a Sunday and ;7as put in 

7,)ed in his o-.si roTra, 	
slept. Later that day -au reported 	the Camp Corx.r.ndant, 	

that Knox was 11.1 and 	--;,et Doct 

i'Wout t:c hours :Late:.  the C7,:r-
trandant and ETIDIT0IT11. arrived and the 

DT.:etcr examined Knox. The Dectr,x‘: .rith.)ut any anaesthetic, made an incision 
in Knox's aLd.-

„men and im.ierted a saver tube, and to .k away about one :,allon 
of -.-tater. I was standin:.; by ;:then th*.:; was d',1-10, holdinu, Knox 

Doctor, directed that. Knox be 	 - 	 

The Doctor never come to visi!; Kn)x af 

Sunday. 

-.vas performed on a taL].c -i)eside 4-dv ,  

Knox any medicine, either -Jr, that 

sufferin' from Carlo).0 and 	 t-.: 

away, the Doctor pluili;ed up the inriaj 

Knox seelned 	srffer a J., 	 . 2 pain; after taking; the ;./ater 

ter he Ilerf mud the operation on 

,.;ays t' live. The J)-.o-tr.ir  never yiro 

n;iith cotton wo,.)l. This operation 

un Lil no died the Tues(Iry. 

nd after all was over he, the 

bed. He :wad he.ias 

Knox suffered r 	pain until Monday afternoon, -.hen ho went into a 
art died at 3a.r. -.n Tuesday Inornin 20th icarch, 1945. 

.1fter he died his 'Y -  tly was kept forninodays in an out-h,.)use 
convenient to our hut,, 

The Camp He si)i-V1iasout 	 and the only tine wecou1 visit 
it was %Alen thr. 	 .iere 	 sup:er letdeen 9 and 10 p.m. 

The i.ussi .n Orderly all ;redust-,  slip in throu,;h. a :Jack window. 

The bodies of all five Trish;..en 	 taken outof the Camp to Bremen, 

but I ics.w nothing more, 

I saw the Guarr:, 	 take a ;i7,ovol an,: boat 	-.1i.ussian .-1:rio:..ner to 
death, ..;ith the blade of -;,1o; EhcArol, 	the Car .to C;(-)yrinandant, 

standin:.; beside him,ur iuo him on aa.0 	 him not tobetreatinr; thc 

pris'..ner like a baby. 

I saa the ;:uard, 	 :111 t0.1:4:1(ja Pole for stealin ; a raypotat.4 
and the CLETi) C criciand an 	 standia;a few yar !s 	 and said 	 • 

" ccd shot) "  

On one occa,u.i,_-,n 'hen 	 party .f 	 and Poles, 
carlouflain-; stora0 	 the Deputy Ccr.-prtiidant, i.oranz METEL, beat me over 

the head, back and 10,7,3 vi.th ca-'0 	nine tails (a heavy o:hip 	 nine -- 

leather thonL:00 

	

I deliberately broke nevoral oh-vol shafts that 	 hoez.0 hL 	in. 
the act, an that •,t as 	 PC: ttsor - r 	t1 is1.,G 	 .1•-ter this I:eatin 

/11., 
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.L117 directe that I La talcAl 4r.n 	 in thu 	 %.h2rc I 
f r throe ckys without 	-Jater. 

The Jay after I 	1oi1  in 0-ac)., lomvisitc iiu aiJ sk,(: mc to toll 
him ;;h-  was committin: the acts f 13%—ta :e, such as broakin sh^vol shafts 

railaay _11inas and 	ns at the V.2 r)oket zit).• 

I r,:fuoJa 	.ive him any inforuation anel he aain beat 11, in the cell, 
by strikin,; me over the slrulders and Lack sove:cal times with a %L. don oh vel 
shaft. The hussian :J.:. :. oaw the fircl, 	no(' Leatin,;$  lut n :n 
present n the soc)nd .)ccasion. 

was the Commandant at the time :7f this Occurence, ':ut  ho 
not present. 

Save where othccAse appears, I make the foredoin,; of )1.,7 awn personal 
(Sicned) Ge rz.;e 7illiam Knott Deponent 

71, Denec,all Street,.0elfast, in the County of the City f 
30th day of &4Y, 1946, before me a Corlth:sionor to a .linister 
Supreme Court of Judicature in Northern Ireland, in and for 
d I know the Deponent. 

(SiLned) 

Commissioner of Oaths. 

knowled3o. 

Sworn at 
3elfast, this 
Oaths for the 
said C?unty an 
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. 	, 

Friedrich Ii-eraann ei:u'ic 	1L  

	

Deposition oi oath of Friedrich 	'7•17,.;•121 ! (; 	 ..1a1e, of Jf.:lanstr. 7t , IflIrjLI 3LU 	TILL,en-.-or: 	;3/:;gt. Fr t-./.7.:.7eter GOLDING, 
6th King's 1Zor.1 Irish ittasan'l, 	 tiL: H.:10:1 Unit at.  r;I:2.;•:reT 3LUi1E1JIIIAL on 27ov

•I L. Prie-Thich JIcrum1,:einrich 	 _rola (7-oslar am, on 24 	1901, i driver, a.ndof Ger 

I aas in the 	ca..1 ) 	 fro. 
icel order1;,.'. 

There- I -...orked under the 0nd 
7x)rkers in the 	 li? 

prisonu:s in the Laboi' Correction Cr... 
Dutchrcn, Belgians, 	and other 

194_, 	-January 1944 

of _DI J. bifiiiaLR, 	looked After the 
the Labour 

in:13 	rrenciLlen, 
nation:11s. 

In 1:iy opinion Dr. IL:J.,' 
often ;and:: re:larks express-ti.,_ 
remember the case of a French. 	- 
who -;as to be sent to the  tOT- 
of the Stabsnrzt as soon 	possible, 
in the ca:ap, nal when I pointed tAs out •;:o 
ener:iies, they can die." 

a.... a 
I especially 

• • 	• . 	isease and 
1. 	-" s to b thexv: on the re] er 

however, loft hi:a 
LL i1: a 	ti 	"1i.';leSt.; arc our 

.Lppx during  /-:ugust or :_;epte.be.,.' 19i 	 sent to us. 
iie had -1arks across his nr:.1 cauz.;(.1 	 Th,:y 	inflaL-ned and poisionned. 	Dr. ElaDT3R-L;DialR exn•.ained -:iu;.ssi:•:-.!_t but hid not 
hiia to coc closer then 2 letres. 	I banda,17:el 	tre..t ,..d the Russian. 
The wounds did not i:...prove, an when I info-2 -.ed Dr. 	 of this, he re-plied:  "Iihether one Lion: 1ie:.7 or not, !-:fter .111 they are our 
:3hortly afterwards this Aussinn got;•,._:anLr,:ne •••nd thear 	black. 
Shortly aften-rards the -.C:ussian died. 	 the J:us:2:c.n. ;le, I -several 
tii.1C:.3 went to Dr. I-EIDER-EDI:2 and to1-2•. 	•'..;i1! .t the !- 	Le-::ting  
but Dr. 111;ID13P1D.ell took no notice. 

who caile too close 'to Et.: HurinL  exn..dnation. 

The guard Johann k:2_;:11; was very brutal. 	I can re:_ CLibe.:37 tlr' on one 
day during the Late sue-,.' 1910 I sari i',LY.Ta. put half pound of butter 
in his brief case, 	I said to LiL-YLiil: 	.1re you 	!.,-11:1 he replied :  
i,.toing hone". 	I said to 	"1,nd you sirf-1:: trae tti .Jitter with you?" 
"Yes, it is ours'," he replied. 	L. .ter on I 	th■. :utter for pi- isoners 
as distributed fro.1 the refriLerator. 	7.-1;T: told byone 	prisoners 

that this is the butter of the prison. a, 

One day during  tla.. 1'. te su . er I saw 	 1.1 
Johannes, RIITL' and 	: 

and beat hit-. with a hose- which 	 n 	to:IL  
alternatively till h. collapsed,- --The 1,0h cou 
whennhc went out of the door. 	Then the :11:-•-.0(Jsa..tooL:1 
I co not kno-.: -.=hat happened to the -Polo 1- ter on. 

was a guard and \,as also in cilarEe of the clothing  store, - lso•c:rri-..-A out the sanitary duty in the Coeia-Jetion ca..1-;•). 	In the late 

7 su- 5.1er 

I have repent Aly seen that Dr. illalik2L'D-1:,;R s1a2per-1 or kicked patienfm 

.1-treated by the guard 
across a chair 

.. They 
h.: was kicked 

6e 
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19/.3 1 slily 	 at the i'olish 
the fist and x-ieketi in 	so that the 	s nose bled. 

RTH1 often bv t 	joncx 	:1130 	i c1othini--:.  3toru, ',a-1 lot s clotiing, 

Irnz :34.11-111 wasl.io a.EL.uard 	he carried out 	 the fl. p. 	He 	on-fried a stick a.-4-ki vry of turr_beat prisone:-...s with it, c;11-1 re ie:.-ibur that th Pole Tai.:;-LITLICE ..;!13 also -oenten 	hill. 

One :-.1orninE I -.4-no called to 	 ant ,:„j1-0-ii-1;•,, 	W.:Li-fa:if toll .10 to fetch a prisoner %-ho had been s hot to:thor with i».-.isoner:i to the c artp. 
I found the body el' a Russian prisoneritj a ditch, 
6 	7 bullet hoL,:;. 	During  the afternoon the ca..1]-:: doctor 	the body and !-tscertained that death as 	 in the neck., 	)Jr, .1--LADEDIT, asked 	had shot the prisoner. Thereupon 
very proud an3 told the 	 story: Th 	had tried to escape 
and van de Vii and he 1-4 ...:s..41-Z has pursued 1.i.The: shot at :Az.: in a 
corn field an 	 The .)risoner 	t5- 	 ditch. 
PPE.13 took hi. by surprise and shot 	in the neck. 

(ba(J.) 

S'.,ORIT by the saicl Deponent Herz:ann. 	1;.141.Ld -7.1111, voluntarilty at FJJiU -4-_,LULT.W.V.,L on 27 ,Tove. -iber 194, L; 	 ; 	i'rank Pete:: 
OOLDING, detailed by C. - 	, 	 (y: the Rhine. 

(3 iEned) Prunl.: Peter OOLDIiiG 
ilvLt.t in .tTCO 

Cl2TIFI2D that this is a tat:. trr.nslation fo Crn luto 
of 	Deposition of Friedrich Pr.mri L.1nrictiI -., 
D(:12osition Ho. ii., 

B. CrnIt 
„ 	.LflVQ5tjratj0fl 3oction 
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Depositien  1:o. 1-)  

D  

of 

Dr. ..ifred  

Deposition on oath of Dr. ..1fred 	SCILJZIP., male, of 	2, 
Post aarEr3uAG, Kreis Osterholz-Scharrateek, at _present interned in No. 1 
.gar Criminals 'folding Centre, 	sworn before liajor J. L.34I.giiSKI, 
Nigeria Regt. of Field Investigation Section, 'liar Crimes Group (ii,TE) at 
.i.U.IDEN on 	July 1947. 

I, Dr. ....1fred Paul -3CIIIIDE11)., have been instruc.:ted that I am not compelled 
to make a statement, if I do not wish to do so, but that any statement I do 
make will be recorded and quay be used in future as evidence. I am me.:ing 
this statement voluntarily and not under compulsion, persuasion or the 
promise of personal advanti.ges. 

I am Dr. ..,lfred Paul SCH.:EDER, born on 26 June 1911 at PLIDIaidAlOcklenburg, 
by 13rofession Oberregicrungsrat (Dr. of law). 	I a,- married and have 3 
children. I believe in God and a.- of German nationalit.y. 

I joined the irane.P in 1930 whilst 	a student. 	the time of the 
Nazi's ascension to power I was still a stud.nt and did not hold any 
appointment. 	In the SS I held the rank of .SS-Truppftehrer at the 'time, 
which is equivalent to the later ran-_ of 3S-Oberscharfuehrer. (Sergeant). 
Having passed my examinations in Oct. 1938 I received by first definite 
appointment as Regierungoassessor at the Reichasicherheirshauptamt (RSIL.). I 
was employed at the I SiL. up to ..Lugust 1943, and was entrusted firstly 
Church matters and later on with matters of organisation.• There I was also 
promoted to the appointment of Regierungsrat and 3S-Stumbannfuehrer (idajer). 
I was then transferred to :.LTG to the Commander of the Security Police 
(Sicherheitspolizei) and from their to ',aEslis.,Dai to the local commander. 
.'..bout the middle of •February 194.5 I (1-ao to 	with the rani: of 
Oberstuxtthannfuehrer (Lt Col) •with a view to taking over the Gestapostelle. 
iiy predessessor in this appointment was Dr. DOEUTE who, however, was no 
longer in BRE.•IEN at the time 	I took over from Stumbannfuefirer 
-1.:SSE remained in BRKat in his aupointmAlt as head of Department IV. 

In the course of my duties I :dot to know that there were a great number 
of concentration camps and labour eduction camps (....a) in the .:10a of maw. 
In my capacity of chief of the Gestapo:A(:11e I was personally responsible 
for the AELs 	ODDRIBURG, ;i1Lift7;tiSILVai, 	and 0a1,011ULCK. 	It is a 
fact that the chief of the Gestapo was zespo.:sible for the I. On assuming 

appointment I inspected all the ....a. 

On assuming command of the Gestapo:At:11e, I gave the order that I wanted 
to see all incoming correspondence. I then discovered that within ton days 
several reports of deaths at the 4'LLIL 11:LIZGE hacm come in; the cruse of death 
were in one case given as pneumonia, in another case circulation troubles, 
and in yet another "shot whilst trying to escape". There were several other 
reports on deaths besides. I sent for if..SSE and .asked hied why those had 
been so many (loathe, where the camp was situated and how many prisoners there 
were in that camp. if...SSE rallied that :61.2GE Camp had 1.1ways been a source 
of trouble. Furthermore he said that the clothing in that cami_, was 
inadequate in winter, that the work was arduous and that those were the 
reasons for the increase in deaths tcy.itards the end of the winter. I then 
porused all the incoming correspondence of the 'past 2 months from 1:1_-..aG:r 
and discovered that during that -period the number of deaths had been 
considerable, of which apprx 12 c:.ses had been reported as "shot whilst 
trying to escape". 

Before  I had studied the incoming correspondence of the past 2 months 
II.SSE came to me and presented me 'with two further cases of "Shot whilst 
trying to escape" and commented that he had the feeling  that things were not 

/ as they 
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as they should ec at F.E..‘R 	I, r head of the Gestapoutelle, had no 
disciplinary powers over the :aembers of my own organizations, in view of 
the fact that in accordance with instructions, such disciplinary powers 
were vested only in the commander of the Security police. «s I had the 
feelin6 that, should I proceed to F: AGE, I would have to arrest aeveral 
people, I decided first of all to proceed to HLIZURG and to inform the 
coneaardcr of the Security police, Oberfeuhrer MERFORD. (I `'ODD was later 
on killed in an air-raid) of the whole matter. I consequently proceeded to 
He.1MURG and submitted the eatter to the comeender and asked him for 
authority to initiate an investigation at Fi.RGE and to arrest guilty uersons, 
if such action should prove necessary. Oberfuehrer HERFORD had arranged 
for an investigator to attend our conference and gave me all the necessary 
authority, including permission to arrest any suspects. I was not permitted 
in the first place to base my investigation on the etateMents of foreigners 
as long as it would be poseible to obtain the facts from Germans. The 
interrogation of foreigners was then to be specially authorised by the 
investigator, should this prove necessary. 

During this conference at HisiBURG I received a telephone call from 
ELME who informed me that the camp NO of FaeGE, Dr. HEIDEREDER, had made an 
application for cancellation of his contract, be-  which he was put in charge 
of the medical care of the camp. HeSSE had informed him that he should wait 
another day and that I would visit him the following day. The following 
morning I iemediately proceeded to EaRGE, and -took the Gestapo ',LRHKE with me. 
I vent to see Dr. HEIDBREDER first of all and requested him to tell 	the 
truth about EaRGE camp. I had the feeling that he was a bit frightened 
at first an that he did not want to talk. -Alen I again asked him about 
what was going on in the camp, he hinted that he was afraid of the camp 
commandant. -I told him that should SCHiLIALLIM have been .guilty of anything, 
I would lock him up. Thereupon Dr. HIMEREDER reported that the cause of 
the large mortality had been the bad food and the very poor clothing;. He made 
it clear to me that the people were receiving the official prisoners' rations 
and the additional heavy workers' rations, which in his opinion should have 
been adequate. However, since the prisoners were very badly clothed and 
had to work out in the cold, they lost many calories and consequently the 
rations could not have been adequate for this type of work. 

:asked about the cases of "shot wilst trying to escape" he again 
hesitated, and when I again reminded him that he need not have any fear he 
declared that in his opinion this was not euite the case, since some of the 
people had been shot from the front and at very short range, judging from 
the position of the shots. He hinted that he doubted that they had been 
cases of "shot whilst trying to escape". 

I wanted to take him with me into the camp on my inspection, which, 
however, he declined on the pretext that he had many patients and that he 
was the only doctor for miles. He informed me that there was a Russian 
doctor in the camp who could advise me as regards medical matters. I 
personally had the impression t'eat he was afraid to come with me. I myself 
gained a Peed opinion of him, but he was scared by SOHLIM0Kalls attitude 
to such an extent that he was relieved when he beard that something 
was raping to happen. 

I then proceeded to 1,14,RGE to inspect the caep. I found it in a very 
dirty condition. iepprx half the prisoners were unfit for work; the huts 
were very dirty. In  eiy opinion the camp w.S.s overcrowded, but I have seen 
the same capacity later on in another camp where I was myeelf interned. 
Many prisoners had neither palliasses nor boards in their beds and, as I 
was told, they had used those objects for lighting fires. 

I entrusted the Russian doctor with the selection of several people 
in order to examine their physical condition. I discovered that they 
were in very bad shape. They were considerably undernourished and in the 
cape of two of these people I observed that they had wounds on their bodies. 

/ I asked 
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I asked the doctor what the vrounclo were c_-.used by, and he said that they ',tore 
the results of a long stay in Led. 

On coi.letion 	inseection .E told the Co...maniant SCH.t..1.T.,:e.CKER that 
the ca lewas in a particularly dirty cendition. SCHar./„CICat replied that there 
were only itussians anf.. "Poles in that camp and that it '.1af.i i:.1120SSiblO to 
,.laintain order wit'n these people. 	He then :c.aintained that the cases of 
"shot whilst trying to esce.pe" ',./ere true to fact just au he had reiorted the .. 
I detailed KoLmissar 	to re:...ain behind in the ca ) and instructed hie, 
to continue with the investigatiens. 

During the course of ey investigation of the cap I c ale across a 
department, where SCh.a,LCK:eli. informed 	tie-..t it did not actually belong 
to the 4.4.EL. 	In a separate but apprx 18-20 -en were acco..i.lod!..-..ted., of :rhos: 

infore.ed 	that they were Irish Len wilo were interned, that they 
were not required to ,do any -cork and that they wore receiving their additional 
rations froze the Red Cross. 	I asked SCHL.i1,1..1;.E.1 how these people had got into 
the ca;ep, and he told -mu that he did not o.:now, as they had already been in 
the camp when he took it over. The physical condition of the Irishmen 
was considerably better than that of the other camp in:tates. The hut was 
clean and the people made a satisfactory ieapression. 	I asked the;_. whether 
they had any complaints, but they replied that everything was quite in order. 
In the course of a later inspection of the cE,‘...lp they cr_e-.Le to me and stated 
that they had not received their last Red Cross parcels. However, in the 
course of a.  further inspection, they inforteed T.10 that the matter hoesi. been 
put right and they had rebeived their parcels, 

jitter apprx 3 days ZaTKE telephoned me and reported that he was able 
to prove murder in 12-16 cases. I asked hie: who was responsible for that, 
and as far as I remember he mentioned 	 and two further :len. It 
is 1.)ossible that they -Jere LUCHIIISKI and .PLOTHE. But I cannot definitely 
remember their names. Thereupon I L.Leediately proceeded to the camp and took 
with me two officials to assist me in the transfer of the persons to be 
arrested. 

171.1-diKE first of all showed mri his report ouncernirke his 
investigations and expressed the opinion that ..CHIL1I,L...CKEit may, if necessary, 
offer armed resistance to his arrest. I censidered it unbecoming to 
approach SCHahiLCKE12 with 	 drawer and consequently gave .,ieZTICE the 
order to have a pistol in his pocket with the safety catch off, ready to fire 
on SCHO",/,..CICER, should the necessity arise. During the arrest, I read out 
4.'INK.Els report first to 	 and then to the other two, and three of 
them adaitted that the report vas true to fact. Thereupon I arrested them. 

Having been shown the photoeraehs of the various prisoners in the 
BRETON-F.;,.RGE case, I declare that the iersons depicted on the photographs 
have changed to such an extent that I Le unable to state from these 
photographs whoa I had arrested at the ti 	since I ,-.wself had only seen 
those people for a very short ti,.1e. 	ev-  return to Dia'..11N, I 
arranged for SCILM1...CKEit to be detained in the Gestapo building and the two 
others in a .ilehrmacht-prison. 	li'urtheri-aore I wrote a colaprellen.sive report 
on the case. VialICE had continued with the investigations anzl it is 
possible that he had arrested two further persons. It is also -eossible 
that he had reported this to 	but I can no longer reme„iber that. 

I had also instructed -JAMIE to find out whether any food stuffs 
intended for prisoners had possibly been i.iisappropriated. ILATI-CE told. 
tic that in that respect he had not been able to discover anything. By 
comparison I found the • prisoners in the other 1LFd, in a considelably 
better condition end was convinced that even with their poor el:thing they 
should have looked better, had they received the rations to which they 
were entitled. 

The entire investigation of this matter was now subeitted to the 

Aucztancle: 
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Ceee.ander of the Security police (Sicherheitsoolizei) in HaMBURG and in 
particular to his legal adviser. I qyself was unable to occupy myeelf 
further with this matter owing 	the fact that, as already mentioned, I had 
no disciplinary powers over these people. 

On twe occasions I personally gave SCHi.IELCKER short leave from the 
prison, once fur the funeral of his child andthe second time for aosietance 
in connection with air-raid damage to our premises. SCRLIJCKER was a 
trained member of the fire service. Both his leaves extended over several 
hours at a time. 	I know that later on, after the let 4:ipri1 1945, 
SCHZZOKER and the others whom I had arrested in the FLRGE affair, were 
released by Dr. KEISSEL, the comaander of the Security police at BREMEN, 

gy discovery of the Irish seamen at FARGE I called HL SSE to me and 
asked him why those people were at PLRGE. Iii,: SS told me that they. were 
neutral Irishmen who had been employed on British ships and who had -been 
interned. Why they had come to PAGE in particular he did not know either. 
Moreover, they were being supplied by the Red Cross at ASTMTIAKE. There-
upon I instructed him to try and establish from the filer when and why these 
people had come to FaRCE. The investigation yielded no result. The offices 
had been bombed out eeveral times, and the files had been. partly destroyed 
and partly stored away in such a way that nothing was to be found. 	There- 
upon I reported the matter to the -ctxamander at FUN= and he requested me 
to continue with the investigation. Should they, however, prove to no avail, 
I was to transfer the Irishmen to WESTERTIM'KE to the other internees. The 
transfer, however, was not to take place until normal conditions had been 
restored at FARGE, so that the internees should see the care is taken in 
abolishing any disorder which may arise in a Gestapo camp. 

During one of the frequent visits which I eayed to FRGE after that, 
where I was engaged on the re-organisation of-the camp, two of the internees 
approached me on behalf of the remainder and asked me to see to it that they 
received their latest consiee:ment of Red Cross parcels. 

One day, probably in March, Dr. IMENIUG, who was Oberregierungsrat at 
the RSHA, telephoned me and told me that he had been informed that a number 
of internees were detained at FARGE. There was talk of a major enchange 
of internees with England and these internees too were to be exchanged. 

then continued to discuss how these internees had ,;:.,ot to FARCE. I no 
longer remember whether it was I who asked hi,:: first how these people 
had got to FARGE, or whether it was he who asked me. 	Dr Id OENING is 
apprx 40.years of age and I know that he had been intorned'by the French 
authorities in the French zone of occupation. I d_ not know his Christian 
name. That exchange never took place. 

Having heard fir the first tiae to-day that these Irishaen were sailors 
whe had been recruited by the Geraan authbritica for service :in Gelman ships, 
and who had refused this service, my explanation of their preeerce in FLRGE 
is that possibly the authorities concerned who are. unknown to me had 
approached the head of the BRE12N Gestapo and had asked him to accept these 
internees as a special favour, as it became undeeirable to put them into 
contact with the other internees, and that they hed consequently been 
temporarily admitted to -FRGE. 

The Irish were sent later to the Internment Camp ViDSTERTINKE by 
Dr. Ka6SEL. 

In the course of my investieations in FARGE I noticed that the rations 
especially the meat rationstwere smaller than in other ceeps visited by me. 
I have asked the officer i/c adminiztretion (VerwaltunEefuehrer) - it is 
p:seible that it was HOYER - for an exelanation, and he answered that the 
prisoners received the ration which was due to them, only that a part of the 
meat ration was used in the soup. 

After I had read the pert of Waarili.E and after.I. had speken to 
Dr. HITDBREDER I could not find any evidence that any embezzlement ha:: 
occurred. 

/ I do not 
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I do not know of any regulation which would have prohibited the 
check of cash during the war. I know however that there existed a :;choral 
regulation for all offices to reduce work connected with administration to the 
mini:tau. What exactly should have been subject to this regulation has - as 
far as I can remember - not been :lade known in detail* Therefore itnis 
possible tjat Dr. DOE1 1TE ordered the cash checks to be discontinued on 
grounds of the a/M rewulations. But I personally do not know anything about 
such an order, 

The chief of the Dept IV had the power to fix the duration of the 
time of internment for the :.E internees. To this however he was only 
entitled if the provisions existed for the internment of this kind. I de 
not believe that the Dept IV (i',bteilung VI) has dealt with this particular 
case of internment of the Irish as such provisions were not given to the 
Dept IV. Therefore in any opinin only the Chief of the Gestapo (Leiter) 
could have personally ordered their interment. Whether he informed at 
that time the Chief of Dept IV, I could not say, In any case, he had no 
need to do that, Dut it is quite possible that HaSSEso predecessor 
did not know himself about the matter or else that he did not inform ILO),,E 
when FLOSSE took over from him. 'ihen I inquired in .biARGE camp about the 
Irish H;LSE already know about the matter, 

A.fter I had arrested SCH.aUdaCKER I handed over the administration 
teoporarily to HOYER. Then I ordered VOSS to come to FiJAGE from OLDRIBURG. 
He did not want to stay however for.  any length of time as he had his flat in 
Olderburg and consequently wanted to go back. Then I made scia,DER. to - - 
camp cumoandant. 

In the beginning of 	- it may have been on the 2nd or 3rd - 
the GESTAPO and the KIRPO was united under police chiefs (Keo_;andeuren)  
within the area of the commander of IiidWa4 The same thing happened 
in other parts of the Reich when the 	troops were aoproaching. 

This union took place in 114*Ja3URG, 	LUENEDURG and BiaTIEN„ In 
Bremen the Obersturmbannfuehrer KI5SSEL was made Coomandeur. From this 
moment the individual Gestapo Steele ceased to exist. The new Dienstotelle 
had the following organisation: 

Below the Kowandeur were Dept I (i.dministration), which Dept had 
to take over the Kripo administration at the same tioe; the Dept IV (Stapo) 
and the Dept V (Kirpo), 

When KIESSEL arrived I became his representative, but in general 
he gave his orders directly to the chiefs of the Deptts I, IV and V. 1USE 
was in charge of Dept IV. He was later transferred to Hamburg 
and the administration f Dept IV was handed over to me. At that time the 
Dienststelle was entirely dissolved and was distributed in the area in 
selfcontained units. I remained in B4MTK with 6 men. 

Before KIESSEL arrived I gave the information on grounds of orders 
I reveiced from the Hamburg commandant MifielDEtZ that orders concerning the 
evacuation of the FARGE camp will be forthcoming as soon as the jalied 
troops would approach. One had to wait for :ore exact orders in particular. 
The real orders of evacuation were not known to me but most likely have been 
handed down from KIESSEL directly to the camp coomandant as I ceased to be in 
charge of the camp ever since KIESSELls arrival. .4hether- KIESSEL had 

handed over these orders personally or whether he oeked anyone to hand over 
these orders I could not say. 

Being confronted with the fact that WHib,DER. made a statement to the 
effect that he had received orders from Hii.SSE to evacuate the camp 
and to release a portion of the internees on dpril 7th 1945, I can only 
say that I do not know anything else about the details, except the 
information which KIESSEL gave me later* on; namely that he had ordered 
the remaining and fit internees to start the march, after a number of 
internees had been released,. I can not remember where to the march was 

/directed 
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directed. 	far as I remcmecr there was thc.: talk that the destination 
was unknown and that the people had to report to the HamLurg Commandant. 
I mot Dr. KIESSEL later in the camp of Ilienburi]. We wen: there together 
for several months. I have heard that ho was sent to Yugoslavia as a 
witness. I oould not say .pother he has carte back. (e  d) Dr. SCHEADER 
Sworn by the said deponent Dr. idfrod Paul ZOLI—DER, voluntarily at 
Minden on July 1947 before me, iiajor J. Leniewski, detailed by C. in C. 
British ..'unly of the Rhine. 

(signed) a. Leniewski. 
Certified that this is a true translation fro;:: Ga_man into En'.;lish 
of the deposition of Dr. .Ufred Paul SCHOMER. Depositionlio. 15. 

(signed) 	Jar. D...RDEY S/Sgt 
Interpreter 

Tier Crimes Group iTiiE 
H. Bi,OR 
July 29th 1947 
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of 

.1ter 	inrich L 

Deposition on oath of ..tlter hOinrich 	 :ale, of 	 Hartwigstr. 
65 sworn before -3/71gt Fronk Peter (',C,LDL:C.- O',tO ;.magi., .0yol Trish 1-!1133%r3 of 
War Crimes Investigation Unit at bP:Oo.:.;;,: on 9th Docoor 

I 	'.falter Heinrich 	 born at ,Do 	On Ji 	Foy 189% 	I  
Geroan citizen and am Oberdisinfector of the toot of 

I have been Oberdisinfector of 7,Oo.Eo:.;ir inc!.: 	 In Uprinp 19);.4. thG 
sy. ptoms of spotted typhus becaoe noticecble On soverl oorl7crs fraa the ]..st 
in BREi.iEN ()alp. 	Inquiries broujIt to lif_ht that it was the l'orler inootes of 
the BRE ,EN-PLRGE Gestapo Labour trnlo:lo! 	who were concerned, at ..rich 1 
accoo,panied by Dr. 	 froo. 	 pfc c 	cd to 	a/n 	 Lftel nooe 
difficulties, ,ae were poroitted to enter. 

after a sip ,rt investiaation 1 coo.c to the conclusion that the cacp was in 

a filth, condition. 	Prisoners were undernourished and the :o 	...ere ill 
in bed. 	I realised ioloediotely that this -000 a case of an epie :lc of spotted 

typhus. Llready 120-140 of the 300 to 400 orisoners were ill. a short tioe 

elapsed before the Doctor. ILdDIDREDd, arrived and explained that the people 

had all suddenly cought influenza. 	I -oointed out to hio that it wac not 
a case of influenca but of spotted typhus, to which he replied that he had not 

seen typhus yet and this was coopletely nc.: to hia. 

In my opinion the followinr, conditions were responsible for the opideaic. 

Hygienic installations were insufficient, there being an especial shortage 

of ablutions, -ohne or:.1 water was non-existent. 	There wns also no 

opportunity whatsoever to change or wash clothings, no soap was supplied, there 

were no disinfectants; LlthouLh there O'as a disinfecting plant, this was 

operated by people who had no specialist knvuledgc .  and were unable to operate 

it. Lpart fro:: that the prisoners were colpletely undernourished an were 

forced to work from early in the oorning until late at night. 	For this reason 

the prisoners lost interest, lest their .)hysicol ocsistance and were ,ore 

prone to suffer from this disease. Lt least /3 of the. prisoners were alive 

with lice. 	Even the prisoner: who Were diSC11:12LCA1 coon into the comas 

for workers from the East with lice and contooinated these ca. _ps. 

Lftcr this cmaination I iinediately arrnn4i,ed for all prisoners to be - hed. 

The sick were shaved all over their bodies and the worst cases - were isolated 

in a different camp. I caused the mobile isinfecting plant to be taken to 

the camp where 5 of oy officials worked for 5 weeks. It was then possible 

to put an end to the epidemic and restrict the fr.tal cases to 20-25. 

Win-10PN was the Com:aandunt who was responsible for the conditions in the 

caop. BOYER was Ws Deputy. The guards Bio:TISCh and SALLEN arc also known to 

When we put the ca ap into quarantine Ui.LHORN left ioolediately and never let 

hi Iself be seen again. Lfter the typhus opidenic HOYIN had the caop 

cleaned and newly painted. 

(Signed) Walter WLSEL 

SWORT1 by the said Deponent 	ltor Heinrich WAISEL p at BR.E113111 on 9th Dcc 

0 before Je S/Sgt Frank Peter GOLDING, detailed by C.-in-C. EAtish Aroy of the 

Rhine. 

(Signed) Prank Peter GOLDING, 

Investigating NCO 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translation froo. Ger Ian into English of the Deposition 

of Walter Heinrich ',/ASI;L, :irked Deposition Ho. 12. 

Field InvostiLation Section 

or Crimes Group (we)

WfTUD, 3/Sgt) 
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ireductien i;o. 14- 

;;37,103TYPICIT 

Julius SETT  

Depesition on oath of Julius 317,TT, t alc, of L., itaIcn 4, l',.7.a.Ei -ei-
1/".:',GES,..CK, sworn before 3/3gt Pran.k. later C.CIDING C)th 1 I Hussars. of ".-:ar 
Crir.les investi,ca.tion Unit at Li TEN VEGES...CK. on 17 Nov 1946 

I are Julius SETT, born on 13th Decer.lber 1393 at SZE...DUN near 0.1.;.TELailici 
...11enstein, foreman by trade and of Ger.lan natienalit,v. 

During the wax I ,,,,,,,,,, employed in the Naval Carp 	17',ItGE. 	I was 
in charge: of the repairs in the Concentration Ca-:p, the Naval Camp and of the 
Lab cur Education  C 0.42. 

Karl W.;,LIIORN was the first ce!.:::.andart in the Labour Education Canp_ 
I have only seen once th--t he beat a prisoner. 	But I LL:.ve te rei:ort that 
V.7,LHORN often :;ac present when the dors of the guards attacked the prisoners. 
4...11 new arrivals had to line up naked. 	The dogs were trained to attack 
everybody 	 The guards told the prisoners to run away and 'Alen 
they %loved the dogs attacked them. 	I re- rielber one incident when a larr7e 
piece of a prisoner's thigh was torn out. 	I do not knew his nationality. 

The -ixisoners in the camp were Russians, Poles, Ervl.ish7.1cn, Irish ion, 
Ger-lans, Czechs, Frenchmen, Dutchmen and other nationals. 

Franz aLUER was a guard and was in charge of the work in ttic 
In ray opinion he was the worst of aU Gestapomen in the cr:.ip, 	I have often 

• soon that he brutally illtreated prisoners. 	I cannot reilaaber special cases 
for it happened frequently that SZJER illtreated prisoners. 	3..tiER often 
steed in front of the dour and siloked. English cigarettes which he had stolen . 
from English Red Cross parcels. 	The British -ixisoners often told .1C: that 
their parcels Were stolen and those they received had boon opened. 

The Camp Commandant after - ,-,%.1sHORN was Sebastian SC11E-PEa'. 	British 
friends told Lie that SCHIi-i-ETZT severely illtreated a Polish prisoners 
approx in 	or itay 1944. The role received a f C17 cigarettes from the 
Englishmen and SCHI1-'1ERT had found thou. 	SCIffilERT teci: the :male into a 
shed. There he boat the Pole and chased the dog en 	The Polo was so 
severely illtreated that he collapsed and hp:. to lie in t.:c sick-bay for 
long tthe. 	T know this from the Englishmen and the prisoner hirisf_af. 

P;JIHOFF was a g uard. 	One day he boasted and told me the Poll.-Bring 
"To-day a RusSian was missing during the 	 I found him in the 
corridor near the container. I -.lade 	run and shouted he should ivaedistely 
go with the others. 	„hen he ran tov.ards the ethers I shot 	Then 1 
painted a red cross on the wall." He showed r.le the red cross which still 
to-day is to be seen at the wall of the channel. 	1,1su the other ,.;1.kards 
told me that 	ha'.. shot the r.:an. I myself :1,-.ve not soon the corpse, 

(Signed) Julius M717. 

S"..CRN by the said Deponent Julius M'T I  voluntarily at BizaIN VEGES:.CK on 
17th Nev 1946 before 1.1e S/Sgt Frame Teter GOIZING detailed by C. in C. 
British 	of the Rhine. 

CEIZTIFIE) that this is a true translation from German into English 
of the Le1;esition of Julius SETT, -.larked Production No. 14. 

(Si; nod)Grant. 	Interpreter: 
7.:ar Crt-rles Investi4,atien Unit. 

(Signed). `rank. Peter Golding 
Investigating NCO. 
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2ransiation o.f 	 esitien i.e. 

DE JJ3.1-TIUT 

of 
Ally Ernst 

Deposition on oath of 	14;rnat 	male, of laJAIRT., Grasbergerstr 
65$  sworn 	3/Sgt. 1,1ran; i'eter GO biyax,, 8th 1:-ing's Royal Irish hussars, 
of Jar Crimes Investigation Unit tat LiRE..:11f on 25 ilevemi.yer 1946. 

I am 	F,rnst 6.:-;12.:,i.21$  bor.: on 5 ,, nly 1900 at Iiii01.11,MG/7/est Prussia. 
I am, the secretary of th;.! Social Democrat.; party and am of German 
nationality. 

On 22 :august 1944 I was arrested together• 	all_ former active 
members of th.; social democratic party by the BR:la-LEN - Gestapo owing to the 
attcopt on HEIL:Ellis life. 	Jo wert.,  transferred to the :..rbeitserziehungslager 
(Labour Correction Camp) BREHEI-F4,RGE. There I stayed as a political 
prisoner from the 22 	1944 until the -pril 1947i. 

When I arrived SOiaPP211. was camp carimandant. 4.}.ppx in Sept 1944 one 
evening ;then we had finished oUy.' work, the corpses of four Frenchmen were 
brought to the cai-dp. They allegedly had 	shot when trying to escape. 
I do not 'know who shot theta. 	The J.tax\:. company received a bottle of wine 
as a reward. 

Lgdwig METTER was a prisoner who held the position of the first l:apo. 
Ho frequently boat the prisoners. For this - puri,Ajse he used a long stick 
of about 1 	I especially remember one case. On a Sunday afternoon in 
the late su,.:ier a Russian prisoner 17,26 beaten by z,ohnter with this ::tick 
on his naked backside. The prisoner received at least 25 strokes. This 
happened in aiHTEL7Zts room in the German barrack. The Russian shouted and. 
probably suffered great pains. I i-riysulf reproached i2HMTFR because of the 
boating. 

PIETEI{ was in charge of the L:itchen. 	l heard that Y.F. frequently 
Particip:Ited in the beating of prisoners in 	cellar of the kitchen. Once 
a Pole told me that he received 25 strokes -.rith a stick by PIETETI in the 
cellar. 

The be:-.ting of prisoners -. .s ;:r.,-nly done In the cellar of the kitchen. 
nJstly the coiaaandant SCHIPPER and PIETER participated in it, occasionally 
other guards too. 

Shortly before, Christis 1944 caiap co..Illandant SCH:ilfli...CKER arrived. 
He was a brutal 'I‘azi and under his. coy.-mand various shootings occurred. 

others a French PoW was Shot. Sall...U.LOKEll and various other guards 
wore arrested by the Gestapo aii-1.11:, -..-then the Gonlan Doctor Dr. IIMBRA:at, 
interfered. I worked in the sick:-bay as a clerk. I worked for the 
Russian doctor, Dr. ilourcia, who often told -te that prisoner had been shot. 
The first two cases were Russi-:,na. Shortly afterwards more Russians wore 
shot, who were especially disliked. by :30111.IITLCIU.:Iil. 	In one case it is said 
that SCHi,U;ii,CKER drowned a Ruuoian in the waste pipe of the, latrine. 

The worst in the caup was the fooei.. 	1.t :-:vainly consisted of turnips 
with water. The food was insufficient. Without additional food -
received from outside-  - the prisoners died after 3-4 caontha latest. 
.many foreign workers received no parcels the death rate was very high. 

(signed) Ally Ernst SCIalaill: 
SWORN by the said Deponent Ally ..r.1"nut SCI-fki,:1.1, voluntarily b.,:fore me, 
S/Sgt Frank Peter GOLDE:.;-, detailed oy C. in C. British 	of the Rhino 
at BRELUI on 25 ploy 1946. 	(signed) Frenk Peter GOLDIRG 

investig..:ting i'!CO 

CE tTinm that this is a true trans1-_-.tion fro:A Gori.lan into English of the 
Deposition of Ally Ernst SCIfft.:i 	Deposition flu. 13. 

.3. Grant VSgt r, 
I' gild Investig-.tion 	',jar Crimes Group is ;!E. 
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Translation of 
	

Deposition No, 'U.N.  

DEPOSITION  

of 

Wily Ernst SChRiZat 

Deposition on oath of Willy Ernst SCHR:11,E.I, male of BREi,ai, Grasbergerstr 
65, sworn before S/Sgt Frank Pater GOLDING, 8th King's Royal Irish Hussars, 
of dar Crimes Investigation Unit at 	on 25 November 1946. 

I am Willy Ernst SCIIUKIA, born on 5 July 1900 at BROLEERGtlest Prussia. 
I am the secretary of the Social. Democratic Party and a., of Gernazi nationality 

In addition to the deposition fro today's late I state the following: 

BRECKNER was in charge of the clothing store in the eaqp. lie had a 
big ,Usatian dog, whom he frequently set on prisoners. 

In spring 191+5 I saw on the courtyard BRECIILIR. setting his dog un 
a polish prisoner. He enjoyed hi:self very much when the dog bit into 
the prisoner's calf. The prisoner bled and cried, but BRECKNER did not 
call back his dog. 

I also saw frequently, that BRENNER beat prisoners, who had just 
arrived, with his fist when they received their cl)thing. The prisoners 
he beat in this way were mainly Russians. 

(signed) hilly Ernst 

SWORN by the said Deponent Ally Ernst SCIgLIIT,11  voluntarily at BREtvLiT 
on 25 November 1946, before me, S/Sgt Frank Peter GOLDING, detailed by 
C. in C. British 	ofnthe Rhine. 

(Signed) Frank Peter GOLDIN 
Investigating NCO 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translation from,Gerian into English 
of the Deposition of 'MIT Ernst SCHR2d:ai ..4arked Doi). No. 13,&. 
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T I : LL.TI0if cf DIFOI :C.l"  

. leinri 

Deposition on oath of 	 . 	 er 

:3-.7orn before BA) 	 P(,. ter (!rOLDIirr, th ii' rio!L IL • 
.iar Crimes Inveoti7,..tion Unit at lIn. 2 0.1.0. on 12 Doc 46. 

I 	Heinrich HOYIii, bon -on 15 L3ept 1504. at 

Goruan nationality. 

hant , 

I joined the Schutzpoliliei in 	r1i 1 	. 	V.ro. 

onwards I did ,iut;y-  in the labour c, )rre ct I o 

promoted Oberwachtmeister :Lt 	 1')4-2. 	In sit. 

to the Gestapo. 	I continued 	 uti 	in thL. 

rr:nk of an Ober .  sch;-).rfuellrer. 

	

the 	 '..)4.1 

;la 

.154.3 I 	d.;t• 

	

t 	;GE holdiJI the 

duties in the cap were of clerical nature. 

The prisoners in the 	 C,-..r.1..!•,no at the be.:Pinnin. 	Jut 

later :-.)n there were ali 1ZU:3 n,112 , 	, roncht, Dutclg.len as ;fell as 
50 Irish 2rison..rs ol .-rtr,  

The ntvAber of ]i)risoner;:, 	 :-...bout 50 in swer 1)4-1 to :...bout 

350 - 4.00 in 1)44. 

The work of the !-,risopers 	-Isisted of ...-:.:cavations. 

whilst I was in th_; 	 -boat 150 'co I 	 I believe 

that 10 - 15 men have been shot. 	cst •  the;:,:; incrideats were ;:;1- v .otin7:3 

whilst tryini to escape. 

I know that PLFhT, LUC:221:1.:•;;:id , Kaaa:, 1?liriI2, iCILli.CL.h have shot 

prisoners. • - 

I have never 	any 	bei beaten. 

I have neither beaten nor 5hot any prisoners. 

In February 194.5  the nur.ther of unnatural deaths increased. I have 

heard of the 	 incidents: 	prisoner was c..a0lt by 

ia,orTHE a;.; he was tryirc to escape un ciii.lbinn; over a fence and shot.  

Iral"\E reported that; a man had escaped. r.D3., his dot _oh sent 

made use of his fire-am and. Lortaliywounde,.1 the -prisoner. 

He had 

I know nothing uore about those e ass. - Dr. IIII1ID1,1;7TU.i. cane to sic 

into the of-2ice and explained to no that in . his opinion these wer,, not 
attempts at escape. Later on those deaths war,. 	 .ted by the head 

of the Gestapo office:3, a Dr. 	 -Ind. consequently 	 PL0T7 E, 

LIICIr, 1(1:  and VJJKE rcre arrested, 	ITT was also arrested, but I do not 

know whether it was in this connection. 

I have no thin --,, further to add to this depOS t On • 

Hcz:inrich ii0Y 

SWORN by the said Deponent Heinrich HOYEII., voluntarily at S.,,.14D2.0:-171, 

on 12 Dec 46 before ic, S/St Fr: 	Peter GOLDII;G, 	t.A. lel by C-in-C. 
hritish i y of the Rhine. 

(LA-Z.11e 	Pr 4-..-nk Peter GOLDI.  

ITlvestlIatnI CO 

0 



1234 4 

(IIIJi71.IED that this is 	true tr.  nsirAion frc Gen 	into En .11sh .  
f the Deposition of Heinrich ROY- 	,1.1.. trke1 Deposition j()„ 55, 

( .; 3. [31,,f1.) 	01 di:L-1Z 	:.)A-.;:1; • 
tr Cr ii :to Inv t 1.•• 7 rtt • . on Unit. 
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1st, 1J,.5. 

War Criuus couyijttL. tt Bm.len-Fare knon ui JJ :,rbeitraurziohunal..er 
or G 

On the 27th Jr.nuary, 1943, 31 -ritish 	dere rum.vol un3cr protest 
from the 104 Crmp 	un 1 ila Norl rral t.-.ken to Bremen Labour Exchane. 

Jo w-r- there inforacl that le hal been releascl frgu captivity r.ni.rere 
orZerel to 6141i a free-workers contract or suffer the consequences by a 
✓ fusal. 	This latter c-ursu 	tel anl lemcmlel to be ruturnel 
ilc3iate1y to our prisoner of vmr Cal?. 

Our refusal w-s ignorel 	the N-zi official wh. 	Ao throats, that, iC 
we w ',all nut work for Gemany, more pressure w._111 be brought to boar 
upon us. 	4u were then brought to a factory in the s ,uthern suburbs of 
BreLlun anl uLle live in a barrack attached to the factory with free workers. 

;Toro .ve remrincl.fr .ftroo lays ,,xp;:sul to ir ralis -n: still - ve refusei 
to w)rk. 	On our thirl lay we were rem-Nul t, : Ltussin c..n.p where we were 
agrin askel to sign th, contract, an a "in refusel. 	de were then t-ken to 
Hanburg anl on arriTl theres .werel.b le w.lk I Alt 5 nilus c:,.rryim 1111 our 
lumrge which 'v - u exc, lin ly 	cs,,ecilly for th- invalils an oiler 
nen. 

Here we were 	 by a 	 skel us to 5i:11 .ra 
German shi,)s, this Wr...; nut by a blank refus..1. 	The fAlo :in: lay we we..- 
returned to Bremen '.n1 Jere unler the iopre,sion we w-ro beinr sent back to 
our .04 C.%np. 	Inste. 1 .4' the latter hrp)eninc we found that by our 
reception we h.-1 arrived at one of the 3reale3 Oa jJZ, heard of by nark),  
people, fur, on. entering „tally of us f-re Mc:: 1 anl punche! in the face. 
Jo arrived at this Lager 	12.30 r  the 4.th Februrry. 	.Lt 5 o'clock the sane 
morning th d or of the roan, where ae h.  1 been loc. 	in wa., sulenly 
burst open rn1 4 pc'ople in civilian clothing - r.,: aitl L.n:ths of' thick rublier 
husepipe attac'cel our party, beating those -rounl the _:r uniaercifully. 
It wrs the timely intervention of some of our ,w11 p,:.rty that stopped this 
flogging. 

Later in the @)rniir we were prralel before J3-,:q.,'.naster Liauer  
(-ct n CommanlAnt) wh, inf.rlel us that :o dere n w in Gestapo hands and 
those who were sentonc,1 to Fargo 14- 01 or 111 nut cat. 	proteste 
stron_ly 	33-mr.n .Lainst our totenti.,n in such a c' :, as wt., were 
British .1.-01's. 	He plc: led txxxr_nec of why we h d L n sent thure but 
aloT stated th-t our lutentin w ,u1' rily be 'or t a t thrue r„ks. 

■•■ 

Our clothin: 	11cm' lisinfectel, ur h 
sewn )n ur juckuts. 	.t this stage all iur 
cigarettes 	Crops f I were t. _en Pr 
lepth of winter, they ,lao le.privoi us of our 
procedure adopted to all he enturel F- r-o. 

Bof:r 	 ny Purthur it All be 
thrt this w s a str.A, cr.i, where civilians 
o fences coJaittel ag inst th lirws existing 
thousands of those civilians (.11 lur)puan 
t' is a-xu, but hunlrels never 1., .11: it 

..fter We were disinfect 1 .n". 	 .n 
bcf ,re a Nazi dot r by the nrc f 	1) 

rnol, 'r.s only an assist nt t , the C- 	.n ii 
tre-A.dent meted out to thao ur! rtun't. 
this so crllud loctr, th t th,  re. s amini r of 1r 
the 1)6i c-ry who et the tine J.1% unix LT. ore 
fret 	l_dical certificate 	s .r 1 	ne .f ih 

rir shav' 	:Tis.m numbers 
ers:)nal I'i. 	clothing 
us. 	,J.th:uh this w s the 
olvrco- As 	thi.„ fas tho 

butter to enlighten everybody 
wure sent to be strCed for 
in 1.1 al Ger:Iany. 	harT 

-were sent to 

- 1 ,-.rats, 	we-e 
•r, 	we later 

thu brutal 
•..Kst',1 to 

frul 
lu 	!.ot_rs, in 

This 

Lot 
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protest h-1 SJUO ef1'ect, 'n' h 

in the camp fir li:ht 	 th 
3:)arti-aiti Jo, Lxce_lin_ly 1 
fa )1. 

-2- 

• t., -.11ow 15 of ur party to remain 
th-rs 'L.A; 

 
f re..i t ::rk 	th.. workin7, 

.n very 	 anl very. littL, 

ge witnesse l  no in s every day 	 it not Ally by one of the 

Gestapo men, but thru.. or f' :r of th„.. 	 ,nu 	n untl the poor 

fellow was senseless. 	(3.1 7r.t,r %P.3 	 c ple in this state .t.) 

revive them Pnl then further fl„ in would continue. Net  _lily 

they nor, these'ion unuercifully '.ut the police 1 );s 	 be s t on the,: 

an th victims clothinG woull is torn to piuc,s, and his 	badly 

lacerated. 	It is futile to lescribc th. c.n1iti)n of the h 	 he:-'c 

one s- w Lien - just livin, corpses, lyin_ in their oori filth fn.i sufferin,-; 

froct every for.1 of 1eserse. 	Jo hr ye seen men who hr-1 lost cAltr_l of 

theLiselves, rnl within a few 'lays of lerth, lra 	fr 	their bcols, 

ma1d to walk to the J shr oLi wh. ru 	'rem wash .1 	 the hose - the 

water being icy cold, a nuuber 	th.su •Jun in the hos,it .  1 wore oven 

'e- ten in their 

Th. hospit-1 ;J-t mt..such r' state tow,-,r1S the -ATl of lrst 	 that 

they had these creatures sL.o:inc 2 - ni 3 in.a hunk 	if one lied luring 

the nitt he lay th 'c till the mornin,:. 

/Those 

The r)utine errri,1 ,ut in this L.   r as FJ 	 'Ivery.ne calI_J —6 3.30 	bels.male :'n1 w- sh j urz,elf, 	5.00 	a hrif litre of s up 
vir ac,rvel (which 7.3 just W tt,r) c. ntiinin: v,ry little vc- -t 
I cledirtely after uoup all were 	r 11 -.n,i the w;rkin p:.rtios called out. 
Here we st_ol fr as ion: . s 2 hours in the alley-ary of the barrack and had 
to en1u...e the ca...st sickenin_ stench - this w..o 	t: the conditions of 
tr se unf'rtunrte riuncrs aril the filthy state T the lavat.'xi. 8. 	.4t 

we all receive '.400 	y.:.s of 111- : bre 1, a cup of ersatz coffee, .r1 1  
perhaps two 1-ys wok, a su 11 1.).)rtn of sauJ- e, j.J.1 or cheese, the 
time allowed for eatinf: your ratin J o Irlf an h ur. The evenins meal was 
served any tiau between 7.00 2..1. anl 8.30 r.,., this c'msisted 	another 
bowl of s ,u,, which :rs better than th, 	rnin, Loup. 	efore recelvin,7 
thc eveninE soup we woul1 h- 	t_ st-n1 ior an h ur n' n_11,1yw ull be 

rho ui to speak. 

By the first wk in -pril 15 ,f .ur 	 w.„.e in hospitrl 8 
lupus c ses 'lid 7 1ysentry, the rea iner of the 1-rrt;who were still 

outsile wordnL were r ,illy losin wei .ht 	strength.,  

Four of our party 	 13ryce, O'Har- , 	on .y111 K-Nanash, were 

sent to hospit-ls in Bremen . n1 MA-nlur::. 	;,ren liol in Rotenburr-  on 

13th, -3ryce n recoverilv,w-8 0. 11_1 f )1. 	the; Gest%,o an. 2F...cod in a 
filthy cell in lirof,len-Gest. . jail f r 3 lays, Tavurh 3, .nt Inc night in 

the sue jail on his rel,r. se 	hospital anJ 0' Hara w..s returned 1irect 

to Far-e. 	Unknown to our p- rty at this flue a furth,r , >ritish IOW was 

forced out ,f the J.0/ ()amp, ri 'aol, 1. 0. 	n 	lir)u•ht to the Gestapo 

in Bremen. 	He - ls refus,1 t 	,rk 	yrs lock.c.1 in - cell in the Gest -p 

prison for 6 weeks. 	He -.IA: re.);;Lt,.1, intevTo ,- too 	 to 	on 
every occasion - he prrivc1 in l

o 
 •Al the 11th 

It war' the first mornik 	 that we were unlij_tened as to 

the methods - an1 ill-trertAent •- iet,1 Jut to th.se civihirns by the (ustap,. 

If one of them Dile to ans.7er his name pr .kily the wr.chtoeister would 

”:118 along, ant the unfortunate fellow w ull with .r receive a kick in the 

st:mLch, punch in the face, or L..shel with the 	 hose)iiinz. 	These 

creatures 'tore 	skeletons an-1 w ,u11 fail 1-wn n1 weto unalle to rise 

rgrine 	The workin_ parties wiull only have left th c' ophalf an hour 

when a feu of the ,rrty w,u1-1 return czrryint; s u c 	le who hr.1 

c,11apsel Cr , : weakness . n1 exhLusti_n. 
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Th 	h 1 	 t. 	 th, 	 rties outsile 
-111 wero 	t, 	'Lr 	.6 .1 A. 	1 	ht 	c1-  Al thr„wn in the caq, r on ts, 	.„ they 	ul' 	I. 3 t 4 	ys, 6 r. ....min t.) others not t esc :e. 	 ah. 	 ht tack liv, ..r, ITutaly 
no' 	:ntil loath was th.ir _nly .JC* 

Oth re who 'i, I in the 	th-ir. 	ul I t thr 	in v-ri:us 
ces - the La:er 7,r2on11  c., 1 oh 11  .- 3hr , 	refuse hua, 	,r 	r, oa 

in a barmck, but at all flak. s visille t 	„r: no in thu caa„. 

:,n)ther form of brut lity carriel ut in t' 	or-s the half 
of a barrel' rith wrtur. 	The victims :-s str; 	.:ed, ti,peci into the 
barren. an -  f10;;red with vari:os wefi: no, unti zno usoi 	resultirk: in th; 
victim 	into the 'barren -wh-re he 	o it t- !ram. 	There w-  o 
th, case of the youn 	wh tried t, usc—pu an 	on led in the thi:h 
This lad was br: ht to the 0-14 on 	stretcher an :41 arrival w s 1r 'L:od 
from the stretcher 	uw rs t walk •1,:rn to the coi.Lr 	th.. 
Ho received s_me 60 lashes fr-a th, 03-0,,,in.wl.-nt hi .6-1f (j--71.-.11w- cher). 
who rubbed salt into the 	inflicte 1 1• j• thu fl , 'in: - 11' 	the 

w und. 	„,fter this ,onishilent he W' 	Y. 	t wak first tc his 
barrack, then to the wrahr 	.o11 	 t, th, h s_ ital. 	.,ftcir three 
d.7-.ys detention in h)slAt-1 he 	s t-.1cun ui; in th- eveninE, -nd shut deqd. 

The most horrid,- air:city J. hive st,,n J.6 th- else of a Russian 
,-,risoner. 	This mrn w:.:; found scra, in : in the rUhl•ink heai- by the Commull%nt 

his able assistant. 	Hu was fl,pj (../' 	onconaci ,usness, r lied over 
n 1  over in the aud n1 filth until he w'l.s unrec:_,:nis-! 	a human boinfl. 

They th .n :moored - wire, 1i,, e it in the filth which had overflowed frou 
the lrvator anl ra.Imed it I - al his throat. Th 4,1 s the way they finished 
him: 	.,11 the terrihle turners we have -:itnes.led in his c-1.1,2 are to numerous 
an 1 horrible to describe in let 	The :Iontal torture endured by us all 
n -rly reached breakin■.. 4,.  ,int. 

Last yc- r Ty;hus ran rat:: ant in th, caml.. 	The f 'llowin_ 6 of our 
przty were infoct..d Viz- ;Jur_ hy, Corr, I.C. Ayrm, J. 	0' Irien, O'Dwyer, 

	

rn.: about 100 other prisoners. 	The first ta enti ,nel of ,ur 
.L arty died within r. few f.ays of 1,einc, infectel. 	The , th.rs were in 
Bremen h:s, it-1 for pori)ds varyinr fr 1, tiro t > f ,r - nths, even yet it 
hr.s 	its traces in sm. -1' these aen. 	Th re was ais the orse of 
Pnothcr luriker of our 	n' .uly, J. J. iioffatt. 	This ,pan was in 
hospital fr. : the 18th 11-.y t- the 13th 3epteml.er, su" 	fr-m heart 
trouble brou:ht on by th, her vy work he wad f-rcel t 

-orsolves 1 ,st 5 of or c- mr:=.des 	,ne 	w-n ter how au survived 
for 26 n ,ntho in this terrible hell-cam.. 	de can only say it was duo 
to the in.:Alit-1)1c slirit n -  courts e of our lial-ty that crricd us throu .:b. 
ti is order 1. 	For t he irst tun months 	were with Jut Re  .1 Cross parcels. 
But with the fuvi cir- rettes th' t vie were all,we 1  fr rl or own parcels, 
those of our party who acre f_rced t, w_rk .utoi Ic 	.0 ;ht brer.1 from 
civili n workers (Russi' ns, I oles an 1 Frunchuun n1 Hollanders) which 
hcl,u1 them t o carry the burden. 	df._; can only say it was due to the 
timely arrival of lie I Cross food reels that s 	ny of us survived. 
For these wurwere truly thrnkfol, .re ..1s) f -1 exceedin iy 1 icky that we 
over ; ;•:ot 	of Far-e 

	

There is just t 	items 	h vu 	t_ :.enti)n earlier, First 
The first f..a mmths we acre in this L. or a l' rt  c qu-ntity of oll; ci -rettus 
food -ni clothinfl vir.s stolen fr m us. 	Thu second. 	On the 6th 11:rrch 
and acain on the 22nd A %rch, 1945, thLy thre• toned to put us in a camp 
(ire ?resume 1 it was one of the b: I c ncentrai-Ti c.iris) where we 	111 never 
more be her .r•1 of aLain, if We 7t 	n wad: -s free w xkurs. 
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On 	th Jceasi 'ns 	rty 3t 	Virra n•-1 'tir 3 ,k„sm n r.t th^.t time. — 	G. O'fr. r -. t i. them 3 tr111- 	 t.-) be fut r 	rc, but, thf.t 

Fjr n 	n 	f thci 27 "-Tit ioh.0.... 
Jan T. -;r:Te.,. 	 . 0..1. N . 94.14.6 C. 	_ .0. .4, J. 101676. 

• 
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Des-Y..sition-ii... 5. 
DEPOSITION 

of 

Patrick J.'.hn  

D -position. on _ath of Patrick John K.,IVANAGII, male, 21 LIVIWOOL Speko 
29 Lennar Rd., sworn bof 	::ajar J. 1.2NIE,7SKI, Nircria 1:.o, iment, of Fiold 
Investigation Sections  '.;ar Critics Group (N.,71) at LIV-2Lid;OOL on the 30 of ::ay 1947. 

Ian Patrick J hn KAT.NArii, born on the 3rd 	Lay 1919, seaman by 
profession. 

On the 14th April 1941 the b-. at 	 :VS .11:21-CLIoR.:,1:", 
was sunk by a Gorman raider "SOILZZ-IORST" in the -North Atlantic. Tho ship was 
flying the .11ritish flag. 1.;yself and all the crow wore taken risonor and 
transforrod to :111EST in Franca. 	From "..ti&:',ST 	-.-toro sent to Germany and until 
autumn 1943 I was kept in difforont 	1- )s. in Gornany. In thosc ca Ts 
mysolf and the othor r.lembors cf the 	 treated t...s Po'js, and had all the 
privilegos of the British prisonors of war. 

During tho stay in differcnt camps we ',tore asked on coveral occasions by 
difforont Gorman ..fficors and civilians to start to :cork a, fro° woricion for 
tho Gornans cer to sign -,n the Gorma.n norohant ships. Tho Gorman proposal was 
constantly ropeo.ted and in the and 	wuro brought to the Labour Exchange in 
3i E1. 	and invited Laic° more to sicn as free 7.-or1clon. 

a result of our refusal thirty of us vier° sant to the -.72U.EN-F.;.RGT. Camp. 
This was a Labour Corrccti .n Ca; p (4'aboitserzichungslagor). Prisonors of 
different Allied nati _mantles -c :o kept in this ca 	The conditions in the 
Oarip were very bad. 	The .,- ajority :f the pris:nors wero freed t,..J do a very 
hard work. 	Tho food, which c-insistcd of -)2- litre 	watory sou-2 in the morning, 
two slices of broad and ilrsatz coffee at lunch ti..c and a litre of soup in the 

eras absolutoly insufficient to keep the :_len 	and Liany of they.: 
Moro far too croak to work and I can say that they - ;oro starvin:. The majority 
of tho Gorman guard:-.; -....ore very brutal, they ill-treated and beat the prisoners 
and ofton deprived ththo 	thoir Area~rc f.: _d. 

I remol.:bor three of the camp comandants: 	wir. was acting co1.1:-.1andant 
for a short tiny, -41ALHORTI and then SCH...M.IACIMIZ. 	I roco.:nise -,..*_•Li-i(21ZN and &Mt 
on tho photographs now produced to no. SAUE1Z ids a very brutal man and I have 
often soon him boating and kicking: prisoners of different L.11iod nati. realities. 
I was mostly in hospital durinc: the 	when -.!..LHOJIN 	Comuanthult. 	Tho 
worst tiz.° ir, the camp was under SCH;,111_,C:1;.:31;.. 	So fax as I 	 t.7elvo 
pris3nors wore killed in this ti; :o. 	I 	the dead bodies lying in the camp. 
Those nun wore shot or beaten to death. 	'fhoy wore ;.lcstly Russians and Poles, 
knong tho photographs n w produced is roe I recognise tho following guards: 
GI,ERTNER, laaR. and DRECK.1‘2ic. 	I hs.ve soon all if them boating  boatin; yr ill-troatin,: 
prisoners of different Allied nationalities. I also rcco:niso Ludaig 
who was a Kapp. ZEHNTER was a brutal ...an and I have seen hi:'. ofton ill-treating 
prisoners. I was an eye-witness 	the fact 3f beating up of two British 
soamon by Si.UEit. The mv.ics ,,f the sea non arc MN and FLYNN, FLYNN was then 
ovor 60 years 	ago. 	S.,',UM. A. boat than up with his fists, 

I re;,oi.:kbr also the Dutch SS-guard Van der vr.,EN ho :IS very brtzt,- 1, 

r.13stly 	 country Llen. Van dor VEEN usod to boat the Dutch L)risonurs 
with a big piece of rubber pipe or ordered the i;.:- pos to do it. 



-2- 

I re:-.-iulber the cal...9 medical ,fficer Dr. II:IID:itEDEIZ, 	I can describe the 
medical facilities in tho Call) as n_,t existeat. 	",;hen a pris3ncr as too 
'::oak t vv.rk he was then put .L bed and left tilere 	die. 

Dr. 	 who e._ula s:oualc 	nado r2.13_ to us the 
tc, work fca- tho Gemans. 	On _no occasi_m he br_.u:ht 	piece _I' paper, 
explainin7, that ho 	it 	the Gestai,o Ho and invited us to start t3 
for the Germans, threatunirK: that all 	us will be sent 	concentrati,n 
camp and that ncbody 	,:et gut cf it alive in case of a refusal. 

(Sii_:nod) P.J. K:ATLN,IT, 

U.,-,V1211 by the srdd Dep-nunt l'!-.trick 	 voluntarily at 
LIVERICC:1, on the 30th 	::ay 1947, boftre 7.10, 	J. LENIE,ISKI, detailed 
by the C.-in-C. Dritish 	..f the Milne. 

(3i,f,ried) 
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Deposit i 	1- 

TrL-As1 at i  

DZPOL.;ITI ON 

Cl 

::: A s Kr I  -.1bert  

Dc -,sit-lon 7a oath of hot 	fH.,: 
11 in[thusenstras se 27, A; .r. sent Camp 91, a..1&.;:iT_DT, 	before 

PeterC.OLDI.1\!C!-, 8th 	'r-3 R,..!ya.I Irish 	 Crimes 
I nye stiL-ati-;n Unit 	 on 23rd D.c 1946. 

I Lin Karl. sabert Max -11, born • n 211.. juilc 19G 
LOVJR enr-ineer, of Ginrt nationality, 

I joine.:'. the NSa,.P ..-11 the 1st November 1929. 	..crohip,No. was 
160489, 	I j-ined the 1..D') .-: the 2nd Lurch 1931. 	On the 1 June 1933 
I join:: d the Krip._; in 	 ,.bout Oct c.:ber 1938 on the occasion 
el the occupation of the utn urea I j • ini the 	tara 	Z.y first 
service 'ICLS done in 	 ten kr :any. 	There I -;:as a Kri- 

sax (CID I ns2c ot ) and. the equival at of an Oberstunr-f uchre 
I was in char' 	f De1r..rtnent II 7,-,qiich 	alt -.-.rith in.-ler litical matters. 
In October 1940 I ',Jaz transferred 	 to 	 iy rank 
t re -.-.Fas that of a Kri-, ,inal-Rat (CID Chief 'nape ctor). 	I ;vas in charge 
of the bLction rich foul lit Ct1Unirim and he 'Department for the fight 
a aiust sabotage at . the r .Eional offices, 	In Oct 1942 I as transfer-red 
to I.DGIL,/ in Rus :7 it. iie. I was it oh'./•c of Dept IV, 	I had to de al 
i-rith poi itic 	-rs, as wc1.1 	 dutics, 	the .nd of Octb.r  
194.3 I 	to RO".1,2TO where I -.-ras on the stalT of the c iacr of the a) 
and the Security Police, 	I ias a meraber f that staff e.urinc. the 
r.tr..atto 14L.2.11:i.G. 	Ti ie staff was dis solve a on the 15 iacch 1944. 	I 
re turned to :„RL1N an,1 .-:as sent 	 nal Gcstano.-Off'ice at 

I re3ilained 	 from 15 	rii 19/44 r: ,.1. the 31.....arch 194.5. 	I 	- 
mai ned Krininalrat rith the rank .-f Stirr 	achrer, 	The head of the 
re 1 nalc:f f ice in 	:1'7 was Dr.,  DOARI 	wr.ts Rc;•- ie run us u2. t vitl th 
rank of a ;iturnbannf uehrer, 	The e:: cm:Live J.artacnt 7;111ch 	with 
all hcLio and foreign political : .a 	vi.-'.s under GT co anL 

I was Dr, • DOLIRITTI-E s 	;luty when he ;7.7.:3 	fli; 	I Was no rae tailc.1 as 
a deputy by RLI-Z, be ez.s.use I was n 	 Jut I had acted 
as a deputy t. Dr, DO_JR,T.Tif.L; because I 	the se 

The camp in 	 h3 under the cand of De !-„arti.ren t I and II of 
for administrative purpeses purposes, 	That is t. say the Euv.-rds were provided by 	and he i.s responsible f ar the fe 

clothinzand acco-„rodati..-ai of the 'prisoners. 

1)riy departme :it proposed to the he Y.'. the ,iic -;-.(Ait ion of prisoners as well as 
the length of the stay in the 	 labour crrection camp.. 
This %iris done in accordance -„-i t tire 	:0-Lives 	ue' by the Re chssi- 
chcrhci t shauptaiit (Reichsse curl ty 	j. 

The prisoners -..ho -Jere sent to the 	7Crc: lazy -Jerk:x:3 or anti-social 
ones •:-.-ho did not .:%.) their duty as rz - 	the wa_r effort, 	.- 

Detained were Ger..ans, 	s, 	chme ti, Dutchmen , 	lgians and other 
foreigners., 

There i-i-:re ads • 	ut 20 Irish 	in the co.-  0 • were civilia internee:3, 
The se we re alr, ay io th.. 	 arivL 	They were there 	rder 

/of 
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ale •io sit i 

of Reichssicherheit shauptu- 	 t:111,3 	cut 	-.-rith the 
Irish CharLi: 	 visited the 
Irishmen in the camp. 	The 	 .) work, but 
of them worked voluntarily. 	They v din as 	• -.t hut. 

On the 1 4,;pril 1945 I c,Tle to 	 n connection -dith 
r.latters of the State Police and CID on the st.-.ff ,T the c, 	der of the, 
security police and the SD•  13ri2adefuehr..r 

the end of 	I  becztrie liaison officer of 	.P to 13.,.1Z.,;WITZ- 
Bilr2 with whose co:-.1ratinc.1 post I moved to SOT", 	During the ca7itu- - 
laticn I destroyed 7.1y papers and 1,-tent to I1.-J:131TC . 

I reporte to the -police at :3PF-2,NDO.:-Lr? 	the name of_ 
born 3/5/1899. 	Later on I -roc: 	nt 	on papers in that name 
and lived in 11.1. BURG, 	llin::husen :Are 8 	27, 	On the 21 	194.6 
I uas 	cl by the 	an.7. taken 

I have n °thin!! further to add to this deposition, 

(Sioied). 	Hans Hi ,E-ZE . 

SWORN by the said Deponent Hans "li.arl 	•ax 1LSSE voluntrily at 
TI.RE.ST.ZT on 23 Dec 4.60  before Tile S/St:1; iiirank: Peter Corlin, 7 	t ai le 
by C. -in-C. British .x*-  of the Rhine. 

(Si zne 	Frank Peter Go1-7.inc, 
I nvcsti;yation NCO. 

C.J.-..TIFILID that this is a true trans:Lc:don from Ger.ian into ::]n -lish of 
the Deposition of Hans Karl ...lbert 	ILL S-31  marked Deposition-No. 17 

(SiEned crank Peter Goldin S/SL't: 
War Cri .cs Invest , 	en Unit 
(F. P. GOLDING) 
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".1.. a  1. 	CY • 

EI -.K;J-r1 	C.. • t 

IL; 

  

Deposition • • or.th of h:.,41..I24 	 .-.1bert 
jr,-,IBURG 20, .i:lellinhusenstr..27, sworn before loajor J. • 
LE.NIEWSKI, NiEeria. 	 Yield Investication 
Section, War Crimes Grou2 (WE), at 	 en the 9th 
June 1947. 

I, Karl ,..lbert ;..ax 1L .SL,...;, have be .n to1:1 that I r..̀.17.1 not compelled to 
make a statement, )nless I so •aish, but that any st:.:..tel.:!ent that I 
make will be v.Trittol down and may be used as evidence at any time in the 
future* I am along this statement of my own, fn,e will /  and not under 
compulsion or persuasion or because of proaises of , re•lard* 

I an Hans Karl -lbert 11.,,SEL.;, born on the 22.th June 1905 in BASSINti-USEiT 
near :Lazruirigt. 	I on married and have n( children, 	I believe in God 
and an of German nationality, 1:sy profession is diploma - ensincer, 
I was a raember of tho ITSIL-13  since 1929 and belon.:ed to the SS since 1931. 
In 1935 I was a Hauptschfxfuchrcr. 	I vas a Sturrabannfuchrer in the 
Sicherhcits - and State police, 	the equivalent rank of a i:riminalrat. 

I joined the ::::Rizam ccstay :in the 1!-th 	 ai:rl took over the 
Department IV as an .,,.us,eo.1ienstleit_ -r, 	 Dr, Da2m1; 
the head of the .1-762.1ETT Gesta:10. 

I know the ."rbcitserzichunL•slar 	 Akcoonling to a special 
:'scree issuef. by the Reichssecherheitshauptamt RI H, the ....rbeitscrzie- 
hun,Tslo.i:ers st d under the direct cormand 	the head of the Gestapo. 
I, as the head of De:artment IV, 	nothinL 	do vrith,..EL's. 	IA the 
time when I to 'k over 1-y job in 	SC.,̀HIPPER was the comma.ndant of 
the h2.11 	 He had be..n ordered to .L,-1.EN F.,,RG] from 
-,aurraulai-vaii, for a short tir.le, from 4.:pril until October/November 19114., 
SCIIIPP,.2. took over this post from 	in 4..pril 19440 	,i.ccorclin[!. 
to what I heard was SCHIFFER sentenced in the case 	the Ccncentration 
comp 	 SCHIFPiRls successor was for a short time the 
Untersturmi'mhrer ....DOLF. 	The successor of .‘,DOLF was SCH-IT,7.-CICR - who 
was succced.,.d for about a fortni,:ht by Erich VOSS, who in turn was 
succeed/A. by - 

I remember that I have been twice to BILIEI'T-P...RCI.J; on special orders, 
The first time it was in the --.1a_tter 	feedin: the prisoners, 	Dr* 
DOERrTE had received a report from the camp comaanc2ant SCHIFFI•M, from 
which it became evident that the food sup ly of the camp was not sufficient 
He ore..,re:1 me t 	in touch with the harin..bauleitung so as to improve 
the food supply, 	I intervened in this 1.!atter, and I was pr-Jmised that 
the prisoners %.::uld receive a "Bunker-Soup" as 	 ration. 	iiy 
second task was t ,  rzqualnt the new c:.:mp conraanclant ..DOLL' to his job in 
-13.REE.r121 - 

I know the SS-Sturabannfuchrer and l'oaizeirat 	 whr 
was the head of Departments I .1-1:3 II, 	One of his jobs 	to furnish 
the sane with money and any other commodities which had 	n asked for. 
Dr, DOERHTE was the head Pf the Gestapo until the end of 1945, when he 
was transferred t" 'Poland, 	...cco.rdinr: to what I heard, he is said to 
have be -.,n killed or taken prisoner in I-OSEN, 	successor in 31131..E11 
was the OberreL:icrunc.srat Dr,.afred SCHWEDER. 

'Ian& Hasse, 
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In Abruar:,,  192+5 I .ierE..,Inz.1.11.y 	 t 	 the doctor 
-..)f the eai-.1-;) BRE; 	" - .1.0.._•.(aL, in 	 Infe.L^.,..,•1 	t . 
scandals 	 i.n th.o. 	 ;ILL ct. 	 7.77..x the tele- 
nhone wilts& it .L.., ..11 	t 	 -„rutel t 	' 	•..:,tly to _tic 
chief, 	DY..'a 	 : 	 Laid 
then t:•lk the ;xi, 	 • 	 . 	the 
The irivestii..•.ti.us, 	 1.• .ste 	one 

ek. 	Dr. SC.: 	?. 	. 	t 	 Alt cf t1,.eand a 
few Guards had seve 	1.1 	e• 
upon SCILII,..4.01c2,1:. L.nd. five 
BR;I 	 hapocnc. to t' 
interest me pers ‘nallya. 	I • 
hero, in the calps, that he, . 
cannot say whether and to ..,•• 
of the atrocities. 

I:1 I.. .(.1 	 There - 
.1i 	L:nd r..u.,:•ht to 

't 	i.eceulse 	did. not 
toj.d 

i 
involw..d. in •the comr.iittment 

	

t the time when was i n 	'VMS a,,  .,are of the fact that 30 so- 
called Irish sailors. were in 	BREKLY: Ps.7iGE, 	,,ors -.pally had 
n.thins to do .rith this affair. 	-xc-rdinG t•• vthat I heard, these T1Cri 
were kelit in the 	 on orders of the MIL,. 	In ray 
opini 	Dr, -MAI:TING, OberreEieri.,,i,:srat in the RBIZL BEVTIlis  mt., the 7:tan 
%A.. dealt with this matter. 	I hapi?ened 	phone Dr. 	 in this 
matter, because the Irish Consul in Berlin intended. to visit the 	. 
find ,ut which of these sailors were Irish and which ,./ero; British. 	I 
h,L1.s a telc.:1-41.:,ne conversation with Dr, KOrif.inING at the tir.ie, and I should 
have rx..... 7.e the preparati:Ins for, the 	of the Consul, 	.‘,..ccordinrf to 
i.-/hat I h..ard, the Gcstcyo 	-the so men over to the ..*chrmacht but I 
do not know why, 

The ..rbeits‘.rzichunCslc. 	(1,11!)•.nir Traininz Camps) were orrranised (set 
u:1) in 4941/42, as a result of an aEreemcnt between the RSIL. and the 
Ministry for Justice. 	The tr•oks ef the camps were 1,, ) tO relieve the 
courts and 2.) to . )uni.sh wor:.:-:;111_:':e2o for a short perioe- and to teach 
them to work. 	Sentencc.s 	t.etv.re_n 10 and 56 dvs, and -,-/ere confirmed 
by thchcad of the Gestapo, by ti 	3 s 	also 	7.:yzelf. 	The 
files of these eases were in my lepart-ient (IV). 	I-  admit that the Irish 
sailors were in. the 	 durinE the whole time of my activities 
inBIU 	( 11• nth S ). 	t 1-  (..V.  were not kept there as work-shirkers, 
and besides, as far as I 	tuy wore -1.c.)t put to work. 	Dr. DOMITE 
pointed out to me that - these Irish sailors 	in the camp, on special 
orders -f the 	and Dr- DOiliHT.3 has rzpeL.)::crlay, in -,L,erson and 1.)y 
telephone, enquire! at the 11131,., as to what ,T.s to hap-.en to them. 
However', the reply _was every tir.e that he Lad eventually receive his 
orders j.n 	 hod no files in 	lepartment concerninc the 
Irish sailors - :nly a list with their na:-.1.es, 	I know that I male Dr. 
DO.JRNTE ask the I Iij. repeat;    ly for the per: 3 8 10 tl t move these Irish 
fron. the 	I also know that the 	sent ever :.- week Red Cross 
boxes into the Cf 	foe these Irish sailors,. 	That these parcels were 
not delivered to the den I hear to-day fcr the first ti7;ic. 

I knov' that Dr. Z•Lil,:,1 	the. 	tht; ac3ta,:0 ra2.mr until the 
sprint: -I' 194.3. 	til A tirao he 	transferred.. 	Dr. DOM,TTa was his 
2 Ve and t 	over 	 's nest in 194.3. 	4',..1thoti,r-t I was the head 
of Depo-rtment Iv, 	1:...•:tat with arr _sts, interrogations and 
punishments, it vr.s not • duty to inspect the camp. 	I was not even 
entitled to 	Soo 	-4:e ;Jr 	t 	.-1c.nme of the 	the Men 
responsiHle for the cr..;11-f. 	ve 171 -hint,  that hap ens ther_, arc the 
Ca -lc.: Co!.LmandLnt awl the hca. of the :Matte 	Dep arthe nto 

;-; 	) 	.ns Hal.; 3C 
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Officc.r 

Certift_cl 	this is a true translAion frol. 
r:-.1an into in:Lish of the ic 	:i. -`.n of Hans Karl 

...roort 	X 	, marked. Deposit ion1Tr 18 

(0-1.) 	F. J. Keeley, 
(Captain ) 
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I -. 	of the C tct that there 	 of spot ter'..1 fever in.  
the 44.,14 	111: - ..:■14;47-(-i] 	 (-1.  l9/ii. nivi the end of i Lay 19l4 
Durinz tho.t tiry.4 -the o.: 	j closed. fo.L. now 	an 	dischar-,es. 

:vas ,arre :AO. on thc 21 it 4..ril 19460 

This is a 11 I Invc to 3:-.1y 	 - I0441.ZRE. 

) 

oaja 	,I 	x). 4.11.1crt 
vo] tint xily at the '.:ar Uri .1 1a1$ )1 '11 nif Center 

on th,-; 9th Jun( 19217 lic4"or... 	, 
1 fi,:eria 	irent , 	y th..; C. -111-0,, 

British 	f the 4-thine, 
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tion of 

• of 

iTans 

Del)ocition on o .th of 	 11,130E, 1.1.1e, of ir.o 2 
Criminals Holdinfj., Centre, IA-torn before 1: .jor J. 	 The 11-1.;;eria 
Regiment, of Field Investigation buction, 	Criliws Group (;;1 E) , 
FISCILIEK on 30th Juno 1 94-7 . 

I, Hans HASSE, have buen -c-r_:rued th- A I am not compelled to make a statement, 
unless I Irish to do 	but that 	L;tatL.1100.t I make -.rill be writte 1 do-an 
and may be used 	OVid0,1CU• 	I make title A7..tuaunt 	 -../ithout 
compulnio.-1, persur.sion or the promise of persoik-.1 

In addition to my .A.7.ter.lu:tt of the.9t4 June 1947 	vuuid like to c.dcl the 

I hereby decli.re th-.t on the ist April 19,14-r.:; 	trc.nofGrrod to Rii..D3URG 
and that I went there. 	I never c xic b .ck to I'LL', 	:all .-P..a.GE. 	I 
deny havinj boon 	 on-lithe 7 lapel 1. 1)2;,5 	 prxt 
in a conference with the liagerfuehr,_)r 	 Vurthermore T den.:,7 
adrainietered r--:(1 order to transr)ort 180 prisoners to FIRILSBUETTESA and co 
shoot those ;rho were unfit for this ap.roh, on the way there. I :rover took 
the quest toil of the ev.- -civ.t 	, Yf priL...ners from 111:12.7.:Tr-li'ffr:7; to 17111-C6313UTririi 
into consideration. 

(z.:1[:,(1) 'fans Ii..,SST] 

VORII by the nr.id Deponent 1-1.-.ns Karl liar 
FILiCiillta on 30th Juno 194-7, bt,fore 	,T. 
ReLl-dent, det%iled by C.-in-C. :;ritisli .,.r. 

,lbert ii.,3611, voluntarily at 
LIM:173K', :hjor, The Nigeria 

1;,,  of the Rhine. 

(0L,d.) J. 'alit ar 
InveLti,-;_tinr.; Officer 

CaZTIFI.i) that this in :... true tranol..tiJn from Gero,.%n into English of the 
Deposition of Hans Karl .k.13.:,.....‘lbert 	..t.rked Deposition-No. 

(uLd) Interpreter 
Field Invontigatiau ,section 

Crimes.  Group W.:1E) 
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TRANSLITION of 	 -;o. 20. 

. 	DEL'OSITIOJ 
of 

,ltuer 	4,1fred  GR,,UER  (1,RSTE:ISE:: - - 

Deposition un oath of -:ialther, Rudolf, „Ifred 	 male, of 
Kreis 	 :-Ichrooder f.3iediung 28, s\ -iorn before S/Sitt.. Frail:: Peter 

GOLDING, 8th 	Husz,ars or 	Crimes InvestiL;atiou Unit at .1.To. 6. 
C.I.C., 	 on•12.1.47. 

I EUT1 71a1-ther, Rudolf, .,-,1fred GRL.U1 C's...ZSTENSIIII, born on. 29. July 1699, in 
POLIZED.L,T by occupation. 

It wa.s er4dained to me, ti.-..t I alit not eompulled to make this statement. 	I 
make this statement voluntarily and not under pressure, comi.uision or threat. 

On 1. liay 1933, I joined the NSMP. '6ince 1916, I v t.1 on Police duty. On 
13. March 1933, I in transferred to the political Police. This vas later 
the•GEST.,,P0. 	I was prometud to POSJIZ.EIR,..T. 	The equivalent rank is SS 
STURMLINFITEHPLER. 

On 1. 11pri1 1943, I took over from the PolL.eirat5UILDRICH; the rx;:ariments 
I. and II., of the GEST-20 station BREMEN. 

The Department I. vt-..o for personal. r.atters, the De'po.rt-Ltent 	for economic 
raatters. 

Department I. was responsible for the keeping of personal-.files of the 
officials and crap loye ori enlistments and disch2.rges of personnel, as well 
proposals for appointments. 

Department II. was responsible for accoLL:Ledation, supply .arrangements, pay 
and finacial matters of officials and workers, transpOrt arrangements and the 
upkeep of the Signi.1 

-Then I took the DevIrtmenta I. and II. over, the Nrorlai-training Camp - 
"",rbeitserziehungslager" vas alrea in existence in BRELEN 	Lt that 
time, ccol.modation and food for the prisoners vas ;?rovided by the Naval 
construction depart:Lent 	PARGE, for the prisoners .rho were corking for 
them. When about at the end. of _194.3, the prisoners were transferred to 
another Comp, -,,rhich was placed .:fr, their disposal by the Naval construction 
d.epartaent, the food supply• VIEW taken over by the Comp staff. I placed 
15,000 Marks in advance at the disposal of the Camp leader for the first 
supply of - food aril Per st..‘ck of winter suppli-s in the cellar. He had to 
produce to no the bill weekly, of the portions handed over and the expenses 
per prisoner. The Camp leader could buy food provisions for 1,10 R:. -
1,30 IL:. per day for each prisoner. Prot this advance payment, the Camp 
loader bought and stored 2000 hundred.--.reihts. 	Of these potateer.1, the 
Land.eswirtschr).fsamt confiscated. a large part - I believe 1200 hundred-
weights. Thu efforts for the return of stocks, by the loader of the 
GESTAPO, Dr. DOElUiTE, Viere unsuccessul. The Landecvirtschafscut did ix) t 
allow a hiGhor consmAption, as periaitted for HARD './0RKE16. 

When clothing eras required in the Culp, it hild to be demanded for, at the 
Department II. The Department II. transferred this da..v.nd. to EllRiati. 
This procedure had to be L-mt in force, bucl-_, 4:; the Staatspolizei bk,s1 no 
"Spinnotoffkontingent" 	their disposal but was administered by the 
lieichesicherheitshauptimt in BUILD.. I remember that once 500 blankets 
were ap,?lied for and as 2712LM pia a.,t supply them, I tried to Let a permit 
frem the Luttdeswirtschaftsc.mt 	'Adel' after a lonL: discussion was 
produced. 	Thu bl 	bay- „..1L;o been 
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DEPOSITION of Walther Rudolf alfre.1 

Pace - 2 - 

There was a clothing store in the Ormp. *...:hen I '.evived, this had 
good. stock. 

.Sccording to 	the Cack, lea(Isr told 	the prisoners - :ero 	 and 
Polish nationality, but also Duteli and Ger;Aans were there. 

In the Camp ;fere 	a;;Jut 30 Irish se7Jtucl. 	Thx.1:;Q:1-ks.13; already Lien there 
when I .arrived in Braim, 	These were in 	1:-redecessorsi.ci opiniOn, the 
reasons for their intern..,ent: The 00.-,..ot. had Limn roseuca on the Nigh Sea 
and had fallen into Germah hands. 	it concerned Irish - that is neutral - 
subject the Gorman foreign office refused. iltermtent. The ',7ohrmacht did net 
recognise them as Prisoners of "..P.7.. ) 	they did not boiork; to.  the once 
forces. Thereupon they should have boon placed at the disposal of the 
L.Wour Exchange to be used for vx;rk. The Irish rofus•.•a 	c..coco 	,aid 
job, az their families 	;i0ul:l have lost their ,allowp.nces. As one 
did not know, where to pL..ce these people, they ;7c-re acco:-.-..c.odated for the 
tine being in the works-training Camp (Arboitscrziehunssla,ger) 	.S.L; 
far 	I know, the diseum.,i0ns botwoun the Gurrt..;t foreign office, the 
Wehrmacht, the Irish consul in .131RLIN and the Reichosioherhpitzhaupt•mt, have 
never come to a final result. The Irish Lisa received regularly Red-Cross 
parcels from a war Camp for Navc.1 Prisoners. 

Dr. HEID:r Lq said to no that one part of the prisoners Llought in ‘;tere in 
a very bad condition of neurishl.ient, so that frog l the ncw-  arrivals, ha 

vs had to send. sum: into the i.;ickbc..y. 	The ;lest Tridesproad-  illness was 
°EDDIE. Dr. HEIDEREDE,I, said to 	at the 	tii.Le, that the .reason for 
the bad state of health of the priS.)uers 	firstly the lack of .'lbumen and 
the unvaried food, secondly thu 	.ecustoliejt -.-rorking in the ol3eu air and 
strongc wind. (in Fargo). 

There %-tas sufficient ,.,edieine. 	The C7..m;:. iender. .._plied for medical supplies 
to the Depc.xtment II. 	I ,..-):-.;t1s tout a courier 	the applia:tion to the 
main medical depot iii liERLLN. There he tool,: the necessary action and 
brought the medical supplic.:s 	.toly back to Iffa.q.Mile I always received 
what I had asked for. 

..',.fter having been inferited by Dr. HEIDBRETOZ, that the illuoss of the 
prisoners was; due to the lack of albm.len, I . got in touch with Krimimlrat 
HT11,11311. in WESratibYME, with the purpose of obtaining a supply of fish for 
the camp. ire write succeeded to receive a larger f'..i.tount of pickled fish for 
the camp. • This was additional fpud for the prisoners. It is further known 
to me, that the head of the Cary --.;.dministration, Herr 	was always 
trying to - got further f.:ed supplies on the free market, iu .1:ition of what 
was allowed by the Landeswirtsehaftsallt. 

I have nothing further to 	to this st.:.tanent. 

(Signed.) .;:althor 	0.,.;;STENSEN. 

S'ARIT by the said deponent 	1Zu0.01f, 	GRL.1TE.,Z. aii:a.smusar 
voluntarily at NEW-ZIG-1;4LE on 13.1.1., Lefore S/Sjt. Prank Peter GOLDING, 
Jet:died by C.-in-C. British 	the Rhine,: 

(3i 	 i'eter GOIMDIG 
ti..)n NCO. 

CEATIFIED that this: is 	true trr;.11Laa tit) 	. 	 .1`aviish of the 
Deposition of -;,-alther, Rudolf, 4',1.frcx.1 	. , ‘; 	no,,,:;ition No. a). 

British 	of the Rhine. 
18. March 3.947. 

(3igned) SL:t. .Enter:xetc.;:c 
Section 

';:ar 	(-roul) (iro) 
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Dop.ozition c.21  

	

TRA.11.SLL2101 	I.-•SE0315210.i 
.■••••••■■•••••■.. 

OP 

alter Rudo1f...-.1-fr1.- '.1a.:. iR. 

Dcrosition on oat:. of ;1-ter Rudolf Alfred 

Schroeder Siodlun 28, r.-,:ern before 

	

Ro -.1m;nt, of Fi1d InvostiTT.tion 	 Cri; 

Crr art' 	 a-t Fichbcc1: on the 9th •J u't I 947. 

	

I, -V:altor Rudolf 23.fred GRATER-C.J.272.E.II3EH, 	 en told. that I :--311 not 

compelled to make a state-I:writ, unlc 	 I so ;Ash, but tliat nir statement that 

I make 	be -writtenc1oi n.nd 	 ' :* 0. T1.6 t 	d.C' :ice atany_.t.'.mo in the • 

future. 	I am maidt.i•- 	 o'.;c1 Cr 	vrill , • -•.o.d not under com- 

pulsion or bocause of 	 of r 

I_ nm ',falter Rudolf .:-,.1fred 	 born on 	29th July 1899 in 

ii.L.IBURG, by profc:;:aion Polizeirat 	 ••; 	n .1-iationtaity. 

I wrnt to adc..., the f C I.lcni a 	 hy 	 . 	o.;,! the 15th 

januo..r-J 1947: — 
Ls the 	 the Dolez_Ixtient I and 	 I sent honey 

to the enmp cola ..nd.ult of the LEL 	 T.. 	 or the 

pu.- ,ply of the ixisoners. 	Thu cr.a.-0‘ 	 1 - 4 	r. 	2.•.:(71..nt all tiy.tec 

for a control of his boo. -  But nc ruch controls wer.. 	 t c••nse 

the C-estaco head. of the ti-Lie told 	that no control 

be carried out duri.iy,tile war. 	I 	r. ont-0.1-.7 was in 

about four to five tihtos, but I did not insmect 

When SCIT1U...ACE■21R V.7.3 the cari) cor.T.tandt-..'.r. 	I 11,-.ard. 

{.7-lardri had been arrested. 	The head of tly. Crestapo, 

LIU that prisoners wore said to have 	;teveroly ill-treated and Id .led by • 

thou. 	The arrested were: 2.(7)- Th,iTl, FLOHT;, VE;Licr;, 	 and LiTC.ii1;13.K.I. 

I know that two of them wore 	o5  v .r. J, 'but I tit t ac,.th:: reason. 	Th1 

do I knoll what happened to the w re , re I 1_ :ft 	 with i.f dealtnent on 
the 8th April 1945. 

	

of the f'..ct th-t 	 2,- •; 

- 	 I also 1:-.11(.:',7 t 	 , 	 l'. 1 
LCCOrdinE; t 	 I hoard. .e-as Dr. 

this ease. 	I eons  t knnw Dr. K.C.7.•;:•.' 	er,•, 	 i/c 

in th IL 	 - 	J.I was 11 	 :; • 	 • .; 	• 	 . 

• o 	•ected t. C'S'. 	I p 	; 	 • -•nd 	, 	 : 	of 

IV 	 were 	 tro. red 

to O.c r by thc; chi 

arrested. 	. 	 9.P1-(7). 

This is all I have to 	2..ho•ut 11R.F.1,71-r - 

Grauer-Carstensen 

Sworn by the r•ii 	 Rufbaf :-.11red 

at the .;:ar Cr1. 	 I 	 Centre PISC17.-71;Ci•,.. On the •:;th.  ,Juno -1 94.7 	re 
Mr...joll  J. IZIT.E1.,a, 	 .by 	 Briti.''.1 	y 

the Rhino. 

	

Lenlo 	p 	or. 

Certified that this is a true translation 	 of the 
deposition of halter Ritdolf Alfred 	 21 4. 

H. Q. B,tiOR,;, 11 - 6 	94.7 

C. 
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:k position. Ne.23 

TRAASLATION OF LETOSITION 

OF 

l;ctltor Herrmann Gul.trty HUMMER. 

Deposition on oath-of 	Hernmul. Gustav JLTi.DIZIER, male, of 
BIN FAE.CZ, Rokun'rstr. 28r.), at 11-.:sent No. 101 GIG', sworn before ;-.;/;;,,t 
Frank Peter GOLT)ING, 8th Huss:Lrs of .0-.17 aries Inve; tir::ation Unit at 
ESTERV,EGEN on 19th Nov-A.11)er 1946. 

I am %ialter Herrmann Gustav IEID1.7.'..;.TV,R, Doeter of ..iedicin(:, bcrn. en 
2nd July 1902 at DIESMIDORF and of Gi:rra:al.. 

SiLee 3rd ilarch 1930 I 12 -,ve ion medical practioner 
'awn Dr. HARTUNG was called up by the .Lrry ill sprin;-; 1942 I 	ordered 
by the wdical board at DIETIEN to look after the welfare of 3 camps in 
the Bremen Fargo area, In the first two camps there were foreir1 workers 
who were free. The third camp 17as the Latour Educntion Camp Dr1iy.211311 

At that time the crrap consisted of modern barracks, which were a part 
of the 1:;:axinegemeinschaftslager (Naval Cca.uunity Coal). The sanitary 
conditions in these bacracks wore excellent. The beds were: covered with 
sheets which were changed regularly. At that ti2ae there were about 150.300 
prisoner s in the campy IAA' of then were Germans the others foreign:r2. 

As far as I know the purpose of the camp 1;%: to punish bad workers. 

The camp was transferred in July 1 943. The new camp consisted of four 
wooden livin; barrakks and one stone building which contained the lavatories, 
ablution and desinf,:etion installations. There was a second stone building 
with the kitchen, the Conp Office and the flat of the Command.er -;ILIAHORN. 

The living barracks contained double-tier-beds each with a paliasse 
and two to three blankets. In: rky opinion these barracks were not over-
crowded. 

After sone tine two of the Larrakcs were confiscated by the liarinebaul it-
ung (Naval constructional management) for other yurpose.;s. Consequently 
the othe:: baxracics were ovjrcrowded. 	I protested and stressed the danger 
for the health but I could do nothing. In rzr opinion the number of ill 
would have been less if the barracks had not been so overcru„ded when in 
spring 19214 a typhoid epidemic started. 

In I r  opinion the sanitary .installations were sufficient. 

On the whole the food was not sufficient, considc:rin:,: the heavy work. 
Since autumn 1942 I repeate(13,y told the C:,rap.Commanaants and the officials 
at BRE? 	that the food was insufficient. Unfortunately I was unsuccess. 
ful. 

At the end of the war the food condition was bad. The cases of death 
more frequent, but I don't know how many died. Mostly the cause of 

d. ath was e;:haubtion by lack of food. Until the end. of 192+4 all severe 
cases were transferred to the hospital at DIEI.,EN or VEGESACK. 

The clothing of the prisoners was at the beginning excellent but later 
insufficient. When a prisoner was ill he had to consult me. I then 
decided whether the patient had so stay in 	to do work in the camp (easy 
work) or was - 	for Niork and had to receive treatment only. Severe cases .  
were always transferred to the hospital. The prisoners always received the 
necessary A-Aedicinez.;, sometii.lcs they r,t.yt better supplies than the civilian 
populati:m. In winter 1944/45 a medical supply for 3 months was lost. 

/Consequently  
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Consequently the supply with medicaments was bad. • I 	tried to rcp.t.ace this 
loss but at th, t tide of the .sax it war, very difficult to obtain ,.,:dicines 

• and bandages in 	drug stort;s of that district. At that tin:, ther: was a 
lack of 1.1()CiC1,.,1).;,; 	bandap.,es in th; crimp and only th-_,sc could  receive th.m 
who u.r.ntly n.. r,,:d thin. 

The prisoners had ts do on-,ccustoned and severe work. Hostly they were . wployed as -,;orlman on ccnotructional work. I 	not know ho long the 
prisoners had to werk 	I suppos-::: not 	 fro.: -.,-orkers. 	In 
the eveninr,  thx.,; was a parade:, and I ol.woys r‘.,:cluested that - it was as :;host 
as possible. 

There were 	n.t ce::.1:3 in 
2.50 ia.,:tres by ono 	Th.er,, Was 
a pers:,, n to stand 	ti, foot rf it. 
The cull %tr.:. rather 	airim riy 
prisonerb in the cells. 

C. 	 nest 	lleasuredl 
only room for a wooiten bunk f'..nd for 
The priseners coulo not wall: in ti. .,  

inspecti‘ no in thl oiip I visitet 

I. further unis1-41ent wa. that th, yris,mrs rea„iv,a no ftod, „;;;;J;c:caly 
if they had stolen ft d. 

As fax as I know there wor- no other official punishm.)nts. 

I protestc. c.2:ainst the runiollii(;nt which consistef:, 17,11 giving the prisoners 
no food and also a-,:ainst the con'ation 'Df the cells. But I was told by the 
Coup Comnanclant that they corruspended 	the usual r•f:ulations. 

Until th,: 	1944 about 2..3 prisoners a :,ro.r were sh.it whilst trying; 
to escape. 

In Februsxy, 194.5 the cases of death by force increased in the comp. As 
far as I kn.:-.r 10 risoners wore sh.:t and .?no drmned. between 1st and 15th 
February, 1)4.5. After a'ac.ut 5 — 6 cases I e:Trussud my astonishment ab2ut the 

The foliewin;:y persons. vr,re present: The Camp 
Cortituadant 3G:..147,0".11.CZR, the cleric HOER, two ::ther guards whose names I cannot 
remember and the Russian prisoners' (lector Dr. .NOWITZa. SCHAUVACIXR answered: 
"They are smellinft the spring therefere these mass escap,3". On 15th February 
the Russian doctor had an opportunity to speak to no alone, he said: "Doctor 
you must help us. Those are not shootinr,t,s when prisoners try to escape but 
raprders. 	"He t':ld 	1)articu1p,rs and I believed him. I imediately drove 
home and telophon:d the Gestapo BREIEN. I think I spoke to Herr HASSE. Be-
cause of this urT_y,nt telephone call the next morning the head of the Gestapo 
arrived with an inv.:sti.7%-ting offic,.r 	-.11,,R/IC and rs..0. 1.1M; St i:7,at ion was 
started. 	On aeccunt 	 SC1IJY,7ACRER and two or three futirds 
were arrested 

I do not kirm the natis)nality 	victims c.f the a/n shootings. 

The prisoners in the ca,-is wore Russians, PoLs, Davos, Dutchmen, Dolj.ans, 
Frenchmen and also r;ernans. 

One ni2ht in spring 194.3 at least 50 Irish seamen arrived. They. told no 
.chat th,.7 cam; frOn a P.O.Vi. cc;-.1p and complained that they had boon selected at 
random and sent to Bremen Fargo. They told no that partially they wore not 
actually Irishmen but Englishmen. They had served on British ships. Above 
all they COI.ILAINED towards no that they wore Poldi s and had been treated as 
such. 	I passeet on every-thing to the Camp Co:-.1mandant 'i/ALECIRN and told hilt that 
in my opinion th.,se Irishmen wore not in the right comp as they were PoWls. 

I very mll remember O'HARA. He was suffering from bronchial asthma and 
a ws-_,A1-. heart. 	He died in the hospital at 

I also remember. that :URPIff and CORR died in BRMMT hospital from typhoid 
fever. 

especiallc 
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I especially well roombor 171:: who suffered from Ascitos owing to cancer. 
In the beginning of 1945 on a Sunday when I had time, I made a so-called 
puncture of the abdomon, It was carried out according to medico' regulations. 
I gave hill an cnaesthetic and lade o skin out 02 about 4om length and one T.4.1 
deep. Then the abdominal wall was perforated with a troicard and about 5 
litres of water wore let out. As this operation coul,t not be carried out in 
the bed because of lack of space, it was carried out on a table in the living 
and sloepin room of the Irishmon as the sick bey w'u ns.t hoatod. I do not 
romember whether a further treatr,ent was carried out oni whether I have o.on 
him alive aain. If a fu2ther troatmont had boon noc000ary this weuld 
certainly have boon ordered by L-1,-;, 	KNOX refused Lo ro to the hospital. 	I 
did not insist as his 1:_fo could not have boon saved there. 

The sick-bay was in one of the wooden barracks. It contained a consult-
ing room and 4 - 5 wrds, The patients wore lying in single beds which in 
the beginning v.ure covered with shoots. Lat,r the shLots were used up and the 
patients had 2 - 3 blankets. I allowed patients suffering only from weakness 
and who wore accomodotod in a opocial room to sloop two in one bed. Thus 
they lost loss -oarath. 

I want to stroco that also in this cup I only acted according to the 
mo..iical and huoan point of view the same as in w other praxis. In doubtful 
cases I rather ordered too much rest in bud than too little. I always did my 
best considerini:: tho conditions. 

On 1st :.LaY, 193, I joined the ITSII4P. At the end of 1933_1 joined the SA. 

I, Waltor iierrmonl Gustav IMIDc•DgER have boon Warned that this is a 
voluntary statewunt, which I en not forced to mako and which may be used in a 
Court of Levi. I make nis statement voluntarily and not under compulsion or 
persuasion. 

I have nothing to add to this -statement, 

(Signal) Dr. '.ialtorHEIDBREDER 

SWORN by the said deponent ;Ater lica-mculn Gustav HEIDBRMER, voluntarily at 
ESTEUEMiT on 19 Nov 1946 before oe S/S Fronk Peter GOLDING, detailed by 
C-in-C 	ArLky of the Rhine. 

(SiEned) Fronk Pater GOLJEIG 

CERTIFIED that this is a true: tronolotion froLl Goruan into English of the 
Deposition into English of Ualtar Iiorr..iann Gustav HEIDBREDER, markod 
Deposition No. 23. 

(Sino(1) Frank Peter GOLDING 

Interpreter 
Critics Investigation Unit 
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Deposition of .J0i:...TES CARL BE.Lifti-Aii.D IITCER  

DO:120016i,:11 it.)o 

-Deposition on oath of Johannes C..xl rnhordAyor, male, of Bromon Fargo , 
Hum Strasse 370, sworn before 3/3jt Frank Peter Golding, 8th Kings Royal Irish 

Hussars of War Crimes Investigation Unit at Bremen BlumLntha on 7.12.1946. 

I am Johannes Carl Bernhard L.Jyors  born-10.11.1909 in Bremen Forgo, 
carpenter, of German nationality. 

I wao called up to the Police in 1939. In autumn 1941 I van transferred 

to the Gestapo and was put on guard duty in the labour training caul; at Fargo. 

I was Vachtmoistor and I wao later in charge of thu distribution of labour. 

I stayed in the labour trsinin:o camp of Fargo until February, 1944. Then. 

I 

 

liras transferred to the Police r.. t No 19 and wont with this rugt to the South 
of France. Thu duty oi•  that roont-was to fight the terrorists. On October 

18th I as taken prisoner by the .:ericans. I was discharged on Juno 29th, 1946. 

The prisoners of Fargo were Russians, roles, GorMans, Belgians, French, 
Dutch, Jugoslays and others. There wore also about 30 people of British . 

nationality there. 

The prisoners were angaged in construction work. 

Abult six prisoners 1-„oro shot 	an ati,ompt to got away, during the porio_ 

I was in the camp. I remember one Russian who escaped from the building sits, 

in sua.lor 1942. The Gaup Coy.t.landant Walhorn ordered uysolf, the policoo,an 

DER VEEN and ALFONS LlTZBIL to bftng-tho-pribener back. Van der Veen and ;Atria 

had already got hold of the prisoner when I arrived. 1e conducted the prisoner 

back into the camp. On the ,:my 1:o the camp ho again got away. He run into a 

little forest. Vie shoutod'at hie but he did not stop. Van dor Veen shot his 

magazine empty. Litzba and myself too shot at the prisoner. I reached the 

prisoner when ho laid on the ground 	 wounded.. He had boon hit at least 

by two bullets. Ho died immodiatoly.afterwards and wo took the body with us 
into the camp. 

About in autumn, 1943, Papko shot two Poles. These Poles had escaped and 

had been caught in Swenewedo. Paola.: was ordered to fetch thoso prisoners. On 

the wAy back they tried to escape alld wore shot by Papke. 

Prisoners who did not comply with my orders were beaten by no. For that 

purpose I used a rubber truncheon from tine to tioe. I can not romomber whom 

haw beaten. I have never beaten the Irish. 

I have never stolen any food 	the prisoners or taken any foo2, home. 

When I loft the coup I shook--hands ydth_the prisoners of war. They told ate . 

they will never forgot how mil I treated thou, I have nothing to add to this 

statement. (SIGNED). 

.S1/3111 by the said loponont J-ohannos Carl Bernhard :Joyer, voluntarily at 1.3rc; 
Blu::A- nthal ion 7.12.1946 before no S/Sjt Frank 	Goldiiig detailed. by C-iii-G 

3ri.tiah .,%roky of the Rhine. 	(SICTED) 

Certified that this is a true translation frml Gorman into English of the 
depOsition of Johculnes Carl Bernhard heyer, Dopositioa No. 31. 

H.Q. British Lrgy of the Rhine 
March 26th 1947. 

Sit Interprutor 
Field Invs.st. Soc(N,TE) 
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Deposition 

Deno3itior  of 	 Huinrich  

)eposition on or,oth ,f 
	

heinoichTik=, male, of 

Di'emen, sworn before Eajor re Loni.o- i, :iooria 	 of :ield Invcstigatiou 

Section, "fir Crimes Groups; 1;7; ot i.unoterlaoor on 10th ;,..:7, 191. 

I, 	 oudrich 	 boototold, lov,.t I was not forced 

to 	a stoteLent if I do oot 	to do so, but tit •t 	statemont eon be uso6 

	

coi(oec. 	1 	 ot,t000nt without the not.: of force or tiro -rordso 

)f any A.na o. 

I :n 7.,ilhulm OrioUrich Huinrich Plotho, born on tho 26th laly, 1904 in 

Txoourhaven, a shl?s pilot of proJ:esoion. 	I on narriod ma I -I-mire 000 child. 

I an of orotestant rclioion and of Gerun nationality. i have never boon o 
monber of the 	 On too 6th cs -obru%ry, 194o, I cant: to the 	through 

the labour cochLtrce, i.e. I was forced to take on this job. 	I camo into flu. 

labour camp BremenParge 000. scntry ood . I stayed there until }.larch 3rd. 

Lfter having; been 6 doys in the crp I tool: over as sjt/1:,;or from .unliv.K in the 

rank of a Unterschar fuuhrer. *Aly I have been promoted so quickly I can only 

o: - )lain by the fnct thot I servod 2.1.; years with a Hamburg society those object 

it was to protect ana :nard private property (7rehosollschft). 

l'-ter I had been in the camp Cro o fortnight I ho-rd that prisoners h.  .d 
been shot. 	This concerned 3 to 4pcople whose ii-no and nationality .o.o 
unknown to no. 	far . s I Wrie3 inf)rF . , thosc 000plo ir., 0 boon shot 1.7 

. Schauw-cker 	'.:as camp) coMandant at that time. 	I h• ve not soon .;1I 
of th• o ccuto(7_. 

	

ftor - 	 ys ichanw-c 1 er c.Imu to 	anl skeo 	to shoot ! nom 

prisonors. 	I thAnk it cone( rneJ Pole,: this tint, 	:ad not give the reason 

for the c:alcution. 	I rcfusei?  to eo it. 	fcw .:1V3 1.  tor Sch:suwacker 

apprecehee. no rain rne.1  ordered me to o through with the .thootinf!,. 
..ouschinoki ,n orsolf were-  Trf'or,o to 	.o)oting. 	o then wont with the 

Polcs dutsi.'e the c.mi• 110 there we kill: -. twit by one shot from the revolver 

in their beck. 

Aortly 	 Gostnoo commission c .0 into th, car ane. wrested 
ochauwacker, huschinski, VI 1;,e and myself. 	f: r as I know Velke hoe_ also 

shot r-  prison r; he toll la 'lout it when we were. unCer Gestapo arrest. 

it't; was 1Ptcr arrester. - s Well, be,  auso he hre - as I w-c.s told by sch:mockur - 

- Ism shot one risonor. 	Thu invootio  tion ,oainst Schauwacker ana myself was 

ale by Gost000komniosar whose e -e is unknown t. e. 	;Iftcr rbout 4 '.:oaks 

was 0.is! 	 oomo :Oren the Gest.  :o custody. 	,ftor ny release I wont to the 

Obersturnbannfuehrer Dr, Sevreder and %31'.01-  for my Ciachl roc. 	Dr. Johedor 

aoreo .  to that :oh: I 1V3 discharocC. 	bother thc .00ple who tore; shst by 

Ityself :ad Luschinski h been be-ton up beforehand, I could not tell. 

Towordz the end of Yebruary 1945 I once walked, with Schauwackcr throughthe 

camp. 	e passec a shod in front •pf which bodies woro load on the around. 

also found there a prisoner. schauwacker took hin alon to the nanuro ;)it. 

Ito took off the ooverino plate ri oushee the Lnn into the ;,it. 	The nrisDner 

rusistc .  but Schtsiwrcker t'ui stronger. 	I stood there but I could not 3, 
thing rs I was powerless al;ainst ;chauwackor. 	;.fter about 10 to 15 minutes 

Schauw- cker drew out the "risoner fron the pit. he w. s Co-d. 

On the order of Schnuwrcker several prisoners were punished by 25 strokes 

with a stick. They lerc b-ought into too cellar -nd there they received their 

-unishnont through Pitter. I conducted the prisoners into ti.e cell.  r myself. 

40 not know why these pcDole - err punished. 

I con confirn that rrisonors wort !ounishod 

. 	 d'rn; 
presence. 	I (ad not bort the} 	 It c. 
:nssians, roles, 	 I.rish or 7nolioh 

with 2' otrokoi; if they left the 

rE Poot.on up by ••  

Pitter in my 

sooerno0.. otly foroigners 

. lo 7) %roos. 

/1 did not 
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NIS 

- 	2. - 

IIlid nojt concdrn trocif 	 ..;1,/: ply l'or tho ,:isencrs,• this 	n:2t 
how for, thr food 	bct. -Onc 

• 
'The alothin-, of 'Ulf.; prisOnorcs 	vt :  y 	d, they onlyhad.one rkir of 

roitsert and: one .blouso;' ild they WA1 to 	.in vooden. shoes. 	Most 31: 
h2,(1 no socks..- • 

. 	'The )girlidS. -aid ofone hot. tho priors and. ,i711-tret t hum. . I iv.'.ve seer 
thrtt ;41rIny titles. .1: 	(T ten seen thRt the 	'.ehntur :bont-the 
jt his; h: pd 	trunch..on. ' I. hz-ve. also LI CA41. how J:rockner :who irj, in ti:o 

store, b.:-t up prisonerd,;,TAD w-mted to exchnn::choir clothe. 
1 

then:- were ..:-.bOut 30 ::ritish 	thero, 
a, ,Oiihb ono cmild he oc r 	o 	people. 	 f't' 	- • • . 	• 	.   	, 

I hAte- 	 I_do' not knot; vhy' tripso 
gore in tEL. ' 	 t • 

That' is ail I have to ay. 

3iLmod: 'Zinciti Plonk . 

Sworn by the 3Rid. deponent 	 Heinrich Plothc, volunV:rily 
nt irunsterlf.-...er on the 10th I.-1,y, 1947, 1.)c:C.'..,re me, Major J. Lenic-;wski, detrli1A. 
by C in C British riv  of the hhine. 

3ir!,ned: Leniewski. 
• Invostitir.L. Of•L'iccr. 

;:ertificd .hr .t this is n trt)e trnmsl-tion frou Gerunn into ..,:nclish of the 
'florosition of , 	.1rierich Heinrich Plothe, Deposition No. 25. 

, • .1... Barbey. 
3,1;t Interpreter, 

ioid InvestifJatipn 5ec. 
ir Crims Croup 

H.Q. T,ritish Army of the Rhine. 
1,in,y 12th, 194/. 

t 	 to ,J• ilk:, 

hay duty. 	'rot: 
people dicd dr.i1y. 
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_ 

of 

Guenther Otto „ilholm  

Del;osition on oat: i of Guenther Otto '.:11hellm 	 3.: 	, 

EUchenotr. • 71, at present 	u. 7 CIC, sworn before 	 ..;rank. Peter 

Goluin ;, 8th KRI Hus..ars of *,...tr Criracs Investi[,ratian Unit at 

on 3 Doc 46. 

I am Guenther Otto Alhelm vai-a;, born on the 15 Jul 24- ztt .[ 

clerk, of Ger .tan nationality. 

In Oct 4.5 the labour oncha:_i.., :Let:died ,o.e for v.-ork at the Goat_•::_vo 

I remained at the offices in Bh_12,.i. till the 25 ifov 44. On that day I 
was transfereud to the labour correction camp BRII.L;11-111.h.7(G-2 -,d-here at the 

ber,inning I did duties as a guy rd4 I held the rank of Unterscharfuehrer 

and had to detail the guards. 

The prisoners in caup -our of French, Russian, Polish, Dutch, Irish 

and of other nationalities. 

r)n the 3 ii'eb 1+5 I v‘-as inanectini; the 	 _ L  prisoner reported to 

ac he wanted to relieve himself. The prisonerwent behind a bush. 

;.;u(3.d.on13,-  someone shouted: "Herr •Zachtmeister, someone is running over 

there". 	I sa,.-1 the can runiiin:„ 	He was about 30_ yards rl.'„ray. 	I shouted 

halt several times and even in Rus:dan "ntoy". But the prisoner did not 

stop. 	I had. to use 1.-Zr rifle and i'irud 	him. 	I fired three to four 

times. One bullet hit the ;)rison,,r who collapsed. and 	• Jroady dead 

Alen I reached him. 	H.,.; 	 part from this 1L.st -.nee I 11‘.ve 

nbt shot any prisoner. 

I adllit that I have occasion:J.: y b.e.aten prisoners with a stick or ,:ith 

the hand. This vas ofte- neces..,'„ry wnen prisoners pinched turnip:,  or 

refused to 1.-.Tork. 	In the cellar 11.1der the cook-house prisoners were 

occasionally ill-tre :tea. 

I rencilber one case when I was present. T.wo RUs5i'1nn had fled and 

had been recaptured.. I happened. to be in Eve roon when they wore broujit 

to the camp, and taken ur to the camp commandant 

gave orders  s for the two 1:ussians to be taken to the cellar. There they 

were Forced to let down their trousers. - They were laid over a bps: el and 

beaten. 	belt was used for this :1)urpose. • It was 3 lainly the 

FETTER who beat the prisoners 	The guards KUCL' LKIS, van 	 •-v 

SOIELRBidiTISCH and Lorsolf have also beaten the prisoners. .r.fter this 

heating the prisoners bl-d. I do not know -Jho put salt on the wounds of 

the prisoners. Then the pri:', onern were taken out of the cellar and over to 

the chicken-run, where they were ..thot by PICITIE and LUCINSIa. I heard 6 — 
shots. 	I returned to 1.-iy room and only saw FIAT-1E and LUC,I;1;_lii reportin;: to 

One Doming I save the bodies of threc: .,j,iusuian prisoners, v. ho had 

crept half way through the fence; it 	 that th-.:y ]iaJ been shot th r 
on the previous evening or aurae ' ; the ni•••  

Because of the above mentionecl 	 ,.stuff_ by the Gestapo 

on the 20 February 194_5. 	 with 	 '., 	 -MOM 

and ',an,  were arrested. . - 

SCILLIMLORER wan a devil in human Coin, who incited us to do all this. 

Ho encouraged us t.) beat and shoot the prisoners. 

I have nothing to ad-: to this ( 	 oil. 

(Li .1,;,) 
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(Sinerl) Guenther V ;LKIZ, 

UtiORN by the -Laid. D..p nont Guer.ther Otto 
!.t -2Z -_-:.11-1:_fda3 on 3 Dec i6 befors; 	 GOLIA:1G, qet-.11erl by 
C-in-C. Lritish 1;XII-cy" of the Rhine. 

(L1:nt-,1) 2r.  : 	GOLDLT:- 
Inve;Iti, •:4-1112., 120. 

CIMTI.Aig) that this it) a true tr:_nslation :Cron Gerv:r.n into Fnlith 
of the Deposition of Guenther Otto Wilhal V. IL, 3.:arked 'Doporsitiola 	2f). 

(3i41,ncc1) Frank Peter GOLDLZ. 
',Var Criuos Investition Unit. 

•■■ 
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' 	0. 

0 . 

	

Otto 	 -• 3 -11311Cb.,3.0.: 
 

71, 	• ■ .. • ..tat 	mt. 	 . • ! 	• Chb 	. 	Iv-. • 	;Lion 

	

( 	at 	 on th1/4. 9th 	1 

It  Otto ...1.111.11.1 	 1;01(1 	 flot co/vol.:Lod to Izalco-  a st:_to:,1 ;at unlos- I 	but 	any stato:..411. tiv.t I :ia7a, may bo y/ri tt on do.,-ra and 	 !,:ny tiri.. in th(; Cuttwo. 	I ;.:1.11 Inakinf; thistoraont 	 , 	;. 	not und,:i. 	 of 13causo of ;-:, roiaises_of  

I an Otto 	 7 
by 1)rofessi-..)11 C011 IC.: 	 VC0tO t 	-..:•',. 	- 	. 
I - las 	-o 	 1;44 	 to thb•  

I:' jjt that 	 ar.t.' ■ _;L 	to7,otlior 	 ..  
but it 	xr)t in tho 
p:ir 0j trouLorb fro, 	: 	 .110,2 	 ]. 

bocaix3 	 -r 	 u I *413.13 aC0ULOd. t 	 ,os; 	 ...ith 
a --)risonor. 

11.2.1.VG 	 r 	 :.)n 
trio 	 ho 	tr -1:!.' 	. • .. 	 the 

„: 

	

;JOT-L;(1 	 --,o.t 	 ..) biLtikor 
lthof,: 	 .•Vi or 

I 	 (,n th 	

• 	

- 	1945, 	J.0 	 to 
this mattoi 

1.)-; 	 0 :,o 
*.j 	 • . 	Jun- 1 

4•LU, Cat. !'.. 	

▪ 	

ti.‘• 	, 	 Of 
tli(J 

ag.tiTI..'LID that till:, L., a true. tr V1r1V,tj 	t-1. .1.1 into 	sh 
t1i 	1u1.):31.1,i II of Otto ..1i111,;12. 	 _a i 	i 031t1 Al io. )0„ 

-11 - 6 - 1947 	 ...j. IC1111,1 
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Deposition No. 27 

ransltion ut 

n. 

Deposition on oath of '... 11' -,s - 	L 9 	r ' 	'''..._car1;01.1.  25, -!assarjasse . 	t :I. 	 H , -orm before 6/Spt 
Prank Peter Gold i: ,F , 	ti 	, 	 , rlri; i,-'2 inyes tig t ion 
Unit , ; -'t, S'2.Au: :tri] in.,: : on U. 	 JS , 	. 

I ,.]--; Franz 3 VCIE2, 'oor 	e..-1 1... 	: J''; 	1...'10 	■-, • ,...-:TZGERDORP, 
Diato-build ,Jr.  'nd of 6, f:" A A tio11' Llt:T. 

I j.lined the poljt: I force in Vi‘13.11.:: in 1940. 	During the 
surmer of 1940 1 was conscripted into the CID in ILRLIIT. Lu t: r -i 1T's tr: nsf, rrcd to a camp for j uvanile criminals at 

OLZT:MF-SOL, -:(% 	Lur1;: in 1942 i z'.-. tr nsferrad to 13REE.F- 17,,W,-,--3. 	This camp wa a L,ho UP :;(1 tic - t 1011 Camp. 	:I was 
drafted to the r.raffen-SS in ::-JVICH at t k..3 beginning of i 7? y. 
1943. 	I joined the Lelbsta- Ldrto :,aolf 7Atler. 	I served 
with this unit in -.L.elgiurJ. 	In Pabruu ry 1944 I visa sent to 

the East front and during the surrender Wfl2 captured by the 
maricans. 

In the Labour 7;duc - tikva C-mp 't T.k; :::- 1- -P..,R0.:6 I ..mis at first 
an ord inary guard. 	L.  ter i Yorke(' in the orderly room where 
I dealt with cl.Ti, . 1 work. 	it .:: 6 my duty to 1,-‘e to ord ,  r 
and cloanline:is in ith,_ c 1.1). 

There ':':re Gt rvns , ..'Pl_M C '1 7  Bel:.  I. ns , two ions , D utch and 
o thor n- tion-lE il , 1  il " ' 1  p. 	;.0 f r ..2 	know the':e men 
1:::310 kept in nu) c .  , 	a , ut_) th..y d ..(J not ':ant to pork for 
the German wnr effel.t. 	he 1;-  r ii) y : tat. nded to od uc a te 
them for work. 	The oria an -_, %-ent to 'orlz at 7 c.ri. 	There 
;:as a break for lunch fr , 1 :00 hr.: till 1300 hrs. 	After 
ht york C011 tinued uatil 1.,',P.' ur 1800 hrs. 	Tho fork 

consisted of buildinr yo13:--, 

remember quite 1.011 6h 't :) ut ,A io.itish nationals came 
into the cor at the bed.: ru ':1 of 1943. 	I especially 
remember one named ROS:]FAii Cro i Scotland. 	These British 
prisoners; told no th. t it .:-a 'Ong that they should be sent 
to this culp because :. cy yore prisoners of :-r; 	Catfp 
Comm ,ndant r!ALHO1E1 vms very kind to the .7nrlishm0n and gave 
them a large separate roo:-:. 

I have never 111treated these British prisoners and as far 
r1; I  17.10,:: they have not been nitre ted by anyone else, 

1 admit that I have occasionally given a blov: to a Polish or 
Rao:Ilan PriAo nor. ' 

have been ':J-.11 	th t 	a de.flotion ry be used at a - trial 
and I confirr; th 	have 	t o 	r-tion voluntarily. - 
I only -.!ish to.  add that I 	fOrc-C t,' 	duty in. BR-27-11'EY- 
PAR0E and th:t I have made 	 :, 1,; fop tpflnocop on 3  
occasions. 

(S limed ) 
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SWORN by the said Dol■allott Pranz SUP.;  rcduntarily L.t 
STAUMUEHLE, on 11. flovomber 1'.)46 before 	(6/8:-_;t Frani: 

. Peter Golding, detailed by 0.-in-Q. British .Amy of the 
Rhine. 

(13i,_;nea) Prank Peter GOLDL'J 
Investijatin: 7C0 

CL2TI.7I:]D that :this 12 a true try  
from German into Eniih of the (Le.nosition 
of Pram-, 	..,rked Deposition iTo. 

a) TranL l'etur GOLDIM 
13/8,;t 

Interpreter 
lqr Crimes Inv.2:.tiation Unit 

• , 

I 

4 
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TP,..11ST.41TIOD: of  

of 

Daniel van der  

Deposition on oath of 	 van'der 	male, of 	 Vo;:e3.en 
Straut 17, at present interned 	"Temato", 	 :worn before S/3,7,t, 

Charles.; Kenneth 'L Li.), 5th Royal Innisk-i1A47 Dra:i•oon Guards, of 
InvestiL,ation 2ection, 	°rt., zes 	 (3F..7...) at 	on 14.i.pril 1)47. 

I am Daniel van der V 	born at 	 on 12/)/13. I soi 

protestant, a.r.1 married and have one son. I 	without nationality , but 

was Dutch. In July 194U I joined the 25 and se,-ved. as 22-Rotten2ulu'or. 

I, Daniel van der V 	have been told that I an not forced to LiLac a 

stat,e:.,..nt, if I do not Ash, but t;iat every state,...ent I Lake, 	bc; 

-,fritten down and 	ateany 	be used as evidence in court. I I.iakc 
this statement -voluntarily, not under compulsion or threat or because of 
promises of persons.1 

In the SS I served in 	 (3 nonths), 	..,ounded and tr:-..nsferred 

bac:,-. to G. 271-11.11Y. 	I was no loo!er ....it for active service and wai: ,-)osted to 

a guard battalion in laZL.Tr„ 	 I eould not carry out 

duties as 'a result of ray wounds, I 	tr!.nsferred to the Police Directorate • 

(Polizeiprasidium, at 1::;:1121. 	 ther_: I Ci..te to 	 (3w.L.ler 

1)42). 	I '.-ras in the .a.bc.itserniehun;-..als.L;er for about months. 	first 

I was to have been emloyed 	intevoreter, bet also 	to do guard duties, 

..hen I left the 	I was employed in '.!elfare work for Dutch workers in 

:5Rit 	 In the sula:,..r of 1944 the labour e::chanr,e transferred. 	to 

L112.720K, where I stayed till the •-nd of the war. I was arrested in 
HOLIAZTD on 30 June 

I re;_t;mber the 'silo: ti::'; of Pole or Y;ussi.^,n, who had ci.capcd. 

-bout the bef,inniw; of September 13/12 a prisoner escaped. TAis was 

reported by 	 when he returned fro::. the liarine Laustelie 

working site). ..,I.LHOPN 	 ordered :al lien who were off auto- and 

in the ca..-0, t) pursue the orisoncr, Plaong 	 and 

rAyself. 	'de wer,; ;;iven the direction, Wor!:..irv::; site TILGH„ 	I climi?ed over 

the fence to the 70r.:in:..; ;Ate and ran past .a cvse on J.1,;ti loft. 	I saw the 

prisoner run out 31.: the Nrood at a distance of about 200 :.ester.:. 	It was 
too far away for me to ...ake use of 	oistel. I called out to 	to stop. 

He carried on and I fired three or four ti2.,es into the air. I did_ this, 

because 1.) he was too far away and 2,) because there were workers every» 

where. The workers took notice a. a result -)f 	shots and captured the 

I rr.s the fir;:t to re .eh the risoner, then LITZL,... cane and 

later 1,11..211. 

we had n.) handcuffs, we tool; the prisoner back, leti;1..1,7, him 	in 

front of us. It had previ :A/sly been e;:plaince to M.:t o  ti .t we .vuld shoot, 

if he tried to escape. 

we caau oast the cops 	, the prisoner suddenly r. n into it. 

LITZ& and 	ran after him, while I rcax.j.ned outside, because I had no 

more anmuniti.-.11 and because I was afraid of any shootinE done by untrained 

,., 

 

g,uard.s. I heard shots, and when. it :rew quiet, I rent into the wood. 

There I saw LITZ::).;. and 	with their pistols in their hr....nds; in fron-', of 

then lay the dead prisoner. Ho had been shot in the head. Upon my 

question who did it, M.2.C2.1? answered that he ha.'_ done it. 	I pi:usu.:Le that 

LITZ.... also took part in the sh.-)oti, but .cannot say z.,nythinf; definite 

about it, 	../heil we CCU iC bac7-. t 	 reported the :t he had shot the 

prisoner. 	I he-L?: this 1.ys 12, when 	t 	 I. 	Other guards --Pere 

also there apart fro.:. 	 - .,ysolf, but I de inot 	:r„r the i kr 

/0:. 10 
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name. 	I bolievc 	 there, :10-fif..„'. as well. 

• I 1I-we never ;.1treatec1 or 1)eaten prisDne....:-.. in frE • 

I nOVOr vr.-.)undeci or lcilled 

I have nothio::, further to  

(L.1,:ned) I), v..41 der V:...72-■ 

1.;..."0-.1.3i by the s,Lia Deponent, D:Aniel van de.c. 	 voluntarily 1)elore 

nee SZS:-..;t 	 det_tiled by C-in-C., 	 r ,.).e 

CLII.D.-.11 	 4.pril 1947. 

liTOLD 

Inve.,tiLatng 14CO3 

CERN T:1) that this is a true translation 'fra Ger..an 1:.te En lish 

DI the Dep3f..ition of Daniel van der =, narked DepoUtinn 1..). 27. 

;ned) 

Acid. Invo;.,ti *LAI 	k:f_ti 

Crroul) 

j 
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Translation of" 	 1.2aesitien 

Deposition on oath of Karl Theodor 	 ci 
NEUENKIRCHEN, Unterweser, at present 	7 GIG', sworn before 
S/Sgt Frank Peter GOLDING 6th hRI 	:ars of .ar Crimes 	_ 
Investigation Unit at ESELHEIDE on the 15th  Norember 1946. 

I am Karl Theodor W.ALHUN, born on 30th July 191L at 
os=Ru:x, a window dresser by lirofession and of German 
nationality. 

From 197 Until 1940 I was. employed .Yith t;le Gootapo at 
BREiZLIT. 

In October 1940 I 	appointed_ Gam)) Corleandant of the Labour 
Education Carp BLELN-FARGE. 

be educated 
The 

:utch 
-.:C;PL free 

from 

In this camp there were social workers .:ho shoul 
for work; 	This training lastecl. t roe to eight - 
inmates of the camp were Yrench, Russian, Polish, 
(and some Belgian nationals. 	4.13_ the a/m person: 
workers who had- been conscripted for work to G-rl, 
lorcign countries, 

In Spring 1943, 32 British and Irish nationals arrived in 
the camp. 	They were seamen whose ships had- been sunk And 
who had been brought to :ermany by the 	 These 
sear-.en came from MALAG 	and 	at 	 The 
British sailors told me that t_le, had been swill. 1,ed by the 
Gestapo or tho Labour as.ehan;e to .. erk freely for Gk.;ruany. 
They ilf2,3. refused it. 	Thereupon t...ey :lad been sent to the 
DEL (Arbeitserzic).nngslager - Labour Education Camp). 
This was done on orders of to.o head of t le .r,remen Gestapo. 
At that tine the Head of the Gestapo was Dr. ZII..LERLAAN. 
The British sailors h.td to be passed- on to a Concentration 
Camp as they refused to work, 	I .....dl a conference ith 
Dr. DOERNTHE and effected that : I. 	not carried out, 
they stayed in the caitp n,arly until 1,1 e en_ of the var. 
I have heard that t'IL,: were rturne_ 

As far as I know not laore than 	?Pi'cnoro were shot, 
during the tii,e I was caLIp ccuclm. - :;2  :hen they were trying 
to escape. 	Onc was shot by L.; 1 ,.)._..eluut RHODE and the 
other was shot by the guard 	—.1_1,, 	I bglieve the 

Guard RYBK.tri. has also shot a .ori,;onor. 	I did nst alloy: that 

prisoners were beaten. As far .10 I know no prisoners were 
ill-treated. 	....bout 30 persons c.ied because of illness. 
The corpses were fetched by the funeral firu STUBBE and 
STUHUER; Later the Russians w,re 'ouried I the provisional 
Cemetery at BREMEN- F.ARGE as well 	the Poles. 

I have nevLr misapproprited any 	Cross p. reels, 

wore always opened- in tho presonc, 	the prisoners, 

lily Deputy in the CaMp was Wachtuoi,  ter Hoy. ..m. 

fuc,,hrer 2:,‘rt-Anz S4111111 was respon;-.I-:,,:e S.1.1  the cL 

te camp, the issue of food 
Wachtmeister Johann hEY 	at fir . L ..  

Untrsc1iar-
.:llinusL' 

They 
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CQLi Luties, 	Heinrich BRUCKNER wLs in char:;e of thu 
clothing store. 

I make this statement voluntarily :-.r1C.L I have been warned 
that this statement Lay be use in a Court uf Law. 

I want to add, that the British 3ailors haCl privileges and 
that I helped thou in evt:ry respect. 

(Sig.;ncd) Karl Theodor 

SWORN by the said Deponent Ran l Theodor Wil,HORN 
before mop  S/Sgt prank Peter (oldin, detailed 
by C.-in C. Lriish rmr of the Rhine. 

(Signed) Frank Peter GOIDIDC 

CMITIPIED that this is a true translation 
from German into English of the Deposition 
of Karl Theodor VL,LHOR119  marked . Production No. 22 

(sad.) 
Intxpreter 
:ation Unit 
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_a- 1.: th6 	CV' 	 ti 	
Cr -I • r••••::, 	 : „ 	 94_7. 

I. VOLS 	i 211 1-4.c.mby 	t -. .t 	• 	t 	
! • , 

nit .L.DrCLA.1. 	
•_.nt, L.' I •L 	 ti).„ 	t• 

	

which I 2 	 13(.: 	
• t..;.a in thc Cutu.rt-. 	I 	 1: t 	: 	 .• .• • • 	*  

I, 	ch 	;bur 	.t ; 	 • , 	0..• ..),11 21.7.06. 	I 	
, =--• 

	

= 	. 	I ir...vo n-.)t been 	 . 

	

On 6 	 t 	
• it • ••',_ 	1.7 	-Jhur•- I al.c 	, 	!a) 	1  	. lie i i, j 	 1I 1 t.'. 

• I 	 1: )'.. 

In :.:•.:cch 1942 I was --)ofit 	t " 	• 4.: . • 	 ;.••••1 c 	br 

	

:;42. I 	in thk.. 	 in 	
tr. . 1 July .1 	11111;11 _ 	194.5, I 	

:;.11 ai_a 	C1. 

	

I 	tiac, 	 . ...a' . 	 ..a, C1)11.-L1 

• 

bui in 	,t 	 • 	-' .7 7..1: 

• for tilc 	 ). 
ar.A.V■icl 	 . V ti 	L tr.) OI ;1••Js'.-. 

,r.Lj oh. ; 	 t 	11.. t 1:•••;cr--2.••••(...; th- 
I lo tric;

- 

a t 	th.c: 

	

i .t
5.4 .̀.C,j:.I tri 	t 	 t t 	• 	• ali bL. ti 	 in • ..* 

•• • ;..; 	I'  •
   

	

Livili
tJi-

•;• 	 _ ;_t ■ 	 : C.' ..e.r 	
611 1 1.?,  

50 	 ,• .1, 	_ 	' 1k  
u;: 	 rir 

 .r 	 ti. 	 -:, -11. . 	.; ' CL, iut tho  

	

I - 	1t 	 • 	 _." 
C' 	 v . 	.1' 	• 	L.; 1. 	VA.; 	• 

1.); 	I 2*.),., 
_ 

t 	ID 	r.1 . 	7-L1i 17 
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L: 
Inv, 1.;—tin:OfficGr. 

C.7.1,c.TI.itIED that thi:. 	truc., 	 n .c1. 	(..J.-1,:41 Lt. 1111,011 :f thiDcpxijtj ii if_1;t1;.:11 VMS, 1. _rh,.1 	 n 	53. 

5th -.9:7%1 	 Dr.c 	n GuIrdo. 
InveLltition Scx.ti-cn. 

Crt 	Grouf, (ii :.T.;) • 
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:t; 
on 7.12,19..  

I :_•-•.1,1 	 Chi:A/Y.11 	 V.rn 	„1,,;09 in 	2t 

In 	1940 I 	t::7•alt.:t.1 11 to tilt.; 	 194C I ..:fac.; 

	

c 	 ,; 	in : 
thcr.: 	 ...1:::•tjr 21, 1c.) D;•-, c,.. 	1 ').'J • 

in th .t- 	:.•-• until :Ocbru!..rj 	 :.ftor  
to tho ;.: 	 1:o. 19. 	:Eh thi..; 	 in "jr:ulc 

	

.al I 	 tht 	 • 	I 	L::_;.;;h:•...i..(27cd.• in 
194j). 

Thu pris..)n....;r:::, 	 :1'1; 	 : 1 	 R 1u , -L?.n.01.1Cdri 

Dutch n1 :)thorc,. 	Th•Jr'; 	• 	:ut JO 	 in th._. 
I lir-s 	- 11 • 	 ; 1.t 	J. t 17: 	f 	 ;;tort,;, 
tilt; tf.ii.ji" 	- 	;1-1. th. 	ti• .ti. 11 

Durila 	: 	.;,- 	 ? 	 •.:. 	'.;•!.: 
Out ):1: 	 : 	 • ' 	..hot 	 .„ 
IT 	nov(...1* 	,t 	 • 
I 	it th;:t I 	 t.,r.t IT1.),;-  

rUtii:„ar "2. 	11" 

hz....w; 	 t 	.. 	 • ti•i;.; 
exc:cuto(.1 	riddLd .t.;;,•• 	r)/' t 
1-,11?I{,.. •;.6. -hot 

	

I 	11.. t.W..._•1 • 	• 	 f;t 

	

I 	 bo 11Led. 	 in court. 
;.•..nd un(L..,r 

	

1Oi L -  thu ;..;;• .1 .•; d.; 	„ 	 VC)11.1.1-rt 
t ]1rcl 	 .)n 7. -1 	1 ..,v1-6 	, r 	 ft 	 ;r 

7.x.; 	1..eitiLLI 

21. 	- . 
_ CO. 

thiL: 	tra.: 
Dur.)o:.--..iti-:)n of .:,'ricari ch Chri.:.;t1.7..n G.- . ..;:tnor , 	 )2„ 

( Z.1  ••-•-. 	• 	• 	k)Y, 
—s. 
	 Lit 	-r. 

th. 	 -ti • •:LL 
1  7. 1:::..r-_;11 	 'r 

A 
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Translation of Dukop it ion. Ito._ 

 

DZOGSITIO. ■ 

of 

WillieL.113RECIC,IER 

Deposition on oath or 	 laale, of AGHETHEALW 
Siebenbuergens  Rumania;  a:: pn:sent ii 101 016 sworn before S/Sgt Frank 
Peter GOLDING 8th MI Hew 	 Inve-;tiiir,a1;ion Unit at 2STZ:t',-1EGEri 
on 19th November 1946. 

I am Hen.rich 	.MEC; viiP.:. horn en dth Octobe:... 191.6 
engine fitter, of 11.uvar.l.an  rationall 

On 18th June 1943 I joined thr Waffer.-SS at VIEITTA, 	In SeptoLlber 194.3 I 
wont to BilRLIN to the.2D Fuehre'rschu2.e• 	some days I ‘111.3 sent to 
BRUI-EN FARGE vine:re I bonano 	goa.,..d in the Latour 37.1.1UCO. t jell CLII.1P 

The prisoners ithoro were liussiar.;, Poles,-  Czechs:  Dutchmen, Dance,  Frenchmen, 
Belgians, 30-4..10 GOr111.113 aril about 50 British seanon. 

Alt first I was a guard bir:; in. a;vombor 1943 I was transferred to the 
clothing store whien I Web: over in February.  19/4 from Wachtmeistor Fritz 
GAERTNFIR. 

From 11th. April until 8th Juno 19/4 I -.ran in the hospital and then I wont on 
leave until the 20th July 19444 Than I worked. in the office. Obersaar-
fuehrer HOY-112 was in ck.rge of the office. 

In October 1944 1 was detailed to the Hundefuehrerschule (dog training 
school) at Berlin. 	3o.:.; a sheep -doL: and returned to the camp on 10th 
Deccubor. 	I str:yed in the ca:..:;? as a Hundefuehrer until the end of 
194.5 :Then the cup 	handed c-1:::r to the 5chutzp::lizei BLUMITHi,L. 
that tine nearly all prisoners had been evacuated.. There ..:ore only 150 ill 
and weak prisoners loft. 

At first Kr...ri WiLLHOP.ii 	Gaup Coi.1,:andant„•,s far .as I know W.,..1,HORN has 
never :Met a prisoner. 	:1:11 opr4.113 1944 -,L.LiforN shot on a Dutchr.ian and hit 
his logs. Thu bullet hi hu fee•::. 	..vself have seen the - Dutchmn come 
hours later. The ICutchl.lan sta:rod. in the hostAtal for somewreck: and later 
returned to the ca moo 	 had shot iith a ;1.1a3.l calibre pistol. 

Also in spring, 1944 	rthot Itussian or pole into the Thigh with 
his small calibre gun. 	•.); vias told. 	by ',..LIJI101).i; 13.-...1.zelf. 
have seen the wounded 

While I was ill WL.L.110RIT was rellove:a. by SCHIPPF,R. In November 1944 
SCIEPPEIt. was relieved by Untersturofuchrr.:r 4-.DOLP. 	On 10th De:cc:y.1er 1944 
4,DOLF ti-,as relieved by 	 have hoard that son.uy.,m7n. has shot 
soveral prisoners. 	beginninc; of 1945 3no prisoner was drawned. 
solutuxiar,n, LuczllisKY, K.'-r1 WITT and later also diihcll.1 PLOTHE wore arrest(xl 
by the Gestapo because of this death by force. 

4,,s far as I heard sciL.„u-L.civia i.s sc.id to have shot prisoners ht.iself. 

I know that LUCLITIISIa 	3(% 	.1. iso twri . I hoard that Karl =I' onlj- 
shot one prisoner on the order 	thc Cal.lp Co: .. adant SCIL.U.TL.CKM. 	I do 
not know whether PLOrd17, has 311( 	)..i.soners but ho is said to have dr.wned 
the vin ,)risonor. 

IN% 
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• 
Page 2 of Deposition of Heinrich AlhelL1 BRECICUR 

Fritz PAPICJ also has shot i-rizoners vthen they were trying to escape. 

after SCHAIT.I.i,CIM. IIauptscharfuellrCT Erick VO$S becai.le Camp. Co:1.1;ndant, for a 
fortnight. 	1.,ftcx 	Unterstur.l.fuehror He:LI:tut SCH!;.,,DIR becam Ca ilp Coi.ritndutt. 
Diu far as I knol, no prisoner:: ,fere shot  af ter 	atre- t of SCI TAU-V.:1MM. 

Occasionally ;Ay dog snapi-ed. for the a.0 	dri;.;eit:L;11% 1:110 ran or shouted. 

I make this statement in Genian which langut..je I understand purfectJy. 

I have boon vrarned tlr.t this state-ix:tit 	be used in .-. Court of 1.f..14 	I 
make this ::,totenent voluntarily. 

I have nothing to add to this st.tement. 

(Si ;nod) Heinrich BRECAZIM 

SWORII by the said Deponent Heinrich 
LitECM:11, voluntarily at ESTERUMEI on 19th 
November 1946 before me, S/Sgt Prank peter 
GOLDING, 8th MI Hussars, detailed by C.-in-
c., British law of the Rhine. 

(Signed) .rrank Pc:ter GOLDING 
investibating NCO 

CERTIFIED that this is a true tranol:Aion 
from Gcn.lan into English of the Deposition 
of Heinrich Wilhelm. BREC:MR, no.rked. Production 
No. 34. 

(Si:;ned) Interpreter 
ar CrLiw Investigation Unit, 
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(1311.10u 1,0 • 
iLT1QJI C: b 

I- 

n, 	 .1, ; 	7 

Enczor oiki, Inv .. Li 	63.*.;1(•,,_•-r 	tIa 	i.L .1:1v 
LJection, jar • Orli 	rcu*:)(1 	- 	- 	 on 
i.larch 7th 1)47. 

sf 	ii. Jiu 	 hercb;y- 	 1.•,. 	t,_•1C,_ 
ex.p1icit1y that I- 	 if I 
ol ntt iish to, 	 •ieH. 

LL irit tfle.oun and. ma.; hu 	 ;:•1;/-  
the future. 	I i.1!.-Ike tiij,j ;- ,•.. ,_;...tont 	 a..roe 
and. not under t11:0:_;:lt„ per.. 0 	or l h 	.,_)rollise;_, of 
rewarC.L. 

I ,111 	Lu awl p  Vraf..; 1) ern • sti 

Rogiurtlribuzirk .DU-LilLiELDORP, on 30 -;,uTust 	 proper.t 
of German nationality and_ 	a wi(J.Ov.,(:r. 	I 	buililer 
foreman by traij.e. 	 rosince 
Bteolerstr. 	I have 	cn c 

In the fir:e3t 'Jor10. -,x.r 9 	 to 1916 I 	in the infantry. 
Then, until 11: .!), I 17;:.. 	in the buildin:: 
In July -.19j5 I das com;cri -ot,._ int G hu - OT n.ncl 
May 1911 till 1.iay 15):):, I 	rvinn: in the ;.iti? 
office (Luftschutzbacr - Eit) 

In 1'.1!-Iy 1941! I wr,3 rx.c..resteC ariL was in the 
at 	until s'..u:7ur_:t 	 on I War:: ont v.-itheut 
be ins:; sentenccato 	II ,1-11.,,RC3 .1.', by the Gestapo in Bid:rd:CJ.. 

I ',I:a>1; jri tile J abour 
Auuct l914/1 until lqay 1945, i.e. -..thon the 111Ld. troopc. 

	

o. 1'0. 	 .),y the .k:rie;:n 
July 	 beon in the inLrnnt_nt 

camp sincc. .";hen. 

I at,i 	11 	 dic 	cruni), 
bccau;u I 	o one of •■;h-L 	0, 	Thu cundition>: 
the cr,1.i,. d;ol'o very 
insufficient. 	The 	urt .11 G,, 3.•,:6‘; 	.)::;(- ) 	 far 
?J.3 I kilods, 	V13.0 usu:-.1.1„; 	atl.,tuff:1 ciuscs„ unclor- 
nourishment nu. 0.1.36aSe. 	 %Iv 1 th,-  ..)rison- 
ers buin sh..- t, beaten o 	 I , y•1.:L's  have n;:vor 
beaten anybo:-,•,y, 	I :-,(nit th•1t I so.aetimt..:: 	A a -,)ri.;oner 
ears, when I 	 had to a, .ut the car 
boxe. •lure. 

Howcv r 	 ?-1'1::oners -rill° had it ha en 
to them, *L . 	 .:;as carriuc. out ,.)3.1 

	

ho'.:(_;•:- --e, 	done 	1).ut 	p  the chief coo]: 
in the 	unlz..rneH.th the kitchen. 	.f_o-,..ever, I could. 
not confin.i 	 have 	 the C11.) co,-,Imand.ant 
ow sup-i“).H,ri.ha 	oh t 	vier:-...1 but 	nothinL7 definite 
about it. 

.thu -)risonLrf.V. 
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Tho pri;: 	 • - 	 j. U,i 7 	 • . 

.pt 	 :lit1L ir 	 1-).1 	 ; h. 	" 

crL-w, j 	r. 	 j.• 

I 	 fop 	 t 
Tl-Loy 	 t. 	 c 	 tt%  • 	 - J-21 -. 7  in a 

Vldr.  C 	,t k 	 rI 	 Cl • 	 I  

to ,:O .v.1.1;11 tilt.... 	 t 1PC.. 	 Pi 

and ei.At 1,  I 	V 	 i• ..; 	C. It 	to G. 	T11.1.:nt t 

titc 	 .n u t ....it.. 	 • tY1 	'.:1t11(Atit rort iYi 

to 12a1.1.-:Li-•:, 	In 	 • -.11 	 31;Ttti nc,t I  1c Britons 

were .v(...r:f well tr 	 L.; 	 -bCt -Lor off 

than the Ger 	 , 	 • 	I c 	 9  Clay i.:110 

Briton died t, 	 ; 	 01.1 • 	 Thcrc; can 

be no clue ti 	 c 	 •. 	 for thc 

Britons in t i  .i 

	

•••••••:-....t j i 	 tc 

and ir „ 	:el'', 7. • . _ 	
t..-..k.un to an 

Intorntr...--;.-:., C.; 	 in, I be 1icv-1 rii 	• 

0 

I 1,:_i'.: a cc r t Y:.ir-:. VOSS.. 

BiZL....-J1 —I,1 _,  ..., ••• ., 	'id t 	11...- . 	•:!.-..;, 	t 

3 	to 	L., 	-;;•(,....:,::..;• 	...L.... 	..'..:'. 	:;,.-..'i t:, 	1... 

SCii..alt-Lc'.CiJii 9 	-,1;•:.C: 	.. . 	.i•'....1...:**t.. •, . 
pr i s on L., r : & 	I c. .:-.  : . • L:).- 	_-,.. 

spent hi- . -:.-.:I LI .. ?-,,,z.- 	.r 
_ 

11.-.....;.C.}..; - L:., ..H la- 	..• _i_i c.-...',i ..., . .... 

tic: :' t'.,-  Lt c  

t[f...: 

.. .2-1.Ly • 	t 	2  I 
Y; to ft. 11.vc C or.irduidant 

- 

• .:*•. • 'iio 	tint_ t 	 (.;Nrcn 

fw. 1 i t 

.(.• 

2:Cib 

1 hove yi .t: 	r 	 p 	• 
	c; • 

th.:: 	
wc].untnrily 

before 1.- ■ :2 	 ; 	 • 	by 06 7.411C) • 

40il I at . 	 .rch 7th 1.)6 7, 

( i n ) ;;r  

	

'rive 	 pc.r 

int c 	 t; • 	• It it 	Lu , 	• 7, 	- , m ar Ice 
th. .t 
	 ti : tyl .1. 	fror.l 	t..r1.1.:1-). 

Depec.  it i 	1; • . 

-1; • s, 
tit 	 Guarci.o 

Suet cin 

roup 
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UNITED NA IONS WAR CRIMES COMMISSION 

Name of accused, his 
rank and unit, or 
official position. 

(Not to be translated.) 

..ally .2.:LT:T.T.or.), Genclarinerie 	73A:- ) 

The accused is in British. custody. 

Date and place of 
commission of al-
leged crime. 

Between ray 151;2 and May I 94.5 , BA) 3AT3F.T.:1307& Germany. 

Number and descrip-
tion of crime in war 
crimes list. 

References to rele-
vant provisions of 
national law. 

Breaches of Inter-
national Law 

Ill-treatment of civilians. 

. Assault 

Breaches of the Laws and Usages of War 

mara) riNcixt7 	CHARGES 	 Ciro.: 71..7 AGAINST 	 WAR CRIMINALS 

CASE No.  IT-C;' 

SHORT STATEMENT OF FACTS. 

The accused RELEOLD was Gendarmerie i:eister of BAD SASSEIDORF between ;Say 
194.2 and May 1945 and during this period he was, amongst his other duties, in charge 
of a considerable number of foreign workers including many Allied nationals. 
Throughout the period that these Allied nationals were under his commnd, RAIRIOLD 
was constantly committing acts of ill-treatment against them. 	These acts ranged 
from beating the workers -..;ith ru'uber trtuicheons and whips to, on one occasion, 
chaining a Polish national to a illotoricycle and forcimg ';he Pole to run i)ehind 
the machine at a speed of t:ent7.- kilometre:: an hour until he )1..377e down exhaurAed. 

TRANSMITTED BY ()Moe  of .the 	Cril., 

• Insert serial number under which the case is registered in the flies of the National Office of the accusing State. 

(64b5) Va.P.212A/27 5m. Vin. C. k Co. 715(8) 
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• 	 :_;J:CSI:TILI, NI:. 6 

ci' 	Tranal:-.ti,t:  

SZT,ZNWSia,  

Deposition en 	 0;;eslaY, 	 ::;2• 
sworn before Francis 	 S/Sgt., 
Investiation Section, War Crimes f-.1roup (?,.-.E), :.t SO:]0T on 23 S. 	7. 

I '1`.1.1 SZT:.J140.571, Czeulay.r, born on 18 Jul 1914., by 
and of Polish natienali :y. 

In June 1941 I ca.ie to DO-A';:,r;--D 	a Ger.:::un pris,:ncr 	wrx. 	...ft-r one 
week ns a pris_nor I ,..$O L%.: tA%:1:DOT:UND to SO,I;ST. 	In Scout I •;:ati 
icked up by the Geriaan police and 	ov,,r to thc Ar!.citsa-.t. 

i.t the police I saiC that I VA 13 	c-A•ilian worker ..7n -; 	:3(nt to. the 
Arbeitaarat. 	The ,',rbeitsamt sent me to ILO 3ASSFIDORIP to %Jerk with a 
farmer. I worked with this farmer until the are 	of the 	forces. 

In humor 1942 I for the first tium came in contact with the Police cht-
moister REINHOLD. Because I was not wearing a "P", 2EIKHOID struck vo 
in this face and gave me a kick with his foot, and fined mo 30-R1 which 
1 had to pay on the spot. Tho second time REINHOLD beat rite with a 
'rubber truncheon when I ',ta; with a coixa!G in LOTiSiE at about 10 o' cloak 
one evening in 1943. 	REINHOLD be-A 74, on the h..A and un the ;-/hole body 
with a rubber truncheon and made mo-pay a fine o1 614-164 • The third 
timo I was bcAen by REINHOLD in autmin 1911-3  when I was with a comrade 
in BAD Sg.i.SENDORF. This time I as well as my collegues were beaten 
un the head and the whole body with i. rubber truncheon. The ru i 	for 
these blows als that We were st!tnding in '1 group and talking together. 
On the fourth occasion I was standirni, on the street with my collegues 
rAnd -REINHOLD came towards us an/ drove us apart -eith a rube .r truncheon. 
Ono hot Sunday while we wore at work,.:.need to drink so:.le water. 
REINHOLD threatened us with a revolver and said wt.. Were not to drink 
clean water, otherwise he would shoo-e; 	us, for foreign workers 'and 
Poles liquid manure (Jauche) 	cod eroul. 	At the same 	he used 
insulting expressions such 	Polish swine, darned cattle etc. 
Very often I have scan REINIIOLD treatiu!! fore foreign workers in an inhullan 
lann,x, that is to say thr..:%tened the . ith a rcArolv,_r, beaten thm with 
a rubber truncheon and called the,: ofcenAve nacs. 	In 	whole be- 
haviour he; was full of hatred against the foreign workers: All the 
foreign workers were afraid jf REMOLD because he ws a I.,rut.11 

I learnt from a colic-toy° that REINHOLD shot a foreign worker, as 
colleague took the body to the celictery on wheelbarrow. 
I have nothing further to say in this 

(Si reel) 	 Ozeolaw 

Sworn by the u-id DePtnent STiJNO431O, Oze.1.17;1  voluntarily before me, 
P.A. TARJAN, 8 K.R.I. Hus2ars, of No. 3 Ifet 	-Add Invest. g-tion Section, 
,r Crimes Croup (NE) this 23rd day .)f September 1947 at SOEST, clot' riled 

	

C. in C. British .Lri or of theRhine. (Signed) F.A. 
	S/Sgt. 

I certify that this is •! tcue transl:Aie.) (fru: 	inty Ger ,-.11) 4 the 
De ,)ositi.:n of ST/ONO:13U , Cze slaw, :.arked -)J.:-.-0SiTia Ti.). 6 

I) Huh L. . 1 0, f:Ice, SC'1ST. 
I certify that this is 
	Yollr, tr. :,.:1—t5,11 	 fl int: ,.',11; sh of the 

Germnn translation of th, 
	t n .; ...'Z?AJN(YOK: , C:;.21 

Deposition No. 6. 	
) 

.• 
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1:o. 2 
leRANSLATICI•7 

ni  • 

u-tav 

  

Deposition on t al 

Kenneth WiliI 
'rolp (WE), 

I cam TODAY, 
nationality. 	7."  

1941 until 
.A.2 and 194.3 
aiiway police, '> e•. .  

thu trains, 	•_ +:; 
REINNOL.), 

C-ustav, male, of LCHNE, No. 41, sworn before 
, of Field investigation Section, War Crimes 

on 16 Sep 

	

12 	1909, by occupation labourer and of German 
%.1ber of the NSDAP. 

	

w 	 S.,CSENDORF station. In the years 
Pules were often taken into custody by the 

of war and civilians who were try-11v to escape 
2cople were the always handed over to the 0::nda.2mcric 

;() day-in spr:ng et' 191,3 I was workinf: in the lu..acre room. 	From th-l-c 
T could olseive four ctioc. -1 Russian, 	who were v,aitinc in the 
Trice o b. ;.l'e :-d. 	Afl-r a short t_me t,o Genaarm,rie heister 
INHOLD care irus 	offloc and without asking any quusti,_,ns he 1,mdiately 

s :anted ;;o beat V.-. 	ur R..ssians w_th an ox whip, ith th. words: "You 
sX.ne CSIhwZnc.er 	I'.:.1 help your 	Th.. Russians hid not tried to 
attack hEJi1i0L) in an; 	nor did they defend th.mselve. The Runians 
began to bleed at crc, 	the blows of the hard 	whip, and from 
anc whoa, he had h or the head the blood -plashed as far as the ceiling. 
Then he led the peop: awar to the pr :son at LOM. 

I have seen tlis eree—ure rcpcut-d at least 10 tim s with various Russians 
whon I was there REI:HOLD without exception 

every time boa t'se :Ales a1. Russians whom he had to collect in the most 
brutal manner L.f-re no took them away, in 0:der to intiLidate them. 
Sometimes these people collapsed under the force of the Lloas, then REINHOLD 
left them lyina 	thv recovered consciousness. 
In LOHNE also 	- J often neat the Poles who wore on the street after 

00 hrs. 	Tt'Ls 	-:_so seen with ny own eyes. 	Of the people whom 
1:EZHOLD ill-trea, 	. .c were known to 	by name. 

2, Polish 	 ,e eLoliyed with the farmer NIGGELEYER in LOMNE and 
-phe was suppored to -we taken something out of hunger, REIEHOLD tied 
to his motorcj':1,_; aw.'.;: a rope. 	The Pole had to run behind the Motorcycle 
Lich was going r a .;peed of about 20 Kilometers per hour, for a distance 

nlmost a 	as far as the Bt rgermeisturamt at BAD 3.A33EFECRF, 
he broke down e,-haustcd. I saw this ryself as I was at the sa,:e time 

1:1.ng a moteroycle .n the road from LOHNE to BAD SASWDOPF. 

Mout the shooting of a 
011T ER told me the next 

a Russian 	a small 
,,lor-r.y aft 
elonginj to thr 

1.,edy fro:: peal.  re 

Russian, alleged to-have been trying to escape, 
day. When I came to woe.: at 0445 hrs. I saw the body 
green (Anlagc), 20 meters from the -station building. 
the body was carted away by a ho:su drawn cart 
SAUER, allegedly to the cemetery. 	I did not see the 
I have nothing further tp add.. 

(Signed) Gustav TADDAY 

3-torn by t“, 	I 
BLIT. of 

(NWE) tsis 
e.. in O. British -nay 

TI,:)DAY, Gustav voluntarily befo-.. 
3 Teum, Field Investig:,tion Secti.-, Jar ,7!r:.es Group 
September ',91I:7 at BAD SA,13ENDORF, detaL...ed by the 
the Rhine. 

(Signed) K.W. KNIGHT, Sgt. 
Field Investi Aion Section, 

.War Crii-aus Group (NWE). 

I certify t'. 	t' 
'Deposition rt:' 

trw• translation from Geri.mn into English of the 
•stav ..larked Deposition No. 2 

(Signed) K.W. KNIGHT Sgt. 
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72T.J..TTOIT  01? 

   

   

Deposition on oath of 	 c-f 	 .re.LJ 
Sworn before Kennet! 	1.111„HT, ‘Igte, • "on 
Section, War Crimes ..' •ot. 	C 	..t 	 • •• 	. _ 

 

aLl SiJIERLLYD, 	 o cup.' ion far..:cr L..nd of .;.cr:-..o 
T. was horn on 26 311,.- 1191,.:.. 	wt,., not a menber of -ft, 	77r,.rty. 

   

One evening in su-.er 19/.4 was elm.ing 	fron a fire 
together with the farl.r ,TU!ILUS 	•:hen we cr‘t.n to. C.:M:1 s farm 
n KUT/ECKE, we saw them, th-.3 Gendarr. 	--.C3iSt6r 
D SLSSENDORF. 	I.. rISICCA ■ Jr 	P. )6 by the no of St, -,L:laus PHILIPP, 

who worked. for C4EN. 	 t.-ld hat 4..r.t .; • 	tr? in his 
mom, and. RETTIO.T.D 	a 

• 

• s yet of ::1,1p cut of his 
u' to the room with it, 	L fore he .; nt p, R Ii•-diCID told o...1 .:;hat 

IILIPP had overstepped the 	 ShArtly after:lards I h_.-1.rd loud 
-tries for help cothn.--.; nut •o the upp,:r 	I rcooErr; sec:I the voice 
of PHILIPP who was calling fur Herr 	wtc:r 	 iat'..11HOLD 
came dorm again out of brecvt:h. 

One or two days later I 

• 

PHILIP? .nd 	..r.• tat 7:1:TT-TOLD had beaten 
him very severely, and show Ile 	•r •-, 	hi 	 ,:7; 1-.1s hanls. 
I have nothing further to add. . 

(,i-nuO) 	SAUSRLAD 

Sworn by the said Dcponort, 	.1`. I 
KNIGHT, BUReS, of 	 ; 
group (FITE), Clis •16 	L' Se r ..C: 	19117 
by the C. in C. Britisb 	f :he Rhine, 

befo-. 	Sgt. K.W. 

lotaind 

, 

..„ 	 (11.E) 

I certify that thiri i a ti-A; tl 	 Ger.:An iu2r 1i 	Ce the 
Peposition 	SLUF,(2..2:J, 	 De i  03i bi or P 	5. 

(sm6o) K.-a. MIGHT, Sgt. 
Fic Id In'; .iation Section, 

War C.. 1 r-  • ri.,:oup (T-7,TE), 
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• Tul.' U3 

Deposition on oath of 7.r.13R.ZIT, Juliuo, 	 , -,ahnhof, 
:morn Wore Francis L.ndrew 	S/3:-:t., 8 ;‘:.11.1. 	_Jf ?ion 
Investigation Suction, 	Crincs Group (rbal) , •It 3.,D 	>C2 LC on 
12 Sop 4.7. 

I 	TELERiO,M, Julius, bcirn on 23 Dec 1887, by occupation 	.and 
of Ger:.:an natiorvaity. 	I was not -,. ne.ter of the ITSD.Z or of any Corn-. 
ation of the Nazi .?arty. 

In Nove_iber 1942, one ovaninrs.  abut 2100 hrs. :w enployce Vr!!..ulcin Hilda 
AZIGEDODT called to 	tz, go to the station building with b:r and sco how 
the Gendarme .RED,'HOLT was ill-treating foreign -,,orkors. I went across 
with her ant. with rAy own eyes 3 ..41 IZEIFTIOLT LoatinE.; ab:lat 12 Last workers 
- I assune that they wore Russinns and Poles -, with ,a thin cane. He 
beat then on the back ana on thc head. I was present for about 5 
ninutc:a. 	I could not boar to 	th.0 ill••triiat:Lnt I then wont 
away again. I have nothinf; further to add. 

(Sipri(A) Julius `111L'ita.iri: 

Sii...rn by thc sail Doponent, T11;131-titii,:.1.:, Julius voluotarily before ;lc, *2.;,. 
T„tj,',1\1; 8 K.R.I. Hussars, of Tic. 3 roan, Pica(' Invest! ation Section, 
filar Critics Group (17::E) this 12th Jay of September 194.7 	B4.,1) 3::::;SEYDORP, 
Jotailod 	the C. in C. -.; ..riti:Jb 	1.)f the ithin, 

Invi.:stifntion Section, 
Cri:-.1es Group VW. 

I certify -Lh-;t this is a true transintion 	 :1 t:. Enu:Lish of thc 
Dcp:.sition of TEE11;1..M., Julius, narked Deposition 

:3) 	MIGHT, Sgt. 
Pie lrl I nve stigation-Secti_on, 

War CrLios Group (il?E)„ 



TR4 1SL.,TI GI. OF 

I an BRUITS, Franz, born on 
and of Geroan nationality. 

Depoe.tion on oath of BR87.7. 
sworn before Kenneth 
Section, War Crimes Gr1:up 

DEY:C,GITIOF 

OF 

1. r.Lnz  

-Lnz, !-.1a1:.,1 	f IiLD S 
an *.tiFIGhtl, Sgt., BUPP..i, 

31,D SASSIZIDOIC.' 

16 Sep 1892, by occup.lt 
I -,ras not a -...L•...ber 

, . '•:,-!;), 25, 
I 

17 

railw-Ay 
1■37.)1,P. 

One night in 194.3 betwuen 3100 and 0200 hrs. I was in the station office 
:.x.t 'JAI) S,',SSENDORF. 	Pelizoi Moister REINHOLD cai.ic in 	•the office :In 
order to collect a Russian worker -alio had been found on2. train and taken 

into custody. 	The Russian, a young pan of aly.)ut 19 :.-.1:1.r1 was lying on 
the floor in order to g;t soue• rest. 	;as sc;Dh !:s R.EINHOLD crane int) the 
office he struck the resting Russian with a stick or a ri 	:117;.p vith 
the words: "You sw-ine!", without haying talked a ,,iord with t1;: Gerr;:.ns wh•. 
were prLsent. 	The Russian i.diately jumped up and REI.1:0L.' e'ontinucd 
to beat him on the head and body until the Russian bc,an 	 7ihen I 
saw the blood I asked REMOLD to stop. Thereupon FEINHOLD seized the 
Russian by the back of' the neck and pusned him out of 4.,ic„ door and went 
away with 

I often heard' that REINHOLD ill.-trted foreign 
only incident •,:f this ld.nd ti--t I have s.on personallyc, 

is the 

Of the shs:oting of a Russian bi :EI..1.1101D I only heard th,, foil -:'i morning 
frou my colleague Heinrich 'IT7F.',11 :711 was pr,,s,..t:t. 	 T.as net 
present at this shooting. 
I have n..)thinr further to 

(sia...;)) 

Sworn by the said Deponent, BR7HS, Franz voluDtrwily befe.. 
KNIGHT, BU2I0S, of No. 3 Teaa, Field Investigation 
Group (2171E), this 16-th lay of Septe:ftr 194.7 at 13.,0 
by the C. in C. British ja.7 of the Rhine. 

etaiLd 

_ (Signed) 
Fiel! Invest! 

War Cry l s  

EIT;ICHT, Sgt. 
tioii Section, 
Group (UE). 

I certify that 
the Deposition 

this is a true tr%nsk:tion f rem Ceriian into English of 
of BOILS, Franz narkA Deposition No 3. 

(SIGNED) K..:. :\IITG:IT, Sgt. 
Field Inve.3•:;- . -tion Zectim, 

War Cri; 	 (ZliE) • 
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Do; a)s iti on on oath of .131:11101AD , illy, ;11a1,.; t 	 r .j 	ohulatr• 
26, sworn before Km-moth 	 c;, 	Investition 
Suction, 7;,i.17 Crill'',  S OCOUj (i'L:Ft) p at o. 2 	 .;17. on 15 Sep 47. 

I, :;.EiNIDLD 	have bJen inforr 	that 	ZI:A 	cl-mpc,11,Jj  to make a 
statem-nt unless I wish to do so, but that any statem.nt that 1 
here, w-'.11 he ',mitten Born anl my 	used as evidence at a I •.tor date. 
I make this stAement of my own free will, without any com.)ulsion or 

iworaises of reward. 

I am REINHOLD, Willy, born on 20 Nov 1897 at 	 by occupation 
Gendarmerie 21.ister and of German nationality. I was a member of the N.SD,..1- 
since 1937. 	I was in the Gendarmerie since 1931. 	I WEIS ar..estod on 
12 DG 

May 19112 until th:, end 	the_ 	I was Gendarmerie iviater at BAD 

One evening in autumn 19)4 an engin, driver reported at this station at 
BAD SASSENDORF that ho hal SCAM the follovinu on th, lino to BAD SASSENDORP. 
Beside the railway eMbankmeot he had seen a young man standing in front 
of quite a large fire. As it was already TAting Jae: aul as there was 
air raid danger he had asked tho youn man to put the 	out. There- 
upon the young of an hal run a.:ay in th,. dire:rtion of 'ii') :-;iiUTY)Y station. 

Between 2100 and 2200 hrs. on the 2:1.m.. evenin- i 
At,CKER rang me up from the station au -1 s ti i that •a youn;-f i«°-an been 
taken into custody there, I :3hould 	 once. 	At th station 
I was informed of the enp---;no driver' u report and took charge- of the 
young man. 	I assumel that it 'JAC ti 1 C; ' -?.; man 117;1011 the: 
had sCCAl p  as his clothing smolled tai sooke. 	This was my only r,_.ason for 
this assumption. - I 'asked the 2.:an what Lis n71:1; 	wir.-ther he had 
made the fire, but he only answered with a shrug of VI,. 
I then search ,.3 the man and only found a knife. 	Fro; :: 	ft:::;ures 
assumed that he -.4.as Russian. 	I then led the man awrg, seourod by 

Knebelkette ( a chain, attached .  to the prison(!rls wrist, allth3.  of the 
chain hold by the policeman _. Translator's Note). 
After a few steps thc, man tore himself loose. But first I want to 
mention that I had previously '.;earned the man throuph signs that I should 
;Moot in case, of an attempt to escape. When he tore himsolf loose from 
mu I ran aft,-..r him for a short distance and snouted 	"Stoptu 	As ho 
vaj wearing gym-shoes and I could not follow hi;? as quickly with my 
high boots I fired a shot at him after a .L'er, steps. He full over 
and to my knowledge he was airady dead '„hen I went uo to hi 	I immediately 
went to the doctor, but he •- as not at home.-  On the way back fro.i the doctor 

illet the Amt:ibelrgermeister Andreas SC1Rt5ER and related to himi litlat had 
happened. He rejected my suppection that the man u'ioold be tai,:en away for 
identification and ordered that the man should be bueied 	tt.:1:16 	I 
thereupon took the body in a car to the cemetery in 	 where it 
was buried in Ely presence. 	shot 1-v.1.3 hit the man in the head. 	In spite 
of inquiries I never 1,.7,rnt anyti , 2:: further about the pe‘•-•son of tiCa man. 
At the time I considered it .-,robi .L le that the ,,an belonc,ed to a ;y11-1 of 

Workers -i■ ho ,.iere at that 	rying out ,.lany burglaries tin the 
neighbourhood. 	I i;:irte'ii.:,tely re , :orted th,:; whole course of events to my 
superior, Ob,rleutmnt 
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Only onnc did I 	any i'oreign 	 . 	 ice 
on an occasion when .0do lruilken 	.11.t.tcsod c. 	s oc-:asion 
I defended Ays(A.f with Ly 

I deny that 1 evur il1tr1 any foreij,n worke.,-.3. 	.0 n.rticulu. I (iGny 
that I boat about 12 Zol2eign ..rorkers aith 	cane, on th,. st:t!,..n in BAD 
S,:aENDORF in autuln 1942 	In ny opinion t , isatory is .2. - 11..1!c.Lus 

(Signed) 	t!..;71,(21..") 

Sworn by thr: said Deponent, REI:EOLD, 	volunt 	 Svt. 
K.W. KNIGHT, Bb7FS, of No. 3 Tva,a, Ficld InvestiAtion 	tn, ;..r Crimea 
Group (NIITE), this 15th day of Septeuber 1947 at No. 2 	.ISCH.T%ECK, 
detailed by the O. in C. British Lr:.17 of the Rhine. 

(Signed) K.. KXIGHT, Sit. 
Field Investi,;ation Secton, 

War CriL.1 Group (i..). 

I certify that this is a true - translAion of the Deposition of Anuom, 
i.arked Deposition No. 8. 

(Si:rvid) K.W. 	07t. 
Field InvestizAion Section, 

War Crima Group, (ME). 

.60 
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PARTICULARS OF EVIDENCE IN SUPPORT 

Contained in the statements of :- 

Cze slaw SZTA,7,:o 
C-tw tav r2A)DAY 
7.?1.• itz atairmulD 

-0-0 -0 -o 	-0 -, -  

(iv) Julius 1.1.7.111Z.I.t11.  
(v, Franz 131a-113 

(vi) 'illy -133InTIOID (Accused) 
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NOTES ON TH 	E 

(Under this heading should be included the view taken as to (a) the degree of 
responsibility of the accused in view of his official position, e.g., was offence 
committed on the offender's own initiative, or in obedience to orders, or in carrying 
out a system approved by authority or a legal provision ; (b) the probable defence ; 
(c) whether the case appears to be reasonably complete.) 

A. 	The accused p.FailTuo appears to have cornittcd these acts of ill- 
treatment on his crm initiative. 

There appear:: to 1)e no defence to if:ie charLe. 

C. 	The case is comnlete. 



6763/1./1(14 /4; 615  
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Date Submitted 	Decision of Committee I 

I'31h 36 WOO 5 47 If&C LW. 111,1 

ARLS Ca3CKED LIST 65 6 NOV 1947 
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Registered Number. 	 Date of receipt in Secretariat. 

4760a4(  OCT 19,t7  

UNITED NATIONS WAR CRIMES COMMISSION 
United Kingdom 	 qeman 
	 C HARG ES AGAINST 	  WAR CRIMINALS 

CASE No. 	CP 638   * 

Name of accused, his 
rank and unit, or 
official position. 

(Not to be tramktted.) 

BIIII:1;;;i::::jWilhelm Ernst Auc,ust 

IlbAotmann der Pollzoi 

c.w.:.4:;.Q....1,7) 

_Date and place of 
commission of al-
leged crime. 

1.1.;y1 	 
Germany. 

Number and descrip-
tion of crime in war 
crimes list. 

References to rele-
vant provisions of 
national law. 

Breaches of Inter-
national law 

(i) Murder 

Murler 
00 

	 /907 

	

Relevant provisions of the Harfue Convention ralatin  	 

SHORT STATEMENT OF FACTS. 

One day in May, 19!44, the Krupps ;forks at 	 was bc4nbed an.5 a areat 
number of foreign workers, mainly Russians, who were employed there were running 
loose in the town looting. 	The accused was ordered by the Landrat of Rheinhausen 
to proceed to the Russian workers camp and to restore order there. 	The accused 
then went to the camp taking with him approximately 15 policemen and on arrival 
a number of civilians pointed out three Russians, whom, they alleged, had been 
looting. After statements had been obtained from these civilians the accused, 
without any further investigation or any form of trial, lined up the three Russians, - 
ordered the rest of the male inhabitants 	-the camp to parade, and in view of ev-_:ry- 
one made three of his policemen shoot these three Ru:sians. 	himself then gave 
the coup de grace to each prisoner. 

TRANSM I TTED B 
CiTiee o' the J. 	 Dept.) 

 

• Insert serial number under which the case is registered In tree files of the National Office of the accusing State. 

(OOIL-5) Wt.P.212m/27 	 c. t4 Co. 74,(N) 
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bee abort State;ant of 
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Translation of 
	 Dep. N. 2. 

of 
Alhe 	;r1E.L.ITN 

Deposition on .,:ath of 	 Cacciiic.:astr. 33, 
11■.au.'12, sworn '_....cfore 2/Lt. C.R. 	Gen. List, of Field Investigation 
Section, ::,ar Cri.les Gr )up (1,1.:E) at ...IJELIS _la 20 Septe.•.te•cr 1)47. 

I an "allic1.-.1 	 Ii.Oi.L.MG n 6 June 	I 	Crer.nan 
citizen of Evangelical faith, a policeman by occupn.tion. 

Since the 1 3: ay 1)20 I a.-.1 servinc in the ilO&IS Police, y now ;..tr rank 
is Polizeimeister. From 1)40 up to the 	the war 	superior was 
Hauptaann of the P :lice 

I rememter that once early in the morning after a heavy air-raid there, 
came the order to drive t RHEINILUSEli. ...pprx 15 policemen wont in one lorry 
Haupti..lann 	 Polizeimeister 1-k)hlit: and ..:wself drove the way in a 
private car. In RHEINHLUSIF DR.11TICL.A.T went into the P.,liee ThAilding, came 
out after approx half an h ,ur and said that we were :;.ping to the Russian ea:A]: 
in the vicinity of the KRUPP Factory. Defore arriving at RHKIIIIXSE\I, 
LIRINKLI.TI`i only told us that we had to go there, because Russians had escaped 
from a ca..-tp and were plundering. liter our arrival at the camp, we ordered 
the Russians out of their huts; as I got t J Imow afterwards, in onler to be 
present at the sh Aing. I entered an air-raid shelter in ardor to sec 
whether further Russians were hiding7 there. when I came !-Jack, I saw that 
3 Russians, of wholl I heard that they had b..‘_n kept in a barrack, were standing 
against a wall. 	Three of I:ty c.omrades, COEUTGEN, 11,1Tg-?S and. DROUX were stagy ,a 
opposite, with their rifles 1-aded. 	12I-i•;iC,1-111 cave us the order t.) stand to 
attention at the side of the rifle-men, and then gave the ordei-  to sh,ot. ..s 
far as I remember, the 3 Russians fell down, but were still moving. :3RZI1G..:Lial 
took the pistol rued, as far as I r:Ltu....;er, cave every.;ne of the Russians a shut 
into the te-Aple. 

Thereupon the Russians who had to witness the shooting, were allowed 
to Go  back to the caisp. 	;;e hal to stay there, and DRI14.2.,:idIN 	3I111.Ifki 
went to the carp administration in order to make a state.:ent about the 
shooting. Then we "rove back. The orders were directly given by DRIEIN.41Zi p  
and I have 170t seen any other responsible or superior official. 

( 	) 

SVDRN by the said deponent Wilhelm WIEfi.,adq, voluntarily at iiio&S, 	20 
Sep 47, before 	2/Lt. C.R. FREUD, detailed by the C. in C. British 
.i.rmy of the Rhine. 

HEW), 2/Lt. 
Investigating Officer. 

CMTIFIED that this is a true translation from Geri:art into English of the 
Deposition of Alhelra 	...arked Dep. No. 2. 

(S:21) C.1;.. FREUD, 2/l t. 
Field Investication 
7Tar Cri,nes Group (k. WE) 
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De 	0,1 Tr 1 	3 

Translati-:n of 
DEL' ..3111,11 

of 

Josef 1)01E.CalTN 

Del..3siti.,n in :ath 	J.i...;.3ef 	 Dr. Karl Hirsch- 
berg Str. 4, sworn bee )re 2nd Lieut. 	FREUD, Gen. List, of Field. Investi- 
gation section, 	Crimes Group (I1*.rE), at NEUSS on 21st Septeilber 1)47. 

I az-: Josef l'i)11LILNII, born at HILDPH in 31 January 13)5. I am a lock- 
a.iith by trade, f.-,rmerly a police.-.-ian. 	GerL-u-:.n citizen, .if catholic faith. 

I joined the -police in 1)25 an:. was transferred to the Schutzpolizei 
1.1oHtS on 1 March 193). 	Since 1)40 Hau-:.)tm,-_,.nr. BRINLIIIN was 1.T sui)erisr. 

I remember the case of shooting of Russians in RitlaiH,XSFIT. In the 
early h urs of morning in May 1944, after an air-n.lid. on RIIELIFLUSEN the 

Schutzpolizei was c ailed out. Hauptmann 	told us that 
Russians who were interned in a Labour Camp in 	 had esco.peci 
an air-raid. 	L.t this BIUNKI-Ihd.Thi acc.....Qanied by Meister 	drove off in 
a private car and a'oiut 15 police7.1en followed. him in a lorry. I sat in frsr.- 
next to the lorry :'river. On arrival in the caLlp the lorry stopped, BRINK.1.L‘ii 
drove on and came back after r. short time Exa said to the assembled policemer. 
"Novi some Russians vrill have to be shot." ..fter this we went into the 
first drove all the Russians wh) were standiiu about in the yard back into 
the huts .oncl later we brow ht out all the male Russians to witness the 
shooting. 

;then the Russians were asse:i'Lled DRINK,';.1'il■ called 	over, led me into 
a but arll told me to interrogate two civilians; these civilians were the me:' 
who had caught the 3 Russians who were to be shut while they were laundering. 
I took the statements about the plundering in writing and :although I do not 
remember the names of the civilians I ;".o still now that they had foreign 
sounding names, end that the articles that were found. on the Russians were of 
little value. The civilians stated, however, that the Russians had also 
stolen more valuable articles. The statements were signed by the civilians, 
and then went into the yard, where the 3 Russians were already standing up 
against the wall. 	Jr. the orders of DRINK-i,:L,b1I they were shit by ::3R0UX, 
DLLTMS and GUFNTGEN, after which R.II\Iig,1,1,11\1 took his pistol, went u:;) to 
the dying Russians and gave them the coups de Grace. 

;Lt this time I was deputy Revierfuehrer and can say that as far as I 
know only DRYKi-iiIIN gave orders in this affair. It is of course, possible 
that DRINKIL,M4 received orders for the shooting from the LanCsat Dr. DUDE;Z1: 
or from 'MIN, Major of the Schutspolizei. 

I have n) further statements t.) make in this case. 

(301) Josef 

S.r.0.111 by the said Deponent ,Josef 	 at IiEUSS on 21 September 1947, 
me, 2/Lt. C.R. FREUD, detailed by the C. in C. British 	of the Rhine. 

(sg:) C.R. FREUD, 2/Lt. 
Investigatirw, Uff r. 

CKLTIFIED that this is a true tramel!..,..ti.na from Ger.c.%ii into English of the 
Deposition of J.)sef PoilLt.N, marked 	3. 

C.R. FREUD 2M, 
Field Investigation Seotiin, 
Wrx Crimes Gr)up (NUE) 
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Deposition  no. 6 
Translation of 

DITOSITION 

of 

Heinrich C,OEPTC-EN 

Deposition on oath of 1:einrich GOEI.ITG-L'1.7, male, of Nuep. olstr. 11, ..c:OERS, 
sworn before 2/Lt C.R. FREUD, Gen, List, of Field Investigation Section, 
War Crimes Group (IPZ) at 1.:0ERS on 20 September 194.7. 

I am Heinrich GOENTGEN, born at 1.10ERS on 19 August 1900. I an a labourer 
by trade, formerly a policeman, of German nationality and Evangelical faith. 

I have been informed that I am not compelled to 
wish to do so, but that any state;aent I do make 
down and may be used as evidence at any time, 
voluntarily without being threatened, forced or 

make A statement, unless I 
voluntarily, will be written 
I make this statement 
given the promise of a reward. 

On the 1 liar 1922 I joined the MOLTS Police and served as a Hauptwacht-meister 
until the end of the war. Since 1940 ray superior was Hnuptmann BRINKIANN. 
Since the beginning of 1944 the -.0.103 Police had to be available during day 
and night time because of the air-raids. After an especially heavy air-raid 
we were woken up at about 4. or 5 o'clock in the morning and received the order 
from BRINKIIANN to climb on a lorry, which was ;siting outside. We had to 
load and place at safe our rifles, and then followed BRIIINiANII's private car 
to RHEINEAUSEN. There we had to wait outside the Police building for a 
short time, whilst BRINKMANN had a conference inside. /Star a short time 
he came cut, and then we drove to the Russian camp in the vicinity of tho 
KRUPP factory. 

In the oarap we had to fetch the Russians out of their huts. to line Ire the 
non and to send the women back to their huts. BRINKIINN went into a but 
with several civilians, and we could observe through the open window, that 
they wore talking, and that somebody was ,eriting. After a short time they 
cane out again and I heard BRINH.1ANN call "volunteers". None of us fell out, 
the majority even went back a little. Just when I was behind a hut, I heard 
my name being called. I went to BRINKi:ii.NN and saw that BALTi2S and BROUX 
wore already there. Three Russians were standing opposite against a wall 
at a distance of 50 metres. The remainder of the Russians, who previously 
had been - lined up, wore standing at the side now and watched the scone. 
BRINWANN gave the order to shoot, Ncistcr POI-DIANN was standing next to 
no and vie shot. 	I failed, and the man standing opposite TAL; 2  remaincied 
standing. The 2 other Russians fell down. We had to shoot once again on 
orders, whereupon the third fell down, too. I don't believe that one of 
these Russians was dead. They screamed, whereupon BRINK:"LANN took BOURX's 
pistol and fired 3 shots; may be some more. I did not watch it. Afterwards 
it was said that these 3 Russians had bccn plundering and had some valuable 
things on them. When -,:e received the prdcr to shoot, I did not know, why 
we had to shoot. But it is possible that FRINRIANN had informed the other two 
before I arrived.- Thereupon we went to the lorry again and drove hack to 
MOMS. 

BRINGlidIN directly gave the orders for the shooting. I do not know, who 
the civilians were, with -ahem BIZMKiifiliN had been talking in the carap. 	I 
suppose they were officials of the camp administration.. 

Otherwise I have not seen any responsible or superior officials of mine 
on this occasions. - I have nothing else to say about this incident. 

(Sgd) Fic.inrich GOT74TeRty 

/GWORN 
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SWORN by the said Deponent Heinrich GOZILTC-Jr., voluntrily 	on 
20 Septculber 1947, before 	2/Lt C.. PPTTD, jetaile,i by C.-iii-C. 
British ,:trEy of the Rhino. 

(Sgd) C.R. 2RLITD, 2/Lt, 
InvestiLating Officer. 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translation fro:.i Comm into English 
of the Deposition of Heinrich GO.EiTG'a., :Larked Dop.-11006. 

2/Lt. 
. Field Investigation Section 

Criucs Group (NWE) 
(0.R. FREUD, 2/Lt) 

D.B. 
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Transiati)n 	 De- 
LEAASITIdU 

of 

Wilhelm aiLLTERS  

DepasitiJn on oath of Wilhelm lli,LTELZS, male, of Kaiserstr. 16, 	;.T..rern 
sworn before 2/Lt. C.R. FREUD, Gen. List, of Field investigation SGction, 
Crimes Gla)up (fP.,1) at iloNtS 3n 20 September 1947. 

I au ..alhelu 	born at 11J MIS ,n 12 lk;co...:)cr 1693. 	I a..1 
LaTnch) 	professi..,n, f cren.r).n nLtione.lity .n:1 of 

Evangelical faith. 

have been told tir-..t i a.., not c.r.-apelled to 'make a statement, unless 
I wish to do so, but that any statement I do ,lake voluntarily, will be written 
1131711 and may be used as evidence at any tine. I ..aaice this state..ient 
ily without threats, dotapuluion• )r the proi:lise of a reward. 

I j..;ined the police in i•-,eNIS on the 15 September 11)1), where I ... 
serving as a Polizeimeister. During the war, since 1940 my superior was th9 
Chief of the 1.1' S ordnungspolizei, 	 His ran.: was Captain of the 
Police. 

Since 1944 when the air-raids became more frequent, the Sehutzaolizei 
was directed by the MJERS Police Station and it was their duty to du 
Dereitschaftsclionst. .at night, during an air-raid we were caddeuly exklered 
by Capt. DRINKILIT. to get on to a lorry and 	group Of i,olice.aen was ordered 
to load and apply the safety catch. 	Thereupon Captain --)11.1I-41.;:a,a:11.i got into 
his private car and started off. Wel  about 15 policemen in one lorry, 
followed him at a distance of a few hundred. metres. The lorry followed the 
private oar in which there were -2;RItIl.4.1.i.NN and 2 Polizeimeisters by the na;_te of 

and laplidiNo  to RHEMiLUSEN. There we stopped in front of the 
-203100 	'..ORINKiii,NN disappeared int.) the building and returned after :_-2..out 
20 minutes. Ailat we were waiting for BRINICIIIIN, we as.ze,d some local 
policemen what was going on and we were told that Russians who were interned 
in a camp nearby had escaped during the air-raid and were looting. 

DRIKL.NN returned and we again fAlowed his private car, until we 
got to the Russian calap, near the firm 1C111-0.1-a, 	stayed on the lorry, but 
1;RINIQUIT and the 2 :.leisters went inside the camp, and shortly afterwards 
the order was given to leave the lorries and co:.io into the camp. Our task 
was to enter all the huts and to send the Russians who were inside outside. 
These Russians were then made to fall in by Kapos and ef....a-,) interpreters. 
Then DRINKILaiN approached us policemen and said: "Three men over 
Nobody moved, and he ordered: "1.7a.,LTELIS, MITT= and :11ZJUX stand fast; the 
others withdraw " I bolieve he chose us because we were first of all well 
trained. rificlen and sec..ndly as we consisted of one I-)..aizeia.oister, one 
Hauptwachtmea.ster and one Reserve-l'oliceman. He ordered us to aim and 
when we looked up 71:-; noticed that the Russians, who had fallen in, were 
standing at one side and that behind them at a distance of about 50-60 .:,etres, 
3Russians were standing against the wall. I au not know where those 3 
Russians owe from and who placed the:-.: in front of the wall, 
told us that these men had been looting, and that in RHEEL:.:IJSRT. Mart1;12. Law 
had. been proclaimed, which meant that notices ha. been posted that looters 
and any people wh) opposed the police or the Wehraacht would be shot. We 
got the order to fire which we did, and 2 of the 3 Russians fell down. 
Jn order we aimed again at the 3rd Russian, whi then also.. fell. . Thereupon 
DRninia;.NN demanded a pistol and went to the Russians lying on the ground and 
gave each of thea a shot in the neck. During this he complained about our 
bad shooting. :after I had fired, I turned round at once, so that I ad 
not notice whether the Russians were dead 

During this incident I have seen no stranger superior officers. 
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seemed to be the man who -.vas in charge throughout this incident. 
Wo--were later told that these 3 Russians had their pockets full of silver 
and other loAed articles. 

After this we returned to i.10ERS and until the end of the ,.../ar 
never heard anything about this incident again. Shortly after the end of 
the war, I was interrogated by aiglish officers regard:int, this execution. 

Otherwise I have nothing further to say regarding this matter. 

(cgd) 	r1i liielra 1.3,',..LTEttS 

SWORN by the said Deponent iilhelri I.;,-,LTE10, voluntarily at IlOM2,S on 20th 
September 191+7 before cao, 2/Lt. C.R. ITRELID, d.ctailed by C. in C. british 
Army of the Rhino. 

(sgd) C.R.FREUD 2/Lt. 
Investigating Officer. 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translation from Ger,-.k-ua into Ihzlish of the 
Deposition of ',alhelra BilLTERS, marked Dep. No. 7. 

(sgd) 
Field Investig.-...tion Section 

Crimes Group (1'•-•:-E) 
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TranslatiLn of  
SITIC IT 

Jehann 	L.  X  

:i)epositic.n on oath cf Johan 	male, .f lorie..).erstr. 27, 	sworn r!)ef -Jrc 
2. Lieut. 	 Gen. List, of Field Invcati . Lion Section, 	Crimes 
Group (1\r..E), 	 2O 	194.7. 

I am Johann 	b-rn 	on 24 	19..). 	I ri Ger -3^.n citizen of 
Cathelic faith. 	I r married an..: 11-.,.ve 2 ohil'rcn, I r;- _,  un_..erireund 
contruct..r 	trade. 

_Jurinc the war I was c.-.11ed 	as 	..,licemr.n of the res rve to the 	_lice. 
Since 194.e.  the chief of the IC:r -La.-') 	 (Ca,t,.in) 
In sprirv: 1)44, aftr..r an air-rai::, the iLlaar.:3 ..f the ;:,:[_;-,ZS Schutzi)olizei were 
calleC. out and we were telC. that ve hr.d. to .Trivc to -2112.,-17.4F,,USEN, because f -,reicn 
workers, ;The were living in a ca.ip there, v;cre 	 "..6 
rifles;  placeC,  thc.-.1 at safe and then went -off on a lorry to IrLiBINILL61',II. 	This 
was in the early hours of the r 

After our arrival at the WiT:LiFILUSE1+ 	we hes: te fetch the men anC. 
out of the huts, later, however, the 	c r.11owed to 	bacic to their 
huts. 	DIZINK.::-.ANN, who at that time ha2 	,:iscussion 4th civilians in a hut, 
cale out an at that tir.ic vie saw that 3 	worKers v:oic placed 	n t 

DIZINIC.iiANN 	us and ordered some v_lunteers tG shoot th _.c. 3 
;.s nobody  fell cut, 	 shcute at us ant.: sailed us c...warT.s. 	Ii_ rely 
aftcrws.rde he called out G(.}1.NTGL.N, 	 .iyself and cave us tho ..rder to 
all and shoot. 	after the first volley 'Ale. 7cussian was still starCin,.. 	, c  
the order for a secoru.'. volley, but I have seen that the 3 I:ussians were still 
alive, even after wc had fired a second. time. 	Thereupon ...);ZINElijcill tooK 
pistol, went to the pris.,ners and cave one or more shots to everyone of them. 
Durine the shoetin:.: it was the duty of 1::-.)lizeimeister 	t._ stanC. on the 
right hand side ne:.t to the :Zussiana at the all to see that they remained in 
a standing position. 

...aIllif31.,1,114 gave my pistol bacR: to f.1C VA.. climbed ,,n the car cain and 
drove bacx to LiCE113. 

I have been informed that I am not ci.-apelled to .1:7,.K.0 	state.:.nt, unless 1 wish 
to do so, but that any statement I dc: make voluntoxily, 	be ,..ritten 
and may be used as evidence at every time. 	I malce this ot-te-iont 
without 7-...einr: threatened, 1.-)ersuadcd or the 17,romise of a r,  

I have n thin- else 	state in this case. 

(s ) Lata 

by the said De:v.-aunt Johann 31:Cla, voluntarily at .;Lo-4::13 	2U (;j: 

before mc, 2/Lt C.i . 7101.,, detailed by •C-in-C. :eritish 	of the -.aline.. 

(s 2.) 	 2/Lt - 
IniesticatinE Officer 

0.7.I.TIPIEL. that this is a true translation from Gcr.irl.n. into English 	the 
Deposition 	Johann 	 De.-No. 3. 

2/Lt. 
InvcstiL:_-tion Sccti;n 

Grimes Group (fr..:E) 
2/Lt). 
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D cp 1i o.  

Deposition of 

Karl Ernst F;U:r.c/MER 

Deposition on oath of Karl :rnst 	 j.iale of ;i0E-P..:3 p .at present at 
sworn before 2Lt. C.R. FREUD, (ton. List of rx Crimes 	 IlaCI'L-.0 on 
27 Sept 1947. 

I ara Karl Ernst BUBMZER, born in iii0LRS on 20 January 1900. 	I ail,. of 
Ger:mn nationality, believe in Goa and I am a vets by profession. I have been 
a 4-,lember of thc ITSD/LP since 1 October 1930. 	I hoia an honourary rank of 
Krcislcitcr in :0.11-2 since 1934, 	In Jun:, 19/12 I 	promoted to Landrat of 
thc district of li01-=. 

rs "Krcisleiter" I had no powers over the :;chutz,polizei whatsoever. 
ho-.7ever as a Landrat I was in charge of the .Kreispolizei (District Police). 
Looking after the Kreisgendamorie (District Police) was a Ereisgendr_ierie 
captain who -,70-9 directly subordinate: to f.le. 	There also existed a Sc:hutzpolizei 
in if0ERS. The Schutzpolizei was directly subordinate to a lieutenant-colonel 
of the Schutzpolizei who was stationed in the Govern `tent in DUSSELDORP. Between 
these two different police authorities there existed a friendly co-operation and 
in special emergencies they helped each other by lending personnel. This h: pond 
mrtnly :luring air raid ;laminas an afterwards ion air raid victius 	to be 
dug out or helped in any way. It cou1'. happen that I, in ry capacity as Landrat, 
knew of a certain occurrence in ray district and -itas r:skol by the ::!-:yor or Police 
Chief in that certain place for n certain nuilber of policemen, 	brity.-.6e,. 
other 	workers. 	In such cases where my own police, or the police :n' the 
village in question could nat deal with the situation I rank (,1 ..-1;tf'_in P• si:niu,ia of 
the ii0ERSIIR Scutzpolizci and asked nil.: to lend some :)f his oolicenen Cro the oec;:sion. 
I had, however, no power to give direct orders to the Schutzpolizoi 	it vnuld 
have been quite possible for BRINKHIAZI to request me at any tile to have 	jrclor3 
endorsed by the lieutenant-colonel of the Schutzpolizei. 

I rciaember an air raid of RIMINHilUSIII in which Fuls were running P.m:land free, 
they had escaped after their camp had been hit. This was a camp for workers of 
the firm of KRUPP. 	I do not mine...bur that I gave orders to the Schutzpolizei in 
this particular case but it is possible that I passed on a request by the authorities 
in RHEINHAUSai for extra polico,Iten to BRIIMCLITI.. 	It is quite i;.ipossible that I 
gave a special order to BRIM11.7.11,s' regarding the way in which he was sus);-:oed 
deal with his order. 	It was alv:ays a custo:.; that the extra pellee:.len 	arriv.,.1 
reported to the "Standtortpolizeioffizier" (Town Lajor). It was the task of this 
police officer to distribute the policemen. 	It was never reported to cle that ..n 
this evening Russians were shot by the Schutzpolizci in RIII111- .U611i.:. 	1 heard, 
however, through later reports that loc.)tin,:, had occurred in 	 I can 
definitely state that I knew nothing of nay lootina in RIMIFI-ir,US:i. until I heard 
about it later. Therefore it is absolutely inpossible that I said anythinL to 
BRIPiKIdi~IiTa en the telephone rernlinp. looters other,lise I have nothing else 	saty 
regarding this case. . 

I have been told that I am not obliged to !_lake a state; ent if I aD not 
want to do so but a statement of nine which I ."cake voluntarily will be taken 
and can be used as evidence at any time. I mckc this statcrient voluntarily 
without being forced and without havin;:f been pro:Asa a re,.-tard. 

(6`a) DR. is1,.RL BIIBENZER 

Certified that this is a true translation of the .:1eposition of liar]. Ernst 13UBENZL:i. 
Deposition Iiuraber 4. 

(5r1) F.H. '..fdiErt Hajar 
At.:21,2310 

Sworn by the said deponent Karl Ernst BUBENZER, at DACEIU on 27 of Septeuber 1947 
before r.;°, 2 Lt. C.R. PROD, detailed by the C. in C. British l.rr.1y of the "Rhine. 

(SCI) 	FIZUD 2 Lt. 
Inveatigatin& Officer. 

D.8. 
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Translati Of 	 Deposition i 	5. 
DEFOSITION  

Alhelm Ernst 

Depouiti )n on oath f iLlhela Ernst ...ugust DRLIICA-.14'6N, male, :.f road 
loR,ZIKIITIL,USII,:/Thuering,en, at resent kle. 2 -.0:IC KIWI-F.13E0K, sworn before 2/Lit. 
C.R. MUM, Gen. List, of 'Field Investig,%ti on Sccti n, 	 Gr Sul  (1:-E) 
at FISCHBECK on 25th Septembcr 1947.   

I 	 Ernst 	 born in DUSEMIDORF .;n the 25th 
Oct. 1c89. I 	:)f Ger:lan nati onality, of Catholic faith, police ifficer by 
.)ecupati 

I have been t 12, that I a..... not e_.::.pelled to 	statement if I do net 
wish t) di) so, but that each stat......ent 	::)ine will be written down ro.nd. 
can be used as GVis.1.0110 0 at arly ti. % 	I make this statement v.luntarily, 
without vr.rnings, force or promise of a reward. 

On 1 Hay 1938, I was transferred. fr ;LI THUICIFIGEN to the..3ELcS police. 
Since the beginning of 'war, I was Hauptuann of the Schutzpolizei. iiy 
superior as Hauptmann )f the Schut:; oilisei was the Deurgermeister pf the 
town, whose superior was the Dandrat. 

Ini.11.-y 1947 there was a heavy air attack .onlIOLOCS, 	Lumbs had 
fallen I had to re..kove the civilians from their houses and returned to LT/ 
office about 0004 hours. Shortly afterwards the Landrat, Dr. 13UDENZER 
telephoned 	He said to me so-iething 	t.) the f.,11ovd.ng: "Take 
all available ;:olicemen illImediately, put 	on to a lorry and drive to 
RHEINH...USIN where a lot of Russians have escaped and are moving through tho 
town plundering. 	The police there are a]rcady otherwise engaged because 
of the air attack and y.)u are detallerl t. see that everything; is in order, 
t protect the population and 	for the .lunderers, you know h w to treat 
them, it is written everywhere on the walls." 

Thereon I put .ay 0)1:iceuen on a 1)rry and I personally went with r:or 
car to RHEIIiiiii,USFE. arrived there, vie say ;...any fires and we also saw how 
Russians were captured by civilians, presu..lably "Arkochutz". ,,s ordered by 
the Landrat, we drove up to the gate of the firm ICRUPP. There we should have 
received instructions, but nobody was there, whereon I :rove te the 
Buergermeister at the place of comi..and for air raids. I discussed with the 
Buergermaster there viii declared t:1 ;-.1e that when I have the order from the 
Landrat I should 	;.y 	to the Russian c-d-Ap 	restore order. 

.:Irrived at the cr,..:Ap, -au foun: everything in - .rent excitement. iiy 
first detail was that the ea;..12 staff was for.-aed. 	Then I -aent t.: the Camp 
Commandant who has shown me 3 Russians in the presence of 2 civilians, who 
were caught plunderinr-,„ I convinced .-..yself, by questioninc! and inspecting 
of the st.)len goods that this was really a matter of stealing. 	Thereon, I 
explained to the Russians, through an interpreter, that they will be shot 
in respect of the plun,:tering. I gave them a chance to pray and cave the 
order for the women to leave the pprade gr)und. 

Then I went on to the parade ground  and explained throu..sh the 
interpreter why these 3 Russians ar._ being shot and asked the other Russians 
to take this as a warnir;. These Russians then were put against the wall 
and I asked my policemen for 3 volunteers to shoot these men. 	nobody 
reported, I ordered one reservist, one iieister and one OberwachtAeister, 
the best shooters of each Coi:ipany, DIL,TEL1S, GORITGIN and BROUX to stand 30 

away fr.... the Russians and to shoot ,n ;..y order. 	I explained to 
policel-aen in especially the above na,.ied 3 shooters why the Russians have 
to be shat. 

Each Policeman shot once, chest hif- h, .1t the 	standing opposite 

/ him_ 
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him. The Russians were not chained, ;Alt the; w..re star.C.in: with their back 
to the wall, facin: us. 	The 3 Russians fell: atter-  the 5. shuts, but I notice.: 

that they jerked spLauodic::].ly 	realised that they were still alive. I 

than to :k a pistol 	nave each a fatal shot boc%use I did nut want :Tly 

licemen t shoot ::ore than ince with the rifle. I also saw from 1.1y 
iisycholoL;ically print of view that it was :Ay duty t.) fire this fatal shut. 

Then I handed the cor:oses over to the ca,.v leader and .1a.c.le a entry in the • 
caul) book. 

This was the first time that I have 	 Jr taken art in an 

execution. 	I was c,,)nvinved that 30 :-.1etr. but it could have _._en less, it 

is likely Lore less, was a 1;o:4 distance f)r a huLian execution. 

Otherwise I have n)thini:, further 	say r. 	fiinr, this incident; 

(si„ned) 

Sti011I by the said deponent 	 Ernst 4,uL;ust 	 voluntarily at 
2 inliC FISCHLWIC., on 25 SeLtc,it., ur 194.7 before tie, 2/Lt. C.R. FREUD, 

detailed by 0, in C. British „rliy of the Rhine. 

(si)ned) 	Fi/EUD, 2fiaigUt. 

InvestigatinL; Officer. 

CERTIFIED that thin is true translation from Gera an into En.:lish of the 

Deposition of .ralheln Ernst 4,w;ust 	 Deposition N • 5. 

(signed) H. SCIE;14.1:,Elt, Cpl. 

Field InvestiL;atiun Section, 

'Jar Crimes Gr.;1.* 
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PARTICULARS OF EVIDEN('E' IN SUPPORT 

(a) "Itateraents of the following witnesses: 

<i) ailhelra 	 Josef P011.1LAII: 

(iii) 	Heinrich GtUrIN'2Gal 	 (iv) Wilhelm BAIN:;16 

(v) Johann BROUX 	 (vi) Karl &rnst 

(b) Statement of the accused: 
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(Under this heading should be included the view taken as to (a) the degree of 
responsibility of the accused in view of his official position, e.g., was offence 
committed on the offender's own initiative, or in obedience to orders, or in carrying 
out a system approved by authority or a legal provision ; (b) the probable defence ; 
(c) whether the case appears to he reasonably complete.) 

In his statei► nt the accused allePes that he was only carrying out the 
orders of the Landrat. 	There is evidenceto show that at the time of this 
crime !,osters had been prominently dis2layed in the town statini,  that all 

. looters would be shot, and the accused alleges that when he received his 
orders from the Landrat the latter said to him "You kno•v, what to do about 
looters, it is on all the walls". 	The Landrat himself has male a statement 
in which he denies having said these words and in any case it is considered 
tht the accused as a dolice officer must have well known that no person can 
be shot without trial. 
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(For the I!se of the Secreturiol)  1300 

• 
Registered Number. 	 Date of receipt in Secretariat. 

- /  . 	 2'U 7947 	 op/ vs< 	ovi  

UNITED NATIONS WAR CRIMES COMMISSION 
' 

(Name of accused, his 
'Rank and unit, or 
official position. 

(Not to be translated.) 

	

.. CHARGES AGAINST 	  \VAR CRIMINALS 

CASE No. 	- 	Oki 	* 

I.':!:12-tstur;,tfuehrer Friedrich G 

- Clothin. store 	 . 

t 	 . 	(De n_,1)ty 3 	2intendent ..' the 3:; 

United. Kin,t,Idola 

Shop 	Clothing Store --at11:- • 	 cen-tra',;::or On :p. 

Date and place of 
commission of al-
leged crime. 

Between 1914.3 and 1 ')4-5 
Ravenshruck  Concentration  

Number and descrip-
tion of crime in war 
crimes list. 

References to rele-
vant provisions of 
national law. 

Breaches of  ixx- 

national law 

0 C 	IA NS 
409.46+ I11-tre:.!t :)ent - aLctf, 	...th accuL I. 

(i) 1,:oriet• - agains t the accust:3 OPI',':; 

Assault. 

Murder. 

reaches of -!.'•(: 	:r? 	 1 	 -.ent 
Iternee4. 

SHORT STATEMENT OF FACTS. 

The accused as weirber4 of the staff of Lilt: Ltvensiwt.1.;. 	,r.H1,: 	vo3 1.0 re_• 
,LIT.13-;t1e for the gross i1l-treat:2ent of fe:Aale al1i.1 natThnals :interned tlieri:in and who 

• were e ubcrdi:•=tted to thew for won:. 	The accused 01.117.tt is alleged also to have been con- 
cerned in the 	of a• specific victi- (a Czech national) by kiclz-:nz-  hot' so violently 
that she died as a re s .11t -thereof. 

ritANs MI' ED BY. 

     

• / 	 

     

• Insert serial number under which the case is registered In the flies of the National Office of the accusing State. 

onss) Wt. P.2124127 Sin. 2./0. e. k co. 7.15(i,) 
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Deposition No. e Translatien of 

DEr4siTioi4-  

of 

use  GOHRIG 

Deposition or. oath of use CATRIG, female, of Kercurisstraat, No. 31, 
ifILTLIRSUI.i, sworn before me, Capt. 	Brunner, The Essex Regt. of 
Field Investigation Section, War Crimes Group (N.'.:.E.) at 1Tercuriusstraat 
No. 31, Hilversum, on 5th July 1947. 

I am Ilse GonnIG, born on 27 Oct 1909 in Schoenbrunn bei Heidelberg 
(Germany), Profession: Office orkor. Through my marriage to a Dutch 
citizen: S. HEIMER I acquired Dutch nationality. ilfter my divorce in 
1938, I resumes my maiden-name GOHRIC, this according to Dutch Law. 
I reside in HILIT2diaL:, ::orcuriusstraat No. 31. 

On the 19th Aug 1941, I was areested by the Gestapo in Brussels for 
.underground activity. 	I remained in the St. Gilles Prison (Brussels) 
until 19th Aug 1942 when I was sent to :.1:AVENSBRU1OIC arriving there on 
25th Aug 1942. I remained in RAVENSI3REECK until 24 Apr 1945 when I was 
-liberated by the International Red Cross. 

On the day of in' arrival in RAV:KriBP:(7,C I had to report for work in 
the "Schneiderei" and for six months spv,-ed uniforms at the loving chain. 
OPITZ was the chief in charLe of all the -;:orks in IZAVITSPRUL;CK while 

eraa in charge of the "Schneidc.reien", the "Kurschnerei" hand the 
".ieberei". 	BII.DER. was 1 .7erl:meister"1..hich was a completely subordinate 
position, he had only to carry out the instructions of OPITZ • and GRAF. 
Regarding, the conditions and the system of -:.irk for -erisoners in 
the "Schneidereien", enough is already lmown; I -would like only to 
stress them here as bein:_l;  the truth, for I was prebent daily and have 
daily soon with my own eyes ho..v prisoners were beaten so terribly by 
OPITZ and GRAF that they fell unconscious over their machines and were 
covered with blood. For trifles, prisoners were riiven heavy punishments, 
for ex: a prisoner - eho had been award....e "e;sscrienzugTh  (suppression of 
rations) for not having completed the requisite amount o: work, or also 
"Straffenstehen" (standing to attention) 	still obliged to carry 
on her work with the night-shift. Therefore if a prisoner had had to 
stand to attention the whole day, she was still expected by GRAF and 
OPITZ to prodUce work of the saile etandre...--d during the night-shift. 
In the case of "ri:;ssene-nzug", this ;as the scree. 	The women would 
receive no or little bread for several days for cx., yet they, according 
to OPITZ and GRiti-  they must produce wort-. of the _same quality as the 
others. 

I worked at the moving-chain in the ",-,chnciderei" for six months. 
Cne day GR? needed an employee for his office, he sent an enquiry round 
o the prisoners- for anyone eho had office experience; 1: reported for 

this vaprk with the hope of bettering my own lot and that of my fellow 
peisoners in so far as possible. 

I was accepted 1): 	ThrotOi this c.71-ployment and through ay long 
ete.y in the camp - I remained there until the end of the war - I was 
in a position to get to Imo-e i.101  his superior OPITZ and those who 
-Jerked with them better than any other prisoner. As I was in contact 
with GRAF day in day out for two and a half 	it was possible for 
me to overhear la::..- nrivete conversations set-,:cun GRAF and OPITZ or 
between GRA"? and the Camp Co:I:land or eith other SS people, these 
conversations ';,,re of superlative interest. 	?or ex.: I was able to 
hear now ord.::rs (which almost akaays meant a worsening in the treatment 
of prisoners) airl thus to know of them sooner than the other prisoners; 

/ I was 
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-e-as present 130 	t.,Lphone conversations butJct;n OTRJ:-.17  and other 1,1±, rieople, 

If I were to Trite 	th:.-tt I saw anci hearil I would fill many or pages. 

• Cbuntlus tia, Yz.: I 	preseht 	 .06.%1; %;0.11.11 SO badly that their blood.  spurted 	Hit th_ills and door .O:` his office. 	On these occasions ho a,. 	 to wash a.vay the stains on the walls. He lias very 	 -.ro :en o the head with his Liilitary belt (using the y...c.;;n 	t:-.e buckle is fastcncd) 	causing thai to fall unccnsc:■_ous. 	was in the habit of kicking the -...K:Gien with his milit•-•.ry boots ..;:en hj victi,..1 fell to the ground too quickly. 
nut t,. :thod ef beating -,-thich he far preferred -eas to hit the women on the 	

with the knuckles of his clenched fist in such amanner that 
the blood i idi tely ran out of their nese, ears and mouth. 	On one occasion I sa,.; 	s upper teeth cut straiLht through her under-lip. 
This particular occasion has y.c.lained vividly in my ::Iciaory. 	The ill-treat tent -aas 	b:.,d that, in the:: fear and pain, the women could 
no loner hold their stool; thin  thj I is often'eo:Apelled to clean up also. 
The wouen scren...A so .luch wider th•;re beatings that 	could scarcely bear to hear it. 

lilthough 1 lalo,1 that °PITS and G.i;'AP did not select directly people 
for the c:as-chariber (for this .Wc had Drs. •,./IIIKELL.a.L91, 3CHIEDLAUSKI, etc) I :ccuse OPITZ as chief in charge and CF as his second in co:.1 and as 1I•ifDIRECTLY  ILIESPONSIBLii:  for the death and gassing of any woLier. 	This accusation I put foraard on the follo\rin7. grounds: I as eften Oblip.cd to write off the rolls old -..-orien„Te'e-ish 	and Other throuLh 	 undernourisft- lent or illness, had been 
classed as "Arbeitsunfahig" (unfit for -;,..ork) and to send the:.: to the 
carp as "Tilucr den betrieb" untauglischc Fration" (V,"alen useless for work). It •,-ins a elear fact icnovn t everybody that this :leant certain death 

the -,pon„ and thus certainly this Yin:3 true in the first place • for the 3;:.; porsonnel and Ca-LF and ()FITZ. 	were only "-..ork-slavcs" for these people and -,;hen we were no longer fit 	WO became worthless for thoii, as :-.1any limodeskandidaten" (Death-candidates). 	Cr1=4.F 
had an especial pleasure in sending Jcviish V10.70/1 back to the cacrp from 
cork notwithstanding the f . .ct that in Oe.,..lany every child laiew that 'Taus and especially jaws -..10 were unfit 	work (2.rbeitsunfahig) were to be 	 rcLard to GJ especially, I can state on fly honour that 	 of this if onl for the fact that I ysc.-.1f on two occr-_sions had a c.:.•.,,,a.•xtinn %rah hi as follows: I sale to hiLl in so ,lany -,yerds: "Herr Cr, , wissen Sic y..53 Lit dioson Leutcn -,eschiet wenn sic aL rbeitsunfahi be:;eiciziot WOrdell? 	A.3:3011 3 ic dass d iUSO Leute ins Jugendlager geschickt 	rdtn und \; 	it ihnen cTh - gcschict? Sic wesson so gut 17iu ich dass sic von dort sur 	 Lehen." (Herr GRIT, do you kno-,. what .  happens to these people viher. .1:11...y arc -arkod down as "Unfit for work"? Do you ichow that these people arc sent 
to the Jugendlager end that hans to tilos:. there? 	You . hricra as rell as 
I do that they Jo fror there to the gas-cha.A.r.) 	Thereupon he answeied 

Vas it diesen Leutc 6,,rt .4;schit interessiert mich nicht. Fur 
leinen Bctriebsind sie untaw, liCh. Wir sind jetnt 	vierton Kricgs jahr und ..lussen uraere 	 steigera under der Rest interessiert nicht". 	(That .h,fp„)ens th,:re to these people does not interest lie. They are uselt.ss for y 	7;ire •.re 	in the fourth yeai. of the war 

and 1,/c ;,iust iper(;%St- OIL? I:rOdUC t .:.)17L )  the rest does not interest :ie.) 
It would have been possibi.; i'or Gr,Pe:1P to save a lot of our - .0, -±eii if he lr..d accepted the, for the .. cluieft.dcrei" theoretically, i.e.: by entering their i1fr.13 	f'or: for the schneider 	 he could have saved fra: the Jugoildla,-:c.-r, 	 •iOvIcd U.., as being Lood atthanint  work. 
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'1.:7`.3 :ILL) present when a 	occurred bet-:.-een OlpITZ arm C.P , OPITZ 
shouted at 	 alread:f treated us like anfLz_rls, that N.: 	not 
s, vere cnour* 	 P.I.S that he (C-ii.F) :  "viol :.Ichr draol'scir.lgun :11U33" 
( - lust beat us 	:acre). 

GR.i and EDDliR used to Lay down 	 *ftlio-.-..r.Z, to be sick"; for 
this purpose the sick stood in a ro-.! in the .:orning; 	and EINDER, 
a I tho t4,1-1 they  had no 	ic 	kna.-.-led re -Jou ld run d o;,n t he ranks and 
ask each -ae_.ten what -::a13 the :tatter with her. 	If - according to thc:...• the 
particular woi-.-tun was not sick enou.c,h she received blo-..rs and was sent 
back 	 °lac:, of -Jerk. 	I 	ber one particular case very 
-.Alen one ..-o.ari . coLiplained of excrutiating pains in her sto..-.ac but in 
spite of this -,-(as sent to her work by Md.'. 	Shortly after,-:ards this 
wo..:an f1i uncehscious, 	then- took her to the 7,evier where 
Lppendicitis was diagnosed, but it as too late and the wo-an died during 
tic operation. 

its I ..:entioned at the beginninL .y2 	statx.ient, I can r,bte very 
:auch aorc.: regarding horrors and atrocities of these "beast-.1en" - ihich I 
lived through daily during those t-.-;o and a half :cars, for as I have said: 

job was what would be kno--..-n in civilin:1 life as that of Secretary. 

I have read over the above atate,.lont and certify it to be true. 

SWORN by the said Deponent, Ilse 
at kurcuriu:_3straat, 31, HILT-1011, on 
H.L. -Brunner, The Essex iZe2t. 1.1.3., 
British Any of the Rhine. 

Sgd: use GOIIRIG-EMSTER. 

GOPIZIG (I-CESTIM) , voluntarily 

5th July 19/7, before ac , Capt. 
j.O.C-. I  detailed by C. in C. 

:Jgd. 	.runner, Capt. 

Investigating Officer. 

Certified that this is a true 

translation fro c.-: DUTCH into 

NGLISH of the deposition of 

Ilse GOIRIG (BEKSM:.) ilarked 

Deposition No. 5. 

Translated in r;russcls on 7th July 1947. 

J. :-;-tagner 	Sgt. 

Field Investigation 2',ection. 

(J. Stagncr, St.) 
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Trc.n:si:: ti..n 	 Deposition  

of 

Irene Jeralne  	 

Deposition 7i1e!.th 	 of 
outu ,2,trateflique L. (), 	 s•.r..-x.r. before Capt. H.... Brunner, 
he 	Regt. f 	ld is• ..; 	i 	ti , War CI-L:1es Group 

	

at -.•,, cute 3t-r-A-Liouo 	9, f*:::Y (Paris) or 17th July 194.7. 

I 	Irene 	 in Faris, on the 3rd ...uaust 1917. 
rofession: dress-. "Jer. 	ti 	 french. 

I was :::..rested on the 
1 )r undergooth-id activities 
for three 'Iontlis at Fresne 
where I arrived on the 
cnicp, th: t is to arly until 
.-:A.nt to i.safTiii'XISEN. 

13th. Dc,;...ber 1943 by the Gestapo in Paris 
(,..1sace-Lorr:.ine GTE sup) , I -::gas 

s and -.:as then transferred to •.'.4.,,VENSBRUECK 
1944, I ro...:1-Anua 11 .7.onths in this 

about 	 194:1-  then being id1T :"as 

ifter 	arrivsl in 7.LiIaF312,CK, I 'aorked on the roads inside the 
ca..ip for about ) 	 This work was under the orders of OPITZ and 
Ca.F for they caLie to give orders, to inspect the work and also to 
pick out 	for work in the "Betrieb". 	The -;turf: on the roads v:as 
ver;,,  hard and it often happened that -.-.ro.aen were beaten; we were exhausted 
through fatigue and could no longer work nor...ally, it is for this 
reason alone that the 3S, -..rho wore under the orders of GRA-S and OPITZ 
b,_.at the 	I haw seen ovcry day SS, •who were under the orders of 

and OPITZ, beat -.4-o..en with great violence with their fists, with a 
and often kicking the, _4 this hurt very 1.).uch for they wore ..:ilitary 

boots. 	They beat the ..-to.ien until they fell unconscious I have seen 
that they 	oft: a' injured and had their faces covered with 
The ill-trent,Aent 	 severe in the presence of OPITZ and G12.1:4P for 
the SS were nom violent in ti,eir presence in order to sho.,-: OPIT7., and GRAF 
that they did their work -..7ith zeal. 

;.bout July 1944, Ca',' had ordered a roll-crll in order to select wo:len 
to put the. to work in the (Tetrieb" ; 	.lyse If was selected and transferred 
by GiL,..F1  

In spite of the fact that the -.,ork on the roads %ins very hard, the 
work in the •",Ahneiderci" 	infinitely harder for GIL'Y !Ind OPITZ 
as chiefs of the "Betrieb" , wore continually present. ..They beat wor.on .  
:..ore because the - work was controlled at evc).-;? minute and they beat woacn 
without reason. Thu conditions of work in the "E;chnoidcrei" were • 
infinitely harder those on the roads: eleven consecutive hours of work, 
lack of air, lack of food; before bc.:inning work, night or day shifts 
WU only received on e slice of bread and at iiiidday soi.le soup. 	We were 
already tired by the roll-call which so.••:et:Lacs lasted j hours (on one 
occasion the 	1:Iste0 11 hours because tiv.y had lost a -.-ro,:cn) 

these conditions caused us total exhaustion; this exhaustion was a 
pretext for the SS, and 	P.-rid OPITZ in particular, •*co beat us. 
I Irv,. soca °PIT?, and GlkP bent 	coArad s with t:Alorst scissors 
(blunt end), with their fists, belts with buckles r.ttachcd, clothes -aith 

buttons, thus severely injurinp. the 	I ,-ayself -.:as beaten in 
this ,ianner, that is to say with the fists and -.Pith o piece of clothing 
rith rectal buckles and buttons, this bruised 	face terribly, 	underlip 

-.;-;.s split ^ad 	rir2ht eye was noel:. 	i.y friend 	Jourdhouil and also 
J; le Sisscire 	in this state. 	It often happened that ‘to ...on fell 

unconsciou.:7 :luring ill-treabient or had received internal injuries and 
taken to the 2evior by other co.lrae.les; I do not rerie•abcr having seen 

• 
fi 

/ the,. 
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the 	 It is possible that they died. 	The ill-treat"ent, for as 
.tech -As it ".:13 terrible clurinL the day, *.r1.8 rC.d0Ub1:.a durirvt the niLht-shifts. 

When OPITZ and G%,A,F C%.1Q to supervise the 7:a.:.en during the night-shift 
they 	in a state of drunkenness, had furious look in their eyes, 
they of worse hulour thr.n 'Atring the day and when they were near us and 
shouting, their breth s_elled of alcohol. Frequently they suppressed 
our evening .cal -Alich consisted of a. slice of bread and lo gmlies of 
largarine; this was all 7A; received to cat the ;1-iole night through. 

4::t the er- of the general roll-c^11, there was also a call for the 
.:cvicr. L wo:IfIn who was sick had to report on the Revior roll-call 
whero the 63 of the "Bctricb" where she .::orkcd questioned her regarding 
her aiLlent; if, ace:.rding to his gm judgcent, he thought she Was not 
ill enough, he .;:ould sack her face and send her back to her work. 
These 33 did not have any :ledical qualifications and worked under 
direct ..-,rders fro-P and OPITZ. 	I NI able to state here 	own 
personal case; I 	suffering -;:ith typhus and had the greatest difficulty 
in being accepted as sick, it -;ins only when I fell unconscious in the ranks 
during the roll-call that I was finally recognised to be sick. Lt the 
icvier they r!ve is a pill and sent 2e back to work, in spite of the fact 
th-t I was vex ill; I had to ccrry on with :Ay allotted work as :L.-ays under 
the the cat of beatings. 

I certify on 	honour that the above statcent is the truth. 

Sgd. J. Hourteaux. 

adoRN by the id Deponent, Irene Jeanne HaJRTEIMX, yoluntarily, at 
No 9 Route Strategiquo, ITAAY (Paris) on the 17th July 1947, before 
:.ic Capt. H.... i.A.unner, The Essex Rest. of F.I.S., 	(N.W.L.} 
detailed by C. in C. Dri'cish Lnly of the Rhine. 

S&. H.;,. Brunner, Capt. 
Investigating Officer. 

CLRTIFIED that the above is a true translation fro::: FRENCH into ENGLI31: 
of the deposition of I.J. :curteaux :n.rked Deposition No.l. 	Translated 
at Paris on 18th Jul.),  19/47. 

J. 3tagner 	Sgt. 
Field Investigation Section. 

(J. 3TLONER, Sgt.) 
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Translation of  
DEWSITIUT 
	 Deoosition No 6. 

of 

.Necite 

Deposition on oath of Neeltje LACER, fe.:.ale, of Hobbemautraat Nu. 193 
DEN 	(The Hague), sworn Lef ore ,Ae, Capt. H.1- . Brunner, the Essex Rest. of 
nola invc#igr:.tion Section, 7%r. Criees Grodp, (i.E.) at Hobbemastraat, 
No. 198, Tht Hague, on 3r_-. July 1947. 

I 	Neeltje EPER, born on. the 26th May 1901 in the Hague. I ae. a 
elidwife 	1-,rofession. 	I am of Dutch nationality an:. residc. at Hobbemastraat 
.To. 193, The 

On 12th 14areh 1941 I Was arrested by the "Sucherheitsdienst" and after 
.:'.pproximately seven and a half months ielerieoneient, was sent to 11-.VaISBRUICK 
where I• arrived on 31at October 1941; I re:.ained there until 24th 	1945 
with the exception of the ,eeriod from 1st Feb 1945 to 1st..gar 1945 when I was 
in UCICI.U.i.idt.K. 

The general frightful conditions of the camp are well enough known. 
During the period 1942 to 1945, I worked for about one year in the "Schneiderei" 
and the "KUrscherci" which were under the control of OPITZ, an SS-man. 
Subordinate to 0.i2ITZ, was 	also an SS-man, who was head of the "Schneiderei" 
and the "Kurachnerei". The work in the "Schneiderei" was very hard; the 
prisoner ha..1 to coe.plete the given amount of work each day. For the eiajority 
this was alL.loat impossible as practically all of thee l were undernourished and 
weak. However, they always tried to du the impossible with their remcdrdng 
strength because the punishments for those who could not complete the given 
amount of work wore so frightful. These punishments were laid down and 
awarded in the first instance by OPITZ and then meted out by GR,LF, BilIDP,K and 
the "..ufseherinnen" beiJnging to the "Schneiderei". The punishments were for 
example; when the night-shift, which had worked the whole night through 
(often eleven hours consecutively, after having stood before that for one or 
two hours on roll-call), had not managed to complete the reauisite amount of 
work, they were forced to stand to attention outside .in the open until midday; 
this, in any weather, but preferably in bad weather. Nobody was ever 
concerned about the fact that prisonera often fell unconscious. OPITZ, 
BRIDIR and the "...ufseherinnen" always accepted this with indifference. 

There was yet another punishment: the only thin slice of bread which 
we sometimes received was withheld. This was a heavy punishment for 
prisoners who were faaishcd. Further, this punishment was meted out by C22 -, 
OPITZ, etc. often. 

OPITZ was not very often in the "Schneiderei" enr:. though I often heard 
how he beat prisoners, I have never seen hie do so e:yself; hewevor, he 
always carry a whip around with him. 

regards GRIP, I have often neon, with uy own eyes, how he boat 
people terribly causing thee to bleed and/or to fall unconscious. GR...1i' 
beat people with anything he chanced to have in his hands, with a whip, 
a uniform, the buttons of which would hit the people in the face, or with the 
flat of the hand, with his fists, or he would kick prisoners while wearing 
his heavy army-'boots. If, through his beatings, a prisoner blead or fell 
unconscious, he rebained quite unconcerned and left the victie. lying there 
until able to rise by herself or until helped by her cemr,.:dea. 

I heard of one case, but did not see it myself, where he beat a 
prisoner se heavily that she died ofthe effects shortly afterwards. 

/ I have 

• 
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I have read over the above state:_ent ana declare that it is the truth. 
I have nothint; to add thereto. 

. (SLd.) 11. EPKER 

Sub} ! by the 	De:oontntileeltje KOKER, vuluntarily, at HobbeLlastr. 196 
Den Haag;, on 3 .Jul 1)47, before 	 Brunner, Th Essex Regt. of 
F.I.S., ,;.C.G.,Itailed by C. in C iritioh 	of the Rhine. 

CgRTIFIEID true translation fruz. Dutch into EiGLISH of the De-,4sition of 
liceltje 	:.larked Deositienilo. 6. 

Transl%ted 	 (The HaLNe) on !. July 1947 

(S t1) O. 	Sgt 
Field Investigation Section. 
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Translation 	 22positi, n N..).  2 

DEPOSITION  

iiiaria Elisabeth NOBBE. 

Deisition un oath ofilaria Elisabeth NOBBEt female, of 
Mercuriusstrat No. 31, HILVERSTqi, s-:!'.rn before Capt. H.4. Brunner, The 
Essex Regt., ,fl Field Investigati - n Sectim4 'Jar Crimes Group (N.7.E.) 
at Mercuriu.3straat N; 31, on 5th July, 1947. 

I am.l&ria Elisabeth NOBBE, barn ..11 4th Hay, 1908, in 4ijk bij 
Duurstede. 	WAionality: Dutch. .,ddr 	Mercuriusstraat No. 31, 
Hilversum (H:lland). Prf.: Housewife. 

I 	arrested on 25th June, by a Dutch investigation secti - n working 
f .,:r the Gestapo at Amstrdam. 	On 15th Dec. 194.1 we were transferred frra 
joasterdaia t.) RAVENSERUEOK; we arrived in ROENSBRUECK on 28th Jan 1942; 
I remained there until 29th ;.pril, 1945. 

After about 14. days, I went tJ w:rk in the "Schnoiderei" under OPITZ, 
BINDER & GR.,F. In the "Schneiderei" we were always being beaten and 
kicked, the work wro hard, etc. 	One incident remains yet vivid in my 

'are werethree women together, we had picked up a small piece 
3P cloth from the ground and wound it round our hair as it was the 
regulati.-n that the hair should be carried over to the back of the head. 
Sullenly Gan.F. came in shouting, like a madman and looked to see what the 
women ha.', in their hair and sent three women who had a grey ban in their 
hair 	the c.ffice; 	I w-.8 present myself. 	The first woman, a Polo, was 
then so terribly beaten that her nose was broken and her forehead was 
covere in blood, she was then kicked out of the doer. The second woman, 
a German, ws beaten and fell against a cupboard thus sustaining a deep out 
in her chee1;z; 	I myself was the third woman and was just kicked out of the 
d:or - he w_s probably tiro? of bentin people. The two girls who were 
injured fr.d to go straight back to their work, thLy ..cure not bandaged 
up; however, the prisoners who were still in possession of a handkerchief 
or piece of cloth bandaged them both. 

A second incident which I remember 	concerns OPITZ. I had one 
?ay to take coats out from the "Schneilorei", at the corner of the 
boil :its; I saw OPITZ beat a ,,,irl terribly with a heavy stick; the cirl was 
working, at a table outside. 	I hoard her crying and shouting. 	OPITZ 
boat her so long that she fell uncunscL::us, at this he threw the stick 
away and ran into the workshop. He left the.  girl lying on the ground 
and dil not triuble about her. 

During ni;:ht-shifts, I have often a:en OPTIZ, GRLF & BINDER come in 
trunk; on these eccasi:ns they would shout and rant r.n: beat people at 
ranTh_m with their ban? or with anything they haened to have in their 
hand, i.e. stick, belt or whip, etc. 

My Opinion is that OPITZ & GRAF also incited the 'thufseherinnen" 
to beat us for one of the "Aufsohcrinnen" once said in my presence: 
"Maken jullie het work tech t--) c.? want als GRiLF of OPITZ lit werk zien _ 
on het niut 	is meet ik.schr,uwen en schelden" (Do your work well 
because if Mali or OPITZ see the work an? it happens not to be well 
lone then 1.er force I must shout nl punish). 

In Jan 1943, I left the'Schnei?ereiu  for theKemtarei". 

I 	nevr workel in the "Reviur" but when we loft for the 
"Komtur.d", !.11 2+0 of us together were examine'. by Frau.Dr. SONNTAG 
she lid not crry :Jt any examination at dl but to all of us said: 

"You are 
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"You ar_ 	lthy"  and best no .4-  tw) won here and there as wns her habit. 

In the 	 n, w n'n 	 su.ferinr-, fr.:a a stomach ailment anti 

rezarlin 	 7;'/... Dr. SOUNT:LG hal - v sed that the w rk would be much too 
halo. 	SONNT„G 'nswer. I: "Th-t :ill ,:et better in the ,:ion air" -n' did 
not examine anyboly 	furth(r. 

I can remember further the follewin7, fact: I hal boon in the camp 
fir 4. or 5 lays an: had to Inc a:7ain -L; the Rovier for me aical examinatirm. 

This examinati_n consisted saely in civinc one's name once again and 

also the res.n for arrest - n-thinc further. This so-called 	  

further. 	This se-called 	 was carried out by Frau Dr. SONNT.X.; 

at the time she was in a frightfully arunken state an l ww; worse than 

usual, she kicke all ran d. sunlry -iith her SS boots aryl we all fled. 	The 

Revier was then closed. 

I have real over the above statement and certify that it is the truth. 

• I have nothina to add thereto. 

Sad. R. FOBBE-ODINOT 

SWORN by the sial Deponent, 1,1aria Elisabeth NOBBE, voluntarily, at 

llercuriusstraat No. 31; Hilversum, on 5th July, 1947, before me, Capt. 
H. 	brunne r, The Essex Re,-t., of P.1. S., W.C.G. 	 detailed by 

C.-in-C. British ,trmy of the Rhino. 

H. 	Brunner, Capt. 

investicatina Officer. 

Cl(TIFIED that this is a true translation from DUTCH into ENGLISH of the 

deposition of Maria Elisabeth NO]3BE marked Deposition No. 2. 

Translated In PARIS, 14th July, 194.7. 

;:r1. J. STONER, Sct. 

Field Investiati-n Section. 
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DE]:0S1TION  

of 

::echtelina 	 DE LEUR 

Deposition on oath of ::echtelina SCHLLER - DE LAIR, female, of 
Leidschestraat 113. 25, .msterdam, sworn before me, Capt. H.-. Brunner, the 
ssex R0 Et. of Field Investigation Section, War Crimes Group, (ii.7.E.) at 
Leielschestraat No. 25, :,msterdaTa, en lath July, 1947. 

I 	:echtelina SCILLNER-DE LEUit, born on 20th 	1913 in Utrecht. 
hou3cwifc. 	I am a Butch citieen and resid in ,:esteraam, 

Leidschestraat IT 25. 

On the 26th auEust 1941 I was arrested by the Gestapo in ScheveninEen 
for under -round activity. On 14th June 1942 I was transferred to R;NENSERUBCK 
where I reained until iiarch 1945. From iLArENSRUECK I went to VernichtunE-
slager ;.1aUTHaUSIN. after a week in the camp I was set to work in the 
"Schneiderei". Ny first ie:prossions were friEhtful; on the first day 
already I had to.wrk behind the eiachines to make a given number of coats. 
This quantity was much too h:•01 for me anC. this gave occasion to an SS-man 
(whose na„le I do not know) to beat me. .4 co-prisoners warned me and told 
me I must put up -with it L's all new prisoners were thus treated. ,dter,that 
I was beaten many tiaes. 

In control of this work-dept. (i.e. the "Schnei(le_ei") were SS-
Hauptsturufuehrer OPITZ and Sturmfuehrer GRaP. The niEht-shifts were 
terrible for -me. Eostly 01;ITZ and GR.,F came into the "Schneiderei" at 
night in a drunken state. I have seen GR.,F and Ol'ITZ beat women with a whip 
for trifles any times. The wo:Aen were beaten se badly that they fell to 
the ground often unconscious. These two men never troubled about the women 
they had beaten. Beating was not the only punishment, I miember that after 
having worked for a whole night we were compelled to stand to attention 
from 6 a.m. until 12 a.m. There was also another punish. gent known as 
"Kostabzug" (withholding of rations), ae wt were always famished this was a 
severe punishment; many wemen used to faint from hunger and overwork. 
These punishments were :acted out on orde; of GRLF and OPITZ for 1 heard myself 
OPITZ giving these orders to an ".uffieherin" aft::,- she haj reported that: we 
were not doing enough work. Fortunately, after six months, I was released 
from this hell andwas sent to a far- to work where I was for 14 months. 
.Z,s. I was "NN" I had to return to the camp again. The Politische Leitung 
(political com:land) had issued an order that "am" prisoners would no loner 
work in ";,ussenkome,ando". • Back in the camp I was put to work on r:ardens 
and thus did not have anything more to do with GX,F and OTITZ. 

(Sgd) ii. Schalker-De Lour 
SWORN by the said Deponent, Lechtclina WiLLKER-De LEUR, voluntarily, at 
Leidschstraat No 25 :.msturdam on 4th July 1947, before me Capt. 	Brunner 
The Essex Regt. of F.I.S., 	(0.W.E) detailed by the C in C. British 
L.rmy of the Rhine, 

(sEa) H..-,. Brunner, Capt. 
Investigating Officer. 

CERTIFIED that the above is a true translatien fro::, DUTCH into EMLISH of 
the deposition of iiochtulina SCILLR-DE LEUR marked Deposition No. 3. 

(a,;1) J. Stagner, Sgt. 
Field Investigation Section, 

I have read over the above statement and certify that it is the truth. 
I have nothing to add thereto. 
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Tr:nal:Aim of 
De:,osition No. 10. 

    

of 

ifiloltraut 

Deposition on oath of Edeltraut 	 , of Ii....113URG 1 7) 1  Bundcsotr. G9, 	 3/3. _]t SZ,„ 	.ctiC, of -Field Investigation Section, itlix 	Groui) (ii./A) 	 on 

I o Edeltratit 	 born in BEOTEISCH-1:.1,2.FITZ (Czecho- 
slovakia) on 13/1-1/13. 	I 	:3ucr(4faly by :..rofe -Lon call of Czech nationality. 

I ,.-;raa a prisoner in the 	 fro., 1940 until October 1944. 
From October 1944 until the one: I s.-:as a ixisoner in the .'.ussenkommando 
GEMS-ALEN' near BE'LLDI which wadi PA; tac hal. to li...VIESBRUECK. 

I can re .ie,Aber 	brutalities which occurred while I was imprisoned 
in.ii..,VENSBIZUMIC and which were col.-....litted by the following SS persons. 

1). 	Oberaaufseherin 	L.1..1ecliately when I .rr iv ed in 1940 in 
1-2..-XEITSBRUECK I vir.4.i sent to the bunker (Zellen....au). 	There I saw Mi.:1M 
and the Camp Gouuandant KOEGEL. 21..L.32, had 	files in her hand, she 
fetched BThZ, I was tie:, to the stool and received 25 strokes with a stick. 
Consequently the order for the beating was given by 	Two days later 
I again received 25 strokes in the bunker arid again it was Obersufsheherin 
Ld:.;:E-it who had ordered I3INZ to beat 

2,) 	...,.ussenkor.L.lanclo-L.ufseherin SGIEZEITerit daily 1::e at colleagues of my party 
brutally. She always did it with her leath...x b lt. Moreover she kicked 

women with her bouts into the al;c1o..on or t::o br.ck.. She also enjoyed to 
pull the women's hair and to drag the.. on the :;round. The women who were 
;.:altreated by SC1REIT12 often had to be 'brought to the hospital and only 
very few of thel.1 -were seen ,again. 

3.) LLIE:Litii was ;,ufacherin in the puniali-Aent block (Strafblock), when I 
had to serve one of my sentences there. Once, when I was employed on road 
construction, and could not work as I had. stouach troubles and therefore 
had to sit down, LEIL.1,,N1: ill-treated 1.16 brutally she kicked tie with her 
boots into the abdo...len - so that I had to be brought to the hospital and 
stayed there for 4 weeks. She also beat i)risoners fro:•, the punishaent 
block to such an extent that mc.ny of the died. 	She 	one of the i:cost 
brutal and ,-.1ost feared .i,uf soherins in 2,i,VarSidtliFLi.. 

4.) The dug guard 1-'1.1`2314..N V/V.J an oxtreliely brutal and perverse person. 
She set her dog on laany prisoners in such a wry, that the animal bit into 
the breasts or behinds of these unhappy women so that the flesh hung down. 
I know that at least 2 woucn died of this. I do not .:now the names of the 
unhappy women who died, but my friend Vera 11...ififia should be able to 
remoml..er 

5.) ..ufseherin 	aL.L.3E was also very brutal. She beat the prisoners 
with her ha-Jul and pulled their hair fur uni..iportant things. She was 
especially feared in the Gipsies' block where Gipsies of all nationalities 
%Aire acco,3modated, 

6.) Oberscharfuehrer GiLdi  often ins-,,-cted the tailorshop together with 
02ITZ and BL\TIElzi. 	He either beat the woven with his hand, with 
camouflage j'..ck:As or even with scissors which were lyint; around. 	',then Ile 
was not satisfied with the work ho took it fur 6,.:.L.ot2.,ge !-..nd i.-.prisomd the 
Women for 3-4 weeks in the bunker. 

7,0/6/47. 

/ 7. 
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7.) 	J .Lit:vtatv:rudircr Q.:22 I 	! ) noC c e i 	t: 	1.1 	druni:en 
r'n. 010: 	who c)111(.. 	 ciluuJA. 	..7hen a 

young Cw:ch woman tried to intervene ho pulled her to the ground at ti-phair 
and kicked her with his :oot.r.; into the abdomc 30 brutally that the Czech 
had to be brought to the hospit%1 and died after sou() days owing to the 
consequences. 

I have nothing clue to add. 

(sc,d) Edeltraud ....DLER 

SMMT by the said Deponent Edeltraud 	.arLEa, 
voluntarily at HAMBURG on 30/6/47 before 20, S/St. 
E. HO:A,00D, RC, of Field InveatiEation Section, 

Crimes Group Oga) etailed by 0,-in-C. Lritish 
of the Rhine, 

(oja) E. 1fOI-1;00D, sAet. 
Investigating NCQ 

CERTIFIED that this is c. true tranol.c..tion 
from Ger:.:an into DrOdsh of the Deposition 
of Edeltraud laria...,DLER, marked Deposition No. 10. 

(sod) E. HOPWWD sAgt. 
Field Investication Section 
diar Crimes Group (11.-E) 
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Tr nslati n -f 

 

Te - sit 	N^. 11  

    

  

•1 

 

0 	I T 	ch. 

Jc-sitin :n 	th -2 0_ ITZ , 
svrrn ;.4.1 	,Catal 

Investi:Tati 	Sect i , 	Cri 
FISCHB. ,C.c. 	(th atiLit:31; 19)17 

, 	-f 	iL1UiG, 	trinz 25, 
Ti 	Tlic3ex R.. 	nt -f 

(1111) 	•0 2 

0 

I h..•.-N.Tc. 	cn i.rric.'. that 1 	i t c-': 

oh t 	s Hit I nl_rstan 	that any 
evi nce in a C -urt -2 L:w at any time. 
iith - ut the asc 	-roe thrc 	thc. 

Tell: t • 	stater.ent tank os I 
atate-  lent I rake c.:an be use 

7.tr_tkc this statement v--.1untarily, 
pr se f a re 

xt" 

rn i.n 	 n 7th 	11.3t 1898. 

nati nality, 	On 1 Dec 2c2I 
• .r 193j5 th Li0 	I re ache thc rank 
-.1 -, er 1936.  I 	 t- the S-t'.iir- 

untill 194.00 	On 1st June 194-0 
t the 	cnccntratiu cra P-..VANSBRUL'ai;„, 

thc cl-thinL st-Te 
-f the -:..ar„. 

In the 	 it 	.ny 	in R.,AUPTSLItILICI:. t 	the ris nen.; 

cl-thinr f -r ij.l c,-noentrc.•.ti 'us 	F r this ,-.)urlse 150-2C0 	nen; 

..2 the rin cTnce ntrati n 	 ti;-.1- 

n-s- 	t 	a-:. -Lint -72 irk hal to be 	cic, 	150 1ris ners 	•.ut 
airs f tr -users an". jackets Iculy 	L-.t_r the c1: 	st 	c 

an'. I 	in chcxEc -1 u t. 4.500 la -7- len in -L.,/ shifts in 	tc.d1.•rsh- 

urrier , n - 	 aci rilLht hift0 	The 

shift last -:. 	r .1 7 	°Ail 7 --, .7. .71.th a bre 	-f -ne h.-ur at TAiet- 

ay an . - an h -.lir at the 	- C the shift f r th. chaical cleaners, 
The niL-ht shift 	 7 	 6at, -Atli a break f half 

an h-ur 	the ni,T-ht. 	I kn.; that the -. 	n ha7. t 	-n paxale 

befnre the 	Ein ninz -f the v.f 	...t that ti.:.te the -..c.nc.;:ers r gm: stecl 

that a c rt ain a -unt f -rk 	 • ne - 	I 1:n 	It was expected. 

that cv.sry 	-,:linutes a cat v.-as fiI.she , t 7. 	this 4.8 ..-t --raen -;:n rice ‘1 • 

n the 	raachin s 	9 -they 	 an :erfe et- th c-ats, 

The a:. 57 w--4.-len re,:rc nt- 	c 	'oelt, In ay 	--n the re quire 2- 

an-unt - f 	rk c-- 	have been 	tic, 	nt ne soary t-  inflict any 

pun i shm.. nt if the 	-unit -rk vs n -t • n 	far as I kni, the 

re quire O. ar:. unit -f 	v.-as 	yo 	rit-.0 

I a OliTZ 
I ao. 	 n 
j • i7. 	N3D4,1 an". in i v . 

1i:-..uptstur.,2uchr:-.r, 	In & tc  
sh 	(ci 	in st - re) where I 
I was tr3f•'_:rr.. 	the 
aril th.r. I built uf2 the ....uss 
There I 	until the c 

f Ex as I kn 
;-‘r kickin,-, • neith -:r 
I 1:n-::vi that th su: 
f thefts an 

int 7 the f ac 

-71 tj. -L)ris ners %Fere never urEetlt irk vith be 
1,-, the 	sh , tir in the furriery .r •,-x.avin,7 1.111, 

rviE.lin: • pers -no slaolye,". thc 	 ac s 'sccausc 

..nc_s, 	I ...iyoelf 'lay have aistributC. s ac 
-nly beat I:4th 	h•-na. 	never v.l.th a stick, 

/In 
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In :ky ml i thc 	f 	thc 1b un:rs 
sufficient, 	u:).1 - I never insr.cctce. thc -- 7.0 

11,..w.c nevcr sc,..n that 	 ever 	1tr. .tc.r7. in .L.V.L.7.SI:AUXi:. 
c7nccntrc.ti 	I 	c nvinc1/4: -.1 that I tr,..:.tca thc 1-ris-ners in 
thc 	..-my as I../-111,7. haw. tr.tc  :rivatc 

Thc 	 t r.tc I ':: ut-1: it c rrcet, 	I nay, n -  thin 
t 

( 	-.!_) F. 0..ITZ 

St.'OPdi Ly the sal'. 	0_ I T2.-, 	rich v that .:.ri ly ctt N-. 2 
(FL3CIE:....;CK) en 6th .,..u,!-:ust 191-7, 	-lc, Ca 	i3rUirU1 , Thc 

F. I . S. , 	C. C:-. (: 7 , 	) 	1:y C0-in-00 British 
--f thc rhineo 

	

(3;i) Ho 	11.-2UNN:211., Cait 0  
Investi 	 r 

C31.TIFI.10 that this 13 C. true - transit-Ai ri 

	

fr-:. Gerrian int Th1ish 	the De ; siti • n 
Prie.rich OIrrz, rac.ricc. Dep-siti-n N^, 11 

Ca-LA 
Lccti n 

ar Crimes exr 	(MU) 
:i131, OA ) 
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PARTICULARS OF EVIDENCEIM SUPPORT 

This is contain 	 KS160 statements of - the six female nitne7ses (11. ,040 	/i atraTI:;,ka, 	 44
itigal2 - 	LiarRi  end ADJA&A, and also in the deposit of the accused OPI?Z, Sopies of all of which are enclosed herewith. 
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NOTES ON TH E CASE 

(Under this heading should be included the view taken as to (a) the degree of 
responsibility of the accused in viow of his official position, e.g., was offence 
committed on the offender's own initiative, or in obedience to orders, or in carrying 
out a system approved by authority or a legal provision ; (b) the probable defence ; 
(c) whether the case appears to he reasonably complete.) 

There is ample evilence to su.)port the 	of 	 en', and despatching 
unfit women to the Juyeallacer and 	is not anticipated that t1 ere will be any 
difficulty in securing a conviction thereon. 	The specific charge of killing a:Ainst! 
OFITZ is at present suflported by evidence of only one witness, na:aely, JOLc;A, 'out; 
it is considered that other %.itnesses may be a:)le to corr:Aporate this evidence in 
some form when they appear in the wLtness box. The only defence which seems 
possible to both accused is a complete denial o_ everything which the prosecution 
alleges. 	The case against both accus-0, apart from the charge of killin: against 
OPIT.:, appears to be complete. 
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Name of accused, his 
rank and unit, or 
official position. 

	Qtt 	 Y.:ntersetiar:nrer 

custoay  
- 

(Not to be translated.) 

Date and place of 
commission of al-
leged crime. 

a=i-an:i 	49.1)  e  

Number and descrip-
tion of crime in war 
crimes list. 

References to rele-
vant provisions of 
national law. 
Breaches of Int,:r-
national Law 

	1.1!arcier 

,r,',Lurder 

04 	1.-ivrieY0 Qc)livuOZGU'i, ';, 
relatit; to the tre!, 	-lot of ,risoner 	• wa . 

SHORT STATEMENT OF FACTS. 

	

The accp), : on 13 Jo 	')ar 1 C4.4 t■c); 	f)::L 	That 	'1 the cellar 
of a house in 'I a., 	during 	 air-raid. daring a lull in the raid 
voices in the road outside the cellar were hoard declarin that men were landing 
by parachute. The accused thereupon drew his revolver and rushing out of the 
cellar. into the open saw three Indian prisoners of war in the roa4. 	'hese 
9risoners of war were housed in a barra c ks in 1.1,1:-:i11.12. 	The accused imediatelv 
fired at one of the Indians and shot 	dead. 	He then sitled his revolver at 
the other two Indians who bogged for t:;ercy. 	J-crban spectators with diff4 celty 
oursuaded him from also shooting these two Indians. They told hi, that the men 
were prisoners of war and not Parachut'.sts, to which he replied "1 do not env();  

shall shoot the other two .16 well". 

TRANSNI iTTI4l) By 	 Lff 

• Insert serial number under which the case is registered in the files of the National Office of the accusing State. 

(64$3) Wt.1'.212$/27  5m. 240. C. &Co. 74501 
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Translation  of De1'ositiu7i  ...J.). 2 

D34.71.:03ITIC;:f 

of 

islbrecht 

:eposition on o%th of Albrecht 	male, born 23 Jul 13, of DiMiSTIOT 
'sdauerstr. 19, sworn before the un 	officer in X.R.1. 11-ALDT on 1st 
October, 

Iam iabrecht GELV.J,N1I, I wAs born in 71.R. MDT bn 23 Jul 13. 	I am a German, 
I am of no religion, I 	a sculptor by profession. 

On 13th or 14th September, 1944, to.:/ards noon I ;;;:■3 in the cellcx of the house 
Karlstrasse 2, DI It 	duri(ig an air-raid. With me in the cellar there 
were: the .T:retaker of the Gymnasium in the Soderstr., Otto l.iOltt, his 
daughter 	:40HR, Frau Eva EM.P.2E and Herr Hans ?LUX, :JOHR was wearing 
the uniform of an SS-Unterschcxfuehrer (Corporal 6S) and had a pistol holster 
on his belt. Outside in thy street soldiers were clearing the rubble away 
since the Karlstrasse had suffered severely during a nrovious attack. 	The 
only exit of the cellar in :hich we were was a window which led to the street. 
This Aritc.rx could be reached by iron stairs. 

Right at the beginning of the air attack I heard a voice shouting from the 
street: "They have just shot one dmm"; Immediately afterwards I heard a 
voice from the street: "There come the :)artchutists already:" Thereupon 
Otto ..XHR rushed up tho iron stairs to the .zindow and I saw how he took his 
pistol out of the holster. 	I climbed the stairs immediately after hire. 
1JOHR Sh:uted: "There. are th(. 	or something to Oret effect. He was 
still half-way inside the A.ndo:, of the collar When there ;71s a shot. liOHR 
then wont out into the street completely and I followed on his heels. 

When I 	in the str. t, I sa: th. folloc:ing: On the street there were some 
German soldier-, Otto _on rn(1. three Indians. 	These three Indians .:ere 
British prisoners of . 	.rho were -mployed in L. RinTLDT in the K-iserno 
Heimat Pftrdepnrk, (Wt rin-ry Barracks for Horses). They wore olive green 
uniforms, one wore a tip' .n. 	On. of the Indi',ns M3 lying on the ground 5-6 
metres away from Otto NOHR. I 	that he had a shot "ound in his right 
temple. He was lying on his stomach and did not MOW, nor did he move 
afterwards when he was carried aday. I therefore presumed that he was dead. 

The other two Indians were kneeling in front of i:i0HR and were begging with 
their hands. liOHR .;as holding his pistol in his hand -.nd aiming at the two 
Indians. 	I shouted at him: "These are not parachutists, these are Indian 
prisoncrs." He replied: "I do not care, I shall shoot the other two as uell." 

In the ,..oantime Herr EMIL, Praii KK.PPE, and time a ughtur ..l Trine NDHR, had 
also come: from the cellar out into the street after me. When Ll.:ine saw 
what had happened she hid hor face with both her hands and cried: ":.;y father 
is a murderer." Dne to Ity intIrvention and that of the standers-by Otto 
11OHR spared the other t .:o; he ordered the two Indians: "Thro.: him over th re." 
The t 'o Indians carried the cor.is.1 aside and nut it on r. hea of rubble. 

Ls far as I can rew.ember 1IOHR then left Ath the t:o Indians. 

Frau KILFTE, Herr ENLUX and I returned to the cellar.  ',bout n hour later 
I saw the corpse of the Indian lying on the debris still in the same position. 

stanling innodir.tuly by t ,1 shot Indian so Chat I had no doubt at nll 
tha t he was dead. 

I did not have the impression that L.1%,ino iIOs1R :r.ved the .lives of the other 
t:o Indians throurk her pleading. 

(Signed) Llbrocht GER11.1MT. 

717. /Sqorn 
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SJORN by the 	3)}onent  
volunt-.ri.L./ in .71..I611. DT on I -4̀; Oc tober, 1917s 
before 	 G.V. 	 3/21. Count 
of London Y.-.:01:;.nry, of 	:Env,  • c;1;-.,  tion cc tions  

Coup 	det:1le0. by C.-in-C. 
British 	of 'hc Rhine. 

1322 

(Sin,.(1) G. V, 
Invo3tigrAing Officer. 

cai.TivrED tir:t this is c. true tr'.no1.-.tion frcr. 
Gerr.rin into Ei..,.11.7,h of the Depooition of abrecht 
GERTLZ.NN, 	rkod. Denosition No. 2. 

(:3ined) G. V. BIBET:STLIIT, CaDt. 
(G. V. BI311RaTLI1.) 

D/L e 717. 
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Translatin of 

• ! 	T 

of 

Dopositiori on oath of 	malo, born on 27th September, 1696,  of 
tr.  • 19, .3-.7cril 	th, .under:...,ijit.;c1 officer in J..$TUT on 

1st October, 1947.   

I 	 berli, 	 on 27 3optembor 1696. 	:E 
Gorman, of no roliL:ion, I al-.1 a municii..]. 	by - profossion. 

Or: the mort-iinG of 13 ,,-;..pt,ombor, 1)44, b.tweon. 10 and 1100 hrs I iunt from 
Ly flat to the. 1,uwirs-Gc;orc, Gymzr:.sium, 	rtr. 2, D.a::3T.,.772, in order to visit 
uy friend .aberc.;ch-t 	 found hi;: ii -:r.-nt of the ruins of the house. 
Thi10 ,.-te were tallcinc th,ro was .7.1i 	a alert. 	'Zo 	into the coll:_r of 
the house i:arl:--3tr. 2, tIlr 	the -..-rindow. 	in thu collar there woro apart from 
us thu cl.-rotor Otto .,•1011),, hi:: ilr.uL;htor 1vino :20HR, Frr:u Evf: 1.21-1.11-E and other 
persons whom I did not ..!;:now. In front of the house there was a pLrty of 
Ger.sn 201,lic.ro who 	 the rubble. LOHR visa in thu unifor..: of 

S3-Untorscharfuohrer (a Corporal 33) iii he carried -a small. revolver on his 
belt. 

n 	•.tt,• -•.cks ::OHR left the culler and stoc4 in front of the window 
of the coilL'r. 	..-;uld.enly I hoarci him.shout something to thu followins.  effect: 
"There cr the 1.iis who throw the bombs1" 	there via; •a shot. 	Thereupon 
Herr G12 	climbod cut of the coll:-.r n.II_ followed. hi, shortly aftorwards. 
it the cernor ifuoLolstr./.1rlotr. 	foruien soldier lie on his stomach 
without tiovine. Lbout 8 - 10 metres away .thoro stood o,tto ii0HR with his 
pistol in his hand.. 	G. ,: 	sLid. tt O1tfl stuothing like: "...re you crazy? 
How.  can y.:Ju do such n. t 	3 	Thse aren't airmen. 	Thesu are prisoners." 
1•10HR replied: "I don't oru, th,,: 	 thro-..--  the bombs", or words to 
that effoct. 

In the ..manti.me two foruign soldier, whol.1 I took for Indian prisoners of 
war, approached and sho7Jod by their f,esturos ti-r.t they -were implorinc hOHR for 
their lives. 	Li spite of this ZOHR !,:il:Led his revolver at the two Indians. 
It was only threuc-h the energetic intorvontion of Herr 	that 	aid 
not shoot th., two Indians. 

In the la; antiLic _awine ;101-112 had Como frei.1 the collar into the street, and 
when she saw the situation she cried and cltuiu, to Otto 1:011P. and said: 
what- have you one there?" 

Then MOHR ordered the two Indians to carry their deLA coiltrade aside, which 
they did. 	The corpse had a shot .-.round through the hcc...d.; I was quite close 
(ca. 2 metres) to the shot Indian so that I could see that he was dead. The 
body was put on 2. hoop of rubble. Thur. I left. Two days later, the corpse 
was still lying on the same: spot, on the 3rd oy it .3 no longer there. 

The three Indians wore khaki uniforms without Laiy ecluijaent. I think 
they ,,toro prisoners of war who were oaployed on clearing. 

(3g.1.) Heinz NJJX 

by the sail _)oponent Hein:; 	voluntarily at D3T.Lifil on 1st October, 
1947, before me, Cai.)ta,in G.V. 	 3/4 County of London Yecuanry, of 
Field InvestiCation $oction, ..ir Crimos Group (ii;,..;) detailed by C.-in-C. _))ritish 
<';rrlor of the Rhine. 

(31:1•) G.V. 
Invoutiating Officer. 

CLIZTHIED thA this is 	true 'cr-'.:Lislation 	Ger.,in into EIK:lish of the 
Deposition of Heinz 1114...U.X, 	:,position Oo. 

• 

a 
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TranoIAtion of 	 Deoosition 

01 

Deposition on oath 7)1. 	 :1: 	fairlale, barn 19 Oct 1 907, 
of Kirchweg 1, 	 tho undeno;_gnod of ..000r 
on 2 October 1947. 

I am Eva Liaria 	11:10 . 	(1 I Ira; -oorn in0 17 -1Tli-Kri OS 
DEff,BIE-rx, on 19 October 1907. 	 32 .).10 	 /10U3,..-120 by 
orofesL„ion. 

.tx t 	1100 T-LL',. in thu ri10/111;1:: 
SCptelllb Or IjI4 	 'OIL; 0 Ulla! of 
during an 	 mo 
his daughter „1.-ine 	Herr Heinn 
oldorly couple ..."hoso 1.1.10 I do not 
soldiers shoutin2 Li the stroet: 
Herr ItiOif;, ho .7aS in uniform.. 
stairs to the '..finci_o-ws of the 

in tii 	.1 
iCaricti... 2, 

olbroont 	 ofo ' 
J 	.ed 

	

otioo, 	 reuoo: 
t.-)1 

 
holutcr and ell 

	

;„. 	4,;11.. 	 _ 
vial half ,-Virty out of the .i;iiidow, J. he 	. a o:-Lote 	Inirtudif-toly 
Herr GlIiIiI.L;2111 and. Her,. 	 t rou -ffn the 	of the cellar out 
into the stro. t and so did the ooldioro. 	I olimbeii up to the -window so 
that I could see out .:.nto the street, but I otayed in thu 

..bout 	os away i 	th..: 	 thu- colJoir I 	yount; 
lyin in the road. 	Ho v7..."..• 	 his 	 had. a shot wound in 
his tell-plo fro;,,, 'which 	 . 	',Toro 	gros.nish uni•forLt and. 
he had a haversack. Otto 	-. 	 by the man, .who was 
l -ing on the ground, ho 	 . 	 in his hr.,..nd.- 	G22.2i..1111 and 

were standing 	 ;- -.fl who wonu the same uniform-  as 
thu one or the ground 'weoe 	 ; 	 NOHR. 	r71-10 two young men 
pleadingly raiseil their 	to 	 ::11.3utod: "I will not 
surrender," and he wave -  hi,, piotol in front a: the faces of the two young 
men. 

	

I was afraid. that 1:701lli 	gel. to to shoot the 46:o yowl:: liiun and I 
therefore climbed back in to the cellar. 

	

I told 1,1wino that thu 	dead, o-hc.-;roupon 	 " -.1j,  father 
is a murderer". 	Then Otto iO1IR call 	fro.:i the otrt: ".2avrine, .come on 
up". 	I pGrsm.d.o.... Javrino to go to hr father ani 	left the collar. 

1.■ 

• 1::/hen I -,:ent into thu street about half an hour later, tho 
was no loogur lying on the road. but on a heap of rub-le on the corner 
Karlstr./Hucelstr. 	I 1..ent  quite nuar hi; :s  he did not novo, I th..rufore 
thought he was de!).J. 	Then I .,iont 

31701R.1-j: by the said Dop000.it ..:v. 
October 194-7, before 	-t 	 . 
yeomanry, of Field Invosti: tioo 
by C.-in:J. 

(sj.) frau :3-va 

voluntarily at DilailiTiZT on 2nd 
r'I.L 5/4 County of London 

OriLioc Group (J'11,1:), detaileo 

i )  

nvoo'sol t:. 

CETITT2DI;D th....t this l a truo translation f:roo Ger: Jo 
	ilucclish of 

the De:position -of 24\ra. 	 Dopooltion 

I 	 i",aptain. 

D/M. 715. 
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TI%-dVil.L.ti•011 of 

.)o sit on ifo. 1. 

of 

tt;0 

) o t 	 .; 	.IO, .c0-1.n. 5 .Jni,, 1696 p of .K.1,2211..f G3. I 	nuar 	
;tern,:t 	DC LAU, s,on ufor tho . 	 .Ato-eer 1)47. 

I, 2tto0. p 117.7L; • 	 .1.; I 	/lot co. 	111 to 
, 	 1 	 t1con:Lo in  ilk: 	

061.1•Ct of 

Ot, .tUI ;46 Vu1.ri1y 	thout c.ujfl- order;.:u:..ion or 
unj.er throi.to or bocauso of -,XL- 	or Loc:u;o of • 

I 	Ckzu.n, 
I 	Otto OIiii , 	born in r;Dflrojj ii, Oborhe soon on 5th Juno, 1696. 

I"rott..str:nt,'1 .. 	woo-Cutter by 'rofo;in. 

On 'Ail _.,.u:tt;.;t 1931 I jLd. thoTjXj, 	On 15th ...11,ust 1931 I ,--joine3. the SS. 	I 	 of tile SL. fro:, 1;.,t 2:,:•rch, 1931 until 	..J.k.,ust, 1931. Ili the SS I 	 the nk of Unter;mlirrfuellrer 

Tho 	 on 2a.a..;-;5.1...01' 	 tho nit:tt 	3epteldber, 19)44. thattto .;;C:LiorLLk t the ;33 n. o1jco 	1frro Df....ice in On 12th 2(ii-:1-te-..iber 1944 I lonrxiod o 	raid, - .nd. went to 	 in orr to search for 	 On 12 do„ c.bor I o-111,,. 	;.;:y ,i.2.u;jat•Jr 	_.c.:;.. 13 :3,:i:tt.;...bur, 1)44, I 
to the i...xlstrasou, then to the ...;oderstrs. 

	

.skt about 11 o t olockin -tho lorninc, there 	 :. -.1ert and. I liont yith 	into tho cell,:r of t',1c.: housu 	rlatr. 2, where I had. live. d. 	But I 

	

$o rostioss that I ;iont• out of the ce1.1-.r 	the c.;tro..,t straight away aild. 
I stool there by the vrindc- n., . 1,  tile collar, 	-t-ho cellar them' wero 1.1rau 23.7.a.PI-12, Herr 	 -..y 	 liurricno. 	 11,..,body 

tho ntrout. 

Vihon 1 	.;t.7.nding in tho-  street in front of the collar, throo Indian solders 	 the ulstr. 	1 0:110(1 out to the-, "Hands 
,3ice I sau . th..L;aoydi.1 nA 	 I 	 both 
IsThon the throo Indians were-  ab..•ut 10 	 ...Le one of the:-.1  
su.-.1don -...ove with hit:, 	to his )ocket. 	that 	 .1 took 1,v 	 out 
of .::ky pocket anI - without cLin - Ifire.1 f;hot at the 
his hc.a.1 in his poci:et. 	I hi'thL. i tho forehead. -.all ho 
Ho full 	H.ist!:.nco of 6 - 3 ;. -.L;troc f-ro..1 ...do in the 	 tho 1:..r1;Ar 
Thereupon the othor 	 r:--zi;-;e,1 their ,7.r,.Ls. 	I 2..;.:11 	 tho..1 vrith y pistol still in u.,r hall.: :al.:.1 ; 	 the:-..t: 

in tilt: -oantluo 

tho ::irlstr. 	I roturne.. the Li.r.toi to 
two Ia.1±7.....1s I i)ut thu 	rjice 	-the 
I took the itentity 1.1.;.:c off the corpse 

the rubble .'.1.:urrod. 
t 	dth the h. 1p of the 

-.t to, corner 

mu it to the two :1-n-2.1nxis. 

Thea I collecte,1 	 `.n.a 	w-ith h r 	 two  
in tilt., 	 La- 	2: 
shelter 	 rihultL-1-. 	f. 	u thO)..O 	 15. i 	 Le 
but I prt)tecte 

/Thon. 
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tv: IiJ.i13 le-it the c,.11ar , :;i:-Ict) I cou1.7... 
1 	er 	 le urt.ler c 	 1 :etGr. n sol :der. 
I 	hi..: 	.."..eliver the t•t YL.i fl3 t tlk 	n the stntion. 	1 L-,L-..vo 

ci rut. to -Cie In .1Cãi 	iz. the $1 
T then 'bunt t,_. 

I re..orted this inciunt t y chief it 	vthe-iiI it hiu in 
the next .7..ry. 

otto 

.1j011iT by the s 	 Otto 	V2lunt ily 	s  on Gth 
October, 191+7, before 	CLtL11l 	V • i;If4liL39_1:11L, ..5/4 County of 140111011, 
of Fio1 Inver Section, r Cri 	Guj 	 i.1u by C. -in-C. 
Dritish 	of the hinc. 

(sL1.) G.v. B:-,l 3 	t. 
sIiiv tijtin Officer. 

I 13h to 	en. the 	 :3hot th Li.in I wore the 
unifor..: 	r..tn 3J Unterschrrfuehrer (..;3 Cer,-,..rr1). 	Since b. 	were fnalinL  
I haJ. o tiue 	dile the le 	In.:_iz,n; 1 th,erei oro do not Icno,.-1 -whether he 
was an.led.. 

(st;a.) utto 

CERT IPLID that this is a true translation -fr Ceri.,an into Eli 113h of th, 
Deposition of Otto :1111Z, 1.,carl:e. Deposition II°. 1. 

(3,-;(1.) CI. V. Liberstein, 
-Captain. 

• 

J,4: 716 
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;.;tatt; 	aro uncloavd. 	 : 

.1) 411br.iCiit 	 !jo iti• 

b 	4, :Ara tin. i 1. by tho ac ott 
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NOTES ON THE VASE 	132S 	• 
(Under this heading should be included the view taken as to (a) the degree of 

responsibility of the accused in view of his official position, e.g., was offence 
committed on the offender's own initiative, or in obedience to orders, or in carrying 
out a system approved by authority.  or a legal provision ; (b) the probable defence ; 
(c) whether the case appears to he reasonably,  complete.) 

It 	clear A're.. 	 that the ace11seC1 h.u. left tiA; 
It %.ubt havc been .LI:te clear tt. cellar in a ra;:e and with murderous   

4,001.  him that the IndLeJ wen.. no 	::r:_,ortlf.ts ann 	attitudc W61.1 witne3o6 

w ru—onsrai;o6 ith hiu for ahootin,7 Me I 	 bears this out. 
.4 4)V4-1.;'4")  

6 
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Decision of Committee I 
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Registered Number. 

6 rvs-  ate 

(For the U sc of the Secretariat)  

Date of receipt in Secretariat. 

6 NOV 194k 1330 

i UNITED NATIONS WAR CRIMES COMMISSION 
United Kingdom 	CHARGES AGAINST 	Gc:r.rDan . 	WAR CRIMINALS 

CASE No. tac.-G/:13  64-2  

Name of accused, his 
rank and unit, or 
official position. 

(Not to be translated.) 

Kri.inalsekrettirJohames..I4a,:i.a; 
2. 	Polizeileutaant 1;40.ktud..:±illaC1W? 

	(Both accused 	cu.51;r3dy) 

........ 

Date and place of 
commission of al-
leged crime. 

	April 1945. 	  

	 Vicinity of LaTqinE5.+21... 

(i) Murder. (and.attempted niurder). 

Murder and atterrwted. rourder.. 

SHORT STATEMENT OF FACTS. 

• ....... 

........ 	• • 	• • , 

Number and descrip-
tion of crime in war 
crimes list. 

References to rele-
vant provisions of 
national law. 

Breaches of inter-
national law. Relevant provisions of the Hague Convention 1907 

relatinp; to  the treatment of internees.  

In April 1945 the %Axel: Educati,.n Can, at LAI2YE/,.:_:I.1;; was evacuated and the 
internees there were marched .:astwards in various batches. 	One batch of prisoners 
left 1.4,;I-111.a.31.2 on approximately 4_ 	1945 under the comand of the accused 
T}:H .-.A1,1:. 	The accused 	who had been a medical orderly_atthf, camp _acted as 
one of the guards during the march. 	1.:anz,r of the prisr:ners were ill and unfit to 
march and on a number of occasioes sick pr:_soners fell out and were unable to march 
any ,Urther. 	The first bio prisoners to fall out were a Russian and a Dutchman. 
The two accused attempted to 1.11 these men with poison and they were left :or dead. 
Both men, however, were nursed back to life by German civilins. 	On the 2nd and 
3rd day of the march two Poles were shot and killed by the accused 

TRANSMITTED BY 

 

Office of the 	(2:11. .Dept). .... 

 

• Insert serial number under which the case is registered In the files of the National Office of the accusing State. 

(99655) Wt.P.252 4 	5,000 645 A.& E. W.Ltd. GP.6R5 
,:t0149) Wt. t• I 1t-3 17 5,000 10'45 
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Decosition No.1. 

Translation of 
	

Di 0.ITIOi;  

of 

Wilhelm BROCK:LYER 

Deposition on oath of Wilhelm BROCKHaER, male, of No.1.. Civilian Internment 
Camp, REaddeiGHAUSEi.:, sworn before Captain H. SCHWEIGER, General List, of 
Field Investigation Section, War Crimes Group (P0E) at REGKLI17,GHAUarT on 
22 	1947. 

1, 	I ail, Wilhelm BROCKI iE 	born on 23 August, 1900, Polizoisckrotaor of 
Ax(flan nationality. 

2. 	I was present during a conference with Karl WINKLLR and Fritz SCHEEL 
in the l arbuitsorzichungslaEcrl. LAHDE on the first Easter Sunday. We discussed 
ti.; ovacuotion ordorod by the HANNOVER Gestapo. WINKLER laid down that the 
prisoners should be split up into threc columns and the leader of the last column 
should be Johannes LlaiANN. He laid down that the prisoners had to march from 
LA1ZE to HIZNOVER within throe daz!LI and th- following route was givent- 

LLFIDE, 3.T.MDE, RADERHORST, WILDENS.Kri, NIEDERW0121R11;, 
NORDSABL, STAUMAGEN, BIZZUDORF, IMEDI N11INDORF, 
VaCHTRINGHAUSEN, NORDGOLTERN, smk-k.ai, Lath TERM, KICHRWEREN, 
DOETWP5M, IL.RaTHURG, and AHILLIC-Gestapo (Jewish garden school). 

He further ordered that the prisoners had to receive their rations for 
the march, i.e. for the throe days daily for three meals 350 grammcs butter, 
and margarine, jam, and a bit of sousago. He further ordcrod that during the 
march rests should be made, if necessary. Prisoners, who collapsed should be 
loft at the nearest Buorgermaster's office. 

3. I saw LEHM,INN in charge of the last column leaving Li,HDE about 1400 hours 
on Wednesday after taster. 	The difference; in the times of starting between the 
oocond and the third column was about six hours. The first column had already 
loft the day boforo. Before Li HKLM's column set off Fri. Minna ROEHL informed 
me that the rations allocated wero handed out as ordered. They took with thorn 
"Ersatz" coffee as well as buckets for drawing wator. It is unknown to me, 
whether the prisoners in fact received their allocated rations. The physical 
condition of LEklUIN's column was far frcr.i L:%cl, but was generally fit to march. 
A few rmongst them had bad feet and these if they should be unable t continuo 
marching, should be loft with the next Burgormastor. The footwear of the 
prisoners was bad. A good three-ouartors of LEi-E1ANN's column had wooden shoes, 
the rest had their own shoes. 	The column consisted of various nationalities;- 
Poles, Russians, Dutch, Belgians, French as well as Germans. 

4. I rode on a motor cycle. Later on a rode in WINKLI,R's car in which also 
SCH1ILL was sitting. 	4.,,s the motorbike broke down on the second dry, I saw 

c lumn on the march only one about three 1 behind LAME, when I 
vertu _k it and a second time behind STABOTHAGEK. During the whole march I have 
n t soon any shooting nor heard any shots nor was. I told about it en the march. 
I have net soon anyone rornain behind :r collapse. 

I arrived withWINKLER and SCHIJol at the Ahlcn Gostapo between 11 and 12 
;;'clock on Thursday. 	L.111,1ANN's colutin arrived about half an hour later. I did 
not see there comin; in, but shortly after their arrival I saw thorn in the yard. 
Thoy all looked oxhaustod and very tired. I do n.t knew, whether LEHLANN 
reported to 

6. 	:,bout. half an hour after the arrival of LIali„Ntils transport, just when I 
was paying the prisoners, SCHEM (-Lilo up to 	and told me that Edmund iINKLLIR 
had told him that in LaHW1N's convoy 6 or 7 prisoners were rdssing and that 
these were sh,t on the 170:' by 1412.1-Li;a1N. 	He had given me no further details, but 
he -6ded that the prisoners 	who. I think was a Ycic, was also missing and 

Sa-I  :174  concluded that he must have been shot. 	I know that li.RIAN was a foroiLflor 
and 
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and not a German, as he spoke only a broken Geruan and I heard him talk Polish 
with Johann SCI-1..:FRIR our interpreter. 

'7. 	I heard of both the other trr.nsports that they arrived co,.iplete. 
I do not 	..-thether any prisoners L'n the march collapsed but as far as I • 
know no priLv..n_r 	loft behind with the Buergcri-aaster out of this reason. 

u. 	I left 	with 	f!,;aily on Fridr.7 morning. 	I have h_t seen 
LafpiLiiN in HAlii.:0V.31:.t. 	I saw 	only on his „arrival in 	and I de 
n.t know what he did then. 	I sari 	.on the other hand after 	arrival in 
o'IL.:JilUlarLi] and then he told :-.1e that he had left .,,hlen with KUFFtrat in 	horse 

for J0136S-41:i near 

	

y. 	L31-114141,-1 waz armed with the sane type 7,f s rvice pistol, which I had 
and it was a Walter Pa: 	7.65. 

	

10. 	I have read and understo:.(.1 the above. 	It corresponds with 	state- 
„lent both in word and sense. 	r:b,ut it, I declare, that I do net want to 

any alterations or additions. 

(se) -viiiheLl BROCK.IJY:2 

a.:01.4,1 by the said Dep;.hent 'Alhelra BROCEZYER, voluntarily 
No.14. C.I. C. on 1,1 -y 22nd 1947, before :ac, Captain 

H.SCHZIC-12, detailed by C-in-C British ..rmy of the RilINL. 

(sgd) 

CLIITIFIM that this is a true translation frora 
C.1,;rr.an into Jnglish of the Deposition of 

,.:irked Deposition TAT o.1. 

Field Investis(s.tion Section 
Group (IIVL) 

(H. G. 	Cpl) 
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Deposition on oath of Gccrg 	:plc.,of 120 L 	J$Ti4.iE, TUTTGT 
v.ftor a voluntary oath 'ea.r Cooto-in 	 List of ..:or Cri-acs 
Group (NVE) in ST'OTTG,O.T• on 12th ...ugust, 

. I am Georg KO',. born n 1st Ououot, 1t•!-)1, o;coundsman cf sportsclub 
Stuttgartcr Kickers Tnj of Goroan 

1. I ws omployo ' n a Poll „, iwacht_o i. 6.e iu Lh, 1:o rk-corroc t ion c rp 
from 19L414. till the and of the c'l o. 	I to, v 	o. t in the ovacuation :.arch from 
the camp, I marcho.' with os in oh ro.o of the convoy, -nd was in 
charge of the Cogs. 	I connci, r; .u: 	tho 2.ato whon 	“archod off, but 
it vas approximatoly one or t%.v .os bofore thu 	ricons entered LED-L. I 
believe we marched off dinner time. 	he only arders LEHiaNk gave us before 
marching off worc as he said, who atto-otod to escape would be shot and that 

not only told us, but ho :1,,o told the prisoners. 	I remember that 
LY.2-iliN was armed with a sf,oll piGtol of a?proximatoly 7.65.cia calibre, but whothcr 
he also had an A.P. I cannot rum.o .bor. 	We also had an SS medical orderly with 
us, whose name I cannot rooc.lbor any more, I believe it was similar to the car.p 
Co,mandant's name and ho 	-xmod with an Li.f. apart fro 41 his pistol. 	s for 
as I can romombor -11 the others 11.:4 rifles or pistols. 	The prisoners bodice 
vitro in a very bad state, in particular they had very bad shoes, at least half of 
thorn wore clogs (woodon shoes). Mostly they had no rags round their foot and 
wore the clogs on bare foot. .111 nationalities, which wore 5, prisonod in the 
carp, wore represented on this transport, such as kolLs, Russians, Fronchmon, 
Dutch...on, Bolgians, and Gornans. 	Since the beginning of the march the prisoners 
suffered a lot from sevoro diorrhoaas a r-sult of the bad nourishmont. 

2. It is not known to c, that Li_212:-o or anyone else gave instructions 
before ,larching off, that prisoners who wore too fatigued wore to be (Aft bohind 
with Buergor.Aastors, this also wfs not the case during the whole march. During 
the bcginning of the larch the .rdorly on orders of LiiffidA1Nli tried to poison the 
stragglors, later on they wore shot, p-rtly by L flifl, artly by the other SD 
personnel. 	I c-mn -t state tho no.os of the ether SD i.on, but I know that the 
nedical ordorly did n .hoot a.lybody. 

3. I had no special orders at all ro -  or ,ioo the dog, oxcopt that I had to 
h-od hi. over at the GEST.,P0 in 1-Lici101.17-o-',. 	I :1-ar7s lead him on the lead till the 
third Ovy, when I lot him loos -nd Ito oo.o run over by an ar:v lorry. It was a 
black and keun shoop-d g, it was an el , dog .on troinod on prisoners. 	During the 
whole march I have never set hint on prisonor6)  but ho 	t LIO s jumpoa at 
prisoners, but I held him on the lead ond ho has certainly never bitten anybody. 

11., 	4ftcr we had loft the comp and had passed the first or second village, I 
marched at the rear and saw that a prisoner further up the front coulo net walk 
anymore. The prisoner loft the ranks and. LEHAINN rnq the 	orderly 
approached him. I stooped closer -nd ho cd LilataIN order the medical orderly 
"Give him some water". I just 	 n saw the modicsl orderly hold a cup 
in one hand and a small blue bottle io 	. so_Lr ho nd, out of which ho poured a 
bit into the cup, but I cannot ro 	I 	..oro Whether it II W3 a fluid or a 
solid substance. 	The prisonor Ir 	it and staggered a bit, but ro-nined 
standing. 	I wont on an after oj  ooL., by 50 metros I floor: a shot, I turned 
around immediately and saw LIjN stot 	.1& no about 50 metres back, in the 
right hand he held his pistol in firio , o  siti a then lowero.-1 his hand and put 
his pistol on safe with his loft lo o ,. 	I .i tot see anything any more ,Jhorc 
the prisoner hai stood bofcro, 	 -;.ly 2-3 o,otres from the ditch on the loft 
side of the road . 	I did not 	_ing lying en the ground, but I could not 
look into the ditch. 	SD m n w-alkc oosido ao, whosu name I Jo not rome.mber 
any more. I asked hioa, what I 	had :iven t: the prisoner out of this bottle 

land 
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and he ropliod: "Poison". But tho poiscn id n: t so potont, 	tho prisonor 

	

u1 still stn. ctor he 	drunk it,. 	I do not know the noticom.lity of 
this prisosnor. 	4ftor --.3sout h:If on hour lator oo..thcr ,pris ...r :..uld not w 
any ;..icre and I 	tho 	 as -  th., 
I also 	tho prisonor rofuso tc Trio.., 	.onn 	 ao it 
or.ko hi., fool bottor'. 	.,Stor I ho 	 ri.. nor, 	in 
50-80 .00tros bohin] ;to, 'I turno:-. C. 	 7 	 `..■7 L5kiI..., :I; with tho 
pistol in his right han' in Iirir positi 	r hio hn n.. put the psitol 
on safe 'with his loft. 	I eoul... sot so... 	 oloro as the 
bit highor there. 	O.ftor this inci:oost 	 tho 	orderly .wolkoc: 
beside 	and Ihii orid to the , 	1 ...r.. ..ri; - ; "I f tho ocison isn't ;co..'., they 
will have to be shot". 	This inci..lont -co ot: ,.: 	.1i adn shortly aft 'wards 
with a third prisoner n' as I turned 	 report of the shot, 
I agrin 3CM 12.61::‘. .:A.iir. st 	:‘.1:cut 50-SC 	 c,..lumn with his Listol 
in hon.:. 	out it on solo. 	s!:,.1d to the Si) 	 lOod ixsiC1e 
Last enjoy shootino tho 	 .s.11 theo, 	lool.lonts happened within 
about half an . hour botwool-: 	first an tho thir_. 	I .e not know the 
nationality of the priss-hcrs. 

5. I do not know any 	;then 	 fell out, but I believe it also 
was not vory far fro-..1 this village. o.I.J.Doil-LIRG sto....7. on the left han7. side of 
the road. with tiflJi1N and tho modical ordorky-, I r‘....olood-  standing, on the right 
hand sidc.: to see whether he also had to talc.o the poison. 	 and the 

orderly socks.. together in husho..: voice an c.-1 I call.' net hear anything. 
Then I saw the moOical orderly give HiaDIIBERG some monoy 	 went.  
back into the first housc. 	V/hothor LatiliOlvii was still oresont when the :.loclical 
orderly gave HEID:6I2312G the money, I cannot •roolootber any more. I have not - 
seen the medical orderly fire into the air. 

6. I do not romombor any mom shootings during the first dryof marching, 
but when vie arrived at the barn near ST,',.DTELGLII, which was allotted to us as 
quarters for the night, I hoard another shot, !lid sonic body said, that another 
one had been shot. 	The nrisonors got some broad with :lz:..rgarinc or marmaladc 
to cat in the barn, but nothing to drink. 	During the march the prisoners 
were allowed to fall cut, but nobody-ars allowed to go z.varg to drink some wator,. 
therefore they had nothin;; to drink durino tho first day till wc arrived on the - 
market square in STLDThAGai. 

7. In the morninE; I foil in with the prisenors, an sovor[d. SD nen went 
into the barn again, as one 	orisonors 	 in the stra-a. I 
cannot say whether 	wont into the barn too. I cannot remembor whether 
shots wero fired, but 	to Lie by the convors....tion of the SD mon that one or 
two prisoners wore finished off in tit.. born. 

6. 	When we olarchod throuLh a cutting on the third dry, 1 ro...ombc.:rod the 
following incident. Vie had a Ilcvol by 	of 	who .:.rovo the horses. 
do not know the nationality of this 	but it was not ils.r..an. 	This :.an was 
with the horsccart, but as we 	to this spot, I saw hi. suddenly pushing a 
bicycle beind the coluoln. 	I asked a SD aan, .hcs name I do not r000:.:bor, why 

was at the back now and the SD man z- nowt-rc;:f1 "They want to finish him off". 
I say LEHL-411/1 walk two to three stops behind 	I overtook both, I walked c.s 
the right hond side anC.-1..sid.:4: en dho loft hand side of the road, as far r.3 I can 
remember. 1.1 few minutos after I had overtaken the two I hoard a shot, I turned 
round immediately and sr 	standino about 50 ....;tro3 behin. rat; on the 
road. He hold his pistol in his right hand &s if ho had just firel, then lowered 
his hand and put the pistol on safe with his loft hoo:',. 	I did not see 11.io-ULN 
any more but I could net see tho . ror!d either as sor.ie orisonors ushod bicycles 
between mc.; and Li2UN 	For that roc,s n I could !:,.1sc see only La.11\1 down to 
his waist. We had a rest shortly !,itorwrrds. Prisoners carrio.: the body of 
1.1,ORLIT to the' side of the road during the rest, whore I saw him lying. Ho had 
been shot through the head, from the back an:: I so:: his brains come out in 
front.. It was a bit mom en the silo as if the i.:ullot 	come out at an 
oblique angle, I cnnnot ser anyrsore which Ude. I can give the following 
description of iktiUZI414; He had a well dovoluood body, 1.65 ...otros tail, about 22 
years old, strong end wide shouldorodo;wod tooth, fair. 

toftor 
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r:rrival in 	TOVR I 
	

Ir; the 	T...F0, that 
I could :Con leave. 	I lelt the G. LO 1: 	after the hanC.in': 
over of the 2ris2ners. 	I :le n.-,t 	 re,-....xte:] in 1:1,1;140V.:11 
I believe that .:ur trans2ert 	10-12 prioners sh ct, -.:he had died on 
the 'Jay. 

9. During the whole iarch, 	ich lted fcr three drys, it was not known 
to:-.1e that any prisoners 	 escape. 	if xio,:ners stayed behind 
it was only through weakness, uiV.ern:Luris:-1...ent r s.--,reness of feet. 	Nobody 

hatlf',ed over to r. 13uur&-.r,s.L;i1A ;r,p 	It is ot knc.7.-al 	that LL 	had 
dischar,scd any prisoners on the 	excezt -i-ain.1BaiG. 	I do n::t know just 7,-hy 
ILLUDZ.JR.1.1' G was clisch-rge..7,, but it 	kno-,-.11 that 	 was a v:-ealthy aan. 
The Lk:clic:1 erCerl:; -.017....0 of LEi to spare 1-11711/IPZ.Z:-. 

10. The prisoners ha'..7.oe cfTus: to drink on the evening of the sec end. 
dry. 	This coffee 	net frora the cn ad. _ioistratien, but 	been bought 
by the 'green police thc:.isolvcs for the pris..ners. 

11. .11,-.1engst the photographs lyinj before 	I recognise on "C" the Cr...,:c.- 
Co: -.;-.-.r.nCant, on "D" the 	orderly, on "B" I believe to be 	ldHi 
this 	-..'ears the sr...le spectacles an.' facia]. expression. But I cannot 
re-.1e::_ber that ILE... 	was so bal.: in front, althcusth he -.ink-) a lit de bit bald 
then. 	On the photogrh " 'I  I recognise the cutting '.-:here dLI Was shot. 

12. I have read an( understood the above state ,ent. 	It (.-x.1-,resses the 
senseas 	ac. the -aoral 	state:Aent, 	i,sizeC. about it, I declare that,  
I Co not vrish to ;mice any alterations or additions. 

Geors KL,PP 

Sworn before the scd.C. Dc j  enent Gcori; KE vauntc.rily atSTUTTGT 
on 12 th AuLT,ust, 19471  before 	Capt -.:1_:. H. SCI-17.il;IG:fil detailed by 
C in C. British zooy of the it'hinc. 

(signed) :H. SCI-T.Laauat Caft. 
investigatin.,:;- Officer. 

Cia2IFIOD that this is a true coy of the translation of Deposition of 
George KLP-i', ;:larked Deposition 1,1.9. 

(sal) Bi2.Stevens 

Field Investigation Section 
-,7ar Cries Group WO. 

1 
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Treeolatien of 	 Deposition 	17  

DEPOSITION  

of 

David :7SSERILE 

Deposition on oath of David LESS :LE, m-le, of LAHDE/WESER, voluntarily sworn 
before me, Gept-in 7. SCIr FIG 'R, :ptain, Gen. List of Field Investigation Section, 
War Crimes Group (7.1 at 'KIT ro. 2 'TS-1=1 on 5 Jun 1947. 

1. 1 am D vid :7'3, ', LE, 1,orn on 9th rr 14, farm hand, o1' Germn nationality, 
(natur-lized Volkedeutschcr). 

2. I was e civilian em loyed in :, 'Thyr..'2.-P workers' trainieg camp. 	I 
worl'ed in the clothing atom. 

3. Around Eastcr 1945 the camp was evcuated. 	I was ordered by Karl WINKLER 
to replace torn clothine of the prisoners. That I did. Our allocation of shoes 
was poor. Vie only had in store-several shoes with leather upper parts and 
wooden soles, and also those in insufficient numbers. 

4. I was ordered to oin the last column which was the third column to be 
eveuated. 	In charge of th.. column was LEL3.1A1\al. 	The column was assembled 
in the camp yard on the 2nd or 3rd of April shortly after lunch round about 
1400 hrs. There ::ere about 200 men. 	There were many sick prisoners from the 
sick-bay amongst them. They were emaciated and undernourished. About a number 
of 20 of them had their shoes completely ruined, and there was nothing left in 
the store, I could not replace them. Of the rest of the internees half of them 
-had their own leather shoes, the other half had wooden shoes from the stores. 
These wooden shoes had a very thin poor quality upper leather, kept together by 
two buckles and nailed on to a thick wooden sole. The sole consisted of one 
compact° piece of wood with. hollowed a bit in the centre to form a sort of a heel 
at the end. The sole was in its whole length quite inelastic and stiff. The 
prisoners received soup as midday meal. The trenspert consisted of mixed nation-
als. Before setting out four shovels were issued by order of Karl VINKLER and 
he said: "In case that one dies on tie way, he has to be buried". 	I have not 
heard anything to the effect thet somebody gave orders to hand prisoners who 
should become exhausted on the way over to the nearest Buergermaster. 

I can remember the following_;-who were gu: rds in the 3rd column:- SS 7.nd 
SD personnel: VIVYLER Edmund, v meet with a rifle and 7.65 r utorr.tic, Adam KOCH 
armed with e rifle, 7.:TAD7ANN armed with 7.65 automatic and 2 Russians with rifles. 

Police:- TAPP Who led a dog, F:i"r11%,ho roe& - bicycle and ens armed with 
08 automatic. 

	

I myself had an M.P. and a 7.65 autor.'ic. 	LETL NIT had f,  7.65 automa tic I can 
no longer remember whether he also had an : .P. He also had a bicycle on which 
he rode occasionally. Sometimes he had somebody to push it for him. • 

horse cart was also with us on whicli rode KITETNER Franz and the Kapo 
This cart went ahead of the column. 

I cannot remember when the first and 2nd column had left the camp. 

5. . The third column left on 2nd or 3rd 	at about 1400 hrs. 	I marched 
eometiees at the end of the column sometimes more in front. Immediately after 
we passed the village of :IERDE a prlsoner- stayed behind. This prisonere did 
not try to escape but could not keep up with the rest any more. This was reported 
to LUTIIIIN who was at the head of the column end he rode beck on his bicycle. 
LEMJIN, KLPP and Edmund li!INKLER remained behind with the prisoner. I did not 
se- anything more but only heard a shot immedietely afterwards. I never•saw the 
prisoner .again. I do not know the prisoner's nationelity. 

. KAPP, LEHILNII, and 71INKLER Edmund, rejoined the column egein. ebout of 
an WDur after this incident mother prisoner became lost. I think it was the 
-prisoner HEIDELBERG who up to nee. 	only able to carry on with the help of 2 
ceterdes. WIIIKLER Edmund and I believe also 	 reained behind with 

/a prisoner 
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ocOiooner. 	This tint I did' not hear a shot being fired. 	1.011.::,NN-  then for a 
517W4aked heoides nu and said to me:-  "I have been ordered by the camp 

'.ndant that r11 internees remaini% behind are to be shot". I take it, that 
b. -Life))11:ed. eLe that I Laght also shoot prisoners who happened to fall down. 	If 
1 eew one of them getting exhausted I reported it toIJOKIINbut this was only once 
the case. :as° this prisoner was not shot as he wao able to continue walking with 
the help of two conredee. 

As far es I -knovi no .prisoner st-yed Lack f ter BIERDE on the first day. On 
enterinj STeDr.:TIAGEH a .prisoner hed o'.roLe and collapsed on the side of the road. 
I carried hip: with the help of 	 :3 ,Ind into a yard. 	There he recovered 
again and folloeee J jeined try e A.nen .n his ien again. 	We arrived at the 
Earket Square 	eTDM:y;N at 'Lout 1o00 hrs. 	0-rerl there we had to mnrch to a 
barn outside 	01° 	I o) 	te) 	3.ter the nom of the place but I 
remember that - diteh reeod al r. the feet e. th ,hich led to the barn. A power 
main led passed it. 	The barn e-s built A' brie and had two wooden slide gates 
on its length sides. 	2fter the -rrivel tb, e, 	prisoners received one piece of 
breed each, I do not re ,celher eny.00re whether eoothing was on the bread. 	They 
certainly never received any sausages. On thio rticular evening they also did 
not get any coffee, and they also received no weter, es there vas no water there. 
On the march the prisoner, got nothing to eat and nothing to drink. Small breaks 

1,ade. during the narch. 	The born 	guarded during the night by the Volk- 
ssturn of ST.'.DTHGT:. 

S. 	The followin! nwning -t about 6.30 a.m. the prisoners hr d. to parr.de outside 
the lam 'fter t,ey h d received sore bread to eat however, they did not get any-
thin t ) drink. They were counted by LEHIVNN and one was found missing. On 
h. nd of the sketch "T;xhibit J.:" now lying in front of me, which was drawn up -ccord-
inf; to IT instructs. ,oe end ha, been 1)-rked by no and is signed by me, I will now 
describe the following incidents:- 

I went to the hate of the barn, I looked into the barn, I saw nobody inside 
and walked on. 	Alen I ons •on the corner of the barn, (Sketch (2)) I saw LE-111',NN 
just cnterine the barn.. I walked round the barn and as I came to the second 
length side (:;ketch (3)), I heard two shots inside the barn. 	I continued to walk 
round the born and eo I entered again through the front gate I saw LEI-211..NN standing 
el:ne. in the barn (Sketch (4)) with the autom atic drawn in his hand and about 2 
metres in front of :e lying on his stomach, feet still covered with straw, head 
turned away from Lig-BO:NH a dead prisoner. I do not know the nationality of this 
prisoner. The corpse was left in the barn and the column then eo,rched on. 

As far as I remember no prisoners reeined behind the column untill the after-
noon of that day. We then had reached the part of concrete covered road. As the 
column fell in egain, one prisoner gas unable to get up. His nationality is un- 
Inown to inc. 	The column merohed on and after about 5 minutes I heard a shot, 
turned round and saw a man lyine  on the back next to the road. Ndar him stood a 
man with a rifle in his hand. I think it must have been one of the Russian OS 
men as these were issued .with rifles. I did not 3CO L11-17i NN, when I turned 
round, I do not know whether LFIIII).NN had ordered this shooting. He must have 
known about it, as he cycled on the left hand side at about tin middle of the squad. 

On this dry we arrived around 1900 hrs in a village, which name I have forgot-
ten, and we spent the night in a barn on a farm yard. 

The prisoners received a piece of bread • ith jam and I think margarine as well 
es coffee. During the whole day's march the prisoners had received nothing to 
t or to drink. The prisoners were not allowed during the march to fall out 

-ndfutch water. 

7. 	We sot off at about 8.o'clock on the 3rd day in the morning after the 
xisoners had received bread and coffpe. I did not see that any more prisoners 
collepsed or :ore shot until.Lnoon of the same dey. 	'!'e just marched through a 
cutting up e hill. 	I march d for about 10 rinutes with LE'lli,A.,NN and Adem KOCH 
behind the column. LHY:11E went on foot his bicycle was pushed by e prisoner. 
_bout 2 oetres in front of es wellied Knpo 7 .!RIAN_pushing the bicycle of the Police- 
Len ::.P1711. 	I do not 'now why. 15=N no lonoer was in the cart. 	I left TZTIANN 
end AAA KOCH behind passed ;t".R.LJNE and ae I ees about 5 metres ahead of MARIAN I 
herd e shot. I turned round inmedietely and observed the followine rosition 
ellch I an going to explein now on hand of the sketch (Exhibit "F") which has been 

drawn 
/according 
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accordinF to ny instructions, was signed by vie and now lies in front of me: I 
walked approx beside the 	row of the colu m n (1), LE7 MA1'?N stood with a pistol 
in his right hand by 	His fec nd chest were turned half right. Powder 
smoke A.ter the shot was still visible. H-.11 right in front of him on the road 
-t ("M") lay 1,-LFIN in about i metro distance. his legs were lying nearly paral- 
lel with the road. 	 face and chest lay exactly over the bicycle, his 
Lack towards 1,011.- 	.nd tlooe emerged from the back of his head. 	;:d. m KOCH 
stood a bit further to the ri ht behind LEiff.HN at ("K"). He carried the rifle 
on his shoulder and hold the sling with the right hand at his right shoulder. 
His left hand was free and he held it at the left lining of his trousers. 
3hortly afterwards the column 11,,d rest. 	H.IR1.1..IPS body was buried on the left 
hand side of the road. 

Jrom here to idiLM.1 I neither saw nor heard anything more. 	1 did not march 
alon the canal but branched off to the loft towards lailEM. 

I knew hARILN very well, because he was already 2 years in the camp. I 
knew he was a Fble. He spoke only broken German, his mother tongue must have 
been Polish, as he always conversed with SCILLEFER in Polish. 

9. We arrived in JOLLY between 16-17 hrs. LEHMIN reported to Ki rl "g 'IN 
I did not hear what he said. Karl =LER and SMEEL, had a list containing the 
rrnes of 80 political prisoners, who were parted from the list. I hoard later 
on, that they had been shot. LFL'HA.NN, however, had nothing any more to do with 
it. On the same day, at about 2100 hrs we all 3 LEHAITTN, BROCK1TYER and myself 
went on our bicycles to BROCiarEMIt's address in HOTTOVY1/, where we stayed for the 
night. LEHMANN told us that such a lot of sick prisoners had been in his column 
th'A many had become exhausted and that consequently 6 to 7 prisoners had to be 

He did not mention how many he shot himself. 
I mysrlf witnessed that LFITAIN shot two prisoners, the Pole and one of 

eoinown nationality. The one of unknown nationality in the barn on the morning 
second day and the Pole ItitRI.:.N at noon on the third day. 

It is unknown to me that LTIK,NN released prisoners on the \ay except in the 
ef,_ e of HEIDETABFRG. 	In ttla case however, I do not know, whether LF13.1.1.1N or 
AlmInul WINKLER is responsible for it. It is unknown to me that there should have 
been any ftt:Japt to esc!'re on the arch except that it might he that the prisoner 
in the barn had tried to hide in the str\.,. 	But it is also possible that this 
prisoner was ill. 

10. emong the photographs shown to oe a., I recognise in "D" Edmund .INKLER, 
in photo 9110  Johann ;s 

11. I have read anel understood Jove. It is identical with my statements both, 
in sense and word. Lsit%d to that cVf(ct, 1 declare th. t I do not wish to make 
any further :.dditions or alterations. I would, howNer, like to point out, that 
I cannot remember the exact times .1nd d-tes of t:10 incidents. 

(6gd) Dr_vid ialSDERLE. 

:.;:i0R11 by the s•-.id. Deponent David PIE3;J:r"-11,E, voluntf rily before me, H. SCHWEIGER, 
Captain, General List, detailed by 	British Lriny •3f the Rhine. 
Fltce: FISCIDECK. 

(301) H. 0'.T7EIGFR, Captain. 
D, te: with June, 1947. 

CERTIFI72) that this is a true translation from Gen.f‘n into En_; .fish of the 
Deposition of David YFSSERLE; nrrked Deposition Yo. 14. 

(gd) H.G. 

Investig-tion Section 
1-7.,r Crimes Group (NWE). 

(H.G. S.HEK, Cpl.). 
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Translation 
	 )epooition c,17.O. 

oF.COND 

of 

Deposition on o. th of Dfvid: - 	'. LE,i le, at .resent interned in No. 2 ':dCITC 
FISCHBECK. 	L;worn before C Itain H. Jo.C.:EIGYR, Gen. List of ,Tar Crimes Group 
(NWE) in FISCHBECh on 2nd July, 1947. 

1. 	I am D-vid IM.XJ,E, born 9/4/1),., lond-worker, of Germon nationality. 

2. 	I make the follo..in additional stotoments to jr i.rst statement on June 
1947:- 

The mr,rch, to my knowledLe, cl imed its victioo n th 	 sequence:- 

1) Just after t'oo last houses of HIT5TE h .1t w 3 t.r-.de 	hen the column ry rched 
on, one prisoner :as un- le to kee: Lt ur. 	1 continued to march in the middle 
of the column and sat LEHI:PTri,, KAPP, - 	rel-rin behind.. 	Shortly 	mords 
I heard a shot. 	I do not know whether it was ' pistol or r rifle shot. I did 
not hear a second shot. I did not so a second prisoner fall out there. 

On being shown the statement of witness DORTH I" 3'otc that none of our 66-men 
had, a black uniforu. 	"o he d a field grey unifon3 with bl-ck turn-ups and black 
tics. 	I take it, tl t oe  arched to 	t about 1!., 00 hrs. 	Some prisoners 
‘ooro blue working clothes. 	It was not a prison dross, but their own property. 
Most of thc rio7nors h-d 	dress. 	I 	not rcuom or what the orison, rs 
orc, who roorinod behind. 

2) HEIDELBERG fell out about a quarter of an hour loter. 

	

prisoner colloped in iTailiZN, 	.71N1,17, and I carrioe him on the right 
side of the road into yra, it looked like a ropoir workohop. 	I do not know- 
ohot happened loter to this prisonor. 	It is correct th t wIlon he colui.in 
alroody in tTh. -rn, so risoner:A folloLod on 1,ith the rotions to STi.DTRes.GEN. 
I do.  not knot ,:h: ouorded this party. The Ty7xty in charge of rations orrivoa 
about an hour 	o column had orri,;od in th. born. 

4) The next victim o tho pris )nor n to 1,- rn. 	I would like to odd to that 
described in my 	t000nt on 5th Juno, 1947, th t ;:hon I wont round the barn, 
heard the shot, . 	r a into the barn - at first only w 	and shortly 
oftcrYords 	 o in behind me. 	The 1-306.;-  of t . ,hot prisoner lay on the' 
stoLoch, but r little more on its right-hand. side. 

5) Ofter a halt on the rood o priz000r, iho 000 o 	to 1)rocood any further must 
have been shot with a riflo by one of t!oL ouoolo n Luordo. 

6) The case of 11.,DRII.N. 
On being shown the statement of rLTJ , I ro. _ 7:)or nt th • t aftor I ho orC to • 
shot and turned round. I sow to i*o rif:fat osf LT 	o 	 Tho car 
nearly opposite to mo. 

3. 	I have refid above and undrstood it. 	It agrees with 	.A:A: Lot both in 
tie moaning o 3 word for word. 	:skeJ about is I declare tbot I ish to I ..,1; 6 no 
changes or niterntions. 

3..ORN by the said Deponent David ii.D3T2LE, 	 FISC=CK on 2nd -uly, 
1 94 7, before uo, L. 	 C"T. I, dotoiled by C.-in-C., -.==ritish :.rmy of thL 

. -1 	Capt. 

	

loo otio 	Officer. 
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Transl%tion of 	 Deposition No 14c 

Third. YX-)odtion 

■-•■•••■•••■••■ 

• 
Deposition on 	 •-•1'tk:r 	 ‘..)• th bki.'ore 

Capt-  in H. 3CH. 	C-enerf 1 'rd.:A, if Yr ri.: A. 3 C.-l'OUr. (7; 71)' 	 in 
27th ..ug,ust, 1947. 

I am 	 1,--‘rn on the 9th ril, 1914, n -Acuity: 1 ,„-orl:er by 
trcic '.nd of Gert-nn 	ti.niity. 

C -  1 , 1d not • 11: ny ..ore, during the 
-rt, n1 tly-t he 

:- 	 told a Prisoner in 
..;11.1u1r 	dc-r.n t tie si c 

-1 	• , • 11 	out t1-.-- t, t.t LTiLflN 
I h - vc not sn, 	durin(*, 

.1 t s• 	prisoners. 	During t1- (.. 
I • el..c 

n the ....c..)nd day of .-.rching., 
prisoner, h could nit gi on ny 

1. 	I hr-.vc never seen,  
evacuatim, turned t 	T1, -.:ho \-,• - s in _el- , 
then released then. 	-1 	•12, 
such c. c'..se durin•t 	 y  
of the r 7)aC.1 
hr.s.d 	 • 	-• 
the first dr).y of 	 . en h. .d. 
;hole r.nrch I h vc ri.v. • 	n 	 -.t 

:-...tte7:ts. 	But I IT- VL seen, - s 	st2ted 
-that after a rest 	iin 	i Ii d sht • 
nore. 

2. 	The first 
I spent together 

t.) the b!-.rr: 
,.rrive.:, LEJfl 
noticed th'.t cue 
described. 

night, -f ter 

in bicycles. 
ordered t1.e.- , 

••_i Lriesing 

t; 	 rut into ,-.. barn ne-.r 
in -. 	in the 	 LEHLL.1.:ll rild. I 

'7hc. --- ri6.311L;;.":2, 11 ('). n.).t -1)•,r-.d.ed yet, so ••:ihen vie 
te' L- .11. in. 	kT s. 	tn counte. the !)rizoners nd 

then the inci:ent 	- 1,1-4 -ich I h.r  alre!-.dy 

-.hen I 	I he body of JLELJ lie on the ,Y. n.ftr the shooting he, 
lying 	f.).ngle to the cur. ,, 	 bit upv...rds •;.nd. closc,. to tlie right 
curb in the direction 	 1..ut not yet --A n.n oblique •.n.Lle to the ro-e. 	He 

lying on his bicycle. 	I c:-.-nh.rt .re:.-remie:c •n.y .ore ex- otly, hut I 1.lieve thit 
the front wheel of tb. bicycle 	1:ein; i 171. 15.7.1. 	I 11:-..ve never 1)..enrd. Elat 
hn.d attempted to 	 .5 It by .; 	 I did 	t oven 

when I turne,- . round. -.37-.:•er I he, .rd_ trle rep )-.1!1-. 	 • 	7 •;)-.•.,, 
- rid. 	 : -.s I Lvc.  stf-tted previouz.ly.. 

4. 	On the r1-)oto r ))11s, nnrkcl 
776C001i3e the 	 the 
Exhibit "X" 	the insidc 
found the body 	t1_,..prisoncr, 
I stood approxi:.., tel whore I 
ntcly s..ihere 	'the r.--.rk 

"I" • 	" " 	 m].-• 	C'..11 
7'71:1; ft:x:3 	t . 	7 	r 

• rn 	• ncl 	 • 	• 	o-.• 	 • 
circle,• 	••: 	.777 . 

t1..e 	ar•-: 	• 	 ^.pprr_mi- 

s. 	I hr.ve 	'-rid unde• 	•.1- 	 it i thr.. truth. 	I C. -) n)t 
to 

.1; id 	. 

O•Pl'i by the 3-.1.C..  Deponent 13nid 	7 	dunt 	• t l 	on '27th'.ugui.-7.t 
1947, before rue 	ityin i-1. 	IcLI, et.. -.11cd. 	-in-C. -...ritish 	f the 
- :hine. 

• 1- t• in. 
tin, 	. 

th .t this is •--. true ciyii the tr- .nsL-.ti.-.n 	• 
Dr.vid

..  
36ER.LE, -ttarked 	 •c. 

(i-:,(51) 1.T. t.vens, 
rield 
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TRAN6LATICA rjr 	 WPOSIT:0 

YOVaTh DEPOSTV.ION 

DPASI) 

,11:3:cy, of' 	2 .0 
of War Or.i.Tr.!3 Group ( !A..; 

at Pl!..?..:11e,'17'.`..''. tx.! tly.j j21i o.1' (s.ot(Jbtx 

2, 
.5a3 be,for 
into th:,  act. 
Th.i two werl 
WIRKUka say 

mbv this 
thiso 

MeAVail.E!. born ').:14,1A4, fao-ollana:  of German national l. 

tt. y onwIlich th.1 7.,E-6MANN - tranoport morchd o?f, I Writ,  :6; 
h,  trb.nsport bs.:1 Z'orAed up in thL- yard:  I vent ac'); the yare 

builc.ra:.= anti Tr.:A or pas 	Karl WlEWR ani 3011We1, 
t„Alkfcng to each•;:;;Lr an just as 7. was paosing 1. haril Yari 

to PCPEXh:  that poison was to b-  tr.k.x. along. 	7 no longer rF- 
xacI 	ncr io 1 knci in what connQction Far .  

30 	 Apart from the incident decoribod abov-.! X lo not know anything LboM 
this matter, I do not Kara, for what purposP poison was to 	tak'fl along:  
or Y.ho was t.c obtain it or -at, or for that purposa0 I haw, nfwor 

t' fl{ 	 t31) Oamp, 

7)urin3 ta march % jrn 11,T1th.:T sNin nor heard that poison was 
to any pria.7in, 

5* i hcw; reek crel understool the ahoy.). it 	tru?. 	wither wtsh 
to..2uppl.:..mnat 	or to a1t.5r anything. 

(Se ) Davi a mEsmup 

ano by tht7 30 .1d.  D.Iponent Davi3 	 voluntarily:  at FISCIWCK, 	tL 

14.th of (ctob.-.1r 1947 before Me N. ECM:EIGER, Captain:  dIftaild by 
Brit;ish AvLy of the Rhirn, 

H Sf:HWEIGIY.'-rt 
Captain,' 

CERTIFIED that thi‘a; is a tru trait 	of th) Gt,rman oricira7. of the ourth 

11.TotcAtion cf 	MESSPILF mark Dapos5.tion 	oa64; 

.:iCHRETG.rgR, 

Captain, 
FielJ Inyestigation &ct7i.on)  

War Cr:r.v..-ts 	(NWE)e 
(H. SCHNCR), 
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Tr:uaslati-n 

Dc.pisiti.:11 .41 	.:f Karl ...L....1 I..., ..j1.10) 	 v_1,ant2_cily 
befprc.-, H. 	 of Fier. 111VQE3 	,ti n 	.a.r Jrilees 1/4.,-rou1 

at 	17 ::ay 1947. 

I aL. Karl ..'IR:E161-;., born 	4th jilly 9), iielizeiver.ltun. sbearater (police 
adi,.inistrative ffieial, Gerlean. 

1. In uct -_,ber ...r N. VC3i.lilth 1 	Culleu t_ 	e.:nfe.cence at the 
ILLITNOVS.: Gestapo by uborreL;ierwerat 	 I was .rdere..1 that in 
case ..,f the -dlied api2reach I sheull execute 	:tit 200 of the "Sender- 
oehandlunE," prisoners -f i;he 	 and then to evacuate 
the rest to ii.3.14NOV.... 

seen as I cal.-,e 	Laps, I called f_r a conference Viith 
...M.00,-:101;;Eic and SCI-LLa,. 	It was discussed ty, erect a c.:1-..i.tun.al  „;rave 
and t.. '.:all it "bunker". It was further laid d-wn that the cup 
was t 	mived in three parties in c:-..se if evacuati..n. 	The march 
to -ri_ifiNUY:6:. ,  should be ceverea in 3 d_qs, the distance \--;•:s 55 km. 
The internees should receive rIti i s Lr the 1..:rcht.whiL:h. should be 
tz-.ken with them on the -eat_.;,:;on And 1..,r vihich 	 was responsible. 

I _)ut 	in charge .;f the 3rd transport, as there was 
nobody elee I c 	entrust viith this job. 
The '/is 	 .nly prep ',roa but n-t carried out. 

2. The evacuation v a actually e-....ceuted 	2..:-.ster 45. 	The first 
party left the camp .n 	ter lionday, the sec_ nd. party and 
pc.,..rty on the fellewin6 day. 	1.2.1-ii.:.-01N t s party left 	about 11 	clock 
Hu had. abut 200 internees in his ,:arty, all kinds of nati,n_ditics, as 
soles, liussians, French also 

3. :3ufore the i-..arch 	I discussed with f..iJI.Lati, that the felline, 
daily ,.larchim, reutine sh:Aild be adhere to:- 

a) 1.L.I.ia,:,-ST_JTHekkf.ii, ste-ppirk; 	the ni3ht in the 	brick yard. 
I have fergotten the name of the brick-yard, but it c_,uld 
inquired at the brick-yard 

b) ST.,DTH...l7.La\I-CAU6S GOWT.fIcN and ..IOICAIN,111...US12:14. 
L&ILLLIINS party s'pent the night in/-1011:La....(1_.:eS1:;N in a farr.erts. 
barn. 

a) 	 . 

The parties -.;ere t.. march alon the direct ..aeichsro.._:. 	v'urther 
I ordered, that dUrirf; the day halts sip :ald be :,r,;anised b the party 
leaders if necessary, i.e. abuth_.ur f.r 12 hours' :..arch. 	The 
internees themselves c_ula fetch Ovate_. Jn the ,..arch, frz.-4.1 the villa!os.. 
I further :,rdered that inte.mess, who should become sick on the way, or 
unable to -.,arch any further, should oe handed over to the nearest 
Duerermaster. 

I ordered that the parties should march daily about 5-:) hours, and 
ue on the Viay about 8 h..urs. 

I myself drove in a oar up and down in bet-Aeen the parties. 	ith 
me in the car wi:s SCHtka, and .30_1_114-.;1311. 	 deserted en the first 
day. 	3.,.i.00K.Le.:1-1 redo at first :n a moter--cycle. 	.e.s it failed cn the 
first day, .31;.(JUK. - la•drove with me in the ear 	the se::oncl 	third 
day. 
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,..js if ::1^.-v.; It., t 	n. ,l• 	-ay :Ay tin ,..turin, the ...larch and 
did 	nA see that 	 t. 	.iuried .n the -.-;n y. 

5. 	 s party loft _LA 	 u 	e leek .n 
2rtst-r• 	I d. not cno-.-. when they 	 ..;1 

as?..in about 5 	clack 	 :;'tern n at 
...t this tim 	 party 	 ,,r tie 1-11,;ht. 	1 
asked 1.0E.11■11\E vihether all f his iris .nerd 	 it() re ..rte..: 
that it vias not tho..._case. 	Durin.i.:, the fikst 	Leery ho said a 
had tried to escape. 	fie 	 "AA: 	6, 	i'f" 	that ho 
therefore had t.. shoot ht.. pers -.nally. 	He re.  . tc,i'L that he 	forced 
to make use of his fire anis. 	I 	 Lnyp.orc.: details in 

	

rep.:rt *Jilt I El.,st c:ortain.ty 	that he said that he had 
shot this prisoners hiLiself. He also 	 that the kris ner 
burieC, -n the march ,lurin,_:; the first :lay. 	I d_ n..t 	'.411‘.:ro and by 

i.t.ffi,i....1\111 has n_t inforiiled 	tir..t internees had to be left behind 
or -.,,ere unable to march  further. The internees 	tired, but -Sere 
accordin,..; 	opini:n fit t., resu..:e 	:..arch .n the 

On Thursday ab_lit 1 	 party arrived in 	I 
c..viaited thou in the yeard an- received imLlediately 	 report. 

reported to me that in the Last day 	three ix four 
attempts of escape.  t_..k 1 1.1.ce and that these internees %4C.).1'0 shot. 	I 

nOt rer.lembor the haix.es i the ,.,;uards vat.) shot thk-i.-3e internees though 
had 1.:entioned ease 	 I 	not kn.;- the na)..es 

the shot it ernees. 

on 	s 	the b _dies •-f th.iot shot ,n the third day 
viere als.. buried ...luring the march. 	1 do not 	any .:etails• 

7. 	iidnir-skili arrived already at 1 Ji clock and has left ..1Clif..tIiG1-1.,USEN 
on my ..rders at ab-ut 	C',{ in the wrning 	c_uld not have 
made any rests durin,:, that lay. 	The pris.oners L..,oked very fatiU ued.  
I cannot say if ILHic,.Ni.4 trade any rests on the 	.)revi-.•un iaarchin days. 

o. 	None .„f the transt. _rt leaders ..;f all three parties reported to my 
that internees vih.. becai eiok had t., be left behind -sdth 	 s• 
Therefore all internees had been fit to stand throus,h the :aarch. 

9. . 	Bef)re setting .off-  frail LJLIi the general condition of the internees 
mas god enough to stand the strain Jf the march. They had partly their 
ovin shoes, partly 

10. ...Ls far as I remombe,-.. the f 11.i in _;uards ;,ere 	_ElliZNIs party:- 

KOCH, Fritz from ST...,DTH.U-.]ii, 
• KOCH, ,sidara, Aumanian of Cre 	origin, 

VINKLER, Edmund, 
4,01-11L1414, .a.umarxiz.w. of Gem an 

11. 	I rep..rted to -,.Z.LiNTSCH in ..i.1-11E.L. that the camp had been successfully 
evacuated. Then REilTSCH, 30.11,121, and JeOST looked through the pers_nal files 
of the internees, I cannot state 	vihat reasons. 	part of the internees 
vias released imi..ediately and a second .part later. 	Only later on, -,4).en already 
arrested., I learned that a . :art 	the internees ...;ere sh-_t in the SEELHell.ST 
Camet1/4- ry. 

12.' 	The rest :1' the 0,rs hnel from the 	00.1.-:p just as I nyself received 
orderes in 	 ,lore n tilILL..UNSCH.;...a6-. 	I 	knov. 
Lailli.,,NN further did in 	 -Alen he hah left Ii.riiik.YVELt. 	I save 
for •the last 	)11 Thursiv evenin at the .,HIE:e.1 Gostap ). 

13. 	 kn.f,i about the 	 )r10:0 (3,41; 	the 	Gestap..: 
that 200 -;:riseners 	"S-nderbehandlin:," 	bc; executed pri.x t the 
evacua.ti-n. 	In order 	ive the impressi n that 1. 	s )re,.).....red really to 
carry 	 u:,zacuti..ns 	had t 	ev.,rythial„ in 	corp as if I 
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vianted t L sc) an:.1 	 dart in 
instructea every.:nc 	 have t 	 tri ();:ecuti-no. 

14. 	I have re a,..1 	ana ,Leclarc.: it t.. 	ti.uc. 	I 
tu make any 

• (S,..;•.].) 

LLN y  the oaji Dcne.nt 
v. lunt:trily at ..2L ..n the 17th -  lay .Jf .:.ay 1 947, 
bef ro 	 ey C. 
Lritish ..rray 	the -Rhine. 

(SL;(3.) H. SCil.i.AGJ.Z. 

C.La.T.IFI:d) that this is a true tramlati,n frn 
Gorman int_ EnLlish f the P3-1„....siti,:n 

a.). 16. 

Field Investiation Suctiun 
Gr;:,up ( -4,13) 

(II. G. 	CO.). 
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Trencleti- n Depositien N. 2 

 

DE,OSITI( N 

f 

Prie'rieh _)eV1D 

Depcsitim _n 	th f Friedrich Dekrli), male, 31B,Z.JE 19, sworn 
Lefere 	 i i. SCI=GER 	 Captain. Gen. List of War 
Crimes Group 	-t ier- e r teJ 30-t1 June 1947. 

1. 	I am Fri rich 	',ern n the 24.9.02, farmer, of Gorman 
natimality. 

-41 	I f.1:1 since May 1939 	 f e:11:-;.-d)=1 

3. 	 (:'ay;; after Eaeter 1945 prisn trensperts came to our 
will 	from LEA. I do not know hen many such convoys passed as 
any euentity ef _ether convoys came through likewise. 	But it is known 
to me that there was a transport frem Lande, which left prisoners 
suEesed to be .cad behind BIERDE. 	One of the prisoners ef unknown 
n• tie 	was in fact dead and lies still buried to-clay .n the cCgc 
of the refl.'. behind the villa o of BIEdkE. 	The grave is marked. 	The 
cause of his death is unknown to mo. 	I was told that a second 
prisener supesed to have been left behind as dead and supposed to 
have dr-.gged himself to a sr.11 farmer in e wood behind BIERDE. 
think it is the farmer 4,NGE. 	His natinality is likewise unknown 
to me. 	There he is supposed te have been nursed back to health. 
I myself Iremihe some transport have nursed a Russian back to health. 
He was found at noon on the following ,-.ay in the ditch at the village 
bri:ec... 	Children saw hi; there and informed me. 	I took him into 
my heuse. 	He spoke only broken German and told me, that he was a 
Russian. 	He was completely worn out and was suffering from severe 
stomach treuble, which forced him te relieve himself continously. 
He was -nly able to walk with a steep. 	The cause of this illness 
is unknown to me. 	This ,iussien must also have dreplod out near where 
the grave, can-still be f:Alnd to-day,and drae:fed himself back the 
following ('.ay. 	He stopeed with me for about a week. 	Then he went 
to an allied Russian camp in Li'xIT.A. 

It is further known to me that a fourth prisoner of the same 
transport was nursed back in Bierde. - He was a German prisoner Galled 
Ernst HEIDELBEG, wh was taken to the house of the farmer Dietrich 
Rir:1&INN and nursed back to health. 

The Russian, who stayed.with me was not shot at, still he blooded 
a bit in the face. 	I do not know, whether he fell down or whether h 
he was beaten. 	It is also possible that he dra4eed himself into the 
village from Akio direction of Lrthde. 	He must have belonged to the 
some transport, which came from Lande as the incident eccured at the 

same time. 

4.. 	I have read above and understand it. 	It is the truth. 	I have 
nothin: further to add. 

(Signed) Friedrich DWI). 

SWORN by the said Deponent Friedrich DAVID, voluntarily at BIERDE, 
on thc-2 30th June 1947, before ee, Captain IT. SCEViEIGER, General List, 
of Field Investigation Sectien, War Crimes Group (NWE), detailed by 
C.-in-C. British Army of the Rhine. 

(Signed) IL SCEWEIGEL, Capt. 
Investigating Officer. 

/Certify 
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rtify that this is a true tr"..nslati -,n fr.m G•_-;rm,...n into EnElish 7,f the 
b t. ,siti n :f Friedrich 1).WID, ty:.rket.: Dei.ositi-n No. 2. 

(Sin.:) 
Fic1C Invcstir.tin Se ct 

r Crimes Grup (NWE) 
(ii. G. S,',I1EK, Cpl) 

DC) 

4 
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Translation of Deposition No. 6 

DEICSIT1ON 
• 

of 

Ernst HEIDELhE3G 

Deposition on oath of Ernst HIDELBERG, male, of GOETTINGEN, Herzberger-
landstr. 38, voluntarily sworn before Captain H. SCHWEIGER, General List, 
of Field Investigation Section, War Crimes Group (NYE) at GOETTINGEN on 
27 ::ay 1947. 

1. I am 3rnst FEIDELBERG, born on 26 Feb 82, cinema owner, of German 
nationality. 

2. ' From October 1944 until 3 Apr 45 I was a prisoner at the Arbeitser- 
ziehungslager, LAI-ME/WESER. 	From Dec 44 until Apr 45, I was in the sick- 
:)ay in the camp with pneumonia and diphtheria. 	The Revierwachtmeister 
Edmund WINKLE who was SD. Wachtmeisters, was in charge of the sick-bay. 

3. On the second day of'Easter, 2 Apr 1945, about 1600 hrs. the SD 
Wachtmeister MELTEIZNTI came into the sick-bay and asked all sick, whether 
they were able to march to ABLare As I already knew from Edmund WINKLER 
that it was intended to shoot all internees who are not able to march, so 
I reported myself fit for marching. MEnISKI then said to me "well, 
what is tho matter with you? You are not able to march.". 	I replied 
that I would be able to, whereupon METELSKI said: "Even if you postpone 
it, you will still not escape yourfate". The persons who were not able 
to march, were talamto the shelter and the rest remained in the sicl&ogy. 
Cn the same dey about 1800 hrs, the first party left the camp. METELSKI 
went with this party. . The second party left on the 3 Apr about 1700 hrs, 
I do not snow under whose command. 	On the same day, on the 3 Apr about 
1200 hrs, we were taken from the sick-bay to the yard and paraded there 
for the third party. The leader of this party es 'Johannes LEI um 

4' 	The third party consisted of Dutch, Poles, Russians, French and 
Germans. 	The bedily conditien of meet prisoners was bad. 	There were 
about 40 prisoners from the, sick-bay, suffering mainly on the consequences 
of undernourishment. Edmund WINeLA eas with the 40 prisoners from the 
sick-bay attached to LEHMANN's 	half of the psis ners in the party 
had wooden shoes, the ethers had own shoes. 	In the morning we received 
the normal breakfast, we did net get enythine te eat for lunch nor before 
marching off. 	Food was le .Cod in t a h orse cart. 	Karl WINKLER, the 
camp lender, further ordered that e-eh ;efty hod to take six spades along 
with them. 	These were also carried by l'iseners in my party. 

5. The guard personnel ef the party consisted firstly of the SD i.e. 
as for as I can remember Edmund WINL1,;R besi,:es LI:3EMANN, secondly of the 

'green police' for instance I remember KAP.C. 	On weapons I remember that 
they cerried rifles and machine pistols. 	I remember that LEHMANN had a 
machine pistol, I cannot state exactly Aether he also had an automatic in 
his belt. 

6. It was not said by anybody, but we prisoners knew, that those who 
will stay behind en the march, would be shot. 	We ,new that, because we 
sew the spa 'ac being riven out to the parties. 

6a. 	Alrey 100 me after departure from the camp, I was unable to walk 
any further in consequence of my illness and was carried by a Dutch and 
German prisoner. 	It continued like this until we passed the village 

BIHADE. 	Then LEHNUNN came on his bicycle from the front to the rear - I 
went asthe.lest one in the party - and said: "come out, you only slow us 
down. I reeeined at the side and LEHMANN went en. KAPP and WINaER 

c•- mo. to me 	when the party had Passed, WINZJER Lave 100. - RM and a 
few bre': coupons and said to mc:- "1 shoot in the air, you collapse and 
then make yeur own way heme". And that is what actually happened. 

/ 7. 
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7. Nothing at all is icnown to me, that the camp leader or anybody 
else has 	:Instructions that internees who viould collapse Curing 
the 7-:arch 	. han 	over tothe nearest Boursermaster. 	I myself 

. 100 metres behind LaDE and when E(7munC. WIH;;LER saw 
that 	c:-.1.ra::..;;; had to c..rry me along, he said: 	"Do not lot him go, 
:71;: -. that T.-u are e.:allra , Tc;s." 	3ut he iu not hand. me over to a 

8. EC.Li:rul 	 L11 	 ,:onside ra ion for me already 
in the sick-ba:. 	It was alr;! 	th.:t I • 	rich am' I have als 

romised ICE N C.LER Edmund that 11,-; n Ive ry t fling w -.1110 be over, I wul.c7, help 
in every raspect with suits •.to. 	 n.p reciati:m for the 
treatiaont. I had no ouch nil:Aims 

9. t,s long as I was with the ;:!-.rty, I 	 the last man. 
Durirw that tim:: ry)body was 	 left b hind, 

10. The Ki4l)0 	lb known to me. 	He drove the horse cart at 
LEH.T.LNN's p.rty. 	ms%Raiv told me, that he is of Polish nationality. 

11. From those photoEraphs now shown to me, I recognize the photo 
marked "B" Johannes LEMON, 	The -photo mPrked "D" presents Edmund 
;;INIUJER. 

12. I have read the above and find it Crrecit. 

(Sgd) Ernst HEIDELBERG 

SWORN by the said Deponent Ernst FEIDELI-531',•, 
voluntarily at COETTINGEN on 27th May1947, 
before me, H. SCHWEIGLZ, Captain, detailed 
by C.-inC. British hrmy of the Rhine. 

(S!!'7) ff. SCHWEIC.:ER, Cap tain 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translation 
from German into English 	the De, •,-,sition 
of Ernst IE1DELBERG, m,a.rk.e:-'. Doi ...sits-n N:). 6 

(Sgd) 	Ii. Schwei;:er 
Field Investigation Section 
War Crimes Group (I 'E) 
(H. SOILEUGER, Capt) 

D9  
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Translation of 
	

Deposition No. 3.  

DEPOSITION  

of 

ilh :lm DOERNTE 

Deposition on oath of "Alhelm DOERN=, 	of::::RtHAUSEN 6-7, s7orn 
voluntarily before H. SCH...EIGER, Ceitain, Gen. List of Field Investigation 
Section, War Crimes Group ()E) et 1:1:RMASEN on 28 liay 1947. 

1. I am:Alhelm DOERNTE born on 15 Sup 69, femur, of German nationality. 

2. I was a political risoner and I wee interned from Eareh until hpril 
1945, in the hrbeitserziehungslager 1.,...HDE,A.uaa. 	This covp 	evacuated 
after Easter 1945. 	The prisoners were sent ewey in three parties.. I have 
seen the parties pareding in the camp en1  eirchin7 off, but I cannot exactly 
say, when this was. 	I myself was in the 3rd and leet r, rty. 	I believe, 
that my party has left the .cramp on th, 4th elxil 1945, on the 2nd day after 
Easter. 	The marching Of took place b te. n 1200 end 1400 has. Ey party 
leader ':es Johannes LDIEL'SN, SS Wachtmeieter Edmund 7INKLER was also in 
the party. 

3. The internees 	in a very bad bodily condition, caused through 
undernouriehment. :.tout half of the prisoners wore their own shoes, the 
others had wooden shoes. 	The number of prisoners yes about 250 to 300. 
The nationalities were: Russians, Poles, French, Dutch, Belgians, Germans. 
I specially remember one .Usassinn, .:ho had bad feet. Before midlay when we 
marched off, we rectwima our last meal, ehich consisted of one pot full of 
marcaronies and potatoes. Food was than loaded on to a horse cart. 	The 
horse cart was driven by the Kapo 	who I think was a Pole, the way 
he spoke, he definitely •. -:not a German. 	I further saw that 6 spades were 
given out to some prisoners to be carried along and those ':ere called by the 
othk_r prisoners the "burying party." Ls far 'Is I can remember LETEA.NN 
carried a machine pistol add also an automatic in his belt, and he also had 
a bicycle. Ids° YINKLER had a machine pistol, the "green police" had 
rifles. "dth us also wes Polizeiwachtmeister RATH who also had a bicycle. 

4. The party nerched off and I :ee.rched in the first row. LE-Di/AT rode 
on his bicycle up and down elongside.the colu:al. 	The speed of marching wae 
given by a small Wachtmeister who marched. right in front of the column whose 
name I cannot remember.. .,:INKLER elerched in the rear of the column. 	The 
first who collapsed was HEIDELBMG, neer BIEP,DE. There I heerd the first 
shot. 	I turned round, but did not see enythine. 	The little 
Polizeiwachtmeioter in front of us, said to us: "Don't turn round, LEIRI.NN' 
bullets are loose to-dry." Since then I did not turn round anin. 	I 
still heard shots continuously, but I cannot remeleb(.r which places of the 
march route it wee. 	On the First day, 	-;.ront 	fa. 	STeDTHL.GEN..• There. 
we stood on the market piece, at about 1700 hr::. 	Then we went out of 
STLDTHeGEIJ• again, I believe: in the direction of Li.tr:-.;N:leGIIT, .:e did not go 
into this village, but trandbed off on a field ii.ath, direction East, and 
went townrds a field barn. I think, that this field barn marked on the 
map, sheet 3621, 1: 25 000 Li. R. oil 179. 	There we stopped for the.night. 
In the evening we received e dice of bri -el, half a centimetre thick and 
about 20-30 cm-  long. 	On it ..;.ro Jul, no butt,:r or :larsarine. 	I cannot 
mmur:ibor whether we received also something to drink. Thilst on the march 
v:e did not get enythin:, to eat er to drink. 	also had no hreek. 

I was told in the barn that ILSIDELBElier had stayed behind. -..bother 
also others were missing, I do not knot;. 

5. ebout 0600 hrs we hel to parade outside. Some prisoners did not get 
up, but remained inside the barn. 	I do not Tana: Whether they yere'ill or 
exhausted or just trying to dodge. Lnywey whilst we were standing outside 
we heard about 1C shots inside the barn. I de not lolovr whether at that 
moment LEHMI,NN we inside the bern, in any case I did not see him outside. 
lifter/ 
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After the shooting we marched off again along the field path I believe 
through PROBSTIIAGEfl until we came to the main road 65 again, where we con- 
tinued marching along. 	I also hc:rd shooting luring th-)t day on the E: rah. 
A German prisoner, who had 	aoodcn leg, woo mom!hino just behind mo. f:ftor 
about 2-3 hours marching LEITIANM came on his bicyclo ,n -aid to this rri- 
sonar: "You better go to the rear of the colurn". 	Thereon, this ran 
started crying, becauzo it as generally known th .t pri; on r sent to the 
rear would be shot. This as generally assumod b,cons 
afterwards on. that occasions, one always h•ord the shots LI,' never saw the 
persons concerned again. Also this involid ateto th side and remained 
there in order to let the party pass then. • LEir 	rode b;ck on his bicycle 
and soon aftorwards we h,ord a shot. 	I n v.r _ . Lhis invalid aoain. 	I 
cannot state the exact ploo .;horo this hol 000d 'ot it as definitely in 
front of NEPINDORF. 	On this evening oo otoy : ov c the night let % barn at 
a ville.:o :;hick name I cannot rorromher. 	:.rriv t thor. at %bout 1800 
hrs. On that day there was as far as I aaa r 	,r a root of about an 
hour. During the day we did not got anything to o .t or to drink. Both in 
the morning and in the evonin,; we h.d each - slice of brool liko on the 
first day.. On the bread 	s jar,. 	On this evening we got .J.so coffee. 

6. On the next morning ot about 0700 hrs we n000in receive d slice of 
bread with jam then we marched on. 	 with the horse drown cart drove 
in front of the column. Before the villojo of STKLEN LEE,ii.NN sent the 
Polizeiwachtmoister Z.i.,CFE:;11N: to the cart in order to relieve 

jumped from the cart and marched along; with the first row of the 
party. Then IOCAN came from the roar to the front. and ordered 	to 
came to the rear. Just after STE.:= when rc marched through 
cutting we heard shooting again. Shortly aftorwrds.we made' a half hour's 
rest.. I never sawn.RILN again. 

WO then.  had another rest shortly before 4".11LtThr.i. 	I .connot remember 
whether We had anything to eat or to drink during that marching day I do 
not think so.. Vie arrived at ;Am ot about1700hrs.. Vie had t6 parade 
on the yard. 're Germons had to stand .up in front and wore dismissed. 
do not knoo what happened to the remainder. The prisoners were very 
exhausted when they arrived in 

7. Nothing is knom to me that prisoners who collapsed during the march 
were left bchind with Burgomrstors. On hand of the events during the march 
this seems quite unboliovablk. to me. Nothing is kno-7n to rw, that LEIElLMT 
should have given the opportunity to prisoners to escape on the w-y. 
later on heard that this opportunity .:as given to flELDELBERG, but for this 
opportunity he has to thank Edmund 7:INKLER according to what HEIDELBERG 
has told me. 

8. I have not seen myself th:t anybody -.s shot during the march, or that 
corpses were buried. I myself marched at the front of the party and in 
consequence of the Fenoral atmosphere prevailing in the column th-t the 
throat of death-penalty was continually present, - an atmosphere which as 
created by the detonations of shots at the end of the column, through the 
knowledge of the spades having boon hondtd out to be carried along, and by 
rumours which made their w'y through the column, - in consequence of all 
this I did not dare to turn round. 	I only 'onoi, th-t L.HiA.NN called 
people to the end 'of the column, th .t thin di.tonotiono of shots Jere }word, 
and that those people who had been callod back. kayo never been soon again. 
On the second day of the:arch, before Dad igENNDUriP, I hoard most of the 
shots. 

9. Lmong the photographs now produced to mo I recooniso in "B" ..Johann 
LhILLINN, the photo "D" prooents ECLauna WITMER. 

1C. I have rood the above, it corresponds in sonso o wall as verbraly 
with my statement. When quootiono I declare tint I do not-wish to moko 
any oltorotions or additions. 

(Si)o7ilholm DOERNTE 
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S7ORN by the s:Ad deponent *dilheIm DOERNTE, voluntlrily !_t 
on 28 Eay 1947, before me H. SaWEIGER, Captrlin, detailed by C.-in-C. 
British ,1"1-15r of the Rhine. 

(Sr,d) H. SCHUEIGER, Ca pt. 

CERTIFIED th,..t this in r. true trnslation fron Gorp--.n into En:Jish 
of the Deposition of 	DOMNTE, mtrked Deposition NJ.3. 

(Sgd) ii. SCIFZEID12. 

Field Inv. Section 
';:-.1r Crimes Group (N E) 
(H. SCIUMER, Cpl) 
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TrEmol'Aion of  --s. 10 

  

of 

Franz DIFFITER 

Deposition on oath of Pranz 	 STI,DTH.L.GEH iiordstr. 19, 
voluntarily sworn before me Captain H. SCI-ETZIG:317, Gcn List of the 
Crimes Group (NWE) at ITo. 2 7. C. 	17ISCHh..F.',-;:'. on the 2 July 1947. 

I am Fr nz KUFFTThH, born on the 5th July 1909, shoemaker, since 19!4•1 of 
German nationality formerly Rumnion. 

2. I left the A.E.L. LJJ 	ER, whorc I ns :DS -fuord en the 3rd April 
1945. 	I rode on a horse c trri 	hich were laded rations for thc 
third evaouotion tr ns-ort as.ell 	Aminiotrativc. utensils. 	I -m unoblo 
to remember, hether on Ix? c:rri 	arc shovds. 	I left 	at about 
1200hrs before the third and 1 o_t convor lt the cow,. •This third and last 
convoy 'nos under the command of , Johonn_o L -7.7..11. 	I myself :as never in 
the convoy, but -1 .r.ys .:ith th o horse - 	a bit in front. 	Thu prisoner 

KURESCHUCK 	lee .i.th me on the c rriorro. 	This )risoner held a 
special position, but oos no 1 Kopol, 	I know him v 	 hr_ had 1c ,n 
employed in the c-  TT in my work-in jarty. 	JL.N sp o!.., 'Toed G rm'n, but 
voas a Pole. 	I knoo-  it, bccaueo he had told me so himself. 

3. I had the following rotions, as they were givcn to me in the calop 
kitchen for the LITEMIN convoy. Every man received for the .iholo porch 
9 slices of broad. 	To be issued in the course of 3 mor2.3.s. 	I have only 
given out rations once doily 	the three days on the march. I do not 
know, when the 2risonoro oto. 	On slice of brood v.o.:3 1 cm thick, 15cm 
long)  and about EHOcms 	 o think they received per 10 
oound of morgorino. 	I F: unable to 	le;..Oor, whothor this quoatity was o 
three days or one cloy 	Thoy Zo.ioth.:r rocoivol 3 bucket;; of 
mormalodo. 	I had rothin to .irinl. oi tiT corri-  oo. 	I do not know, whether 
the prisoners had something to drink or not. 	Thoro wore no sausages on the. 
carriage. 

4.. 	I 	v out the food on th o first evening, when I o-oo otoncling with *the: 
carria 	in SZ.DTHi.GEN nG'-r BC3.T11::.112  _at.111,11ICTF)TR, 	I have not spent the 
night :oith the orisonoro, but bout 10 1.Tioonors ca:o:- to the yard O:..nd I 
r:.v_ thofa food for the 	column. 	Theoc 10 olon ;cre ,.--;uordoci by 1.don 
KOCH nd I think .1so 	3::`) 1 -Ion. 	I o7- 7i not renumber, who it as. 	I 
cut the food in ".:INNINGH.;.11....11 on th .o o,cond day. 	On th o third day in 

N01.712-A1-T.LTN. 

5. I heard talk in HA 	 that in LE'n'lLoilr' tr..n.-.31)ort 5-6 :en h d 
been 'shot. 	I 5-po 1,7.i.-o-; for 	hey rot 000n or so • 	onythinr; bout it. 
I do not know,-  who told roo -.Put it in Hanover. 	 co- :o.: to the 
',-raggon at about 11 O'clock io 	ornir.,-.: on the 1 .:it ooy of t 	arch, 
the coluom h..d c. •.u.,:ht up ,.-olt11.1t,, 	I hol to load 1.31100i-2 	lotor 

LET.H11 told 	"You luot rut 	 the 
is unoble to L . it u 	lonoor. 	He .111 ride in th • o not -;e 

and you must march 	:uo.c1 	b -  cb."7, 	ZIXT.U ,1-1 sat down no.,:t 	: 
'end I rode on. 	I h-ao. not 	a 	 LETIL.1\71: fotchod 
from the c --.rrio_orr,e Nor! L. e• 	...ROCK:17,1ra .fore lso arooent. • Th:_ 
stood a bit aside. 

6. We 	•„;et 	ni:ht in 	I do not %.noo-.-, ohat LEI.11N did during 
this ti;:e - .t the IDionstotellol . 	HL-c.,vor, t bout 17C0 hrs the folloaing 
day 	 'end  I 	 corri' 	to ::;TLDTIIOGIT, -.ohoro 

s iit the raj). t 	EOiPh in 	 and LE N1 
continued the folluoing mornin„; en their ...y to L ":7.)17-o• 
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7. 	f.-.r 	I rememb.:r 	 -u 	 convoy: 
i/c of convoy Johr:nnes LET-7: 	 t .r 	7.65 :_nd. hd 
Lidcs -. second 	I 	to say 	ctly, ...:hether it 

pistol or 	 H_.h. 	. bicycl .  

KOCH Lcir.1 	pistol 08 ...nd • ca-binG 	 Kcch like r.le 
the Bukovinr., 	 .rrie,d to the siet.-r 
r.-zr 	 J.;.:0710 -.nd he lived -.v. 
wife .did in \T1'-STEDTE1, nc.r LEIT.....ERITZ, Kr.i 111.i-,UBER, Sudetenl.r...nd 	the 
timc.,  of th,...; coil- pse. 	I do not knot;, when-,thL ionan is to-day. 	I h -.ve 

ric 	 45. 	KOQIi had two :Asters, 
locality unknown. 
Description of KOCH: r_bout 1 .67n till, 37 yc.;,-_-.rs old, otaut 	bro::.d, round 
shoulders. 	 frosh, full red f.ce and clee-n 

HEIN ;,dolf  o'.rriJd 	eistol nil c-xbine, n tiv, cf Lithuani , 
Description: it67: t'll, --boUt 24.  ye-rs old, ff.ci. 1 nc..r un' rh,-th the 
nose, clean shaven, round f-ce, bror.d shouldered, ain. 

RICHER Joh-nn  cirri d c.lrbine. He also cors iron th E Euhovina, 
formerly belonged to ,ustri' 	His fAmily lived eith,r in Goettinccn or 
HeiliDmstr_dt. 	.bout 60 yL:rs old, married, 1.80m toll, strong, tro-d 
shouldered, slim, grey haired, long noust.,.che. 

Zu.CISL.N/T Johann  c=i_d 	c rbinc. 	He c-;:e os ell 	the DeP:ovin-, -hich 
formerly belon:L1 to ,ustri.. 	His 	lived in the ._ _ vil- 	_s Fr-u 
RICHTER. 
Description: .1.76m t.11, :.bout 48 ye:xs old, long Irk facc, .loustache. 

V7IE-11,ER Edmund  carried ,:. pistol oiid on ....utomr.tic pistol. 

:iESSERLE  ;-e..pon unknown. 

I myself c..rri:,1 	--Astol 08 nd h d :.. rule in the c_rri 	(c:.rbine). 	The 
tronsport ;- s further .u.r3cd 	security 	 Val:„.turm. 	Fritz 
KOCH w-.s o. L.er.-._c of the formcr. 	The S3, olice and — 1k turn could hL 
distinguished fmr. on ..nother by th,ir uniform. L11 SS nen corned field 
grey cops ith de th 	field.;-Tey unit 	ith bl.ck coll-Ir turn ups 
r.nd bl .ck ep'ulets. 	The polios zore th. 	r 1 r_en police uniforn. 	They 
had pistols 08 :Tr rifl-o. 
The Volksturn - . in civil. 

8. Under the i , ictur... 
"D" portrvs Edmund 	".:" 1s 

9. I hove 	7.1bovo and 
r.s in the 	 :.rj st' 
•to mLke no Lltentions or . .1A.tions. 

I re.so:niii. in "73" 
th: Cor C Orr': 	t K 	mum. 

cl it, 	It c:Drr,,:.;p,mdc both 	for ...-ord 
:._:17, ut it, I iecl.r:. th -.t I fish 

(Sir.ned) Fr-nz  

j,.-Oilir by the. said Deponent Fr;nz KUOTTI2 volunt-rily before 	FIS0T-IBECK 
on the 2nd of July 1947 before no H. 3CIL:EIG17a 	tr.in Jet -  ilt_d by the 
C.-in-C. British 1ry of the Rhine. 

(Si:70.ed) Cr.:Lt.  in 1. SCE/EIGE.R. 
Investiinz, Officer 

Certify th.t the above is true tr-.nsLtion from 	n into nlish 
of the Deposition of r.ns Kuffner, r.Y.-.rked Deposition i.. fee 

:ned) H. 
Inv„:sti 	 . 

( 	.:.„ 
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TrEnsLAion of 	 Deposition No, 10 

Tecond Deposition 

of 

Mr ..7:•'17.1.; 

fter 
De-position on 	 —CHC FI3CH-17LT, volunt•.r:;.- 	b(.;fre Cart -.in 77. 	 Gen -r-.1 -1,-.1..rt of 	CriLies Group (T-...E) rs.t 7.J'ISCIF!'.7C7::. on 27th . 	ust, 1947. 

I 	Franz iU.IFJ.,'N7Q1Z, b)rn n th July, )(19$ Gerir,n n• tionality. 

1. • 	I tr.s 1-.)r.ding the r.,yt )r;dcycl.. 	 n 	.rt thr.t is on the nain ro' d behind 	D .1•117;31)01,2 -1:-)ut :2 L.: 	in . 	 jr-- 
ordereci 	,off 	,•:nd 1 -,r.rch behinri the 	n 	. 	1.7-117...1;11 stayed behind with 7: _711..77 and 4,he con,: )y, 	7.: 	• 	I 	n 	h the cr.•.rt. 	bout 5 ku f'urther 'In, I 	 .:0Cri in Yr •nt 	 , the7,  •:ere shou4-.inz fror.-1 the convoy, I should 	 t 	. .jtnt.• 	• 	n 	c- rt up 	hill through 7'. cutting. 	I st 	. .1. 	Ti I j•, 	n 	 but nly".."I OiiNN nd perhaps I7-.r1 MEYER. 	1 h v. he 	no 	.11•:n the convoy • rrived some- 
body, I don't know tho, had :•.lrerdy sh.ute.d 4.; •J 	 had ben 
I stepped out of the cirt !7-_nd went b•- ck. 	r. 100 	 I*..14 lying on the ro• (7., covered x;ith bl ).)d. 	He 1.--s 	 he' (7! 	 opposite to 
the direction of tr..vel. 

2. did not tell me, 'th••.t ho int„naed. t, ,  furl 	:A.: told no he 
expected to be 3*C.:it;P.3o(:! in 	 wr.nteci t.: return with no to ;;3971.711111,GT2i and to join the ,1',er-  .••.n r.nty. 	He left n;_- cl:_thes beh..i.nd in ..PTIMITLUSEN, ...vhere 
we spent the nir,.ht, 	had no things except those he ...-ore on his body. 

3. LF.I.K.TIN never -..ent beside the c•-xt rL.nd I h.-No never heard shots fired. 
During the shootin:: • , •irhicb. .1ust hr.ve occurred shortly befOre I was 
stopped on the 	rood, 	 not ,..;ith 

4. I have rerA :nd understood the 	st-te:.ont, it is the truth. 	I do not 	to alter or odd inythinu,. 

(.23d) iron. -1111.:021'111. 

370-01Z.N by -Hi,. 3^.id Dep-ment 	 volunt 	• t I3CC 	n the 27th ugust, 1947, before o C tr_in 	.3CH EIGT , c-ietaileC. by C.-in-G., British '_rmy of the Rhine. 

	

,3C!. -577b. 	, 

CERTD:IED thrt this is 	true co y of th trnslit:7 	of '(..ositi,-n of 
Franz KUFFNER, m-rked rx.) osition Ho. 10. n. • 

B.T. Stevens, Sgt. 
Pield mv tI.tjori 3ection 

r Cr:knes Grout (-2,71.77) 
jrii:NrEfl6, Sgt.) 

tr-.(1(: r.r1r.1. Of 
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Transltion of 
	

Deposition No. 1i.  

of 

ilhelm  

Deposition on oath of 	 .11MDTI.  18E4 shorn hcfore 
Captain 	;CIT....7,IGT•7R, Gen. Ust, of ar :;r-L.les croup 	7r) in -3IERDE on 30th 
June, 1947. 

1. I an Alhelfi LINC;E, born on 30th Octobef, 1864, f%rmer, of German 
nationality. 

2. Two or three days before the oceupatjon by llicd -orces 
a Dutchman CWAC to my house covcrc(1 in blood. Xi_ t-ld us that 
from the . 	L,HDE which 	Lein v cuatea and that the :,uard 
hil up on t,e road behind =1DE na it rcceiv(A, consequently, 
head-wound. 	He bled :'rom tits c 	1, uth t nose. 	Ho said f 
he had also been shot -t, but t:, _hot . 	 but ho si:x11-  
and after the party had ..rohed -y, he 	to us. 

in 1945, 
he came 
had beaten 
a blooding 
urther 
-tea dt..th 

3. I know that he ..,as a Dutchman, as he said so 	if. 	I do not 
Imow li,here he lives. He left with us no address. 	The Dutch,1-.n stayed 
with us for about fortnight. Then he ltft and said he 	going to 

4. I have rad above and understood it. It is the truth. I have 
nothing further to A.d. 

(A.;,n,d) 

SWORN by the said Deponent 'Alhelm LANGE, 
voluntarilr: at LIERDE on 30th June, 1947, 
before me, 	 SCH 'ICZER, Gen. List 
of Field Investigation Section, lar Jrifies 
Group (NE), detailed by C.-in-JO. 13ritish 
ArLy of the Rhine. 

Investi:tin;:, Officer. 

CERTITIED th-t thi,1 	true transl'tion 

from German into Thglish of the DelOsition 

of Wilhelm 1,:-.NC,E, :arkee). 1)epositin i io. 11. 

(Ji5ned) 	 , 
Field Investig.:tiun jection 
Wax Ormes Group 

Cpl.). 
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Tranzl  Alan Cc 

D.. oitirii:c. 12 

3.:cSITIOT 

of 

:I ...position on et!: 	1-.•r1 	 of ST.,—..)TH.G.7g, :2uorstrasso 2, sworn before H. SOJ7Ij, C-ft-  in Goner 1 List of 1?io1d Investigr:tion Section, War Crir.los Group (.7.1.:..;) :.t STI.DT-7.LODif on 19th 	194.7. • 
1 • 	I .ari Karl 	IEi, born on 13 :;..y 93, JIliti_sr, of Gt.r..:an nationality. 

2. 	I left tho calap Is.".H11i: on 1 Lpr 4:5 on 	ount of b,. - int-T, ill. and .:tont to :ivy family at ST,.DTI-Ii.,GFE. 

• 3, 	I s- c.-  the prisoners of th, camp L;.1-117,:iJ.,  march throuth ST-DTH-.GEN rbout 5 days boforo the 4.11ius narchod in. 	I do not 	any mar the exact dato. I 	iiagnin I report od in tho m rkot ploce in ST-DTH, GEN to LET-II-L.1M t.-ho 	i/c of c6nvoy, thit 	but 17 or 1800 hr. 	II gave me the orors th.t I should Lo .with thor. on the folio in Liornin,2; on the i-.11-.7ch to 

3a. ',Mon I 	in the Llarket :Inc.- I also saw th ,risoncrs. 	There about 200 F.I.ussians, Polo and 	 scvnol Dutchmon. 	They looked very exhaustc.d. 	Their shoes ...ore very in!odoqu.to Ls nost of thom had only 
wooden shoos, the root had still their ot.rn shoos. - I s2oke with a cor.r.Ae 
F..UTH, who had oaroady mrchod from LIME, and ho told t.-to that on the t-r.y a Co 
of them had boon shot, bocau..,o the3r 7zero unable to keep it up. 	Ho 1.1T.VQ. 1:1;.; no details, and I do not kno , -:her... the 'shot prisoners wore buried. 	The prisoner ; .:ere put up for this night in a barn in L.-.111177.i.GMT near SL,TYTH.,..G.71,1. howevc..)r, slept 	hone. 

Tho tine for ;30ttillf off 7.,..ss fixed for 7 o'clock the follovb-ing I, ho..-.7uvor, did not go ' t 	 the prisoners, but got on tho hor.so 
carringe of the administration in ST;.DT7E.G1311,, 	On it -...oro to bc C ;Lind luggage horse fodder, and docur.:,-..nts, as well 	rations for the prisoners. 	The rations consisted of bred, 	 cpff 	 There os no v.rater on the carrioN. 	I cannot account 	the r:.tions scal,.3- of the 17q.ovisions. Besidesn KU217172 -.Ins on the c.orri.- ='o '1 0 wall as a I=olish prisoner, called 
7t.1,DRII.N, a youth about 20 y,.-- ars old, 	usod as 	I ride on the carriage till. 17INNINGHLITSEN; on ontorin . 7 the -;rilla....-7t; e :ro-ar. 1: quarters in 
the barn by the first or•;.-.,o7cond farre,r on the riht hand•si1e. 	The prisoners arrived t r.bout• 160C or 1700 hr:. 	The fir.7ot 	 ::rJori 1 me to do was to make the prison.' n; f -.3.1 in outside VI- 1, -22;1., 	Ho 	 he liked to • so,. how many he still of :Loft; 	I did not ;now, 	 Llont to say with this. 	I, 	r, h.. - rd later from Fotri.7, 	other prisoners that LEI- .NN as st.k-)pozo.,. to hay, shot :-..,orernir• • Ti. rio rnro then got fed in the 
tarn, and it consiot 	too or throe slicoo . 	 about 20 cm long and 1-21-  cm thick with nor., olade an top. 	They ,-;(oi: 	ctka of coffoo 	 I do not :mow whethor the -L-xisonors hod 	 ,'7,t n the nnrch. L:'.t- Lr Karl ".aNKLER turnod up :.t the farm yard and s-!?ol:o 	LEMLNN. 	I, hoo-ovor,rio not know aecut 

5. The, prisonors 	en this ovenir. 
exhausted,. 	I myself oncouragod one to k, 
known that all thoso, aho renamed bchin;t 
other prison ors onc,:ur 	1 this exhauLt...7 

to-d- .y lots bull t s fly easily" 
ho..:.rd it wsulf. 

6. o left 	 follo:din; 
prisoners recoivo:1 bcf 17,h' a t..o slices 
I :-1- :rchod this tine quite in .2r. nt at the 
also first in tho column rch 
bicycle. 	He -o-ns t one ti. 
LEH:1.W carried a xiotuJ is 'LO 
till 	branch a then into the left 

.rtly still mobile, 1--;artly ca -,;?letely 
op his ohm up as it Yfos generally 
en the :. roh -...oro shot. 	Llso 
0:: r 	 "You kno.,-.* that 

s:- .1 this in my presenoo and I 

t 3 o l oloc%. 	The. 
1' 

h. 
brood- 	ot.r ol 	and coffoo,. 

	

:1 of the coition. 	Next to 
1-.7ris.onor. 	LE2-:...T.IT rode on a 
rn.th, r in -1'r:nt. 	I saw that 

f- irot on the 	in road 
m.rched throuLh 
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several 	 their i-o-oo Li I c .nnot romembor, 	Vye ccaony '.7ESEZ-EEE 
canal to our left and ---rrived itl 	ftoroords in ATIE::. 	.-.rrivod at 
about 1600 hr s in the L.ftornoon, 	 too rosts on the 	The first 

made at 12 o'clock in r,n old quorro,- or is:vino throu7h othich the road p000.0.. 
I could reconnise the ol:..co but I do not romorber the names of the surroundiro: 
villages; I think .it v rioar 	 .t:,-.., l there for Flout 	to 
)/4- of an hour: 	".7e r.:-.10 a second noot, • .7nout four in from AHLE:: ofter al:out 
2 hours march aftcr the ir.t root. 	rilo :oecond rL t l -,ted about 10 minut.. 
Durin, the '.-;holo of tho morch tho r.rizion_ro '7ot n. ith r onythin to e--.at not 
to drink. 	The prisoners 'ooro •lso not .00rzoitted to fotch o-ator from the 
villages as it 	stronoly forbiddon to the-7.- to L 	the column. 

LEISLON gave out th, ord.;To in r 	ct to rot, rotioning, and order of 
march etc. 	Karl ',7111i in his c r 	u nco or toico. 	H lo the 
column rnr:rch ast and drove on ahead. 	 o.,..-oitoi us in the yard ir. 

7. I heard only one shot myself during this rx.rch from "::IiidisIGHLUSE\I to 
Ai-i. 	This ''' ' as at ',out 12 o'clock, ohil. .00 h.-..d o rest in the quarry. 
During this rust I set at the hood of the column, otero the horse clrris.co 
was to be found. 	I haord sud.uniy tly..t on the order of LE.N}T, 
should come back. 	LEIE.L,NN %i'as norchinz, at the bock of the column and the . 
order vras passed to the front. L short time ln ter I heard the shot. Four 
Russians came shortly afterwfirds and fetched four shovels from the corri000,. 
;:fter about ;7 an hour the 4 ilus2inns returned and put the shovels back on th,_ 
craggon. 	I never sow 	ogoin. 

8. I myself have seen no shootin's nor se .n con,. ses of shot prisoners. 
have also not seen what happened to those, . 	unablc to march any 
further as I marched t the head of th. column. 	I knov: that none of the 
prisoners was loft behind for being unfit to continue the march. I would 
otherAse have been informed about it -..)n the aey. 

9. Vihen I oskod Fi.UTH in LAIDE 	t 	the o.ottor with 	PLUM told 
me that durin' the rest in th. Lu rr:: LEK—N-IT ordered .71.,..UTH he should lot 

LDRLN hold his bicycle. 	He d don._ this and as ::.TOR.L.N.  took over the 
bicycle and oant ith it a 	 --ft had shot him in tho back, 
Four RUSSL.NS then had buri d 	if in th- luarry 	to the rod. 

10. On handing ov,:o the Jolson r:: 	.-Lro 1. 	fl ti:lis:isssd in a".HLE1i. 
The follov;in-: comracI.:_ -_r. -.AL.' 	on th. convoy:- Frito 	(undLr orrost) 
FLUTH ( suic id c.) ZCFE.PFN (10-, ion unknorim) 	", ( unq, r rr 	, Edmund 
171111=R ( under orroot ) 	ai Iof ( 

11. U1E14.11103 servica, pistol 	2 ithr 	0.t.) :-.-. or 7.75 Gar: .r.n 	y 

12. I have re' 	:11 i un't rot nd it. 	It corr.o3ondo both 	for ord 
as in the meaning to or ct to.lents. 	-bout it, I :loci- rt. that I Ash 
to make no ch: n 	or 

SWORN by the said D oorwnt K•.r1 	voluntarily at SToD721ILGEN on 19th lioy 
1947, before me, H. SOH:1310ER, J 2ts..otoiloe, by 	British Lrlizr of the 
Rhino. 

(Si,-;nod) H, 0:::EIG11-2., 0' pt. 

CERTIFIED th' t this is o truo tr-nsl-tion from Get':1. into English of the 
Deposition of Karl 	rkod Ke,oitirtn Fr. 12. 

c; a:LEK, Col. 
fiLlrl Inv 	• tion Section. 

r 	L""i-rJuo) 
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T.1.-.,anslation  of 
	7. 

';;;` 	•-; 	• 
- 

.02 

Dei,loz-;:i.tioit on or.th ci' 	 1 -s..1c; of 	 6, nr voluntarily before :le, 	 General List, of Field InvtiL;ation Cection, 	 . On 20th 

1. I pia Friedrich 31.17,RI,F.ENG, born on 	 of Gergr-t.n. nationality. 

2. In the 	r 	tYL., I 	 .b 	 (.2.te, I standiu.' in El:" 	 _ 	. 	T 	 of :riconers under the con _and_ of 	.1 	 1 	 'pt; 
probably on a Thur 	 '; or 9 o 	in tiie morain,..;. I sa,.; a second a 	on the 	 noon at 11 o'clock. 	The frisonc:rs . re o 	' 	 'JAL se,v, 	re -oorly. 	I 	1.)e 	 ,,- tir.t 

eareaC,,-- 	 C.iffic;.11-ty. 	.,re 	...1.1.1-izyt their OOfl 	to 	able to ko.n u : at all. 	:oth rtico red just behind the vill 	of -1 in 	old auarr;,-. 

3. On the 2nk.,_ d, it ,..s _rob:-.b1:-  
a/m parti i. .1 ad ..,:yriv( C. '..nC. t .1:en -1. re...t, I: 
I hoard. one „,not. 	I did not s..(2  ho-..ever, 1 sal. so .., rise 	s, br';.noIlinLi: off 
the road -..nd di: . -.1.A.e. 

::.bout 5 iamutes after  the 
heY.rd firm. 	I believe 

tia. 	-1 to a slope ne-..r 

4. I 7.:Lo 	 snootini; 	2irct 	.....Oh I bolieve to 
a Thursei,v, Ott I :iti not sec; aAibody di::::in ::: on tht 

be 

5. Later el._ -„ 	 1. 
faci 	the ,.11.1:-.rry. 	Chic O tiLef.1 
seein.L dug by 	 and the 
dug the day-  before, 

boon 
b;:en 

6. It was about 7. 7.n.y 4.5 jzir.t 	 the 
three bodie:::, to 1;1-.0 vi11ae cometf.Ty. 	 ,Le 	 the 
first party, the part y -„flich I thinJ: 	 L.; 	found. 

bodies. 	In the 	 0314: 
Oh l_VIL.; 	Ct. Oil 	 t 

foun.i one body. 	All 	 rolAtriee. in aic 	.- re ±n the vi7taLie 
cemetery. The 	 r 
the ano 	 on the 
left side in thIs r 	 1 ft, 	left 	f 	the church. 

7. The identity of 
be found on t1-...em, ho..., ' 	Juno 145 a Ible 

sir.: a r of the saot tr 	.,:hich 
throde ji-.. o-n 	 brot:Y.r trs 	on the s.,4-2.o 

.;OP..N by the 	 .1; 
on the 20th CL-c,-  of „ 	12 ,  .fcr_c. • 	, 	.(Tir..7-,:r.cr-.1  2, 	 c, . 	3ritisIt 

GeTRTE71711) 	 - 	 ."' 	 of 
_ 	• 

.r CriLies 

a 

Fricdriell 	- 	 - • 
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DEPOSITION NO. 17 

of DEPO3ITION 

of 

Johann::s _ 

Deposition on oath of Johannes 	:gal„ at ;:resent at No. 
2 1.C.H.C., PI3C1T.ECK, sworn voluntarily before H. SOH/TIMER Capt., Gen. 
List, of Field Inve::tigation Section, 'jar Crimes Group, at FISCHBECK on 
27/847. 

1. 	I am Johannes LEIt.uZi:, born on 1/4/96, I am Krirdn.lsekretar, am of 
German nationality. 

I have been warned that I am suspected of murder. 	I haw_ been told that I 
am not forced to make a statement, if I do not wish, but that all my 
statements will be taken down and kept as evidence when needed in the futuru. 
I iaake the following deposition voluntarily on oath and not under iressure or 
throats or because of 2romisus or in expectation of reward. 

2.. I left the Arbuitscrziehungslager LAIIDE/WESER on 4 or 5 iTril 1945 as 
Transportfuhrer of the third and last evacuation transport. This transport 
consisted of about 225 prisoners, mainly from erstern Europe, such as Poland 
-nd RU3-i'.; there were also suveral Gcr7..ns. 	The guards of the transport, 
wham I coamanded, consisted of SD mon, "gre_.n Police"; we also had some 
Volkssturm detailed to us. Among the SD men were several Russians, who w.:Iru 
..quipped with rifles. Lll the SD men h-,1 7.65 pistols. 	I cannot remember 
:.ny of the namcs of the guards, except the following: IdEOSELE, 7INKLER 
Edmund, Adam KOCH, FLUTH and ZACIEILN1q. 	There Jars also man with a dog 
with us. The SD wore field-grey uniforms ;ith black collar tabs. Nobody 
wore black SS uniform. 	I, myself, wore a field-grey blouse and dont with 
black collar tabs, which I had borrowed from Karl 7Eram. I*wore groy 
civilian riding; breeches, black riding boots, a gray cloth uniform with 
cap and a belt with a 7,65 pistol. 	I carried no other weapons. 

The prisoners ..:ere in a v 127 bad physic-I condition and most of them wore 
wooden clogs. Rations 	lo-  dedon . 	cart, which was driven  by 
KUFFNER and 11-RI4.11. 	I RI-N 	o, eith.r Pole, Russian or a German. 
I did not knoy in .:11-.t quantities . carried food-stuffs. 	There was also 
other equipment on the cart, amonTst it, 	 I do not know Yhy the 
spades were taken along.  
3. 	I was Transertfuhror and therefor° rus]:onsible for th, third transnort. 
I y1-,s forced to take this post. When iINKLER Karl - who s not my 
superior, as I came under the Kripo Leitatelle BBRLIN - told me that I was 
to lead the third transport, I refused. ..dINKLER Karl told me to phone up 
the adiNOVER Gestapo regarding this. 	I did this and the Gestapo Leitstellen 
chief threatened to have me shot for refusing to carry out 	order, Thus 
I took dyer the position of Transportfuhrer of the third transport after all. 

Not I, but KUFFNER and 	were responsible for the 'rations, 	I 
resi,onsible for the E:w.rds, order of march, rests, as well as the decision 
as to wh.t should hapFun to prisoners who became ill on the march. During; 
the rests I also saw to it that prisoners received their food and I c red for 
t‘e.a rnd coffue. 	Because of the bad physical condition of the irisonurs, I 
allowed 10 to 15 ainutes rest ffter overy.hour's marching. . To-day I can no 
longer indicate the route on the mnp. 

4.. 	Because of the bad Physical condition of the rrisoners, I asked 
- TIN-KLER .r1 if I could put prisoners with had 1_ t on the c rt. 	However 
Karl iINKLER replied that there ;::as no need for it for the 3C kilometers' 
distr.nce. No;/ 
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ITcw I know that it was considerably further. 	I am of the opinion that one 

march with cloge, even though it is herd, Loked .ally I let the prisoners 

move' off in spite of, en I have :,a id myself, the very bad rhysical state of 

the ,rieonere, I hev.. nothing to aey. 

5. Karl 	 tole me the t he e wouLi. :lee inspect the etrerne, orto ohilst 

on the move. Ti -eve me no further inetructions, of any kind, not even 

rc ;trainer - rieen. re, eho might b.coek: 111 on the march. 	Healso said nothing 

,7-bout prieom_rs 	 .rareeek on - the ..eey•or remeined behind and what shculd 

he.;7,:een to there 	I else 	 not 	 e.e7 ordere to my ouarde regarding this. 

Shortly ,,e -eort_ Nevi 	off, is ri 	 or A er 	:•13e "....:e1,1:: to proclaim in 

German, o:Lish end Ruseiee the t 	eould 	rch to L-.1.iiiCATER and that the 

prisonero 	 b.... h nd,_:1 over to the 1•  eour o 'fiee there; also that the 

guards -io tal t z. eke uo..,  of their 	eone in eeee of escape attempts. 

IZSSERLE 	 this proclemetion to tin.: f.rieonere in my presence. 

6. ;.fter lunch ..te !Loved off from .1.j.ITD13/;.T.SER. 	Shortly before nights _ll 
errive.1 	r. barn ;neer STFDTHIZEN. 	I myself se..7  that that evening_ the 

prisoners received each 150 gm*. of bread . .-ith margerine, a piece of liver 

sausage 15 cm. long and 10 to 15 cm. in diameter, .loo tea. 	During the 

march the :Driooeere had not received anything to eat or drink. 

-e:E=R1.3 end :.i.yeelf did not spend the night in the barn, but in a room in 

the villege. 	In the nhotog.,raph Ee:hibit "T"  I recormise the b.- rn where the 

prisoners spent the night. Next morning 1.1ESSERLE and myself went out to the 

br.rn by bike. 	'le reached the br im about 7 o'clock. 	The prisoners were 

elrendy on -2.7.r.ee:. 	L "green policeman", .::hose name I do not recall, 

reported to 	th:- t all were rresent. 	I did not chock them and ere moved 
off invnedintely. 	The Policce.n also told me that the prisoners had 

recieved something to eat, but not to drink that morning. 718 marched all 

day, till nightf r.1.1 and spent the night in a village whose name I do not 

That evening the prisoners again received something to eat and I, 

myself, sae- 	 ._-et bread, mer,-.erine and, I believe, Jam. 	There was coffee 

to drink. 	During the march I h.- . 1 .-:ge in lied halt as usual, ie. about 

every hour. 	The nrisoners did not receive anything to eat on the nnrch. 

The guards and myself sew to it that the erisomrs hed something to drink 

during the. halts. 	On the third de 7,r  we moved off between 7 and 8 in the 

morning. 	Before moving eff, 	 risoners received the remainder of the 

rations 	 Teeerds 2 o'clock in the afternoon 	arrived 

in idEEM. En route we made the usual halts; the prisoners received nothing 

more to eat. 

7. On my arrival I imediately 	orted to kerl 17INKLER and SCHEsel in :ry 

capacity as Transport leader. 	I el eke the offici -.1 report that the trans- 

port arrived, 8 men short, and I eeid that 5 prisoners were loft lying by the 

road side because of illness and thet three had been shot 1.7hilst trying to 

escape. 

I had elreedy onou reported to Karl -;;INKLER - it eeo on the ete,nin.: of the 

second day. I then reported: "arrived minus 5 men, 3 discher:ed bee-use they 

could not go any further and two shot whilst trying 	escape."  Neither at 

my first report nor at my second, on arriving at LBLITti, did 17INKIER Karl remark 

on the fact that I had releesed altogether 5 prisoners. I do not know that 

the Gestapo in /Mai said nor do I know if I 	authorised to release 

prisoners. 	I just took that right. 	I ‘:-.3 not authorised to release 

esce:.ing prisoners and did not take that authority on myself. 	I don' t know 
why difference yras made thet use yin s to be r:-.de of fire-arms in the case 

of heelthy prisoners trying to escape, whilst in the case of sick prisoners 

who were released by me and thus also escape captivity, :7INKLER did not seere 

to mind that I did this. 

8. In my cel.e.city::f Transportfuhrer, responsible for the prisoners, I 

give the follaeing reeort of these 8 eases: 

1st day: 

No prisoners 	 none eor.1.--__,st.d, but three came to me and tol•-.. 	that 

they cou17,. not -a en. 	This 	 BIERDT.: and L)TeDT"L'iGEN, end it/ 
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it started ,dth the prisoner HEIDELIER(.1. 	In Edmund 'JINKLER'S presence I said 
to HEI7ELBEG .,ord. for word: "Sit Joyr b7 the road-side an r:pt your breath 
back and then not home safely." I then shook his hand. 	I also -saw Edmund 
::INKLER give hint 50 marks. 	Thenecond prisoner was a "Gorman Polo". 	It 

_..out an hour lator and in 1,,E331RLE's presence I said to him: "Sit 
down by the rond-pide and stay thorn until the trnns:ort is out of sight 
and then ,het nnv5.ng the othr -!y." 	I can no longr supply the name or 
address, nor V., lace alonc7 	reuto4  .rhere this hapnclned. 
I told the third inn in a sl;ti.n.r 	7 	t 	should stay behind, I think 
MESERLE 'nas there. 	I nn lorwnr rcnJmb:r the nnme_nr nationality of the 
prisoner. 
On the first :1,in of the mnreh tno rinon_ro v:ro shot trying to escape: 
One Russian just beyond BIERD, T. think it yno 	HEIDELBERG's release. 
At that moment Tnnas ridinn ny 	at tIn_ 	of the column, when I hoard 
the shot. 	I w._nt lock 	ire 	i.l%i, 	oat 120 m. to the right of the 
road, direction 	 I en, a prinn.r Ini.nn. 	I w,nt up to him and 
found that he wan already dead. 	III had a wound in the back. On the road 
was a Russian SD` man, who told me the the nrisoner tried to escape. He 
had challenged him thrn tines in Russian, and as he did not stop, the SD 
man made USG of his rinle. 	I let the prisoner be buried by four other 
prisoners and informed the nearest Burgormeister. 
Several hours la-Lx, :lout 3 km. from STADTELGEN, I was again riding at the 
hend of the column, when I hoard another shot. 	There was an air-raid 
wnrnin? at the time. I went back and in n field on the right of the road, 
Ca. 1C0 ra, wnn also a Russian. 	7ith this prisoner I also discovered that 
he was dyad. He had been shot in the right shoulder from behind. On the 
road there was another Russian SD man, who reported tha t the prisoner had 
run acroso the field whereupon the SD man challenged him in Russian several 
times and as thy prisoner did not sto[4  he fired. 	I left the body lying 
in the field and through a. women whom we mot 15 minutes Inter at the most, 
I let the nearest Burgermeister be informed. 	I do not know the name of 
these prisoners nor of the SD non. 
I think that 7I1 KLER Edmund, IT:S$ERLE and the man 7ith the dog must have 
witnessed these incidents. 

2nd day: 
Two prisoners, nn mis and naiennlit: unknown, but who spoke Gorman, 
approached nt: and told me that the - could not To on. 	This was beyond 
STJDTHIGEN, I can't say how f-r. 	I told th to stay behind, which they 
did. 	In my opi ,ion 	 Idnund 77INidlo7.7). and the man ai.th the dog must 
have i.tnessed the release of thtnn: five men, because they wase at the end 
of the column. 

3rd day: 
The Kap() 11ARIAN wns shot by 3D man 21,dan KOCH and Policeman FOTH, whilst 
trying to escape. 
It was just before n halt and I nnn j_th KUFFNER at his cart. At that 
moment we heard two or throe shots, KLUFNER was with nn when we heard thou. 
I went back by bike and the road wont 	rr a cutting, downhill. KOCH  
Adam and FM1TH acne tov:nrds :le, very excitt.n7, nnd said that linRInN tried to 
escape with FAUTH's bicycle. 	I saw :t1,iiRILN's body lyin in the road. 	He 
had two shots in the back nd one in the hoed. 	The bike wns ::bout 1 1/2 
to the right, with the front wheel pointinn ].ownhill, in the opposite 
direction of the =ch. AUTH-and KOCH nnnn showed me the place from where 
they that and I paced the distance - it wns about 25 m. I cannot with 
certainty recognise the road where hLRInN wns shot on the nhotograph shown 
to :to and mnrked Exhibit "R", but it looks similar. 	FnUTH had a 0.8 and 
ndnm KOCH n 7.65 pistol. 
In the beginning iL RILN 'Woe oil' the waggon with KUFFNER, 21,CIETi&MHend 11. -11L'.1T 
took it in turns, sometimes Z:L71,.L.I'IN drove 'nd :LIMIT went behind. 	They 
hrd. .i-rnn!;ed this ,among themselves, because 	:TN could no longer mr'rch. 
I no longu remember whether 	-NN ems also on the waggon. when I was 
together with KUFFlart and heard the shots. 

9./ 
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9. The reason why these two ,risoners tried to flee in spite of the 
warning .iven before Novin- off from iZo.:E/"EaER, in spite of the fact that 
I had released 5 others, .fho 	o,..rooehc.! me bocauoo they could not "o on, 
was probably the t they (lid not _now th:t I had dischurged prisoners. 
I do not 'ono': 'illy :LARI/J-, :ho ; o a Ka ,o, trio0 to escape. 	KUEFITER told 
me later that 	had 	hio thi.-o behind alroady in the last place v.:c 
stayed at night. 	j7./ 	hd ao r oon to boliove that he would not be 
released at p.TEZ:i. 	2TO.7 	. 	:11 	rt as on assiutr.nt in the executions 
in the comp. 

10. On boin-! informtol o V.:2i0LIL; otatom,:nto m. 	by witnc0000 . I state: 
If 	 Edmund 	 thL wn with th,. oo:7 say the 	saw me 
with a istol in my had in-afloat tolo oft or a shot had boon fired, thon that 
is o lip.. 	I only hod iv: rounds ohn 	 an.( Lrrivod in za,1:1: 
with tho same 5 rounds. 	I, myself, did not shoot any orisonurs and with 
these statemonto it is o coo,: of 11._nornoe. 	Llso nobody was shot at the 
cold of tho first do: on the field trock.to tho born. 	It is also the first 
time that I hoar of o prisoner bail: shot in tho barn. I do not know 
onythin: of it, :::S_IRLE 10 and Edmund -;:LIZL3111 's otatemunts are lies, I nuvor 
entered the barn. 	Thot is, I wont inoio on orrivin in the evonin, but 
never in the mornino. 
In th photoorr.:111 shown to me, ExhiAt "S" I recognise .the inside of the born, 
_von if them; wore not so many implemonts then, but there erns more straw. 
Thu photo, Exhibit "T", which I oxa now buing shown I n.cognise the outside 
of the born, in which the )riaoners spent the night. 
.o to DO2RNTE's statomont, I would like to mention thot I do not romombor a 
prisonor yith a wooden log in my trons:;ort. 	It is true the I fetched 
prisoners with bod foot to the roor, but they .:ore not shot thorc. 	It is 
not ri7,ht th!t, shortly after o 2risont.r yos token to the rear, a shot 'o as 
fired. Nobody was shot without my knod7o, a report ws..s always made to 
mo ond ;hen I he and r shot, I olooys .ant bock to see for myself what had 
hopponod. 	L lot of shots wore firol into the air. - I do not know ho!-  a 
min withw a . 00don lug is actually buried 	 y on the oot indicated bDOEITTE. 
If 1.a-IZERLE and Edmund 7INKLER furthor say that I had a pistol in my hand 
shor,ly after the shots •- -:pro fired ond 	lry in the road, that is 
again a lie, bocouso at the tio, the .,hots woro fired, I was walking next to 
KUFFITERs  who 	s riding on tho oo7-on. . I had no onus to shoot iZRI:".H. 
If KUFFTEM,  stag:::; th:t I fetchLd 	CILU down from the 000!on, that is possibly 
right. 
In the case of the ...1.trIL:33 DO:',itT.'.- TE)  it is ,00siblo that it is the wornn I 
spoke to on the first lay to inform the .euroormoistor that a prisoner was to 
be buried. 	Howovur I did not ook of two, but of one body. i7ilso, not 

but. a Russion SD o'Ln shot this ;xisonor. He carried a rifle and not I. 
Neither the SD ron nor I Jon. bloc!: SA uniform, but field-grey with black 
facings. 	If Karl 7INKLER sttos th t on the ovunin7 of the second day I 
reported to him th-.t I hod porsonolly ohot o Pole, 'oho wos trying to escape, 
it is a lie and an act of von000nc,_ on 1;.orl!INiQ4Ps part. 	If I had seen 
anyone oscapings  I would have lot him yo. Jim-rover I did not correct the 
SD nun, who reported the shootinoc of those usco:?in! .orisonors, becausu I 
did not fool untitled to do this. 

11. .:ith ru rd to tho 4 bodies found on the march route, I state the 
following: 
In the case, of the body found no -x BIiRDE, it could be that of the Russian 
who triad to escape and was shot with a rifle by the Russian SD roan. If 
it is that body, there should then be - mund in the back. 
In the case of the .body found no r the trek on the any to the barn, it 
could only be the body of o m-n oho :lid not belong to my transport. 	I 

th-t other transports also lo:rched lono this track. 
pith r000rd to t':c body found in the b.rn, I do not know how it got there 
.nd h- vo no exolonation for it. 	The fourth body, found near the vil1-ge of 
31M31:02  I imagine to be idontio 1 ith that of lijatIoN. 

12. I /. 
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5. 

12. I know nothing about the uao or attempted use of poison and this is the 
fir-t I hear of it. 	To my kwydedge no poison was administer:A to 
prisoners, I ,:ve one prisoaol. a r!lass of milk. 

13. I 7mulq 1V.0 to _rid that -311ELER is espccirlly enEer to reveni,,c me, 
ac I confronted him in the or_m- .t LPFDE and protested aboat him living 
prison, ri in th,) .ick-bay injection:; of - russic acid. 

14. I have 	unlersto3J 	 It zIgrees in word and sense 
with my st.tementl:. 	lisked if I wisilcd to make any alterations or additions, 
I declared that I did not. 	 • 

(Signed) Jo .:1 -  nnus LEIE.:ANN 

WORN by the said Deponent, Johannes ILI-E.:ANN voluntarily at FISHBECK on the 
27th August 1947, before me, H. SCHNEIGER, C-::tain, detailed hy C.-in-C., 
British Army of the Rhine. 

(Signed) H. SCHNEIGER, 
Captain. 

.CERTIFIED th7.t this is a true translf:tion from Gi..rmn into English of the 
Deposition of Johannes LEIS:ANN, marked Deposition No. 17. 

(Sined)C.K. FIELD s/sgt., 
Jar Crimes Group (ME), 

(O.K. FIELD). 
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Translation of 	 posit icn ijJ.15. 

;FriaLriii  

Deposition cn oath of 	 L...:1)1:VVTESIl.., 
before 	C 	rdn • SCE. LEICI:L11., Ten. LiEt of 	Crimes Groui:.. (NUE) at 
FISCHBECK on 6th June, 1947. 

1. I 	.undiiIIidLi, born on 29t:o. 	1911, 'Polizeileutnat '1  of 
Ger: 	nationraity (fon .erly Lithuanian) 

2. I -.vas employed at the cr 	of LA.--.DET,-,l'aER, first as a '11.7.rd liter at the 
sic): quarters. 	The ca..ii) 	 1945. 	et' the prisoners 
unfit to march in the sick 	 uit;-:.-:r shot or han,:oci .L.rior to_ the 
evacuation. Thu rest ,bout 	 . -tarch with the 3rd and last 
column. 	In ch....rL:e cf this colt:.,!'/ 	 The colu -in consisted of various 
nationalities in :11 about -j00 _n. 	The ,risoners ha.: pr:rtly their cam shoes 
partly -...-occlun shoes. 	Their phy.sie 1 condi.tioo was weak. 	As far as I reme.lber 
vie set off on the 4th.  4ril, 1945. 	 horse cart with previsions, with 
KOFFNER and the Polish Kapo 	 I 	 cf' the ticie at the end of 
the coluan on the left hind sic. 	I -mu; 	-..-ith 	and a Via.lters 7.65 
automatic• 	.1 -  also can re:::.eilur the follo-..dk-, ,uards -.7:archir^ vri'th this n°1111.11:- 
35 and SD guards, -..ESSLI'iLE, 	 ',11..lter 7.65, Johann RICI-IT:ITR. originating 
from IfLaLIGEI-.STLLT 	vdth 	ZA.,C;:= 	 IiEIN Adolf arfaed. 
with Walter. Police Euardst 	 72ritz Koai and 	:rho led a dog. 
The policemen 	an.led -.-rith an o.8 	 There were also two, Russian SS 
men issued with rifles. -LEIL-LNIT was 	%Atli ;Talter Pik: 7.65' autolaatic and 
I do -not ruziember -...thether he also 

No further instructions were ivon to us, before we set off esi:eciaLly I do 
not know anythik, about instructions that exhausted ixiseners \.-ere to be left by 
Bourger, -,astors on the wv. 

3. Shortly before the 	of LI LDE a R U13 Si rn who;.: I knew previously 
. because he had received treatient in the sick quarters, was unable to keep up 

thc rest. I noticed 1;A:it he looked sick, could hardly walk, 	hardly able 
to lift his feet 	it-h:C, further 	further behina. La.1.-„-a-iti arrived on his 
bicycle and stayed 	 this Russian. 	As they ...i1-.rched on I turned round 
several times and saw 	ht ldik; 	hottlu and a mug in his hand. 
LIELLNN then rejoined th- 	.rid the ;ussian continued to limp- on behind. 
LEIrril.ANN vrent Up and d ova; 	viU . :t1 on hiS Lit"; yr: L: • 	4. ft ur -.re had p C1E3 %.;e. 
I noticed that the Russi 	not :..ny 	bohind us. 	Later I heard from one 
of the guards that this 	 shut by LnihilThi. 

hao 	halt, c3urin. which we si ok,-) 	LIII-EL21‘. 	I 
bottle in 	 han -  .'rked .ith 	skull, in which were blue or green 
dice and I ithiJ d exolained to iLe that it was 4..oison, boev.use "no one should be 
shot" as he said. I do not know whether 6c.iLboly wasl_ctually poisoned by 
Liliir,L;NO • 

4. As soon as vre resu 	our ...c.rch a Dutchman 	unable to L:o on. 	I. knew him 
porL.onally free the sick qucrters, he had an 	 of the lungs. 	2 tried 
to encoure hill but he 	that ho could not 	any further and set own at the 
side of th,_. road. 	I ...arched en - -Atli the colucan and Lf..1-11,111,I alone rei:1:71ne.: 
the Dutch. -o.:. 	After about 200 or 300 ..teters I hoard a shot, turned roure_l and say; 
the Dutch...7n 1,-,rin2 at _the s as :rot where he had been sitticv previously. 
stood on the 	side of 	.7,nd a f.w..letres distance from the body of the 
Dutchamn, an I saw that he had an ::inject in his ri.Jit• hand -'.rid worked with his 
left on it as if ho would secure a pistol. he still held the ri,cht hone' in the 
direction where the 	of. the Dutcha.in was 	I did not see anybody else 
standing there. 	I ch 	

.
net 	-.-rhere LL: 	:''s bicycle ..as at that tine, 

he had it either lyik: •cainst 	or lo :.G ' his back a,-,rinst it. 
/5. 
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5. 	Very 	 tc 	
arid 	that ::O.:7_11.117).L..i.i.; could not w71.11- 	i'urths,r. 	

let as he tias 	
for 	t11%.,;-, 	TCk and said, that iL.....11/.:14a.11;.C:- . 	t..•T. 	 the e:11.1,..n.. L 	then wanted to sent 	-7:head, I egt.;(..11. 	t, 	r11.1. t. 	th..'t 1 	talk scr.le- thinit over with IliaajLE:...LC,' 	

r.:t. 	 I now noney 	 c. 	 ...L. to .L;,. t 	1rr 	r in 13I.11',...DE in erder to get better there 	t, • 	
-;.-hat happened. IFIJIDLBEIZG 'was in a v.. 	L • 	-.31c 1 !2C 	
t .1-,11.10  in  his  disturhe • 	•irc itc, nr.‘ vort- 	

.lipheris. 
hand. 

si:Slc;c1. 	 ti 	Ithc 	
shortly before- 

6. 	2110.  French..n, t;1-1:::: I 	
it.ti_nt at the oleic ql.arters hal n opilepti.c.'.Lt it 	 :tc 	 ttnd after the railwry crossictrT there. 	:=1.Sa.a.iLE and I 	hi..-. into the 	xt h.use andidI 

	

there in the tt.r. 	It is unkn
LLj•consented, that this prisoner should be left :',;ohinr.-1. I 	 that it wf.ls 	 tc shoot this 	 the town. 	5-we 	

1 thc .ricet squ.:-,re in STH.Z.i17
•  thc Frttachttan cf..H1c !dont; 	joined us 	The coiut-in then -1arched to a barn outside ST.‘af -,.4V-11.1q, I 	

r th nu:)f th i.lace but I retler..ber .tare1ied. first 	the ro 	itr.sse..: the rt.-.1.1-.T..;,r, 	then there stood a few hsus;_,o to the right of us. 	.‘",t that ;tint 	ercssed the ditch .and turned rija on to a field. path. 	Just 	-.re branched .;,f1.' to the field- t t.th at that ,Gint I saw the above Llentioned Frceh. 	lyin,..,.ty-.1t1 on the si 	of the path.. 	-.1c; continutA to „larch, I turned round once ::-.cre an..:" saw n mbc„ilind an hu said that WC should centinue en our tiarcil. 	ftor walkitt. at.ol.tt  100 to 150 ..ietres I again heard a shot, I turned rc.:und an.1 sat,-  in the 	
still :lade it pc-)ssible to recognise ters. ns 	standint ntA tc.: the Pronch;.-..n, who was lying n the ground. ' I saw flu ono else there. 	ueaLle 	d,lotin,taish in the twilight -whether LITLILITIT 	 .1- 	hr.rt..". 

e continuec.' cur 
received scx.lethin to 
tc cat or to drink an.: 
colut-n• Once when we 
poi-nit -Lod to fall out 
water during halts on 

march to tilu 1. am, I 	' r 
eat Li the evenin. 
. it -az strietl 	 .1 -r t. 
were in the ..ar'17....t squ-r at 
an,. fetch 	, ttter. 	hoy 
the -.arch if 	 n. rby. 

r wh-ther the prisoners 
they reeeivt.1 

-1 .:i...eners to leave the 
the ,,risoners :were L. 	.r...itted to drink 

7. 	
There was. a POle .:.arching trith us in tit, o.olu.n '.i.n.C• Ilt:': ;:;e,..1-1 a J.,.2..tient in the sick quarters an -.1hc.3G na.-.G was IZI. 	:`Hie had one leg shrter er..used i;y fractured upper thigh, fallint: an accident which hatt:ened about 3 _I-litho before tr.. left LI-DE  c:1. 	In thL. barn, that evenint:, I still spoke to

asked hin how he lirS doing., Hc: sal.: th.-:',; h,.. was exh.tuoto,d An,' tire -:. 	I beitted hii.l tc car ry on and sold tc hi...: "Only 1.:e ,  u. with the root ef th,.. coll.. n !iv:: ...arch on se that you get to Ti41.ThrOVIra-i", I 1:n -.; that he tits :oit-) •-, toieas: thre. 
The follow-it::: :Jet‘nin,-.:, the i_risoners ht ' :, _....ra.:,.. 'L,....out 6_or 7 o'clock af.,-.. for roll-c:11. 1ii counted the,.:. 	I .;46!....: ..:.: the re -r of the colut-,n with other guards. 	.,',11 of a sudden I he.-...rd a shot. 	It s..un:fo-C., • :.: if it -.,-as co;.linu, fro. the barn, 	I apt,roached the barn in the s ..1.1..- -:. ,7-1-; I ::--.-C;:l..• it on ...y sketch Exhibit Il

h", I looked into the barn atidsa.w.  '1-KiIi. lyin .  7 on th,: .---:.,...; : -.„ot v,h,re I h--.: talked to 111.:-i the evenin.; bcfore. 14-2.111...1.1; stoLd inside -',;he t.rn t.:bout 15 .tetrca Astant frolt B1;. 	lic had nothint in his ii._,.n.:s. 	I a:: unable t.. ,.-,-.7 exactly tht 7:hen I sz.-ow L.I.1.:N Whether he ;P:t.:3 sta:ding, on this sfot or -ah....'..h, ..-- he -;:as .- .ovin. In any case after I had heard th,. .:.- 46, I -..,-,3.k.Lz: v,:ry siow-i; int,: 1::,.,.. barn as I did not -want to attract attenticn -t, 	.,.. and it tool: soveral .inutes. TU.. was covered with blood and lLy huddled 1.1.. L (, t.11(.; Ade. 	I :T.::: ui-,-.T le ,,.. .-,,:.- 	.'-..- whether he -.P -..s lyint  on the right or loft ..2.11,',...1.:er. 	when turnint t.-,/rz-  i.-1.-c ..t.d.. _T. .-. .-..-- or the right of Leahlqa\IN 1,1S-61aT1 . st -h•tint on the sot rILI :.' :::,:,,,.: 1. :: ' ..,- '.. :..,1 L .at  c]. 	■:110 n I first had looked into the barn £ o.1-.1„-; 6:a-a .14:::....;1::1:. 	.,:o th.:: :A..r,t111. ev.r :.larch. 	I cannot re...eLiber any further sh.2otin73 on thi... oct-t. 

/1 
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I re.-:e.-.-iber that a 	interne.- 'AU. 7. wooden le7 -ire.:; in the column who 
Leen a patient . cf the sick quarters for soLie time. This-prisoner was 

1...tor but I Th'net know .,.fi-r or what hai, ene to him. 

9. On the 3r: dry 	just had been 	throuJ1 	euttinz and made 
rest there. 	I rocm 	illitary vehicle on the 	it 	a lorry, :with 2 
Russir2.ns an: soldiers 	the Gor..f.,.n ITehruacht. 	Suddenly I hoard a shot and 

appeared froL; behind of the lorry an:1 ac:ain held an object in his 
right hand an.-: a:; juste:. it •.-with the left as if 1-v. your lie securins cn 
automatic. I went round the krry 	sa,./ behin:.1 the 1 rry lying on the road 
a body and blood. 	The LI:dy 1-y on the ri .:ht shrlder ,:rith the face down. 	I 
cannot re:J..4.1er 	an cut the ..-rounds. 	I turned thy. 1:o:z,r r,:ury-  and could 
not identifLr it. 	I then:fere !_pproache,11 :.ESSEttIE anCi r_Isked 	..ESSE.T.IE 
told me that it :.as the body of the Pole added that it has been done 
on orders of the Camp Coi.z.1,-.Tid..nt as it was clesire, 1 	 out of the wy. 

I cannot rel.:eller '.115r further shectinzs durin the rest of the march. 

10. ',le arrived at 	in the afternoon. 	I do not knew -.vhether 
reported his arrival. 	I heard Ir.niev(.r, that Karl ,7-EaLl: said to SCIML that 
LEI-14;01 8 coluim was short of 8-9 ...Go. 

Js far as I know 	plays.'. no part in the subsequent events. 

11. ;,.mongst the p-rictures, new laid in front of .-.1e I reco,:,nise the picture 
"B" n as the picture of Johannes 

12. I was told in 	that - the two other transports .arrived in .;TITZI. 
'without any 	prisoners. 

13. It is unknown to 	that LiaLaa: has released any prisoners ,r:uring the 7.nrch, 
except in the case of IMIDELB.IZG, where he aid not object. 	It is not known 
to me that :::ny inAsoners should have tried to escape during the luarch. 

14. I have read an,1 understood above, it corresponds 'with 	statc.,...ent both 
in sense and word. Questioned about it I declare that I to not want to ;Ace 
any alterations or additiens. 

(so d) Edmund ViTHKL32. 

azial by the said Deponent Ed:-.-pn,.'....;1141.LJ.:., voluntarily at FISCI-2ECK 
on 6th day of June, 19117, be ere mu, 	7:-..3CiriTEIC.0:, detailed by 
C in C British /rily of the_ .1:hinc. 

c. S.;] ,;TIGER 

maTIFLAD that this is a true translation fro;.': GerLa n into 
English of the Del'osition of al.nund sTr■KILIL, marked Deiositi n 

(0071) 
Field Invc:sti,::..tiL'n Section 
War Crimes Gr. oui. 
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.i'v:nsiation cf Doosition  

cf 

Edmund WIi!i;.L.1,  

Dol.osition on, oath of 1?,..'.r.lund WIII1a,24., 	1., 	prosont 2 ;;CHC 
sworn bofore 	 Gon. List ci .: 	 (N,,E) at FISCHBECK 
on 2nd July 1947. 

1. 	I 	 on 	2!!.1.1911, '1'olizoileutnantl, of German 
nationality. I • .• la; thL folloin- 	I state. ent tc r r statont of the 
6th June, 1947. 

As far as I c7n romomber the folluzin: is the correct sequence of victims 
on the 

1) Russian in BIldADE as already loscribed in ,v stato:_ent cr, the 6th June, 

2) A Dutch. 	who f:Antod after the last houscs at BIIIRDE. LEISJ414 then 
ordered a halt. The column ...rched on, whem the: Dutchman was nevertheless unable 
to i.,roceed anJ only IZELL14W stayed with him behind. A shot fell as I described 
it in 	statement of the 6th Juno, 1947. 

On beinL: sho:,,n the statoont of the v,itness DOEaTH, I state that we did 
not Lass throuji_ DIEL;DE round 17 hours, but !4,1)roxmately 13 hours. 	We, 5S 
i)orsonnel had no black uniform, but a cid.] grey uniform with black turn ups. 
I rope at that there can be no doubt when I turned around iLimediately after the 
report, I saw 10-11, ,W alone standin7 next to the body of the Dutchman 3;ying on 
the right hand side of the road 	:ecuring his pistol. Nevertheless, I hold 
it as possible that shortly afterwards a second prisoner lost his life. I have 
heard nothing, yet it is pbssible that I failed to hear or see it, because I • 
:.arched on the loft at the side of the last rows in the 

3) HLIDILBERG dropped out about A- km after the Llutehm. 

2) 	The Frcnchman collapsed for the first time after WO ha:•. passel the railway 
-orid,-.7c at Stadthagen, shortly before turning into the market Mace. 	I and 
.L;j3:2L:LE carried him into the 	of house on the right of our lino of march. 
He caught us u;i2 agd.n on the taarlcot L-flace. 

After being shown the statomont of the witness GULL, I state that the 
Frenchman collapsed shortly '.fter we had branched off the 'Lauunsteinert country 
road. He had marched in front of the column, ,:nd when I passed the Frenchman 
lying on the ground I stop,ed, but LEI-ELTN, who stood there as well said to met 
"Continue on your march". I repeat, „n1 sec it still to-day before me that 
when I heard a shot after about a 100-150 :a and turned roun:, I sari LEHMAIN 
standing done next to the Frenchn lying on the ground and LEHKANN held 'n 
object in his 	but no rifle. 

I did net see that a woman from the corner house give the prisoners to 
drinl:. 	I also saw no party of prisonors behind us with rations. 

5.) 
	

The Polo BM. 

6) 	The Pole 

3. 	I have read above L‘nd understood it. It ncrees with ::•1/4y statement both in - 
the ..-,eaning as .word by word. 	Asked. about it, I 7.oclarc that I wish to make 
no changes or alterations. 

(signed) Edmund +ILIUM. 

"'s 
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;.:;ON by the 'i' D.onont il(Inund 1LKI, voluntarily at FISCIEBEUII  on 
the 2n1 of July, 19147, before 'Act 	 Generrl List, of 
Field I nves tis.r.t ion Sec 	Cri;:ies Grout, (i :17E) , Jet 	f: by C in C 
iriti3h4.,r:.zr of • the ithin . 

S i ed.) 14.• SC: rdEI G12. C:tin. 
love tir,atin Officer. 

. 	_ 
Certify that the -.beve 	true 	Li.,1: 	fre..1 the Ger.:-...n in to & - sh 
of the 	 f I3:1r.tund  

sL,7d) I-I•G• 	C,1) 
2:1.eITS.. Investigation Sec t on 
Jr Crimes Group (u1r) 

r 
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iJii051 1; 6.15B 

	  Third.. ILLOSITIGLI  

of 

I 

Dei.ositi,n on oath of 	 at present at 1:e.2 
FISCI3ECK, sworn voluntarily 'before 	 Ca:tain Gen. List, 	Crir.es 
Group (ifeE) at FISOhada: on 27th ...uuust, 1947. 

1. I 	 bern on 29th Janur.r3r, 1911, i)clice lieut .pant and e 

2. • I diC not sec that ::urik; the evacuation i-.1arch to :JILL; prisoners -.the could 
not f:',0 on, approached the Transportfuhrcr Lhii.4..1114 r,r1.7 were released by 	In 
fact I did not see IL fl 	release fT.nybo(13,  at all, except in the case of 
L.J1)11BILG, as I have 	stated. In the case of ELII:ULLB:Le:G I did not hear 
either that L,I11:,„NIT was su_ posed to have said to him "Good luck" and shaken his 
hand. 

e.I have-neither seen nor hoard !- nythin,-; of it that clurinz the inarch prisoners 
tried to escape end as a result, were shot by ,Jussian a) Jaen. 

I saw 	s body lying in the road, but, as I have already stated, I 
could not then recognise that it was 	 The body was 	on the right of 
the road, direction iihNNOVIL.4 sliLihtly at an angle, with the head towards the curb 

: in the direction of the I:latch, up-hill. The body was lying sliLhtly doubled 
en the right side, with the face downwrrds. I 	net see a bicycle. 

5. I did not hear of it that iiid-d41.: tried_ to escape and was therefore shot by 
and 4.,daia KOCH. 	This is the first tizie-I hear of it. 	FOTH and Ldrul 
although he -.yr.:3 	Tian, both had o.8 pistols. 	I know that I was always 

lau::hin,: when I saw 	walking around carp with his large holster. 

6. In the phote:,raphs shown to 	I now recognise in L'xhibit "I" and "J" 
the outside of the barn near ST,LDTH.i,G, where the prisoners spent the ni ht. 
ihoto Exhibit "L" shows the barn frou the inside and I now nark with an X the 
spot where I saw 	body lyinie. I 	with a circle the spot where 
stood as I entered the barn b' the first -::eer :darked 	h..Z3ELZLE and myself 
stood in the fore round of the picture, which I 	with an 1:. 	On .1.'hoto 
Exhibit "1-i" I roc:: mise the track ...Lich led. frei.-  the road to the barn, althouL;h 
at that tine the field beside it was n. v planted. 	I as now ..:larkine with a cross 
the spot where the Frond: Jan L7y, after I hean.: the shot and turned round. I ail 
:aarking with a circle the spot where I saw 	Stand. 

ithoto 1;xhibit "N" shows the roes: shortly before the halt, looking• down-hill. 
I a4e now iaarkin:; the spot 'ehere I saw the •Wehmacht truck stand, which cut off 
the resting, place with the bonnet. Behind it I iaark the body as the sale person 
as I saw lying in the road. The arrow shows where I saw 	c ciao out from 
behind the truck, after I heard the shot. 

7. I never had any special quarrel with 	 In STi,ILITIAL:3 Internclent 
Camp, when we Sat each other for the first ti,ae since the end of the war, July 
1946, .L .11101N told :lie that he had been asked if I had enini st cred -prussic acid 
injections in the sick-bay in LIT.1110. 	He never spoke to r.lo about it before 
this. 	.,',1so then there was no quarrel, but he only told ele this. 	:it that 
ti,-1C I had already Llade 	.first str.te...ent about L&dsliN. 	I have no reason to 
wish revenge against 

d. 	I have read the above and understood it. 	It is the truth 	do not 
wish to change or add anything. 

(Signed) 124.1und 
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0..14 Ly the said Lepcnent, Edmund "ZINELEli, voluntarily at FISCHIECK on the 
27th a'aig, 1947, before me, H. SCHIEMER Captain detailed Ly C-in-C., 2ritish 
Lrmy of the Rhino. 

(Siifned) 	Sehyeiser. Capt. 

1DSTSCEICT 

On bein ; asked, I state teat I •tid n ,t WLVO this zna-.4. o.o.J 1)ottle, 
from -:ihich the prisoners had t 'rink in the ',e-%innin;, but LEHI1L1IN had it. 
However it is possible that X.L1 the incident with the poison bottle 
LEIEJ,INN said to me: "If the .0oisn d:esn't - -rk, they'll just have to be 
shn t". 

(Si_;ned) Edmund '.11NELER 

CERTIFIE) that thiE: is a true translation frcm Gorman into Enclish of 
thc: Deposition of T1dmund iINKLa, marked Deposition No.l5b. 

(signed) C.K. Field, SiSgt., 
'jar Crimes Group (NWE) 
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PARTICULARS OF EVIDENCE IN SUPPORT 

States ients by the following witnesses are enclosed herewith:- 

(1), Georg Iu,PF (1), David LI.S:3.1.M.-.1' (4), 
Friedrich DAVID (1), hrnstDida.E41. (1), ',.ilhelm DC12,2271.12. 
Wilhelm LiCi..:GE (1), Karl LE.T.Eit (1) and Friedrich JULL:iclin (1 

Stateraents by both ac used are enclosed as follows:- 

Johannes Ltaiiills; (1) ; Edmund 	(4.) • 

larl -,;.11TIJ.J.11i (1), 
(1), Franz 1:UY21412 (2), 
)• 
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NOTES ON THE CASE 
1375 • 

(Under this heading should be included the view taken as to (a) the degree of 
responsibility of the accused in view of his official position, e.g., was offence 
committed on the offender's own initiative, or in obedience to orders, or in carrying 
out a system approved by authority or a legal provision ; (b) the probable defence ; 
(c) whether the case appears to be reasonably complete.) 

The evidence regarding the attempted noisoning of the first two priscners 
and regarding the :iia.uting of the last two priscners appears to be concl,tsive. 
It will be seen from 	 statei- ent that h(:: alle:es that he thought that 
the poison w:Iich LI-LA:Z.: produced and which they jointly administered to the 
two pris ners was some kind of tonic intehded to revive the pris ners. 	In 
view of ;lie fact, however, that \iIiZa.aZ was the can raedicLa orderly and of 
the conditiond existing, at the time of this iiarch, it is not thibujit that 
any court will believe that 	really thou7ht that Lr:247: would adnin- 
ister tonics to sick prisoners of war during this L:arch. 
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UNITED NATIONS WAR CRIMES COMMISSION 
me. 

CHARGES AGAINST. 

CASE No. 	- 

  

.WAR CRIMINALS 

 

...... 	.•• 

 

  

Name of accused, his 	  
rank and unit, or 
official position. 

(Not to be translated.) 

Date and place of 
commission of al-
leged crime. 

. Arlo r  Number and descrip- 
tion of crime in war 
crimes list. 

References to rele-
vant provisions of 
national law. 

•Dreaees o In- 
national 

iZ, . 	-•.at 

l'e1-tinLf to the trea..-; 	U . ■12. 

SHORT STATEMENT OF FACTS. 

Seven LuxeraburL, nzit.onals 	hn,1 -Dt'et) 	ted -into tH..; Gde„elnY 	after 
the annexation of 1,uxealli_l, 	 were 	by a•'...;-er,;.10 Co;-..  
in f: A. _for desertion and sentens2,: 	death. 	The seW:ences were Lyter 
to 

 
terra of iiiidrisonident and the,/ 	transferred tL 14"7:,7•41:1.•:Pin, sas 

In Auvust 19 :-4 a Geruan Ortszru)..)enleiter in Luxe:aburq -,4s assac-irrited .  and 1(ir.unier issue 	to the :it 	 ,R.'2ils  vilto waa. az) ay., 	with juris- 
diction over the area in whIch 	 ,./au situal,ed, 	brave the seven 

executA as a re;?risal. 	iic a .ew• 	 CI) this o '7er to the accused T L , who was in char:e of 	 ;:_tj aev .1an 
and the ex•outions were duly ca:T:•!..d. out on 2,1+  .1 	t 
;:laintait-is that he had the belief 	 .al to rei.:03se a death sal,',,enoe 
Ahich had been conznuted to a ter; 	. 	 1) .2t he can cite no authoties 
for such a conte- Al.. ,7in. 	The accusd ".2 	 ;lid not 	 the 

aS it 	, 	a 	2711`y 	3  
TRANSMITTED BY 	 • 

• insert serial number under which the case is registered in the files of the National Office of the accusing State. 

(29655) Wi.P.2524 	5,000 5146 A.& B. W.Ltd. GE.695 
(30449) Wt.P 1183,17 5,000 10;45 
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1)::-1:0'._1ITIC..lt Iio 

TIWTSLATIGN 	DiTC../.3ITION 
of 

OTTIISER, Ewald, Johannes, .einri.-,L 

De?osition on oath of Ewald jt.hc..nnc:, 	 He, of 
PAPEIVORG, Hauptkanal Rochts 13, sv,-orn 	 n 	n 	.a3 	2, 
Cat. , The : :anches ter Rect. of Jar Orli 	. 	, t P. 	2G /E.. BLAND, 
on 24 ;august 1947. 

I an 	 31-;ad, Johannes, Heinrich, 	 Xrs. 
LIEGNITZ, on the 13.102. 	I an a 1.,rison official 1.y  
Gornan nationality. 

I have 	tcld that I 	not forced to nake a de...:sition if I do not 
to do so, tut that a Copesiti..:n nr:tic 1)y 	can be usod as evidence. 	I 

make this deposition voluntarily, was net 1;=:rcod or -)orsuaded, and no reward 
has been propiscd 

-firm 1920 until 1926 I studio na.ti :nal econony in T-SP.11SLAi-:. 	In these 
studies, civic law and trade law 	included as secondary subjects. 	I 
finished ny studios Iiith a troatisc un the mentality 	the industrial -..-orker. 
Because of the opinion expressed in it, I .!)ecria.le state v:elfaro officer for 
SM-LSEN. 	In 1933 this position was abolishe.: by the irazis, bocauso • •f its 
hui.anitarian as acct. 	As I could not find another job, I becai.e a ordinary 
official in the prison wilinistrati:..n, that is, as chief Inspector later 
Liltnann and in December 1943 I becai.le a Regierunzsrat. 	Pro;- , 1928 until the 
1 iiay 43 I worked in pris'..ns in SAC? 'N and fullowing this I was transferred 
to the prison cartps 	 the 1 ;:ay 1943. 	I cai.ie t.: PAPEICURC vdth 
tho rank of L.Itriann and in Decor -Cher 1943 I bccane Rogierungsrat. 	In January 
19/+4 THIla, bec&lo the de;)uty of the Coy:-..andant 	at the front and in the 
event of his absence, I was his deputy. 

At the end of August 1944 I :.iet GARBATSCHNECK a;; the stati.41 in P:,PENBURCr, 
on tho return journey fr::1 a visit to Lly son who was in h,,spit:.1. 
GA.RBATSCHNECK 7/3.3 an Obersturnfuehrer in tho SA and in the C."1 1p he was the 
senior official f .r all tho guards. 	(.7,1RBATS0IThri.,'CK told me that I should 
tmediately go tc,  THIEL, as 3....othiny 	 had .)ccurred. 	When I cai:s.) 
THL ho told me, that ho 	received a •::h.,no. call free. the 7-ilitary court 
in TRIER the same morning. 	Ho had been t old, that 10 Luxe;:burgers who wore 
in the ca 	wore to be shot. 	It was a case 	pris nen; wh:. had bc.:4 
la fully sentenced to death by a geri.lan nilitafy court, 	9c sentonoe 
was 1 rater 	i•luted t 	prison sentence which they woro survinF in the carps. 
Those car-Ts were the prison ca -.2s in the 1;..SLLTID 	PAPE.'iTit:T. 	The c „ntral 
adziinistrati..n itself was in PAPENBURG. 	The crIpo wore distributed 	tho 
moor, near the 	 t 	BtRadRi.DOR, 
7/ALCHUII, l'CUSUSTRUi:, :STIIMIEGEN. 	THIEL wr.ts the 	ut df these coups 
and wo both worked in PAPENBURG. 

THIEL told r.c the contents 	the teleph:no call and said, that an 
Ortsgrupponloitor had boon nunI:crud in JUNGLIMTL.V and th-t 	c.-)1::,-.1utati,n 
had been cancelled because of this. The oxocutiun 	the death sentence was 
to bo carried out n the sane day a:1:= the roi)crt W:13 to be seat 	 the 

eveninv, by toloprint. 	I think, that THIN, had already given orders 
the diroct-,r of the prison in LINGEV, ;TELZEL, to 	in touch with the 

1.1ohn- lacht in LIITGEN regards the 	 a firing squ:(1.. 	I :_tyself also had 
telephone c.,nversati ...ns with -.7-217,71 about details, i.e. aecon-Aations f-sr the 
prisJners etc. 	Either. THIEL Yr I asked Dr. III'LL; 	and ilast.:r IINING to bo 
present at the Qzocuti.n. 	I asked TRILL -if the c iecllati n i' the 
cor.utation was 	':!tiered •r. he anS..'ered, there is n lt.ubt because it 
Car.1G fr71.1.-  the proper authority, that is fr...:: the 	 court in TRIER i.e. 

	

LER as Ct./Imam:1er in chief of the Reserve 	iic also added, that 
a connutation can be cancel led at any 	• 

/The 
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The nai.i.es  of the priseners 	to be c;xecute:' 	 : o n :r,iven 

	

THIEL by telephone and an .ffici'.l, 	 th%t 
enly seven Of thepri Hers ' ore in eur 	 th a I think that an 
irreguL:rity was found in one of the file:: :- n7. tfr.t.t 	the rea.en 	the 
execution 	--1.oforred for 1 or 2 days. 	 th.'..t we did net 
have sufficient transport, to 'Join: the 	 6:: Li 	she 	day. 
-.7o hoard later, that the ether 3 	 -..-ere in 

On the 	 I se...1.e with -.E.,Lrit. r 	al-Lut the :..attor in all 
its 	 I know ht.'. 	•,)erse,nally 	eriv!..tely !As Cathulic. pie 
did not voice the slightest doubts en 	 ?hill as a le-..yer 
of Ionf-,, standing and ths.::ster 	 it raise ray doubts, I felt 
cer.leletely quietened on the r.eral an.'. 

The teleiTra..: 	certified the 2hene call fr... 	: -.ilitary ceurt in 
TRIER reached us on the ,s:-.;rao . -.ornire-:; or in the e,-trly afterne R. 	I sat: the 
telegrar.1 and read in it, that bee'.use )f the ,..ur . 	Orts!ru.:,enleiter in 
JIINGLINSTLa, the cou..utation fer the 10 Luxel -3.1ur,_;ers 	.yen cancelled. It 
contained. the wines of the 10 eriseners whe were to be 511(A. 

Still 	the sane day cr tho next I speke with -,1.13LnIL by teleehone and 
arran3ed serle details, i.e. accerhodatien of the 1)risoner5 in sin7le 
I have probably told him, that 7.'0 are brin::,,in7 a I'aster and a leeter with us. 
lie probably informed 	'.f the 	-Jr the exocutien. 

think, that so:-,0 of the prisoners wore taken to LINC,111 by our -,uard 
and in cur transport, on the sa:ec day and the othe.z..e on the next day. 

cr.v...e to .-.e and asked :le, if his friend -,.. gestapo man by the 
name of UTHOP17, could be present at the execution, as he -.-: intereste' in 
such things. 	I 	completely a.f)..inst it, but ha,' to eut 	matter before 
THIEL. 	I told ht.: of 	...bjecti,ns but he auth. rise' 11Tlic• 	to be present. 
THIEL hilksolf did nct 	to 	LIIY.121,-  and erdere, : 	be present in 
his place. 

On the day of the execution, Dr. 1-:ILLI1,I2;, Paster 11,17.1tG and I left 
Pitri'ENBURG in a car between about 1 and 2 eieleek• 
himself on a notorbyciele. 	6n the -Ty 	 .i'etehed -OTHO'772 frele his 
house. 	When .',70 c?.rrived in LING.-.27 	drectly to the pris..n. • 2here 
had a conference -.7ith the eris, n 'irecter -•nd -.:e telked abeut the details. 
I thon wont with Dr. HILL :ANt.. e:-'.ch elle in hi.: cell, elle() .-...-re checkel their 
identity, ,ancl infer:led each .:ne 	 ste,..1. 	Each one Was given the 
opp..)rtunity to write to his relatives en, ' t receive the saev.ments. There- 
upon Pastor LUEIFINC. aaiiinistorcr' the sacr -ante. 	I 	him ab...ut this later 
on and ho t:.1(1 no that they h a. all died 	re7ared. 	•.-lhen I informed 
of the cancellathn of the co:.T.Autati.,n T. red.'_ut the :._)ntents ef the 
to the priseners and told the;- : the reaeen f 	this canoellti'-ni 	I (11- net 
think that the 'lector examined. the prio_mers. 

six or six-thirty we dreve out to t!,e 	• renge with the 
seven prin-ners. 	i,s far as I know 	 7.:ehind in the 
prison. 	They drove in a closed lorry 	"Jelen:ed t the care) and t-:uards 

the c:e.e escorted 	"Jo ourselves 	Ate in a car. 	.;;.t the firin-7 

range 	;let an officer - I think he held the rank of Lieutemat - and a 
firing; squad of 12-16 men. 	',;e 	eve • the i-ris._•ners t. t 	officer who 
was in char::o of the executien. 	I read 	the tele.-ram t. tho officer in 

a loud voice. 	I think that first ef 	the ca.eij..uards brouT;ht the first 
four prisoners f;:r,:ard. 	These yore then tie.' t._ the stake:1 and then the 
officer led the executin, 	the firin7 	Lfter the first 

oxecuti.n the corpses -,vere 	in coffins 	-.rem stendin.T ready and 

then the ether three prisoners 	 ue, handed 'Lyet to the 
and shot in the e'r,.r.e 	res the first four. 	the 

/eertified 



(Sino0.) E.B. 

Officor. 

Cortifio:I. that the above is a true tr.:nslation frogs Gorman into EnElish 
of tho Deposition of EVal(1 Johannos hcinrich CTTINGER, marlagl Depositin No... 

(3iL:ned) 	SCi-UidLa,Ird) S/S!t. 
Pio2d Investigation Section 

'jar CriiAos Group (NUE 
(L. D. 

D/6. 
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certified by Dr. HILIL.;I; in all seven O%S(J3. 	Dirocti, .ftor the 
tiro returned to the pris::n in ,LINGEH. 	I sent 	 fr.T:: the p ris .41 in 
LINGEN to BERLIN an rcrted the 	 ut 	the e:xeu'A. n -f the sewn 
Luxonbur gars. 	Jo then v.:turned to :i:,..-131CUI1G in the sAA0 V:ny that WO had come. 
Attar ny arrival I inforred THIEL 	.ut the carryiw ut f the oxocutin. Cn the next day T1IL3L told r.le tht I 	lalt-e a st: tuc,ent al)out the execution. 
This I than did and hande: it ver 	 The statament 	si:ne by v.e 
and possibly also by Dr. HILL/111. 

I have nothin - furthor t ad in thiJ -:atter. 

(Sine) Dr. OTTIN 

Svorn by the said Donont, -.137,-ald Johannes Heinrich OTTLIGIL:, vo luntarily 
ap -211,,ENDOCA3I 	24th, .'.1-Lruz-,t 1947, before :Au Ephr:)n :rian Thohlas JIiLIL B, 
Captain, Cotailed by C-in-C Dritish 	f the Ythine. 
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TiL,2:I3L:,TION of DIL'OSITRIT 
• of 

• Ott.. IIILL:1;:T.INI 

Dop ..sitien. .L•ri ..ath .-..f Ott- HILL -LT:I!, mo, le, ...f ,...._':; -.1:L.,CV,-;: :5', Hail:tkanal 
.Keehts .67, ovrorn bef..ro Ephronr•rian Th..:Ir.s ;FILIAL., 5, .:',-...- t., The :anchuster 
.,:o7t. , :f ;Tar Cri:nes Croup (172) ..-.t Foster::ozen n 25 ..:, ust 1947. 

I am Dr. Otto HILL :1M .:11.1 -.P.1:3 1:....rn in K.;:_7'.o_:,11_. =nn the 5.1.98. 
I am Dr. cod. by prefe:.-Isi_n :.1i'. '';i: Cf ',:-1/4:11,11-4  .1!.,.t i rr.dity. 

I have boon chief dect:,r f.r the - ie., is.,n ca.: -, e ir the II3L....27.D since 1939 
anr3 was in charro ..f tho main It sc ital in -.: - ',2-2,::-.71c(1. 

// In 1944 Dr. THIEL -,7,:-.3 the de,-..n.ty 1' 'r the -:ei...;11:1: -,iaist.-:r f Justice, fl_z 
/ 
/ administr-,ti:.n ef the prison canfs .-2.1.--E1:;;!-1. 

>the prison c:_e-i;ps in the ar:SL;,/,!D and. Dr. C.172I1(;-...I -...' s in c!..-.r7e ...f the central 

One day .in 19/0+ I receivuC a islune call in the 7:f.".dr1 h .a)ite.1 in i).,111ENBUIC 
fro:A the central ad.::inistr;Ai r., I think it -.:%s Dr. en17:GEit, and. I WAS tOld p 
that an oxecuti :n 11P-3 taking plaeu in LE.  e -..I'l t whic•h- I 'ea."! t....• 1:u ")recent. 
When I asked by ...,1-1.:.-.). the executi-n -.:!'...3 bein'• a .::Tied -..ul: I 7:as t.:17.1, that the 
:. :ilitary were cl:"ing it. 	Thereu;::-n I ceaswered, if the 11ilitry v:euld rtt alse 
prAtide the ,7.:cter ts. :aake -,ut the...'eath certifiefAes. 	I w-.:.: then teld that 
I had t•:. be 2resent, because the i)ors_ns were fy.:,:i.: .,rsr e^.: 2; 

It vras Arran,:c/.?, t! Lt -'aster IPTITT.G-, Dr. CT':.'.Ii..:ra and I --- -1.11,1 !-•,- te LINGIIIT 
the next day in a car. 	7:0 did nit teke a driver -.:ith us, becAuse -...; had t: 
pick up anc.thel• ;.lan in :21-1E.T.I. 	-de loft -.1.-'..e.E11115.X., Lout Llic::(1.ay the next day 
and fetched the man in :E.:-1.::;:. 	That i.:an were .,:. unif-r:: simili....x to.  the 
police. 

During the journey I r..1.sked Dr. OTTING:11: ar1::: :_) .̀.tit'..r LelatRi f r the roar 41 
.:f the execution. 	I was told., that those pers.-,nr3 had ., ri:in•:.13.y been 
sentenced tc death for deserti_n, but that -the .death .sentence had been comrluted 
into a prison sentence and that they were in cur ca 3.1) because• of that. 	.:. 
political loo.dor had been murdered in L17.,(anTriG and by .rder. -f the Corenandor 
in Chiof of the :Reserve Arny, 10 Luxenburew:; IliluS0 sentence had 1-)oen cumrted 
wore to be shot and thereby the e.:::-.:..utati.n -,-...es 'Dein.: c:-..ncellur.1.. 

iThen 170 arrives: in the rric,n in LIZIGET, the p*Ar: 7110/'S .;;I:1,. had -:;een 
sentenced to ,loath -acre inf-rled cf the cancollati.:n ..f the ce. Tlutati-n. 	Thu 
seven pris_nors wore in single colic and the cLncollati-n of the cc..,mutathn .:/ 
was told them by Dr. OTTINGER in the presence of I'ast..r LUNING, ino:;ectc•x 
-,-trzzEL, the Warder and raysolf. 	The caneellati,Jr-_f the c-...:Liutation -:::.:ts read 
out to tho seven Luxel.lburg prisoners oirr,ly, fr.: a d. current ,..hieh read 
something like the full :ruins: 

Because of the ;.lurder of a pt.litical •:iffic.)1....1 in 1..i.X..]:.:-;i7=it*.1-, the Ccmander 
in Chief :if the Reserve ...errly, Hr....,LIT, has erdered, t!-::•,,t the derAh sentence 
:7as to be carried eut on 10 Luxo;11)urc;ers -e-h.e. had eris•inally -:con senteneed to 
death for doserti•:n and ::hero sentence had been col-I-alto..I tY a _`risen sentence 
and that thereby the c...,: ,.1:utati',:n was bein,-; cam:Oiled. 	The executi..n of the 
death sentence would. be  carrier.' '..ut in two hours. 

Dr. OTTINGER explained t.. the seven Luxe:111er :errs, 	they could -,vrite 
letters to their relati,no Burin • tl_ 	t: 	and that iLtst_r LfJII'G v.-as 
at their disposal. 

After 2 h. urs the seven prisoners were brou -ht 	the ._ilitary 
range in LINGEN, in a closed lorry 	under 7,•e• , ,1. 	I yself folic/e'er? this 
lorry in .15, car and had Dr. OTTIIITI., 	 the Gest,-,po official 

fr.). 171-22DF with :le in the c: _r. 

nebedy kne'..- what this: .1an 	t;, 	the executi.on. 
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-?- 
the 	 Lieut...aant 	th',-Tehr.-acht with a firin7, squad :f aiTr.- xinately 10 .-on. 	intr.. 	..urselvesto 

the Lieutenant and then 4 ef th nisnors 	.0 ht t 	firm rakklo 
and were tic t. 4 stakes whic..!h sted there. 
then t the :; t akos and 2 r.c..dicL.1 rdorl 	 : 	 us fr:_ri the 	1.)lindf.-Adc.:1 	an'. -.f.zarked the he .rt 	Thercuin the 
-...:fficort gave the fire order and no round 	 :;irectly r2tor the 
sly...ts had 1Jeen fireC., ther..ifficor 	t. thc: 	t . ..jrc_ns and :ave thu 
each a neck sh.A. 	Thereu.c.,n I 	 an the - cerpses were 	int coffins 	 st - ndin 	7 -)57 
4:iftcr the shtin: of those 4, the she tin 	the 'ithor 	 in the mmo r.annor. 	Directly after the exocuti i ao returnedt't;he ;-.)rison, 
There I si:;ne,.! the ,;k.)ath. certificates 	 e 1:Ater -.70 returned t.L. 
1'J117,11Bifier. 

:11k..1) Dr. et to 1iILLE:2111 

Sworn by the cid donent OttL 	volunttrily at EST:IllIMPT Gn 
25 Lut;ust 1947, befL.ro 	1.1.phron rian TY-F.1-43 

- the C. in C. British :any of tho 

:n, 
0 'ficer. 

Certified that this is 	true tr4nslati.n ft 	crer,J int -1.;r. .1ish of 
the .T.de_.:c.)sition of Ctt. 	uarko 

ti :nee!) L.L. Schrfrarzbard 
 Investi,7ati a Section 
..r^,r Crimes C-reui) 

SCIT.7,V01. 
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Tli.ANSLisiTIC:11 tF  

of 

en Oath 	.7:ra 111.1t.r..1C-, 	 isches --2farrhaus, 
IEUST.J.12GCT.17,113, no ar 	 7. rn bef. 	::.ri (1 Th•- i I 	...rILLIA; 13, 
Captain, The ;:anchester 1207inent, f .7c.r Cri.os c-r u, 
NEUST;sInGODENS 	14. _;u' wit 1947. 

I ail LLII:ITIG Lax, 	the 23rd Juno 1908 in 	eler 711:-.11 1 ).-/ 
occupf2Ltion, Gar! :an' nati.nality. 

In 1945 I ::-..s the 1.(3%.•:. Chaplain f ..r 	the Ez:sland 	 On 
the 7:ftorn:;,..m 	the 23rd 	1944 I rocoivocl. a teloph:no call i'r 	the 
..-rosident THIEL, of the Enisland ;:.rison 	Ho told no 	;-2,7solf.' in 
rcar".iness 	a secret journey 	the 	V. 	I v:alted in vaiy:. 	C 
the next day I ,..:ont to see i'resident THIEL ..-yself -.t 	,...ffiee in the 
K0:121DANTUR. 	...resident THIEL told Lio that I had to :2- tc. LP:G:3r t': 	ro 
for thoir death 7 Luxol:thourc,ers, 	'.7Qr t:: lie shot there, :tined alo. that the 
natter 	 froia tho Gestal..)o, and had t- Rio kept strictly secret. 	in 
Orts -,rui,:ipenloiter had bci-ri :lurdorod in Luxa.-.1-:eur7 and 	 .such 
incidents, HI/2.1ER had '..r:.'.erJ7 the shotik: 	10 LuxeLlbour::ers. 	Three -.ton:: 
to be shot in the 	 -.1:1 the .,.the: seven in the 	 There were 
aucoubouri3ors 	h';:" 	fi exit unc 	death as dosortore, 	 F_; C.; nt criou 
had later boon 	into a 	of i;orial servitude, 	thereftru 
sent 	the jras n ca. 	Tho 	 cancell.:,! and the de::.th 
sentence ti as subsequontly confirned. 	-,,,resident THIEL reeeiv.:,:d tho _.,rdor 
sort ...ut sovon Luxe:.-.bur;-.:or::. who h.f.s..-7, 1-.:oen sentenced t -, 	':ut 	flontoncu 
ha? boon c. rrutod t 	servitude. 	THIEL than 	th-at a s.:cti n 
'.1ohrraacht (Arry) in LITTGEN Was 	t sup,)ly the 	squad. 

on the sai:o aftornoz,n al.--ut 13.30 or 14.00 h.Jurs 	dr,vo with f!. car 
LINDEN. 	7.1ith 	Dr. HILii.iLNN as Co.:-.p D..i.ctor, and. Dr. OTTIN'_;E_-. 	doi uty 
of the Co=andant. irosidont THIM did nct e_no vith us because 1 his n.• o. 
In i..111..);1311.  we Idcke.,:: up the Section Leader of th,; (.;-ost:.t.do LITHO:PP. 	Thu 
Luxer.bourf:ors were alre:-.Cy in sinjo culls in the LDIGET21 	_,:ter 
shirt conference bet.-con GTTINGEIZ, UTHCPF, iiILLi 	T, the S.;.. 
(pris..n can) and ttic, 	director, they all ....ent to:othui. t. 
to infcrr. ther. abut the death sentence. 	I r,yself rci:inee in - tile 
roon and only visitor' each cell after they had be,::n 	ab ut the death 
sontonce. 	I f.)und the seven youk: 	vary 	In tho 
reraininc: until the c..ArryinL: out of the death sontonce, rill severi e..-nfossed 
and held Cornunion. 	Everyone wr:, to a last lott.ir which -...ras later c-.. 	d 11octo 
by a junior official 	the pris.)n. 	I :,ers.-.)nally 	made 	 the 
wishes of three of the prisoners, the naries

• and Johann DHaTZITELNP.T. 	ist abut 1800 	a squad 	c 	ftrr i V 
t. c.,11oct the prisonors and take their-: 	the 2any 	ran7e. 	211ese can_: 
L'uards be11.4:-;ed t one of the Enaland 	c..u.7,-).3 and 	they 
brought the prisoners t. LETzr 	OTTINGEL, UTHCIF, 	!Jr': the 
S.A. Grui-fi.)onfuchror 	 to the .1;riy 	 :lyself 	ri.t go 
with the:: '.- ut re:mined in the prison until the ab..ve menti..nod returnod and 
we could 1.;.: 

On the way hone Dr. CTTIIY.2:1 	th,:t firstl,,,  throe, 	then the 
rcnainin ,. four had ;;con shit by a 	_f twelve non 	the WehrIrcht 
soctiin st7.ti'--ned in LINDEN, cunt r,}1!..s.t, they 	be buriet... 	Lir:Gil:1-i. 	Eu 
also tol.:7. :.e that ho had heard fr.);... the Kid....;-SCr'LLICHT 	 the - 
relatives of the executed 	 T31.1Ei-. ) 	that 
the last lottors which -./ore 1. ossible 	pris.ners 
ff .)r.-!arded to the relf,tivos throuftk the icill:LS12.1-LICHT in 

.r. 
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SWORN by the s 	:ne nt : Sx Le NING v,luntrily rt NEUST'Ll -ri'CLENS on 14 :1-1-7List 1947, 'oef.A..0 Lie 	 Ca2tain, dotAle C. in C. :5riti3h i,rny of the ithin. 

( S 	.T. 

Inv-Joti -_Ltin_ Officer. 
C..IFEJD that thi.; i 	truo transl'Ai n 	C.orin int- Ln_jish :f th 	Ositin-f flax Lunu.',, :12.rked Deisiti_n 

(S :A) H. :o Jo :1. 
Inter)roter. 

Pie12 Investi;;atiJn SectL a. 
'Jar Criues 	( 

H.  

D/6. 
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DEPCSITIGN No. 

TRIINSLAiTION of alPOSITION 
of 

• cr  

Deposition on 	_1' 	 nale, 	 nr. 
sworn before 2phr..-n. 	Tht 	 S, C'tpt. 
Field 	 -.far 	;;r:-Ar, 	 ajztr::-.,,7,7 - on 
the ;:!th Sc,lterler 1947. 

I =ILI 	.DIECI::;:ail,r• and w-is born 
at 	business r.-..an by occupation and 

on till 2). • ..1,..)4 in Ix-..a:17.1). 
.,f 

I have been tAA, that I do net f:cd t_ .:Aalce this do  .sitin unless I 
do so cf ny L-Jr1 

I 2.1;_-‘..ke this der.;..,sitir..n voluntarily, with. at .4.',:,rce 	persuasiuni, or 
promise of any reward. 

I bect-tlze Garrison officer 	the .-11.).rrin LIIIGEN in aboct Fobru:_xy 1945. 
far as I knk-n-t, 	 *.*:as the G:--..rrisn corr.:ander 	:;u-atst 1944. 

Lieutenant 	 %vas the air-raid defence officer and Serje,:nt KLEIN w!...s 
chief clerk. 

The Garrison .::ffice vas in the Infantry barracks and ::ajor SCIE....;L;;!s 
.:office was in the .:irtillery barracks, as he ".ir`'.3 Coo.-rmdin: 	of the 
;1..rtillory at the 3::;.:c tine. 

Usually, I worked in the Garrison office only in the ra,-.,rnini:s 311d in the 
a:Ctorno-on I 	in the officers club, :I' which I was in chari;o. 

One day in 1943/44 there caLle, as f?.r as I remember, a tclophene call 
fri,..1 the Co:laandor of the prison car.ips PAIY:7.11BURG to the office of the 
Garrison in LING: 1.. 	It is possible that I was inforLied on the 3`St..C: day that 
this phone call had 	I  and that the Con...-...nder of the prison cal..23 in 
l'AULTIBURG had 3iven instructi::ns that 	-sera t -±i..evide a firinL; 	I 
Massed n this ore!er -tc) Lajur SCIL:.1.1Z;, or if he 	present, tu his dol)uty 
and ho refused this order givinc the reason, 	could not !Acco,,t such an 
ord©r froi.i a civilian authority. 	This refusal 'was than passed en to the 
Coramandor of the prison ca;:ps 

Sono t ir.0 later 	received the dfficial .order fret_: the ::-eneral Cort?.ando 
in ;111'MTER, that we had 	carry out the execution. 

;Ls we n- .t haf.'. the order for the exectALn fr':•.. the General Ooi..; -.,nde in 
lotTSTER, the Garrison Co=ndor 	 ur his deputy - 7 -:vu MC the order 
to make the nocossary arran6enonts for the execution, 	I then-had to 
Thorouiyin I passed en the necessary instructi,:.n to the Infantry or she 
Artillery, that, at a certain ti c, they 1..C. 	-;:roviOe a firiA; squ...d an:: a 
cordoning off 1,'_:rty at the firiniT ran, e irr sciamo:;;i,' nelr 

It can be assuincd with certainty, thct a re;:.'_xt 	th.-; oxo..;uti:n which 
was signer] by Lajer SC1-EALF, or :.-.yself, was sent 

It v.-as 7robably after the exocuti..n thnt. I hear.: the 	a, .:shy the '? 
men had been shot. 	They had been sentenced to ,::oath _aloe before, but their 
sentence ht:d boon cor:lutod. 

Because of -the uurder of an Ortszruppenleiter in LITLIATRG, the 
cone utation had been cancelled and they were tc 1.1e shat as a rif:risal. 
tho order cello_ fret -. the General Cc/Lb-land... 	had t..) obey it,_ if -Al kw.: the 
reason f 	the excouti:n 	not. 	a soldier; 	to obey an order. 
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.7:y per 	 h ye euffem.:: badly 	 injurio:;, - and I also suffer fr.: 

	

( s .d 	..:"P_Mtur 

Sworn by the 	do2or.ent 	ltcr Iii 	v.-Lunt-J.117.. 	1-3,Z 7).1-11L: 1 7121.1, n the Eith Septeaer 1947, before 	TI)hr:_n Briz-tn 	 C7Vt., The 
1:an0110S t Or iteL,It 	otailod by the C. in C. Tiriti:th. ;a1.-..y .0f. the Rhine. 

(s;71.) E.B.T. 	S, 4.  
Investitin-; Offieer. 

Certifier:1, that this is 	true transL:ti.:,n frsi Ger.n int ,J 
the De:ositil,n uf Jolter 	 narked De:0::siti3/1 

L.D. Schvarzb%rd. S/Sjt. 
Field Investicr,ati.-.11 Secti;.n, 

'Jar Crimes GrL,up (11K.1). 
D. SCITJLIM.AILD). 

D/6. 
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Translation of: 	 Depoeition No.  

of 

iima ELLBERG 

Deposition on oath of Anna EL.,..,B.r.RG, female, of L1N.EVEY!' jchutzenLasse 388, 
sworn before Ephron Brian Thomas dILLI1 :u, Captain, The ...nche'riter Regiment, 
of .iar Crimes Group (1 .:E) at UK...I:VE..6 on 26 August 1947. 

I am Anna ELLBERG, and was born inLINGE102:113 on 21 July 1905. I am an 
administrative employee by occupation and am of German nationality. 

I have worked in the municipal administration in LINGEVIIS since 1 May 1932. 
A part of my work consisted in, amon other thinks, enterin,s  all cases of 
death into the register of death. 

On 25 August 1944 I received a letter from the director of the prison in 
LINGEN in which he informed me that seven me_ read been executed by shooting 
on 24. AuL;ust 1944. 	The names of these men are as folla7s: 

I) 
2 
3 
4- 
5 
6 
7 

BACK-ES, Karl 
BINTNER, Gregor 
DAHM, Nikolaus 
DEITZ, Johann 
FELLER, Paul 
GRETHEN, Marcel 
JAGENER, Theodor 

Born in Luxembourti 
Born in Luxembourg 
Born in Luxembour 
Born in Luxembourg, 
Born in Luxembourg 
Born in Luxembourg 
Born in Luxembourg 

on 10 June 1924. 
on 14 June 1920. 
on 12 June 1922. 
on ) June 1920. 
on =41920. 
on 19 
on 12 January 1920. 

The above-mentioned individual ,taile :run) entered by me into the register 
of deaths and the original can b. seen in the regietry office in LINGEN, 
Town Ball, Room 13. I do not know why these .aen were shot. It was said that 
they were deserters from the German Army. 

According to the register of deaths the seven r,.beve-namek; persona were the only 
who were shot in LINGEN in 1944. 

(Signed) ELTahl-C..  

Sworn by the said Deponent Anna F.I.T.Tv2G, voluntarily at LINDEN/ELLS, on 26 
AuL;ust 1947, before me Ephron 	Thomas Wli,LIALS, Captain, detailed by 
C-in-C British Army of the Rhine. 

(SiLned) 	E.B. WILLIAMS 
Investigating Officer. 

Certified that the above is a true transLtion from German into English of 
the Deposition of Anna ELLBERG, marked Deposition No 

(Signed) 	A.D. SCBWARZBARD, S/Sgt, 
Field Investigation Section, 

War Crimes Group (NWE). 
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esiti  en IL. 

Trensletien 2f 

of 
Dr. Kerl R,,TH 

Deeesition en rth of Dr. Kerl Re.TH, mele, of Gettfriel-KinkeIstr. 3, 
sworn bufere 1:;ejer 	 of the. Lee,a1.6ectien, der 

(Ni) at Nu, 1 .1:,.r CrLeinals 	Centre MINMN on 29th 
September, 1A.7. 

	

I u Dr. K'.ri R_TH, I em 	German n- timaity, I -xs born on 3rd 
Pebruary, 1880. 	I studiel lew -n1 am a :.actor ef the 1e,,R.TJURG University 
I was julRe for civilien -n1 criminel ereceluree since 1907, am'. since 1914 
I P.M ;%mtsrerichtsret et the .."13LeD'EN -uts -ericht, Jh rc I was employed as 

julge till 1939. 	in 1939, I 	C'llA 	I 	lotnilel no 
Krigcscerichtsrat, later geerldeeseerichteret at the Division In. 	I 
stayed in this office until the .n'. of the wnr, elth_.ueh the militare 
authority to which I holoked, chan .-1 their pesitien. The staff te 
which I h-1 boon letailed, w 3 tr- nsferrel t , TRIER in 1939, -Alert) they 
stayed until rutumn 1944. 

hy immeliate superior was the Divisienskemernlant, who et the same 
time w- s the convonin7 authority. The next hijler authority was the 
Commander-in-Chief of the lieserve -ruy, i.e. until July, 1944, General 
P'ROhli an; since July, 1944, HIHMLER. 	The Lcal Department of the ..tray 
assisted him in locel matt rs ant was the hi:eheet -etherity in legal 
questi)ns. 	de hal lirect cerrese)nlence with this auth .rity and everything 
was one exclusively in writine. 	I li l ne ':no.; the jul - es there 
personally, and only knew some 'y thier name. T cannot remember thet I 
received eral instructions by telephne fr)m 	fr.m the Leep.1 
Department of the Cemmenler-in-"hief of the eJeervc Army. 	The normal 
channels for any instructions or orders from the Legal Department of the 
Cemmanler-in-Ohief of the Reserve Lrmy cencernine elministrative matters, 
were via the Oberetkriegseerichtsrat at 	 In 1944, Oberst 
6CHUMILNN was ei,peinted Oberkriee,s;eerichtsret 4i7:3e.DEN. 	.111 I have said 
above only cencerns minter.; matters, as we hed nethik, to 13 with civilian 
matters or vivili n leee 1 procedures. 

In 1944, a number of deserters of Luxembourg nationality were sentence1 
to loath by a court of law..,bout 15 - 20 of these death sentences were 
cemauted into imprisonment by the cenveninre authority, at that time 
General AMT. In Aueust, 1944, the man who hendled the c•- so received a 
teloprint by Hi-WM% in which it was sail that the Commander-in-Chief 
of the Reserve Aruy hed ordered the immelinte sheetirr of 10 Luxembourg 
nationals, mentioned by name, re:arline the murder of an Ortw-xuppenleither 
in LUMJLTiOURG. These ten Luxem'oeurgs were part of those above mentioned 
Luxembourg' nationals who at first had been sentenced to death anl whose 
sentence then hal been ce;emutel into a sentence of penitentiary. 	I 
never hal carried out such a thin, I telephoned the Le ;al Deeartment of 
the Cori enler-in-Chief of the Reserve 	an'. discussed the matter with 
Oberst REUCH at the telephone. He promised to exNaine the case. Some 
e.ys later I received a telephone c-11 frora a Krieeserichtsrat 

FICHTNER, who told me in the same matter that he 1i4 net at all intend 
to sent me amin a written order to confirm the previous order, as now 
I Yel received the order twice, the first time by teloprint, en:: the 
second time by telephene. 	He said the thin was quite in order, and if 
I .5ZI not carry out the orer immedietely, I would be hell responsible. 

Thereupon I telephoned the LINCIT irison, where seven of the Luxembeur_.  
natienals, who were to be shot, were hell. They were in arrest there, 
as after the sentence for desertion they h'l been declared unworthy to 
be sJ11iers (wehrunwuer7iej fnl therefere were civilians, 	I do not know 

/te .11-e)u 
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t.. -eh u I e.;:oke at the telej:ne. 	I cennet re-eel7er thet the mein in 
queutien refusal the executien of the Ar:er. 	It ie, 11-;ever, that h.. -.:3k1 for eilit-r: 	 execete the e!. tin-. 	It isessible that I tA.7 the official te ehem I ci.ke t 	r' the erler te the 
neerest edlitery Unit to carry out th, executien. 	I 1.) net kn,w, which Unit it wes, as it a:-.8 unknown to me which fermati.ne .arc statiened there. 

It wes 't thrt time ray eFiniJn an it is still e.; opinion now, that 
the camutetien ef a ur.th sentence into a sentence of iriprisonment is 
an act of ;1-ece, err'. as such an act of state. 	.. .et of state can be 
revoked by the heel of the State, end in the same wv an act of 7race cen be revel. 	If en ect of state is incorrect, it is velid for such a lorv, 

until it is reveked. 	the reveketien of this act of [2:ace was not 
revoked, it wrei van:: for me, nI I wr.:s of the epinien and am still 'of 
the .:pinion to-day that this was a le7,e1 orqer. 

In .:,enerel I 1e not a,i)reve reprisals, but there are occasions, 
where they are uneveiel.le enl necessary, for instance in partisan 
werfere. 	I censiler the sheeting of the Luxe ..burrs esa leeel reprisal, 
as :ay superior eutherity issuel the erler rnd the Carmen uilitery Law • 
says thrt every or for hrs to be cerried out, unless it is a crime or an 
offence which cnn be noticed by tho person who receives the order. .Ls I 
was convinced that it was a legel 'order, I passel it en, 

As a member of the env with the rank of Oberstleutnent (Lt.-Col.) 
I could net Five any orders te the c, - eanlant of a civilian prison, but 
I could only request him to le seelethin,17. 	Therefore, I prseel on the 
order as I had receive? it. 	If he h- I refused to cerry out I would have 
reportel it to the High Command of the Aeserve Army. 

At the time when I passed on the order to the prison commandant 
I knew that they were civilian prisoners of fereirrn nationality. 	But as 
far rs I knew the Luxeebourgs wore consilered Gcnurns, as they were celled 
up to the taw. 	I -suppesel that if the Coemener-in-Chief of the Reserve 
Army crn revoke an act of grace by !ri act ef state, he else can carry 
out the alteration of civilian prisoners int 	 r,riseners, and thus 
is entitled to issue an order for their executieel. 

I never fiunl anythin about this paint in the local cede, and even 
to-lay I le net knew where to leek for it. et th-t time there were so 
..zany regulations rn7 new ordinances that we oeull not have all laws in our 
office, or at least enly received them after a lerver period, and therefore 
I theueht it t'ne best to ask my quperior authority. 	During-  the telephone 
crll with Kriegsrerichtsrat FICHTICR I dil not dare to ask fJ, r the page 
of the legal code, as he had a threetenin: attitude on the telephene and 
the tension was obvie.es. 

The next day I received a report from the LINGEN Prison that the order 
had been executed. 	I do not know Dr. THIEL or Dr. OTTIN ER and cannot 
state anything more, but that the report about the execution of the orders 
came from the LINGSN Prison. I passed on this report to the High Command 
of the Reserve-Army. 

I have read the stetement of Dr. Heinz WOLDT and do not share his 
point of view. . But even if the order had been illegal, i.e. the 
revokation of the act of grace would not have been justified, oven then 
I would not be responsible for passing on this order, as I - in order to use 
Dr. dOLDT's words - could not see that the order was illegal under the 
described circumstances. 

(Sgd) Dr. Karl RA.TH. 

/SWORN 
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:3'.10RN by th,:: sir d Dei..-/nent Dr. Kr rl 
..)n 29th Sop tonbcro 947, before 

rae, 3...r.j;)r S. L. 	Log-.1 Sect :)n, 
r:)uiD ( -FT rt.;') 

(Sign,A) S. 	 .11A3r 
S:icti"Jn, 

wtr Cri,aos Or -Alp (NTJ) 
HQ B. 4.0.R. 

CERTIFIED that this is a .truc'translation fr..411 Gen_ an into English 
of the Dopostion of Dr. IC.r1 RATH, raarked Deposition No. 

D.3. 

44.4.-•■■••• • 
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Tr c.ns lat ion of 
D:1-1.1411011 

of 

Richard 

Deposition on Cath of :;.ich rd THIEL, male, of 64 	 Str., 
PAPEN2URG, Emsl and, sworn before Ephron Brirai. Thomas 7:illicsris, Captain, 
The ,:iahchestcr Regiment, of 	Crimes Group (M.E), at P.A.PENBURG on 
15 August, 1917 

I am THIEL Rich-:rd, born on 21 June 1374 in GC. LITZ, lawyer by occupation, 
German nationality. 

I, TI-TIEL, was told that I 	not forced to mr...co a statement against 
my will, but that any such state.iont which I shall :1- :a , ti.i11 be trxen 
do,:.n in -,-;riting c:x.1 r.-tay be used as evidence. 	I !aos.c, this stateilient 
of ray own free will, -.Athout any force or promise of reward. 

I went to school until I 	20 years of age, and then I studied ciedicine 
for one •yersx and law for three y:..!:.ro at the Universities of BERLIN, 
IELSIG and 	SLAU. I rlualifieO as an assessor in 1903 and wonted in 
the Public Prosecutor's Branch until 1907. I then uc to COCHUM as 
the director of the Central Prison -nd rcuaincd there until 1913. 	From 
1913 until 1922 I worked as a Public Prosecutor in several towns. 	In 
1923 I beca,.x.. President of the StrafvollzugsarAcs (coLnittee supervising 
e.;:ccutions of sentences) in H.Lna,-: and remained there until 1933. 	In 
1933 I w(Lnt to ESSEN 	a Landg_richtzdirectur (county court) and 
remained there until I was 1939. 	In 1941 I ....4aS rc.called 
and was employed as the deputy lca.d(r of the Strafanstf_lten (prisons) 
in ESSEN, BOCHIL and BR-21:D.Lt.7BURG. 	In 194.3 I ca.le to PAHNBURG as a 
Deputy of the controllinL :- .uthorities for th:. 1;y.Island Prison Camps. 

One morning in the late sur.t.:er of 'OA, I rec:civec a tslephonc call from 
the ICRIEC-6GERICHTSRAT of the 71.314DiallEGSG:MICHT in TIZIER. 	I answered 
the call personally. 	I Y:z:.s told that 7 Ltr7er.foourgers were in the 
crraps, who had forck_rly been sentenced to death, but -;:hose sentences had 
been com.lutui and that the Co-.:-.iander-in-Chief of the Reserve .',my had 
cancelled the co.nutatit)li 	given the ordcr to c -xry out the death 
sentence because an Ort:;gruppenlei.ter had been shot in Luxe!- Ibourg. 	I 
received the order to haVe the e:-ccutien carried out, but I refushed 
this order b,cause it wc.s purely a uilitary 	'xid had nothing to do 
ith thc ;authorities, whereupon the J:Z.1..•' 	. ]:(1-rinit.A.T told me 

that the c;:ecution should be oarriecT out by the ;inv. 	I told him that 
I was prepared to inform the 1.iilitr.ry unit in IJIiGEN abOut the cider for 
the e;:ccution. 	The ICZI:n;;CE:;I.._171.64:0 a) a.) 	that the e;:ecution 
rs to be carricd out as soon as -i.1:ssible. 

Afterwards I told Dr. OTTIITC-..5': that he shoul ,.t --:.ice the necessary 
arrangents in that n..spect. 	..3 f .r r.s I an rectec:,ber a telegram 
arrived later which confir..ied 	t:• .L.f hen conversation and the 
names, including also one of the 	-.:hich had been wrongly given 
before. 	I believe that because of 	sundc.ratandinf: about one 
nark the e:.ecution 	delayed. 	 711. repc, rt d is Li:. two (L::;is 
late:: that the c:,:ecution had b:e-n 	out. 	then reported 
this to the FEIDIGIEGSG.IdICET (Field 1.iiiitL-xy Court) in 7.:IT2. 

CTTINGE:: also tel.': 1.10 that besides himself Dr. 	 also 
present at the execution but that the Chaplian had re 	in the 
prison. 	I suppose that Dr. O.;:TING.;:R 	er,::ercd. the Ch i , lian and 
Dr. HILIIIANN to to ;present at toe 	 ,3 I had not one it -.:;self 

1 
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I .Lcdt 	the .--7,.tt.r in the highest belief that I -..-rts dcin 
duty. 

I have notilinT furJaer 

.(sga, Dr. Richard THU:L. 

3v.orn by the  th sr.i De:.)onent ichrC TLL L voluntarily at i):2211BURG. 
en 15 2.ucust 19/+7, before 'lc, .hron Brin Thoz 	ILLIJS, Captr.in, 
det -.ile(:. by C. in C. British 	of the aim. 

(Sgd) 	,.T. YILL1 

Investig:%ting Officer. 

Certified that this is true tr,-nsiatien from Ger.lan into English 
of the Deposition cc ichxd 11;1111,, '1c.riced Deposition No. 

Cpl. 
.Interpret„r. 

Field Investigaien Sectien. 
Cri.:ies Group (1f.:1. 

(H. REDWOOD) 

Oft 
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NOTES ON THE CASE 

(Under this heading should be included the view taken as to (a) the degree of 
responsibility of the accused in view of his official position, e.g., was offence 
committed on the offender's own initiative, or in obedience to orders, or in carrying 
out a system approved by authority or a legal provision ; (b) the probable defence; 
(c) whether the case appears to be reasonably complete.) 

in view -of 	. 
'.;h:.st: the eNecurions .Jcre 

. J C AlS 	 ...151 have 
.:Ace in thi2 .,anocr :nu uula 2u1 j!trtic- 

it 	 ti,4e 
be 	oqt as a -,.(J)risa1. 
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SHORT STATEMENT OF FACTS. 

Luxe-:abury 	 6 ; 	• 

atxtHn of .:_,r,c;e: 	.:er.tan;,/ 	 •- 	. • 
for es e ution and 	_1 	dc a • 	 „ 
iladrieon :lent Lthd the.; v,e.se 	 • ._ 

19)f a Ger,K,ro 	 7-7  
to the :.rst nalited aocuE.ed, 	 vit."13  an 
in which 	 Pr-1 	1.4a3 	ti_1.1, tt 7, 6,.) 	.•e 
re priaal. 	Itinuale r' s 	- 	 1."te 2:::nteo 	 %he 
it tal 2svel..e 1. 	'oe 	 ,..-)11 t 	o  

and the executi-Als ire duly ea 	 th,.; 	 nw.teci 
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of 
Le...EL HEIDER 

Deposition on oatd of Karl HEILER, male, of Weigerstr. 4, Siegburg, 
sworn before me, Ephron Brian Thomas ;11.oLL::..-IS, Capt. the Matichester Regt. 
of War Crimes Investigation Unit at Dusseldorf on the 4th Jan. 46. 

I ara-Karl HEIDER and am of : ;rr.lan nationality. I am. an Oberegierupge-
rat and was burn on the 9.8.1660. 

I have been informed that I am not forced ti „lake this statement unless 
I wish to do so, but that every statement I make will be written down and 
can be used as evidence at any time. - I make .this statement voluntarily, 
with_alt any force or coercion and prouises of all: reward. 

In august or &ptember 19L4 I w..o on leave and HOA-11;11i was my deputy 
in the Siegburg prison. one day, Inspector GROSS 'phoned me and said that 
he would like me to give hid some advice on a very unpleasant matter, 
because HOITILNII was not in the prison at present. GROSS told me that he 
had received a 'phone call fro:.1 a Kriegsgerichturat RilTH from Trier. 
GROSS told me, that 'MIA-LER.  had. ordered tht 10 LuxeADurgers were to be shot, 
because of the murder of an Ortsgruppenleiter in Luxemburg. Three of 
these ten, were in the prison in Siegburg. They had .-.)ready been condemned 
to death once before, but WA been reprieved and sentenced to 15 years 
imprisonment. 

I steid. to GROSS that I c uld not give him any orders because I was on 
leave but I would give him the f llowing advice: 

I told him that he should Le very ca:eful because 

I 	
Ni, Kriegsgerichtsrat is not my saperior, 

2 	an execution is nit carried out by the Vollaugsbehorde, 
L.dmin. authorities) but by the Volistreckungsbeherde 
executive authrities)." 

I reminded GROSS that I was against the carrying out if executi.ms in my 
prison and I gave him the advice 	the Kriegsgerericktorat 
that he should contact the appropriate Volistreckungsbehxde. 

• On tie next day naviu-ffil came to :de and said that the execution of the 
three Luxemburgers had been carried out that liornine. I asked him who had 
given the alder for the execution and he said th:.t it was the Fester 
Straatsanwalt SCHULTZ. IKATIU said that he had protested to SCHULTZ 
but SCHULTZ ordered that the execution should be carried out and put the 
Ersten Hauptwachtmeister LUEG in charge, to carr it out. SCHULTZ was 
present at the execution, and as fax as I know, the firing squad c nsisted 
of the fAlowing officials, 

i/c seuad LUEG 
and the officials P.:DKE, ENGELS, KLEER, and SCHNEIDER. 

I heard later that LUEG gave the 'mercy shot' to Ale ,f the condemned 
I all c,nvinced that none ofthe officials volunteered fJr the execution. 

This is all I have 	say in this .,ar.tter. 
(Signed) K. HEIDER 

Sworn by the said dap anent Karl 	v-luntarily at DUSSELDORF on the 
4.1.47 before me Ephron Brian Thomas ZiALL,.;Z, Capt. The Manchester Regt. 
detailed by the C. in C. British 	of the Rhine. 

	

(Signed) 	 Capt. 
Investigating Offic-r. 

CEKTIFIED that this is a true translation from Gck.x.n into English of the 
deposition of Karl HEIDER, marked DEPOSITION No.1. 

(Signed) 	SCIELRZaid1D, Sgt. War Crimes Investigating Unit. 
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Translati ;n of 	 Do 

of 

Theodor IMEDI 

Deposition on oath of 'Theodor KLall, 	of 111.14.iiialiBLVG, ovA)rn before 
me, Ephron Brian Thouas 	Capt. The 1.Lnchester 2.egt. of ..;ar Criuus 
Group (11.,,E) at No. 4. CIO RECZWI2GILUS311  on the 28. 4',pril 1947. 

I an Theodor KLEIN, and an on Geraan nationality. J: au a hunter • y 
profession and was born on the 16.11.94. 

...hen I caue into the prison on the ...orninT ‘)f the 23 4..ununt 19/44 at 
6.00 hrs SCI-EsIEIDM said to uc on the corridor that three ..ien were 1;0 be 
shot and that I was naued for the corziando. Thu other officials wore caret-Ai? 
there and knew auout it. 	.10 tried to refuse but Se..bilri'Z vA.mid not grant it, 
FrJra then everything went on very 	Thw prisoners wore t''.ken to the 
place of execution and were shot. I was in the firinF: squad and shot at tn., 
one on the left hand side. Two of thou wore dead i..-Liediately and one of 
them received a .acroy shot frou Oberw:-.:ehti:.eister LULL. The prisoners had 
their hands tied behind their backs. They wore no blindfolds. 

The prisoners w-re very quiet and heroic. Before we went to. the 
place of execution one of the prisoners said to QC in the corridor: 
u ■lachtmeister, if you hot at me hit ne in the heart." I 	n ,t know 
the prisoners and ,nly f )urkl out later why they ;IC; .f.%J shot. 

I have never hit or kicked a 1)risiner or ill-treated one in any other 
way. I have also never seen any .ither )fficials who have 04.)ne this. 

I have been t let that I Li nut need t uake this deposition and that 
it can be used before a court as evidence. I cake this deposition 
v.duntarily without any force or promise of rewr 

(signed) Theodcr KLM1. 

RECKLINGH...USEN, before Ile Ephron Brian Thouas ...iILLIII.I.51, Capt. The 
iianchester Rest, detailed by the C. in C. British .-.rny of the Rhino. 

SI,ORN by the said deponent Theodor KLEIN, voluntarily at No. 4. CIC 

(sinned) 	E..1...T. ..li lia,-.1s, C -..L.t. 
Investinatins Officer. 

OniTIFIED TH,T THI:-.3 L.; ,,. TRUE T,....ifiaL.,,TILIN froze Geruan into 1,1v,,lish 
of the Deposition of Theodor i'd.,EIN, .iarked Deposition no. 6. 

(signed.) i,.D. SC1f.LaZI3....10, Sgt. 
Interpreter. 

Field Investigation Sucti..., n, 
War Crines Group-  (14-..iE) 
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Je;apsition No. 8. 

Translation of 

Dwoosition 

of 

Karl ic.C,IL.,SCH. 

Deposition on oath of Karl KOLL-SCH, male, of Gartonstr. 311.LBURG, sv,orn before 
mc, i-iphron, Brian, Thomas .,711;OI..OS, Capt. 	_Oolchestor Regt. of .iar Crimes 
Group (NZ) of 14u. 4. CIO RLCKLIICGILIISZN or 

I am Karl KOILLoSCH, and am of Gem= nationality, I am a prison official by 
profession and was born on the 23.11.040 

I have been told that 1 do not nood to 1,-,ako this Deposition but that if I do 
so it can be used cis evidence before a court. I make this deposition 
voluntarily, oithout force or any promise of reward. 

On the morning of 23 august 1944, I vali told that three Luxembourg prisoners 
were to be executed. Oboroachtmeister .3CfthillIDLal ordered me on that morning 
to report to the prison mino.2.,onont. I askc.:(-i the officials who were assembled. 
there, Vi hat the matter was. None of their soomod to onow. I then asked Father 
IlliENSTER about it and he answ:crod., that three Lmwrabourg prisoners Viere.  to be 
executed. I also asked Oberviachtmeister LUIZ the solle thing, and he gave re 
the same answer. Father1;KULTR told no ULlo rig other things, that I should 
console myself for, should these peoplo fall in the hands of the Gestapo one 
could not know tortures they would have to undergo, -os these ion could not 
be saved anyoay, we could knot at least that they would have a decent end. 

that time none of know that vie would have to take part in the shooting. 
-,ihen we left the yard Oberoachtmeister Lila; pointed to us with his finger 
and said: You, You and you, etc. are in the Komi:ando. ,■-e did not know at that 
tiro that we ourselves would. have to take part in the .shooting. .ie only found 
this out on the place of execution. 1 then said to Dr. SCHUIL, that I aould 
not do this as it is not in oor nature. He answered that I was un duty and that 
this was a part of r.-iy duty. The execution took place in the UHIRoTHiii3 HOF 
SIDGBURG. I cannot remotaber if the hands of the prisoners wero tied during the 
ex3cution, but I know that they rofasod blindfolds. I shot at the centre 
man. .•11 three fell to the ground. The mal -oho stood at the right needed a 
!aercy shot on Dr.1101-111' s rocomiendtati m. DIV- gave the mrcy shot. It seemed 
to me)  that the three died in a quiut and heroic manner. 

From personal experience and :ontact pith Dr. SCHULZ I can say that the is very 
brutal and bad, iveryone was forced. to go out of his way. I hold hiu 
responsible for the part I hail to take in this matter and I have already 
suffered a lot from it. 

I have never hit 	kicked a p:isoner or ill-treated one in any other way. 
have also never soon any other official do this. 

(Signed) Karl KOLL,SCH 

S,-TORN by the said Deponent Kari KOLLoSCH, voluntarily at No. 4.. CIC RECKLIIGHASEN 
before me, Ephron Brion Tirmas .v.-1-_,T.J.ts,  Capt. The ldanchoster Rcgt. detaile)_ 
by the C. in C. British ,,rmy of lie Rhine. 

(Signed) ..D.SCHiloRZBoRD 
Sgt. 

Fiol.i. Investigation Section 
,;a.r Crimps Group (NZ) 
(Sgt..o.D. SCHoldin.o.HD.) 

I 

(Signed.) E.B.T. 
Investigating • Officor. 

CERTIFLO that this is a true tr,-,-islati in frz-;,a German into English of the 
Deposition of Karl O.O.Loi.301-1, raarkd Deposition NO. 8. 
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.ATIC,N No.13. 

Dil2CSITION 

of 

Heja.rich 1[61 ...I'll 

Deposition on oath of Heinrich HOZ 

110fOre ra01 	 The 

Section, .1-3X Or ilattS Gr.-,up (N...4 at No. 

malo, of Bachstrasse 6, Siegburg, sv.orn 

-a,w pester Regt., of :acid Investigation 

.■OrfO, Fischbeck, on the 7th July,1947. 

I am Heinrich HOFIL).NN, of German nationality, 	aia an Oberinspektor by 

occupltion and was born on 16 	 1903. 

I have been told that I am not forced to make this sta.tement, but that if I 

do so it 1. :ay be used as evidence before a court. I make thLs statement 

voluntarily, without ccg.pulsion or any proi.dse of reward. 

From 1939 I vias ciaployea in SLMBURG Iprisoh. From 1939 I was works impactor. 

4. In .uL,7 ust 1944 ray ii...mediate superior iaas Oborrogicrungstat 	 On the 

evening of 23rd ..,.u,:r,ust 1944 I went into the prison at about 21C0 hrs. 

Diroktor HIDER was on leave and I was his deputy. Inspectors iLi1DORN and GR(.13":.-3 

told me that Oberkriegsgerichtstrat R...TH had phoned and told them that the 

prisoners CH...RP.S2JEN, BUCK 	i;.01-111.2.2 were to be executed by 5 o'clock next 

morning either by members of the prison staff or L.:embers of the SD and that 

this order Ca1:10 from SS Fuehrer 	 hiuself. The reason giyen for this was 

that 	Ortsgruppenleitur in Luxembourg ha.d been murdered by deserters 

and that 10 Luxembourgers"  whohad been c,onderaned to death for desertion and 

whose sentence had later boon cocci .uteri to 15 ye:-..rs imprisonment were to be shot 

as hostages in reprisal. 

The prisoners had already been placed in separate .oells and. had been examined 

by the prison doctor. riaDORN als o said that Sturmfuehrer TILG:.:;R of the SD 

had been inforr.ied, and ,had received his instruction,;. Before I arrived GROSS 

had already phoned Obergerichtsrat R.i.TH to eonfirm the accuracy of the order. 

I told them that I refused to carry out a.  death sentence Eik3 Dr..,..TH did not 

have.  the right to give us such instructions, and because we were not an 

organization for the carrying uut 01 death El entencQs but only for carrying 

out prison sentences. .ifter this conversation ILLIDORN and I wont to Dr.SCHULL's 

house and informed him of this ra..ttc..r. Da..., OHT.J11. asked us te go with 11,in to - 

TIM-2E0s house to find out if tho teloprint 	 the execution had 

arrived. In TILGER's office Dr.SCHULZ took the load in the discussion. Tho 

toleprint had not yet arrived.. Thereupon I refused to have the three 

Luxembourgers shot by officials who were only entrusted. with tho carrying out 

of prison sentences. T1IGERthen answered that it 7i :Jun be very difficult fer 

hire' to detail a squad as there wen:: no SS i.lon en the spot in SIEG.3U2G, that 

other Men would have to be stiaLioned fro;-.1 ether places and that ho was awaiting 

a phom call about the matter. Dr.Schulz and I then :rent hum and HaDui-in 

went to the prison. 

,t about 0600 hrs next morning lEIDORN came to 	hew° and told meth..t the 

chief prosecutor, Dr.SCHULZ had taken the carrying eut of the exoeut.,....n into 

his on hands and had already appoint°, the necessary of'ficials. I ;.y elf 

was to report in the prison by 0700 hrs. 

I arrived at tho prison shortly before 0706 hrs. ,ht 0700 hrs.1-)r.SCHULZ, 

Dr.H0Fiti, Father .:1UENST.::2, ifiaDOAN .and I ent.ant the •Jffice of the prison - 

;?;jj actor  1-111.DER, Dr.SCHU1Z hr_d with him the pei^s.:)n-.1 documents of the prisoners 

and a telegram. Dr.SCHULZ said 	no and: ifaupwachtmeis 

also present., that LtI&G was an old soldier - and c.-:al thus give a good c,;r...and. 

Because of this he was to tako charge .1.0 the squad. Immediately on r.v.  arrival 

• SCHULZ told Lie thy.t he had rc.:co, ivod ren or,:!.er t..; carry out the executi..r. aith 

prison officials 
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prie.,n officials. F.-.--.thor 	 sat.l. 	that I shoulj console 
lyself and that it *■4r.s also his ;•,ish t3 have those mon shot bar the prison 
so that they J:-.i• ht part Ike 	hAy eo).-4..unien and that they couLd be buried by 
us. -  The prisoners vere then bretk-Lht in ,..no uy anc, first CI-L.11L).j.,IJEN, then 
BUM and lastly icfLiNERI Dr.SCHULZ 	the:.= that they had been condemned 
to death but that their sentence had later 	been commuted to 15 years 
imprisonaent, but that they had again been condemned to death as hostages 
for the murder of an Ortsgruppen1:;iter in Luxembourg on HII.laiERI a orders. 
He asked them if they •ackno-,•ae 	the scnience. 	 and BUCK 
accepted the sentence and raised n.,..,..bjectionse The nevis calLe as a surprise 
to them but they remained very c 	 that he had been condeianed 
although innocent and that he .111 net accept the sentence. He thereupon 
broke don and viept. 

The three were then taken t.. three s-part..tc 	and i;ere given vriting 
paper, cigaraettes and later ..n sandwiches. They then vent to church and 
took holy couaunion. 	ab..,ut 0900 hrs the prisoners -;iere taken into the 
yard and from there -;.ere transported to the ULii.THEA firing range. .4 the 
firing-range the prisoners gore placed next to each ether viith about one 
yard bet-icon them. The firing squad, censf...sting of seven 1.-.en, stood about 
ten yards a',4ay 	them. a far as I re;-:erber the prisoners had their 
hands tied. I think they refuse l to be blindfolded. Father -.7LINST:Jil said 
a fey; good words to them - Dr.30HULZ once again read out the sentence 
and after that he gave Chief -"-ardor LUNG the erder to carry out the 
sentence. Therempun UTEG gave the order to fire and each man fired one 
round. 	three pris ...ners fell to the :;round.. Dr.H01-11 examined the 
bodies and ascertained that to of them v■ere dead and that the third 
required a mercy-shot. -.ftor that the bodies were placed into coffins 
and taken to the cemetery, -,hero they ..sere buried. bi Father laiNSTER. 

As a prison official I only knoy, the 1.ianual of Penal La-.7, but as far as it 
is knoval to me, a commutation once given cannot be cancelled. It is possible 
that it is different in military lavi. Dr.SCHULL in his capacity of deputy 
General District Attorney (General $taatsanwalt) -,ias the superior of all 
prison directors in his district and ti; also also empovic:red to carry our 
executions. 

($gd) Heinrich  HORLON 

Sv,orn by the said Deponent Heinrich HORIANN voluntarily, at No.2 WCHC 
before me, Ephron Brian Thomas WILL.I.V,.;3, Co..pt., The Manchester 

Regt. detailed by the C-in-C British .4.rtikv of the Rhine. 

(Sgd) E.B. T. ALLI 
Capt. 

Investigating Officer. 

Certified that this is true translation from German. into English cf the 
Deposition of Heinrich HORtiANN, marked Deposition No.13. _ 

(Sgd) 
S/Sgt.• 

Field Investigation Section., 
War CriMes Group (WL) 

30H.LtRa..,RD) 
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The  for  

Depositi)n on ,.%th of Theidor GRO::;3, :.,:lc of Siegbur, Leistnstr. 90 
sworn before 	Elphron 	 Ca-it., The Manchester iteLt. of 
Field Investi;ation Sucti,n, 	 Groui; (Itr...TE) on the 22nd July 1947 
at No. 4. CIC REDICLINGIL.USIN. • 

I ara Theodor G.J3S and 	Gon.lan natimality. I was O urn 	the 
7.6.1893 and o.;.1 	 insiJector 	.profession„.  

Jn the 1st 	,:arch 19)+2 I ea-..le to the Si..gburs:; .„.risen as a chief 
secretary. On the i'irst 	.:arch 1943 I went to the Jberslandesgericht in 
C)logne and on *bp I st of March I returned to the Sic,sburg prison as an 
Inspect Jr. 

whilst on duty n the 22nd ..-az 	1)44:  I received a telephone call in 
the prison between 16.30 hrs. and 17.00 hrs. The caller said "Here is the 
Feldkreicagericht Trier, Kriefsf -;:.richtarat 	Dr. .0_1.... said, that a 
leader of the Geraan national isoci,'•.list -.rorkers ii-.rty h'.3 been uurdered in 
LuxeLiburg by Luxemburg deserters; 	as a reprisal 	has ordered that 
the three Luxer.fourg prisoners CIL,ituATTjEN, BUCK and KOILZi were -to be shot. 
The execution of the order was ti i,c rci,ort ea by the next 	I replied, 
that such a :let sure could AA be. undertaken on tho Lasip 	a telephone call, 
whereupon he anowered that a teloprint ziessace was already on the Ida y 

The prison director Rreierun;srat mama was on holiday. 01Jc:sins-pat or 
Iik.)114,1,IN was his deputy. Because of this I iumediately tried to find 
Oberinspektor HOZ.L.PN in orde_.  to inforra hia of the telephone call. HOELIZT 
was away on duty, - therefore 1' telePiaoided HEIDER in his house 	inforaed 
him of the contents f the telephone call fr..:;a1L.Th, HEIEDEC. said that we were 
not an authority for carrying out 11 OXGelltiQ11, and Sto.atsanwalt SCHULTZ as 
deputy of the General Stuatsanwalt who 	:es to Siegburg 	Colosne every 
eveninL: would have to :lake a decision 

Because I could not find 	I c nsulted Inspector HEIDOIF. and 
Father MUNSTIli, to decide what to do in this .1.tter„. 	First of all we 
decided to telephone Lack to Trier t i ascertain tht. correctness of the first 
phone call. This was done and we were assured that the first phone call 
had been correct and present  that a t eloprint I:K.:sac:go, was on the way. 	Dr. 

ht-aself was nut present then, I asked the official on the phone to- toll 
Dr. Iti,TH that he should acain phone the Sietfourg prison. 

was we expected that the three Luxeraburgers w.iixlu be taken away any 
time by the SS or police, we placed the..1 in single culls, in order that 
Father iIUIiSTEl2 would have an opportunity to talk with th(L.1 once again before 
they were taken away. Dr. MIN came to the ;prison and I told him to 
exa;-aine the prisoners.. This was done. iieanwhile it had bec..-:,e evening 
and HOF11.,..NN had returned. 

I reported the %/hole ,Aatter to hi,.1 and he said that this uatter did 
not concern us and that he would put the uatter before the first Staatsanwalt 
SCHULTZ. I then went h „de. 

The next day I cc.;_ic to the prison at about 8 olc1A3k and went straight 
to 	office. Later A-1, when I left uy office in the course of duty I 
saw SCHULTZ on the stairs an: heard hi.:,calinc to one of the officials, 

car where arc the cs or so;Aothinr7 	
. 	

I was not present at the 
execution. 

Later on after the execution we talked as Ong ourselves and we- were 
shocked (that were 	ILUF11:i%11- , Father 1,IUI:STEa. and I) that prison 
officials hard to carry out the execution .xiI--faso that pris.., ners who h.41 
been sentenced to death and later on 	'neir sentence coi.y.lutc.: to 
imprisoment were all the Or ..“10 Bil 	 U 	u;), , n it as a iurder„ 
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un the evening; T. Lf ,re the ex.:cution I :alto the .,..)orc)no... files :-)f the 
•„ three Luxemburgers 	liKIV,.11, 	Th;:sc files were returned t.) „le on the 
i.afternion after the - executim t: ;ether with the Protokoll, a report about the 
execution and the teleprint frou the Kriez_,..);).)richt in Trier. I .Ice pt those 
files for ine Jr two (lays an -tien hatl to hand the::: ...ver to Dr. SV.ULTZ on his 
order. 	Thcreup m I ;.:,r...ve hit:, these files •and have never seen theia again. 

In the files which I handed over to Dr. SCHULTZ 1 h:..a seen ,und read.: 

The tieleprint from the Krice,sgericht in Trier, 
Thy copy Df the teloprint which Dr. SCIrulaz sent to the Kriegagericht 
in .Trier reporting the carryinL; out if the cxecuti m, 
The protokoll of the 23rd 	which -,r.o signed by HELDUIV 
and SC;IULTZ, 
1~ copy of the report about the execution, whi*Ch was signed by WJULTZ, 
HOE.:.111, 	r.nd 

I have seen a copy Jf the teleprint froiA the Kriessizericht in Trier, 
an swear that this is a true copy uf the oriLinal. This copy is :::.rked 

• as Exhibit 

I have aeon a copy .f the teic:rint which Dr. SCHULTZ sent to the 
irie;..;agericht in Trier, and swear that it is a true copy of the copy which I 
have read. This copy is .1o.rked 	'B'. 

I have seen a copy if the protokoll of the 23 4i.uLust 1944, r_,.nC, swear 
that it is a true copy of the prutokoll which was signed by imrpow 
anLI XHULTZ. This copy is Lrxked as Exhibit. tC t„ 

I have. seen a copy of the rel)ort about the cxeouti 	swear that 
it is a true copy of the report which was si:ned by SCHULTZ, IiL..6,:4;1\111*, 
and HOIST. This cop;- is narke.:1 as MchiLit 

(signed) Theodor GitOSS. 

SWUM by the x.id deponent Theodor Gil06S voluntarily at N..... 4. CIC 
RECi4ItIg-L4.USEN, in the 22n:. July 1 9 4.7 before me Ephron 	Thous 
:ILL-LT.41.Z, Capt. The 1.1anche.ster Rect., • of Ficla Investigation Section, 
-.Far Criues Group (1,1*.iE) 	 detailed by the C: in C. British .ia.rr.ky  of 
the ;.hind. 

(si:ned) E.L.T. 	Capt. 
I nvc,stif,ating Jffiocr. 

CaCTIFIED that this is a true trafislati frau GerLian into English of the 
of Theodor GitOSS 1.0Xkal DOI si ti n 	1 

(signed) 	D. SCILLIZZB.idt.D. S/Sub. 
Field InveatiL;:..tion Section, 

• War Criuos Group (Ira) 

! 
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Deposition on oath of Willi 
sworn before me Ephron Brian Thoi. 
)f Field Investiation Section, :1,  
at SIETIMG. 

LET.JCII'M 	of SIEGBUII.G, Leiociistr.913 
..; 	 y The .1anchestcr 
.r Crii les Group (ii -J-E) un the 22nd July 194.7 

I am 	LEUCHTE and 	of Geran natiJnalit. I a..1 a prison 
administratiDn insi.octor and was born on the 20.2.1909, in ...t,C1-034,, 

In 1941 I came to the Siegburg prison as_an apprentice administration 
Inspect3r. In 1942 I became a regular administratin Inspector. 

At about 3 o'clJck in the evenin„: of the 22nd Aug. 1944, Inspector GROSS 
came to me in my Lard= and told me that 3 Luxe;:iburg prisoners were to Ipe 
shot as hostages f_a- the murder of an 0rtsgrupenleiter in Luxembur. GROSS 
then left me and some time later Herr iiji■;:-IN came to me and we went together 
into the prison. 	I -Lac, Herr IR)1114 what G.I.t0sS had said to me whereupon 
i-Ra.:41TI1 said that thisp.tter is no concern of ours and that we nad nothing 
to do with the execution. Gaoss was in the prison. HOYJdif reproached 
GROSS saying that he should not have accepted the whole :atter in the first 
place, but that he should have pointed out to the Kriogs:erichtsrat 
that we were not responsible for an executi,n. 4Lfter ruceit of the first 
telephone call Gaoss had placed the prisoners in single cells and had asked 
for the doctor and the Chaplain. I support e. HORLAL11.1 when he reproached 
GROSS, because he had dine this. I then went home. 

The next morning I arrived in the yard of he prison section at about 
3.30 hrs. I saw that there were already 2 or 3 cars there and SCHULTZ was 
also there. During the conversation SCHULTZ said to me where .are those 
follows. By that he meant the LuxemLurgers. I told him that they were 
still at Mass. Thereupon he gave me the order that I should zu to the 
Chaplain and tell him that he should hurry. I aid not ;u int, the church 
but int-) my office. After the service had finished I heard the three 

coming down and went to them. They had been placed in three offices of the 
administration. There was an official 7:ith each Ale. They received 
something to eat and to smoke and wore -loo Liven the ooportunity to writ:; 
letter. I said good-bye to theJi and saw them being led down saw that each 
one entered a different car and then drive away. 

I know that the three Luxemburgers had been o:ndemned to death 
that their sentences had been commuted to imprisonment. 	I have been 
with the legal department in :..:then for 3 years, 4 of the::: with the 
Investigating Cunsel (Untcrsuchungsrichter) and had general nnowledge 
of penal law. In addition I had already been in the prison service for 5 years. 
I know of no law which can recall a con utation once it had been given. 

far as I know, the action against the three.  Luxemburgers was illegal. 

(signed) 	LEUChTEa 

szapi by the said Deponent Willi LEUCHTFat, before me Ephron Brian Thomas 
;n1,13, Capt. the Manchester Regt. of 'Jar Crimes Group (AF./E) on the 
2nd July 1947 at Siegburg, detailed by the C. in C. British ...rmy of the Rhine. 

(signed) E.- 
Investigating Offlc-r. 

CYRTIFEED that this is a true translation from Gems l_ into Enrlish of the 
deposition of 7illi LLUCHTER, marked Deposition No. 15. 

(signed) A.D. SCHI.itZLIARD, S/Sgt. 
Field Investigatiin Section, 
War Crimes Group (1fiE) 

IV 
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Deeeeitier. 	.).•.th of Her:eann HalX)R1,1 1  le of 	notrasoe, 9 
.A.ipp art 	artien, awe rri 	f ro 	 _eta 	, 	t The 
Hanchester leeet., of Fiell Investigation Sectien, k.r Criues Greup 
the 30th July 194.7 ,:;.t •Jeze i.,erthel--elariec.-In, • 

I au Her,eann HEIDeRN 	 n.c.Lti...nalit:e. 	I au an acleinietra- 
ti.)n inspector by occulatiin and. 	 the 22.6.143 in Darien. 

In 1)41 I came•  to the Siegbury prisen ae an 	rcntico .c1.dnitratiun 
inspecter, 	et the beginnihe of 194.3 I 	ca.io i regul....x 
Inspector. One evening in .i.,.ueuot 1)44 	Jn .uty in the Siegburg prison. 
PelicepInspecter Gi.L3cceeeti. e in a very excited cenlitien and eai t ) tie 
that Oberkriegsgerichtsrat 	■froLi Trier h ph)ned. and gi.ven hiu the Jrder 
that three Luxeuburgers 741) were in the prison were to be shot by the SD 
(Security Service). 	He st-_\.icl that thio jrcLc 	fr_ne KatiILER, at Gel:it:Lander 
in Chief ef the reserve „r .y tee.: was a reprioa.1 against the shooting of an 
urtsgruppenleiter in Luxemburg. It concerned the three Luxeuburg prisoners, 
CHeRP.OTJEN, DUCK, iStAllEa, who hal been :-....cntenceC. 	:eath for desertion but 
whose 3Cntenooa had been ceeieuted to '15 years 1,-.Apri8oneent, GROSS also 
told :le that the three prisonero ha,: already 1.)--.:en planed in single cells and 
that Dr. HUHN had been sent fur to exami.ne the prisoners. Ile then tried 
to reach the 1(rie3sgerichtorat Rail by telephone u confirm the first phone 
call. Erster Staatsamr.it Dr.:30...TULTZ, Oberinspektor HOIlleNtl as deputy 
for the prison director HEID1 an.2. myself, then went to Obersturrafuehrer 
TILGER, chief of the SD in Siegburg. Pastor UST exeressly asked us to 
try and ebtain a pro:-.-lise from TILGER to the effect that in ca3c the three 
above eientioned are hended over to him, he should be given the ee- .,ortunity 
to give theta spirj.tual assistance. Dr. SCHULTZ infused Herr ILOER of the 
content of the telephone a enverse..tion vihereupen TILGEk answered that he would 
first of all have t et in teuch with hieoUpurior authority and would later 
en let the prison knew if the-  er.'.ers given t) hi. ',le then left TILGER'd 
house and I went back to to prie.m.  as I was on night (lute. 4'et aeeut 12 
0'cleck at night I received a ilhone-call frou TILGER in which he infermecl -etc 
that he ceuld net carry out the execution 'oecease he hre: not received any 
instructions and also because he had n 	 for it. Lt bout 
1 o'clock I %gain phoned Dr. R„TH in Trier 	-to he vas not in his office, 
I spoke to him in his house, 	I inforacd hie of what TILGLR had told me 
whereupon he tele. me that the shooting sheuld Lc carried out y prison 
officials. Hereby he referred to a iainioterial agreement b ehich :;risen 
officials can carry out the execution of a sentence. Thereueon I t_ia him 
that I had no 0..utherity tj eake air decisions and that I would connect him 
with Dr. SCHW,TZ. 	I then di.). this. Some time later Dr. SCHULTZ phoned ;ea 
and said that the execution weulk.1 be carried ut by erison officials and that 
he would make all the errange.ealts which are nenessary. Thereupon I 
wont bo Pa-etor 	TT and inferred hici of the facts. ...et eperoxi.eately 
5 o 'clock in the ,...)rning, the telegrau free the Kriegsgericht in Trier, 
which ordered the shooting of the three prioonerS was sent on to the 
Siegburg prison fre,1 the police He, in Oolene. I have been shown a copy of 
this telegram end swear that it is a true G.:1y of the original. Thise 
copy is uarkol Exhibit 

4.:1; about 7 e'clock Dr. SCHULTZ tel..: ..e to ceee te director HEIDER's 
office with a typewriter. When I arrived there Dr. SCHULTZ, Oberinspektor 
HOZ.i.,1111, Dr. Holt' and Pastor HUEFISTEtt were already in the office. The 
prisoners were brought singly into the office aril were inforaed of the 
sentence. I was only present as recorder. The prisoners UCK and 
C 	TM! received the sentence in a a ;L. eaenor,  , whilst KORNER was 
rather agitated ante repeated that he w.f.: innocent, 

„fter the prioencre had beee 5..nforued of the sentence they were taken 
into separate offices where they were given the ol,..re.ertunity to write a last 
letter and wereg.i.ven some fed, „fter that they went 	the prison caurch 

/ where 
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where Paster IIEUNSTEI, read 	I :/c.--nt to church with theca and besides ;.e 
sonic other officials. 	‘...fter Hass the prisoners were taken. .:.nto the yard 
where three Jr four cars and one 15rry were waiting. I reached the yard 
sonic ...inutes before the pris.,ners and heard Dr. 6CHULTZ svin6  to somunc: 
"4.x° those fellows not ready Yet?" The -;.ris.)ners then ca,..ie into the yard. 
and each one of thou entel..ed a separate (3,..r. 	Dr. X:i.ULTZ, 
Pastor 1..131iSTM, I, and .,ther prison officials were with the;.i. 	then 
went to the firinC, ranee ULle,THER 110F. 	',/hen we reached the firing;  ranse, 
the prisoners were -.,: laced next to UnQh ither and tli. firing  squad was 
opposite the.-1 at a lastame of about 10 ..,titres. 	uberwaeht;aeister LDSG was 
in charge of the squy.d. 	D370  SCHULTZ dictated to ue a protoicc.)11 al...out the 
shooting. I have been shown a copy A' this protokoll and swear that it 
is a true copy of the uri,sinal, 	'DI. 

the opening  before the sh)otini;  Dr. SCIEULTZ, dictated 'a protokoll. 
to uc which was oiLned by 	and r.1:,,rself. I lia.ve been shovm a copy of this 
protokoll cm:. swear that it is a true copy of the 	 This copy as 
.iarked. Exhibit 'C 1. 

(sie,ned) 

Sworn by the said clop )neat Iforiaann IIKDO:61,1 voluntarily at Wupperthal-Darmen 
oef )re 	kthr3r1 Brian Th 'Liao ;aLLL-,ig.; , 	the tlanchester Rest. 
detailed by the C.. in C. British 	of the Rhine. 

(sif_ned.) 	 Ca-A. 
InvestiLr:.tin;!, Offic-r. 

Certifie:, that this is a true translati„i:A frot1 Gor..:.-an into 121-i.;lish of the 
m if Hermann  	;.).arked. Depositi In No. 16. 

(siLnal) 	SC.1-1;/..daa..i.RD, S/Sat. 
Field InvestiL,,atipn 
car Critics Gr)up (1.-,1E) 
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Deposition on o' th of 4-  rl T:, 1..1c, of Gottfried-Linbelstr. 3, eiesbaden- 
Biebrich, s. orn before 1A.: F,rhron Bri-n Thos 'ALLY 11), k).pt. 	The L-nchoster 
Rej.u.cnt, of ". .r Cri;.es Group (17"17,) .t No.4 CIO Recklinh'usen on the 
1947. 

1 am K-rl EL= %nd 	o ermen netionality. 	I :1.: -q1 .entzerichtsrt by 
profession e.nd vas born on the 3rd. 	 1680. 

1 Inv° been told that I 6.0 not L.:_- ve to ::rake th:e st'tent unle_;s l .:ii h to 
do so and th.t it can be used as evidence before a court. • I _he this statement 
volunt-rily, without force or promiee of eny reward. 

In 1944 I wes DienststellLnleit„r of the nilit-ry court in Trier, which wen 
nch of the -Alit ry court in K:iscrlautern. 	The UJ,e..ndinc officer cf the 

Vortific' tion "Eif(1 'nd Saarpf. le ; s the Gerichtsher- (c)nveninr, 'uthority) over 
both courts. 

the conanndin officer of he Fortifie.tion ;;iifel end ea' rpfals, as 
Gcrichtsherr, can only confirm thy, scntences 	sive up to 5 yo-rs imprisonment, 
all sentences which CMG longer inprisollment or (leath .:tnt(nce, hrd to be sent to 
the Oberbefehlsh-,ber des Ersatheeres -nd the 'Chef der Ireeresruetuns in Berlin, 
(,after the attemft on Hitler, this was Nirraer) - .3 the ,Gerichtsherr, tog ether with 
the files. Only ;.ith the confirlertion through the Gerichtsherr concerned, did 
the sentence become one as such .~end ha::. to be carried out -ccordine t) the 
direction of the tlerichtsherr, as until then, it h-d only the velue of an opinion. 
The sentences sent to the Oberbefehlshaber were firet h-n cd to th. .rmy Legal 
Branch for the (11.-wing up of a yritten opinion 'nq only then les it hended to the 
Oberbcfchlshrber, who then m..- de his decisim. 

In the sumer of 1944 - it could h. v,. 1-een July - a :reat number of deeth 
sentences against LuxemburL; deserters, 	had been pa::e3ed by the ialitary court 
in Trier in different sittilvs, were eiieted by the Oberbefehisaber, from death 
sentences to long prison sentences. 	ea those who hed Leen sen...ence(7. to death or 
prison had to be declared as umorthy to serve according to law, they 	dismissed 
from the :ehrmr.cht On the lelisation of the sentence, thet is, the confiruation 
through the Gerichtsherrn, and the cerryIng out of the sentence yes handee over to 
the civilien authority. Therefore. the sentenced persons were handed over to the 
Ltaetsanwaltschaft and were sent by them to a prison under their jurisCjiction, to 
..r.ve their sentence. 

One day - it le.ust have been at the h:e7inning of .Airj,ust, 1944 •- an order by . 
Himaeler, as the Oberbefehlshaber des Ersaheeres, errived by teleprint from Berlin, 
whereby he cencelled the idtiL:eti.n of ten of the !above mentioned ox,,th sentences 
11+-yainst Luxeeiburp: deserters %nd ordere,1 the ii:medi%te execution ••.:.f the sentence, 
because of the murder of .n Ortserutenleiter in the Luxerl,ur ietrict. 
order on.me direct frog .A.7emler hieself aeld the 	of the z,;latLncod persons, 
..:Tinstwhom the deeth sentence 	e 	erried out, 	 remrn 

sentencei..e_ to death and this death Jt_.nt.J- • 	later 	 into e prison sentence 
'the Oberbefehlshaber could, eccer:ine te, eer: an leg el 1-rectice, (althoL01 know of 
no definite law about it) annul 	 n 	 the 	s,,r,tence c-Tried 

I Ind doubts, 	 ,1 	on the: h!-:sis of a tae 1.e 	I 
tely phoned. 	 rit:: in this branch •t the Oerbefel- 

shabor, 	 Dr nu'h at 	 ELLres in Berlin, nd brot011-  
the netter le,feee tb. 01,retricht - 	 11.'• 7. _%11,SCII, on the tel ,.)1tiont . 
Oberstricht,r 	 LL,j, th 	11-,t 	'n;„--thing just ytJJ, T- y,-)1110, h- ve 
the whole retter chece.e. f-_If 	.euld 	 Sone Jeys 1-ter eas 
phoned by the Oberstrichter'-"r7.-n-  or 	 Large: the 	1",e1 Drench.. 

	

asked :e if the ebove mentioned order eent 	 hitd been eer-ied out on:'. 
t:hy the report of the execution of the order hid net yet errived 7t the 

BA :i 71 
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Oberko=ndo, -s Prd he,n 	 n t•1 1i. 	tht 	 -fter 	• receipt of the or,cr I spok(. .ith 	 r 	and told him of my doubts and tht thereupon, h, h 	I n 	 :,nd further information, which 11,,a not yet arl.iveC,, 	 the telephone that the natter was in order, that the Oberhefehl6j .:. r t u 1i 	t the order h'Id been c-iried out 	lonz 	 definitely 	I me 2..,; onsi51e, if he should hchr that the z)rder ha not heen . arried out 	I ii, reupon rucsted that the order sllAild 3ncE., 	ho confired in 	whereul,on 21:ChTL anx.cred in rude manner, thit he diEl net thin:: of it, the onlor irAd to mu byteleprint and 1-1,a once. .1irain hinself, over the telephone; I w. J;u1.. to cairy out the order 1 5:o..!i-:tely, otherwise I would t he1i. re:4-)ensible bcfDre f7,!( OLerbefehlshbor. 	I think th.A . FECHTDER here ::rtve e a very short time - I think it was the next day - in which tbe reort of completion had to arrive at the Oberkorainndo. 

'Ant this thre.t, th- t I .'uld p,rsonr11: 
immeaiately carry out this order, meant, coyll 
that time, namely, my inrAcklirte arrest because 
Oberhefehlshber des Ersatzheeres - my hi:_;hest 
beiru sentenced to death ly r 3onJerraricht ( 

Just at the time in question, shortly 
, ction was t-ken ains:4 Every officer wh-: 
order, because he 	then undcr suspicion th.- 
against Hitler, or that he -it least syTathi. ,  enough to sentence hin to of,-th. 

r th 	-)n Litle,", (20.7.44) 
in 	the completion of an 

iL had t 	rt in the plot 
thc pl 	which was 

- 	nsiLle if I Cid not 
not be 	 mder conditions f. of 	1 	y orders from the 

2-11d my .  
set up -.t that time. 

refusal by ue to carry out the order 	1I still net have done anythin to the advante of the sentenced ren, because 	 in any case have cfrried out the execution of an order once ziven by 	;Iiich I do nTt have to elabo- rate any further. 	:is it 7:1-.8 then as rtrine 	b a i tb ad:linistration of the Iiilit^ry court that the sentenced men- in questi n 	no lon6er under the juris- . diction of the. Idlitary court, but had been haned, over to the StaatsanwaltschTt 
for the execution of the prison sentence). the I:A:int.:17f  court only had to pass on the order to the authority in qucstion. 	This was then immedi!Aely done by tele- 
phone and also by teleprint after it hi,d been ascertained, that - srA3 of the son-tenced persons were in Sieff,turc and some in-Lintpn. . 

I had no influence whLisoever on the order and couLl only p:,ss it on as a mess-enger. 

(Signed) h. il;TH. 
,Sworn by the said deponent Karl RLTH voluntarily at ilc$.4 CIC lEecklinf,h-msen, before me Ephron Brian Thomas "ILLLE:3, Captain. 	The ::anchester Rot. of Vrar Crimes Group (Ni) .letailed by the C.-in-C. British ...my of the Rhine. 

(Signed) T.F.T. 29th :!ay, 1 :47. 
IhveatiTtin:: Of_-:c,r, Captain. 

Certified that this is - true tr7.nslf.ti -m from C raan in'o En-  11h of the deposition of Karl R',TH marked Deposition c. 10. 

(3kined) 	;.-3C1-11..7:ZB...FE3). 
Interpreter. 

• le11. 	 )n Secti-,n • 
Cris Group, (N.Z;) 

B/14 718., 
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, 	,:„.1 	• 	!I 

DoL • 	:n 
;:;21-12-'011 	

,...1.).21t, 	_Add ;ion 	 ) 	IiLE.C17.7.31.5r4.C.- on -15 	47. 

 

I tr:•:ve bec;n. 
if I -4.,  -..-in1).; 	"'Jut tL 	•),.!-Ly 	 tir.-.t 

r•••.nd 	 . 
••,:71.thout nn 	ouroic.)n. 	rounti -.•:n 	••. 

) 	 oxc-t 
t•).kon dAn-t. in 

frec:- 
-n-„• 	e of 

I 	T 	'oorn  

In th, 	 . 	01), r1.•_, 	_ 	r_tr!'t Ir. TLfl 	of 

.• 

:.n 	• 	.•  
7,r3.'2.tzho..•:- for 	 -t 	- 

• ; it 	• 
ont ncc.o h: b._ en • 	u . t 

excel:It:1.cm 	"1•;!, 	; 	' 
Aitted t;;-., order 	Sii-ABURG Prison. 
arrest to thin 1,:risen. 

t 	this 
••, ,111,:nt fJ 

."..' 
civI11. 

3o: -.,,.: 	1;1. 

..f ::-.1••••••'. :or ) riin-  

:i.• 	or, tho 
. 

• •••.-,o 	ntjo. 	 . 	 orcler 
dollop on 	 1.,11177......,D; 

4.T:Lson. 

	

SCL1JLZ fir3t zot 	re,..)4„: :30 	Tin 	 tho 
,.. of 13.111''..--..?uTiG Prio• 	 :qjd. not have 	 _2./6 

execution of the Luxu..11)ur, ern. 	 .6; 	 Ir....a 
SCI-IULZ, it occurred t Its 	executi 	i • _ht 
by 1-.1.foors of tl-io 	3I2G 	 th eovii en tint the Ieic- 
juctiz1jjijotr rO.VC; 1-2.3 CCL.: 	 ..r-ri7.1.C.; .L 	orli 	tiIiO if.1C)?-• 

latiX, io;ificc. 	 • IZ 
hIld L,I.von his co113e11t 	 t: -.t 	 -)1! 	 prison  
hould carry out the 	 • on of 

by no to SII:G:t31.N.C, 	 -I.:: I --, -7-.1;1 	 -; 
of tho thr ..) Lu.;;J-.).1,ur.•-•rs l; • 	 -3_ 

) 

I 	rfec - c 	in in 	 if I in not carrie:. out 
I 3ho'..-1 	I. ..-- 	bcn 	• 	 t; 	••.‘d 
once ho:c,-.7•or to th , 	 ') 	c 	out in. 	, 

rave 	 "/.) 	 *  --- 

(Si •:-‘r1 

S'iORN b.: the 	 on -bei-.orc  

.en.: 

CLIC2IFIED th•-•.t. 
dc,:ood ti on of KTs.r.1 	 .1 ip• 

S. t. 

1 7 	„ 	 ).1.. 	G-rn 	( 
D/L:. 721 . 

( 	. 	T 	 Ceft.  

• 
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.-..=&ITIO11  No. 12.  

.1;11 	:1' 	r• 
.r.1 	1.- 	-I, :1. : • 	r2:1 	•••• Car t. 

'rho 	na tr Regt. 	. 	,mv.0. 	ti: n 	 up (1.„17,), 
on the 22nd July, 1947, 	 . 

I a 'Carl R...T14.-. 
b .. ,rofession :nd 	 11 	. 

I have t add the f 	• t 

I 	b en tol that 	t 
t co sc, and th,-:t 

1.-...1.ko this stF.tement volunt 
of any reward. 

-n of the 29.5.47. 
ti )n unless I 

. 	t. 	I 
or • 

In.:,u•gust, 1944., I r...ceive 	t-.• 	 . • 
the reserve .r-;..y in Which he 	 t . 	ten J... 
because of the murder 	an Ca.. t 	• 	 Luz... 
car.-1:-: directly from 	hi. 	on -. the Ai. .. 	-.).:.• 
against whol., the death L;entc,nc:., 
.iLs I have a1rea4 menti...ned in . 	ita ii  
to instigate anythin,!. ,n just a 	 _n 
highest superi _)r at the C. -in C., the ,..rqf 	1 

the ,.,.rmy in Berlin. 	ia.3 can be riG 	 .;; 
i1ay, 1947, several days later I wa:., 	1 y 	t 
to carry out the order ii.r.kedi,...t.tely. 

the C. in 2, . 

;1•31.11•-:., • 	Th..; 
the c 	...en 

in it. 
. 5., 1 had doubts 

• ..t ely• 7h -"lied 
• • 	.t the He; L.--j.quarter 

.:n of the 29th 
Lt 0.r PIdHTr2, 

,,.s 3lrec.4-  said, three of 	 • if., 	 in the 
prison, and as was auc.-.,ertai,le.1 	 -• •,/••_i in the 
in Li age n. 	I then for..rrd.t..(1 the rlcu. t the 
by .teleprint an telephone. 	..ihat 
I do not know what actually 	.in KTh - 	 r„, •••.1 t of 
completi 	re ce iv ea. the next 	).1•111r1 -  • 	:.: • 	 . the 
quart-r in 13orlin. 

During iay ii.-inrisonm..nt in LuL..r.,tur ., I 	t'. 
investigator durin an intorroti 	.t th. ui. ......naer if the 
execution squad ha at fir:A r.0 t 	y ut the Dr..7_,:r. 	Thcuu.n 
a phone call 	 Lill .• 	' 	 . , 

gave the order, ...fhereUrion the CI 	.. 	d •.3 

Dr. 

f..Avorn by the said deponent K KL 	v 	ui ,. 	0.1.0. 

	

on the 22nd. July, 19/...7, 	 TliJ: 
Capt., The Manchester 	-t. 	(;-. • 	 .•-..;) jet-died 

by the C. in C. British 	the 

Certified that 	is a true t. anl..ti 	14 	n 
the deposition of Karl 	Larked. De, 	 12. 

;1i.1 of 

el." Inv 	.ti )n 	21. 

7i 5. 
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I3L.:2 .101: f 

• I' 

otto 6C:EUL  

D ei-12 sit i 	of 	IULZ Ctt., 	n.th, Einhericxstrasse 1,  
sworn before Le --Ziphren 	 ...vnchestc.;r- 	, 
of Field Inver.iti,).s.tion Section, 	 Luxo,-..1.::ur:, on 15 
47. 

I 	boon told that I J. fl( t cr.:-.pellos7:. t 	this rit:.to1.ont 
if I so -.Ash; but th::,t 	statel..ont th..t I c;:c will be taken do-,-.n in 
and. 	lizoi as evidence. 	this st --.te,,,e-nt 	17771 frc.,e g411 
out cmy coorcion or porau:.sion or flny 	of rewz- rd. 

;..,CHULZ, tto, -born on 25. 6. 1)04, 

I ,.-tas i'irst 3t..(..tsair,-,-,.it in Coleo frcu 1.4.1)40 until the er,..7:4.of tho 

	

I vraz cntroi1ii eiTicial in Dep:-rt..-,ont IV - 	,..duinistration 
Oberl.andoszericht, 0,;,1no. 	i 	of Ger. :.n 

(U about thc 22nd Cr 	 1)/41.1. I 	 Siour;.; 
by V'.- atun,,...sincktor -Jr.:11)011% 	 1:: Colu_no 	the 0berlmdes- 
L;ericht, hoy.ever, I 	 tho 	:o :--..11ttoi to the 
staff of the 	 ILOCi. out in CO.3..e, no. 	IEIJO.'„di- 

thr.s.t 	 feceived an 	fr 
oxry out sontonce,-,. 	 ti.:r .o ri-,axo-,11 ,1;r 

TRLI hII roclucute,t L 	iüitrtipn of 	• rvis.•:n t., 	execution 
det.-.ch.,e-nt • fro. th- pris 	 lie, 	, 	i y. . tho 	.L;ondin: 
toleplione 	 :s; ...richt '2_ 	(, 1•,:_cr.riez,erichtsrat 

tho 	of the 
,..attcr , I 	vo hi:, the ro 	 L'urtilor -; 	x.)iti trail 	th.-.t the 
police vicre unable to 	 f:_•r the 1-2uri, ...se 	J tha ,-, thus it 

•uzht t1: fon.; 	souad fr 	the prison 	ftf 	'11-1:t 	said 1..,ef ,:xeh2nd 

	

ri'. -nd Kriricht T-,-;.I1Z 	knew. 	Jr. J.L.T1-1 toi. ..-2; thu 
.0 as IIITEXIZIS. 	I refuse. to for,. 	 .:f prison-staff 	reforrt,d 

hi. tL iierlin and t. 11 hiu th h 	btrU 	nt f he 
....inistry in orli-n. 	3 	ti..-.o later Irrio:sricht 	r 	(Dhorl:-.rioj; richtsr 
RiTH) 'phoned 	 t irsrecht 	 ,;rieroa;  
with thensent ef th0;:inistry 	 ttn.t IcrioL:s_ericht 	shiuld 
L ive orders that an exocuti 	sc.iu:,.d 1,o .2 	fral 	of the :,rison. 
.,..t the sc;.-..e 	, he 	that he, 	;; .ny other pers. n, 	., refused tt: 
carry out this r1ur 	'se tisi--1 aniL atiet 	 „rtly after -tip., 
cad of this 	-.aversati.)n 	 lie/.nsrii and Inspektor 

so(; ...o at ky hoiao ni .skui 	-for 	opinion on the -..totter. 
I explain to thou that they hc.d no alternative unless they wished to be shot 
without dou'ut. 	-...:horeupon, I went with both of theu to tKe polioo2in ' 
,SIEGUITRG 	 ireither the -folic° nor the S.D. 
-.Tore r.1.-.1e to for.,-. 	exocution-suLi. 	1.'e then 	to our ho._.e;: 
HEID0r,11-  ho 	on duty went to thu irison. 	th t toc2.. place 
;ia 	rraud frou the -1-.)rc.)11. 	about h. or 5 o'clock in the early ,.,ornin.L; 
I E 	J nf 	'Au that th order of t 	 the re clue z;:t 
of 1ric)Ls20richt L1 h 
Prison. 	t cicut 6.30 	t., the Irison. 	Tavin he ,ocuuents re the 
sentences to hnd, I 	aiud the idontity of tho stenced persons. 
about 7 Qfolock the exocuti.. 	place. 

• 

DA: 716 
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411 

re, lin: the execution which I witnosed 
sifned. 

The coa.le...ned. pers.:113 vTere 7..r:DuEht before „Le by 	 LOG in 
crier to ascertrin 

I do not know whu formed ui) the execu.tion 	 In iy opinion 
inspcktor liEIDORN or Oberinspektor 	will be ?Jac t , Live infor..lation 
re_ ardinE this. 

I would like to riJ that if we hsta not curried )ut the :r7.er or rather if 
had net carriedhis task, vie 	 shot. 

I have n--thin,-. further 	th..s statc:.-.ent reu,r.r.lizi: this c.-.3e. 

(Sicned) Otto Sminz. 

Sworn by the Deponent, SCHUI,2; 01.-,to, voluntarily at LIJX:FI,bliltG on 15 ...&pr 47 
before 	Ephron Eri;u1 Thaias WILLE, .3, Oc.pt., The 1:anchester oc::...lent s  detail- 
ed by the C-in-C British ..,rpy of the Rhine. 

(SiLTIA 
invosti,r.ting Officer. 

GERTIMD th..t this is a true translatim fr: I:. Ger....2.n 	Englishf the 
Deposition f SCIIULZ Otto, ..a,f,ske *DE110:31T 'OH No. 9. 

(aLmel) J.E.C. ST4.GUSR t. 
Inerprozer, 

'.-r.r Cri..es Group (TILE). 

Drusso.ls, 17 	47. 

EV.1.: 716 
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4 NOTES ON THE CASE 

(Under this heading should be included the view taken as to (a) the degree of 
responsibility of the accused in view of his official position, e.g., was offence 
committed on the offender's own initiative, or in obedience to orders, or in carrying 
out a system approved by authority or a legal provision ; (b) the probable defence ; 
(c) whether the case appears to be reasonably complete.) 

7: :e 	• 	• 	 it) ti 	 . 	 1•3,;a1 
c.r.e 	. 	 2,th vch ...tt-A1 	1)..e1, 	 o ' 

■; • •L.c.1 oit.t: 	clo 	 oon -:;e:,t:.., n an,1 It 	c.tlL;L'eti 
-.-,r,131; haw; 	 ,.; thc:. 	 r.!cc:Ise. 1 

civilian 	an..1 	I. also 	 he .tut 
the 	ecuLions 	 Bt :1 	 zu:ILL-Lt 	 at the execut:..ons 
were earrie%1 out !Is 
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For the Use of the Secretariat) 

# • 	
Registered Number. 

7066/aK/G /4‘‘ 
UNITED NATIONS WAR CRIMES COMMISSION 

...CHARGES AGAINST.   \VAR CRIMINALS 

CASE No 	74-.03 

r 1410 4 - 
Date of receipt in Secretariat. 

Cs' 0 DU; 1947 

Name of accused, his 
rank and unit, or 
official position. 

(Not to In. translated. 

All the a.:cused are 
in riti custody,  

1. -Inrich -OLDC11:2, Kri o ObersokrctUr and '-estar,o voranissar. 
Farald.̀/.ULLE, Prison IT,odical o:l'icQr and -dice doctor. 

3.Heinrich Johann 114;FI2EN, Prison. -uard. 	 
IL dilhelm  KAI-PE,  Prison 2;uard,  
(.7ermann 	Prison  .:Liard.  

C. "eert..377-111'llia 	 1)713°11  g.tuIrd.  
).Jtter,,en 	TI's;fri.11)E12,,,  Prison... guard. 	 
7.11errpan1   Prist.n .,;Ltards 	 

1314: 	Prison „uard. 
(0,;:xistopli 	Prison „Laird. 
0,1--eter 	Prison ,,card. 	  

August... 	 .6uard. 	 
(3Eli'riede 	Prison guard. 

Date and place of 
commission of al-
'eged crime. 

er and descrip-
3f crime in war 

es list. 

ferences to rele-
mt provisions of 

.ational law. 

''reaches of Inter-
national Law, 

1st 011.A4tc.1  	Iletween...January 

	'Germany.. (All..accused).. 	  
2nd j 	xs., '.3etween Jahuary 1943  and December 1944,  Alhelmshaven, 

	  rmarky• 	(ItoouSed KAPPE). 	  

r_41;;:i4- 4:. 	Between January 19/4-.5 and..Lay 
:rermany. 	(Accused 11-l'atA;). 

1st ;;EARGE  Ill-treatment of civilians. 

2nd (5: 3rd OliARGE. 

1St CHARGE: Assault. 

2nd 	.;,;u-der. 

1st, 	 . . 	 es of t e, laws and  uE.-,a-es of war. 

SHORT STATEMENT OF FACTS.  

1st CHARGE  

Between January 1940 and April 191+5 the Yellow ::rocs Prison at ,Tilhelmsllaven was 
used as a prison and interment centre for civilian Allies of several nationalities in-
cludinz iAritish, Dutch, 1.1rench, Polish and i'Zussians; there were in addition some •Lerman 
nationals interned in t:- e prison. 	Durfn j; this period the accused ICIADC..:10  was the senior 
officer in char %1;e of administration and all establis:Arents which came under the control 
of the :iilhelmshaven ::-estapo; one of these establishments was the Yellow ,:ross Prison 
and arion;st other duties it was the duty of :.CLD01C2 to visit the prison from time to time 
to issue the prison orders, to supervise tl'e prison staff and to enforce orison reula- 
tions. '::he prison medical officer for the period hetween 1940 and 1945 was 	accused 
KULLE and the remainin accused were employed as irison ,_;uards. 

TRANSMITTED BY .0.;:fice of the.................... 

• Insert serial number under which the case is registered in the files of the National Office of the accusing State. 

,320041 Wt.P.1372 47. 3,0jt) J ti A.& a W.Lt I Gp.S 45 

4•■•=11.'" 
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PARTICULARS OF ALLEGED CRIME 

Nee 'abort :.;tatelrent of 

C;ontd.) 

The evidence reveals that between 194.0 and 1°' 	.i3ents occurred every day in 
which Allied nationals were ill-treaterl b• being 	hoaten with ..ire Dliips, rubber 
truncheons and sticks, subjected to at,r,yllip sanitary conditions and denied adequate 

food and medical assistance. The nhysical ill-treatment was dried out by the 42,uards, 
but it is obvious from the fact that this ill-treatment and lack of medical treatment 
was conuronplace that it was known to boti 	accused IILDCTI.,' and the accused KJILE. 

2nd  

1'.etaeen January 194.3 and :'ec, mber 1944 an Allied internee of Yellow .;ross Prison 
who was a member of a working 7-"art: under the comL.and of the accused KAPPE left the party 
and entered a nearby shed, :mere he stole a turnip. KAPPE entered the shed and dis-
covering that the internee was stealing food, drew 'is revolver and shot him as a result 
of which the internee died. 

3rd 01.a . 1":1-E 

Between January 1945 and Fay 1943 a Russian internee who hrd attenpted to escape 
front Yellow Cross Prison was recaptured and locked in a cell. Whilst the Russian was in 
is cell, the_ accused =UN unlo.:hed the cell door and handed a rope to the hussian with 

instrietions that the latter was to hang himself within five minutes. 	 departed 
avid returned within the stipulated time and finding the Russian still alive fired three 
s'ots with his revolver into the Lody of the Russian, ki ling him. 

• 
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Deposition on oath ef Alfons PRILL, male, of WILHELISHAVEN, Kasernc 
Block "Mainz", Zimmer 105 u. 106, sworn before mo, Lajar Tadeusz KACZOROWSKI, 
Field Investigation Section, War Crimes Group (NVIE) HQ BAN, at WILHEMSHAVEN 
on.3 Juno 1947. 

I, Alfons ?TILL, hereby declare that I have been informed that I am not 
compelled to make statements, unless I wish to do so, but that any state-
ments I do make, will be written down and may be used as evidence in future, 
I make this statement voluntarily and net under compulsion, persuasion or the 
promise of a reward. 

I, Alfons FRILL, was barn at RULISCHKEN in Lithuania on 28 November 1899, 
Catholic, of German nationality, married, :eurchant by occupation, living at 
WILHELNBHAVEN, Kasorno Muehlonweg, Block "iirainz", I have never been punished 
for perjury or for making false statements. My nationality is Lithuanian. 

I was employed in the "Yellow Croos Prison" from July until August 1943 and 
later from January 1944 until 26th March 1945. First I was a guard, later an 
a storekeeper. I can remomber. 	the following guards: SCHIPPER, KAPPE, 
HEEREN, PLENTER, MDETJP,R, ENDELPIANN, TIEENEEN, VOSS, BEHRENS, HUTH and 
HELDENER, JANSSEN Peter and one other JANSSEN. I was living outside and 
only performed my daily duty inside the prison. I saw Wachmann JANSSEN, 
whose Christian name I cannot reexnaber any longer, who was very brutal and 
beat always like a sadist with a rubber truncheon, stick and frequently dishing 
out kicks. Beatings by him were daily routine. I did not sue anybody 
also beat. 	But I was told by the internees that others also used to beat. 

I can remember that atemy tine a certain STANITZKI, an internee from the 
East, was lying in chains on hands and feet in the solitary cell No. 6. 
This might have lasted for 5-6 days. I saw him stanl with his hands tied on 
an iron bar, with his hands up. I think it was HEEREN Who had tied him, but 
I am not quite sure. 

I have seen that the guards ordered "rabbit jumping" lasting up -t 
hour. I remember that JANSSEN Peter enjoyed ordering this. STEENKEN wee 

the same. 

I also know that KAPFE shot an internee, At that Vale other aaaele uttered 
their opinion about this and sail to me: It was not right that KAPPE shot 
the prisoner. He need not have shot him. 	However, I " not know anything 
particular about this incilent. 

I know Dr. KULLE. In py opinion he lid not help the sick. He harlly examined 
the sick. 	I think he actel in the interest of SCHIPPER. 	Dr. KULIE was 
entirely inlopendent of SCHIPPER to whom he could offer resistance. 	Compared 
to Dr. KULLE, SCHIPPER was an insignificant person. Had Dr. KULIE dem his 
duty cancioncieusly, it woul-1 have been butter for all the internees in the pargEe 

Dr. KULLE knew about all the patients. 	The state of the sick was reported 
to him on his arrival. 	Hal Dr. KULIE taken sae le interest in respect of the 
sick, not so many of them would have died. During my time there were many sick • 
in the cells, but Dr. KULIE very sollom went to s.e thou. 	He only issued 
instructions concerning the treateent of the sick from the medical orarly 
ram. 	Ho 	not check whether his instructions for trcatoent ha] been 
carried out, nor dii he ascertain whether the medicines were given to the 
sick, or how they felt afterwar_Is and what haeeDenel to them later. 	I think 
that Dr. KULLE was rasaensiblc for the many loath cases and for the pafLns 
suffered by the internees. 

also knew HOLDORF, Kriminal-Sokrethr of the Gestapo and I also spike with 
him. 	At first he seldom use :1 to came in. 	Later on - up ta twice weekly. 
Ho insisted that internees be treata hua:anely an] in this connection he 

/lectural 	 
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lectured to the guarls. 	HOLDORF knc;, th-,.t 4-he internees were beaten by 
the guards. 	I re)ortel 	.; -2 him 	 Al-tope-tiler I reported 
this to him 3 - 1F times. 	HOLDORF was liszuste7 abut this and tell 
me that this shoul.: not happen, 

I also saw HOLL,CK a few times in the prisn. But I kncvi nothing about 
him. 

I also know Wachtmeisterin BERG3R, but only as a prisoner. She 1i1 .  
whatever she wanted 	lecausc she WAS on very fri..1 terms with SCHIFFER. 

I have nothing furth,:r t state. 

(Sc'- ) Alf ..ns TRILL 

SWORN by the 	Deponent :%lf - ns FRILL, voluntarily at WILHELLSHOEN, 
on the 3 Juno 1947, before me, aajor Taleusz KACZORO;;SZ, Invcstigation 
Officer, detailed by C.-in-U. 

(Sgd) T. KACZOROWSKI, Major. 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translation from German into En0.ish 
of the Deposition or Alf:ns PR: ILL , marked Dep.-No. 14 

(Sgd) 	ROZEN, Sgt. 
Field Investi:-atin Section, 
Wax- Crimes Group (WE) 
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of 

Alfone  FRILL 

Deposition on oeth of Alfons FRILL, mele, of ITILHELLEAVIe:, Koecrne 
Tiuehlenweg, Block "Heinz", ::inner 105 uiid 106, sworn before me, liejor 
Todeusz KACZOROWS1j, Field Inveetigation Section, ;gar Crimee Group 
(ME) HQ Bee.O.R., nt WILILL:SlieVEN on 5 June 194.7. 

I, Alfons FRILL, hereby declare that I hove been inforped 	t I en 
not compelled to r.leke stateeente, unlees I wish to do so, but that 
any statement I do 	i11 be written down and nry be used as evi- 
dence in future. I meke thie steteremt voluntarily end not under con-
pulsion, persu:sien or the eroraise of reeord. 

I o Llfons MILL, born on 28.11.1899 nt RITAUSCHIL:ILitluanie, Cetholic„ 
German nntionolity, married, r:crchnnt by occupetien, residing at WILBIle:3- 
HAVEN, Knserne iluehlenwee, Block "iioinz", Rooms No 105 and 106; I hey° 
not been punished for perjury or for oeking 	etntenents. 1-er notion- 
olity is Lithunnien. 

In completion of Ler stotenent of the 3rd June I went to add the foLlowieE: 

I very often talked to HOL1ORF, becauee, I 'vas in charge of 6 workshops 
in the prison. I mist expressively streos th .t HOLDOR told me: 

"I an the person responsible for the prison, because the prieon belongs 
to the Gestapo, by whom I wes neeointLd for th t purr se. I are in core:and 
here, end not SCHIPPIre, who is onl.y in chore° of the pris. n. Only rtr or-
ders natter." 

Internees oftai come to ne end cempielinkel teet they h.d been beaten end 
ill-treated by the guard. I reported this to IIOLDORF, as I steted before, 
3 4. tines, hoping; th et HOLDCt-OF would take eetion. ...OLDORF was Caseusted 
with rer reports ;:bout the ill-streetnent of interneLe .-na ,;r.id: "This is 
szninst Ly orders. I shall take stronger action and put everything rieht." 
There was perhaps sore change for a tine, but the ill-treateent occurred 
again. I did not report anynore, as this was useless. 

I rerself had great quarrels with the guards who :ell-tree-tea the internees. 
and told then off for their trea.tuent of priseners. 

I con remember that a Polish internee celed ji,CUBOt7SNI vies beaten by 
Gestapo officials. But I do not know their names. JLCUB0-.:SKI wes beaten 
to such an extent that for lone. tire he compleined tkv.4.: he could eot 
sit. - I was very popular onong the internees and enjoyed their confi-
dence; in view of the fact that I epoke Polish and 1Zussien, even Poles 
and Russians approached no with full c. aide:nee. I know the shoceerlmr 
POSTie:Sia and spoke to him inside the prison. I r.lo not la-exe whether ULBRICHT 
the Gestapo-interpreter, beat the internees. Nobody told no anything about 
it. In ny opinion ULMICHT was a 	fellow and I spoke to him very often. 
Ho was always against SCBIFFER. He told me hireelf that I should be very 
careful with SCHIPPER, bectuse he yee; very dene, rem; nen. 
I have nothing further to ,state. 

( Sed.) elfens F. Jeer, 

SieatN by the said Deponent elfone, V.dbLe velunterily TA; VIILI=lielleelle on 
the 5 June 194.7, before nol  1,10Jor Teeeuee KeCZO-UiSKI, Inveetiertien, Of-
ficer, deteiled 17 C.-in-C. B.e.0.e. 

(:.3ed) 1`;ee:!,0:e0\iZZI, lIajor 
Inveetieetine Officer 

CERTIFIED that this is a true transletien fre:a Guinan 	Ene1-; s11 
the Deecsiti:n of Alf .ms ''RILL, markel Dop.-Nr_4 14e'. 

(Se d) C. ie. ROZEN, Sets  
FIELD INVESTIGeTION SECTION, 

CRI:.-ES GROUP (NuE). 
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De-cosi ti 	. 

f DQITIOi 

Otto SCiiID 

Du; osi tion -)n ati f Ott 	;. 
i. 301,  ow'.r.r. before liajor 	KI.C2-.,0iL061,:U, of 	Investif:ation 
;-_-,ecti on, 	 Crrour) 	_ . • . , 	at iii 	iv2J on 29th 

I, Ott.: 	 !nerea-ith, that it 1-1.w been e:icr.)rescively 
cx:1ainê t;.2.0 that I .-.12 not 	t 	::ize 	 wish, 
but th:..t :ti..t..)nts I E..ke 	h taken ilyan in writing ::nd can be used 

the future 	evidence. 	I I....1:e this :Aate:.ent 	.-.13) 	free will 
„nd n ;t under thre:A, 	•.: or the 	 a reward. 

I, Otto;•;Cir..7- .17), 	b urn 1--1 17th 	1392  in STUT7G,..:ZT. 	I 	of 
3v..-int,,elic faith, 	 .n .11 ty, ..!irried, an ungineor by ..ccupation. 

:cc:Ali:ace • 	 301. 	I havu never 
been contonce.1 for ---)orituty 	. :1: 	f 	•-. 

• I was 	1:)ris)ner in th 	.lice 	if 	Osyrieserlst:c. 
in the s-.)-caled Yellow 	 191,.3, till 15th 
Decenber, 194-3 . 	tads tir...;; 	 )n official ;•,r,:.s.  
Unte!..sch-rcuehrur 	 ...t this tiiL. 01:;erwuchtneister HUTH 	the 
adrainistr.ti:-:n oicia1. 	..?urth:....r...-7,rc I 	1ur the n..1es of the 
follow IL.: 	 , 	END:112 1.1v1r1 )  
TEIC1-4BUTiG„ 	 •:il _ 	 nc.).-ed T M2r, and 
a :..an 

..tty ti-Ale there 	 62 	pri:.;-,nors and 5 female prisoners.. 
the 1,risoners 	 roixesentud: 

Gerwans)  Th1C; y 	 Dutchmen. 

th o culls I can t-y::.y with certainty tint not iLll cells 
c._)nt:dned paliiassos or mattres:_,o3. 	I Sai 	underblankets or b1:-,.nket3 in 
the cells of the Poles. .T-ner- the Poic hii to sleep tw.) to a bunk without 
a covur and wore their clothes "oucau;:-,e of the cold. The prison 	in 
the cellar and should hove- been heated by central hcatin?, but it -,:as very 
badly heated.. The temperature a below average. 

food twice daily and in My opini.)n insufficient, also not 
evurybo4 ot thu saao. 	It isokn --)wn to mc that .'.)reiners and. especially 
Poles, r..ceivea worsc; fo -.)d. and. I know that trice they :::)t n D food at all. 
7e 2r:,..;-.-ners lived in cmst.,...at fear of being beaten s well as ill-tfeatod. 

	

i?C,r0:)nr4.11Y, 'ads drily • 	ate-ii 	that 	 n-rriv:::1 in the 

	

Thon I ;fas st 	 I J.:A such a 
hard :Urlith. in the neck th ,t 	2,;11:1. if. 	The :.r.n 	t: ioe A a 
similar punch and th1/4. 	.rent ic a1 Alt..): ri nuf 	br u..'ht in 
latr -,n, • 	I saw. 	I 	 • a..la tit :t I, 	as, 
eciallr st 	th thc; 	 that close, that the hit 

flun:, with th., f 	1".• 	'rail by the -i.unch in the neck, 
and the-fef...re injuru: his -face, n 	anfi. teeth. 	These punches .,:ere dished. 
.).ut by the 2-,tx -..r ST=1 /4,11c....1N. 	very hnttal, 	He liked to hit with - ut 

	

th:.; iturest trifle, osecially orei,Jloys 	P )105. 	Thu 
prix iners 	 f:.cco, du. t his heatin. 	I 	th _t punc:ta .r 
ion; tin 

■.■ 

I saw Dj1 	LL;;A; 	 - 	 kick the). ri i his it. 
I reLief.-ibi-..:r him, as he : re hi h t 

.ii`urtlier:..)re, the ur._.r•ls 

/The 

DA. 715.  
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The hardeet puncil of all .(. u ,rds exce,-)t :.)T.•IvL.•:KEI,-  was the guard BERGIIIN. 
I once 33:a tiny guard ..I33R(.3--.,:,d'ffl lead. a Polish :ri saner out •• of the so-called 
torture cell. 	I then noticed taut tne -:?ole who h.•..O. been led cut had. been 
beaten and "bashci. 	 r.'hie Pole hoi ta *held. over a bcx::rd and the guard. 

ordered alj._ 	..nere who -.7ere ..reeo-et• ac: .rox 60 men, fr.L.t each 
onelid. to cj r, to ""cell. 2.1ri :)1. 4.  3 stroke:. oh his bare behind %:ith 

rubi,er truncio; 	 h•Ln 	 thc; 
"if somebody refu.se:;. tr) 	!L..i•:". 	 the•. he 	 431_ next - ,• -le• 
to be .e over the board., ' 	 -bled. and. It-e, left behLnd• 
unconsci•Ale, 	thel 	brou:ht 	 th., torture eel*. 	; friend. of 
the PoliF.th -ori:3oh.r did riot hit hard enou:,11inB.-.;.-A.111\i's .-.)oinion and. I 

ouLl the rubber truy.chee. -i• roffi his 	:Ind hit this Pole into the 
face with the truncheon so th;..t, 	.fot 	v.ry 	 The neat 
day I talked .n.ith the 	 him what -,;-„:3 7oinc, to haAien 
to the be;..ten-uo -0c)le. 	 "HL. 	.ot the rea tie" and went 
thrown the moti -ins of c.utt...L:': aLs 

speci'aity 	ales the 	 or the so-call 	"sports". 
To press and torture he pri!3oners he ordered at the merest occasions to 

hop with bent knees and the ariw. outstretched which was done to the amusement 

of the guards, whereby the guard dealt out kicks and elps. 	I knew 13EriGi,Liiil 
before and I 1A-el:. •to ask:.  ".ihy tde t -Jrture and ;:rind". 	 answered: 

"SCHIETER's ordere".. 	I have also seen Jai order the risoners to lift 

the gerbage-bin in the c oridor, which a: very he. my, and could 3nly be 

carried. with t7ro hands at the time, whoreb: he ee=-tenced them to run up and 

down the corridor with the -:-Jo'Do.:1e-bin fpr 10 t-;il time.. 	This was torture, 

as the bin was very heav:i .na the n.;11 :ell du.:n diLL cut their faces and knees. 

There were bt.:- .tinis 	11:;.-tr.e7..tmentS in the ',..Ti30/1 and I hard the • 

scre!z,is of the others. 	I rexeriber the ,scre.-Jti: 	Vrenchnian, but I do 

not know hat 

The prison doctor in 'ay tine 	Dr, DI 

cm-.mine the prisoners, if they wer,-, .i I far 
influence- by 	HIP 	an. 	(1-e.:11, 

conscionci ,usly or hua.n •on.ou:h in 

on in the prison in Lky opinl 	It 	. 

that prisoners wore beaten ani 	 ted 

hyz,ienib or me-Lieal conditi•.ns. 

He CL.LLC.: aice 	;eel: to 

. 	 In y op-.ni -Jn he :/as 

hiS tre..t..,ent was not 
%/I.:3 .21.1-Y, 

v be.h :a:n t him or he knew 

t irk-wove the 

Ev.ryone 	 t:Azen before the d)cti. 	 the ,• 	Jted and. 

measured. 	But this ha,--,pened 'Jr; such e. 	 t]..t the sick regardless of 

their illness were out under c 	shower, 	n.J; iriei and-  had to 	for 

hours, once even 4 hours in t;e nu•de in the cor.,.11;.r, for the x'iiinAion 

by the doctor. 	T•. ,  that 	 th.t • the corAior .:•'as not heated and 

that the -,r;_ndows. were 	nod 30 th.t the sick - I was there ....ince too - 

had t. stand freezinf!,and shiverinr; in the draft and cold. Dr. KUL:2, 

had t !). .;-_;:3 us, had seen this f_..nd muet have n.)ticee it but did nothing about 

-Je iere to inLmide.ted. by LOI-IIPP.:1fl and the gi.r..r.13 to relmort sick. 

In my opinion it 1/!.:3 the duty of the doctor to is soL:ethinz about the 

conditions in the .orison 	if . 	 .t, he, w ktld hsre 

‘Y:,..:;(-.;1 the ,-:ri -hers' life en .)rusly. 	:Lut he did not do so. 

The Gestapo knew everyt;1.1.1 	it elk. 	ti 	 the .•rison. 

Put I do not know A) w:. y.7, resp.esibl_ . -A:HT the jrie)n. 	I can only talk 

of the guar1:3 HUTH and Peter 

I 1.r.ve flOtfluii,' furth.e.:: t„:. 

Lake ileo.irt-nt et:-.te:.:entc -.bout the 

The f,alowin:: .,iersons could possibly 

hditions in the yA. : ow Gross Prison:- 

1 Ii Fl0iioy, 	rev. ..rstras: e 

b ) 	1-.1a r e 1£;, 

(c) c.L.ii3 
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c ONE Rick off, ...thenstr..,.s.5e 21,..:IIL.:....1,r.21T, 
d. V.: .Itii .r.aiC l'ili 1 l'c,:, r t , - ...s.a. tho:-; tr.: sse 29,  

Ott- 

an'ORINI by t1i 	ri1 Dent Ott- ) 	v-Aufitarily 

	

n the 29th iy,1947,. 	 , Inve&tiating 

	

rlet?.i11 by 	 y if the Rhino. 

I vsti::.tin Offic•,ir. 

CMT12.-ED th thi is a tru. tr 	'n fr). CT.:r 	 --)3? 

th:.; Dep,35iti 	Otu 	;:ark:;€:. Dery),Attin N. 3. 
=1.-JY", cAT.vdn, 

Aold 
Group (TTZ). 

D/L. 5. 
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Translation of 	 Deposition Ao. 4.  

DEl'OjiTION  

of 

Ella U C K. 

Deposition on oath of Ella :UCh, fer -A.u, 	VodJ,, Kreis loriesland, 
Friedrich- fuguststr., 	orn before L-jor 	K:.C:ORMSKI, Field Investi- 
gation Section, War Crimes Group W./ 7) ii B10,%. t V; .r;;l on 26th Lay 1947. 

I, Ella KUCK, hereby declare that I h...vo teen - .rned. that I am not coL.pollcd 
to make a statement, unless I wish to do so, 'cut that '•ny stfAcment I '(-ake will 
be taken down in 	and may bu used as evidencG in future. I rnke this 
sttcmcnt volunt-ril of m- cAn free 	:ind not under coLinlsion, rorsuasion or 
the promise ofany reward. 

I, Ella KUCK, was born in L)TIOKH.UEN Kr. Ostfri - rd, on 26 Grtember, 
1896. 	I m a C-erman citizn of -Itancelical 	 A.thout profession. 
I have never been punishGd for prjury or for 	 .Aatenents. 

I was a prisoner i the t 311c Prison Ostfriesenstre, 11,. co-called 
"Yellow Cross Prison", from 20/2. till 30/4/V. 	t this ti ..)CFITT-ER was the 
chief prison official. 	I remember the followin nues of other. guards:- 
MUELLER, HEERFN, PLENTER, STEENKEN, BLI.;:NDER, These were in charge of the .rnle 
department. 	The.feraalesection wa:,. under the caAx.nd of -7achtmeisterin Frieda 
BERGER, who had two assistants called TONI ':id ELLI. I would recognise all 
the above named guards and wardresses again. 

The prison consisted of two dei rtmunts: The !A.c department held ::Aorc 
than 100 men at all events. 	The females Doprtment had up to 40 inm::. -tes, the 
later beinz accommodated in S cells. I 	in a cell, toL,ether with 10 other 
women. Each had her own bed rlace; SoLetimes..hen it was overcrowded, it 
occurred that 2 ;a:ten woule. have: to sleep toL,Gthuf. 	1_6 far as I saw each had 
a mattress and a woolen blanket, but it was cold. In fact all the cells were 
very sparingly heated -rid very dimly lit, so that we could not see what We got 
to cat at all. The ventilation 	frightful. 	could not even see the 
sky through the small window. ?.part from that, the bucket which was there for 
the cxucution of our needs, was sometimes not emotied for two days, so that the 
stench was terrible. During the time Cyst the cell was flooded with water - 
a height of 30 ems - we stamped about in the water, that had already been there 
for 10 days, and other prisoners had to :11swer the call of nature in the water, 
as one coul6 not use the closet durinc this tire, no one was interested in our 
conelitions. 	tie lorison doctor did nA let himself be seen in the cell during 
this time; I must add. that the doctor never came to see us in the cell. Sick 
women, and women far cone with child -ho 	in h.. cell with le, asked to be 
taken to the doctor, but this was not pernittGC,.. 	I personally was only once 
taken to the doctor on my ov:n demands, -.1thuch I Led been poorly for souk; tine 
and had often asked for a 'doctor. 	'Alen I 	.:rusente:. to the doctor he 
addressed me gruffly with 	 "You swine, you've cot scabs." 
I saw the doctor (-mite often when I wFs looking out thr)u h the cell door. 	In 
opinion the treatment of Lick by thc doctor was inhum-11, and the sick did not 
find the requircd a,cdicr.l ?-.ssistanc,, and the doctor 	nyt help them either. 
For instance a  fellow-prisoner in ry cell Suffered. from Ji%rrhoea for weeks, 
confined to bed, and thi doctor dirt not coe. I saw during Sick-room hours that 
the men who had reorted sick 1-rd to wait wked in. thy: cold passage for a long 
time to he received and taken into the doctor. In 	opinion the prison doctor 
active at that time must take the blame for the had hycienic and medical conditions 
and the resulting deaths of people becLus, they - did n t receive the necessary 
1,edical attention. 

The food in the pri,2'n 7.as not fit for hug trans. 	 that is in the 
mornin,7s, we received 	,iece of dry bread, - 	of br._1 ..-ter, which 	not 

/even warm. 

B/M 718. 
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even warm. 	In the ovenins .:c. :-ot a ladle full of ;.-.ter sour with potato 
	• 

ilcclin3s. 	I did not sec any -sat. 	Durin: the ;.hole of my stay in the priso 
I only received a thin slice of causa-,1 on about two occasions. 

The treatmcnt 	.1so Snhuman 	we lived inconstant fear. 	I have 
seen the guard ;TELL, e  t!,ad kick prisoners. l'urther I sa.w how the 
wardress DEReja hit 	r irl on the hef.ei with her 11:-.nd. 	The wardress 
E711GER vas kindly di,11 	7 but I must 	tir.t she wore clothes 
that hq..d been sent 	- ithout my peridasion, 

:veral nations wcre rc:resentaZ.. L-  the 1-ris ,n_rs. 	I had to clear 
out the men's cells and saw that in the ,xissian's cells there were no beds 
or there were also more prisoners than sloe in„ f-cilities in a cell. 	In 
my time there, one 7rcnchrral -.1.1d a Dutchl 	The c..1r)rd Voss once told no 
th't he had personally shot a i:ussian in thv prison, thich I did not, however, 
see. 

_s far as I re;Lmber thL'Irison doctor :It th:,t 	 certain 
Dr. KULLE. 	If I have described the !,trrd :JTELLT, he 	that time, 
about 45 years old, apprx 1,30 m tall, had fair hair and loud voice. 	I did 
not see any ward apart from MUELLER beat anyone, but I certainly he?.rd about 
instances. 

7,hile I was there, Frau 	 :rid Frau ..3CIII1PER were with mc. 
Of the male i:risoncrs I still remember the 	3GHLIChlildiri of '.-TILUELMSH. VETI; 
the last names: still lives in 	 'n3tra,-,:sc, there he is still • 
c:-.rryinL on his jewellery business. 

I have nothin,; further to say, that is I do not remember at the moment. 

(Signed) Ella KUCK. 

SVX)RN by the said Deconent Ella KUCK, voluntarily at WaEL on the 28th 
May, 1947, before me, Major T..deusz KI.CZOR(XiSKI, Investition Officer, by 
C.-in-C., British :.my of the Rhine. 

(Sizne(1) EI.CZOROV,SKI, Eajor. 
Investif- tin,:: Officer. 

CERTIFIED that this is :s true translation from Gordan into Ektlish of 
the Deposition of Ella KUCK, rr.rked Deposition No. 4. 

(SigneC.) C.F. Freud, 2/Lt. 
Field Invcstition Section 
Thr Cri,:aes Group (WE) 

B/F: 718 



Deposition No. 23 1430 
Translation of  

DEziOSITION  

of 

Bernhard SCHULENKORF  

Deposition on oath of Bernhard SCHULENKORZ, male of Holtwick Kreis Cocsfeld, 

Kirchspiel 137, sworn before Major Tadeusz KACZORMEL Field Investigation 

Section, War Crimes Group NiE) H.Q., B.A.O.R. at HOLIVICK on 25 Juno 1947. 

I, Bernhard SCHUIENKORF, hereby declare that I have bLeo warned that I am 

not compelled to make a deposition, unless I wish to do so, but that any 

statement I make will be written down and may be used as evidence in future. 

I make this statement of my own free will, and not under compulsion or the. 

promise of reward. 

I, Bernhard SCHULENKORF was born in HOLMICK Kreis COESFELD on 10th Apr 1915. 

I an a German citizen, of Catholic faith, married, railway police canditate 

by trade, last residing in Holtwick, Krichspiol 137. I have never been 

punished for perjury or for making false statemnts. 

I was in the Yellow Cross Pris-n from 13 March 45 — 5 May 45. Tooards the 

and of April, I together with other prisoners, with the whold of the Yellow 

Cross Prison was transferred from Ostfriosonstr. to Banterweg. I must add 

that the NELEMAIalE Aussenkommando was n) longer in the BANTERWEG. I 

remember the following guards. SCHIFFER, VOSS, HEEREN, PLENTER, MUELLER, 

KUDELLKA and the wardress BERGER. 

Beating and kicking prisoners vas on the guards daily r.oetine. The guard 

HEEREN was especially brutal to me, and bent :au with a truncheon or a rope 

almost daily - I know, that while I was in the prison on, of the Russian 

prisoners was shot by HEEREN. It happened in the following manner: In 

the collar, whore the Yellow Cross .Prison was situated, there was w -ter at 

a height of 20-30 centimetres far s2me reaall unknown to me. I together 

with another prisoner whose naoe I do not remember, had been ordered to shovel 

the water which had assembled in the cellar towar]s the door. Outsie, 

at the exit to the cellar, 4 more prisoners mure employed _In pumping the 

water into the street. I roma:Aber that one afternoon, apart from the 

two of us who, as stated above were employed on shovelling the water out 

of the cellar, 'there was.a young Russian pris ...ner in single-cell No. 6, 
who had been locked in this single cell the night bef.re. After he had 

been recaptured while attempting to escape. 	This single cell was locked. 

The \Yachtmeister HEEREN came to the cellar prison while we were shovelling 

water and walked up to cell No. 6, at which I noticed that he was holding 

a length of rope in his hand. He opened the door of the single cell, and 

I heard HEEREN say the following words to the Russian "You dog, coward, 

foreigner, if you don't hang yourself with in the next 5 minutes, I'll shoot 

you up". After that I saw HEEREN coma out of the cell, this time without 

the ropes, lock the cell door, and pace up and down the passage. From time 

to time HEEREN consulted his wrist watch, peered through the spy-hole in the 

door of the cell, and after some time, about 5 minutes, opened the or of 

the cell, all of which I could see exactly, And I hoard the report of three 

shots, after which the crying and moaning of the Russian ceased. 

After these shots I saw HEEREN c ve out of the cull, saw him put his 

bnok in his pocket, where by he smiled. HEEREN Asked us whether we 

heard anything. I said "Yes, yes". to which he replied "Shut your 

I'll shoot you up as well". At the SUL time he ordered us t leave 

and continue our work outside. 

pistA 
hod 
trap, or 

the cellar 

I personally do not doubt that HEEREN slot the Russia:), because, apart fr om 

HEEREN, there was none in the single cell from which I licard the shots. 

After this occurrence I went 	the o_-den but op-osito the cellar, to my 

fellow-prisoner BOLLMANN, and after conferring with him we leternined that 

HEEREN had shut the Russian. 

/AbOtrt .41 • • VII •••• 
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About 2 hours later, liachi_iam. 	cr,.:.e 	 t.1;1 us his n.,tifi- 
cation of Leath for ,ne Main C...sta - .:) 	 Sidi?:-Er in which it stated 
that the Russian ;Th.) hal been .hoot vr.ls shct lurng ar, .airrail, while 
trying to escape; I lo 	;:owev:r, ',L; w whether this re;)ort was about 
the Russian who ha.: boon shot by 

With rear.' t. the wardress i Urio'.L. 	, I can state that I pers.snally 
saw her beat an.1 kick female 	 1../hcm there foreirners. 

I do not know the .■ ris...n loctor Dr. KU -141E. 	I my romaaber having seen 
a doctor once .lurim--7 the wh.lo f m‘ stay in the prison. 	Nor did I notice 
any sanitary :,utics that were eart_._el out in the prison, nor lid I see 
sips of an inspecti - n 	the .- ris n by the ). 2ctor. 	Being excuse] from 
work depended on the judgmnt of SCH1PPER .r the guarl on duty. 

• I know HOLDORF personally. 	T 	ruar -ls were afraid of him, but I can 
make no state:aent at, .ut his 	nnectl..n with the prison. 

I have nothing furt'vz-. 	.,t,ye  

(S •1) 	 'TIKORF 

SWORN by the sail DopLnent dornhard SCII7T1' 11.012P, 
voluntarily at HOLT1ICK on th:: 	T 	.7, be- 
fore Lie, Major T3:301.1Z 	 inves.ti3Oeinc-7 
Officer detailc,1 by C.-in-C. 1. -:itish 	oy of the 
Rhine. 

Major 
T- 	 Off ice': 

CERTIFIED that this is a tr.  Granslati.'n 
from German into EnElis' 	thr2 
of Bernhard SCHULENK01, , marked Dep..:cit:.:.n N.. 23 

(Szl) C.R. FREUD, 2/Lt. 
Field Investi7ation Section, 
War Crimes Group (N.iE) 

4 
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Dep.)sition No. 9. 

Ott ; 71314 

Depcsition 	.)f Ot-. D 1;01Li 	; 	' 
713.a3estr. 26, sworn before 1,.jar 	 Fit.11:1 Investi7,ation 
Section, 	Crines Group (1-...7.3) 	 . -on  31 tray 1947. 

I, Otte EOLLL.,NN, herei-:y 	 I hay_ been ..:x-ressively inforr...ed 
that I ar.. n t cempelle t 	 unless I wih..h 	so, but 
that any statereent I do 	 ]-., written .1.7:-rn and nay be use.: as 
evidence in future. 	I 	this 	 ,•.', vrrn free will and n--)t 
under cor.pulsi 311, persuazi - )n or the La- .);11;..e 

I art Otto DOLI.2:...NN, born on 	•.t 	 Kreis ..resermarsch, 
nd I as.1 of Evhn4elic..-.1 fhith, 	German nati.h. -.:lity, single, book-keeper 

in a•wharf by occupation, last residing  , at al,H.TITL,LH-Vi2I-Ruesternsiel, 
...ia:.,7,estr. 26; I have never been punishea for perjury or for making false 
stateents. 

I was in the holice 7rison 	 Ostfriesonstrasse, the so-called 
"Yellow Cross Prison" as -prisoner 	c; 2eL 45 until 4 liayA5. 

I rer.ember the names of the 
LuKh.s, VOSS, auffraa, and the female guard LERG:R. There -,fere other ri.uards, 
but I cannot reraember their nar-les 

Apart fro.:1 SCHII:rilfs1R. and VOSS, of who..: I know that they have been 
sentenced, I know th,.t, the followih: 	com...itted misdeeds and that was 
as follows:- 

A few days after Good Friday 1945, at a t):_ie in which the hrison was 
flooded up to 30-40 ems of surface w:-.ter due to borbinf:, .,lachtmcister 
las?,.EN shot a *Russihh. 1).risoner. 	It hapeined as follows:- I was in a 
repair workshop, a woo:ien building at distance of ap)rx, 25 illetres from 
the entrance of the cellar-prison. 	dinner-ti:ic on that day I saw the 
rruard. IL:Y..R.1,711 approach the entrance of the cellar prison. 	I saw some rope. 
wound round the ri.,ht hand. of 10.38 N. 	,,s it struck no that H2, .:1:1; had 
shne rope wound round his hand I decided 	watch together with the navvy 
I was workin:7, with, to sec what was 	on. Jo therefore observed. 
=TUT and waited. till he 	out. 	suz:;,ected that he was up to some- 
thin/ bad. Ye also knew that there were 6 peo7le in a cell in the flooded 
cellar. 7c sad hMREN come out after while, but this time without a 
rope. 	After a further 	hour we sa,l. 	how the zuhrd I.E.2,31■1 
entered the prison cellar and shortly afterwards .z heard two shots fired. 
h'e ascertained ihMediately that the shot:-5 	Axed in the cellar and shortly 
afterwards we sz:. the guard 1E7.3TJ3N lc.A.ve the cellar, just as he put his 
revolver beck int) his .holster. :Te did not .1 hbt that the shots had boon 
fired by HMII1.311. 	In the evenihfr; the 1, h.1 .us.sian was collected by the 
coalmerchand 	 in the 	 in ,iI.Ufr.";TIELH..NEN, 	I have 
not seen the dead 	cover 	th_ 	it ;.'as told, that the 
Russian had drowned in the 	but we thh,11.ht that iurpossible. 

In the evenin; of the 	-1/111/4:::1 the Shote 	fire., I talked to an 
eye-witness who I 	sorhy to say had died in the !...ntime, who said that 
the guard HEMEN had handed the Russitn a repo with the order to hang 
himself within a hour with the re; hark, that ho (EL:. ,E.N) N;Duld shoot him, 
if he had not han,,,A1 hi- .self within 	• hour. 	..",s the RILL:A -al had not 
h,An‘r,od hinsclf, 	z i1/4; back aft-r 	..,rt while and then shot him. 
I have not the slightest detibt thAt 	was the Murkcer and my stat(gawits 

/referring 

DA',715. 
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re2errini; tl this can be cInfir-edby the prisoner who 	 that 
time and I know the followiac,  abut him: he was a railway worker fror:. 
th signals box of the 	 ;,tati_n 	L-1` 9.= JG. 	He came fr:,1 
DUSS1MDW. He then could have been 26 years old, 1.63 m tad, narfn 
face, dark hair. 

The guard PUN= was a very brutal ;:c.n. He dealt out lots of kicks 
and slaps with his hand. I myself have seen how 11ANI-T2 hit foreicners 

, as well as Germans in 60 - 7C cases, and he Was also very rough to the 
fonale .risoners. 	I have sc_n hi: hit w:len in the face with his hand. 

I make the superiors responsible for the Lad treatment, the food and 
the suffering of the prisoners, ,as; ,ecidly HOLDOR?, the Kriminal-kauaissar- 
Obersekretaer in the Gestapostelie. 	In my ,pinion he is just as guilty 
as SCHIP23R. I often savf him in the 1.xison. Sometimes even every other 
day. He came on duty, and I suppose as the superior official he knew about 
everything and oust have noticed on his frequent visits what hap?ened in 
the prison. I remember that HOLDWF passed us once, when the prisoners 
had cold shoaers, but he did not say anything:. Once I heard HOLD0R2 
talking with SCHIPTL, when a:hILTER asked "what shall I do 	the 
prisoners?". HOLDORF answered: "That is up to you. The prisoners will 
soon notice it." HOLDORF could have cased and helped a.lot in his position 
by consciencious carrying out of his duties. In my opinion -he neglected 
it and did not .do it. 

I know I',„DFAACILLIR and tJUHJIIIII vy nanK::, but I cannot make a statement 
about them. 

I have nethin!..: further to add. 

0-..,.g1) BOIL_ _ 

SWORN by the said Deponent Otto BOILiLliN, volunt:i.ril:,' at 
on the 31 May 1947 before lue, Major TA.eusz ic.,.CZOROir'SKI, Investigation 
Officer, detailed by C.-in-C. B..1-0.R. 

(Lizd) K.,CZO...20./SKI, Majors 
Investigation Officer. 

CERTIFIEDthat t is is .1 true trilslati,n ff_xl German into :naish of 
the Deeositi:n of Otto LOL 2.1-7, marked De osition Ho. 9. 

(Sgd) D.T. ST31/7.,,N5, Sgt. 
Field Investi,;ation Section. 

17ar Crimes Gr,-)11.2 

5. 
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Tr maetion of J: OSITIOF 

of 

_Karl POPKETI.  

Deposition I. u. 

Deposition on crth of if.' rl Po_ken, male, of jilhelmshaven, Friederikenstr.70, 
sworn before m 	?' 1 Le;7, ;eczorowski, Field Investition Section, War 
Cri:ies Group (Tr„_,) H. . :3.A•0.21•, rIt 1Vilhelmahaven on 4th June, 1947. 

Karl Popken her,. .ith leclare, that I have definitely been told, that I ram 
not forced to make a at ceimit, if I don't wish to do so. 	But in case I do 
make a statement, this 	be written dmin and can in future be used as 
evidence. 	I make this st te!: it voluntarily, and am not forced to do so, I 
h-ve not been persuaded, or h. v, been promised a reward. 
I, K .r1 Popken 	born in 7ilhAmshaven on the 22nd January, 1888. I am 
of evangelic faith end of German nationality. I an a carpenter by profession. 
I :.m nnrried, and I live in 'Alhehishawn, Frederikenstr. 70. I have never 
been convicted of m:•king a f Ise st.tement under oath, or of perjury. 

I was oft,n ordered by the Gestapo office by telephone to fetch corpses from 
the Yelle:: Cross Prison for burial. 	There "ore I 77-E3 often inside this prison 
to collect these bodies after I had placed them into coffins. 	I got the 
deLth certificate froF. SCHI= or HUTH, or another guard ::hose name I can't 
remember. 	I took the death certificate to the "Standesamt" (registry office) • 
in Wilhelmstr.ven for registration. 	The cause of death was stated on the 
death certificate. 	I don't remember these, but one ought to be able to check 
up on them at the registry office. 

Amongst the corpses I 	bodies that - ;ere co:Irk:101y emaciated. Proper 
SkeletOns. 	I only pr-.yed to God to help me to keep out of that prison, 
after I had scan this. As far as I remember I noticed signs on one corpse 
that rade me sure that this person had hanged itself. I saw wounds on the 
bodies. 	I saw corpse.: with "Kopfschuss" (bullet holes in their heads). 	I 
also saw a wet ccri.L. in one of the Iprracks. 	I was told that this person 
had drovmed. 	I can't definitely state that this corpse also had a bullet 
wound. 

Enclosed find a list I 1.J1 of people who were buried by me, but I don't know 
if it is complete, as I iost.some of my books 	to the bombardment. 	I 
can't remember specific n 	of ))eople on the 

I can't say anything else. 

(Signed) KLRL POPKEN. 

Sworn by the said deponent Karl Popken, voluntarily at 1:alhelmshaven on the 
4th June, 1947, before mu ;:r.jor T.leusz Kaczaraiski, Investigation Officer, 
detailed by the C. -in-C. B.1,.0.R. 

(Signed) Ki%CaRT;SKI, 
1:ajor. 

Investigating Officer. 

Certified th-t this is c. true tr' nslrtion fro:: German into En,:flish of the 
dL ,osition of Karl Popken n-rked Deposition Yo. 8. 

(Signer?) 	Warner, Capt. 
Got'. List. 

Capt.) 
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List of :persons 	dieC IA the GoYen Cross Pr iso: 	:)ur 

in ;ad nbur C 

..1.•••••••••••••• 	••■ ••••••••••-•■••••-•• ...W.I. 	• NI. AL o•-a. •••••••■•■■•••■•••••••••...0.1.....,•■..... 	 ■•■■■••+••■••...11 

• 

19. February 1941x. 

	

2. Maroh 	1944.   

25. Noveriber 1944.   

25. Noverfuer 1944.   

25. November 1 944. 

27..;january 1945,   

27. January 1945.   

6. }trail 	194.5. 

14. .2.pril . 194.5. 
17. 1.7)r 	191+5. 

7. ..lpr U. 	191 5.   

	

i7. 4pri1 	1945. 

	

24. ;.pril. 	1945. 

friexander Dent:A:U. 	Rossini, 

Pro.nz 

Binn Stadniclze. 

Koloi•uns1.7_1, 

Henricus Etrentsoh. 	Dutch. 

Ste:?an 

Jecef Gloclny. 

Roger :-)10.ttler. 

Pietro aora.;€.sz., 	 14Nistore Worker. 

"Lntschinkow. 

Cio!.y)c!7:1. 	 j tor I.7orlcur. 

Dublo»ln, 	 '211s -tor n Worker. 

Niosolo vrtn 	Bosch. 

WilhoUla haven, I. Juno 1947. 

(signed) 1QRL Pasom. 

• 
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T.11.-isTLiL,,TION of D:320...ITION 

of 

Fritz  

Deposition on Oath of Fritz 	 ',f 
Rheinst.r. 42, storn before Captain Harry 	 Investi;:ation 
Section, -,',"•.tr Crimes Group (7;:ih;) Ht, i.3.;.0fl at 1LiiilL.1:1-1.-.11:14 on 29 Kay 47. 

I, 	bcHuca,dvai, hereby accls.re that I Ii ve expressively been 
informed that I 	not forced. 	;:ake 	st..t.::-ment unle:-.111 I wish to dc so, 
but that any statement I do ::-.1ake, will be •:,-ritten 	and may be used as 
evidence in future. 	I make this otr...tem..:ht voluntarily-  and not under 
compulsion, persuasion or because of a 7,romise of a re.,ard. 

I, Fritz SCHUG111.1..Nii; was barn at 7ILH-_Z..:;:-..I-7,21,3.1; on 2; ::ar 1880; I 0-Li 
of evangelic;a faith, German nati'_hality, a -...:tch-Laker 	trade, residing 
in 	 Itheinstr.  . 42, ..:arr-L 	I 11:01L; 	 :uni6hca for 
perjury or for makirr f.: 1se 

I was arrested by the Gestapo -n the 1 -starch 194.5 r..nd an the same day 
admitted to the 1.)olice priSon of the Gesta;:o, Ostfriesenst,rrts::e. 	On 26 
J.pril 194.5 I was release.: fr 	.:rise n. 	Ll tn... 	however, the 
i-Lrison was transferred to 

During the whole of ; ty tine in the prison 	was prispn cou.anclant. 
I remember the following 	 IT2,3, ::.14 and 	well as a 
female guard, by the narAe. of BinGE.R. 

I myself was accoLnodated in the wo:-.ten's depart:dent and shared a cell 
with a Dutchman by the name of van 	I was definitel; much better 
accor.I.,,odated than the rest of the 	prisoners. 	I was never 	t- w9r1i: 
and I was also excepted fro..: the usual "bend knees" or other ..)hysical exercises. 
I suppose thst this nreferentitd treatment was due to my 	perhaps 
can also thank the circuastanees that I was born in ..IILI-E11111...V.:IN and that 
I 	well-known personality in the town. 

The food. was the Sal:Xi for everyone and barely sufficient, but I could 
somo food frolit home, ,.7hich I shared with :.w cell-mate.„ 

I personally was always treated well. 1.1thot01 I did not get to the 
fresh air for 19 days with one exception 	4.5 Linututi, I cannot talk 
unfavourably about anyone apart from thL.t, •:s far as I ifLyself was concerned. 
I was even permitted to receive guests oncL.: 

fimongst the prisoners there were Poles, Russians, Dutch.len, a few 
Frenchmen, and in the end in the B;JNITTIVT.X; Camp about 7 ,)/- 8 Italian officers. 

The treatment of the Russians and Poles eras especially inhu..i%n. Hits 
and kicks were the order of the day, in which 1,1117:10-;  FIR  and VOSS darticipated. 

I never reported sick dur.i...;:f r.v.  detention, but I was actually examined 
by the prison doctor, Dr. KULLE, about 14 days after, I was r-ut into prison, 
for this we had to fall in naked in the corridor and I 	t:. r.it for 

- 	hour. 	The exar.linati•fn -.tas not th.1.--1,;hly at all. 	I 	never soon 
or heard that Dr. KUL„1.; had entered the 	 and also h,.1 the foelik; 
that he did not ttke his duties as a.doct , r towards the prisoners 
sufficiently serious. 

Regarding death cases it is known to 	that duri:ig ;Ay sta.: in 
Ostfriesenstrasse a ;)ris.iner died. 	I hoard 	uxci.tir.1 "Is't the 

"o ) and so" 

D/M. 715. 
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"so and' so" (lead yet?" and the death rattle froze a cell. Later I found 
out that the 	concerned who 	supposed t) have, been ,:. trench; .:.n, had 
died. Duri:: iv stay in affrsH.EG I 261/ . 3 effins 	tsdcon 	but 
I do not kna.: anything else about it. One day I also sw the body of a 
Dutchan in a shed. But I did not see ,Ilybody-injurics, ,and suppose 
he died a natural death. I have nothirc further to state. 

(S3(1) Fritz SCHUOIli.',,NN 

SWORN by the said Deponent Fritz SC,'HUCHIL111,, voluntarily at ./ILITELIBIL1/7.,N 
on the 29 May 47, before Jae, Captain Hari . y SiLUNDIRS, Investif.;a.ting Officer, 
detailed by the C.-in-C. B.A.,.o.a. 

(S:;(1) H. Saunders, 	Captain. 

CMTIFIED that this is a true tran-lati ,n fr)1: Ger-an.int Zn,;lish 
the Deposithn of 2ritz sciagninslI, marked Depositi.)n No. 28. 

(sL.,a) B.T. Stevens 	Sgt. 
Field Investigation Section 

Jar Crimes Group 

D/M.71 5. 
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Translation 	 Jepositien De 12.  

DEPOSITION 

of 

FOSW1RSKI -1Zoman  

Deposition on oath 	POST4..RSia 	mcd, 	Haupstr. 19, o,:rorn 
before me, .lajor Tadeusz KiSZOROWSKI, Field InvestiLiation Section, ar 
Group (iNE) HQ 73.ZR at HOOKSIEL on 21 	47. 

I, Roman POST..,RSKI, herewith declare that it has been expressively explAn-
ed to me that I am not forced to make a statement against 1.-v wish, but that 
statements I make will be taken down in 7.critin_ and can be us,:d 	evidence in 
future. 	I make this statement of my er:.n free will and not under threat, 
persuasion or the promise of a reward. 

I, POSThRSKI Roman, was born on 'the 27 Jan 1096 in FLORENTLI01: Krois NOWO-
R4001:SIVFOland, am of Catholic faith and of Polish nationality, a shoemaker by 
trade and married. ly last residence was tA .1..13DEV, I have never boon punish-
ed for perjury or for makinL; false st:tements. 

Four times I ...as brought -t.) the police prison in '.:ILHELI:SH...1/12T, Ostfriesen- 
strasse, each time I was there for while as 	 far ab I remember 
I was there for 10 days in June 1942, for three lays in sui.mer 1943, core than 
three weeks in November 1944 - I think - and eight weeks in -1.;:xch/1.pri1 1945. 

did no outside duty and worked in this prison during my st::y in 1944 and 1945 
as a shoomaker. 

I still remember - SCHIFFER was once Dienstullenleitur in the priacn :,11,1 in 
1944 I believe it was ':Tachtmeister HUTH. Furthermore I remember the nai.1)s of 

the following guards: J4liSREN, IMELH,111.7 , HMREN, HOLZENK4aAPFER, VOSS, 
FkIEUTER, LITELLER. There 	soa'c more guards  there, but I cannt remember 
their naucs any more. I know that prisoners of variAis nftiunalities were in 
the so-called "Yellow Cross FrisAl", as the prison was called by nickname. 
There were Ger ,-Ins, Poles, Russians, Dutchmen;  Frenchmen and Belgians. 
not see Englishmen. 

The fpod was very bc.a there; we -:,n1y received 	twicu 	and that 
c nsisted of in the m2rning: a thin slice if bread anj black, unsweetened coffee, 
mostly cold, and in the evening: apprx 2  litre 	 1.1thing else. The 
pris:-ners were always hungry. 	- 

I was in c. cull t. :ether - with eight ;..en. 	Each one of us h[.,1 a place on 
the bunk and a blanket. 3ut I have seen that there were sometimes 16 men iii 

other cells, where in actual fact there was only rocm for eiht men. Some 
prisoners, mostly Russians, had no blankets at 

I have seen with my own'eyos, ho-:f. Liards beat rald ill-treated prisoners. 
Thu beating was often done with truncKtifmn and mostly in the corridor 4' the 
prison. I cannot say that abut 	 IAA I saw howITMUII, VOSS, KiXPE, 
PLEPTER and "aJELLER boat prisoners with truncheons. 1,EY7.1R only beat with a 
ladle. I myself was once 'kicked on lay behind by PLENTER, so that I flew 
az,ainst the 'thor call (oiTosite wall). 	I still have a headache to this lay. 
The chaining of pris Tiers on hands as well 'J.3 	feet was the order of the day., 

The be.Aings and ill-tre•'tuents - ire Sc severe that blood and sores shoved 
and would n.)-b heal far a 1 	time. 	Hy frion:13 	were ::rrest...1 together 
with mu in 1945 by the Gest:p , 	HLRIB and ULERICH 	7.71LHELHSHIOTEN 
were beaten by them till the blood shwed 	that they aiuld n't sit down fa. 
the f'Nll-....ting eight 7,-eeks. 	I ,vself sa r the 	and weals 'n their behinds. 

WI: 736 
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During my time three to four death cases occurred. I do not know what it 
was. It could have been malnutrition as mny people suffered from that. It 
is known to me that the guard 	had shot : polish prisoner with the Christ- 
ian name 42,nderzej, whose name is ill the r:.cce-.A04:-Aion registry of the Gemeinde 
:flaTSIDUT in HOOKSIEL and can still be found there. .:artin GERDES of linzr-oz of 
the Gemeinde It4TGER.L.J:ID was present at the shooting. 	.L 	the shot 	-Yhuri 
he was brought to the prison and when I tole htA off K:%PFE answered: "I shall 
shoot them all!" 	far as I remember K..PPE could have been 35 years of age, 
of medium height, brown, and brown eyes. I do not know his whereabouts. 

I remember the fo 11 a-ting : It was I believe, in ;rove: :our 1544, when some 
of the other prisoners, one morning.  on the way to the -.r.sh-roc.., in the corridor 
of the prison, pointed out to 	that ST.,NITZKI -e-as h14aging in a cell. 	I '.-font 
to the door of this. cell, looked through the observation hole and ::.ctually saw 
SL.NITZKI hanging by his arr.is fro- the supports. The body was hanging limply 
and STiLITITZKI was unconscious. I reported this to the guard MEYER, and he 
replied 'that they had probably forgotten to take 	 as I 
remember ST..drITZKI was hung up by the guards -.rho were on duty th,.. previous 
evening, :snd they 	the guards PLEI1TER and 1.:Hi■LLiR. 	I 	not quite curtd.-t 
about that. 	Later on I 	that after SThaTITZKI had been taker. do-..n he w:-.s 
thrown into the prison cell No. 6 and had water thrcr,-in ov..,r him, and •,-zhe;i he 
came to, he was bound by feet and }lends, and although it 	cle-r to us th7.1; 
the man could. net 	much longer, he '..ras:;:eighed. down ;:ith a heavy chain of 
apprx 70 pounds weight. ST4.11IT.Lia groaned so t'nat 	could. hear him from far 
off and ho diet... on the third day. 	I myself heard that :-.3T,XITZKI-was severely 
beaten on the day when he -arts hanged and one could hoar his groaning rimy cells 
away. I know for certain that one day during the groaning and moaning of 
ST..NITZKI, I had seen the Gestapo Kaa:.issar 'mina,  in the prison., I approach-
ed. HOLDORF and asked him whether he could listen to all this iaoaning and groc.:1- 
ing. HOLDORF then went to the gUard roa.i and together 1.•.2th the guard went to 
the cell where ST.',NITZKI was lying and it oust have hrppenel shortly afterwards, 
because STilNITZKI stopped moaning and en the same day his body was taken away. 
There was another Gestapo official in the presence of !ICIADORF. HOLDOIT shouLl. 
be  able to make an exact statement. 

This is all I could say at present. Right now I cannot re:..ember any nom 
things. 

I would like to add that during my stay in prison I .have only seen the 
doctor once in the prison. ''hen we turned to the guards 	the case of 
ST,J1TZKI to fetch the doctor to the uoaning 	 and other prisoners 
got the Emswer: 	does net. exi3t." I do not know Dr. -MLLE. 

1-UST.JISKI RoiAan 

SWORII by the .sail Deponent POSTL.RSK'Iltema.n, voluntarily (I., HooKsrz on the 
21 May 47, befo-re ate, :,:ojer Tadeusz Klaltli.01:13KI, InvestiLating officer, detailed. 
by C.-in-C. 

Investigatilw, Officer. 

CERTIFM that this is a. true translation fro Gen.lan into Engliah La 
the Deposition of POST,:sRSKI Roman, marked Dup. No. 12. 

(3g1.) 13.'2 STEVENS ;Lt. 
Field Imistigation Suction. 

Cri.ies Group (NWE). 

EVM 716 
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Tr..nslation of 	 M.! 	 12:-  

Of 

Deiosition On orIth 	_:- Q 	1,_ , of 1:".DF.I.! H-..uptstr. 19, Kr. 
wriesland, sworn brfore 	 a.o 
. . rar Crirsz Group (TUE) IT ., 	. • t 	 m 5 June 191i7. 

I, 	n 	' 	r1 . 171 r.t 	 e)cpressively 
thnt I 	coupe-Ale:1. te 	 ter .,:nt unless I 	1-, -) 	so, but that 
any st:.:c.ient. I do tr.ke 	1:e 	 y ie uc 	3 evidence, in 
future. 	I make this :..Ititer..:nt v -.1unt lily 	nt Lu.Cer 
or the FroLisc Tf in reA, 

T - an 	 b-.rn 
27 Janu. ry, - i; - )6, I 	of c!-th..lic 	 .nlity, shoe3., ker by tr!-.de, 

1.  3t; residence 	 I h%ven.t -n 	ni.hc for i- erjury 	for 
mekin,; f Ise 

In 	to Ey statel...ent or the 2i hay 1947, I wY.nt to acid the followintf:: 
I reElcmber exact1.7 that the ,lolish 	 was terribly beaten up on 
the: eveni.ni of the dny, ;-..ten he was br - uc,ht. in ., nd I 'At:an the clay before the 
E-tornin, -./11.-,n I .3' hL. hark:;inj: and crucified. 	the ::uards F]2NTEi and DIELLEI:. 
One of tLes, . .unrds h 	rubber truncheon an,. the ithor a stick. 	They beat hix., 
arg.i kicked hii so cruelly, tly..t 371. IiITZI coil pod unconsciously. 	I glso crA,. 

unconsciously after the beLtin. I do not know \there they put 
him. 	In ait., 	they ;1.1- .;,:c.,1 him in the :lirectiori of the cells, where I also 
saw his,: the next Llorninf. 

That is wily I surpose that those two :ix-  rds han 	NIT'ZKI in his crucified 
1)ositim. 

Te!l.a:,,,  I also rener3:r exactly thnt 	 bet prisoners, mostly 
foreipncrc, iU1aflu rand Thples. 	He 1:..at t11, not I.T.-Ater ‘..here he hit. 

r.71-te Lr i 30111:r shot 11T 	 T',-)le by the nam of ..10i;ZEJ 1ZOLOMAT3KY. 
..fter the r...h -)otinc, I talkeC. 1.-ith eye-witnesses and all told me that KIP.73 had not 
shot him, becumse he tried to escape r.r!". not in. self-defence, but from a distance 
of 6 metres, while KOL011.113Fx -.3 vell 	other hunL;ry prisoners reached for some 
turnips. 	:.orae sr id. that KTi7t,', had not acted correctly, he should not have made 
use of his w,apon. 

I 	t )cether •Ath many 	 whose n.mes I cannot remember any 

iy t!-:. -bet -tent e.)ncernin; the beatin;:s of LLSdS r.nd tr12311ICH I v.euld like 
to add that JLB a well 	LBitIC tok the 2 i'olish prisoners J.i.CUBCEriSEI Leon 
and KILYSTOFORSKI Cseslaw out of the cell. and they were both armed with a stick,. 
or a rubber trunche.in respectively and must have beaten the 2 	prisonera. I 
her' rd the terilble 	of the pr is .)ners and ald them bleediiK; :7f terwards. 
Moreover, a few C.ays1,:ter, ,.;;Len 	 IC to our cell and JAQUBOWSKI 
cpuplr.ine,1 !.s..b ,ut the 	:,hich h.. still felt, 	said: "You woul not have 

tFr.t 1e;.  tin:•,, if you :;oul: s-i it ri,ht 
Czoslaw lives 	-,.esent in :r1;_TS;10`,-; nr MIPEN (Haarcn 	 . 

Kirchstr. 27. I can namc further Atnesses, who %.ere in the Yellow Cross Prison 
as pri0.-Mer3: 	 BRO11I3L,I1, born 2 Feb 28, ::•.nd i2Udll Kazimier, born on 
26 ;_lop 	-41.1 B,.JjKI Jan. 	I suppose they 	all in 1..i. TZKOW 

I sh..ulel like to 'AY. that the r...bove 	Luards BEE-ZEN, K iIE, FLENTER, 
I.U.9121,E1 had brutally beyten up fore in pria.)ners, whereby 1.7,EREN dished out hard. 
kicks. 

(1::ned) crua103T.. ;Sta. 

/ 

LAT 716 
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`..). fl .74 	 .nt 	n 	.J.,n 
-.)n the 5th Junc, 1)47, 1.,-f 	 r T 	 (2-01:0 	 tin:  OfTiccr, 	 (:. 	 r; ..y 77..f tl-ic 

-11rve...;t1 	Officer. 

th..t th3.: 	tru, 	 ti 	 n into T:n:lish the Oe. 	 .11 	6h1, 	rkei. Dc.  

(AL:1100)-1,T. 6tevens, 
Ficia 	 jecti.m. 

Crimes (r- 11; (1.:.7::) • 
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Translation of 	 :osition No. 20 

LEPOSITIO7 

of 

-1=12 Heinrich  

Deposition on oath of ilEYER, Heinrich, male of "::alho1.1shcvcn, Voslnpp 
.Flutstrasse 319, sworn before Capt. Harry SC.UITZP,S, Field Invostiation Section, 
1::ar Critics Group (1` 712) 	D.:-.0.11. at ..7.ILHEI:ESHWIIN on 31 :Icy 1947. 

I, Heinrich:MER, hereby ,leclaro 
ca4sclled to make a deposition, unles 
I make will be written c:own 
otatoment of my own fre.e will, r.na not 

that I have becn 
I wish to ao so, 
used as evidence 
under connuision 

;iarned tht I an not 
but that any statement 
in future. I make this 
o.7 the -i-a.0F.lisc of reward. 

I, :ZEYEa, Heinrich, was born in G.11.3TatU12,10: Krs 1;i2'_;117,1C:TF,I, on  i.  D00 95. 
I EVa a German citizen of Lvan,clical faith, a 'mtcher 	trade, residins in 
-IILIELMSHLELIN Vosla:p, Flutstr. 319. I have never been .,unishea for perjury 
or for makin, false statements. 

I was a zuard in the :iarine 	..1.11-ZIAISH:X211 frcn 17 Fob 41 to 16 Mar 47, 
when I was Usmisc.ard liocause the wharf closed '.own. I was transferred to the 
Yellotr prison Ostfire:,enstr. in Harch 191,2, ;in .r-; I was e:1:loyel as a sL,uard until 
Sop 44. When I arrived, SCHIPP2 was the Cor:_lmaint of the prison. In 1943, 
however, I 10 not re...e„ber the exact 	he 	transferred ana replaced by 
.iachtmuister HUT. Th ;uard consist.,1 of two shifts, each of 5 "on. 	I remen-iber 
the fo1lowinf.: nen in my shift: P11.=, KA•,P.11, .;;ITTI]NP:LD, and ..L.ITSZN (Hermann). 

STEENKEN, KOESTE2, and ar.vul called Fritz =ST, who all ntIrked on our shift 
tappornrily. 	I ao not reme,..lber the exact art„3 of their 	,n duty. 	I 
rcnor'ocr the follmrin. ncn: on the other shift:- VOSS, munma, BEical3, 
ENDDLMATIII, BMGIU.DIN. 

The total personnel in the .rison i_13)„,red ;-;.)1,rox 70 ,len, lator, that is 
since 1943, also a.)out 20 wmen. 	 nationalities were represented 
aalon- the ;risonors: Ger:Ian:3, Poles, French, Italians, Boll,lans and Dutch. 	I 
Int.S personally criployed partly on inside and -,2artly on outsi'c duties. My work 
on inside duties consisted of sub ervisin: the cleanin; of the cells, issuin_ 
and escort duties. On outside duty we had to ensure that 't:3 prisoners that 
had 1;oen entrust,a to us, aid not escape, and perfor:: th-_r work decently. 
Usually 3 of us w.iro responsible for one outside workin party of approx 25 men. 
I was often detailed for work in the wo:lenls section. 	The ,:o. ion who '.For,. ',tailed 
to do outside work had to clan an fill -ottlos in - 'mwe,ry. .bout 12 wo.:,en 
usually aid this job. 

I remember a woman, Frau -SONNT:_G, of the fo.:,ale zuavds; she commenced 
prison duties towar:s the end of 19)-i2. 

The ::talc dopactaent oonsisto,l. of a' out 12 cells. 	Th.,:ro was a difforenco in 
tho rIccoalodation of Gurlan 	foroiLT prisonors. Thu Cor:.ans were f:enerally 
acconnodatod 6 in a cell and 'tad ')eloth:s an :aattrassds. Forci-nors were 
:cncrally 3 in a cull; so le of h 2rench..!on 11%a 'eaclothes, but 	of them, 
amour: thJ1l :mostly Poles, had to slue] on 	',elboar:s. 	The cells of 
foreiL;ners were someti-us 30 full, that 	 ha.: to sleep on one 

7edLoard. 

In 	opinion, the food for ;the _ri._;oner-3 was Sufficient. 	I never 33A: any 
prisoner ;(-) 	tilout food as a puilishment. 

In my workin party I often ha( zrinoners who were ovi.ossly unfit for work. 

I personally hold the doctor responsil- for this, 1,,,eause he did not excuse 
the people concerned on .lodical :younds. The doctor responsi'ao for this was 
doctor KUM. 

• 
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Only 1 case of _loath axin my time it. the 2;ris:)n is known to me:- 
One evenin,-,, it 	h,7.10. 

7.-hose na-..ie T ao not re. 
lei. -.ao to a coil in -..thick lzy 

whose na-:io I do not kno% 
cenvini!ed thnt he did. not :do 

1-_, oen in 1943, when we returned fro:-.." work, 17.. 
ae.ifeer, 	"Yet rpother .Dric has lie',"' . 	Ho 
the body 	yourk:, :role. 	h71.3. soon this 
r, alive arJ. ,all on th., 1:revious day. 	I r2:3 
a natural :loath as 	body was st:-.s.inod bluo. 

	

I just reraers:,er 	s_cond ca:-13 of der..th:» 

One evenin:, it nay have '.;een in June 1)43, ..-achtneister ICL:Z.FE crvae fro:: outside work in a truck vrith a ITisbaor 	had been shot .'207,..a. 	fdo not 
know the nationality of this prisoner, I only know, ho was foreicner, Ho 
had been shot throuL;h the heart, 	',711::•, I 	 -bout it y he told mo that he haC. shot the prisoner while 	escaLii]. 	i:Lc not know what 1::no a to the c orps . 	I know of no o 12r cases  of loath. 

	

IT.72,LUD. 	f`..rt I C Ul 7,rly brutal, !:‘ ,2 was kno,....n for his DIZICER, 	J.`..NSMN 	 aso beat a lot of prisoners. L. man called -Tach.lann :RUSE, who was on the other shift was also quite especially 
brutal. I often saw MUSE beat .-„risoners of all nationalities with a rubber 
truncheon. MUSE, as far as I know, is no-,-: the Genlarmorie r.G.I.,,TE) near 7aLi-ELIISHLITEN. 	HUTH always behaved :lecon-:.;ly, 	never beat or ill-treateC.,. any :7Jrisoner3 myself either. 

I have nothin: further to 

(;::a) Heinrich ri..7.2.-= 

SV1CRN by the SP.i. DC13011Ullt Heirtri C i _ 	V -Tat AL; zily at .::ILI-LLI.:SHLVT,N on the 
31 1.:ay 1947 before rae Capt. Harry 	invostitin: Officer detrd.led 
by C.-in-C. 

(sca) H. 	Capt. 
InvestiL;atinc. Officer 

CalTIFILD that this is true translation 	 En fish of the 
Deposition of ilei:,;rish 	 Dei,osition No. 20. 

(:7, L.,a) C. R. FREUD, 2/Lt. 
Field 	 Section 

Crimes "roue (WE) 

D/M721. 
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Delositi:n  . . 
Trn.nslation •of 

Heinrich 12T.T.r2i. 

DeloAti,in 	 :iEYEL, Heinrich, m-.1e, of 	 7YT VQs1!-Tr., 
Flutstr. 319, 3vr)rn bel re 	 3, .11;DEI.;;, of 21,A1 In.vestiation 

Crirps Gr -)up 	57)._1 0.;:. at V 3l' ;p or 20th June, 1947. 

I, Heinrich 	 th-t I b.ve l..en ex-ressively u.f.rne(7. 
thrt I ...ra not 	 make 	st tcm nt unless T wish sr:, Lut th-,t stutu- 
-lents I f:Lke, will 1..._, 	 1 	evidence: in. futuro. 	I 
mnke this ottement 	 rrt under c 	 2ersusi,:,n, or becuzc 
of the :rovise of re'..nrd. 

Huinri.ch 7.1(7.71■, 	• b• 	t 	 :.!...-cr.erh.s.ven on 4th 
rKceriber, 1..95. 	I .1- 	n. 	• .lity, 	ev-n. c.lie 1 1...dth, 	butchor 
by trade, 1 i.vin.7 t 	 , 	31), a tr.ve n - t 'been sent- 

for 	 :ants. 

I •:-11-t to -16 the f i 1 o:ir.i. t 	tc- lent 7.r 31 J'iay, 1)47 : 

In uttr 191,1 - I c-nnot re! er the exact date - 3 was resent durinc 
the followinc 	 :)nc 3 imid..y even: n I was on duty in the -:rison, when 

_usscnkomr.nal un 	 s s ervi-i )n, returnea f r )LI work. 	I worked. 
in the corridor ;:hen 	c..mc in excitedly ..ne, tole'. 1:.0 that the prisoners 
Iva stolen his bre .d -nd lutter on the truck :in the wfly back from work. 
ordere the L-riz Alers to lino 	f )r the p r. dc that W.5 hold every cveninz, 
in the corridor. On this )cc' si )n Dutchri 	stanJin in the second 
row, rickcC. up 	‘reel with butter fr-4. the flo and ;-:..vc it to LENTER with 
the ::ores: "Here is L. )ur butter". 	lthAlc,h the Dutch. an in question Irld not 
;:t:)lun the butter Lut )nly f )und it in the crlrri(...or ILTUITER rushed towards him 
nd with:ut quustionin,., him, he .,trrte(1 to teat him terribly and to kick 

Ec heat the ;iris )nor for 	5 minutes, lulled his hair and kicke,-, him in 
the abdomen. The prisoner coll. 	: L-) eyes Icre bruized and swollen and 
he was ileedin severely fr'.3.1 nose nd I.. uth. 	Thereupon I intervened, took 
the prisoner -11C. 	him to cell ND.6, '.nd 1:eked the door to protect him 
fr 	.1.171'I TER. 	Me re 	1 L2AT31.1: said t LL : "31) you are on the priz prier' s 
side" (Du h-ulst mit dun :laoftlin' en"). 

Liter the fo:ila 'hnd been distril t 3 is looked for the prisoner in question 
in cull No.6 	brou :ht him his f Jed. 1 asked him whether he had stolen 
the butter which he denied. he comi 1. ined .d)eut pains in the face and 
abdomen and w. z still Uoeflin:: severcl;;  froze n )se -n. 	,uth. 	Later in the 
evenin::, I took him t ) his cnn cull. 	I told him tint it 	Dssitle that he 
went to .cork the next (.1.ry in this coniti ,n and he really 	-c..' in the prison 
the next day on 'MY' > orCer. 

I witnessed m further ---tails with re 	t this incident and I have 

deinrich MEYER. 

S :OhN by the 0,  id Deponent -einrich ifEYER, 	 at Voal-pp, on 
20th June, 1947, 1.x. ' re Ile, Cal t 	rry S ITI1D1713, Invk stic-ti ,1 Officer, detailed 
by C. -in-1C., brittsh rLy .Y.P the Lhinc. 

(:..;iuned) '. S. U1]DE1*_), 
Invcsti. '.tiny Officer. 

C7LTIFIFD th .  t this is true translati n i r)m German into Lnblish if 
the Depositi)n 	!einrich 	rkw: 	 No. 20a. 

	

(Sinea) 	vena l  
Yield inv..atigati)n Section 

OrJup (TT ,E) 
718. 
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Deposition No . .O2. 

T:i?10 of -31.;1:0O1110k;  

of 

Jii Gino noo 

• Deposition on oath of 	Cr-L;i:1■:;;  ne, Froricho, fomolo, of 
Voslapp, ylutstr. • 	:Toorn beforo n , C•.: t :in Harry 

Sf..uloyaz, 	Investigation Section, ":lar Crimes Group_ (1-: .13) H(....; 	at 
VOSLAPP on 20 Juno 194.7. 

I, Gosino LYE, horob3r 	th..f. I hv bnoo.roo. ivoly warned 
that I am not con 	to m:.k a ;tatomont unlos._ I wioO to do so, but that 
any statement I do makk., will be -.vri.tton down .tno._ Flay be u:.!oci as ovidonco in 
future, I make this statomont voluntorily 	it under cot xpulsion, 
-persuasion or the promise of a re 

I am MEYER Gosine, born at .:1L1111..;.:ZLIoo.•.;o:.I..,:lo, Krois 	 Ostfriosland, 
on 13 June 1897, of German nationality, o:.• ewoloollool faith, a houso-wife 
by profession, residii': in 	 :,?lutotras:_e 319, nd. I have 
never been punisho.' for norjury or for 	 statoiaents. 

During the time my husband Heinrich :41:==. s-.1c.;nt ii: the 'follow Cross 
Prison, as a guard, that is, in the yoaro 1942-44, I often visitod him in 
prison on Sundays to brin him his lunbh. I visited the prison about 
10 - 15 times; I sometimes spent 1-2 hours there and on ooi-aa:7 to the office 
I had to '..falk through the whole prison. 	One day, it could have been in 
smmer 1944, I say a gruesome sioht: In a cell Yore 3 prisoners; 2 
Grans and a Pole.. The Pole had a rope around. his chest and had been 
1..ulled. up the van, so that his Lb .t oere about 50 cis fra., the 	oind. 	I 
was in the company of my husband and as ho unlocked the cell, the Polo said 
in broken Gorolan: "M. ZJI, undo me, ivo mo a pioco of bread." Thoroupon 
I said: "Oh, how terrible, 	hi..1 a ricco," ond lay husband brouoht him 
a pieco of his own bread. 	I do net know hoo bit he ha.. been hanoino, and 
I also do not know -dho had sentenced him to this and how lon-r he ha . to stay 
like this. 	I was so terrified that I could not :Irak° any more corn. onts 
about it, but I often thouo:ht afterwards how such an inhup.on deed 	only 
possible. The 2 G.. mans had woiohts fastonud to their onkles and o-oro 
standing upright. 

I can only say the best ab.att FiUTH; he ia a human foolino for the 
prisoners. I often heard hL.1 irk that hi: position io the Yelled Cross 
Prison was v-ry difficult and th_:.t h.: only .)t 	1 in this job 	keep his 
family. 	"Ono should put himself into :such v. o 	onoo" was one of 
his expressions. I overheard okysolf, how he at.tyn ,oTavo ooad instructions 
to ray husband, and saw to it; tir,..t 	 oont rioht. 	He only obeyed 
the instructions of the Cre:Aa.;:.0 to keep his ,)osition. 	The orders I saw in 
the prison were all signed by HOLDOl& and in 2 Yopinion 	r0000nsible 
for the conditi..-)ns in the prison. 	I think ho was, hioh-rzankin. ,:nourh 
to remedy the conditions in the prison. If he would hay() 	foolims 
and been human, he sh.nild- not have allowo such things. 

I was a conductress on the bus lino 
	 Lola 	in the years 

1942-43. Foreign labourers were 
	 t0000rL. 	 to the 

They wore m)stly Poles 
Yellow Cross Prison, in 	 LC - 

years of age. Later on I heard 
policemen in quosti)n was ab ..ut 1 	

:;oro tho, his n.ewas KTIUL-E 
slio 	:ix. and %-aS 	50 

JoO o 	o 

	

this rooion. 	The 

and that he was responsible for tho 	't h.nI to 	 He 
Usuoily ho had 1-2 attracted my attention b. • 	 • 	

:ist durioo the journey, prisoners with hill, 	often hit 
In my opinion t,is tro:ttmont was unjusti 

	
vithout reasons, 	the 

prisoners in question always bohavo.1 	.i,m -)noot othor.2 rhoorO tie 

D/h.715. 
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followin7 i'oi..arkst "They will hAve to be odue.:ted properly for once, I'll 
t) the Yeller Cross." I have nothirer further t9 6t#0. 

(S74) Fr. Gosin‘: 

SZRN by the said Deponent Crsine YER, volunt-rily at 10U-2P, on 
20 Juno 47, before 	Captain Harry SnUliD2r, Invosti:tin:; OfAcor, 
detailed by C.-in-C., B..0..R. 

(Srd) H. S.11.1111L11,6, 	Captain. 

CJ TT= that this is a true translati -n frin Gor.an into English of 
the Deposition of Gosine CrJi, narked De- tion No.32. 

(S-,d) B.T. Stevens 	Sgt. 
2i,la Invostifration Section. 

1ar Crimes Group (HVE). 

1.71 5„ 
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Deposition No. 31. 

of ri::11306I  

of 

Johann CrElar:,), 

Deposition on oath of Jol.r.nn (1,:aafil.;, male, of ;:-..CIIORTIM, Bisma.rck- 
strasse 220, Krs. 	 Y./0m before me, Major Tadeusz K,',CZ0.2.0 .$1:-,KI, 
Field Investi"ation Section, Tar Cli '.C;3 Group (N:13) 	II-OR. at ..;ILITAL;..21-LOTLITT 
on 2nd. June 194.7. 

I, Johann G-r'RDEZ, herewith declare thLA it has been specii:'ically 
explained to me that I am not compelled ix) 1,17-tke statement unless I so 
desire, but that any statement I make ".gill be t:.'.-:en down 	may be used 
as evidence at any 	occ:Izion. .f make this statement voluntarily 
without the use of force, persuasion or promises of rcniard.. 

I, Johann Glti.DES, was born on 29 ;;pr 1897 in Friedrichsehicuse, Kreis 
',117.17 ,11ND. 	I am of Gorman nationality, Eva.n:;elical faith, married, building  
supervisor, now farmer by trade, residth: in SCHORTIDIS, Bismarckstrasse 220, 
Kreis FRIELL,'-,10. 	I have never been punihod. for perjury or for malcinj, 
false statements. 

From 1940 - 1943 I was oii-oloyod as buildi;.7 	 tis cAtiAruotitA4 
or Lock No. 4, I3ntry. 

.,11011g, other workmen, prisoners from the "Yellal Cross Prison" also 
worked there; they worked under the supervision of the ,r;uards:- KRUS:;, 
VOSS, J-141-3E: I Pe tur 147TJE and othor 	whos:: names 'I cannot now remember. 
I personally saw, and am convinced about my tttoment, that the following 
guards boat prisoners -,eith a rubber cable, in the course of which they also 
beat the prisoners' heads: GUards "IIZIIL;E, VOSS, Jansen Peter. 	The 
prisons s represented different nationalities but the blows with the rubber 
cable licre distributed by the guards irrespective of nationality. 

I do not know what xvent on in the orison, and can say nothin: about it. 

(Sgd.) Johann Cr1310:2S 

SWORN by the said Deponent 'Johann G_LDE::., volunt,rilyat 
on the 2nd June 194.7, before me, Major T:xdousz - K.XZOROMICI Investiz7,a ti 
Officer, detailed by C.-in-C. 

KACZOPOI, 
Invusti-;,Lti!:: Officer. 

CERTIFIal that this is a true translation from German into En' lish 
the Doposition of JOH.ITN GL2D..a..);,. marked. Deposition No. 31. 

(Sgd) C.R. FRJUD 2/Lt. 
yield Investiatipn Section. 

Tar Oril -.es Group (1411B). 

D/11.715. 
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Deposition No. 10. 

TIO of 2,..;;OeITIC1I 

of 

Li COL]  

Deposition on a...Lt.; of 	 of • 	 ,::-..von-11cacl.xtr;.trdor - 
cred.en, Posenerstr. 16, 

Investization Section, 	rOri;:es 	 rat ...1.r,T-E.72,73H..V2).1 on 

2nd June 1947, 
• 

E.. hall CrOLLE)  TVe been 	 th..t I 	. not 	 t.) r..,ake 

statement, unless I wish to ra.-; 	 that 	 411 be 

-drittcn down and ;lay be 

volunt.'.rily of my o-,-th fre._ 

any re..r•ard. 

I, 11*.-Tald. GOLL:11 w-as b . )rli in ..D.IL.113,11-101-,,,T 	 • L' 1 	 Ian 

citizen of evangelical fü tL, 	fitter 	 Leefl 

•„:.unisiled. for perjury or for ..-.„akinr. ,•  false 

I was a prison...a-  in the "Yellov.. 	 Ostfriesenstrasse, 

from May to Sept 	1944. 

While I was there, the .- 	 TZu11-.n, :foli;3h, Dutch, Del.:ian and 

Pronch prisoners. I remember that .)nce there were 102 prisoners. 

Foreierf.-) received ..,.)rse treati.:ent th ••.11 	 for inE;tance, the Poles 

had to slop -aithoot :.attree:.,.., often 	 ..,n 	bed board.. 	I can 

remember the 	 HUTH, PAILL.,LJi , V0a., 

Peter, 	 , 	 'There -/-ert:: others, but I 

cannot now rem., 	th-ir names. HUTH, EIL . and 1....au and a zuard. who cane 

thdyaraG, 	 .d. chaps. 	_al the oth,,ro, in •ross,1ik.. V02-3, 

J.: .1 ZS3.11 , Peter, 	 • '_nd.:-..;T:L...;1\1K.I1 I do not 

C cider to 1-Je 	 bein:s, that is 	say, 	 •.; 	nil:handled Ind. vexed 

-../henever they mid'  fin:. the 	 .. th the risoners. 

3 a special vexati 	the 	 the ni:htt L u rhonHUTH had. 

;one home. 	Then the "s7ort"  b... -. .n, 	 rin t•••.nc 	 - )11 bent kne_s 

wi th ar, stretched. forward, CLf y 	 the 

which the prison. rs ov_rstraine.:. and vrou.n.led. thcz.: 	 This s::ort 

sometimes lasted more thai-•an h ur, until tL 	 coll.:.-psed. 	The 

uarcls enjoyed these t:)r....ents, 1 ,̂trhe., and 	 the r:ri3011ca'3.-  

The zuard ai.o 	st.--,11.1 in (- h.; --)a 	L. .l1 ni 7ht in only 

1.-,y shirt, as I na.-. 	 be.T. in •••.y 	 : 

livL;t1 in the constant :."*; 	 .blo- •-k, 	ill--tre - A,..ent. 	I aL 	••)eo‘‘lu 

wore chained and once a ••• „ussian ula„.;inc: 	 chained -Zor 4 	 th 
alar (air-raid) -.faro on. 	Col:, howLr I./ere n the daily 

Hy,cr ienic and sanitary-  conliti 	-..-ere very 1-3ad, rec.l .eili tics not 

much better. 	Dr. KUILL; was the 	 :oct)r. 	I Jo n)tezn..ii,ler him to • 

be a lar.lan bein.;. 	He aid not particularly 	a. ab-o:it the sick, 	 to 

stand naked in the 	 on the c ...-.,;crete 	 fain • to  

for hours until they were taken in to ht.:. 	I re:Aell)er that a -..ci....7•ner 

in my cell one !!-Y--.1 	teerature of 10...-.5e 

by the guard 	 IL:DLT50.13.G. 	The 	 • ,11.-.)ne•.7. Dr. 

but Dr. KUL 	di.1 not co;---:e. 

I 	Krim. Oberekr. HOLDOrd about twice 

in the evenin:;s and I I iork 	ut.idc the 

HOLDOTiF lectured up 	
c•  

then said that rt the 	 the 	 f.,I  

,about the -,-rork. 	.at t i .t 	 he 

in the 

In the 	 1G • 	Once 

HOLDC-_-2 

• rcx 

11_ 	, the chief of tne 

• 

Axi.r,on 
Dbi. 71 5. 

• 
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prison and that he doterldne.a the curriculJ., pf the 1:ork, and tho Dutput; 
at least, that is what I undorsto-1, and I presuAo that HOID07117  isouo the 
prison orders. 

The guards woula not have troatod the )risonors so brutoliy without 
a special order from above (I an from tho Gosto office) and it is for 
that reason that I hold H0LDOR2 as responsiblo supeoior official of the 
prison, respDnsible for tho sufferin of the prisoncis in the "Yellow Cross 
prison". 

I do not know 110LI—CK and can oake no statoncnts aainet other Gestapo 
officials. I have nothing more to say. 

(S.r.,(1) L'w aid CrOLT..: 

SWORN by tho sai. Deponent Ewald GOLoE, voluntarily .t IiLiLVEH  
on the 2na June 191+7 before ...I'D Major Tadeusz K-CZOROZKI, Invosti?..ation 
Officer, detile.Ly C.-in-C.,  

(53a) K...C740:A0WSXI, Major 
Invectifati)n Officer, 

CRTIFILD that this is a true translati:11 froi, Gorman into En3lish of 
the Depositin of Ni.ld GOLLE, markca Depositi-J1 No. 10. 

($) 	FREUD, 2/Lt. 	 • 
-Acid Invostio..tion Section. 

-Tar Crii.os Group (ff'E). 

D/11. 715. 



Translation of 	 .bu)osition 

iFPc$rrIoiT 

of 

}aim 	'„alter 

Deposition Oh oath of ,;alter KLITZEZ17, male, of laZaEIIMUNNT, Rheinstr. 
206, sworn before MD, Capt. Harry 3:.UUDERO, Field Investigation Seotion, 
Crimes Group OU.), HQ BAXII, at VILHELIIRLOfig7 on 29 	1947. 

I, '.:alter KUN2Z,0111I, hereby declare that I have been warned that I am not 
compelled to make a deposition, unless I wish to do so, but that any statement 
I make will be written down and may be used as evidence in future. I make 
this statement of zy own free will, and not under compulsion, persuasion or the 
promise of reward. 

I, ",:alter 	 was born at HOHNDORg/Saxony, on 27 Feb 1900. 	I am a 
German citizen cf Evangelical faith, male nurse and operating thoatro assistant 
by trade, married, residing in WILHEld:IOUVEN, Rheinstr, 206. .I have never been 
punished for perjury or for making false statements. 

I was arrested by the Gestapo on 2 Jan 1944 and was taken to the :arine 
barracks (Yellow Cross Prison) Ostfriesenstrasse, on the same day. I was 
released from ilipprioonment on the'lst 4ril 1944. During my tii-43 SCHIFFER was 
the prison caa2andant; of the other guardsi I can reueuber:. LUG:-,S, VOSS, 

	

IIIDELLii,ITN,HEEREIT, HOLZENKi.EITFEI, I, ER, AUELLER and HUTH. 	I was 
accom:Jodated.in a cell together with five other Ger.Aan prisoners. Ve had 
blankets, palliasses and beds. Foreigners, kowever, costly slept without 
blankets and without palliasses. The Ukrainians, :aussians and Poles wore 
quite espicially badly off. rood for us Germans was very scarce, and we wore 
always hungry. Foreigners generally got half as much. Bread was taken away 
and beatings were administered for the most trivial offences. 

The total number in the prison was, on the average, 110 men and 25 women, 
amongst whom there were isassians, Poles, Frenchmen, Dutchmen, Belgians, and 
for a time, one Englishman, I 'las detailed to do inside duties, and my work 
consisted mostly of cleaning up. I was employed as medical orderly for two 
days. 

i;edicn1 supervision was non-existent. The doctor responsible, Dr. EIJTJ 
did hiatwork in a slapdash ant inadequate way. -  Sick-room hours wore one hour 
a week at the most. I personally, when I was suffering from.pneumenia, once 
had to stand nakec: in the passage for two hours at ono of these sick parades. 
In spite of that, Dr. ElM declared that I was fit for work after an examina-
tion which lasted one minute. ‘'.o a result cf that, I did not recover until 
after my release. Foreigners, especially Russians, who came to him with 
wounds and other complaintS were nut examined by hiu, but wore declared fit 
for work with the observation "don't come so near me you swine". after many 
prisoners had been accused of sh4.iming as a result of Dr. KULE's diagnoses 
and hrd afterwards been beaten by. guards because of tht, many wore even fright-
ened of reporting sick. In the time that I was medical orderly I treated many 
wounds as a result of boating and kicking. ...a-though I hoard of about 12 oases 
of death during 	time in prison, I can only speak fray my :own experience-In 
the following two cases: 

/ 1) One day 

D/:: 716 
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1) One day, I was taken to a cell by SCHIFFER in ny  capacity as medical 
orderly with the words: 	alang and see what's the ;..attar with this swine." 
LRussian with bloodpoisoning in his leg a s lying there. His log vies swollen 
so that it was hard cane I could discern the beginning of a sepsis. In the 
evening this Russian was taken t2 the doctor, Dr. KULLS. He also had to wait 
for the doctor standing naked in the corridor for tw. hours with the other 
prisoners. 	I was present when Dr. KUL1 1)ked at hiu and said: "It is only 
a little swelling, F. few uoist bandages and then he can go back to work." 
.,fter the Russian had screLued terrifyingly all night, I found him dead the 
next uorning. I taok the crpse out of the cell with the help of two other 
Russian prisoners. 

2) One evening at about 1730 hrs we were suddenly chased into our cells 
by SCHIFFER. Soon after we heard the uost terrible screams of pain, in 
French, and the noise of impact of blows coring frou a. coil opposite. This 
was the punishment cell. The beating and screaming lasted iron 2000 hrs 
0400 hrs. We were unable to sleep all night. :it about 0400 has the screens 
of pain ceased, there was a death rattle - then silence. ,,fter the 1730 hrs 
roll-call I was sent to the punishment cell whore I found the corpse of the 
Frenchman wrapped in a blanket. The cell was covered in blood and pieces of 
skin and hair lay on the bcdboard4 It took mc about two hours to clean the 
cell, during which time I was continually guarded so that I could not examine 
the corpse. 

Ott the nightly "sports cxercisesu::(hoiTing like a hare, knees bend, etc.) 
DIDEIZMN, VOSS, LUC4S and BERGI.:a7  showed themselves especially because of 
their brutality. The foreigners had to suffer especially from this. 
Prisoners wore beaten by the above named uen with fists and lengths of cable 
and wore also kicked. 

I should like to add that ucny food parcels which were delivered fax the 
prisoners were never given to the prisoners. I often saw women bring food 
parcels, and also often saw SCHIFFER leave the prison with food parcels. 

I have nothing further to say. 

(Sgd.) Walter KUNZIII'diN 

SWORN by the said Deponent KUNZiTia; Walter, voluntarily at IIIIADILLXrE; 
on the 29th :jay 1947 before no, Capt. Harry SXADERS, Investigating Officer, 
detailed by C.-in-C. 

(sga.) H. SaRIDERS, CL-7.pt. 
Investigating Officer. 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translation fria German into English of the 
Deposition of Wolter KUMi,:10, marked Deposition No. 16. 

(Sgd.) C.R. FREUD, 2/Lt. 
Field Investigation Section. 
lar Crimes Group (I1:;E) 
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Translation of Deposition' 

of 

Rai:Aund ULBRICH 

Deposition on 	 und ULBRICH, male, of"...-.1711...31L:...\.- :., 
116, :.,,worn before Lie, 	'IT . . 	 Sati 	::;C:Cti 011 y 

Crimes Group (1:.11) 	 on Li. June 1 947 • 

Raimund UL3ll1Cii ereby 	 been ±mn1 that I 
not ea- Tolled to make 	St at .3..10:It 	I 	3:1 to do so, 1-.)ut 	stateuent. 
I de r.iake trill be written don). 	 ...';21C0 in future. 	I make 
this str.te:acnt voltuitaril-; a:kJ not 	co..-Lmlsic).11 	 thc,' prar.ise 
of r..ny reward. 

I, Ramnd 1.111;:7Thi....!I I 	born on 30 2^,uA 1900 in ZABORZi.;/',..,:. ..'.er 
am of Catholic fitJi ai. on.lider 	ui-ree-2 	 a sr.lith 
and welder by trade, 	 117C3orstra-.-,,se 116, '5.21C1 have never 
been Duni:.;hed. for T-c.;rjury 	or 	 st?-te.:.-tents. 

elliployed in the "Yello,.: Cross Prison" fre,.', the 16 Oct 194-2 till 
Octobertirover.lbor 1943, at ;.'irst 	a store erclerl:,r, ani later on I was in char.7:e 
of the stores. 	Apart from tL.t I 12.3 intr:rpreter for the Polic.,11 lan,r_1:uaE;c. 
Duty hours were from 0730 	-..orn.ing till 6 o'clock in the .ftornoon, 
sometimes even 9 o' clock i.t the evenin. I lived &.Asid.0 the prison. 

I roncnbcr that amon3st the prisoners the follmin:.; nationalities.  
represented:- Germans, Poles, O zr.:chc Fru 	 Dutcluaen, 
ond'6`paniards. The rrison contain 1 us to 100 non, scotines more. 

I remezAber the 	 LTIKILS, 	 110LN- 
Kt..-22.-EPF:11, V0 3, 	; . 	' 	3=1 N-1.01, 	 JANS3 
hair dresser - 	 1-'3072,. and one ,3tiler 

- f C:12.3.0 (7uf:xcl, 

Concernin3 the acec 	1 	a' 	-:ri•: ,-)11,:;rs, the Poles ani Russians 
were worst off. 	I sm; 	 sla. solleti....-.es 2 to a bunk in a 
s:Aall cell 	only 9 	 there they put in sciaeti,--aes 
15 and once even 18_ mon on 3-tier' bunks. 	I. 	ins '6ructed to hand. out to the . 
only the t.orst things ii."-2-71:1 the stores'. 

I cannot scaran7thi2v r:bout t'ood conati.ms„ 

	

Poli- 3 and 'lu ians.ro 	 ethers. 	I s a scia 
:-.)eat. 	Those 	.ere _ tzoot 	• 	110L1■11c ;.21,72 	in 

charce of all wharf su:_s-rds. I saw with 
prisoners 	his fist. 	:21!ere were 	 :;:aonsst the-Li. 	He also 
dished hard kicks, wherever h. :lit. 	He 	very brut.7.1„ 	It rmuied hiya to 
chase prisoner:, in and out of their !:;,.1:.s an J,*1,:: orrtn before the paracie vn 

in doin3 so, • he 1:US110 an. .0 .t 

Once I have also seen the iard 110EL117: push over a Iratch.lan deliberatel, 
when he drew his foe:. so that !i apillad his food and fell into it. 

I h:t.ve 'Aso s.en how the ixisone...--s haa to 102nth their knees bent, 
- rabbit hops - apprx 5 — 6 ti: 	3CHIPP:D. and HOLMIIICALTY2 were there 
and both of tho:1 ha ordered it, 	It is not :210', al to ::te, -- th-t so:lieone was 
hanced or crucified durin-, :Ay st?.7. 	Saloon said that LUTKI..:3 and SCI.E'T 
1-..!..L'a shot prisoners. • I herrd shots firL.1 j SCIIII)PlIt. 	I know n;,thins 
abut that from ylyown ezoerience. 

/I cannot statu 
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I carin.-, t st7,.te 	

• 	

th 	e::•cepti m of 
HOLNciPFan.3. 

There were lots :)f 
The .pris 	cloctor 	Dr. KULT.,.:, 'jut 

tine prison, I rle:-..2). 1- - If, 	 - 
IC:JLIE had inspected the•,:ris'.•ri. 
the stores e:eopt 1Thr sh-)rt 
had b_on in his cell for 	3 	eks 	t. • 
knock,ati .D11 thetka-.22  I ':;-.31-1t. 	'11.1.7-1)  
lervadasod his 1.3. 	1 'nen n Aloe1 that t1'.e 
been absolutely 
for the prison, as far as I k110,..  

--,;eck. 

• 

,..1zo very ;del: 

noticed it, if 
.11o, 	..as 1.-.ost1y in 

F. -1)11tChit'..ylp 
• in ;ds 

for .10 
• r 	st.".n1.; 

r2.1erl; 
or. only about once 

I aid not see HOLDOT./ in the pri n.  
The chief of Gestapo at 
the L;overnor of the  
for the •-iDrison. 	I did not 	LOiLJL 
the Drisov once, as ft.r '.s I :L̂ ;...c;;r. 

KRZY2aZE3KI 	 : 
boaten aa1 that -.rts d.)no by Sekrutf -.er 
..T.ICUiT.D;;SKI several 	Which 	 : 
prove to 1-10ILLCK that I did 	7t -; 
which .1:.C1a10::3YZI was connected. 	1-7101111..CE..- 
sonethin3 to d1D with the resistance 
the concentration clip, because he r;f11.:1: 	"Th.; 
fled interrogation, then sent to a Concentrati 
all be 'bumped off' ." 	I ..:anted to :es,,-ent 

I cannot 	 more. 
ho 	.ik loyCL :ac. 	He 	• 

o-1.-,inion he -,7r:13 res-,?onsible 
:;:)n. 	Dr. IIrLd in 

to no, 	I 'mac: 	 .L.2j 
-21:1 :.lo hit 

i;rcteneo 	 to 
re Astanee 
fin::: out 	roles who ht,..t1 

J son thep. !.1.fter.tards to 
1:5 ..f1.11 -8111/ t to an intc.;noi- 
• . 	thorc.: the;;-  eill 

but anoth,x !() Poles v.,91.11 
j..1,M0-: SKI an by not 

If I had not bc.:aton hi.e then, 
have boon sent to t1i concentration ca 	'•• • - 
sicttins anu results, I -;roved 	 existed no resistance 
novel:Amt, 

I h:wc; rilthinL, further to 

WORN by the Deponent P‘rdzuna 	 r .:ILT-Mi .TriLt1I on 4. Juilc.. 
1947, before no 11.ajor Taaeusz --i■LCZTJaa.- 31.a, Invest,atai 02fioer, 

70.1..0.1Z. 

Os:1Y. 	ZOO :Tap ilnjor 

CERTIFI2D that • this is a true trans1:_ti 	(..1,270 	into trlich  of the 
Deposition of R[,..i.:Auncl. 	1.1z-wkeC. Dep. 

(Sr.:) 	 St. 

•:ar  

r 
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Trnn317..tion of 
	

DoitLTL  

DEPOSITION, 

of 

irici '11",7 - 73-7'n 
	■•••■••■••••••••••• 

• 

Deposit:Ion 	 f 2,1a 7J111 
272, sworn ho for:; : 	 i 	,3ti 	an So !rt.'? 

	

Crir....c.s Group ( TEE) , i, 	 J. 	 Th.. 5 June 1947. 

1, Heinrich Tt5N,L23 	 t 	tt 
not coupoll...:et 	 ntu:11.e."-„cj o.. . 	that 	state- 

:...ent I (:-.Lo -17y•ke 	 IV.1,11-.110,--, in the future. 
I :lake this state:-..: nt 	 5L 	rt 	 ersuasi ton 
or 	 rewv-rd. 

I, Heinrich 	 born on t;„12.93 	75.Z.-_17.1:', 
rolision, of rrn natinnality, 	.-eason 	 t 

Krs.Priesland, Neue Kolonie 272, 	c 	for p..jury or for 
false stn.te: -ents, 

I -a-as in the Gelbkreuz rrison as an 	rnu fr 2 L-2-011 until 21 
191+5. 	I :.lust a. . that tits: C,eThkreuz 	,;as transferret.1 from the Oztfrie- 
senstrasse to the BantorJes out the 15th 	 t: the 3 	'.1.1102Q 
foruerly the Lussenstelle of NEUEN.I.t.I.1 ha.-: been. 	However, we -Jere not to-,ether 
with the internees frn:. 	 ''..)ecawct -LI.. wholeGelbkreuz risen as -such 
was transferred to the 	 aft or 	—ilstelle of 1iiiG FIE had beea 
sent 	so th7.t after the 13th of .aril 	-the Gelbicrous (Yellow ',-;ross) 
prison 'buildirk.; 'Atli its staff was le:t. 

I Carl recollect the 	of tn.. 	 VOSS, PLENTLR, 
FE. h.. 	I cannot reiAat-.Xer 	:lore 	 but uhoul reco!nize 
the:A when uonfroiitu.: with the.-Le 	 2IT3E just 
occurr.d to 	this 2.oraent,, 

The acconioaation oi fotyl of tht5. int.ernees 
saie-,-that icett.er at the l't.....27l1Q-.1-.741. 

Ls re -,ards treat..lent this was 	b':1, 

't7ith the exception of -Vdr:1::-TT: 
	VC. -3:23 I Palo,: fren zersonal observation 

that the fi;uardsrien PI -2I , 	 eat tht.-.; internees. 

I 11 Mt how ItEr_1?-_.:.! brutally .1-:.eat 
prison cell t-.3 I, rith a 2 lotur 
10 CU 	board.. 	T-ie hit 
I do not know ,that 	tc) 	3 
to b.. sent :Tiny., 

a 5u. .i. ,.nint-rnee -;no :fa in the 	10 
^11 	 w-j.th the 	;t; of this 

The zuss.i..-.1-1. 	terrib1:-. 
1 t 	-.fere thcn. expec ttinf; 

I 	how PL11171-,71', an -. his 'uty HT/3E hit internees - the:: 	DUtchrAen 
w-ith his flat durin 	 the.. I. and kicked thez.i. _• 3ut 	wrs...nt 
to a 	that :HEM', -.cte: aece.15t1y in -,..'es:Lteet of yself and us C..̀--enlan artisans 
he treatecl. 

, lived in th.. prison 	ebnotnt fe:..r to be 15eaton ani..'t also shot. 

	

were toLl one .../orninL. 	 internee 	::re-..ma in the 1-)riso.-.. • 
In 	opinion he 	.31113t, 	cr.usc I cannot 	it out how he 

have been drowned in 50 (11 Leop ;rate-z. luVOl.- 

I also saw Russian 	 :;.n chains for lays. 	Later a. 

3 coffins 	 oct.t of 	 3-5iti that the Russia-e 5.n:;Inuer 
VMS '7--  iongst 

/I have to 

D/1- .721. 

a 
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I h-  re 
and was reled 'oy Kri4m.1 
the internoo qustav 
Gonos..;enschtstrase, ih. 
traae. 	I c.a. rober 
woras were: 

the Gest -,.::.o 
'2. 	7. 	 to-L.thor wf.th 

_ I._ 	1v,d t tno ti:le in Ghe 
j 	son by 

t 	 to U 3 ", 	 his 

"licu are no naat.:d. 	The 1_::.otafo All not ;--,0r3tig.aitC; YOU 	ore. - 
is not let yourselves bc, 	 t:! t:ao rvoni,:ein co of an occupat 
because even then our 	w7111 still ;:eLn onoujt in orier to fetch you". 

I spoke :-.7,--out this ,:rith TET2_11, 	in our .T.- inion there 	 in 
the 77ohvolf which were boin -  f -dr 	-.t th.. 

In 	pinion 	 HOLD0Pd-o isPi; 	rosponsiblo arx peril 
even more than ';:achtr.eistor SCPI:-"E', for till Gell-_;krouz rrisono  1)ccausk; he 
was SCI-IIPPERI s superior. 

use to i3W ho-d HOLD0:110 	s runni-n.,:; in f.,.rilf. out 
hin very often in Cane Ostfriesenstrasse. 

have 33:oken personally to HOLDOTT 	tho convorsa!,- .c.ms I 11.a 
hire 1 knew that internees' fate 	in his ha:).:15. 

I have n::thinr-  further to c. 

(S- a) if Qinri ch TJ1S 

SVTOTIN iv the sLC.. ,lci)onclit Heinrioli T61.1.1::3 voluntarily at ..II,-.-LaiSH:."■71IN on 
3 June 194-7, bofyre :.:o, 	 Invezti -:.tic:n Officer, 
detLd1o..1. by C in C British riç 	th) Rhino. 

Invostinc Officer 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translation fro:: 	 -3n.-:;lish of the 
cp 00 ti on of Heinrich TSi'(JJS, 	rkJ. Depocition Nk:s. 13 

Tar CrI, .1.. • C-7,-o up 	/17.1]) 

4. 

D/M. 721. 
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Translation of 
	

Derosi'.;ion No 13 

D.L7OSITION 

Of 

-ramEux:Hs 

Deposition on oath of 	 • 	 of ii1N3EN No 70, Kra 

sworn before 	Li,%jor 	 Kts.ozoro.731d.p 

Crii;‘,3 Group (Na) HQ LA07.2 	'.77.L1,7.1.,i ,,Sii:MLN on 3 ,Tunc.. 194.7. 

I, 	 her c,..7 	 tha t I h•_-Ar%. 1.)e,.:n told that I '7/1 not core-b 

pcll 	to make a str.s.tc:-.1entp unlc...:3 I wish to do sop but that any statemont I 

make will he written dov.-n and. 	 uses'. 	evidence in future. I make this 

state.aent voluntarily of 	a,:n 	 -31,7,. not un,ler ervapulsion porsuasion 

or the pralise of any 

I, 7filheLl EIMICHS, 	',crn in lrECNIEN KrFRIESIL'ITT.D on 17 M 	1896. 	I rz.i. 

a Geman citizen of ovanjelic-.1 	 resiainT:, 

No 70 Kr Friesland. 	I have n,.v r i)sys.n 1:..u.ni3hod. for -,..,-.rjury or for - 1!-!_an,-; 

false st,7,.tes.lents. 

was a yrisoner in the "1c.11m: Cross Prison" from 3rd till 12th 	 1945. 

I remember WHIPPER, V0'35 r.n l IVEREN. 	I cannot, na.7, rel.le:.'!.ior other rv ..t.-Los. 

I saw hov: the ::uard ITILMEN who was a :iorose brut.:.1 aru.: 	 like,: to 

boat prisoners, especially foreigners. Once I 	 I-TET:PJ:17` beat  a Russixa hor-• 

ribly and. bloodily w-ith 	 in the coura: 	 he also hit thc,. 

on the head. • The Russian's h 	was 1;ruisej 	 11,u,Tli!-.n looked terrible. 

BEERZN beat 	cruelly that ths. Psussian 	 in th 

Vie, the 1.risoner --..,, 
	

1 in constant rear of physic -.1 	 blOV.13 

were dealt o. t; 	every 
	

SListribution of foe_.. Durin: 	stay, 

there v.-as no -,_,rison doctor, 
	

to se, 	"doctor,' 

but I recoiv..d. no Lictlicz.:1 

BMC-allp the chief 	 , 	 th- 

prisoners. - Durin 	shY_•-s; 	 th. ris 	I 3!:,,. the Kri:.1.0bk..1•3ek.r. 

HOLDORF several 	 11OLDORY 	 -bout C i. 'it'ons 

in the prison, I cannot 	 it to 1,e othL.r..71..-)c. 	ILL-00RP 	 1:nown 

about the • inhuman treat :lent :Lc, this prison. 	I_ 	 HOLDORF res- 

ponsible for the sufferinT, 	 _ -.7isoners in the 	 Cross Prison" and ho 

deserves e.-.zactly the 	 -Junish.leitt 	 i"..).T,D0F.F 1:as scrappmts 
sup_rior an.d ir. ty opinion Vv., 	 also 	 for th, actions of 

his subordinates. EOLDOR2' neek.1 onlj 	 his liability of service 

to the -,e3re.o to N-thicil 	 conseie.:_ee. 

As a result' .)f zor L.-.1.)ri3:•)n_.. .nt even thou- ;h the .3t-v 	:3:-) short, I 

reduced physier.aly 	woll 	 - I h---ce n )thin,_: further to 

state. 

i il~;lia IEMICHS 

S.10.1M by the said Deponent 	 iENRICTI:3, voluntarily "..t ".7IL.TIERISHAVIIIN on 

the 3 June 194_7 'before 1.1C, Y.r_jor 	 L'.CZ0110:3.1a, In.'s-esti 	 OfACer 

detailed 1..yy C-in-C. r:riti:.,h .ter w of tAs. 

Kt..C,101:0 "SK_I 	‘-jor 

Tnves atinL, 

CI TIFI3D that 	 is 	tru,. transl- 	 :̂f1 int.; 	 Si Of the 

Dep:-)sition of 7ilhc.;11. 	 De 	1.fr).15 

C . 1+,./EUD, 2/Lt 

Investi J.s.tion 	Cti 

10. 721, 
	 I .17 	 C-roup (Nd.".;?). 
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	 1455 

of 

KRYSTOPORSKI  Czeslaw 

Deposition on oath of KRYSTOFOEI Ceslaw, male, of iACZKON-HtLiEN/Ems, sworn 
before me, Major Tadeusz KACZOIC::SKI, Field Investigation Section, War Crimes 
Group (NViE), HQ, B.A.O.R. at iACZKCW-HAREN/Ems, on 5th June 1947. 

I, Czeslaw KRYSTOFORSKI, have been warned that I am not compelled to mcke 
a statement, unless I wish to do so, but that any statement I make will be 
written down and may be used as evidence in future. I make this statement 
voluntarily and without compuisin, persuasion or the prezlise of any reweIrd. 

I an Czoslaw KRYSTOFORSKI, born n 5 July 1922 at GUTLINIE, County CHELI.VO, 
District POUORZE. 	I am of Remau-Catholic religion, Rush nationality, farmer, 
married, tonporarily residing at /%1ACZKOW-:LaiN/Ems, Kopernikusstrasso 68. I 
was never punished for perjury or for making false stateerents. 

I was twice kept as a prismer in the P01*ce Prism at ILHEL:SHAVEN, the so- 
called Yellow Cross Prison. 	The first time I was put into this prier: in 
October 1944, released in December 1944 and spent altogether 8 weeks there. 
The next tine I was arrested in April 1915  and spent Mme week in the Yellow 
Cross Prison. I remember the fulloving names of the prifl n staff:- MUER, 
JANSSEN (but not Peter J■NSSEN),   PLENTER, MUTT an .11IDETTli. 	I knew 
uore A' them, but I do not remember their naefes, and as the photographs ere 
not available at present, it is difficult for me to eunti7n other namee or 
purser's. 

During z  stay in the prisAl I y:es kept in 2 different cells, each of these 
cells had sleeping-accDumodation (wooden benches) for 8 pLrs ns, but there 
were 20 prisoners in my cell and sometimes even rIA.c. 	Two men slept in one 
bench, the remainder slept on the table or on the fleer. 	The feed was issued 
daily and was completely insulTicient. Vie were treated in a vary bad manner. 
Beating took place every day. I personally was hit twice in the face by 
KARIM, and PLENTER kicked me with his b:et in the back. I was badly beaten 
up by the Polish interpreter in the prism. He gave mc 50 strekes withh - a 
rubber truncheon, every stroke was a heavy blow and caused much pain. All my 
back was blue and swollen. I 	not remember the name of the interpreter, but 
I can state with certainty that it was the said man who previ usly beat up 
another prisoner by the name of JLKUMSKI. 	The interpreter Wh_' beat me up, 
was a small, strongly built man, and I a:1 sure that I would be able to rte deist: 
him. At the end of my interreati-n I was also beaten up by the Gestapo 

official who interrogated me and who wrote the interrocati n recerd together 
with the Polish interpreter, whom I mentiened above. As far as I knew the 
interpreter was a Volksdeutscher and vies ftrmerly living in Poland. Leon 
JAKUBOWSKI, who was beaten up by those same two men, left Cereany and proceeded 
to Poland. So much regarding my own persen. 

I have often seen other people being beaten. 	1.-11E and MENTOR boat different 
prisoners every day in a ;lost brutal manner. 	They used for 	purpose 
different objects and hit the prisoners on different parts 	their beios, 
often on the head. 	I personally saw +hem beating priscners with rubber 
truncheons and whips made out of wir_. I remember a case e',en PLENTER beat up 
a foreign prisoner. 	I think it was a Ukrainian. 	He 	him s 1-11-1 until 
the prisoner was bleeding. 	The reasm f r this beetinr was the fact that the 
prisoner accepted a piece of breel from a German wo.:,an. 

Other medoers of the prie)n- staff have also beater, the prisoners. How3ver, I 
do not remember their names. 	I would he able to recognise the:a if I wv ,111 secs 
them. 	During my stay in the prison a friend of mlne, :aldrzej KOLO:.*.JSKI, ,;-A3 

/shot 	 
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Ly the guard 1:42PE. 	I spoi•xt to ttb. 	 party 
to which KOLOi.;;JSKI belonged, an tho.",. 	to no ;Ant 	shot 
KOLCLiAZSla unnecessarily. 	K.OLC,:i,JSE.1 11-.1 a turn?..p 	.te 	fr 
shod. 	KAPPE noticerl tr iy , whon tic.; • r 	 re-j in I:110 -J::rking 
party. 	He pulled :•ut 	 .3h -1:•* ;.01-10..././.)..;:xi 	the Op:A. ' Durinr 

rAy stay in the pris:,n I never 	tn.:: 	ofilicer, 	in .1/ coil there: 
wrIs an elderly 1:10.n wh:: .• •:svery 	 2 weekst 	bothered 
his state of health and he even LrOt 	f od rations. Nobody asked. us 
about the state of our health, aort 	:anybody of us reporte,„ sic;:, b. was • 
never recognised as a sick. 	I -.mild 	-.:o exnlain that; 	bcatLnr; of 
myself and KOLOMAJSKI took place of in ,..11,1 Utild::ng of 	'&1:L1 ,1v 
Prison, but in the Gestapo builLE tg, 	build*,  was latex 
a bomb. 

Kazimierz PALUCH who was imprisonod togc;;It.r ,rith Inc 	the 
Prison, loft to the US-Zone and accvus 	PrG:".311-' with an 

do not know a man by thy: nwy: 

This is all what I have t: of,:• 

(Si.fd) 	TOF0P- 

SWORN by the said Doponont TUi...TOFORSKIL nzcsi , 
voluntarily at liACZKOW-H"--..VE:,,B on 	6:7. 7  iu 4 
before me, Tadeusz Kit(3701i0it 	1. 	stirnting 
Officer, detailed by.  C. -in-C. Tit'',  _oh 	.)f the; 
Rhine. 

(3 f.f,_1) 	 , Major 

CERTIFIED that this is Lt. true translation 
Deposition of KRISTOFORSla 	marks • 

(32:_,d) J. LASNINWSKI, 

F4 e11  Tnvostl. '.till!  
- 	ep 
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Dorcoition Fo.27. 

ooLATION of DEPO;LITIO-4,;.  

of 

Johann 

Deposition on oath of r.S.,;I:t.r.11) J.ohann, male, of '.,11,1-L141.1L.H..V211i, Boerson-
strasso 431  sworn before me, captain Hi,RRY ::11UNDE1lo, of :Acid. Investigation 
Section, '.iar Crimes Group (11..,S) 	13.-.0.R. o.t .::ILIEL1,11-1.'.VEN on 3 June 194.7. 

I, REIN 1a5 Johann, hereby declare that I have been oxprossivoly informed 
that I am not compellod to make a statement, unloss I wish to dc so, • but 
that any statomont I do make -will be -,:ritton dr.-,wn and rary be used as evidence. 
in future. I make this statement voluntarily and not under compulsion, 
persuasion, or th- promise of a roword. 

I, REIKERS Johann, was born at 2T:I;:,Cai::11.1B:RGILN, Kreis onICli, on ;..;op 
1899, of evangelical faith, ..arriod, of Gorman nationality, a ,:uar:i by 
occupation, residinz tit 7717.LIEfrs-o'i.)1-1:LIC:IN, Boorsonstrasso 4.3. 	I have never 
boon punished. for perjury or for makino folse stotements. 

Since 1941 I was eiriployed as a 7uord at the ilavy wharf in 
One day in 1944 - I think it was autuon - 2 volunteors wore rouested by 
Hauptwachtfuehrer POPKEN to Lazard prisonero of the Yellow Cross Prioon. It 
was on a Sunday, and after we went off duty, k =BECK and I volunteered 
for this duty. NENNEBECK was also guard at the.  timo at the wharf and was 
discharged on his wish in 1945 (aftor the capitulAion). I do not know his 
exact address, but that coo' be found out at tho wharf. 

When we returned from work at about 6 o'clock on ounloy, .,:lE7MCK and 
I observed the follawiro: inoidont: The orisonoro had folion in in tho corridor 
of the prison, when the guard PILIMIR who was in chargo of tho outaido 
working party on that day, noticed that somo food tiros missing from his brief 
case. On the way back from work he had loft his brief case on his bicycle, 
which was loaded an the lorry to7,ether with the rest of the prisoners while 
he had been in front with the driver. PL:li;T.IIR immediately ordered the 
search of the prisoners; the misoing food (2 lbs of butter) was found 
behind the last rank. It was not established who had taken it. Thereupon 
PL3NTER pulled the 2 prisoners who stood in front of it, out of the last 
rank and terribly ill-treated them. They „or.: two foroignors. I believe 
one was a Dutchman and the other was a Frenchman. PI.0473R grabbed them at 
the hair and knocked their heads together. with thot ho tore out large 
tufts of hair from their heads. Toon he kickod them in a brut _1way into 
the abdomen and testicles with his be ts. Whorl they helped to the floor 
he delivered them some more kicks into tho abdomen and backs. Then he led 
them to the punishment-ce111. care out .._gain ond fetched a chain of about 
30 cm longth. With this ho delivorod about 10 blows on each of the heads 
of the prisoners, without looking, whero he hit thee::. The prison ers broke 
down unconscious' and covered 'aith blood.. PLOI1T2 t then tried to push their 
heads through the bars of the coil, but aid not succood. The guard 363 ER 
thereupon fetched PLII:NTER from the coil and locked it. 	 other things 
PLENTER also said: "The pig-dogs- will got nothin to oat to-night, they can 
die to-night". 	Thereupon 1.1sya said: "They'll .be the first to get food 
to-night". KEY3R immediately ':rent to tho kitchen and brought food to the 
trio prisoners. I 	convincod that 	had raved their lives and that 
PLENTER would have killod ar s taw the tao .prisonorl hod not MEYER 

interfered. 

I cannot state any more. 

(S,r,d) Johann lEilatis 

SWORN by the said- deponent J01111.1111 	 voluntarily at Y/111-111U2HAVEN 

/on the 

DA . 715. 
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the jrl ALI:: 194.7 	 C:vtain 	 ;.-daundero, 

Officor, dotailod by 0.-in-C. 

(DD.1) H.un-.1.urs Captain. 

Inv,sti ,-..ati -7 Officc:r. 

C..2.FaI:2LID that this is 	truu 	 Guri.c.n into En2: 1i2,11 

thu deposition of Johann RIN.R , :TiarkuLl. DuisDsition Ito. 27. 

(Sg?..) B.T. 6tovuns 

Field. 2:nvusticatim Suction. 

'.ar Crinus Group (F.;.11.;). 

r 

ID/L.715. 
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TranslrItion of 	 De!•ositi--.;r. IT - ). 21 

eras 	 TIT.% 

Der iti n -n 	th 	r 	 , ; 	 T , 	of C01911: 11,:112T, 
Krcis 	IF.,01ATD, stvorn 	i.e, 	jor 	1,13Y", Y r!: 
Section, ..ifsr 	 ) 	T0 	t • I 	li:74 on 5 :Tune 1))+7. 

I, :1.`.rga SC:1117 , 1-:ee 	:•;H, he•,..e!y 	t'e-t it has been pointed 
out to 	that I wrss n 	 t 	k 	.Tv; s ..te:.Lent, if I di. n Tit wr.ntto do• 
so, but if I did L ive 	st•:tc,,,-._;nt, it woul:. Le written :TAM anC. 	henceforth 
be use.'. s evidence. 	I f;ive 	tement volunt•.rily 	ut 
constraint or 1.-...ersuDzi 	n r 	,Lise 

I, 1,1arf-.r. SOIIIITLER, nee 	 -.rn • t 	 Jn the 17.4.1911, 
of evan6elica1 f-ith, Gorman 	 in ,...- 0.31:11L.b..-.014 Kr3 • 
Priesland., no sentence for perjury ma. 

I was a prisoner in GEL.eh.1J.MY.GEP....Ei•n;IIS fr.); 1 Mar to 30 --pr 1945. 	'i^3 
desiL;nated for the, fchnle clock 	the wardress in chr.r ,e of our block was 
Elfriede BERGE1Z. • ilso cert:.in "Siena -̀_" and Elli" ,.,ere there, they wore not 
German and I ci l n )t know their. correct nr•mcs. 

s treatment of the 	s oners was inhu; 	I, per:, .r.-.11y, saw h 	she 
beat the f oreissners, rartic- larly the Dutchwmen, 	clenehe,-.. fists and this 
happened every day. 	I have -;th seen rz 	'.;•,.; -.130 tr,.ken ;:n.rt ySelf in 
Dunishments which she or,'.ered 	take 1•1:-.ee 7.uri)1,: the n:■.L;ht. 	were all (v:-.)men) 
ordere(.1 out and had to do 100 "knees rend". 	..s thi% w:..3 impossible and we cou1,7. 
not do it, we fell jown, wiierefter 	be!.t anC_ kicked us or orCured us to 
do further "knees bent". 	I IrIve sce.n 	 br.,u8ht youns prisoner into 
her cell durir the ni;ht and srw the -prisoner cone out r.L:ain some hours later. 
I observed this through the slit in my cell, 	live,: 'opposite. 	It wos 
rumourer-  that BERGE: was 1,-,erverse, she 	 tickleC_ by ilussi?n and 
a German 	-risoncr. 

BEIGE.V. wr,.s false and unjust. 	 -acs better treated by 13EMETL;., becaul 
she receive,:: rree16 an!' tolr.scc-o 	he 	.'ith . 	Therefpre others 
less lucky were treater' worse, if she 	' 	 r.:‘.1tre-:.ted thou:, 
poured v,ater over the -■..etches Tr 31-- e: heir 	• ith the dish-cloth. 

I never 	"Sienn-:: or "Iali" 	t .'.n-r, 

	

Of the ,cs.le w-r ers I : 1 , 	cr 	 . 	 , 1.11:1:TER, I;UELLER, 1%066 
and LUI'e.3. 	I 'lave seen 	 : • t 	 :risJners every day 
usin3 their hands for the be-t: 

I tr'.ve seen men ,:•ut in irons in the cells but do not know who aid this. 

I, pers.,n, .11y, never spoke to Dr. KULLE, nor tr.:J.  I exulinecl 	 -,hen I 
was taken ill - °win; to 1.ialnutriti.m in the 1,-ris..,n I firz-,t contr^cte: C.ysentry 
and later parat:,--ehoid:fever - the doctor never visited :I.e. 	I was in bed 8 days 
in OSTFREISENS..:',.L.;.)E, and later after the trr..nsfer 	ti.e prism in 
without any kin" 	faeilic 	.;.11 it!' ry 	nc 	The other prisoners said 
that "I smelled .ecom;'oso.'". 	 intcresteC.. 	father, who ',las 
pris-iner in t7.0 camp ct the s.1.1,_ 	 LiC: ;.ER to .ens' the ....octor, but this 
never happenej'.. 	If my father and my sister ha;' not !.con risoners at the same 
time f.--C. eon]; wash and 	 h' 	1 ,erisile 	Thanks to may f!.ther's 
efforts 	prisoners, r. 	 the 	. -.)f the cell 
where I 	 r.n 	 ^r/..f.7)oCz.. 	 the tile I was .ill 
no doct-r or me.Licr.1 or'.erk: cm,le - to uv 

	

ins t HO MOTT or TIOLL . .CK I cani-,ot 	 I -L.,' ve nothin;i: fur the r 
to state. - 

/:,- -ninf by the 
rA! 718. 
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Ord; by the saiC.. De: -.91,,nt 	rt: 	.;;.:I - 
t .11.21EIL3F..VIDDr. the 3 Jun -17, befirc 

Investiatin,c officer, 	by C.-in-C., 

	

CR.TIPIM th.t 	L., •, true trn1 ti 
the Der. 	,n of Li- 	7z, 	Du  

/icc. 	_ 	y 
::.- jir 

.ry of the 

; c.00 .31d, 

intu Ens 	of 
:n fli. 21. 

tin ction 
...r 	 (NE). 

WM 718.. 

*lb 
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0.)  

Translation of 	 Delposition No. 25 

DEPOSITION 

of 

Dietrich STOLLE 

Deposition on oath of Dietrich STOLLE41 	of L'iNGEO0G, sworn before L,o, 
Hr:.rry SZNDERS, Field Invotigation Section, tar Crimes Gr.:up (N\7E) HQ., 

BACR at ITITT1,iUND on 23 July 1947. 

I, Dietrich STOLLE, was born on 20 :lay 1883, at BS SUM, Buzirk BREEN. 
I as of Evangelical faith and of_Geruan nationality. Profession: BUILDLNG 
constructor, living at LaIGE00G, Rudolf-Eucken-lieg 1 (Kreis WITT:JJND), married. 
I have never been punished for perjury or f :r ..,aking false statements. 

I was a=rrested on the 2nd 1. ny 1944 and admitted to the Labour Educati'm 
Caup of the Gestapo 	 Ostfriesenstrassu 1, where IljaS detrined 
with an interruption of one week until my transfer to the examination prison 
OLDENBURG on 9 November 44. 	uy time HUTH was prison coicsandant. The 
further guards I remerriber -re:- VOSS, LIAM, EITDEL1411,014, %.7:42PE, PLENTER, 
;MUELLER, STEMMI and IGLP.LT1. The strength of the pris on amounted to 140 
male and 30 - 40 fousle prisoners. 4saca:Ig thou were the foal ;wing nationali-
ties:- Geruans, Russians, Poles, Dutchmen, Belgians, Frenchmen, Italians and 
one man frog Iraq. 

So-called "exercises" wore carried out in the )1.issn three or four times 
weekly in the evening. During these exercises prismers, whr)had coiaaitted 
suall offences during the day - for wca.:.;..do, they had asked for bread or 
cigarettes - were called up by name anl exp,sed t) the guards' brut:aity. For 
instance they had to run up and .Town the corridor which was about 40 uetres. 
1-mg with an empty alst bin on their back until they c:11apsed, vo„lited or 
could not ED on. During this the guards iistributed blsws with the rubber 
tubes. VOSS, iEYER, MIDEL1,1411I, 	PLEITTEal  IrMELL-22 and STEENKEN participa- 
ted in these exercises and beatings. loreover there was a punishment cell, 
i.e. cell No. 6. 	In cull Ho. 6 there was an iron bar where frequently 
prisoners had to hang for a punishuent. This iwnishment was also inflicted 
for minor offences. The prismers were exposed to the temper and the u. o1 of 
the individual guards. I have seen uysylf and can state with certainty that 
ENDELlaNti and a certain JsliS..,N (but not Peter J.,NSMIO who was slum to me on 
the photograph, hanged prisoners in cell No. 6. ;,lso 	ruards participa- 
ted in this, but I cannot nnvie :myboAy with certainty. Among the victims there 
were besides the Germans, foreigners of the Wick nationalities. I also remember 
to have seen a pole who had been hanged in cell No. 6 in this way, who had 
escaped and had been re-captured. He had bleeding injuries in the face and an 
injury to the hand, which I hoard was a shot wound. I do not know whether the 
Pole in question died of his injuries or is still alive. This incident may 
have happened in August or September, 1944. 

One Sunday in July or August 1944 I witnessed how Wachmann .1JELLER beat a 
Russian on the head with a heavy ladle while the food was distributed. The 
Russian collapsed with ta bleeding face. 

The distribution' of food was seautiues in the hands of lEYER and some- 
times in the hands of VOSS. It struck us that on the 	when Ma/ was on 
duty ue received 100 gra less bread compared with the rations VOSS issued. 
This was reported to Kri.a.a.Sekr. HOLDORF, who asked ue to give hiu py whole 
Avis ration so that he could weigh it. Thus .:T.,,YER's guilt was proved and he 
was iumediately discharged from the prison. 

/ HOLDORF 	 
DIM 716 
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HOLDORP was ,:.iore or less the deputy chief of the Gestapo-:;tells; 17ILIELIVS-
ILW.M. The chief of the Gestapo-stelae eras HOI,L;LCK. :-IOLDORP visited the 
prison once a week on the average:, and in 	opinion he i.iust have been in the 
picture about the conditions of the prison. I o, ,nsid.cr hin responsible for 
the conditions in the prisen. 	 L rrest I zr.d HOLLACK two to 
three tines in the prison. 	I c=ainot say 	 about HUTH. The 
"exercises" and other brutalities -tore 	e..- rried. out during his absence. 

(Sgd.) Dietrich STOLLE 

SV,ORN by the said Deponent Dietrich STOLTY" vcluntal...ily at IIITTi:;UND on the 
23rd. July, 1947, before Lac, Capt. Harry 3aNDERS, detailed by C.-in-C. BA:‘OR. 

(Sgd.) H. IAILTIEIRS, Capt. 

CERTIFIED that this is a true; trf_mslation fr.„, GerArm int .; English of the 
Deposition of Dietrich STOUP" raarked Dep. No. 25. 

(Sgd.) B.T. LTIEVOIS, Grft. 
Field Investigation :3ection. 

Crims Grup (U E). 

D/} 716 



Medical supervision as completely inadequate. I was taken before the 
doctor 4. days afterray arrival, and althoh I told him that I suffered bally fro;-_: 
gastric troubles, that I ha; been oporated upon, and was unable to stand th,o 
hoppinL:, the exrzlino.tion consisted only of Dr. Kullo lookini; into my mouth from 
2 metres and sent:irc :eao out aroin. Durinr the ;.dole of ray time in the pri son 
he only cane to the prison twice, as far as I know. None dared to report 
sick; I saw how erisoners, mostly foroijyors, smilikly lot their wounds 
bandaged by the zuards, rather than :.;o sick; as it 	known that more chi,can- 
crie was the result of reportins sick. 

HOLZENIcZIVER and .LEIFILUER ill-treated prisoners especially badly. • I saw 
how Poles and. other foreidnors who fell down exhausted after lengthy "hoppinE" 
were kicked mostly h.,avily in the small of the back by HoLaaysaiPVEL:Z. Further 
I saw him beat two It''-lions until they bled, 1;ecause they had holy pictures in 
their possession. :--17711.-7 4M was V:011 1210-„71 for his brutal beating and kickLno of 
the German and foreiji -orisoners. I also 	tho chief guards SCIEPPat rand 
KLIMEK responsible for the -bad conditions. I 	also once kicked by KLP:MK. 
I know that Jurin: ny ti:-.10 in -WI- . i- rison two Yronchmon 	beaten- to death, 
but I saw nothinL. of this myself. ioftor -n unseccosaful o;taapt of .sui.cide, 

/a Pole 
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arioN 

of 

Bc:nodikt 

Deposition on oo.th of lienedikt P:ISCHLIK, male of ...'ILIEL:.:Si-L'21EN, Genossen-
schaftsstr. 78, sworn before :lc:, C-..ot Harry S,UJITDMS, Auld Investi7r.tion Section 
ar Crimes Group (1.7.:E) HQ, i1 OR 	-.;ILliELIf.SH,WEN on 31 Vint' 194.7. 

I, Benedikt P....SCHEK, hereby doclt..ro that I have been warned. that I 	not 
compelled to make a statement, unless I \Ask to do so, but that any statement 
I raoko 	be written down and :Iav.  be used as evidence in future. 	I :..lakc this 
statcmont of lay oWn free. 	rlia not under compulsion, persuasion or tho -promise 
of reward.. 

I, 13enerlikt LLSCIEK, was born in MUI;UKE,IITZ Krcis Preussisch-Stargarc.I on 
15 Mar 1903.   I 	Catholic, of G(_rman nationality, riveter by trade, residing 
in "JILHEENSI-LWEN, Genos .lensehaftsstr. 78. I have never 'been punished for per-
jury or for :aakirv, falso statements. 

I was arrostod by the Gestapo in July 1941, I do not reel amber the exact date, 
and was released i.n :.u:.194.1 after 5 weeks of -rrest in the Yellow Cross Prison, 
Ostfriesenstra ;se. 	that tiac, LUCL_S.  was. tho prison cooraandant, and SCHIFFER 
and KLII.MK were 3 OIL5. Or " wards. Of the other - o_ards I remember HOLMNIVOAPPM, 
ASS= and about 3 uthor ;;wards, who.-30 n^.: es I cannot now remember, but whorl I 
could identify from photographs. 

The -oersonnel in the prison nuaborod apprx 50 -;:orsons, --.‘.mon7st \-Thom there 
were Germans, Frenchmen, Belj.ansv  Dutchmen and Ukrainians 	well as Poles. 
Lpart from a Belnian y01:1= who only e)cnt 2 days in the :orison, there wore no 
female prisoners. 

.spent most of the time in solitary confinement, and cannot say much about 
tho accommodation, but as far as I know, it was the some for all nationalitios. 
Usually there w000 - 6 prisonors to a cell. 

The food was insufficient, even for us Gonlans. 'Foreigners received much less, 
and above all they only got ■ V'aill food ever;; third do y. Once, by order of SCHIPPER, 
I v; as deprived of ray food, for four <1,1,Y3, ■..-'0Cn.US,.) I 	unable to join. in the 
almost 	"hoppini; oxorcisos', as I Ir:Z. :;a:stric troubles, 	I know that fo:.^- 
bigiors wore often deprived of food, as a punish-aunt, but I did not see this 
myself. 1.5 a political prisoner incarc...rated for exa:aination I did not work at 
all for 4. woeks, and then did about one woek on inside duties. 
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Pole ce.:;.-sittc. 

havo 	fur her t-) 

(s 	3cncaikt P...SOTIEK 

:SWORN 	the 	Deponent 	 [•.t -.11.L-rMIIISIT:,\CN on 
the 31 Kr.s.,:7 194.7 1.:eforc 	Harry 3:-UiTLITIS, Inv,;stiL,...-ttiiK; Officer, detailea 
by 0. -in-C. 

(Sol) Ii. SLUNDE:.13, C apt 
Officer 

CatiTIFIED th 	this 3 :7. true trn.nol,..tion 	Ge-. L-1-1 into :::nrjloh of the 
D-,,- osition of 3oncdikt PL.SCHEK, 	riel,00iti. in No, 19 

(Scd) 0.fl. FMUD, 2/Lt 
Fiol InvestiLn.tion `Lotion 
;:ar Crimes Group (11.1711) 

D/M . 721 
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Translation of 	 De-, -..osition  No. 13. 

of 

iiirtinGLILES 

Deposition on o.2.th of Martin 	male, of Ti3TTENS Kreis 
sworn before i., 1.?...jor Tadeusz icACZM.0.73:a, 	investif:ation Section, 
Crimes Group (NZ), HQ Li.A.O.R. 	IL 	TOT! on 2nd. June 154.7. 

I, Martin GMDL"3, hercx..ith Clec1:...x.c, 
not compelled to Linke a state::-.ent unle._,s 
I .,.1„Ico il1 be written :101..71 an 	use. 
state:-.ent voluntr..xily of j ov:n free 
or the 	of any revr:tn.l.. 

t Ilw.ve Loon -,:f..rned that I 
rth 

 
to CO so, but tint any 'statenent 

el.d,r1eace in future. 	I uako this 
El. not unclor eux,:ulsion, persuasion 

I, Martin GMDES, 	oorn in 01ltOLIN.3N3I:r.L on 15 	1900. 	I '2:1 of 
Geruan nationality, ,..van Alcoa faith, ilarri..1, lbouror Ly trade, resilli,v2 
in TETTS Kreis jL3LTD. 	ha--e never 	.n pladshed for perjury or for 
mckin: false stat.....erits. 

I was in the "Yellow Gross Prison" from 23 24. 1944 till 2 .Pc.:b 1945. In 
the prison, which 	situate,1 in toe 	100 - 150 persons '..rere 
inc....rc..:n....tcd in 	ana feuale Oerrt tents. 	L1.t f 	'.1..n.Inns, there 
were Dut.th, 	Russians anti 	I 	the L-,uards beat in the prison, 
but I ail unable to s..ay -..-ho did the beatins. 	The foo'. was insufficient, the 
Russians had no -2.attressos or 3..d...,..nkets, and haj .to sleep on the bare boards. 

I was only taken to the doetor once, soon after y  arrival, but he did 
not e: - .inc 	thoro-,:.nly. 	He loc.)1a.d at 	and said "r;" . In :..y opinion 
nedical attention was insuffici,nt, no one 1;othered abo...:t it; the sick lay 
in their soils, but no doctor 

I remember that one day in the mornin,, a Polish prisoner called ST,....NITSIL: 
was haki.in;:; in his cell by his han 	wc:ro crossed. He was alive and . 
the guards said: "V:e shall strin 	up as ...ell," 	and have a look at 
hin, he ate your bread and ..-.-u 	,;rpoifiei. hill." 	I neither know how ion 
he ronained han4n:: there, nor what b.apioned to hin, nor C.o I know which of 
the j;urt.rds wore 1_..resont at the ti c. - One ic,  it was said in the prison 
that the L,nard KLPPE had shot a man at works I neither saw the shooting 
nor the man who had been thot.dead. 

Now and thon frail title to tine I also -saw HOLDORF in the prison. I can 
only speak very well of hin. He treatosi me well and twice cave me leave 
fron the prison, at any rate :nr leave .1., 33 bore NOLDORPIs si::;naturc. 

Concernin,T; HOLIZ..CK, I can state that I was beaten by ht... before the arrest, 
in fact, in r.w• own flat. - I ha:re nothin:.  furt'ier to say. 

(S;;d) Martin GlaDES 

aTORN by the 	 voluatarily at 1ILUISHAVLN, on 
the 2nd June 19..7,  1..efore no, ifiajor Ta(lel.zsz NCZON0.CI, Investi .;atin 

dot'alC,!). 7:-.; 	-th-C 	 of the Rhine. 

(S.11.) KA.CZORO-Ma, lkiajor 
Investi..tf.n.  Officer 

CIRTIFI2D that this is a true tr.-:_ns1-.i.i.on 	r: n into :31-121ish of the 
De-2osition of liartin G 	e, 	.riaa D :o3:;.t-lo.t. N.). 

(ssa) C.R. FaL:up, ?/Lt 
Bicld Invc..sti._;:-..tion Section. 
1:ar Crtles urutti:.: (N.7.) 
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Translotion 21,d)osition Ho. 34.  

 

OEPOSI2IOW  

'1 

Hinrich  

Deposition on oath of ...,SCHE Hirzrich, malt), of WrESELERYLIUT near -,iosmoor, 
House No. 57, sworn Lofore Capt. -11.3:ry Si.UMERS of Fluid Invustigation Section, 

Ori:.ios 	)up (IT, E) , ^t WILIIELI.:311.:1Eli on the 4th Juno 1947. 

I, .:,SCHE Hinrich, hove boon told that I :o..1 .lt compelled t. :ooko a state-
ment unless I so wish, but that any statement that I make will be written 'own 
and may be used as evidence at any timi; in the future. I am making ths 
statement of my own free will, and not under compulsion or persuasion, or 
because of promises of reward. 

I am Hinrich ,SCIEE, born on the 28th February 1890 in Viosodorsohn nuor 
'Aesmoor, Protestant, of Conlon nationality and farmer Wayor) by profession. 
I am married, living in 'aosederoohn near Wiosmoor, and have no previous 
convictions for perjury or for making false statements. 

The Gestapo officials PETERS ond 	of the Police Reserve Wiesmocr, 
interrogated me on the 24th July 1941, because I had listened to foreign 
senders. on the 26th July 1941 they arrested 1:e and put me into the Yellow 
Cross Prison, Hofonkasorno, Ostfriosonotrasse. 	From there I •r-.s transferred 
to the ::,mtsgoricht prison of ..,UIZICH on about the 20th October 1941. 

the time I was there, SCHIPPER was the commandant of thu 'fellow Cross 
Prison, except for the timos when he was relieved temporarily by TairiEK. Of 
the other guards I.romembor the names of LS=ER, VOSS, BEfLTUIS, HOLZENKZIETER 
and one whose Christian nt.me was BERHILUM, but whose family I don't remember 
any more. 

There were about 50 to 55 prisoners in the prison, and omongst them mere 
Germans, Poles, Dutchmen, Belgians and Jews. There were no fomole prisoners. 

wos good and otos the same for Germans and foreigners. 

There were no difforentiotions in the distribution of food, in as much as 
Poles got a wana meal only every third Iv while Germans and other foreigners 
rocoivod ovary morning ::.cad with sooething on it, ond every evening a hot meal. 
For those who worked outside the prison, additional soup was dished out at 
lunchtimo. 

Medical attention was insufficient. I don't remember the name of the 
doctor. He was freouently influenced by SCHIFPER. Urged on by WHIPPER, he 
often pronounced obviously sick prisoners as healthy, without examining them. 

When we were brought to the prison, vie were oakod whether we would 
volunteer for work. I refused to work ond spent the first 20 days in my coll. 
Then I voluntoorod for work and performed labours outside the prison until I 
was transferred. 

Of the o/ra guards, BERNILaD was particularly brutal. He wos the only one 
whom I could observe daily kicking prisoners employed on work outside the 
prison. Ho particularly went for tho. Poles, whan he kicked viciously when 
they could work no more for physical wooknoss. It was all the same to him 
where he hit them. 

D/.. 716 
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remember only t-.70 cases of de'.th, 	I 'lid not witner.;s myself. 
73oth wore suicides - 	a Polish offic,-...:r 1-Tho hangc,d hi1soif, and the 
othsr one, io Pole, who Lro-anod himself in the harbour. 

The .61,4-.1 gta-cl, -Those Christi:•.n 11rE; is -:'-rnhcrd., looks 111.:e this: ...bout 
1.80 meter t1l, slim, rk blonde, slightly cross-shaped logs, usually vre-xing 
top boots. 

tiLK should be 7.1)1G to furnish ..,ore infor:x..tien .7.00Lt 

I should like to 	thr..t i1-114EK behavea hu..lanely 	decently towards 
::.11 the prisoners, German and foreign. 

There is nothing else I could say. 

H. .tSCI-E; 

WORN by the said. Deponent Hinrich ....SCFE voluntarily at ',7ilhelushaven on 
the 4th June 1947 before 	C.:.pt. Harry S.a7DERS, Investigating Officer, 
detailed by the C.-in-C. British 	of the Rhine. 

(Sgd.) H. SluUNDERS, Capt. 
Investig:Aing Officer. 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translation frc Gen..:n into English of the 
Deposition of Hinrich SCHE, marked Deposition No. 54 

(Sods) F.J. KELLEY, Capt. 

BZR., 16th June 1947. 

Dr.., 716 



A No 

Trrnslation of  

_LULL, - 

Dopo t 	n • -.,th f 	fliiy -315111 , 11C.Q GUT1.,:: IT feaale 
jre Ler str, 146, 	rn bef. 	 r 	ouiz CZ0RC3KI, Field InvestiL:atiDn 
Lie ctim 	 Croup Or 	, !i!"! 	.711,11T1L:ZH.X.FIT on 2 Jun 47. 

I, Heniynue GUT'Ll',IT, hereby Lucian; tiv.t I h:...ve been -..r.rned tht 
I 	 *. state...ent, unless 	-..vish t ds cc, but th:-..t '::ny- 
st:.-..tcLient I i.kc. will be viritten 	..ay be used as evidence in future. 
I --lake this st!.tc,.,ent v. luntrrily 	t unur cpu1sion, ersuf.'.sion cr the 
pro,Ase ‘.f re- 

I, lluru.y LUJ nec GAIT2.;EIT, 	b.orn ri couxm n 11 Jun 1909. 	I Ci  a 
Gor..,u). citizen, of -,i3v..n-elic.2 	 :t h...ve never been punished 
for perjury or for 	f'asc stato:.nts. 

I was nut in the Yellr.7 Cross PrisDa as a pris.ner. I was, however, 
t .ether with thc prisoners f the 7.'.ollow Cross- Prison 	the eAlcuntrati7n 
cal.T 7i,,NTER,tEG. 	far as I cLii re,Q,ber, the prisoners 	. the P.)lice 
prison Ostfriensonstras:::c -Jere tr:nsferred t.. Ra\ITTIZVEG inrch 1945 t.- other 
with the 	prison as ouch. 	I colic to ii.,IiTERVEG on 16 	1945. 

The i:uar.13 fr_iA-Ostfriesonstrasse ca.te tether with the prisoners. 
saw with my .cwn eyes how these i-J,11-.1r'..0 who had co.::u 	the YelL-Nt Cross 
Prison, thc.t is IMURar, V033 (who as sentenced at the sr.i.ie ti-Lie as 3CIIIITER), 
and ILIINUELD, kicked 	be',..t prisoners 	ni.ti.:nc.litios, 
Poles and :-Zussians in a ,:ost brutal 	UBiii. a rubber trucciam. 	I also 
saw IMERUT kick pris.-nurs in the stomach. 	.L have so:.n 1-xis..ners bleed. 

I knew L. KULLE; he -.K.s ca.j .Loctor and ass 	ctor, of the 
Gestapo. 	I can st‘'.:te njthin;ab ut his prefessi ,ir-.1 %ctivities as cai.ip 

ctor; as a -am he eoull. n.?t 1.).st of a wholes au ru-futation. 	Ho took 
bribes ..41.1 perfori_les.1 his ._.i.utiesiii relatL)n to the sifts 'go receive_:.. 	I know 
that HOLL..CK. was the chief f the Gest -sp: letaehment. 	I bcai fr curtain 

I was Sentenced t. :Leath by ,A....1.er 2 HOLLX.Is: by the Party "Court". 	she 
sentence was n.)t carried ..ut as I -;pas rele.sed by 3CHIPPER because of the 
appr,-.ach f the „.,alied tr.; .ps. 

Elfriede -.L.ERGER ads.. ca..1,0 	the 	 t.ther -.-rith the prisoners 
fraia Ostfriesunstr?.use, an-1 I have seen her strike with the hand and iaaltreat 
push and Russian pris..,nors. 	lish wouien tal .1 1.1G when they 02c. out .,f 
:UERGEIZ • s ro that they 	t. - tickle ..;',EIZER in a. perverse aannur. Every ne 
said that LERGER w.7.s. a Lesbian, wi th cri.linal tendencies, and th:.t she stole 
froi.t. prisoners. 	I have nth-:.nE further to sc. 

SWORN by the said Deponent Healy BLUI.X gob. GUTZEIT, vaunt axily at 
on the 2 (Azle 1947, before ale, 	T.I‘DEUSZ KtiCZOROWSKI, 

Investigating Officer, detailed by C.-in-C. 

(Sgd.) KACZCIINSIZI, Major 
Inwstiting Officer. 

CERTIFLO that this in a true translation from Geriiian into English of 
the Depot-5 tion of Itenny BLUi, x..rkee. Dup. No. 17. 

(Sgd. ) C.i. FREUD 2/Lt. 
Field Investigation Section 
War Crimes Group (Oa). 

716. 
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Ds:position 

riTL:d.iaSJATIOI\I  of DEPOLSI'...'ION 

of 

cyrir (al?. 

Deposition on o...th of Otto 	, role of Haribur:-.;-',/andsbuck, 3Zoonstrasse 
26, sworn before ,:ajor 	 ;suction 

Crimes Group, 	.11;u2..', n dit,1-1 June, 1947. 

I, 	 a:CiLr ■-• t.'1 .t 	b ..n .told tJlL.t I 	PIG I.O.L'CUd to 
rx.dtc, this st 	t if I did I. ;: 	to, Hut that Ely etateLient. will be 
written down an:. c J, be 	evidence in future' 	.    
of fres.. will ana. .dthout compulsion 'or promiso of reward. • 

I 	Otto Graf, born 5 ',.11 ;:ttc,ust, 1905 i-n 	 rc.) k..n cAholic, 
busines:3 man by profession, J. -,y 	Jas last 

,•.:..bur,:,-. ,!:.ndebes3].:, .d..-)7)nstrasse. 26, and I }role not been convicted because 
OI s.;riury or false 

I wae in the police prison Ostfriesenstrasse in the so called 
Gelbkreuz prison, and I was prisoner frok,.. June 44 until Pebruary 

I r eLleLfb sr the folialii.g n::,:-.:es of the 	Schi-::)1)er, Huth, Voss, 
i:eyer, Plc-inter, Endear:Ian Gabriel, He :ren, 	Holdn:,r, Kapp°, Behrens, 
Berger. 	There were so,:te nor.: there, but I c- '.n...ot 	 nares, 
but I would reco:;nize 

In the orison the; 	 TIC:f3 of Geri-tan nationality as well as 
forei!!ners. 	There 	• . 	 t...a.de between the Gernans '.nd the 
foreigner;; insofar as the fscco..-nodation, the treatnent rind the clothing 
was difierent. The 	 clothing and their cells were 
fuller, they hail no 	and partly no i.r..ttresses, soi..eti;Jes t..ey had to 
lie in pairs-  on a bunk. 

The food was insufAcient 	'because of the work which had to 
be done, And it bucLI:le cat. st17)21f.:: 	the 	was decreased b-cause 
of the v- .,.rious c;:.ses of spitefulness by the 7uards. 

The tre7,..tri,:nt of the prisoner 17 	 '.10 lived in a continu.m:; 
fear fo be beaten or ill-treated., to get 	tea and to be punished by 
withdrawin -1; of food. Ile were in the hand of . the guard who happened to 
be on duty, and our tre.Aayient ti ended on his iaopd. 	had no right to 
.cor.tplain. I, personally was beaten up in Juno, 1944.  This is how it 
happened: After the eveni.-1;2; roll call 	were once called out of our beds 
and 	t.) 	in the corridor and Voss had ordered. "Hasenhuepfchen" 
(to junip about in the fashion of a hare). At various distances stood other 
guards and I ri,LAIlt..:x. Endek,- Lann and. Plenter, as well as Gabriel. 	"Je had 
to jui.-.p in the gangway and we has1 to by-pass the points where these guards 
were posted. On this oc.2asiim these gtrirds beat us brutally with sticks 
and rubber truncheons with 1.-hich they were an:Led. I received then about 
50 to 100 brutal strokes and I ra.tenber that I was then beaten by Endelrannn, 
Plenter and  Voss. 	I virould lila, to •(.1' that at t-is occ;JA...n of the 
"Thsenhuepfen" ;,.en beca:.ie 

I was beaten 1•:,ter on by 3chip:,er. 

TurtheriAore, I s•:... th-t ;-,uars.1:,  did be..t other prisoners. 	I have Lx-?...,n 

that the :',u.rds Meyer, PleIrts--, Endeli tan and Kap.,e, as well as Voss and 
L5chip -)er, beA people. Plenter one . beat one prisoner with his truncheon 
s„) 1.;111.t th•_: an was cwered .iith blood. 	3ieyer b.-at the 2.risoper: - Alen they 
went to work and also when they 	 He also kicked them 
at tAs opportunity. 	I cannot 	th..; 	if the beaten prisoners, 
na I can of !,ii;re any details, but I 	; 	.t ieyer, 

/'lento 
715. 
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Flenter and Kap ,u have bc,..ten and ill-treated prisoners. 

I knJw the case of [",t,nicki. 	I have herd hiscriss and his groaning 
whilst he was beaten up. I have seen next ilorning how he hanged, bound 
on hand and feet, like crucified. I do not know, howevsr, what happened 
to 	11,) Le t 	and who hanged him I ct. not know either. In my 
opinion 11- )' the ,:uardz at the thlo of the ill-treatment and hanging of 
St ulicki 	.."OSS -)r 	the:.;, two hal alternative guard duties. 
Thy: guard 1,eyer w Ls calAed "Heigh." by his comrades. 

The beating of the 1:vir.oners by the gurdi.:, was,a natter of daily 
r)utine and took place at the ;slightest opportunity, also in the presence 
of people in public. 

In my olini)n the m.(.1 treaty nt ws,s insufficient and superficial. 
I have seen pris.)ners `%1;;IIC in the r:.ny for hours, iithout clothes in 
spite of the co10., vtaitLig for the dootLr. I waited once myself for two 
hours. The •doctor 	Dr. Kulle. 4',s far as I remember he came into the 
prison ..,nce 	:+;,o'.:. specia 	orderly. 	The z.edical 
duties were performej s th ur.rdwho h.41.,-)ened. t's) be in charge at the 
moment. I have never eeon that the doctor went through the prison in order 
to inspect. I 	introduce:. to the doctor imediately after I was brought 
int) the prism. 	that time the doctor told me t make one turn, looked 
at me from both sides, and the examination was thus completed. I then 
wanteC: to tell him that the bone of ny left arm had been broken during my 
military service and that I did nut possess enough strength in it. I 
wanted to ask hi:, to put mc On light duties. 	The doctor hcsvever lid not 
take any notic_; of what I said, and he did not examine my left arm at all. 

The second. time I was intrAucel to the doctor, was when I reported 
sick because of Lly asthma. -Alen I told 	about it, Dr. Kulle said: 
"I can't help you in that matter, I have no medicaments against it". I 
h,- t, go back to work. 

To report sick was of no importance at all. No-one was recognised 
as being sick. In :Ay opinim Dr. Kulle is responsible (was jointly 
responsible) for the irihurcn c.)nditi)ns in the prison. 

Holldorf and Holl..ek I hr.v. soon in the prison. Hol.'.ack was there 
only once. I have seen Holilorf a few ti,ies. I do not know what orders 
these ::,en gave to the oriv'n pers)m,c1. 	I cannot say anything about these 
two. 

I have nothing further to 0,7. 

JORN by the said deponent Otto Graf, voluntarily at Halburg, 
Wandsbeck, on the 16th June, 1947, before :le Hajor Tadeusz Kaczor,cwski, 
Investigating Officer, detailed by C.inC., British 2',/cly of the Rhine. 

CERTIFIED that this is a' true translation from German into English of 
the deiy)sitiOn .5j OTTO GJEL,2, deposition No.1. 

S/Sgt. 
Interpreter. 

War Crimes Group (NZ.3). 

H.(. B,WR. 
June 28th 1947. 

13/2.1.715. 
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D .osition No. 11 

_Deposition 

of 

FA.TST  

Deposition un oath of 	 malc, of '.:ilhelmshaVen-Feddorwardon- 
groden, Preussenstrasse 57, sworn before m,o, Capt. Harry Saunders, Field 
Investigation Section, ':ar Crimes Group (NWE), H.Q. B.-.0.R. at ',,:iihc3pshaven 
on 3 June 1947. 

I, Ernst :inrkert, herewith declare that I was told that I was not forced 
to make this statement if I :d.1 nut wish to, but t'rnt ny statement can bo used 
as evidence in future.  I make this declaration of frco will and without com-
pulsion or pre wises of any reward. 

I r4 Ernst 1:arkert, born 24.6.1899 in Hof, Davaria, of Protestant religion, 
of Geri.= nationality, a uechanic by profession, my h:uo is at Wilmhemshaven-
Nord, Preussonstrasse 57. I have not been c-nvictod before because of perjury 
cr false statcm)nt. 

I was arrested on .Lugust 2nd, 1944 by the Gestapo end was dolivercd to the 
Gelbkreuz-prison, stfricsonstraase on th: same day, _,bcut on 7 Sep 1944 I 
was transferred frm there to the ,mtsgorichta,prison in .:ilhelmehaven. 

that time HUTH was the Pris n CL.mr.ndant. I remember further the 
following guards: Lleyer, Mueller, Xappc, Helmstedt, Plenter and Voss. Them 
were ab-ut 130 - 140 male pris:nors and ab - ut 20 fauale prisoners in the cmp, 
amongst them Gernans, Dutch, French, Russians, Poles, Belgians, Czech:. 

The acccAJmolation was different in so far as the. Germans could sloop on 
field bode whereas all foreigners hal 	sloe') on wooden bunks. The cells 
containing the foreigners wore fill,,_ with appr::xii,ately 50 per cent more mon 
than the cells containing Gen :an pria:ners. 

'The food was the same for all pris nors, that is ,for all nations. 	In the 
Aussenkomando we got additional soup for lunch. The food was withdrawn or 
reduced in some cases because of the clizhtest offence. As the Germans were 
fed first and then had to go back to their cells, I had never the opportunity 
of seeing any details of the withdrawal of food from foroiipars. I could 
only hear it from my cell. Every evening; I could hear the following exclama-
ticns from the guards, for instance: "That man collected cigarette ends today, 
he won't gut anything" or "That lazy swine 	n.,:t work, he won't get anythinc", 
etc. 

Sometimes I rot additional food free 	an_;. 'Toss if anything was left 
over. Foreigners got additional fool only very scldcm. 

There was not enough :,edical supervision. I ha-ire only seen the doctor 
once, 14 days after I .v.r1; brought into the prison. He had to parade naked 
in the corridor and w7.it about for half an hour for tho doctor, standim: there 
facing the vm11. Then -;:e were measured, weighed and looked over by the 
doctor. I told 	that I was .wounded in the war whereupon he said "Oh well, 
wounded r getatcy." 

During the first two weeks I was interrogated nearly every second lay by 
the Gestapo. 	In the third week I worl,:el outside (Aussendionsi), and from then 
onwards I worked inside' the prison (innolienat).. 

/I was never 	 

D/;: 716. 
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I was never presimt at the se-callee. "sport exercises" which took place 
every evening. 	I have never been t,;gether with f;:reigners at work end I 
therefore cannot say if anyone was beaten of them. Dui: I could often hear 
cries in the evening se that I realise,: that prisoners were beaten, and to 
judge freu the shouts I eathered that there wore fereigners cocngst the people 
who =re heathy'. 

Once I was in the office in evening at about 21.30 hro. to attend tc some 
biamighes, when the guard who happened to be in charge at that tine shouted at 
a prisoner who Was on duty: "Fetch sou° new rubber truncheons" whereupon about 
4 strong rubber hoses ef about 1- :eater length were brought in. 

A,s cno had begun with the heatinE at 20.00 heurs, it is aLzu;r1c1 that the 
old truncheons were already broken. 

I hove seen Inspector Holl:erf twice in the prison. In :oy opinicn he was 
responsible for the conditions in the prison, as he was Huth's superior. 
Certainly he was well inferue:: about the conditions. Huth hiuself was.woll 
inforued about the measures undertaken by the guards. I heard how he told one 
guard that one would have to apply strenger ueasures if things le net change. 

I have nothing to add to uy statouent. 

Sworn by the said Deponent, Ernst :erkert, voluntarily at WilheIushaven 
on Jule 3rd 47 before ;:ic,.CrIpt. Harry Seuriers, Investigating Officer, leteile 
by C. in C. BitOR. 

Ccrtificd that this is a true translation 	Geni!-.11. into English of the 
deposition of Ernst earkert, Deposition He. 11. 

B.4, 0 .R. 
	

(See..) F.11. BiaBEY S/Sgt, 
Interpreter. 

:ar Crtaos Group WO. 

D/M 716 
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Translation cf 	 Deposition No. 24 

DEPOSITION 

of 

Kaethe 	 

Deposition on oath of Kaetho EIEILLdii, female of wILHEL).monal, \7erftstr. 
12, sworn before mu, :ajor Tadeusz KACZAOWSKI, Field Investigation Section, 
War Crimes Group (NV E) HQ., B. 	at 11ILHM:SH.01EN un 3rd Juno 191+7. 

I, Kaothe Kui-a.,i,iaurp- , hereby declare that I have been warned that I aa not 
forced to aake a statement unless I wish to do so, but that any statement I 
make will be written down rnd aay be used as evidence in future. I mako thi:; 
stateaent voluntarily :And of my own free will and not under compulsion, persua-
sion or the promise of any reward. 

I, Kaethe KUI:121:1C was born in RUESTRINGEN on 7 Jul 25. I am a German 
citizen of Evangelical faith, single, housekeeper by trade residing in wmai.13- 
WEN, Werftstr. 12. I have never been punished for per jury or for making 
false statements. 

I was a prisoner in the Yellow Cross Prison, Ostfriesenstr. from 22 Jan - 
25 Apr 1945. The last 14 days, I spent in Banterleg, to where the Yellow Gross 
Prison had been transfoiTod; when vie got there, the huts in the Banterweg were 
evacuated. 

I remember the following guards: .110HIPPER, HEEREN, VOSS, PLENTER, KAFFE, 
ADELLER, ENDEL,Uifli, LUKAS, HANFELD. I have seen SCHIFFER, IEREN, PLOTTER and 
H(JELLER beat prisoners. I.MELLER beat with his hand. BEEREN and FIEUTER boat 
with both hands and also kicked. The prisoners who were beaten by HEERM and 
PLEN2ER were also foreigners. 

The wardress ii.2GER  also beat. I saw her hit Russian and Polish women 
in the face. Also in the female dept. were SS Holferin Elly and Sienna. 
Both the last named behaved humanly and treated us well. Elly lives in 
ITILBELILSHAVEN, am Banterweg. I see her from tiLle to time, but I do not know 
her name. 

I remember that I was once thrown out cf the cull at night with all the 
other female prisoners f.:nd a guard whose name I have forgotten, ordered us to 
do 50 "knees bends". Some of the wcmcn collapsed. 

I remember that the wardress BERGER was in charge of the wa.ion's clothing 
store, and once asked ae to lend her my winter coat; I agreed. BERGER wore 
the coat; I saw her wear it, but I never got the coat back. When I was 
released later on I also found that two pairs of stockings were missing; and 
it was said that BERGER had taken various articles. 

I personally saw how BERGER ordered a Polish or Russian womanto come into 
her room, laid herself down on the bed nnd 1et her feet be tickled by this 
female prisoper. I do not know why she did this. ,Geraan-Polish wo.Aan toll 
me that she had to sleep together with BERGER. It was generally said in the 
(map that &MAIER was essentially perverse. (Lesbian). 

I do not know Dr. KUILE; I was not examined by a doctor during the 
whole of ny imprisonbient. There were many sick wo.eli, especially in the 
latter stages. They were not, however, taken to a doctor nor was a doctor 
called into the cell. 

D/Id 716 
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Fe doctor went through the cello. 	Th ic 11,1. to help themselves or 
rely on the help of their fellow-prisoners in the cell. 

I have nothing further to say. 

I know nothinj about the GestTo office. 

(Sgd.) Kaethe K.017 

SZOR1T by the said Deponent Kaothe KUTA1-1,1:115i, voluntarily 	IniffELLISH.LVEN 
on 3rd June 1947, before mo, ijor Trdeuss K.MOROWSKI, Invc,stigating Officer, 
detailed by C.-in-C. British 	of the Rhine. 

(601.) KAZOTVSKI, 
Investigating Officer. 

CERTIFIED th.:--t this is true trans17:tion frol..1 German into English of the 
Deposition of Kaothe KUHLUZU, irked Deposition No. 24. 

(Sgd.) C.. FREUD, 2/Lt. 
Field investigation Section. 
Tar CrL..ec Group (irr). 

D/M 716. 
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`T'ranzl• tion of 1.),3 .  :03i t r)n No.30 

of 

	 Rickle.f 

DuTositi on on oath of CA.3,̀E:,n 	 :.T.1C, of TilLIT,LiiiS111.1.r....',N, Atho.nstraz 
21, sworn before Ca..pt Harry S;k1.5?T.OLI1.ZS,•.Pield Inveztiation Suction, .klar 
Group (INVE) IIQ .B.;..011. 	 on 39 1.4!v-  19/4.7„ 

I, Ricklef CL.33ENS, hereby lcclare 
col -Tolled to ilake •o. 	 ..n1esr.3 
I ao 	.7,111 	,,fritten 
make this - statenent.of -Lk},  own frue 

the 1:rok.iise of row-xd. 

tir,..t I have 1 .een '.7" :mod that I an not 

-a-2.sta to ,do so, 1:ut tho.t any statk.ment 

use':'_ as ovi:lonce in future. 
MCI not 11/1■10:0 0111i,la Si 011, 	:irsuctsion 

C.i\S.;Z:\.,, 	liorn in KkUFOLSTEIL:AUSI:N_ near 2,3111■14/0stfrio,sland, 
on b Oeto1:er 1891. 	I !:1-1 of GOrflarl nationality, cyan:- 	faith, Ante/.  

L);./ trade (invalid), residin .  in '..:ILELL;k3i111.173i1, Athunstrasse 21,, 	I 11,-...vo never 
been - uni3hol for -i;erjury or for making false, stateLlentsa. 

I 	rested 	the Gestapo on thr:. 1 Sol teuber 1543 	taken to the 

"Yellow Cross Prison", Ostfriusonstraz.o. On the 15 Dec.;:lIker 1943 I was 

tromsferred to FUJILSBUETT::L Prison near HI.:.1113URG, from which ;:lace I was trans- 
ferreJ to 	 in 191.5 and eventually set free by the Allied forces in 

1945. 	I vrts scrvins:; 	years :::xison sentence for "preparation for 
trek^-son" and "Radio criiles". 

v. n.z prison coalruidant irk ry time. 	I rer.tokalker J.'_NS:713NPotc:r, 
BaZGUI-NN, SITEENICk..:1N, VOS`.3 ca-K1 LUCLS. 

Total personnel in the L:rison nu. bored o.-oprx 100 men and about 3 - 10 wonen. 

Thom Awe Germans, Dutc:r..iun, Frenchmen, 	7..ns, Pole F.; U3 	and 
LaOYi the men, 

comlitions were .lore bean.: le for Germans than for for-iners; 

where rs.s we ha.... beds, 11"..ttrosses and blankets, l'oreigturs, especially Poles and 

Russians, ha;_ to sleo.2 on the ).a.re bed hoar.' 	ha l: neither mattresses nor 

blankets. 	The cells were usua.1.1„- 	 8-10 _ken. 	zloreiolers were even 

known to have ha.. to sloop two-on-a-beklboar 

Food w_.s 	 basioal.I.:,,r the sa;- ke fo3• a„r_ians and forei;_-,nors, however, 

the forei:ncrs 	 aeprived of food as mish lent; 	re ;art to 

this the prisoners w::.re 	 at the ../.erc:;,  of the _:koo :11 Z7.2"..a whills of the 

;1-1aras. 	In fly oidnion all the above n'2410(.1 tjlar C:3 1 artici 	in those 

,:enerally unjustified :1.inishments; I saw it with r.v,r own eyes at the r'istril ,u-

tion of food. 

The tone of the ::;u1rk.l.s in the prison was Arc:It-  harsh. 	I can, ho-.7ever, 

only make statements eoncernin:; 2 instances of bodily ill-trea-thent:- 

1„ One evenin-; I saw LUCAS boat ^ Polu fiercely in the 	 I do not 

know the reasons for this. 

2. One ri.ht, it raay 	been in October 1943, we were all fetche,a out 

of bed towards midni -;ht an.. ha to zarade in the ipassage. Ue all 

had to watch 1i a Polo La-1 been re-ca:2tured froil an attempted escape 

was '.e.7.t._;n 5 tiDes by each of hiz co.11:Atriots ^n k Russians with a 

rubber tu1.:. 	do not 	who 	th..: or_ler for this. 	The -_liardr:k 

present -.t the time were 0.-...-437,11, 	 • ND 

I must ak1.7. that the hop-IA./IL; took 	 li 	as a for :1 of 
I. 	1 -i:at elk this throw h punishment by the 	on duty. I 1. 

th:: spy-hole of 	cell and saw that ?,rison, 	 12C11 

D/M 721 . /Sick-roaA 
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Sick-reo. hoir.. --ere h..11 •.reekly, 	n,rt.11y on Tue - 	 teaiately 

rtfter iy ,2.rriv .̂.1, I 	tkci. 	for tJi. '_octor, • ho ec;le•-searo unfit for 

work. 	.Ls I n ver r,..r.orte.:'. sick, I haw: not son him since, •.s.na co.n 

no further statenents, on this suAcct. 

I have nothin:: mere to say. 

(GA Ricklef OLS.Z;4'S 

WORN 'ay the saia Deponent Ricklef CI.3S:]NS, voluntarily at'....ILHELIIITHLY1,11 on 

the 30 lifc.y.  194-7 p 7:,oforo 	Cr....pt Harry -S...UNDT.S, iflV. iatiit Officer, r.letaft. lea 

0.-in-C. British .:.my of th., 

. 	 H. 

Officcr 

CLIZTIFED that this is a true trf.mslati,In Crx.-1 J.,irrian into En.i:lish of the 

Deposition of Ricklef CASSENS, morkea Dep. No.30, 

(S *11) C.R. FREUD, 2/Lt 

Fielc Investi7,tion Section 

';inr CriLies Group (11a) 

D/11. 721. 
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Translation of 	 De,)osition No.2E.  

Dill"0311 1 01  

of 

Gerhard Luetjen  

Deposition on oath of C;z-rhar..... L-uotjen BURCILI:',DS, male, of GRMHOIMN Post 
EGGELINGEN Kreis "r!ITT -,U1\10, sworn 1-,efore 	Cart Harry S.P.UNDERS, of Field 
Investication Section, -Tar Crimes Group 	11:2 BLOR at -.7ITTIUNG on 22nd July 
1947. 	 • 

Gerhard LUT,'TJEN BURCH!..P.DS, 'was born on 7 Septenbor 1913 at GTEDH01211 
Kreis ',1ITMIUND, of TIvancelical foith, German nationality, a Vanier by occupation, 
residinE, at GRIMHOIRN Kreis laTTHUND, marrie:1; I have never been i:-unshed for 
perjury or for nlakik:: false statem:ants. 

In 1943 I was called trz, to the 	hr: aru-ischaft; it 	have 'aeon at the 
end of 1942. 	I was never a -::iumber of the N3D.:2 or one of its branches, 

On 21 Sc )tenter 1944..1 	arroste-7. 	Ca- C.,:,, stai- c7 ..ILIEI:LIT.SHWEN and ad- 
mitted to the iolice rison Ostfriesenstrasse. 	 3.  weeks' stay 
in the prison 	v.-as 	 from there on the 21 ilove-..f -..er 1944. 

During the whole time of my i:lprison:-.1ent a. certain liv..uptirachtmeistor HUTH. 
was the con aandant of this ri 13on. -2urthc.-irmore, I remember the follcmik; 
ouard personnel: Obemacht-..icister VOS'S, 	 1.17IYM, PI1NT R, KAPP.E, 
BILLY, hiDETJER ^a-td another *;:acht.leister MUELLER. Lpart from those there was 
an SD-rave called 1ELIREN, who at that time was n char-7e of the women's de:)art- • 
ment, and an SD-man called HL1C,PL‘LO. I juat rememl)er an Obervachticister 
WITT:.!INFELD. 

The strencth of the prison at 	time was ap-i)rx 100-120 :.ion and 30-.40 
1101:1011, C4110r1G3t those there wen.. Gonaans, 	 Dutchiacn, .i'renchmen, 
Russiand, Poles. 

I have never soon the, aoctor ano...**7:13 not -examine-_-'. by htm on my arrival. 
On the day of my arrival I immediately was 	 for outside work. Durinz, 
the first 4. weeks I had to .ito unimportant jobs L,--1 a small Ivorkik; party of at 
the most 4. prisoners under the command of HAMILLD. During the last 4. weeks 
I had to clear array debris from, the Gestapo 	which had boon cl.L4,--Aaccd 
by an air-raid.. I had to work in a lar:;e- working 	consisting of about 
50 prisoners, For about one •;:eek I also %-,-orked in the d9maf,ed flat of Krim. 
Kora HOLDORF. Sometimes the tvo MUELLUls, KAPI'T, and sometimes 1ITTENF:ZLD 
were in charcp of the large workin 1,arty. 	So:.:. ti.: io tvio -wards went to work 
with us. In the lare 	party there -Jeri all the o/u nationalities, 

Thilo we wore workinc- outsi,:e the ca:s12, the .:uar-as were only armed with 
pistols. Nevertheless 	frortuently that prisoners were beaten with* 
pieces of v.-oo.1. aria sticks or salc.thin like that, not Liindilv their nati onality. 
I can not state with certainty who ai;f1 th.) beating, but I sup:-)os--.:: that all the 
four a/m guards, i.e. KLY:713, the 2 t:iljEHOL,:::s and .„'ITTEIVELD ,;anticipated in the 
beating. 

I do not know that any cases 	oath occurred, while .:orkinj outside Pio 
camp. 

From my cell I ofteia hoard the shoutiw,3 of the ,uard:,s and the raoaninr of 
the Prisoners during the, evening,. 	I su:9-2osod that the victims in question 

been beaten and ill-treated. From the : -tofInin:j I could recojdze that 
it wore mostly foreioiers, prd)abl,i- Poles. 	,v:;elf was only once present 
when KAPPE, PLDNEM and another Luard, whore na.io. I do not remember f‘..n;,,n-..iore 
beat prisoners of all nationalities %.-ith 	truncheon in a most brutal 
way in the _corridor in the evoninz:;., 	)urin,-.; the roll-call in the morninez 

D/M.72i. 
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Oberwo.chtleister ilhei.VOSS al 	h:':; 	 ".,er.ten irisoners with 	rul:ber 

truncheons. 

One J.Nis it ..lay have been at Cy, ',einnin cCNove..ers 	saw a i-:risoner 

in cell No. Gs - .-ho 	oho-int): 	 feet 	 crucifiel on 

'ears. 	I was -;;)1C. that he .ra-; 	 esea„ee. 	 bean rccaptui-ea. 

hen he was re-ca;:ture.1 he 	 3)101; th:.:"C-)1.0 1 th 	and as far a:-.) 

knovr the woundranot treated. In -.ny 	 I  	 his hand 

wrar.-oed into a airt.  1A,.)a.l.y cloth. 	_:.,11e,:e.:1; he is 	 to have spent 3 

dajs ana 2 nits in thiL, _Ltioi. 	I kno-. - 	 cert....1.1a:: that the prisoner 

in question ,11,1 about 2 	 efore I 	r lC,i.e. that he :Lie:: on the 

20 Nove-...‘.ber 1944. 

With reara to Hauptwacht:leistor 	 I can state that h.:: is anan with 

character. 	I have nirseen %hatison.:rs wore eatçan ,z771:Il s -::resence. 

I vrant to a:C. that IMY.M. 1.tida,,:,Lroriate:-.1 the --1.-1n3,-s'  f oo2.for a lor.a- 

period. This 	rs.po-te.ani thereuren niLa2 	re-trans4urre:. to Gate No.i. 

He was still in the nri.sr_Ins %.,hen -;:as relcaseas and I only lmo-.; about his 

transfer by hearsay. 

In or'.er to cornxt parr: 2 of 	otateLlent -Di'  this 1)::iso:ition I -..:ant to 

acid that I iaz a -.-le:iber of the "SVthlhelr.1"  anl a.1t.: •..Lber (IC the NSFB (NS. 
,Frontkaempferbund) until the association was dissolved in 1935. 

Gerh. BURCHDS 

S7ORN by the saie. Deponent Geithara tue..jen 13UR::-/izRS, 1,'"Olunt ari ly at ":TITTli-UND, 

on the 22 July 1947, before ides Czipt Harry SLiEjD.172S, ,7.etailea by C.-in-C. 

(3) II. S.:.1J11D12S, Capt 

Investii:atin:; Officer 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translation Iron C-er.ian into En.FLish of the 

Deposition of Gerhard 331EICIV..1.1)S y ....ca-ke..1. Dep. No.26. 

(St.:.,a) B.T. Stevens SEt. 

- 	 Fier. InvestiLa.tion Section 

War Crinos Group (NWE) 



Olt _f 	 1 -)e •;sitiDn  No. 26. 
DE-J. 

Tinr ich  

Depositi 	th f I "inrich !:0d)01,J.:1, 	 c-i.r.,:;_enztr. 44, 
sworn before Vajor T-3.ew7.z 1•CHO...0'.:,;1,-.1, F1e1•3. 	 ti. 	 - ,ar Crimes 
Group (INT.'.7) lir:2 :VAX:, "'A; 	 •)n 30 	 . 

I, Hinrich T.:0141)0W, 	 tit t 	 n .1.ne 
that I am not cci.r el1C. to 	 unl.es::: 	wi..th 	C.o 	1.ut that 
any statement I ao 	 use 	"N.TiCIOTICO in 
future. 	I 	ke this statement v•-aunt 	 un.1.(T 	 1-,:rsuasion 
r the prorisc of a rev1,0.. 
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I f-Ta Einni.ch JIOJ.DOi , 1,c)rn ,n 
I believe in 	I an of C-c:r3.:an n. 
krctaer (retired), lat 
never been 1.unished for perjur- 

22 l'i-reb 	..t 

t ii 	 , ) 

r kir !" 

Land OLDEKYIRG, 
Oberse- 

. -1-:1-1.-.;tr. 14; 	I 1r ye 
tc.:!:ents. 

I served in the OLNN.J.TRG Gendarmerie from October 1913 till 1)53. 	,fter 
that I servcC. in the Gestz.-.po fr.-im 1953 till 1945. 	.)incc 1)14 I 	-hcays in 
....ILHELMSILITEN with short bre , lcs. 

Until the end 1 1943 :a- be.,innin: 	1`.;44 tixcrc 	a -1:.telle in ',11.1- 
1TLIASILVEN. 	Later the Stapostelle 	 j1.cr t-,L-..pos- 
tale in 111.MIETT. 	The chief 	 ist-lle in - .-11,117::7,1.:,;:1,\TE.N sh)rtly before 
the war was 3-.Ze:ierun3r.t Tiruho 	 the last x.r.rld war liet;ierunL;srnt 

Dr. Saiii.Rl'ilINKEL, later Re, i_cirunL;srat 	 r the 	 the 
3tmostelle into an iius.JjnlienA.telle Dr. 27,0J::;:iLITI: 	chief ani since 1.1-..y 
1 944 Kriminalkommissar KOLL'.0K. 

Ls far as I remember the Lab.)ur 
founded in 1939, which was rau:.11: chi 
finr.11y calle.-1 the "Yellow Cross I ris 
barracks in Ostfriesenstrasse. Over th. 

eitserziehunLshelm) was 
yo police prison, and Vr.".L  

oi Uate 1 in the cellar ,pfthe 
the ir-vy lx,rracks. 

The inmates of the '‘:ris.)n were oii1i use'. for new._ ynsl:rue;:ims in the 
harLiDur. 	The Harb:iur ;.C..ministr-ti )11 for new constructi -,ns pair'. for the lc.bour, 
,,ihich was riven to the Gestapo (the 

	

The Navy 'Aral in 'TILIT,LIISILITEN sent the 	for the i.rison. 

The chief prison warder at the time, tr.,  Chor.-1 	.)ther persmnel r,.n: the 
i.,uards were allotted, was the imme..Tiate 	 to the chief of the :ussen- 
dienststelle of the Gestapo at the time, flirt was th,- 	SCID=1/INIML, 
Dr. :Y.0',11NER, Krim. Rat FRO.I..1iLisilsi or Krim. Krn. KOLL'aCK. 	These men were the sta.:Jur- 
i.Drs over the chief prism w-rT.ers 	Ir.-; the ..uthority wen 	 an were 
:'t the same time disciplirrrr chiefs for the lam tcs of the prison, 

I vorke,-  in the C-estr.-.:-o in 	 t4-,1 1933 till 1943 in 7-)eprrti:lent III 
(Counte-r-EzTionage). 	:;incc 1943 I wrke- Is the 	 of the ,ussen- 
lenststelle. 

In autumn 1944 I was ;ut in ch!:r..e, as :it 
of the., li:Linistrr.tion by the heaC._ 
char ,c of the -,rhplc pc 	 th'.t ti'; 
cvi r3rthinL, was in or,5_er. 	It v..is said 
rest at niL;ht 	 L.T!z 

ative made investi,i7.tions, ...ent to the 
the prisoners in their. cells 
reported to 
prison builclinf durin; the iii, ht 	 t, 
but I could find nothi. 
lt: with the observatiOn of the 

ii/m 718. 

mica- 	 over the supervisi)n 
Lissar 	 s such I Wr.I.1 -n 
I 	th.t 1-( 	ErisDn not 

4,..he necessary 
the ni;:,ht. 	. ,n my own initi- 

h,", •.-,p()Ic.e to 
nothin2 was 

- 	 .. ,.)1A..;tibies I went to the 
r. ,at 	3 1.1r-prellin there,•  

I 	 KOLLAI.LK. to entrust 
KOLUCK did 

/ this. 

• 
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this. 	Owin to Ew etiviti 	1 	 cont. .ct with'0.1.-Tds 
-f.risoners, but I foun6 Alt 	thinr. 	I e 	'Jut 	instructions hours for 

ftecently .na correctly 
y:1„u rd:i hit or touch the 
,Tove6 Kommissar 

the -,_risoncra for their 

the E.unrds nnd asked th,, -11 rd: 	7t7:.t_ 4,7 

	

nd stressed that it 	 • 
prisoners. 	I 1..-1.f!.dt. 	1, 	r.  
I;OLL,..CK and Zii:nocl by hit 	 t 

	

and troubleo 	•v 	inturvun. 	• 
KOLL....CIC.• 	I rerort. 	to ,:0 	!‘,•, 
I rorted 

's one - :()uld. li1. i," . II 
informed. :'.1-,out th. 
STU:17R, 	 -.:tiTH, 	11,  

I car not knov wh-.t kind 	 ; 7  
I do not knov; it, 'rut 1 
in the 'rison or if he h. ,1jr•-, 

	

In ;:ener-_-.1 FULL 	 _ 	l• • 	; 
tolfl LIC that someti-, 	 ' 	th.• 	ti • 	11 'T■: 

uscd these 	)rtunities 	 -the 
drive on his 1.ot3r 

' 	• 	• !- 	• 

I 	Ii „. 

Of ton IDULCK 
c. n it. 	In my 

-;rd.cr to 

t 	 prison. 
;_.\ -eryth.in: is 

• -.• • 	 ." 	 very 
:.(1 1,cCt c.)ntn.ot with 

-,71y 
1_ ,n 

• . 	• 

S. 

In ray Dpion HOLL-C:r. 	chief of 	 ;ersonncl 	responsible for 
everythirk; tiv_A hap: ened in 	 the • uthorities to c.rry out 
dterations of the truntnent of r.ris.....,ners. 	If 	h! (.1 c--.rried out his 
duti, s conscienciously 	had follc..d r_y 	c - L .ints !-ILLDUt• the treat- 
ment of the prisoncra in the Yellow Cr 	 nt:ver occurred. 
I have often stressed and -fequestsdiOhLi1c 	,,t- • 	 !•.oint )ut to the 
supervisin 	risn 	 or,-...er to unaur(., •. 	tr 	of their 
prisonc.rs. 

HOLILCK liked 3 o enjoy hip.self un 
ment. 	I remember the f',ollOwin_ 
VOSS, 1LENTEP., JIEIER, :'ITTJE, 
STMIKEN, KLI.E, HEEFLEN ...nd the 	. 
1 RILL, ',it:chmann KILiE nnd.. 	nn 
Euards - with the exceptim 
rris ner3.3 

. 	 '_th his .r.rn entertain- 

	

L. 	 nnel: 301111. ER, KWH, 
, 	.„ , _ 1„r H &BEN ii.ERGI.iitTIN, 

_ 	.., • ,...erve.rwniter (storekeei,er) 
"1"-)'. 	I r-, 	1.e• 	that any of the aba 

	

IV.  s 	 any cf the 

Dr. KULLE erns in eh- re f the 	1 . 	 .0 fr.r as I rcmuler 
it - as his tiuty to exaline the hy,ienic • 	.. nit ry *rst-11-tions in the irison 
and with re ,-,rd to this the cont intrs :n the - rison, once weekly, ant'. at the 
same tine to carry out the consultin, 	 .ut - hen it .as nece._,sary in urgent 
cases he ha d to visit the 2.tients in the rison!.ore frequently or h a to sena 
the patients to the hospital. 	I never he-xil -ny col,ylaints r:lout Dr. MLLE. 

I remember that during check in the :ris A-1 	younE prisoner about 
25 years of 	ch,-Aned in his cell. 	I was 	 hnd. tried, to escape 
and had been re-c-ptured.. 	I sul.po: that he 	jut into oh- ins with the 
a..;.proval of the chief J.:err HOLL,C.K. 	 ;:1c, but I do n it know whether he 

beaten. 	I did not talk to him. 	I have not hoani that he tone, 7•. or screamed. 
I reported. this incident to l'OLL cK, a I tr.:10 reports Hbout all my check to 
IfOLL:.CK. 

I have nc,thin -  to aC, t1.__ 
Hinrich 

SWORN by the said Deponent liinrich HOLDOLF, volunt.rily at WILiiELESILWFIT on 
the 30 lay 1947, hefore Lte, 	 et-..iled by C.-in-C., 
British _'..rray of the ithine. 

(3inet.) 
tion Officer. 

CERTI1M7) that this is a true tranSlntio:.. Crum 	into Enz;lish of the 
Deposition o;' liinrich IIOLDOPF, marked. Deposition No. !)6. 

(6i;_no(1.) 

1.4.1 718 
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Translation of 	 .reposition Ile. 59  

12,)SITIOE 

of 

Dr. KULLE Harald.  

Deposition on oath of Dr. lafLliE Harald, male, of Wilhelmshaven Mozartstr. 
39, sworn before Captain Harry &MOMS, Field investtion Section, War 
Crimes Group (i) HQ BAOR 	'..IL -EiLlifIL.V;11 on 4th June 1947. 

I, Dr. Harald KULLE hereby declare thA I  hwe been warned that I cm not 
forced to mnke n :ALs.tement, unless I wioh to do so; but that '.ny statement I 
make will be written down and may,Le use J.s evidence in future. I 	this 
statement of my own free will 	not under compulsion or the promise of any 
remrd. 

. I, Dr. Harald KULLE, was born in TREDS/IECET.F3IDURG on 611ar 09. I am 
a German citizen of Evangolic,.:1 faith, married, loctor of i:,edicine by profess- 
ion, residing in ':,'ILIELLSIL.Nalr, liozartstr. 39. 	I have never been punished for 
perjury or for making false statements. 

I have hold the following official positions in 1ILHEIXSI-UVEki since about 
1935 I"- 

1. Deputy doctor of the ward of. 2ublic Health in 77IIIELMSHILVEIT 
until 31 Jul 45. 

2. Doctor by contract to the Security Police until 1 Sop 46 
(since 1 	40). 

3. Do2uty to the Chicf_doctor of the 	Pelice Wilhelmshaw;a 
holding, the rank of Bcreitschaftsfuehrer, cerrospnding to 
a staff doctor. In this job I wore grey :,uftschutz LRP uniform. 

• apart 	that I hc...1 the foLlywing subsillifry occupations:- 

t mothers - three ti,les a week, 
Doctor by c,ntrct to the Labor Education Cr..ilp Ostfriesenstr. 
known to the public as Yellv.:r.Cross Prison. 

I had no private practice, nor was I employed in any other way. 

I was never a umber of SS ;:.n.d when I entered the prison I vies either in 
civilian clthes or in Luftschutz uniforu. 

I cannot remember the exact date, but I think it was in 1940 that I was 
ordered to take over the medical supervision of .priseners in the Ostfriesenstr. 
goal, by the Gestaapo Chief Office in Wilhelmshaven. I du not remember the 
nai.le of the Oostapo official viii,  , ordered uc to do this. A few days later I 
completed a written contract in respect of this. It was firly general and 
gave no individual points concerning my duties, but merely empowered me with 
the "medical" care of the prisoners. What was to be done was clo:.r and self-
evident. I consider the following to be my duties:- 

1. General supervision of the standard 	the health of prionors. 
2. Examination of new-arrivals with a view of fitness to work. 
3. Diagnoses and treati:ient of illnesses, ., .unds, accidents etc. of 

prisoners. 
4. Dteuentation A' 2. and 3. 
5. Sanitary conditions in the prison (toilets, ablution, cells, 

delousing and disinfection). 
6. Presence of medicine 	bandage materials. 

D/M 716 	 /7. Transaction 
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7. Trmsacti=11 in urgent cooeo: First -id ondhnrin. over to hospital. a. Feeding f pria_ners. 
• 9. Exomination ot 	a 	thv ut • f io th certificates. 

I- remember the f.1I-Ang priLo7r. c2Jandants: LUK1B, SCHTPPER, HuTH. 

I kn-w that all those, in their tt,o, c 	tho pris.n, but I i) not 
know in which order. They wore my superiors, I did not have to let them tell 
:e anything. .I was their superior in V.:X.%.:CT, )f the nine a/u points. 

I :enerolly visited the prisrn taice weekly, but s.metimes, because of 
other employments during air raids, only once o ,Aiek, but I gave instructions 
that I was to be called for u::,,r.,:c..ncy casco. 	Liut I al;-icy visited the prison 
at least once a week. 	When 	on leave, Dr. 73011.14, cr Dr. EILS looked 
after my duties in the prison. 30th now have their ilivatu practices in 
\MHEUSSIL,VEN. I have fLur weeks leave o yo_lr. In the winter of 19401.3 I 
was away fro:a duty for three munths because of my health. During my visits 
in the prison I always had the opportunity to insi..ect it, and to view the 
conditions. 	When I used to visit the prison, the newly arrived prisoners 
were, if they had returned from work, usually ).red in the passage, 
Frequently they paraded. with their faces to the woll but they were always 
naked in the summer ansi winter. I have just remeLibered that parading for 
medical inspections was completel abolished in 1944 but I cannot state this 
for certain. I often told the Comint at that tine that he should not 
make the prisoners parade f.r such a lonc7 time, as they 0(Jc.4.10,1 to be very cold. 

aaaonishut;nt seemed to be successful exceit that now and again I still had 
the impression that the prisoners were feeling cold. I do not remember 
whether I co...Aplained of this to. the Gestopo. 	I exemined those wh.) reperted 
sick after the newly arrived pris:ncrs, and they were called, up either singly 
or in groups by the Co:ziandant. I never differentiated between Germans and 
foreignprs. I treated all prisoners equally well. 8haaliiv hardly over 
occurred in the prison. Pris ners wh-J reported sick were nearly always 
really sick and were, when it was necessary, als declarol unfit for work by 
me. I had the liaprossiun that all 	orders were cascientiously executed by 
the prison personnel. 

With the excetion f the newly arrived who showed weals that had drawn 
blood on their backs, shoulders, or seats. co;:paratively seldom, I never saw 
a prisoner from whose conditicm I was led to presume that he had been ill- 
treated inside the prison. 	I coi.iplainea frequently to the Gestapo about 
conditions in the prison; f:r :nstance 1 was told by a guard that the thick 
"Bunker" soup had been omitted on several occasi_ns and also attained that it 
was restored. On another occasion I rep)rted that the total nuMber of 
prissmers was to high, which state would give assistance t a p:ssible eoilemic. 
The supply of medicines and bandages olways w2rked out well. 

my a/ra interviews with the Gestapo, I usually dealt with FROBJUV and. 
SCI-LaVIIIKM both of whooi viorc: chiefs %f the Gestapo in their time. 	Ob. Insp. 
HOHIDORF was known to me, I often saw him in the prison, but never conversed 
;with him about the prison, either professionally or ofi icially. His position 
with regard to the prison is unknown to me. 

In the time in which I was medically in churge of the prison there wore 
about 30 cedes of death, or the number city have been sualler. 4.%meng these 
there were throe cases of suicide by hanging or drowning. :.1.s .far as I 
remember, two cases of prisoners being shot thr)ugh the head, and the rest were 
normal cases, such as chronic di=houn, rotational and general weakness and 
.pneumonia. I know of no other abnenasi cases of death but it is possible that 
these occurred as above mentioned when I-ws on leove or sick. 

DAVI 716 
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1,fter what I have heard about the )rion in the i;:eantimu, it is also 

possible that the corpses wore kept out of 	sight. 	1 :11ways entered the 
correct and relolvnt rezen for de,th on the de.:th certificates and never gave 
a false reason. 	 as I knuw :cf,Jceedings never 1;c1: place concerning . 
violent or unnatural causes Lf de:_th anyway. I w.z.s never asked to attend any. 
I presuae that the persms whL. uade out the death certificate wore st.loned. 
I should like to add that I :lways carrc:d for clu::nlineas md took steps to 
prevent epidemics (r:Altine iiiifuction, del.A.wing 

..gT THIS moment, having 1), ..1-1 	 Ly the investigating officer kiajor 
LMOROWSKI, Field 	 Critics Group (NWE) HQ, ruDR, Dr. 
KgrAF,  stated the foll:wing:- 

I was not a uembcr of the Gestapo. 
I was a laembur of the BMW?. 
I only had dealin6s with the Gesta, in WILHELL-L,,,,rLI in as far as I was 
on c,J),tract to thou as a doctor. 
I was not Al fri 'dly tums with thG Gestapo officials in WILHEUIMTEN, 
but it did occur 1..-t wo sat together in a Beer Tavern. Apart from 
FROIVANN and SCHAFTINKEL I als:,  talked ab qat the prison to the last Chief 
of the Gestapo in ,Iilholushaven four or five times and .A1 the telephone 
on other occasions. 

I inaugurated the :-aitary system. There was a special sanitary r_al. 
During the whole 3f uy five years at the Yellow Cross Prison I did not have 
speei41 :.ledical orderly. 	I gave instructiJns to the prism chief at the time. 
I mean SCHIFFER, LUKAS and HUTH, to perfor.:. the duty. 

I carried 	inspections of the prison in such a way that I sw the 
ablutins, lavatories and cells. This lippened every two to f: LIZ' weeks. 	In 
the course of these inspections I only saw the sick in the cells who had 
reported to me. 	I also saw people in the cell who were seriously ill, but in 
my opinion there was no need to transfer thou to a hospital. Every time I WP2 
in the prison, I visited the sick if it was necessary. 

I examined tho bodies in all cases in which I issued death certificates. 
I never issued a death certificate without having seen the bedy.-  I controlled 
that my medical instructions and dispensing wore carried out. This control 
consisted in questioning the ;Ack. I also questioned the guard personnel in 
respect of this. 

I had no idea that thu people who came before mu had been inti4dated by 
the guard personnel. I treated the sick decently. I never spoke to them 
gruffly. 

I have nothing further to say. 

(Sgd.) Dr. KULLE 

SWORN by the said Deponent Dr. Harald KULLE, voluntarily at Inala;alauznsiv 
on 4th June, 19471  before ue, Capt. Harry SI,UNDERS, Investigating Officer 
detailed by C.-in-C 

(Sgd.) H. SUNDERS, Capt. 
Investigating Officer. 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translation fr.- Ger,./z.n into English of tho 
Deposition of Dr. Harald KULLE, wirked Deposition No. 39. • 

(Sgd.) C.R. FREUD, 2/Lt 
Field Investigation Section, 
Jar Crimes Group (NWE). 

• 
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Do-;-)ooition No. 37. 

Heinrich ,T..ann iLiN 

Depositi 	-K.th aC Heinrich Joh...nn 	rr.O.t.), f P:TtiG.,DE, 
present t iTo 2 	-.)rn before 2.Lt. C.. -1.-?TardD, Gen. List, ofar 
Crir 	r up 	.1 	t LCHLCK in 203. 	 l947, 

I 	 Joir.:.ru 	b,•-...rn on 8 Dec 1914. at Crilt.Ea3ICH Kris 
f. r.f.ler 	 nat-1....•nality, of 

and have 2 children 	1 and 5 yr3. 

I have been t dd. th. .t I — 
if I With t do so, but tir.t riy t' 
cvjdunc in c-urt at any ti. 	I . 
promise of ...dm ..nta.:0 jr •fith,ut pre, 

t) make a sti..tep.ent, except 
.terient I d:) 1.,ake can be used as 
ti.ke this st,•_tement volunt.rily without 
urc. 

I was cal1e up to the ',:ehrmacht in 19)9, but I was disclxirged because 
of Lly wounds. 	Qpr. Christr,as 19/4-3 I was posted to the Yellow Cross 
Prison as a 

irions•:1 many n:Lti ,naitief. were in the Yellow Cross Prison, where 
I remained until the e• ; •,itul.,-..U:11. 	y duty started in the mornin: at 
7 o'clock, ithen I eo t • th:  cn.:Ar,  an.; brow,ht the prisoners t the 
Go;-;tap ) Dionststelle 	 ,.,.fterwfu-dr,  I was er.rployed in the prison as 
well as Jilt:4.0.01 .till I collected the pril-ners ag%L, in the evening. 

	

:nnetilaes I was in char:.. 	c.--01u..11 	did other inside duties. 	.,.t 

about 7 	clock in the evenil,,: I went ho,"4e. 

Durin y tkie LA the Yelle1.7 Cross Pria•:.;.n I htve never seen prisoners 
be:...ten or shot. 	Prisoners 	re .1w:..ys treated properly in ;_iy prodence; 
but as I :•:cnt hoe at 7 o'clock in the evening, I can rake no statem,-..nt 

nit the ni7,ht life in the prison. I myself have never beaten or shot 
a prisoner. 	I can:iot reme;.;.)or any•!,;:iore as to what sort of prisoners they 

were. 	Never in 1.;:f life have I owned or oz:..r:_letl a rub6er truncheon. 	I 

also never had a rope to beat :ieople 

	

I was arrested. on 31 	194.7; 

-`,part from that I have to ake no further statement about the Yellow 
Cross Prison. 

(1.) Heinrich HER 

SWORN by the said Deponent Heinrich HLEN, v.-_•lunt - trily at *PD.:CI-DECK 

on 2 ,;:epteribk.a.  194-7, before itO1  2. 	 detailed by the 

C.-in-C. 

(-7a) 	FR:UD, 2/Lt. • 

GLI-,1TI:= that this is a true translation from Gerrs,an into Erkr,lish of 
the Deposition of Heinrich HE :.1,,T2,N, 	Dep.•- sition No. 57. 

B.T. Stevens "Sgt. 
Investi:ati.:-;n Section. 

ar CriMes Group (NE). 

Wri. 715. 
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Tranolation of 	 "•:)...--,)ez,1ti on i'••To 

C3ITIOU 

of 

Deposit.;_o,..! 	oat'•)  of 	 of 	 , 	 , 7 i , :issuotr. 

33• sworn 7. 	 , 	 nye ,-; 	 • 	 .,.a.r 

Crimes Gro,,-„: ( ..•.' 	.: 	't, 	on 2 ,7, ir 	1; 	. 

I, 	11.! 
le-,  • y 

I =Ice vi1i 1, •)::: 	t •;:en 

this o tate, ;ent 	 • 

I:Ion:mat...ion 

• ..;„ 	C;11 i not 

lent 

 Imake 

• . 	 ulsion, 

I, 'Jill-10111 	 • r 1)11 • 	I am a Go 

ci z en of evan...,olic al f 	 . 	 in.i.'."1-2,11.  Nord, 

oo es tr. 35. 	1. iv 	 . Zr)". • 	;1.  for .t111 faLic 
statelaents. 

• I wao releaso:: from thu 	 o;-,_ 2) 2%.,"  ) I 	 ct lunced flut-es 

ELS 3, :,;11ar .l. at the Kri or;o.lari nu(ho. 	 rank in tho 

"Marine" 	artillery Gefrei ter (1./C1-,1) . 	O the 15 	r 1 ),!:.4.I 	transf errc.:d 

to the Yellow Oro 	I'ri s on in the ':r!..-...- cur B!',,:rr..%ek Os t-f rie 	tr. 	 I 

reined 	 L;uard up t 	 cL.-710 of Octo-  ,er 1 44. 	In t11.-: 	 of 

Octolo•or 1944 at 	own tii1, I -„- 	 t:. )  the "Yellow Cross Prison"  

T.BURG-PINIC;11ZRD:a I Vi 	 „ ti., 	 unt:U. -2.1ar 1945$ in the latter 

s ;es ip as a liver. 

Oberaachtioister TPi !Jar; 	 the -whole of im:  tLu in the 

" Ye 11°1.: Cross 	son"  • 	lie took over the 2.uti es at 	 the time I cane to 

the prisOn, fron SCH1.17 	-410T-1 I still Saw for 2 days in Va... 2ri3Ofl. 	HUTH' s 

superior „ 	the Gstao official ITOLLDORF ; of tho other -1.1c...rd. -oorsonnel in 

the pri son, I rale:'..lber IENIST.7.0T, 	.157317,N, .11:22T and PIEJ171.32, who 	 with 

me on the outside vio:_^kin,.. :..arty, an: 	 insid.o duty on 

Of the other soctl.on I can only rotic..: Ler =,.,1D111.-1:1114, HIE;LIZR and VOSS ( inside 

duties) and the C,estapo of fici!-..1 	 Gri the mrem.•-_:e the outsi 	worldly.; 

parties consisted of 6 ruar 's and the in1. of ono, L1art frail that there 

was one female [s,uar:'.., 	 11.1171:: 1 no lon. 	re. 

Thu total rar..-.1-er . of I'ri.30/1-7'.i 	 .11; 40 - 60 iiales and a"..)out 14- 

f emales, ai.onjt .:ho there wer., 	 ans, Dutchieh, Polo, 2n:rich:nun 

and B o 	sxis 	Thu acco 	 t' 	 for C-er.if ais and foreligiers, v.ith  
the e.:,:cepti on of RuL,si ano 	But fur h.: .h... .1 an:.3 condiiin of accommodation 

were, iniv opinion, suf 	 i3oners h 1 :udu, mattres ses and 

Led clothes. 	Itussi arm h-•;:. to le e::• on the 	 frequently hat', to 

le up t-, 	 0 :!..rda, 

• In my Q. inion, the 	 ently. Those' 	 in 

the out si 	 roiv d 600 	of .oaI, ',-J0 ;_;ro s aus 	and 

butter in the 	 an_. a hot eal at a ht. On to :2 of that th...y received 

a thick soup 	 L he,/ ',cure at 	 tr.:1 „ 	.,-. )rt:in,; 1)5:rt.,/ r c (Ave I. 
instead of sausa 	and llitte-1.-  in thC, :A 	 l'002. as the out- 

side part: at ntiht. 	 , 	 onali ti es, end we , the 

:_uo.rds y of ten save a.' .ti 	 • . 	;. ' L b for ;pod -work. 

E,:co t f or. no cane, 	o ILO I.; 	 t _e n fr xi 1:risoners as 

a -; unishment. 	One evenin:;, howev_ -2, I 	 I •'r..er the :,-eara 

'was al shin; oT.:t food on th".t 	 ive 	 little loos food. 

I think th.:, Tiri:lonor Ale ..- 

I Cr AI :Y.:" no 	 ' 	 ..octor as I onl; saw 	once or trice, 

I person; .11y I Lel, 	r.1 	, . .ho;.t . 	.' diityever.: 	-enin 	,i1171.11 nri oners 

first ni,1 for -Injuri 	 • 	' at 	 Lonall; - there -were 	soners 

: Jorkin_ 

4/M.721. 
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in 	workin column 1..ho %.-ore 	 ".2: 	 'c au; of 
injuries recoi.ved 	 etu. 	1 _ 	11 used 	influence 
on t 	o-f.• 	 t.o ;■.; 

.-lot 

On 	 •  
for 15..20 icrisonLrs. 
Able for 	lri.n 	i.'the  rioter; ttt 
their -Jerk l.r,..,17.;r1;,-. • 
took no notic!e 	 • Y. 
From 	 le 	. lust 	it 
13y did duties 	 -  

men in our r.:et., t'Lm. 	I c.:.211o',; 
over boat fore11.71er3. 	-.11yr t...; 
a aonseouenco. 

• Lrit ,'.2-1.• 7_ 

• .1" 	• 
:.;: 	. 	; 	I L:k..;.11(;.,..A". 

'2 1; 	!. 	' 	• :1: 
.T. 

	

'611 	 ^.1 

I Dorticipatei 11. t-1 u 	i 	 iif . i 	)i.e whole of 
my time in the .1,rison. 	v. 	 _ 
nor Lti I see anyone colln.e. 	1 	Lnio 61  c; 	 to 
make the Iriconers :pre ef'fieient. 	to not 
Jere _ ,-rforme, as I 0, ten 	out i. tl. 	5. 	2' 1...; 	.-7cises 
were hold 1;urnttI . t th,. 	 • 	r, 
vie.lual 	rs 	 coy., 	

• 	

then 

	

rmonv), for instance, ..1 ,-11 tit 	,', 	,r:1, out their rrijIt-bucket 
or when. they :id not J,etuct _ 	11. 

The follovin.L., event iit7c21.1T12(,.._ 	 1 fro:.1. 
rrison duties:- 

gy 	 w 3 	!: • . 	• 	 n. 
Pd.7 call) in the 1silrAiLIN12Cr. 	 to no, ',thich 
included R11031 win oft un 	.c 	 t ; c 	an, I tole ilrovisions. 
After havinr, 	rn 	lte ofon.uri 	riee,• I surL•r:... ,. the ..oll coneernoC. ncl 
caucht 	 ::....n hut, one prizioner caLie towards 
UC and past c.c.:. '1110n 1 tent furti:r,I s 	

• 	

selli-nlarkness, how an- 
other prisoner a Russian - hula 	 his raised hanC., as if he 
-;;;ere 	to throw sa..lethinj at u, 	I took olo_ of 	Ana shot La- 
zlediatcly; he fell fora-rd anfl. 	 ono, 	I -1.. - lediately rerorted 
this occurrence b teleohone to the 1.7ison; HUM -XIS r2:1;in.,:.; at the t.i.me end I 
poke to IELI-11LIN, who 	that hA, 

• 

u1,1 ,r.,.1-z' all nocc:;sazy. steps. 	17.2.REN 
sont out another ..uarC.., an I 	 - took 	corpse back to the 
son. 	I handed hi-ia over to 1.11M., IL:11-LN vas also . .-.4-,;sent, 	1 'do not rpnember 
the nnlie 3 of the prisoners ',IT-) 	n y30Cti..))1 that 	Atnessed the 
pocurrence, but 	-,re aics. I do not know 
%whether an exahanati,:m. \i"..L 	t0031. l 	s-  but TiTiTli or Dr. KULL] :.tut 
movr about that. 	I 	 canoe rj 	 j-FUTiI or 111=2. 

would 
 

be :;_nforme;"._ in resl:oct 	but they 11.:VC.r.` 	!..7ob.t an occur- 
rence of 	 ancl. I never ac,kedtiie abou:3 it. 

n.yt like 	 cuarC, 
I was Lla■.1. 	I yr2 	 1-,11....t I canot :vac :n state- 
:aonth. 

(3.r) VTilhoL.i KLE22. 

3,701...RN by the 	Dent 	 \-.).1.unt•. ..3.-Az,-  ati.1.11.S.:Ikia-2..-.73:.! on 
the 2 June 194.70  1.)c forc; 	• t Harry 	 InvostiL, 
detailed by .C.-in-C. Briti.I;_r:3-,;-  of the Ithiite. 

(3,.) E. sus, Cat 
Investic.atin: Officer. 

CRTIFiLJ ti.•::t this is 	true 	 from Ger:.-.an into 2.1„,lish of the 
DCTOOitiOn. Of' 

	

( 	 2/Lt 
• i: 	VCL'LOfl Sect _Dn. 

WM. 721 
	 "„' 
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Tri.nlation of 
	

Dejposition No.40 

of 

PIZIJ.T.,1,1 Ilor: Lann 

Def2osition on c-r.th 	 :Jade, of ':iilholmshavens Hunrich- 
strasse 11, s.rorn bofore 	Capt Harry 3UEi3, Pio11 invosti::-.-',;_on Section, 

(::.'11,17' ( ".)::.1) ii.Q ,L.L..0„:.Z.. 	'It -;:ilholLisl-r_xen on 	JunL:. 1)47. 

.1%lin. Pla 17..7,11 herey 	 th. .t .1 h.-J.> 	for..,a134--  explained to 
tit 	:J .: ytot comi.;elle.: to 	 intif I .  an not -Ash to do so, but 

that the :- .t 	 -; -Lieh I shall 	 i.11 11e written aO'CP1 ni j be used in 
fu-turo 	 1.Alco. 	I 	 st..-tei.lents of ray own free will and not 
un:or Coro,: 	 reward. 

I Hor.innn 	 born on 26. 0. 1906 in "..',.,;i1UG-.2110011, Krei 
Prot:_str:.nt 	 soparirul by trados married, rf,sident in 

I 11. ).elms hay 	 IiunrictrfV320 11 not rovio2l1-,11.3-1-isho:'. for . -Jerjury 
or Valou stateuent1-2,„ 

In Cot(pHer 1957 I start,::d service '.4th the KrieL;snarine.verft (11'w:. shi-o- 
y,s1rds), 

	

	 Ori,-:inally 	 omployed as a 	 later on I 
to the cook house in 11.3Lanterwe:; ....'erftlajor, (Naval shi:pyards cook house), 

after that I V;f1f; 	 7.)P, 11.^Ari:?.ti. 011 	023 	 11 an :1s until D'el- ruo.ry 19L14, 
i.o., :uards on 1'ri '...7e3 	eLnal ioko as a seaman. 	In Pebruary 1914  

tri,  for 2 days in L 	Navy 'but I 	orlore:1--pack to the Naval shipyards 
as a -...-ateiLAan b.in.E-: only of 	 (beschraenkttauzlich). 	I dif.: the 
auties of a rolievin:, --,,-T.tchman in the zolice,,:rison Ostfriesenstrasse from 
March 1944 until th._. capitulation. 	If 	 of the :::rison went 
on leave or wen'. sick I was !.,..1w..-yys C.et::-.:3..led by the ;:u_al-d commander :00P2ICN to 
the prison, 	 it of the fLet that I _:rotc.stod at various tines aLed..nst this 
duty. 	My dutie. wore vari,-;d. I was for seve,-:-.1 C,;.-1.ys on cu-.rd 
0..uties (i.e. 24 hrs.) 	 only in the :-...ftornooii or in the 	 Etna at 
last I 	-..C,j aUt C 	 011er 	 bui1.i:(1"; site in the nornal work-ins; 
hours. 

SC:d1-7E&Z was 1..-,•:ison comr.t- Lniant and ho was replaced later 
on by 	 r 	 1,11.GLILfZ, FRILL, 

1.1, 3E1.2, 	 I T 	 ii12:STIDT anIL= 112113. 	Except 
LE-7.R onti 	 altern.1,*!_vely outside and insid.e duties all of them 

were a1oyell on outo.Lles  duti:_,s at tie ipuildins, site. 	I wao mostly on outside 
duties. 	SOYAC til.103 I aluo di in5jLu duties. 

I do not know how -.-ia.11,7 irisoiers Wt:Î C: at mzi.  till° In. the Gelbla-euz 
there -.fere also 7/0T.10Y.1 al.ion -;st them. 

2Jaoni;st the prisoners 1-fere Germfdns, Dutchmen, BolLiia.ns, Russians, Poles 

and Italians. 	I remel:fier also a Prenchl-aan. 

The aceommodation was uniform v.i.th the exception .  o:2 Poles and Russians, 

who slept on wooden bunks, with fe,..r c.:ceptions who 11;7..1. :lattresses. 	1.t the - 
end the :...:e.ortio--.1ation v.-as complQtk:iy - ilniforrt. 

The rattonin \:as uniforms OW:Tied 011t ar& [pod. 	I ‘Providel the prisoner::: 
almo 3 t daily ;4th a,-.1.!itional food 	 forbidaen. 	SoLlotiT,es I threat ••• 

CY. to,: prisoners that I 11071.1 . 	 r'thinc o th,' P,s7,i7iti4.)lva food :in cfr.se' 
of ofenees. 	I never 	Lhdrev.-  anythilL; 	thi-;i:L.  rations. 

In spite of the fac-'-.; 	 .on it i.lyself's I hear0. quite 

often from prisoners 	 „as .-:.thdraN:n. by various Guards -as a 

Uni Sh.Q lt 

LYM.721. 
/ 

prison, 
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The ran 	cup_rvisior. 	carrif:,.1 out by a certain Dr. KliTiT;Fl. Lc:Icor:ins to ,-.1y cr:ini.on he(lir'. his jut:7 :..rorerly anf. 	7Dclicv0 he vioit 	the prison t:ice 

The The (-10ta o official IIOLLIXITe 	vi3iteJ. the ,:risc.)n an accor...in.i: to ry opinion 	ut have 7:con infor:77....::. 	 conditions in tho rison. 
1i' 	 17,ac7.1y, either thro%.ins: their food al)out cr broa.1 fr 	 o ithc c.:u.arrls or ;.,..ourekl. 	in thei: focq they \:cro 'LT, the 	or ;ri. th a a.-i. 	tick oe- vdth a rope. 	Jai todc 'a't in it 	I 'n^..ve to 	that I licl also never 3a tht 111,70/10 	1,:::!qCn to blooding :?oint. 

kr1.01: about 2 cases of (loath. 	on 	a crr 	hoa Iat one riorninL; Cwati :in his oell. 	cyther on ....-as a forel.-)ter I7-Jelieve he ivas a Russiaii or A Po1.o, v,ho 	 to 	y1)ecn :hot 	 tryir.r to escape. have never b...aton or P.-...7.cke.-7 fe!.17.1:: 1.:riL.on0::-.9. 	I lzno-,; notai.n,i about other possible ill-treat:lents, also I k not Imo 	al.?out other ca. ;es of aeath, 
alo-!,;:.-s 	influenoo fo th ri aor an I was often warnoct for ,t.p0C1"•heart00. 1)Ch 	()Ur h5,- ether 	 of the G-estaio. 

info/I:ration. 
If a: shoulr:: reiacy.f.)er a,iy.tiiin .,further I a:-.1 alvtcys 	to j.ve• further 

I have 	elso to state. 

(Sii)-L.C..) H. Plontor 
ria2.7: 7y th_: ai:1.0-oonont Hriiarn Pii , volu_nt^.rily at 7:ILI11111:SELVEN - on the 

C.-in-C., 
3 thuic: 191+7 --.Defore me, 	Hoz.ry 	investicati °facer, Cletailo:I. by 

( 

	

	Saun:.ers Capt. 
Invotifatinc; Officer. 

c.','11VIED that this is a true translation fr.):-.1 6-...naan into L'n1i3h of the of Hora,...nnPLJN , ..-Aarkef: Deposition No.40. 

(Sid) E. ItICHH2.11:ZZI: 
• FIJI Invc.:st,iL:ation section. 

D/M. 721 . 
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Translatin of 7 )■ • 	7. i 	. 

   

Deposition on o..th 	rt , •  2 • r 	I-Toldin,j, • 
Centre 3?Iscm-3c-iz, 	1 - eforc 	 -tion 

ucti on , 	Crimes rout 	•,) 	 ,,t 	:Al 3re, July, 194-1•• 

I, 'A:eft 	h. reb,,,  ..ie(!is 
cOmpelled to 	a statement, unle:_s 
ment I make will be writt.:n Jol:n frr) 

1-.1;kc this statement of my on fieill 
or the promise of 

t I 	v, . 	.3.•ncd. that I am not 
-.ist• 1:o r • 	Lut that any a tr.te - 

in future. I 
no.t; un. 

I, HULLER. Weert,!-,das ;- .oen in Mia;:ii/Ostrriosl-nd„on 10 Decor:Aber, 1900. 
I am a Gorman citizen, , 7)1.  evarlicrl faitL, .:•ll•ried, farm labourer by trade, 
last residi% in N0.R..)111N, Y-tr•-..sse .2. 	I 11.-  ve nevi been punished for per- 
jury or for makinL false st•Aohients. 

I 'a:1 in the so-f.-_••.lied Yellow Ureas Prison, Ostfriosenstrasse, VILHEIS-
IWITEN from :rril, 1944, to 1st April, 1945. 

The yellow Cross Prison should ctually have been a labour education 
(1..EL), but was the Police prison for-the Ivir.x.f a vi_.11 r.r..; for the Gestapo. 

I remember the names of the follo\-Ar„ ,.•,uards: VOL. 'dilly, 1•11-17).ELTILIIN, 
121TUE, I'LEiJTE1, HELIEITMT, 	 i711-.71,117,N, 	}YET and 

The treatment of prisoners was, y an large, the same for everyone, 
except in respect of accorincOrtion. 	 7:u.sians, had to sloop on 
hard bedboards, they had no mr.ttressos. 

I did not 3Ct;, nor die. I know, th7:t prisoners were beaten or ill-treated 
by other guards. 	f- r s I am concerned, I beat no ono, neither i.th my 
fist, nor with any other instrument. 

I kno,.,  nothins about (7.rowninE, :11-1.:),- Arc: or han:lri; of any prisoner. 

(A; • eert ' 7 'r? 

by the said Dcl.ortent 	.f‘t 	 ly at 1.11 ISCIliECK, on 
5rd. July, 1947, before. me, .1a.jor 	C'.0 	:fnv, 3 tig .ting Officer, 
detailed by 	British ::rmy of tit.. 

:0 
• .t;i1k; Officer. 

CERTIFIED that this is a true transl.tiun from German into English of 
the Deposition of 'IcerthilEbLER, marked Mposition Me 41. 

(5ijied) 0.1-t. Freud, 2/Lt. 
Investioltion Section. 

•'r.r Crimes Group (NrE) 

BA1 718 
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Translation of 	 Deeeeition No. 42.  

DEPOSITION 

of 

Juergen HOLZENKAMPFER 

Deposition on oath of HOLMIKLEITFER Juergen, male, of No. 2 War Criminals 
Holding Centre FISCHBEK sworn before Major Tadeusz KLCZOROjSKI, Field 
Investigation Section, 7ar Crimes Group WIE) HQ BLOR at FISCHBECK on 3rd July, 
1947. 

I, Juergen HOLZENKLEMPFER, hereby declare th t I have been warned that I 
am not compelled to make a statement, unless I wish to do so, but that any 
statement I make will be written don ,- nd may be used as evidence in future. 
I make this statement of my own free will and not under compulsion, 
persuasion or the promibe of reward. 

Juergen HOLZMI,O.TFER, 	bore in NORDEN, Ostfri,elend on 24th November, 
1904. 	I am a German citizen, of Evangelical faith, -Ira-Tied, butcher and 
landowner by trade, last residing in NORDEN, HollanCeryug 8. 	I have never h.. en 
punished for perjury or for making false statem,nte. 

In the middle of 1940, it may have been June; I .:as transferred from the 
Wharf Directorate WILITT1,14SHeVEII to the Police Prison as a guard and did guard 
duties there until about the end of October, 1942. 

The Police prison was built and organised by the Wharf directorate and was 
meant to be a labour education camp (LEL) for those, who were "shy of work". 
In the beginning only these slackers who were brought by the wharf and other 
firms were incarcerated in the prison; later, towards the end of 1941$  
political suspects and others wore also taken there. 

In my time the following guard personnel was in the prison; which wes called 
the "Yellow Cross Prison":- aRNKS, LUKLS, VOSS Erich, LSSLUER Heinrich, 
KLEIHLUER, VOSS Willy, KRUSE, KLIflEK, HO-PPM/INN. 

There were German, Polish;  Dutch, French, Belgian and Russian prisoners,  in 
the prison. 	They were all tre-ted in the sane way and no distinction was 
drawn. Ldmittedly I slapped the faces of priooners from time to time, but I 
never beat with a truncheon, stick or similar object, nor did I kick anyone. 

I do not knee that any of the other guards bunt. In v.y.  time the people were 
treated well, and never mishandled. 

(Signed) Juergen HOLZENKLEMPFER. 

SgORN by the said De)oncnt Juergen HOLZF.M.E:ansR, voluntarily at -ZISCHBECK 
on 3rd July, 1947, before ne, Major Tedeus KLCZORUiSKI, Investigating 
Officer, detailed by C.-in-C. British A. Vr" of the Rhine. 

a) IeCZORaiSKI, Major 
Inveetiee ting 02ficer. 

CERTIFIED thet this is a tru translation from German into English of 
the Deposition of Juergen HOLZENKLEbendil  narked Dep. -No. 42. 

Olignod) C.R, FREUD, 2/Lt 
Field Investitien Section 
War Cri.'es Group (ME) 
(C.R. FREUD, MIA.) 

D/M.717. 
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Tronslotion of 	 43.  

of 

Herr:arm  

Deposition 2.n ors.th of T7,ND-...:111: ..NN Hero.ann, uric, of Iiolzdorf60, at present 
*.IL7-1111:311.:.VEN prison, Virchowstr. 13, 01/Drn before 	:i_ajor Tadeusz 

K...C.:ORO;iSKI, Field Investigotion 	ctiof, ,:nr Crimes Group (N..:E) HQ., 13....o.R., 
t ;."1:11ELliSIII.VE1 on 30th i :v.y, 1947.   

I, Hermann ENDEWI,NN, h.orc,iith 	that it has been 
explained to me that - I ar1 not compelled to 	ototoo,ent unless I so e.esire,. 
but that any statement I rake will be taken ('.own at:... •.ry 'oe used es evidence 
at any future occasion. 	I ratke this statement vor.l.unO -filo,  without the use of 
force, rersuasion or rromise of rev:ord. 

Horm.r.,.nn 	 born in .i.r.ENS-LTDE/COLDINNE, Kreis NOPDEIT, 
East Fresia 	30th ..aril 1920. 	I fm cr,.rrirtn citisen of 7N• ngelic faith; 
list residence IIOLSDOI7 60, Kreis NORDEN, labourer by tr.o1e, married; my 
last rank was "Kanonic;r". I have never been punished for perjury or for 
making false statements. 

I was  a guard at the Kriegsmarine ".'erft in ',TILHELliSIL V:R.N from 9th September, 
194.1, till 22nd. February, 1945. 	In September, 1943, I was transferred to 
the so-called "Yellow Cross prison", where I remained as a guard. until the 
22nd February, 1945. 

During my term of office in the Prison the chief official was Oberwr:..ch- 
tmeister SCHLIER, and in his absence, Ober.:achtF.ann HUTH. 	There were 2 
guard detachments, C.erendinii; on the time, con:.3isting of 4. - men. 	I remmber 
the following guards: BERG-HANN, 	PITTJE, VOSS, HUTII, IE1,71:EN, 
:PUNTER and ST:TT/MEN. I slid internal as well as external duties. The prison 
was divided into 2 parts. The part for oten consisted of npprx 12 cells and 
the port for apemen had 6 cells. On the average there were 80 - 100 male and 
24 - 28 female prisoners. I know that a special wardress e:eachtladsterin) 
was appointed for this section by the Gestapo; I do not know the nave. 
number of nationalities were represented among the prisoners. I do not, 
however, know that an Englishman 	among them. 

The food for prisoners was sufficient and good, their treatment humane 
and decent. 	';E:c were told not to beat the prisoners, but I 	n)t 'Know whether 
this order vias obeyed by all the guards. I never saw nor hoard that a prisoner 
had been beaten or mishandled by a guard. 

but I was present when Oberwachtmeistur SCHIITER 	the prisoners do 
"knees bend" exercises because they had not obeyed the rules. I do not, 
however, know, that anyone except 3CNIDIER Love instructions !:1" this kind. 

I personally got on very well with th, prisoners and uever beat or mis-
handled them. 

I received my instructions from -327:17.7E1.1,. who, in his turn received them 
from the Gestapo Unit in ..,11171.1.1/12I, as far as I know from Krim. Obersekr. 
7IOLLDOIT. 	The names CILI 	SCII:s.17.INIJI and 1-L,DE1::,CITER of the Gestapo 
Unit are known to me, but I never saw them in the prison. 

witnesses to the treatment of prisoners in the Yellow Cross I rison 
I give the following names: 

LUTHER, House or t e r in lInfenneubau Direction JIE:PENSER 
Batt. ry, VaLliFilfS11, VEN, 

STOLLE, L...NGEOOG, Contractor (Freod -tn Island) 
K,,NNEBERG, !Inns, IL ITN i/Old. 
SCHOLTE, '.I12-71.4131-I 	'ortifications.,tr.,3L,4‘, -actory owner. 

/Thu above 
BAT 718. 
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The s.lpove named spent 	consi. er-Ile time in the "Yellow Cross Iris )n". 

I have nothing further to ,say. 

(31,,,:ned) 	ENDElli../131, 

S:ORN by the said Deponent F24DEIVIINI1 Hermann, voluntarily at .,117.-rEur 
SR VEN on the 20th gay, 1947, before me, Major Tr.d.t.t.t.3z 
Investigation Officer, eetailef. by 	Britie „rmy of the Rhine. 

(Signed) KICZORO7SKI, Major. 
Investig"ting Officer. 

CERTIPIRD that this is a true translation from German into English 
of the Deposition of 7-le -mann 	 marked Deposition No. 43. 

(Signed) C.I.. Freud, 2/Lt.) 
Field Investigation Section. 
-,iar Crimes Group (N E) 

B4{ 718. 
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Transi. ticAlt of 	
Deposition No.44 

aliOSITION 

of 

Deposition on oath of 	 :Jai a of ..-:ILI-fra-.31-::..11-1.r03L:.PP, Louchtturnstrasse 31, at -present at 7ilhelnsho.ven 	Virchaa Strasse 
sworn before Major Tadeu:.).z L,C0:10..-3K.T., of Pier. Investir....-,tion Section, 7 ar 

GT 0111% 	 -.7ilhel-ashav,:r1 -.2n the 20th 	i 94.7. 

.M.C.4-1.!.N/I 	have been 	th:-..t 	not co,:a.p.)".1.1::,:l to 
str;te.:/ent unless I so wish, Lut th,:t any st.ate:-,cnt th-.t I -1.1a3;:..-: -.111 be written darn and 1.1:Nir )0 used as evidence at ar.-.; ti: is in 	-2uture, 1 :: 	th.i.s stata:.ient of Lv, own free. 	nnti not unier eu.-.11-1.1.1sion or. per 5 UaSion, or because 

F.; or rev;ards„ 

I am 
Kreis Zellerfeld, Harz, 
profession. I 	1:.st 
and al --::Arried. 	I have no 
false state:lents, and 

1,orn on the 28th 	rid 1901 in St....ndrc.,,aSberE., 
:rotestant, of Gerr.r_n n.•tionality ^Thu butcher - )y 

- Voslap::4 Lc;uchttur...Istrasse 31, 
3 Cunviction3 for perjur-y or for :::akins, 
rank was Dootsi.v..nn. 

I -).7a5 a Euard al; the KrieLs-.1.arinewerft .':ILIE12.:SH:.1.7:2,1\1 Since ilay 194.3. 	In October 191+3 I -::as trans:'er,%:,1 to the 	 30: I Ostfric.senstrassc, the 
T1LLO.: CTZOSS 	,..there 	 until the -.5rd February 1914, Lt the 	when I 	there, SCHT.Y).iF:L. ..-as the :.).an in chare of the -prison. I was on duty outside the 17,rizon, 	at the 	aia the duties of a 

-.1cedcal or:7,,rly in the evenin7, when the prisoners 	returnea from work, 

Lt l iy time there, there were two :Iran::: sections, each fra:1 5 to 7 
strolls̀ ',. 	I can remember the f 	:11?.r10 : LE M:, 
HUTH, Peter .1,...NSGT3N, YITTJE, 	VOSS. 

There were 50 - 	the host 00 - prisoners in the prison., -,.ho -.7c_-:re housed 
in 13 to 14 cells, 	Nationalities of the :)risenr es wore: 	::)utch, French, 

Russian, iu:::;oslav and Polish. 	I have not :..en. any ~5ritishers. 	;.t 
the ti-me there \fere three younL; !-2,-irls of ',-;eriaan nationality thereas wells_ The 
prison vrez not overcrowi:tc.xl, and them 1-Jas enou;:h roaa for all_ 	la-isoners. 

thou:* :ht that the food was sufficient and 	- T 	referrin:; to the 
fool of the i:risonerri, The treat :lent of the zrizoner5 	huriane and decent. 
.attention Nroz 1.,air2 to th..: fact that no 1.4:.:.tin;_:s or ill-treat:lents occurred, 
Prisoners were not even at:laressed -;:ith "Du" (thou). 	I have never seen, or he aril 
of it, that .prisoners ha,',..een beaten 	any time. 	I -was only told once that 
at one occasion a Pole haci. receiv::;11- a 1)eatil 1)ecause 	trie:2 to escafe, 
I don't know any details about this affair. 

I receive? r ordc:rs from Sara: 2. He recolva-:: his orders frora the 
Gestapo. The it ;:as who cave these orders, I oni t kno-r:. 	I have ii_ver read 
ruly____orders of the Geataro. 	The names 3Cii.'2INICL, 7-t.12,.'i.ril...1\717-2 and R.:-DLIT2.01-ER. ore =imam to :/e. 

In j ehruary 1944 I was called uf into the 	alla I won' t 	:hat 
happen.:": further on in the prison. 	I h::,,ve nothin.; further to say. 

1.1thow:h I 	on duty 	the ',1achtiaeister 	flurinE the time I 	there.),. we-re never toe:ether. 	-2,ach one of us 	en •duty at a ilifferc.,,nt world/1E 
t know the 	 but if: it concern the '`c tin? of a Pole, 

/ then it is 
Dr.A. 721. 
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then it is ;:robably the  th P10 vhols Leatin I :::entiono,". above. ;ovwcv, I 
a,' not 2ive the orlor for the 1)eatin. 

(!..) 	-alhela Bersnemn 

SW0Ri! by the said ael2onont, 1ilhelalia:C*UJIT4 vo1untriij at',a1hLIEls'Iwen 
on the 20th May 1947 befor:: 	1,^.jor T-,lcusz KLCZaPJD.:SKI, Invezti6at4_on 
Officer, dctailea by the C.-in-C British ...rw of the Rhine. 

(SA Kaczorowski, ;iajor, 
Investig..tinss Officer 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translation fron Gernan into Enc.lish of 
deposition of *JilheliABERGiNNI  nnrked Deposition NO.4/1-. 

tho 

HQ.KOR., 16th June 1947, 

(SA F.J. Kelley, Ca.:t. 

• 
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PI  Translation of 	 Dev..osition No. 45.  

DMO3ITION 

of 

KIT:3F Christsph. 

Deposition on oeth of Chrietoph KRUSE, male, of THEENE Emil; .sUF ICE,  
Haus 	94, S1: DM beL'ore 	Ced-,t Harry 6-UNDERS, of Field. Investigation 
Section, 	Crimes Group (1Z:E) 	 'elLHELIEH.-,VEN on 21st June, 
1947. 

I, Christoph-  KRUSE, herewith declare thet I have been ex.ressively ,earned 
that I am not compelled to mike a statement, unless I wish to do so, but 
that any statement I make, will be written deen and 	be used as evidence 
in future. I make this stateuient on my ewn free 	end not under coveiul- 
sien, emulsion or because of the promise of a row rd. 

I, KRU$E Christ D111, was born at VICKT01315iL fries Z.URICH, on 10th e.y, 
1696, I am of German nationality, married, a Folizoiwachtmeister by :refee-
sion, living 'A THEENE Krcis etreiICH, Haus No. 94, I have never been sentenced 
far nerjury Dr for myAing false statemonts. 

In 	1939 I ves enlloyed by the Mc.rinewarft 7-11LITIESTLVM as a helms- 
man. In autumn 1940 I changed my job and became guard of the '.rharf Police. 
I wes employed at the gates 1, 8 and. 9 as well as gate No. 12. 	In summer 
1 941, I was sent t D the prison Ostfriesenstrasse for guard duties. 	In the 
beginning I had to guard the 7risoners,while they were working outside the 
prison between 1300 and 1 800 hours till 1300 hours. The night hours of my 
24 hours' ..:1:uty I spent at the - hcrf Gate gun.rd. 	In winter 1941/42 I was 
ordered for night duty in the prison. I was employed with the guarding of 
the prisoners of the prison "Ostfriesenstrasse" until auttum 1942,   with some 
interruptions. In autumn 1 942 I was released from the wharf duties on my 
own desire and after several attempts, and was called up by the Police 
;.URICH. 	I joined the Gendarmerie .- U-raCII as a 1achtmeister i.K. (retired 
Wachtneister), where I an still employed now. - 

Since Hay 1937 I was an aspirant of the 1411DZ,1 and from 1937 - 1940 I was 
a member of the NSKK (Last rank Rot tem' uehrer) . 

In the course of denacification I was released from police duty on order 
of the military Government on 7 July, 1946,   and re-appointed en appeal on 
the 5 December, 1946.   

1*.pprx a fortnight after I joined the Gendarmerie I was posted to is -_GBeND 
Kreis LURICII, where I did my duty until June 1945. From there I was posteLL 
to OSTE:1-)ArDE and then to.T1DA-S, "ZSTERNDE-KIRCHLOGG and eventually to 
THEME. 

.hen I was on duty in the prison at the beginning 3chupooberrevierwacht-
meister LUKLS was prison commandant and since apprx the beginning of 1942 
SCHIFFER. 3 - 4 men 1;uarded the prisoners while working outside. During 
the day LUKAS or SCHINTR and one guard were on duty in the prison. During 
the night the men on duty and one or two guards were present. From my shift 
I remember VOSS Erich, HOLZMIKAMFER and VO3S 	Further I remember 
the names KILMECK, MUE1,LP1 and HOITA:11N. 

The working hours of the prisoners on the wharf re from OGQO to 
and from 1230 till 1800 hours.- 	t non the prisoners received a poor 
The work was allotted to the prisoners by the foremen of the builderS 
through the r.luards. It was the responsibilit7 of the guards that the 
worked and did not esc 7 pe. 

1-;,ong the prisoners there were German, riussians, Poles, Italians, 
Bclians, and as far-  as I remember I have also seen one i'renchman. 

The majority of the prisoners worked well;' but there were also some who 
did not do their work properly. 	,or etimes I saw in severe cses when the 
,erisoners refused to work then they were beaten by certain guards. Erich VO:; 
TVII 718. 	 /slapped 

••••••61114121 

1 200 hrs. 
soup. 

prisoners 

Dutchmen, 
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slapped the prisoners! faces on different occasions. 	F.OL::1111.•:.EIR was 
es.:ecially strong and I saw that  	 rrisoncrs no.matter where 
he hit. 	He used his flat hand or his fist. 	 brutal towari:s 
roles and Russians. 	The usual proceedinzs were th-.t ','lien the prisoners had 
refused to work or committed other offences tire per .•. 	question was re!orted 
to the prison corn iandant in the evenLn_; which ..,,stilted in the usual "rabbit 
hops". 	The prisoners in question hr,C. to jULT about in the _,risen corridor 
for about'10 minutes, with their knees bent. 	On these occsions I sa-.; 
several times how HOLV131;1.17.5.)a-FFR beat the prisoners 	rubber trunc:iuon. 
Once in the morninE I saw how P prisoner - it was 	 and as far as 
I know a Dc1L;ic.n - collapsed while beitr beaten by 	._;i2.-ZETZ with the 
fist, when the prisoners marched off, he ,,ot 	and went to %,ork with the 
other prisoners. 

I myself have never ber.ten anybody to such an extent thftt I coulC, suppose 
that he had suffered any daToge. 	I admit, ho: ever, to have slarped the pris- 
oners' facs with my flat hand, if in some cases they refused stubbornly and 
directly anC, cheeky to work. 	I have never beaten a rrisoner with rubber trun- 
cheons or similar objects. 

I only remember one crse of .cath, it is :aid the illi V03::, shot a 
Russian who trief to escare. 	I have, however, seen neither the incident nor 
the corpse. Moreover some suicides -ad cases of natural death occurred. 

In my opinion the Gestapo is responsible for the conuiti)ns in the cauc::, 
as the orders to the prison commrnd,,nt were issued by the Gestapo. 	I do net 
know any Gestapo official by name, but probabl:,  I would recognise one or th, 
other. 

In 1942, when I joined the Gendarmerie AKRICH - as I said above - I some-
times had to transfer foreign workers from B;_calunD to ',7ILHEIMHLVEN so that 
they could be admitted to the Yellow Cross Prison. On the way I always truate 
them well and I never beat them. 

I want to add that I repeatedly asked to be transformd from prison duty 
to the police at ARICH. My applications were repeatedly refused by Ober.- 
inspektor MEYER, until I was called up to the ;MICH Police. I lost about 
200 RM per month by this change. I was terribly disgusted about the whole 
prison, i.e. the treatment in general, the food and the accamodati-n which 
was especially bad for the lobes and Russians. 

I have nothing to 
(Signed) KRUSE. 

SAORN by the said Deponent Christoph KRUSE, voluntarily r.t WILHELMSELVEN 
on 21st June, 1947, beftre me, Captain Harry SONDERS, Investigating Officer, 
detailed by C.-in-C., British 'rmy of the Rhine. 

( Signed) H . 3AUTIDERS , 
Investigating Officer 

CF TRIED that this is a true translation from Gerran into English of 
the Deposition of Christoph rAnE, marked Deposition Uo. 45. 

(Signed) -B.T. Stevens, Sgt. 
Field InvestigAion Suction, 
'Jar Crimes Group jr,I:). 

B/I! 718.  
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Depositi ..n 

of  D2POLIT.TICN  

...11111•re 

Pet,...r J. l,..31; 

Deposition on oath 	 -.2eter, pnle 	 Kruis 

;Jamerland i/Olub., at 	 13, 
before 1.1e, Major T .deusz 	 Investi• -:,.:ti.m Suction 

'Jar Crimes Group (11.r...]) "fi . ; 7. .011 	 on 

I, JANSL.24 	 h01- by declare tiv.t I IlavG i)uon -..:•..rned that I an not 

corapelled to 1:11ke a:;t, tarient, unles:.; I -,./ish 	 but that any statement 

I make will be written 	 be used asviLce in future. I make 

this statem-nt voluntadly f .y o..rn free will n n-.)t under coLrpulsion 

poi- suasion or the pr.:v.:L.3e 	•:ny rcw:.(r(1. 

I, Peter Ji.NS2,11, '13.3 born in 	 IJJJsin the 7 Dec 1905. 	I an a 

German citizen of evangelical faith, b;.:.n.be.r by trade, 	 ,last residin3 

in 4,UGUSTIT-1-ill; 	list rank 	 chi.ain. 	I have n;.:ver been .L;unished for 

perjury or for I.:akin:,fali state.- lents, 

I was a uard at the Kriolsmarinu -1.wberf in ..:ILlin.1IL.7..14. 	 ;;;ep 

1939 till 15 -u,-; 1945. __ I Mar 1943 I was tram-ferrei to the Police rion 
in Osti'riesenstr, the so.rcallud "Yellow Cross Prison", and. aid cauties 

guard th.--r- until 1943. 	duties -.ve..e per2c)r: Jed inside the cr.;:.p. 

that time I never went DLit 	th , forkiw,2artiez,r. -  Before this tio I 

occasionally supervised. :-.)risonerr, 	 _.11 the ../ha.rf. 

In ;Ay time thixe were two squacLs o2 .:,uards each nunberin,: 	 I 

remember the followin?; guards by name: 	 BRILCH, 

h1JT1I, 	 VOSS HOLLIC.,.a.7...:R, 10IT.-..T2i. 	The 

prison held 50, also 60 and 70 uen •-;Yr.)cre acc7.)rliol.;.ted. in 16 or 17 culls. 
There were prisoneria of different xr.ti .a...litie3; I do not 	if th,:-.1%-; were 

any En,c;lishmen among them. 	In nw tie there .t...ere only 3 -- 5 	prisonesfs. 

In :ay opinion the fo.)d was pd. 	The tr. 	it f prisoners by „•,ua.rd.i.i 

V/ a E3 hu...:ane and. decent yith the exceti--.,..1 	 . 	treatment wh.) often 

made the prisoners do knees 	 n:...‘rer b t or ill-treated 

anyone' nor did I ever heal' th-.t other 	 t or ill-treated prisoners. 

I was only told by the pris'pners th::t SOLT.' .2 hadill-treated them. 

During my tline 	 n.) 	 I reuember thAt I once 

brought a sick Dutchman by the 	 SCH2,11DT to the hospital, for which I 

vas later reprir.v.Lnded by 

I can Lay nothi :T bad..-...u)ut y follow-f-,Lp.rds; with the exception of 

SChIlT 12 th,y :tore all ;01 chaps -,-fh-1 treated ylrisoners huiianly. 	I have 

nothing furth-i.' to say. 

(S3,1; Po J:IILL:2■1 

&10N by the said Duponunt Peter 	 volunta:cily at WILICLI,Erli..WEN 

on 20 Lay 47, bei ,re 	 Tadeusz K-CZOr)..0.7..-...,1C.I., 

dotailod by C•-in-C•, 

((1) iC_..CZ0R0-4.;KI, .P.jor 

InveL 	 Of . c er 

the 

CPIiI 	that this is a tl".1.; tr. alS1::-.ti,A1 	Ger..!,..n into EIV, Li S. 1 
Deposition )I' Peter J.,NSS3N, :::-.rked Deposition No. 46. 

(5.-;d) c..2REUD, 2/Lt. 

Auld. Investition Section. 

C:-1..les Group (1f L;). 
Dt -.715. 
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TRA: -3.L.:.'2I0I.T of DEPO;:',IT.T.0.7 

of 

Sittata7.e.1-or Bernhard Awry:A 

Deposition oi oath of Bernhard 	 male, 
Alraersstr. 1 3 , sworn be:7oro me, Gant. Harry SAINDERS, 

R.E.I.I.E., of Piold 1nvest.yation Seotion, ..'Tar Crimes Grua.? (N7E) 
H.Q., B.A. O.R. at LIINDM; on 3 November 1 91+7. 

STEENUN Bernhard Auryst, declare that I havo been 
explicitly told that I am not forced to make a statement, if I do 
not wish, but that every state-ment that I raako will be writton 
doom and nny be used as evidonce in the future. I make this 
doposition of ray own free will and not undor compulsion, 
persuasion or beoause of promises of reward. 

I, Bernhard Auqust EITEENEEN, -.)as born at 72..tiall.DE, Kr. 
Olc.lonbur on 1 0/6/1 900 . 	I am Pro-'ilestz-lcit, of Gorrizn nationality, 
married and am a brick-layer by trade. My last address -.4as 
WILHELIEHA.VW, Almersstr. 1 3 ; I have never be.;11 
oonviotod of perjury or for mak.inLf falco st-cte:ients. 

I 	called un to the KrieLsnarine (Navy) at 1:71LNFT,THWMI 
on 3 Sept. 1939. I was disthar:od 	after four weeks with tho 
rank of Maaohinensefroitor. With intorruptions boccuse of illness 

workod in my trade as 7)riok-layor until 27 Doc, 1939, when, bocauso 
of my illness , the labour-oxohanzo directed me to polio° duties: iaa 
the Kriegsmarinowerft (Nn.val shipyards) at WILBPJ2:0HITEI. I did 
Cato duty in the yards until Novembor 1940 when I was transferred to 
tho rival yards at MUM' (Prance), where I continuod with my 
duties as ante policeman until June 19.3. - Por family ror,.sons I 
than transferred back to 77ILHEIMHAVEN, whore from Juno 1943 till 1 • 
July 1944. I erarrled out anrd duties in the 171L.TirenEHLVEN Gestapo 
prison in 00-Vriesenstrasse. Per the first half year of the time 
I was doing duty in the prison, I also -,irts on duty i.n the yards 
themselves. On 1 July 1944 I was transforred to the Gestapo, back-
dated 1 Juno 191., and, with the oquivalont rank of SS 
Untersoharfuhrer was transforrod to the Iblico Prison at OIDENBURG, 
whor; I was till the collapse, 	I was doing ajjricultuual work with 

uaronts.in-law ur to the ti-le I wt...s arrested by the moricans 
on 3 July 194tc. 

A oortain 	-.7as Prison 001I wr, ant duriiv my titre in the 
171/LHZERSHE..VEN.Polico Prison, 1 	commonly kmin 	1follow Cross 
Pr is on" 	I a o renomb or the fo 	ztti rd : 7JJTH (Donuty Head of 
Prison), ASFZER p JANS2T, KL.PPE, VOSS, RELIVI'AR, BM9RENDS "(Gostino), 

• ENDKLMAICI and 3ERMANN. I think I am certain that the 
prison doctor was called 1:17LLE. Durtr rr: tile there -,-iere about 
70.110 prisoners in the prison, anr.,,durinL, 	L:et throe no:Iths I 
was there, thero ‘iere 	 -.,..)7YtIt 10 to 15 	 tho 
prisoners were Germans, Russi:..ns, Poles, Du-bolt:en, 	 Italians 
and Boljans. 

. at 	Di • 

I haw/. 
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I have never sour. :,LisoneL,. be in beaten, 1:ic!:od, punched 
or ill-troated in any of:!:-.,r 	lso I, 2:trzolf, have never 
dono anythi.% to any .ori::oner. .although, when a prisoner had 
done 	 not doinz 	worl: properly, evading 
work or roceivinc dou'.31u rations, I :.ado ht-i hop up and da;n tho 
corridor Several tines. Also I INN() never seen prisoners being 
shot or killed in 	 by th. wards. I do romnbor ono 
oath due to hoar t 	 In ny opinion, the acoorallodation, 

food and -broat.iont of th:. prisoners 	..;r1 tiSffiCtOr7. 

I have nothing else to say. 

	

(S1 nod) 	Bernhard STEENKEN 

SWORN by tho :said Depon:nt, Dorn:lard August STMN1TZ, 
voluntarily at 3'.7.MET 	) Nov. 19/;.7 before me, Capt. Harry 
SAUNDERS, R. &lig. E. , Laic 	t 	0:7ficor, dotnilod by 0.-in-C., 
B. 0,,R• 

	

(Si,:nod) 	H. S.',.ITIZERS 	Capt. 
Investi, atinr:.  Officer 

C. 	tl-r.t the above Derosition was taken in :".1:r presence 
and carried out without ).!)e use or thruat of violence. 

FPRIMIC-LE 
alLnci Typist 

ex:rautia) 	tail' is r: true translation frora Gorman into 
Enzaish of the Deposition of 	AuTust SMENIEN, ?.-Aarlcod 
Deposition No. 

(Signed) 
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eesiti 	47. 

Decgpoition of 

ELFRIEDE BERGER 

Delepsitien on oath of Elfriede Berger, female, of STA=EHLE, sworn before 
lajor Tadeus Kaczorowski of Field Investigation .section, Wer Critites Grout, 
(.:',ii) H.Q. B.1,.O.R. at Staumuuhle on June, 23rd June, 1947. 

I, Elfriede Berc;er, nave been told that I wan net compelled to !rice thie 
st=tement if I did riot want to, but that re:-  statement will be written t!0%.'11 
and can be used as evidence in future. 	I make this statement of free will 
and under no compulsion .or promis of reward. 
I am Elfriede Berger, born 16th November, 1919, in Quanzendorf/Sileeia, of 
protestant religion of German nationality, oingle, camp worker by profession, 
my last home was Wilhelmshaven, idterbanterweg 7, I have not been convicted 
because of perjury or false statement. 
I ..rs in the Gelbkreuz-prison from October, 1944 until March, 1945. 	I was 
transferred with the prison from the Ostfriesonstresec to the Bantemroz_, 
where I remained until the arrival of the Allied troops. In the bee;inning 
I was there as a prisoner, and on the 7th (or 11th) of March, 1945, I was 
releaoed as a prisoner and thri remained voluntarily as a supervisor. in the 
pri son. 
In the Gelbkreuz-prison there es a women's depertment of about 40 women :ho 
were accommodated in about 7 to 8 cells. 	There were nostly Gerpans, but I 
remember 4 Russians 2 Dutch, 1 Belgian. 	I can not remember whether th, re %:ere 
any Poles them. 	Until December 1944, I worked outside (Luseendienst), just 
as any other prisoner. From December, 1944, onuards I y:Is working inside 
(Innendienst). 	I can remember that the .alfscherin for the women's department 
was a MM. EONNTLG, but she wes released before Xmas, 1944, because of her 
illness. 	iXter her release there was none there as supervisor for a time, 
and about at Leas time two SS girls in uniform came to take over the women's 
department. 	Their names wre SIEFINi. and FT.T.I. 	.after my release as a 
prisoner (7th or 11th of March) I became a Lufseherin myself, and I did duty 
together with ELLI and SIEHIL 	I must add that I was already employed in the 
Innendienstby Frau SONNTG when I was still a prisoner, but thet other 
prisoners did the seine thing under Frau Sonntag. 
Until my release, that is March, 1945, I sleet, the same as the other 
erisonurs, together with the prisoncro. Lftor my release (March, 1945) I 
slept together with Elli. I heve never worn clothe:; belonging to other 
prisoners. I deny to have ever illtreated or beaten anyone. I have only 
seen once thet SIERNL hit a girl with her hand. 
The female prisoners were treeted well and were not be :ten. I know that 
beatings took place in the men's depertment. 
I can remember the following names of guards: Schipper, Voss, Lukas, 
Endelmann, Gabriel Heeren, Neyor, Plenter, Kappu and Huth. There were some 
more but I e n not remember their name now. 
Endelmann, Gabriel and Planter were very vulgar. I remember how Planter once 
brutally beet 2 prisoners. Besides the beetings ant the kicking amongst 
these guards was part of their daily routine. 
I have once seen a man dead from shots lying in the eeller prison, 
Ostfriesenstrasse. I do not know who did that. Later, in the Banterweg, 
where the -orison was transferred to and where there er.s the Gelbla'ouz-prison 
at the time, I once saw 3 shot people lying in the barrack. 	They were 
prisoners from the Gelbkreuz-prison. I have seen that these prisoners had 
been brought in on the previous evening by Schippor, Heeron and Voss. I do 
not know however who shot them. 
I have not seen anyone hanged in a cell. 
During my time from October, 1944, until iiarch, 1945 I have never seen e 
prison doctor. I have seen sick ran lying in their cells, but I have not 
seen e doctor 4ho would visit them. I have seen once a roan who had a white 
doctor's coat, but I do not know if he was e doctor. I do not know Dr. 
Kulle. 	I tr s not introduced to any doctor. 	The doctor's treateent wes 
veri bad and insufficient. 	I have nothing to add to ITzt statement. 

WM. 717 
	 /Sworn 
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Sworn by the sf:.id deponent, Elfriedc &a-ger, voluntrily 't StUhnuehlo on 
23rd June, 1947, before m, liAor Tr'.deus Kf.:szorawskil  Investi7.tinr; Officer, 
detcAled by C. in C. BLCR. 

Certified th-A this is true transl-Aisn frog. Ger-l'n into English of the 
deposition of Elfriede Berger, deposition No. 47. 

H.Q. 
June 27th 1947. 

p/14.71 7. 

(Signed) 	 S/Sgt, Intorpreter • 
7c.r Crims Group (ThIE) 
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• PARTICULARS OF EVIDENCE IN SUPPORT  

Contained in the statements of :- 

Alf ons FRILL ( 2) 
Ella KUCK 
Otto BCTJZ.T.A.M 

t z 331:17/I 
nr5 ch larza ( 2) 

Johann EaDEs 
jalter KW:2117Z 

reinri ch TCTI7J-23 
Czeslaw 

fa :-.31.1:IJPER 
Benedikt PA3J1tE: 
1:inr..-1ci I.S07.,13 

Ctto sczln 
ernhard 3':7;1:711,11T1'... 

Karl PCIKII: 
oman 1.)OSTARLIKT (2) 

';esine 7y..2 
C:LLE 

7,Zainuncl 

Johann 2E22 Z13 
Dietrich ,LI'CLLE 
7. artin 

enny 7,1; 

   

XV±ICEOCILCOf CMPCICOCKI=GeraMIXECMIDCoae:accxxxxxxx. 
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(xxl Otto GRAF 	 (xxvi) Ernst YARKERT 
(xxvii) Kaethe KUHLMANN 	(xxviii) Riokieff CASSENS 
(xAcx) fegtiliRD auRCHRFID5 

and in the statements of the accused, each of wham has made one statement. 
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142: 
NOTES ON THE CASE 

(Under this heading should be included the view taken as to (a) the degree of 
responsibility of the accused in view of his official position, e.g., was offence 
committed on the offender's own initiative, or in obedience to orders, or in carrying 
out a system approved by authority or a legal provision ; (b) the probable defence; 
(c) whether the case appears to be reasonably complete.) 

1st  

A. The individual guards carried out acts of ill-treatment on their own initiative 
add the accused CLDO made no atterTt to prevent such ill-treatment or to alleviate 
the conditions under which the internees were forced to live. The accused ULL2; made 
no attempt to improve the medical services of the prison and on man/ occasions refused, 
on his own initiative, to treat sick internees or to excuse them from attending working 
parties. 

B. There arpears to be no defence to this ::Barge. 

2nd CHAIM  

A. 	The accused NAPPE shot the internee on his own initiative. 

The accused %ay plead than he thought that the internee was about to strike him 
with a weanon and was in the act of escaping, but it is not considered that this defence 
will succeed. 

3rd ChARGE  

A. 	The accused ILTEILE:' shot the Russian on his oven initiative. 

13. 	There appears to be no defence to this char _;e. 

1st. 2nd 8:7- 3rd Cli.OGE  

C. The case is corap1(Ao. 

4 
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UNITED NATIONS WAR CRIMES COMMISSION 
United i_in,dorn  	CHARGES AGAINST 

CASE No. ' • 

\VAR CRIMINALS 

   

Name of accused, his 
rank and unit, or 
official position. 

(No to be translated. 

Date and place of 20 anri  29 April  
commission of al-
leged crime. 

Number and descrip- 	"uruer  
tion of crime in war 
crimes list. 

References to rele-
vant provisions of 
national law. 

Ereaciies of Inter-
national law 

iurder 

.. 	. 

of. the. J:..aeue. Convention, 19)7, relat 	to  

the treatment of int;ernee.a... 

SHORT STATEMENT OF FACTS. 

The accused was a ui,;:d in a Landeschutzenbatailion which was resonsible for the 
ard-;nc,.  of a number of orisbivr of war cam:)s in the area. 	The accused had no duties 

in connection with foreign workers. 	(n 20 April .194. the accul,..--;d went to the . .fana -..;here 
a Polish worker named iOIA was working and told the ..armer's wife that he as tang 
the Pole away because of an argument he had had with his the previous evenin, . The same 

C'terty,)on he :.-eturn.-  to the :arm and sal that he had shot the Pole in self-defence. On 
the evening of 29 Aoril l'A.5 the accused' s caamanding officer, Lieutenant BCI 	was 
being entertained at aiioth r firm in the acea when the accused cud 	a.Teared and 
announced that he had just shot in self-defence a dussian worker named Ob aL., who worked 
at - ;hat farm. 

tiwk4slivois, 

TRANSMITTED BY 
of he 

   

    

• Insert serial number under which the case is registered in the tiles of the National Office of the accusing State. 

,32001a Wi.P.1.172 15 3.0o) I 1,1 	W.Lc I 	Gp.iii 



PARTICULARS OF ALLEGED CRIME 

See Jhort Stateiaent of Facts 
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A:r,:.11.,L,tion of 

DtPOSITION  

Ut 

Hilda ,ar.f.r2 

De':,osition  No. 1. 

    

Deposition on oath of Hilda MEYER of Hof Sumpf/Post Hoeftgrube, Kreis Land 
Hadeln sworn b..fore G.4. LOW, F/Lt. of Field Investigation Section, ',ear Crimes 
Group (i;rE) at Hof Sumpf, Hoeftgrube on 14th august 1947. 

1, Hilda 'AMR have been warned that I as not compelled to ma:ce this 
statement unless I wish to do so, but that any stateaent I do make will be 
written down and „lay be used as evidence at any time in the future. I make 
this statement voluntarily not under compulsion or persuasion or because of the 
promise of a reward. 

I was born on 12 February 1019 and an the owner of Sunpf farm, and have 
managed the sane alone since September 1944, when my husband became a soldier. 
I an in a position to state the following about the shooting and murder of the 
Pole CFSLLUS BARTKOaAK: 

The Polish civilian worker Ceslaus }3.'R`i'K0'.iILJC was employed by us as 
agricultural laburer from 22 ilarch 1943 till 20 april 1945. On that day 

towards 9 o'clock in the morning came the guardsman STUHR to no in the house 
and told me that he had had an argument with CLaUS, the Pole, on the previous 
evening, and he asked no if CLaUS had told me about it. I said no. STUHR 
then told me that he would come back again at noon. He came again at noon and 
told rae that he would take CLOS with him. I asked STUHR if CLaUS could stay 
long enough to finish the work he was'supposed to do and drUHR waited then so 
long. 

I was all afternoon in the house, since I had to look after 	children who 
at that time were very ill. at approximately 15.30 hrs came STUHR again into 
the house to no and asked if he could use the telephone since he had just 
shot the Pole in self-defence. He stated that he wanted to phone the police. 
STUHR then told me that he would go away for a short while and that nobody 
was to cross the yard during that time. He returned soon afterwards and told 
me that he wanted to bury CLaUS on the farm. I told him that this was cut 
of question and he should bury him on the grave-yard. But he insisted that 
it should take place here and he fetched the Frenchmen from their work and 
they buried the Pole in a 1.1all wood, which belongs to 	farm; that spot 
is approximately 150 aetresfroa my house. 

I received in Frbruary 1946 permission from the Military Government in 
OTTERNEORF to transfer the body of the Pole to the grave-yard. Since STUHR 
had told rae, that I had nothing to do with that matter I did not undertake 
to report the death of the Pole to the registrar. 

I have never officially learned wily the Polo was murdered. I can say about 
CLaUS that he had always done his work properly and that he-11as always very 
hard working. I had no complaints to make about him. CL.US  could not get 
along with the two French prisoners of war who were also working on my farm; 
they had always quarrels about the food and would never eat at the same table. 

That is all that I can say about this incident. I ad prepared to make 
this declaration on oath. Read, found correct, and signed on my own free will. 

(sgd) Hilda MEYER 

SWORN by the said Deponent Hilda MEYER, voluntarily at firf &LIEF Post 
Hoeftgrube, Kreis Land Hadeln on 14th ialgust 1947 before G.W. LOW F/Lt 
detailed by C. in C. British army of the Rhine, 

(sgd) 	L041  F/Lt. 
Investigating Officer. 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translation from German 
into En4ish of the Deposition of Hilda MEYER. (Sgd) G. LO'd F/Lt. 

Field ImatWn Section 
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TrensItetion of  Deposition No. 2  

• DELCSITICI;  

of 

Heinrich BLUE  

. Deposition on Lath of Heinrich Bai.11, c.f O..DENVRGEPTIEDERIBL, .11.uehlenreihe 
329, seurn before 	Va4t ItC..2 of Field Investigation Section, ITar Crime 
Group (NWE) at C.:.DEIBFRGI] on 14th eugust. 1947. 

I was burn on 6,Nciv 1896 in BeRSING17..e1.137 -Ti near Hi.,FThTOVER. and I cell since the 
10th Nov 1923 in C_,DET'BIT:G7 as -police ificial. 	iiy ranic is now Polizeimeieter. 

I an able to -- leke the following true statement about the shooting and murder 
Ceslaus BLRT.e:0',II,.1: of Polish nationality and '..assily OSEROVT of Russian 

nationality. 

In the afternoon en 20th 	4.5 I met the then ',..'achtmann LOUHR on my duty 
round in the village of 	STUHR told ./e that he had shot a for: hours 
ago the Pole HzaTK01,-IIAI: in the yard of his employer (IEYFR). 	'.:hen I have 
aseed for the motive for having shot the a/ra STUHR explained that he had done 
it in self defence. ' He said that he was new going te his superior a Lt BORGLR 
to report teere about the incident. 

- I, then, went to 	yard. On my arrival at the yard the dead was already 
buried in a little wood, which was about 50 metres distant from the scene of the 
crime. 	I 17c;nt into 2.:1YER's bouge .and there met Freeu1.11.1YER. 	Frau .,EYER was 
very eecited and replied on questioning that _311UHtt had telked with B,IRTKU..IAi",. 
on the sLeie morning. He came in the after/upon again and shot the a/m. 	On 
further questioning Frau ;JEYER stetted that she could not give any 'further 
evidence, why '::acttlann STUHR had shot BARTMAK. 

Thereupon I immediately submitted a report about the case to my next higher 
authority, which as the Landrat in OTTITITDORF. 	an the 15th Aug 4.5 appeared in 
my duty flat Captain BY FCI from the :;i1 Gov in STS DE and discussed with me 
the case. On the Captains request I haneed him over a copy. 

About a year ago a Polish Military Mission came to see me, which 
else made enquiries about the c/m incident. 

I can further state about the shot 
He was known here as an arduous worker, and I never heard anything to his 
detriment. Whenever I met him by chance he-was alwa,ys Kind and obliging. 
He was always careful to behave correctly so that he might not get into 
conflict vith the law. 

As MID, was a soldier and belonged to the Landesschuetzenbataillon 
in STARE I had no official contacts with Lim. STUHR's sole duty was to 
guard the PoW and was in on way concerned with foreign civilian workers. 

I do not 1mev: STUER. privately. I only got to Know him as he had to guard 
Psc$J in my area of duty. 

I should like to add as a last point that on the day of BARTKOYTI.AK's 
sheeting either Frau iiEYER or .act-mann STUHR passed over to me his identity 
card and work ticket. The a/m papers with the written report were sent by 
pest to the Landrat in OTTERNDOEF. I could see from these papers teat 
BARTKU.TIAK was born in Poland on 26 Jul 23. ,•,.s far as I can remember he 

was of Polish nationality, as he had told me.that he had made an application 
for German naturalisation 	the respective German authority. 

only state the following about the Russian national ',Io.ssily 

OSER0'.: lived in moth r police district (Polizcibezirk) to mine. 
As far as I can remember, I learned in the evening of 30 April, 194.5, L 

(01ER011 

OSE.-daT:— 
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(0E1I0i: was murdored by the Wachmann STUHR in the evening ef 29 Apr 45) 
Jlat STUHR had snot OSERO. I vent t on to the scene of the 	but CSEROJ 
had already then been buried at the cer.letery of the village ';:IIIGST (Geestberh). 
I do not IcTIL OSRC::. 	I have heard notoing  detrimental about him. 

I should Lice to add that Ceslaus BiaTKO'CLa was buried on the evening 
before mentined wL.cd till the spring 1946 and then transferred to the same 
cemetery in ":TINGST (GIMSTBERG). 

I am preparod to ,laice my deposition on oat.. 	Road, found correct, 
and siood on my on frc6. will. 

(agd) Heinrich Blume 

a:ciu by the said deponent Heinrich BLUiE, 
voluntarily at C;DEIMERGII on 14th August, 1947,   
befLre G. W. La.:, 10/Lt detailed by C. -in-C. 
British 	of tho Rhine. 

(Sgd) 	 V/Lt. 
Investigating  Officer 

GERTIPIED that t is is a true translation 
Ger-aan into Englishef the Deposition 

of Heinrich BLW,E, 'lanced Deposition No. 2 

(Sgd) U. LOW F/Lt, 

Field Investigation Section 
War Crimes Group (NWE) 
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Tze nsla tier) of 	 Deeositien Nu • 

DEPOSITION 

of 

—arie VOSS 

Depesition on oath of Jihria VOS3 of .;,assermuehle 480/Post Hoefterube 
.a.eis Lan: dein sworn before G. ;. LO 	RC" of Field Ineestigatien 
iection, 	r Crimes Group (.'IrE) at ;asseraeuhle on 4th aug. 47. 

I, ..arie ICXJS have been warned trt I au not compelled to aqce this 
et teee:nt unless I wieh ta do so, but that any strtement I make will L; :eitten down and may be used as evidence at any time in the future. 	I 

a this statement on my own free will not under compulsion or persuasion 
r 	of promises or regards. 

	

I 	born on 29 epril, 1899 trad 	em loved as housekeeper to the 

	

se All 	:er Heinrich Vi_('S in VOIGTDIM from 1 .august, 1944, till 22 Sept 
19ee, 	ea in ttie pesitien to state the fell wing about the shooting and 
x.IrLr of the Russien 	OSEROA. 

On the evening of 29 ..pril, 1945, I celebrrted ay birthday in presence 
of Herr and Preu KUTTM and Lieutenant BOERGR. 4proximately between 
2100 and 2200 hrs on that evening when fro were sitting in the living room 
Herr VaGTS, the door was suddenly torn open and the guardsman STUTUZ came 
in , nd reported to Lieutenant BOERCM that he hed just shot 4—SSILY. 	The 
Lieutentant jumped to his f at excitedly, got pale in the face and sari 
to 3TUHR: 	"Plan, are you crazy?" 6TUHR went outside in the same moment, 
and we, who remained in the moil, discussed the incident briefly. 	STUHR 
then (mac into the ro:)m again and said, that he had ordered the other 
Russians, who were billeted on the property, to bury -.L,siLY4 

I w7e about that so disgusted and said, that it ,vas absolutely out of 
question, that the Russian would be buried on VeGT's property. 	Thereupon 
B05iGER and STUHR left end Herr and Frau KUT,V711 also went away. I 
arranged on the following day inuediately that a coffin should be made in 
our saw mill. The day after the murder the corpse was wrapped up in blankets 
and put into the cefin and wes buried by the other Ru,sians in the 
GEESTMRG grave yeard in the village of ..1ING3T. 

I bed known 0...)R0W approx 5 or 6 months, since we were both employed 
by Herr VaGTS. 	Herr V.GTS occasionally complained, that X.SSILY did not 
report for work in time and on one occasion called the guardsman STUHR 
and as<ed hia, to tell -1:1SSILY, that he should report for work in proper 
manner on tiee. The only connection which I had with -.L33ILY, was, that he 
daily fetched his feed fram the kitchen. 	Seaetimos, when there wrs cabbage 
for the meals, he coaplained, that he did not like it. 

Once, a Russian girl, who was helping me in the house and of whom 
di.ILY was jedlous, when she did not do his laundry, he said to her 
somethini:, like: "Frau VOSS and you will be the first ones, once the 
To,:ba: comes", but I did not pay any attention to that remark. 	He cede 
t' is remar: at least two, luonths before the end of ths war and I did 
tell about the guards can STUHR at breakfast in the course of conversation 
but I have never heard nor geined the impreseion that OSP.01 intended 
to kill me. 

RUHR told :ae the dray after the surrender, that on the ereviees evening 
in the course of a check up he had an argument with .4.68ILY. that they had 
beaten each other and that he had then shot XeiSELY out of self defence. 

I au prepared to make this statement on oath. Read, found correct, 
and signed on !ay own free will. 

($gd) Frau Luria. V0I 
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Deposition No.6 

DEPOSITION 

of 
7ilhelm v n -LHN 

Depsiticn r. oath f Wilhelm von 	C,T.denberge/Niederelbe, Bahnhofstr.r2,6, 
:_n;is Land H.:deln srn bef.)re G.W. Low, g/Lt RCLF of Field Investigation 
Setin, War Crimes Group (NWE) at O-DENBERGE on 17th 4.ugust 1947. 

I was born on 29 Mrch 1920, and I 2m now a gardener by profession. 
Prom June 1943 till the end Ai the war I was a guardsman with the 
L-:ndesschuetzenb.,taillon 497 and my duties were to look after the foreign 
priseners of ':r r. 	My section c:,mmander 	Leutnant BOEAGER. 	I knew 
Emrdsman STU:11 since he r,.s vprking in the some sector as I. 	It was 
repatAly emphasised in the company, th-t we Landcsschuetzen (guardsmen) 
had t look after the Po'tr only and hnd nothing whatsoever to do with the 
foreign civilian labourers. 	Theseintter were a matter for the civil 
police. 

Towards the end of Lpril 1945 STUN R came to our detachment in CA)EN-BERGE, 
where I myself 2nd -pprox 3 other Lnndesschuetzen were present and he 
gold us, th-t he had shot the Russian W;ISSILY in the yard of the saw-mill 
owner ViGTS. 	I cannot remember anymore, if he said why he had shot him. 
STUF furthermore said "the Jew must be put away too", with that he meant 
that- he would also kill Herr SLMUEL, who also worked for Herr VAGTS. 
That is all that I can say about STUER's case. 

nm prepared to make this declaration on oath. 
Re,- d, found correct and signed on my own free will. 

(Sgd) 	von .iiHN 

S'it*ORN by the said Deponent Wilhelm von LIT, 
voluntarily 	CLDENBERGE/Niederelbe, Bahnhofstr. 86, 
17 august 1947, before G.4. LOW F/Lt det2iled by C.-in-C. 
British .-!%y of the Rhine. 

(Sgd) 	LOW, liVIdt 
Investigating Officer 

CERTIFIED th-t this 	a true translation 
from German into English of the deposition 
of Wilhelm v- n .A114 

(SGD) 	Lew F/Lt 
Field Investigation Section 
War Crimes Group (NWE) 

D9 



Translotiun of 
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JitiOn ho. 7. 

iPOSITIOr 

of 
Lnnie SEIDE 

Deposition on otth of Thnie SELZ, Voi-:tdinPost Oberndorf 0;2_ZCZ,D... UCH 
39, rcis Lind HadL in sworn before. G.7.L0/, .L/LT RC.1:0 of ?i,:16 Inv_stiga- 
tics Suction, Tar Crimes Group (TIE') at 1/0IGTDIY(: on 17 	1947. 

I was born on 31 January 1,17 ..Lid live since 	orrie to .00LP 
with nic,  and his anther in 0:2: 	 X. 	One eveninr shortly after 
9 ofcloc': in :oril 145 the Polir. h civilian 	 F.i2DTS-a and 
the Polish ir1 	1-2L return-3 to our h?us.. anti brouzht back 2 or 3 
horses which had just run aviay. 	oth the above mentioned Poles have 
bm;nword:iv: for us for the past five ye ,-:rs to our r.t.:att.st satisfaction. 
Th c o-mc moment when Petro returned with 	hot's a, I noticed that his 
jacket was ,taincd with blood on he back and that he w-c also bloody 
on the he :d. 	Riera told me the e. ao cvenin:, that ?etro had bc..n beaten 
by L. gunrdsilan with a rifle butt, on that aaacLvenin when they were 
at the nettbourts housL. 	Almost in the same Joment Jhen tht_ 
returned, I sa to guardsmen with rifles goin" past the house. 

Only KIA, 223'2A0 and one other Pole mre employed with le at the time 
of tht incident. 	The second Pole vraa alrer,dy in bd, when _ '20 returned 
on thL evening in -3uestion. 

On some eveninf's 2 or 3 foreign worker.s, male and feiale came to visit 
our Poles and ':.lused the:-.selvLs and played the iuth-orgrn. 	3ut it is 
not known to 1L, th. t secret r tines of these foreigners had taken plaoL 
in our house. 	I can state on oath, that neithe: myself nor my nother- 
in-law ev_r complained to the civil police ok the military authorities 
about these 	tings. 

I can state with cLrtainty that neither my riother-in-law nor I nys-,:lf 
have opened the house dor to a guardsman nor have we s-A:n one in the 
house on the evening in question; and no uproar took place on that 
evenin in our h-,use. 	It is therefore impo7sible, that oth,.r Poles 
were driven out of :Air house by a guardsman. 

That is all I can state upon questioning. 	I an preT)ared to sneer to 
this. Read, found correst and signed on my oin feu will. 

(Sgd) ANITI SIDE 

S TORN by the said Deponent Annie 
voluntarily at OSTERC:jEUGH .39 - Voigt- 
dingOost Oberndorf, 1:rin tend Hadcln, 
17 August 1947, before G.1. L070  F/Lt. 
detailed by C.- in - C. British Army of the Rhine. 

(Sin(2d; 	 PAT 
Investigating °facer 

CZ:Z.21'1=D that this is a true translation 
from G-2.. n into Anglish of the Deposition 
of 	 1, marked Deposition No. 7. 

2/Lt, 
2ield Inwstiy.tion Section 
"far Crimes Group (NTS) 
(G. I. L04, 2/Lt) 
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f 

of 	 De.290n 

al2u3IT1oli 

of 

d-lf 1.3eter 1TUER 

Diele:Oiti.o.t.L on oath of ..doll 2eter 8TILid, of No. 2 .:ar Criminals Holding 
Centre 211e1e0e:, (lereany seorn eefore 	i?/Lt RC-2 of Field Investigation 
3eotion, 	Crimes Group 	at Fischbeck„ Germnay, on 15th .eu.Eust, 1947. 

1, -doll' 2eter STibil, have been informed that I am not compelled to make a 
state...ent except on 	tem wish, but lny statement I should make would be 
erittee do:11 and could be used as evidence at any time in the future. 	I make 
this statement on my on free -will .end not under compulsion or persuasion or the 
primise of a re\iard. 

I -was born on the 25th July, 1392 ead I am by civil occupation post and 
telegraph electrici:.n. 	I was c7.11ed into the ariay on the 2nd uctober 1944. 	On 
the.  completion  pletion of y trainir at the end of octooer I CIAQ to ST.0. to the 
Landesschuetzenbataillon and as posted to the coep:my in 13Air33i C-ii-OST.6.6. 	I was 
then attached to .:i0.1110GRUav; to tku over a French Psd.i detachment, consisting of 
about 18-20 persons. 	.4 duty to\eards the ipso.. consisted of looking that there 
;:as cleanliness and to look after the food rations, parcels, letter post, enter- 
tainment such as cinoma and theatre. 	The ?se.: went in the lilornin3 by themselves 
to their place of eork. I supervised the Psol during the day and after sounding 
the retreat at 9 o'clock in the evenin, they were imprisoned in the comp. 	There 
were frequentl.;  check ups at ni:Jit tiee. 	I was only concerned -with the gso.i 
and the ferei,:n civil -workers -were not 14 concern. 

One day in -pril 1945 I received from Frauliellia the report that the Pole 
employed on the yard there, whose name I did not know, passed the remark to the 
%.itnesses that he .iould Mit the throat of Frau 1,1:1M and the children on the 
approach of the .alies. 	The eitnesses were: the parents of Frau 	Frau 
1...;UA herself, the maid cook and a there eedloyed farmer, called VO.LiDE. 	.after 
I had heard this I fetched the _Jule and in the presence of all the above zentioned 
witnesses kquestioned him on that remark. He denied it. 

I 'vent then with the Polo outside into the yard and drew attention to his 
remark. • He consequently became wry excited as he could not deny it and attempted 
to assault me. He sprun at me, I warned him eith words, then he went again 
for me, 1 fired a - warnin shot fraamy army rifle. Then he sprung at me and I 
shot in this manner that I held the rifle against his body; I take it that 1 
hit him on the left hand side of the body, line of fire upwards. He fell 
immediately on the side of his bac'.c and -was (lead after a few moments. 

.after this incident I ..:ent immediately to my platoon officer, Lieutenant 
BO.1!;R and reported the incident to him. 	Having made this report I informed 
in eritini: the Gendarmerie ofCADAiiadaGL.  and the company in 3,313:LICK-OSMN. 
Atom here I vent once more to the scene of the crime and I met on the -way the 
lCiendarmerie-eachtmoister' Aull; and asked him to come with ma and informed him 
about the incident. 1311LiE accompanied me, looked at the corpse, which lay 
still untouched on the scene of the crime and I asked him :that action .e should 
take no... 	Hu replied that the corpse should be buried at first over there in 
the wood. 	Two French Pse... dug up a burial hole, put strae in, the corpse on it, 
straw again on top of it and earth a6ala on top of that. 	Jith it this case was 
closed for me. 

Art the saw mill of VeCITS, HOEFGRU11.3 was a Aussian civil ”orker employed eho 
lived with his on Russian -work tilr:i;GS as well as -with the housekeeper Frau  
VoSS, in continued dispute. 	He frequently complained about the bad food, but 
which in truth was good for myself as well Is the other workers. The 
Russian ;,as known as daineerini-; and stubborn so that after a time I was forced 
tu segregate him from the Russian 2s0.. 

/In 
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_ 	 PARTICULARS OF EVIDENCE IN SUPPORT 

(a) 	Statements by the following witnesses qre enclosed herewith; 

(i) 11:1.1.1a 	 (11.-i) Heinrich is 

(iii) i arie V033 	 (iv) ■lilhelLi von A. 
(v) 444,v

(b) 	;L state: Ant by the accused is enclosed herewith. 
1h, 	S4/0i 
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NOTES ON THE CASE 	' 1514 
(Under this heading should be included the view taken as to (a) the degree of 

responsibility of the accused in view of his official position, e.g., was offence 
committed on the offender's own initiative, or in obedience to orders, or in carrying 
out a system approved by authority or a legal provision ; (b) the probable defence; 
(c) whether the case appears to be reasonably complete.) 

a.% 

There were no eye-witesses of either kiliinL; and in i, ,til casts the accused 
maiw.ains th:tt he acted in self-defence. On the other haal it is clear that the 
accused's enccunters 	his victims we:e in neither case accidental but by desi:in, 
and it is also clear hat he was in both cases anticipatin trouble, if indeed he 
4as not activel: 	it. The Geruan witnesses state that both the deceased 
foreiTi workers (o/cA  trip 6rouble soma-wo,,e7rePrA.goe, and it is therefore  
considered that e-Jen if a court ,elievcs 	the aocused acted in self-defence 
thcreby reducing the crimes from murder to idanslauffoter it will be vet., diffic.11 
for the accused to sho-;. th-t he was taken by surprise or firei the fatal sao',,s 
in self-defence wo.1.1 as a last reso:'t and in :far of L)..i:vous bodily-  injury. It 
shold be re.:,arked that the accused's duties were in no way concerned with the 
superVaisTforeian workers and an: trouble from foreiol wor.:crs was t 
matterAN""NCx7c) the police had entire res)onsibility. 

L. 
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For the Use of the Secretariat)  

Registered Number. 
E.-1516 

Date of receipt in Secretariat. 

  

72 04-iukH,655  

UNITED NATIONS WAR CRIMES COMMISSION 

CHARGES AGAINST. 	 \VAR CRIMINALS 

CASE No. • 

Name of accused, his 
rank and unit, or 
official position. 

Date and place of 
commission of al-
leged crime. 

Number and descrip-
tion of crime in war 
crimes list. 

References to rele-
vant provisions of 
national law. 

Bre -; es of I. 
. natiz.mal 

SHORT STATEMENT OF FACTS. 

Vrie 	 an a1lier.7 
.5 of t7-.e (.;  
ind 	c1. 	 lvi 	.en to 
ana 	 -wece 	- 	 place 

au 	 who 	 I..e 	 1.- :1(.1 C 	_ 

for voluntec,cs iron lonst 	 to shoot 	ai2...en. 	The 
accus3 	 Cristo .:-.'or-r...nrd and, takinz.: 	 21 	I 0 t the two air,%en,-  in 
the L:)-1.- , _Ecnce 	 aryl, (7-.c;.„„L„ 	'.2he 	 in a nearl.);/ bob c 
on 	ores. 

TRANSMITTED BY 1.; 	•-• 	•  ( . . • 	.  

  

• Insert serial number under which the case is registered in the tiles of the National Office of the accusing State. 

,32061; 	 I, ;04,1 J4i A. ■: E W 	IGp.S45 

(Not to be translated. 
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Transleti- n 	 Deeusitien rice 1  
LeITIOR 

1518 . 

ti 	L:n eete 	 eiale 	 lieibnitzstraese 
2. ewern :Jefere Vredeeric GcerL;c Ulrich Cee.;.);_i, Civilian '.,ar Griucs InvLstiLator, 
ef Field Investie,ati..n 6ectiL.n, 	Criee Greue (FE:E) at DUI6BUIZG on 21 
Ilebruary 47. 

I, 	 .t I 	net c-elpelled t, t1cc a stEstueent 
tee 	 which I •AaiCe, 	re -will be taKen 

down in 	en1 	uL,Gd 
	

l:-ter in. 	..laxe this Statc,..ien.t 
veluntexily, 	my 	etileien and .eithout 	pro,aises el r ard. 

I am K.,r1 	 rn e 21 7.128 in .;,...,,e01;14., f Gerlan nationality and 
electricien'_; erentice ,ccu_ 

ebout the 	 194e, aiter 	hc.avy 	 -LitTiLUHD, I could observe 
a tee a. 	eet.vined acreelane craehinL; ever lai.D.:;ICH. 	I ceuld observe 
twe 	bali1K out 	iierechute. 	On 	way heee I saw- a -e ter bicycle 
with une ser - ea-et arid tvie ien 	the Ger.:.en eirferce erivinL, i,a it .le in the 
direction eZ the elace of the crash. 	I then went heiae end after I had had ,ay 
coffee I heard that both these elle-Len Ltd been br_neht t . the first rid most at 
the Itee,aerh.f. 	I then went there and sew both the alneen lyinL, on the Lrcund. 
One 	thee e.i)eared 	have 	i _t in:jury which I *.■: 	■ LnizGd by the fact that 
he 	eere ,.ne boot ,and 	eeeto bG seen -n his feet. 	The fellowine -,-:era 
present et the first aid post: the dect a", Dr. 	 the 1)Jie_ieciater 

Miss l!iarianne .i;:23.2ED. (es :Car es I Knew rceidinc in 	en airf., rce 
Serceant, several seldiers 	ether civilians ,,hose naees I de net is le-e. 	..s 
far as I re-.1celber :leth aireen's -1-,eceets .sere searched by seldiers and the 
in articles vere found: ene one e2 thee, en identity car6 furtheral:xe 
wreath 	rescs and chevinL, Lura. I hcere 	 a.,1diersllh. stood 
around end had recs..: the ic.";crri;ity cara that :the aireen were Canadiens and the 
one whe,: the identity °era. beletved t -ees only 19 years eld. 	eleiversation • 
then tooK place eetween the doctor, the serecant, leolizeieeister 1312-1:11e..CH and 
several iced Cre:3s nurses ae to what 1;:s .t. • happen to the aireen. 	I heard 
,arts 	the cenversati .:in, the result ef 	was that both aireen were to be 
1..)hut. They were first caeried b. the ri:ht of the first aid pest in the direc- 
tien 	a .-teadev, then this e.,.e cis .11L,G6 .nuever and they :crc teezen in the 
direction of Farmer I1J 	' yLrd 	ix; t:.ireen were ..rrice.1 by awe ex.  three 
eeldiers resectively. 	the ee._;e tiee 	mere recLuested te leave the place 
Which vele carried eut. 	:rew 	leter, l'uliselacister 	 came 
tc.),,,,,ards a &tulip, lucludinL; e;feelf conaistinE; ef: Miss 1,1Liegit, Mr, iit.VEiliL.,.1.a) 
and rayself and asiced whether we e.:uld 	, t, 11.1Ce 	t the air'aen. 	He was 
then asi(ed 	ia111:1331 and Mr. ;e7;/Ele;_.Lr v.hy tie didn't ..ant ie.; de it hiaself. 

then replied: 	are in unifent, we are not alleeed to de it." 
then went away.. 	few einutes later I heard three shuts. 	eftor 

the third shA had been fired I tecether with Miss h.E01-"Ee. ,cent to the place 
where tile airacn had been tae:en te. 	There seldiers and :eelizeiecister 
3`12.....d:deLCH•were preecint and I 	beth 	lying., on tic `round. 	Both :hewed 
wounds in the. heed. 	One of theen in ely elAnien as dead while the tither one 
breathed • still. 	I ceuld st.c. 	. 7:)loo l 	 ,:ut of the latter' s shot 
wound and neee. 	In the eleantiac several l.1': re civilians had ea-Mc:red there 
and shortly :1‘ftervards \.e were asIced again by the soldiers t > leave the place. 
I then left the Place and shortly afterwards could hear a fourth shut. I then 
recur- led once laere te the 	aid ost and could observe both airaen beinL. 
carried away by the soldiers ,All v.bre eresent. 	I heard iron the soldiers that • 
the aireen had been buried ill a b:;.;...) crater. 	:.part are] ides ',.Bli.letTNS and ,ay 
brether ,;hoe I was itet teceteee eith ii,e..ever, I comet re keteer any further 
aaKiGs. 

I have already been interne: 	se-; 
e.lerican eccupatien .ray. 	I cse-e.- 	, 
I n -.eta r 	net.  le-ve I any 

in this i.iatter by a Major of the 
• rther inforeatien in this clatter. 

:tired the ehets. 
rl 

the •k. 	 volunt eily at DULT-Aiditer before 	Vrederic 
',71.'f,C; 	 - . 	,.;3 Invest:. atur 	Piekl Investi•atien 3ection. 
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*;Jar Cri,.tos Group 011110 detailed by C.-in-C. British ,ray of the :aline. 

(Sigied) F.G.U. Glass, InvestiLat,,r. 

c:aaniaED that this• is a correct translation fro•.' Geran into ErOisb of 
the Depooition of Far]. 	 -.larked Del:osition No. 1. 	

o. 

Sgt. 
field D:Lvc:iticatiun Section. 
((!. 

AKA. 
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DITOSITION OF 

1520 
Duposition ho. 2  

  

Deposition on oath of 	 on, 	of'DUISBURG, ..eststrosso 42 sworn before 
Frederic ;-;oorge Ulrich 	 o'nr Orioles Investigator, of ;inr Crimes 
Group, (thi.,;) 'Viol] investitn-tion suction, at DUL'OURC. on 20 Feb. 4.7.. 

ioiLlanFIL, Thoo, born on 30.3.1930 in DUISlaal.G, of C.extinn nntionolity and 
diver by ooc:upation. 

To 	tho oral of ::arch 190 I lived with oy parents in DUISBURG, oestStrnsse 42, 
During the ftornoon on ono of these deers nftor n bonbinn nttock on DCRT1:UND I 
observed o fJur ennined neropinno shot into floviose a Pn..itish machine in ray 
opinion, exploding over the tro,. 	:....TiD=Ch. 	I could observe tvo of the . 
crew trying to save thensolvos throunh balian out by pnrochuto. Both the ninaen 
should hove Inadod vonroximotely nt theSCHni.CnEnBEnG. I could observe: two 
porachute sergeants- who wort; Stationed in the TEGODO:a School driving off on n 
motor bi-cyclo and returning with both the nirnun after about- 10 - dnutes. 
Ono sergeant must have rutUrnod on foot while thc other one wns driving the bi-cyclu. 
On of the nirmon sat on the back soot of thu bicyole and the other one: was lying 
in the side car. Doth airAun were no lonner copablu of standing up which I could 
observe whun they got out of the machino at the first-aid post. 'Alio gutting 
out one of thu:. groaned - which led loo to concluje thnt ho :rust hnvu hod inner 
wounds. At the first aid post the followino.wure )result; Polizeimeister 
STALL...X*1T, the doctor, Dr. PITSTI1R, the sergennt whose laume I do not know, 
several Rod Cross nurses, !ay brother Karl -;.",,..i:AlAa,,1,1;14 rid 

and several othor persons who .nery living in the neighbourhood. 
TT ho Sergeant asked thu airmen to hnnil over their papers. Both maintoined 
haaever to possess uo papers and took out ni1 articles they land in their pockets. 
I could sou that the airmen only had hnndkerchiefs ioney and some sw:Jats on thoe. 
I heard the Sergeant say that both those nirmon shoule bu put behind the, first 
nid post into the artillery fire. 	Lo literally said: "Let the: lio thoro, 
there they can at lonst hear their on calrades shoot." Severol 	 nov000 
verc shocked by this and said that it was their duty to help these: peoela. 
ribthing hopeoned, however. 	I then snw severol soldia..s who were there !Is 
well carrying out the Sergeant's order and laying the airmen behind tha first n id 
post. 	Titan soneone shouted: "Everyone gut back", and %,(3 hnl to. lenve the picot. 
Ly brother then ro.Lnrked to mu: "They want to shoot them no". 	I did not boliuvu 
this and with my brother wont into a house situated 	 _;lerefroo we could 
over look the first aid post. 	observed one of the 	 corriod on 
stretchor and the other one boing carried by four ,aun td 1),:in! token to the yard 
of the fainier m1zi,J13 , Kg! L:imshof 15. 	Than I couY 	o 	.tort:. for the Akomunt. 
Then I could obsurv.; 	 tolkin,7 to n civilinn .nO ieln]ine hi , his pistol. 
I further romomber tint nlreoiy at the first nid post . 	 o3kGa who wonted 
to shoot both the niroon. 	nt the. ti,le no ono onou for,-,d. 	I believe to be able; 
to say with certainty that the person whco 	 handed his pistol to was 
KiLiTiAiSIa who struck me by his large brood shouldered fignre. Also he wore 

brown hat at that ti ac. I then once noticed how the soldiers who wore still 
standing near the first aid post looked across to the place where uy brother was 
standing and I- ducked. ,t this 	1:iInTRN3E1 must hove gone to the airmen 
in my opinion. 	..4hon I could overlook tho place the next ti.le there was no one 
there any ore. Shortly afterwards 1 h. and two shots. I then left the place 
with my brother and went to the spot whore the airnen had been taken to. I saw 
both the Amon lying in front of a shod. One of theo who had black wavy hair 
had received a shot in the forehead and one shot over his left c yobraw and in my 
opinion ho was dead. 	The second one has also recoiVod a shot in the forehead, 
the right half of : his face was oonplvtoly disfigured by blood and brain matter. 
This an was still boonthing. 	,;hen I appeared yith tly brother at the place no 
one was present. In tho nonntioo *several pOrSOAS had asseOblod there, amongst 
others also, Polizeineistor oTnLii.,ACI., who sent us away fro there. 	I then wont 
ho .e. About five ninutus later I heard n_shot once nore. 	I do not kffow who 
fired this shot. 	1 have been told that both corpses are supposed to have ,boon 
buried by soldiers i:nediotely afterwards in a bomb crntar. 	In my opinion 

the... 
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the corpses lust have been duL up 	in iLtraediately after.:ards na] thro-fn into 
the -±E•SCILT canal flo-...inE by as I could convince .Iyself .,lready on the 

that the cerpses -,- Aire not there any 	I have been interroLated once 
already in this :',.-Ater by a 1-_ajor of US 4.r.s.y. 	The air.tene 3 nationality, in 
opinion, could have been British. 	I believe not to be -.hie to 	any further 
inforilation in this case. 

(3iLnucl) Theo -..,%1Irai'en 

Sworn by the deponent Theo 	 voluntarily :-.Lt DUIS.Lti:G- on 20 2eb 	Lena- 
. 	lo-reduric GeorLik.: Ulrich GL..33, 	 InvostiLator, 	1.;;;• 
C.-in-C. -British 	of the Rhine. 

(Signed) F.C-.U. Glass, Investif- ator. 

CBiti.igILD that this is a corroot translation 	q-er..itn into Ilnglish.of the 
Deposition of'. Thuo 	 • .rtrla.:d Deposition 	2. 

(1) G. Goddard 	SEt. 
Field Investigation Sec tiun. 

GOD31...itD). 
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Deposition  No.3 

Translation  of 

DEPOSITION  02 

Elisabeth  nee 'JOSS. 

Deposition on oath of 	 Elisabeth, female, of DUISLURG Eeibnitzstrasse 
2 sworn before Frederic George Ulrich Gki,SS, Civilian '../ar Crimes Investigator, 
of 2ield investigr_..tion 'Section War crimes Group 041.1E) at DUISBURG on 21 Feb. 1947- 

I 'AidikilkablIN I  Elisabeth, have been walned that I am not oc:L.Ipolied to :lake a 
statement alfainst ray will that each state.Aent, hcrivever, whIch I do make here will 
Oe taken down in writing and may be used as testimonial. later on. 	I make this 
statement voluntarily, without any cook ulsion and without any proAsus of revird. 

I an Yik,LLFEJ‘i, Elisabeth, nee VOSS, .bor'n on 13 :,:ay 1894 in DUILIURG of Dernan 
nationality and housewife by occu?ation. 

In iirtroh 1945 I saw an aeroplane bc.inL, shot down over i..LUDERICH. 	Some time later 
I hoard from my sons Theo and 1:arl that two 	had Vaud out of this plane 
and had been brought to the first aid post. I was in the bedroom of my flat at 
the tine and as the window of the bedroo.1 was open I could hear so..Je tifae later 
when the Polizeimeister ST,:..LLijACII asked a crowd of civilians who had assembled 
outside and of whoa I can only re..iember 	 "l: ho wants to shoot the 
two airuen?". No one volunteered and the people were then asked by STA,ILLiACli 
to leave the place. 	So:le-time- later ray sons came back home and told ,Ite that the 
airJen hnd been shot, one of the..i had been dead i.Timediately the other ones brain 
had been shot out but he had still been alive, Shortly aft-rdards I heard 
another shot and I presume that this :aust have been the coup du race for the 
other one who was still alive. T personally do not know who shot the airmen. 
I have already been interrogated several times by a Liajor of the in.ierican . 
occupation Army. 	I was also confronted with a I.:r. DEL:KM:SKI and was asked 
whether I recognise him as the 	who had fired the shots. 	could not say 
anything as I did not kno.,-/ the ilan. 	I y'ins further confronted with the 
PolizeLieister 	who wore civilian clothes and -.rho: .: I did not recognise. 

I cannot give any further infondation in this natter. 

(Signed) Frau .Elisabeth Wallrafen. 

Sworn by the deponent VALLiciiFEiv, Elisabeth, nee VOSS voluntarily at DUISBURG., 
before me Frederic George Ulrich GIAiiSS, Civilian liar •Cri“tes Investigator of 
.Vield Investigation 6oction, War Crimes Group Pol;) detailed by C.-in-C. British 

Lr:-,v of the Rhino. 

(Signed) 	Glass, Investigator. 

CITIFIED that this is a correct translation from GerLan int; English of the 
Deposition of Elisabeth li/iLLNAPEN, ..larked Deposition 1,o.3. 

G. Goddard 	Sgt. 
Field Investigation Section. 

(c.v. GODDii.RD). 

D. 3. 
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ranslr.-ition of 
1) It ,DSiti  	Li- 

DEPOSITIOh 0..to 

-ir.rich  

Deposition on oath of Heinrich HAVERIWT, male, of DUI6BURG-BEECK, 
Ilerzogstrasse 14, sworn before Capt John P. HODGE, Grenadier Guards, 
of War Crimes Group (11V■E) at DUISIMG on 18 SE-ote,aber 194.7. 

1. 	I am Heinrich HAVElth.L.,..,. , born at DUISEURG-B.:10C:,. on 29 Sop 19r4. 
I aia a turner by occupation and of Goriaan nationaLi.ty. 

1. 	At the beginning of March 194.5, -::hen I went 1101de fro.1 the air-raid 
shelter, I looked through a dai:nged -,p7.1.1 of a first-Ad -post :Ind I saw 
a crowd. 	I asked what had happened there I was told thrlt there 
were two Allied airmen who had been shot down. 	I also ...ranted to sue 
the pilots, but I was told tc to back by Polizeiwacht.aeister 
at the entrance. 	ST1.LITi4X11, however, said that if I N-.anted to shoot the 
pilots I could pass. 	I did not do so and went 	 the eroad I 
saw several SHD-uniforms and the nurses of the first-aid post and also several 
soldiers. 

3. 	Apprx one hour later the boy Theo ,;Zi_.1e1175:i. passed my door and 
said to mu: "The pilots have already been shot." 

Shortly afterwards I was asked by a soldier whether I would give 
the coup do grace to a-dying pilot. He rettarked that he as a soldier 
was not allowed to do so and that a civilian had to do it. 	I refused to 
do it. This is all I have to say in this natter. 

(5gd) Heinrich HI.ITEREAIT 

3'01-;.14 by the said Deponent Heinrich HAVEIYilit-.2, 
voluntarily before Lie, Capt. 	HODGE, Grenadier 
Guards, detailed by C.-in-C. British Amy of the 
Rhine on 18 September 194.7 a t DIJI3.311120-. 

(3 gd) J.P. HODGE Capt 
I lave st igati-ng Officer 

CERTIFITT thr.t this is a true translation from German into English of the 
Deposition of Heinrich HAVERKAL1P, :larked Dap.-No.4-. 

(Sg'i) G. Goddard 	S/S gt 
Field Investigation Section 
.iar Orioles C-roup (14111;) 

(G. G01.0,1111;), V3gt) 

D. 8. 
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Tnat"*"..lti al of- - 

DEPOSITION 
Mi•■■■•••••••• 

of 

DJBICZEK,  Olaa. nee SEISEL  

Depusitien on oath of DOBICZEK, Olga, feaale, of Duisberg, Jolframstr. 42, 
sworn before me Frederic George Ulrich GLuaiS, Civilian Jar Criaea Investigator 
of -,:ar Criaea Group (W.iE) Field Investigation Section, at DUISBEW on 26 June 19W. 

I Olga DOBICZEK have been told that I cannot be cezrelled to 	a stateaent 
against my wish that each stateatent however. that I do make here will be taken 
down in writing and aay be used as testiaenial later on. I aake this statement 
voluntarily, without any compulsion and any aromises of reward or advantages. 

I as Olga DOBICL,EK, nee SEISEL, born on 2o.2.23 in DUISBERG, resident at 
DUISBERG, Welframstr. 23, of Gort_an nationality and housewife by occupation. 

Frua about the 20th February 191+5 until the end of the war I was working 
as a Red Cross nurse in the first aid post at DUISBERG-BEEk. I reaeaber that 
one day during March an 4alied plane was shot down near ,SFTDERICH and its crew 
paled out by parachute. The landing was obseraed froa the first aid post 
and a :.tutor bicycle dispatched in order to Lrin an the airaen. After some 
tiae the bicycle returned to the first aid post with two ;Jaded ainaen. The 
aotor bike was driven by a parachutist who told us that they had just axxiJed 
in tiae as the civilian population had beaten the pilots as if wild. Both 
airman were wounded as far as I could judge one of thea seriously. I re, Member 
the chief of the first aid post Dr. PFISTER saying it would be better for him_ 
if he were to shut his eyes as he won't recover from it. This seriously 
wounded airman asked for water. 4'..; I wanted to go to fetch some I was told by 
the parachute sergeant major who was present: "This is out of the question"  
I asked hia whether both airmen wouldn't be brought into the first aid post to 
be bandaged up there. He then replied: "They are not aoing to be bandaged, 
they will be shot". I'was aost shocked by this and went into the first aid 
post. 

I reateaber that the following were present at the first aid post at that 
time: The Doctor, Dr. PFISTER, the Sergeant-ajor, another Sergeant and several 
parachutists, the polizeiateister Sr2aLL.:.:,C11, also ay colleaguesl:irs. J. SII1, airs 
HORN, and probablyaseveral other colleagues of :.tine, which however I can no 
longer say -aath certainty. I ::no that Dr. PFISTER did not exauine the airmen 
and that no preparations whatever were aade in the first aid post to receive 
the airmen. 

1 heard 47 conversation that the airmen were supposed to have been shot 
by a civilian afterwards. 4. little later the Sergeant iviajor came to the 
first aid post and shouted to me I should not cry, both of thou had just been 
shot. Dr PFISTER returned at the same time also. Later towards evening the 
parachutists left once more and when they came back told us: "lie have now 
ta-en- both of them soaewhere where no one will fin. them". I still said to 
thew: "You probably threw thea 	 Whereupon they replied that 
they had taken thea somewhere else. I never know the actual spot wh:re they 
were buried. 

(Signed) Olga DOBICZEK 

Sworn by the deponent DOLICZEK, Olga, voluntarily, at DUISBERG, before me, 
Fred‘oric George Ulrich GLASS, Civilian War Crimes Investigator of Field 
Investigatipn Section, War Crimes Group (in) detailed 	 British 
...xmy of the Rhine. 

(Signed F.G.U. Glass, Investigator 

Certified that this is a correct translation from German into English of the 
Deposition of Olga DuBICZEK, marked Deposition Ho. 7. 

(Signed) G. GODDARD, Sgt. 

D/2 	 Field Investigation SectJ.on. 
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Translation 

 

si ti  

    

11.,2WITION 

of 

Depusiti-n ...a oath of 	 fe,..ale, of .Del..i.id-..(2,,.#4uorenciee, 9;.;, srn 
befo.cu 	 iC kru U11: iCit 	CiV111.41 	 Investiq;ator of 

iSecti.)n, 	 on 20 Jun 4.7. 

I, 	 buen Lid th.t . a#.-, nc c. 	Ltud t 	astateLient 

that u..ch 	 ...:L'ece hero 	bo 

taken 	in 	it in 	. 	bu used as t‘..)stiLion.ial later oh. I Lialce this 

stateLient voluntc.L•ily, 	 ..f reward. 

or advnt 

I Cu. JLui 	 born on 1 3 ..1.1'bruc.ley 1:)12. in I#L1.12...af.-1.,14, ruis 
f Geman 	tiori.iicy,And. ei J.c 	nur 60 by occui.,:Ltiin. 

	

.Jana-z7 Lint 5.1 	 19)+5 I -s ■arioiyo -)..a.eJ. Cross nurse in the first 

post 	 the 	 heard that 'an -..eropianc 

had boon shot d. ,n and sever 	 baled oixt by parachute. 	The first 

icI dot,7..cit...ont of the nk.,arbye stati,ned p.....crachute unit, Adel' VeaS stati.,ned 

at ou.r first aid p...st went A.fl 	i...t..e-blcycle 	 the balod ,ut aiin 
t, the first .aid p-st. 	akurt tjL..0 ,fter,4anis the ..,ot r bie.,c1 	side car 

roturnod and t.. .1lied airueri wore in it. 	The driver of the :_ot:)r bicycle 

told us that it 1ia. buon hi;h tLtu t. brin in the ai.urL as 	it W bably they 

have been Cii1et.t by the civiii.n 	 The 	 ,iorti near 

the shelter at the 	 The Chief 	the first ai•Jp".st J. 2L3T, the 

Sergoant-i.ajor „f the .,, , ,rachute 	 as I raLieLiber, 

as H- .ns 	 , 	further Ser-,eant o>r the na. 	f 	 (?i whDso 

ginger hair I can rel..e,..ber, ti-Le 	 as ,,-,011 ,as the r_ 

.;thc2 nurses apart fr. myself: Olga S2-1-.a.A;, 

co.nnYt rk..4.-Lei..ber any i....;re.) where any fiwther c...11..#3,-;ues f inc. .,ere presen ■-.. 	1 

rehielaber that the Sergeant-;;:ajor t.cclf the followin_ articles of .nu of Ulu 
airi.un 	was sittin:, on the bicycle: a •,-;:c.eath of roses, a hand 2ible and soi.-e 

',,hieh I cann-t identify 1...xu accw.-atuly as ,,tAl 	a dacktA of 
first aid dressirk,. 	The ..ireath 	roses said t̀he CiuidLLeessin_l; I toe,: 

as they had 'ecen thrn ..-n the grourk.g. clrulussly and said t- the Surgeant-iiaj.4-  

"Om:: 	 t tratthin like that". 	Ho then replied: "I l.Lu thAt, the -..roath 

.of roses in the 	 -,i"110.0 u .)16" • 	.1.-tiue 	 I 

as.ced the Ser3eant-:.....aj,r ,,hothk.;: thu airi.ten 	t 	u handc,„•;,,i, ,,hureup.,n ho 
ropliod: "They co.-Le int..: heaven'. 	 here chased away 

by the polizuii..eister ST.....LLILOil with the 	 •Liu.rry up and get into your 

first aid ,2 .,Lst, this here Lu iiothik: 	 Dr. 	 was the only one 

who reiaaine;.. in front ..f the first aid p...•st. 	Only a oonuidrablu tLu  
after:, -.rds I huari fr hears,v that both the airn ,iere suosue. to have been 

shot. 	It as furtner sai that "a civili 	done the sh.. tin_. 	I do n...t 

kn..- ; .4n..- • it -cias u.uud t.. h•-mebuoii. I c flnt,.•;ive any further infor.atiin 

in this 

by th, iJ 	nent 	 at jkiir.S..:',U1'‘.C-  before iu FreCuoric 

Ulrich h, Civilian ac 	nvutiab _c 
;iucti 	 C-in-O British 	 the 

(signe:;_i j1.r, Li. Glass. Invest 

that this is 	c rruct ta1atiutì fr.., • Ger.-.Ian into n1iah of the 

-Li • us 

(s1) G. 	 Sat. 
f.rive:.; . ■;i ;at... n 	a. 

, • r 	, 

3 

• 
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Translation of 	 De)osition No.10 

CSITION  

cf 

eaisabeth  

Delusitien en ceth cf ZIRBES, Elisabeth, femele, of DUISBURG-ILITORN, 
Ranenberestr. 54z'., morn before Freeeric George Ulrich GReSS, Civilian ear 
Crimes Investigator, of Field Investi .ation Section, 	Crimes Group (N..E) 
at DUISBURG on 19 June 1947. 

I Elisabeth ZIe2ES have been ':arnee that I am not comeellee to make a 
statellent aeainst my will that each statement, howe'rer, which I make here will 
be taken ).in in writine ane may be used as testinoniel later on. 'I make .this 
statement veluntarily, without any 3emeulsion and without any premises of 
reward or advent,. ;e0. 

I am Elisabeth'ZIRMS, born an 11. 6. 1922 in DUISTALeG, of Gorman 
nationality library assistant by occueetien. 

From January 1945 until the end of the war I was emeloyee as a Red Cross 
nurse at t:ic first aid post DUISBURG-BECK. I remember that towards the end 
of March 1945 cne or teo Lllied acroelanes were shot down of ter a bombing 
attack and several airmen baled cut by parachute. The medical detachment of 
the parachutists stationed at our first aid post eent off by motor-bicycle 
to take the baled cut airmen prisoner. Scmetime later the motor bicycle with 
side car returned with the tee elliee airmen. I collie see that both eere 
woundeu as I noticed blood on the face ar0 temples. One of thm sat in the 
side car of the motor bicycle, the other one on the mue-euare. The airman 
who was sitting cn the sine car cf the bicycle was taken out but was obviously 
so weak and most probably wounded so that he had to be put on the ;round. 
Lt that time the following, were present at the first aid post; the chief of 
the first aid post, Dr. Signund PFISTER, the Sergeant Major cf the parachute 
Unit JENeL(?), a further sereeant whose name I dc not know, whose ringer hair 
hcriievQr I can still remember, as far as I know Polizeimeister Fritz SLIALMLCH 
Joined us later one too. Furthcrmore, apart from myself, several of my 
colleagues, Miss Ertimi SYeIewa4 Mrs. Elisabeth JLNSSEN, Mrs. Klara HORN, 
Mies Hilde ew IND, Miss 011i SEISEL, Miss Lnniemarie REDEL. I cannot 
remember the names of the civiliems who eere also eresent. The next thing 
that hapeened wau Sergcant-mejor jENLL searching the 7.ockets of the airman 
who eas sitting on the :cud-euard,_when a u,L.2, a ereath of roses and a fielo 
dressing came to lieht. In my opinion no papers were found. I cannot say 
whether the airmen who was lying on the _xoun was also searched. both 

- airmen were not examinee by the doctor and upon our questioning whether they 
were to be bandaged wc-were told (I can no longer scy by whcm) "Bandage, 
they arc eeine -be be shot". I then heard that in the beginning the Sergeant-
major wanted to do the shooting. Le I knew him fairly well and did not agree 
with this intention I asked him net to do or. This request was also sueeorted 
by Mrs. JLNSSEN. The Serguent then.talkee to Polizeimeister STLIALPILCH and 
the result of his conversation was that both !Armen ware to be handed over to 
the civilian eoeulation. I then also saw a civilian joining these two. et 
that moment I could not take any further observations as I together with my 
colleagues were asked by Dr. PFISTER to return to the first aid post. Ls far 
as I remember, the civilian was about 1.80 metros high of bit eish build and 
about 40 to 50 years old. It may be possible that, if confrented with him 
I would recognise him ni;ain. In my Opinion the airmen ecru brought from the 
first aid post to the EMSCHER, and shot there. No ereearations had been made 
for the airmen in our first aid post and I also cannot remember Dr.. 2VISTE.\ 
coming down with es. Sometime later the Sergeant-major and several men ceme 
down into the first aid post and said that the airmen were dead. ..fc ':;ere tole 
further that on the following day we eould no longer find the ainaen where they 
were now. Following that, the earachutists had a small .,) -fty. I asked 
Sereant-major JEILL- eho had done the shoo ting, whereueon he re lied that this 
had been eone by the said civilian. . I cannot give tray further inform -  ticn 

/in 
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2 

in this matter. 

(U7ned) Elisabeth ZIRBES. 

Sworn by the deponent -,aisaboth ZIRBES, vcluntarily at DUISBURG, 
before me, Frederic George Ulrich G.L..BS, Civilian 'iar.Crimes Investigator, 
of Field Investigation Section, -,:ar Crimes Grou,. (N..'E), detailed by 
C-in-C. British .my  of th‘. 

(Si:)h. 	Glass, 

CERTIFIED that this is a correct translatien frm German into En 	ci' 
the statemnt of ZIRBES, Elisabeth, mrke0 De.,)osition Nc.10. 

(Si3ied) G. Godd-xd Sgt. 
2icl.! Investigation Section, 

I 
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TR -s1,:,TION OF 	 DEOSITI:'N  No. 22  

DEPOSITION  

Of 

Deposition on oath() of JEY. 	Elsbeth, 1.'0.'1'1e of DirIsBURG, am 
Kr-.t.r,.nnshof 6, sworn before Capt. John Philp HOD,  E, GrenadiGr Guards, of 
field Investi3n.tion SectLin, 	CCrises

, 	
DUI BURG an 5 Sep 4.7. 

ITTL.1,11S, Elsbeth was born on 25th Oct ‘bcr, 1925, at DUT.ST3T,TRG: I Li 

of Go annationality, ray occupation is li.aestir; help. 

I wish 'Li add the following t-.) ray first lepositi 

(1) The evening th- t the two ',flied -Arlen were shot at DUIS'BURG-BECK, 
I saw those two airmen far the first 	in fr-int of the first aid post at 
the Ramerhof. 	They were still alive but were injured. 	This was at about 
1630 hours. 

(2) I was then sent away frAa the first 'i1 post r.ni went home again. 
6cverrd 'minutes rfter I was back at 	:•.:.;r in, Herr ICAI.,TKO.•-sKI called Lie to 
the window fr -Aa the stroet outLiido. 	He asked me wheth:x I had also seen 
the air. .en who lard come down. 	I till him that I h d seen the aireen at the 
first aid past and thr t I h-  ben sent away again. 	Thereupon he went awry. 
I 1 o nit know where to. 

(3)' 	I definitely did not s e K.a.LTKOISKI again that evening. 	It is there- 
f.-re impossible that KAI-TKO/6K' lerrnt from one that the airman 	shot. 

(4) 15 or 20 minutes after I had s,? :ken to KIL..'PKOist-a I went to the 
NIEHHi,US Hof 	there saw the bodies of the airmen. 

I deny that I informed Kir.TKOTSKI thrt the .,..irmen had been shot. 

(aigned) Elsbeth 

ijworn by the said De 'anent, 	Elsbeth v- Auntarily at DUISBURG 
an 5 Sep 47 before :ao 0-.pt. J. P. HODGE, let:-.iled by the C-in-C British ,.,.rray 
if the Rhine. 

(Signed) J. HODGE, Capt. 
Investigating Officer. 

I certif.: th t this is r. true translation fr..)la German into English 
of thee deposition of 	Elsbeth ryr,..d Deposition Na. 22 

(Signed) K... Kni:,;ht Sjt. 
Fill InvestLgation Secti_in 

,uar OrilfICS Group (TTE). 

(5)  

D. 3. 
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1).:.r)osition Ho. 21 
Traa......:ation of 

of 

..(EL -..A1.3 Elisabeth 

Deposition on oath of -.0.11. 	Elisabeth, fe..e.1.1e, of DUISBURG, a,-.1 .i;.amannshof 6, sworn ..efore sae 'Frederic George Ulrich GL,.33, Civilian *Jar Crimes 
Investigator, of ..,ar Crimes Group (i..E) Field Investigation 	 DUIBBERC 
on 20 Ft;1.). 194.7. 

I am 	Elisabeth, born on 25, 10..1925 in DULiBITAG of German 
nationality and housemaid !iy occupation.. 

It _lust. have been a.xat the ...idle of ..darch 1945 when in the afternoon 
hours two parachute sergeants 	driving on a ...otor cycle and side car throug 
the street an Kamannshof to the first aid post 	the Roemerhof. I looked out 
of the window of ay flat in an . .a.mannshof 6. I saw two men in grey blue. 
uniforms in the side car of the note" bicycle who as I heard later on were two 
airmen who had baled out by parachute from an .allied aeroplane, I ca-not say 
whether they were of British or ...merican nationality. I then went to the 
first aid ,.gust at the Roemerhof. '.:hen I arrived Ihere the ,.rotor cyolo was 
standing approximately in front of the entrance of the first aid post, one of 
the 	airmen was lying in front of it on the ground and one was sitting on 
the footrest of the machine, ..round them were several persons of who . I can 
name the following: Polizeimeister 	 Oberleutnant STILCII, the former 
Ortsgruppenleiter MIK, a Red Cross nurse by the name of J,..i1SIN nee -dE-ILING, . 
in my opinion residing in jeststrasse, also several other civilians whose names 
I cannot remember. _Ste'. I was standing there for a few minutes we were asked- 
". believe Polizeineister 	- to go home. I then did this. 	,fter about 
20 minutes a man whom I do not know came past the window of my flat and told me: 
"Both of them will soon be cold". I then went bac- to the first aid post 
again, at the corner of zula Karaannshof was airs. DEidliTG who told me that the 
airmen were lying in the yard of the farmer 	L.US. i also Ivent there and saw 
the two bodies lying on the ground near a shed. Thore were several civilians 
and soldiers as well as Oberleutnant &LUX:: also standing there. :as I did. not 
want to go richt up to the corpses, Oberleutnant STR...UCH too:: my arm and led no 
to the shot airmen remarking: "You just have a look 	this". The airmen with 
black hair showed no sign of life, the um. with the fair hair still breathed. 
He strongly bled out of a wound on his left temple. I then went bac!: to my flat. 

I cannot give any information about the personality of the supposed 
killer. I do not iaaow what ha .;!ened to the corpses later on. 

I have alrer.Cy been interrogated 10 times by an o2ficer of the 
:.rmy in this matter. 

1 cannot. give any further information in 	ease, I belie °O. 

(aped) Elsbeth 
Sworn by the deponent Elisabeth 	voluntarily at DUISBURG on 20 Fob 47 
before me, Frederic George Ulrich GL,SS , Civilian 'Jar Crimes Investigator, 
detailed by C.-in-C. ..>ritish army of the Rhine. 

(Signed) F.G.U.. 	Inv.stig2.tor. 

CERTIFIED that this is a corroat translation from German into English of the 
Deposition of Elisaoeth 	marked Deposit on No. 21. 

(Sigted) G.GODD.:,RD, Sgt. 
Field Investigation Section, 
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1 'TOSI'PT011 

L 

‘n 	er.t!! 	 teele;, 	Purgsteinfurth 
sseretr. 12, sw)rn 	. e. 	Per 	Or'et•-• in, Gen. List of Field 

Inveeticeti 	Sect:1  n, 	r Criees 	( 	,), -.t. 	 jn 5 ug • 1947. 

I ,ilhelm 	have b...n t .11 tte 
st• tement unless I s; ,vish but that re :3T et• te. 
en:1 may be ue.erl 	E;vilenco "-:t any time in 1: 
ef my Jen free ',fill • n ! net under 
pr•eeisee 	mytE.1.1. 

eie nyt cempelled to a-.ke this • 
nt thrt I meke -will be written 1_ ;m 
future. 	I ret eckinc this statement 

bear use ef 

I er.1 ;11Y:elm .i,'Letre'i.i.L 7e.:"rn _ea 5th epril, 1922, in BillTZOi in 1..ecklenberg,.. 
batcer by tri 	en.: eL:f Germen netlenelit 	I was a member .)f the 

7.:1 tier.  Y. out since 1934, le et rr nk 	ine 	rfuehrer. 

s celled up t., the exe.ke -.:.f 1st ..uL,'ust, 1941, t. 	p•- rt in the 
stern ceepaizn, 	in ..frice, Italy ens France. 	Durin the retreat 

betwe„n Jenuare ant epril, 1 945, I stayed with my 0:)mpany, the 3rd Cemp-ny of 
the 2n1 l'arrchute Division in DUL)I3URG-TECK, I wee a Feldwebel (6erjeant) then. 
I c.f- n still remember exactly the incident of the. 2 sailed eireen. 	It was at 
nepr•:xtiePtely the end of February or beginning. 	larch. 	I believe it was in 
the eeterneen. 	Two ed_lieel eineen lenled by perechute near 11..e.DORN.. The 
• irmen c- 	freta a shot le en aircraft. 	I noticed the inci-7,ent from ray billet 
lirmptfell.vebel (Serjeant-eeljor) -111,TeL •- n1 I went to the lrn•ling place enl. put the 
two shot leen aireten )n to the motor bike. 	B. th ,a‘irreen were lying on the 
greund, were ‘veun-led, en: c 'uld not 7t lk. 	The aireen wore blue uniforms and 
were Enelish to ray kneelodge. 	we brought the (Arlen to the first ail post. 
On the way 	were steneel by the civil pepultien. 	In the first girl post the 
airmen wore leid dean on the ground, end relr..1, se .rch i their pockets and took 
their papers off them. 	I believe thrt the looter errivel in the meantime 
r.nd looked et the veunlea. 	I:et- awhile, I w• s busy keepinL civilians in check 
who wer, pushing t:  the spot where the airmen were lyiNe. 	I still remember as 
we put the priaeners Yen befere the first ail post that I :.3r.id to J3N..LL that 
they -e'ere seldiers like us 	hal t) be tre - ted as such. 	I can still 
r collect how JENeL e.civilian an 'the policemen steed toLether engaged 
in a conversation. 	The civilein was about 50 to 60 years ell n was 
rather st mt, approximately 1.65 1:1. tall ent ss far as I can remember it is 
possible that he hal ene or tee fingers leiesing. 	This civilian approached 
!ae, anl askcel for my-  pistol, which I refused. 	I cermet reieember exrctl,c7 any;• 
more under what circumstences JET'LL tarced t > in the next time. 	I only 
know th't he seil te cle th- t the aireen we a shot by the civilian r-n'i that I 
should h ve them buried. 	I .went b ek to my billet nd ordered the Untereffizier 
(Cerez)re.1), either Jenny TfIl.rWel or TE3S to bury the people. 	I rr s not present 
at the funeral r nd I enly krfa, thr t th were buried mei the first ail post. 
ALe,proximetely 2 t. 3 	ys l• ter I .t the order by ahem I :to not remember any 
et Ire exactly t exhume th iha 	n te re-bury them so: e.where else. 	I 
cr- nnot reilecaber any mire whether this order w. s c :replied with. 	I must add 
that I he: r1 I believe 3 shots fr„ra a distance of 30 to 100 ie.:Ares. 	I. 
w)uld rise like te say that it is untrue that I mentieled liLeile.r.a' a or lers to 
Jc1Ne.L that shot down pilots were to be hrnded over te th, civilian p:pulatien, 
but I kne7 th .t s.')mely,ly spoke about this order. 	I believe that I wyald 

i- rec.' anise the civilian should I see him 	in. 	To my k.noo.tle1;, e the  
poliee -  n 	also know a S he wr s steti..nel in TY.J.ISBURG--..:CK. • 

	

I or.n reilember e.t the 	I heve 	more to ell te 
this 'w tier. 

(,iL;ned) 
iORN by the sail deponent 	nzimis.r., V 1 7.11i 	r.t TO, 	 the 

5th. ..urust, 1947, before Lie, C' t. P. .:. P12 	 n. List, letaile3. by 
C-in-C British era of the Rhine. 

Priestley, Capt. 
It.11-.1 -.: Inv,. e t 	on acctiun  

	

••••• 	Gr up (1"r.r.1), 
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Translation of 	 Deposition 	12 

DhPOSITIOli  

cf 

Deposition on oath of WILHELi. 	„Kilo, of Burgstoinfurth, iiasserstr. 121  
sworn before 	PRIaiTLEY Captain, Gun. List ;  cf Field investigation 
Section. War Crir:les Group (;V' E) at TC,i130, KINDEN, en 5th imgust 1947. 

I ;d1.11-alil -v:"ESTPlirIL have boon 'told that I nil not coupelled to cake this 
state.ient unless I 30 wish, but that 2  .y state.c.unt thPt I make will be 
writton down and 	be uased as evidence, at any' ti; le in the future. 
I a Liaking this state.nont cf Lly own free will and not under ccLipulsion 
or because of pro.lisos or reward. 

I FILL 	 TPHAIL born on 5. 4. 1922 in LUTZOVi.:ockle-nburg, baker by 
trade and of G-ertann nationality. 

I recoLnise the lam of the photograph ..iark-ed "..." as a Lam, who during the 
discussion with JENIAL and the policeman had loitered about and afterwards 
scale to Lie to borrow 	pistols, which I refused. 	I a:, convinced that 
this is the :inn who carried out the shooting. 

SWORN by the 
the 5th 
Eritish 

(.3igned) 

said deponent 	':1131THAL 
1947 before ; le .V.L. 1-)RIISTLEY, 
of the Rhine. 

ilheLA Westphal. 

voluntarily at TOMATO, hinder]. on 
Gen. List, detailed by C.-in-C. 

• (,:iigned) P.L. PRIESTLY Capt. 
Field Investigation Section. 
War -CriLies Group (Iii7E) 

CERrIFI21) that this is a correct translation froi.iGeriaan into Endish of the 
deposition of WilheL.: WMTPIlitL -:larked Deposition No. 12. 

B.T. Stevens 	Sgt. 
Field Investigation Section. 

(B.T.STEVENS) 

D•8. 
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-, , e;)osition  i+o.13 

Translation of 

DEPOSITION 

c -i: 

.,&311PTIAL 

Deposition on oath of ;, 	 ciale, of Llii:C-3TLINFURTII, \iasserstrasse 
12, sworn before P.1.. PRI-2.;  TLiOl, Capt. Gen. List of Field Investigation Section, 

Crii,:es Group (MO at Toviato, ;linden on the 7th itugust 1947. 

have been told that I al.: not cm -Tolled to :cake a 
statcuent unless I wish so, but that any stateoent that I .-lake will be 
written down and ay be used as evidence at any til.ie in the future. 
I -L1.1 faaking this it, :te..ient of .13,  own free '411 and not under conpulsion 
or persuasion or because of prof rises or reward. 

I a 	-..11;31111)1fAL, born on 5. 4. 1922, in BUETZ01‘,11,..,,CKIliotiBURG, baker by 
occupation and of Geruan nationality. 

I was confronted with a ,ian today and was told that his name is Stannous 
Boleslaus L:dIAT1COWSKI. 	I definitely recognise this plan as the one, who 
on that day hung about near the baled out cir.11on on the free-yard 
near the first aid post in DUES:UT:G-61a. 	fIe v.as the one who when passing 
by asked 	for the pistol which I refused hio. lifter.-mrds JIVAL told UL 

that this civilian had done the shooting. 

(signed) 	Viestphal 

SWORN by tho• said deponent ilhL;11 ill:WO-1AL voluntarily at Tonato 1.:inden, on 
the 7th-  August 1917, before ,.Le, Capt. 	PRE2TLL.ff, Gen. List,•detailed 
by the C.-in-C. :British Amy of the ithine. 

(Signed) P.1i. Priestley Capt. 
Auld Investigation Section, 

CrLles Group (ii:E) 

CERTIFIID that this is a coriect translation fro:1 Ger.:,n into English of 
the deposition of 	 .karked deposition 

C. Goddard. Sgt 
Acid Investigation Section 

Cri!les Group (IfyiE) 

I 

D•841 
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nsls.tion  ti • 16 

  

.Inns 

Deposition f.-,n -_,p.th of Hans J-414,.1,, male, of hi:.eiRfiRITECK:11i 2, I.,u,:,tzelotrase;; 
20, sworn bef..re Sergeant George GODD.AD, 	Fusili.)rs 	Field investio:..tion 

	

.far Crimes Group (YTS,) in POT 	.:,:illaL;PE on 22n1 July, 1 94.7 

I hr ye been 	rnerl th' t I r.:1 not c:)zapellci t lArke E. statemmt th'.t e:. ch 
at' teiaont, however, which I do mi- :;:e .rili be t- '.:en 	in writing L: nd rir.y be 
used in Court E.s evi,Jence. 	I iilake this 	 voluntarily, -.rith...ut 

).::palsion, thre: is 	permy'.sion or promises 	reward. 

Halls J,AC.L bont on 7th 	'1:' in 	 I V.1:1 a draughts;.:an 
by occupati m ;..nd a... of Ger..r.n natiorkaity. 	I 	„lembea.- of the Hitler 
Y?uth fr.m 1935 ory.77- rds r.nd last held. th, 	of a Ge.i'..,1t,schaftsfuehrer. 

I w-  E.; crlled, up t.) 	ifehrarcht on 28th 	194.0. 	I took part in 
the _..stern crolpaign, 	then in Tunisia for a short tiAe, then in Prance, 
then cg in in the East and c.iae back to tho -Nest in Dece.lbor, 1944. 	During 
01,-2 retreat in Larch, 194.5, I was with ray 0.)mpany, 	Coopny of th3 2nd 
or 3rd Battr.lion of the and. P•.  r' 	Division in the a.ren. of DT1.I3BITRG. 
was sergernt n jar ;..t the ti;:le. 

I ro,.1.3..:bor 	-Med aimen 1- n:ilk by parachute one r.fternoon 	tiLIG 
during the ..ronth .af 	rch, 194.5, in ::::3IDE1-dall near DULSBIJRCI. 	I hr :oenoci to be 
outside th- 21rst rid post at the tiiae r.nd saw the nin.lan in the ,.ir. 	The 
driver whose milk; I do not know, Sergeant Milli -.f.C3TPH'.L and I then drj)ve on 
a motor bike with aide c-r thr..,ugh the streets of 11EIDEP.ICH in order to locate 
the 1.-.nded ainaen. 	le Cr i1C: to a large crowd. of people ; nd ;stopped. 	Irl.13`J.11-)Iii..L 
and I went •L the crowd t) find -.4ut what 	happening ,nd th3n saw two 
.,1lied airaen lying an the ground. 	I can neither -rc.;:le!tiber their nationality 
rvr the c.dour of their uniform. 	I can no 1.)nger • -ft.: carried 
the airlen, )r led th.:;r: to the ..ratar-hic-cle. 	 time .howev.r I could 
not recd:-;rise th t th 	were waunled. 	then br...ught both -- irmen on the 
Jaytor-bicele bi:.ck to th first .1...1 post. 	*Then •VG had arrived I searched 

r irmun -.nd I ct n no lonrer rel.:A:11)er the j.rticles I removed from them. 
ThG 

	

	.- rti.cles I immedirtely sent to the Company through a runner. 	..s 
:.s I rei.)....,ab.3r a policeilan wh.;se name I d not know arrived then. 

..fter 	hz-,.d. t ken the iraen out of the crowd of pe3ple we were being - 
swarn at an.1 the t .:r-e were still aiding such soldiers. 	On the way to the first 
aid post 	 4..le of an order by the Heichsfuehrer 66 Heinrich 
HE, 	 th - t shot down pilots within the Reich Jere to be left to 
the civilian 2apulr. flan and that soldiers 	not take them prisoners. 	In 
fr:nt of the firSt r is ,::oast a conversation t..:ok pl ce between the policeman, 
Serjent 1931.PPILL ;.nd myself - whether others were there •'.3 well I no longer 
reme.,-.bur. 	le then decided to rut on HEa -1.311 s orders at-r:-. the policeman said that 
he knew.  a civilian who sh :uld shoot both the ..irmen. 

•I c n n: lonLer 	lef.lber the exact details of the conversation as well 
as the imedi- to 	 ,.fterwards. 	It is pos 	thrt nurses came to 
..10 in ...)rier to brniage up the rinnen an that I did not give theta peruission 
to do so. 	I also no Iokcer 	ho r both the r.iri.i.en were tr.1:en away from 
the fi;'st rid post. 	I no longer know whether they were ta.:en on a motor- 
bicycle, or whether they were carried by soldiers. 	:.lso I n. longer know 
exactly whore we took both the 	then. 	.fter a few r.1:1.nutes 	oivilian 
cori:L to au 	name I do not ;mow. 	I estimate him to be about 50 yVrs .  

,..;_;,Tin I cannot re..;e;:tber ex.- et 'let-  Us, I only know still that I gave 
him a lo-:led 0.8 	The 	then :gent tow.- rds both the, 

w,ro 
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ea% 
Translation of 
	 Deposition r j. 1 7 

Th1.031'21011 

Hans  

Deposition on oath of Y:us 	i, lak 	;3-,aroruecicen 2 Luetzewer Str. 20, 
. sv;orn bel'ore P.H. 	 Calt. Gen List, f :Acid investiu.tion Section, 

or Cries Group 	 _I DEN on the 5th ...u[ust , .1947. 

I Hr..ns 	bvc, been told th.,.t I a not 	 t. 	 stvte..cnt 
unless I o ;Ash, out that any str.t-c )(Alt that I 	'ill be writ 	and 

'oe used as evii..encc; at any ti.ic in the future. 	I ;.t.i .:2.kint;  this stvte..:ent 
of rAy on free 	and nut urlicr c 	or 12( rsuasion or becau;3e Of 
pro.aacr revard. 

I, Hans J1212,..i.:, burn n 7. 8. 'OW, in S.....J.C1JIT II, 	a technical i.;raughtscian 
.;)y trade, and -of GE:n.1331 nationality. 

I would like to ada the i'ulloLik, to iy previou.. state 	I believe, that 
the an rho x:as sh.‘,n to e on he photo;:zai.lis ..iarked ".„," and "B" is the one 
I gave 	pistol tu, t. sh..ut the two ;.1lied air.cn. 	ecial 1.1r.k is the 
crouched crxriare of the ,ian. 

(..iianed) 'inns Jenal. 

L-134 )y the saie Dei.Junent Kons .1121.;,I., voluntarily at TOiLTO, ail= on the 
5th ...u,j uut, 1947, before 	17..Z.I1ALEY Capt. detailed by C.-in-C. British 

the :.hine. 

(.-iiLned) Ji.Plar,,!:;T:Goy Capt. 
Field Investication Section, 

Cries Group (NV) 

CI:IIITIJ.'IED that this is a correct translation fr.}.1 Genion into English of the 
Deposition of 1an JEWL, iarke,.! Deposition No. 1 7. 

(Signed) 13 	STEVEf•S 	 Sat. 
Pield InvestiL  ation Section. 
( :3. T. STINI:INS) • 
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..117 	 the gr. ni n" 	 1.1; th........,nt I 
att u.inj 	b...ut 15 illetres 	 th.., • ir n, 	I or.nnot re .e..iber t..) have 

been ri r the lei 	 n 	 •.-/hr t :11,A wourrls they h- i receivecl. 

	

r s I ern ref.leuber the civilir.n c- 	to-.r ris 	r ar in .1-11 r;turne'l the 
fur u.s I er'n 	 nt 	T2JL n sover-.1 

C.)..irny buried both inaen on the 	t. 	I then returned 	th First 
r.n1 ..n the ssae eveninL I rel. rted t,: the 	 C.. ir,.ndin!--, 
G.....sT•r.NR,th t tw.) 	 th..y Ir.:: been t,.1:en 	.ner by 
vie n h3 then bc,:n 	! ,v .r ti the civilir.n 	.1 .11,;.ti 	 r.i.r 
hr.1 then be•..n :ALA b r. 

I nith.r n 	the mr.le nor 1 J I ex,-.ctly 	the civili:.n .:h • ctur-- 1.1y 
shpt th.. 	.en. 	I c nt sudply rimy 1-‘.ecurr-.te infThru.:7 ti..n 	 r.nd 

n..t 	•,thet1-1,-.-,r I .1.)ull 	 in - .s I .nly 	flr a few 
ainutes -1urth th. incL'ent r.t the 

I h- vu nAhirr -further t 	I t this tatter. 

	

(.iignel) 	na Jon 1. 

3-w3rn by the sr.id 	 Jerr.1, v.:dun-V.1.11y 	 1:111D111 
-On 2 nI. July, 1'?4.7, 	 Goo,r-L-,o GODDI.RD, 
let riled by C-in-C British -nay of the Rhine. 

	

(Si3ne-1) 	It, 
dootion, 

r Orli-3es GrAlp (N10) 

CRPT1'IL th t this is 	c..rrer.t tr ns1-..tion fr-u Gert.r.n into En3.-lish 
'4' the le:-)ositi.-)n - 	r";11.',.L 	Deyositi.-11 N. 16. 

	

(.3ienb-l) 	( 10j) 1).RD 
t' n 
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Translatii,n  -711 	 iti n N .  IL 

Der siti:n 	Tr Hens 	 •,11 	 2, btu:A:: 	rtr. 2A., 

re 	 t, C m. Li.t f 	 eti 
tier Crimes Gru (IG1.) 'it T 	, 	t n the 7th 1,11:7-_, t 47. 

I 113NS JENAL have 1.,  en 	 n•-t; 	 t. 	 stat.•ent 
unless I wish 	th..7t r.-.ny 

	 Urt I 
mnv be used 	evi'LTnee 	ti e i th futur:.. 	 this 

•I 1.,y 	fr:.e 	nI n 	un.:r a rnul 1 n r 	rLay 	tee - i; 

I Pans JEN.:11, vr.s brn ri 7. 	A.?. in S.,...AltIAAJL.) II, ,T'rli...:htsram by 
neti-n7.1ity. 

I 'it's 	 -31th 	 t lC th t his 	St - .nis1-.us  
Illes16.us 	 I roc nie hiT:1 	th 	 hanC,,;(1 the pistcl 
-Dyer t 	n thc. Cay n ,-;tiesti:.n in 	sh - •'t the , irzilen. 	I shiuld like ti 
et'. t my 1--.st Ce siti ci th-  t I 	:•)int .-)ut the s: - it whor-, the -irmen were 
shA,, 	!, lc -: iv.n th: 	f. r the n.irmen t he buried thor,. 

f ns 

S-,,v.:rn by the 	n 	Jena, v 1iutcirily t Tmet , 1.:in(Slen nn the 
7th. iluEust 1r4.7, 	Cr t. 1.M. AI 	 by the 
British _Army 	the Rhine. 

(q.:1) 1.1% 1.1riestley, 
Pield Iv. titim Sccti-'n. 

2Crimes Gr u (NE) 

TI.F.1.7D that this is .7. c:rreet tr 	n frrn Grmf.'n int Cnjlish f the 
'n :f 	JEN41.11  inericcC Du siti.n 1\1.•.). I. 

( 	 G,....DDLAD, SEt. 
Ficl Invcsti 	- n Sectism. 

I); 

I 

r4,  
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Translati_n ,f 

„n 	-f 	 i;taislaus 	 _2 1)uisbur:2, 
.4.7tnnsh-f 	 Go 	Ulrich 	Civilian .,ar 

Invostiat-r ±lieU 	 -ar 
at jUi6JU_i.G ..)11 21 :eubruary, 1)47. 

I, ,:,1":20..-3.d, h-Lve been .,arne.1 t.A.vt I .1.411aot 	 to ,.eke a statement 
a3ainst 	-All that each 	 .4hich I :1,, i4C-Kv here 'kith be 
taken a-Ain in -;iritin and 	u U30i as testil.._niAl 1:.tor on. 	I 1:.ake this 
state...ent v_luntarily, -Ath ut 	com2ulsion 	4th„ut any pr,mises c.f 
re%40.rd. 

I, am 	 3tani31.,.us 	 burn on u 1-veml.)er 1o92 in THJ,21, 
Geri:an nationality nd fact,ry ,r :or by occu„)atiJn. 

In iarch 1945 I surveil as ILlkssturnn 7iith the V,lkssturm Duisbur;_;. 	One 
olturn_:)n when i had finished ay duties with the V-olkssturm and :ias havinis my 
Lival at hoi:le I c„uld JbsGrvu IltL,r cycle 4th side car ..riven by a soldier 
Dassin6 by ue h..use 	..11ied airi.ten ;IL.s0 nati panty it is n..A possible 
for me doteri,inu exactly. 	I ::ent to the h.-usc ds:or but c-ulj no lon.:;er sue 
anyone and returned int. my r., ,m to finish iv meal. ,.b„ut a quarter of an 
hJur later I aainv;ent into the h_use passao .‘;here,  I met :J.ss .,:dsbeth 
.,1116.,..NNS ;Al.:, told me durin.7 conversatiin that O,th these airmen had already been 
shot. I pers.)nally Ad neither see the place ;;here the airmen had been br,usht 
on that aftern_on n-r heard -41ere those airmen ,.vote sh_t. On t.: atday I neither 
sp,ko -idth 	 nJr 74th any :Ahoy pers.)ns .,,ho could havc 
seen the shootine; or burial ,T the airmen. 	but a month later i heard fr..ia my 
Iiife that a yowl!, man by na.2.e 	1-03T (?) residin juisburz:-Beeck, Bruckhauser 
Strasse, had observed the sh_etin .A! the airmen. 	This -J,as also c,,nfirmed to Lie 
by him personally. 	me that the sh,ts 42.d been fire3. by the 
2„lizeiiiachtmoister. 

I porsonallyvias intorr,L;atoa in this matter by an -4,erican Office several ti...es 
and also vas ':craded fur indehtiZicatiin before 2olizeimeister tiTse:Li;s.C.1 in 

prison. ST.,IJI:L..OTI said the 2,11JainE: "This may,be him and it may also 
nJt be ht..% .part fr,iA the ;:no time .,hen they 	drivi% past my h_use 
I have never souo, the 7:in,en wain and can {;}vu n. further inf-rmation in this 
hatter. 

Bbleslaus A -7.tiat1coviski 

1.)..,rn by the deponent 	 6tanislaus 3olesl,us v-luntarily at JUISJUAG 
before ,Au .,°rederic Ge.,r;.;c Ulrich 	OiVili-n 	Cri.Lus Investi,;at-r, 
B'iuld InvustiL;atim 	 k;ri,,us 	 detailed by C-in-C British 
.6.1.,4 of the 

(s;;.)) 2.O.U. Glass, investiL;at,r 

CZATI:v1„.2) that this is a correct translation from Geri.. ,n irate Mnglish of the 
Depositi_n of Stanisl:Lus Boleslaus 	 marked ...ie„,;:lition 

G.G.:ddard 31;t. 
Field investizati ,n Section. 
(G. c.k/J.0..,..u)). 
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Translf,ti  n 

 

;1iti n 	14 

  

DEPOSITION 

STALLMACH, Fritz.  

De;  sition 	eath 	Fritz STALL:I/ICH, male, f 	C.I.C. Esterwagen, 
:rn bet' ire me S/Sgt. 	FREUD, Royal Ulster Rifles ef Vier Crimes Greup, 

NWE, at ESTER,;EGEN on 17th, kril 1A.7. 

1 	Fritz 37.1ALL1.4ACJI, born Al 22 November 1C ,-;  at GING:FM. Ea: .t Pruesia. 
- 	 by eccupeti)n, iretestent, 	Ceman netienality, 

Ald have ne child. 	I vies airisener, since the 26 	1945, 

I have been warned that I em met ex:,:elled t Blake a statement un:i.ceA I  -fish 
t de se, th. each statement however which 1 .H make will be teken dawn in 
writing ,nd may be use es .Nidence at any time. 	I make this statement 
velunterily, with-ut cempulei - n, 1...ersuesien and erenises of rewerd. 

In the w c ye-rs I w-s Pelizeimeister of the 11 Police District DUISBURG. 
I reLember the fell.wing incident: 

One 0-y in '.arch 1945 ln Allied aer ,plene w-s shot deem over DUISBERG/ 
L-Eaymucli in the efterneen. 	I saw the baled ut crew censisting c f tvn men 
being jriven away en n m;ter cycle with si:70 cer te the first eid pest by to". 
Wehrmacht n71diers (a eorgeent major and one private). 	Ueen :arrival et the 
first eid _ ::st the scrgeent ran jer searched the airman and took several 
articles of preperty 	end then scid to the airman: "Yeu are going to be 
shet." I was standing nearbye and snw that the airmen who were rut en te the 
greund were w-nnded. 	Shortly -efterwerds the airmen were rut -n the side car 
and were taken te the barn ef the h-use am Kammcrnshof 15. . I taked to the 
sereeant major and then asked several eiviliens, as I knew now in my stupidity 
whether they wore prelared t skeet the airmen. The men who accepted this 
invit:-tion was st-ndirc against the wall abent 11_. metres away. 	The Seri:cent- 
mpier eeve him his riot - 1. 	The civilian then shut both airmen end ,:eve 
:,nether c up Ce grace as one of the airmen was still nlive. 

The Son cant-major t 	me that neither he nor I could sh'et the airmen as we 
were in uniform rn,' I therefero asked the oiriliens whether they wanted to (7.2 
it. 	I did not went the airmen t . be sh ,t but I obeyed the sergeant-major 
because I did not kn'w him. 	I did net know wh' he was but thought that he 
might ressibly be .11 	nt men. 	Ny rank in the Felice was pelizeimcister, 
and as r licemon it w-s 	duty t) bring sh - t d)rn Allied airmen into safety 
immedietely. 	My instructi me were rat that -Jeelice officials were to influence 
civilians pros nt t. sh et er kill respectively Allied airmen. 	As far as I 
kne I w-s the only :elicumn an the slot. 	I now realise th-t the airmen 
were murdered thr ';urh my igrarence -end negli;:enco. 	The civilian who did the 
eh tin was Pbeut 5 years ell and occerding t" his l_eks working man. 
have f -(gotten the name of the man but I know that he then lived at KAi 2NHGF 
C. 

I hae7. my  rist'il in my holster end on this day never te)k it eut of the holster. 
Upon my return t..-1 the ieelice st-tien I ,:.ve• an erel repert about the inci:7ent 
te my superior Rev.:1.4 Leutnent STRAUG:T. 	I did net accuse myself in this 
rei )rt nor were there any questiens rut to me. 	That is n11 I have to say gib cut 

this incident. 
(SA Fritz Stellmr,ch. 

Sw-rn by the eeid de; .anent, Fritz STLLMACH, Irluntarily at ESTERWEC-EN before 
re! S/Sgt C.R. FREUD, detailed by the C.-in-C. British Army of the Rhine. 

(Sgd) C. R. FREUD, 4/Set. 

CERTIFIED d rat this is a. correct translation fr German into Enclish f the 
Deesiti'n 	Fritz flTALIZIACB, marked 	siti n Na. 14.. 

(S g0) G. GOOD RD) Set. 
• Acid Invertig-ti n Section. 
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Translati.n  if 	 No.15, 

S-f 

Fritz 

Further Ded.,sition un ,ath f Fritz 	LLASC1 Lulu of 
iLldirk; Centre, 1.inden, z.irn bef.ire 	Frederic Ge...r,..••;LI Ulrich GL3,
CjvjiLin ..ar Crimes Investizat...r 	.lar Or ig.WS 	 Field Investigation 
Sectiin at DUISBUla in 1 -,,ay 1)4/. 

I Fritz TJJ.CJ have _boon t.:16. th.,..t 1 	nit clled ti make a state,:lent 
that each state;..ent h_;-.ieve.c -which I 1-...:ake here 411 be taken 

din iii writin:, and. s..ay be used as testi.m.;nil later 	I i.ake this 
statei.:ent v:duritarily, 	 and -witniut any pr.A.Ases' of 
reviard. 

I Fritz $T t4..C1t ViaLl shi-wn this mirnin3 in 1'.; lioy 1947 in the  th 	u1ic stati n 
N2.11 	 the f:.,11o,-;inj, undermentioned ,?ersins. 

1. 3...1Q1, 	burn 1.).10.163/1. 

2. LTAO..SA11  Stanislaus, b-rn 	a1.9.  

3. H0-.022,, ..ilhe 1. ., b,rn 11 . 1J. 1 

11-• 	..111,:211.41: 	Fritz, b.:rn 3..1O9J 

I culd reco6nise none f the -,.:,ersins 	t.., me as the oan hi n the day in 
questi n .was issued .with a pist.,1 by the ser:2:eant-Liaj•....r in order to sh_it bith 
the lliei airmen. Further...:.re a lir. 	 barn 27.2.1395 as 
exactly described to iiie and I believe to be able ti say -with certainty that he 
also is not t.._e vianteders..41. 	The i;ordetratir had r..)u;hly the fiLz,uro 

i.e. square built and small and as nit as 
descried. t, i.e ab,ut 1.70 Lietres hih and very thin. I 0:_,.nno-c. dive any 
further detailed inforilatiin in the matter. 

(6i__ned) Fritz Stall.i.cAch. 

Swim by the said. denent Fritz 
before 	2rederic G-ere tJlrioh GL,SS, Civilian .5e Cris Investjatr 
:df iield InvestiL;o.tiin Sectlin, 	Crimk.,s Grou,.; (ki.i.L.), detailed by C-in-C 
3ritish 	of the 

J. Glass 
Investi3atir. 

that this is a cirrout translatiJn fe,m German int 1..ni;lish of the 
further 	 Fritz 	 okud. .Jed.,sitiin 11-.15. 

4 (3,..(1-,(1-3.1 

Field. anvesti,;;ati.,n Section 

1 
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PARTICULARS OF EVIDENCE IN SUPPORT  

(a) 
	

ac ericloced 	 • 

-.. -.;r21 ,:,17....1..... 	 1 
(.:: et) .4 :A ,LI.i.21:215 : 	 1 

11:ei-ni•ic'n 	..2.--.;.: "... P 	1 
Cirtrt 7X. ....,Xi.;:. 	1 

() pi" 	three acci.20.] 	enc 7- 

Strininiat.s 	;3-1_1 	1 
z 	 '2 

■ 
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NOTES ON THE CASE 

(Under this heading should be included the view taken as to (a) the degre$if 
responsibility of the accused in view of his official position, e.g., was offence 
committed on the offender's own initiative, or in obedience to orders, or in carrying 
out a system approved by authority or a legal provision ; (b) the probable defence; 

(c) whether the case appears to be reasonably complete.) 

2‘. r ao 

clear. 	 accused 	 J: 

snot. the air..:c1). 	v -L: 	- 
identified lad :-,he 
;?ri,irt facie cacc 

1,:e 	• I: 

;, ,c civilian -„:J; 
en 7osi,,ive1.:( 

.2e :La 
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For the Use of the Secretariat)  

Registered Number. Date of receipt in Secretariat 1543 

21 DE" ri41 
	 72C 5 1 Li ik(t 	(i  

UNITED NATIONS WAR CRIMES COMMISSION 

...CHARGES AGAINST. WAR CRIMINALS 

CASE No. UF--(27/j 64-9 

	

Franz 	 Vor ialtt.ukso (1.-seicrettir, Kreis  

	

,illd 	 des 4ris,,*pc;,11(ismAnt, 	 

she aco eL are in _xivish custody. 	 

Name of accused, his 
rank and unit, or 
official position. 

ti 

(Not to be, translated. ,  

Date and place of 
commission of al-
leged crime. 

Number and descrip-
tion of crime in war 
crimes list. 

to 	rele- 
vant provisions of 
national law. 
breaches of Inter-
national Law. 

Cin ..or. about ..29 . July .1944. 	 

(i.) 	1,:urder. 

3...urder. 

........... 	• • - • 

13roaclies. of the relevant, provision of. the ,ieneva Jonventioti.. 

relatin:_: to the treatment of prisoners of war.. 

References 

4 

SHORT STATEMENT OF FACTS. 

	

211c accused shot the victim, ;_iereant C.J. L2DLC 	:dr 2'orce, a british 
prisoner of v.,ar, at EUT11:C,EI.+, 	rmany, on. 29 July 19/4 	en lie was v.rounded, under 
arrest and makin.:-; no attempt to escape. 

TRANSMITTED BY of   Lept,) 

 

 

• Insert serial number under which the case is registered in the files of the National Office of the accusing State. 

,3201311 Wt .13:1372 4 	3,030 I Id A. E W.Lt 1 up.sis 
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PARTICULARS OF ALLEGED CRIME 1544 
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The aircraft, of .-,..d.ch the victim was a member of the crew, wa.s shot 
down on 28/29 July 1944 at 	 and two members of the crest were trans- 
ferred to a prisoner of 'war camp. she victim was not arrested until some 
time after these two and was taken into the police office in the town 'rail 
of 	 to await the arrival of military transport to take him to a 
prisoner of war camp. Information, however, had reached the office of the 
first accused at i'-‘0.:tZithali about the crash and instructions were issued that 
no member of the crew should leave 	 alive. 	a consequence of this 
order the two accused -.vent to 	 and aftcr interviewin;: the local police 
there, went to the room in licich the victim was detained, cleared all the 
spectators out of the room and then :hot him, pro:Allay beating him up before 
they did so. 
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Translation of 
Depositioc -c 

3 0 3 I T I - 0 

of 

KARL GE US S, 

Deposition on oath of KARL GEUSS, male, of 39 3aE - RGSTRASSE, 
ITORZHEIll, sworn before Captain A.R. D'ASTUGUES, General List of far 
Crimes Investitiation Unit at PFORZ1 I1, on 23rd August, 1947. 

1. I am Karl GEUSS, barn on 24th January, 1j91, in PFORZHEL1., 
cabinetmaker by trade and of German nationality. 

2. In July 1943;  I was ordered to serve in the Gendarmerie, and was 
stationed in EUTINGEN. 	On the 29th July 1944, an allied aircraft crashed 
near EUTINGEN. At 0900 hrs. an  airman was brought into the townhall 
and at approximately 10 o'clock he was collected by an armylorry. 
About i hour later tile men came from IFORZHEIk and asked about the 
airman and Gendamueriewachtmeister BUCHL:1ITER told them, that he had 
been collected by the army. 	Then they left again. 	At approximately' 
11 o'clock a civilian entered my room and said, there seemed to be 
another airman lying in the wood. Herr BORST lent us his vehicle, 
we went into the wood and brought the airman into the policeroom in 
the townhall. The aii.-man had one leg in splints and was put don on 
his parachute in the policoroam. 	A 'few people entered the room. 
Apart from the splinted leg the airman was in good health and did not 
blued. After.about 3hour the two men from PFORZHEIM returned. 
They showed me a metaldisc with a number and said they were from the 
GESTAPO and ordered me to leave the room to interrogate the airman. 
All bar those two left the room. 	I Went into the yard to chase the 
people, who had collected.  there, away and heard screams of pain from 
the policeroom and immediately heard a shot fired. I then wanted to 
enter the room, but found the door shut. As I was trying the door 
it was unlocked and the two men left the policeroom. Inc of them 
had bloody hands, which he -cashed. 	While they washed, their hands 
they talked to the 3urgomaster. As I feared the worst, I entered the 
roam immediately and found the airman dead in one corner. The 
parachute was spluttered with blood and the wall also had splashes of 
blood. The airman had been shot through the temple. The body was 
brought to the cemetery later on. 	I'would also liku to add, that a 
board of approximately 6C cm length and about 5 am width was lying on 
the floor broken, which had been lying on the first aid box not broken. 

(signed) Karl GEUSS 

Txrn by the said deponent Karl GEUSS voluntarily at IFORZHEIU on 
23rd August, 1947, before me Captain A.R. D'ASTUGUES, General List 
detailed by C.-in-C. 3ritish Army of the Rhine. 

(signed) A.R.D'ASTUGUES Capt. 
Investgating.Officr. 

Certified that this is a true translation of German into English of 
the deposition of Karl -EUSS, radiated deposition No. 1 

(signed) 	B.T. Stevens 	Sgt. 
Field Investigation Section 

War Crimes Group (NWE) 
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Translation of Deposition No.iA 

Second Deposition 

of 

KARL G U S 8  

Deposition on oath of Karl Gauss, 	of 	Si—iiA.:RGaR.AS0E, 
sworn before Sergeant Bertrau Thomas Stevens, intetli_ence Corps cf dar CrLles 
Investigation Unit at Fischbeck on 3rd October 1;47. 

1. I am Karl Geuss, born in 1)ORZnELd on t:“) 2.tn cianuzry 1651 
cabinet-maker by trade and of German datienality. 

2. On torday's identification iJaraae I .as coniruntod uy 	13e:. and I 
recognise the fourth man ( SCHROTn ) ;7.nd the seventh mart ( SCHWAB j fro- tno 
left as the two men from PYORZHEli4. 	Those two ,Aen reained with tie air,: u1 
when all the other :people had to leave the -volicereom. 	I heard screas 01 
pain and a shot, as wnen I rushed bt'.ck to tne room I found the door locked. 
Soon afterwards the door oyenea and those two ...en left the room. One 	the 
two had blood on his hands. In the f,olicerooethe airman lay dead in a 
pool of blood with a shot Llaroull is ne tam ;le. 	While w:-.siling their hands 
those two Den talked with tne BueronAeisfer ISSEL. 

( si.nod ) Karl Geuss 

Sworn by tne said deponent Karl Ge.uss voluntarily at FISCHBILK on 3rd 
October 194.7 before me Sergeant Bertram Thomas Stevens, Intelligence Corps 
detailed by C.-in-C. British itrmy of the Rhine. 

• 

Lsl t.l. 

( 	) B.T.Stevens Sit. 
Field Investigation Section 
liar Crimes Group (NWE) 

CERTIFIED that tais is a true translation frem German into English of the 
deposition of Karl Geuss, marked f)eAsition No. IA 

) B.T.8tevens 6ct 
ViAd InvestiLatien Section 
d!,2 Crimes Groui: (NttE) 
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Tx nsiation of 
	

Deposition No. 4- 
DEPOSITION 

cf 

S C H R .0 T H 

Do.positien in eatn 	her. hn kiCHROTn, 	 )U .1.'RIELOISTR„SM, 
EUTINGEdi sv.orn before Cadtr.in 41..1,..6'4,13TUGLE3 Geser-1. List of War Crimes 
Investigation Unit .tt EbTI...GE.ii on 22nd .1 ■1.1.:USt 

1. I atAhuriz.nn SCHROTh, eern en.the pith 	 in EOTINGEN, goldsmith 
by trade and of Ger,•.nn 

2. On the mernin_, f LiAL ai th. July 	I wont into tick_, .vieed, where I net BOSSERT. 
He told me., that there wn.s an airman up in the 	aril he was going to get n. 
vehicle. 	....DC-till-STEIN and. I went to the spot, iiCSSERT iu.s..d described to us. 
BORST, BOSSERT and a poliee...an overtook us 	arrived a bit ltter. When we 
arrived we found the air: .n sittin..  on the L;roun:... 	The airman had apparently 
a broken lei; as he had put his 	in splints. 	.iielped him into the vehicle 
and made him a soft seat with his parachute to 	his pains during the 
ride. .iiDGENSTEIN, BOSSERT and I then carried him into the policeroom of the 
townhall and put him down on the floor. ;Lt -Lids time there were lots of 
people in the room. The son of the dentist ROTHVUSS then tried to speak to 
the .iiirman, but he did not seem to understand him. 	Then Julius ZORN arrived, 
who addressed the airman in English. The door opened end three men, whom I 
know by sight, entered the room. Somebody shouted: "Kill him," but I do not 
know, who that was. One of the three ordered the people out of the room, if 
they were not there officially. Outside in the anterocra MCBLEITER said to 
no and some others, that those three men were up to scmethin.g bad. During the 
conversation we were about 6 moteres away from the room, in which the airman 
was lying. Then we heard the airman scream with pain; 	Lftorwards I was 
still standing on the steps of the tovmhalli where I was talking with JUNG. 
He told me, he had received an order by Burgomaster Ja-tEr,  to move the people 
before the townhall. When I was standing outside I heard screams of pain, 
and I must suppose it was the airr.nn. I heard later on, that the airman was 
dead. I believe, that I would recognise those three men. 

(signed) Hermann SCHROTH

• Sworn by the said deponent Hermann SCHROTH voluntarily 	.ff1TINGEN en 22nd 
. iuugust 1947 before me Captain .....R.D1,16TUGOES, General List detailed by C.-in-C. 

British l'any of the Rhine. 

CERTIFIIID that this is true translation of 	deposition of Hermann SCHROTH 
from Gen-.-an into M-0.ishi  mr.-.rked deposition No./.- 

• 
B.T.STEVENS 

Field Investigation Section 
vial. Crimes Group (NYE) 

4,DDITIONIL DEPOSITION of Hermann SCHROTH, at EUTINGET; on 9th September 1947 
siaJrn under the same oath. 

On the photographs, th own, to met I believe to recognise the man on photograph 
No. "5" as one of the men from PFORnaMi.• 

(sined) heruann SCHROTH 	 ►  

••• 

( ;led) 	R...DiniSTUGUES Capt. 
Invcsti: ation officer 
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Tr: nslr.tion of 
	

Deposition No. 5 
DEPOSITIO N 

of 

ERIN KARL R 0TI-1 t U S  

Deposition on oath of Erwin Karl ROTH.;5SS, Gzle, or 97 HAUPTSTRASSE, 
EUTINGLN sworn liefore captain L.R. D'AZ,TUGUES, GeneralList, of 	Crimes 
Investigation Unit at EUTD;GEN on 21 st August 1947. 

1 • 	I EL: ■ Exti .n Karl ROT1iFUSS, born 2dth Fe oruary 1900 in PFORZHEIM'',  living 
at 97 aAUPTSTRASSE, IXTINGEN, Kreis PFORZHEL 	I am a dentist by profession 
ani of German nationality. 

2. On the 29th July 1944 I returned frog:. my b.r.L.otice in KIESELAIONN and 
heard, that a wounded airman had been brow-lit into the townhall. 	As thief 
of the Red Cross it was my duty to look at tae airman. 	Entering the police- 
room, I saw the air.: an sittin,? on the floor with his right le; in splints. 
I asked of the airman, whether he was in pain and whether i should give him 
a new bandage. 	His le was very well splinted and he said he could well 
stand the transport to the army-hospital. 	I ordered the Gendarmerie-wacht 
meister BUCHLEiTER to telephone the hospital, wlach happened, because Herr 
BUCHLEITER told me a vehicle was coming. 	The airman had apart from his leg 
injury only slight abrasions. 	There were many people in the room, amongst 
others Herr DENNIG, KELLER and BUOM:ITER. After approximately 20 - 25 
minutes a man came in and ordered that tae room be cleared. 	On leaving the 
room, I asked three men, who wanted to go forward, also to leave the room. 
One of the men said to Lte: 	"Vie are from the 1 Kreisleitung'." 	I do not 
know who informed the Keisleitung. On leaving the townhall my way home 
led past the window of the police-room. 	I :.eard screams of pain from this 
room. 	After leaving the room I have never seen the airman. again. 	I heard 
about half an hour later, that the airman had died. 	In the evening I saw 
from my flat, a boxlike coffin taken away in a vehicle. 

3. The three men wore civilian clothes as far as can remember. 	Afterwards 
I heard that one of ther:. was a man named SCHWAB and remembered, that I had 
known him before. 

Sworn by the said Deponent ERViiN KAR 
on 21st August 1947 before me Captain A. ii 
by C. -in-C. British Army of the Rhine. 

(sighed) E. Rothfuss 

L ROTUFUSS, voluntarily at EUTINGEN 
. DIASTUGULS, General List detailed 

(sined).R. D'Astugues Capt. 
Investigating Officer 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translation from German into English of the 
Deposition of Erwin Karl ROTHFUSS, marked Deposition No. 5 

(signed) 3.T. Stevens 	Sgt. 
Field Investigation Section 

,LT Crimes crouk: 
( B. T. STEVNS Sgt. 

Second Deposition of Erwin Karl ROTHFUSS on 9th September 1947 sworn under the 
same oath. 

On the photographies, shown to me, I believe to recognise the man on 
photograph No. "5" as one of the men from PFORZHEIM, who were in the 
police-room. 

(signed) E. ROTHFUSS 
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Translation of 	 Deposition No.6 

.0 	OSITIO.N 

KARL hUGO J U G  

Deposition on oath of KARL JUGO JUNG, 	eu. 1 GUTLUBaBSTRASSE, 
OfiInGZN sworn 'oefore L;aL .tain 1,.R.D'ASTG.1O.LJ, floaci.al List of tzar Grimes 
Ihvestigation Unit at EUTINGEf: on 22nu August 1.4!./. 

I. 	I am KA.RE JUGO JUNG, born on the 30th 	i‘L.A_i_kl.TI.riGEN, a voldsmith 
J: trade and of German nationality. 

2. 	In the night of the 29th July 1944 a report ca-e into the townhall, that 
an Allied aircraft had been shot demi. I was on tele)hone duty that night till 
eight o'clock in the morning. 	When I returned to the townhral after breakfast, 
I saw one airman fro,..1 this crashed 'plane. 	This mr.ln was collected later on by an 
arrlylorry. Just before the airiaan was taken away, I recieved a telephone call 
from the S.,'LSTAiND.LRTE in P.CORZHEII:., with the following message: The AREISLEITER 
KL:AB demands that no airman should reach PVORZHEI alive. 	I talked about this 
call with Herr DENNIG aad fa■LTIER. 	We were shocked and refused the order and 
did not pass it on. We got to kaow that another airman had been found in-
jured in the wood and this man was brow ht by a few people in a car to the 
townhall. Soon afterwards three men from ilLORZHELI wont into the townhall 
and went to Herr Burgomaster JSSEL. Soon afterwards they left the room of 
the Burgomaster [wain and front downstairs. 	I heard eae• of the::, say: 
"Let's Yo - downstairs, the Kreisleiter demands it".  Shortly afterwards I 
got the order from the .,3,:.i. oian.ster to go dowastairs and tell the police to 
send the people off, WAG had eollected uefore the to,nitall. As I went to 
the policeroom, I met the tr,o men fro:.. 	 J„.i when I entered the police- 
room, I saw the Armaa 	on the floor *.:0,..1tly dead. There was a 
pool of blood under ais head. 	Ithen I treat. u2stirs ai;ain I save the three men 
talk with the Bur,omaster aoeut the DiNNIG, case, 	had become known to 
them, that herr 	had protested. a_fiinst the :thing of the airman. 	They 
wanted to arrest him, out the D: r_ 	in ,,00d word for him. 	The 
names of these three ten are knu,ha to me as: 

1. i'ranzSOhROTh 
2. LudLiL, FISCHEit 
3. SChWAB 

on my way to the police- As far as I can remember, the two men t;-.C:.- 
. room, were SethiiAB and l'ISCRE.R. 	I would liao 	 had heard no 
screams nor shots, as my rooi. is in the up)osite 

(sin04) ..R.D1,,STUGUES  Capt. 
Investigating Officer 

CERTIlIED that this is a true translation from Geri:.an into English of the 
deposition of Karl Hur:o JUNG, marked deposition No.6 

(signed) L.T.STEVENS Sgt. 
Field Investigation Section 

War Crimes Group (NWE) 
Additional Deposition of Karl Hufb JUNG on 9th September 1947• sworn under 

the same oath. 

I recbi;,adse the man on photOgraph No. "L-.:" as Franz SCHROTH. 

si:„hed) Karl Hu :;o JUNG 

Karl Hugo JUi'G 
Sworn by the said deponent Karl Jugo 	Voluh.arily at EUTINGEN on 22nd 

h...t:-,ust 1947 before me Captain ,L.R.D t...STUGUS, 	Lisi, detailed bf 
British Army of the Rhine. 
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Translation of 
	

7 

D 2 0 '6ITIO H 

Of 

JULIUS RLDOLF Z 0 P. N  

Deposition on oath of Julius Rudolf ZORI.41  male, Of 120 liZPTSTR;LSSE 
EUTL1GEN sworn before Captain A.R.D'ASTUGUES, General List of Whr Crimes 
Investigation Unit at EUTINGEN on 9th Septonber 1947. 

1. I, Julius Rudolf ZORN,vias horn on the 16th hay 1902 in EUTINGEN, a 
goldsmith by (occupation) trade and of Gerntan nationality. 

2. I was called to the townhall one mor,lin!: in July or Jiugust 1944 as an 
interpreter to asked for the identity of an airmcl. 	Then I went ho...e again. 
At 4  to 12.1 again saw a. lot of peo)le before t-o townhall aad no .,rd t_at 
another airman had been brought in. 	I :w_ at to the policeroo.il ane, saw an a7Lrnan 
lying on the ground wrapped in a blanket. 	I .;:>ked the ainzln if he 1:anted arAy 
thing, but did not get an answer. 	I left te joliceroo- 	,rear into the ante- 
room. 	From there I heard somebody order -Lie _ec,..de to leve t,s.1 room. ieople 
left the room and I went home. I heard no screams or snots. I heard in the 
evening or the next day, that t-, air,Jaa a:.s dead. 	The accusatioh, that I 
illtreated the airman is a lie. 

(signed) Julius ZORk; 

Sworn by the said de.oneat Julius Rudolf ZORN voluntarily at all:GIII! on 
9th Sei,tember 194.7 before. me Captain A,R.D'ASTUGUES, General list ._et .fled by 
C.-in-C. British Arlly of tae Rhine. 

	

(si;Ded) 	 Cat. 
InvestiL,atiaL; 

CERTI/oIED that this is a true translation from German into .1nzlisA 
of the deposition of Julius Rudolf ZORN, marked deposition No.7 

(signed) B.T.STEVENS Sgt 
Field Investi gation Section 

War Crimes Group (Nt?E) 
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Tr:;.nsition of 	 Deposition No. 6 

D EPO SITIO N 

of 

LO IS FISCHER 

Deposition on oath of Louis FISChAIR, male, of ALEMTEIG 162 YOSTSTRASSE, 
at present at the K.?EISKRANNENhAUS in REUTLINGEN sworn before Capt: in 
A.R. D'ASTUGUES General List of ',-ar Crimes Investigation Unit at REUTLINGEN 
or: 26th August 1947. 

1. I am Louis FISCHER, born on the 3rd DuceLa3er 1690 in 
EANGEN:5URGAMERTENaiRG am a locksmith by trade and of German nationality. 
I have been warned, that I am not forced to make a statement unless I wish to 
do so, but that any statement that I  make will be taken down in writing and 
can be used as evidence in court. 	I make this statement voluntarily, 
without threat, persuasion or promise of a reward. 

2. I joined the NSDAF in i,:ay 1933 and never held an office. 	I joined the 
SA in autui;12 1933 and held the rank of a TRUPEHRER. 

3. One day during 1943 or 1944 I herd in FFORZHEIid,  that an American 
aircraft had crashed near EUTAN3E11. 	As my brother was an airman in the 
great war in Germany and later emigrated to the United States and became 
American citizen, I supposed that he again became an airman in the 
American army in the last war. 	brother is more than 10 years younger 
than 	I thought, that iv brother could possibly ue in the crashed 
aircraft and that is why I went to EUTINCEN on icy autocycle. Having 
arrived at the townhall in EUTITTGEN I went to the 3urgonasters room and 
made inquiries about the shot-down airman and was told, that he had yet to be 
brought in. 	In the Burgomasters room; I saw amongst others Herr Burgomaster 
JSSEL; Herr SCHWAB, SCHROTH and a policeman. 	I waited in the room till the 
airman was brought and then I went downstairs to look at him. The airman 
was sitting on the fllor leaning. against the wall with one leg in splints and 
wore a blue uniform.. The parachute was lying a bit further away. 	The 
airman had a pained expression on his face, but I saw no blood. 	I left the 
room after a short while and went upstairs again, where i met a small man. 
I asked him if he knew where the aircraft was lying and he told me that parts 
were in the garden of the townhall, led me there and showed it to ate. The 
parts were scattered before and behind the railwayline and I stayed there for 
some time to have a good look at the parts. 	I then returned to the townhall 
and said to sCHWA3 and SCHROITII, whom I met, that I was going home. They 
replied, that they were also going hone. I drove off then and saw that they 
also went to their motorcycles. 	drove off I did not see many more 
people inside or before the townhall. 	I heard the next day, that the airman 
was dead. 	I have nothing to add to this statement. 

(signed) FISCHER L. 
sworn by the said deponent Louis FISCHER voluntarily at REUTLINGEN on 

26th August 1947 before me Captain A.R. D'i,STUGUES, General List detailed by 
C. -if-C. British Army of the Rhine. 

(signed) A.R. D'ASTUGUES Capt. 
Investigating Officer. 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translation of .the deposition of Louis 
FISCH-R from German into English, marked deposition No. 8 

(signed) 	B. T. STEVENS 	Svt. 
Field Investigation Section 

war Crimes Group OVE 
( 	T. STEVENS Sgt. 
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Translation of 	 Deposition No.9 

I) EPOSITI0 N 

of 

L.rd, l rtitd.hd■ j1.4  .1, I N 1. 

Deposition on oath of Karl ivriecl,rich LINK, 1..r1e, of /2 
EUTINGEN, sworn before Captain .‘,...d...D',,Sirt:CLES, Goner]. 	-bar Crimes 
Investigation Unit 	..d.uTi..GEN on 22:ta .1.ug -,Ast 1A.7„ 

1. I am Karl kriedricii LINK, corn on the 50th December 1O ;A in PFORZHEIM. 
Gravedigger by occupation and of Ger:mn 

2. In the end of July 1-)44, an aimaan, who ii,jea on ono leg, was brought 
into the townhall. he was laid down on the floor in tile policeroom. 	The 
man did nog Lioan and see"ed to have had no injuries a art iro- his lame leg. 
When I returned to tile towni.all shortly 7__l ter dianor, 	told me that the 
airaAanWaS dead. The head of the airman was swollen 	L.ore was a pool 
of blood on the floor. I had the impression, that the air an had been 
beaten. 	Lfterwards the air:.lan was buried by me. 

(si-:nod) Karl LINK 

Sworn by the said Deponent Karl Friedrich LINK voluntarily at EUTINGIli 
on 22nd i',ugust 1947 before Captain L.R.D'a.ISTUGUES, General List, detailed 
by C. -in-C. British 	of the Rhine. 

(signed) L.R.D'.LSTUGUES Capt 
Investigating officer 

CERTIFIED that tilis is a true translation fra.! German into English of 
the Deposition of Karl Friedrich Link, marked Deposition Ne. 9 

(.i, -,ned) b.T.STEVENS Sgt. 
Investiation Section 

r Cri::ius Group (NNE) 



,‘• 1553 
Tr-  ns3 tion of _ it :.on No.10. 

DE POSIT I 0 

of 

FRIT; 1/77c,T-T vELL.P.-? - - 

Deposition on oath of rarl 	drich 	 fzle of 109 HAUPTLTR,: 

EUTINGEN, 7. re is 1'i0OR 	 sworn be ore Capt.. in n. R. ,)' 	 Ge ne ra 	t of 

• a r Crit,es Inve s tic(' titan Unit at EUT 1•GEN on 21st ucust, 1947. 

1. aLi ':a rl Friedrich KELLER, born on .!9th April, 1895 in BUTZ:NG-EN, living in 

BUT:TrIEF, HAUP'.I.7iTRASSE 10'), ste e l-engrave r by profession and of Ge mon nationality. 

2. I 'was tmployed by the community in EUTINGEN as secretary and coroner. On th: 

29th July, 1944, a wounded airman s brought into the policeroom of the totenhall. 

I le f t the to,..nhall to go to th wood, ,..he rc a n airman larts kille d in the crash. 

Just before I left the to-, ,nholl I looked into the root.., in wh.ch  the airu.an was 

lying on the floor 1:ith right leg in splints. 	I St:17 no trace s of blood on the 

floor and the ainian was still aliv.. 	Before I left vith the Gc ndorm.:. rl wacht- 

Etc iste r BUCII• ETTER and before 1  113 d. sec n the aim) n, 	 mcn we nt to the 

urgoraaste r, 	 -L knew these three men as f,embe rs of th. S.A. in PFOR.21E7.i 

by name of SCHROTH, XII •'AB and -0ISCHF,R. 	I do not know why th...y came , but 

suppose they cam.: be cause the S.M. in EUTITIMIT re fused to carry out the order to 

kill shot-down airmen, whi..hhad be en given by telephone by the S.A. in PFORMIli. 

7 'returned to the ter.nhall after 2 - 2 hours and learned, that the wounded airmen 

had die d. 	As coroner I went into the police room to establish, that the man was 

dead. 	On ente ring the room I saw a big pool of blood on the floor. 	On examining 

the body I was sorry to establish, that the wounded airman had be en killed by a 

. shot through the head. 	I know exactly thrA the b.-idy that I. found was the same 

pe rson, whorn 1 saw be for: 1  left the townhall. 	e buri,. d this &ad man togethe r 
with his s two perished comrade s in the cemete ry. 

( signed) Karl Keller 

Sworn by the said Deponent Earl Frit; dricii MIER, voluntarily at EUTINGEN 

on the 21st August, 1947, be f ore me Captain A.R.' D' ASTUGUFS, Gene ral List de to ile d 

by C. -in-C. British ;may of the Rhine . 

(signed • A.R. D'.ASTUGUES Capt. 

• Investigating of floc r 

CERTIFIED that this is a true trahslation I rot.: Ge rman into English of the 

J)e position of Karl Friedrich 	 marked (1.-  position T1o.10. 

( sign. d.) B. T. :-;t e yens, ;P; g t 

Field Investigation Sc et:Lon 

or Crimes Group(U E). 

(B. T. STEVENS Sgt. ) 



!:.11554 

Translation of 
	

Depositic,n .kb.11 

DEPOSITION 

of 

4RNER HANSROThFUO 6  

Deposition on oath pi' Vierne.r Hahs ItOTITL'USS, male, of 97 i i  
ilITINGEN sworn before Captain A.R.DIASTUGUES, Genorrl List ef War Crimea 
Investigation Unit at EUTINGEN on 21st i,ugus.-t 1947. 

1. I am Werner Hans ROTifl'USS, born on 	12th December 1923 in 1FORZHEIL, 
livih_; at EUTINaal, IL.UZ-TSTil,SSE 97. I is a -2u2il and of German nationality. 

2. In the end of July 1944 I was called to he tovnhall by my father to 
ask the airman a few questions as an interpreter. 	Xter about 10-15 
vinutes I was ordered by so.Aebedy to leave the room. Just as I was leav- 
ing- the room I looked back 	saw a Dan leaning over the airman. 	I saw 
the man huldin:: ais hands before the throat 	the airman and I heard the 
airman groan. I ceuld not see exactly wether the hands wore pressing 
against the thro:A, as there were a few -.0QC.Jje between no and the airman. 

I passed the window from the outside I heard F.OQ more screa;.s. 

(si_hed) Werner ROTHFUSS 

Sworn by the said deponent ',/e? ricr ROTIL:6:-.-S voluntarily on the 21st 
4'ust 194.7 before no Captain ,.....R.D';,.,RUGLTI:S,Gener:1 List det,:dlod by C.-in-C. 
British law of the Rhine. 

(sined) iL.R.D1 A.STUGUES Capt. 
Investigatik: Officer 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translation from German into English of the 
apposition of Werner ROTHFUSS, marked- deposition No.11 

(sinned) B.T.STEIIENS Sgt. 
Field Investinti,n Section 

War Crimes Group (NZ) 

4 
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At : 1555 

ippx 'C' (ii) 

P D V I T 

British 4',rry of the Rhine 

Ill lift; 	OP 	CRLa1.3 	 Pile No. :.005220/2A1.1728/Lez;a1 

In the case of 	ilJTINGEN 	:iurder of a British 

.;.ffidavit cf 	 Capt. 1..R. 

I, 	 Capt. 4;..R. D'.,3'111.1CrIllo,S 

hereby rake oath and say as follows:— 

On the 6th 	dew of September 1947 I attended at No.2 

and1 conducted an interroc;ation. of 	 llilli SC11111 J3 

2. The said 

-.ins: warned that he was not coml)elled to Aake a stateent and that ally 

such statement m%da 	be used in evidence at a trial. 

3. The statement. now 	 e 	 '.2roiA..ion No 	12 

was read over by 	Sjt. 3.T. STIMDIS 	 as interpreter 

to the said 	 Milli SCIi,..3 

in German on completion of th:. saia interreation 	no tauroupon 

stated tnat it was true and volunt%rily sizned 	presence. 

4. The said statement was obtained .by sac fre..1 -:;. said 

SCILLB 

without the use or threat of use of force or vi lenco or the pro..tise of - 

any kind of reward. 

R.D',',092LiGUL2 

Sworn by the said 	 Capt. 

before me this 17th day of October 194-7. 

0 i/c No. 3 Thcs.r.i., 
IA La J. Iiwes ti ation Jectien, 

ru.le s Group 
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D  I= 0 	T 0 

OF 

WILLI 80:1VA:.3 

D. ! ,on' 	, t 	• 71:1_1) 	, 	ofLE...:••.;1'1I..,.,:';,/\"Testohalia. 
D'ASTUGU--.L.Z, Creneral List o,f 
or ti Septeeber, 1947. 

1. 	I, 1TiP.1. 	- -.wee born on 
re-aninistrat!: 	•I'lcial 	oecupation 
Jarnee, tat 	not forced to 
11/ st;.teet Veit I make 'ill 	t- 

• eieenee 	eoart, 1 make tAs st•Lt 
ersuasion or the -f)reeliee of a r 

1960, ih ITORZhEllii, an 
_eel nationality, I have boOn 
neithout :az! wish, but that• 

- _ 	 cell be used as 
without threat, 

• 

I join( :,' the 3.A. on the 10te 	 last rank was Sturmfuehrer. I joined -LA, eSDAP on the 1st lfezr, 	 7,-t the Kreisoffice I- l' the NEW as 	atareeiter (clerk) fre,-: 	tr 	till July, 1936. 
• It wee :e 	-.ter the 20th July, 1 	,tc assasination attempt on t e•-re 	severe air-raid on STUTTGART in the niEht from ]:.(:ay to Satur:Lee. 	bomber crashes: 	wet-entruce of the PFORZHEli.; 

(.e:_etery and did e. lot of d.aele..-ze. I had. to deal 	this case as cielef of 
war-daer,..ee office. As I was to le-eve done duty .eith the S.A. on Saturday, 

ti.e S.A.-Standarte on Saturdre' ;rnin to as!; the Standartenfuehrer 
fcr exemption of tnis duty. Tle Staed.artenfu:.hrer w(...s not in. There was a 

e-alted ,•:.:21.(1. I-  took it. The Kreisleiter asked to talk 
to the Stenthxteefeehrer. When I replie.I that he was eot in, the Kreisleiter 
exclaimed: "When ,eLe 	1;ie-., he isn't in, It can't 	on like this. In 
KUTINGE1'T three enele. eirieee -Ter.. 1-roe -.6 in. The populations attitude was hostile to the eirEee 	S.A.-eeee 	iretected the airmen. You will proceed ine:ediately 	 ;•;111 	L 	 '1;uilty S.A.-men. If -.re have 
trz.eitors in our iidt,- I 3hall wipe thee. out ruthlessly, You can depend on 
that. "I rc-plied that t'f-e_: S.A. as such ha.d  nothing to Oo with the matter. 
Apart from that the exPlanation w e eiatter for the Sturmbannfuehrer. The 
Kreisleiter -Joule' not accept this ee;.: ordered me personally to L-e to EUT-1GE7.-i. I 
in 'is 
 asked ria.uptsturmfuehrer 	resent, to - drive me to EUTINGEN car. As 	still had to notif; 	le•erir, the -Lord IL:eyor (Oberbuergermeister) we decided to meet in 	hour. We -.'it t • ;1T_T7.'Ie-GL,•1 .-.71nroxi:x..-Aely -an hour later. We found out in ELPI' ier:-EN, that the threk_. .1-erien 	,_;ollected by the Army. 

All happened as I se_cepoee,: it hoe.. The rure-1. 	ere.; ...ttachee to the home-uard and as such 	under orders of the -police. 1-oele :uaree ie,d found the airmen 
and brought there to the merest police stet -!_on as ordered. The Ortsamtsleiter 
( local chief) of the liSV, the teacher DEiIG, saved thc airmen from attacks by 
his energetic behaviour. I assumed that the Ortsgruptenleiter and Buergermeister 
ISSEL had misinformed the Kreisleiter. • VOIGT and I entered the Burgomasters 
office and asked hie, for an explanation. ISSEL was very embarrassed but denied 
tc have talked with the Kreileiter. I then eeneC, the Kreisleiter with his 

.t.e-ehone and_ told hie: thet the 	 not Li end the Ortsgruppenleiter did 
r.o: know anythin ;...bout it. 77ithout e.etitiee: the answer of the Kreisleiter, 

the receiver in ISSEL' s hand. • ISS1,1:, _e_aiouncee. himself and then heard rule H ee and ISL. --newel-ea every now 	I nyez" to the Kreisleiter. • ISSEL 
. J. very excited after tide converee'e".en, 	us no explan:.tion. I then 

• .t into :the next room to write oet 	re:eort. This had to 1e. lone very•  
• Tully s not to i,lun:se ::;.nyone :Leto ei:Lsfeee,, because the Kreisleiter 

eted to 01-row m re.-„uleitee secer.eLe 	e..e.eese cc)ncernine hler...„ action in the 
elLe 	Y--o-oc:rat i on of tIn 20t. July. 	.letntim. Sturmban-ifuehrer SCI•MOTH 

l'uc,hror FISCI1EP 	 d into, the Burcomasters 
roo:e 	caile cat: "'Lilo:: hay,. 	rr • • 	.:!tt.L r 	le-to the police. Could 
you coi-le dowe. "Ls'AL 	 , 	 ollo ro after 
short 74111 . 	 of 	 th corridor of the tovmhall 
who had cedieet,e eefore 	dutyroom of -4;.• 	•,T . dc.or was open, the 
teinuari saL on 	floor ale-, z... civilian sat 	 i. Other civilians stood 

/around 



• 

- 2 

around the two. A policeman talked to tho peopl before the room. .;c1 then entered 
tho room and I heard the civilian aske.:3 the airman  in h.nclish. I asked the 
civilian what he interroatfd the airman al;cut. He stated he asked the airman 

technical questions. 	then left the rca. a:ain to finish !f re--)ort. I saw 
a polioeman on the upp, r floor. As 147 -omraCes did not follow me 
f wont eiownstairn zwain after same tire. When I came to the policeroom, I saw 
a riotous thronf in there. E  locked for tho policeMan, mut there was not one there. 
The only porson of auti:ority I saw thcre wa the Puri::omaster ISSEL standing a few 
meters away in the corridor. t called to him: "Why don't you co inside, we can't 

that!". I saw .±..:.:SEL enter the room. 	wis very upset and went upstairs 
to the urrer story, where . had seen the policeman. Just before I reachee' the 
uprer story I h ,,rd a shot. It could have been 2 - 3 ,-hots. Upstairs I then 
saw SOliROTI. with ti ,  Policeman. We went 6ownstairs then. DownstaLrs.VOIGT met 
us. I asks' 	 ant he 	ale airman was dead.. VOIGT shrugged 
his shoulders, wl.e, 	who had shot the airman. I wanted to go to the 
dutyroom of the 	wnen VOIGT called to me: "I am going, the police and 
the burgomaster are h,re (to take care (DC everythint;.)" I thenwent with him and 
crc drove immediately Lc the Kreisleiter. 

4. When I went downstairs, after-the shots had been fired, there were still a 
few people in the corridor. I canno, r.::member to have seen FISCHER and ISSEL. 

When we arrived at the Kreislc:itun,,;, the Kreisleiter met us already in the 
anteroom and called to us: "You blizhters, I can't use you for anything. They 
fJYays say the S.A., the S.A. (does a lot of things) but-iihen one need3you, 

are too cowarC:ly". I gathered from that, that the Kreisleiter had been 
5,formed exactly about the incidents in E'AINGEN. He said to me then: "How 

:rou have pity with such a man, they are murderers. "I was very excited and 
the Kreisleiter: "Yes, all 	drop bombs on helpless people are murderers, 
that is no reason, why I shout. become a assassin. "The Kreisleiter then 

i•-Alted the teacher DEi..INIG and the police and left us. Before he left, he 
,t,red the Kreis eschaeftsfuehrer (Kreis acl)in official) to sulmon the chief 

et police of the Zreis, to tell him off. On the way to the Standartc VOIGT 
expressed his )g.ave opinion, that the Kreisleiter would take proceedings against 
me in this matter. At the Standarte I expressed my auger to the Admin. officer, 
Ob‘rsturmfuehror BISCHOFF, aebut the behaviour of the Kreisleiter and doubted 
whether the Kreisleiter could justify his actions. - BISC17OFF c;xplained, that 
a secret orLer by BORMILI: existeJ about that. With t in secret order it was 
cxressed, 	tilt: party should not interfere with demonstrations against 
shot-down. airmen. Just :then the behaviour of the :reisleiter and the irtsgruppen-
leiter became clear to me, the remark of the K reisleiter in his first telephone 
call, whether the Standartenfdehrer had instructed us and ISSELL's attempt to 
place the responsibility with th - 	iiISMOFF informed me later on, the 
Kreisleiter had told-the Standartenfuahror, that I had failed completely in 
EUTINGE and that the S.A. could be proud 	such "leaders". 

6. 	That is all I have to sw, about this matter. 

(Signed) WILLI SCHWAB. 

Sworn by the said deponent Willi SCHWAB voluntarily at FISCHBECK on 
6th SepteMber, 19l7, before ne Captain A.R. D'ASTUGUES, General List detailed. 
by C.-in-C. 2.ritish 1,rmy of the Rhine. 

(Sitlned) A.R. D'ASTU'AES, Captain 
Investigatinr, officer 

CLRTIFIED that this i3 a true translation of the deposition of Mali SCHWAB, 
marked de position No.12 

(Signed) B.T. STEVENS Sgt. 
Fie1nvesti3ation Section 
W,r Crime Croap (3.4WE 
C-:.- 

 
STEVENS. S'._e.t. 
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	 P 	 a' a 11.2.i,ish 

he("-:'-  .kc oath an!... sa„: .2_1 	- 

 

  

7th , On the 	........... 	 ....-.. 

	 No, 2  

tende1 at 

	 and conducted An 

  

intcrroation of .... 	  11r.)-:z 

 

2. Ale said 

  

  

110.3 wa.rned th..t. • c/ not coelcd to iahca a statement and that aAy such 

statement :.nde 	be used in evidence at a trial. 

3. The statemnt now produced to !:.e 	T:arked Production 

13 As 'C ti ' 	r.fsd, over by 	  

as inte.....Treter 	the said Franz Oswald .1:::O2H 

 

en completion • the said interroation fmd he/ thereupon FCrn_trs 'l tt 

it - 	 voluntarik, sif.ned it in my -:?resence. 

1. 	hc i d statement 1:L obtained b,' me 2.1.'01.1 the Said 	  

Li 

without the use 	 2orcc or violence-or th.. '2f01.1i3C 	 kina 

worn b: the sa-;.1 

 

.:1. 	D'A.stuz,ues 

Capt. 	.1)1 iTc!.1.1.1.3 • 

  

       

Bcforc mc this ...I'M.... 0-4,7 

      

      

ajor;  
0 i/c Ye. 3. Tea, 

Field Investication :::;ectten, 
-Ceines 'GrotiP (-7E 

r 
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Appx. "C" (iii) 

OF T;"E RiIFE 

Li TiE MATTER OF VAR 	. 	 ; „ G/122/2/C.1728/Le al  4-• • • 

In the case of 

	

Affidavit of 		 

y 	4,24b. 	 

   

- i.,:urdea.• of 	 Airinafi 

    

               

  

is 
SvRGEAr 

           

              

             

               

hereby make oath and say as follows :- 

1. 	On the 	7th 	day of Sep chi) r , 1947 ........ OOOOOOOOO I attended at 
• 

•O 	No.2 W.C.H.C.    and acted as interpreter at the 

Franz Os‘.val0 SCHROTH  interrogation of' 	  

2. I correctly translated to the best of m: ability the aucstions put 

Captain A.R. D'ASTUG'JES  by 	  

the investiatinL; officer, and the answers given by the said OO 	  

Franz Oswald SCIWTH 

13  5, 	The statement now produced to me and Tx...rd Production 

was read over by me to the said anz 0s7ald SCHROTH 	

I. German on completion of the said interrogation and he/eke thereupon 

stated that it was true and voluntarily signed the same in my presence. 

(Siened) B.T. STEVENS 

1]Al s 
Sworn by the said .• 	 SER.(1 	l B.1. STEVE_  

17t!, 	• Octobt  r i 1947.  3efore me this 	  ...... (lay of 

(Signod). F.ii WP1ER Major 
0. i/c 146.3 Toam . 

Field Investigation Section 
War Crimes Group (NWE) 
(F.M. WARNER) 

•1 

4 

•1•••••••• 
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the case of 	 ET.T■ 	- Murder of - J. 3ritish Airman 

Fqe  ,G. i[CG/1228/2/0.1728/Leol 
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n • • • . 
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"0"  (i) 

AFFIDAVET  

	AI.̀   OF T21: RiP 

	 • • • 	  

S:iRriELT 	3'112,'E'S 

hereby make oath ane say as follows :- 

1. On the 	3rd. 	 October 1947 da: of 	 -/ 	i attended at 

.lo.2 ':;.C.i.C. . . 	

 

an coducted a further 

interroati of 	 1,ranz Oswald SCHROTH  

2. The said 	 Franz Os wale. SCHROTH 	
I • • • 

was warner that he/Slio was not co:pelled to make a statement and that 

any such statement made :flay be used in evidenco at a trial. 

3. The statement now produced to 'me 	mirkeC 	  .... 	 

. 	 was read over by me to tile said • -iranz Oswald SCHROTH  

(;erman o?i co ::,lotion of the said interrogation and. heAske 

thereuon stated that it was true and voluntarily sisned the same in 

my presence. 

4. The said statement was obtained by Me from the said 	  

Franz OswaY SCIMMi . . 	  

without the use or threat of use of forco or violence or the ,promise of any 

kind of reward. 

Sworn by-the said 

	

17th 	

SERGEANT :3.T. STEVE '.3 

(Signed) 3.1. STEVEN,S :. 

October, 1947 	  

	

before me this 17th 	of 

(Signed) F. WAR14ER Yajor 
0. i/c NO.3 Team 
Field Investigation Section, 
::ar Crimes Grow. (OWE) 
(F.1;. WARNER) 
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?}UM C.i.LD C H11. 0 T -V- 

Deposition on oath of Franz Oswald 	male of FalaiTINCLN/R1-1J., 	• ,T., 
22 sworn before Captain 	D'ad'...'UGUEa, General List of Tr Crimes Investioation 
Unit at FIATIBEOF. on 7th Septei-qber 1947. 

1. I, Franz Oswald aCEZOTF, VI9.3 born on the 20th .-..11-2U3t 1839 in LIL 
, A VE-;:e ■I.LLTM -Ca,0:3)faL. --RaTaIIR (administration official) by prefeoefepn 

and of German nationality. I have been warned, that I am not forced to _Ake a 
statement without ilzr wish, but that any statement that I make will be taken dovm ih 
writino; and can be used as evidence in court. I rake this statement voluntarily, . 
without threats, persuasion or promise of a reward.. 

2. I joined the 	on the 1st Decembe;.• 1930. 	I joined the 	in November 19:ii 
I -;:r last rank 	tur.lban .fuehrer z.V. 

3. Itwas shortly after the 20th July 19N+ on a saturday on the end of the month, 
when I received a telephone call fro,:i the idni3traton officer of the :Jtandarte, 
1.)erstur: -..2uchrer Dischoff and we...; told to ,;o to 7.-;UTIF.:.V.: it...eclio.tely, I would be 
told all e..bout it by the otdjutant 	who -,;as fell-ea:1y n Za12IN(.21,:::. 	In ..1127i, T.P.a1.; 

told re, that airmen had. come sown duriiu the aizht. The ocoulation had 
intended to lynch the ai:.:an, but the ,A had -orotected the sai.le old we should take 
do-an a stf.-.tement about the case. 	The airmen had in the 1...Cailtii"LC .0CC11 col ected 
-by the ar..t.o. 	Durin,o: our investition a cOvilian came throuh our :epee: daZihcd to 
the Buer:;erneister and 0:7.clairted: "They have just ■jroht another air:Ian." 	‘ishe 
burooraster went downstc..irs 	ediately, 	and I followed after abut 
10 minutze. 	..hen we came into the room downstairs it -eae full of 1)eoole. There 
I only recoonised only Burgomaste_. 	;:id, and 	I pushed forward to-aarde the 
aiaaaei and saw z. ii.an of .aediu.ta hei;ht, who identified hie.self as an interpreteo. 
This r.r.n conversed in :,Lnzzlish -with the airman. Suddenly the interpreter told the 
Policeman to order the people out of the roo or the airnan would not :.lake rely mare 
statements, The policeman answered, he should not question hin any 11020 a5 it 
-a:•.3 a matter of the arhy, but he repeated in a loud voice that the people should 
leave the r000, whereupon the people cleared out. 	:ust ae I reaehcd the door, I 
heard somethin tall and when I turned around and 6aw the interreter 	the 
full len,..:;th on the 'airman. 	I ap:?roached  them and tried to pull the inter-oreter 
-:a:ay from the airoan, but could not do so as both men ori oed each others throats. 
At that 1::oment Bur2:aaaster 	came in and I asked him -where the policcaan was 
and he replied, upstairs in li.i roo. The Buroopaster went into the police room 
and I ',lent upstairs to fetch the police:I:an. 	.2he. policeman waa telephoniiv; aad 
I called to hin, he should co'ac downstairs io:aediately. -1hilc he wa still 
telephonik., a shot -,7as fired, NihercuponI told him 'Now it is too Late". 	.ehe 
policeman -out :.7own his receiver and ran downstairs. 	I fetched 	fro el next 
door and we also went downstairs. . I eaw the airman in the policcroom with his 
head and the up)er part of his boPy covered, apparently dead. Only the poliecEan 
aias in the police rm.:. 	here were still any ?collie in the ante.I.ce and I asked 
-eho had shot the airr.raa. 	But I -,73.3 only answered with a shruo in, of shoulders. 
I could not see the inter-oreter any more. 	I then returned to 	• ..ef.th 

would like to add., that 7PIaCii..a ha e also cone to 	 :Ara 

.1 cannot reuraaber the - )oliceoban, I saw at the telelhone, c: actly a y ner. out 
I still :aloe; thet he -••zas a bic, and stroll_ ran. 	I re.,-.±eLiber the inteaorete.: 
a Lan of media heiht and wide shoulders and 'with dark hair. I -eould like to add, 
that the police..ante ac ias in the end of the fifties. 

That 

 

is all I have to say about this matter. 

nod) 	)cJLc_L 

	

Tiworn by the said deponent 7.;.'0.11Z 0:74../3.141 	 voluntaeily at PL-,C,IMECT: on 
7-'611 UcptciLber 1947 cfore me Captain A.:•:..D'a:3..2U.aai, General List detailed by C.-in-C. 
British _...rwy of the Rhino. 

F. ..)tev:a-i3 
1. 

• 

..',..11.D'A3TUO-OES Cant. 
Invest',.-atin; officer 

aeciT7IDD 	 T1:12 TiatN3LA.TIO:I from German into 17,no,lish of the 
fe-?osition of 	0..;" .1t1 	 Deposition Ho. 1.3. 

•■■ 
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De] osition No,13A  

Secon..: 

et' 

P 1111.1'.C3..LD c}oT:i 

Dt:•;pos:14..,i..a.ft on Oath of 

22 swon-L. 

C;•..-,rps, of 	 • 

zv; i1 3chrotii, male, of Iii.L..:. INGE..i/RUHR 

;:iertra!L.i 11'...omi-1.3 Stevens, Intellience 

• t 	( Tr) - t F.LSC1:1V,Ca on :5rd October, 194.7. 

I . 	I, Franz Ozwal• 	' 	 w 
	

C 	 20th ..;;Luust, 138'), in 

7L.:11..1D1-1Z,- :, :sr 	 , 
	

(administration. 

by profc, 	.2.1,  of 
	

I have been warne•- , 

ci not force(-: 	 state 	 Lo! 	 but that any statement 

t ct;I laLke, nih. le tak:n. •:.c- n if. L-a- L -Li 	 use: as vi ence in 

cc 'rt.. I 	 statement volont.ar1.1.:, ..ithreats, persuasion or the 

-romise o a reward. 

I.wou1c like to as.7::T the following to my statc.nent of the 7th September, 194.7. 

A..L the confrontation of the witness, the .)olicei-dan (Gf,USS) was aske,:-L by the 

(ILMIEWSICI) which of us hae;. blood on-  the hanO.s 	the policeman 

(,1;u-SS) did not know whether it was SCHWAB or I. I answered, that it was I. 

blooC, CaMt; frold my own hand as I haf,-J, scratcheia 	hantls. when I pulled the 

interpreter away. 

(Sined) FRANZ SCi-TOTH 

Sworn 

 

the saiI deponent Franz Oswalt :  Schroth, voluntarily at 

on..)-.rd October, 194.7, befor(L. 	Ser -t;eant 3ertram Y‘'holnas Stevens, 

C!e -taileO• 	 3ritish Army of the Rhine. 

(Si. 	 I-3. STEVENS Sat., 
• 	 lield ;nvestiuf..tion. Section 

War Crimes Group (1YE) 

cflLD tint this is 'a true 'translation froh German into EnElish 

of the deposition of Franz Cswal(L. Schrot:, :narked deposition No„13A. 

(Signed) B.T. STEVENS Sgt. 

Field Investigation Section 

;ilar Crimes Group ( - Ti) 

( 3. T. STEVENS SE;t.) 

• 

t. 

1 
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• 
AFFIIAVI .T  

I, Captain A.R. rt ASTU=3, General List, of Field Investir-ation 

Section, War Crimes Croup (!TTE) TIEREBY CERTIFY that in the 

course o_ lnvestigati ns made by one t Eg: J m on 21s August 1947 

I djScoered the cle.ta o:rtific-te of August ISSEL of EUTNL:EN and 

a letter IroTi the Ciemeinde 	to the Landr%tsamt .TOR7A-1EInt 

ooncerninr: the burial certilicates of Allied soldiers, relating 

to tie Etl-T 	Cas - , and that this death certificate and this 

lettrl,  are tlo.e documents now Produced and marked Exhi.dt "A" 

and "5" and signed by Ile. 

(Sgd.) 	A.R.' 	D'Astugues, Capt. 

afORN by the said Captain A.R. 1:0 4TUUT'S, 

before me, this 7th day of November 1947 

(S0D.) 	7arnerr  2,tajor 
Field Investigation section 

WDr Crimes ':roup (LE) 
.,AJOR\ 

• 
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Tyan3latn of 	 1!;:,.11I-f3T.T 

0 
L'ut:.n;i.en, 2nd June 

Du iL. C:,u...iti":.2.}3.ico 	-1.5.:;:ne •.T.; Of2i(.:c 

o r h 

; 	 ............ ..... 
	 1).4.;re. 

......... 

C.n 29th Juk: L. Cc:A.; Co11oiin, air!:len a:ritii n.ationalit::.e.L'ashed in the 
10e. 

Tie 1.4:101-ctie3 	 be 	 as -2o11ov,5: 

Ti110 	do. 1.1;6)1 2 

? 	rd1e 	o. 1/1.9079:, 

)• 	Con Cit-:-,oea 	106;:.9j 

c.b:Ylre Llentionud 5o1dieL-3 	inte:.-rcd in the 1.0:).1 eemetel7 
on. the 

Cora: ,unitzf di dnist.t•ation i?,utinen 

ayoL- 

	

E.d.ned. 	I 

co2:.  of the 	in the 	 office. 

2st 	ut 19.!;./ 

JAI.) 	 ..2C1VC, 

	

- 	5..y.afT:j) -2.2eiffer 

that thi. 	 t- 	0;1.0]-1 	coyv,r of a ::.coord from 
re L GorEun into En.:;liah, 

3. 2. .yteveris 

„3 ,,..ct*on 
201AL) 

'2.tevens 3:t.) 
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AFFIDAVIT  

I, Cr- 	 st, 	e1ri ave::ti ation 

e CIour 	ri.F.:i1( 	tht.t in th;,.. 

course of investaEetilas.!lade h2,- me at .."-iir,P.:1,1r-1 on.t.u[:ust 

19+7, 	di scoveree the 	 " Record. Card o. 

:_;Et C:J. 	relat 	to the 	Esi Case, at the ()C 

No 3 ,ii%EU 	 that this decth certilicate 

is the one 11011 rroduced morked .171-11Lb:t ":'," and signed by me. 

) A.R. D'LSTU '!!ES, Capt. 

SI7ORN by the said CantaIn A.R. DIASTY:11S, 

bei ore me, this 7th 6,,y of Jovember 1947. 

(Sgd.) 	PA:FINER, Major 
Field Investigation Section 

War Crimes Group (NNE) 
(F.M. YLRNER, Major 
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0 ONPIDENTIAL 

1st Lt. Ihrtin V. Ryan, CAC, 0-1048952, boing by uo duly sworn, 
upon his oath, deposed and stated as follows to wit: 

That he has been assigned to war crimes invostigativo duties by 
duly constituted authority; that he was present at the ti u and 
diroctod and supervised the taking of the photograph affixed hereto; 

— 
which photograph is raarkod Lxhibit 	and bears his personal signature; 
that said photograph was taken on t4 13th day of August 1945 at 
Eutingen, Krois Pforzheim, Germany; that it is a true and correct 
reproduction of and aooturatoly depicts Karl Koller of Eutingen, 
Krois Pforzheim, Gormany, pointing out the grave of a murdered English 
flyer whom he (Keller) had buried on that spot on or about July 29th, 
1945. Tho grave is marked "RAF Ludlow". 

(Signed) Martin V. Iksn 
liartin V. Ryan 
1st Lt. 	CS c 

Subscribed and sworn to before me, tho undorsignod authority, 
this 28th day of August 1945. 

(Signed) Bert C. En; ol 
BERT O. ENGEL 
Capt. 	Inf 
Investigator, War Crimes Br. 
JL Section, Seventh Army 

CONFIDENTIAL 



CON?IDENTILL 

1st Lt. Martin V. Ryan, C4'.C, 0-104.8952,  both 	duly svorn, 
upon his oath, deposed and stated as follows to wit: 

That he has boon v.ssiEned to ...fr.r crinos investigative duties 
by duly constituted authority; that he was present at the tine and 
directed and suporvised tho taking of tho photo;:rr.ph attached hereto, 
which photograph is narked Exhibit _3 , and bears his personal 
sigr.turo; that said photograph was taken on the 13th dry of Iugust 
at Eutingon, Krois Pforzheim; that it is a true and correct 
reproduction of and accurately depicts a close up of Exhibit D and 
shows a hole about 0.7 continotors in dicuaotor, in tho right occipital 
region of the skull of the body of a British airnrn taken from a grave 
marked 	Ludlow". 

(Signed) yartin V. Ryan 
17,, MIN V. RUN 
1st Lt. 	C./..0 

Subscribed and sworn to before no, the undersignod. authority, this 
28th day of Lugust 194.5. 

(Signed) Bert C. Engol 
BERT C. ElfGEL 
Captain Inf 

1:.rar Crinos Br. 
Section, Sevonth fatly 

CONFIDENTILL 
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C 0 N h I D 	T I L 

1st Lt. Martin V. Ryan, 	0-1011.8952, being by no duly sworn, 
upon his oath, doposoU and stated as follmis to wit: 

That he has boon assigled to ...far crimes investi :ativo duties 
by duly constituted authority; that he 	present at the tir.,e and 
directed. and supervised the taking of the photograph r.ttachod. hereto; 
which photograph is marked Exhibit j  , and bears his .perso,lal signature; 
that said photograph was taken on the 13th day of August 1945 at 
Eutingon, Krois Pforzhoin; that it is a true and correct reproduction 
of and accurately dopicts a close up of Exhibit j, and shows a jagged 
circular aperture, moasuring about 1.5 continotors in div.metor, in 
the loft frontal rogion of the skull, just above the loft orbit of the 
body of a British airirtn taken from a grave narked. "R.i.,F Ludlow". 

(Signod) Martin V. Rim 
i• ,RTBf V. irLi.N 
1st Lt. 	CLC 

8ubsoribod and sworn to before Lie the undorsignod authority, 
this 28th day of august 1945. 

41. 

(Signed) Bert C. Engel 
BE T C. ENGEL 
Captain Inf 
InvostifTtor, liar Crimes Bre  
J!. Suction, Seventh Lrry 

CONFIDENTILL 
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PARTICULARS OF EVIDENCE IN SUPPORT 
	 1572 

iS contained in 	statements u1 iite enian witnesses and in 
the sta-,.e...ents of -'6he two accused, all of aly]ch are attaciled hereto. 	Jertain 
corroborative e-riZ.ence in the way of death certificate:, etc., is also attached. 
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NOTES ON THE CASE 	1573 
(Under this heading should be included the view taken as to (a) the degree If 

responsibility of the accused in view of his official position, e.g., was offence 
committed on the offender's own initiative, or in obedience to orders, or in carrying 
out a system approved by authority or a legal provision ; (b) the probable defence; 
(c) whether the case appears to be reasonably complete.) 

'.2 he evidence is complete. 	?his t.ppears to ie a clear cane of 
unjustified killin to which ',here can be no defence. 	2t in dil!ficult 
to see !cia the accused can contend either, (a) that the victim. WAS attemtin 
to escape at the time he was shot - - there is ade-uate evidence to c.rove 
that he had a broken le, or (1)4 that they were carrying out an execution 
as a result of a ,rial in ich the victim was condeimed to death - - the 
victim was only arrested two or three hours before he was shot. 
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Date Submitted 	Decision-of Committee I 

9 JAN PIR 

(918741 P818/68 1000 5:47 like Ltd. 511,1 



For the Use of the Secretariat) 

Registered Number. 

1575 

Date of receipt in Secretariat. 

DEC 194-7 .2 1  

UNITED NATIONS WAR CRIMES COMMISSION 

 

e-,  

4 
...CHARGES AGAINST .  

CASE No.  

\VAR CRIMINALS 

     

Name o'f accused, his 

A rank and unit, or 
:official position. 

( (Not to be translated. 

Date and place of 
commission of al-
leged crime. 

• 

Number and descrip-
tion of crime in war 
crimes list. 

References to rele-
vant provisions of 
national law. 
._:roachus - oe Inter- 

national I.Aw 

, 

v* 	;L:nt.....olent or civilians tinder 71.nhut..an  co 	,o.  

_Ioluvant  provisions  of 	ague Conv-nion 1y.)7  r(:1;;tin.' 

f7, the trc)t:ent 	• 

SHORT STATEMENT OF FACTS. 

The accused 1;chmidt 	" 4 C. 	 teinbur_ n 
',unrry in early 1 	areot,:k. 	, 	.centratico Camp 
for the latter to )rovide hi 1 % ftj 51..3V laba_tr in the .4.1.-)rries. -  
slave labour Wari )r01.,11 co in or abOot July 1%: n90 continuud until the 
end of the war. 	The woecers reci,:vcU 	 ;reat%:ent ano the death 
rate \r88 biz!). 	2he accused _tinny, -irons hod ;:oc, wort: guars in charge 
of the workers and pursued a ,jr)-10:;  throuLlLoll 	shoot in,;., ane brat;a1 
ill_truatmont: The accused h;chmir,t was i covIate char te of the wor:cors 
b1.1 was at $teinbergen the whole tile and was full:: aware of uvurythinf: 
that happened at the civarry, 

TRANSMITTED BY ... • 
	Off i( 	0 • '. ' 

     

     

...... 	••, 

       

• Insert serial number under which the case is registered in the tiles of the National Office of the accusing State. 

Wt.P.1372 	3,OU J, IS sic B W.Ltt Gp.iis 

•32064) 
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PARTICULARS OF ALLEGED CRIME 
1576 

• 
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ration of 
	

ceosition  o. 1. 

nETOSITIOU 

of 

Hermann K R U S E. 

Deposition on oath by :;:erma:nn KRUSE, male. of 50, Bernser Landwehr, 
BERP3Er, sworn ,before tajor 	, 'ff,RNER, Gen. List, of 'aar Crimes roue (1: 1Z) 
at BERNJIST on 8th November, 1947. 

I am Hermann KRUSE, born at BUCHHOL on 9.10.1696. 	I am a pe'oteetant, of 
German nationality. 	I am married and lw...ve one son. 	I was never a member 
of the Party. 

From 19'29 until 1943 I ';:as employed as a foreman in the S'iii.A.I.TBIJR.G quarries. 
I am therefore very well.  informed about the conditions nrevailing in the 
3TEIMMGER quarry: 

Before my departure in Lugust, 1943, foreign prisoners :ere employed in 
the quarry since apprx 6 weeks. 	I left because I could not stand those 
conditions any longer. 	It was simple massacre. 

During my tire apprx 50 prisoners -ere -dorking there, mostly Dutchmen, 
T'oles, Russians, French:I:en and (=omens. 	Al these people had, been employed 
with farmers in this area. All or them had committee small offences, e.g. 
had. stolen a few apples. For this they got concentration camp penalty. This 
sentence was served in the quarries. The maximum sentence was 56 days, but 
these people were kept tl-ere for Pt least year, as the Detriebsfuehrer. (chief) • 
,JC7IIIDT did not want to change his workers so 'often. 

'falter '3CMITYr was the chief - 	in charee of the merr-. 	He was very 
well informed about the conditions prewiling there. He hiEself fixed the 
output to be done by the prisoners and the working time. The prisoners had to 
work also on Sundays. They had to work for 11 hoers. 

The food was very poor. They received soup in the evening and in the 
morning, and at work, curing half an hoLlos break, they got a slice of bread. 
This was not distributed when the work had not been done satisfactorily. 

We, the foremen, as well as the guards, were told by Betriebsleiter BUEHM 
Heinrich, living at OBERVKIRCIMI, that L,CLIDT would insist on the fixed out-
put, and that every method: should be used to obtain it. 

The 'workers (prisoners) had to wear the same clothing for at least .4 weeks. 
At the end they were stinking in such a manner that one hardly dared to pass 
them. 

The prisoners were in a very bad bodily condition. They collapsed every 
time they had to li;'t the hammer of i6 lbs. 	Nobody was allowed to report sick. 
Then they were called malingerers. 	;:ost of them had no shoes, they had to 
walk about on the stones bare-footed, ens. had to push the specially heavy lorries. 

The chief SCILIDT was absolutely.  responsible for everything that wont on 
in the quarry. He gave the orders and cam'e• for their execution. If anybody 
complained about the horrible conditions, he d-id not take notice of it at all. 

	

Ne-t to hCFUILDT, BUTETTE vas the man reseonsible. 	7e did not want to be 
celled up into the 	and he did everything together with •3c7t .Tifr, to keep 
hf,  e post. 

The Bruchmeister 'quarry foreman) 7-ZIN.N7_; was responsible for the outside 

work. 	He was a te7riblc beater, and I personally sbw him he ':t prisoners in 
the most horrible manner. 	or his beatings he user a stick, :Is well as his 
re c t. 

C:e was 

Br/71r 
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ere  wab very feared. 	One ;under:;-  he told ).1.1 my sift es they ha. not 

‘..orked buf. iciently. 	reeeon he ordere,i a zeuiire to =.dminister 10 strokes 

rubber hose to every prispner. 

1rie(.1.rieh 	 s In (-!.ree of the euy rds. 	 guards were very well 

drille 	him and did most u:L the te tiee for him. 	.:.eating was a daily 

occurrence, , nC. one cannot remember any ocific instences. 

It was a specie]. sr-.ort by fee ':eLrE'e,1 to pull out the relSone-es 	night 

and to beat them in horrible meaner. 	I as told this by .'rau 

Who did the cook,: ne for the prisoners. Ac formerly livee with 

in NIC7-7011], and pro:.ebly is residine now rt 	D 

Only when I left, --`ritz "arl'P7,3 came to .`717. 7 . '17r-Er:e 
	

But I personally 

stii.1 saw and can describe the following incident:- 

One day - before I left 7.- Foie was be -ten to Ceeth in the quarry by a guard, 

because his comyede, .f.noti_cr - le, heti eecaped. 	 eresnnt, but let 

the euards do the beetin,g. • 

The next day the escaeed erisoner 	c=).wht by our r.;endarm policeman) 

close to my house. 	Shortly efterwards ;1:LT!":7'13 rrrived an{-  the prisoner was 

led past 1.).3r house. 	I joined them. 	I heard lia1PrIi, who had .newly arrived 

and did not yet know the prisoners, say: "If yem dog are from the quarry, you 

won't be alive anymore this evening."  

I said to the Genderm that he should rather take this man to the 77,F0,17 
Police, as he Yould be able to imagine what would hre-'pen to this man in the 

quarry. 	Shortly afterwards the prisoner again tries: to escane. 

shot at him and_ hit him in t c scare:1j „ 	He was st:..11 alive and then was 

carried away. 	ne next dey, %%:hen I asked RU}.:17J what had hap ened to the 

man, he said to me: "The Joe ..-e.nted e drink of ;.7-•ter, insteo.C. of this I 

gave him a bullet. 

During my time 6 foreign prisoners, iiiost of then I!up3irms, were shot by 

different guards. IA first these people were beaten terribly, then they Were 

chased Leway, 	: they called it, shot whilst tLeeLne to escape. 	These 6 - 

men were not buried, but simply covered with rub;d_sh e.nd screes in the quarry. 

I know this :lace well. 	The guards received from ....J .]LIDT a weekly quantity 

of beer in order to urge these people to beat the e.eisoners even more and to 

increase the output by force. 

c6i.e,ned) lIermann 

3-.111'11 by the eeid Deponent 1.-ernirsr. YI;IJ.,7,, voluntarily at Lai l3EIT on 

nth November, 1947, before me, Pr.jor 7 1̀ . F 	!"- iT‘FT;R)  e'en List, detailed by 

C.-in-C., British -rmy of the Rhine. 

'PR, Major, 
Inv _Lig , t rig Officer. 

CEP"rfrI7D th- t ti is is a true trans]: tion r'rom merman into English of 

the -}epol,ition.  of Hermann ir,--vsr, marked Dep.-710.1. 

.ncd) P.M. .7.;'R1JER, Major. 

Pield Investigction . Section, 

(.rineE.,  Group (N.,E). 
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Deposition on oat. of Walter 6cf-Pilma, male, of HANOV.ER, Strohmuyerstr. 
6. sworn before Major 	/1/1RMIZ, Gen. List, of Field InveStigation 
Section, ,,-"ar .Crime:; Group (NIL) at Hii.NOV&I on the 10th November, 1947. 

I am Walter SCHWARZ, born at Y.',J;;LIN on 26 1.iay 1L)95. 	I run a 
protestant, of G:erinan,nationality; I am married. awl. hove one chili. 
I am a commercial employee by profession. I never belonged to the .ifEDAP 
or one of its branches. 

On the 11 July 194.3 I was arrested in Lithuania for race reasons, 
as I am a half-Jew. 	I .:as in two difforent concentration carps in 
Lithuania. 	On 21st January 1944 I -da.s transferred to liAN01,r2R and was, first 
sent b the AHLTAi ConcontrAion caMp; after one week I eras brouv,ht to the 
bS A.E.L. LAHDE. 

The next day the strongest of us were selected Line. ti..ec t) the 
EiT2INBffnEN quarr,; -  to work the.: e. 	ihe.i were 21 mon in my trans-oort. 
I was the Only GorAn, the others were mostly Poles, one Belgian, 1 Lolame 
and two Dutchmen. 

Our billet -.tas an old lat ti336. shed in the quarry. ;Inc thor 40 
prisoners were already there. They were foroi::-,ners Jithout exceptions. 
They -dor.. Russians, Pole, Ukrainians, :''renc,h..:en, etc. 	On the 30 Mar 44 
I, to ether with another 8 prisoners- the only survivors of the 61 men 
in the beginnin 	were loaded onto a track and all 9 	uc cafae back to 
LAHDE. The next day I was released. . 

After our arrival in the quarry, a very well dresLou. gentleman, who 
was addressed .y the foremen and L:uards-tlis Herr 	made a spetch. 
I do not know who he was, neither did I see ILI,' again later. He said: 
Ho who does not do his duty and his utmost, won't leave this •.iorizinz, site 
alive. Behind this quarry there is a cemetery which is alreaLiy over- 
crowded 	such lazy types as you are. 

The Bruchmeister 	who several times pe day controlled the 
work in the quarry, was 	superior in the quarry. On occasion of his 
controls he beat the prisoners -,therever h.. m t them. 	I inyseli' F,aa and 
suffered this often enoujn, He was the one'.rho instigated the foremen 

com 	cruelties against the prisoners. Hu said the out: at should 
be increased. 

I want to describe the 	incident:- 
A 	Pol.., who was v-ry eiaaciated, was dra,i,T;erl to ore, where he 

soon collapsed completely. REIM; ha;  -.ened to pass. He gave me as well 
as another :i.tard the order to take the Pole to the rubi.,1e-du_:lp, where 
he should be shot in the back 	his neck. I made excuses, as I myself 
was very weak. Thereupon RIME himself too.:.: the Pole, the guard ran 
beside him, and thus he pulled hiul alonr; to • the rubble-dump. 	Inure iatcly 
afterwards a shot was fired.. The P )1e did not ap)ear again, and in the 
evenin'; his blood-stained clothing •las distributed in the billets. 
RINNE did not carry a pistol, but the SD beats did; they 	Rumanians. 

The '../orst two beater among the foroAen were - a certain Karl DOkNICK 
from STEI14-BGEN (?) and another 	illose Christian name was AUGUST. 
I do not know his Surname. He v,q,s A.bout 55-GO years of ago. 

Those two beat the prisonersfrom morninL; until the evenin. Apart 
rem this they drove the prisoners to pork duris the whole day. They f  

said: go must drive you to work, because - w, are ordered to do this by 
our superiors. 

Db..715. AL41,11, 
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R1.1', ..:inf.1;11' and DOICK U„.'.. 	 t ir -4'i:A and to boat 
with their fiete, and eepeci:?.11y the 1:-..tte.. tic), %/ith ;,ticks. 

Thu crimp corio,,c,ndzInt was 2ritz, 	I cari.ot state that he 
pc :som.11y beat prisoners. 	He just; ::.:ave the ordure. 	But it wc.;.c. KOCH's 
s-peciality to kill people. These erisoneis, who did net fulfil their 
task, /ere reported to KOCH by the fore:.ic.::1 an.1 	In 1:tan:„,  cases 
KOCH took these people to the rubole-dump. 	 fired an: in the 
evi.r:ni.-1,1,, the blood-stained 	was distributed. 	I .' 	eo-i, able to 
see these ehootinz. 	It ha;) enod tl.?..,rx 20 time 	i.y 2 months' 
stay in STEPTB,M1;. 	In 20 cv.ees I person-Aly sa:,f th..t the clothirr? 

dietributed. 

I should like to describe a little ;:ore detailed one case, when - 
as I personally saw - KOCH killed a Polish !:,risoner:- 

In the uorni.1 -de .:ot our nu/Aber-plat.:3, 	ivIal to fasten at 
the lorci.es loaded b, u. for .:,ontrol. 	This Pole eras cauaht by KOCH 
when he took off the nuuber o). a 	 had been loaded by another 
prisoner, in order to fix his own rau -ber. 	KOCH took him aside, led him 
to the rubble-dump, and a shot we.e zired. There was no other guard 
accompanying KOCH. 	The Polo 1/..;..; not seen agaie, and_ in the evening 
the clothin:, wae distributed. 

KOCH himself carried a pistol. 

KOCH was in charge of the dressing material. But only in very 
rare cases he administered bandages. ?(hen somebody came in order to 
get some d.ressin; material, KOCH ..)nly told hiu off, then personally 
turned hira out of his - ro -.All and chased him to work. 	• 

:,s to the food I can say the follceirin!7;:- 
In the morning we received a thin watery soup containing sonic 

piCkltA. (white) cabbage; at noon we got 3 slices of bread and .: litre 
of coffee per man; in the eveninii; we received one plate of turnip-soup, 
but we got tcis only L. z. had fulfilled our task, that means, i.' ie had 
cut and loaded d Cons o.' stones, which was our task per man. 

Summarizing all this, the conditions in 0TE11TBIIAT-11 can be described 
as a horror. We were 1.)-aten continually.nd many people were 
All this was ordered by the superiors)  as 	were teld. 

The corpses 'viere not bu_ried, but are still 13rin in the rubble-dump 
-to-day, 

When I arrived in arET: 	N1u wer. C1 „en. Only 0 o. the came 
back to L.11-4213 toether --!ith 	The blood-stained clothing 	about 
20 were distributed in my 	 I do not knod what happened to the 
remainders; people disap-..eare.I frequently. Many fell sick and all of 
them becamo weak and weaker because of the poor food. and the high output. 
These people may have been ado.itted to hospital, possibly they also may 
have been relea.se(i. .1 cannot CSay anything .,:,artieular about this. 

(2gd.) Walter 

SWORN by the said Deponent '.1alter 	volunt:-.rily at H.'-d■OVI.R. 
on 10th November 191+7, b....for me, Major .L7.4.4. /TAR111•1, aen. List, detailed 
by C.-in-C. British rmy o the Rhine. 

(Sgd) 	 Lajor 
Investigating Of.icer 

CE2TI2ID that this is a tru tr. .n3lAion from Go/man into English 
of the Deposition of Walter CH,L1.',e, 	riced Dep. 1q0.2. 

"arner, 
A 

D/M.715. 	 Crin:es Group (e /E) 
Auld Investigation bection 
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lianelation 1.:eeosition 

 

DEPOSITIr)H 

cf 

BUEi-firE Heinrich 

Deposition on oath of-MEI-ME Heinrich, male, of OBERIaliza-ani, Bish',psl:aLT 5, sword before ei:ajor 	eredZITER, Gen. List, of 	Investigation -$ectien, 
Crimes Group (NWE) at OBEM:IRCHRi on 13th November, 1947. 

I am Heinrich BUERNE born in GELLOORF cn 23rd.lovember, 1907, married and 
have two children. 	I am an employee by trade, of -..!;vangelical faith and of 
Gorman nationality. 	I am a member of the 1131/AP since 1st 

since 1938. the SA. 	
19:53, nnd cf 

I was employed at the STEINTERGYiT quarries from the 6th _April, 1926 to 
23rd. 	1944, when I was called up. 	I 'WAS IvorIzs manager and -•:..ras 
respensible to works director ',(alter SCIUIDT. 	In .,..uE,ust or September 192+3 
at first foreign prisoners were brought to the works for labour. There 
also a for Geri-flans amongst them. The others were mostly Russians, Poles, 
Czechs, Frenchmen, DutchAen, etc.. 

SCHeiL.72 often told me that the output was too snail. The prisoners were 
guarded. by Gestapo guards. Oberaachtucisters 	and atzumis were in charge 
of thou. BMWS was a slriene. I have eeen him several times beating prison-
ers. Ho had a thick stick which he used for beating. I remember a special 
incident when I caught BRUI1173 beating a Pole severely during dinner-time. 
'...hen I asked him why, BRI.51-ES said that the Polo had a razor in his coat-pocket. 

Hey  told me- himself that he had beaten prisoners during the night because 
they had stolen turnips. He told..Li. further that he had beaten up a Pole 
during the night as he had spoken with a Polish woman who v:as standing Lefore 
the window. 

I would like to describe one more incident: - During the first half year, 
I do not know the exact date any 	a Pole escaped from the third gallery. 
Shortly afterwards he was aeon by a -policeman near BERi;..Z.N. rillUHHS was 
informed, went there and. caught him. 	HRUI.ItTS then told me hilesulf that the 
Pole had :attempted to .escape and that a ZUiiifS hod shot him then through the 
shoulder blade. Then BRIJIM.6 brought hi... back alive to the camp near the works. 
Inn the evening after work ,.rhea I made hay with i_ky wife ciuite close to the camp 
(aREIMSBURG), suddenly a shot was fired. 	wife and. I .thce•I vent to the 
direction the shot. One of i:he guards sent my wife back. But I looked round 
the corner sea.... saw e dead Pole lying there. 	BRUTES stood beside him with a 
pistol in his hand. .4al ch.-, other prisoners hod fallen in there. When I 
asked him, 	these people had fallen an BRUHTIS answered that this visa a 
warning so that nobody elsU -;:ould. :et-tempt to OSCa2C. 

The next day who, I called hi., 
should not interfere with things of 
the same thing when I told him off, 
under the gravel in the works. 

to account in the office, he told me I 
the Gestapo. Herr SCR ;MT also told. me 

that the dead prisoners were simply buried 

;wow by the said Deponent Heinrich 
13th Noeveiber, 1947, before 	F. 
J:iritish :troy of tho Rhin e. 

(Signed) Heinrich BOW 

BIEHITE, voluJetarily at OBERNKIR.CHEN cm 
,T.:,.RNER, Gen. List, detailed 'oy 

(Signed) F.... ITe.RNER, le.jor. • 
Field Iniv. Section, 

Crimes 4 (1NE). 
OERTIFIEI that this is a true translation from German into English of the 
Deposition of Heinrich BITEH/C, ,:,asked Deposition No. 3. 

(Signed) L.T. STEVEITS, Sgt. 
Field Inv. Section, 

cx Crimes Gp (NWE). 
L/L 716 
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Translation of Dt :osition No. 4. 

LfEPOITION 

of 

VOGT ..ii11- -1m 

Deposition on oath of VOGT Wilhelm, male, Kl. Bremen 137, syorn before 
Capt NIELSEN, Gun. List, of Fi-ld Investigation Section, War Crimes Group 
(I•".lE) at STEINBE1(GEN On 13th l'ov,Arlbr, 1947. 
I am Wilhelm VOGT, born on 9th August, 190h, in Kl. BIZE:EN, of Evanelical 
faith, married, and have 2 children. 	I in of German naionality. 	I was 
a member of the NSDAP since 1940. 

I am employed at the SCHLU BURG quarrits since 1927 and I -7011 know the 
conditions in the works. 	In ilugust, 1943,  the .!orks ,got a oarty of 30 pris- 
oners, lat,r some more arrived and in the and there 'fere 50-60 prisoners 
employed here. 	The guards were subrdinattd to thy_: Gtstapo and there woro 
4. Gestapo-men here, one camp leader and 3 guards. 	I 'mow a Lagcrfuuhror 
by name of BRUHNS and the other was KOCH. 	I do not '.no.: their Christian 
names. 

It is known to ra,.: that Prisoners .ure shot, one prisoner. 	told me that a 
comrade of his was shot in the cf-tJap, and I have seen several til!os that 
they shovelled in thu slag-heap. 	Nobody told me thr.t the shot prisoners 
were buried there, but one dayat the end of the. war, I have seen them bury 
the dead during day-time in the slag-heap. 	The buriJ1 ,:ere undertaken by 
a gestapo-guard and four prisoners. 	I also 	Lacy 	BRUHN'S one 
day beat a prisoner with a stick; he received about 7-10 strokts. 	I later  
asked him why the prisoner received these strokes, and the foreman DOi.i.NING 
told me that hu had changed the control-number from one car to the other. 
The prisoners were Russt)ns, toles and Yugoslays, but there were only afcw 
Germans. 

(3gd) 'Alholm VOGT 

SUORN by the said Deponent Wilhelm VOGT, voluntarily at STEINRERGEN on 
13th November, 1947, before me, Capt NIELSEN, Gen. List, detailed by C.-in-C. 
British Army of the Rhine. 

(Sgd) P. NIELSEN, Capt., 
Field Investiation Section, 
War Crimes Gyoup (ME) 

Certified that this is a true translation from G. %-n into English of the 
Deposition of Wilh,lm VOGT, nuked Dt9.-170. 4. 

(Sgd) B.T. STEVENS, 
Auld Investig tion Suction 
War Crimes Group (ME) 
(B.T. STEVENS, Sgt.) 

TA. 717. 
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°T-anslr.V..on of 	 De--ositlon 
..)"..."11.•37,1122ION 

■•■■••••••=4.111■ 

Of 

rrtrlia 

Dei.‘iosition on w.,th 	 of 14 BUCBTIOLZ, 
before Cüt. P. ITI,1;LSIff., Gen. 	 Suction, 	r Crtas 
Group (11717,-0 at .DUCITiOLL: on 20 Nov 47. 

I 	Gertrud ICikfli, born o 20Jan 1927 in ?U;L:1-ZOLZ, I 0-1 sinL,le, 
P otest'_.nt by reli,ion, housc-1.,alta 	ocelti.-.-tion. 	G7:211 national. 
I was a member of tho 	-rre, 1959 ntil 19.5. 	1 1jl not hol(2 any office. 

From flutum 194.)-  t th ui 	f th,; 	-.;as 	a3 a house-m.id 
in the quarry STEINr'..: 	I ',:orke•:: 	• in the 1.4tchen, the house-. 
keeper 	a Frau KICK, :ho no-.: livs .1.11 inHOITJ-;( • 	S'al,") 

thu 	S(_13-rfil*DT. 	I Irxe. ;tone -...;a4; of the 	 have there- 
fore seen, he,: nuch the ris ners Lot on coons. I Imr3 also seen that 
the prisoners did not 	their f 1i allot ;tent, a portion of the allotaent 

i3p1:-.,..ced awl I h7.-ce once 3con 4017 a 	1.-10 '..- 	,_;.12:'1o7,-ecrl by SCOUDT, 
fetched bre a.f. and 	• rine 	hanCtcart; that 1-)rer.,-; and moa-txrine 
'was :iven out by Frau laO1.1". 	The food for the 1)rison..rs 	ver:;.  bad, they 
only recoivee. -,:r,t;!r-r;ou-:-.- or :r.•ed beets boiled with horse-mat. 	The prisoners 
were very hunz_r 	 once soon hov.- 3 -prisoners ato r...11 the chicken 
focr.or. 

The 	':: ore very badly treated in the. time 	MUNS wns there, 
and one evcnin',,, 2000 .- 2200 hours, I 	thAt BRUNS cno out of the 
slojin gur..xt,_. 	%.--1..th blooly arn an.:. said: "I 	.n-.- and ha:: to see 
blood." 	I do not iato-.: -,:hat no ha. one, 	 hr,'.3 often a^!..f7; in the 

that he 	he:.tin the pri2.oner3. 

(31:a) Grtrud 

51101111 by the said Du-i)onent, --;ertruC. LICILANH, voluntaril at BUCIEOLZ on 
the 20 of Noveraber, 19)1 7, 1)efore ;net  0:..1).t. P..T.T.I.2L313N, C-en.List, of Field 
Investigation Section, 	 (NNE), det:::i.leC, by the C.-1.n- 
British ArAy of tho 

(3A P, NIELSO, opt., 
inv„st'.._%tin:: Officer. 

CITaTIF11.1D. that this is a *,;r11.0 tnslat.i.on from '7..-erf.ian into L'rk,lish of the 
Duposition of Gertrud 	EvArk...(1 Delosition 

(S!7:d) P. NiraLmN, Capt. 
Field Investi LT.tion Section, 
7/or 	Crr Olt') ( NIVE) 

• 

■.■ 

721 
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Deposition on 	o Karl
v.ale, of 61, bernsener Landwchr, 

1.113t, u Pi 011/4.1 I riV,)Sti s'_ ation Section, 	r.::1.:s 	 - i r:3- ;T:oii 	irov 

I n...1 Kari 
labourer 

have one 3011. 	I  

From 3 Oot 27 	
4.11 th, quarry in 

Fro; 1 Aust 194.3 iinti.1 tho 	o: 	 In): LDE 'Jere employed in the 	
,I1:;1  Dutchmen and G-'enar_uan. 

There were 	-s alot 50 - 60 	 n.t :7,1-ky 0; 
frO(111011i3ly chaned acct-'-in 	 th of her Giitenryo, 

The forakan 	 beha.ved 
prisoners all the ti:ite. 	•w;ed a stick to ty.-_,at ...,ith. 

I ramaaber aHarticular ca n co no e3.-nin:- a 	i. onor 	walked y‘...st 
the workers' house t".urin the -ALIO: bro:. .̀.k. 	I 	siti;inr at the windov .  and so:i this quite faccura- e''.y. 	T71.0 ri:;oner Ir1.11 Nr1 	and collapsed. RIAT., came alon: -A:: said: ":ou. iont t -.:ant to 	 on 	IA.11 	1p you."  and then he th 	 ir.isoner -::--rocerlz:-. 	I o not, :mod 
of this prisoner but Cto not thin', that he 

- RI1Th was verr mucli le:..red in :the euarr,. -, even Oy if1 	Ln. He shoute._ the ,:lholetLi, i„ 	7..T1 	an ,rovo 	 - end the prisoners in partictula;:s - to Jo 

I can still remunber anothe 

prisoners -..- ere -.bout to 	back 

taken the yrron:, tools 	 3 
::s.lonL, and struck several blows 

who .ras a fore! - nun. 

r 	 :; 	 Tho 
ter a 	 One had. 

	

t the 	1., •e. 	ILININT.T:', can-Le 
i; 	fist into 	 of -the prisoner 

; 	)•:.1 	AuL, 06. 	I a:i 

I 	1 .1. 	Ca an':: 
313DAI'. 

The Vure 

RIME beat the 

I have frequently .3-..en CraLi 	
that the jrisoners were eonstantly 

beaten 	truncheons. 	This 	Lien. 	 the work 1.--nd. it was probably 
done in or .Ter to .1-ive- thczn on. 

The conditions for the -;IrisonerS ji the 	 ..:ere terrible; even I 
can state that althour.;11 I had no ru 	 ino what 	rot n o=: there. 
I ;JersoncIlly have seen 	 lyin; near a ho 	0: ;:y..oken 	 These wore later buried in the qm-rry. 

I can still reraua!- er the case of a prisoner, I think he was a Russian, 
who Llean't to  conait suiciAe.. I -- -a3 (.uite certain of that 1)...crtusc I had 
airead -zatched hi ... all :Jornin-i. 	Eventuallyhe -put his 	on th..; rails 
In front of the t-fu-:1(3 which carried. -, bonus. 	The truck driver stoppo.4 in 

The Rwsiy.:L 	 1:na,in I returned 	 a quarter of an .hour 
later on, 	 train e trucks, the Russian ha:" been shot 
in the •:.:::anti-;:e. 	I 	 avL soon th- corpse. 

(Sul) Karl li.OLILL'.R 

	

rOiZN bT the said Deponent Karl 	
voluntarily, at Irflqi17EN on 22nd Noveiner 

1 947, -b on: :it.) Nr.,Jor .1,1 .; T. 'I./RIZ:1Z., 	• b th 	kr . tdr.,11 Amy-  ol" 

(Si) P. . .ATZNYIR, Major 

of the Gr.-tan oriL,inal of the Deposition 

(SL)d) 

Captoin. 

hine. 
OERTIPIED tiv.t; thi:! fy: 	tru,, translation 

_ of Karl MOETIFR, 

q/M. 721. 
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aLllaqLCIPPY 

work Contract 

The folla.ing or!: conte ct 	k) .. ..:n -Lr„e'l upon 	 G.runn State 
administr-tion), ce'recLpt,  bar th,  Aeiehsfuehrer aS nna Chi,f of 

the Germ-'.n Police in the 	t_ .:Inistry of the Interior, ;ho is represented 
by the Secret State Police 	Sta.tspolizei), Staatspo3izeileitstelle 
HANOVER, 

the firm SCHAUHBURGER St,..inbrueche ((iur.rries) 	 STEINBERGEN. 

Para  

The Staatspoliseileitstelle HANOW2 puts apprx 40 prisoners of the, in the 
Arbeitserziehungslagr LJ-HDE, accoimoa:_ted prisoners at the disposal of 
the Firm SCHaMBURGER Stoinbrueche, 	SCHiiIDT in STEINBERGEN, in 
future to be knm.n nu SSS, with effect from the 9th August, 1943, till 
further notice. The prisoners A.11 be used for the specinlly favoured 
produce and loading of ballast (for rail-.:;;.y  linos) for the PREUSSENELEKTRA 
in LAHDE. The by the SSS guarz:nteed dulivry consists of 100 tons daily, 
provided that the full capacity for yor!: of the prisoners is attained. 

pars 2 

The -or:ing hours of the prisoners :ill be 11 hours, providing there is day 
light. 	The SSS has to pay the Staatspolineilcitstelle in HANOVER for the 
work of the prisoners, the fixed rate of :-ay for the unskilled labourer 
(Bauhilfsarboiter) plus an advance of 1C 	Lccidont - and Social 
Insurance premiums. According to the DAF (German Labour Front) Kreis 
Administration in SCHAUMBURG-LIPPE in BUECKEBURG, the rate of pay of an 
unskilled building labourer (Bauhilfsarbeiter) amounts to RM -.60 per hour 
in BUECKEBURG. The State 	regula 	fixed regulations for overtime 
pay, adjustments for bad ,:enthr, hardship alla..,:inces etc., 	not affect 
the caiap inmates. 	The prisoners are insured by the State (Reich) against 
accidents and recoive free medical care, that morns thtt the contractors 
are exempted of any contributions re insurance. The certified statement 
re financial demands for the ork'done by the prisoners supplied, will be 
submitted to the SSS at the end of the month retrosl,ectively. 	Thu final 

'amount has to be rnitted 	7 days to the Governmont7J main cash office 
in HI.NOVER, accountancLr VI b, (Postal account HANOUR No. 32:00) 

• E.ra 3  

The accommoa. tion of the prib)i,rs is csr,ctLil by the SSS at their expense. 

para  J 

The feeding of the prisoners is effected by the SSS. 	Those expenses will 
be refunded monthly rctrospectively to the amount of 1,10 RM per d:y per 
,)erson on demand by the Staatspolizeileitstello. 	If this fee should not 
be sufficient, a nu,: a:-y,,ement 'All be made on production of proof. 

Para 5  

Two policemen (_Poli!;eiw:_:chtmLister) 	hu supplied by the Staatspolizei- 
leitstelle HANOVER for the guardidg of the prismi.rs. Three ors-policemen 
have to be su)plied by the SSS nt their 	exi), nse, .nd this up to 50 
prisoners. On top rf this further :or'.:s policem,h have to be suopli,d for 
every f'urther 10 :arison,rs or (.1..t of this number. 

DAL 717 
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19. zdvota R.VLOVIC, 	 died on 30 SepteLiber 1944 	Serb() 
(shot because of resist:nce 
against the St::te :authority) 

20. 1.):1rid TSCHICIV-IJE, 	died. on 5 October 1944 	 Eastworkur 
(shot b,c,7.use of reistance 
against the 3tYte authority) 

"21. Felix FR:.1403, 	 died on 6 October 1944 , 	Pole 
(shot whilst trying to escape) 

22. Diuitrij 	 ALA on 7 October 1944 	 Eastwnrker 
(died due to :moral wo:::kaess) 

23. 2,dislawTEIT..-.:.:Sid, 	 died on 11 October 1944 - 	Pule 
(shot whilst trying to escape) 

24. Irncisek 	 died on 11 October 1944 	Polo 
(died due to general -,-reaknoss) 

25. Josef 	, 	 died en 11 -,,ctober 1944 	Pule 
(shot whilst trying to escape) 

26. Johann P.:6LOW&I, 	 died on 14 October 1944 	East' orker 
(shot because of rosistance 
aL:inst th. 6tate authority) 

27. Henryk BUKOWSKI, 	 died on 13 October 1944 	Pole 
(shot whilst escaping) 

23. Fedor:<:120.- T, 	 died. on 8 liovu,Abor 1944 	.T.,;ast labourer. 
(died due to gener:1 

29. Stislaw,KOSDYMKI, 	died on 18 iTovcber 1944 	Pole 
(died &u to general weakness) 

30. Jaroslaw On  o:13, 	 died 10 January 1945 	 Citizen of the 
(died due to general wuaknesS) Protectorate 

31. Felix .1314.:SZCYK, 	 died on 20 January 1945 	Pole 
(shot whilst escaping) 

32. Grigori I'LLTDRa.u, 	 died on 30 J:viluary 1945 	EL:stworker 
-(died due to .eneral 	ess)  

33. 1::ichael .:JAISUDKL7 	 died on 31 January 1945 	Estworker 
(suicide by throwing ht:Iself 
in front of a uoving train) 

34. Keastautin laSIEJTJJ, 'Waite-Ruthenian 

35. .jloirej BiaaJ, 

died on 11 February 1945 
(died due to geAcral wakness) 

died en 27 -.7,:nrch 1945.  
(.'het whilst escaping) 

Pole 

716 
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The followirl Eiitrios haire boen uscab]..ished fro.., the it.,,strar's Officu: 

1. ,...lexandur 

2. Stcnislaus 

' 3. Stmislaw PEjS, 

diod on 13 ...Ugust 1943 
(whilst trying to oscfIL) 

died on 2 :ieptciaber 1943 	Pole 
(whilst trying, to escape) 

died on 4 Supte,Aber 1943 
(shot bocause of resistance 
against the State authority) 

Eastworker 

4. Eugeni PUSCHLf, 	 died on 28 October 194' 	Eastworker 
(shot whilst trying to escape) 

5. Czeslaw ic.SPRZYK, 	 dio6. cr. 15 February 1944 	Pole 
(shot whilst trying to escape) 

6. ..nton 01.32,E7SKI, 	 diod on 26 February 1944 	Pole 
(shot because of resistance 
,%-inst the State cuthority) 

17. JL,-.1 WOITOVICZ, 

diod on 1 1:o.rch 1944.  
(shot because of resistance 
against the State authority) 

died on 1 h:J.rch 1944 
(shot because of rosistance 
against the State authority) 

died on 5 ',Ay 1944 
(shot whilst trying to oscapo) 

died on 9 icy 1944 
(shot whilst trying to escape) 

died on 24 1'iay 1944 
(died due to a weak heart) 

died on 26 hay 1944 
(shot whilst trying to escape) 

dice. on 15 July 1944 
(died whilst trying to escape) 

diod on 9 -uEust 1944 
(shot for ssaulting) 

died on 10 ...ugust 1944 
(suicide by. juoping down 
the quarry) 

died on 5 3epteuber 1944 
(shot because cf resistance 
against the State authority) 

7. ...loxandra 

8. 'Jassili GREBENINX, 

9. Viadislaw GURSKI, 

10. ...dok 

11. Iran 

12. Kasi;iir PRZYBILSKI, 

13. ..bnatoli POLESCTSCHUK, 

14. Josef W...0110;,'L.K, 

15. Viktor BOLT71.0'.', 

16. ..--Sternas J.,STREIISKYJ, 	died on 23 Lugust 1944 
(shot whilst csooping 

:astworker 

Eastworker 

Pole 

Polo 

Eastworker 

Pclo 

EJstworker 

Pole 

Eastworker 

'c'est -Ukrainian 

Pc le 

Eastworker 18. ..lokander K01 DP 	- died on 20 Septewber 1944 
(died due to general weakness) 

-11/Pi 716 
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buried on thu locd coi:46tcry:  

died on 28 DQcolabor 1943 
	

fro:-.4 Holland 
(ccalso cf dec.th unknon) 

died on 11 .DocelAbor 1.943 	froLl Holland 
(did duo to ccnoral wo2.kness) 

Further;.lore tho  following ire 

1. Honrikus 	VIERLIHG, 

2. Thoodor PETERS 

STEIII10, 20 	1946 • 

CERTIFIED that this is L true; translation froze Gorl_m into English of 
the n-cord of the roadstrar's offico in STEINBERGEH. 

(Signed) 3.T. 6TEVEliS, Sgt. 
Inv. Section, 

Crinos Group (N E )  
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• DEPOSITIOIT NO.7 .  

114._,R_-14-TIO.:; of D.E.e0;eITIOP 

ell 

alter S~L:IDl 

Deposition on oath 
before Major F.I. 1:fAER, 
Crimee Group (1,, on the 
Holding Centre, "Toton,  

of Walter 	 mele, of STAIIII5e1RGO No.144) 
Gen. Lilt, of :.'fold Inveeti,.atiOn%Section, Was 
24th of :Abve:ber 1'e47, ee eo.1 jar Criminal 
eillTOrr. 

I have been told that I ree not zeroed to 1- tak._ 	statezent, if I 
do not wish, but that if I do, thin si.;:.ts;1.1,:ni; will be written down and can 
leter bu used.ae evidence. 	I meke thie 	 volunterily f.:na not 
under colepulsion or throat •or beceuee of promise:: of r: -card. 

I ae, 4alter aa,LTDT, born at e;7:: 	on 31 July 1904) n:m Gerean, 
Protestant and quare• re-inur. 	I em Eerried and have on child. I 
apelied Zor elemberehip in the 1.J .D in 1932 and was accepted in 1934. 
I was also a e,:ember 	the 

On 1 March 1926 I joined the elm :e0Fletiai- fat L.TEIIIBRCIIE eG 
(carries). 	I bou-..:ht the company on 1 JanuerT 1937 and since thee have 
managed it Lu, a sin,_;le firm. 	In 194) :.t; lost a nue:bur bf Gareee.n workers 
through conscription into the Viehrmacht. The Kris leader of the 
orderee me to eleploy foreign workcre in their place. Thee::: could not be 
provided by the local German labour exchange. The Comi,unity Canp, 
which I had constructed in the meantime on the eiatLIND131311G, op;osite the 
quarry, remained therefore empty until the end of July 1943. it the end 
of July the constructional engineer oe the LefiDE 2clat'.x Plant ceiee with 
high priority papers eed asked for about 30,000 tons of buildingmaterial 
for the construction and completion ef the oteder station. I pointed 
out th;. fot that the ciArap was reedy but that there were no Workers 
(foreir.), as the labour exchange could nit obtain any more. The 
en,;incer thereuooe expljmd that labour could be obtained throueh the 
,12,L-HD2: he alio pt his workers from thee. , few days later the 
constructional engineer - CfSaustellenleiteri ap eared, t- ther with Herr 
PIUS15-.3 (Police Inspector of the WA.BOVER Gestapo;, ineeeted the camp 
and asked m- to go to '11. 1140V1!; to ,sake out a contract. 	It was only 
there that.the known contreet was made on 3 eweuet 1943. It provided 
for 100 tone of reil-treek gravel to be sup. lied to Ie.H1I3 every eorking 
day. Shortly afterwards the 40 2,, e ::_reed upon were supplied and a 
guard was stationed in ;-121,.',II•B._aGEi-:. 	I believe that the greater part of 
the prisoners were nationals from eestern Europe. 4A1ter the contract 
had been signed, illy firmeaae responeible for suo:lyinz; guards. :after 
I had refused to detail several men for these, duties, a nie;ht-watch 
compeecr in liANOVER wr.s asked to erovide the ,:,,uerd5. 	Llreatiy in the 
first days, seveeal prisoners eece,e,d on. the open roand, whereupon the 
Care Coetaandant from IJ:ED, herr ../1.-eKLR, ordered the ;i_tard.e, to be 
relieved and reolaced thee:with Lie.rds fraa Ikeflatl. 	The :Nerds came 
solely under the cost .and of the Obereecht4eister who was stationed on the 

Nb 	daily euota oL eof;1 	set for the orisonors either 
by myself or the Oberwachtme4ster. 	e:•-ter a short tiele it eees 
discovered that the work of the orieeners was so negligible, th..t the 
reeuired material could not be delivere wit, the 40 prisoners. The 
number 4as therefore increasedto siO. Tie orescribed quantity was thus 
obtained. The average working caoecit:, 	the prisoners was about 
half of teet of a German worker, eoneties even less. (ebout 6 cub. el). 
WithoUt a doubt- the reason for the si:A.1 output of the prisonees was the 
fact that they Were releaeed on the averae every 30 to 35 days so that 
ee had entirely nee men every- ;ionth. For a large part, the etete of 

/health 

D/M.715. 
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health was .lso 	only a fey vel, 
of the bad st ,te 	helt4 I aske the 
hours from 11 to U 	. carried (Jut 
measures. To the imorove- 	beloa 
s heavy workers .by 	 su 

supply of clothes. 	. 	.n the 
of prisoner., thr:lu-- the he.lth authori 
especially Yillin:. tu 
The work achieved ws re ,r t-:1 
food was suplie- 	 nj. 	. 
every day by the 	L 	it -x_s 
..end differences ranjii. 	 .70 to 

B,causo 

	

.ild Ltit Zor 	out in - /orkin:; 
ntu3ber of further imo 

rc;CO 	tion o tho workoro 
ci 	t 	from,, thy. DAP, 

	

t L • .:..t 	• c-,d 	 c_tru 
ti . 	 )risoners Who 'tore 

!,i • ci• 	food .1.1.01.1 ow.' own estate. 
.accommol-tion and 
to every 	for 

lole 	 with this Lula 
Jer.: tak...a on b my :irm. 

The prisoners received their heavy Jorkbes ration %nd my family did 
not receive any of it. 

The furniture an:. wine found in the warks4cp belon,ud to ..A.au von 
';IUTT&I,DOW and was stored with jl1 for ,Ar-raid reLsons. . I did not 
learn of any i1A-treL.tment of crisoners ,y my foremen 	may c,uarry 
foreman (Brush mister). 	In 	tin of- the staff I especially forbade 
any ill-treatment. The sick prisoners and those incapable of work 
were not driven to work, on the contrary, because I could not refuse to 
accept them, they were placed into a special workinL,-vrty, which was led 
by the foreman BSUGE and which only did liht work. I have neither 
attended nor seen a shootirv;.-  I have not seen the bodies of shot 
prisoners, but knew from Camii Commandant ..iIMUJER that they were buried by 
his men on the workin L:ite. I could- only protest against this but not 
achieve 'anythin as IiIJKLdR referred to an ordc o MAYJaws. AL- I 
wanted to have the presence o: laux.,n skeletons to be officially confirmed 
on my workiiv; site, I asked Camp Commlndant ,:7114K2ai to pass instructions 
on to the Obervachtmeister that the registrar in 	 by informed 
of -very burial and the dead be reiLtered in the at.4 roll. `..'he camp 
was under quarantine for several months.. Paratyphoid 4as contracted throw ;h 
the AAL I.,2"-HD.; and I have the feeliiv! that the cLoap inmates were never 
fully free of this illness. 

The only ill-treatment was ti at the Oberwachtmeister BRUNS made 
prisoners double after 'irk and kicked them. The guards did the same and 
also beat prisoners. Already in 194) I tried to chauze the penal comp 
into a free camp, consistin t) brisoners who, after servirr; their sentence, 
A.shed to remain in STEITIBIDC-1;11. 	The e were 6 to 10 in every transort. 
4 application for this was turned aDNA1 by the Gestapo in HANOV4R with 
the explanation that these people could not stay in ST:dINIURGEN, as they 
had to return to their ori.j.nal place o,. work in war industry. • A 'written 
document to that effect is in the evidence. 

(Si: fled) :Talter 

SWORN by the said Deponent qulter 	 volunt rily at No. 1 War 
Criminals Holding Centre, "Tomato" 1 IND.114, Uef ore Major -.0.1L. vIAAUR, Gen. 
List, of Pield Investigation Section, Val- Crimes Group (N.r.C,), on 24th of 
November 1947, detailed by the C.-in-C. British Army of the Rhine. 

(Signed) 	WARNM, Aaj. 
Invostigatin,_: Officer. 

C_JUIPIED that this is a tiiue .t,rans1LAion from German into An ,lish 
of the Deposition of Walter SCHMIDT, mi'trked Deposition No.7. 

(Sl'Jled) C.ti. 21E10. SAgt, 
War Crimes Group (N5B). 

A.715. 
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Deposition on oath of 	 male, of Eireatli near RINTFTN, svorn 
before - ajor 	Warner, General Liot, of Field investigation Section, L11-. 
Crimes Group WE), at F.o. 1 	Criminals Hoidin Centre TOI,:nTO, on the 24th 
Nov._,mber, 1947. 

I have been told that I am not comlielled to make a statement unless I so 
wish, but that any statuucnt that 	 be written down and mLy be used 
as evidence at any time in the future. 	I au making thi;:, statement of may own 
free will and not under compulsion, threats or because of promises of reward. 

I am :;ilhelm RIME, born en the f."5rd ay., 1901, in aTGERif. 	I 7.m of 
German nationality and of Protect:nt 	and o: foreman of a quarry by 
profession. 	I am married and have one child. 	I joined the NSDnE" in 1941. 

I have been employed in the SPEINBERCai quarry since 1928. The of 	was 
later SCHIIIIDT. Since the 1st Juno, 1944, I was Brucheister there (quarrying 

. foreman). ns such I WV-6 responsible for the 16ading and the work in the 
quarry. 	The foremen were under 	supervision. Before the 1st June, 1944, 
I was the foreman responsible for the loading labours in the quarry. Since 
approx. ,august, 1943, foreign internees wore employed in the STI3INBMGEIT quarry. 
They were mostly Russians, Poles, ..Aitch...en rand Frenchmen. 	nt first we had 40 
to 50, later on 50 to 60. These men were guarded by S3-personnel. 

The ,Jork which the internees had to do was breaking, stones, loading stones, 
and to push the filled trolleys to the Bremsberge, the points where they were 
re-loaded. The prisoners wore portly in good physical co.Aition and had to 
perform .haavy 1 .burs. I dons t know how ,Alch work the prisoners had to 
perform daily. There was no set daily quota, and whatever they did was good 
enough. 

The foremen were dovyn in the bottol. (Sohle) of the (luarry and showed the 
pris nors what work they had to do there. I was mistaken if I have stated 
previously that prisoners were driven t work by the foremen. The foremen 
did not drive them, and neither lid I, as I had ..e thing to do with the prisoners. 
The foremen were respnsible for the work of the prisoners. I gave instructions 
to the foreme71 every lAorning as to the material required by me. 	I received  my 
instructions frLm the despatch-chief FOTULSKI as far s despatch was concerned. 
He got his instructi Als from falter SCHiUDT. 

The prisoners w:rked 9 to 10 h.._,urs daily. During the winter they worked 
8 hours, and en Sundays according to how much loading there was to be done. 
I dr,  nut know of their rations having been cut because the prisoners did not 
ulfil their quota. 

I have not hit, pushed .;r kicked anybody in the civarry - and certainly not 
with a stick. Only occasionally did i speak to the prisoners and tell them tc 
work bit ::care. 	I did not see the fremen d., any beating. 	I did not see 
the guards :RUMS or KOCH beat iris nlers. The only people vh did beat were 
the SSS--men serving under BRUNS and KOCH, and the .POS. 

(Signed) llhelm RIME 

p/m 716 
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I have n t Sk-QU 	e:,,cutiins by Lh.tiXk, in the luLrfy itself. 	I have 

-heard C ur ,r five tiles th..t -en h'.d rud z.wny ani b_en oh t by the gu24rd 
porscnnel. Those people -.ire buried in the gurxry. Mu;  wuru buried by heaping. stnes Lnd rubble ver thu rtfterwards; .:hun I 	SCHLZDT of it, 
hc snia he c- ell net •1 nythinr, ab ut it 	it h.:a been orders  orJ.crl by the Gest:..p.). 

I hnve iv.thing furti.,r 
(Sid) 1i1bcU. RIME 

Sw.)rn by thu 	it lisp merit i1hoL.. flfl1Th voluntarily nt TOiTO Linden, on the 24th H veJ)cr, 1947, bef.-re 	licijr 	 Genur.a List, dotnilud 
by the C.-in-C. BritisL 	of the Rhine. 

(Signea) 	 LL j . , 
Investigating  Officer. 

Before 	statei-ent was written Y1 I W:.3 t id that I liJas n t 
to make zl stateiAent unless I 6, ,rish, but tiv_t 	stataAent I 	would be 
written iovm n1 c:uld be useA 	evi dunce 17.t.er n. 	I w7.s furthermre 
thut I vras 	statement f 	wn frkj 	ill, cdia n7t under c.);..pulsin, 
threats, or bee:use of pr.io of rerard. 

:,fter the interr,wf.tin, which -.ins n oath, 	.statei..ent 'is put in fr.mt 
of LiC and I real thr,ugh it and signei it. ixfter th:t I steJuld_have taken 
oath on it, which, 11,2wevor, I refuse to .o. 

(Signed) 'JilhoLA RIME' 

Certified thEt this is a true transinti._:n frc,v. Gernn int..) English of the 
aoposition 	 ..arkurd Dup. 

HQ, 	 F.J. Kelley, Capt. 
25 11.11 1947. 

- 

I
u
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7,oposition on cr.th of 	 1!:, Or T 	U, m icister 164, 
at nrcsent in ro.2 	C "I;21"71::T.0 , 	 ,rt' r 	 , en.List, 
of -"ield Investigrtion ,cation, 	 ('-our 	t YY6CH:Wif. on 13 
TTco:ember, 1947. 

I, 7ilhelv, MVPS h.ve been In:ormed tl.et 1 .01 not compelled to make a 
statement rgrAnst m-  will, but that 	.Anttucnt 3 do m=.ke will be written 
do' .n =.nd may be used in evidence 	I ..., e 'his :J.tement voluntRri17, 
Nithout force or eLrsutsion 

I am 	 born 26.9.16::4, 	 m- rrie, one child, farmer, 
?rotestant, and of Uerman 	 I 4- :3 not 	member of the 	nor 
of any of its affiliations. 

In lovember, 1941, I 	directed to join tic Protective Police in DdlOVER. 
In Lpril 1942, I came to L:::70E/:EsER, ant:. in september 1943, to the quarry at 
STEIYBERGEH, where I served .Jith the rank of Oberchtmeister. Other 
policemen at ;-3TEItiliEGETT were 	Brothers .J.DOVITC, .i - TETRKI, 7.INKLER Edmund 
and KLETZOG, who were all Volkadeutsche, (families origimting from Germany). 
The prisoners consisted mostly of Russans and ). oles and their number was about60. 
Ihrwe flavor seen that the prisoners we.rc bev.ten i)416. I myself have never 
beaten. 	One prisoner 1,.s boon sot whilst try in:_; 	escape during the time 
when I served at 373IFFBEV, but he was only kounde(-. and later on was brought 
into the camp hospital .A L:YM. I cannot remember who it was, who shot at 
this prisoner. 	Du in„ my service at ,.;TEIir l'3.„4Eli one Dutchman eied. 	Jie 
suffered from pneumonia. I do not know his nme. He as -buried at 

'EInERGET7  cemetery. During the time when I solwed in sTEI7%1ER(.721 nobody 
w-s buried et 3TFL: v1,( 7r, but I heard 	6 to 7 men hr.ve been burici: 
Food for the prisoners we received from t-e - cynks 	‘:.,lent of the quarry, 
but for the heavy :ork to be done ftere, this Corl(: 	lf strong, enough. 
The prisoners had to cut into pieces per clay 14-1 ouhicl-etres of stone in 
betwren two of them. 	I someti,s at 	 foo,- 	t' prisoners and 
iLsued it to them in the evening se - 	 \.orka i , :nngement very often 
ordered, that more .ork 2110131 -  be dme, but I -1,:tys ',nowered: J. have to Cecide 
about the crisorrrs, I have to keep t.eal 11ealt,17 r, r1 therefore I c:nnot 
overwork them.' 

t the end of - 'ecemter 194, the crip'. 	3_.;solved. 	I had to report 
sick, rnd after 8 vc, k:.; in tpe hospital in 	I P: 4 urned to the camp 
L:IT-EVESER. 	The works mr!nne;vnt isauet. ')cur or 	rds, but I did 
not want this issue, cans t..errf •re vie chd n)t receive -1.1: .,,r for several 
weeks. 	Later on the :,D-mrn 	for beer arid then th:Ls \:%s issued: again, 
but I never drank '=.r.7. 

I have nothin, to 
-1),JT:6 

SViORN by the said Del-ionent 4ilhelm hiTNS, voluntarily at VLJCIMECh on 
13th November, 1947, before me, Captain F. NI.ELLJEN, General List, detailed by 
0.-in-4C., British Jauy of the Rhine. 

(A-6mA') P. TIEL:JEN, Captain, 
Investig_ting Officer. 

URTIFIT) th-t this is a true translation from i.;-erman into English of 
the Deposition of '7i1' .elm Tv:WK:;, marked Deposition ro. 9. 

(Uk;ned) H. 3C'ev/EIG,M,Capt-,in. 
Field Investigation section, 

';sir Crimes Grono 

BM 718 
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De-r...osit-.:.on on oth of 	 • .1.>, 	• at /To 2 	C 	 sworn ')LOP; 	 Gen.Li:-.t, of Piol..1 ation Sction,7.r ri .us (1-011, (r ].;) t 	 on 17 Nov. 1.7. 

I, Fri._ .-::01.(31: Kai 	7  , ; 	 "f; • 1.; 	not c.). .tO iake 
t 	1011.1; 	• 	 ‘; 	 7  OW11•  1-K; 	."-;1 VkCArt-,,,-- I 	It117. 	 V071 *:';1t-.1':7.1 * 	001.1puThion or -17,,,rsurAion 	 ,  

KOCH Fri.udrich Karl 	. .orn in -3111./Y21;A:TiIT On 11 1/1f.-;,r 1395 1  
Oil:. child. 	I _1 !: 	.7io:Irur 	trade, 	rrotestant and., of Genaan nr..tionrdity. 	 .1.3; -.1., er of the iTSIV.1). 	I •.;a1(.,_; the etrs.tcylent 

Durin the war I J. d-.7.1....;,_•::,;(1 to join th. 	oliu force. 	I ser•ved..t STAOTH/tr-MikrIA1TOITM rind in the 1.1.1.114/T71,11 ersL rn. 	Li 	19);-::, 	Dostea to the cluarry at STEINB7ICEN in t;...1 rank of Obe-.--....,cht,LeiLt r. 	I VC-S there from. W.:-  until Au;.,ust 1913  r.snd the sec, 	t !t: fro. Jan 19'; 4 until April /1.5. Wilhelm BRUNS w•.-..3in ch•)x - ,.: of the 'u•-'di 	Au:11.st unt - .1 Deoe:ther, 94-.j. Fro:A the 	Docei_ib-:r 194-3 until end of Jninu:r ,  1 9/4 tfo., crIip had boon lo3 Gra 	followinL an o-tbreak of •_-4.n 	 The folloAxv: been emplo;,,ed 	r,uards at SITEINBM.GEN:- BRUITS ../iLieL t  71../iCria.,.1 Edmund, 
HEIN AJolfy JATT071.2Z Lud.A.L.1, an JAiVIITC Karl. 

The :prisoners vere . ,..ontly Poles 	Russj..-ns, :)ut 	of them y.:oro also Dutrf.a -nr.1 Bel:. ian. 	It is kno-.;n to 	that r.plit -.; 	nu.1b_.r of prisoners :oro shot. 	I 	 nev r 	 and.' nuvur tur.-.• myself that a prison,,r was shot*  but the 	r .T..ortefl. such events to ..te. 	I then in- 
fonleti L&HDE cp...lap by telephone. - 	o.-,:•tifiw:..te of ;'.eath as then sent to 
rio ancl I had to -.1roduce it at the r. is 'r' office at -STE:CS112(17,N. 	Nobody has been buried .t:'.thout death c .rtificate. 	I 	told by the -corks rannaf;e- 
ment tir.t prison,:rs have been 1),..aten, but I n..v.r 	this 3 voclf. 	I once hit one ..-"risoncr Tri ill one blo,i in or-?..r to sto:,: 	clu-rrol. 	I sfs.•,-r about 2-3 
burials; the bodies were buried vr'.thoqt. is in the qua:.:•ry and than 
these clothes were issued to the other j- :10..)nrs, 	C.aU 	th. Drir.mn,rs -Jere very 	1;,.-  off with clothinL. 	That the bo.1jL 	tr:1 
elothes :as an or:"..er of th._, crap co,:::.tanjer •-•.t 

	

I had not iAuch dualin:zs 	ro:•-..ko 	at O± the quarry; I only 
had to fetch the time sheets. 	ThL: works ,-tr..n.a 	1:-3 ...u.ed. beer for the ,:ivards, 
if on case had been 	oat  I coi].' ftoh a no-,; on. 	it V:111 pr.‘1d by the 
firm. We also 	an is31.V..: of tobacco fr01.1 t :!„ 	 Th Afril 1 94.5 no 
(leap was .'issolved nn,1 the ;prit101-1„rs returneC t 1./1,.Lr.): 

• I have nothinr: further to E..‘dfL. 
(.1) Priu,:irich KOCH 

SWORN by the sold Deponent -2riedrich KOCH, 	 VISC.:Iii.QCK on the 
17 Nov 4.7, before mc, Capt P. NIELM11, of Field inv_ti.- %tion Section, '.7ax• 
Crimes Group (NMI) detailed by C.-in-O. Th.7itish Ar1 of 

(SL) P. NIELSEN, Capt., 
Officer. 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translation :frail Geman into Enlish of the 
Deposition of 'Fri Lari oh KOCH, tar1zed De . 1100  10 • 

(SA ii. SCIFIEIGM, Capt. 
Field InvQs ti;:::‘.ti.on Suction 
'War Cr 1.1.1.(J3 Group (mTE) 
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.,;tateents by the folla:;in witnesses tire enclosed herewith : 
's rt) lienbann 

::11tor 

_ 7 
; 

"fertrud 

Karl 	 

The Jor!7 Jontract rclatinL; to the e•iiloy6en-i: of slave 

labour and the Aeejstrar's ;ucort. of deaths at 
.;teinberL;en are enclose6 herewith. 

C 	 each of the.accused are enclosed herewith. 
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NOTES ON THE CASE 1597 

(Under this heading should be included the view taken as to (a) the degree 
responsibility of the accused in view of his official position, e.g., was offence 
committed on the offender's own initiative, or in obedience to orders, or in carrying 
out a system approved by authority or a legal provision ; (b) the probable defence; 
(c) whether the case appears to be reasonably complete.) 

	

It 	Clutif era'. t:.t; 	 ;;ha;; all thu aceus:.e uxCo,1; 1„cpsooally 	 anc. 	 .unt anu the 

	

oasu againot 	io e?.(;6v. 	 the accust.,. ,.;ohmidt, 
although them is no evLdence tu show that he took any :droonal tart 
in any of the shootings or ill-treat-clout it is)  howuv-r drfectV 
clear that he knew of evurythini,: that was going on and hotivu3;y 
unamrage0. the guaros to treat the tia r :Vr6 In an inhumane eashion. 
it is considered -that he can)  thdruA)ro, be held resonsible for these 
killth:o and ill-treatment, 

4 
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..CiIARGES AGAINST 

CASE No. 

WAR CRIMINALS • 

UNITED NATIONS WAR CRIMES COMMISSION 

1 ti:o 
3.) OM) to 	-.: 	. 

Name of accused, hiss' 
rank and unit, oa  
official position. 

(Not to be translated. 

Date and place of 
commission of al-
leged crime. 

Number and descrip-
tion of crime in war 
crimes list. 

References to rele-
vant provisions of 
national law. 

• 
_ 	 • 

n 

SHORT STATEMENT OF FACTS. 

... 

TRANSMITTED BY 
• 

Insert serial number under which the case is registered in the files of the National Office of the accusing State. 

.32064i Wt.P.1 ;72 4, .s,0a0 	
A . & E WLtI 	)p.m 

0 

Registered Number. 

21-.2.1/utc/G167/ 
• 

For the Use of the Secretariat) 

Date of receipt in Secretariat. 

-,- 4 FEB it:18 
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DEL o31  lc i 

01' 

Karl Friedrich 

Deposition on oath of Karl Friedrich Gustav 	born on the 19.4.99 iii 
of IX,NIIFAIBURG (Elbe) interned in N. 7 	"...!-IiM,1-LiaDE sworn 

before EVSgt E. RICitHEUER R„OC. of 	Investigation Section, -Jar Criues 
Group (i...1E) at No. 7 CIC ‘.1 the 6th Hove.iber 1947. 

I au Dr. Karl Friedrich Gustav 	born on 1). 4. 9) in H...:11.10VER. I as 
a  Lands at Iuy profession and of Gerta.n nAionality. Since 1. 4. 33 1 was a 
ueuber of the NSILP. 

1. Fro,:. Nove.iber 1)36 until the end of the war I was Landrat in D.dililliBURG. 

2. The increasing rate of childbirth to the feuale Eastern -workers Litt.de it 
necessary to provide establish...ents for uothers and children. I reueuber 
that in 194.3 or 1944 hostels fur uother 	children were established and also 
4 Aireia Dannenburg. The hostels were located in LEVITZ, 	i L. 
LIEL7E1IOEFEN and NIRTHOF. In lay opinion the child birth should take place there 
and the ..tothers should atry there as long as they fed the chil,lren. Later on 
the i.uthers should return to their place of work, but shoul,:. have the 
opportunity to visit their children ret;u1::rly in the hostels. 

3. 4 colleague Landrat i.LBRECHT told me that this arrangeuent had been 
proved to be a g.•od one in the Kreis LULELURG and also possibly others. 
Therefore it was suggested to higher:authority to open hostels I! this kind 
generally, probably by the Reiclukaehrstancl. I do not know who had to :).-2.1ce the 
final decision about it. 

4. I reue.iber that there was a aJnforence on a bigger scale in LUNIZURG on 
this matter. Kruisbauernfuehrer, Landaute, representatives of the Labour 
iiaministratiun and other auth)rities, possibly also authorities of the Party 
took part. I :Iyuelf was not present at this cinfcrence. The result was that 
the Regierungspresident gave the instruction to establish hostels of this kind 
in each Kreis acc)rdin,i to need. 

5. To four hostels uentioned in ....ragrf.,,ph 2 were opened in the Kreis 
paiNENBURG in accordance with this instruction. The 1 .cation of the four 
hostels was decided by the Kreisbauernfuehrer in -.ccordance with the Labour 
Exchange and the Landrat. The Kreisbauernscha.ft 	superintendence over the 
-management of the hostels. 	Ls far asL can re..i.e..ler a Ger.I.:n 	was 
appointed for each hostel. The Mvors of the villages where the hostels were, 
should help the ;IA tron by advice es „)€: ci ally- in cconouie affairs. 

6. The Kreisbauernfuehrer was the faruer 	12.1MOCK, the :.v..na.;er of the 
Kreisbauernschaft was Dr. SIEVERS, the Beurger7.1eister in LITITZ s SCHULZ, I 
do not know who was the uatron in LE1ITZ. 

7, I ra.-te,,ber that a nu-.1ber of cases of death. haIrpened in the hostel in 
SE&LA.U. 	ToddZ" I no longer reue.-iber any death cases in I.FFIT.Z. 	I. reu.e.,-aber 
that the Kreisarzt Medizinalrat Dr. ZI"...iEiti..14',11; was called at.-  this tie to SEHL..U. 
That is all that I cr_tn state in this ,.r:.tter. 

(Signed) Dr. L,0112E„ 
Sq0B1.4 by the said deponent Karl Freidrich Gustav Lwa-E v.)1unt2.rily before 
sisEct. E. .R.ICHEIEIAffrt, 	detailed by the C-in-C, British 	of the Rhine 

at No. 7 CIC oil the 6,11. La. 
(Sic:ned) E. Ricirimom s/sjt„ 

cxagnaal that this is a true trrn.slati..n fro,aGeruan into English of the 

Deposition -.)f Karl Freic;:rich Gustav L...4.12E, anrked DelJosition 	1. 
(Signed) E. RICIIIIEILL7_,R S/Sgt. 

D/2 	
i... Investigatn Secti 
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DELNSITIpSi 

of 

:falter 	 SCHULZ. 

Deposition on oath of Walter Heinrich Wilheld SCHULZ hors on the. 2). 7. 03 in ZatNIN, Kreis a.,:vaiBuma op Le,eiTZ No. 10 sworn before S/Sgt E. RICIlifigAIEH, 
RiLOC, of Field Investigation Section, War Crimes Group (1.7E) at 1.111.1ZEG, on the 
23rd October, 1947. 

I have been c aitioned that I a-.1 nut compelled to make a statement if I du 
not wish to but that any state -dent which I shall make will be written down and 
lAsy be used as evidence before a Court. I 	 tnis statement voluntarily 
without the use of force or threat of force aa1 without the promise of a rewarq. 

I am Walter Heinrich Alhelid SCHULZ tern on the 29.7,03 in ZERI■IN. I 
farrier and. ;Ali I(ling contractor by occupation. I ad of Ga. Idan nationality. I 
was a member of the NSDAti-) since May 1933. I was Zellenwr..,.rt. I had no other 
functions with the affiliated organisatiums of the party. 

1. .1.pproximately in sumider ur siring 1)44, some members of the Kruisbauernschaft 
came to LE7ITZ. I Vas called into a house belon&ing to the farmer BiLSSE. 
I was told that this house should be fitted as a. hostel for illeLO.taate children 
of the female foreign workers because the children could not L;e1; the )roper 

• care on the farms as the girls had to work. 

2„ I was told that I had at least to take over the financial affairs of this 
hostel, for example, pvment of the bills as far as money was available, 
collecting of oyntributions from the farmers, also returns for dealth, insurance, 
etc, /it first I did not want it because I had no time but it was eaphasisecl 
that I had. nothing else to do with this affair except these things. 

3. Then I took this job over. The ration cards were sent directlzr to iiL.ss 
GROENITZ by the Wirtschaftsamt in D;..1.1.:12NBUR.G. 	The Idlls were sent to me by 
the ration supply firms. I went to the respective merehants and made sure that 
the goods were taken..by Miss GRO&ITZ and acknowledged. Miss GliOall.a was in 
charge of the purchase of food. I do net know what the ration scale for the 
children was, as I did not even get the ration cal ls. The number of ohild.ren 
was between approximately 12 and 15. 

If, Miss GROINITZ left this place between Christmas and New Year that is at 
the end of 1944. One of the two foreign nurses came to me and reported that 
Miss GROENITZ who was living in CLWZE had not arrived and asked ;.:e to ring 
up as she was finished with the rations. I rang up Miss GROEUITZ who declared 
to me that she "mad not carry on the work. I remember that she told ;:Ie once 
at this time teat she would not be pushed and threatened by KOOilidgiti. 

5. I rang u;:, the Kreisbauerin, Frau ;,.4.LCHET.,, and asked her what I should do as 
GRDJNITZ was no longer cording. Apart from that, some children were ill. I 
also iamed..ately rang up Dr. DLi.NHOLZ in GLITIZE. I du not remember when the 
doctor came, on the same day or some time afterwards. I reme.-:iber the doctor 
said it was an epidemic, we should wash our fingers. I believe he spoke about 
catarrh affecting the lungs or something simi.lar. 

6. I do not know exactly when Frau MALIIEL 'name. I know that my wife brought 
food on the same day. Frau 1.1,;.CHEI also promised ma to find another person fur 
the hostel as idy wife could not take of it permanently. 

7. lifter Dr. DANNHOLZ had arrived I rang up several times Kreisarzt Dr. 
ZItlai:Fali,:o.r0 because in 	irdinion still more had to be done to prevent other 

oases of illness. when Dr. Zimmermann also arrived with n....dical sur)plies. 
I was not there ull this day as far as I can remem'oeri 3onsequently Dr. 
Ziii....lerar.nn was there several times, 

/ 3. 
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8. I believe that a total of 9 children died. come children died under 
Gi.t0IliITZ, some afterwards. - I do not know ho many at each time. 

9. Alter some time, approximately 
arrived and took over the hostel. 
had difficulties with the children. 
workers in the hostel, but good and 
during her time, 

at the beginning of January, 	ZULU) 
I had not the impression that -.ass ZUNI) 

She was strict to the foreign female 
correct. 	Ther,; wer., no cases of death 

10. I several times sent firewood and ()Jul out of 	stores to the hostel. 

11. I do not know if lass GROWITZ was a skilled nurse. illso I do not know 
about WIZ. There was no doctor permanently 	the hostel. Dr. IL.ill,EOLZ 
was called if necessary. 

12, I believe that some girls were forced to take their children to the 
hostel because the employers wanted it. I -11:we no proof of that. 

This is all that I know in this matter. 1 have nothing else to 

(Signed) Walter Schulz 

SWORN by the said deponent Heinrich Wilhelm SCHULZ voluntarily at UELZEN, 
un the 23rd October 1947, before me, S/Sgt E. RICHHELMIs  ROC, detailed by the 
C„-in-C. British .'ihrmy of the Rhine. 

(Signed) E. RiC1-11021,11iti, S/Sgt. 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translation from German into Migish of the 
Deposition of Heinrich Wilhelr4 alter SCHULZ, marked Deposition No, 3. 

(Signed) E. RICHHEL.Nt o  S/Sgt, 
Field Investigation Section. 

D/2 

• 
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Deposition No. 34. 

■ 

DEPOS1TION 

of 

;falter Heinrich 	 SCHULZ 

Deposition un oatI.4 of ;falter Heinrich 	 SCHULZ, born on the 29, 7. 03 in MTh 	(Kreia D‘IficklIBURG) of L-PITITZ 	10, owurn before 3/Sgt E. RICHHETI.DR, 
R.:.00, of Field Investigation Section, ..fr.r Crimes Group, (' .iE) at Ito, 2, 
1-Li..13URG-111SCI-MK1C. on the 20,11.47. 

I have been cautioned that I 	nut coupellcd to mr.lke a statoi.ent but 
that any statea,ent which I shall ,:ake ,ray be written down and raay be used 

as evidence 1ptfore a Court, I Rid ;.faking this stater:lent voluntarily and 

without the use of force or the threat of force anu without the proc:i.se of a 
reward. 

I a;.1 :falter Heinrich Alholm SCHULZ born on the 29. 7. 03 in ZEMilDI, 

I ma of German nationality. I as a farmer and building contractor by 
occupation. 

1. Shortly after Christmas 1944 I was infori.led by the foreign nurses of 
the childrens. hostel in LlaaTZ that several children were ill and that Hiss 
GROINITZ was not there (see paragraph 4. of r.v.  deposition of 23.10.47. I 
iaaaediately infori.ied Dr. DLHDHOLZ, who at first did not want to cues because 

he ha.c1 nu transport. I first had to pro .rise hie: a cwt. of oats so that he 

should co,ae. I inforaed Miss GRORIITZ before I called Dr. lilikafOLZ and she 

answered that she was no longer carrying on in the hostel because she was 
slightly ill. On 	reproaching her that she had not infonied anybody, she 

answered that this was not my affair and I should have nothing to say. 
Then I rang up Mrs. HaCHEL. 

2, See paragraph 5 of ;.or deposition of 23 October 1947. I an sure that Dr. 

D.a14.;,HOLZ spoke about infectious diseases and advised i-.10 that we should 

washour hands, especially ray wife, when she sometimes went into the hostel. 

He asked if we also had children and we should be very careful. 

3. Shortly before Christmas I was informed by the teacher SCHULZ that 

soraething had gone wrong in the childrens hostel. He aentioned that there 

was something not in good order because several children had died at short 

intervals. 	nothing further happened. for the ti :,cbeing I did not take 

any action but as soon as children fell ill again at about Christmas, I 

inforaed GROMITZ, Dr. llafiivHOLa, Mrs. kiaCIIEL and Dr. Z.... 	LaITII, 	Then Dr. 

ZI1,fillgRidaIN also cane to an inspection at which I believe I was nut present. 

44, In .....utumn 1944 on a Sunday afternoon I was informed by a foreign nurse 

that a fight was talci.ni,-; place in the hostel between the Poles and she asked 

sae to cora° to the hostel. The nurse was crying and bleeding fro;., the face. 

I went to the hostel, arced with a pistol and Su,.-L.Ioned. the fiditing farties 

to leave the hostel. This finally happened. I shut the front door. I 

did. not use ny weapon. Hiss GROiNITZ was not present. 	When she came on 

another clay I told her that I would. not go to the hostel on Sunday any raore 

because I did not want any more arugaents with people. The Landwacht was 

instructed by the police to lool: after this. 	I no longer re.teilber 

whether I or ;-.0r son inforaed the police by telephone. 

5, 	duty in the hostel was only the financial a.1  ministration. This is 

all that I can state in this natter. 

(Ljigned) ..;alter SCHULZ 
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aa01:11 by the said deponent -.Liter Heinrich 	SCrilULZ voluntarily EA 
no. 2 ,,CHC 1,-1SC:117-BECK on the 20th Nove,Aber 1947 before me S/Sgt E. RICHHELLER 
Ri.00., (letAli:C. by the C.-in-C. British 	of the Rhine. 

(:.,4ned) 	RICh;JEI.LEIZ S/Sgt. 

CERTIFIED that this is E. true tranol%tion 	Ger.v_m into English of the 
Deposition of -,:alter Heinrich '.iilhe11,1 SCIiTiliZ marked Deposition i:o, 

(Signed) E. RICILfai,LER 3/Sgt. 
Field Investigation Section. 
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Translation off 	 DoLusition I.o. 

PR04YLuiL 
of 

Deposition on oath of ..A.I.ter 
in ZER/Illf , Kreis 	 of LEI.f..TZ R.4A.O.C. of Field Irrvestigation Soction, ..; 
ilEUETIGiali.IE on the 6,12.47. 

LCHULZ, born un the 29,7.03 
10 sworn oefore S/Sgt E. RICHHIU.I.,12, 

..r Cri:.les Group (...r.E) at No. 6. C.I.C. 

I have 	 I -.. t.ut 
not wish to do so, but tilat , .11y 
down and used as evidence oefore a Court. 
without the use or threat of force ur ti.e 

to madco a stateiaent if I do 
;ihich I shrill hLIA.; uiay be writ yen 

I .take this stata.kint voluntarily 
prouise of a reward. 

I Rua Ater Heinrich 'ifi111014 	born on the 29.7.03 in Z.MII.Li p  of 
German nationality. 

1. I reiac;aber that I reoorted to the Registrar's Office in C.14.KZE betvg.en 
Christaas 1914 and the 	of February 1945 the death of several children. 

2. These children were reported to vae as in by a foreign auxiliary nurse 
after Christ:as 1944 	subsequently (lied. (see paragraph 5 of lay St^,teL1`.:11t of 
the 23.10,47 and Parilf_Ta:dh 1 of 1.zr statement of 20.11.47) 

3. I had to report the death of these children cryself because GROH:ITZ 
already left her ecaploy,:ient. I do not think that Miss ZUEtiDT was already 
ther e. 

I+. During the absence of GROHIITZ 	wife took charge of the food supplies. 

TUB is all that I have to say in this matter. 

(Signed) Walter SCHULZ 

Sii)RtI by the saiJA. Walter Heinrich Wilhelia SCHULZ voluntarily at kIEURIGA.M.1 on 
8 Deaeraber 1947 before sae, S/Sgt E. RICHHEIMER, R.L..U.C. detailed by the C.-in-C 
British Ain-ay of the Rhine. 

(Signed) E. RICHIfElliER :.)/Sgt. 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translation from Genaan into Ihglish of the 
Deposition of Walter Heinrich Wilhelm SCHULZ, narked Deposition No. 3D. 

(Signed) E. aciuirmr.r.-2 48gt. 
Field Investigation Section. D/2 
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Deposition No.4  

  

    

DEFCSITIU 

of 

Alwine 	1.:arta SJ. ULZ. 

Deposition on oath of Alwine aria 1.arta SJifEJLG, female, born on 29.12.02 
in arETZEN of Limirz PT0.10 ::wcrn 1 'loin 3/Sgt. E. .:ICHHET:ER R.A.O.C., 
of Field Investigation Section, 	';rimes Grout (riE) at CLENZE on the 
8.12.47. 

I am Alwine Maria Marta SCHULL born on the 29.12.02 in AUEMEN. 	I am of 
German nationality. 	I am the wife of Walter Heinrich Wilhelm SCHULZ. 

1. I remember that between Christmas.and the end of the year 1944 it 
was reported to ray husband that the matron for the Polish childrens hostel had 
not appeared. 	We thereupon telephoned Frau 1::ACHEL who looked after the 
hostel on behalf of the ICreisbauernschaft. 

2. Several children were ill at this time. As them was no matron present 
in the hostel the foreign female workers complaine., That they no longer had 
rations, I undertook the purchase of the foodstuffs. 

3. I went with a Polish girl to CLENZE and provided sugar, foodstuffs and 
so on. This foodstuff which I bought between Christmas and New Year was on 
credit in the grocer's shop WOLLETEBER. 	The purchase authoritibs were 
delivered there by Miss GROENITZ. 	I think that I obtained the rations for 
December because at this time purchase authorities for January were not yet 
available. 	I delivered immediately approximately one third of the food to the 
hostel, the other two thirds I handed over to Miss ZUEHDT when she took over 
the hostel. 

4. I remember with certainty that liss ZUEVDT took over the hostel only 
approximately a fortnight or three weeks -liter this happening. As far as I can 
remember no child died during the time of Miss ZU,i;NDT. 

This is all that I have tc say in this matter. 

(Signed) Alwine Schulz. 

SWORN by the said deponent Alvin° 	',Marta SCHULZ voluntarily at CLENZE 
on the 8th December 1947 before me, S/Sgt. E. R1CHI-111ILE1, R.A.C.C., detailed 
by the C.-in-C. British Army of the Rhine. 

(Signed) E. RICHHEIMER S/Sgt. 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translation from German into English of the 

Deposition of Alwine Maria Martha SCHULZ, marked Deposition No. 4. 

(Signed) E. R1CHHEIMER, S/Sgt. 
Field Investigation Section. 

D9 
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Translation of 

dO 	 Deposition Ne. 

DEPOSITION 

of 

Heinrich KOOPI.jiNN 

Deposition on oath of Heinrich KOOPIiiiNN, male, born on the 14..2.87 in LEFITZ ( -1<re is DANNENBURG) of LEFITZ No. 6, sworn before S/Sgt. E. RICHHEI 	0. C. , of Field Investigation 	n, War Crimes -Gr',-.)up (NV'E) at LEFITZ on the 22nd October 194.7. 

I em Heinrich ICOOF";.NIT born on 14.1.87 in LEFITZ. 	I am a farmer by trade. 	I am of Gorman nationality. 	I em the Buergermeister actually, of the c=xnity 
COWIN (.Creis DANNENBURG) and I am a member of Ur, Krcistags (District C uncil) 
of DIINNENBURG. 

1. Lpproximately in January 1943 I was drafted .to the Landwacht (auxiliary 
police) in CLENZE (Kreis DLNNENBURG). 	It was my duty to act as auxiliary 
p-licemen in LEFITL in-special cases. 

2. Lpproximately at the end of November or the beginning of December 1944 I 
was instructed by Walter SCHULTZ at this time Buergcim.eister to gcs, to the Polish 
childrenst hestel in LEFITZ in girder 	protect the Eatren against attacks by the 
Poles. 

3. At the first call I gave the answer that I cAild net go because I wanted to 
fr:., to church but at the second mre•decided call I had to go. 

4. I knew about the conditions in this se-called childrens' hostel, partly by °  
my own observatLn, partly by hearsay. There were _approximately between 15 and 
16 children. 	The ago of the children was between 6.weeks and one year, with the 
exception of two children who were between 4. and 6 years old, some male and some 
female. The mAhers of the children were partly r-lish and partly Ukrenian 
nati.nality, the fathers the same. 	The children v;ere forcibly taken away from 
their parents, who were displaced persens. As for as I know this happendd on 
the.instructi-:ns of the Kreislcitung in -.04.:NNENBURG. 	The Z.reisleiter HEIUNANN 
was killed in an accident with his coo approximately at Easter time 1945. 

5. These cenditLns often led to trouble between the parents of the children and 
the management of the hostel. The management from the administrative side was in 
the hands of Walter SC!1JLTZ. 	The directin of the hostel and the care of the 
children was the concern of 1Anna GROENITZ. 	I have also heard that the Bezirks- 
baeurin (Chairman 	the District. Farmers wives). nXIIEL in SELWI was the 
superintendent of the hostel. 

6. As I proceeded to the hostel (see paragraph 3) I'met SCHULTZ who came from 
there. 	He was armed with a pistA. 	Ilyself I did n-t carry a weap - n. 	He 
instructed me to go to the hstel because the window panels had been smashed . thre. 
When I arrived I did find -ne winC)w panel broken but everything else was quite 
all right. 	I saw how the children were just having a meal. 	The children v.ere 
sitting in only thin cl thing, partly t rn Al the vp:)oden fl :',r, and were eating 
a poor potato mash. 	The children ,:))re fed by the Polish pirl present, with 
only one sp :n, which was haned round in a circle. 	The children obvieusly 
suffered badly from the c-A.d. 	I p - inted eut to GROENITZ that this was not an 
hygienicrm for the children as it was first too cold and second that no 
children should be in nr om where laundry was to be dried. 

7. GROENITZ answered that it Was not my business to inspc:ct-hro :11.c. to make 
reproaches to her. 	She reported me to Pelizeimeister HIEIJEN, wh.) came to me a 
few ,'.ays afterwards, but who did net report the matter further. 	I also heard 
that GROENITZ twice rang up the Kreisbauernsehr, ft 	thre,,tened that she would 
report the matter te the Gcstap ,  in 1113.0.1!j. 	.1,mengst 'Alley. things I also 
pointed out to GROENITZ that all children , -U1C Hie under such treatment. 	The 

answer was that up to now only 2 had died and in othor h-)stels even marry more. 

Ls for as I know there were 3 similar camps in f,reis IEINNMBUitG. 

/ zi. 
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8. I mace enquiries whet tee rati)ns for the children were. 	I can no longer 
remember which scale was eentiened te me but I. know that it was less than for 
German chillren. 	The d )cter competent f er the c hildrens hostel was Dr. DiiNNTOLZ, 
he was shet at the end ef the war during fighting. 	I have not seen a sick-nurse. 
There were enly 2 Polish girls s helpers fer nureine, but they changed often. 

9. GROENITZ was replaced a few iaanths after t his incident and after several 
children had :ied. 	I do net knew whether this happened at her own request or by 

She was succeeded by Fln. ZUND, I believe she was from COLOGNE. Then 
the relations with the Polish p,rents improved. 

10. I heard by the family FICK and Frau 1iINSE that an the day in question: when 
I was there a Ukranian woman came fr:a a distance of 15 or 16 kilometres to see 
her child. 	lis it was n.t yet vidit-rs time she was net admitted by GiOENITZ. 
The m ther took the child which came out in her arms and was struck by GAOENITZ, 
and the child was dragged away. 	3,fter t het the e ther knocked .n the window and 
therefore the panel brake. 

11° I was reported last year by Walter SCHULTZ to the .iimtsgericht (District 
Court) in LUECHOW as I had said that he had used the butter and the coals provided 
fr the hestel f-r himself. The Pole Boloslaw W.LIDZDSYK whe worked with me and 
wh )se wife wrked wit SCHULTZ sent me voluntarily and without my request the 
attache statement (Exhibit Neb..) in .-rer to show what the conditions really 
were. 

This is oil that 1 know about this case an' all that I have to say. 

(Signed) F. Keepmann. 

&MAN by the said 'erenent Heinrich KOOP. ANN voluntarily '-t LEFITZ on the 22nd, 
October 1947 before me, S/Sgt.E. .aICHHEI1Eit, 	 detailed by the C.-in-C. 
British Army of the Rhino. 

(Signed) E. illCHUElifl.E.t, S/Sot. 

CERTIFIM that this is a true translation free German into English ef the 
Deposition 'of Heinrich_ KOOPillINN, marked Dolesition No. 12. 

(Signed) E. RIC!ThEILIELZ, S/S:t. 
Field Investif:atien Section. 

D9 
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0 	Trans1.2.tion of Do,_siti,n 1.\12,. 13. 

   

     

DLTcsr2Icr 

of 

• 
Dopositi:41 on ath 	dilhelr., Frierich H10,1.5211, born on 23. 4. 94 in LISZ:21-3 
(Kr. ..incrland) of CLI]lTZE, Klintwes 6, sworn before S/St. 	RICHHEa:aZ? 

of Field. Investic:ation Scetil;n, 	Crimos Group (WE) at CLIME on 
the 31 October 1947. 

I an 	Friedrich HIET":1N, born on 23. 4. 94 - in LINS.:EGA, 	I an a 
polizcimeistor (p:liecnan) by occupation. 	I an of Gorman nationality. 

1. Since 4. 11. 33 I 	a policenn in CL:111ZLI. 	The parish CORVIN, 
com;ainity LEFITZ.belengs to 	duty area. 

2. I remonbor that ap,:roximatoly in Sprilv or Su.I.er 1944 a children 
hostel for the children 	the ftreiz.n female workers was formed at LW.FITZ. 
Thu childrens' hostel was referred t. co:monly as chilirons' camp. 	far 
as I au infor.e by duty the Kroisbauernschaft•this chirdrcns' 

3. far 	I kmw all children of the foreign foualc workers had to bo 
accenmodatcd.  The mothers were not allowed to take their children away from 
the hostel. 	The children were of Polish Jr Ukranian 	partly also of 
Polish mothers and Ukranian fathers, and vice versa. 

4. I know about two cnses where n_thers took their children away from the 
hostel on theirs  own initiative and I got  an order by Dr. LITE then Landrat in 
DLNHABURG to tako steps that the children ore returned to the hostel. 

5. The first case referred to the femalo worker of the inn-keeper SCHULZ 
in Gaoss =MIX, whoso fcnalc wurkor had the none SOTTO. Zile had taken hor 
child away fro the hostel and I got the order to sui.:-= her to return the 
child to the hostel. 	Lpart fro.: that I had to collect a fine of 100 
Reichsnarks. I supposo that GROLXITZ was there before no as the-worker was 
already in the picture. 

6. The second case referred 	the fare orSCHULZ called SCHULZ 6 in GROSS 
afiCHitU. 	I had to take action there also and I remember that I collected 100 
Aoichsnarks. 

7. Visitors times in the childrensi h_ztel were fixed by GRC_MITZ on 
Sunday afternoon, according to her am statement. I remembor that trouble 
started quite often botwoen her and the paronts of tho children during those 
visits. 	I thoroforo was instructed by ny suporior Pclizoi Ober Loutnant 
FREUND in DLNNENDURG to maintain beano and order during this tine togothor 
with tho two Landwacht iacnabors 	nearest. 	I detailed for this the 
Landwachtnen KOOP:aVN and LOLILLING. aUso I asked the BuerLerneistor 
SCHULZ to call mu by telephone if scmothin:: should hapdon. 

8. One day I knuu that on a Sunday approximately at noon a dispute had 
taken place between the matron Gao2NITZ and the Landwachtman KOOPILZN. 
;is KOCE:,JC's suporiir I wished to a4c hi: what hap)onoC and I not on my way 
to hint the matron GROENITZ. She eemplaine0. about K001114a4who instead of 
helping her had tacn the part of the Poles and started a rm.. Shc 
refuse such a kind of help at any time in futuro. 

9. I wont then to KCOPE.2.  and quc:sti -inQd him about this happening. 
KOOPE,',DIN told me that he was called into the hostel and there he had Como into 
an aroul:ent with C;ROANITZ about the conditions in the hostol. I told him 

that he should use care on those thirvi, as ho should know that reports of this 

kind were coin to the Gestapo and ho c uld imaine the c:Alsceuences. I did 
/not 
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not make ,f.ny kind _4' roprt. 

10. Tho conditions in the children hstcl wero very prinitivc as fax as I 
can judo. The livin. 7 house :as old and in bad repair. 	It was repaired 
but not to such an extent-that it could he calla' a proper hostol. 	I nysclf 
y,u10 never have given my child v,luntilxily in such a hostel. 	I do not 
knyw.  any details about the murishuont an,1 abut the administration for the 
hostel. 	I only came occasionally a few tines in tho omening to the hostol, 
just to speak a fow personal words to the two Ukranian Girls employed thoro. 
In the childronzt bedroom, it wr..s rather c..ol and drafty near the windows in 
s2itc 	the big tilod stove in the :Jain rue n. 

11. I knew that several chiL'ren 	in the h'.,stol. 	I do n_A kncw 
anythin about the cause of ,.1.e!:th. 

This is 'Ill that 	about this cast. 

(Signo0) 	Hi,Jacn. 

a:01 :N by the said doponont -filholn Friedrich HIEN3N wauntarily at CLENZE 
on the 31 October 1947 bcforo no S/SCt. 	R.-.C.C., cictail(p] by 
the C.-in-"J. 13ritish 	of the 

(Signed) E..RichhoLier S/Sgt. 

CEZTIFIED that this is a true translation frbn Goruan into English of the 
Deposition of 4ilheliPricdrich HIEN4N, narkod Doposition No 13. 

(Si-nod) E. llichhoirlor S/Sgt. 
Field Investigation Secticm.  

D/6. 
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DET:CLITION 

Hermann Eeinrich lilhelm SCHULZ 

Deposition on oath of Hermann Heinrich Wilhelm SCHULZ, 7rorn -m the 25.11.';.3 in 
GUELDENT, (Krois DANNENBU-AG) of CLENZE, norvinerstrasso 10, sw'rn 7Teforc S/Scrt. 
E. -AICHHEIKKi, 7140C, of Field Investi:ation Section, .:ar'Orires 	(WE) at 
GLENZE on the 23 Octo';:er 1947. 

I am Hermann Heinrich Wilhelm SCflULZ horn an 25.11.3. 	I 	a teacher and 
frecentor (retired). I am of Gorman nationality. 	: fictitiously arTlied for 
membershii of the NSDLP in sumr:.er 1!-)32 and was admit;e: fr-:m 1.5.33. 	I was 
expelled fr.m the NSDJP on 7.4.36 for lack of discipline and slanderous affairs. 
My appeal n:ainst this to the Gau Court was unsuccessful. 	I was ranver far a 
short time of the NS-Kultur6emein7c (Cultural c:!.2:.unity) in 3IT.,ZGIX)AP near HikNNOM. 
I had no functi n in the party itself. I have ceased teachin: on 1.3.37 as my 
state of nerves due to terror measures against me was such that I could no longer 
carry an teaching and I could no lonur take 	r.:sonstAlity for the 
direction of the lessons. 	I wish t:i. int .ut :d 	:13. in the ...e-nazification 
proceedin;:s. 

1. I am living since 1937 in CLENZ.. 	From 1939 until 1940 I was teacher in 
LEPITZ., I know exactly the local conditions since my childhood. 

2. Approximately at the end of 1943 or beginnin;-.  of ":114 a hostel for the 
children of the foreign female workers there was opened in. Lefitz. The childrens 
hostel was also used for the surrounding district. 	_found out that this hostel 
like other hostels in the Krcis ThANENBUIZG was estaULsE.:: by the Kreisbauerin 
MACHEL on an agreement with the Kreisbauernfuehrlr ,d 'ITN 	The Matron of the 
hostel was Miss Minna G_ZOENITZ from summer 144 until aroximately Christmas 1944. 
Trs. MACHEL and the Buer;.ermcister -1:0PMANN in CCRITIN shoul' be able to givo 
information r.'.7,ut this. 	At a later time the hostel was run 'y Miss ZUND. 

3. Approximately in October 1944 rumours were arising in the village of CORVIN 
that in this hostel conditions were not accor7ing to human and Christian 12rincii.los. 
.lemarks to this effect were made by BUESCH and KUA-MANN and I as a member of the 
Church community found it necessary to inform the EuerTcrmeister Walter SCHULZ. 
An additional reas m was that three children died within a short interval. 	SCHULZ 
was entirely of my opinion and mentioned that ho never w-uld lend himself 	thin 
which were not human. 

4. I never entered the childrens hostel as -I was not ady:itted as an outsider. 
I found out that Dr. WINNEOLZ, now dead was called only on me occasion. 	I could 
also only find one occasion when me:icine was fetched. 

5. The farmer Heinrich JAUCH in SEA MIG told me that he WIS once in the childrcns 
hostel in .7a-der to fetch the child of his female worker. 	The children there 
presented a frichtful siEht. 	He fetched the child of his female worker in order 
that it should not starve. 

6. I found out that there are 7 graves in tho cemetery in GLENZE, '1c 	in 
the cemetery in GUELLEN, one rravc in the cemetery in GliOSS-WITTFEITZT,  and one 
grave in the cemetery in SATE= 	All these chit -xen are from th 11-:stel in 

LEFITL. 	I feel that I or Tund to take care of these Braves under the war graves 

welfare. 
This is all thr,t I know on this matter. 

(Signed) Hermann Heinrich Wilhelm Schulz, 
teacher retired. 

SWOAN by the said deponent Heinrich Hermann Wilhelm SCHULZ voluntarily at J.EFITZ 
Al the 23.10.47, bef)re me, E. RICEBEIM detailed by the C.-in-C. British Lrmy 

of the Rhino. (Signed) E. :tdCHFEI:.:Eil, S/SGT. 
CERTIFIE:ii that this is a true translation from German_ into English 	the Desitim 

of Kernraln 
Heinrich Wilhelm SC!rULZ, marked Deposition No. 19. 

(Siched) E. J.ZICHPEIMER, S/SGT. 
Field Investigation Section. 

• 
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De••o-itiT..n 

Heinrich Vilhelm 	JAUCE. 
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;i1 	Heinrich tielhelr. 	 1.)orn n the 6.12.03 in 
: 	 N .2, 3'.; ..rn befr.re 3/3,:t. 	 A. 6. C., of 

•:.ti'n Section, tt'ar Crir.es GrLui-  (M,E) at CLENZE on the 23rd 
(fet, )bur 

1. Am Heinrich 	 if 	 -:n the 6.12.03 in 	 ar.: 
farmer. by occupati.;n an; I Jr: of German nationality. 

1) Apir.ximately in July 1944 I was with ;11YE:, then :Jeruty Crtsgruppenleiter 
f the N31.)A1.', in LEFITZ, in order to o',.tain a replacement for ray Polish female 

...-,rker for the puri:.-.0. of her pre]naney. 	At that time 11.13YEil showed me a house, 
in whieh the children of the female workers fromthe East sh..u1:. be kept in future. 
;A that time there were no chil.7ren there. 	1.:TriEIZ became a sol:ler and is missing. 
2) My Polioh worker PIZYST..;iXA cave 1.1.rth to a child in July 194/4.. 	This ehild 
had to brou;:ht into the hos;;01 at LEFITZ after aP.  roximately six weeks. 	PIZYSTI.k:a. 
was later emil'..yed with farmer P0iI.L7t.  in DANNENSDOIZIP and took the child away from 
the hostel in secret, in order that it should not starve. 	She stayed over night 
with her chilci.in nor house and I took her in may cart to the railway station. 
3) Several weeks later I was rerroached 17,y the r..atron of the hostel lanna 
that I should not need horses if I had rr.,thinL: else to do except drive around 
with Polish hags, or a similar remark. 
4) The Polish woman whom I cot as a replacement disappeared the next day with her 
child, which she brou: ht t^ NIEND.RF near KITESTEN. 

This is all that I haw to say '.on the subject. 

(Signed) Heinrich JAUCH. 

Sworn by the said deponent Heinrich Wilhelm Adolf J.AUCH, voluntarily at CLENZE 
on the 23rd October 1947 before me S/S:t. E. iiichheimer, 	 detailoa by 
the C.-in-C. British Array of the Ain°. 

(Signed) 	iiichheimer, S/Sgt. 

CERTIFIED that this is true translation from German into English of the 
Deposition of Heinrich Wilhelm Adolf Jauch, marked depositi,-.in No. 16. 

(Signed) E. Richheimer, S/Sgt. 
Field Investh!ation Section; 
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DEPOSITIGN 

Emma Anna D -r_the-.  

Derpsition ,n oath of Emma J.nna Dorothea :aNS-2, born on the 6.1.09 at GUSTAU 
UELZEN) of LEFITZ No. 5 sw.xn boron) S/Sgt. 3. .ZICITEI=,, 	of 

Field Investigation Section, "ar Crimes 	(:TCE), at CLI:NL;E on the 1.11. 4.7. 

I am Emma Anna Dorothea VINSE, born on 6.1.09 in GUSTAU. 	I %mi a- housewife and 
I am of Gorman nationality. 

1. Approximately in Summer 1944 a hostel for tho chilTren of the fordol 
female Torkers was formed in LEFITZ. obliquely 'o 'l osite to my domicile in the 
house of the farmer BLSSE in MUTTZEN. 

2. The foreicn nurse HANNA came to me one day and told me that she was so 
frightened about her child and would co 	the doctor. 	She went and returned 
very clad that her child was not ill. 	Nevertheless aft r a few days the child 
was dead. 	I recognise on the rhotograph which has 7.oen sh:wn to me the nurse as 
HANNA ?LISNITSCIIENKO. 

3. Some time inter another nurse whose name w-S 	 t .no. 	She 
complained that she had to eat dry 'read without mamalaCe. :ass GAOENITL the 
Matron had said that there was no mari..-.1a--le available cr t hat it was in very 
short supily. 	I have seen myself that marmalade was offered for sale in CLENZE. 
LYDIA said thot sugar was available only for the very little children. 

14Yself I was not in the hostel. 	Walter SCKULZ came into the hostel every 
day. 	The visitors time in the hostel was on Sundays. 	I have often seen that 
on Sundays parents wanted to come into the hostel and wore not admitted by 
SCHULZ and GROENITZ. 	Therefore the parents were very excited. 

5. I remember that one day Miss GACENITZ came ,ut of the hostel and heat a 
foreign female w.rker with both her h-rp'1:. 	I do not know what haplened then. 

6. LYDIA who came daily told me later that 'Miss Gi(OENITZ had said to her, she 
should co wit: the child to a doctor '.;()cause it was ill. 	She herself had not 
seen any sign of illness, but the chil would 	lAver eat in the oveninj and 
unexpectedly died durinc the ni - ht. 

7. HANNA also told me that her child had not been ill before it died (see 
peracraih 2). 	When it was dead the upper part of the ._)dy was ',lack. 	We could 
not explain the reason for the cause f death. 

That is all I know of this affair. 

(Signed) Emma Winse. 

SWORN by the said deF - nent Emma Anna Dorothea WINSE.voluntarily 	CLENZE on the 
1.11.47 'A2fore me SALt. E. RICHHEIMEA, R.0.C., detailed by the C.-in-C. 

Fritish army of the Rhino, 

(Signed) E. RICHHEDarA WS.Jt. 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translation from German into Enflish, of 
the Deposition of Emma Anna Dorothea WaNSE, marked Deposition No. 15. 

(Signed) E. AICHHEIMER S/Sot. 
Field Investigation Section. 

1.6 
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DiktSITION 

of 

21:0. SCHULZ. 

Deposition on oath of 	SCHULZ born 	the 19. 3. 00 in "XLTDORF, female, 
of 	No. 20, sworn before S/Sgt. 	 of Field 
Investigati_n Soction, trot Ci.ines Group (N.:11) at S.,..CIL,U on the 19. 11. 47. 

I an ;lama SCHULZ born on the 19. 3. 00 in AiLT:IaDieF. 	I an a heuscv?ifo, 
and am of Gorman naticnalit::. 

1. 4',.- roximatoly at the 1,e::innins, 	1:-...vombor 1943 my Polish worker Sophie 
PILCZLONITZ i,:avo birth to a child. I kept the chil in my house for 11 
months, but at the bor:innin;: of October 1944 ny worker received the order tu 
brim hor child to the hostel in L-7.FITZ. I do not knJw where the order cam 
from. 

2. I thor, wont t,; the 1:atron, 	Ga..]NITZ in CLLINZE to ask her if the 
child night stay in ny house. 	GRC:INITZ deolared to me that this would not 
be possible as all chilaren were in the hostel and this child rust also go 
there. 	.,fter this my worker took her child to the h:,stol. 

3. 4proximately 6 wc,ks later 	worker t-JJk hor child away from the hostel 
on her am initiative, because in hor opini_n the children thorn were badly 
catered fur. 	I wanted to koep the child in ror 11: :use but an hour later 
GRO:ZITZ accompanied by the Bucr:er:,eister HLELI (now dead). 	GU013NITZ was 
very excited and reproached the wrker and me for takin7 away the child. 
GiL.ENITZ also reproached no for aC,Attin:: the Polish woman to the guest roan 
of my Inn. 	I had not to ch. this, and the child must be in the camp. 	She 
told me to keep quiet and also that she could bring no on the sane aftornoon 
to LUN,MURG. I took this as a threatening 	a concentration camp and kept 
quiot. 

Tho foot of the child wore blue because of the cAd. The Polish girl 
said as I was told by SOP11 that the child's shoos were not taken off for 
eight days. 	GROIINITZ tore the child's ves c away and stated that it was hor 
property. 	This was rat correct as we obtained the Vest from friends. Later 
MOENITZ throw the vest away. 

4. worker had to take 	. child into the hostel again, whore it remained 
until the and 	the war. 	She had t.,  pay a fine of 100 marks. 

This is all til^.t I know about this nattor. •I au making my statement 
under oath. 

(Si -nec7) Eima Schulz. 

S;ORN by the said deponent 3.aia SCHULZ voluntarily at SXHAX on 19 November 
1947, before no, Staff Sorgoant 	 detailed by the 

ritish Army of the 

(Signed) E. itIChICLii, S/St. 

C17,RTIFIir that this is a true translation from Gorman into Erv:lish of the 

Doposition of Emma SCHULZ, marked Deposition No. 17. 

(Signed) J. Richhoimor 	-t. 
Field Investigation Socti.n. 
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Translation of 

Deposition No.6 

EETOSITION 

Dr. 	d. :J-und di:.  

Delesitien on eeth of Dr. e1. 	lund 	z 	e ..4  in 	(Rhineland) _f 	 3ahnhofstresse 30, sworn before 
q/s5-t..2. RICHHU Eh eLOC, of Plaid Inv_estigation Section, ra,r Crimes 
Group (NdE) on the 18th. November 1947 et 1.),,NYJN3ERG. 

I am Dr. med. Edmund ZI.: -Elilibern on the 6.8.04 in 1"..aEN (Rhineland). 
I -m e doctor by profession and of German nationelity. 	I was a member 
of the NSDLP since 1.5.37. 	last function in the party was actin(' 
z'xeisamtsleiter for Public Health. 	I was a eember of the SA since 1.12.33, 
mty last rank was SanitaetstrupifuJhrer (medicel tea:. loader. 

1. From 1.12.36 until 10.5.45 I was e medical officer (:etsarzt) and chief 
of the state health deg-,-,rt',ent in DANfliA-BERG with th: title of a ledzinalret. 

2. Approximately in the bo-inninr of 1944 I was :r.ered by the Regierung in 
LUENEBE,C to care for the health supervision _I' the Polish childrens hostels 
in Kreis DIINI'LNBERG. 	I did this dutifully in the same manner as with the 
Germ-n hostels and visited these relish ehilerens hostels at regular intervals. 

3. There was also a hostel for Polish children in LEFITZ ehich I inspected 
most accurately frem a medical point of view shortly before it was opened. 
During this inspection a representative of the Lendrets ornt and the Kreisbauern-
schaft and as far as I remember also e representative ef the Labour Exchange . 
acre present. 	I believe Buerjermoister SCHOLZ, LEVITZ was present as well. 
During the inspection I made the necessary suggestions from the medical point of 
view. 

4. I remember Dr. DiliJM'OLZ. in (1,N1s informed me by telephone approximately 
in late autumn of th.. beginning 1' winter 1944 (at the beginning of the cold 
time of the year) that in th, 1- ;:t Ave a number of Polish children, I believe 
there were 5 er 6, had died. 	S ee, I believe there were 2 or 3 were so 
seriously ill and their dc-th would have to  be expected hourly. 	my next question 
was whcether I was to come ut iemedietely. 	Tio r:plied that this was not necessary 
r‘s I could not chanre anythin -. 	I thereupon red:Lied that I would nevertheless 
go to LEFITZ at the letLst n the day after the next in order to make a full 
examination. 	Dr. adiNTOLZ was the cemeetent eecter for the Polish children 
hostel LEFITZ. 	I de net know who appAnted him, as fear as I know Dr. .I.VeN-MLZ 
was a very conscientious decter. 

My next question was the :.eesures taken by hire and the kind of illness. 	He 
thereupon said that it was a complicated dierrhoca illness and as far as I 
remember he also spoke of inflennation of the lungs with 2 or 3 children. 
Regarding the therapeutics he said that he had ordered th t the children be 
riven limited nourishment and tea. 	Furthermore, he had also ordered heart : 
stimulants te be given to the children with weak circulation. 	I then put 
the question to him whet opinion he hold as to the origin of the diseases, 
especially whether it was an infectious dise's:, euch as typhoid fever, parr 
typhus or dysentery. 	The latter he disi.-zsaed with certainty. 	I believe t) 
remember that he made remarks approximately to the effect that the mothers 
had given their children secretly improper nourishment. 	I also believe to 
have put questions to him regarding the nursing care and neurishment of the 
children. 	I am n't aware that he thereupon informed me disedvantepeous. I 
believe to be able t_ remember that on the following day Buerrermeister SCHULZ 
from LEITi_Z asked me by teleph-ne to came ut rev his comfort of mind whereupon 
I told him and I intended to take a trip t 	on the following day. Two 
days aft_r the above mentioned telephone e mverceti)n with Dr. DLITNHOLZ I went 
to LEFITZ, as far as I Knew ace ,mpanied by represent a tives )f the Krcisbauernschaft 
'Ind the Landr^tsamt. 	I inspected the h stel most accurately and looked at all 
the children. 	One child, '.she hod net yet recovered had a rather bad pulse. 
I then sent seme,ne to the chemist's shop MENZE with a rr 	 n in -r der t - 
fetch a heart sti,,,ulant. 	As far as I remember this wa- 	ZGi,. 	I 

rug using 	Et. 	 nnic syringe, which I '1 	2,rried this 

the 
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the child also recovered as 	inf armed later In. 	ee far as I know there 
were scv rel children still who were not se seriously ill -nd mho had .not 
oemrl.tely recovered from their diarrhoea. 	I cave exact prescriptions of 
nourishment for the next days and I "WILI also assured that ry medical prescriptions 
would be oerried out. 	I .nd not fire.: any sreeiet1 cenlitions which required 
altering. 	I believe to be almost certain that lass GAGENITZ was present Curing 
this insrectien. 	I also believe that it e-_s her who fetched the heart stimulant 
fr m the chceist's 	The ::ore:rel c.nditi ns c  of the children was average 
from the medical point of view, I should not like to say especially bad. 	A'is far 
as I know no mere children die: after this inspecti , n. ..fter approximately 
a fertnicjit er 3 w_eks I heard that -ies GROENITZ had b -en replaced. 	I wes not 
told of any reason. During my next inspection another matron was present whose 
name I today can no lenper remember. 

5. ,I absolutely tno of no r-or that Polish children were to be done away in 
any kind of form. 	Interrupti.ns of prejlancy of Eastern female workers and 
Poles were admiss-b1,, but only on an absolutely voluntary basis with the 
signature of the mother concerned. 	No pressure was exercised. 	As far as I 
know the operation w-s made for the area of the :rois DiOTErBERG in UELZEN sane' 
LUNEBURG in the beginning by German and later n by feroign doctors. 

That is all I can soy in this matter. 

(SiFmed) Er. med. Edmund Zimmermann. 

;'BORN by the said deponent, Dr. Edmund SIn7:RiINN voluntarily at LI;LUNENBERG on 
the 18 November, 1947, before me, S/Set. E. RICHBEIMER, RAOC, detailed by the 
C.-in-C. British limy of the Rhine. 

(Sirned) E. RICEEEIlfER S/SGT. 

‘I:7,2TIFIED that this is true trenslatien from German into English of the 
Deposition of Dr. &mind 	 marked Der esition No. 6. 

D9 
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DEPOSITION 

.f 

	 ZOFIL 

- n ,Rth of Zofia L'IOTIZO.t.S.C, female, .f LEcrE z, Displaced Persons Carr, .:rs. 	b_.f• rc Sit :.:OZEN 	:USC, of Field Investigati-n Section, liar Crimes Gr-..up 	 :,41 29 October 1947. 

I am PIOTROliSK.,, Zofia, nee fLCCIENNII;., born 25 Dec 1921 at ZLVILDI;1, LODZ district. 
I am married since 16 I:ay 194.5, because being a f..-reipl:r I could marry earlier. 
I am a Polish citizen. 

1. On the 14. Octer 1944 a policeman came t my place to my employer's wife, 
Emma SCHULZ, N') 20 and threatenecl me that if I ad not hand over my baby to the 
camp at LEFITZ, the Costal,: would. arrest 	Three clut) later 1 vicitcd the 
camp and noticed that the child. -•,-Jas blue - n".  strving. 	It was lyinr without 
a blanket. 	when I starte,T •cryinr and c 	 Fraulein GR.C1,7ITZ threw me 
->tit of the camp and f: 	de me 	visit my own child. 	S-Jme time later I decided 
to steal Iv child fr Tr. the 	S n afterwards GiZONITZ came by bicycle to my 
place and demanded the ' aby sfr:utinr: "Y.:u Polish swine, your child must be in 
the camp and not he 	" GRONITZ tore  the . clot 1.aing off the baby st at in: that it 
was her own property. Ls I r.fused handing over the baby, GRCNITZ left and 
inf.rme:'. the Police. 	Cnly when the i  licemen arrived, did I take the 1iaby 
the cami:. 	t is crime I had 	pay itM 100 fine. 

2. Des; ite beinc f r' i :en I visited the c-m.p on the quiet and brought food and 
w 	f _r fuel. 	The Ukr linian maid assisted me and thanks t- this my child 
survive 

3. I remember how Walter SCITULZ with i ist 1 in hltri dispersed all mothers who 
were w- it 	in front of the cami,  f :r 	o rtunity t visit their starving; 
babies. 

4.. 	Con - itions in the camp wore h'irrible. 	The ' abics were always hungry and 
freezing. 	;:part fr th-t r11 babies were covered with lice. 	Some babies had 
their feet tied to the bed. This state of affairs lasted until GRONITZ was 
removed from her post. 

That is all I wish to state in this m-tter. 

Zofia 

SWORN by the said Dc]..-)nent Z fie Kunz; 	voluntarily before mo, 
Srt. C.IJ. ROZEN, Pt.i.SC, detailed by the .C.-in-C.--British .;,rnly of the 
Rhine. 

C. N. 
Investi,_ tin` NC%;. 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translation from Polish into English of the 

Deposition 	Z. fin. PICLI,JW&,,,, marked 	.411. 

(SO) C. 	 t. 
Field Inxestigation Section 

Crimes Group (NIE) 

D9 
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• Translati -n • N-2. 9 

Bole sl  

Dcp s it Lan • m :a t h 	slrn; 	 1e 	f FALL' IlGBOSTEI, Displaced 
Pers::ns Camp Block 23, hof 	Set 	 , 	of Field Investigatii.m Sc;,-!ti• n, 'aar Crimes Grimp 	'.n 28 C.:ot 	1947 	PALLTi-G702`;:la.k 

.1 	 IIIAZDZYK, born :Jay 1915 	 near GAT.ZWOL:,:::, marrieds  
2 chi117,ren, black-smith by trado •:nd 	citis,:n. 	Fr :m 10th November 

1939 until the liborati..n IL 	 i.:Cd at L 	di-1;h a fanner Hcnryk 

1. I remember sell the c nditi ns prevailiri: in the car:v for babies at LITITZ, 
as I was livirm near this camp 	which 7:y own child was taken by force and 
where it died as a r..:sult of und,:rnourishment and - cold. 	I often visited the 
camp •!n the quiet and bn.ught foot] for the babies. 	i.cty empl._yor Henryk 
also gave no f:od for the camp, as he was forbidden to visit the camp personally. 
During -.ne of ry visits in the camp one of the maids showed me the tys,c. assigned 
for the babies which was supp:sd to last 7 ::vs. 	In reality this food could 
last f .r 2 days only. 	The remainder 	G;;ONITZ t:ok away food for her 

fa:A.1y. 	GRONITZ was very severe towards the babies and aimed at their 
speely •:eath. 	In ch,arge of the camp was IiACIEL, wh: "Was responsible for supplies, 
(clothinri, blankets, beds, etc.). 	The responsibility for ration cards and fuel 
rested with Walter SCHULZ, the Bur:nraaster. 

2. I remomter 	eveninLi in autumn 1944 when ;1altur SCaiLZ came to Tv employer 
nd onlered me to ro out with him and unload a lorry of coal into the camp. The 

car was half full and contained apprx 30 ev.t of coal. 	I was told that SCiIULZ 
tl-d earlier unloaded the ther half for his own use. SCHULZ was known to be an 
an!ent Nazi. 	I saw my,-elf how after the liberation he 1,uried some ammunition in 
the w--, ods 200 metres away fr);:i the villa.f7e. 	1. at once notified about this the 
American authorities, who started investigating, but in view of the moving front 
SCHUL:-; succeeded tt.,  remain at liberty. 	The amrunitim was unburied, but SCHULZ, 
sta.to:' that it was his son who had buried it. 

3. C,±tODTITZ and SCHUL.:; did not p,:rnit the .others to visit their own babies, 
and. I witnessed myself how SCHULZ with a pisti in his hand dispersed ill mothers 

v;. :re waitinc outsi:'e for an 	Ttunity 	visit the children. 	L'vo.ry Sunday 
a party took place in the SCHULZ  hpusu at which the follwin:. took part: GRONITZ, 
HINRICFS, 	and other guests. 	All cue;:ts w:re Nasi-uniforms and insi.:7nias. 

This is all I know about this case. 

(Sea) tliazdAyk B:leslaw 

SWORN by the said Deponent BoleslayriahZDZYK, voluntarily before me, Sgt 
120Z:;]11, Ki,SC, detailed by the C. -in-C. British 'Iry of the Rhino, at FALLINGBOSTM 
.n 28 October 191.7. 

(a, ') C. 	Sgt 
.nvesti-atinr NCO. 

0:3ffIFIED that this is a true Translation from Polish int .73n-lish 
f the Dep:siti n of Baleslaw MAZDZYK, marked Dep.11,,. 9 

(S: C) 	!te„ 
ncld 3nv,:sti:atinn Section, 

GAOUP (NO 

D9 
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Transl-ti -n f 
	

Le - 

Stanisl-;! 

Camp, Block 34, befr. St.t. 	 . 

War Crimes 	 26 

Ty name is Stanislaw 1L, . 

stunt. 	Fr 	tft. 1 . . 

at SL(.21'4U Kr. iJ1NNE 	 th th: 

,, 2 	Gls0;.;i t.1 Displac_led 1-'ers 

, 	 f'  ;Lad, 1nvcctiati flSocti n, 

t 	 "GI):..Cirli D. -2. Card. 

191/4. 	 near CRX0.1, Poland, 

until the liberati .11 I worked, as POW 

'.1rLZ !erm-, rin ii. . 6, E_34',C=111. 

1. In the Spring 19/4 - 	 t 	plaoe of the .a.J.7.0ZE NSDIP at ,..11-1:..ch 

the f.'llowinc took part: 	
.:sauerfuhrer 	REDEREITZ, his 1.C.y 

friend MACTLI., nf SLUM., 	 SCIT-.7.112", of LE 1TZ, Fri. VONITZ of l'aJENZE and 

:.thor members 'LI'  the Party. 	i.t this conference it -'is ..7ucidc1 to open a camp 

'TT POW's an Ostarboiters, and.t cmpc1l i''thors t hand over 

their chil,..ren. 	
This was no in rder tn put an end t the increase of 

f'...•reii -ners, who might crr up as future enemies of Germany. 	
Walter SOTULZ 

suf.:este.' 
 that  he was preparec.: to ,4)en the camp in an er...1.ty h•.use in his village. 

GRONITZ a1ie. fnr the .1:-Dst f Camp Leader. 	At the same meeting it 

discuss: 119W t 	.; Str. y the eT.-bry,-.) inside the ,,,riman. 	Fnr this purp -.se the 

(1:.- ctirs would have to sterilise the wort-en. 	This last point was not realized 

beclusj )f the early cnd of the war. 

2. EIT?„ SUDOLSICA, nnw Mrs. GRITPA, va-:r.c..; .. with me at the same farmer Hen.-.ann 

SCITOLZ No.6. 	SUDOLSI.:A was en[..auce. t: 	Plorjr.m GIJJ1 -..:, but being Porei:n, 

was forbidden to Jet married. 	This c...uple 	rep.:.triated to Poland in Arril 

191,7. 	
In Aucust 19214 ny farmer '

s wife asket1 me to toll.Ewo. SUDOLSI.A in Polish 

that, by . order nf the Ar ,.._:itsamt ohe w...uld be e:mpelled to hand ':.ver her _child 

into the LEFITZ 	
During the same weetc., the Burrermeister I a.CH.:11.1 

appearc ..',  and notifi..,d  SUIDOL3:.21 that sho 1-•-lust hand Arer the baby t. the LEFITZ 

Camp. 	SUDOLS.K.i'i 	 refused.. 	The 1.isurzermoister, 	W.:13 favourably 

tewr..:.rds Pi:ie...., did not take any further action and even left behind the 

chills rati .n cards -aith the mother. 	The farmer's wife assisted SUDOLSI.::,  in 

hiding the baby, until it was taken away in November. 

3. The second case 
of seizing a baby that 1 know of ocourrad to Miss PLOCIENIK, 

now Mrs. a•-10TROS. at S.CTiA .She is now at the D.P. Camp at LE-1.i.c.R.R. 

In August 1944_ her baby vas seized from her a_Tinst her will. 	
In November 1944, 

realizing. the barbaric condition prevailing in the Camp., 
pLOCIFANNIX, with her 

employers' crnivanO3,kidnapied her baby. 	
s..1:1.-3 2-3 hours Fri. G:::.ONITZ 

came ridinL. 
 on a bicycle and skr utin t PIOTROi1S1',A declaro.'. that if the baby 

vq:.
-)uld not be returned within 2 hors she Would call the 

	 She then turned 

against Frau SCHULZ shDuting: "Yu being German accept a r.lish swine's child., 

you should have thrown it out of the winde
-..7". 	I heard the whole incident 

standing behind the wind 	
Shortly afterwards policeman HUHIfEN appeared and 

collected 100 '.':arks fine from 
apc-o,iaal.:. and Fib' ut 150 1Irks from Frau SCI 

The baby was then taken tY. the Cami:,  at LF,FITZ. 

The some d ?y, 
inor similar circumstances and severo thrents Miss SU:DOLS:Vs 

bnby was seized (see para 2 above) 
	

weeks after the seizure Of the babies I 

wont with 
• GR.1Th to th3 LEFITZ Oamy il r 1 .rto visit the babies and brine • 

them s • Aro milk. 	
I n• iced that conditions inside the Camp were appall ine. -- Mr. 

GRUP;.' s baby was thin and. tr
-  d its feet tied Dun-  to the bed. 	It VMS °XI; laine(1 

t .-2 us that this was d'.-Ine in order t .  prevent the 1.,..•by frra kiokinnway the 

c'vurifl" 	art py.m that the baby had bleerdn,e 	
- 1.1 its feet, behind and 

This v:as due to the -.let bedf.ing Y:hich 	very seldom char.,-:,-30. 	Inside 

the earl it was terribly c
.
..,10.; the babies han s were blue and. swollen. 

C nditi.:,ns inside the LEITTZ Car.q were similar to thn:se in a concentrati'
..m 

	

the 	
visiting-7m.thers w s heart rem-lint-. Within a very short space 

	

time 	
of 16 baldes, nine ...led ‘nt 

. the remainder survived. only thanks to 

	

trir : 
	
who succeeded in brirming in s.a. f.:od n the quiet and by ni

-ht. 

/ One 

r 
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One of the maiCs in the e-mi t'l" us that GaONITZ '3 assi, nine only very little 
f-a0, for the babies; the 	wile was tr,in -  h mo t') her family in ErliURIRG. 
I hearC the s• r:.. fr 	farmcrslwife. 

5. 'ass E.',0DOLS1',... 	 me how ■ialter SCDILZ with pistol in han,' 	net 
ails/ h:r t visit her '),11).y in or'cr to c_nceal c..n itions prevailing 
the or. 	t 	the: he !let renanE scenes rurin- th? TAhers presence there. 

6. Despite the fact that c n"iti ns in the cat-, liecrie known 7enerally anC 
ar-msJC the an[-cr .1 the Gt,r-L.n populati n, n th_n: was c. one until Irlr,111IS left 
his .,fficc. 	Only his sue: 	r JCST remAreC GRON1TZ fr m her 1, zition vs camp 
1Ja"cr anC, n ,l_inateC Fri. ZU 	n iti.ns in the c-mp raLlical:4 impr veC 
with human'o-re the weakene, ' chil'r.n returnee: to their health acain. 

7. That is all I kn in this case. 

) 	Stanislaw 

Sworn by the saiC ,',01.onent St' nislaw 1,01ia vauntarily, 'oeforo 
mo p  St. :-ZOZEN C.:., 	 C in C British 	f the 
Rhine, -t FLLLINGBOSTM n 2r 0,A 	1947. 

(ScC) C.. AYGEN, St. 

lnvesticatin NCO, 

CERTIFIED thnt this is a true translation fr m Polish int.; 2nclish 
f the Del - siti n of Stanisla-, 	marke:, Pr ,C. 	.8. 

(S:C) C. 	ROTA S .t. 
Invosti: Alan Sectimp  

,ar Crimes Gr ul p  (DTWE) 

• 

D9 
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Translation  Deposition 	10 

DEPOSITION 

of 

nika 

Deposition on e-Ah .ef Nuronikf, 'A:1:iZDZYK, female, of fLLIFGBOSTEL, Displaced 
Persons Camp, Block 23, sworn before Sgt. 	RO3EN, aLsc, of Field Inventir7ation 
Suction, War Crimes Group (NWE), at . PiiLLINGBOSTM on 28 October 1947. 

I am Weronika MI;.ZDZYX, born 15 .7une 1923 at IIIEDWIEDZ. 	I am married and have 
2 children. 	I nm a Polish citizen. 

1. In November 1944 I was forced te hand over my 3 wnths old baby 	the 
camp at LEFITZ, where it died after 3 Tr.riths as a result of undernourishment 
and cold. 

2. 11 few months ago I received a letter from Walter SCHULL with the request 
to sign a declaration that he had held the babies at the LEFITZ camp. 	I know 
SCHULZ as a very brutal man, who has threatendd mothers who desired to visit 
their own starvinp babies in the camp and had always dispersed them. 	I did not 
sign this declarrtion and returned same to Lt Pietek who was investiEatinr the 
case in connection with the LEFITZ Camp. 

That is all I wish te,  :state in this matt: r. 

(SE0) 	IIIAZDZYK 

SOHN by the said Deponent leronika MILZDZYK, 
voluntarily before me, Sgt ROZEN, detailed by 
C. -in-C. British Army of the Rhino, at FALLINGBOSLOJ 
on 28 October 1947. 

(Sgd) 	ROZEN, Sgt 

Investigating NCO 

CERTIFIED that this is true translation fr'm Polish into English of the 
Deposition of Wer:inika ;!.I.i,ZDZYK, marked Dek.-Nc,.10. 

(SEC) C. LI. ROZEN, SGT, 
Field Investiration Section, 
War. Crimes Group (NEE) 

D9 
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T ransl i 7:n of 
	

LICI•osition ND. 21  

lac; siti :z I' 

Johann Heinrich Christ:;.h.  

Dop sition 	oath of (77.thann - Heinrich Christorh SCLUL,,, born on the 12 ;ipril 
1838 in MiliZLIN (Kreis Dannenberi) sf :',104Z.11, Schuotzenholzstr. 8, sworn befDre 
S/Sat. E. Richhoimer, 	 Fie10. Investigation Sectim, War Crimes Group 
(ME) at Clenze on the 23 October “:47. 

I am Johann Heinrich Christaph SCPULZ, born n the 12.4..1:,8%.1,. 	I am a farmer 1--y 
occupation and I am German by Natianality. 

) From July 1;;43 until 	lc; 4.5 I wac Mayor and ,-...;uty Ac:- istrar at CLENZE. 

2) During Try time of office several casts 	 child„ irth 	female 
fol.3ign workers were reported and entered in the- birth register at CLENZE. 	The 
lieristry Office at (IENZE covers the parishes CORVIN, Communities LEFITZ, 
and 1aT7TZEri, and SEE WIG and several Ahers. 

3) *When ille;:itimate Births are reported the name of the father is not entered 
the 1.i.et-istrar. 	The name .f the father can be entered int the birth register 
as 	mar, final note foll -.)wing 	le,r,a3. decision. 

if) These children were 1 ,--,ked 	as ft reign children. 	Their nationality was 
taken as the nationality of their mothers. 

That is all I have 	say on this subject. 

(Signed) SCFULZ 

Sworn by the said de; anent Johann Heinrich Christoph SCHULZ voluntarily 
t CLENZE an the 23rd OctelA:r 1 9 4.7 before me S/St. E. ilichheimer, 	C. 

by the C. in C. British Amy of the Rhino. 

(Signed) E. .ichheimer 3/Sgt. 

CE.d'IFILI, that this is a. true translation from GERMAN into 7,NGLISH of the 
Deposition of Johann Heinrich Christ )1.,h SCHULZ, marke,-  Deposition No. 21. 

(Signed) E. itichheiry.)r, S/S:t. 
Inve stigati _n Sect 

D; 
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:.c. -siti r. H. 14.  

of 

	

irnst 	j-:einrich  

n ath f Ernst _,,.701f Heinrich FICK, male, burn n the 17. 2. 01 
in L1FITZ PL. 14, s-..-urn bof..ro 	RICHHAILLI;., 
Ines ti 	n Sccti np 	 Greu_; (I.I.:=1) at CL:INZI; on tho 1, 11. 47. 

I n:,- 1 	 Heinrich FICK, born on the 17. 2. 01 in L.FITZ. 	I r1;1 a 
fari.;w::rker by 	 V.: i 

1. Fro:. 1)3) until the enc. of the war I wr•.s 	u. for service as a 
:.-.uniti ri. ,..ulcer in :11,:;NSTERL.:(1:1R. 	I =Is 	 in IiIPITZ and wont hone 
n„arly every Sunday. 

2. (ppositf::: to ny house there was a hostel f'-x the children of the foreiiji 
-.-:orkers. 	I noi.dee( quite often 	.,.:arents ..)f the children cane 

on Sundays and •.-.-are net ad.i.:ittc.-.1  by the 	 the hostel GROBNITZ. 	I 
often s..:sw the ::arents standinr,, in front cf the h stcl, 	nurnin• until the 
evonin-_-,, and 	throwzh the windows. 

3. One Sunday I believe it w:•.s.  ap:,r:.xiiately in Novenber a female worker .7.)f 
tho far:'or J.JIGIT. of SILL .IG car:e t:) visit her child. 	-23ntronce 	the hostel 
was refused to her 	 Thu girl knocked a fcA: tiocs on the 
window and the panol broke. 	I did not sec the girl throw a stone- or sonetkinr.: 

into the 

4. Then 'ass Glie:;IIITZ went Llit, chased the 	to the hod .:N of rAy i;arden, 
and struck her with both hands. GROJITITZ called '..'alter SCHULZ who thon 
infomod the LanCh-racht 

5. :,ftor Liss G:R.C;LTITZ 	:..:ay frur. thL. hostel the conditions apjarently 
improved. There were 	tr :Miles with the foreicn parents during the tir.le 
of liss ZUND. 	The -  chi1, 7run, 	were vary weak recovered. Under 	ZUND 
the inronts could co at ally t 

(Si nor') Heinrich FICI:. 

SJCILN by the said deponent ilrnst ,..dolf Heinrich 	v._auntarily at CLIZZE 
un the 1st. Ilovenber 1947, before T.C; SA.:t 	 detailed 
by the 0.-in-C. British .,,rny of the Rhine. 

(Si 

CEI-ZTIFIL) that this is a true tr^,nolati f r Gernan into English of the 
Deposition of Ernst Ldolf Heinrich PICK, marked Dc;:Jsition No. 14. 

(Signed) 	Richheiner 
Field Investiz2ti_-n Section. 

iac:f:Lii.ai). 

D/6. 

Riehhcinc;r S/S[:,t. 
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r-nslation of 	 Nc.  

DEICO21.1CN  

cf 

Ernst —doll? H inrich TaCk. 

Deposition of Ernst Heinrich ,'.dolf DICK, born on 7. 2. 01 in 1EFITZ, 
of La.il'ITZ No. 14 sworn before 3/Sgt. E. IZIGT11-fiZZR, 	$ of 
Field Investigr.tion Section, ".:ar Cri..ics c-rDup (NZ) ut ciBila on the 
3. 12. 47. 

I an Ernst ..dolt Heinrich FICK born en the 7. 2. 01 in L-LIPIT,. 	I 
am a farl orker by occupation and c f Gcr- .1p.n tr:tionality. 

I reme:-.1b:_r that approxi,:iatoly cn the 22 January 1945, Liss ZUENDT 
come to iae .1.1d was living with 	frc.: this date, for the time '.4hich 
she wz'..s ,Aatron of the Polish children's hostel in Ii20ITS. 	I wz-:.3 on 
leave and at hem on the dtv on -..hick she arrived. 

This is all that I have t..) say in this .latter. 

(Signed) :"-leinrich 

SWORN by the said dLi.onent Ernst „doll Heinrich PICK, voluntarily on 
the dth Deca;bor 1947 oefore ate 0/Sgt. E. RICI-Iiilaiaat, 	, 
(let-11(A by the C.-in-C. British 	of the Rhine. 

(Signed) E. itichhci ler S/Sgt. 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translation from Crentan into English 
of the Deposition of Ernst .;,dolf Heinrich FICK, 'aariced Deposition 
No. 1&A. 

Signed) 	1-liehheiroar 
.3g-t„ 

Invostij:ation Section. 
(E. ItICIREIIiv12). 

D. 7. 



Translation of DEt=06ITION 

of 

Johanna Gertrud ELIEU 

Deposition No. 18 

1626 

  

Deposition on oath of Johanna Gertrud 14.41111, nee ZUEEDT, female, born 
on 6. 4. 11 in COLOGNE, of FALK.R.; SEE s  1.1.utichuetzstr. 7, sworn before S/Sgt E. 

of Field Inv, .stigation Section, War Crimes Group (alfE) 
at BERLIN on the 23th November, 1947. 

I kam Johanna Gertrue. ELIEM nee ZUILDT, born on the 6. 4. 1911 in 
COLOGNE. I am a business employee and of German nationalit,-,a I aia married. 

1. 	In October 1944 I wr.s living in STMNE, Kreis DanNENBURG with my mother, 
170 wore evacuated from coLocid;„ Mrs. 1,:aCHEL often visited the farLler 
in GISTENBILK, Kreis a4.i.1.;ENBURG where my sister-in-law lived. I therefore knell 
that the place as Matron in the Polish childrens hostel was vacant. The 
childrens hostel was co a.only referred to as childrens camp. I applied to Frau 
Iii,CHEL of SEEVAG for the job and I was employed with effect from 1 January 1945. 

this time I began my duties. On this day also I ;.caved to LEFITZ where I 
was living with the farmer F. 

2, 	I received a monthly salary of 90 Reichmarks from the Kreisbauernschaft. 
My duty in the hostel was to cook for the children and to supervise the two 
Eastern female workers so that the hostel was kept clean and in good order. I 
also had to purchase food and other necessary iteas. Frau M-ZHEL left the 
distribution of the work fully and entirely to me; I began at 3 o'clock in 
the morning and normally I stayed in the hostel until 3 or 9 o' cluck in the 
evening. During Iv time approximately 12 children of Polish and Russian 
nationalit:,,  were at the hostel. 

3. The financial and economic administration of the hostel was carried out 
by Walter SChULZ. He came at intervals of a few days to the hostel in order 
to look after things. kirs. ti,,CHEL was the representative of the Kreia 
bauernschaft and ahe also came to the hostel sometimes. I received the ration 
cards from Walter SCHULZ, I did the shoppin3 and the bills were paid at the 
end of each month by ',Falter 3CliULZ. Frau iL.CiaL provided laundry and other 
necessary goods. The rations were allocated by "Bezugsscheine" (pu.roLase 
permits) i.e. I received for each item one permit made out for the rations of 
all the children together. Today I can no 1 .nger reaember the scale of rations 
but I blow that it was smaller than for German children. The rations were 
sufficient, sometimes also small supple...lents wore brought by the parents of the 
a.hildren„ • ;illen I tool: over llor employment I was told by ;Falter SCHULZ that 
Nina GROENITZ hc,:d established visitors times on each fourth Sundv, but apart 
from that I could establish visitors times according to Lzr own judgetent. Then 
I introduced,  visitors times cowers fortnight as the female workers normally 
had a day off every 14 days. If a mother came outside the visiting time at 
any time, she was admitted. by me to the hostel, 

4. When I took over the hostel I found it in a vary .,11.irty condition. Bed 
frames were covered with human .excreta, palliasses were completely dirty 
and I had to replace them immediately. The kitchen was also in a dirty 
condition. There was enough laundry available. ;rile., I took over Walter SCHULZ 
handed over to me approximately 30 lbs. of sugar, 12 or 15 lbs of butter, 
10 lbs of flour, 10 lbs of semolina and waahing u:.terial like soap, soap 
powder etc. The storing of these goods happened because of the fact that :76r 
predecessor aid not make purchases regularly. Walter 6CHULZ told me that 
GROINITZ had not taken care of the hostel and came only for an hour on a 
few days. The children were of an age of approximately 1 and 3 years with 
the Oici.;,:tiJn of two who were of the age of 6. They WIVE; all very weak from 
under-nourish-lent and insufficient care, some children had eczema and lice. 
There were no infectious diseases. - 

5.. I was told by ;(alter ::3CHULZ at the.  begini,inL: that the aller children 
under one year old had died. 1 belie-ye there were 10 children. Their 
death happened suddenly and no one could explain the cause of death, Faro 
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"CHEL told me that it mijlt be eventually a plague affecting the lungs, but 
t:ds has still t.) be estai_lished by a doctor. 	few days l-.ter she told me that 
Dr. ZJE,,:ML14 kr.c. ost-tuishea that there was no infe;tious disease and I 
could start my work wilthout any fear. after I was in the hostel for 5 days it 
was.inspected by the Kreisa::zt (District doctor). 	He .r-.s very surprised that 
the hostel was so clean after suc.i short time. I should inform him if his 
services are required. I do not know Dr. EL:PIN:HOLZ, I never went to hia with 
children. I was told that he had an accident witl his car. I only visited 
a doctor once in order to get the children vaccinated. This wns done by a 
doctor who was living in CLEKZE as a refugee. During 	time no child died. 
The children returned for normal health conditions. 

6. connection with the Poles was friendly. They told Me often that 
the conditions in the hostel under GI-10E11'1.1Z were very bad. The farmers in 
LEFITZ told me that.GROEWITZ only 1,..1mitted. the .dothers to the hostel at the 
exact fixed visitors time, the fathers not at all. Therefore - permanent 
arguaunts with the Poles happened so that the police had to take action. 
The surroundin: inhabitants expected the visitors time with fear beo4use 
scenes permanently happened. I was on friendly terms with 4,Jter SCHULZ. 
He helped me in all circuautances with fuel and food. 

7. The hostel was closed down when the 	troops muved in -,ay 191i-5 and 
I handed over the inventory to Buergeraeister ,'‘HRENS. When the,i,aerican troops 
entered I was told by the Poles that GROIIITZ had disappeared without trace. 
It was reported that she was seen 14 days later in CLEl\iZE. 

3, 	I had no direct connection with the Bauernsohaft, I discussed 
questions with which the Br.;uernschaft was concerned with Fr au 1.1.X10.2J and 
financial ::tatters with ';alter SCULZ. 	This is all that I '.mow and can state 
on this .:tarter. 

(6igned) Johanna ALIEi.i. 

SMai by the said deponent Johanna 	nee ZUENDT, voluntarily at Ba1111 
on the 26th HovelAber 1947 before me, S/Sgt. E. 	 h.,=. detailed 
by the C.-in-C. British ,LriAy of the Rhine. 

(Signed) 	E ILICINELL-Si; S/SL;t. 

CERTIFIED that this is a correct translation from Gory an into Enzlish of the 
.Deposition of Johanna iQ,I11i, nee ZUHWT, marked Deposition No. 16. 

(Si heel) E. itICHEIEDM S/Sgt. 
Fie_d investigation Section. 

D/2 
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siti 	. 18,  

DEPOSITIU 

of 

Johanna GertmC AL.IX 

DepDsiti_,n n oath )f Johanna C,rtrud KLIZ :, nee ZU7,N1T, fim-Ie :-rn 6.11.1911 in 
COLOGNE, f FALKENSEE, LNSCRJETZST. 7 sw rn before Se ' cant .urt HZ:B1JS:2., 
14th/20th. Kinc's Hussars, of Field Investi:ati n Secti n, lar Crimos Gr,up (f013) 
at BERLIN n the 16th December, 1947. 

I am Johanna Gortrud aimr nee ZUNDT. 	I am bprn m. 6.4. 1911 in COLOGNE. 	I 
am a sh ,p assistant by occul-Aim and of German nati. naliti. 	I am married. 
should like to add the f ,11 	to my depJsiti)n which I made -n the 28th 
November 1947. 

Ls far as I can remember I rep rted t . Frau YLCPEL 11 1 January 1945 -n -.sled 
her fsr empl_yment in the chi], fens h:'stol in LEFITZ. 	The childrens home was 
under the supervision of Frau ILLCIFIJ. 	She said she could n)t el.4.1:y me straight 
-way because there were infocti-us illnesses in the childrens hme. Thereur In I 
took over my duties as matron of the shilrens h ,mo in the middle of the month 
January, 1945. 	I cannA recall the exact date. From the day that I was 
exployod in the childrens home no children died. 

I have- nothing more to alter in my deposition m- a n the 23.11.4-7. 

(Si,:ned) J:,hanna aiem. 

SAYRN by the s' 
BERLIN 	the 1 
King's Hussars, 
Iv the C.-in-C. 

id Deponent Johanna Gertrud 	nee ZEENDT, Voluntarily at 
6th, December 1947 before me, Serf/pant .curt ;IL:1131Lr:IZ, 14th./2Oth 
of Field Investigation Secti n, 	Crimes Gr'ur (1711-2]) detailed 
British Lary of the Rhine. 

(Signed) J:ihanna 

(Signed) iC. Hamburrer 
Field Investigation Secti n, 
War Crimes Gr-up (NWT) 

CEZTIFIM that this is a true translation from German into English 	the 
Deposition of Johanna GertruT. KLIEJLI, marked DcTosition N. 1811. 

(Signed) D. Pouts., 
n Secti 1-10  

D9 
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Translatin 

NJ. 2. 

GI:11a], 	January 1945.. 

The child Franz -.;I_,A;K  

cicicilo.J" in CUJ1N, Cxtsteil LEUITZ 

deceased n the 5 January 1945 	at 	15 hrs-----..inutes 

in Corvin Ortsteil Lefitz. 

The duceamp: was born an 20 July 1)44 

in UM&IN 

(iLei.., istrar's office Helzen 	 No 455 	1944 

Father: 

ther: 	 Ukranian 	farnworker 

The decease '.as n;t klarrieC: 

-.d.c:;isterue accordin: to a verbal stata..unt af the hostels :.lanaur, -;:alter 
SCHULZ, Lofitz 
Thu inforilant is personally known and inforz.oa about the casc of death. 

Read , ver, signed and agreed to 

Heinrichilhel: Schulz 

fur the ieistrar 

(Sine) Schulz 

Reason A' death: Dneuiaonia 

Earria:N .2f the doceacC Lfl 	 in 

(Reistr'r'S office 
	 No. 

Certified true copy f the entry l.a the rej.ster of denths. 

Clenze, 7 Deeeer 194/ 

The:Registrar 

(Signcd) Schenk 
Stamp, 
Standesar.t, Clenze. 



No. 39 	 C;Lii_all  31 iieceAbcr, 1944. 

The child "Jandc. 	ThYW 

dolicilLA ill COWL, Ortzteil L-t;;PIT.; 

deceased n the 30 Deco ibor 1944 at hours - _inutes 

in C&rvin Ortstcil LefitL. . 

The dcoersed T:as burn on 6, J-aunry i944 

1630 

in CELLE 

(Registrar's office - Cello - 	 Hu 70 )1944 

Father:- 

Mother:- .anda 	Y.LYliu, re .ale %;uricer fru..1 thc Ent 

The deceased tics nut 't%T.ried 

1- red according to a verbal statement of toe hustela lannger, 

flter 	 SC:11,2, 

The inforA nt is persun .ily KnuLn an infused abJut the case of 

death. 

Read Liver, signed :,.nd agreed to 

zignod Schulz 

for the :tegistrar 

(GiEned) Schulz 

Reason of death: 

Marriage of thc deceased on 

(Registrar's office 

in 

No.. ) .„- 

Certified true copy of the entry in the recistcr - uf deaths. 

Clenze, 7 Dc.- c&bci 1947 

The Reglstr-x 

(signed) Schenx 

Stoup. 

Standesaut, Clenze. 

D.7. 
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Translati,:n 

No. Z. 

Ca:1'13, 16 January 1945. 

The child Ko.tflarirw.  ....la'21 lITSCIIENKC, 

0.0140110j! in CORVIY, Crtsteil LvFITZ 

doccasee on the 14 January 1945 at 16 h.Jurs 	ninutos 

in Curvin Ortstoil Lofitz. 

The deceased was burn on 20 July 1944 

in UhlaiAM 

(Rogistrarls offico -012111. 	 No 

Father: 

Eothor: Hanna RITNITSCHANKL'I  narri 	fo.lalo worker from the East 

Tho 0.c:coast:C. VOA nut narriee 

Rocistorod according 	a verbal statd ont :)f the hostels manager, Walter 
HoinrichWiiholm SCHULZ 
Tho informant is -,?erSonally kaJan and infunAca about the case of death. 

RoM over, siL;nee and asroud to 

Hoinricia Wilhelm Schulz  

for the lw:istrlr 

(Sino6 Schulz 

Reason of (loath: 

ilarriago of the acccas,:t1, on 	 ia 

(Registrar's office 

	

	 No. 

Certified true co2y of the entry in the re!:istor of ;:eaths. 

Clcnzo, 7 Docanbor 1947 

The Rc:_;istrnx 

(SiL;nea) Schenk 

Stapp. 
Stanaosant, Clonzo. 

D/6. 
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Translati n 

Nu. 7. 

CLJFZJ, 	ja.nuary 1945. 
The chile. Katja  1.1..ai2L1  

doilicilip: in COLY11q, Ortstoil LAFITZ 

docuas,". on the 13 J1Inuvry 1945 	:It 	20 It_.urs 	 Linutus 

in Corvin Ortstuil Lofitz. 

The Coccasue %:'Ls born , _11 2.! Supte.lber 1944 

in-OLSS-U 

(Rt,gistrarls 	GLITIZA 	 No 24)1944 

F%ther: 

iluther : 	LiCia 	 Ukranian 

Tho Cocoa:500 was nct 1,rriuC 

..,Wcistorw" a9c)rOin: 	a vorbal stntalent 	the hostels nanac,er, -;:altor 
Hoinrich 	SCE OLZ 
Tho inforvant is -)ersunall:1 kn.Nrn anC inform& aout the case of (loath. 

foal. Dyer, 	anC arr(,,C to 

..:rUter Heinrich 	.1:i Schulz  

for the, 	tr.lr 

(Si 	Schulz 

Roason of Coath: 

i:arriage 	the Occoase,."! un 	 in 

("1. 	 No. 

Cortific:: truo copy 4 	ontry in tile ru_:istur of Cuaths. 

Olonzo, 7 Docuhhcr 1)47 

Thu lw-istrar 

(SicnoC) Schonk 
Stai'p. 
StanCesruit, Olonze. 

I 

/4 

D/6. 
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Peter .i.T.LOCRING:IA 

Ootir, 

    

1-chibit 'CI 

, 

A 
ITRANS:L.TICir.  

1633 

duaiciled in CO.LVIN, Ortsteil 

caeceaaed on thc 3 Octuber 1944 t..t 3 NAIrs - minutes in Cervin Ortsteil 
Lefitz. 

The deceased ,xls born on 27 M:ich 1A4 

in Curvin, Ortsteil TNPITZ,-  

(Registrar's office ClENZE No. 6/1944 

Father: 

Mother: -,Tera 7EDORIN01.-.1, single Russian. 

The deceased tas not uarried 

Itegisterod according to a ve-zbal state'.ient of the uatron, MA,Aa Minna 
Friuderixe GROBNITZ 

The infunicnt ic personally known md is inferued about this cse LA' 
death by her knowledge. 

Read over, signed and agreed to 

signed Minn Eixaa Priederixe Groenitz 

for the Aegistrar 

(Jigned) 

Reason of death: 	trLuiAcL .ith the first teething 

Marriage of the fecce3ed n 	in 

OZer:i.;trartLi office 	 No. 

Certified true copy f the entry in the register cf deaths. 

Clenze l  7 Decc'aber 1947 

Chc -ugistrar 

Stcnu. 

Standeso:.1t, Clenze. 	(,iigned) Schenk 

D. 7. 
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110. 35 

 

24 Fov.:,:ibcr 1944. 

Roc 	.).7/1/113TSK,,,. 

in Corvin (Jrt.,t. 1,4 

ceascd en the 21 i1veb.r 1941:. t I 3 i 	- 'Ainutos 

in Corvin Ortatoil 

Che deceased uz-,J.; born !1-1 2;. 1.L.7 1942i. 

in Bes.,1Lnd. 

Caegistrar's office - culla - Nu. 13 1944 

:Aber : - 

tiother:- Irena .iTILINSid. 

The deceased 	hut ,.ial-ried 

Registered according  to a verbal st.tcmcnt 	the ur.tron AViitma Emma 

Friederiice GROETTITL; 

The ioriian ii.. 	rofl11y xnetn r.nd infor.led about toe case of death 

by her min ichowledge 

Read ovcr l  si-nee! • 	r.grced to 

Signed *Lanny.. na Pricdcrike cacnaTL, 

fur tho iler istrrx 

(3icned) :1;chulz 

Reason of death: I'noutionia 

Marrie 	the decer.sed n 	in 

.(ReListrar s 
	

) 

Certified true copy i the entry in the register of doathu. 

Clenze l  7 Deco'aber I 94.7 

The  

Stt.12-rp 
	

(biEncd1  Schenx 

t ande scr.it C1onze. 

D. 7. 
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TT- • 	0 

CLAIIZA, 31 Decen!Jor 1944. 

The chil Jan 

in 	CC:101111, Ortstuil 

Cecease,T. 'Al the 29 Deceber 1944 at 	18 hours ---- :dilutes 

in O..'rvin Ortstuil Lefitz. 

The docuaseC. was burn en 13 Seiitoraber 1944 

in UlalZ;11,1 

(Ru;:istrarts J ff ice; Uelzon 	 No 575/1944 

Fithcr: ,IN• ■••■• 

 

 

;..other: 	Marie P,,ST2.104,CK, .2.astern 

Thu r'eceasue was n_t nrxric(' 

Registcrc,7 ace: rein 	a verbal st2tui -:,.Lat 	the hostels Lianaccr, 
Heinrich 	SCI1ULZ 
Thu infurc.ant is personally known anC infurrdeC abut the case uf 0.oath 

RoaC uvcr, sijnecl and aLTeeC tu 

7altur Heinrich 	Schulz 

f_:r the Registrar 

(Signet') Schulz 

Iteascn of gcith: 2nouuunia 

1:arriace -A' the Cc:cease:1. '_A-1 	 in 

(Rcf!istrar's office 	 Nu. 

Cortifie0. true copy of the entry in thu ruA.ztor of :_'oaths. 

'Clunzo, 7 Ducenber 1947 

The :aei-",istrar 

(Si,:neC) Schenk 
St ailp. 
Stane.esar.t) Clenze. 

D/6  • 
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TRNTION  

Ho. 33 
	

22 DeceAbcx 1944. 

• 

-nni URT- (Ukrcmian) 

del.liciled in CORVIN, Ortteil 

cased on the 20 DceL..iber 194,1- at. 6 h,ura - ,inutos 

in Corvin Ortz,teil 

The deceased wae burn on 10 Ducc.ioer i94.3 

in Urat..EN 

(:),egistrar'l, oJfice 

loather:- 

Mother: - J;tria SYRT- 

The deceased was not married 

RegistcrLd accordinf_ to v verbal statcuent of the iatron, Minna Erma 

Priederilce GRODNITJ 

The informant is p reonally :no;.n cal inforlice aoout the case of death 

by her ovn Knoraedge. 

Read over, signed anp] aL,recd to 

z,igned Minna r-,..A.ta ::oricdcrim Greenitz 

for the Registv:x 

(Signed) Schulz 

Reason of death:- digesti.un trouble:. 

Marriage of the ,Iece-..Jed 	 in 

(Registrars office 	 No. 	) 

Certified true cop;,,  01' the entry in the register of deaths. 

Clenze, 7 December, 1947 

The RcLlotrar 

(Signed' Lich(AIK 

St -.yap. 

Standesaut, Clenze. 

D. 7. 



Tr,,nslAti n 

D2LTH-C-.Iar2IC.',T3 

(lici;istrar I s Office CLINZ:1   No. 1/45) 

The 011110 „'ancla SCHYSCHLC 

in COhVIN, Crtstoil L:TITZ 

eeceasoe: 	the 4th. January 1945 	17 II urE! 	 

in Corvin Crtstoil Lufitz 

The 0.ecease. 	born 	J4y 1A+4 

in L.L.2_,ZAIT 

(Rcistrr_Ir ts -Mc° ULLIZIN No. 425/1944) 

Father: 	  

I.:othor 	SCHYSCHLt., fc.a.1.:10 1.-:.LTker fr.::: the :;.^..st 

The Coccasek] was net 1.1arric(1. 

C1enze 10 Decalbur 194 

The ReL;istr-,:r 

(Signe:1) Schenk 

S taLli) 
StanCosaLlt, CL,nze. 

D/6. 
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2rans1'.ti::11 ito.22 

  

DEIOSITICH 

f 

ilhljcinTaisal..,eth 1, ; 'a enc 

/1 .-:ath 	 th 	:acne 	fumalL: . rn 

	

the 23.11.96 in GISTEi.;CK, (Kreis 	 ;1;11LIIG  
re S/Sgt. 	 Sccti.A1, 

"Jrit.•os Groui 	CLEN',.2', on the 23 Oct..:..:er 1947. 

I have been cautic:ned that I tf.la n:- t 	 Lake a statement if I do 
not wish t: 	 that •./3y statoi.lent which I shall make will lie written 
dr_ran and 	1.)e used 	evl.'ence 	Court. I iAake this statement 
•voluntarily -.ritliout the use - if f ;roe 	threat ::f f:.rce and without the • 

rmise of r. 

I am Alheluine 	 ale= :..CH7,L, 	n the 23.11.96. I am a 
farnur!s Afe 	:" 	natinality. I 	a member ,f the NS 
.i.arauenschrtft since 	rf ,:Kiriz.•.tely December 1936. I vas 4 ';tui1ungs1eitcrin 
(Secti'..n L, . !or) in .,,LIL....',1E,13T..itr. (.Carriers' rcr.nisation) an. I was 
ai;)ointed in Jun 1943 as Krcis Laurin to the Krk..is :J4.N.LUNIITRG. 

1. In f3pring 1944 I 	-;este:..: to the KroisbL.uernschaft*. in :1.N1E/T71.-IT(C. to 
open h. :Ads for the 	:Atli:late children of the female Eastern -..:.Jrkers in 
the Krcis 	 The reason 	this was that the farmerst wives' in 
the Kruis-made enquiries of 'me 	they sh-uld - de with the children of the 
foreigt female -.4-orkersy • :h-) had in some cases t„- f-, or three children, and 
.ecause the ;tArls were held uji in their %:.)rk 7.y this. In scmc cases there 
was difficulty in keepin.J, the children on the farms because there ..;Rs nut 
enough 	or suitable 1100 :Aral:.-,dation. 

2. 4. Hostels were .)1:,ene‘.: in Summer 1944. 	tilt.: 1:reis :::,131;131412,16h one in 
LIVITZ, one in NIENHOIP, one in L-E...",1;.,..0 am! 	::JUIri:LU. The i:esigiyAl_n 
".:%11 "Nursery for children :I' 	ft;i:1!:le 

3. The matron of the hc,stel in. 1E..2ITZ 	Lim3 (ailITZ. I was aske0 ty the 
T.3auernschaft to 1 	f .)r suitallo natr. n r the h)stel in LAPITZ and I 
api:roached the j_lucrt2ermeister in aTZEI 	 XIIULZ in this matter, 
Ir. SCHULZ suggested to 	 -:-,o'c!-..use she had hoard ...)f it and 
already r.-0)r iached 	eaccet this 	ytTiunt._ I su _;e ste.! 	eritOENITZ 
to the Krcis bo.uornschaft an: after c..n intelvi...r.; there she 'as accoted. 
Her duty was to cook for the chil..:cen 	look !.fter.' the.  cleanline.is  and 
the care :if the children. 	f! :%:2; I k71-7.: ace :unto and '1.ioolo-kcei.dn7: 
in the hnncs of '.;alter Sr..:HULZ in LE.PITZ because he had as the Luergermeister 
connection .dith the Artschaftsant (3conomic de..rinent); but it could als: 
be that Kiss Gi-i.C.ENITZ handled the aCeDunts herself. 

4. I '..jaS instructed 	the Kreisbauemfu,.,hrer 	lo:Ac .into the hostel .  
sometimes to see that everythin; S in go::,.! •-rcer, which I did. It was laio 
on that the forei:31 girls should take their children 	the hostel if the 
ent_:::loyer Wished 	This was the -...,urpose :I' the h.,stuls. Mi'so GOiNIT 
Cid not r.coe2t any children under an age A' 12 weei.:s ::.ecausc.; the children 
'acre in need of mothers milk. It also 	ene3 that the children 
brought in at a youn(irage. This happ.oneC :._;ainst the 	of C,.;DENITZ.. 
I could 	&top this tccause the farrier who 	the child in had to 
fet in touch with lass Gi.t.0IINIT:.;. 

• 

5. I 	not believe that the Kreislcitel- 	•.f the ;.1',..):1) had anything 
to do '.:ith_the force,.: intake of the children to the hostel. 'Ho f...,rce should 
have been used. I assume that tho Ortsbauernfuehrer (enior of the village 
fr_Aricrs) ruoortid. the illegitimate 	i.- the villages t.... the Kreis-. 
1-iauernschrf t who then .ave instructions int-) 	hostel the children had 

to be tr.lc,..n. 
/7. 
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7. There was no childrevs nurse :resent _ecause G:iITZ stated on her 
emAaDynent that she was a 	chiUrens nura,. 	.Jrmanont ::octor 
at the childrens h.:.stol, if necessary :X. 	 f 	.,alit . The 
hostel was insl.ected shIctines by the-KreiwxztIA., 	 aloe Ly the 
Kreisfuersorgostelle (Idstrict 	:Tficu) :r. 

8. I d' not la- _.T h w :ig thL. 
arrnn,-;W Ly the ArtschrTt_ ..t. 	- 
litre of milk per child or 
litre can to enable 11..o: t 

f r tha children were ns these were 
statin:; that half a 

en:Jugh. I lave her an empty 10 
ally !AIL: fr(..m the , airy in CLENZE. 

9. Prim GROENITZ c.11 lain),  t 	nu .y, 	allow: it das in ,utunn 1944 
that KOOPMON ha:! sh '.nn insulting -ehavi,ur t:..o 	her. She passed the cos 
on to policeman =:L_1. 'lass G:OENITE eclared that she wanted this point 
cleared up because 	did not withdraw his remarks that the children 
wore not treat() ' fairly. If the insult -.;fl.s not withdrawn she would write t. 
the Gestapo in 

10. I do not know h (.arNy children died in the hostel in LEFITZ. I also 
do not kh_w how many children .1c)( 1  in other hostels. I know that one child 
wh was not healthy w..s brought in. It already refused t take food before 
it %.ao brought. In this case the mother wished that the child should come 
into the hostel. 

11. On a Thursday after Christmas 1944 the :mergermeister of LEPITZ, 'later 
L;CHULZ rang me up and said that I should come to the hostel Lbcauso several 
children were ill am_ Miss G:i0ENITZ had not been .xcsont for a fen. d:vs. I 
imediately went, approximately in the evening and looked to see what the 
ratter 	L11 the children had pt a cold and I rang up Miss GI;,-)ENITZ 
as to why she was not there and had left the hostel to the forei6n'...rkers 
employed there. She ansvered.that she woula not come any m-re because the 
matter with K00131.1.0N vas not straightened out. On the next the wife of 
Duar.:3erneister SCHULZ took over the care of the children :with a Uksanj,rua 
girl who had her (wn child there. Lt this time several children , ied. I 
informed the KreisLauernfuehrer that he might call the Kreisarzt as I fearer 
it was an infectious disease. The Kreisarzt did not eerie during the first 
days but when he same he stated that it was a kind of catarrh affecting the 
lungs ..;hich might have an infectious effect cm the other children. 

12. Then 'I employed Miss ZUDE.,. She was- living in amINE but she first 
proceeded to COLCGNE to fetch her 1)elongim:s. I do not know if Miss ZUNI,  
was a skilled ohildrens nurse but she seemed to me to be suitable as she 
liked children. Miss WY, t ok care of the camp until the Lmericans movec' in. 

13. Lt the beginning Miss Ga-)E.6ITZ took a strong personal, interest in the 
children, provided medical sui,,:aies which were difficult to find and also 
mothers milk from a Ukranian woman. I had the imIxessian that Miss GROENITZ 
liked the job. 

14. Miss ZUND is now marrie(' in ladAU4 and is living in DE=N. 

15. I did my best to obtain laundry and clothing for the children. Theo- 
thin -s 

 
wore given in a large quantity by the farmers wives so that I could 

always issue laundry an': other necessary itc is if required. This is all that 
I blow about these childrens hostels. I wish to a.:(1 that '.:alter WIIULS put 
at our disposal coal and firewo_d from his own property. It was returned 
when new supplies arrived. 

(Signed) Magdalene j.:0-01101 

1;0:6 by the said deponent ',/ilholmine Elisabeth ifiaL;dalene MLCIEL voluntarik? 
at CLENZE on the 23rd .-,ctol-,er 1947 before me S/Sgt. 
detailed by the C-in-C. i.i.ritish ;,rrAy of the Rhine. 

(Signed) E.1;ICIIEEILIT.11-2, S/SGT. 
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CEICIF=) thc.t this is a correct trans1-.tion from Gerricul int .. English of 
the Deposition 	*.iilhelmine Elisabeth i..,:e.11.r.lene Zi,C4EL, markod 
No. 22. 

Si„no ) E. :ciCIEEL....-E1:. 
2ield 	 Soctior. 



A 	TransL.ticn of 

	 1641 

f 

, to 	Men( 	. 

::u1-..%3itic,n on oath 	11h„luine E11,30.1,eth 	 b, 1' ,. 	'.,rrL on 
the 23.11.9J in GE.3T 	(K.reis ..1-1.0:4•13.1;16) 	;_a_. :.:1(1- 	.3 inte-!.-ned in 
No. 5 caC , 2,124',ual;m: , . ;.. rn Lufere 	:t. 	 C, of i'ielcl 

Secti_n, 	Crimes Cr tr, (;Tr 	IL. 5 die' n the 7 1;ove:: ,r 
1947. 

I haVe been cauti. r. ' that i on not ! 	 JIL.ke a staterlent if I d. ) 
n3t wish to dr, 	,1.1-t that :..ny ,:tate:.ent L-thall rake will e written 
and my b° U30d in evidence lef - re a Gourt. I 2,1:1.1::t., this strtenent voiuntarq; 
without th, use Ar f_roe or throat by i' .r.ce, and -..ithout the ,:romise 	a 
reward. 

I am iilhelnine, :',1isabeth 1.13.gt.!alene 	 , -,a 23.11.96 in 
I am r. f'.rmerts .,ife and I !IV: of German nationality. 

1. :,1-.1.r,Oximately in 194.3 , Afficulties s.:ere arising on the farms because 
the fureigi female workers ..-.ere no 1,:11-_;er fully available for their work 
because of -..,;:re,;naney and child birth. The farmers wives told me that the 
Labour Excharve 	the instruction that it was i:.);:sible t' take the 
,-;irls 	the child's idrth and they then should be erj loye:. in industry, 
so that they could work eiurin.: the i'vy and 1.:u with their children ,'urin,"; 
the eveninz; tut a rei;lac,;lent for 	_;irla could t 	given to the 
farmers. 

2. Lfter that I made a su_;:;estion to the Kreislauernfuehrer 	1CCi; if 
these hostels could be oi,enect in Iireis 	 ap -,r..)ached the 
Landratscnt and the hostels were 'Toned. 

3. There was a conference at the Kreidhauernsohaft to discuss details. 
The oilowirk; were ..„-)re sent ; the Kreisl)auernfuehrer, ryself,::ass GIOENITZ 
!..j.:3 1:1212/:LIVI of LITECIV.:, and several pcoi le of the villa ,es where these 
hostels had 	be opened. I do not know if 	 was ,•resent. I do 
not rener.f.)ur that any-  thin.: was mentioned a::.lut the sterilization of foreiL:n 
women. indeed I remember that it was mentioned 	another occasion that 
forejoi w.men xhould not Je ,-:revontec! from interru,,tinr; i-re,:;nancy. I no 
longer remember ;then and where this 	discusso(1. 

4. Iii3:: GiralITZ, sometimes CH.: i-)roached no with cuesti-ms raf Crrini; to the 
children h- stel in 11,14'ITI:. I helped her as far as I ookild. If necessary 
I a,•, Droached the Bauernschaft, sometimes 	serietimes SILVERS, ;ihoover 
was on the telephone at the moment. SI.7722,3 was Stal)s_Leiter (;:djutant) and 
dealt ‘,-,ith the whole of the affairs of the liauernsch!,.ft. 

5. ..;alter X1111L7, who was the Imor;ermeister in 	shared the 
re$:,onsibility for the Hostel, i.e., he ha,:i t,. sec th:•.t, cverythin was ".,ink 

-11 	and Miss 	had to r.17,:cr::ach hil.1 in the first instance. The 
hostels -"ere sponsored by the Kreisbauca.nochaft. .,".11c-./:::nce of f..:odstuffs 
and other things sh..uld al-12,arently have 'eon the affair of the I.kanirats:!mt 
and the Buer.;enleistor. 

6. I have 	rectify the Zell:ging i n ray .statement 	the 23.10.47: 
I tun a member..:or -the i13 Fr^lions,-haft since December 1935. I remember that 
hiss GirENITZ.stated at her ef.-.,-„2..yrient that oho 	skilled nurse to look 
after mothers folI;win,.; child .'oir tit!. 

This is all tnat I can state 	.thu 	 this ratter. 

:Lena 
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Ly the atid ::L;;  ,o/L 	•.finiarine 	 Ir.lunt^.rily 
the 7 Noventer 1947 VS;..,, t 	 ..'et,?.11e.....1 by the C-in. 

ritiah Lrmy of the 	 iTc.5 010. 

CE:i.121-212,1)• that this is 	true trans1,-..tich frcm Gern-.1-1 	2nish f the 
:..)0i,:sition 	 1:1c.rkcr1 :)(sit17:n 

(LayleJ) 	,ichheimer 
Tnvosti:,.tion 
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• 
Translation of 	 Deposition 1:0. 23 

D6TCSITTION  

of 

:Anna Err ma Friederike GROENITZ. 

Deposition on oath of 1.iinna Enna Friederik© GROEITITZ, female, born on the 
13.10.98 in ALTONA, of CLENZ:6, firchstrasse 4, sworn before 3/3g-t. E. 1:Ic: LaT, 
RAOC, of Field Investigation Section, 'aar Crimes Group (ETE) at UELZEN on the 
23 October 1947. 

I have been :warned that I am not compelled to make a statement unless I wish to 
do so, that each statenent, however, which I do ,:iake, will be taken down in 
writing and may be used as evidence in Court, I make this statement voluntarily, 
,lithout the use of force, without ;t threat of force and without being promised a 
reward. 

I am Liinna Erma Friederike GROENITZ born on 13.10.98 in i,LTON:., a business 
ercployee by occupation and of German nationality. 	I have never been a member 
of the NSDLP or any of its affiliated organisations. 

1. Until 1943 I lived in Hi:.t3UiG, steindamll 83 as a bus.itess employee. 	.13, 
house was- bombed out and after a short stay in diffcront places in Germany I 
came to CLENZE together with 	friend hiss Artha 3110HWERK. Hiss 111-101-31Z2E. is 
a mid-wife and I worked for her as a driver. 

2. itpproxil-Aately in the beLinning of Juno 1944 	:Li.CHEL cane to my friend 
:Ass FROEXRK to ask her whether she !mew of any suitable person to supervise a 
hostel for illegitimate children of foreign feLlale workers in LE'FITZ. 1.iy friend 
first of all wrote to 7. HA123URG idd wife airs. BiTtaRLi who at that time lived in 
BLiZERG, as to whether she wanted to take over this hostel. Only after she had 
declined I,Zrs. iiiiCHEL asked .13, friend to win no over for this plan and after 
hesitating a long tt.te and talking it over with my friend I accepted this offered 
post. 	Firs. :::.CIE promised to -3- friend and Liyself expressively that in spite 
of this I could continue ;Ay work as driver for hiss FROHATERK. 	It therefore 
follows that I was not fully available for the hostel. 

3. I was e,Iployed in the childrens hostel in LEFIM fro:., June 1944 until 
27.11.44. 	,Ifter 27 November 19144 I brought food to the hostel 3 or 4 times 
still, but I did not enter the hostel 	 For the whole tine of :13, work I 
was paid out approxinately 150 1 uichsmarks compensation in different snail 
sums. 

4. I was never asked whether I was a trained childrens nurse. 	I also never 
attempted to make it appear that I had been trained as a childrens nurse. 	It 
nay be that lira. 1,11,CI-Ei considered rie as suitable as I lived together and 
worked with a mid-wife. 

5. • It VMS ::13, duty to look after the two foreign girls in the hostel so that 
they carried out their work in the proper manner. I also had to supervise 
whether the children were kept clean and orderly. The kitchen was a natter 
for the foreign girls, I myself have for some tine voluntarily cooked in the 
kitchen of my flat for the children rand the girls (dinner for the bigger 
children) as the stove in the hostel was out of order. 

6. I also had to 
in 	

after the colitction of foodstuffs as there was no shop in 
IITITZ, but only in CLENZE. 	Thu bills wore put before ',,ralter SCHULZ who was 
responsibly for the financial administration of the hostel. The poniits were 
sent to me by the .;irtschaftsrult in DillIMNBill;.G. 	payment was Lade by `,,'alter 
SCHULZ. 
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7. The nu, giber of child-In-1i 	two hostol voriod butwoon 10 and 16. 	I can no 
longur exactly rci.io.obor tho childrens rations. 	I kno-.-1 that it was half a litre 
of °romalk per day and child, I believe there were 100 kwa..is of :.Auat per week 
and child, for the bigoor children over one year of age. 	The foodstuffs wore 
entered in it book by tho suppliers and paid by :.3CHUL7, A-rho could control the book. 
Thu ..Toney was deducted by the childrons fathers and oothors fro.i their wage, and 
transferred by their ooployurs 	.307 1J1471,. 	I Lot into touch with iiudzinalrnt 
Dr. Z1I.iliBRIL.111 and asked for an increase in the .:ilk ration to 'I litres and 
additional supplies of ski :1c..3 ilk. 	Ho understood _or point of view and put the 
sn:le before the lroisbnuornschaft who in turn refused this request. 	I therefore 
got in touch with the dairy - nnagor WILLI= 	without the Kroisbauornschafts 
knowled&k.:, l'iho then on oy special request rent 	a little o‘oro J.:ilk and an 
additional quantity of skio 

8. the children were aduittod into the hostel in such a :;inner that the girls were 
told that a hostel existed for their children. 	I a.: quit.: -doll aware that 
pressure was exercised on to the girls. Before the hostel was founded I was asked. 
to attend at the hreisbauernschaft in 11,1.11EMBillk; toLether 	the Ortsbauorn 
and Ortsbaeuurinncn (Oak & feLiale senior faroors) of tine villagos whore childrons 

hostels existed. 	Liongst those present I only know ::rs. 	 I re..toubor that 
the moo of the representative of the Kreisbauornschaft was SII;VERS., During this 

the hostolh?; equipi.lent was being talked about. 	I coo:plained about tho 
iron bedsteads. It was prooisod that these would be chonLod into children buds 
in a short ti.se , which eras also done. 

9. There was no peroonent doctor in the ohildrons hostel. i,t first sick 
children were taken to Dr. D42141101.k.,, later ho ortoio to the hostel ~-iron asked to do-
so. There was no trained childrens nurse in the hostcil• One of the foreign 
nurses was a inthor herself. 	The children were not .tedically oxaninucl before 
they were adotittod. 	In cases of death Dr. Di,1111-10L7, was fetched 'to ascertain the 
cause of death. I objected to the ad .ittancc of sick children. 	In one case a 
sick child was acIlitted against 	wish on the orders of Kruisbauernfuchror 
RIEBOCK.. 

10. The children, on the Kruisbauernschafts orders should have been aloitted cn 
the 10th. or 11th. day after birth. 	I believe I was told of .  this by :.1rs. 

._T I have the irossion that 	 only carried out ordors by the Kreisbauern- 
schaft. 	I , together with iirs. :1.,011EL hvvo resisted this order and successfully 
Lann&ed that the children wcro brought in at the of of 6 weeks. 

11. In approxilAntely July 1944 rl child was adoittod who only weighed 3 lbs. I 
reneLibur the na.ic Franz. 	The chill  was born in the clinic in ULi,ZL i. 	I reraurobor 
that the oiothor iris isenfTll1y ,:leficiont. 	I tried to feel up the child although 
Sanitaotsrat Dr. NECKING considered the case as hopeless. I obtain.,) .:others 

fro..i a foreign and 2 Oomon 

12. The hostel was inspected once a Lionth by :Ludizinalrat Dr. zii:E.T.c: 
D4.1111203i2G. 	I vies never told of any coI.Iplaints. 

.13. In the bueianinL I put no restrictions on the nothory 'ognrding visiting 
hours. 	Lator I was info.o io.l. by Polizoii.loistor IIIEIEN that he  had boon givon the 
order to fix visiting hours on Sunday afternoons fror.L 14.00 to 1600 hrs. 
The reason riven to :.te was thot in another hostel OTIPP.o110:00.0 the foreign girls 
there would sloop together with the foroiun workers. The Kroisbaucrnschaft 
therefore considered evening visits into the hostel as not adr,issable. 

A. I have also given per..ission to the girls fur visits outside visiting 
hours. 	last the .ion were forbidden to visit the children, the girls were 
pon.littud to take the children outside, however. 	On it Saturday night a Polish 
girl brought her child an: case to visit it en Sunday loorning when I was looking 
after the cleanliness of the children. 	I asked thio girl to wait a LioLlont still 
as I wanted to be ready first. The girl threw a stone at 	head which also 

/soLashod... 
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smashed thu window. 	Ho exchange of .00rds tool: place. 	I asked :alter SCHULZ 
for protection who then sent Landwnoht;:ann 	 KooKLiAiic =le to ao and 
said that before ho was doinL 	fer _le he w,Intud to look at the hostel 
first. 	He co:Aplaino1 about coli 	:iterios for the children and that washing 
was being dried in the c000lon rue 	I then toll hi. that he should change this. 
KOOFILidTH then pushed eio again the wrll. 	I _thon cryingly went to \altor SCHULZ 
and told 	about this. 

15. I then roturnol to my work. I definitely rang up Mrs. ILCHOL on the 
telephone on the following day, and the KruisbRuurnschaft in order to inform that 
after the preceding happenings I could no lo-nr continue ay work in the hostel. 
Mrs. 	then asked au still t bring the rations for a short tiau. I did 
this without entering the hostel. 	pnratraph 3 of this deposition. 

16. It happened twice that a foreir*nor wanted to fetch her child away froa the 
hostel. In one case I refuse' to hand over the child as according to the 
Kroisbauornschaftts order I was not allowed to do so. 	In the second case the 
child was collected without :y knowledgc, also clothing which did not belong  to 
the child. 	I complained to the for' terJAUCH with whon the childt s mother was 
working that ho first of all could not gut rid of the child quickly enough (he 
did not want to keep it for 6 weeks) and that he then took it away again 
without informing ac. 

17. I have always tried to obtr'in toilet articles for the children, which the 
girls were not allowed to buy such as rubber sheutinizs, glass pots, rubber teats 
for bottles, and also food and clothing. 	I also ranged to do this. 	I have 
also Aven the `iris clothing of 
That is all I know about this case. 	I have nothin to add at the nomont. 

(Signed) 	Groonitz 

SORN by the said deponent Minna .1i1110 Friederike GROENITZ voluntarily at UELZEN 
on the 23rd. October 1947, before .1o, S/Sgt. E. RICHHEThall ROC, detailo-] by the • 

C.-in-C. British 1,roly of the Rhino. 

(Signed) E. i:ICHHEILLT,'R 3/SGT. 

During my -Urdu only two children died in the hostel, one of them due to tooth 
craaps, the other one due to inflaaation of the lungs. This child had already 
had inflauation of the lungs before being adnitted in to the hostel. I 
settled • :.scatters with the Registrar according to the author' s wish in the 
case of a third child which dies after I hy?.a left the hostel. 

(Signed) Ifinna Grounitz. 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translation froa GenAnn into idnglish of the 
Deposition of ::inna Emma Friederiku GROENITZ, uarkod Deposition Ho. 23. 

G. Goddard Sgt. 
Aold Investigation Section. 

(G. GODaidiD) 

D.8. 
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DE1'0.3ITION 

Frie:ierik GROMITZ 

Deposition on oath of 1.;inna E ima Friederi!'ce GROENITZ, female, born on the 
13th October, 1898 in ALTONA, of CLIME, Kirehstrae.e 4., intc.rned in No. 5 CIC 
ST-U, UEILE, before 3/6jt. 	 1.)(..:•J, 	Investigation Section, 

Crii-2:s Group (I:ii3) at No. 5 CIC on the 7th ileve..iber, 194.7. 

I have been cautioned that I a,.1 not ceupelled to uoke a statement if I 
do not wish to do so, but that any st Ae.::ent which I shall me.ko -.-.111 be written 
do.--n and may be used as evidence in Court. 	I i-Aak.-; this statement voluntarily, 
without the use of force or threat of force and withiut the pro:aise of a reward. 

I 	 Friederike GROENITZ, born on 13th October, 1898 in 
4LTON.A. 	Ia-.1 a business employee by trade. 	I am if German nationality. 

1. I was employed by Frqui.:CHEL for the control of the childrens hostel in 
LEFIT2,. 	If I had difficulties of any kind I a,yproached Frau 

2. During my absence 'i1:71.ter SCHULZ s::A.Letimes came to the hostel in order to 
::3,  that the foreign female workers carried out their duties. 

3. The Regicrungspresident in LUNEBURG insnected the hostel before the opening 
and termed it g:od excaple. 

I sur..:;ested to open a room in the hostel for childbirth in order that the 
lothers could have a rest before birth and could afterwards care better for their 

children. 	I did not get the necessary installai )ne for this frxe the Bauernschaft. 
On one occasion two foreign female workers were drafted t me by the LaboUr 
'exchange as auxiliary nurses. 	One of them was uentally Ibrzonaal• Both were 
approximately 60 years old and e:,mpletely u:lsuit:_,:ble for this empleyclent. 	These 
were finally repLee'3 on rAy ith;istance. 

5. 	People in LEFITZ and CLENZE showed a hostile attitude 	,.1e, because 
I 	too much interest in favour of the Pales. The managem,nt 	the hostel 
vas in the hands of ;the-Kreisbauernschaft apparently in agreement with the 

ReLi-r_x; and the 

This: is all that I have -L.) state for the wuent. 

Gr,-)enitz. 

6,101L1 by the said deponent iiinn.. BIM a Priederike CROZNITZ voluntarily 
on the 7 N:yve,Aber 194.7 at No. •5 CIC before au S/Sjt. Z. RICITEL17,12, 
detailed by the C.-in-C. British army of the Rhine. 

(Si;p'd) L. Richheimer S/ajt. 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translation frm Germna 	English of the 
Deposition ofianna Erma Frielerike GROENITZ, marked Deposition No. 23. 

(Signed ',!1. RICPIED-.7111 3/3jt. 
Fill Investigation Secti on. 

4.  
' 

D.3. 
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NOTES ON THE CASE 

(Under this heading should be included the view taken as to (a) the degree of fa 
responsibility of the accused in view of his official position, e.g., was offence 
committed on the offender's own initiative, or in obedience to orders, or in carrying 
out a system approved by authority or a legal provision ; (b) the probable defence; 
(c) whether the case appears to be reasonably complete.) 
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UNITED NATIONS WAR CRIMES COMMISSION 

CHARGES AGAINST 	 ....... 	 WAR CRIMINALS 

CASE No 	La-,.s/B.. L,;,1 	 

Name of accused, his 
rank and unit, or 
official position. 

(Not to be translated.) 

l'eter TUJOI,$,_Hitler  youth Tnsopplor.. 
	Georg_GUEZEL,_Instruetcr_at_Hitler_Youth Camp. 	 

Youth. 	 
........... •••• 

All the accused are in custody. 

Date and place of 
commission of al-
leged crime. 

28 October 1944/ 

`1G., 	Gernary, 	  .412 

(i)  'irttI44 Number and descrip-
tion of crime in war 
crimes list. 

References to rele-
vant provisions of 
national law. 
Breaches of Inter-
national Law. 

B.re.ach.es, of . tile laws 	:k.o43.. uuP,if,e0. 

SHORT STATEMENT OF FACTS. 

On or about 23 October 1944 a Lancaster bomber of the Royal Air force engaged 
on a bombing mission in the vicinity of lologne crashed at Burscheid near Altenber6. 
Flight Lieutenant B.\t. Hynes, a member of the crew, esca:ed and was ultimately taken 
prisoner of war. He was eventually handed over to the accused Klos, Griesel and 
Barra who took him from the place where he had landed to a nearby wood. In this 
wood Griesel fired a shot at Flight Lieutenant IVnes who Was walking ahead of the 
three accused. Following this first shot which wounded but did not kill ijynes it 
appears that 'Kos incited and ordered the accused Barra to fire the final coups de 

grace, as a cesult of which Flight Lieutenant Hynes died. 

TRANSMITTED BY . _Office of the.Judge_Advocate. General 0,:i1.1  

• Insert aerial number under which the case is registered in the files of the National Office of the accusing State. 

(20555) Wt.P.252'4 	6,000 5/45 A.& B. W.Ltd. Ge.485 
(30449) Wc.P 11e3i17 6,000 10/45 



- 

See "Short :3ttackmoht 	leitota". 
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ON OF 

of 
Gocrr  

Deposition.on oath of LenTIGile, Gcele - z, of :e1M-07, Stolbergerstr. 62, sworn 
before Francis _ndrewfeN, S/3gt., 3 K.R.I. husears, of Field Investigation 
Section, War Crimes Group (IP::E) at COLOGNE on 21 Nov 1947. 

• 
I al Georg 14:NNINGER, born on 17 Mar 1912, by occupation customs inspector 

and of German nationality. I wau a member of the N3D,J) from 1933 until the 
capitulation. I Was a member of the -.:affen SS SS since 1942, and was granted 
the ranks of SS Oberscharfuhrer and 33 Nauptecharfuhrer der Reserve. I was in 
charge (Lagerleiter) of the '.:corertuchtigungulager :ITENBERG froze September 1944 
until the end of October 1944. 	The cnmp at :diTT:lWEiiG served for military 
training of Hitler Youths. The normal strength of instructors was .above twelve. 
The rcncs of those instructors varied from SS Sturwann tc SS Oberscharfuhrer. 
I can recall the following instructors at ...LTENBERG : 

SS Oberscherfuhrer CEC_CI (he was deputy Lagerfuhrer), SS Oberscharfuhrer 
INMIII, SS Oberscharfuhror 	SS Oberacherfuhrer METTLM, SS Unterscharfuhrer 
GRIESEL, SS Unterscharfuhrer -..TESNGit, SS Untcrscharfuhrer STUDER, SS 
Untcrscharfuhrer 	 3S Med. Unterscharfuhrer KLSIN, SS Sturumann 
SS Unterscharfuhrer 

One Saturday at the end of October 1944 in the early hours of the afternoon 
there was an air-raid warning in the district of ,,LTENBEitG. I saw a four-
engined aircraft coming down to crash. I saw three parachutes come out of the 
aircraft. Two parachutes drifted away in the direction of BURSCHEID and 
BERGISCH GL.,•.DB:.CH, the third one however came down in our vicinity. 'Alen I 
saw however that the aircraft would crash near us and as there was the possibility 
that the aircraft might be loaded with bombs still, I ordered the boys to go 
into the air raid shelter imeediately. I myself also went there. I remained 
in the air raid shelter with the boys until the j.11 Clear - approximately half 
an hour to three quarters of an hour. "Alen I came out of the air raid shelter 
and passed the eepartaent of Vrauel4CH,(matron of the youth hostel) I saw a 
military vehicle standing in front of the door. In the ear ';as Peter KLOS 

Oberbannfuhrer) who w. as at this ,time just on a visit to Frau Z.,EISCH. 
Besides there was another W Officer in civilian clothing whose name I have 
forgotten sitting in the car. KL03 told me that one of the airmen had been 
captured. 1,ihen I asxed him where the airman VMS imprisoned KLOS said to me: 
"He won't do us any harm any more." I coule not discover any details then. 

Approxi:e-tely 10 minutes later as I wes going to my office, an instructor 
came along with several youths, who brought the boots the parachute and 
other parts of the pilot's uniform. Iaexed the people who brought the things 
what had become of thL. pilot. From them I only heard that the airman habd been 
shot while escaping. 	I could not discover details of the circumstances, as 
I only received evasive answers. 

When I wanted to investigate the matter from personal reasons, I got the. 
e., tip in the course of a conversation with someone - I cannot remember when -

to approach GRIESEL, who should icnow more about the affair. On the evening 
of the same day I questionned GRIESEL. He was in the provisionnal dining hall 
and wee alone. There GRIESEL told me closer details about the incident, that 
a certain "Hcrst" who corned as agricultural help at the youth hostel had shot 
the pilot through the back from behind. The airman had not been dead 
immediately and had still been gasping (gcjapst). 	Thereupon he, GRIESEL, had 
given the pilot the coup do grace through the head. GRIESEL further related 
that the useful articles of clothing had been taxon off the pilot. I could 
not discover who else had been on the spot. I do Know that several persons 
loft the air raid shelter witheut authority and went to the scone of the deed. 
I have to state that GlaE3EL himself went to the spot un his own initiative 
and took boys with him, although he, like all the other instructors, had 
orders to remain in the air raid shelter and keep an eye on the boys. 

/I further ... 
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I further learnt that the -.irrarn ;-tr.o covered up y;ith ,iieces of turf. 	rr.rt of 
the pieces of unifora were h.ndc.C. over to the police. 

(Signed)' 11....1,111INGE:11  Georg. 

Sworn by the said Deponent 	 volunt7.rily at COLCGNE before }Ac, 
Frrncis ...ndrey; 	3/Sgt. 	Huosars, - of Field Investigation Section, 
',jar Criraos Group (NT); (j.16-E:'..iled by the C. in C. 1;-.:.itioh .:,rtay of the :Rhine. 

	

( ,igned) 	 3/3gt. 
loicld investigation Section, 

CriKies Group -(N.:E). 

CEIZTIPTT;Q I  that the r-.bove 	a true trz.nolr.tioli 	Germ.n into Enelioh of 
the Deposition •of "L.2.111IAG:fit, 	 3),,1-, ,.itien No. 	 

KNIG1-2 	St,t. 
'Add Investigation.  Section, 

Cri;.ics Group (ILE). 

D. 7/16/1 
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T.L.,1 SLi:TION OF DEIOSITION  No. 2 

   

DEPOSITION 
.:f 

.1tO3SEaE.;,,  

.:ath .f 	 )f 13LECI-TrZ 453, GemeinL:e ODENTI•L'IL. 
Sworn before Capt. 	 5 INNIS D.C.- f Field Investigation Section, 

Crimes Group (NtiE), A 101 5 Dot. 	 BEiZOISCH GLLDBLCH en 4. Jul 4.7. 

I am 3120SSEDE•il, Paul, born :11 26 Jul 27. -•t 3LECI1.2, - toolmaker and f German 
n-tionality. 	I was n:.t a member Df the NSD:.-4:). 	I was a member 	the Hitler 
Youth since 1938. 

One aft.rno-..n in Oct•ber 1944 I saw an airman bale -.-)ut of a fallinc aircraft near 
BL72CHE .t. 	With two German paratr ---)pers who were billeted with my neip- hbour Lugust 
SCIMITZ I ran after the .7escendin airro 	‘I.e found the airman in a small fir 
wood near EIFGENTYLL. 	;is s_•on as we g:)t th:re he said: "Ich nichts Enclander, 
ich nichts Amerikaner," and printed t 	tri-:n;ular sign :m hiS jacket, on which vias 
written "New Zealand". 	14,-7rt fr;ra myself and the two sol-Aurs, there were about 
8 civilians present. 	The s-1,-iers scorched the airman for arms, and were then 

--)ing to take him to the police in BLECT!: 	Bef.)re they had cone 100 Tn., ten to 
fifteen youths and two or three SS instruct _:rs from the military fitness training 
camp (fiehrertuchtigungslager) at i-ILTENDE:_;.G suddenly appeared. 	The highest rank 
amongst these people was he1c.1 by an Oberscharfuhrer, I am almost certain that this 
was Oberscharfuhrer KEINE, who to iv knowledge cmes from HiiiiiiLTAG. 	The SS 
immediately to - k charge of the airman, and led him off down the slope towards the 
valley. 	They maCc all the civilians stop there, and led the airman Hut of our 
sight into the valley. 	BefHro they wont I heard them talking of shooting the man. 
About four minutes after the SS had led the man away I her.rd a shot, and immediately 
afterwards a second shot. 	Its soon cs the second shot had been fired several of 
us ran towards the spot. 	'Shen we ,:■ot there we saw that the airman was lyinc dead 
on his face, surrounded by youths from the camp at ilLTENNI.Z.G, who were searching 
and stripping hi! n. 	The youths wore black Hitler Youth uniform. 	I saw that the 
airman had two bullet w -•unds, me shot from behind through his chest, and one shot 
from the right through the head. I then went away. 

Later I heard the folLwing story at aJECIFELL, which was derived from some boys 
from the camp:- 

The airman was said to have he n sent in front with ine of the youths, and was shot 
through the back by Oberscharfuhrer KEINE. 	',:hen the airman was already lying on 
the ground, a second shot was fired through his Ilea' by one of the boys. 

When I saw them the SS men and the y-ung he 3plo were carrying rifles. 

] have nothin- further to 

(Signed) Paul ilkSSEDELZ 

Sworn by the said Dormant B-OSII/Ea, Paul, voluntarily at 10.15 Det.=. Gov. at 

BEGISCIT 	befor(:', me, Capt. 	 5 INNIS D.G. of Field Investi- 
gation Secti n, War Crimes Group (NIVE), •-etailed by the C. in C. British Iirmy of the 

(Signed) 	E 1 C.. TELZE, Capt. 
Investigatin:• Officer. 

• 
I certify th.,,t t.  is is a true translation from German into English of the 
Depositi'in of aZOSSEDEIZ, l aul, marked :Deposition N.). 2 	  

(Signed) 	KNIGLT, Stet. 
Field Investication Section. 

liar Crimes Group (ME). 
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T.i.tiNSLLTION 
DEPOSITIOp'  Na. 3 

 

DIL'OSITION 
• 

Ifanf  ror:: 

Deposition Ai. -ath 	 ...anfred 	-6:LUZ:ray-EDE, ;:ittelstr. 33. Sworn before Sr t. 	12TIGHI, TI7E 	:f Field Investifmtion Section, tear Crimes Group (Nt- i-F,), at 7 C.I.C. on 18 Jul 47. 

I, TIIL.,".GJ 	 hav beAl inf rmd. that I am wit compelled to make a 
statement unless I. wish to do so, but that any .statemont that I do make here will 
be written dawn and Etny be used as evidence at a later date, I make this statement 
voluntarily and without any pressure or promise '1 reward. 

I am T;Elucka,-,;, ilanfrec, b:•rn 9 Dec 1919 at M4',NDE.J3i:.-. rt. R. student by occupation 
and of German nationality. 	I was not a member of the '1..`311,;1.-, - I was a member of the 
fiJ since 1933. 	I was arrested on 8 Feb 46. 

In October 1944 I was in charre of r:ilitary trainirvy of severra ".,ehrrtuchticungs- 
lac.-er" (Military fitness traininr car ..$), includin,: the camp ALTENBE-ZG. 	Under me 
Oberfeldwebel TUFFEIZT 	Ger:1Tschaftsfuhrer), functioned as leader of the 
ifehrertuchtirunrslarer LLT-- NBFL:G. 	Ono aft.rna .)n in October I saw several para- 
chutes come down. 	I drove off with a runner n tor Taator cycle, but was held up 
for about half an hour by a ...erect of the motor. 	Then I met a man who told ma 
that there had been a runfi:--ht (Fouorrefecht) in the wood. 	I went to the spot and 
found a [7roup of people round the body of an airman. 	I think there were several 
boys from . the camp, a s ier and a civilian. 	The boys t 	ma that they had 
found the airman there. 	Nob:ydy told me haw the airman had lost his life, nor did 
I ever learn anythinr about it at any later date. 	I ordered that the man should 
be buried and left the spot. 	I took with me his identity disc, the parachute, 
the boots and his "escape outfit". 	I sent the identity disc and the parachute to 
the Gebietsfularunr (11J) and ;:ot authority from them to keep the boots and the 
escape outfit for service use. 

The only other information -.which I can lye, is that the car of Ilauptsturraruhror 
Peter 'MOS had bean driven 	the spot; I assume that PIOS and his ILdjutant 
Glb%Sal.AYN were in it. 	;;part fram !this I know within, about the (".cath of the 
airman, except that he was said to have been shat while escapinE, which I heard by 
way of rumour. 

I have nothing- further to add. 

	

(Sirned.) 	12:13114•,c; 

Sworn by the said. Deponent TITEILIAC,:Ea., *,:anfred v-luntarily at No. 7 C. I. C. before 
me, Srt. 	KNIGHT, ry7f, DUFFS, of :i.11e1C, Investi;--Aiam Section, '.gar Crir.ies Group 
(NE), detailed by th. C.in C. 3ritish 4.,rf.-y of the Rhine. 

	

(Sirned) 	KNIG/,'11, 
Investi. 	•-;„ O. 

I certify that this is a true tr' nsl tion from German into En:•lish of the 
DepositiA-1 of 	 c.a.,:lcel Deposition No. 3 • 	 

(Signed) ic.11. KNIGi1T, SL:t. 
Field Investitation Section. 

WFIr Crimes Group (NWE) . 
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TILITSL,,2ION OF DEPOSITION.  

• of 

TUFFS _Iy Willi 

DEPOSITION Ne A . . 

Deposition on oath of TUFFERT, 	of 11.,;j:/7eatf., Dabergsweg  15. 
Sworn before Capt. 	LIThioERE, 5 WhIS D.G. of Field Investigation Section 
War Crimes Group (ITIE), at the Germania Hotel, DUSSELLORF, on 1)+ 2.14; 47. 

I am TUFFERT, 	born: on 10 Dec 191) at VILLIP, by ucoupation municipal 
employee and of Ger:an nationality. I was not a -olber of the 

In October 1944 f was at 4',LTERBERG and wao waitins  to take over the Weh 
ertuchtigungslager RIC,*1._..RDSIL.G114 nearby, which I was to corm-.land. 	One afternoon 
at the end of October 1944 an enemy aircraft was shot down nor ..,LTIVIIERG. I was 
at that time an Oberfeldwebel in the Vehrnacht. From the shot-down aircraft an 
airman baled out. 	Inspector of the Teichujugendfuhrung, Oberbannfuhrer KLOS was 
at the time on a visit at .:d2INOURG. 'awn the airman boled out, KLOS drove 
towards the landing  place in his car with several others _Lnclu:Ling  ..kyself. In the 
car were KLOS, hio driver, I ...lyself and several instructors and youths from the 
SS camp at -LTATBERG. Hear the place where the ain...rol had landed we cane to a 
brook, at which the car could not go any further. Most of the people out of the 
car immediately ran into the wgod, some rao off to the right, while KLOS, a 
certain Unterscharfuhror from the ca ,p and several youths ran straight up to a 
spot where many people could he heard. The UnterscharfUhrer who accompanied KLOS 
wore Waffen SS. uniform, had very black hair and a dark cooplexion, he was of 
medium height and broadshouldered. I ;,iyself with several others stayed near the 
car, in order to wait until the prisoner was brouoht back. ..fter a short tio.le 
several youths caAe back to us and told us that the Oberbannfuhrer and the Untcri. 
scharfuhrer had taken the airman away from the Civilians who were there and had 
led hio aside. 	little tile after this I heard two or three shots from the 
wood. Then KLOS, the Unterscharfuhrer described a'oove, and other youths and 
instructors who hpa  cone in the car, oame down to us. KLOS, the UndersoharfUhrer 
and most of the others carried rifles. 	this group came down the slope together, 
the youths in KLOSts presence talked about the airman hlting  been shot. KLOS 
aid not say anything but only ao:iled. Then KLOS went to his car, and I asked the 
boys standing  around what they haC. done with the prisoner. The boys answered 
me that the airman had been ohot by order of the Oberbannfuhrer. I do not know 
whether KLCS was mcntione -. by name, but I am certain that the boys spoke of an 
"order of the Oberbannfuhrer". When I asked why th- man had been shot, the 
SS men, amongst ahom wars the Unterscharfuhrer, said that the airman had 
murdered women and children with bombs in COLOGNE. Nobody told no who had 

fired the shots. ater this I drove back to ...LLCM:LEX. with KLOS, the Unter-
scharfuhrer and the others. 

I have nothing further t3 4. 

(Signed) TIUFERT 

Sworn by the said Deponent TUFFERT, 'Alla, voluntarily at theGermo:nia Hotel, 
DUSSELDORF, before me, Capt. 	LBOIhaltE, 51u:61:6 D.G. of Field Investigation 
Section, War Crimes Group (I47E) detailed by the C. In C. British :.rmy of the 
Rhine. 

I certify that this is a true transThtion frin German into Enolish of the 
Deposition of TUFPERT, 	.oulted De?3sition No. 4. 

(Signed) K.W. Knight, Sgt. 
Field Investigation Section, 
';:ar Crimes Group (OOLE) 

(Signed) 	LU3IUKtE, Capt. 
Investigating Officer. 

D/2 
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- 1)1a-O3ITION  

of 
Heinz 

- Deposition :Al 	_ 	 cf 	11I1L., Verdchlerstr. 23b. Sworn 
before Kenneth 	1. . Id investition ;3ection, 
Group (NZ), at 	TDib. .n );.:ec 194.7. 	•• 

.1 0211 	 it 	v1922 	.,JI nr, 111,1SL,..U, by 
occupation blacicsvlith 	 ..;..tionality. 	I ..,-ras a ?aetaber of the '.:05.'fen- 
-SS fru:. 1939 to 194.,j, 	 Unt- rscharfuhrer. 	For several 
months in the autuln f 19.;A: I 	 ir.truct,...r in the '.:ohrertuchtigungslager 
at :,..LMITBEItG. 	One z ,.ftc,rm ,  n 	the 	 1°91:.4. 	off duty and was 
lying in y bed in 

I w.as told th:-.t an 	 n 	i.r.rachute. 	ty comrade 
Untersch-xfuhrer 	 .t:. 	 on, ot dressed, ve are 
going up there, the Oberbannfuhrer is z%lready ws.iting in the car." \Te went 
dorm and :.:ot into the car, fut there wre coulC see the aix:ian C6IC down on his 
parachute, he waS still to tL. three hundred meters above the ground. 

The 	 persons s,-,ere in the 	Hitler Youth Oberbannfuhrer in 
uniforn bearin; the inscri. .)tion IZJF (111..ichsjug,endfuhrung), who .tore tho 
"German Cross in gold" 	 Phiz.; Oberbannfuhrer yp,s on a visit at 
+1J-,TEMELL at the time. 	,Ilso in the car were GIESEL, myself and probably 
Obcrfcldwebcl TiiffiSilT. 	I :jr, -Isidox,  it possible that there were still others 
in the car, but I cannot rec.:11ect my of 

drove off in the car ii n appro::il.lately easterly direction and went 
about I ta 	 thon 	carae to a track which branched off to the 
left and left the car stanflin;:.; 	a bridge. 	 the Oborbannfuhrer and 
I believe Tb1171-CT -,-;cnt U[ th 	lop e 	the left of the track-, and I followed 
the.; 	slcwly as I hz..ve Lad feet frcu w:.r-injurics. 	I thinic that I 
arrived about 3 or 4. '.iinutes later than GLE]e:di and the Obcrbannfuhrer at the 
spot where they had taken the airman prisoner. 

;.ben I arrived on the ocene I 	 an the Oberbannfuhrer standinL.  
with an a iliod airman in flyinc-suit an,:: bouts. 	There wore also scue Hitler 
youths and p rhaps sov.ie other i:crsons as 	',:hen I came up to this group 
I saw GiaESEL 'aatcc.; a sign to the pilot, inAcating that he., the pilot, should 
go in the direction of the wood. 	Li. ,ediately aften.T.rds I heard this 
Oberbannfuhrer say: nk, one is to o into the wood with (us)." 

GRIMM 'as carrying a ):.nista rifle, the Oberba.nafuhrer a Russian or 
Finnish sub-uachineuun. 	It is r.o..,sible that soaebcdy else v;ent along as 
well but I cannot rele,.1!)er the per:;..-ns any llore. 	I can only remember 
clearly that G:dESEL and the Oberei- .J,.fuhror fullov.ed behind the pilot. 
This group first ix.nt about 20 to 30 meters down the slope through a 
clearing and then A.sappearc-d in the wood. I could sec the group as frx 
as thc edge of the wood. 	.:,ftcr they had been in the wood about 5 or 10 
minutes I heard a shot. 	.',3 •.1,..; front-line sul!iler I was able to distinguish 
exactly that this shot was fired from a rifle and n,t from a sub-machineFun. 

I myself did not r,o al.ng, f -)r I /71. 	exactly that this allied aiman 
was to be shut, as rItIESEL ftii f1re.d;,7 	we were driving to the spot 
said the following: "These -:-,irmen ub r:d, bombs en women and children, 
all have, to be Ailed." 	I 12-1::-.; that (::.111e:h had already fur a few weeics 

- previeusky been fi.Uod smith hatred 34,ainot -L;nglitsli airmen. 

',Then G-Irrf:SIM r.-nci . thc-. 	_roonnfuhrcr 	bacic I asiced GJIESEL what 
had becoue of the airman. 	(.•.J.E;.2L declared: "He ia dune for. 
dem 1st es 

Shortly before th,.. end I the war when I as in the fik:htinj en th,  
Rhine fronc 	Gi,1121:14, I talked AAA: I1 	:-..bLut the aff;tir f the 
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airmn. 	..c v.ere 	invin a ,e%1 in -1. school at CELIG3, present tore 0-)61.-schn.rfuhrer 	 -1:ussibly also Oberschrfuhrer There GAZILoTIL rcl-ted the 1„hule story concernini: the nailed rArman. 

I. a. GRITZEL ff.oclared: 
led him into the wocd. 
;:n eyelid an the-a I sh 

"The Oberannfuhrci and I SCia.a the airman and hilc I r%isc 	rifle the airlInA did nut bat 
A3 the air.:an down." 

Ihave been she ::n 
the man shown 	these 
with GiffESEL to:)ic 

t\: ::.ictu.ces -lamed "R103, Peter" and I recocnise 
pictures C.3 the iI Cberbannfuhrer who teGcthcr 
in the shuAint: uf the airman. 

(JiEjled) Heinz .IESNER. 

31—rn by the s-Ad Deiunent - ..1,:3E .1Z, Heinz A dA72,11„ this 4th day -f Decalbor, 1947, voluntsrily of arc ,ac SEt. 	. 	of :L.3 Teaul, Field Investintion Secti:n, 'd(x Cries Gruu, (- 	detailed by the C. in C. British _ruy 'f the ,hine. 

(Si;-ned) 	 SE t. 
Picid Investigation Sootion. 

Grilles Group (ME). 

ar_ZTIFIED that the a',..ve is e. true translatiLn freill German into English cC the Deposition of 3E,JLfE".a Leinz, marked liepusitiun No. 5. 
(Signed) K..d. Knight. 

$Et. 
Field Ihvesti 	:.Jectiun. 

x Crir3LJ Gruul 

D. 7/16/1 
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Translation of 
eeposition Ne.6  

 

2EY -CITIOU 

Deposition on oath of 	 :illi, Laic, of DUE:DSELDORF-JERSTEN, 

Kampstr. 	sw':Jrn before Francis Lndrew 	 ;3/3:t 3 K.R.I. Hussars, cf 
Field Investigation Scoticn, 	Crimes Gr'uj. (1i. T) at COLOGNE on 7 Dec 1947. 

I am 1I1,1 	 -rn on 13 %rch 1914, a police sekretaer by 
profession, and of Geri.%n nnticnality. I as V. member of the illlgemeine SS 
since 1931 and of the 	 fro:: 1940 until the end of the war. 

highest rank in the ".f fun SS was Ucersch "fuehrer. In autumn 1944 I was 

employed as an instructor in the .ehrertuechti.unc;slap;er LLTENBERG i.th the 

rank of an Oberscherfuehrer for :lout 2 months. 

I only learned that an airman had been shot in the neighbourhood of 

LLTENIT':i1G a few (Iva later, .ahen I cane back to ,L'Ir,;f<'IERG from a duty trip. 

Unterscharfuehrcr Georg GRIESEL, who 	under my command as far as the 

training was concerned, as I was platoon emmander, personally told me about 

the incident. I cannot remember on which occasion he told me this. GPTP.SEL 

related the following:- Ln airman had cone down by parachute near LLTRIBERG 

and GRIESEL and others had taken the airman prisoner. He, GRIESEL, had 
said to the airman that he should turn round and walk away from him. The 
intention was to sho:Yt the airmnn from behind. The airman who apparently 
had an idea that he was to be shot turned round and displayed his sang 
froid by smiling, whereupon GRIESEL took a rifle from someone else and shot 
the airman. I have a vague idea that I also heard that a second shot was 

fired on this occasion, as the airman was said rult to have been dead after 

the first shot. 

Furthermore OUSEL told me that the airman had been unarmed and that 

his articles of clothing and equipment had been taken awry from him and that 

the airman had been covered with earth somewhere near LLTENBERG. 

I can no longer remember exactly the details of the story, but I do 

remember with certainty that GRD:OLI, personally boasted in front of myself 

and others that he had shot the airman. 

Even before this incident GRIESEL had told me that he ,fould bump off 
any airman whom he got his hands on. He made this remark to me on one 
occasion Alen ,+e were talking about the air raids on COLOGNE. 

(Sgd) 

S.IORN by the :'.id Deponent 1INICU'..;. milli, at COLOGNE this 7th dry of 
December 1947, voluntarily .before 	S/Sgt F.L. T1..ZIN, of No.3 Team, 

Field Investigation Section, 	Crimes Group (N. E), 	by the 

C-in-C. british Lrmy of the "Rhine. 

(Sge) 	 Luas..N, S/Sgt 

Field Inv. Section 
;ar Crimes Group (NWE) 

CERTIFIED that this is a true translation fr German into English of 

the depoSition ',iilli 	T:lar ked Dep. 

(Si9i.ed) 	 KniLf.,ht Sgt 

Field Investigation Section 

Crimes Group (illE) 
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Translati-n of anlaaition iT,47 

  

JATIWSITION 

of 

12,03, Peter 

Deposition on oath of ;dos, Peter, 	cf 	 Zweiciazon 2 
Sworn before Capt. 	 CiET,IRE, .5 Innis D. G. of Field Investigation 
Section,':ar Cri.:cs Group (U%1;) in thePolizeiprasidium, DUSSELDORF, al 
10 ralf_.; 47. 

I, KDOS Peter, have Leen informed that I am not compollid to make a 
statement unless I dish t‘ 	,J, but th:t any statement that I do make 
here will be wriAen d 	C.I1C ,It17 -,c used as ovidence at a later date. I 
make this statement v lunt%rily an-  without ,Tesoure ,r 2romise of reward. 

I al.,  KUDS Peter, born on the 11 ,pr 1914 in 	UJCEEIT, by occupation 
Lusiness nan arki of German naui nality. t was a member of the NSD:..r since ' 
1934 and of the 2itler Youth wince 1)29. I was arrested on 6 Lui; 47. 

In October 1944 I :,as inspectir in the Dorsr,nnel office of the Reichs-
augendfuhrung, and had the rrnk of Oberbannfuhrcr. Lt the end 3f October 
I dray() to il,Vatal on official Thisineos. On Saturday afternoon I passed 
through LLTENDHRG, where I stopi)ed for a short time at the youth hostel. 
Shortly after I arrived .t L.LTEG an enerAy aircraft crashed nearby. 
Ln airman baled out fror. this aircraft, and when I heard this I drove out 
to the spot in my car. :ith no in the car there was Hans GLNSEL an0 several 
youths and instructors from the camp. 7heilwe could not get any further by 
oar, I left the car, and 	-“ent off in different directions to lock for 
the airman. I found the airman, surrounded by a crowd of people. On the 
soot I sm; civilians, Luft:iaffe soldiers and y.:uths and instructors from 
the camp. Later Harst 	also arrived on the scene. I tried to converse 
with the airman, but ceuld not make myself understood to him. I saw an SS 
N.C.O. and told him he shAild take the man to the camp. I further told 
Horst BLRBL to accompany the tic. The people standing round were in an 
excited mood an voices were heard that the man .)11ht to be shot. I told 
the N.C.O. who led the airman away 	slin his rifle and only to use it 
in case of an Gr.=-C• 	did not carry a weapon. The prisoner and his 
two escorts Went off in the direction of the camp. I any' several others 
went along for a bit. Then I went to find my ear, and moot of the people 
from the camp .:ho had -e with are before followed me. L?tor a short time, 
when I found my car, I 	several shots. Later I saw 	again and he 
told me: w/o have shot th_ airman". :hen I asked him .:;ho had shot him, 
he said thr.t the N.C.O. had done it, and related that the airman had thrown 
his parachute over the J.C.O. and the latter had struck him 	the butt 
of his rifle. The airman had resisted and thereupon he had shot him. I 
drove away imediately al:terwards and did not. make any further enquiries. 
I have nothilv further to add. 

'(.tine.:!) Peter ;M OS 

Sworn by the said Deponent KLCS Peter, voluntarily at Polizuiprasidium 
DUSSELDO.a, before me, Caot. 	LECH„FaE, 5 Innis D.G. of Field 
Investization Section, '.:ar Crimes Group (NIE), detailed by the C-in-C. 
British Lxny of the AhiAe. 

(Si,;ned) 	LECI5ERE, Capt. 
Investi3atinz Officer. 

I certify that this is a true translation from German into -..]njish of the 
Deposition of ELM, Peter marked Deposition No.7. 

(Spaced) 	Knight, Sgt. 
Field Investigation Section, 

Crimes Group (17.1E). 
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1 •aljn of 

,LjaOSITION 

f 

GZESEL Ge.r- 

Deeosition No. 8 

1661 

   

Depositi. n ,n :ath of GJESEL Geor , n-le, f G.-!bru.der GrinLstrasse 51, 
IUSSEL, sworn before Francis An - r ., 	2/1' t, 8 . T. ...ussars, of Field 
Investidati:n Secti - m, ,;ar 	Grout, (Na) in the t lie, Presidium KASSEL, .n 14 Dec 47. 

I, GAIES2I, Georg.,* hay, . 	inf rE.ed that I ar. /IA compelled to make a statement nrainst my will, but th:A any statement that T dm make here, will be written 
down and nay be used as evince r.t a later , :ate. 	I mak, this ctatement 
voluntarily withart any threats or ir mise of reward. 

I am GIZIESEL Geer 1  b--)rn on 26 Jul 1915 in A:.ASSEL, by occupation Fainter and of 
German n-tionality. 	I was conscripted into the daffen SS in the year 1943. 
1y highest rank in the Waffen SS was Untorsch.,rfuehrer (C,1). 	In the autu, ,' ni f 
1944 was employed for two or three months as an instructor in the Wehrertue- 
chti;.un .slaLer ALTEN3EAG. 	The chief of the camp was SS Hauptscharfuchrer 

I still remember the followin• instructors:- 
SS-Unterscharfuehrer WIESNE, SS-Oberscharfuehrer LENTNE, -  SS-Oberscharfunhrer 
TRETTLER, SS,Unterscharfuehrer S,JIRTI1A, SS-Oberscharfuehrer WINZEIL 

One afternoon in autumn 1944 an air raid n 03LOGNE was in proL.ress. 	I saw a 
parachute cominr (7own. 	‘,a73SNYA and I climb,: into the car which was already 
standing in the courtyarY. 	In the oar there was a Hitler Youth officer who was 
at the camp for a short visit. 	There was also a second man in H;J., uniform in 
the car. 	I canmot remeer anyone else, who came alone; in the car. 	ire then 
drove off in the car in the direction in which the parachute was coming* down. 
When we arrived at the srot, I saw the airman surrounded by one or several 
Unteroffiziere of the Flak, and I sa,:. the airman fold up his parachute. 	At the 
same time several 'otty.:r. Fitl,:r Youths arrived at the scene and the airman was 
handed over to us. 	)".rdever, the air.an way. only handed over to us after the 
H. J. officer had insiste.7 on it. 

A short while later. I heard this. F.J. Officer ask the Hitler Youth: "Who of you 
has been bombed out?" A number put up,  their hands and.thereupon he said "In 
that oase you know whnt y-u have: 	d-." 

Thereupon we moved off in a croup consistin;-  of the H.,T. Officer, myself, WIESNER, 
the Hitler Youth who subsequently find the first shot and a Levi more youths 
whom I can no longer remember. We,w, i_ed f-r about 5 to 10 minutes. 	The air- 
man walked in fr'nt about 3 or 4 paces in 	of 	 L Hitler Youth 
with a rifle was walking next t' the -irman, 	had been .,r;ere,' by the 1,.5. 
Officer to act as escort t the airman. 

We then arrived at the e.,:e of a wood, when, the -round. started to be uneven. 
When the airman wont down the sl.pe, his pace quickened. 	The Hitler Youth, who: 
walked next to him, did the same. Then I nticoC n Hitler Youth take his rifle 
from his back and shot at the airman from a distance of about 2 paces. As the 
man was still standing*, but heavily in,lured, I shot at him from a distance'..)f 
about 5-6 metres, whereupon. he fell down and lay 

For the sake of clearness I wish t ) 	that the Pitler Youth, who fired the 
first shot, was not the s°ne who went .next tJ the airman, but a Hitler Youth 
who went behind the airman in our croup. 

I was shown pictures marked 3,..,RA Horst, and I recornise 	the left picture, 
front view, as being the face of the Hitler Youth who fired the first shot at 
the airman. 
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I was shown pictures rarke0 LOS ecter, and I rec .-nise on both pictures the 
face 	the H.J. Officer, wh. -,skoC the 	Y;uths, who hal.  boon bombed 
out. 	As far as I 	he was the seni'r ffic r rat the lance. 	He wore a 
brown Hithr Youth blouse with a. strikin .  'ec r%ti n n his breast and the 
ba,1:es of rank of a seni.r 1. •-. Officer. 

I cannot remember that an r,:er was given 	sh of the -irman. 	Neither can I 
remember, whether I was r ere to shot at the .2:in-:nil. 	I consi,:er it unlikely 
that the Hitler Youth acted without being ordered. 

I think the rifle, with which the Hitler Youth shot, was a Danish make. 
The rifle, whioh I had at that time, was either a Czech or a German carbine. 

I would like to add that I was very nervous at that time, as I had to endure 
6 air-raids during my 6 days' leave in KASSEL and was bombed out, and as I 
had to endure another air-raid in COLOGVE on ray return to my camp. Besides of 
these I had to endure several oth er air-raids in COLOGNE, which in many cas-s 
took place in the vicinity of my camp. 

I want to say the following with regard to the subject:- 

I remember that directly before the shooting of the airman took place, the 
senior H.J. Officer approached the airman and said to him: "How dare you drop 
your bombs on to helpless people, children and babies?" whereupon the airman 
replied something I could not hear. 	Thk.,reupon.  I personally saw that the H.J. 
Officer slapped the airman's face several. times. 

I have. nothing further to say on this subject. 

(Signed) G. GsZIESEt 

SWORN by the said Deponent Georg GRIESEL, at the Police Presidium KASSEL, 
voluntarily this 14th d4 of December 1947, before me, S/Sgt F.A. TILITAN, of 

3 Team, Field thvestigation Section, War Crimes Group (N4E)., detailed by the 
C.-in-C. British Army of the Rhino. 

(Signed) F. A. 	S/Sgt. 
Ada Inv. Section. 
aar Crimes Gp (NiiE) 

Certified that this is a true translation from Geri. - n into English of 
the Deposition of GRIESEL Georg, marked Dep.-N). 8. 

(Signed) K. 1. KNIGHT, Sgt. 
Field Investigation Section. 
War Crimes Grow (NWE) 

D9 
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DEPOSITION 
of 

BARRA, Horst  

Deposition on oath of BA Iti,, Horst,, male, of iJdGERT nr. BIRK Kreis SIEGBURG. 
Sworn before Capt. ?L.A. H. LECHI.=, 5 INNIS D. G. of Field Investigation Section, 
•ier Crimes Group (NwE) in the i.) ..lizeipresidium 072RHAUS.71N on the 8 Jul 4.7 

I, BARRA, Horst have been informed -that I r.11:1 not compelled to make -a statement 
unless I wish to de so, but thet any stetement that I do make here- will be 
written down and may be used as evidence •::t a later date. 	I make this state- 
ment voluntarily and witheut any pressure er promise of reaard. 

I am BAR L, Horst, herr. .- n :el. 28 in DANZIG, by occupation labourer, and of 
German nationality. 	I -a 	 of the '-'!'SW.P since 1944 and of the H.J. 
since 1936. 

In the year 194/1. I vrs 	in the Youth 'Hestia at ALTEN13E2G. 	One Saturday 
afternoon in October 1944 en aircraft was shot down near ALTENBERG. 	'sie saw 
an airman bale out and Hauptsturrfuhr,:r niter ZIOS who was on P visit at 
ALTENBERG at the time told me t t eke a bicycle and follow the airman. 	I f ounces 
the airman in a w .ed near ALTENB:I.0 with an Oberfeldwebel and an Unterpffizier 
of the German Airforce who were searching him. Immediately afterwards twelve 
Hitler Youths from the Wehrertuchtigungslager at ALTENBERG appeared under en 
Unterscharfuhrer(SS) and a pe:ment later finuptsturlfuhrer Peter KLOS with his 
adjutant Obersturafuhrer Helmut 	 and an SS-rntetscharfuhrer from the 
camp arrived. The two members ef th Luftwaffe wanted to take the airman along 
wheretnen ladOS said "Out of the question, the man is earning with us". 	We then 
went down towards the valley with th: prisoner and ,:LOS sent away the boys with 
their Unterscharfuhrer ae well as the civilians who were present. The airman 
was sent forvard with a Hitler Youth with a rifle and behind them walked MRS, 
GRASSINN, the Unterscherfu;-Arer who had came with t hem and myself. 	The air- 
man with the youth was walking about 6m. in front of us. Suddenly KLOS said 
something to the Unterscharfuhrer who was wal.--ing beside him whereupon the latter 
teek his rifle from his shoulder and shot the eirman through the back. The 
airman fell over and we eent tawerds him. 	I was yt the time carrying the rifle 
of one of the youths wh.,r: KLOS had sent away. 	KLOS and I bent over the airman 
and began to search him. Suddenly aos said to mo I should 	the airman the 
Coup do Grace (Gne.:enschuss). 	As I -.7id net shoot at ence ?CLOS said I should 
step back a little and then ordered "Go on Shoot him through the temple." On 
this order I shot the airman threui h the head. 	I do not :..now whether the air- 
man was still alive before mruy  shot. After I came back aOS had me fetched to 
room where he was with G.t.ASS:eNi: and another officer, I think it was TEILX:a1R. 
KLOS told me I should never s;-e• k about the sheeting of the airman and if I over 
had to make a statement zi it I should eny that he was shot while attempting to 
escape. 

have nothing further to adds 

Sworn by the said Deponent 
OBERHAUSEN, before met  CC pt.  
Section War Crimes Group 

(Sityied) T-erst BARRA 

rst, voluntarily t Pelizeiprasidium 
LECIIIME, 5 INNIS D.G. f Field Investigati- m 

T.etailed by the C. in C. British ;,rmy of the 

(Signed) 1),...T.a. LECIMIERE, Capt. 
Investigatin- ; Officer. 

I certify that this is r. true translati -.n from German into English 

th.: Depesitien 	..13AILZA Horst marked Deposit:i.en re, 9A 	 

(Signed) 	1.1TIGHT7 '--t 
Field Investigation Section. 
War Crimes 	("it:::). 

of 

7-  C,  
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T,"...1TSL....TION OP • 
LT:-.L.-ITION No. 9  

Lf 
L-rst  

• 

Deposition on ,(th 	 LrL:t, .ale uf 	nr. BIRK, ,ireis 
AEGBURG. 	bcf. le 	 !.) 	13 :).G. of Field 
Investition 'ecti);n, ^r Cri)c,s (.rouf (177:', in th, 
DU3JE:1:,O2F, :4.1 9 ..tv: 47. 

.1:Iorst h 
statement unless I wi.,h 
here, will be written 
I make this statcent v 
reward. 

. inf 	that I 	c:;'.4-1,-4;11ed to i.anke 
'out tir..t 	 that I du mz.,.ke, 

uses; s evidence at a later (1P.te. 
■.:ithout !- ny :ressure ..)r promise of 

I 	 n 	2L; 	 .ecui):%tien laoouror, 
and of German nationality. 	 the 	since 19/44 and c-f 
the Ii7 since 1936. 

On the spot, where the 	 1.ndod, there were several civilians 
and air f_Irce men, a croup .2 	frm the ..:ehrertuchtigunEslacrer with an 
S3 UnterschrTfuhrer, as well 	,.urptsturmfuhrer Peter KLOS with another 
officer, probably 	 and an Unterseharfuhrer from the comp. 
all went down t::,:.ards the valley 7:ith the air:Ian, .111y the civilians and air 
force mon stayed behind. liter a shy xt time KLOS stopped and turned rourid 
t ..; us. 	 ".,;hich 	ycu has had bcub damage (fliegergeschadigt)?"' 
Jamost all answered th-t they had suffered ;) -..:1.J 	 Thercui:.on KIDS 
said: "Then you Know 	haw to de." But nobody moved. Then KLOS 
said: "If you can't do 	then we shall do it, jet away:" The beys then 
wont away with the Unterscharfuhrer. 	I tcoi the rifle of a comrade. 	There 
wore now un the 3j of only the sir.ir:n ehc.was escorted oy a yiuth, and 6_or_7_ 
metres further back wrlked in a re fret riAt to left I 7:13rsclf, Git.;.1.:111", 
KLOS and the Unterscharuhrer. Then KLOS told the. buy to sto; and sent thc 
airman up the hill on the ri:ht. On this the airman turned round and asked 
KLOS why he wanted to shout 	KLO3 .:sliced towxds him and said that 
he had dropped 'embs on civilians and 	 The airlan said ho had not 
done this. 	But KIOS, 	otJoC. 'esie him, rel,lied: "Yes, you have 
(dech, loch)," 	struc!: 	in the 	i.th the ',tat of his rifle. 
steed 'Jeside KLOS and also raised my rifle, :Alt KLOS -,-,revented this beci..use 
ho was afraid my rifle 	Lv off. 	Then KLOS and I ::errt bacia down the 
hill and when tide had reached the f:.)-xt 	thc. 	 the Unterscha.rfuhrer 
shot at the a,irman. 	 -.VG had, f-  one 	the hill to the airman, KLOS • 
had exch:mf:ed 7. few verds with thc Unterscharfuhrer. 	Im,aediately after the 
shot had fallen, I ;.cnt ui) the sle t_ the airnan )1d bent wer hill', at this 
KLOS called to me: ''Give hi. 	 graco (Gdlenschuss)," 	I hesitated 
and KLOS shouted, I ;Ai old tea 	At 	then: 	ell, go en, shoot!" 
ThercupLn I shot the air';:an thru'o tnd head. 	I could nit ascertain, whether 
the airaan was still alive ;Jef,.r , 	G. 	I have n:.think further to add. 

(Signed) H.,rst 

Sworn :..ry the said G ponent 1;_,Idt_., Horst, voluntarily at FoliLeiirasidium, 
DILJELDORP, 13,1:( :e no Capt. 	 ClivirM, 5 .117,TIS L.G. of Field  Invest- 
iLz.tion 3ecti:n, 	 Groul) (IPE) detailed '.)5, the C. in C. British 
,,rmy f the Rhine. 

(Signed) 
Investig::ting Officer. 

I certify that this is true translation frcm German into English of 
the secon Deposition 	 i:erst r.vrked -.Jel)ositicn No. 9E. 

(sga) x. vi, Knight. 
Sgt. 

Piold Ihvesti,ation Section 
yar Crimes Group (WE) 

D.7 
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2221 55 gt, 
-132961:; Sgt.. 	(PCY:s; 

(1:n) 	i 5 3(-Fiar.L.--on, VW:do:fordo  Cami.iss, 
.Co at cc ColoEnc., 

Craf:hedt 1.8 	on 281h 	1941. at Q.:Jed dC.4, 3, G 	z52A57, 

JIi.sl.t.",)11. • 
I. 
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PARTICULARS OF EVIDENCE IN SUPPORT 1666 

Contained in the statements of :- 
(i Georg LANNINGER 

(ii. Paul BROSSAElt 
(iii Manfred TIIEMACIER 

(iv 	TUMMIT 
(v) heinz WEISITOZ 

(vi 

and in the statements of the accused Peter Imo, Georg GIZTe:SEL and Horst, BAJ.2ZA (2), 
and in the letter No. P. 424832/)4/S. 14 Cas C. from the Air 1tinistry to the 

• Military Deputy, Judge Advocate General, dated 21 January 1943. 
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'a 	 NOTES ON THE CASE 	1667 

(Under this heading should be included the view taken as to (a) the degree of 
responsibility of the accused in view of his official position, e.g., was offence 
committed on the offender's own initiative, or in obedience to orders, or in carrying 
out a system approved by authority or a legal provision ; (b) the probable defence ; 
(c) whether the case appears to be reaF nably complete.) 

A. 	 The accused Griesel and Brava each fired one shot at Plight Lieutenant 
Hynes. 	One of the shots being fired' on the instructions of the accused Klos. 

• B. 	There appears to be no defence to this case. 

C. 	The case is complete. 

. = . =■=•=■=■=■=■=■■■ 


